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Message from the
USENIX ATC ’20 Program Co-Chairs
1. Preamble

Every year, conference chairs share their thoughts about the conference. This is often chock-full of statistics about acceptance
rates, etc. We’ll include stats for sure. We felt, however, that we’d like to share with all of you some of the “inside scoop” of
how a conference is organized and run from the Co-Chairs’ perspective. Many authors don’t know what happens behind the
scenes; and even most PC members don’t get to chair a conference of this magnitude. We are honored to have been selected
to co-chair USENIX ATC ’20. Running a conference like ATC is substantially more work than some other, even well established conferences, for the reasons outlined below (and that effort skyrocketed when the pandemic hit). There is a lot to know
and we hope that this information will be valuable to all of you in the future.

2. Early Decisions

ATC is a large and complex conference to run for several reasons.
First, while it is a systems conference, ATC is fairly broad. Whereas conferences such as OSDI, FAST, NSDI, etc. see more
focused papers, ATC has a much broader set of papers that span many systems conferences: networking, storage, operating
systems, security, etc. This breadth meant that the PC’s makeup had to be carefully balanced to ensure appropriate representation for all likely topics.
Second, ATC is also the place where new systems papers are often submitted for topics that may not have a home of their
own. FAST, NSDI, USENIX Security, and others—all started in part because ATC was getting too many papers in those
areas, suggesting it was time to form a new, more focused conference. In recent years ATC started getting papers on edge
computing and applied machine learning; and this year we expected we might get for the first time ever papers in quantum
computing (and we were right). This meant that the PC’s makeup also had to include people who could review papers in
newer and emerging topics such as machine learning and quantum computing.
Third, ATC receives submissions from many first time or relatively junior authors. Everyone has to start somewhere. But this
meant that the PC had to do more work in reviewing and shepherding papers.
It would be nearly impossible to find ATC PC Chairs who are experts in all areas of systems research, including emerging
ones. Recognizing this, we decided, for the first time, to recruit a few “PC Leaders” early on. We recruited five excellent PC
leaders who, in addition to reviewing papers, would also help us form the PC itself. These five Leaders are experts in areas
that us Co-Chairs were not as knowledgeable in, and they were instrumental in recommending and helping us pick members
for this large PC.
Another important decision we made followed previous ATCs: we selected two “Submission Co-Chairs,” one each at our
respective institutions: Ketan Bhardwaj (Georgia Institute of Technology) and Dongyoon Lee (Stony Brook University). They
were instrumental in assisting us run the conference submissions site (HotCRP) and overall, during the review process. They
helped us analyze data, collect various statistics, write scripts, monitor online discussions, helped us run the (virtual) PC, and
more. We cannot imagine running this conference without them, especially when the pandemic demanded a lot more effort
on everyone’s part.

2.1. Decisions we made early on: R1 rejections, topics/themes

Every chair gets a chance to redefine the process of running the conference somewhat. We looked at past conferences as well
as past ATCs and decided to try a few changes.

2.1.1. Two review rounds and early rejections
ATC and other conferences have two rounds of reviewing. In the first round (R1), every paper gets a few reviews, and we
decided to keep it at 3 reviews. There would then be online discussion and filtering. Those papers deemed worthy would
advance to the second round of reviewing (R2) and receive about 2 more reviews. We aimed for 3 reviews in R1 and 5 in R2.
There’s an “art” of sorts to deciding how many reviews to have in each round: if you have too few, less informed decisions are
made. But ironically, if you have too many reviews, in many cases that does not lead to better decisions. We have seen it before:
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when you assign a paper more reviews, there’s sometimes less convergence to an accept/reject decision; often the result is
more variance, so converging on a decision is harder. No, more reviews aren’t necessarily better. Rather, PC members have to
be given time to discuss their reviews and try to convince each other of the merits of one’s opinions.
Traditionally, papers that don’t make it to R2 are slated for rejection. But as there’s a second round of reviewing and a PC
meeting, there’s often a month or more between when R2 reviewing begins and all rejection notices are sent.
So we decided to send rejection notices for papers in R1 who didn’t make it to R2, as quickly as we could. That was almost a
month before final paper decisions were released. We did this to help authors, who now have even more time to consider their
papers and the reviews they received, and decide how to revise the work for an eventual resubmission.
While sending R1 rejections helped authors, it meant more work for the PC and Co-Chairs, and a tighter schedule. Before
any reviews are sent out, we decided to follow past models and perform a “Review Sufficiency Check” (RSC). In this stage, a
paper reviewer is assigned to read all of the reviews and to ensure that they are complete, detailed, fair, respectful, proofread,
and not missing useful information. An example of what an RSC check catches is when a reviewer might say “this work was
done before,” during this RSC phase, we would catch this and ask the reviewer to provide more details such as an actual citation to the “done before” work.

2.1.2. Paper topics
When authors submit papers, they check several boxes to indicate what topics their paper fits into (e.g., networking, storage,
operating systems). Similarly, before PC members begin to review any paper, they log in to the conference reviewing system, HotCRP (yes, pronounced hot-crap :-), and configure their expertise level in each of the topics. PC members mark their
expertise on a five-point scale from “no expertise,” to “neutral,” to “expert.” This indicates the PC member’s preference in
reviewing or not reviewing papers on certain topics.
Assigning hundreds of papers to over 100 PC members is a daunting task. Thankfully, HotCRP has a built-in “auto-assignment”
feature. HotCRP can match papers to PC members by mutual interest in a given topic. HotCRP’s initial assignment is very
helpful but is not perfect, so it still needs a lot of review and tweaking by the Co-Chairs.
One trend in recent years has been to increase the number of topics and even add “cross-cutting” themes (sometimes called
“aspects”). For example, instead of just saying “networking,” you break it down into local-area, wide-area, mobile, protocols,
data-center, etc., networking. And instead of saying “storage” you break it down to file systems, NVMs, Flash storage, network storage, KV stores, etc. And then you add orthogonal themes that can be applied to any of the finer-grained topics, for
example: performance, scalability, security, availability, reliability, scheduling, etc.
There was a good reason to add more and more fine-grained topics and themes: HotCRP could do a better matching of
papers to reviewers, ensuring that the best-qualified experts would get to review a paper. But there was a growing problem
with the proliferation of topics and themes.
First, asking PC members and authors to mark 60+ topics and themes was a growing burden.
Second, authors don’t always mark their papers correctly, often missing important topics/themes.
Third, some PC members don’t want to mark their topic preference on purpose: they would like to get a “random assignment” of papers from the pool of submissions. There is a valid reason for this. A good paper should not just appeal to experts
in the paper’s field, but to a wider audience from the same community. So by reviewing some papers by highly technical PC
members, but not necessarily experts, you ensure the selection of papers with greater appeal to the systems community.
Fourth, and most important. We found that the “cross-cutting themes” were not helping much; in fact, they were likely hurting HotCRP’s initial assignment of papers to reviews. Suppose an author marks their paper with one or more topics and the
theme of “performance.” A person who can review a “storage performance” paper well probably won’t be able to review
a “network performance” paper as well. Similarly, “scheduling” in data centers is very different from I/O scheduling or
network-packet scheduling. Analyzing these themes, we decided that they were not helpful and even counter-productive, and
so we decided to eliminate all cross-cutting themes from the USENIX ATC ’20 CFP.
Next, we tackled proliferation in the number of themes. After much discussion that involved our PC Leaders and Submission
Co-Chairs, we decided to narrow the list of topics from several dozen to just 14. The reason to reduce the number of topics
was to lower the burden on authors and PC members when marking their expertise; but at the same time, we wanted to ensure
that we would still be able to assign papers to expert reviewers. So we chose multi-topic themes such that expertise in one
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topic is likely to translate to another. For example, one topic was “Distributed Systems, Clouds, Clusters, Data Centers.” The
idea was that if a PC member can review a paper in “Distributed systems,” then they should also be able to review a paper on
“data centers” reasonably well. No paper-to-reviewers assignment is ever perfect, but we felt that the way we chose themes
and fewer of them helped reduce overall burden and still keep the reviewing quality high.

3. PC Selection Process

PC selection is a multi-dimensional optimization problem. Co-Chairs have to ensure that the PC is well balanced as much as
possible across multiple dimensions (in no particular order):
1. Junior vs. senior people: it’s good to have some “fresh blood” and first time PC members, but also to have senior
people who provide the necessary “institutional memory” and the wisdom that comes with... gray hair.
2. Industry vs. academia: it’s not enough to have just academics on a PC. We have to have representation from industry,
who work on many real-world cutting-edge problems.
3. Domestic vs. international: the systems community is spread around the world. We want representation not just from
U.S. researchers, but from Europe, Far and Middle East, and more.
4. Male vs. female: notwithstanding that genders are not binary, computer science and systems research are sorely lacking in female representation. This is true in academia (faculty and students), as well as industry. Inclusivity and diversity has proven to improve outcomes of many decision-making processes. Alas, our community has far fewer female
researchers than we’d like to have. Many female researchers get asked repeatedly to serve on PCs, creating perhaps an
unfair load. We tried to invite as many female PC members to join as we could: 24% of invited were female; and in
the end our PC had 23% female representation.
5. Topic diversity: it’s important for the PC to have just the right number of people to review papers in various topics.
We reviewed stats from previous years, such as how many papers were received in traditional topics (e.g., storage,
clouds) as well as emerging topics (e.g., edge, ML). We estimated how many papers we might get overall and how
many papers in each topic. We planned for getting anywhere from 300 to 500 (worst case) submissions. In the end, we
had just under 350 reviewed submissions. For each PC member we considered inviting, we had a spreadsheet to mark
their expertise in various areas.
Next, we chose to follow previous year’s models and invite PC members in multiple rounds and for multiple effort levels.
During the fall of 2019 we sent out eight different rounds of invitations. After waiting to hear back, we reviewed the current
makeup of the PC along the five aforementioned dimensions. We used google sheets and docs extensively. We then adjusted
our strategy and sent out the next round of invitations, consulting with our PC Leaders as necessary. Adjustment was necessary to ensure that, if we were short in one dimension above, that we doubled our efforts to catch up along that dimension
without hurting other dimensions.
We offered three tiers of reviewing load. Heavy PC members were expected to review 16–20 papers; Light PC members were
expected to review 8–10 papers; and External Review Committee (ERC) members were expected to review 1–3 papers at
most. Heavy PC members were required to attend the physical PC meeting (which was converted to a virtual PC—more on
that later). ERC members were selected for specialized expertise in narrow areas where we felt we would need a couple more
reviews. All PC members were expected to review papers in two rounds and participate in both rounds’ online discussions.
We first invited Heavy, then Light, then ERC. In some cases, those who declined our invitation to be Heavy PC members
were offered to be a Light PC member (several agreed).
We made a total of 214 PC invitations. 42% of all invited declined (many are understandably busy). Of the 125 that accepted,
we had 67 Heavy PC members, 48 Light, and 10 ERC.
CFP updated and posted, PC formed, HotCRP configured, we were ready...
... or so we thought.
Con permiso, Capitán. The hall is rented, the orchestra engaged. It’s now time to see if you can dance.
				
–Q to Captain Picard, “Q Who,” Star Trek: The Next Generation
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4. Before Paper Submission Due Date

Anonymizing papers helps ensure the integrity of the conference. When neither authors nor PC members know each other’s
identity, this is called a double-blind review process.
We received dozens of emails from authors who asked for clarifications on how to anonymize their papers. This is always
a difficult subject. If you anonymize your paper too much, you may be hiding information about useful prior work you did,
which could help the current paper under submission. Ironically, if you anonymize your past work too well, you could be
incorrectly accused of reproducing or even plagiarizing “someone else’s work” where it’s really your own work.
If you don’t anonymize, or poorly anonymize, you expose your identity, even indirectly to PC members. There’s no consensus
whether it helps or hurts a paper’s chances, but there is consensus that it biases the process one way or another.
Many ATC authors are first-timers or relatively junior, which explains why we received many such queries about the anonymization process. Our advice to authors was as follows. PC members are encouraged not to search the Internet for information that might reveal the authors’ identities. So authors had to ensure that their papers were anonymized and self-contained.
Citations to one’s own paper should be stated in the third person: you can refer to your own past work as “John Doe et al. [1]
did this or that” and then state how you improved on those “other” people’s work.
There are times when anonymization can get very difficult. Suppose the authors are from a very large cloud operator and are
reporting on their experiences running a million computers across dozens of data centers worldwide. This kind of experience
is invaluable to report to the systems community, as most researches can only dream of having access to such a large set of
computers and its associated data sets. Therefore it doesn’t make sense in such a paper, to “hide” details as to the size and
scope of the environment being studied: hiding such details would likely hurt such a paper considerably. However, anyone
reviewing such an anonymized paper would have a pretty good guess which company the authors work for. After all, we can
all count on one hand the number of cloud operators with such a large operation.
The above was just one example. We generally told authors that anonymizing is a “best-effort” process: try your best to hide
your identity but avoid going too far that it genuinely hurts your paper.

5. After Submissions Were Received

HotCRP had 408 records of submissions, but many were just from novice authors experimenting with HotCRP to see how it
works; some authors re-uploaded their paper multiple times, creating duplicate submissions; and some authors registered the
paper days earlier, but withdrew or never completed their submission.
There were just over 350 complete submissions. We inspected each one of them! Not surprisingly, we found over a dozen
submissions that did not follow the rules: many did not anonymize and even had the authors’ full names on the title page;
some had bad fonts or bad PDFs; some had odd background colors or a watermark; some violated the formatting guidelines
(fonts, sizes, margins, or the number of pages). We contacted each of those papers’ authors and gave them 24 hours to fix
their submission or we might have been forced to withdraw their papers. Most authors complied quickly. A couple of papers
were withdrawn. We were left with 348 submissions that were ready to be reviewed.

6. Conflict Management and Integrity

A conference’s reputation and prestige depend heavily on at least two important factors. First, the number, length, and quality
of the reviews received. This is especially important for rejected papers. Getting a paper rejected is always disappointing; a
good conference will provide reviews that would show authors that reviewers understood their paper, read it carefully, and
provided constructive criticism to help the authors improve the work for a future resubmission.
Second, the perceived fairness of the process. In a conference like ATC, where over 80% of all papers are rejected, it is vital
that the authors of all those rejected papers would feel that the process was fair and unbiased: that the decision on papers
which got accepted or rejected was based on merit alone, and not on who reviewed, who was on the PC, or who are the conference organizers.
In 2019, there were stories circulating about possible poor practices in certain systems conferences. In one case this led to
a tragedy. Organizations such as ACM and IEEE are still investigating various reports. And we have also heard from other
senior members of our community, directly and indirectly, about possible conflicts and violations of anonymity rules.
We expected and followed three common conflict and anonymity rules:
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1. P
 C chairs are prohibited from submitting papers to their conference. When recruiting our Submission Co-Chairs, we
told them they would also not be allowed to submit papers to ATC’20. That is because all four of us had “superuser”
privileges on HotCRP, allowing us to see any review.
2. A
 uthors had to mark every PC conflict (and select a reason) for their paper. HotCRP is excellent at ensuring that
conflicted PC members had no direct or indirect knowledge about papers those PC members are conflicted with: they
can’t see reviews, who reviewed, or scores; and they would be excluded from all online and PC discussions regarding
conflicted papers.
3. Both of us Co-Chairs had papers marked as conflicts (often from our collaborators or ex-students). That’s unavoidable.
Thankfully there were no papers in which we were both conflicted. Therefore, we decided that each one of us PC CoChairs would alone handle all matters (e.g., PC discussions and decisions) relating to papers we were conflicted on;
this included getting us PC Co-Chairs (or Submission Co-Chairs) excluded from parts of the live PC meeting discussions, as well as the selection of paper awards.
Nevertheless, we decided to “take it up a notch”:
First, we added a new statement to the CFP that read as follows:
Authors and others are prohibited from directly or indirectly communicating with any ATC ’20 PC/ERC member about
any potentially submitted paper. All requests should be made exclusively to atc20chairs@usenix.org. Violations of these
guidelines may seek remedies as stipulated in the USENIX Conference Submissions Policy.
This was to ensure that PC members and authors should never communicate directly, regardless of whether a paper was
accepted or rejected, even after the conference is long passed.
Second, our Submission Co-Chairs leveraged past scripts and data-sets that scour the Web, DLBP paper databases, and other
resources. Those scripts attempt to identify additional or incorrectly marked conflicts for every paper. The scripts, for example, attempt to find if person A collaborated with person B on a recently published paper, person A submitted to USENIX
ATC ’20, person B was a PC member, but person B was not marked as a conflict for person A’s submission. The scripts also
looked at possible institutional conflicts, and more.
These scripts were far from perfect. They produced many false positives due to very similar names as well as their inability
to perfectly match people’s names with abbreviated initials. Our Submission Co-Chairs manually poured over thousands(!)
of flagged potential conflicts from these scripts and together we narrowed them down to about 242 possible conflicts across
92 papers. We wrote separate scripts that emailed all authors and asked them to verify whether these possible conflicts were
valid or not. Over 50% of all responses indicated that indeed these were valid conflicts for those papers, and so we marked
additional conflicts.
We were now ready in earnest to assign papers to reviewers and begin the first round of reviews.
Phew.

7. Next Stages of Running a Conference

At this stage of any conference, about half of the Co-Chairs’ work is done: forming a PC, posting a CFP, getting and sanitizing papers, and assigning reviews. We could now sit back and relax for a while...
... or so we thought.
COVID-19 happened. In other words, the Borg was unleashed on us before anyone was ready.
For many of us, the amount of work in our day-jobs increased considerably. Food and supply shortages. Dire predictions
every day. No one knows what happens next. Many of us who are parents were having to juggle twice the workload and now
having to provide full-time childcare, with schools and childcare facilities closed. People losing their jobs in droves. The
economy tanking. The stress levels everyone was going through were through the roof.
We began to receive reports from PC members who were unable to meet the already tight review deadlines. Some reviewers reported stress, work and family problems, and even health problems related to COVID-19. Not prying, we tried our best
to work with everyone’s abilities and schedules. In some cases, we had to reassign papers and reviews to ensure we kept the
expected review quality of ATC. This was a non-stop daily effort from mid-February to mid-April of 2020.
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8. The PC Meeting

An in-person PC meeting is important. No amount of written reviews and numeric scores can replace the human experience.
When people discuss a paper face to face, everyone can better gauge exactly how every reviewer feels about a paper. Seeing
people’s faces, hearing the inflection in their voices, and noting their body language are all vital cues that help us communicate better with one another. This is especially important because the PC meeting is often reserved for the most challenging
borderline papers whose fate depends on informed discussions.
We had grand plans to hold a day-long physical PC meeting at Georgia Tech. The plan was to review no more than 70 papers
during the PC meeting.
We started to get many emails from PC members who were concerned about traveling due to their own health, or their
employer restricted or prohibited all travel. It was clear that holding a physical conference was not possible. So we canceled it
and informed all PC members that it would be a virtual PC.
We had no idea how we would run a virtual PC yet. But we realized that we would not be able to hold a day-long virtual PC,
nor would we have time to review ~70 papers virtually.
Based on past experience, we had already decided to pre-accept and pre-reject some papers during the R2 discussion period
(and recall we also sent out early rejections for papers that were rejected in R1). The thinking was that if the PC can reach
accept/reject decisions on some papers during the R2 online discussion period, and ahead of the PC meeting, then there
would be fewer papers that had to be discussed at the actual PC. Past experience suggested that such papers’ decisions rarely
change during a PC meeting, so it was just going to waste time if we discussed them. Therefore, we assigned a discussion
leader to each paper and asked them to see if a consensus could be reached during the R2 discussion period: pre-accept, prereject, or “need to be discussed at the PC.” We gave PC members wide latitude to opine on those pre-accepted and prerejected papers. If any reviewer felt the decision was incorrect, then that paper would be discussed at the PC instead.
In normal times, it’s just too easy to “punt” on making difficult decisions and merely push the paper to be discussed at the
PC meeting. But now, having been forced to run a shorter, virtual PC, we could not afford to leave too many papers for the
PC meeting itself. So we pushed our PC to make the difficult decisions early on, try to reach consensus, and pre-accept or
pre-reject as many papers as possible. In order to provide for some cross-paper “calibration,” we configured HotCRP so as to
make all reviews and discussions visible to all non-conflicted PC members. This was difficult for everyone, especially during
a worldwide pandemic. But our PC did admirably well. We were left with 38 papers to discuss at the PC meeting.

8.1. The Virtual PC (vPC)

Running a virtual PC (vPC) was a new thing. Few have ever attempted it. We could write ten more pages of “Chair Notes”
about our experience. Wait, we did! You can find our full-length report on how we planned and ran our vPC here:
https://www3.cs.stonybrook.edu/~ezk/vPC.html. So we’ll only give you the highlights below:
1. W
 e (two Co-Chairs and two Submission Chairs) evaluated multiple solutions and in the end, we chose Zoom as the
most suitable one.
2. W
 e shortened the PC meeting to just five hours. But we underestimated how long it would take. Indeed, we ran about
2 hours longer.
3. We polled our PC members for their schedules and current time-zones. And we clustered the papers to discuss into
groups that best optimize for PC members’ availability.
4. In a physical PC meeting, PC members who are conflicted are asked to leave the room, then they’re called back in.
With a vPC, we used Zoom’s “Waiting Room” feature: it neatly allowed us to virtually move conflicted PC members
from the actual PC to the waiting room, where their video and audio are disabled, they cannot hear or see any of the
discussions, until they are let back in.
Given the unprecedented circumstances we faced, we believe the vPC went very well. And we strongly believe that USENIX
ATC ’20 maintains the high standards of quality despite all that everyone had to go through.

8.2. The Stats

And now, for the customary statistics from the paper review process.
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Finalizing the program decisions for USENIX ATC ’20 took 1,379 reviews, 4,193 discussion comments posted during the
two online discussion rounds (post R1 and post rebuttals). The PC wrote a total of over 1.15 million words. Out of the initial
348 submissions, 150 papers (43%) were advanced to the second round, the remaining 198 papers received an early (R1) rejection notification. During the post-rebuttal online discussion period, the PC decided to pre-accept 42 highly-ranked papers
and to pre-reject 70 more papers. The remaining 38 papers were further discussed during the vPC meeting. 23 of these papers
were accepted and 15 were rejected. The final acceptance rate for ATC ’20 is 18.7% (65 out of 348).
Among the accepted papers, 61 are regular full-length papers, 3 are short papers which were submitted as short, one paper
will appear at the conference as a short paper but was originally submitted as a full-length 11-page paper, and another paper
submitted as long was accepted as a short paper but given 9 pages. All accepted papers were initially conditionally accepted
and assigned 1 or 2 shepherds, who ensured that the final version of the paper addressed the reviewers’ feedback.

9. The Conference

With the paper selection process complete, we were almost done—just to organize the papers in sessions that fit the more-orless standard schedule template that USENIX was going to provide…
… or so we thought.
Shortly after the vPC concluded and all decisions were communicated, unsurprisingly, it was determined that the actual conference will also have to be held as a virtual event. So, we were back in uncharted territory, trying to make the best decisions
on how to organize and run a multi-day, multi-track USENIX ATC ’20 conference—and for the first time fully online.
We spoke with Co-Chairs of other major systems conferences that switched to virtual mode—ASPLOS ’20, Eurosys ’20, and
ISCA ’20. We polled some of our PC members for their feedback from virtual conferences they had attended. We read blogs
and recommendations on different virtual conference tools and experiences. We consulted on a weekly basis with the USENIX
staff and the Co-Chairs of the workshops affiliated with ATC (HotStorage and HotCloud). And we mapped out the time
zones of the authors of the accepted papers, and much more.
In the end, we arrived at a program that retained the original conference dates, organized in 12 technical papers sessions presented in two parallel tracks, and two plenary keynote addresses. With a goal of creating a balance among giving to authors
an opportunity to present their work in front of a live audience, providing conference attendees with high-quality technical
content, and shielding everyone from “Zoom fatigue,” we opted for a schedule that combines longer, asynchronously-delivered,
pre-recorded presentations, and live sessions with shorter video presentations and Q&A.
The two keynotes are scheduled at the end of the first two days of the conference, with ample time for discussions and Q&A.
The first keynote is by Professor Ethan Miller from UC Santa Cruz on “The Future of the Past: Challenges in Archival Storage”
and discusses, for example, future storage technologies such as DNA and Glass. The second keynote is by Professor Margo
Seltzer from the University of British Columbia, titled “The Fine Line between Bold and Fringe Lunatic.” Margo’s talk hopefully sets a new tradition at USENIX ATC where the previous year’s Lifetime Achievement Award Winner delivers one of
the keynote addresses in the following year.
We look forward to three days of technical papers, keynote presentations, and discussions.

10. In Closing

Despite the tremendous amount of (unanticipated) work, we are thrilled to have had the honor of chairing USENIX ATC. We
are thankful to everyone who helped and contributed along the way: to the authors who submitted their high-quality work to
ATC, to the dedicated program committee and external reviewers who evaluated hundreds of submissions and provided constructive feedback to the authors, to the PC Leaders, Submission Co-Chairs and to the USENIX staff who provided invaluable advice and support.
We are excited to welcome everyone at the first-ever virtual USENIX Annual Technical Conference, and we hope you will
enjoy it.
USENIX ATC ’20 Program Co-Chairs
Erez Zadok, Stony Brook University
Ada Gavrilovska, Georgia Institute of Technology
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Libnvmmio: Reconstructing Software IO Path with Failure-Atomic
Memory-Mapped Interface
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Abstract
Fast non-volatile memory (NVM) technology changes the
landscape of file systems. A series of research efforts to overcome the traditional file system designs that limit NVM performance. This research has proposed NVM-optimized file systems to leverage the favorable features of byte-addressability,
low-latency, and high scalability. The work tailors the file system stack to reduce the software overhead in using fast NVM.
As a further step, NVM IO systems use the memory-mapped
interface to fully capture the performance of NVM. However,
the memory-mapped interface makes it difficult to manage
the consistency semantics of NVM, as application developers
need to consider the low-level details. In this work, we propose Libnvmmio, an extended user-level memory-mapped IO,
which provides failure-atomicity and frees developers from
the crash-consistency headaches. Libnvmmio reconstructs a
common data IO path with memory-mapped IO, providing
better performance and scalability than the state-of-the-art
NVM file systems. On a number of microbenchmarks, Libnvmmio gains up to 2.2× better throughput and 13× better
scalability than file accesses via system calls to underlying
file systems. For SQLite, Libnvmmio improves the performance of Mobibench and TPC-C by up to 93% and 27%,
respectively. For MongoDB, it gains up to 42% throughput
increase on write-intensive YCSB workloads.

1

Introduction

The recent surge of non-volatile main memory (NVM)
technology such as PCM [32, 55], STT-MRAM [4, 30],
NVDIMMs [45], and 3D Xpoint memory [21] allows applications to access persistent data via CPU load/store instructions directly. With the benefits of competitive performance, low power consumption, and high scalability, they
are expected to complement or even replace DRAM in future
systems [30, 33].
To leverage the performance and persistent features, researchers have proposed NVM-optimized file systems [8, 12,
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13, 24, 28, 46, 65, 67, 68]. The most important challenge addressed in the series of work is to revise the inefficient behavior of the software IO stack, which presents a dominating
overhead in fast NVM [2, 3, 9, 22, 26, 48, 69]. To reduce the
overhead, state-of-the-art NVM-aware file systems discard
the traditional block layer and the page cache layer in the
IO path. Despite these optimizations, file accesses through
the OS kernel’s file system still incur significant overhead.
For example, read and write system calls are still expensive
ways to leverage the low latency of NVM, due to frequent
user/kernel mode switches, data copies, and complicated VFS
layers [7, 9, 24, 25, 27, 57, 62].
A promising approach to further reduces IO overhead of
NVM file systems is to use memory-mapped IO [9, 35, 58,
60, 67, 68]. The memory-mapped IO naturally fits the characteristics of NVM. Applications can map files to their virtual
address space and access files directly with load/store instructions without kernel interventions. Memory-mapped IO
also minimizes the CPU overhead of file system operations
by eliminating file operations such as indexing to locate data
blocks and checking permissions [65]. With these benefits,
the mmap would be a critical interface for file IO in future
NVM systems.
While memory-mapped IO exposes the raw performance
of NVM to applications, a lot of responsibility is laid on applications as well. One thing to keep in mind for application
programmers is that memory-mapped IO does not guarantee
atomic-durability. If a system failure occurs during memorymapped IO, the file contents may be corrupted and inconsistent in the application context. In return for fast performance,
developers should build application-specific crash-safe mechanisms. Cache lines should be flushed to ensure durability
and memory barriers should be enforced to provide a correct
persistent ordering for NVM updates. This mechanism often
induces a serious software overhead, and makes it notoriously
difficult to write accurate and efficient crash-proof code for
NVM systems [38, 50–52, 71]. For an instance, applying
cache flush and memory barrier instructions correctly in the
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right locations is challenging; excessive use causes performance degradation, but omitting them in required locations
leads to data corruption [39, 70]. This is the major obstacle
blocking the adoption of memory-mapped IO to fully exploit
the advantages of NVM.
We propose Libnvmmio, a user library that provides failureatomic memory-mapped IO with msync. We add atomicity
and ordering features to the existing msync at user-level. By
separating failure-atomicity concerns from memory-mapped
IO applications, Libnvmmio allows developers to focus on the
main logic of programs. To make the msync failure-atomic,
Libnvmmio uses user-level logging techniques. Our library
stages written data to per-block, persistent logs and applies the
updates to memory-mapped files in a failure-atomic manner
on msync.
Implementing msync at user-level has many advantages.
First, the user-level msync minimizes system call overhead.
Existing msync imposes system call overhead, which takes
locks and excessively serializes threads in a multi-threaded application. Second, it reduces write amplification. Kernel-level
msync flushes rather large ranges whose size are multiples
of the system page size (4KB, 2MB, or 1GB). Whereas,
user-level msync can track dirty data at a cacheline granularity and flush them at cacheline level. Third, it avoids
TLB-shootdown overhead. When applications invoke msync
on NVM file systems, operating systems track down updated
pages by searching for dirty bits in the page table and flush
corresponding cache lines of those dirty pages to NVM. After
the flush, they clear the dirty bits in the page table to enable
tracking new updates. This incurs TLB invalidations in other
cores, as dirty bit state is just kind of information in TLB
along with the virtual to physical page mapping. As Libnvmmio’s msync maintains user-level logs for update tracking, we
can totally avoid TLB-shootdown overhead. Fourth, it takes
advantage of non-temporal store instructions which bypass
CPU caches with no need of cache flushing. Kernel-level
msync flushes the entire range, even if updates are performed
with non-terminal store instructions. In general, there is no
other way to communicate with msync that the non-temporal
stores are used. For all of these reasons, a user-level msync
in Libnvmmio can perform better than a kernel-level msync.
Existing applications that use conventional file IO interface (e.g., read/write, fsync, etc.) can also benefit from
memory-mapped IO using Libnvmmio. Like FLEX [66] and
SplitFS [24], Libnvmmio transparently intercepts the traditional file IO requests and then perform memory-mapped
IO. When applications call fsync, Libnvmmio carries out
its failure-atomic msync. Libnvmmio rebuilds the common
IO path with efficient mechanisms for read and write performance, but the uncommon, complex file operations such as
directory namespace and protection are passed to the slow
path of the existing file systems.
Libnvmmio runs on any file systems that supports memory-
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Figure 1: Read syscalls vs. memory mapped IO. Sequential
read on a 16GB file. Both cases use read or memcpy to copy
file data into the user buffer by 4KB.
mapped interface on NVM such as Ext4-DAX, XFS-DAX,
PMFS [13], and NOVA [68]. Libnvmmio running on NOVA
performs better than NOVA by 2.5× and Ext4-DAX by 1.18×
in Mobibench and TPC-C.
Libnvmmio makes the following contributions:
• Libnvmmio extends the semantics of msync, providing
failure-atomicity.
• With experimental evidences, Libnvmmio demonstrates
lower-latency and higher-throughput with scalability
than the state-of-the-art NVM file systems
• Design and implementation of Libnvmmio, running on
Ext4-DAX, XFS-DAX, PMFS, NOVA. Libnvmmio is
publicly available at:
https://github.com/chjs/libnvmmio.

2

Background

2.1

Need for Memory-Mapped IO

The fundamental difference between memory-mapped IO
and read-write IO is the data path. The read-write interface
copies the user buffer into a kernel buffer1 , searches the file
system index to locate physical block address, and performs
metadata operations if necessary. Whereas, the memorymapped interface allows direct accesses to storage, skipping
the index searching and copying to the kernel buffer. The
simplified data path in memory-mapped IO drastically reduces
the software overhead compared to the read-write interface,
which significantly improves IO performance in fast nonvolatile memory. To compare the performance, we run a
micro-benchmark performing sequential reads on a 16 GB
file. Figure 1 shows the performance difference. Memorymapped IO shows 2.3× better performance than the read
system call. The read system calls spends 43.9% out of the
IO entire latency on copying user buffers to kernel buffers
and 45.4% for the rest of kernel IO stack. Memory-mapped
IO eliminates most of the software overhead. We observed
that the total number of instructions to execute a single read
1 Some

NVM file systems such as NOVA avoid it.
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is 69× less in the memory-mapped IO than the read system
call.

2.2

Need for Atomic Updates

Modern processors guarantee only cache-sized, aligned stores
(64 bit) to be atomic. The atomicity guarantee is not sufficient
for general file IO which requires more complex and larger
atomic updates. On writing a 4 KB or larger block, a crash
may cause partially updated states, which needs significant
costs to detect and recover the block. To avoid the hassle,
researchers put an effort to make large updates failure-atomic
in non-volatile memory file systems [24, 28, 67]. Existing
file systems deploy a variety of techniques to implement the
failure-atomicity guarantee: copy-on-write and journaling.
These techniques work in different ways, and the advantages
and disadvantages in terms of performance vary.
2.2.1

Copy-on-Write

When updating a block, the Copy-on-Write (CoW) (or
shadow-paging) [12, 17, 42, 56, 67, 68] mechanism creates
a copy of the original page and writes the new data to the
copied page rather than updating the new data in place. Not
only for data update but the CoW mechanism performs the
out-of-place update for index. For a tree-based indexing structure, the CoW mechanism causes a change of a child node to
update its parent node in an out-of-place manner, propagating
all the changes of internal nodes up to the top of the tree
(called wandering tree problem).
The CoW mechanism induce significant software overhead
when used in the NVMM system. First, CoW dramatically
increases write amplification. CoW usually performs writes
at the page granularity, which is a typical node size of file
systems indexing. Even if only a few bytes are updated,
the entire page must be written. Besides, as the capacity
of main memory has increased, the utilization of hugepages
(e.g., 2MB or 1GB) is increasing [6, 13, 14, 29, 47, 54]. This
trend makes the use of the CoW technique more costly [9].
Second, the CoW technique causes TLB-shootdown overhead
in memory-mapped IO. If the CoW technique is applied to
memory-mapped files, the mapping of the virtual address
must be changed from the original page to the copied page,
necessitating TLB-shootdown whenever an update occurs.
When a CoW occurs, the kernel flushes the local TLB and
send flush requests to remote cores through inter-processor
interrupt (IPI). The remote cores flush their TLB entries according to the information received by the IPI and report back
when completed. If the remote core has interrupts disabled,
the IPI may be kept pending. The initiator core expects to
receive all acknowledge the process of flushing the TLBs.
This process could take microseconds, causing a notable overhead [3, 61].
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2.2.2

Journaling

Journaling (or logging) is a technique that is widely used in
databases [43] and journaling file systems [13, 16, 22, 34, 49,
53] to ensure data-atomicity and consistency between data
and metadata. It persists a copy of new or original data before
updating the original file. If a system failure occurs during
writing, the valid log can be used for recovery. Two logging
policies are possible: undo logging and redo logging. Redo
logging first writes new data to the redo log. When the new
data becomes durable in the log, the data are overwritten to
the original file. If a system failure occurs while updating the
file, the new data in the log can be written again to the file. For
read requests, applications need to check the log first because
only the log may have the up-to-date data. Undo logging
first copies the original data to the log. After the original
data becomes persistent, undo logging updates the new data
to the file in place. If a system failure occurs during the
write, undo logging allows to roll back the original data using
the undo log. Because the latest data are always in the file,
applications can read the data directly from the file without
checking the log. Therefore, undo logging is appropriate for
the applications that perform read frequently (§3.4).
Logging techniques require writing data twice: once to the
log and once to the original file, which may cause software
overhead. However, redo logging allows updating the original
file out of the critical path of execution. Because the log has
the persistent data, redo logging can postpone updating the
file in the background (§3.3). Besides, logging technique is
convenient to implement the differential logging [1,15,23,36].
Unlike page-based logging, which logs an entire page, the
differential logging only logs differential data at the bytegranularity. Differential logging can significantly reduce write
amplification especially when it is used for byte-granularity
storage devices such as NVM [27].

2.3

Atomic Update for Memory-Mapped IO

While the direct access of memory-mapped IO is essential for
reducing the software overhead in NVM file system, it pushes
the burden of data atomicity to the application. The POSIX
msync primitives provides durability and consistency between
data and metadata but not atomicity. To support atomicity of
large updates, application developers must implement their
own reliability mechanism. However, implementing the inhouse mechanism is tedious and notoriously buggy [50].
Researchers have proposed adding the atomicity guarantee to the msync interface in traditional storage [50] and
NVM [67]. To provide atomicity to memory-mapped files,
they take journaling-like approaches; dirty pages are staged
first and copied to the original file. Providing atomicity at
the kernel-level has a fundamental limit which impacts good
performance. For example, NOVA [67] creates a replica page
on a page fault and maps the replica page on the faulting
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virtual address. On msync, kernel copies the replica page to
the original page atomically. The minimum unit of copying is
a page size (4 KB or 2 MB), which causes write amplification
for small IO requests.

3

Application
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Libnvmmio
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/mmap
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The purpose of Libnvmmio is eliminating software overhead,
while providing low-latency, scalable file IO with ensured
data-atomicity. Libnvmmio is linked with applications as
a library, providing the efficient IO path by using the mmap
interface. In particular, Libnvmmio has following design
goals and implementation strategies.

Efficient logging for data atomicity. Libnvmmio transparently intercepts file APIs and provides atomicity for data
operations by using logging. As sustaining low-latency file
IO is essential, Libnvmmio endeavors to minimize write amplification and software overhead for data logging.
High-throughput, scalable IO with high concurrency.
To sustain high throughput across different IO sizes, Libnvmmio uses varying sizes of log entries depending on IO sizes.
To this end, Libnvmmio deploys a flexible data structure for
indexing the log entries and handles various log entry sizes.
Additionally, Libnvmmio aims to achieve high concurrency
through fine-grained logging and scalable indexing structure.
Data-centric, per-block based organization. Libnvmmio
constructs most of its data structures and metadata as datacentric. For example, Libnvmmio builds per-block logs and
metadata rather than per-thread or per-transaction based logs.
Data-centric design allows a single instance of a data structure
and metadata for a corresponding data block. The singleton
design makes it easy to coordinate shared accesses with locks.
As multiple threads access the same large file concurrently in
recent applications, they require more fine-grained locks than
entire file locks [40]. With fine-grained locks at block level,
Libnvmmio achieves scalability for data-centric logging. Perinode logging improves scalability, when multiple accesses
are performed on different files [67, 68]. However, it provides
a limited degree of scalability for multiple accesses to the
same file.
Transparent to underlying file systems. On top of existing NVM file systems, Libnvmmio improves the performance
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Low-latency IO. Reducing software overhead is crucial to
take advantage of low latency NVM. Since Libnvmmio aims
to make the common IO path efficient for low-latency IO, it
avoids using the complicated kernel IO path including the
slow journaling for common cases.
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Figure 2: Libnvmmio Overview
for common data IO, keeping POSIX interfaces unchanged.
For complex, uncommon IO operations, Libnvmmio leverages rich, well-tested features of existing file systems. Without breaking POSIX semantics, Libnvmmio offers extended
POSIX APIs to applications for additional features. For example, POSIX semantics does not guarantee atomicity of mmap.
While atomicity is useful, not all files need atomic update
guarantees — it is unnecessary for temporal files. Libnvmmio extends open API to let applications indicate atomicity
guarantee in a per-file basis. To communicate with the kernel,
Libnvmmio translates the extended APIs to the conventional
APIs with additional flags. With such a user-level extension
design, Libnvmmio runs on any NVM file systems that support DAX-mmap, while enjoying file-system specific features
such as fast snapshot and efficient block allocation.

3.1

Overall Architecture

Libnvmmio runs in the address space of a target application
as a library and interacts with underlying file systems. Libnvmmio intercepts IO requests and turns them into internal
operations. For each IO request, Libnvmmio distinguishes
data and metadata operations. For all data requests, Libnvmmio services them in the user-level library, bypassing the slow
kernel code. Whereas, for complex metadata and directory
operations, Libnvmmio lets the operations be processed by
the kernel. This design is based on the observation that data
updates are the common, performance-critical operations. On
the other hand, the metadata and directory operations are relatively uncommon and include complex implementation to
support POSIX semantics. Handling them differently, the
architecture of Libnvmmio follows the design principle of
making the normal case fast [31] with a simple, fast user-level
implementation.
Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of Libnvmmio.
When an application opens a file, Libnvmmio interposes the
open call with a user-level open API. Within the open API,
it maps the whole content of the file onto the user memory
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space and initializes per-file metadata (§3.5). The metadata
Libnvmmio initializes includes inode number, logging policy,
epoch number, etc. After the initialization, it returns the file
descriptor to the application.
Memory-mapped IO. To directly access the NVM, Libnvmmio maps the file via mmap system call. Libnvmmio intercepts and replaces read calls with memcpy, and write calls
with a non-temporal version of memcpy that uses the movnt instruction. There are two reasons why the memory-mapped IO
allows faster NVM access than the traditional kernel-served
read and write method. First, when persisting and obtaining
data, the simple, the fast code path in Libnvmmio replaces
the complex, slow kernel IO path [24, 28]. Second, read
and write system calls involve indexing operations to locate
physical blocks, which causes a non-trivial software overhead for fast NVM accesses. Whereas, in memory-mapped
IO, the kernel searches the complex index when it maps the
file blocks to the user address space on page faults. After
the mapping is established, Libnvmmio can access the file
data simply with offset in the memory-mapped address, eliminating the indexing operations in the steady state. Besides,
finding file blocks through virtual addresses is offloaded to
the MMU (e.g., page table walkers, TLBs). Therefore, it
reduces a sizable amount of the CPU overhead caused by file
indexing [65].
Atomicity and durability with user-level logging. On
SYNC2 calls, Libnvmmio flushes the cache data and stores
the data to NVM atomically via the logging mechanism. All
write data are firstly persisted to the user-level log and later
they are copied (called checkpoint) to the memory-mapped
file. Data from both write and memcpy interfaces goes down
the same path.
Providing atomicity via the user-level logging has several advantages over the kernel-level design. Using the
user-level IO information, Libnvmmio can leverage the byteaddressability of NVM to log data in the fine-grained unit. On
the other hand, in the kernel-level approach, the logging unit
should be a page size, as msync relies on the page dirty bit to
log the memory-mapped data, causing write amplification in
case of small writes (i.e., less than a page size). After msync
is done, kernel must clear the dirty bit in the page table followed by TLB shootdown. However, user-level design uses
own data structure to track dirty data without relying on the
page dirty mechanism, saving unnecessary TLB shootdowns.
Application transparency. For applications using read
and write, Libnvmmio can transparently replace them with
the memory mapped IO operations. For applications using
mmap, Libnvmmio can redirect the memory operations to
NVM memory-mapped IO operations without effort.
2 This

term means both fsync and msync.
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Providing atomic-durability on top of the mmap interface
makes the case challenging, as Libnvmmio cannot distinguish
the memcpy operations that requires atomic-durability from
the ones that do not require.
Guaranteeing atomicity to all IO operations is prohibitively
expensive. Some IO requests do not need atomicity such as
logging internal traces or errors. To address the problem, Libnvmmio exposes two version of memcpy: POSIX version and
Libnvmmio version. Libnvmmio versions are prefixed with
nv (e.g., nvmmap, nvmemcpy, nvmunmap, etc.) and provide
atomic-durability. Libnvmmio avoids intrusive modifications
of existing applications in order to use the Libnvmmio APIs.
Instead, we instrument the application binary with an in-house
tool, which lists the files the application accesses and asks
developers which files need atomic-updates. With the list
of files requiring atomic-durability, we patches the binary to
use Libnvmmio APIs. In most cases, applications use read,
write, or memcpy APIs, which are easy to patch for the application binary. However, in case of manipulating files with
pointers, we need source-level modifications (e.g., 182 lines
in the MongoDB MMAPv1 engine).

3.2

Scalable Logging

Applications such as in-memory database and key-value
stores, that benefit from Libnvmmio, require high concurrency level to sustain high throughput. Libnvmmio responds
to the high concurrency requirement with scalable logging
that is based on per-block data logging and indexing.
3.2.1

Scalable per-block logging

Finding proper logging granularity is necessary to achieve
high concurrency. Application-centric techniques such as
per-thread and per-transaction logging are widely adopted in
databases, providing high concurrency. However, these techniques rely on the strong assumption that data is only visible
and applicable to the current thread or transaction; e.g., data
in logs need not to be shared among threads or transactions,
which is guaranteed by isolation property. Logging without
needing to consider shared data allows for high scalability.
However, the assumptions do not hold in general IO cases;
sharing IO data among threads is a common use case. Moreover, the transaction boundary is not visible to the current
design of Libnvmmio.
Instead, Libnvmmio performs data-centric logging. It divides the file space into multiple file blocks (4 KB∼2 MB)
and creates a log entry for each file block. Log entries in Libnvmmio are visible to all threads. The fine-grained, per-block
logging allows a flexible way to share data among threads.
When an update is made to a mapped file, Libnvmmio creates
a log entry indexed by the offset, where the update occurred
in the memory-mapped file. If other threads read the updated
offset, it serves data from the log entry instead of the original
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Figure 3: Indexing structure of Libnvmmio.
mapped file. When another update comes to the same file
offset, it overwrites the update in the existing log entry. For
shared data reads, per-block logging provides better performance than per-thread logging, as per-thread logging needs
to search all the logs of all threads to gather all the updates
made to the same file blocks. In addition to per-block logging, Libnvmmio takes advantage of the byte-addressable
characteristics of NVM and reduces write amplification by
performing differential logging for a partial update, where the
update size is smaller than log block size.
3.2.2

Scalable log indexing

Along with data logging, indexing design is also critical to
achieve high concurrency. Libnvmmio uses a file offset as an
index key to a log block. To index many log blocks, Libnvmmio uses multi-level indexing to reduce space overhead.
Similar to the page table, it uses radix trees for indexing.
Fixed-depth trees allow lock-free mechanisms, which provide
better concurrency than balanced trees such as red-black trees.
As balanced trees require coarse-grained locks to protect the
entire trees for tree re-balancing, their algorithms severely
hurt concurrency [10, 11].
Figure 3 shows the index design of Libnvmmio. Each
internal node is an array of buckets pointing to the next level
internal nodes. Each set of 9 bits from file offset is used to
locate a bucket in a corresponding internal node. Each leaf
node points to an index entry, where entry field points to
log entry. The index entry also contains other metadata for
the given file offset. Libnvmmio supports variable-size log
entries for large IO requests. Log entries range from 4KB to
2MB, doubling the size. To index 4KB log entries, it uses 9
bits for Table and 12 bits for Offset. For 2 MB log entry, it
uses 21 bits for Offset without using Table.
In an index entry, offset and len are used for updated
data offset within a log entry and update size, respectively.
If update size in len is smaller than the log entry size, it
means the log entry contains partial updates (Delta). The log
entry can hold a single delta chunk indicated by offset and
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len. If another delta chunk needs to be added in the same
log entry, the two chunks are merged. The virtual address
of the memory mapped file specified in dest is the location
where the log will be checkpointed. The logging policy for
the corresponding data is specified in policy, which decides
whether Libnvmmio uses undo log or redo log (§3.4). To
determine if the log entry should be checkpointed, the number
in epoch is used (§3.3).
The radix tree has a fixed depth to implement a lock-free
mechanism. The four-level radix tree can support 256 TiB file
size, but it can cause unnecessary search overhead for small
files. Libnvmmio uses a skip pointer to implement a lock-free
radix tree while also reducing the search overhead. As shown
in Figure 3, the radix_root has a skip field. If the file size
is small, Libnvmmio uses the field to skip unnecessary parent
nodes. When the file size changes, Libnvmmio can adjust the
skip pointer.
To achieve fast indexing, Libnvmmio manages the internal
nodes of the radix tree in DRAM and does not persist them
to NVM. It persists only the index entries and the log entries.
Libnvmmio does not need to build the entire radix tree for
recovery. On a crash, it simply scans the persisted index and
log entries, which are committed but not checkpointed yet.
It can copy the log entries to the original file by referring
the dest attribute in the corresponding index entries and the
per-file metadata. To achieve high concurrency, Libnvmmio
does not use any coarse-grained locks to update internal nodes
of the radix tree. Instead, it updates each bucket of internal
nodes with an atomic operation. Only when it needs to update
index entry, it holds the per-entry, reader-writer lock.

3.3

Epoch-based Background Checkpointing

Log entries are committed on SYNC3 . The committed log
entries must be checkpointed to the corresponding memorymapped file and cleaned. To make the checkpoint operations
out of the performance critical path, Libnvmmio checkpoints
the log entries in the background. It periodically wakes up
checkpointing threads for copying and cleaning log entries4 .
While checkpointing, the background threads do not need to
obtain a coarse-grained tree lock. This minimizes disruption
on on-going read/write operations. The background threads
holds a per-entry writer lock to serialize checkpoint operations
and read/write requests on the log entry.
Libnvmmio uses per-block logging. When an application
calls SYNC, it must convert many of the corresponding perblock logs to committed status. This increases the commit
overhead significantly. To avoid such overhead, Libnvmmio
performs committing and checkpointing based on the epoch,
which increases monotonically. Libnvmmio maintains two
3 This

term means both fsync and msync.
sensitivity studies, we configured Libnvmmio wakes up the
threads every 100 microsecond.
4 Through
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types of epoch numbers; each index entry has an epoch number for its update log and per-file metadata carries the current
global epoch number. When allocating an index entry, it assigns the current global epoch number for file to the epoch
number for the index entry. Libnvmmio increases the current
global epoch number, when applications issue SYNC calls to
the file. The epoch numbers are used to distinguish committed
(but yet to be checkpointed) log entries from the uncommitted
ones. If a log entry has a smaller epoch number than the
current global epoch number, it indicates that the log entry is
committed. If the epoch number of a log entry is the same as
the global epoch number, the log entry is not yet committed.
Libnvmmio checkpoints only committed log entries in the
background threads. After being checkpointed, log entries
are cleaned and reused later.
The epoch-based approach allows fast commit of log entries, as Libnvmmio does not need to traverse the radix tree
and mark log entries as committed. Instead, it simply increases the current global epoch number in the per-file metadata, which reduces SYNC latency greatly. Commit operations
are performed synchronously and atomically, when the application calls SYNC. Meanwhile, checkpoint operations are done
asynchronously by background threads. Consequently, there
are committed logs and uncommitted logs mixed in the radix
tree. When applications request writes, the corresponding log
entries are overwritten for uncommitted ones. Meanwhile,
Libnvmmio synchronously checkpoints the committed logs
first for committed ones. After completing the checkpointing, it allocates a new uncommitted log and processes write
requests.

3.4

Hybrid Logging

Libnvmmio uses a hybrid logging technique to optimize IO latency and throughput. As pointed out in §2.2.2, undo logging
performs better when accesses are mostly reads, whereas redo
logging is better when accesses are mostly writes. To achieve
the best performance of both logging policies, Libnvmmio
transparently monitors the access patterns of each file and
applies different logging policies depending on current read
and write intensity.
Libnvmmio maintains counters to record read and write
operations for a file (§3.5). When SYNC is called, Libnvmmio checks the counters to determine whether which type
of logging would be better for the next epoch. If the logging policy changes, Libnvmmio carries out both committing
and checkpointing synchronously. SYNC is a clean transition
point for changing the logging policy, as current log data are
checkpointed and cleaned. This allows Libnvmmio to avoid
complex cases where it otherwise has to maintain two log
policies at the same time. The per-file, hybrid logging enables
the fine-grained logging policy, allowing Libnvmmio to adopt
the individually best logging mechanism for each file. By
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default, Libnvmmio uses undo logging. It switches to redo
logging, when the ratio of write operations becomes higher
than or equal to 40%. The policy for the new epoch is determined by the write ratio in the previous epoch. The threshold
ratio is obtained from the sensitivity analysis in §4.2.1.

3.5

Per-File Metadata

Libnvmmio maintains two types of metadata in persistent
memory; the index entry is the metadata for each log entry,
and the per-file metadata shown in Figure 4 is the metadata
for each file. Libnvmmio stores both metadata as well as log
entries in NVM, which enables Libnvmmio to recover its data
in case of system failures.
When Libnvmmio accesses a file, it first gets the per-file
metadata of the file and the index entry corresponding to
the file offset. If applications access a file with nvmemcpy
interface, it needs to find the per-file metadata by using access
address of the nvmemcpy. The approach Libnvmmio takes
for this purpose is to employ a red-black tree and perform
range searches with virtual addresses. To speed up the search
process, Libnvmmio caches recently used per-file metadata
in the per-thread cache. Meanwhile, Libnvmmio can quickly
obtain the per-file metadata through the file descriptor, if
applications access files with read/write interface.
The per-file metadata consists of ten fields. The rwlock is
a reader-writer lock. During SYNC process, this lock prevents
other threads from accessing the file. The start and end
fields store the location of the virtual address to which the file
is mapped. The ino and offset fields record which part of
a file is mapped. The epoch field stores the current global
epoch number for the file. The policy field stores the current
logging policy for the file. The read_cnt and write_cnt are
counters of read and write operations during the current epoch,
respectively. The radix_root field stores the root node of
the radix tree indexing for index entries and log entries.
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Putting all together: write and SYNC

Figure 5 shows the steps of the epoch-based checkpointing
in Libnvmmio. The numbers in the index entries indicate
per-entry epoch numbers, and the check marks indicate their
log entries are committed. A simplified version of per-file
metadata is shown in tables.
Write. 1 The thread holds the reader lock in the per-file
metadata of the file and increases the write counter with
atomic operations. Holding the reader lock in per-file metadata allows multiple threads to access the file concurrently.
2 The thread traverses the in-memory radix tree to locate
the corresponding index entry and holds the writer lock for
the index entry. 3 Depending on the current logging policy
in the per-file metadata, Libnvmmio creates an undo or redo
log entry. 4 The thread writes data to the log entry with
the non-temporal store instruction, and Libnvmmio updates
the index entry of the log entry. 5 Libnvmmio calls sfence
indicating logging is done and unlocks the index entry and
per-file metadata, and returns to the application.
SYNC. 1 Libnvmmio holds the writer lock in the per-file
metadata and increases the global epoch counter by one. Holding the writer lock of the per-file metadata prevents other
threads from accessing the file. 2 Libnvmmio calculates the
write ratio from the write and read counters. In the example in Figure 5, Libnvmmio continues to use redo logging
for the next epoch, as the access pattern is write-intensive
(4 writes out of 4 accesses). After determining the logging
policy, Libnvmmio initializes the counters. When logging
policy is unchanged, Libnvmmio lets checkpointing threads
commit log entries in the background. If Libnvmmio decides
to change logging policy, it synchronously checkpoints all
committed log entries before the new epoch begins. 3 Finally, Libnvmmio unlocks the per-file metadata and returns
to the application.

3.7

Crash Consistency and Recovery

Libnvmmio preserves write ordering of a sequence of write
requests. For each write, Libnvmmio writes data to the log and
flushes the CPU cache. The order-preserving write provides
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Seq Read
92.42
13.64

Seq Write
20.65
4.30

2

Log Entry

3.6

Rand Write
20.61
1.026

Table 1: NVMM Characteristics (GB/s)

Radix Tree
2

Rand Read
35.84
3.588

the prefix semantics [63], guaranteeing every thread to see a
consistent version of data updates. Along with the consistency
of data, Libnvmmio guarantees consistency between metadata
and data. Libnvmmio maintains two persistent metadata: perfile metadata and index entries. Libnvmmio strictly orders
between the sequence of [data update, index entry update]
and SYNC call.
In the recovery phase, Libnvmmio checks whether the index entries are committed, while scanning the index entries.
If Libnvmmio finds a committed log, whose epoch number
is smaller than the global epoch number, it finds the per-file
metadata from the index entry’s dest attribute. Then, it redoes or undoes according to the logging policy. Libnvmmio
can efficiently parallelize this recovery task by using multithreading.

4

Evaluation

We implemented Libnvmmio from scratch. Our prototype of
Libnvmmio has a total 3,452 LOC5 in C code. To persist data
to NVM, Libnvmmio employs the PMDK library [20].

4.1

Experimental setup

To evaluate Libnvmmio on different types of NVM, we used
NVDIMM-N [45] and Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory
Module [19]. The system with 32GB NVDIMM-N has 20
cores and 32GB DRAM. Another system with 256GB Optane has 16 cores and 64GB DRAM. In the Optane server,
we used two 128GB Optanes configured in interleaved App
Direct mode. Table 1 shows the results of measuring the
performance of each memory using Intel Memory Latency
Checker (MLC) [18].
In our experiment, Libnvmmio used NOVA [68] running
on Linux kernel 5.1 as its underlying file system. To compare
Libnvmmio with various file systems, we experimented with
four file systems: Two of these, Ext4-DAX and PMFS [13],
journal only metadata and perform in-place writes for data.
The two others, NOVA and SplitFS [24], guarantee dataatomicity for each operation. We configured NOVA to use
CoW updates, but without enabling checksums. For SplitFS,
we configured it to use strict mode. We ran PMFS and SplitFS
on Linux kernel 4.13, and Ext4-DAX and NOVA on Linux
kernel 5.1. Kernel versions are the latest versions that support
the underlying file systems.
5 we

measure LOC with sloccount [64]
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Microbenchmark

4.2.1

Hybrid logging

Most logging systems adopt only one logging policy (redo
or undo). Each logging policy has different strengths and
weaknesses, depending on the type of file accesses. While
redo logging is better for write-intensive workloads, undo
logging is better for read-intensive workloads.
Figure 6 shows how logging policies (redo, undo, and hybrid logging) affect the performance of Libnvmmio. Undo
logging shows better performance than redo, when the workload has high read ratio. Redo logging shows better performance than undo, when the workload has high write ratio.
When the R:W ratio is 60:40, the two logging policies show
the same level of the performance. Based on this observation,
Libnvmmio uses the ratio as a change point for its hybrid
logging policy. As shown in Figure 6, hybrid logging in Libnvmmio achieves the best case performance of the two logging
policies.
4.2.2

Throughput

We measured the bandwidth performance by using FIO [5]. It
repeatedly accesses a 4GB file in units of 4KB for 60 seconds
in a single thread. Two graphs in Figure 7 show the experiment results on NVDIMM-N (A) and Optane (B), respectively.
Four file access patterns are used for our experiment: sequential read (SR), random read (RR), sequential write (SW), and
random write (RW). All the other file systems except Libnvmmio perform the file IO at kernel level. Libnvmmio avoids
the kernel IO stack overhead and performs file IO mostly at
user level.
As shown in Figure 7, Libnvmmio provides the highest
throughput on all access patterns, outperforming the other file
systems by 1.66∼2.20× on NVDIMM-N and 1.14∼1.74× on
Optane. The performance improvements are more noticeable
in NVDIMM-N than in Optane. The maximum achievable
bandwidths on Optane are 2.5GB/s and 1.46GB/s for FIO
mmap based read and write without atomicity support. These
are indicated as red dotted lines in Figure 7 (B). The performance results on Optane are almost near the maximum
achievable bandwidths for Libnvmmio, which suggests the
performance on Optane is limited by the hardware limit, not
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Figure 8: Performance on different write sizes
by the mechanisms in Libnvmmio.
The performance in Libnvmmio is also improved over the
other file systems by maximizing logging efficiency in hybrid
logging. For read access patterns (SR and RR), Libnvmmio
performs only user-level memcpy from the memory-mapped
file to the user buffer under the undo logging. For write
access patterns (SW and RW), Libnvmmio updates only the
log, not the memory-mapped file, under the redo logging and
asynchronously writes the data from the redo log on SYNC
call at the file close.
Figure 8 shows the performance of the FIO sequential write
on various IO sizes. Libnvmmio performs per-block logging,
but provides various log block sizes. With this feature, Libnvmmio can keep the high performance across different IO
sizes. The performance generally improves on the increased
IO sizes for all file systems and Libnvmmio, as the number
of write system calls decreases within the 60 second duration
of FIO experiment. Libnvmmio shows significantly higher
performance than the other file systems when the IO size is
smaller than the page size (128B, 1KB). This is mainly due
to the differential logging feature in Libnvmmio. For file
systems that use CoW for atomicity, such as NOVA, write
amplification becomes a large overhead on sub-page size data
writes.
Figure 9 shows the performance of the FIO sequential write
on different fsync intervals. The horizontal axis represents
the fsync frequency. For example, the interval 10 means
FIO performed fsync after every ten writes issued. The performance of Ext4-DAX and PMFS slightly increased as the
fsync interval increased. Since Ext4-DAX and PMFS perform
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Table 2: 4KB read and write latencies on Optane
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Figure 11: Latency breakdown

only metadata journaling, there is no dramatic performance
improvement. NOVA shows the same performance regardless
of the fsync interval. Since NOVA performs all the writes
atomically and fsync actually does nothing, its performance
is not sensitive to the fsync intervals. Libnvmmio implements
fsync efficiently with almost little overhead by increasing the
current global epoch number at user level. A heavy-lifting
work for checkpointing data log is processed in the background. As the fsync interval increases, checkpointing can be
done in a batch even in the background. Thus, Libnvmmio
can slightly increase the performance on long intervals.

the shared file simultaneously. The scalability on Optane is
limited mainly due to the memory bandwidth limitation, but
Libnvmmio on Optane still shows a little promising results
than the others. The other two file systems, Ext4-DAX and
PMFS rarely scale on multi-threaded experiments.

4.2.3

Scalability

Figure 10 shows the performance of multithreaded file IO
with FIO random write. In private file configuration, each
thread writes data to its private file. Whereas, all threads
write data to one shared file in shared file configuration. In
private file configuration on NVDIMM-N, Libnvmmio and
NOVA show highly scalable performance. Libnvmmio still
shows 29% better performance than NOVA. In contrast, only
Libnvmmio sustains scalable performance in shared file configuration on NVDIMM-N. Libnvmmio achieves 13× better
performance on 16 threads run than NOVA. It is common
for modern applications to access shared files simultaneously
from multithreads [40]. While NOVA uses per-inode logging with entire file locks, Libnvmmio uses per-block logging
with fine-grained per-block locks. This makes Libnvmmio
achieve scalable performance, even when multithreads access
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4.2.4

Latency

We measured write and read latencies of various NVM-aware
file systems and Libnvmmio. To make a fair comparison,
all operations are synchronous (fsync on every write operation). Table 2 shows the latency of 4KB IO by a single thread.
The results were measured on Optane. Libnvmmio outperforms all the other file systems. The advantage of Libnvmmio
comes from writing logs in user space and background checkpointing. Ext4-DAX requires copying data between user
and kernel buffers, PMFS involves modification of complex
data structures, and NOVA requires CoW. Low tail latencies on 99.999th show that Libnvmmio has a high chance to
meet the demand for target applications. Since Libnvmmio
hooks read/write calls and does not involve any kernel mode
switches, Libnvmmio on any file systems can remove the
complex techniques the kernel level file systems use. The
Libnvmmio latencies on other file systems exhibit almost the
same as the ones in Table 2. Our results indicate that applications sensitive to tail latency can adopt Libnvmmio on top of
their file systems and drop tail latency dramatically.
Figure 11 shows the latency breakdown of read and write
for two logging policies (undo and redo). As for write, the
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We experimented with SQLite [59] to see how Libnvmmio
performs in real applications. To guarantee data-atomicity,
SQLite uses its own journaling by default. SQLite calls fsync
on commit to ensure that all data updated in a transaction is
persistent. Libnvmmio keeps updated data in its logs and
atomically writes to the original file when fsync called. This
is how data-atomicity can be guaranteed on SQLite on Libnvmmio without the journaling provided by SQLite. However,
the file systems we experimented with cannot turn off the
journaling. Even file systems that provide data-atomicity for
each operation cannot guarantee the atomicity at transaction
level without the journaling.
We used Mobibench [41] to evaluate the basic performance
of SQLite. In this experiment, we ran SQLite on NOVA
with various journal modes: delete (DEL), truncate (TRUNC),
write-ahead logging (WAL), no-journaling (OFF). Figure 12
shows that Libnvmmio outperforms all journaling modes on
insert and update queries. Even when no journaling is provided from SQLite, Libnvmmio outperforms as all file accesses are handled at user level. Compared to WAL mode on
NVDIMM-N, insert and update queries have 60% and 93%
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portion of non-temporal store (NT Store) is dominating. However, the overheads of the memory fence and cache flush is
low due to NT store. In this experiment, we confirmed that it
is crucial to select an appropriate logging policy according to
access types, as the time spent on memory copy (memcpy, NT
Store) varies greatly depending on logging policy. The actual
seconds for read and write latencies in Figure 11 are bigger
than the latency in Table 2, as time measurement routines for
breakdown have been injected.
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performance gains in Libnvmmio, respectively. On Optane,
the performance gains become 162% and 120%. Mobibench
queries request about 100B data IOs. Libnvmmio excels on
such small size IOs. On delete transactions, Libnvmmio performs not quite well. According to our call trace, files are
truncated frequently on delete workload. When a file is truncated, Libnvmmio needs to adjust the mapping size along
with the file size as in FLEX [66] and SplitFS [24]. This
incurs relatively high overhead on Libnvmmio. To mend this
problem, Libnvmmio needs to optimize file size changes by
reflecting file size changes on file close.
We evaluate Libnvmmio on four different file systems by
running TPC-C with SQLite. Figure 13 shows that running
on Libnvmmio exhibits better performance than running only
on underlying file systems. The performance gains range
from 16% to 27% on NVDIMM-N and from 13% to 27%
on Optane. Since Libnvmmio processes file IO at user level,
most of file IO operations can be handled efficiently. As for
SplitFS [24], which is built as user-level file system, Libnvmmio uses only mmap interface from SplitFS and performs all
other functionalities with its own mechanism. This is why the
performance on SplitFS is better for Libnvmmio than only
SplitFS. Data updates are kept in its staging files in SplitFS.
When applications call fsync, SplitFS relinks the updated
blocks in staging files into the original file without additional
data copying. To make the relink mechanism work, a complete content of the block is required. If applications update
only part of a block, SplitFS must copy the rest of the partial data for that block on fsync. The relink mechanism also
needs splitting and remapping the existing mapping. Since
mapping changes require expensive TLB-shootdown, remapping can cause a higher cost than copying [37]. Additionally,
frequent relinks can cause extent fragmentation, as SplitFS
uses Ext4-DAX as its underlying file system.
4.3.2

MongoDB MMAPv1

To evaluate Libnvmmio for applications that use memorymapped IO, we experimented with MongoDB [44] MMAPv1
engine. MongoDB MMAPv1 maps DB files onto its address space, and read/write data with memcpy. We have modified 182 lines of source code to make MongoDB MMAPv1
engine use interfaces in Libnvmmio. Figure 14 shows the
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performance of YCSB workloads on MongoDB. MongoDBJournaling represents the performance when MongoDB uses
its own journaling. In order to ensure that all modifications
to a MongoDB data set are durably written to DB files, MongoDB, by default, records all modifications to a journal file.
After persisting the data in journal, MongoDB writes the data
to a memory-mapped file. Then, it calls msync periodically to
flush the data in the memory to its file image on the persistent
storage. If a system failure occurs during the synchronization, MongoDB can redo the updates by using the journal.
Atomic-mmap represents the performance when MongoDB
uses atomic-mmap provided by NOVA [67]. NOVA maps
the replica pages of files onto the user memory, and later
when msync is called, it copies the replica pages atomically
to the original file. In this case, MongoDB can guarantee dataatomicity without using its own journaling. Libnvmmio also
ensures the same level of data-atomicity as the atomic-mmap
in NOVA. Libnvmmio represents the performance when Libnvmmio is used without MongoDB journaling. Compared
to MongoDB journaling, Libnvmmio shows 31∼42% performance gains on write intensive workloads (A and F). On read
intensive workloads (B, C, D, and E), it shows 6∼15% gains.
Libnvmmio shows the highest performance for all workloads. In YCSB workloads, the default record size is 1KB.
Since MongoDB-Journaling uses msync provided by the OS
kernel, the synchronization is performed at page granularity.
This increases the write amplification but also incurs TLBshootdown overhead. Whereas, Libnvmmio uses differential
logging and user-level msync to minimize write amplification
and eliminate unnecessary TLB-shootdown. Atomic-mmap
also performs synchronization at page granularity. Besides,
as all the replica pages of the file are synchronized regardless
of their states (clean or dirty), huge write amplification occurs.
Due to such inefficiency, the atomic-mmap feature has been
removed from the latest NOVA [68].

Direct Access (DAX). PMFS pointed out that NVMM systems should bypass the block layer and page cache to remove
unnecessary management schemes from past days.
NOVA [67, 68] suggested more efficient software layer to
manage NVMM. NOVA extends the log-structuring technique optimized for block devices to NVMM. NOVA gives
each inode a separate log. This technique is suited well
in NVMM utilizing fast random access characteristics of
NVMM. NOVA provides protection against media errors as
well as software errors.
Aerie [62] is a user-level file system that provides flexible
file system interfaces. Aerie maximizes the benefits of lowlatency NVMM by implementing file system functionality
at the user-level. However, Aerie does not guarantee dataatomicity and does not support POSIX semantics.
Strata [28] is a cross-media file system that suggested
separation of kernel and user responsibilities. While providing
fast performance for read and write, Strata does not support
atomic memory-mapped IO. Strata brought data into user
space and processes metadata in kernel space.
FLEX [66] replaces read/write system calls with memorymapped IO to avoid entering the OS kernel. FLEX provides
transparent user-level file IO, allowing existing applications
to utilize the characteristics of NVMM efficiently. However,
FLEX does not guarantee data-atomicity.
SplitFS [24] supports user-level IO while providing flexible crash-consistency guarantees. The relink mechanism
proposed by SplitFS allows atomic file updates with minimal
data copying. SplitFS handles common data operations at
the user level and offloads complex and uncommon metadata
operations to kernel file systems. SplitFS proposed the proper
role of user libraries and kernel file systems for efficient file
IO.

5

Libnvmmio is a simple and practical solution, which provides low-latency and scalable IO while guaranteeing data
atomicity. Libnvmmio rebuilds performance-critical software
IO path for NVM. It leverages the memory-mapped IO for
fast data access and makes applications free from the crashconsistency concerns by providing failure-atomicity. Source
code is publicly available at: https://github.com/chjs/
libnvmmio.

Related Work

In NVMM systems, file operations travel through memory
bus led significantly improved latency. In traditional systems,
storage latency was dominant in the total file IO overhead, but
in NVMM systems, inefficient behavior of software stacks
becomes a dominating overhead. State-of-the-art NVMMaware file systems bypass the block layer and the page cache
layer to avoid the software overhead. Many optimizations
take the characteristics of NVMM into account in the file
system design. Some suggest to fundamentally change the
way file operations work from kernel space to user space.
BPFS and PMFS are early versions of NVMM-aware file
systems. BPFS [12] manages the CPU cache based on epoch
to provide an accurate ordering and provides atomic data
persistence with short-circuit shadow paging. PMFS [13]
came up with eXecute In Place (XIP) which nowadays call
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Abstract

Popular LSM-tree based key-value stores suffer from suboptimal and unpredictable performance due to write amplification
and write stalls that cause application performance to periodically drop to nearly zero. Our preliminary experimental
studies reveal that (1) write stalls mainly stem from the significantly large amount of data involved in each compaction
between L0 -L1 (i.e., the first two levels of LSM-tree), and (2)
write amplification increases with the depth of LSM-trees.
Existing works mainly focus on reducing write amplification,
while only a couple of them target mitigating write stalls.
In this paper, we exploit non-volatile memory (NVM) to
address these two limitations and propose MatrixKV, a new
LSM-tree based KV store for systems with multi-tier DRAMNVM-SSD storage. MatrixKV’s design principles include
performing smaller and cheaper L0 -L1 compaction to reduce
write stalls while reducing the depth of LSM-trees to mitigate
write amplification. To this end, four novel techniques are
proposed. First, we relocate and manage the L0 level in NVM
with our proposed matrix container. Second, the new column
compaction is devised to compact L0 to L1 at fine-grained key
ranges, thus substantially reducing the amount of compaction
data. Third, MatrixKV increases the width of each level to
decrease the depth of LSM-trees thus mitigating write amplification. Finally, the cross-row hint search is introduced for
the matrix container to keep adequate read performance. We
implement MatrixKV based on RocksDB and evaluate it on
a hybrid DRAM/NVM/SSD system using Intel’s latest 3D
Xpoint NVM device Optane DC PMM. Evaluation results
show that, with the same amount of NVM, MatrixKV achieves
5× and 1.9× lower 99th percentile latencies, and 3.6× and
2.6× higher random write throughput than RocksDB and the
state-of-art LSM-based KVS NoveLSM respectively.
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1

Introduction

Persistent key-value stores are increasingly critical in supporting a large variety of applications in modern data centers. In
write-intensive scenarios, log-structured merge trees (LSMtrees) [49] are the backbone index structures for persistent
key-value (KV) stores, such as RocksDB [24], LevelDB [25],
HBase [26], and Cassandra [35]. Considering that random
writes are common in popular OLTP workloads, the performance of random writes, especially sustained and/or bursty
random writes, is a serious concern for users [2, 41, 51]. This
paper takes random write performance of KV stores as a major concern. Popular KV stores are deployed on systems with
DRAM-SSD storage, which intends to utilize fast DRAM
and persistent SSDs to provide high-performance database
accesses. However, limitations such as cell sizes, power consumption, cost, and DIMM slot availability prevent the system performance from being further improved via increasing
DRAM size [4, 23]. Therefore, exploiting non-volatile memories (NVMs) in hybrid systems is widely considered as a
promising mechanism to deliver higher system throughput
and lower latencies.
LSM-trees [49] store KV items with multiple exponentially
increased levels, e.g., from L0 to L6 . To better understand
LSM-tree based KV stores, we experimentally evaluated the
popular RocksDB [24] with a conventional system of DRAMSSD storage, and made observations that point to two challenging issues and their root causes. First, write stalls lead to
application throughput periodically dropping to nearly zero,
resulting in dramatic fluctuations of performance and long-tail
latencies, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The troughs of system
throughput indicate write stalls. Write stalls induce highly
unpredictable performance and degrade the quality of user experiences, which goes against NoSQL systems’ design goal of
predictable and stable performance [53, 57]. Moreover, write
stalls substantially lengthen the latency of request processing, exerting high tail latencies [6]. Our experimental studies
demonstrate that the main cause of write stalls is the large
amount of data processed in each L0 -L1 compaction. The L0 -
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L1 compaction involves almost all data in both levels due to
the unsorted L0 (files in L0 are overlapped with key ranges).
The all-to-all compaction takes up CPU cycles and SSD bandwidth, which slows down the foreground requests and results
in write stalls and long-tail latency. Second, write amplification (WA) degrades system performance and storage devices’
endurance. WA is directly related to the depth of the LSMtree as a deeper tree resulting from a larger dataset increases
the number of compactions. Although a large body of research aims at reducing LSM-trees’ WA [20,36,41,44,45,51],
only a couple of published studies concern mitigating write
stalls [6, 31, 53]. Our study aims to address both challenges
simultaneously.
Targeting these two challenges and their root causes, this
paper proposes MatrixKV, an LSM-tree based KV store for
systems with DRAM-NVM-SSD storage. The design principle behind MatrixKV is leveraging NVM to (1) construct
cheaper and finer granularity compaction for L0 and L1 , and
(2) reduce LSM-trees’ depth to mitigate WA. The key enabling technologies of MatrixKV are summarized as follows:
Matrix container. The matrix container manages the unsorted L0 of LSM-trees in NVM with a receiver and
a compactor. The receiver adopts and retains the
MemTable flushed from DRAM, one MemTable per row.
The compactor selects and merges a subset of data from
L0 (with the same key range) to L1 , one column per
compaction.
Column compaction. A column compaction is the finegrained compaction between L0 and L1 , which compacts
a small key range a time. Column compaction reduces
write stalls because it processes a limited amount of
data and promptly frees up the column in NVM for the
receiver to accept data flushed from DRAM.
Reducing LSM-tree depth. MatrixKV increases the size of
each LSM-tree level to reduce the number of levels. As
a result, MatrixKV reduces write amplification and delivers higher throughput.
Cross-row hint search. MatrixKV gives each key a pointer
to logically sort all keys in the matrix container thus
accelerating search processes.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we present the necessary background on NVM,
LSM-trees, LSM-based KV stores, and the challenges and
motivations in optimizing LSM-based KV stores with NVMs.

2.1

Non-volatile Memory

Service providers have constantly pursued faster database
accesses. They aim at providing users with a better quality
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of service and experience without a significant increase in
the total cost of ownership (TCO). With the emergence and
development of new storage media such as phase-change
memory [8, 33, 48, 52], memristors [55], 3D XPoint [28], and
STT-MRAM [21], enhancing storage systems with NVMs
becomes a cost-efficient choice. NVM is byte-addressable,
persistent, and fast. It is expected to provide DRAM-like
performance, disk-like persistency, and higher capacity than
DRAM at a much lower cost [9, 16, 61]. Compared to SSDs,
NVM is expected to provide 100× lower read and write latencies and up to ten times higher bandwidth [3, 10, 14, 22].
NVM works either as a persistent block storage device accessed through PCIe interfaces or as main memory accessed
via memory bus [1, 38]. Existing research [31] shows that
the former only achieve marginal performance improvements,
wasting NVM’s high media performance. For the latter, NVM
can supplant or complement DRAM as a single-level memory
system [27, 58, 61, 65], a system of NVM-SSD [30], or a hybrid system of DRAM-NVM-SSD [31]. In particular, systems
with DRAM-NVM-SSD storage are recognized as a promising way to utilize NVMs due to the following three reasons.
First, NVM is expected to co-exist with large-capacity SSDs
for the next few years [32]. Second, compared to DRAM,
NVM still has 5 times lower bandwidth and 3 times higher
read latency [28]. Third, a hybrid system balances the TCO
and system performance. As a result, MatrixKV focuses on
efficiently using NVMs as persistent memory in a hybrid
system of DRAM, NVMs, and SSDs.

2.2

Log-structured Merge Trees

LSM-trees [29, 49] defer and batch write requests in memory to exploit the high sequential write bandwidth of storage
devices. Here we explain a popular implementation of LSMtrees, the widely deployed SSD-based RocksDB [24]. As
shown in Figure 1 (a), RocksDB is composed of a DRAM
component and an SSD component. It also has a write-ahead
log in SSDs protecting data in DRAM from system failures.
To serve write requests, writes are first batched in DRAM
by two skip-lists (MemTable and Immutable MemTable).
Then, the immutable MemTable is flushed to L0 on SSDs
generating Sorted String Tables (SSTables). To deliver a fast
flush, L0 is unsorted where key ranges overlap among dif-
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ferent SSTables. SSTables are compacted from L0 to deeper
levels (L1 , L2 ...Ln ) during the lifespan of LSM-trees. Compaction makes each level sorted (except L0 ) thus bounding
the overhead of reads and scans [53].
To conduct a compaction, (1) an SSTable in Li (called a
victim SSTable) and multiple SSTables in Li+1 who has overlapping key ranges (called overlapped SSTables) are picked as
the compaction data. (2) Other SSTables in Li that fall in this
compaction key ranges are selected reversely. (3) Those SSTables identified in steps (1) and (2) are fetched into memory,
to be merged and sorted. (4) The regenerated SSTables are
written back to Li+1 . Since L0 is unsorted and each SSTable
in L0 spans a wide key range, the L0 -L1 compaction performs
step (1) and (2) back and forth involving almost all SSTables
in both levels, leading to a large all-to-all compaction.
To serve read requests, RocksDB searches the MemTable
first, immutable MemTable next, and then SSTables in L0
through Ln in order. Since SSTables in L0 contain overlapping
keys, a lookup may search multiple files at L0 [36].

2.3

LSM-tree based KV stores

Existing improvements on LSM-trees includes: reducing
write amplification [19, 36, 44, 46, 51, 62–64], improving
memory management [7, 39, 56], supporting automatic tuning [17, 18, 40], and using LSM-trees to target hybrid storage
hierarchies [5, 47, 50]. Among them, random write performance is a common concern since it is severely hampered by
compactions. In the following, we discuss the most related
studies of our work in three categories: those reducing write
amplification, addressing write stalls, and utilizing NVMs.
Reducing WA: PebblesDB [51] mitigates WA by using
guards to maintain partially sorted levels. Lwc-tree [62] provides lightweight compaction by appending data to SSTables
and only merging the metadata. WiscKey [36] separates keys
from values, which only merges keys during compactions thus
reducing WA. The key-value separation solution brings the
complexities of garbage collection and range scans and only
benefits large values. LSM-trie [59] de-amortizes compaction
overhead with hash-range based compaction. VTtree [54]
uses an extra layer of indirection to avoid reprocessing sorted
data at the cost of fragmentation. TRIAD [44] reduces WA by
creating synergy between memory, disk, and log. However,
almost all these efforts overlook performance variances and
write stalls.
Reducing write stalls: SILK [6] introduces an I/O scheduler which mitigates the impact of write stalls to clients’
writes by postponing flushes and compactions to low-load
periods, prioritizing flushes and lower level compactions, and
preempting compactions. These design choices make SILK
exhibits ordinary write stalls on sustained write-intensive
and long peak workloads. Blsm [53] proposes a new merge
scheduler, called “spring and gear”, to coordinate compactions
of multiple levels. However, it only bounds the maximum
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write processing latency while ignoring the large queuing
latency [43]. KVell [37] makes KV items unsorted on disks
to reduce CPU computation cost thus mitigating write stalls
for NVMe SSD based KV stores, which is inapplicable to
systems with general SSDs.
Improving LSM-trees with NVMs: SLM-DB [30] proposes a single level LSM-tree for systems with NVM-SSD
storage. It uses a B+ -tree in NVM to provide fast read for the
single level LSM-tree on SSDs. This solution comes with the
overhead of maintaining the consistency between B+ -trees
and LSM-trees. MyNVM [23] leverages NVM as a block
device to reduce the DRAM usage in SSD based KV stores.
NoveLSM [31] is the state-of-art LSM-based KV store for
systems with hybrid storage of DRAM, NVMs, and SSDs.
NVMRocks [38] aims for an NVM-aware RocksDB, similar
to NoveLSM, which adopts persistent mutable MemTables
on NVMs. However, as we verified in § 2.4.3, mutable NVM
MemTables only reduce access latencies to some extent while
generating a negative effect of more severe write stalls.
Since we build MatrixKV for systems with multi-tier
DRAM-NVM-SSD storage and redesign LSM-trees to exploit the high performance NVM, NoveLSM [31] is considered the most relevant to our work. We use NoveLSM as our
main comparison in evaluations. In addition, we also evaluate
PebblesDB and SILK on NVM-based systems since they are
state-of-art solutions for reducing WA or write stalls but their
original designs are not for the hybrid systems.

2.4

Challenges and Motivations

To explore the challenges in LSM-tree based KV stores, we
conduct a preliminary study on the SSD-based RocksDB. In
this experiment, an 80 GB dataset of 16bytes-4KB key-value
items is written/loaded to RocksDB in uniformly random order. The evaluation environments and other parameters are
described in § 5. We record random write throughput every
ten seconds as shown in Figure 2. The experimental results
expose two challenging issues. Challenge 1, Write stalls.
System performance experiences peaks and troughs, and the
troughs of throughput manifest as write stalls. The significant
fluctuations indicate unpredictable and unstable performance.
Challenge 2, Write amplification. WA causes performance
degradation. System performance (i.e., the average throughput) shows a downward trend with the growth of the dataset
size since the number of compactions increases with the depth
of LSM-trees, bringing more WA.
2.4.1

Write Stalls

In an LSM-based KV store, there are three types of possible
stalls as depicted in Figure 1(a). (1) Insert stalls: if MemTable
fills up before the completion of background flushes, all insert
operations to LSM-trees are stalled [31]. (2) Flush stalls: if
L0 has too many SSTables and reaches a size limit, flushes to
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Figure 3: The CDF of latencies of the 80 GB write requests.
storage are blocked. (3) Compaction stalls: too many pending
compaction bytes block foreground operations. All these stalls
have a cascading impact on write performance and result in
write stalls.
Evaluating these three types of stalls individually by recording the period of flushes and compactions at different levels,
we find that the period of L0 -L1 compaction approximately
matches write stalls observed, as shown in Figure 2. Each red
line represents a L0 -L1 compaction, where the length along
the x-axis represents the latency of the compaction and the
right y-axis shows the amount of data processed in the compaction. The average amount of compaction data is 3.10 GB.
As we elaborate in § 2.2, since L0 allows overlapping key
ranges between SSTables, almost all SSTables in both levels
join the L0 -L1 compaction. A large amount of compaction
data leads to heavy read-merge-writes, which takes up CPU
cycles and the SSD bandwidth, thus blocking foreground requests and making L0 -L1 compaction the primary cause of
write stalls.
Write stalls not only are responsible for the low system
throughput, but also induce high write latency leading to the
long-tail latency problem. Figure 3 shows the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the latency for each write request during the 80 GB random load process. Although the
latency of 76% of the write requests is less than 48 us, the
write latency of the 90th , 99th , and 99.9th percentile reaches
1.15, 1.24, and 2.32 ms respectively, a two-order magnitude increase. The high latency significantly degrades the quality of
user experiences, especially for latency-critical applications.
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Figure 4: NoveLSM’s random write performance and L0 -L1
compactions. Comparing to RocksDB in Figure 2, the average
period of write stalls is increased.
2.4.2

Write Amplification

Next, we analyze the second observation, i.e., system throughput degrades with the increase in dataset size. Write amplification (WA) is defined as the ratio between the amount of
data written to storage devices and the amount of data written
by users. LSM-tree based KV stores have long been criticized
for their high WA due to frequent compactions. Since the
sizes of adjacent levels from low to high increase exponentially by an amplification factor (AF = 10), compacting an
SSTable from Li to Li+1 results in a WA factor of AF on average. The growing size of the dataset increases the depth of
an LSM-tree as well as the overall WA. For example, the WA
factor of compacting from L1 to L2 is AF, while the WA factor
of compacting from L1 to L6 is over 5 × AF. The increased
WA consumes more storage bandwidth, competes with flush
operations, and ultimately slows down application throughput. Hence, system throughput decreases with higher write
amplification caused by the increased depth of LSM-trees.
2.4.3

NoveLSM

NoveLSM [31] exploits NVMs to deliver high throughput for
systems with DRAM-NVM-SSD storage, as shown in Figure 1(b). The design choices of NoveLSM include: (1) adopting NVMs as an alternative DRAM to increase the size of
MemTable and immutable MemTable; (2) making the NVM
MemTable mutable to allow direct updates thus reducing
compactions. However, these design choices merely postpone
the write stalls. When the dataset size exceeds the capacity
of NVM MemTables, flush stalls still happen, blocking foreground requests. Furthermore, the enlarged MemTables in
NVM are flushed to L0 and dramatically increase the amount
of data in L0 -L1 compactions, resulting in even more severe
write stalls. The worse write stalls magnify performance variances and hurt user experiences further.
We evaluate NoveLSM (with 8 GB NVM) by randomly
writing the same 80 GB dataset. Test results in Figure 4 show
that NoveLSM reduces the overall loading time by 1.7×
compared to RocksDB (Figure 2). However, the period of
write stalls is significantly longer. This is because the amount
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of data involved in each L0 -L1 compaction is over 15 GB,
which is 4.86× larger than that of RocksDB. A write stall
starts when compaction threads call for the L0 -L1 compaction.
Then, the compaction waits and starts until other pending
compactions with higher priorities complete (i.e., the grey
dashed lines). Finally, performance rises again as the compaction completes. In general, NoveLSM exacerbates write
stalls.
From the above analysis, we conclude that the main cause
of write stalls is the large amount of data involved in L0 -L1
compactions, and the main cause of increased WA is the deepened depth of LSM-trees. The compounded impact of write
stalls and WA deteriorates system throughput and lengthens
tail latency. While NoveLSM attempts to alleviate these issues, it actually exacerbates the problem of write stalls. Motivated by these observed challenging issues, we propose MatrixKV that aims at providing a stable low-latency KV store
via intelligent use of NVMs, as elaborated in the next section.

3

Receiver

0

MatrixKV Design

In this section, we present MatrixKV, an LSM-tree based keyvalue store for systems with multi-tier DRAM-NVM-SSD
storage. MatrixKV aims to provide predictable high performance through the efficient use of NVMs with the following
four key techniques, i.e., the matrix container in NVMs to
manage the L0 of LSM-trees (§ 3.1), column compactions
for L0 and L1 (§ 3.2), reducing LSM-tree levels (§ 3.3), and
the cross-row hint search (§ 3.4). Figure 5 shows the overall
architecture of MatrixKV. From top to bottom, (1) DRAM
batches writes with MemTables, (2) MemTables are flushed
to L0 that is stored and managed by the matrix container in
NVMs, (3) data in L0 are compacted to L1 in SSDs through
column compactions, and (4) SSDs store the remaining levels
of a flattened LSM-tree.
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3.1

Matrix Container

LSM-tree renders all-to-all compactions for L0 and L1 because L0 has overlapping key ranges among SSTables. The
heavy L0 -L1 compactions are identified as the root cause of
write stalls as demonstrated in § 2.4. NoveLSM [31] exploits
NVM to increase the number and size of MemTables. However, it actually exacerbates write stalls by having a larger
L0 and keeping the system bottleneck, L0 -L1 compactions,
on lower-speed SSDs. Hence, the principle of building an
LSM-tree based KV store without write stalls is to reduce the
granularity of L0 -L1 compaction via high-speed NVMs.
Based on this design principle, MatrixKV elevates L0 from
SSDs to NVMs and reorganizes L0 into a matrix container
to exploit the byte-addressability and fast random accesses
of NVMs. Matrix container is a data management structure
for the L0 of LSM-trees. Figure 6 shows the organization of
a matrix container, which comprises one receiver and one
compactor.
Receiver: In the matrix container, the receiver accepts
and retains MemTables flushed from DRAM. Each such
MemTable is serialized as a single row of the receiver and organized as a RowTable. RowTables are appended to the matrix
container row by row with an increasing sequence number, i.e.,
from 0 to n. The size of the receiver starts with one RowTable.
When the receiver size reaches its size limit (e.g., 60% of the
matrix container) and the compactor is empty, the receiver
stops receiving flushed MemTables and dynamically turns
into the compactor. In the meantime, a new receiver is created
for receiving flushed MemTables. There is no data migration
for the logical role change of the receiver to the compactor.
RowTable: Figure 7(a) shows the RowTable structure consisting of data and metadata. To construct a RowTable, we
first serialize KV items from the immutable MemTable in the
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ger. Adding the 8 bytes pointer per list element, the metadata
size for each page is 12 bytes. The metadata of the free list
occupies a total space of 24 KB on NVMs at most.
It is worth noting that in the matrix container, while
columns are being compacted in the compactor, the receiver
can continue accepting flushed MemTables from DRAM simultaneously. By freeing the NVM space one column at a
time, MatrixKV ends the write stalls forced by merging the
entire L0 with all of L1 .

Figure 7: RowTable and conventional SSTable.

3.2
order of keys (the same as SSTables) and store them to the
data region. Then, we build the metadata for all KV items
with a sorted array. Each array element maintains the key, the
page number, the offset in the page, and a forward pointer
(i.e., pn ). To locate a KV item in a RowTable, we binary
search the sorted array to get the target key and find its value
with the page number and the offset. The forward pointer in
each array element is used for cross-row hint searches that
contribute to improving the read efficiency within the matrix
container. The cross-row hint search will be discussed in §
3.4. Figure 7(b) shows the structure of conventional SSTable
in LSM-trees. SSTables are organized with the basic unit of
blocks in accordance with the storage unit of devices such as
SSDs and HDDs. Instead, RowTable takes an NVM page as
its basic unit. Other than that, RowTables are only different
from SSTables in the organization of metadata. As a result, the
construction overhead of SSTables and RowTables is similar.
Compactor: The compactor is used for selecting and merging data from L0 to L1 in SSDs at a fine granularity. Leveraging the byte addressability of NVMs and our proposed RowTables, MatrixKV allows cheaper compactions that merge a
specific key range from L0 with a subset of SSTables at L1
without needing to merge all of L0 and all of L1 . This new L0 L1 compaction is referred to as column compaction (detailed
in § 3.2). In the compactor, KV items are managed by logical
columns. A column is a subset of key spaces with a limited
amount of data, which is the basic unit of the compactor in
column compactions. Specifically, KV items from different
RowTables that fall in the key range of a column compaction
logically constitute a column. The amount of these KV items
is the size of a column, which is not strictly fixed but at a
threshold determined by the size of column compactions.
Space management: After compacting a column, the
NVM space occupied by the column is freed. To manage
those freed spaces, we simply apply the paging algorithm [3].
Since column compactions rotate the key ranges, at most one
page per RowTable is partially fragmented. The NVM pages
fully freed after column compactions are added to the free list
as a group of page-sized units. To store incoming RowTables
in the receiver, we apply free pages from the free list. The 8
GB matrix container contains 211 pages of 4 KB each. Each
page is identified by the page number of an unsigned inte-
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Column Compaction

Column compaction is a fine-grained L0 -L1 compaction that
each time compacts only a column, i.e., a small subset of
the data in a specific key range. Thus, column compaction
can significantly reduce write stalls. The main workflow of
column compaction can be described in the following seven
steps. (1) MatrixKV separates the key space of L1 into multiple contiguous key ranges. Since SSTables in L1 are sorted
and each SSTable is bounded by its smallest key and largest
key, the smallest keys and largest keys of all the SSTables in
L1 form a sorted key list. Every two adjacent keys represent
a key range, i.e., the key range of an SSTable or the gap between two adjacent SSTables. As a result, we have multiple
contiguous key ranges in L1 . (2) Column compaction starts
from the first key range in L1 . It selects a key range in L1 as
the compaction key range. (3) In the compactor, victim KV
items within the compaction key range are picked concurrently in multiple rows. Specifically, assuming N RowTables
in the compactor, k threads work in parallel to fetch keys
within the compaction key range. Each thread in charge of
N/k RowTables. We maintain an adequate degree of concurrent accesses on NVMs with k = 8. (4) If the amount of data
within this key range is under the lower bound of compaction,
the next key range in L1 joins. The k threads keep forward in
N sorted arrays (i.e., the metadata of the RowTables) fetching
KV items within the new key range. This key range expansion process continues until the amount of compaction data
reaches a size between the lower bound and the upper bound
(i.e., 12 AF × Ssst and AF × Ssst respectively). The two bounds
guarantee the adequate overhead of a column compaction. (5)
Then a column in the compactor is logically formed, i.e., KV
items in N RowTables that fall in the compaction key range
make up a logical column. (6) Data in the column are merged
and sorted with the overlapped SSTables of L1 in memory. (7)
Finally, the regenerated SSTables are written back to L1 on
SSDs. Column compaction continues between the next key
range of L1 and the next column in the compactor. The key
ranges of column compaction rotate in the whole key space
to keep LSM-trees balanced.
We show an example of column compaction in Figure 8.
First, MatrixKV picks the SSTable with key range 0-3 in
L1 as the candidate compaction SSTable. Then, we search
the metadata arrays of the four RowTables. If the amount
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12

Figure 8: Column compaction: an example. There are 4
RowTables in the compactor. Each circle represents an
SSTable on L1 . Columns are logically divided (red dashed
lines) according to the key range of compaction.

of compaction data within key range 0-3 is under the lower
bound, the next key range (i.e., key range 3-5) joins to form
a larger key range 0-5. If the amount of compaction data is
still beneath the lower bound, the next key range 5-8 joins.
Once the compaction data is larger than the lower bound, a
logical column is formed for the compaction. The first column
compaction compacts the column at the key range of 0-8 with
the first two SSTables in L1 .
In general, column compaction first selects a specific key
range from L1 , and then compacts with the column in the
compactor that shares the same key range. Comparing to the
original all-to-all compaction between L0 and L1 , column
compaction compacts at a much smaller key range with a limited amount of data. Consequently, the fine-grained column
compaction shortens the compaction duration, resulting in
reduced write stalls.

3.3

Reducing LSM-tree Depth

In conventional LSM-trees, the size limit of each level grows
by an amplification factor of AF = 10. The number of levels in
an LSM-tree increase with the amount of data in the database.
Since compacting an SSTable to a higher level results in a
write amplification factor of AF, the overall WA increases with
the number of levels (n) in the LSM-tree, i.e., WA=n*AF [36].
Hence, the other design principle of MatrixKV is to reduce
the depth of LSM-trees to mitigate WA. MatrixKV reduces
the number of LSM-tree levels by increasing the size limit of
each level at a fixed ratio making the AF of adjacent levels
unchanged. As a result, for compactions from L1 and higher
levels, the WA of compacting an SSTable to the next level
remains the same AF but the overall WA is reduced with due
to fewer levels.
Flattening conventional LSM-trees with wider levels brings
two negative effects. First, since the enlarged L0 has more
SSTables that overlap with key ranges, the amount of data
in each L0 -L1 compaction increases significantly, which not
only adds the compaction overhead but also lengthens the
duration of write stalls. Second, traversing the larger unsorted
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Figure 9: Cross-row hint search. This figure shows an example
of searching the target key (k = 12) with forward pointers of
each array element.

L0 decreases the search efficiency. MatrixKV addresses the
first problem with the fine-grained column compaction. The
amount of data involved in each column compaction is largely
independent of the level width as a column contains a limited
amount of data. For the second problem, MatrixKV proposes
the cross-row hint search (§ 3.4) to compensate for the increased search overhead due to the enlarged L0 . It is worth
noting that locating keys in fewer levels reduces the lookup
time on SSDs, since SSTables from L1 to Ln are well-sorted.

3.4

Cross-row Hint Search

In this section, we discuss solutions for improving the read
efficiency in the matrix container. In the L0 of MatrixKV, each
RowTable is sorted and different RowTables are overlapped
with key ranges. Building Bloom filters for each table is a
possible solution for reducing search overheads. However, it
brings costs on the building process and exhibits no benefit to
range scans. To provide adequate read and scan performances
for MatrixKV, we build cross-row hint searches.
Constructing cross-row hints: When we build a
RowTable for the receiver of the matrix container, we add
a forward pointer for each element in the sorted array of metadata (Figure 7). Specifically, for a key x in RowTable i, the
forward pointer indexes the key y in the preceding RowTable
i −1, where the key y is the first key not less than x (i.e., y ≥ x).
These forward pointers provide hints to logically sort all keys
in different rows, similar to the fractional cascading [11, 53].
Since each forward pointer only records the array index of
the preceding RowTable, the size of a forward pointer is only
4 bytes. Thus, the storage overhead is very small.
Search process in the matrix container: A search process starts from the latest arrived RowTable i. If the key range
of RowTable i does not overlap the target key, we skip to its
preceding RowTable i − 1. Else, we binary search RowTable
i to find the key range (i.e., bounded by two adjacent keys)
where the target key resides. With the forward pointers, we can
narrow the search region in prior RowTables, i − 1, i − 2, . . .
continually until the key is found. As a result, there is no need
to traverse all tables entirely to get a key or scan a key range.
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Cross-row hint search improves the read efficiency of L0 by
significantly reducing the number of tables and elements involved in a search process.
An example of cross-row hint search is shown in Figure 9.
The blue arrows show the forward pointers providing crossrow hints. Suppose we want to fetch a target key k = 12 in
the matrix container, we first binary search RowTable 3 to get
a narrowed key range of key=10 to key=23. Then their hints
lead us to the key 13 and 30 in RowTable 2 (the red arrows).
The preceding key is added into the search region when the
target key is not included in the key range of the two hint keys.
Next, we binary search between key=8 and key=30. Failing
to find the target key, we move to the prior RowTable 1, then
RowTable 0, with the forward pointers. Finally, the target key
12 is obtained in RowTable 0.

4

Implementation

We implement MatrixKV based on the popular KV engine RocksDB [24] from Facebook. The LOC on top of
RocksDB is 4117 lines 1 . As shown in Figure 5, MatrixKV
accesses NVMs via the PMDK library and accesses SSDs
via the POSIX API. The persistent memory development kit
(PMDK) [1, 60] is a library based on the direct access feature (DAX). Next, we briefly introduce the write and read
processes and the mechanism for consistency as follows.
Write: (1) Write requests from users are inserted into a
write-ahead log on NVMs to prevent data loss from system
failures. (2) Data are batched in DRAM, forming MemTable
and immutable MemTable. (3) The immutable MemTable is
flushed to NVM and stored as a RowTable in the receiver of
the matrix container. (4) The receiver turns into the compactor
logically if the number of RowTables reaches a size limit (e.g.,
60% of the matrix container) and the compactor is empty.
This role change has no real data migrations. (5) Data in
the compactor is column compacted with SSTables in L1
column by column. In the meantime, a new receiver receives
flushed MemTables. (6) In SSDs, SSTables are merged to
higher levels via conventional compactions as RocksDB does.
Compared to RocksDB, MatrixKV is completely different
from step 3 through step 5.
Read: MatrixKV processes read requests in the same way
as RocksDB. The read thread searches with the priority of
DRAM>NVMs>SSDs. In NVMs, the cross-row hint search
contributes to faster searches among different RowTables
of L0 . The read performance can be further improved by
concurrently searching in different storage devices [31].
Consistency: Data structures in NVM must avoid inconsistency caused by system failures [12, 13, 34, 42, 58]. For
MatrixKV, writes/updates for NVM only happen in two processes, flush and column compaction. For flush, immutable
1 MatrixKV

source code is publicly available at https://github.com/
PDS-Lab/MatrixKV.
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Table 1: FIO 4 KB read and write bandwidth
Rnd write
Rnd read
Seq write
Seq read

SSDSC2BB800G7
68 MB/s
250 MB/s
354 MB/s
445 MB/s

Optane DC PMM
1363 MB/s
2346 MB/s
1444 MB/s
2567 MB/s

MemTables flushed from DRAM are organized as RowTables
and written to NVM in rows. If a failure occurs in the middle of writing a RowTable, MatrixKV can re-process all the
transactions that were recorded in the write-ahead log. For
column compaction, MatrixKV needs to update the state of
RowTables after each column compaction. To achieve consistency and reliability with low overhead, MatrixKV adopts
the versioning mechanism of RocksDB. RocksDB records
the database state with a manifest file. The operations of compaction are persisted in the manifest file as version changes.
If the system crashes during compaction, the database goes
back to its last consistent state with versioning. MatrixKV
adds the state of RowTables into the manifest file, i.e., the
offset of the first key, the number of keys, the file size, and the
metadata size, etc. MatrixKV uses lazy deletion to guarantee
that stale columns invalidated by column compactions are not
deleted until a consistent new version is completed.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we run extensive experiments to demonstrate
the key accomplishments of MatrixKV. (1) MatrixKV obtains better performance on various types of workloads and
achieves lower tail latencies (§ 5.2). (2) The performance
benefits of MatrixKV come from reducing write stalls and
write amplification by its key enabling techniques (§ 5.3).

5.1

Experiment Setup

All experiments are run on a test machine with two Genuine
Intel(R) 2.20GHz 24-core processors and 32 GB of memory.
The kernel version is 64-bit Linux 4.13.9 and the operating
system in use is Fedora 27. The experiments use two storage
devices, an 800 GB Intel SSDSC2BB800G7 SSD and 256 GB
NVMs of two 128 GB Intel Optane DC PMM [28]. Table 1
lists their maximum single-thread bandwidth, evaluated with
the versatile storage benchmark tool FIO.
We mainly compare MatrixKV with NoveLSM and
RocksDB (including RocksDB-SSD and RocksDB-L0NVM). RocksDB-SSD represents the conventional RocksDB
on a DRAM-SSD hierarchy. The other three KV stores are
for systems with DRAM-NVM-SSD storage. They use 8 GB
NVM to be consistent with the setup in NoveLSM’s paper
and force the majority of the 80 GB test data to be flushed
to SSDs. RocksDB-L0-NVM simply enlarges L0 into 8 GB
and stores it in NVM. MatrixKV reorganizes the 8 GB L0
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Figure 10: Performance on Micro-benchmarks with different value sizes.
in NVM and enlarges the L1 in SSDs into the same 8 GB.
NoveLSM employs NVM to store two MemTables (2*4 GB).
Test results from this configuration can also demonstrate that
MatrixKV achieves system performance improvement with
the economical use of NVMs. Finally, we evaluate PebblesDB
and SILK for systems with DRAM-NVM storage since they
are the representative studies on LSM-tree improvement but
are not originally designed for systems with multi-tier storage.
Unless specified otherwise, the evaluated KV stores assume
the default configuration of RocksDB, i.e., 64 MB MemTables/SSTables, 256 MB L1 size, and AF of 10. The default
key-value sizes are 16 bytes and 4 KB.

5.2

Overall performance evaluation

In this section, we first evaluate the overall performance of
the four KV stores using db_bench, the micro-benchmark
released with RocksDB. Then, we evaluate the performance
of each KV store with the YCSB macro-benchmarks [15].
Write performance: We evaluate the random write performance by inserting KV items totaling 80 GB in a uniformly
distributed random order. Figure 10(a) shows the random
write throughput of four KV stores as a function of value
size. The performance difference between RocksDB-SSD
and RocksDB-L0-NVM suggests that simply placing L0 in
NVM brings about an average improvement of 65%. We use
RocksDB-L0-NVM and NoveLSM as baselines of our evaluation. MatrixKV improves random write throughput over
RocksDB-L0-NVM and NoveLSM in all value sizes. Specifically, MatrixKV’s throughput improvement over RocksDBL0-NVM ranges from 1.86× to 3.61×, and MatrixKV’s
throughput improvement over NoveLSM ranges from 1.72×
to 2.61. Taking the commonly used value size of 4 KB as
an example, MatrixKV outperforms RocksDB-L0-NVM and
NoveLSM by 3.6× and 2.6× respectively. RocksDB-L0NVM delivers relatively poor performance since putting L0 in
NVM only brings a marginal improvement. NoveLSM uses
a large mutable MemTable in NVM to handle a portion of
update requests thus slightly reducing WA. However, for both
RocksDB and NoveLSM, the root causes of write stalls and
WA remain unaddressed, i.e., the all-to-all L0 -L1 compaction
and the deepened depth of LSM-trees.
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We evaluate sequential write performance by inserting a
total of 80 GB KV items in sequential order. From the test
results in Figure 10(b), we make three main observations.
First, sequential write throughput is higher than random write
throughput for the four KV stores as sequential writes incur no
compaction. Second, RocksDB-SSD performs the best since
the other three KV stores have an extra NVM tier, requiring data migration from NVMs to SSDs. Three, MatrixKV
and RocksDB-L0-NVM have better sequential write throughput than NoveLSM since contracting RowTable/SSTables in
NVMs is cheaper than updating the skip list of NoveLSM’s
large mutable MemTable.
Read performance: Random/sequential read performances are evaluated by reading one million KV items from
the 80 GB randomly loaded database. To obtain the read performance free from the impact of compactions, we start the
reading test after the tree becomes well-balanced. Figure 10(c)
and (d) show the test results of random reads and sequential
reads. Since NVM only accommodates 10% of the dataset,
the read performance in SSDs dominates the overall read performance. Besides, since a balanced tree is well-sorted from
L1 to Ln on SSDs, the four KV stores exhibit similar read
throughputs. MatrixKV does not degrade read performance
and even has a slight advantage in sequential reads for two
reasons. First, the cross-row hint search reduces the search
overhead of the enlarged L0 . Second, MatrixKV has fewer
LSM-tree levels, resulting in less search overhead on SSDs.
Macro-benchmarks: Now we evaluate four KV stores
with YCSB [15], a widely used macro-benchmark suite delivered by Yahoo!. We first write an 80 GB dataset with 4KB
values for loading, then evaluate workload A-F with one million KV items respectively. From the test results shown in
Figure 11, we draw three main conclusions. First, MatrixKV
gets the most advantage from write/load dominated workloads, i.e., load, and workload A and F. MatrixKV is 3.29×
and 2.37× faster than RocksDB-L0-NVM and NoveLSM on
the load workload (i.e., random write). Second, MatrixKV
maintains adequate performance over read-dominated workloads, i.e., workloads B to E. Third, NoveLSM and MatrixKV
behave better on workload D due to the latest distribution,
where they both hit more in NVMs and thus MatrixKV can
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Figure 11: Macro-benchmarks. The y-axis shows the throughput of each KV store normalized to RocksDB-SSD. The number on each bar indicates the throughput in ops/s.
Table 2: Tail Latency
Latency (us)
RocksDB-SSD
NoveLSM
RocksDB-L0-NVM
MatrixKV

avg.
974
450
477
263

90%
566
317
528
247

99%
11055
2080
786
405

99.9%
17983
2169
1112
663

benefit more from cross-row hints.
Tail latency: Tail latency is especially important for LSMtree based KV stores, since they are widely deployed in production environments to provide services for write-heavy
workloads and latency-critical applications. We evaluate the
tail latency with the same methodology used in SILK [6],
i.e., using the YCSB-A workload and setting request arrival
rate at around 20K requests/s. Table 2 shows the average,
90th , 99th , and 99.9th percentile latencies of four key-value
stores. MatrixKV significantly reduces latencies in all cases.
The 99th percentile latency of MatrixKV is 27×, 5×, and
1.9× lower than RocksDB-SSD, NoveLSM, and RocksDBL0-NVM respectively. The test results demonstrate that by
reducing write stalls and WA, MatrixKV improves the quality
of user experience with much lower tail latencies.

5.3

Performance Gain Analysis

To understand MatrixKV’s performance improvement over
random write workloads, we investigate the main challenges
of LSM-trees (§ 5.3.1) and the key enabling techniques of
MatrixKV (§ 5.3.2).
5.3.1

Main Challenges

In this section, we demonstrate that MatrixKV does address
the main challenges of LSM-trees, i.e., write stalls and WA.
Write Stalls: We record the throughput of the four KV
stores in every ten seconds during their 80 GB random write
process (similar to Figures 2 and 4) to visualize write stalls.
From the performance variances shown in Figure 12, we
draw three observations. (1) MatrixKV takes a shorter time
to process the same 80GB random write since it has higher
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Figure 13: Write amplification of 80 GB random writes.The
numbers on each bar show the amount of data written to SSDs
and the WA ratio respectively.
random write throughput than other KV stores (as demonstrated in § 5.2). (2) Both RocksDB and NoveLSM suffer
from write stalls due to the expensive L0 -L1 compaction. NoveLSM takes longer to process a L0 -L1 compaction because L0
maintains large MemTables flushed from NVMs. Comparing
to RocksDB-SSD, RocksDB-L0-NVM has lower throughput
during write stalls, which means that it blocks foreground
requests more severely because of the enlarged L0 . (3) MatrixKV achieves the most stable performance. The reason is
that we reduce write stalls by the fine-grained column compaction which guarantees a small amount of data processed
in each L0 -L1 compaction.
Write Amplification: We measure the WA of four systems
on the same experiment of randomly writing 80 GB dataset.
Figure 13 shows the WA factor measured by the ratio of
the amount of data written to SSDs and the amount of data
coming from users. The WA of MatrixKV, NoveLSM, and
RocksDB-L0-NVM are 2.56×, 1.83×, and 1.99× lower than
RocksDB-SSD respectively. MatrixKV has the smallest WA
since it reduces the number of compactions by lowering the
depth of LSM-trees.
5.3.2

MatrixKV Enabling Techniques

Column compaction: To demonstrate the efficiency of column compaction, we record the amount of data involved, the
duration of every L0 -L1 compaction for four KV stores in the
same 80 GB random write experiment. As shown in Figure 14,
MatrixKV conducts 467 column compactions, each 0.33 GB,
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Figure 15: Compaction analysis. This figure shows the amount
of data of every individual compaction during the 80 GB
random write.
written a total of 153 GB data. RocksDB-SSD processes
52 compactions, each 3.1 GB on average, written a total of
157 GB data. MatrixKV processes more fine-grained L0 -L1
compactions, where each has the least amount of data and
the shortest compaction duration. As a result, column compactions have only a negligible influence on foreground requests and finally significantly reduce write stalls. NoveLSM
actually exacerbates write stalls since the enlarged MemTables flushed from NVM significantly increase the amount of
data processed in each L0 -L1 compaction.
Overall compaction efficiency: We further record the
overall compaction behaviors of four KV stores by recording
the amount of data for every compaction during the random
write experiment. From the test results shown in Figure 15,
we draw four observations. First, MatrixKV has the smallest
number of compactions, attributed to the reduced LSM-tree
depth. Second, all compactions in MatrixKV process similar
amount of data since we reduce the amount of compaction
data on L0 -L1 and does not increase that on other levels. Third,
NoveLSM and RocksDB-L0-NVM have fewer compactions
than RocksDB-SSD. The reasons are: (1) NoveLSM uses
large mutable MemTables to serve more write requests and
absorb a portion of update requests, and (2) RocksDB-L0NVM has an 8 GB L0 in NVM to store more data. Fourth,
the substantial amount of compaction data in NoveLSM and
RocksDB stems from the L0 -L1 compaction.
Reducing LSM-tree depth: To evaluate the technique of
flattening LSM-trees, we change level sizes for both RocksDB
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and MatrixKV. The first configuration is L1 = 256MB (the
default L1 size of RocksDB). The second configuration is
L1 = 8GB. The following levels exponentially increased at
the ratio of AF=10. Figure 16 shows the throughput of randomly writing an 80 GB dataset. The table under the figure
shows the data distribution on different levels after balancing
LSM-trees. The test results demonstrate that both RocksDB
and MatrixKV reduce the number of levels by enlarging level
sizes, i.e., from 5 to 3. However, they exert opposite influences
on system performance. RocksDB-SSD and RocksDB-L0NVM reduce their random write throughputs by 3× and 1.5×
respectively as level sizes increase. The reason is that the
enlarged L1 significantly increases the amount of compaction
data between L0 and L1 . RocksDB-L0-NVM is slightly better
than RocksDB-SSD since it puts L0 in NVMs. For MatrixKV,
the throughput increases 25% since the fine granularity column compaction is independent of level sizes. Furthermore,
the MatrixKV with 256 MB L1 shows the performance improvement of only addressing write stalls.
Cross-row hint search: To evaluate the technique of crossrow hint search, we first randomly write an 8 GB dataset with
4 KB value size to fill the L0 in NVMs for MatrixKV and
RocksDB-L0-NVM. Then we search for one million KV
items from NVMs in uniformly random order. This experiment makes NVMs accommodate 100% of the dataset to fully
reflect the efficiency of cross-row hint searches. The random
read throughput of RocksDB-L0-NVM and MatrixKV are 9
MB/s and 157.9 MB/s respectively. Hence, compared to simply placing L0 in NVMs, the cross-row hint search improves
the read efficiency by 17.5 times.

5.4

Extended Comparisons on NVMs

To further verify that MatrixKV’s benefits are not solely due
to the use of fast NVMs, we evaluate more KV stores on
the DRAM-NVM hierarchy, i.e., RocksDB, NoveLSM, PebblesDB, SILK, and MatrixKV, where DRAM stores MemTables, and all other components are stored on NVMs.
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Table 3: Tail latency on NVM-based KV stores
Latency (us)
RocksDB
NoveLSM
SILK
PebblesDB
MatrixKV

avg.
385
377
351
335
209

90%
523
250
445
1103
310

99%
701
808
575
1406
412

99.9%
864
917
747
1643
547

Throughput: Figure 17 shows the performance for randomly writing an 80 GB dataset. MatrixKV achieves the best
performance among all KV stores. It demonstrates that the
enabling techniques of MatrixKV are appropriate for NVM
devices. Using NVM as a fast block device, PebblesDB does
not show much improvement over RocksDB. SILK is slightly
worse than RocksDB since its design strategies have limited
advantages over intensive writes.
Tail latency: Tail latencies are evaluated with YCSB-A
workload as in § 5.2. Since NVM has a significantly better
performance than SSDs, we speed up the requests from clients
(60K requests/s). Test results in Table 3 show that with the
persistent storage of NVMs most KV stores provide adequate
tail latencies. However, MatrixKV still achieves the shortest
tail latency.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we present MatrixKV, a stable low-latency keyvalue store based on LSM-trees. MatrixKV is designed for
systems with multi-tier DRAM-NVM-SSD storage. By lifting the L0 to NVM, managing it with the matrix container,
and compacting L0 and L1 with the fine granularity column
compaction, MatrixKV reduces write stalls. By flattening
the LSM-trees, MatrixKV mitigates write amplification. MatrixKV also guarantees adequate read performance with crossrow hint searches. MatrixKV is implemented on a real system
based on RocksDB. Evaluation results demonstrate that MatrixKV significantly reduces write stalls and achieves much
better system performance than RocksDB and NoveLSM.
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Abstract
Many datacenters and clouds manage storage systems separately from computing services for better manageability and
resource utilization. These existing disaggregated storage
systems use hard disks or SSDs as storage media. Recently,
the technology of persistent memory (PM) has matured and
seen initial adoption in several datacenters. Disaggregating
PM could enjoy the same benefits of traditional disaggregated storage systems, but it requires new designs because
of its memory-like performance and byte addressability.
In this paper, we explore the design of disaggregating
PM and managing them remotely from compute servers, a
model we call passive disaggregated persistent memory, or
pDPM. Compared to the alternative of managing PM at storage servers, pDPM significantly lowers monetary and energy
costs and avoids scalability bottlenecks at storage servers.
We built three key-value store systems using the pDPM
model. The first one lets all compute nodes directly access
and manage storage nodes. The second uses a central coordinator to orchestrate the communication between compute
and storage nodes. These two systems have various performance and scalability limitations. To solve these problems,
we built Clover, a pDPM system that separates the location,
communication mechanism, and management strategy of the
data plane and the metadata/control plane. Compute nodes
access storage nodes directly for data operations, while one
or few global metadata servers handle all metadata/control
operations. From our extensive evaluation of the three pDPM
systems, we found Clover to be the best-performing pDPM
system. Its performance under common datacenter workloads is similar to non-pDPM remote in-memory key-value
store, while reducing CapEx and OpEx by 1.4× and 3.9×.

1

Introduction

Separating (or “disaggregating”) storage and compute has
become a common practice in many datacenters [11, 18]
and clouds [3, 4]. Disaggregation makes it easy to manage
and scale both the storage and the compute pools. By allowing the storage pool to be shared across applications and
users, disaggregation consolidates storage resources and reduces their cost. As a recent success story, Alibaba listed
their RDMA-based disaggregated storage system as one of
the five reasons that enabled them to serve the peak load of
544,000 orders per second on the 2019 Single’s Day [62].
Existing disaggregated storage systems are all SSD- or
HDD-based. Today, a new storage media, non-volatile mem-
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ory (or persistent memory, PM) has arrived [27, 29] and has
already seen adoption in several datacenters [21, 25, 46]. Existing distributed PM systems [42, 56, 69] have mainly taken
a non-disaggregated approach, where each server in a cluster
hosts PM for applications running both on the local server
and remote servers (Figure 1(a)).
Disaggregating PM could enjoy the same management
and resource-utilization benefits as traditional disaggregated
storage systems. However, building a PM-based disaggregated system is very different from traditional disaggregated
storage systems as PM is byte addressable and orders of
magnitude faster than SSDs and HDDs. It is also different
from disaggregated memory systems [41, 55], since when
treated as storage systems, disaggregated PM systems need
to sustain power failure and be crash consistent.
There are two possible design directions in building disaggregated PM systems, and they differ in where management software runs. The first type, and the type that has
been adopted in traditional disaggregated storage systems,
runs management software at the storage nodes, i.e., actively
managing data at where the data is. When applying this
model to PM, we call the resulting system active disaggregated PM, or aDPM (Figure 1(b)). By co-locating data and
their management, aDPM could offer low-latency performance to applications. However, aDPM requires significant
processing power at storage nodes to sustain high-bandwidth
networks and to fully deliver PM’s superior performance.
In this paper, we explore an alternative approach of building disaggregated PM by treating storage nodes as passive
parties that do not perform any data processing or data management tasks, a model we call pDPM. pDPM offers several
practical benefits and research value. First, pDPM lowers
owning and energy cost. Without any processing need, a PM
node (we call it a data node or DN) can either be a regular
server that dedicates its entire CPU to other applications or
a hardware device that directly attaches a NIC to PM. Second, pDPM avoids DN’s processing power being the performance scalability bottleneck. Finally, pDPM is an approach
in the design space of disaggregated storage systems that
has largely been overlooked in the past. Exploring pDPM
systems would reveal various performance, scalability, and
cost tradeoffs that could help future researchers and systems
builders make better design decisions.
pDPM presents several new challenges, the biggest of
which is the need to avoid processing all together from where
data is hosted. Existing in-memory data stores heavily rely
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Figure 1: PM Organization Comparison. Blue bars indicate two-way communication and pink ones indicate one-way communication. Bars with
both blue and pink mean support for both. Dashed boxes mean some but not all existing solutions adopt centralized metadata server (or a coordinator).

on local processing power for both the data path and the control path. Without any processing power, accesses to DNs
have to come all from the network, which makes data operations like concurrent writes especially hard. Moreover, DNs
cannot perform any management tasks or metadata operations locally, and each DN can fail independently.
A key question in designing pDPM systems is where to
perform data and metadata operations when we cannot perform them at DNs. Our first approach is to let client/compute nodes (CNs) perform all the tasks by directly accessing
DNs with one-sided network communication, a model we
call pDPM-Direct (Figure 1(c)). After building and evaluating a real pDPM-Direct key-value store system, we found
that since CNs cannot be efficiently coordinated, pDPMDirect performs and scales poorly when there are concurrent reads/writes to the same data. Our second approach is
pDPM-Central (Figure 1(d)), where we use a central server
(the coordinator) to manage DNs and to orchestrate all accesses from CNs to DNs. Although pDPM-Central provides
a way to coordinate CNs, it adds more hops between CNs
and DNs, and the coordinator is a new scalability bottleneck.
To solve the issues of the above two pDPM systems, we
build Clover, a key-value store system with a new architecture of pDPM (Figure 1(e)). Clover’s main ideas are to separate the location of data and metadata, to use different communication mechanisms to access them, and to adopt different management strategies for them. Data is stored at DNs.
Metadata is stored at one or few global metadata servers
(MSs). CNs directly access DNs for all data operations using one-sided network communication. They use two-sided
communication to talk to MS(s). MS(s) perform all metadata
and control operations.
Clover achieves low-latency, high-throughput performance while delivering the consistency and reliability guarantees that are commonly used in traditional distributed storage systems. We designed a set of novel techniques at the
data and the metadata plane to achieve these goals. Our
data plane design is inspired by log-structured writes and
skip lists. This design achieves 1-/2-RTT read/write performance when there is no high write contention, while ensuring proper synchronization and crash consistency of concurrent writes with satisfactory performance. We move all metadata and control operations off performance critical path. We
completely eliminate the need for the MS to communicate
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with DNs; it performs space management and other control
tasks without accessing DNs. In addition, Clover supports
replicated writes for high availability and reliability.
We evaluate Clover, pDPM-Direct, and pDPM-Central
using a cluster of servers connected with RDMA network
(some acting as CNs and MSs, some acting as emulated
DNs). We compare these pDPM systems with two nondisaggregated PM systems [42, 56] and an aDPM key-value
store system [30] running on CPU-based servers and on
ARM-SoC-based RDMA SmartNIC [44]. We perform an
extensive set of experiments to study the latency, throughput,
scalability, CPU utilization, and owning cost of these systems using microbenchmarks and YCSB workloads [13, 71].
Our evaluation results demonstrate that Clover is the bestperforming pDPM system, and it significantly outperforms
traditional distributed PM systems. Clover achieves similar or better performance as aDPM systems under common
datacenter workloads, while reducing CapEx and OpEx by
1.4× and 3.9×. However, we also discovered a fundamental limitation of pDPM-based storage systems: no processing at where data sits could hurt write performance, especially under high contention of concurrent accesses to the
same data entry. Fortunately, most datacenter workloads
are read-most [7]. Thus, we believe pDPM and Clover to
be good choices future systems builders can consider, given
their overall benefits in cost, performance, and scalability.
Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:
• Thorough exploration of the passive disaggregated
persistent-memory architecture, revealing its benefits,
tradeoffs, and pitfalls.
• Implementation of Clover and two alternative pDPM
key-value stores, all guaranteeing proper synchronization, crash consistency, and high availability.
• A detailed design of how to separate the data plane and
the metadata plane under the pDPM model.
• Comprehensive evaluation results that can guide future
DPM research.
All our pDPM systems are publicly available at https://
github.com/WukLab/pDPM.

2

Background and Related Work

This section includes background and related work on inmemory data stores, RDMA, and PM in datacenter settings.
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2.1

PM and Distributed PM Storage

Non-volatile memory (or PM) technologies such as 3DXPoint [28], PCM, STTM, and the memristor provide byte
addressability, persistence, and latency that is within an order
of magnitude of DRAM [59, 70]. PM has attracted extensive
research efforts in the past decade, most of which focus on
single-node environments. The first commercial PM product, Intel Optane DC, has finally come to market [27]. It is
pressing to seek solutions to incorporate PM in datacenters.
Existing distributed PM systems [42, 56, 69] have mainly
adopted a symmetric architecture where each node in a cluster hosts some PM that can be accessed both locally and by
other nodes (Figure 1(a)). Some of these systems expose a
file system interface [42, 69], and others expose a memory
interface [56, 73]. Among them, Orion [69] uses a global
server for metadata, and the rest co-locate metadata with
data. These systems have fast local-data accesses but lack
flexibility in managing compute and storage resources, and
they cannot scale these resources independently.

2.2

RDMA and RDMA-Based Data Stores

Remote Direct Memory Access, or RDMA, is a network technology that offers low-latency and low-CPU-utilization accesses to memory at remote machines. RDMA supports two
communication patterns: one-sided and two-sided. Onesided RDMA operations allow one node to directly access the memory at another node without involving the latter’s CPU. Two-sided RDMA involves both sender’s and receiver’s CPUs, similar to traditional network messaging.
Because of its performance and cost benefits [22, 36, 49],
RDMA has been deployed in major datacenters like Microsoft [63] and Alibaba [2]. Several recent distributed systems such as in-memory key-value stores [15, 16, 38, 47, 48,
58] and in-memory databases/transactional systems [8, 10,
66, 72] use RDMA to perform their network communication. Most of them use a combination of one- and two-sided
RDMA or pure two-sided RDMA. For example, FaSST [32]
is an RDMA-based RPC system built entirely with two-sided
RDMA. FaRM [15, 16], an RDMA-based distributed memory platform, uses one-sided communication for reads and
performs both one- and two-sided operations for replicated
writes. Pilaf [47] is a key-value store system that uses onesided RDMA read for get and two-sided RDMA for put.
HERD [30, 31] is another RDMA-based key-value store system. For each get and put, HERD uses two RDMA operations: client sending a one-sided RDMA write request to
server and server sending an RDMA send response to client.
To achieve low-latency performance, most existing systems use busy-polling threads to receive incoming two-sided
RDMA requests. They also perform management tasks such
as memory allocation and garbage collection at CPUs in
data-hosting nodes [15, 72]. Consequently, even when onesided RDMA operations help reduce CPU utilization, practical RDMA-based data stores still require a CPU and signifi-
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cant amount of energy at each data-hosting server. For example, although FaRM [15] tries to use as much one-sided communication as possible, it still requires processing power at
data nodes to perform metadata operations and certain steps
in its write replication protocol.
HyperLoop [35] is a recent system that provides a mechanism to extend default one-sided RDMA operations to support more functionalities. These additional functionalities
are performed at RDMA NICs without involving host CPU.
HyperLoop’s computation offloading technique could be applied to pDPM systems to offload certain data operations
to DNs, which could potentially improve pDPM’s performance. However, it is difficult to offload the more complex
metadata operations to RDMA NICs, and HyperLoop still
performs them at CPUs. Clover demonstrates how to efficiently separate the metadata plane and run it at a global
metadata server.

2.3

Resource Disaggregation

Resource disaggregation is a notion to separate different
types of resources into pools (e.g., a compute pool and a
storage pool), each of which can be independently managed,
configured, and scaled [6, 26, 55]. Because of its efficiency
in resource utilization and management, many datacenters
and clouds have taken this approach when building storage
systems [3, 4, 11, 18, 65].
Disaggregation could take two forms: disaggregating resources and managing them at where they are (active), and
disaggregating resources but managing them at the compute
pool (passive). Existing storage and memory systems have
mainly taken the active approach, with most of them building disaggregated resource pools using regular CPU-based
servers [51, 65]. To sustain high-bandwidth networks and
fast PM, these systems will require many CPU cores to just
poll and process requests. Another way to build active disaggregated systems is to offload computation at storage nodes
to hardware [9, 12, 17, 33, 35, 38, 39, 54, 57, 57]. These
solutions either require significant hardware implementation
efforts (e.g., FPGA-based) or incur performance scalability
issues (e.g., ARM-SoC-based).
Compared to active disaggregation, the passive approach
of disaggregation largely reduces the owning, energy, and
development costs of storage nodes by avoiding busy polling
at storage nodes and shifting the rest of the computation
to compute nodes. Unfortunately, the passive approach has
largely been overlooked in the community. HPE’s “The Machine” (Memory-Driven Computing) project [19, 23, 24, 37,
64] is one of the few existing proposals [40, 41] that adopt the
passive model. So far, HPE has (separately) built a hardware
prototype and a software layer. The hardware prototype [20]
connects a set of SoCs to a set of DRAM/PM chips in a rack
over a proprietary photonic network. To use this hardware
prototype, application developers need to build software layers to manage and access data in DRAM/PM. HPE has also
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been building a software memory-store solution on top of a
Superdome NUMA machine [37, 64]. This solution assumes
certain features from future interconnect technologies, does
not support data redundancy, and is work done in parallel
with us. Although being a significant initial step in passive
disaggregation research, the Machine project only explores
one design choice and relies heavily on special network to
access and manage disaggregated memory. Moreover, its design details are not open to the public.

3

pDPM Overview

This section gives an overview of pDPM, its unique challenges, the interface and guarantees our proposed pDPM systems have, and the network layer they employ. Table 1 summarizes the comparison of our proposed pDPM systems and
traditional distributed PM and remote memory systems.

3.1

Passive Disaggregated Persistent Memory

Our definition of the pDPM architecture consists of two concepts: separating PM from compute servers into a PM-based
storage pool and eliminating processing needs at these separated PM nodes (DNs).
The first concept is in the same spirit of current disaggregated storage systems and shares many of their benefits: it
is flexible to manage and customize the PM storage pool; it
offers high resource utilization, since data can be allocated
at any DNs; datacenters can scale DNs independently from
other servers; and it is easy to add, remove, and upgrade DNs
without the need to change existing (compute) servers.
The second concept follows the more aggressive disaggregation approach of forming resource pools with just hardware (PM in our case). Such PM pools can be a set of regular
servers equipped with PM or a set of network-attached devices with just network functionality and some PM. The former frees entire server CPUs to perform other tasks, while
the latter eliminates the need for a processor and its hardware/server packaging all together, reducing not only the energy cost but also the building cost of DNs. Moreover, by
removing processing from DNs, pDPM also avoids DN-side
processor being a performance scalability bottleneck.

3.2

pDPM Challenges

pDPM offers many cost and manageability benefits and is
now feasible to build with fast, “one-sided” network communication technologies like RDMA. However, it is only attractive when there is no or minimal performance loss compared to other more expensive solutions. Building a pDPM
storage system that can lower the cost but maintain the performance of non-pDPM systems is hard. Different from traditional distributed storage and memory systems, DNs can
only be accessed and managed remotely. A major technical hurdle is in providing good performance with concurrent data accesses. The lack of processing power at DNs
makes it impossible to orchestrate (e.g., serialize) concurrent
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accesses there. Managing distributed PM resources without
any pDPM-local processing is also hard and when performed
improperly, can largely hurt foreground performance. In addition, DNs can fail independently. Such failures should be
handled properly to ensure data reliability and availability.
Different from traditional disaggregated storage that is
based on SSDs or hard disks, PM is orders of magnitude
faster [70]. Although today’s datacenter network speed has
also improved significantly [43], pDPM storage systems
should still try to minimize network RTTs.
Different from disaggregated memory systems [40, 41,
55], pDPM is a persistent storage system and should sustain
power failures and node failures. Thus, we need to ensure
the consistency of data and metadata during crash recovery
and provide redundancy for high availability and reliability.

3.3

System Interface and Guarantees

Clover and our two alternative pDPM systems provide the
same interface and guarantees to applications. They are keyvalue stores supporting variable-sized entries, where users
can create, read (get), write (put), and delete a key-value
entry. Different CNs can have shared access to the same
data. All our pDPM systems ensure the atomicity of an entry
across concurrent readers and writers. A successful write indicates that the data entry is committed (atomically). Reads
only see committed value. We choose to build key-value
stores on the pDPM architectures because key-value stores
are widely used in many datacenters. Similarly, we choose
single-entry atomic write and read committed because these
consistency and isolation levels are widely used in many data
store systems [30, 47] and can be extended to other levels.
Our pDPM systems are intended for storing data persistently. They provide crash consistency, data reliability, and
high availability. After recovering from crashes at arbitrary
points, each data entry is guaranteed to contain either only
new data values or only old ones. In addition, all our three
systems support replicated writes across DNs.

3.4

Network Layer

We choose RDMA as the network technology to connect
all servers and DNs. We use RDMA’s RC (Reliable Connection) mode which supports one-sided RDMA operations
and ensures lossless and ordered packet delivery. Similar to
prior solutions [15, 30, 31, 67], we solve RDMA’s scalability issues by registering memory regions using huge memory
pages with RDMA NICs. Note that we use regular RDMA
writes as persistent write for our evaluation, since the RDMA
durable write commit in the IETF standard takes one network
round trip [60], same as non-durable RDMA write.

4

Alternative pDPM Systems

Before Clover, we built two other pDPM systems during
our exploration of the pDPM architectures. They follow the
same interface and deliver the same consistency and relia-
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System
Distributed PM
aDPM w/ CPU
aDPM w/ BlueField
pDPM-Direct
pDPM-Central
Clover

CapEx ($)
46736
79888
80080
53096
58096
58096

R-RTT
0-N
1
1
1
2
1

W-RTT
0-N
1
1
4(4)
2(2)
2(3)

Energy
High
High
Low
Low
High
Low

Scalability
Neither
w/ both?
Neither
w/ DN†
Neither
w/ both

Metadata
Large
Small
Small
Large
Small
Medium

Performance
Good only when accessing data on local node
Good overall
Good under light load
Best for small-sized read
Not good for read-intensive traffic
Good overall (unless high write contention)

Table 1: Comparison of Distributed PM Architectures. The CapEx column represents dollar cost to build eight CNs and eight PMs. Section 6
discusses the details of CapEx and energy (CPU utilization) calculation. The R-RTT and W-RTT columns show the number of RTTs required to perform a read
and a write (with replication). All RTT values are measured when there is no contention. RTTs in distributed PM’s read/write, N, depends on protocols and
whether data is local. The Scalability column shows if a system is scalable with the number of CNs, the number of DNs, both, or neither. ? only when there are
enough CPU cores. † only scalable when there is no contention. The metadata columns show the space needed to store the metadata of a data entry.
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Figure 2: Read/Write Protocols of pDPM Systems.

bility guarantees as Clover. Even though the main system
we present in this paper is Clover, we have spent significant
amount of efforts on optimizing the performance of these alternative systems and on adding replication and crash recovery support to them. They can be used as stand-alone systems apart from being comparison points of Clover. Because
of space constraint, we only briefly present their basic data
structures and read/write protocols. We omit the discussion
of their replication and crash recovery protocols.

4.1

Direct Connection

Our first alternative pDPM system, pDPM-Direct, connects
CNs directly to DNs (Figure 1(c)). CNs perform unorchestrated, direct accesses to DNs using one-sided RDMA
operations. The main challenge in designing pDPM-Direct is
the difficulty in coordinating CNs for various data and metadata operations.
To avoid frequent space allocation (which requires coordination across CNs), we pre-assign two spaces for each data
entry, one to store committed data where reads go to (the
committed space) and one to store in-flight, new data (the uncommitted space). CNs allocate these spaces at data-entry
creation time with the help of a distributed consensus protocol. Afterwards, their locations do not change until dataentry free time. CNs locally store all the metadata (e.g., the
locations of committed and uncommitted spaces) to avoid
reading and writing metadata to DNs and the cost of ensuring metadata consistency under concurrent accesses.
To support synchronized concurrent data accesses and to
avoid reading intermediate data during concurrent writes, a
straightforward method and our strawman version is to always lock a data entry when reading or writing it using a dis-
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For better performance, we adopt a lock-free, checksumbased read mechanism, which allows reads to take only one
RTT. Specifically, we associate a CRC (error detection code)
checksum with each key-value entry at DNs. To read a data
entry, a CN uses its stored metadata to find the location of the
data entry’s committed space. It then reads both the data and
its CRC from the DN with an RDMA read. Afterwards, the
CN calculates the CRC of the fetched data and compares this
calculated CRC with the fetched CRC. If they do not match,
then the read is incomplete (an intermediate state during an
ongoing write), and the CN retries the read request. Although calculating CRCs adds some performance overhead,
it is much lower than the alternative of locking. Figure 2(a)
illustrates pDPM-Direct’s read and write protocols.
pDPM-Direct still requires locking for writes. We designed an efficient, RDMA-based implementation of write
lock. We associate an 8-byte value at the beginning of each
data entry as its lock value. To acquire the lock, a CN performs an RDMA c&s (compare-and-swap) operation to the
value. The c&s operation compares whether the value is 0.
If so, it sets it to 1. Otherwise, the CN retries the c&s operation. To release the lock, the CN performs an RDMA write
and sets the value to 0. Our lock implementation leverages
the unique feature of the pDPM model that all memory accesses to DNs come from the network (i.e., the NIC). Without any yprocessor’s accesses to memory, the DMA protocol guarantees that network atomic operations like c&s are
atomic across the entire DN [14, 61].
To write a data entry, a CN first calculates and attaches
a CRC to the new data entry. Afterwards, the CN locates
the entry with its local metadata and locks the entry (one
RTT). The CN then writes the new data (with the CRC) to
the un-committed space (one RTT), which serves as the redo
copy used during recovery if a crash happens. Afterwards,
the CN writes the new data to the committed space with an
RDMA write (one RTT). At the end, the CN releases the
lock (one RTT). The total write latency is four RTTs plus
the CRC calculation time (when no contention), and two of
these RTTs contain data.
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4.2

Connecting Through Coordinator

Our second alternative pDPM system, pDPM-Central (Figure 1(c)), uses a central coordinator to orchestrate all data accesses and to perform metadata and management operations.
All CNs send RPC requests to the coordinator, which handles
them by performing one-sided RDMA operations to DNs.
We implement our RPC using HERD’s RPC design [30];
other RPC designs can easily be integrated too. To achieve
high throughput, we use multiple RPC handling threads at
the coordinator. Figure 2(b) illustrates pDPM-Central’s read
and write protocols.
Since all requests go through the coordinator, it can serve
as the serialization point for concurrent accesses to a data
entry. We use a local read/write lock for each data entry at
the coordinator to synchronize across multiple coordinator
threads. In addition to orchestrating data accesses, the coordinator performs all space allocation and de-allocation of
data entries. The coordinator uses its local PM to persistently
store all the metadata of a data entry.
To perform a read, a CN sends an RPC read request to the
coordinator. The coordinator finds the location of the entry’s
committed data using its local metadata, acquires its local
lock of the entry, reads the data from the DN using a onesided RDMA read, releases its local lock, and finally replies
to the CN’s RPC request. The end-to-end read latency a CN
observes (when there is no contention) is two RTTs, and both
RTTs involve sending data.
To perform a write, the coordinator allocates a new space
at a DN for the new data and then writes the data there. We
do not need to lock (either at coordinator or at the DN) during
this write, since it is an out-of-place write to a location that
is not exposed to any other coordinator RPC handlers. After
the write, the coordinator updates its local metadata with the
new data’s location and flushes this new location to its local PM for crash resistance. The total write latency without
contention is two RTTs, both containing data.

4.3

pDPM-Direct/-Central Drawbacks

pDPM-Direct delivers great read performance when read
size is small, since it only requires one lock-free RTT and
it is fast to calculate small CRC. Its write performance is
much worse because of high RTTs and lock contention. Its
scalability is also limited because of lock contention during
concurrent writes. Moreover, pDPM-Direct requires large
space for both data and metadata. For each data entry, it
doubles the space because of the need to store two copies of
data. The metadata overhead is also high, since all CNs have
to store all the metadata.
pDPM-Central largely reduces write RTTs over pDPMDirect and thus has good write performance when the scale
of the cluster is small. Unlike pDPM-Direct, CNs in pDPMCentral do not need to store any metadata. However, from
our experiments, the coordinator soon becomes the performance bottleneck when either the number of CNs or the
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number of DNs increases. pDPM-Central’s read performance is also worse than pDPM-Direct with the extra hop
between a CN and the coordinator. In addition, the coordinator’s CPU utilization is high, since it needs many RPC
handler threads to sustain parallel requests from CNs.

5

Clover

To solve the problems of the first two pDPM systems we
built, we propose Clover (Figure 1(e)). The main idea
of Clover is to separate the location, the communication
method, and the management strategy of the data plane and
the control plane. It lets CNs directly access DNs for all data
operations and uses one or few metadata servers (MSs) for
all control plane operations.
To avoid MS being the scalability bottleneck, we support
multiple MSs, each serving a shard of data entries. Each MS
stores the metadata of the data entries it is in charge of in its
local PM. We keep the amount of metadata small. The storage overhead of metadata is below 2% for 1 KB data entries.
CNs cache the metadata of hot data entries. Under memory
pressure, CNs evict metadata with a replacement policy (we
currently support FIFO and LRU).
Clover aims to deliver scalable, low-latency, highthroughput performance at the data plane and to avoid the
MS being the bottleneck at the control plane. Our overall
approaches to achieve these design goals include: 1) moving all metadata operations off performance critical path, 2)
using lock-free data structures to increase scalability, 3) employing optimization mechanisms to reduce network round
trips for data accesses, and 4) leveraging the unique atomic
data access guarantees of pDPM. Figure 2(c) shows the read
and write protocol of Clover. Figure 3 illustrates the data
structures used in Clover.

5.1

Data Plane

To achieve our data plane design goals, we propose a new
mechanism to perform lock-free, fast, and scalable reads and
writes. Specifically, we allow multiple committed versions
of a data entry in DNs and link them into a chain. Each
committed write to a data entry will move its latest version
to a new location. To avoid the need of updating CNs with
the new location, we use a self-identifying data structure for
CNs to find the latest version.
We include a header with each version of a data entry.
The header contains a pointer and some metadata bits used
for garbage collection. The pointers chain all versions of a
data entry together in the order that they are written. A NULL
pointer indicates that the version is the latest.
A CN acquires the header of the chain head from the MS
at the first access to a data entry. It then caches the header
locally to avoid the overhead of contacting MS on every data
access. We call a CN-cached header a cursor.
Read. Clover reads are lock-free. To read a data entry, a CN
performs a chain walk. The chain walk begins with fetching
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Figure 3: Clover System Design.

the data buffer version that the CN’s cursor points to. It then
uses the pointer in this fetched buffer to read the next version.
The CN repeats this step until reading a NULL pointer, which
indicates that it has read the latest version. All steps in the
chain walk use one-sided RDMA reads. After a chain walk,
the CN updates its cursor to point to the latest version.
A chain walk can be slow with long chains when a cursor
is not up to date [68]. Inspired by skip lists [53], we solve
this issue by using a shortcut to directly point to the latest
version or a recent version of each data entry. Shortcuts are
best effort in that they are intended but not enforced to always point to the latest version of an entry. The shortcut of
a data entry is stored at its DN. The location of a shortcut
never changes during the lifetime of the entry. MS stores the
locations of all shortcuts. When a CN first accesses a data
entry, it retrieves the location of its shortcut from MS and
caches it locally.
The CN issues a chain walk read and a shortcut read in parallel. It returns the user request when the faster one finishes
and discards the other result. We do not replace chain walks
completely with shortcut reads, since shortcuts are updated
asynchronously in the background and may not be updated
as fast as the cursor. When the CN’s cursor points to the
latest version of a data entry, a read only takes one RTT.
Write. Clover never overwrites existing data entries and performs a lock-free, out-of-place write before linking the new
data to an entry’s chain. To write a data entry, a CN first
selects a free DN space assigned to it by MS in advance
(see §5.2). It performs a one-sided RDMA write to write
the new data to this buffer. Afterwards, the CN performs an
RDMA c&s operation to link this new data to the tail of the
entry’s version chain. Specifically, the c&s operation is on
the header that the CN’s cursor points to. If the pointer in
the header is NULL, the c&s operation swaps the pointer to
point to the new data, and we treat this new data as a committed version. Otherwise, it means that the cursor does not
point to the tail of the chain and the CN performs a chain
walk to reach the tail and then issues another c&s.
Afterwards, the CN uses a one-sided RDMA write to update the shortcut of the entry to point to the new data version.
This step is off the performance critical path. The CN also
updates its cursor to the newly written version. We do not in-
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validate or update other CNs’ cursors at this time to improve
the scalability and performance of Clover.
Clover’ chained structure and write mechanism ensure
that writers do not block readers and readers do not block
writers. They also ensure that readers can only view committed data. Without high write contention to the same data
entry, one write takes only two RTTs.
Retire. After committing a write, a CN can retire older
versions of the data entry, indicating that the buffer spaces
can be reclaimed. To improve performance and minimize
the need to communicate with MS, CNs lazily send asynchronous, batched retirement requests to MS in the background. We further avoid the need for MS to invalidate CNcached metadata using a combination of timeout and epochbased garbage collection (see §5.2).

5.2

Control Plane

CNs communicate with MS using two-sided operations for
all metadata operations. MS performs all types of management of DNs. We carefully designed the MS functionalities
for best performance and scalability.
Space allocation. With Clover’s out-of-place write model,
Clover has high demand for DN space allocation. We use
an efficient space allocation mechanism where MS packages
free spaces of all DNs into chunks. Each chunk hosts data
buffers of the same size. Different chunks can have different data sizes. Instead of asking for a new free space before every write, each CN requests multiple spaces at a time
from MS in the background. This approach moves space allocation off the performance critical path and is important to
deliver good write performance.
Garbage collection. Clover’ append-only chained data
structure makes its writes very fast. But like all other appendonly and log-structured storage systems, Clover needs to
garbage collect (GC) old data. We design a new efficient
GC mechanism that does not involve any data movement or
communication to DN. It also minimizes the communication
between MS and CNs.
The basic flow of GC (a strawman implementation) is simple: MS processes incoming retire requests from CNs by
putting reclaimed spaces to a free list (FreeList). It gets
free spaces from the FreeList when a CN requests more free
buffers. A free space can be used by any CN for any new
writes, as long as the size fits.
Although the above strawman implementation is simple,
making GC work correctly, efficiently, and scale well is
challenging. First, to achieve good GC performance, we
should avoid the invalidations of CN cached cursors after
reclaiming buffers to minimize the network traffic between
MS and CNs. However, with the strawman GC implementation, CNs’ outdated cursors can cause failed chain walks.
We solve this problem using two techniques: 1) MS does
not clear the header (or the content) of a data buffer after
reclaiming it, and 2) we assign a GC version to each data
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buffer. MS increases the GC version after reclaiming a data
buffer. It gives this new GC version together with the location of the buffer when assigning the buffer as a free space
to a CN, CNk . Before CNk uses the space for a new write,
the content of this space at the DN contains old data and old
GC version. After CNk uses the space for a write, it contains
new data and new GC version. Other CNs that have cached
cursors to this buffer need to differentiate these two cases. A
CN tells if a buffer contains its intended data by comparing
the GC version in its cached cursor to the one it reads from
the DN. If they do not match, the CN will discard the read
data and invalidate its cached cursor. Our GC-version approach not only avoids the need for MS to invalidate cursor
caches on CNs, but also eliminates the need for MS to access
DNs during GC.
The next challenge is related to our goal of read-isolation
and atomicity guarantees (i.e., readers always read the data
that is consistent to its metadata header). An inconsistent
read can happen if the read to a data buffer takes long, and
during the reading time, this buffer has been retired by another CN, reclaimed by MS, assigned to a CN as a newly
allocated buffer, and used to perform a write. We use a read
timeout scheme similar to FaRM [15] to prevent this inconsistent case. Specifically, we abort a read operation after two
RTTs, since the above steps in the problematic case take at
least (and usually a lot more than) two RTTs (one for a CN
to submit the retirement request to MS and one for MS to
assign the space to a new CN).
The final challenge is the overflow of GC versions. We
can only use limited number of bits for GC version in the
header of a data buffer (currently 8 bits), since the header
needs to be smaller than the size of an atomic RDMA operation. When the GC version of a buffer increases beyond the
maximum value, we have to restart it from zero. With just
our GC mechanism so far, CNs will have no way to tell if
a buffer matches its cached cursor version or has advanced
by 28 = 256 versions. To solve this rare issue without invalidation traffic to CNs, we use an epoch-based timeout
mechanism. When MS finds the GC version of a data buffer
overflows, it puts the reclaimed buffer into an OvflowList and
waits for Te (a configurable time value) before moving it to
the FreeList. All CNs invalidate their own cursors after an
inactive period of Te (if during this time, the CN access the
buffer, it would have advanced the cursor already). To synchronize epoch time, MS sends a message to CNs after Te .
Epoch messages are the only communication from MS to
CNs during GC.

5.3

Discussion

The Clover design offers four benefits. First, Clover yields
the best performance among all pDPM systems; it outperforms pDPM-Direct and pDPM-Central for both reads and
writes, and both with and without contention. Achieving this
low latency while guaranteeing atomic write and read com-
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mitted is not easy. Four approaches enable us to reach this
goal: 1) ensuring that the data path does not involve MS, 2)
reducing metadata communication to MS and moving it off
performance critical paths, 3) ensuring no memory copy in
the whole data path, and 4) leveraging the unique advantages
of pDPM to perform RDMA atomic operations.
Second, Clover scales well with the number of CNs and
DNs, since its reads and writes are both lock free. Readers
do not block writers or other readers and writers do not block
readers. Concurrent writers to the same entry only contend
for the short period of an RDMA c&s operation. Clover also
minimizes the network traffic to MS and the processing load
on MS, which enables MS to scale well with the number of
CNs and with the amount of data operations.
Third, we avoid data movement and communication between MS and DNs entirely during GC. To scale and support many CNs with few MSs, we also avoid CN invalidation
messages. MS does not need to proactively send any other
messages to CNs either. Essentially, MS never pushes any
messages to CNs. Rather, CNs pull information from MS.
Furthermore, MS adopts a thread model that adaptively lets
working threads sleep to reduce MS’s CPU utilization.
Finally, the Clover data structure is flexible and can support load balancing very well. Different versions of a data
entry do not need to be on the same DN. As we will see in
§5.4 and §5.5, this flexible placement is the key to Clover’s
load balancing and data replication needs.
However, Clover also has its limitation. Each write in
Clover requires two RTTs and under heavy contention, its
write performance degrades. As we will see in §6, twosided aDPM systems outperform Clover with write-intensive
workloads, since they can complete writes in one RTT. Fortunately, most datacenter workloads are read-most [7], and
under common cases, Clover delivers great performance.

5.4

Failure Handling

DNs can fail independently from CNs. Clover needs to handle both transient and permanent failures of a DN. For the
former, Clover guarantees that a DN can recover all its committed data after reboot (i.e., crash consistent). For the latter,
we add the support of data replication across multiple DNs
to Clover. In addition, Clover also handles the failure of MS.
Recovery from transient failures. Clover’s recovery mechanism of a single DN’s transient failure is simple. If a DN
fails before a CN successfully links the new data it writes to
the chain (indicating an un-committed write), the CN simply
discards the new write by treating the space as unused.
Data redundancy. With the user-specified degree of replication being N , Clover guarantees that data is still accessible
after N −1 DNs have failed. We propose a new atomic replication mechanism designed for the Clover data structure.
The basic idea is to link each version of a data entry DN
a
b
to all the replicas of the next version (e.g., DN
+1 , DN +1 ,
c
DN +1 for three replicas) by placing pointers to all these
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DN1

DN2

DN3

DN4

Figure 4: Replicated Data Entry. A replicated data entry on four
DNs. The replication factor is two.

replicas in the header of DN . Figure 4 shows an example of
a replicated data entry (with the degree of replication being
2). With this all-way chaining method, Clover can always
construct a valid chain as long as one copy of each version
in a data entry survives.
Each data entry version has a primary copy and one or
more secondary copies. To write a new version, DN +1 , to
a data entry whose current tail is DN with R replicas, a CN
first writes the new data to R DNs. In parallel, the CN performs a one-sided c&s to a bit, Bw , in the header of the
primary copy of DN to test if the entry is already in the middle of a replicated write. If not, the bit will be set, indicating
that the entry is now under replicated write. All the writes
and the c&s operation are sent out in parallel to minimize
latency. After the CN receives the RDMA acknowledgment
of all the operations, it constructs a header that contains R
pointers to the copies of DN +1 and writes it to all the copies
of DN . Once the new header is written to all copies of DN ,
the system can recover DN +1 from crashes (up to R − 1
concurrent DN failure).
MS redundancy. MSs manage several types of metadata.
Among them, the only type of metadata that cannot be reconstructed is keys (of key-value entries) and the mapping from
a key to the location of its data entries in DNs. To avoid MS
being the single point of failure, we implement a mechanism
to include one or more backup MS. When creating (deleting)
a new key-value data entry, the primary MS synchronously
replicates (removes) the key and the head of the value chain
to all the backup MSs. These metadata are the only metadata that cannot be reconstructed. MSs reconstruct all other
metadata by reading value chains in DNs.

5.5

Load Balancing

A pDPM system has a pool of DNs. It is important to balance
the load to each of them. We use a novel two-level approach
to balance loads in Clover: globally at MS and locally at
each CN. Our global management leverages two features in
Clover: 1) MS is the party that assigns all new spaces to
CNs, and 2) data versions of the same entry in Clover can
be placed on different DNs. To reduce the load of a DN, MS
assigns more free spaces from other DNs to CNs at allocation
time. Each CN internally balances the load to different DNs
at runtime. Each CN keeps one bucket per DN to store free
spaces. It chooses free spaces from different buckets for new
writes according to its own load balancing needs.
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Evaluation Results

This section presents the evaluation results of Clover. We
compare it with pDPM-Direct, pDPM-Central, two distributed PM-based systems, Octopus [42] and Hotpot [56],
and a two-sided RDMA-based key-value store, HERD [30].
All our experiments were carried out in a cluster of 14 machines, connected with a 100 Gbps Mellanox InfiniBand
Switch. Each machine is equipped with two Intel Xeon E52620 2.40GHz CPUs, 128 GB DRAM, and one 100 Gbps
Mellanox ConnectX-4 NIC.
In order to compare the pDPM architecture with a lowcost aDPM architecture, we use Mellanox BlueField, a
SmartNIC that includes an ARM-based SoC and a 100 Gbps
Mellanox ConnectX-5 NIC [44]. We port HERD to BlueField by migrating it from x86 to ARM (we call the ported
HERD running on BlueField HERD-BF).
Unfortunately, at the time of writing, we cannot get hold
of real Intel Optane DC, and we use DRAM as PM. Our
experiments run on machines with PCIe 3.0 ×8 (7.87 GB/s),
and the bandwidth from RDMA-NIC to DRAM is capped by
it, making the effective bandwidth at most 7.87 GB/s. Intel
Optane DC’s read bandwidth is 6.6 GB/s [70], which is close
to PCIe 3.0 ×8. Thus, we envision read results to be similar
with real Optane. Optane’s write bandwidth is 2.3 GB/s, and
there may be some difference in our write results with real
Optane. But since our target is read-most workloads, we believe that the conclusion we make from our evaluation will
still be valid with real PM.

6.1

Micro-benchmark Performance

We first evaluate the basic read/write latency of Clover and
the systems in comparison using a simple micro-benchmark
where a CN synchronously reads/writes a key-value data entry on a DN. For this and all the rest of our experiments, we
use HERD’s default configuration of 12 busy polling receiving side’s threads for both HERD and HERD-BF.
Figure 5 plots the read latency with different request sizes.
We use native RDMA one-sided read as the baseline. Overall, Clover’s performance is the best among all systems and
is only slightly worse than native RDMA. pDPM-Direct has
great read performance when the request size is small. However, when request size increases, the overhead of CRC calculation dominates, largely hurting pDPM-Direct’s read performance. As expected, pDPM-Central’s read performance
is not good because of its 2-RTT read protocol. HERD performs worse than Clover because it requires some extra CPU
processing time for each read. HERD-BF has a constant
overhead over HERD mainly because its processing is performed in BlueField’s low-power ARM cores.
Figure 6 plots the average write latency comparison. We
use native RDMA one-sided write as a baseline here. Among
pDPM systems, Clover and pDPM-Central achieve the best
write latency. pDPM-Direct’s write performance is the worst
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Figure 5: Read Latency.
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Figure 6: Write Latency.

YCSB Performance and Scalability

We now present our evaluation results using the YCSB
benchmark [13, 71]. We use a total of 100K key-value entries and 1M operations per test. The accesses to keys follow
the Zipf distribution. We use three workloads with different
read-write ratios: read only (workload C), 5% write (workload B), and 50% write (workload A). These three workloads
follow common application patterns in datacenters [7] and
are the set that previous PM and in-memory store systems
used for evaluation [30, 38, 47, 69].
Basic performance. We first evaluate the performance of
Clover, pDPM-Direct, pDPM-Central, Octopus, and Hotpot
under the same configuration: 4 CNs and 4 DNs, each CN
running 8 application threads. Neither Octopus nor Hotpot directly support key-value interface. In order to run the
YCSB key-value store workloads, we run MongoDB [50],
a key-value store database, on top of Octopus and Hotpot.
Note that HERD only supports one DN and we cannot compare with HERD or HERD-BF in this experiment. We also
evaluate replication with our three pDPM systems here (with
degree of replication 2). Figure 7 shows the overall performance of these systems. Hotpot yields similar performance
as Octopus and we omit its results in the figure.
Clover performs the best among all systems for all workloads. We further look into the Clover results and find that
the average number of hops during chain walks is only 0.2
to 0.3 for reads and 3.7 to 3.9 for writes. pDPM-Direct
performs better with read-most workloads than write-most
workloads. This is because without the need to perform any
locking, its read performance is not affected by contention.
pDPM-Central’s performance is the worst among pDPM systems, because under contention (Zipf distribution), the coordinator becomes the bottleneck.
The overall performance of Octopus and Hotpot is more
than an order of magnitude worse than all pDPM systems.
There are two main reasons. First, these systems do not di-
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because of its 4-RTT write protocol. Its write performance
also gets worse with larger request size because of the increased overhead of CRC calculation. HERD outperforms
Clover and other pDPM systems because two-sided communication allows it to complete a write within one RTT.
HERD-BF is still a lot worse than HERD because of BlueField’s low processing power.

6.2

Throughput (MOPS)
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Figure 7: Throughput Comparison with YCSB.
Running YCSB on four CNs and four DNs.

Workload
C
B
A

Median

Average

99%

1
1
1

1
1.26
1.33

1
5
6

Table 2: Clover RTTs.
rectly support key-value interface, and running MongoDB
on top of them adds overhead. Unfortunately, there is no existing distributed PM systems that directly support key-value
interface as far as we know. Second, each read and write
operation in these systems involves a complex protocol that
requires RPCs across multiple nodes.
To further understand Clover’s performance, we measure the number of RTTs incurred when running YCSB on
Clover. Table 2 shows the median, average, and 99% RTTs
of Clover. Clover requires only one RTT for read-most workloads. Even for 50% write (workload A), Clover only incurs
six RTTs at 99% and one RTT at median.
Replication overhead. As expected, adding redundancy lowers the throughput of write operations for all pDPM systems.
Even though these systems issue the replication requests in
parallel, they only use one thread to perform asynchronous
RDMA read/write operations, and doing so still has an overhead. However, the overhead is small.
Scalability. Next, we evaluate the scalability of different
systems with respect to the number of CNs and the number of DNs. Figure 8 shows the scalability of pDPM systems, HERD, and HERD-BF when varying the number of
CNs with a single DN. Clover and HERD have the best (and
similar) performance with workload C. Both systems saturate network bandwidth, and neither have any scalability
bottlenecks. With workload B, the performance of Clover is
slightly worse than HERD because of increased write contention. HERD-BF performs worse and scales worse than
Clover and HERD for both workloads mainly because of its
limited processing power. pDPM-Central performs the worst
and does not scale well with more CNs. pDPM-Direct also
performs poorly with fewer CNs. Apart from the limitation
of these system’s designs, their inefficient thread models also
contribute to their worse performance.
Figure 9 shows the scalability of pDPM data stores w.r.t.
the number of DNs (HERD only supports single memory
node and we cannot include it in this experiment). Clover
scales well with DNs because CNs access DNs directly for
data accesses, having no scalability bottleneck. pDPM-
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Central has poor scalability because of the coordinator being
the bottleneck that all requests have to go through. Surprisingly, pDPM-Direct’s scalability is also poor. This is because
when the number of DNs increases, network bandwidth has
not become a performance bottleneck, but CNs need to do
more CRC calculation to read/write to more DNs. This computation overhead becomes the performance bottleneck.

6.3

CPU Utilization and Cost

CPU utilization and energy cost. We evaluate the CPU utilization of different systems by calculating the total CPU
time to complete ten million requests in YCSB’s workloads
A, B, and C, as illustrated in Figure 10. We further separate the CPU time used at client side (CNs) and at server
side (DNs, the coordinator, MS). The three pDPM systems
run four CNs and four DNs. HERD and HERD-BF run four
CNs and one DN. Since HERD only supports one DN, to estimate the CPU utilization and energy of a scale-out version
of HERD, we hypothetically assume that HERD can achieve
perfect scaling (i.e., we reduce HERD’s total run time by
a factor of four to model it running on four CNs and four
DNs). This hypothetical calculation is the optimal performance HERD could have achieved.
We further calculate the total energy cost using the power
consumption of our CPU core [34] and the ARM core of
BlueField [52]. Figure 11 plots this result. We do not include
the energy cost of PM, since it is the same for all systems.
For read-most workload, pDPM-Direct and Clover use
less CPU time than pDPM-Central and HERD because
they perform one-sided RDMA directly from CNs to DNs.
HERD’s total CPU time is much longer than Clover even
with optimal scale-out calculation, because it uses many
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busy-polling threads at its server side to achieve good performance (12 threads by default). Surprisingly, HERD-BF’s
energy is higher than HERD even when the power consumption of an ARM core is more than an order of magnitude
lower than our CPU core. HERD-BF’s worse performance
makes each request to run longer and consumes more power.
pDPM-Central has high CPU utilization because the coordinator’s CPU spends time on every request, and the total time
to finish the workloads with pDPM-Central is long. HERD’s
write performance and energy are both better than Clover.
pDPM systems consume more energy for write-heavy workloads because of their degraded write performance.

CapEx. Table 1 summarizes the cost to build different data
stores with 8 CNs and 8 DNs (for distributed PM, we use
eight machines in total). The CapEx is calculated with the
market price of 128 GB Intel Optane PM ($842 [5]), Mellanox ConnectX-4 NIC ($795 [45]), Mellanox BlueField
NIC ($4168 [1]), and a DELL R740 server with the same
configuration as what we use in our experiments ($5000).
For servers with PM, we adjust the price difference between
PM and DRAM to the whole server price ($4144). Distributed PM has the lowest CapEx because it can share PM
and only needs eight machines in total. aDPM with CPU requires 16 machines in total (8 for CNs and 8 for DNs). The
three pDPM systems and aDPM with BlueField do not require full machines for DNs and we only include PM and
NIC costs for them. Surprisingly, the cost of BlueField is
similar to a full machine. We suspect that this is because
BlueField is in a new and small market, and we expect its
price to drop in the future (but still not as low as pDPM).
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6.4

Metadata Caching

Each data entry in Clover requires a constant of 8 B metadata (which is much smaller than typical key-value sizes of
100 B - 1000 B [7]). To evaluate the effect of different sizes
of metadata cache at CNs in Clover, we ran the same YCSB
workloads and configuration as Figure 7 and plot the results
in Figure 12. Here, we use the FIFO eviction policy (we
also tested LRU and found it to be similar or worse than
FIFO). With smaller metadata cache, all workloads’ performance drop because a CN has to get the metadata from the
MS before accessing a data entry that is not in the local metadata cache. With no metadata cache (0%), CNs need to get
metadata from the MS before every request. However, under
Zipf distribution, with just 10% metadata cache, Clover can
already achieve satisfying performance.

6.5

Load Balancing

To evaluate the effect of Clover’s load balancing mechanism,
we use a synthetic workload with six data entries, a, b, and
c1 to c4. The workload initially creates a (no replication)
and b (with 3 replicas) and reads these two entries continuously. At a later time, it creates c1 to c4 (no replication) and
keeps updating them. One CN runs this synthetic workload
on three DNs. Figure 13 shows the total traffic to the three
DNs with different allocation and load-balancing policies.
With a naive policy of assigning DNs to new write requests
in a round-robin fashion and reading from the first replica,
write traffic spreads evenly across all DNs but reads all go to
DN-1. With write load balancing, MS allocates free entries
for new writes from the least accessed DN. Doing so spreads
write traffic more towards the lighter-loaded DN-2 and DN-3.
With read load balancing, Clover spreads read traffic across
different replicas depending on the load of DNs. As a result,
the total loads across the three DNs are completely balanced.

7

Conclusion and Discussion

This paper explores a passive disaggregated persistent memory architecture where remote PM data nodes do not need
any processing. We present Clover, a low-cost, fast, and scalable pDPM key-value store which separates data and control
planes. We compare Clover with two alternative pDPM systems we built, existing distributed PM systems, and disaggregated systems that include processing at data nodes. We
performed extensive evaluation of these systems and learned
both the benefits and the limitations of them. We end this
paper by discussing our overall findings and our suggestions
to future systems builders.
Cost Implication. pDPM’s CapEx cost saving compared
to aDPM is apparent: pDPM reduces the cost of a processor and hardware (server) packaging to host the processor. pDPM’s OpEx cost saving mainly comes from avoiding
polling at storage nodes. aDPM needs to busy poll network
requests to achieve the low latency that can match PM’s per-
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formance. Meanwhile, to sustain high-bandwidth network
(e.g., 100 Gbps and above), aDPM requires many CPU cores
or a parallel-hardware unit like FPGA to poll and process
requests in parallel, adding to more runtime cost.
Performance Implication. The major tradeoff of removing
computation from storage nodes in pDPM is the potential
increase in network RTTs to access storage nodes remotely.
While it is generally true that moving computation towards
data could achieve good performance, our pDPM key-value
store systems demonstrate that with careful design, RTTs in
pDPM systems could be minimized and in many cases be the
same as aDPM systems. In other cases (e.g., key-value put
with high-contention), aDPM has unavoidable performance
loss because of extra RTTs. On the other hand, not having
enough processing power in aDPM (e.g., when only using
ARM-based SoC) could lead to significant performance loss.
Application Implication. Building applications with the
pDPM model requires careful design. As we demonstrated
with the three different pDPM key-value store systems, different application design choices could directly affect how
well pDPM performs and scales. The best design would minimize RTTs while avoiding scalability bottlenecks, as with
Clover. This paper focuses on key-value store systems, as
they are widely used in many datacenter applications. Other
systems such as remote file systems, databases, object stores,
and data sharing can also build on the pDPM model. As systems complexity increases, it will be more difficult to optimize pDPM’s RTTs with just RDMA read, write, and atomic
operation interfaces. We believe that extended RDMA interfaces such as HyperLoop [35] could help in these cases.
Recommendation. This paper explores the extreme of completely removing computation power at storage nodes, which
helps set baselines in designing disaggregated PM systems.
Going forward, we believe that future disaggregated PM systems would benefit from a hybrid approach. Computation
that fundamentally involves multiple data accesses can be
moved to storage nodes, while the rest should be kept at
compute nodes. Among the former, those that have require
high performance can be placed on FPGA or ASIC to avoid
high CPU cost, while those that can tolerate degraded performance can be placed at low-power cores.
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Introduction

Key-value stores form an integral part of system infrastructure. Google’s LevelDB [22] and Facebook’s RocksDB [8] are
widely used, both within their companies and outside. Their
importance has spurred research into several aspects of keyvalue store design, such as increasing write throughput, reducing write amplification, and increasing concurrency [1–3,6,8–
17, 19, 21, 22, 26, 30–32, 34, 35, 37, 39, 42, 43, 45–47, 50–52].
Existing key-value stores face new challenges with the increasing use of high-performance NVMe solid state drives
(SSDs). NVMe SSDs offer high throughput (500K-600K
IOPS) and low latency (10-20 microseconds).
LevelDB and RocksDB struggle to utilize all the available
bandwidth in modern SSDs. For example, we find that for
the challenging but common case of small key-value pairs,
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Modern NVMe solid state drives offer significantly higher
bandwidth and lower latency than prior storage devices. Current key-value stores struggle to fully utilize the bandwidth
of such devices. This paper presents SplinterDB, a new keyvalue store explicitly designed for NVMe solid-state-drives.
SplinterDB is designed around a novel data structure (the
STBε -tree) that exposes I/O and CPU concurrency and reduces write amplification without sacrificing query performance. STBε -tree combines ideas from log-structured merge
trees and Bε -trees to reduce write amplification and CPU
costs of compaction. The SplinterDB memtable and cache are
designed to be highly concurrent and to reduce cache misses.
We evaluate SplinterDB on a number of micro- and
macro-benchmarks, and show that SplinterDB outperforms
RocksDB, a state-of-the-art key-value store, by a factor of
6–10× on insertions and 2–2.6× on point queries, while
matching RocksDB on small range queries. Furthermore,
SplinterDB reduces write amplification by 2× compared to
RocksDB.
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Figure 1: YCSB load throughput and write amplification benchmark
results with 24-byte keys and 100-byte values.

RocksDB is able to use only 30% of the bandwidth supplied
by an Optane-based Intel 905p NVMe SSD (even when using
20 or more cores).
We find that the bottleneck has shifted from the storage
device to the CPU: reading data multiple times during compaction, cache misses, and thread contention cause RocksDB
to be CPU-bound when running atop NVMe SSDs. Thus,
there is a need to redesign key-value stores to avoid these
CPU inefficiencies.
We present SplinterDB, a key-value store designed for high
performance on NVMe SSDs. On workloads with small keyvalue pairs, SplinterDB is able to fully utilize the device bandwidth and achieves almost 2× lower write amplification than
RocksDB (see Figure 1). We show that compared to state-ofthe-art key-value stores such as RocksDB and PebblesDB,
SplinterDB is able to ingest new data 6–28× faster (see Figure 1) while using the same or less memory. For queries,
SplinterDB is 1.5-3× faster than RocksDB and PebblesDB.
Three novel ideas contribute to the high performance of
SplinterDB: the STBε -tree, a new compaction policy that
exposes more concurrency, and a concurrent memtable and
user-level cache that removes scalability bottlenecks. All three
components are designed to enable the CPU to drive high
IOPS without wasting cycles.
At the heart of SplinterDB is the STBε -tree, a novel data
structure that combines ideas from log-structured merge trees
and Bε -trees. The STBε -tree adapts the idea of size-tiering
(also known as fragmentation) from key-value stores such as
Cassandra and PebblesDB and applies them to Bε -trees to
reduce write amplification by reducing the number of times a
data item is re-written during compaction. The STBε -tree also
introduces a new flush-then-compact policy that increases
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compaction concurrency across the entire tree and exploits
locality in the insertion workload to accelerate insertions.
By enabling fine-grained, localized compactions, STBε -trees
push ideas from PebblesDB to their logical conclusion.
Concurrency at the data structural level could be wasted
if the data structure is accessed through a cache with poor
concurrency. We designed a new user-level concurrent cache
for SplinterDB that uses fine-grained, distributed reader-writer
locks to avoid contention and ping-ponging of cache lines, as
well as a direct map to enable lock-free cache operations. All
the data read and written by SplinterDB flows through this
concurrent cache.
SplinterDB is not without limitations. Like all key-value
stores based on size-tiering, SplinterDB sacrifices the performance of small range queries, although less than one might
expect. For large range queries, SplinterDB can use the full
device bandwidth. Similarly, size-tiering is known to temporarily increase space usage until multiple versions of a single data item are compacted together. Finally, SplinterDB was
designed for the most stringent requirements: small key-value
pairs and restricted memory. In cases where key-value pairs
are large or memory is plentiful, other choices may prove as
good as SplinterDB, and we make some of those comparisons
below.
In summary, the contributions of SplinterDB are as follows:
• We introduce the STBε -tree, which reduces write amplification and enables fine-grained concurrency in compaction operations (sections 2 to 3).
• We design and build a highly-concurrent memtable that
is able to drive enough operations to the underlying
STBε -tree (section 5).
• We combine the STBε -tree, memtable, and user-level
cache in SplinterDB, a key-value store that can fully
utilize NVMe SSD bandwidth. (section 6).

2

High-Level Design of STBε -trees

The basic STBε -tree design has three high-level goals:
• Handle inserts using bulk I/O, so that inserts are
bandwidth-bound.
• Minimize the number of times each key-value pair gets
read or written, so as to reduce write amplifiction, I/O amplification (i.e. read and write amplification), and CPU
costs of inserts.
• Maintain sufficient indexing information so that, under
normal conditions, each query requires at most one I/O.
In section 3 and section 4, we explain how we refine tree
operations to support high concurrency.
The STBε -tree shares many ideas with LSM trees, Bε -trees,
and external-memory hash tables from the theory literature.
See section 7 for details.

2.1

Overall Structure

The STBε -tree is a tree-of-trees, as shown in fig. 2. The backbone of the STBε -tree is the trunk tree (or just trunk). Each
node of the trunk has pointers to a collection of B-trees, called
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Figure 2: The structure of a STBε -tree. The rectangles represent trunk nodes and the triangles represent branch trees and the
memtable. The inset boxes indicates the first active branch for each
pivot, referencing the pointer labels to the branches.

branch trees (or just branches). The branches store all of the
actual key-value pairs in the dataset. Each branch also has
an associated quotient filter, which serves the same purpose
as Bloom filters in LSM trees. Trunk nodes have a fanout
of up to F (typically 8 to 16), which is also an upper bound
on the number of branch trees. Branch trees have a fanout
determined by the number of pivot keys that can be packed
into a 4KB node.
The overall STBε -tree also has a memtable, which is used
to buffer insertions, as explained below. The memtable is also
a B-tree, just like the branches.
Within a trunk node, the branches are numbered from oldest to youngest, i.e. all the key-value pairs in branch i were
inserted before any of the key-value pairs in branch i + 1. For
example, in fig. 2, the root of the trunk tree has four branches,
numbered 0 through 3, with branch 0 being the oldest.
Furthermore, stored with each child pointer c in a trunk
node is an integer ac indicating the oldest branch that is active
for that child. Inactive branches are ignored during queries,
as explained below. So, for example, in fig. 2, only branches
2 and 3 are active for the root trunk node’s leftmost child,
branches 1, 2, and 3 are active for its middle child, and all
branches (0 through 3) are active for its rightmost child.

2.2

Queries

Queries begin by searching in the memtable. If the queried
item is not found in them memtable, then the query proceeds
down the trunk tree. Recall that all the data is stored in the
branches, and trunk nodes only contain metadata and pointers
to branches and filters.
When a query for a key k arrives at a trunk node t, it first
searches the pivots of t to determine the correct child c for k.
It then iterates over the active branches for c, from youngest
to oldest. For each branch b, it first queries b’s associated quotient filter. If the quotient filter indicates that k is definitely not
in b, then the query moves on to the next branch. Otherwise,
is queries for k in b. If it finds a hit, it returns the result to the
caller. Otherwise, it moves on to the next branch. If none of
the branches contain k, then the query recurses to c.
Analysis. We now explain why queries take at most one I/O
in common configurations: those which use at least 32-byte
key-value pairs and have RAM which is at least 10% of the
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dataset size.
The memory used by filters and branch tree indices is
bounded as follows. Quotient filters use about 1–2 bytes per
key, so the overhead of quotient filters is greatest when keyvalue pairs are small. With 32-byte key-value pairs, quotient
filters will be about 6% of the total database size. Branch trees
will have a very high fanout, e.g. ≈ 128 for 4KB nodes, so the
interior of the branch trees will be less than 1% of the total
database size. Trunk nodes contain only metadata about the
branches and filter, and so use negligiable RAM. Therefore
all the indexing information will fit comfortably in a RAM
that is ≈ 7% of the total database size. For larger keys, e.g.
256 bytes, the branch trees will have a fanout of only about
16, and hence the interior nodes could be up to 6% of the total
database size. However, the quotient filters will be less than
1% of the data size, so the indexing data will still be less than
10% of the database size.
Thus the only I/Os during a query will be to load leaves
of branch trees. However, the false positive rate of quotient
filters with two bytes per key is < 1%, which is low enough to
ensure that most queries do not encounter any false positives
from the quotient filters that they query. Hence most queries
will query exactly one branch tree, which will contain the
desired key-value pair. Queries for keys that are not present
in the database will usually require no I/Os at all.

2.3

Insertions

When an item is inserted, it is first buffered in the memtable.
When the memtable is full, it is added to the root as a new
branch, say branch i. We also construct a quotient filter for
the memtable at this time. We call the process of adding the
memtable to the root of the trunk an incorporation.
The size of the memtable affects performance in the following ways. If the memtable gets too large, then some of its
nodes will get evicted from RAM and, once enough nodes
spill, a workload of random inserts would require essentially
one random I/O per insert, contradicting our goal of handling inserts using bulk I/O. For most systems, this means the
memtable should be kept substantially smaller than RAM, e.g.
at most a few gigabytes for typical hardware configurations.
On the other hand, the memtable will eventually become a
branch, and we want branches to be large enough that scanning a branch can use bulk I/O (i.e. if a branch consisted of
only a handful of nodes, then reading the entire branch would
be bottlenecked on I/O overheads, rather than bandwidth).
Branch scanning performance is critical for compactions and
range queries (see Sections 2.4 and 2.6). For most storage
devices, it is sufficient to ensure the branches (and hence the
memtable) are at least a few megabytes in size.
Thus, for most systems, the memtable can be anywhere
from a few megabytes to a few gigabytes in size. Since we are
specifically interested in building a system that is robust to
low-memory situations, and since making the memtable larger
has diminishing returns in terms of scanning throughput, we
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select a maximum memtable size m that is just comfortably
large enough to ensure efficient scanning performance. In our
prototype, m = 24MB.

2.4

Flushing and Compaction

We cannot keep adding new branches to the root trunk indefinitely. Eventually, the root will fill up and have no more
room for branch pointers. This solved by compacting data
and flushing it to its children.
This section describes a basic version of flushing and compaction which captures the basic underlying mechanics of
a STBε -tree. In section 3, we describe SplinterDB’s moreinvolved flush-then-compact policy which leverages its Bε tree structure to expose more compaction concurrency and
optimize non-random insertion workloads.
In this simplified version, when a trunk node is full, data
is removed from it by repeatedly compacting some of its
branches into a single branch and flushing the resulting
branch to a child until the parent is no longer full (see fig. 3).
As in LSM trees, compaction is necessary to keep queries
fast. Without compaction, the number of branches that must
be queried would grow without bound.
A node p is considered to be full when its branches contain
F × m bytes of active key-value pairs, where F is the fanout
and m is the memtable capacity in bytes. When p becomes
full, the child c with the most active key-value pairs is chosen
and p is flushed into c. We construct a new branch b by
compacting all the branches in p that are active for c. Note
that the branches in p may contain keys for any of p’s children,
not just c, so when we compact the branches for a flush to c,
we scan over only the portions of each branch that contain
keys destined for c. We then add b to c as c’s youngest branch.
We also build a quotient filter for b and store a pointer to the
filter in c. Finally, we mark all the branches in p as inactive
for c, so they will not be flushed to c again. Any branches of
p that were active only for c are no longer active for any of
p’s children and can be garbage collected.
Since branches are large, compacting the branches for c
can proceed at disk bandwidth. Furthermore, we always flush
to the child with the most pending items in the parent. This
ensures that the resulting branch b will have at least m items
in it, and hence will be efficient to scan when we, at some
point in the future, flush it from the child to one of its children.
Analysis. Each time a key-value pair participates in a compaction, it moves one level down the trunk tree. Thus the
worst-case write amplification of the STBε -tree is O(logF N),
which is the same as in a size-tiered LSM tree. Level-tiered
LSM trees and (normal) Bε -trees have a substantially larger
write amplification of O(F logF N). In Section 3, we describe
our flush-then-compact strategy, which enables some keyvalue pairs to skip compaction at some levels, particularly
when the workload exhibits locality.
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Figure 3: In a STBε -tree, a flush to a pivot P consists of compacting
its active key-value pairs (from its branches) into a new branch in
the child. The dashed arrow indicates compaction.

2.5

Splitting

When a trunk leaf is full, it is split, and similarly when a
trunk internal node has more than F pivots, it is split. As in
standard B-trees and Bε -trees, the I/O costs of splitting and
merging do not asymptotically change the costs of inserts. See
Section 4 for how we make splitting and merging compatible
with hand-over-hand locking in STBε -trees.

2.6

Iterators and Scans

To construct an iterator starting from key k, we walk the trunk
search path for k, constructing B-tree iterators (also starting at
k) for each active branch along the path. We then construct a
merge iterator on top of the B-tree iterators, which simply returns the smallest key from among all of the underlying B-tree
iterators. The merge iterator can be efficiently implemented
using a heap.
While constructing the B-tree iterators, we also compute
an upper bound u for the leaf of k’s search path. As soon as
the merge iterator returns a key that is greater or equal to u,
we tear down the merge iterator and all the B-tree iterators
and rebuild them, starting from u.

2.7

Deletions and Updates

Deletions are implemented through tombstone messages, i.e.
a key-value pair with special value indicating that the key has
been deleted. More generally, the STBε -tree supports update
messages that encode a function to be applied to the value
associated with a key.

3

Flush-then-Compact

This section describes the flush-then-compact algorithm,
which improves the I/O and CPU concurrency of compactions
during flushing and improves the performance of update workloads with locality, such as sequential workloads. The idea
behind flush-than-compact is to decouple the flushing step
from the compaction step, as shown in fig. 4.
In a flush, the references to the child’s active branches are
copied from the parent to the child, along with references
to their quotient filters, as shown in fig. 4. The child’s active
branch counter in the parent is updated to reflect the flush, just
as before. At this point the parent and child are in a consistent
state and any locks can be released. Since a flush is just a
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Figure 4: With the flush-then-compact policy, flushes are broken
into two steps. First references to the active branches are flushed
to the child and removed from the parent (by setting the pivot’s
active branch number). Then those branches are compacted by an
asychronous process. The compaction stage is performed without
holding a lock on the node, and during this time it can still flush, be
flushed into, split and by queried.

pointer swing, write locks are held very briefly.
Note that branches can now be referenced by multiple trunk
nodes, so branches are reference counted.
From here, if the child is full, we will perform a flush from
the child to its children, before initiating any compactions
(hence the name “flush-then-compact”). This flush will copy
the newly arrived branches from the child to one or more of its
children, exactly the same way that the branches were flushed
to the child. This process can repeat recursively.
Once all the flushes have completed, we schedule background jobs to compact all the new branches at each node
that received a flush. The background jobs will construct the
new branches and need to acquire write locks only to replace
the old branch pointers with a pointer to the newly created
branch.
Flush-then-compact accelerates non-random workloads.
Since we perform flushes before compactions, some of the
branches involved in a compaction at node p may already
be inactive for some of p’s children when we perform the
compaction. This means we can skip over those keys when
we compact those branches. And, since branches are stored as
B-trees, we can skip over those key ranges efficiently. Thus
we effectively avoid compacting those keys at p’s level in the
STBε -tree.
To see why this accelerates non-random insertion workloads, consider an extreme case: a workload of insertions all
for a single trunk leaf, `. For simplicity, assume also for the
moment that all the nodes on the path from the root to ` have
zero branches. The memtable will repeatedly fill with keyvalue pairs for ` and get incorporated into the root. Once the
root fills, it will flush to its child c along the path to `. This
will cause c to immediately become full and flush to its child.
This process will repeat until all the branches arrive at `.
At that point, the system will schedule background compactions for each trunk node along the path from the root to `.
However, at each node other than `, there will be no live data
in any of the branches. The compactions will thus skip all the
data in the branches, resulting in empty branches at each interior node. Consequently the interior nodes will again be left
with zero branches. Thus only ` will have a non-degenerate
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compaction. As a result, the new key-value pairs will participate in only one compaction, and hence the STBε -tree will
have a write amplification of 1 for this workload.
Now consider the case when the nodes along the path to `
do not have zero branches. The first few times the root fills,
it may choose to flush to some child c0 that is not along the
path to `. This would happen if the root happened to contain
more items for c0 than c. However, as long as the workload
consists only of items for `, eventually the root will contain
more items for c than for any of its other children. From that
point forward, it will always flush to c. Then the same process
will repeat at c. Eventually, each time the root fills, the system
will flush all the new branches to `, as described above.
Thus this flushing protocol automatically adapts to the
insertion workload without knowing a priori what that workload is. Furthermore, if the workload changes then, after some
time, the flushing decisions will adapt to the new workload
automatically.
Furthermore, this flushing algorithm exploits less-thanperfect locality automatically. For example, suppose the insertion workload consists almost entirely of key-value pairs for
`, but a few random items for other leaves. Almost every time
the root fills, it will flush to c, and the process described above
will occur. However, each flush will leave a few new items in
the root. This cruft will accumulate, eventually causing the
root to flush to a child other than c, cleaning out some cruft.
After that, the root will resume flushing to c until enough cruft
accumulates again. Thus most data will get flushed directly
to `, and hence have a write amplification of 1, but a small
amount of data will get compacted at every level.
As these examples show, the flush-then-compact algorithm
is much more robust than the special-case optimizations frequently implemented for sequential insertions. Special-case
optimizations can be foiled by a few random insertions sprinkled into a sequential workload. Flush-then-compact, on the
other hand, exploits locality rather than sequentiality. In section 6.3 we show empirically that flush-then-compact enables
SplinterDB to outperform other systems on near-sequential
workloads.
Flush-then-compact exposes concurrency. Flush-thencompact improves concurrency by setting up several compactions and then launching them simultaneously, which improves both CPU and I/O parallelism. The hierarchical nature
of the Bε -tree structure makes it trivially safe to perform compactions concurrently at different trunk nodes. In a standard
compact-then-flush approach, each time the root is flushed,
it initiates a single compaction. The system would not start
another compaction until the root is filled (and flushed) again.

4

Preemptive Splitting for STBε -trees

Splits and merges pose problems for hand-over-hand locking
in B-trees (and Bε -trees). Hand-over-hand locking proceeds
from root to leaf, but splits and merges proceed from the
leaves up.
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An approach to solving this issue in B-trees is to use preemptive splitting and merging [40]. During a B-tree insert, if
a child already has the maximum number of children, then
it is split while the insertion thread still holds a lock on its
parent. Then the insertion can release the parent’s lock and
proceed down the tree, assured that the child will not need
to split again as part of this insertion. Analogously, deletions
merge a child with one of its neighbors if the child has the
minimum number of children. This works because insertion
and deletions can increase or decrease the number of children
of a node by at most 1.
This approach does not work in Bε -trees, because a flush
to a leaf could cause that leaf to split multiple times. In STBε trees with flush-then-compact, we can move all pending messages along a root-to-leaf path to the leaf before performing
any compactions, splits, or merges. The total number of messages moved to the leaf is bounded by O(Fm logF N), i.e. the
capacity of a trunk node times the height of the tree. The leaf
can therefore split into as many as O(logF N) new leaves of
size B. Similarly, a collection of flushes full of delete messages to several leaves of a single parent can reduce the parent’s number of children by O(logF N). In practice, logF N is
less than 10 for typical fanouts F ≈ 8 and dataset size N ≤ 280
key-value pairs.
We extend preemptive splitting and merging to STBε -trees
as follows. We reserve space in each node to accommodate
up to F + H children, where H is an upper bound on the
tree height, e.g. H = 10. We then apply preemptive splitting,
except we preemptively split a node during a flush if its fanout
is above F. For merges, we take a similar approach. If, during
a flush, we encounter a node with less than F/2 children, then
we merge or rebalance it with one of its siblings.
Thus all operations on the STBε -tree—flushes, compactions, splits, and merges—proceed from root to leaf and
can therefore use hand-over-hand locking.
The mechanisms for flush-then-compact make it easy to
handle branches during splits. Recall that each branch can
be marked dead or alive for each child, and branches are
refcounted and hence can be shared by multiple trunk nodes.
Thus we can split a trunk node by simply giving its new sibling
references to all the same branches as the node had before
the split. In the new node, we copy the liveness information
for each branch along with the children that are moved to the
new sibling.

5

From STBε -trees to SplinterDB

In this section, we discuss the details of SplinterDB’s implementation, which addresses the concurrency and memory
bottlenecks associated with driving NVMe devices to full
bandwidth.

5.1

Branch Trees and Memtables

SplinterDB uses the same B-tree implementation for both its
branches and its memtables, although there are some differences to optimize for their use cases.
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Branch trees, extents, and pre-fetching. When a branch is
created from a compaction, its key-value pairs are packed
into the leaves of the B-tree, and the leading edge of internal
nodes are created to index them. The nodes in each level
are allocated in extents of 32 pages, and the header of each
node stores the address of the following node, but also of the
next extent. In this way, the nodes of each level form a singly
linked list.
Iteration through a branch is performed by walking the
linked list formed by its leaves. Whenever the iterator reaches
the beginning of a new extent, it issues an asynchronus
prefetch request for the next extent. The extent length is configurable to tune to the latency of the storage device.
Memtables. The basic design of the memtables mirrors that
of the branch B-trees, but includes some optimizations to
increase their insertion performance and concurrency.
As in the case of the static branch trees, the nodes on each
level of the memtable form a singly-linked list, and nodes
are allocated in extents. However, because nodes are created
on demand as nodes split, we do not try to guarantee that
successive nodes reside in the same extent. Furthermore, since
memtables are almost always in RAM, we do not perform
prefetching during memtable traversals.
The memtable uses hand-over-hand locking together with
preemptive splitting, as described by Rodeh [40]. To increase
concurrency, write locks are only obtained on internal nodes
when a split is required.
To ensure locks are held briefly, especially on nodes near
the top of the tree, the tree uses a new technique called shadow
splitting. To split a node c, a write lock is obtained on c and
the parent p. We allocate a physical block number (PBN) n
for the new sibling, c0 and add it as part of a new pivot in p.
However, in the cache, we initially point n to c. At this point,
we can release all locks on p. Now, we fill in the contents
of c0 , update the PBN n to point to c0 in the cache, and then
release all locks on c0 . Finally, we upgrade to a write lock on
c, truncate its child list (via a metadata operation) and then
release all locks on c.

5.2

User-level Cache and Distributed Locks

SplinterDB has a single user-level cache which keeps recently
accessed pages in memory. Almost all the memory that SplinterDB uses comes from this cache, so pages from all parts
of the data structure—trunk node pages, branch pages, filter
pages and memtable pages—are all stored there. Only cache
and file-system metadata, as well as small allocations used to
enqueue compaction tasks are allocated from system memory.
This design allows nearly all the free memory to be used
for whichever operations are being performed, so that parts
of the data structure which are not in use can be paged out.
The cache at a high level is a clock cache, but with several
features designed to improve concurrency.
Each thread has a thread-local hand of the clock, which
covers 64 pages. The thread draws free pages from the hand,
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and if it has exhausted them, it acquires a new hand from a
global variable using a compare-and-swap. It then writes out
dirty pages from the hand which is a quarter turn ahead, and
evicts any evictable pages in its new hand. Thus threads clean
and evict pages from distinct cache lines within the cache
metadata, avoiding contention and cache-line ping-ponging.
SplinterDB uses distributed reader-writer locks [24] to
avoid cache-line thrashing between readers. Briefly, a distributed reader-writer lock consists of a per-thread reader
counter and a shared write bit. Each reader counter is on
a separate cache line to avoid cache-line ping-ponging when
readers acquire the lock. Writers set the write bit (using compare and swap) and then wait for all the read counters to
become zero. Readers acquire the lock by incrementing their
read counter and then checking that the writer bit is 0. If it is
not, they decrement their reader counter and restart.
Distributed reader-writer locks allow readers to scale essentially perfectly linearly, at the cost that acquiring a write
lock is expensive. However, the design of SplinterDB makes
writing rare enough that this is a good trade-off.
We make distributed reader-writer locks space efficent by
storing each thread’s reader counters in an array indexed by
cache-entry index. Each reader counter is one byte, so the
total space used by locks is t × c bytes, where t is the number
of threads and c is the number of cache entries.
SplinterDB supports three levels of lock: read locks,
“claims”, and write locks. A claim is a read lock that can be
upgraded to a write lock. Only one thread can hold a claim at
a time. After obtaining a read lock, a thread may try to obtain
a claim by trying to set a shared claim bit with a test-and-set.
If this fails, they must drop the read lock and start over. Otherwise, they can upgrade their claim to a write lock by setting
a shared write bit and waiting for all the read counters to go
to zero.

5.3

Quotient filters

Bloom filters [7] are the standard filter for most LSMs [8, 22,
39]. However, the cost of Bloom filter insertions can dominate
the cost of sorting the data in a compaction. Therefore modern
key-value stores often use more efficient filters; for example,
RocksDB uses blocked Bloom filters [38];
Similarly, SplinterDB uses quotient filters [4, 5, 36] instead
of Bloom filters. A full presentation of quotient filters is out
of scope for this paper, but we review their salient features
for SplinterDB. See Pandey, et al. for a full presentation on
quotient filters [36]. The key feature of quotient filters is that,
like blocked Bloom filters, each insert or query accesses O(1)
cache lines (and hence O(1) page accesses). Quotient filters
are roughly as space efficient as Bloom filters—for the range
of parameters used in SplinterDB, quotient filters use between
0.8× and 1.2× the space of a blocked Bloom filter. We view
the space as essentially a wash. Quotient filter inserts and
lookups also require only one hash function computation. In
past work, quotient filter insertions and queries were shown
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to be 2-4× faster than in a Bloom filter.
A quotient filter for set S stores, without error, h(S) =
{h(x) | x ∈ S}, where h is a hash function. Since the quotient filter stores h(S) exactly, all false positives are the result
of collisions under h. Thus each insertion or lookup requires
only one hash function computation. Furthermore, a quotient
filter stores the elements of h(S) in sorted order in a hash
table using a variant of linear probing. Thus most inserts and
lookups in a quotient filter access only 1 or 2 adjacent cache
lines. As a result, insertions and lookups in quotient filters are
typically 2-4× faster than in a Bloom filter. Finally, quotient
filters are space efficient, using slightly less space than Bloom
filters whenever the false positive rate ε is less than 1/64,
which is typical. For example, a quotient filter with ε = 0.1%
uses about 10% less space than a Bloom filter [36].
SplinterDB further reduces the CPU costs of filter building
during compaction by using a bulk build algorithm. During
the merging phase of compaction or when inserting into a
memtable, SplinterDB builds an unsorted array of all the
hashes of all the tuples compacted or inserted. The array is
then sorted (by hash value) and the quotient filter is built.
Since the quotient filter also stores the hashes in sorted order,
this means that the process of inserting all the hashes is a
linear scan of the sorted array and of the quotient filter. Hence
it has good locality and can benefit from cache prefetching.

5.4

Logging and Recovery

SplinterDB uses per-thread write-ahead logical logging for
recovery. By using per-thread logs, we avoid contention on
the head of a single, shared log.
The challenge is to resolve the order of operations across
logs after a crash. For this, we use a technique similar to
“cross-referenced logs” [25]. Our scheme works as follows.
Each leaf of the memtable has a generation number. Whenever
a thread inserts a new message into the memtable, it records
and increments the generation number of the memtable leaf
for the inserted key. It then appends the inserted message to
its per-thread log, tagged with the leaf’s generation number.
During recovery, the generation numbers in the logs give a total order on the operations performed on each leaf (and hence
on all the keys for that leaf), so that the recovery procedure
can replay the operations on each key in the proper order.
When a leaf of the memtable splits, the new leaf gets the same
generation number as the old leaf.

6

Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of SplinterDB on several microbenchmarks and on the standard YCSB application benchmark [20]. We compare this performance against that of two
state-of-the-art key-value stores, RocksDB and PebblesDB.
The following questions drive our evaluation:
• How much does SplinterDB improve insertion performance? To what extent is improvement achieved through
reduced write amplification and other factors?
• Despite being size-tired, how much does SplinterDB
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mitigate [range] query performance? Can SplinterDB
utilize device bandwidth for large range queries?
• How much faster are sequential (or otherwise local) insertions in SplinterDB? Do they have lower write amplification?
• Do point lookups scale with the number of threads?

6.1

Setup and Workloads

All results are collected on a Dell PowerEdge R720 with a
32-core 2.00 GHz Intel Xeon CPU, 256 GiB RAM and a
960GiB Intel Optane 905p PCI Express 3.0 NVMe device.
The block size used was 4096 bytes.
In general, we use workloads derived from YCSB traces
with 24B keys. We generally use 100B values, but also include
a set of YCSB benchmarks for 1KiB values. We instrumented
dry runs of YCSB in order to collect workload traces for the
load and A–F YCSB workloads and replay them on each of
the databases evaluated. In order to eliminate the overhead
of reading from a trace file during the experiment, the trace
replayer mmaps the trace file before starting the experiment.
We use the same traces for each system.
In general, we limit the available memory to 10% of the
dataset size or less. In order to perform the benchmarks on
reasonably sized datasets, we restrict the available system
memory with a type 1 Linux cgroup, sized to the target memory size plus the size of the trace, which we pin so that it
cannot be swapped out. Unless otherwise noted, the target
memory size is 4GiB. PebblesDB has an apparent memory
leak, which causes it to consume the available memory, so we
allow it to use the full system memory. On the YCSB load
benchmarks, this causes it to swap for a small portion at the
end, but this was less than 10% of the run time.
Unless otherwise noted, SplinterDB uses a max fanout
of 8, a memtable size of 24MiB and a total cache size of
3.25GiB. The difference between this cache size and the target
memory size of 4GiB is to accommodate other in-memory
data structures maintained by SplinterDB.
Each system is run with the thread count which yields the
highest throughput. RocksDB is configured to use background
threads equal to the number of cores minus the number of
foreground threads, with a minimum of 4. PebblesDB uses
its default number of background compaction threads. SplinterDB is configured without background compaction threads.

6.2

YCSB

We measure application performance using the Yahoo Cloud
Services Benchmark (YCSB). The core YCSB workloads
consist of load phases and run phases. The load phases create
a dataset by inserting uniformly random key-value pairs. The
run phases emulate various workload mixes. Workload A
is 50% updates, 50% reads, workload B is 95% reads, 5%
updates), workload C is 100% reads, workload D is read latest
(95% reads, 5% insertions), workload E is short range scans
(95% scans, 5% insertions) and workload F is read-modifywrites (50% reads, 50% RMWs).
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Table 2: Read latency (µs) for the workload in fig. 5a.
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Table 1: Insertion latency (µs) for the workload in fig. 5a.

Run C:
Read Amp

The results with 100B values and 1KiB values are shown
in Figure 5 (both workloads use 24B keys). Figure 6 shows
the write and I/O amplification in the 100B-value benchmark.
On the load phase, SplinterDB is faster than RocksDB by
almost an order of magnitude. Because of size-tiering and
its compaction/flushing policy SplinterDB has about 1/2 the
write amplification of the other systems. Note PebblesDB
performs almost no reads because it was given unlimited
memory. Surprisingly PebblesDB does not show substantially
lower write amplification than RocksDB.
On the run phases, which the exception of E, SplinterDB
is 40–150% faster than RocksDB, the next fastest system. On
E, SplinterDB is roughly 15% slower than RocksDB in the
100B-value case, and about 15% faster than RocksDB in the
1KiB-value benchmark.
Latency. SplinterDB maintains high throughput without
sacrificing latency. Table 1 reports insertion latency for SplinterDB and RocksDB. Unsurprisingly, the latency of RocksDB
is at least 3x that of SplinterDB on all metrics. This is because
mechanisms such as flush-and-compact (Section 3) improve
concurrency and eliminate stalls on the write path.
Table 2 reports read latency for SplinterDB and RocksDB.
SplinterDB read latency is comparable to RocksDB, because
the quotient filters (section 5.3) in SplinterDB behave similarly to Bloom filters in RocksDB.
KVell. KVell [33] is a key-value store also designed to
utilize full NVMe bandwidth. It has an in-memory B-tree
index that maps all keys to disk page offsets. It does well on
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Figure 5: YCSB throughput and I/O benchmark results.
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Figure 7: Throughput of Kvell on YCSB workloads with varying
amounts of available RAM, 100B values. Throughput of SplinterDB
with 20GiB RAM shown for comparison. Load consists of 673M
operations, E consists of 20M operations and all other workloads
consist of 160M operations. Higher is better.

large (4KiB) key-value pairs, but on small key-value pairs,
the overhead of the in-memory index becomes a significant
fraction of the dataset size. In particular, it was impossible
to run KVell in a memory cgroup of 4GiB. Figure 7 shows
KVell’s performance on the YCSB workload with 100B values, for different memory sizes. At 22GiB, which is around
the size of the in-memory index, KVell’s performance starts
to drop. At 20GiB, KVell becomes unusable. Therefore in
realistic memory settings, KVell is not a viable option for the
small key-value sizes that SplinterDB targets.
SplinterDB is designed to work well even under lowmemory scenarios (less than 10% of total data size). However,
we also run the YCSB experiment with higher memory, 20
GiB, to compare with KVell in a regime where KVell per-
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3.4

D

E

YCSB Workload (24B keys, 1KiB values)
Figure 8: Throughput of Kvell on YCSB workloads with varying
amounts of available RAM, 1 KiB values. Load consists of 84M
operations, E consists of 1M operations and all other workloads
consist of 10M operations. Higher is better.

forms well. As shown in fig. 7, we find that SplinterDB almost matches KVell on insertions, but outperforms KVell by
roughly a factor of 2.5 on queries.
For larger values, the memory cliff for KVell is much lower.
We run the same YCSB workload on both systems, but with
1KiB values. In this case, KVell’s memory cliff is between
3GiB and 4GiB, as shown in fig. 8. For these larger values,
KVell outperforms SplinterDB insertions (see Figure 5b) due
to a low write amplification, but still can only achieve 5577% query throughput of SplinterDB on the other YCSB
workloads. KVell’s range-query performance (workload E) is
particularly lower than SplinterDB’s because KVell does not
keep key-value pairs sorted. Thus each 1KiB key-value pair
in the range requires a separate, random 4KiB I/O, resulting
in a read amplification of about 4×. Splinter, on the other
hand, sorts and packs key-value pairs into 4KB blocks, for a
read amplification close to 1 during range queries.
As soon as the memory cliff hits, KVell exhibits the same
performance drop as in the previous experiment. However,
when values are so large, this may not be so important, since
indexing information can easily fit in RAM.

6.3

Sequential Insertion Performance

Because of the flush-then-compact policy, we expect SplinterDB’s performance will improve substantially on insertion
workloads with a high degree of locality (see section 3). We
demonstrate this by performing 20GiB of single-threaded insertions from a trace composed of interleaved sequential and
random keys in different proportions. For comparison, we
perform the same workload on RocksDB.
As shown in fig. 9a, SplinterDB’s performance improves
smoothly from 349K insertions per second for a purely random workload to 614K insertions per second for a purely
sequential workload, which is 76% faster. This improvement
is partially obscured by the log, which adds a constant additive
IO overhead. If we disable the log, SplinterDB improves from
430K insertions per second on a purely random workload
to 866K operations per second on a purely sequential workload, 100% faster. Note that we would expect the intermediate
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Figure 9: Single-threaded insertion throughput by varying mixed
sequential/random locality percentage. X-axis not to scale.

throughputs in the best case to be the [weighted] harmonic
mean of the pure cases, because they are rates. At 50% random, 50% sequential for SplinterDB with no log this is 575K
insertions/second, so its actual performance of 521K insertions/second captures a substantial amount of the potential
improvement.
RocksDB also improves as the workload becomes more
sequential, but this effect is much smaller, a 35% speedup.
Furthermore, RocksDB shows less than 20% speedup until
the workloads becomes 99% sequential.
Figure 9b shows that as predicted, SplinterDB incurs less
IO amplification on more sequential workloads. With the
log disabled, its write amp approaches 1 as the workload
approaches purely sequential. In contrast, while RocksDB
also has less IO amplification on more sequential workloads,
it still incurs write amplification of 4.1 even when 99% of the
keys are sequential. It is only when the workload becomes
100% sequential that the write amplification becomes close
to 1 (because of caching it even falls below 1).

6.4

Concurrency Scaling

SplinterDB is designed to scale with the number of available
cores up to the performance limits of the storage device. This
is especially true for reads, where the use of distributed readerwriter locks and a highly concurrent cache design, together
with a careful avoidance of dirtying cache lines, can avoid
almost all contention between threads.
Read Concurrency. We test the read concurrency scaling
of SplinterDB by running YCSB workload C with 160M keyvalue pairs, where, as in fig. 5a each instance of the test divides
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the keys evenly into N batches, which are then performed in
parallel by N threads. The results are in fig. 10.
The results show nearly linear scaling—throughput with
24 threads is 18.5× the single-threaded throughput. Between
roughly 24 and 32 threads, the scaling flattens out, but at that
point the measured throughput is 2.07–2.24 GiB/sec, which
is 88–95% of the device’s advertised random read capability.
While RocksDB also scales well, its throughput with 24
threads is 17.4× its single-threaded throughput, and with
32 threads it uses 91% of the device’s advertized random
read capability. Therefore, even though SplinterDB can perform more operations per second, RocksDB is still making
nearly full use of the device for reads. We conclude here
that SplinterDB is making better use of the available memory
for caching, since it has noticeably lower read amplification.
Finally, PebblesDB is unable to scale with more threads, flattening out at around 300K reads/sec.
Insertion Concurrency We test the insertion concurrency
scaling of SplinterDB by running the YCSB load workload
with 673M key-value pairs divided into N batches, each of
which is inserted in parallel by a different thread. fig. 11
reports throughput for various N.
The results show that SplinterDB scales almost linearly
up to 10 threads. With 10+ threads, it performs 2.0-2.4M
insertions per second with IO amplification around 7.5, which
implies that it uses 1.9-2.2GiB/sec of bandwidth, which is at
or near the device’s sequential bandwidth of 2.2GiB/sec.
RocksDB’s insertion performance also scales as the number
of threads increase up to 14 threads, by a factor of 2.7. At
its peak, it uses 754GiB/sec of bandwidth. PebblesDB scales
slightly as well. For both RocksDB and PebblesDB, as many
background threads as available are used for flushing and
compaction during this benchmark.

6.5

Scan Performance

An inherent disadvantage of size-tiering is that short scans
must search every branch along the root-to-leaf path to the
starting key. Each of these searches is likely to incur an IO
to the device. As a result, as seen in fig. 5a, SplinterDB with
124B key-value pairs has scan throughput on small ranges
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that is about 85% that of RocksDB. During that workload,
SplinterDB performed 2.26 GiB/sec of IO, which is within
96% of the devices advertised random read capability (short
scans of small key-value pairs are essentially random reads).
However, once the initial search for the successor to the
starting key has completed, the root-to-leaf path within each
relevant branch will be in memory. Together with prefetching,
this allows subsequent keys to be fetched at near disk bandwidth. Therefore, we expect that scans have a relatively high
startup cost for the search to the starting key, followed by a
very low iteration cost of obtaining subsequent keys.
Thus, when the amount of data requested grows to multiple pages, the disadvantage begins to dissipate. One way
this happens is with larger key-value pairs: with 1kib values,
SplinterDB is about 16% faster than RocksDB.
Another way this can happen is with scans of more keyvalue pairs. We modify YCSB workload E to have only fixedlength scans of N key-value pairs, where N is 1, 10, 100, 1K,
10K or 100K. We perform runs of 10M scans of length 1,
10 and 100, 1M scans of length 1000, 100K scans of length
10000 and 10K scans of length 100000. Each run is performed
on a dataset of 80GiB (with 24B keys and 100B values) and
4GiB memory.
The result is shown in fig. 12. Short scans on SplinterDB
have low effective bandwidth, and in fact the bandwidth scales
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close to linearly with the scan length for scans of up to 100
key-value pairs. This suggests that for scans of this length,
the startup cost dominates the iteration cost, which is as expected. As the scan length increases, the effective bandwidth
of the scans approaches the device’s advertised sequential
read bandwidth, delivering 91% at scans of 1,000 key-value
pairs. At scans as small as 100 key-value pairs, SplinterDB
returns data at nearly half the bandwidth of the device.

7

Related Work

The STBε -tree is based on a Bε -tree, a data structure that has
been used in several file systems and databases [18, 27–29,
44, 48, 49]. The closest work to ours is Tucana [37], a Bε -tree
optimized for SSDs. They also focus on CPU cost, concurrency, and write amplification. Our work pushes this to the
even more demanding case of NVMe devices. SplinterDB improves on techniques that have been applied to log-structured
merge (LSM) trees and key-value stores to reduce write amplification and increase concurrency.
Size-Tiering. Cassandra [19], Scylla [42] PebblesDB [39],
and RocksDB [8] (in “universal compaction” mode) use sizetiering to reduce write amplification. Size tiering delays compaction of sorted runs in order to reduce write amplification. This can harm query performance because queries must
search more runs to find the queried item. Fluid LSMs [16],
Dostoevsky [16], LSM bushes [17], and Wacky [17] use
hybrids between size-tiering and level-tiering to tune the
trade-off between write amplification and query performance.
See [39] for a survey of LSM-compaction schemes.
Size-tiering also decreases write amplification in SplinterDB. Because of the design of the STBε -tree, SplinterDB
further leverages size-tiering for flush-and-compact, which
greatly increases the concurrency of background operations.
Write amplification vs. range queries. Several systems
sacrifice range-query performance in order to reduce write amplification in other ways. Wisckey [34] reduces write amplification by declustering their key-value store: they log values
and only store keys in the LSM-Tree. Since values are stored
on disk in arrival order, a range query must gather values from
the log. On NVMe, this is not a problem once the values are
4KB or larger. However, for smaller values, this can induce
huge read amplification, limiting range query performance to
a tiny fraction of device bandwidth. HashKV [10] builds on
Wisckey by introducing hash-based data-grouping to further
reduce write amplification, but inherits Wisckey’s range query
performance limitations.
Other approaches improve write amplification by sacrificing range queries altogether. Conway et al. [14] describe a
write-optimized hash table, called the BOA, that also uses
size-tiering with an LSM. They also introduce the concept of
a routing filter, which extends the functionality of Bloom filters, in order to speed up queries. The principle advantage of
routing filters is that performance does not degrade as much
when they don’t fit in RAM. The BOA meets a provable lower
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bound on the I/O costs of insertions and queries [26]. The
downside is that the BOA does not support range queries,
which are crucial to many key-value-store applications. LSMtries [46] organize the LSM tree using tries, resulting in reduced write amplification. However, LSM-tries do not support
range queries.
Other approaches. Researchers have also attempted to
reduce write amplification by exploiting special hardware
features such as flash translation layers [35] and vector interfaces [45]. VT-Tree [43] uses indirection to avoid copying data that is already sorted, similar to “trivial moves” in
RocksDB and PebblesDB. TRIAD [1] reduces write amplification by holding hot keys in memory, delaying compaction
until different runs have significant key overlap, and by reducing redundancy between log and LSM tree writes. All these
techniques are orthogonal to our work and can be used in
conjunction with our techniques.
Concurrency is also an important aspect of key-value store
performance. One of the first works in increasing concurrency
in LSM-based stores was cLSM [21] which introduces a new
compaction algorithm. Zuo et al. [52] show how to tune a
cuckoo hash for NVM. Such a scheme suffers from high write
amplification, since each insertion must re-write all keys in
a data block. Zuo et al. do not report write amplification
numbers but instead focus on concurrency.
Kourtis, et al. describe several systems-level optimizations
for improving key-value-store throughput on NVMe, such as
efficient use of user-level asynchronous I/O and low-latency
scheduling [31]. Their techniques are largely orthogonal to
the work in this paper.

8

Analysis

We begin with a disk-space analysis, showing that, in STBε tree, size-tiered compaction and flush-then-compact do not
blow up the on-disk space usage by more than a constant factor. We then use this to analyze memory usage from indexes
and filters, and finally summarize STBε -tree’s asymptotic performance.
Disk-space. Like level-tiered and size-tiered LSM trees and
Bε -trees, the STBε -tree can have a space overhead when there
are updates to existing keys. This is because all of these data
structures buffer updates and apply them lazily. We begin
by showing that the space used by the STBε -tree is O(N),
where N is the number of distinct keys in the database. This
compares quite favorably to the space of a size-tiered LSM,
which can be as bad as Θ(FN).
Theorem 1. Let N be the number of distinct keys in a STBε tree. Then the STBε -tree uses O(N) space on disk.
Proof. We give only a sketch. The four key observations in
the proof are that (1) every leaf must be at least half full of
distinct keys due to the splitting and compaction policy, (2)
each branch has size at most mF due to the flushing policy,
(3) each non-leaf trunk node references at most 3F branches
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due to the flushing policy, and (4) the number of non-leaf
trunk nodes is at most O(1/F) times the number of leaves.
Together, these prove that the total amount of data referenced
in the interior of the tree is at most a constant factor times the
number of distinct keys in the leaves.
For a workload of random updates to existing keys, we
estimate that the space blowup would be roughly a factor of
3. If the workload also contains insertions of new keys, then
the blowup would be even lower.
Asymptotic analysis. The height of the trunk is
O(logF N/Fm), and each item gets compacted at most
once per level, so the I/O complexity of random insertions are
log N/Fm
), which is the same as in a size-tiered LSM tree.
O( F B
Assuming that all index nodes and filters fit in RAM, the
I/O complexity of random point queries is O(1) I/Os, since
the filters will eliminate all but the correct branch from being
searched.
Long sequential insertion workloads will cost O(1/B) I/Os
per item. The I/O efficiency comes from the fact that, once
the first batch of items gets flushed to a leaf, the root-to-leaf
path for future insertions will be in cache, so no more I/O
will be needed, except to write out the new data. This also
workload has O(1) pass complexity because our flush-thencompact policy will skip compactions at intermediate layers.
A straightforward implementation of a size-tiered LSM, on
the other hand, will have the same I/O and pass complexity
for both random and sequential insertion workloads.
Range queries returning k items cost O(F logF N/Fm) I/Os
to get started (since the range query must perform a query
in every branch along the root-to-leaf path of the query key).
Thereafter, they cost O(k/B) I/Os to return all the items. This
is comparable to the I/O cost of range queries in a size-tiered
LSM tree.

9

Conclusion

Our work shows that, by combining ideas from LSM trees
and Bε -trees, we can build a key-value store that outperforms
current key-value stores by up to an order of magnitude on
insertions, matches or outperforms on lookups, and is competitive on range queries.
SplinterDB targets the common case of small key-value
pairs and non-uniformly random workloads. Many real-world
key-value workloads come from different clients, some of
which might be performing very localized operations, while
others are performing relatively random operations. SplinterDB exploits whatever locality is available.
SplinterDB makes contributions to both the data-structural
and systems design of high-performance key-value stores. We
show how to get the low write amplification of size-tiered data
structure while maintaining the high query throughput and
workload-adaptivity of a Bε -tree. We also describe several
systems issues, such as cache, lock, and memtable design,
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that one must address to extract the full performance of highperformance NVMe devices.
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Abstract

Byte-addressable, non-volatile memory (NVM) presents
an opportunity to rethink the entire system stack. We present
Twizzler, an operating system redesign for this near-future.
Twizzler removes the kernel from the I/O path, provides programs with memory-style access to persistent data using small
(64 bit), object-relative cross-object pointers, and enables simple and efficient long-term sharing of data both between applications and between runs of an application. Twizzler provides
a clean-slate programming model for persistent data, realizing
the vision of Unix in a world of persistent RAM.
We show that Twizzler is simpler, more extensible, and more
secure than existing I/O models and implementations by building software for Twizzler and evaluating it on NVM DIMMs.
Most persistent pointer operations in Twizzler impose less
than 0.5 ns added latency. Twizzler operations are up to 13×
faster than Unix, and SQLite queries are up to 4.2× faster than
on PMDK. YCSB workloads ran 1.1–2.9× faster on Twizzler
than on native and NVM-optimized SQLite backends.

1

Introduction

Byte-addressable non-volatile memory (NVM) on the memory bus with DRAM-like latency [23, 38] will fundamentally
shift the way that we program computers. The two-tier memory hierarchy split between high-latency persistent storage and
low latency volatile memory may evolve into a single level of
large, low latency, and directly-addressable persistent memory.
Mere incremental change will leave dramatic improvements in
programmability, performance, and simplicity on the table. It
is essential that operating systems and system software evolve
to make the best use of this new technology.
These opportunities motivate us to revisit how programs
operate on persistent data. The separation of volatile memory
and high-latency persistent storage at the core of OS design
requires the OS to manage ephemeral copies of data and interpose itself on persistence operations, a penalty that will
consume an increasing fraction of time as NVM performance
increases [64]. The direct-access nature of NVM invites the
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use of load and store instructions to directly access persistent
data, simplifying applications by enabling persistent data manipulation without the need to transform it between in-memory
and on-storage data formats. Thus, the model that best exploits
the low latency nature of NVM is one in which persistent data
is maintained as in-memory data structures and not serialized
or explicitly loaded or unloaded. To avoid serialization, this
model must support persistent pointers that are valid in any
execution context, not just the one in which they were created.
Trying to mold NVM into existing models will not enable its
fullest potential, just as SSDs did not reach their full potential
until they transcended the disk paradigm. To explore a “cleanslate” approach, we are building Twizzler, an OS designed to
take full advantage of this new technology by rethinking the
abstractions OSes provide in the context of NVM. Twizzler
divides NVM into objects within a global object space, and
pointers are interpreted in the context of the object in which
they reside. This decouples pointers from the address space of
an individual thread, providing a data-centric programming
model rather than a process-centric one. The result is a vastly
simpler environment in which the OS’s primary function is to
support manipulating, sharing, and protecting persistent data
using few kernel interpositions.
We implemented a simple, standalone kernel that supports
a userspace for NVM-based applications, with compatibility layers for legacy programs. We wrote a set of libraries
and portability layers that provide a rich environment for applications to access persistent data that takes into account
both semantics (persistent pointers) and safety (building crashconsistent data structures). We then performed a case-study
by writing software for Twizzler, taking into account the new
flexibility and power gained by our model and evaluating our
software for complexity and performance. We ported SQLite
to Twizzler, showing how our approach can provide significant
performance gains on existing applications as well.
In a world where in-memory data can last forever, the context required to manipulate that data is best coupled with the
data rather than the process. This key insight manifests itself
in the three primary contributions of this paper:
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• We discuss (§ 2) our vision for a data-centric OS and
the requirements that it must meet to provide low latency
memory-style access to NVM with efficient data sharing.
• We present Twizzler (§ 3) and describe its mechanisms
to meet those requirements, including decoupling traditionally linked concerns, reducing kernel involvement in
address space management, and providing a rich model
for constructing in-memory persistent data structures that
can be easily shared between programs and machines.
• We evaluate (§ 4) the ease-of-use, security advantages,
and programmability offered by our environment, for
both new and existing, ported software (SQLite), along
with performance improvements (§ 5) on NVM DIMMs.

2

The Data-Centric OS

Operating systems provide abstractions for data access that
reflect the hardware for which they were designed. Current I/O
interfaces and abstractions reflect the structure of mutually
exclusive volatile and persistent domains, the hallmarks of
which are heavy kernel involvement for persisting data, a need
for data serialization, and complexity in data sharing requiring
the overhead of pipes or the management cost of shared virtual
memory. However, the introduction of low latency and directly
attached NVM into the memory hierarchy requires that we
rethink key assumptions such as the use of virtual addresses,
the kernel’s involvement in persistent I/O, and the way that
programs operate on and share persistent data [30].
The first key characteristic of NVM is low latency: only
1.5–8× the latency of DRAM in most cases [38], so the cost
of a system call to access NVM dominates the latency of the
access itself. The second key characteristic is that the processor can directly access persistent storage using load and
store instructions. Direct, low latency access to NVM means
that explicit serialization is a poor fit—it adds complexity, as
programmers must maintain different data formats and the
transformations between them, and the overhead is intolerable due to NVM’s low latency. Hence, we should design the
semantics of the programming model around in-memory persistent data structures, giving programs direct access to them
without explicit persistence calls or serialization methods.
These characteristics imply two basic requirements for OSes
to most effectively use NVM:
1. Remove the kernel from the persistence path. This
addresses both characteristics. System calls to persist data
are costly; we must provide lightweight, direct, memorystyle access for programs to operate on persistent data.
2. Design for pointers that last forever. Long-lived data
structures can directly reference persistent data, so pointers must have the same lifetime as the data they point to.
Virtual memory mappings are, by contrast, ephemeral
and so cannot effectively name persistent data. Persistent
data is, by definition, accessed by multiple actors, both
simultaneously and over time, and thus must be stored in
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a form that is conducive to sharing without needing the
ephemeral context associated with a particular actor.
We call an OS that meets both of these requirements datacentric, as opposed to current OSes, which are process-centric.
Operations on persistent, in-memory data structures are the
primary functions of a data-centric OS, which tries to avoid
interposing on such operations, preferring instead to intervene
only when necessary to ensure properties such as security and
isolation. To meet both of these requirements a data-centric
OS must provide effective abstractions for identifying data
independent of data location, constructing persistent data relationships that do not depend on ephemeral context, and facilitating sharing and protection of persistent data.

2.1

Existing Interfaces

Current OS techniques do not meet these requirements—file
read and write interfaces, designed for sequential media and
later expanded for block-based media, require significant kernel involvement and serialization, violating both requirements.
While support for these interfaces can be useful for legacy applications, as we will demonstrate, providing the programmer
with abstractions designed for NVM both reduces complexity
and improves performance.
The mmap call attempts to hide storage behind a memory
interface through hidden data copies. But, with NVM, these
copies are wasteful, and mmap still has significant kernel involvement and the need for explicit msync calls. “Direct Access” (DAX) tries to retrofit mmap for NVM by removing the
redundant copy, but this fails to address requirement two! Operating on persistent data through mmap requires the programmer
to use either fixed virtual addresses, which presents an infeasible coordination problem as we scale across machines, or
virtual addresses directly, which are ephemeral and require
the context of the process that created them.
Attempting to shoehorn NVM programming atop POSIX
interfaces (including mmap) results in complexity that arises
from combining multiple partial solutions. Given some feature
desired by an application, the NVM framework can provide an
integrated solution that meshes well with the existing support
for persistent data structure manipulation and access, or it can
fall-back to POSIX resulting in the programmer needing to
understand two different “feature namespaces” and their interactions. An example of this is naming, where a programmer
may need to turn to the filesystem to manage names in a completely orthogonal way to how the NVM frameworks handles
data references. We will discuss another example, security, in
our case study (§ 4).
Additionally, models that layer NVM programming atop
existing interfaces often fail to facilitate effective persistent
data sharing and protection. PMDK, an NVM programming library, makes design choices that limit scalability, since its data
objects are not self-contained and do not have a large enough
ID space, resulting in the need to coordinate object IDs across
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machines [10]. For the same reason, although single-address
space OSes [12] somewhat address our first requirement, they
do not consider both requirements at once, nor do they provide
an effective and scalable solution to long-term data references
due to that same coordination complexity [9].

2.2

A Data-Centric Approach

We cannot store virtual addresses in persistent data, so we
need a new way to name a word of persistent memory: a persistent pointer. The persistent pointer encodes a persistent
identification of data (§ 3.3) instead of an ephemeral address,
allowing any thread to access the desired word of memory
regardless of address space. This approach dramatically improves programmability, as programmers need not worry about
the complexity of referring to persistent data with ephemeral
constructs, improving data sharing across programs and runs
of a program. Twizzler still makes use of virtual memory hardware to provide isolation and translation, but persistent data
structures should not be written in terms of virtual addresses.
The Death of the Process. Processes as a first class OS abstraction are, like virtual addresses, unnecessary; a traditional
process couples threads of control to a virtual address space,
a security role, and kernel state. However, with the kernel removed from persistent data access, much of that kernel state
(e.g. file descriptors) is unnecessary, leading to a decoupling
of mechanisms: nothing fundamentally connects a virtual address space (how threads access data) and a security context
(what data they may access). Instead, a data-centric OS can replace the process abstraction with security contexts, allowing
greater flexibility for how security policy is managed.
The process abstraction is just one example. Persistent data
access plays a key role in OS abstraction design, and we need
to avoid complexity arising from combining old and new interfaces. Hence, we need to consider the wide-reaching effects of
changing the persistence model on all aspects of the system,
not just I/O interfaces. NVM gives us an opportunity to design an OS around the requirements of the target programming
model instead of trying to mold support libraries around existing interfaces. While it is important that we provide support
for legacy applications, it is these applications that should be
relegated to support libraries; new applications built for the
programming model should get first-class OS support.
Targeting these Constraints with Twizzler. The consequences of meeting the requirements of these hardware trends
define a bounded design space for data-centric OSes. We have
chosen a point in that space and built Twizzler, our approach
to providing applications with efficient and effective access to
NVM. In the following section we will discuss how our four
primary abstractions—a low level persistent object model, a
persistent pointer design, an address space mechanism called
views, and a security context mechanism—achieve these goals
of removing the kernel from the persistent data access path.
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3

The Design of Twizzler

Twizzler is a stand-alone kernel and userspace runtime that provides execution support for programs. It provides, as first-class
abstractions, a notion of threads, address spaces, persistent
objects, and security contexts. A program typically executes
as a number of threads in a single address space (providing
backwards compatibility with existing programming models),
into which persistent objects are mapped on-demand. Instead
of providing a process abstraction, Twizzler provides views
(§ 3.2) of the object space, which enable a program to map
objects for access, and security contexts (§ 3.4) which define
a thread’s access rights to objects in the system. Twizzler
provides persistent pointers (§ 3.3) for programs, as well as
primitives to ensure crash-consistency (§ 3.5). The thread
abstraction is similar to modern OSes; the kernel provides
scheduling, synchronization, and management primitives. Figure 1 shows an overview of the system organization and how
different parts of the system operate on data objects.
Twizzler’s kernel acts much like an Exokernel [28, 41], providing sufficient services for a userspace library OS, called
libtwz, to provide an execution environment for applications.
The primary job of libtwz is to manage mappings of persistent objects into the address space (§ 3.2) and deal with
persistent pointers (§ 3.3). Twizzler also exposes a standard
library that provides higher level interfaces beyond raw access
to memory. For example, software that better fits messagepassing semantics can use library routines that implement
message-passing atop shared memory. Twizzler’s standard
library provides additional higher level interfaces, including
streams, logging, event notification, and many others. Applications use these to easily build composable tools and pipelines
for operating on in-memory data structures without the performance loss and complexity of explicit I/O.
We provide POSIX support with twix, a library that emulates Linux syscalls. We modified musl [1], a C library which
all programs link to, replacing invocations of the syscall
instruction with calls into twix, which internally tracks Unix
state like file descriptors. This is handled entirely in userspace;
calls to read and write often reduce to calls to memcpy.
direct access
(memory-style)

application
musl* (libc)

data
object

POSIX access
(read/write)
metadata & FOT
management

twix

Linux syscall
emulation

libtwz
userspace
kernelspace

create, delete, etc.
physical mapping

Twizzler kernel

view management,
pointer translation,
consistency primitives
object & thread
management, trusted
computing base

* modified musl to change linux syscalls into function calls

Figure 1: Twizzler system overview. Applications link to musl
(a C library), twix (our Linux syscall emulation library), and
libtwz (our standard library).
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3.1

Object Management

Twizzler organizes data into objects, which may be persistent.
Each object is identified by a unique 128 bit object ID (though
larger IDs would be possible). Objects provide contiguous regions of memory that organize semantically related data with
similar lifetime. Applications access objects via mapping services (discussed in the next section) by mapping each object
into a contiguous range in the address space, though the address space itself may be densely or sparsely mapped. Objects
can be anywhere from 4 KiB (the size of a page) to 1 GiB;
the upper bound on object size is a prototype implementation
choice, and not fundamental to the design.
Twizzler uses objects as the unit of access control, building
off a read/write/execute permissions model which mirrors that
of memory management units in modern processors. This is a
direct consequence of avoiding the kernel for persistent data
access—it can set policy by programming the MMU, but must
leave enforcement up to the hardware which, in-turn, defines
what protections are possible.
An object, from the programmer’s perspective, is flexible in
its contents—for example, it could contain anywhere from a
single B-tree node to the entire B-tree. Often, an object would
contain the entire tree, since the entire tree is typically subject
to the same access semantics by programs, and there are overheads associated with objects that can be amortized over larger
spaces. Data and data structures that are too large for one object or require different access permissions can span multiple
objects with references between them. We demonstrate the
benefits of this flexibility in Section 4.
The kernel provides services for object management, such
as creating and deleting objects. Objects are created by the
create system call, which returns an object ID. A program
may also optionally provide an existing object ID to the
create call, stating that the new object should be a copy of
the existing one, for which Twizzler uses copy-on-write. The
new ID is a number that is unlikely to collide with existing IDs
in the 128 bit ID space, and can be assigned using a technique
that supports this requirement (random, hashing, etc.). Some
forms of ID assignment support a form of access control: a program can only access an object whose ID it knows. Twizzler
provides object naming as well, discussed in Section 3.3.
Objects may be be deleted via the delete system call. Like
Unix’s unlink, objects are reference counted, where a reference refers to a mapping in an address space. Once the
reference count reaches zero, the object may be deleted.

3.2

Address Space Management

Although virtual addresses are the wrong abstraction to use for
persistent data access, we do leverage virtual address hardware
in modern processors for isolation and protection. Twizzler
provides access to persistent objects by mapping them into the
virtual address space behind-the-scenes (via libtwz). This
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generates many mapping operations to access persistent data,
so requiring system calls would be costly. Additionally, our
kernel avoidance necessitates an increased address space management responsibility for userspace. For example, executable
loading and mapping is handled largely without the kernel.
To support userspace manipulation of address spaces, the
kernel and userspace share an object (called a “view”) that
defines an address space layout. The view is just a normal
object, and so standard access control mechanisms apply to
enforce isolation. When applications map objects into their
address space, they update the view to specify that a particular
object should be addressable at a specific location. The kernel
then reads the object and determines the requested layout of
the virtual address space. The view object is laid out like a
page-table, where each entry in the table corresponds to a
slot in the virtual address space. Each table entry contains
an object ID and read, write, and execute protection bits to
further protect object access (like PROT_⁎ in mmap).
When a page-fault occurs, the fault handler tries to handle
the fault by either doing copy-on-write, checking permissions,
or by trying to map an object into a slot if the view object
requested one. If it cannot handle the fault (due to a protection
error or an empty entry in the view object), it elevates the fault
to userspace where libtwz handles it, possibly by killing
the thread, or possibly by mapping an object if the slot is
“on-demand”. When the kernel maps an object into a slot, it
updates the address space’s page-tables appropriately.
When threads add entries to a view object they need not
inform the kernel—when a fault occurs, the kernel will read
the entry as needed. However, when changing or deleting an
entry, threads must inform the kernel so it can update existing
page table entries. We provide two system calls for views. The
set_view call allows a thread to change to a new view, which
might be used to execute a new program or jump across programs to, for example, accomplish a protected task. Twizzler’s
access control system prevents this from happening arbitrarily. The second system call is invalidate_view, which lets
a thread inform the kernel of changed or deleted entries.

3.3

Persistent Pointers

Section 2 discussed the needs for references that outlive
ephemeral actors. Twizzler provides cross-object persistent
pointers so that a pointer refers not to a virtual address but to
an offset within an object by encoding an object-id:offset
tuple. This enables a pointer to refer to persistent data, but
it also allows objects to have external pointers that refer to
data in any object in the global object space. We highlight
cross-object pointers’ power and flexibility by demonstrating
their ability to express inter-object relationships in Section 4.
To efficiently encode this tuple, we use indirection through
a per-object foreign object table (FOT), located at a known
offset within each object. The FOT is an array of entries that
each stores an object ID (or a name that resolves into an object
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Figure 2: Pointer translation via the FOT. The pointer and the
FOT are both contained in the same object (not shown).
ID, as we will see below) and flags. A cross-object pointer is
stored as a 64 bit FOT_idx:offset value, where the FOT_idx
is an index into the FOT. This provides us with both large
offsets and large object IDs, since the IDs are not stored within
the pointer itself. If an object wishes to point to data within
itself (an intra-object pointer), it stores 0 in FOT_idx. When
dereferencing, Twizzler uses the FOT_idx part of the pointer
as an index into the FOT, retrieving an object ID. The combination of a FOT and a cross-object pointer logically forms an
object-id:offset pair, as shown in Figure 2.
Our design (discussed in prior work [9, 10]) differs from
existing frameworks [6, 13, 18, 19, 57, 58] because of the indirection. Frameworks like PMDK store entire object IDs within
pointers, increasing pointer size and reducing flexibility by
removing the possibility of late-binding (discussed below).
Additionally, Twizzler extends the namespace of data objects
beyond one machine, as machine-independent data references
are a natural consequence of cross-object pointers. Existing
solutions are limited in this scalability. They either limit the
ID space (necessary for storing IDs in pointers) and thus resort
to complex coordination or serialization when sharing, or they
require additional state (e.g. per-process or per-machine ID
tables) that must be shared along with the data, forcing the
receiving machine to “fix-up” references. Worse still, the fixup is application-specific, since the object IDs are within any
pointer, not in a generically known location. Our per-object
FOT results in self-contained objects that are easier to share,
thus interacting better with remote shared memory systems.
Part of our motivation for this FOT indirection was to allow
a large ID space without increasing pointer size. PMDK, by
contrast, increases pointer size to 128 bits for each pointer.
Twizzler has no additional space overhead per-pointer, instead
adding a 32-byte overhead per FOT entry. The number of FOT
entries, however, is typically much smaller than the number
of pointers since pointers to the same external object can all
use the same FOT entry. As we will see in Section 5, this has
a dramatic benefit to performance.
FOT Entries and Late-Binding. The FOT entry’s flags
field has bits for read, write, and execute protections. The
protections are requests; Twizzler implements separate access
control on objects. This allows some pointers to refer to data
with a read-only reference while others can be used for writing,
reducing stray writes (a single ID can repeat in the FOT with
different protections). The FOT entries also enable atomic
updates that apply to all pointers using that FOT entry.
Instead of requiring programmers to refer to objects via
IDs only, we allow names in FOT entries. These entries may
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contain a pointer to an in-object string table that contains a
name. Names enable late-binding [19], a vital aspect of systems, allowing references to objects which change over time,
e.g. shared library versions. Names are passed to a resolving
function (specified in the FOT entry). Allowing a program to
specify how its names are resolved increases the flexibility of
the system beyond supporting Unix paths. Twizzler provides
a default name resolver that uses Unix-like paths.
The implementation of naming is orthogonal to Twizzler’s
design. We allow a range of name resolution methods within
the system stack and allow objects to specify their own name
resolution functions for flexibility. For example, objects could
be organized by both a relational database and a hierarchical
namer similar to conventional file systems. Non-hierarchical
file systems are well studied [3,31,32,54,55], but these systems
do not easily cooperate atop a single data space. Since Twizzler
uses a flat namespace as its “native” object naming scheme, it
enables the required cooperation.
Pointer Translation. Current processors provide only a virtual memory abstraction, so applications must do some extra
work to dereference a pointer, translating a pointer from its
persistent form into a virtual address. This does not affect
the stored pointer, which is still persistent and independent of
any translation or address space. Thus multiple applications,
possibly with different address space layouts, can translate the
same pointer at the same time without coordination.
Pointer translation occurs with the help of two libtwz functions: ptr_lea (load effective address) and ptr_store. When
a program dereferences a pointer, it first calls ptr_lea. The
pointer is resolved into an object-ID and offset pair through
a lookup in the FOT, after which libtwz determines if the
referenced object is already mapped (by maintaining per-view
metadata). If not, it picks an empty slot in the view and maps
the object there (a cheap operation that does not invoke the kernel). Once mapped, libtwz combines the object’s temporary
virtual base address with the offset, and returns the new pointer.
The ptr_store function does the opposite of ptr_lea—it
turns a virtual pointer into a persistent one. While these are
done manually in our implementation, we plan to implement
compiler support to emit these calls automatically.
FOT management is handled by libtwz. While a lookup
in the FOT is a simple array-indexing operation, a store may
require adding to the FOT. To avoid duplicate entries, libtwz
walks the FOT looking for a compatible entry. If one is not
found, it atomically reserves a new entry and fills it (flushing cache-lines to persist it) before storing the pointer. The
ptr_store operation is less common than ptr_load, and in
the future we may include additional caching metadata that
would speed-up the FOT walk (such as storing recent IDs).
Translating pointers has a small overhead (§ 5) and the
result can be cached. Twizzler improves performance via a
per-object cache of prior translations. The common case, intraobject pointers, does not require an external lookup and is
implemented as a simple bitwise-or operation.
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3.4

Security and Access Control

Twizzler’s focus on memory-based objects requires that we design the security model around hardware-based enforcement,
where the MMU checks each access. This design is inevitable
in a data-centric OS, since the kernel is not involved in every
memory access. The kernel merely specifies the access rights
when mapping an object and then relies on the hardware to
enforce those rights with a low overhead.
A key design choice we make is late-binding on security.
Applications request access to an object with permissions that
they desire; if they access the object in only allowed ways
(e.g., only reading a read-only object), no fault occurs. This
is because when we map an object (via a view), the kernel is
not immediately involved, and so cannot check access rights
for a particular access at the time the mapping is setup. Performing an access rights check on time of first access does not
make sense either, as it associates a specific access (that might
be allowed) with a permissions error. For example, if a program reads object A, and that program is allowed to read A, it
should be allowed to perform the read even if it requested readwrite access to the object. This late-binding enables simpler
programs that need not worry about elevating access rights
through remapping data objects. Programs can make progress
without knowing in advance the permissions of the objects
they might access, thus enabling the reuse of the OS’s access
control mechanism in applications. We will show the flexibility of this in Section 4, wherein we add access control to a
program by changing only a few lines of code.
Threads run in a security context [8,25,44], which contains
a list of access rights for objects and allows the kernel to determine the access rights of programs. Using these contexts,
Twizzler is able to provide analogues to groups and owners
in Unix while providing more fine-grained access control
if necessary. Unlike past exploration into security contexts,
data-centric OSes offer an advantage in simplicity. A security
context abstraction in a Unix-like OS needs to maintain access rights to a set of fundamentally different things (such as
paths, virtual memory locations, and system calls). Instead,
Twizzler’s security contexts specify access rights to an object
via IDs instead of virtual addresses. This also makes security
contexts persistent, allowing us to use them as the primary
way we assign security roles to threads.
Security contexts are implemented via virtualization hardware that maps virtual memory to an intermediate “object
space” which specifies the access rights, which is then mapped
to physical memory [9]. This reduces the number of page-table
structures and mappings, as threads in the same security context can share the same page-tables for each object.

back cache-lines and appropriate fences. Applications use
these primitives today outside of Twizzler to build up larger,
more complex support for crash-consistent data structures.
Our goal is to provide low level primitives without restricting programs or prematurely prescribing particular solutions.
There is a wealth of research on crash-consistent data structures for NVM [15, 16, 24, 46, 50–53, 65], but it is still in flux.
Of course, Twizzler manages system data structures, such as
FOT entries, views, etc., in a crash-consistent manner using
the aforementioned primitives, locking, and fencing.
Twizzler also provides a transactional-persistent logging
mechanism. Programmers can write TXSTART–TXEND blocks
to denote transactions and TXRECORD statements to record prechanged values. This is similar to the mechanism provided by
PMDK [58]. If applications need more complex transactions
using different logging mechanisms, they can use libraries.
Twizzler provides a mechanism for restarting threads when
power is restored following a crash. Since views are persistent
objects, all mapped objects during a thread’s execution are
known across power cycles, and are mapped back in. The
thread is then started at a special _resume entry point, allowing
the program to handle the power failure in an applicationspecific manner with access to the state of the program (data
segment, heap, etc.) as it was when power was cut.

3.6

Twizzler’s kernel is similar to many microkernels, providing
a small set of key primitives. It is 5,500 lines of architectureindependent code and 5,700 lines of architecture-dependent
CPU driver code. The primary complexity in the system is
implemented in userspace, as the design of the programming
model greatly simplifies the kernel. Twizzler is open-source;
more information can be found at https://twizzler.io.
We also built a prototype of Twizzler by modifying the
FreeBSD 11.0 kernel before implementing our standalone kernel. This was done both to more rapidly verify our design and
to provide a prototyping environment for developers to write
code for Twizzler in a familiar environment. We added Twizzler services to FreeBSD by adding system calls, modifying
the fault-handling logic, and distinguishing Twizzler threads
from FreeBSD threads. This is also a testament to the simplicity of the kernel in our model, since FreeBSD was relatively
easy to modify to support the Twizzler userspace. However,
the FreeBSD prototype is limited by its need to coordinate
with FreeBSD’s Unix services, thus the standalone kernel is
more efficient and simpler, and provides a better environment
for researching kernel design changes in the face of NVM.

4
3.5

Crash Consistency

Twizzler provides primitives for building crash-consistent data
structures. At a low level, it provides a mechanism for writing
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Implementation

Evaluation

Our primary goals for evaluating Twizzler were:
1. Show that Twizzler meets the needs of a data-centric OS
in enabling programs to directly access persistent data.
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2. Demonstrate that the programming model we defined
provides sufficient power to easily and effectively build
real applications with NVM in mind.
3. Measure the performance of our system to understand
where we gain and lose performance.
We approached these goals two ways: porting existing software (SQLite) and writing new software for Twizzler. The first
demonstrates both the generality of the programming environment (legacy software can be easily ported) and the potential
performance gains to be had even for legacy software. The second demonstrates the true power of Twizzler’s programming
model and allows us to explore the consequences of our design
choices fully without being constrained by legacy designs.
We built three pieces of new software: a hash-table based
key-value store (KVS), a red-black tree data structure, and a
logging daemon. Each had different characteristics and goals,
and together they demonstrate the flexibility that Twizzler offers in allowing simple implementation, nearly-free access
control, and the ability to directly express complex relationships between objects. Using our KVS and red-black tree code,
we ported SQLite (a widely used SQL implementation) to
Twizzler along with a YCSB [17,29] driver (a common benchmark), allowing us to explore Twizzler’s model in a larger,
existing program that would let us study the performance of
Twizzler in a complex system that stores and processes data.
We present the performance of SQLite and our new software,
along with microbenchmarks, in Section 5.

4.1

Case Study: Key-Value Store

We implemented a multi-threaded hash-table based key-value
store (KVS), called twzkv, to study cross-object pointers and
our late-binding of access control. Our KVS supports insert,
lookup, and delete of values by key (both of arbitrary size),
and hands out direct pointers to persistent data during lookup.
During insert, it copies data into a data region before indexing
the inserted key and value. We built twzkv in multiple phases
to study how our system handles changing requirements.
We built twzkv in roughly 250 lines of C. Handing out
direct pointers into data was trivial to implement with crossobject pointers, requiring only a call to ptr_lea during lookup.
The initial implementation maintains two objects, one for data
and one for the index. The complexity typically involved when
storing both index and data in a single, flat file is not justified
in a programming model where we can express inter-object
relationships directly at near-zero cost in complexity or performance. In our case, a pointer from the index object to the data
object (such as an entry in the hash table) can be written with
a single call to ptr_store. This, combined with the simple
requirements for an in-memory NVM KVS, resulted in a small
implementation that was nonetheless a usable KVS.
Extending Requirements. Next, we added functionality to
protect values with access control. We wanted to keep handing
out direct pointers to data during lookup and to keep twzkv a
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Index (I0)

Data (D0)

Data (D1)

Index (I1)

Figure 3: Cross-object pointers in twzkv.
library (as opposed to a service). Meeting these goals on an
existing system would be difficult without adding significant
complexity, such as reimplementing a lot of Twizzler’s pointer
framework or implementing manual, redundant access control.
In Twizzler, implementing access control in twzkv involved
having the index refer to data in multiple data objects, assigning those objects different access rights, and allocating from
those objects depending on desired access rights. We were
able to implement this while preserving the original code due
to the transparent nature of Twizzler’s cross-object pointers.
Now, when inserting, the application indicates the data object
into which to copy the data, as shown in Figure 3.
By supporting multiple data objects, twzkv can leverage
the OS’s access control, sidestepping complexity. Unrestricted
data can go in D0 (Figure 3), whereas restricted data can go in
D1 . Since each object has distinct access control, a user can
set the objects’ access rights, then decide where to insert data
according to policy. The indexes point to the correct locations
regardless of the access restrictions of the data objects, and
twzkv still hands out direct pointers, but a user that is restricted
from accessing data in D1 will not be able to dereference the
pointer. A further extension is to support secondary indices,
as shown in Figure 3, enabling alternative lookup methods
and limiting data discovery with index object access control.
This extension is easy to implement on Twizzler.
Comparison to Unix Implementation. To compare with
existing techniques, we built a similar KVS using only Unix
features (called unixkv). It also separates index and data, but
it must manually compute and construct pointers. Supporting
multiple data objects was complex in unixkv, because we had
to store and process file paths in the index and store references
to paths for pointers, increasing overhead and code complexity by 36%—a lot for an implementation with relatively few
pointers—just to reimplement Twizzler’s support. The extra
complexity also included code to manually open, map, and
grow files, much of which Twizzler handles internally. Development time was extended by bugs that were not present
when developing twzkv, due to the manual pointer processing. While twzkv gains transparent access control, unixkv
does not due to the lack of on-demand object mapping and
late-binding of security. Instead, unixkv needs to know object
permissions before mapping, a restriction that limits the ability
to reuse OS access control, something that twzkv could leverage through late-binding on security (§ 3.4)1 . Other frameworks like PMDK that do not integrate access control and
late-binding into their models have similar limitations.
1 unixkv

could trap segmentation faults to do this, but that would be
application-specific, difficult, and would reimplement Twizzler functionality.
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4.2

Case Study: Red-Black Tree

To evaluate the process of writing persistent, “pointer-heavy”
data structures, we implemented a red-black tree in C using normal pointers (ramrbt) in 100 lines of code, and evolved it for
persistent memory in two ways: manually writing base+offset
style pointers, as current systems require (unixrbt), and using Twizzler (twzrbt). Porting existing data structure code
to persistent memory will be common during the adoption
of NVM, and much of the complexity therein comes from
dealing with persisting virtual addresses [47].
In developing unixrbt, we found 83 locations where we
had to perform pointer arithmetic for converting between persistent and virtual addresses. Consider an expression such as
root->left->right = foo. Inserting calls to translate this
directly results in L(L(root)->left)->right = C(foo),
where L converts to a virtual address and C converts back,
which is heavily obfuscated and took more development time
than writing ramrbt in the first place due to debugging.
We built twzrbt like unixrbt, annotating pointer stores
and dereferences. However, unixrbt used an applicationspecific solution for pointer management; if other applications
wanted to use the data structures created by unixrbt, they
would have to know the implementation details of the pointer
system (or share the implementation, thus reimplementing
much of Twizzler’s library). Additionally, due to Twizzler enabling improved system-wide support for cross-object pointers,
these transformations can be made automatic.
Unlike twzrbt, unixrbt’s tree is limited to a single persistent object; a limitation that prevents the tree from growing
arbitrarily, does not allow it to directly encode references to
data outside the tree object, and does not gain it the benefits of cross-object data references that were discussed above
for twzkv. Adding support for this to unixrbt would require
modifying the core data structures to include paths and significantly altering the code, increasing its length by at least a
factor of 2, whereas twzrbt gets this functionality for free.
Another advantage of twzrbt is reduced support code compared to unixrbt; unixrbt needed code to manage and grow
files and mappings, while we implemented twzrbt as simple
data structure code with Twizzler managing that complexity.
The additional error handling code and pointer validity checks
in unixrbt (handled automatically in Twizzler) increased development time and implementation complexity.

4.3

Porting SQLite

We ported SQLite to Twizzler to demonstrate our support
for existing software and to evaluate the performance of a
SQLite backend designed for Twizzler. We used our POSIX
support framework, a combination of musl and our library
twix, to support much of SQLite’s POSIX use. We took a
modified version of SQLite called SQLightning that replaced
SQLite’s storage backend with a memory-mapped KVS called
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LMDB [14]. We chose this port because LMDB is implemented with mmap’d files as the primary access method and
hands out direct pointers to data as one would expect from an
effectively designed NVM KVS2 . Since LMDB’s SQLightning port already replaces the storage backend with calls to
LMDB, we ported SQLite to Twizzler by taking our KVS and
red-black tree code and implementing enough of the LMDB interface for SQLite to run using Twizzler as a backend. Outside
of the B-tree source file few changes were needed for SQLite
to run on Twizzler. We further ported our modified SQLite
backend to PMDK to compare directly with a commonly used
NVM programming library that supports persistent pointers.
We also ported a C++ YCSB driver [29], which required
porting the C++ standard template library (STL). Since we had
already ported a standard C library, the C++ STL was easily
ported, demonstrating the ease of porting software to Twizzler.
We have also ported some existing Unix utilities (such as bash
and busybox), which largely require only recompiling to run
on Twizzler. Of course, to gain all of the benefits of Twizzler,
programs will be need to be written with NVM in mind (but
this is true regardless of the target OS).
Our implementation of the LMDB interface corroborated
our experience from the KVS case study: much of the complexity in storage interfaces and implementations comes from
the separation between storage and memory. This has been
studied before (as we will elucidate in Section 6), but the
advent of NVM changes the game significantly by allowing
programmers to think directly via in-memory data structures.
The result is that interfaces like cursors in a KVS become
redundant. We implemented to this interface for LMDB, but
the functions were largely wrappers around storing a pointer
to a B-tree node and traversing the tree directly without separate loads and copies. The result was an extremely simple
implementation (500 LoC) that still met the required interface.
Future software for NVM can use Twizzler’s programming
model to more effectively write software that eschews the need
for complexity forced by the two-tier storage hierarchy.

4.4

Discussion

Although these implementations were simple, they represent
the applications and data structures we expect in a data-centric
system. Pointers we can directly use in our programming languages make computing over persistent data almost transparent, allowing simple implementations that are nevertheless
easy to evolve as requirements change.
Not only does twzkv have access control, but it enables concurrent access via cross-object pointers. Applications can load
indexes for multiple databases without needing to worry about
address space layout and without writing complex pointer
management code that would be required by an implementation using mmap. We were able to provide access control
without a single line of code in twzkv dedicated to checking
2 These

are not persistent pointers, however, unlike Twizzler’s.
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or enforcing access rights. Instead, we relied on the system’s
access control, something not possible with other frameworks
that do not support late-binding of access rights and do not
consider security as part of their programming model. Twizzler thus removes the need for applications to manage their
own access control, which increases the security of the system
by divesting programmers from the responsibility of getting
it right. Similar functionality for current systems would traditionally require separation of the library and application into a
client-server model, but that additional overhead is unneeded
here and inappropriate on a persistent memory system.
Although twzrbt and twzkv had different densities of
pointer operations, twzrbt being “pointer-heavy” and twzkv
being “pointer-light”, Twizzler improved the complexity of
both over manual implementation and improved flexibility
over existing persistent pointer methods. Using a system-wide
standardized approach to pointer translations not only enables
better compiler and hardware support, but it also improves
interoperability; because they share a common framework,
twzkv could use the red-black tree code and data with ease,
and even interact with the SQLite database even though they
were written separately without that goal in mind. The positionindependence afforded by this model enables both composability and concurrency, while also simplifying programming
on persistent data to a natural expression of data structures.
Non-Shared-Memory Programs. To push the limits of our
model and show that Twizzler does not constrain programmers into a shared-memory model, we implemented a logging framework (similar to syslogd). The logging daemon,
logboi, can receive log messages either synchronously or
asynchronously. In both cases, the interface is the same, but
synchronous logging uses shared-memory abstractions while
asynchronous logging relies on message-passing semantics.
For synchronous logging the thread switches security contexts, which is made possible by decoupling address spaces
and security. The call to the logging framework then updates
the log and returns. An asynchronous logging event sends
data to the logging thread via a stream object (a standard API
provided by Twizzler) that logboi and the application share.
The choice of asynchronous or synchronous is left to the programmer; synchronous can have lower latency and predictable
behavior while asynchronous offloads processing to logboi.

5

Performance

Our evaluation’s primary focus is on the benefits of the programming model, showing new functionality with reduced
complexity at an acceptable overhead. Nevertheless, there are
many cases where we see significant improvement (such as
SQLite) because the programming model has less overhead,
and our pointer design is space efficient and fast to translate.
We measured the performance of our KVS and red-black
tree, performed microbenchmarks, and evaluated the Twizzler
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Table 1: Latency of common Twizzler operations.
Pointer Resolution Action Average Latency (ns)
Uncached FOT translation
27.9 ± 0.1
Cached FOT translation
3.2 ± 0.1
0.4 ± 0.1
Intra-object translation
Mapping object overhead
49.4 ± 0.2
port of SQLite against Linux (Ubuntu 19.10) instances of
SQLite, SQLightning, and our port of SQLite to PMDK. Tests
ran on an Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPU running at 2.30 GHz
with 192 GB of DRAM and 128 GB of Intel Persistent DIMMs.
We compiled all tests against the musl C library instead of
glibc because Twizzler uses musl to support Unix programs.
All Linux tests used the NOVA filesystem [69] (a filesystem
optimized for NVM) on the NVDIMMs, mounted in DAX
mode. This enabled direct access to the persistent memory
without a page-cache interposing on accesses.

5.1

Microbenchmarks

Table 1 shows common Twizzler functions’ latencies, including pointer translation. The overhead shown for resolving
pointers does not include dereferencing the final result, since
that is required regardless of how a pointer is resolved. The
first row shows the latency for resolving pointers to objects the
first time. Twizzler makes a further optimization by caching
the results of translations for a given FOT entry. Each successive time that FOT entry is used to resolve a pointer, the result
of the original translation is returned immediately, improving
the latency as shown on the “cached” row of Table 1. Note that
the low latency of these results is expected; the performance
critical case of these functions’ use is repeated calls, and since
these operations are simple, they fit within the processor cache.
Twizzler translates intra-object pointers by first checking
if the pointer is internal and, if so, adding the object’s base
address to it—the same operation required for applicationspecific persistent pointers. The expanded programming
model offered by Twizzler makes this overhead minor relative to the high costs for persistent data access on current
systems, which have high-latency for equivalent operations.
We compared our pointer translation to Unix functions. Resolving an external pointer with an ID corresponds roughly
to a call to open("id"), which has a latency of 1036 ± 15 ns.
The comparison is not exact, of course; the pointer resolution
also maps objects, and the call to open must handle file system
semantics. However, the direct-access nature of NVM results
in pointer translation achieving the same goal as opening a
file does today. The pointer operations in Twizzler accomplish much of the same functionality as the heavier-weight
I/O system calls on Unix with more utility and less overhead.
A more direct comparison is object mapping, which has
low latency compared to mmap (658.7 ± 12.7 ns—a 13.3×
speedup) though the two have similar functionality. Since map-
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Figure 4: YCSB throughput, normalized (higher is better).
ping occurs entirely in userspace, cache pollution is reduced.
While both mmap and Twizzler’s mapping require page-faults
to occur before the data is actually mapped, this overhead is
similar in Twizzler and Unix, and so is not shown.

5.2

SQLite

We ran four variants of SQLite, three on Linux and one on
Twizzler, and compared their performance: “SQL-Native” (unmodified SQLite), “SQL-LMDB” (SQLite using LMDB as
the storage backend), “SQL-PMDK” (SQLite using our redblack tree on PMDK), and “SQL-Twizzler” (our port of SQLite
running on Twizzler). SQL-Native was run in mmap mode so
that both it and SQL-LMDB used mmap to access data. We
ran each on the same hardware and normalized the results.
Figure 4 shows the three variants’ throughput under standard YCSB workloads. The performance improvement of the
LMDB and Twizzler variants over SQL-Native is likely due
to handing SQLite direct pointers to data. However, in the
Twizzler case we get an additional benefit of operating on data
structures directly while LMDB has an abstraction cost.
Figure 5 shows the latency of queries on a one million row
table. This is common data processing—loading and then
examining data in a variety of ways. We measured the performance of calculating the mean and median, sorting rows,
finding a specific row, building an index, and probing the index.
SQL-Twizzler had similar performance to SQL-LMDB and
SQL-Native despite comparing its extremely simple storage
backend to optimized B-tree backends (that benefit from scan
operations). As a more direct comparison, SQL-Twizzler significantly out-performed SQL-PMDK in most tests. PMDK’s
pointer operations are more expensive than Twizzler’s, requiring up to two hash table lookups per translation [5]. Additionally, PMDK’s pointers are 128 bits, while Twizzler does not
increase pointer size. Increased pointer size results in significantly worse cache performance, especially in a pointer-heavy
data structure like a persistent red-black tree.

5.3

Key Value Store

We compared twzkv to unixkv by inserting one million distinct key-value pairs, followed by looking up each in-order.
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Figure 6: Latency of insert and lookup in twzkv and unixkv.
An “(m)” indicates support for multiple data objects.
The inserted items were 32-bit keys and 32-bit values, chosen
to reduce the overhead of data copying since we were focusing
on pointer translation overhead. Both were compared under
two modes, single-data-object and multiple-data-objects. Both
KVSes translated between virtual and persistent addresses
when storing and retrieving data, but for multiple-data-objects,
we allow for storing the data in an arbitrary object.
Figure 6 shows the latency of lookup and insert, demonstrating that not only is the memory-based index and data object
structure that can hand out direct data pointers sufficiently low
latency to take advantage of NVM, but the additional overhead of cross-object pointers is minimal. Compared to unixkv,
twzkv has minimal overhead in the single-object case, and
improves lookup performance in the multiple-object case. The
minor overhead in other cases comes with improved flexibility,
simplicity, and access control support (unixkv does not support access control). Finally, multithreaded access on twzkv
and unixkv did not improve performance; despite the pointer
translations, they ran at memory bandwidth (for NVM).

5.4

Red-Black Tree

We measured the latency of insert and lookup of 1 million
32-bit integers on both unixrbt and twzrbt. The insert and
lookup latency of twzrbt was 528 ± 3 ns and 251.8 ± 0.5 ns,
while insert and lookup latency of unixrbt was 515 ± 2 ns
and 213 ± 1 ns. The modest overhead comes with significantly
improved flexibility, as unixrbt does not support cross-object
trees, and less support code (unixrbt manually implements
mapping and pointer translations). Note that even though there
is lookup overhead in twzrbt, this overhead did not predict the
results of a larger program—the SQL-Twizzler port used this
red-black tree, and saw performance benefits over block-based
implementations.
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6

Related Work

Twizzler’s design is shaped by fundamental OS research [12,
18, 26–28, 41, 42], which, while approaching similar topics
described in Section 2, often did not consider both design
requirements simultaneously, resulting in an incomplete picture for NVM. Recent research on building NVM data structures [15, 16, 22, 37, 45, 65], often focuses on building data
structures that provide failure atomicity and consistency. In
contrast, we explore how NVM affects programming models.
We draw from recent work on providing OS support for NVM
systems [11] and work providing recommendations for NVM
systems [48], integrating object-oriented techniques and simplified kernel design to provide high-performance OS support
for applications running on a single-level store [4, 61].
Multics was one of the first systems to use segments to partition memory and support relocation [6,19]. It used segments
to support location independence, but still stored them in a file
system, requiring manual linkage rather than the automated
linkage in Twizzler. Nonetheless, Multics demonstrated that
the use of segmenting for memory management can be a viable
approach, though its symbolic addresses were slow.
The core of Twizzler’s object space design uses concepts
from Opal [12], which used a single virtual address space
for all processes on a system, making it easier to share data
between programs. However, Opal was a single-address space
OS, which is insufficient for NVM [9,10], and it did not address
issues of file storage and name resolution. It also required a
file system, since there was no way to have a pointer refer to an
object with changing identity, whereas our approach removes
the need for an explicit file system. Other single-address space
OSes, such as Mungi [34], Nemesis [56], and Sombrero [63],
show that single address spaces have merit, but, like Opal,
did not consider how the use of NVM would alter their design choices; in particular, how the use of fixed addresses
results in a great deal of coordination that is unnecessary in
our approach. OSes such as HYDRA [68] provide functionality similar to cross-object pointers; however, in Twizzler, we
extend their use from procedures-referencing-data to a more
general approach. Furthermore, they required heavy kernel
involvement, an approach incompatible with our design goals.
Single-level stores [21, 60, 62] remove the memory versus
persistent storage distinction, using a single model for data at
all levels. While well-known, “little has appeared about them
in the public literature” [60], even since the EROS paper. Our
work is partially inspired by Grasshopper [21], AS/400, and orthogonal persistence systems, but while these are designed to
provide an illusion of persistent memory, Twizzler is built for
real NVM and focuses on providing a truly global object space
with global references without cross-machine coordination.
Clouds [20] implemented a distributed object store in which
objects contained code, persistent data, and both volatile and
persistent heaps. Our approach uses lighter-weight objects,
allowing direct access to objects from outside, unlike Clouds.
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Software persistent memory [33], designed to operate within
the constraints of existing systems, built a persistent pointer
system using explicit serialization without cross-object references, in contrast to Twizzler. Meza [49] suggested hardware
manage a hybrid persistent-volatile store with fine-grained
movement to and from persistent storage. Since persistence in
Twizzler is to NVM, we need not interpose on movement between storage and memory, instead simply managing memory
mappings of persistent objects, reducing OS overhead.
Recently, several projects have considered the impact of
non-volatile memories on OS structure. Bailey, et al. [4] suggest a single-level store design. Faraboschi, et al. [30] discuss
challenges and inevitable system organization arising from
large NVM, and we follow many of their recommendations.
The Moneta project [11] noted that removing the heavyweight
OS stack dramatically improved performance. While Moneta
focused on I/O performance, not on rethinking the system
stack, we leverage their approach to reduce OS overhead as
much as possible, even when the OS must intervene. Lee and
Won [43] considered the impact of NVM on system initialization by addressing the issue of system boot as a way to restore
the system to a known state; we may need to include similar
techniques to address the problem of system corruption.
IBM’s K42 [42] inspired the high level design of Twizzler. The object-oriented approach to designing a micro or
exokernel used in K42 is an efficient design for implementing
modular OS components. Like K42, Twizzler lazily maps in
only the resources that an application needs to execute. Similar techniques for faulting-in objects at run-time have been
studied [36]. Communication between objects in Twizzler is,
in part, implemented as protected calls, similar to K42.
Emerald [39, 40] and Mesos [35] implemented networked
object mobility, which we can also support. Emerald implemented a kernel, language, and compiler to allow objects mobility using wrapper data structures to track metadata and
presenting objects in an object-oriented language, impacting
performance via added indirection for even simple operations.
The Twizzler object model was shaped by NV-heaps [15],
which provides memory-safe persistent objects suitable for
NVM and describes safety pitfalls in providing direct access
to NVM. While they have language primitives to enable persistent structures, Twizzler provides a lower-level and uninhibited view of objects like Mnemosyne [65], allowing more
powerful programs to be built. Languages and libraries may
impose further restrictions on NVM use, but Twizzler itself
does not. Furthermore, Twizzler’s cross-object pointers allow external data references by code, whereas NV-heap’s and
DSPM’s [59] pointers are only internal. Existing work beyond
Multics on external references shows and recommends hardware support [58,66], but provides a static or per-process view
of objects, unlike Twizzler, limiting scalability and flexibility.
Projects such as PMFS [24] and NOVA [69] provide a file
system for NVM. Twizzler, in contrast, provides direct NVM
access atop of a key-value interface of objects. Although Twiz-
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zler does not supply a file system, one can be built atop it.
While NOVA and PMFS provide direct access to NVM, NOVA
adds indirection with copies. Both use mmap (which falls short
as discussed above) and, unlike Twizzler, require significant
kernel interaction when using persistent memory.
Our kernel that “gets out of the way” is influenced by systems such as Exokernel [28] and SPIN [7], both of which drew
on Mach [2]. In Exokernel, much of the OS is implemented in
userspace, with the kernel providing only resource protection.
Our approach is similar in some respects, but goes further in
providing a single unified namespace for all objects, making it
simpler to develop programs that can leverage NVM to make
their state persistent. In contrast, SPIN used type-safe languages to provide protection and extensibility; our approach
cannot rely upon language-provided type safety since we want
to provide a general purpose platform.

7

Future Work

Compiler and Hardware Support. Clean-slate NVM abstraction reopens the possibility of coevolving OSes, compilers and languages, and hardware. Standardized OS support
for cross-object pointers enables compiler support more effectively than application-specific solutions [47] or simple
libraries [58]. Twizzler’s pointer translation functions are simple enough to be automatically emitted by a compiler. Similarly, designing an OS for cross-object pointers allows us to
better state our needs to hardware, which can alleviate performance overheads for pointer translation [66, 67].
Security. Although we discussed the Twizzler security
model briefly, there is still much to do. The current model
provides access control, a basic ability to define and assign
roles based on security contexts, and simple sub-process fault
isolation through the ability to switch security contexts. We
are exploring a flexible security model that allows programmers to easily trade-off between security, transparency, and
performance using capability-based verification. For example,
we are implementing a call-gating mechanism that will allow
us to restrict control-flow transfers between application components, improving the security against malicious components
and reducing the possibility of memory-corrupting bugs.
Networking and Distributed Twizzler. One of the key
principles of Twizzler is to focus the programming model
on data and away from ephemeral actors such as processes
and nodes. This is enabled by our identity-based references
that decouple location from references, and by ensuring all the
context necessary to understand these relationships is stored
with the data. Because our data relationships are independent
of the context of a particular machine, applications can more
easily share data. This easy sharing, combined with a large
ID address space, motivates a truly global object ID space.
We are building a networking stack and support for a distributed object space into Twizzler. Our networking stack is
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based around extensive use of hardware virtualization in modern NICs. This design, which is in use in existing kernelbypass strategies, will mesh well with our core OS design of
reducing kernel interposition. At a higher level, we are considering how distributed applications change in our model.
For example, an increase in data mobility facilitated by our
location-independent data references and identities means that
we can manifest both data and code where they are needed
without complex marshalling, turning distributed computation into a rendezvous problem. We plan to build distributed
applications atop Twizzler to demonstrate this approach.
Of course, for compatibility we will provide a traditional
sockets-based networking stack. However, we can use existing
userspace libraries that, e.g., implement TCP in userspace.
Because we implemented our POSIX compatibility library
in userspace, applications can gain many benefits afforded
by kernel-bypass networking frameworks while still using
traditional socket interfaces.

8

Conclusion

Operating systems must evolve to support future trends in
memory hierarchy organization. Failing to evolve will relegate new technology to outdated access models, preventing it
from reaching full potential, and making it difficult for OSes
to evolve in the future. Twizzler shows a way forward: an OS
designed around NVM that provides new, efficient, and easy to
use semantics for direct access to memory. Cross-object pointers in Twizzler allow programmers to easily build composable
and extensible applications with low overhead by removing the
kernel from persistent data access paths, thereby improving the
flexibility and performance. Our simpler programming model
improved performance despite the (small) pointer translation
overhead. Even a memory hierarchy with large RAM but without persistent memory benefits from our design by enabling
programs to operate on large, shared, in-memory data with
ease. Our programming model is easy to work with compared
to existing systems, and we were able to both quickly prototype real applications with advanced access control features
and port existing software (SQLite). Twizzler will give us a
system from which we can build a full NVM-based OS around
a data-centric design and explore the future of applications,
OSes, and processor design on a new memory hierarchy.
Availability

Twizzler is available at twizzler.io.
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Abstract
In this work, we conduct a security analysis of container
networks, identifying a number of concerns that arise from the
exposure of unnecessary network operations by containerized
applications and discuss their implications. We then present a
new high-performance security enforcement network stack,
called BASTION, which extends the container hosting platform
with an intelligent container-aware communication sandbox.
BASTION introduces (i) a network visibility service that provides fine-grained control over the visible network topology
per container application, and (ii) a traffic visibility service,
which securely isolates and forwards inter-container traffic
in a point-to-point manner, preventing the exposure of this
traffic to other peer containers. Our evaluation demonstrates
how BASTION can effectively mitigate several adversarial
attacks in container networks while improving the overall
performance up to 25.4% within single-host containers, and
17.7% for cross-host container communications.

1

Introduction

Among the leading trends in virtualization is that of containerized application deployment at industrial scales across private
and public cloud infrastructures. For example, Google has
been a significant adopter of container-based software deployment using its container orchestrater, Kubernetes [26] to
spawn more than two billion containers per week [17]. Yelp
uses containers to migrate their code onto AWS, and launches
more than one million containers per day [56]. Netflix spawns
more than 3 million containers per week within Amazon EC2
using its Titus container management platform [25].
With this growing attention toward the large-scale instantiation of containerized applications also comes a potential
for even small security cracks within the container software
ecosystem to produce hugely destructive impacts. For example, Tripwire’s container security report [50] found that 60%
of organizations already had experiences of security incidents
in 2018, assessing that these incidents arose primarily due
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to the pressures to achieve deployment speed over the risks
from deploying insecure containers. In recognition of such
risks, several efforts [10, 14, 36] have arisen to help identify
and warn of possible vulnerabilities in containers.
In addition, the shared kernel-resource model used by containers also introduces critical security concerns regarding
the ability of the host OS to maintain isolation once a single
container is infected. Indeed, many researchers (and industry) have proposed strategies to address the issue of container
isolation. For example, AppArmor [1], Seccomp [40], and
SELinux [41] can provide much stronger isolation of containers by preventing various system resource abuses. In fact, several commercial products introduce container security frameworks [2, 44, 51], which can monitor containers at runtime
and impose dynamic policy controls.
However, while there continues to emerge a variety of approaches to secure containerized applications, less attention
has been paid to bounding these applications’ access to the
container network. Specifically, there has been significant
adoption of containers as microservices [31], in which containers are used to create complex cloud and data-center services.
Although current container platforms often utilize IP-based
access control to restrict each container’s network interactions,
there are limitations in such controls that offer opportunities
for significant container abuse.
This paper begins by discussing several of the challenges
that arise from the current reliance on the host OS network stack and virtual networking features to provide robust
container-network security policies. The paper will present
five examples of inherent limitations that arise in using the
Host OS network stack to manage the communications of
container ecosystems as they are deployed today. Informed
by these existing limitations, we introduce BASTION, a new
extension to container network stack isolation and protection.
BASTION instantiates a security network stack per container,
offering isolation, performance efficiency, and a fine-grained
network security policy specification that implements the least
privileged network access for each container. This approach
also provides better network policy scalability in network pol-
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icy management as the number for hosted containers increases,
and greater dynamic control of the container ecosystem as
containers are dynamically instantiated and removed.
BASTION is composed of a manager and per-container network stacks. The manager solicits network and policy information from active containers, and deploys a security enforcement network stack into each container. Then, in the network
stack, all security enforcement is conducted through two major security services: a network visibility service and a traffic
visibility service. Based on a set of inter-container dependencies, the network visibility service mediates the container
discovery process, filtering out any access to containers and
hosts that are deemed irrelevant given the dependency map.
The traffic visibility service controls network traffic between
the container and other peer containers, while also verifying
the sources of the traffic. This service enables traffic to flow
among the containers through an efficient forwarding mechanism that also isolates network communications between
senders and recipients. Whenever there is any change in container environments, the manager dynamically updates the
network stack of each container with no service interruption.
The paper explains how BASTION mitigates a range of
existing security challenges, while also demonstrating that
BASTION can improve the overall performance up to 25.4%
within the same host and 17.7% across hosts.
Contributions. Our paper contributions are as follows:
• A security assessment of container networks, illustrating
security challenges that arise in current container network
stacks and security mechanisms.
• The introduction of a novel security-enforcement network
stack for containers, which restricts the network visibility of
containers and isolates network traffic among peer containers
with high performance.
• The presentation of the prototype system, BASTION, including an analysis of how it addresses network security challenges in current container environments.

2

Background and Motivation

Here, we provide the background of container networks and
identify how the underlying architectural limitations of current network security services impact container environments.

2.1
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Figure 1: Overview of Docker Bridge Networking. Upper
panel: a conceptual microservice architecture involving two
independent services. Lower panel: separate bridged networks
are instantiated to manage container network flows.
Kubernetes Orchestration System: Kubernetes [26] supports the management of large numbers of Docker containers across multiple nodes (e.g., physical host servers), enabling cross-host container applications to work as a logical
unit. Thus, while Docker uses bridge networks for containers
within the same host (node), Kubernetes uses various overlay
networks (e.g., Flannel [11], Weave [55], Calico [49]) to provide inter-container connectivity across multiple nodes. For
example, in the Weave overlay network [55], each node has
a special bridge interface, called weave, to connect all local
containers. The weave bridges, run at each node, are logically
linked as a single network. While Kubernetes uses Docker
containers, it does not utilize Docker networking features to
manage network flow control. Rather, it separately applies network policies using iptables. Calico [49] similarly applies
network and security policies using iptables. In the case
that operators want further security enforcement, they may
use Cilium [7], a security extension that conducts API-aware
access control (e.g., HTTP method) by redirecting all network
traffic to its containerized security service (envoy).
Network-privileged Containers: Besides the typical use
of containers, there are special cases in which an operator
wants to directly expose containerized services using the host
IP address (e.g., HAProxy [8], OpenVPN [28], and MemSQL
[30]). In such cases, by sharing the host namespace with a
container, the container is provided access to the host network
interfaces, and directly exposes its services. In this work, we
refer to such cases as network-privileged containers.

Current Container Networks

Docker Platform: Docker [12] uses bridge networks to provide inter-container connectivity, by default. As an example, Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of two microservices.
The microservice chains that compose a network service are
shown in the upper panel, while the logical networking of the
microservice containers, which are networked under separate
bridges, is depicted in the lower panel. To provide network
flow control, Docker applies network and security policies
into bridge networks using iptables [34].
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2.2

Challenges in Container Networks

While current container platforms mostly utilize OS-level IPbased access control (e.g., iptables) to enforce container
network security policies, there are significant limitations in
their ability to constrain the communication privileges of
today’s container topologies. The following are five concerns
that arise from these current OS-level architectural limitations,
which motivate the BASTION design.
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Figure 2: Five critical challenges in container networks: (1)
Loss of container context, (2) Limitations of IP-based access
controls, (3) Network policy explosion (performance degradation), (4) Unrestricted host access, and (5) No restriction
on network-privileged containers.

Figure 3: Host service access through the gateway IP address
of a container network. A container scans and accesses the
services running in the host without any restriction.

(a) Network interfaces visible by a general container

(1) Loss of container context: As shown in Figure 2, each
container has its own virtual interface, but this is only visible
inside of the container. Thus, container platforms effectively
create a twin virtual interface corresponding to it on a host.
This virtual interface is connected to the bridge, enabling
connectivity with others. Unfortunately, one security-relevant
problem of this design is that each packet produced by a container will lose its association with the source container at the
moment that it transitions into the host network namespace,
which means that the packet already flows into a container
network. Hence, all decisions for further security inspection
(e.g., source verification and network flow control) and packet
forwarding should be solely made based on the packet header
information, and a malicious container can directly forge packets on behalf of any other containers, allowing lateral attacks
and traffic poisoning when any container is compromised.
(2) Limitations of IP-based access controls: The primary method for imposing network flow control among container platforms is through iptables, an IP-based access control provided by a Linux kernel. However, the IP addresses
of containers can be dynamic, and adjustments are then required whenever containers are spun up and down. Thus, it
can be a challenge to specify security policies for containers
in terms of both performance and security, since these policies
must be updated whenever containers are re-created, and the
policy tables of iptables should be also locked during policy updates. Furthermore, although operators enforce various
security policies, container networks are still vulnerable to
layer-2 attacks, due to the limited scope of iptables.
(3) Network policy explosion: Finer grained network
policies inherently require larger sets of network policies.
Further, since each container may require different policies,
the overall number of policies will tend to increase with the
heterogeneity and size of the container ecosystem. Unfortunately, iptables is a centralized mechanism for all network
interfaces in the host, which results in monolithic network
rules that can be daunting to manage and at worst produce
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(b) Network interfaces visible by a network-privileged container

Figure 4: Network visibility according to container privileges:
upper panel - a general container sees only its own network
interfaces, lower panel - a network-privileged container shares
the network namespace with a host; thus, it can see all network
interfaces in the host.
a network policy explosion (the number of security policies
will rapidly increase as a large number of containers are deployed). Consequentially, if the number of security policies in
iptables increases beyond hundreds, the container ecosystem may face a significant performance degradation [37].
(4) Unrestricted host access: Each container network has
a gateway interface for external accesses, which is connected
to the host network, as shown in Figure 2. Unfortunately, an
inherent security concern arises as a container can thus access
a service launched at the host-side. In Kubernetes, containers
can even access all other hosts (nodes) through the gateway
IP addresses assigned to them. If a service running in a host
opens a certain network port, as shown in Figure 3, a container
can directly access the service through the gateway IP address.
In the worst case, a malicious container can exploit the service
in a manner that can subvert/harm the availability of the host.
(5) No restriction on network-privileged containers:
While a network-privileged container can gain a performance
advantage as its traffic does not pass through additional network stacks (e.g., container networks), such a container also
raises significant concerns with respect to operational isolation. As shown in Figure 4, network-privileged containers
can access not only the host network interfaces, but can also
monitor all network traffic from deployed containers in the
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Network Threats
L2 attack (e.g., ARP Spoofing)
Traffic Eavesdropping
L3/L4 attack (e.g., IP Spoofing)
Host Service Access
Host Network Namespace Abuse

Docker [12]
4
4
4
4
4

Flannel [11]
4
4
4
4
4

WeaveNet [55]
4
4
4
4
4

Calico [49]
8
8
4
8
4

Open vSwitch [27]
s
s
s
s
4

Cilium [7]
8
8
s
s
4

BASTION

8
8
8
8
8

Table 1: Potential of network attacks across container network interface plugins. Feasible (4): network attack can be successfully
executed over the container network interface plugin. Probable (s): network attack remains possible, but may be blocked with
appropriate application of network security policies. Infeasible (8): network attack is always blocked.
host and are unrestrained in their ability to inject malicious
packets into container networks. Furthermore, current security
solutions do not consider security policies for such containers; hence, operators must design and specify a secure policy
configuration for the containers by themselves.

2.3

Assumptions and Threat Model

Assumptions: Consider the case of containers connected to
each other in order to operate as microservices using Docker
or Kubernetes network configurations. Let us assume that
an attacker possesses enough skill (e.g., gaining a remote
shell to execute arbitrary commands inside a container) to
perform a remote hijacking of an Internet-accessible container
application that is operating as a part of a microservice, using
published container vulnerabilities [45,52]. For example, even
certain images provided by the official Docker hub include
known vulnerabilities [47]. Given this, we consider what an
attacker may do after getting into the subverted container.
Threat Model: The scope of threat models considered in
this work focuses on network-based lateral attacks launched
from a compromised container, rather than system-based attacks that may occur within a container. Unlike network-based
attacks, system-based attacks have been actively explored in
other work, such as abusing privileged and unprivileged containers [33] and modifying Linux capabilities within a container [53], and defense techniques based on status inspection
of namespaces [24]. Thus, we believe that an operator would
properly deploy containers with system-wide security policies, and we therefore do not consider system-wide threats
(e.g., attacks against the host kernel) in this paper.
Here, a specific attack case involves one in which a compromised container is employed “as is”, as the launching point for
these lateral attacks, where no privilege escalation is required
within the container to conduct further exploitation. Also, an
attacker can acquire a base understanding of the compromised
container’s network configuration by investigating several system files (e.g., /proc/net/arp, /proc/net/route).

2.4

Limitations of Container Network
Interface Plugins

Here, we briefly discuss the limitations of current container
networking plugins. Table 1 presents the feasibility of network
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threats that abuse the above security challenges.
Docker, Flannel, WeaveNet: Docker [12], Flannel [11],
WeaveNet [55] operate on bridge-based L2 forwarding, which
is tightly coupled with the networking features and the IPbased access control provided by the host OS. Hence, they
have the same security challenges discussed in Section 2.2
and are vulnerable to all network threats presented in Table 1.
Calico: Calico [49] employs IP-in-IP-based L3 routing,
and uses a single MAC address (EE:EE:EE:EE:EE:EE) for
all containers which makes L2 attacks infeasible. However,
it remains vulnerable to L3/4 attacks (e.g., TCP SYN floods,
DNS reflection attacks, ICMP spoofing attacks etc.). In addition, while the host-service abuse is infeasible because Calico
uses a virtual gateway IP address (169.254.1.1) for all containers, it does not provide security mechanisms that guard
against the host-network namespace abuse.
Open vSwitch: Open vSwitch (OVS) [27] provides more
flexible networking features than the host OS; thus, it might
be viewed as an alternate solution for bolstering container network security. OVS can derive which virtual port a container
is connected to and this could be used to prevent spoofing
attacks. However, one critical concern is that OVS does not
support a NOT operation, meaning that we need to install
all possible flow rules from each container to other containers, which at least contain (the virtual port and the MAC/IP
addresses of a source container, the IP address and the service
port of a destination one) matching fields for source verification and spoofing attack prevention. In addition, frequent
rule updates are inevitable (as in the case of iptables) whenever containers are spun up and down. While OVS may be
able to block unauthorized host IP address accesses, it still
allows containers to access host services using gateway IP
addresses since OVS is located at the host network namespace. Unfortunately, OVS would still need a large number of
security policies against all possible host accesses from each
container. In addition, OVS provides no protection in the case
of network-privileged containers.
Cilium: Cilium [7] operates at the L3 routing level and provides advanced network security mechanisms for implementing L3-7 firewalls. In addition, L2 attacks are not feasible, as
in the case of Calico. However, other network threats remain
possible. Although Cilium provides support for a range of network policies (e.g., identity and label-based policies), which
can block accesses to specific containers or hosts, the feasibil-
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3

BASTION Design

As we discussed in Section 2.2, many of the security limitation that arise from the use of the OS network stack to service
container process are less well studied than other container security mechanisms. To address these limitations, we begin by
identifying the design considerations that BASTION addresses,
followed by a presentation of its design.
R1: Container-aware least privilege communications enforcement. A container’s connectivity should be a function
of the interdependencies between itself and those containers
whose communications are required to compose a service.
R2: Scalable and fine-grained network policy expression.
Network policy expression and enforcement performance
within the container network should scale well to the dynamism and size of modern host container topologies.
R3: Policy control over intra-container communications.
While the gateway interface plays as a key role in the communications with external networks, the network stack should
filter out the direct access of the gateway interface to prevent
the abuse of the host namespace.
R4: Policy enforcement for network-privileged containers. Network policy enforcement should be capable of finegrained access control over network-privilege-enabled containers that share the host network namespace for the direct
access of the host interfaces.
R5: Unauthorized eavesdropping and spoofing prevention.
Communication mediation should prevent access to thirdparty packets (i.e., eavesdropping) and false packet production (i.e., preventing both ARP spoofing and traffic injection
among local containers).
R6: Competitive performance that scales well with any
container topology. The network stack should deliver low
latency and high throughput communications while securing
container networks.
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ity of such network threats depend on the operator and deployment considerations. For example, even though an operator
carefully defines network policies to restrict service-to-service
communications based on container identities, containers may
still conduct L3/4-based lateral attacks to neighbors in the
same service. Network-privileged containers are beyond its
threat model, meaning that Cilium is still vulnerable to them.
BASTION:
BASTION is designed as a transparent
container-network security extension that protects against
diverse security challenges discussed in Section2.2. Unlike
existing container network interface plugins that rely on
operator-defined network policies to protect containers from
various network threats, BASTION automatically discovers
inter-container dependencies from container platforms, and
provides an intelligent container-aware communication sandbox that protects inter-container communications. In the following section, we will describe BASTION in greater detail.

Network Visibility
Direct ARP handler
Container-aware
Network Isolation
Special IP handler

Traffic Visibility
Source Verification
End-to-end Direct
Forwarding

Figure 5: BASTION Architecture Overview. Orange box:
BASTION network stack. Red box: manager that maintains the
global view of container networks. Green box: network visibility service that restricts container reachability. Blue box:
traffic visibility service that controls inter-container traffic
while concealing irrelevant traffic from containers.

3.1

Architectural Overview

represents the opposite spectrum of prior container
network stack designs, which implement network policy enforcement in a centralized manner. BASTION implements a decentralized, per-container, network stack. That is, all BASTION
security enforcement occurs before a container’s packets are
delivered into the container network. This approach enables
BASTION to provide individualized control over the network
traffic coming from each container, mitigating the security
challenges discussed in Section 2.2.
Figure 5 illustrates the overall architecture of BASTION.
BASTION is composed of a manager, which maintains the
global network view of all containers with their security dependencies, and per-container network stacks that include two
security services (i.e., network and traffic visibility services).
A BASTION network stack maintains the container network
map for the corresponding container, which includes the network information of all reachable containers that have peer
dependencies (e.g., microservice composition), and an intercontainer dependency map, including the security policies on
dependent containers only (R2).
When packets arrive at the BASTION network stack, the
network visibility service proactively filters any discovery processes of irrelevant containers by dealing with ARP requests
based on the container network map (R1, R5), and restricts
the communications between containers according to security
policies specified in the inter-container dependency map (R1).
In addition, a special IP-handler restricts unauthorized access
to special IP addresses (e.g., gateway IP addresses) (R3). The
traffic visibility service conducts secure packet-forwarding
between containers. This service first verifies the packets with
the identity of the container (R4-5), directly passing packets
BASTION
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< Container Network Map >
ContainerID
WebApp-X1
WebApp-X2
Service-Y1
Database-Z1

Network ContainerSet
Interface
IP address MAC address
WebService WebApp
vethwepl6f964e8 10.32.0.2 96:0e:73:ef:86:fe
WebService WebApp vethweplb89dc35 10.32.0.3 6e:81:0f:a7:db:c7
WebService
Service
vethweplb957e84 10.32.0.4 D6:bc:7b:20:32:c5
WebService Database vethweplc5ee33c 10.32.0.5 42:a0:ae:b7:f5:97

Manual update
Operator

Bastion Manager

Container
Platform Periodic update

< Inter-container Dependency Map >
Source
WebApp
WebApp
Service

Destination
Service
Database
Database

Policy
Any
TCP:3306
TCP:3307

Figure 6: BASTION computes a container network map that
captures the network interface attributes for each hosted container, and an inter-container dependency map that indicates
the links and dependencies between containers.
from the source container to the destination containers using
their interface information (R6). Since this direct packet forwarding occurs at the network interface level, packets are no
longer passed through the container network (host-side), eliminating any chance for unauthorized network traffic exposure
(even to network-privileged ones) (R4-5).
In terms of cross-host inter-container communications, a
specialized BASTION network stack is utilized at the external interface of each node. It only maintains the container
network map for all containers deployed in each node since
all security decisions are already made at the network stack
of each container. Thus, when it receives packets from other
nodes, it simply conducts a secure forwarding from the external interface to destination containers. Overlay network
composition among hosts (nodes) are beyond the coverage
of BASTION; thus, it utilizes existing overlay networks (e.g.,
WeaveNet over IPSec). BASTION also retains the existing
mechanisms of container platforms to handle inbound traffic
from external networks.

3.2

BASTION

Manager

The BASTION manager performs two primary roles. It collects the network information of all active containers from
container platforms and manages the BASTION network stacks
deployed to the active containers.
(1) Container Collection. The BASTION manager first
maintains two hash maps (i.e., a global container network
map and the inter-container dependency map for all containers) for the security evaluation of each container. As shown
in Figure 6, BASTION uses a container platform to retrieve
the network information for all containers, and to build the
inter-container dependency map by extracting the dependencies among containers based on the retrieved information
and their ingress/egress security policies. In addition, because
containers can be dynamically spun up and down, the manager periodically retrieves containers’ network information
to update the maps. While a notification-based mechanism
would provide greater efficiency, a polling-based mechanism
was selected to provide a transparent and compatible solu-
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Algorithm 1 Extracting Inter-Container Dependencies
1: Input: C, which is the set of all active containers
2: for each container u ∈ C do
3:
for each container v ∈ C where u 6= v do
4:
if v ∈ u.explicitDependents then
5:
puv = u.EgressPolicies ∩ v.IngressPolicies
6:
add v into u.dependencyMap with puv
7:
else if u.containerSet 6= v.containerSet then
8:
for each service pair s ∈ Sset (v.ContainerSet) do
9:
pus = u.EgressPolicies ∩ s.Port
10:
add s.IP into u.dependencyMap with pus
11:
for each service pair s ∈ Smicroservice do
12:
pus = u.EgressPolicies ∩ s.Port
13:
add s.IP into u.dependencyMap with pus

tion that can be integrated with already-deployed container
environments without any required modifications.
Extracting inter-container dependencies: BASTION automatically extracts dependencies among containers. To do
this, a container network model is defined, in which a microservice is composed of one or more container sets, and
each container set has one or more containers that play the
same role (due to scaling and load-balancing). Each container
set exposes internal service ports to communicate with other
container sets, while a microservice exposes global service
ports to redirect accesses from the outside world to some of
the internal service ports. We then define four constraints for
implicit dependencies in inter-container communications: (1)
containers with the same container set are not granted interconnectivity, (2) containers in different container sets only
communicate via internal service ports (explicitly exposed by
configurations), (3) containers that are unrelated to each other
may talk through global service ports, (4) all other communications are not allowed by default. Based on the container
network model, all inter-container dependencies are extracted
using Algorithm 1.
Discovering inter-container dependencies: As no container network can be made secure without proper network
policies that restrict communications to the minimum required
access, BASTION also discovers inter-container dependencies
not explicitly defined by a container operator. During the flow
control of inter-container traffic, BASTION produces network
logs that capture the network accesses from/to containers. At
the same time, it compares these logs with the inter-container
dependency map, classifying them into three cases: legitimate
accesses, missing policies, and excessive policies.
If the pair of observed containers are not in the precomputed inter-container dependency map, BASTION considers that there is either a missing network policy or an
invalid access. Then, it informs an operator to review the
specific flows to determine whether to produce a missing
network policy. In addition, it identifies network policies for
which no flows have been encountered. Such cases may represent an over-specification of policies that enable unnecessary
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flows for the container network’s operations. In these cases,
BASTION informs an operator to review the specific policy
that may require to be updated in the current configuration.
(2) Network Stack Management. The manager maintains the BASTION secure network stack for each container.
For newly spawned containers, it installs the network stacks at
their interfaces with the container network and inter-container
dependency maps. With respect to map size, each container
only requires a part of the network information to communicate with dependent neighbors. Thus, to reduce the size
of security services, BASTION filters irrelevant information
per container. The manager also performs change detection
of inter-container dependencies, automatically updating the
maps in the network stacks of the corresponding containers.

3.3

Network Visibility Service

The network visibility service restricts unnecessary connectivity among containers and between containers and external
hosts. To do this, the following three security components
are introduced to handle container discovery, inter-container
communications, gateway/service-IP accesses, respectively.
3.3.1

Direct ARP Handler

For inter-container networking, container discovery is the
first step to identify other containers (communication targets).
Containers use ARP requests to identify the necessary network information (i.e., MAC addresses) of target containers.
Unfortunately, this discovery process can be exploited to scan
all containers connected to the same network by malicious
containers, as current network stacks do not prevent ARP scan.
Indeed, they offer no mechanism to control non-IP-based communications.
BASTION’s direct ARP handler filters out any unnecessary
container discovery that does not pertain to the present container’s dependency map. When a container sends an ARP
request, the handler intercepts the request before it is broadcasted, verifying if the source container has a dependency
on the destination container. This analysis is done using the
inter-container dependency map. If accessible, the handler
generates an ARP reply with the MAC address of the destination container in the container network map, and sends the
reply back to the source container (while no ARP requests
flow into the container network). If not, it drops the request.
3.3.2

Inter-container Communications Handler

Although the direct ARP handler prevents containers from
performing unbounded topology discovery, its coverage is
limited to container-level isolation. It does not address malicious accesses among dependent containers. Hence, to further
restrict the reachability of containers, a second component
implements container-aware network isolation.
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Figure 7: Workflow of container-aware network isolation.
The WebApp container accesses a service of the Database
container in a container network shown in Figure 6, and the
container-aware network isolation in the WebApp’s network
stack inspects their dependency and security policies.
To illustrate how BASTION implements container-aware
network isolation, we consider the example in Figure 6, which
illustrates an interdependence between WebApp and Database
containers. In mediating the WebApp’s packets, as shown in
Figure 7, BASTION first checks the dependency between the
WebApp and the destination by examining the inter-container
dependency map using the destination IP address as a key. If
any policies exist in the map, it concludes that the WebApp
has a dependency on the destination - in this case the Database.
The connection is allowed if matched to the policy for the
Database, otherwise it is dropped.
BASTION implements a per-container rule partitioning strategy, which simplifies rule conflict evaluation, as only the
container-relevant rules are considered, at deployment and
evaluation times. In addition, it offers a minimized policy enforcement performance impact, as the match set is containerspecific rather than host-global (as occurs with iptables).
This approach offers an inherent key advantage over host
global network policy rule enforcement as the number of containers increases. A natural strategy for managing large sets of
global (host layer) network security rules is to apply a global
rule optimization algorithm (e.g., aggregating the rules into
a reduced set). Unfortunately, as containers are dynamically
spun up and down, particularly within large orchestrated container ecosystems, their corresponding security rules would
also require frequent updating. In such situations, global rule
optimization could prove less effective and even be a new
performance bottleneck over our rule partitioning strategy.
3.3.3

Gateway and Service-IP Handler

In container environments, it is possible for a subverted container to exploit the gateway to probe services within the host
OS. To address this concern, BASTION’s gateway-IP handler
filters direct host accesses. When a network connection targets non-local container addresses, it includes the gateway
MAC address and the IP address of the actual destination.
Based on this fact, the gateway-IP handler blocks any direct
host accesses by checking if both IP and MAC addresses be-
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long to the gateway. It would be also possible that a network
flow might access the gateways of other container networks,
since these gateways are connected to the host network as
well. Hence, the gateway-IP handler also filters unauthorized
host accesses by comparing packets with the other gateways.
In Kubernetes environments, there is another special IP
address, called a service IP address that is a virtual IP address
used for the redirection to actual containers. Unfortunately,
since service IP addresses do not belong to container networks, they can be simply considered as external IP addresses.
Thus, BASTION additionally extracts the pairs of {service
IP address, port} and {corresponding container IP address,
port} from Kubernetes, and maintains a service map in each
BASTION network stack. Then, when a container sends a
packet with a service IP address and port, the service-IP handler overwrites the service IP address and port to an actual
container IP address and port according to the service map.
As a result, all inter-container communications can be conducted with the existent IP addresses, and the other security
components can process packets as intended.

Traffic Visibility Service

The traffic visibility service provides point-to-point integrity
and confidentiality among container network flows. Here, we
present how BASTION hides irrelevant traffic from containers
using two security components: source verification and endto-end direct forwarding.
3.4.1

Source Verification

To precisely track the actual source of inter-container traffic,
BASTION leverages the kernel metadata of incoming packets
(e.g., ingress network interface index). The BASTION network
stack of each container statically contains the network information (i.e., IP/MAC addresses and the metadata of containerside and host-side interfaces) of the corresponding container,
and BASTION verifies the incoming traffic by comparing not
only the packet header information but also its metadata to
the container’s information embedded in the BASTION network stack. If either the packet header information or the
metadata is not matched with the container network information, BASTION identifies the incoming traffic as spoofed
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Figure 9: An illustration of how BASTION implements endto-end direct packet forwarding to bypass exposure of intracontainer traffic to other containers.
and drops it. Furthermore, even though network-privileged
containers can inject spoofed packets into other containers,
BASTION will drop their spoofed packets since the packet
metadata would not be matched with the container network
information. As a result, BASTION can effectively eliminate
the spectrum of disruption and spoofing threats.
3.4.2

End-to-end Direct Forwarding

Current network stacks cannot prevent the exposure of intercontainer traffic from other containers as the filter position is
behind the capture point, as illustrated in Figure 8. Thus, if a
malicious container has a capability to redirect the traffic of
a target container to itself, it can monitor the traffic without
restriction. In the case of network-privileged containers, they
have the full visibility of all container networks: they can
directly monitor the network traffic of others with no need to
redirect the traffic.
To implement least-privilege traffic exposure, BASTION
provides an end-to-end direct forwarding component. As
shown in Figure 9, this component performs direct packet
delivery between source and destination containers in the network interface level, bypassing not only their original network
stacks (container-side) but also bridge interfaces (host-side);
thus, it can prevent eavesdropping by peer containers. As soon
as BASTION receives an incoming network connection from
a container, it retrieves the interface information of a destination from the container network map. If the destination is
a container in the same node, BASTION directly injects the
packet stream into the destination container. If the destination
is a container in another node, BASTION injects the packet
to the external interface of a host. Then, once the special
BASTION network stack of the external interface at the target
node receives the packet, it directly injects the packet stream
into the destination container. This traffic isolation prevents
any traffic disclosure by other containers, preventing even
network-privileged containers to view third-party traffic.

4

Implementation

We implement BASTION with 2.2K lines of C code and 5.1K
lines of Python code on the Linux 4.16 kernel, which include
two subsystems: a manager, and a network stack.
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Figure 10: An example attack scenario within a Kubernetes
environment. A compromised container from one service
conducts a series of network attacks to hijack communications
between other containers in a peer service.
BASTION Manager: For container collection, the manager periodically captures the attributes (e.g., NetworkSettings) of active containers from the Docker engine and the
Kubernetes API server. Especially, in terms of explicit intercontainer dependencies, it utilizes specific keywords (e.g.,
“link” and “depends_on”). In the case of Kubernetes, it does
not have a way to explicitly define inter-container dependencies; thus, the manager utilizes labels to define explicit
inter-container dependencies (e.g., “dependencies: container
A”). In terms of network security policies, it extracts “ingress”
and “egress” network security policies from iptables in a
host and Kubernetes.
BASTION Network Stack: The security enforcement network stack for each container is implemented using eBPF [22]
and XDP [19, 21], and the security services in the network
stack inspect raw incoming packets in the xdp_md structure
provided by XDP. During the inspection, they look up two
hash maps (i.e., the container network and inter-container dependency maps), and these maps are synchronized with the
maps in the corresponding management thread of the manager using BPF syscalls. Then, they use three types of XDP
actions: ‘XDP_TX’ sends a packet back to the incoming container (the direct ARP handler), ‘XDP_REDIRECT’ injects a
packet into the transmit queue of a destination (the end-to-end
direct forwarding), and ‘XDP_DROP’ drops packets.

5

Security Evaluation

This section introduces a scenario that abuses the security
holes in the current container network with real containers,
and demonstrates how BASTION mitigates network attacks.

à Redis-User
à Nginx-Guest

(b) Spoofing target containers (Nginx-User’s view)

(c) Capturing redirected packets from targets (Nginx-Guest’s view)

(d) Injecting packets with forged contents (before / after)

Figure 11: Screenshots demonstrating the attack scenario in a
Kubernetes environment between two services.
In this attack kill chain, the attacker leverages three
network-based attacks to compromise the Nginx-Guest container and successfully execute a man-in-the-middle attack.
In the first step, he discovers active containers around the
network through ARP-based scanning. Since all containers
are connected to an overlay network and ARP packets are
not filtered by iptables, the attacker can easily collect the
network information of containers as shown in Figure 11(a). Then, the attacker injects fake ARP responses into the
network to make all traffic between the Nginx-User and the
Redis-User containers passes through the Nginx-Guest. As
shown in Figure 11-(b), we can see that the MAC address of
the Redis-User in the ARP table of the Nginx-User is replaced
with that of the Nginx-Guest, and the attacker monitors all
traffic between the Nginx-User and the Redis-User (Figure
11-(c)). Lastly, the attacker replaces the response for the legitimate user with forged contents by internally dropping the
packets delivered from the Redis-User and injecting forged
packets. Then, the Nginx-User returns the forged contents
back to the user instead of the original ones (Figure 11-(d)).
In the end, the user receives forged contents as the attacker
intended.

5.2
5.1

Scenario Validation

Figure 10 illustrates two independent services that are deployed along with common microservices [20, 54] in a Kubernetes environment. One is a service for legitimate users,
and the other is a service for guest users. These services use
Nginx [35] and Redis [38] container images retrieved from
Docker Hub [13]. In this scenario, an attacker forges legitimate user requests, after infiltrating into the public-facing
Nginx server by exploiting web application vulnerabilities.
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The original MAC address of Redis-User

Effectiveness of Security Functions

Here, we focus on validating the effectiveness of BASTION
against a range of network-oriented attacks. For the following
experiments, we disabled some of BASTION’s security functions to show the before and after differences.
Container Discovery: When a compromised container
is used to conduct peer discovery to locate other containers, as shown in Figure 11-(a), the current container network
stack allows an attacker to discover all neighboring containers. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 12, BASTION’s
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Figure 12: An illustration of neighbor container discovery.
Our ARP handler and container-aware flow control only allow
the inter-dependent containers to be shown.

(A-2) Session termination due to RST packet injection (Nginx-User’s view)

(B-1) RST packet injection (Nginx-Guest’s view)

(B-2) Invisible injected RST packets (Nginx-User’s view)

(a) Without the End-to-End direct forwarding (Nginx-Guest’s view)

(b) With the End-to-End direct forwarding (Nginx-Guest’s view)

Figure 13: Restricting Traffic Visibility: upper panel - an
attacker can see the traffic of the spoofed target container
without end-to-end forwarding, lower panel - the attacker
cannot see response traffic with end-to-end forwarding (only
the reverse direction is intentionally filtered for illustration).
direct ARP handler and container-aware network isolation reduce the reachability of each container based on its container
dependencies (R1). As a result, the infected container (i.e.,
Nginx-Guest in Figure 10) has only one dependent container
(i.e., Redis-Guest in Figure 10), and BASTION ensures that
the container observes only its gateway and that dependent.
Passive Packet Monitoring: As discussed previously, a
compromised container may be able to sniff the network
traffic of a target container. Further, when an attacker compromises a “network-privileged” container, the attacker is
provided access to all network traffic, with no restriction.
BASTION mitigates these concerns by implementing end-toend direct container traffic forwarding.
Figure 13 illustrates the utility of BASTION’s direct forwarding. The upper panel, Figure 13-(a), shows the visible
network traffic of a target container (i.e., Nginx-User) after
spoofing the container without direct forwarding. The lower
panel, Figure 13-(b), demonstrates the use of direct forwarding. When direct forwarding is applied, the only visible traffic
from a given interface is that of traffic involving the container
itself (R4, R5). To highlight the differences, we intentionally
make the flow from a source to a destination visible. As a result, while the attacker can observe the source-to-destination
flow, he can no longer observe the traffic in the reverse direction. If we fully apply end-to-end forwarding for all traffic,
the attacker will see no traffic between them.
Active Packet Injection: Network-based attacks frequently rely on spoofed packet injection techniques to send
malicious packets to target containers. BASTION prevents
these attacks by performing explicit source verification. To
illustrate its impact, we demonstrate before and after cases
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Figure 14: Restriction of Packet Injection. Panel A-1 shows
the attacker injecting RST packets, and A-2 shows the victim
session terminated by attacker’s RST packet. Panel B-1 shows
the trials of RST packet injections, and B-2 shows the failure
of RST packet injection due to source verification.
from the attacker and victim perspectives. In the following
example, we enable source verification only at the IP-level
and allow an attacker to conduct ARP spoofing attacks.
Figure 14-A illustrates cases without source verification.
Here, the attacker spoofs the Nginx-User and receives the
traffic of the Nginx-User. Further, the attacker injects RST
packets to terminate the session of the Nginx-User. As soon
as the attacker injects the RST packets, as shown in panel
A-2, the Nginx-User receives the injected RST packets (see
the received times of the RST packets), causing its session to
be immediately terminated. This situation is remedied with
explicit source verification. Although the attacker tries to inject RST packets, as shown in panel B-2, the RST packets are
rejected by the source verification component and prevented
from reaching the Nginx-User (R5).

6

Performance Evaluation

This section summarizes our measurement results of
BASTION’s performance overhead with respect to latencies
and throughputs between containers under various conditions.
Test Environment: We used an experimental testbed comprising of three machines to construct a Kubernetes environment with the Weave overlay network and evaluate the
BASTION prototype. One system served as the Kubernetes
master node, while the others acted as container-hosting nodes.
Each system was configured with an Intel Xeon E5-2630v4
CPU, 64 GB of RAM, and an Intel 10 Gbps NIC. netperf
[18] and iperf [23] were respectively used to measure roundtrip latencies and TCP stream throughputs.

6.1

Network Stack Deployment Overhead

periodically retrieves the container information
from container platforms (1 second in our case) and deploys
the network stacks for newly detected containers.
BASTION
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security policies within a host.
BASTION’s services within a host.
BASTION’s services across hosts.
To see how long it takes to deploy a new network stack, we
measured the deployment time while creating 100 containers.
The result shows that it took 13.03 µs on average, meaning
that BASTION’s network stack would be deployed almost
right after a new container is detected, while it can take a
couple of seconds for containers to initialize their services
(i.e., pulling container images from repositories, configuring
container isolation, and starting services).

6.2

Security Policy Inspection Overhead

We compared the matching overheads with both iptablesbased access control and BASTION, and Figure 15 shows the
TCP throughputs with different numbers of security policies.
For a fair comparison, we defined the same number of policies
to each container for the overhead measurements of BASTION.
In the case of iptables, security policies for all containers
are maintained collectively in the host kernel. Thus, when
packets arrive from containers, iptables first looks up the
policies for the corresponding containers and inspects them
individually with the incoming packets. Also, iptables requires a large number of field matches (at least, source and
destination IP addresses and ports for each policy) since it
is designed for general access control. As a result, as shown
in Figure 15, the throughput degraded by 23.3% with 100
policies and 64.0% with 500 policies. This trend points to
a fundamental scaling challenge with the current policy enforcement approach for container networks. In contrast, the
throughput degradation caused by BASTION was barely noticeable as the number of policies increased (3.2% with 500
policies) (R2). Such performance gains stem from BASTION’s
matching process optimized for containers, which comprises
of a hash-based policy lookup for specific destinations and
their port matches while there is no need to match source IP
addresses and ports. Note that BASTION’s performance gain
with no security policy is because of the end-to-end direct
forwarding that bypasses the host-side Linux network stack.

6.3

Performance: Single-Host Deployment

Here, we evaluated latencies and throughputs between containers hosted in the same node to measure the overhead of
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Throughput (Gbps)

Base

Within a host
Across hosts

34.4
4.28

Network
Visibility
33.7
4.23

Traffic
Visibility
41.8
4.91

Bastion
41.5
4.83

Table 2: Inter-container throughput measurements for the base
case (no security) and BASTION’s services.

BASTION.

Figure 16 provides the round-trip latency comparison of four test cases within a single node. The base case
provides latency measurements for a default configuration
of two containers that interacted with no security services,
which were 21.6µs and 18.2µs for TCP and UDP packets respectively. When we applied BASTION’s network visibility
service, the latencies slightly increased by 5.7% and 9.3% due
to the newly applied security functions requiring additional
packet processing to derive the reachability check between
containers. When we applied BASTION’s traffic visibility service, the overall latencies were noticeably improved by 26.3%
because our secure forwarding directly fed inter-container
traffic into destination containers while bypassing the existing
container networks. Finally, we observed the overall performance improvement with respect to the base case of 23.0%
and 25.4% for TCP and UDP packets when all BASTION security functions were fully applied (R6). Table 2 also shows that
the overall throughput of BASTION was improved by 20.6%
compared to that of the base case within a host.

6.4

Performance: Cross-Host Deployment

Next, we measured the latencies and throughput for cross-host
container deployments. Figure 17 illustrates the measurement
results with different combinations of BASTION’s security services. Compared to the intra-host measurements, the overall
latencies significantly increased due to physical link traversal and tunneling overheads between hosts; thus, the latency
of the base case became 100.1µs and 91.5µs for TCP and
UDP packets respectively. Also, given the network impact,
the overhead caused by BASTION’s network-visibility service
receded (less than 1%). Next, when we introduced BASTION’s
traffic-visibility service, the latencies were reduced by 21.3%
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Figure 18: Throughput comparison with different types of
container networks. BN = (when BASTION is deployed).
on average because our secure forwarding directly passed
network packets from the source container to the destination
container via the external interfaces. Finally, when we applied
all security services, the latencies decreased by 17.7%, a significant improvement compared to the base case (R6). These
latency improvements translated to a cross-host throughput
improvement of 12.9%, as shown in Table 2.

6.5

Performance: Networking Plugins

Lastly, we compared the throughput variations in different
types of container networks when BASTION is deployed. Figure 18 shows the TCP-stream throughputs between intra-host
and inter-host containers in three container networks (i.e.,
Flannel, WeaveNet, and Calico). From the results, we see
that the intra-host throughputs are improved 16.0% in the
Flannel network, 20.6% in the Weave network, and 20.7% in
the Calico network through BASTION. In terms of the interhost throughputs, we also see the performance improvements
(9.4%, 12.9%, and 4.9% respectively) through BASTION. In
sum, we ascertain the fact that BASTION can provide not only
further network isolation and security enforcement but also
better performance in various container networks.

7

Related Work

Container Security Analysis. There have been several efforts [15, 16, 24, 32, 33, 53] that have analyzed the security
issues of container implementations. For example, Dua et
al. [15] analyzed various container implementations, concluding that they are yet insecure from the perspective of the
filesystem, network, and memory isolation. More specifically,
Jian et al. [24] demonstrated a Docker escape attack, which
allows an adversary to break out of the isolation of a Docker
container by exploiting a Linux kernel vulnerability. Another
research area [43, 45, 47, 48, 52] of container security focuses
on container images. Shu et al. [43] and Tak et al. [47,48] have
performed a large-scale vulnerability assessment of Docker
images on Docker Hub and shown that many images were
outdated and vulnerable. While these studies broadly point
out the security issues of containers, their goals differ from
our work. Rather, BASTION focuses on container networks.
Container Security and Isolation. Bacis et al. introduced
DockerPolicyModules (DPM) [4] that allow Docker image
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maintainers to specify and ship SELinux policies within their
images. Sun et al. [46] proposed security namespaces that
enable containers to independently define security policies
and apply them to a limited scope of processes. SCONE [3]
presented a secure container mechanism for Docker containers by isolating them inside of SGX enclaves. LightVM [29]
wraps containers in lightweight virtual machines (VMs). XContainers [42] isolate containers that have the same concerns together on top of separate library OSes. These efforts are complementary to the network-focused objectives of
BASTION, and could be combined to deliver security services
that span both the system and networking services.
Container Network Security. Most container network solutions [57, 58] have focused on container network performance, with little attention to fine-grained policy enforcement. A few recent studies investigated the security issues
in container networks. Bui [5], Comb et al. [9] and Chelladhurai et al. [6] analyzed Docker container security, finding
that Docker is vulnerable to ARP spoofing and MAC flooding
attacks in default settings. Our work extends these results by
identifying broader class of attacks, and we present system extensions that address these problems. With respect to security
policies for inter-container communications, while most solutions [39,49,55] have adopted iptables, Cilium [7] provides
its own API-aware security mechanisms for L3/4/7 policies.
As we discussed previously, while Cilium pursues API-level
network security filtering to define and enforce both networkand application-layer security policies, BASTION fundamentally redesigns a network stack per container to construct an
inherently secure container networking system.

8

Conclusion

Containerization has emerged as a widely popular virtualization technology that is being aggressively deployed into
large-scale enterprise and cloud environments. However, this
adoption could be stifled by critical security issues, which
remain understudied. We have analyzed the security challenges involved in the current container network stack, and
addressed these challenges by presenting BASTION, an intelligent communication sandbox for securing container-network
communications, using Linux kernel features. In this work, we
raise awareness of several security problems that lie within
today’s container networks, and offer security services for
halting these problems in real-world container deployments.
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Abstract
Ensuring high reliability and availability of virtualized
NVMe storage systems is crucial for large-scale clouds. However, previous I/O virtualization systems only focus on improving I/O performance and ignore the above challenges.
To this end, we propose Spool, a reliable NVMe virtualization system. Spool has three key advantages: (1) It diagnoses
the device failure type and only replaces the NVMe devices
with actual media errors. Other data link errors are handled
through resetting the device controller, minimizing data loss
due to unnecessary device replacement. (2) It ensures the
consistency and correctness of the data when resetting the
controller and upgrading the storage virtualization system. (3)
It greatly reduces the restart time of the NVMe virtualization
system. The quick restart eliminates complaints from tenants
due to denial-of-service during a system upgrade and failure
recovery. Our evaluation shows that Spool provides reliable
storage services with performance loss smaller than 3%, and
it reduces restart time by 91% when compared with SPDK.

1

Introduction

In large-scale public clouds, the cores and memory are virtualized and shared by multiple tenants. A single physical server
can serve up to 100 virtual machines (VMs) from either the
same or different tenants [41]. On the physical server, VMs
are managed with VM hypervisors, such as VMware [13],
KVM [25], and Xen [14]. The hypervisors are also responsible for handling the interactions between the guest operating
system in the VMs and the host operating system on the
physical server.
Virtualizing I/O devices so that tenants can share them has
attracted the attention of both industry and academia [15, 23,
31,33,40,42]. A guest VM mainly stores and accesses its data
on local devices through the I/O virtualization service with
high throughput and low latency. For instance, the Big Three
of cloud computing (Amazon EC2 I3 series [2], Azure Lsv2
series [3], and Alibaba ECS I2 series [1]) are providing the
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Figure 1: Virtualizing NVMe-based storage system.
next generation of storage optimized instances for workloads
that require high I/O throughput and low latency. These products are driven by local devices that eliminate the long latency
over the network [8]. At the same time, accessing data from
local devices increases the risk of a single point of failure as
the reliability of data is dependent on the reliability of the
host node.
Solid-state drives (SSDs) are often adopted as storage devices due to their high throughput and low latency compared
to those of hard drives. In particular, the recent NVM Express
(NVMe) interface [9] further increases the I/O performance
of SSDs compared with the traditional SATA interface. Mainstream storage virtualization solutions, such as Virtio [29],
support NVMe devices. Because serious performance degradation is observed in I/O virtualization [22], userspace NVMe
driver in QEMU [43], Storage Performance Development
Kit (SPDK) [38], SPDK vhost-NVMe [39], and Mdev [27]
have been proposed to further improve the I/O throughput of
virtualized NVMe devices.
While prior researchers focused on improving the
read/write throughput and reducing the latency of virtualized NVMe devices, they ignored the reliability problem although it is equally important. In large-scale public clouds,
NVMe device failures occur due to heavy use and the need for
NVMe virtualization systems to be upgraded often to add new
features or apply new security patches. Emerging NVMe virtualization systems fail to handle failure recovery and system
upgrades efﬁciently. To better explain this problem, Figure 1
shows an example where multiple tenants share a virtualized
NVMe storage system on a physical node.
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With emerging virtualized storage systems, to ﬁx an NVMe
device failure on a node, the administrator directly replaces
the failed device through either cold-plug or hot-plug. This
failure recovery mechanism results in unnecessary data loss
from the failed NVMe device. The statistics of our inproduction cloud show that only 6% of 300,000 device failures involve media errors that can only be resolved by replacing with a new device. Other device failures are caused by
data link errors that can be resolved by resetting the NVMe device controller. Resetting an NVMe device’s controller would
not result in data loss from the device, and we can perform
the reset operation fast without removing the failed device
(y in Figure 1) and restarting the virtualization system (x in
Figure 1).
The standard procedure for upgrading the virtualized storage system on a node is stopping the daemon process that runs
the system, updating the binary ﬁle, and then initializing the
whole software stack of the virtualization system again [17].
In this period, all the I/O devices on the node are inaccessible
due to the lack of an I/O virtualization system. Our measurement shows that the software initialization procedure already
spends approximately 2.5 s probing all the I/O devices and
SPDK’s Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL) [38] (to be
discussed in detail in Section 5). This long downtime hurts
the user experience. A possible solution to reduce the impact
of the upgrade is migrating the VMs (and the corresponding
data) to other nodes [19, 41]. However, live VM migration
is too costly for regular backend updates, especially when
a large amount of backend requires updating, for example,
when applying an urgent security patch.
However, the data written by the Guest VMs may be lost
when resetting the controller or performing the upgrade (z in
Figure 1). The loss happens in the case that the data persisted
in the NVMe device (still in the submit queue) when the
reset operation or the process restart was performed. No prior
work on NVMe virtualization has considered such a reliability
problem.
To resolve the above problems, we propose Spool, a holistic
reliable virtualized NVMe storage system for public clouds
with local disks. Compared with prior NVMe virtualization
systems, Spool has the following key advantages: (1) It diagnoses the device failure type and only replaces the NVMe
devices with actual media errors. Other data link errors are
handled through resetting the controller, minimizing data loss
due to the unnecessary disk replacement. (2) It ensures the
consistency and correctness of the data when resetting the controller and upgrading the virtualization system. (3) It greatly
reduces the restart time of the NVMe virtualization system
to approximately 100 milliseconds. The quick restart eliminates complaints from tenants due to denial-of-service during
system upgrades and failure recovery.
To be more speciﬁc, Spool is comprised of a cross-process
journal for recovery, an isolation-based failure recovery component, and a fast restart component. The cross-process jour-
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Figure 2: Development of the hardware I/O performance.
nal resides in the shared memory and records the data status
from all the VMs. Even if Spool is restarted, the data in the
journal is accessible for the new Spool process. Furthermore,
an instruction merge is proposed to eliminate the inconsistency of the journal with minimal overhead. An “instruction”
is a step within a transaction that updates the journal. The
failure recovery component diagnoses the NVMe device error.
Based on the error code, Spool either isolates and replaces
the devices that have media errors or resets the controller (using the journal for reliability). The restart component records
the runtime data structures of the current Spool process in
the cross-process journal. By reusing the data structures at
the restart for a system upgrade, we signiﬁcantly reduce the
downtime.
To the best of our knowledge, Spool is the ﬁrst holistic
virtualized system that is capable of handling hardware failure
and NVMe virtualization system upgrades reliably. Spool is
currently deployed in an in-production cloud that includes
more than 20,000 physical nodes and 200,000 NVMe-based
SSDs.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• An instruction merge-based reliability mechanism.
The instruction merge eliminates data inconsistent with
the cross-process journal for recovery even if abnormal
exits occur.
• A restart optimization method. The method greatly reduces the downtime of Spool during the upgrade and
enables frequent system upgrades for adding new features and applying patches without affecting the tenants.
• A hardware fault processing mechanism. The mechanism diagnoses the device failure types and only replaces
the NVMe devices with media errors, minimizing data
loss due to unnecessary disk replacement.
Our experimental results show that Spool provides reliable
storage services based on a shared memory journal with less
than 3% performance loss, and it reduces the system restart
time by 91% when compared to SPDK.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we introduce the virtualized NVMe storage
systems and the motivation behind the design of Spool.
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Figure 3: Comparison of NVMe virtualization mechanisms.

2.1

Virtualized NVMe Storage Systems

The performance of an I/O device is impacted by both the storage media and the I/O software stack. As shown in Figure 2,
Samsung NVMe SSD devices based on the latest V-NAND
technology have increased the IOPS to 1.5 million and reduced the latency to 10 microseconds. In this scenario, the traditional SATA (Serial ATA) [34] interface for storage devices
has become the performance bottleneck for such SSDs. Due
to the limitation of the Advanced Host Controller Interface
(AHCI) architectural design, the theoretical data transmission speed of the SATA interface is only 600 MB/s [34]. To
solve the I/O bottleneck brought by the interface, the NVMe
(Non-Volatile Memory Express) protocol [9] is designed and
developed using a PCIe interface instead of SATA. Currently,
NVMe supports deep queues with up to 64K commands to
devices within a single I/O queue [9].
In public clouds, instead of selling raw hardware infrastructure, cloud vendors typically offer virtualized infrastructure as
a service to maximize hardware resource utilization [16, 18].
Virtualization technology has shown its heroism, especially in
the birth of hardware virtualization technology, such as Intel
VT technology, which has greatly expanded the application
scope of virtualization technology. There are three parts to
the realization of virtualization: CPU virtualization, memory
virtualization, and I/O virtualization. Among them, I/O virtualization requires more focus, and its performance directly
determines the performance of the guest VM [22, 30, 32].
There are generally three I/O virtualization mechanisms:
Virtio [29], VFIO [36], and SPDK-based userspace applications [38]. Figure 3 shows a comparison between Virtio,
VFIO, and our SPDK-based design, Spool.
As for Virtio, the frontend exists in a guest OS, while the
backend is implemented in a hypervisor, such as QEMU [12].
The frontend transfers I/O requests to the backend through the
virtqueue, implemented as ring buffers, including available
ring and used ring buffers. Available ring buffers could save
multiple I/O requests driven by the frontend and transfer them
to the backend for batch processing, which can improve the
efﬁciency of information exchange between the client and
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hypervisor. However, a problem remains that each I/O request
passes through the I/O stack twice for guest and host, whereas
in modern storage devices based on NAND ﬂash, the throughput and latency of VMs can only achieve 50% of the native
performance [27].
As for VFIO, VMs directly access an NVMe device
through passthrough, relying on hardware support (e.g., Intel
VT-d). A VM approaches near-native performance on both
latency and throughput with passthrough. However, a single device can only be assigned to one guest client. On the
contrary, a host often runs multiple clients in a virtualized
environment. It is difﬁcult to ensure that each client can get
a directly assigned device. Also, a large number of devices
are allocated to clients independently, increasing the number of hardware devices as well as the cost of the hardware
investment.
The Storage Performance Development Kit (SPDK) provides a set of tools and libraries for writing high-performance,
scalable, user-mode storage applications. The bedrock of
SPDK is a userspace, polled-mode, asynchronous, lockless
NVMe driver [38]. SPDK enables zero-copy, highly parallel
access direct to SSDs from a userspace application. Usermode drivers help improve the stability of the host operating
system because they can only access the address space of the
processes running them, and a buggy implementation does
not cause system-wide problems. Spool is proposed based on
the SPDK NVMe driver but focuses on the reliability of the
virtualized storage system.

2.2

Reliability Problems

All the above I/O virtualization mechanisms ignore the high
availability and reliability problems, although they are equally
important in public clouds. To be more speciﬁc, state-of-theart SPDK-based applications result in unnecessary data loss
and poor availability when dealing with failed NVMe devices
and upgrading applications, respectively.
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ple, when applying an urgent security patch, and for storing
optimized instances with local NVMe storage , VM live migration is not even supported by cloud vendors [11]. The only
way for us is to support the live upgrade and eliminate the
downtime as much as possible.
The I/O virtualization system must be restarted to complete
the upgrade. With SPDK, we need to initialize the DPDK
EAL library, probe the NVMe devices, and initialize the internal data structure of SPDK itself. SPDK spends a different
amount of time in the "probe devices" step when resetting the
controllers of different devices. The time required for each
step is shown in Figure 5. As can be observed from this ﬁgure, the service downtime caused by the live upgrade is up to
1,200 ms for Samsung PM963 SSD. For Intel P3600, the total
service downtime will be longer and lasts up to 2,500 ms.
In summary, the long downtime hurts the availability of the
I/O virtualization system.

2.3
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Design Principle of Spool

To resolve the unnecessary data loss and poor availability
problems, we propose Spool, a holistic NVMe virtualization
system. Spool is designed based on three principles:
• It should be able to identify the causes of device failure and adopt different methods to handle each failure.
In this way, Spool eliminates most unnecessary NVMe
device replacement.
• It should be able to optimize the restart procedure during
a live upgrade so that the downtime can be minimized.

Poor Availability

I/O virtualization systems tend to be upgraded frequently to
add new features or apply security patches. When upgrading
an I/O virtualization system, the key requirement is minimizing the I/O service downtime while ensuring the correctness
of the data. There are two methods available to cloud vendors:
VM live migration and live upgrade. Unfortunately, VM live
migration is too costly for regular backend updates, especially
when a large amount of backend requires updating, for exam-
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Unnecessary Data Loss

If an NVMe device failure is detected on the hardware node,
the device is in the failed state. When a device failure occurs on a node, all the VMs on the node are de-allocated and
migrated to a healthy node by a standard procedure [11, 41].
After that, all the data on the failing node are securely erased.
The victim tenants’ data are lost and the tenants must proactively load their data on the new node again. With emerging
virtualized storage systems like SPDK, to ﬁx an NVMe device failure on a node, the administrator directly replaces the
failed device through hot-plug.
The above method results in signiﬁcant unnecessary data
loss because a single NVMe device may store data from multiple tenants, and NVMe devices have higher storage density,
more vulnerable components (e.g., a Flash Translation Layer),
and relatively higher failure rates. To demonstrate this problem in detail, we collected 300,000 NVMe device failures
in our in-production environment. Figure 4 shows the breakdown of device failures. Most of the failures, 36%, are due
to the NVMe controller failure error (NVMEFAILRESET).
BLKUPDATEERR is the block update error. LINKERR is
the PCIe interconnect link error. NAMESPACEERR is the
NVMe device’s namespace error. The pie chart shows that
only 6% of the hardware failures are due to real media errors
(MEDIAERR). Our investigation shows that most failures are
caused by errors in the data link layer (e.g., namespace error,
hardware link error, NVMe reset fail error), and these failures
can be resolved by simply resetting the NVMe controller.
In summary, the current failure recovery method with SPDK
results in signiﬁcant unnecessary data loss.
2.2.2

virtqueue

UNIX domain Socket

NVMe

2.2.1

IO
worker

Storage Pool

virtio-blk driver
virtio-blk
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• It should be able to ensure that data access requests from
the guest OS are not lost during a controller reset and
live system upgrade.

3

Methodology of SPOOL

Figure 6 shows the design architecture of Spool, where the
blue components are new relative to SPDK. Based on Spool,
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4

Reliable Cross-Process Journal

In this section, we describe the reliability problem in the Virtio
protocol that virtualizes the NVMe device, and we present
the design of a cross-process journal that improves reliability.
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the NVMe devices on a node are virtualized and organized
into a Storage Pool (hence, “Spool”). The virtualized NVMe
devices are divided into multiple logical volumes that are
managed through the buddy system [28]. The logical volumes
are exposed to the guest OS in the form of block devices.
As shown in the ﬁgure, the guest drivers communicate with
Spool over shared memory. Speciﬁcally, the I/O worker on
the host node polls I/O requests from the vhost virtqueue
of block devices and submits to the corresponding physical
devices. Spool is comprised of a cross-process journal, an
isolation-based failure recovery component, and a fast restart
component. Based on the three components, Spool ensures
high reliability and availability of the storage pool.
The cross-process journal records each I/O request and its
status to avoid data loss. The journal provides data access
across process lifecycles, even if Spool restarts for an upgrade
or exits abnormally. An instruction merge mechanism is proposed to eliminate the possible inconsistency of the journal
itself due to an abnormal exit and to avoid the copy overhead
of atomic operations.
The restart component records the runtime data structures
of the current Spool process in shared memory. Spool catches
the termination signals including SIGTERM and SIGINT to
ensure the completion of all INFLIGHT I/O requests before
actual exit. Spool reuses the data structures at the restart,
thus signiﬁcantly reducing the downtime spent on initializing
the Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL) and resetting the
device controller.
Spool diagnoses the device failure type online through selfmonitoring, analysis, and reporting technology (S.M.A.R.T.)
data [35]. For media errors, the failure recovery component
isolates the failed device so that the administrator can replace
the failed device through hot-plug. All the other NVMe devices are unaffected by the failed device. For data link errors,
the recovery component resets the device’s controller directly,
thus minimizing data loss due to unnecessary disk replacement.
We implement Spool based on the SPDK userspace NVMe
driver. Spool combines the advantages of Virtio and VFIO
(Figure 3). Furthermore, instead of implementing the actual
Virtio datapath, we ofﬂoad the datapath from QEMU to Spool
adopting the vhost-user protocol. Adopting this protocol, the
guest OS directly interacts with Spool without QEMU’s intervention. In addition, by adopting the SPDK userspace polled
driver speciﬁcation [38], Spool eliminates the overhead of system calls and data copies between kernel space and userspace
stacks on the host and achieves high I/O performance.

used_idx

Figure 7: Design of Virtio block virtualization protocol.

4.1

Problem Statements

Figure 7 shows the design of the Virtio block driver that
handles I/O requests in the guest OS. The I/O requests are
processed in a producer-consumer model, where the guests
are producers and the storage virtualization system is the
consumer.
Speciﬁcally, the Virtio driver of each guest OS maintains
an available ring and a used ring to manage its I/O requests.
x When an I/O request is submitted, the descriptor chain of
the request is placed into the descriptor table. The descriptor
chain includes the metadata, buffer, and status of the request.
The metadata indicates the request type, request priority, and
the offset of read or write. The guest driver places the index
of the head of the descriptor chain into the next ring entry of
the available ring, and the available index of the available ring
(“avail_idx” in Figure 7) is increased. Then, the driver notiﬁes the storage virtualization system that there is a pending
I/O request. y Meanwhile, the storage virtualization system
running in the host obtains the several head indexes of the
pending I/O requests in the available ring, increases the last
index of the available ring (“last_idx” in Figure 7), and
submits the I/O requests to NVMe device hardware driver. z
Once a request is completed, the storage virtualization system places the head index of the completed request in the
used ring and notiﬁes the guest. Here, it is worth noting that
the available ring and used ring are allocated by the guest,
and the avail_idx is maintained by the guest, while both
the last_idx and used_idx are maintained by the storage
virtualization system.
The storage virtualization system may adopt either interrupt
or polling to obtain I/O requests from the guest OS. Polling
is able to fully utilize the advantages of NVMe devices to
reap signiﬁcant performance beneﬁts [27, 37, 38], and Spool
uses a dedicated I/O thread to poll I/O requests from the guest
and data from the NVMe device instead of interrupts. This
mechanism is implemented based on the SPDK userspace
NVMe driver.
In general, the storage virtualization system runs well with
the above procedure. However, if the storage virtualization
system restarts for an upgrade or the NVMe device controller
is reset, data loss may occur.
In the case of Figure 7, the storage virtualization system
obtains two I/O requests, IO1 and IO2. Then, the last_idx
is incremented from IO1 to IO3 in the available ring. If the
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storage virtualization system restarts at this moment, the last
available index will be lost, which means that it does not
know where to proceed with I/O requests after the restart.
Even if the last available index persists, there is no way to
know whether the obtained IO1 and IO2 have been completed.
If we simply continue to process the next request based on
the last available index, the previously obtained incomplete
request will be lost.
When we reset the controller of an NVMe device, all the
admin and I/O queue pairs are cleared. Suppose that IO1 and
IO2 have been submitted but they are still in the device I/O
queue and have not been processed. Due to the lack of an
I/O request state, the submitted I/O request in the cleared I/O
queue pairs will never be checked as completion from the
NVMe device.
In summary, a journal is needed to maintain I/O consistency.

4.2

Design of the Journal

We propose a cross-process journal of data that persists in
shared memory to solve the problem of data loss caused by
the storage virtualization system restart or device controller
reset. Spool persists the following data in the journal.
• Last available index (last_idx) of the available ring.
The index references to the starting descriptor index of
the latest request that the Virtio backend reads from the
available ring.
• The head index of each request in the available ring.
The index refers to the head of a descriptor chain in the
descriptor table.
With the last_idx in the journal, Spool knows which requests have been processed after restarting for the upgrade and
is able to continue processing the remaining to-be-processed
requests. If a request’s starting descriptor index is referenced
between last_idx and avail_idx of the available ring, it is
a to-be-processed request.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of cross-process journal
Require: head1: The head index of request in the available ring;
Require: head2: The head index of completed request from the driver;
Require: req[]: A ring queue to mark each I/O reqeust in the journal;
Require: aux: A temporary union variable to record multiple variables;
1: poll head1 from the available ring;
2: aux.state = START;
3: aux.last_idx = journal->last_idx+1;
4: aux.last_req_head = head1;
5: *(volatile uint64_t *)&journal->val = *(volatile uint64_t *)&aux.val;
6: req[head1] = INFLIGHT;
7: journal->state = FINISHED;
8: submit I/O request to driver;
9: poll head2 completion;
10: journal->usd_idx++;
11: req[head2] = DONE;
12: put head2 to the used ring, may goto 10 or 13;
13: update used_index of the used vring with usd_idx of journal;
14: req[head2] = NONE;
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instructions.
At the same time, when processing an I/O request in Spool,
the request is given one of three states: INFLIGHT, DONE,
or NONE. The cross-process journal uses Algorithm 1 to
manage the I/O requests. To be more speciﬁc, when Spool
gets a request from the frontend, it persists the head index
of this request and marks the request as INFLIGHT, updates
last_idx, and submits the request to the hardware driver.
Once the I/O request completes, Spool updates the persisted
used_idx in the journal and marks the request as DONE. After that, Spool returns the result of this request to the frontend,
updates the used index of the frontend, and marks the request
as NONE.
Adopting this method, if Spool restarts, the new Spool
process can ﬁnd out which request was not completed before
the restart. In this way, the new Spool process resubmits the
requests in the INFLIGHT state.

4.3

Merging Journal Update Instructions

An intuitive idea is to use shared memory as a journal to
save this information with low latency overhead. However, it
is challenging to ensure the consistency of the journal itself
because Spool must update the journal multiple times during
the processing of an I/O request.
Speciﬁcally, the process of each I/O request in Spool involves updating the last available index and marking the state
of the request as INFLIGHT. During the processing, if Spool
restarts or the controller is reset between the ﬁrst two instructions, this request is lost.
If we can guarantee that instruction 3 (increase last_idx)
and instruction 6 (change the request’s status) in Algorithm 1
are executed in an atomic manner, the request loss problem
can be resolved. However, only reading or writing a quadword
aligned on a 64-bit boundary is guaranteed to be carried out
atomically [7] in the memory, and the two instructions are
not atomic when operating on the cross-process journal that
resides in the memory.
To resolve the above problem, we design a multipleinstruction transaction model to guarantee atomic execution
of the two instructions. As shown in Figure 8, each transaction
consists of three phases. In T0, the init phase, we make a copy
of the variable to be modiﬁed, such as last_idx, and in T1,
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union atomic_aux {
struct {
uint8_t
pad0;
uint8_t
state;
uint16_t
last_avail_idx;
uint16_t
last_req_head;
uint16_t
pad1;
};
uint64_t
val;
};

First start

pad0
state

last_req_head
pad1

the transaction will be in the START state. After all the instructions complete, the transaction will be in the FINISHED
state in T2. Because the state is guaranteed to be carried out
atomically, once the last available index updates, the related
request is recorded as INFLIGHT in the journal. If any failure
occurs in one transaction, we rollback the transaction to erase
all data modiﬁcations with the copy.
As shown in Figure 9, we also design an auxiliary data
structure carefully to eliminate the overhead of making a copy
in T0 using a union type. The state, last available index, and
head index of the related request are padding to 64 bits and
a union memory block with a 64-bit value. We could update
these three records within one instruction in Algorithm 1
step 5. This is a valuable trick to efﬁciently maintain journal
consistency.

Recovering I/O Requests from Journal

Spool uses Algorithm 2 to recover the unprocessed I/O requests before the restart. With multiple journal transactions
and an auxiliary structure, the new Spool process before the
restart only needs to check the state and decide whether to
redo the transactions or not.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for recovering I/O requests
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

if (state == START) {
req[last_get_req_head] = INFLIGHT;
state = FINISHED;
}
jstate = (last_used_idx == used_idx) ? NONE : INFLIGHT
change all requests with done status to jstate;
last_used_idx = used_idx;
submit all requests marked as INFLIGHT;

The recovery algorithm works based on the value of the
used index of vring and the last used index in the journal. If
they are equal, Spool may crash after step 13 in Algorithm 1,
but we do not know whether step 14 completes. Therefore,
Spool tries to execute step 14 again and changes the states
of the DONE requests to NONE. Otherwise, the request’s
process may be broken between steps 10 and 12. In this
case, we do not know whether the request in the state DONE
has been submitted to the frontend. To avoid losing any I/O
request, we roll back the status of all the DONE requests to
INFLIGHT. Because the frontend always has correct data,
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Figure 10: Boosting the restart of Spool by reusing the stable
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we synchronize the last used index in the journal with the
frontend used index. In the last step, Spool resubmits all the
requests that are in the INFLIGHT state.
Now, in Spool, the size of a single journal is only 368 bytes
because it only records the metadata and the indexes of the
requests in the available ring. Note that the above algorithm
does not take precautions against the journal wrapping around;
this is not possible because the journal is the same size as
the available ring, so the guest driver will prevent such a
condition.

5

Optimizing Spool Restart

As shown in Figure 5, when restarting a storage virtualization system, it initializes the EAL (Environment Abstraction
Layer) in the DPDK driver and probes the NVMe devices in
the SPDK driver on the host node. The relatively long restart
time (ranging from 450 ms to 2,500 ms) hurts the availability as the whole storage system is out of service before the
restart completes. In this section, we describe the method of
optimizing the restart procedure in Spool.

5.1

Reusing Stable Conﬁgurations

During EAL initialization, the DPDK driver reserves all the
memory in an IOVA-contiguous manner and sets up the huge
pages for memory usage, such as I/O request buffers that
are shared by the host userspace datapath and the physical
device to perform DMA transactions. To be more speciﬁc,
DPDK maps all the available huge pages to the process address space of DPDK, reads “/proc/self/pagemap” from
the host OS to ﬁnd the corresponding physical addresses of
the huge pages, and sorts and merges the physical addresses
into large contiguous chunks. After that, DPDK uses the physically continuous huge page chunks as memory segments.
This design choice enables better hardware data prefetching
and results in higher communication speed. Our experiment
shows that the whole time spent on obtaining the physical
memory layout information of huge pages is approximately
800 milliseconds, accounting for 70.9% of the total down
time for a Samsung PM963 NVMe device. In our cloud, all
the SSDs are restarted by more than 800,000 times in total
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in a single year. More restarts are required to periodically
update the SPDK driver or apply new security patches. The
long EAL initialization results in a long restart time and poor
tenant experience.
Based on the above ﬁndings, we optimize the initialization
steps of Spool. Speciﬁcally, the new Spool process after restart
reuses the memory layout information from the current Spool
process. Figure 10 shows the way we enable memory layout
reuse. As shown in the ﬁgure, after the ﬁrst startup of Spool,
we store the related information (e.g., the huge pages in use
and the virtual addresses of the huge pages) in the memorymapped ﬁles that reside in the memory. If Spool restarts, it
directly obtains the required information from the memorymapped ﬁles in the memory with short latency and operates normally. Speciﬁcally, the “rte_config” ﬁle stores the
global runtime conﬁgurations, and the “ret_hugepageinfo”
ﬁle stores the memory layout information related to the huge
page chunks used by Spool.
The above design does not guarantee that the new Spool
after the restart will still use the largest continuous physical
memory. This is because other processes may release huge
pages and form larger continuous physical memory chunks.
This design choice eliminates the long scan time of huge
pages and does not degrade the performance of Spool.

5.2

Skipping Controller Reset

When probing the NVMe devices during the restart of the
SPDK driver, more than 90% of the time is spent resetting
the controller of NVMe devices. On an Intel P3600 SSD,
the NVMe probe stage takes more than 1500 milliseconds
(Figure 5). During the reset of the controller, SPDK frees the
current admin queue, the I/O queue1 in the controller, and
creates them again for the controller after the reset.
Compared with SPDK, Spool skips the controller reset
step during restart and reuses the data structures of the controller. This design is valid because the restart of Spool is
not caused by media errors or data link errors. In this case,
the data structures of the NVMe device controllers are not
broken. To achieve reuse, Spool saves the NVMe device
controller-related information in the memory-mapped ﬁle
“nvme_ctrlr”, as shown in Figure 10). After Spool restarts,
it reuses the data of the device controller.
The challenging part here is that the context of the I/O
request has disappeared with the exit of Spool. Therefore, we
need to ensure the admin queue and I/O queue are completely
clean.
In general, various signals are used to terminate one running process for an OS, such as SIGTERM, SIGINT, and
SIGKILL. The default action for all of these signals is to
cause the process to terminate. To gracefully terminate, we
1 There are two types of commands in NVMe: Admin Commands are sent
to Admin Submission and Completion Queue. I/O Commands are sent to I/O
Submission and Completion Queues [9].
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Figure 11: Handling hardware failures in different ways.
catch the termination signals including SIGTERM and SIGINT to ensure the completion of all INFLIGHT I/O requests
before actually terminating. In that case, we could skip the
reset operation after restart. Regarding the SIGKILL signal,
which could not be handled in process or abnormal exit, we
reset the controller after restart as usual.

6

Hardware Fault Diagnosis and Processing

Traditionally, any NVMe device hardware failure causes the
whole machine to be ofﬂine and repaired, and all VMs on the
failing node need to be proactively migrated to a healthy node.
With emerging virtualized storage systems like SPDK, to ﬁx
an NVMe device failure on a node, the administrator directly
replaces the failed device through hot-plug. On one hand, this
causes data loss for users, and on the other hand, it increases
operating costs.
To minimize data loss and reduce operating costs, we have
implemented a fault diagnosis to identify the type of hardware
fault and effectively avoid unnecessary hardware replacement.

6.1

Handling Hardware Failures

In large-scale cloud-based productions, hardware failures are
frequent and may cause SIGBUS error and I/O hang, as shown
in Figure 11.
Spool adopts the SPDK userspace NVMe driver to access
a local NVMe PCIe SSD. Base address register (BAR) space
for the NVMe SSD will be mapped into the user process
through VFIO, which allows the driver to perform MMIO
directly. The BAR space will be accessed by Spool while
guest VMs send I/Os to the devices. However, the BAR space
may become invalid while the device fails or is hot-removed.
At this time, it will trigger SIGBUS error and cause the host
process to crash if guest VMs still send I/O requests to the
failed device of the host.
To improve reliability, a SIGBUS handler is registered into
Spool. Once guest VMs send I/O requests to failed devices
and access illegal BAR space, the handler will capture the
SIGBUS error and remap the invalid BAR space to a dummy
virtual address so that the SIGBUS error will not be triggered
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Table 1: Experimental conﬁguration
CPU & Memory
NVMe devices
OS info
CPU & Memory
OS info

Host conﬁguration
2x E5-2682v4 @2.5GHz; 128GB DDR4 Memory
2 Samsung PM963 3.84TB SSDs
CentOS 7 (kernel verison 3.10.327)
Guest OS conﬁguration
4 vCPU; 8 GB
CentOS 7 (kernel verison 3.10.327)

again. Then, it sets the NVMe controller state to failure and
fails all the internal requests in NVMe qpairs of the failed
device.

6.2

Failure Model

The S.M.A.R.T. diagnosis collects and analyzes S.M.A.R.T.
data to identify the failure type. S.M.A.R.T. data is disklevel sensor data provided by the ﬁrmware of the disk driver,
including smart-log, expanded smart-log, and error-log, which
can be used to analyze internal SSD errors.
Once a hardware media error is veriﬁed, Spool proactively
fails the submitted I/O requests and returns I/O errors. After
that, all the subsequent I/O requests to the failed device will return errors to guest VMs directly. Meanwhile, the S.M.A.R.T.
diagnosis will send a report to DevOps. The hot-plug feature
in the driver layer of SPDK is utilized in Spool; hence, the
failed device can be replaced directly.
For the other hardware errors, such as a data link layer
failure, diagnosis informs Spool to reset the controller. During the reset process, the I/O requests from the guest VMs
hang. After the device is ﬁxed, the INFLIGHT requests in the
journal are resubmitted automatically.

7

Evaluation of Spool

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Spool in resolving hardware failure and supporting live upgrades. We
ﬁrst describe the experimental setup. Then, we evaluate the
reliability of Spool in ﬁxing an NVMe device’s hardware
failure without affecting other devices and correctly tolerating system upgrades at random times. After that, we show
the effectiveness of Spool in reducing the system restart time,
followed by a discussion on the impact of Spool on the I/O performance and the extra overhead caused by the cross-process
journal. Lastly, we discuss the effectiveness of Spool on an
in-production large-scale public cloud.

7.1

Experimental Setup

We evaluated Spool on a server equipped with two Intel Xeon
E5-2682 processors operating at 2.5 GHz with 128 GB memory. For the NVMe devices, we adopted a mainstream SSD
device: Samsung PM963 NVMe SSD. Table 1 summarizes
the hardware and software speciﬁcations of the experimental
platform.
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For extensive evaluation, we use the Flexible I/O tester
(FIO) [6] as our performance and reliability evaluation benchmark. FIO is a typical I/O tool meant to be used both for
benchmark and stress/hardware veriﬁcation and is widely
used in research and industry. When evaluating the I/O performance, we use different parameters, as shown in Table 2,
to demonstrate metrics, including IOPS and average latency
recommended by Intel [5] and Alibaba [4]. To emulate the
real-system cloud scenario, we split each NVMe SSD into
three partitions (each partition was 100 GB) and allocated
each partition to an individual VM.
We used libaio (Linux-native asynchronous I/O facility) [21] as the FIO load generation engine. Table 2 lists
the generated FIO test cases. To obtain accurate performance,
we tested raw SSDs without any ﬁle system.
Table 2: FIO test cases
Tested metrics
Bandwidth

IOPS

Average
Latency

7.2

Test cases
Read
Write
Randread
Mixread
Mixwrite
Randwrite
Randread
Randwrite
Read
Write

FIO Conﬁguration (bs, rw, iodepth, numjobs)
(128K, read, 128, 1)
(128K, write, 128, 1)
(4K, randread, 32, 4)
(4K, randread 70%, 32, 4)
(4K, randwrite 30%, 32, 4)
(4K, randwrite, 32, 4 )
(4K, randread, 1, 1 )
(4K, randwrite, 1, 1 )
(4K, read, 1, 1 )
(4K, write, 1, 1 )

Reliability of Handling Hardware Failure

When an NVMe device suffers from hardware failure, Spool
isolates the failed device and performs device replacement
or controller reset accordingly. When handling such failure,
Spool should not affect the I/O operations on other devices of
the same node, and the VMs that are using the failed device
should receive I/O errors instead of exiting abnormally.
We designed an experiment to evaluate Spool in the above
scenario. In the experiment, we launched two VMs on a hardware node equipped with two NVMe devices and conﬁgured
the two VMs to uses different NVMe devices in Spool. The
two VMs randomly read data from NVMe devices in the
beginning, and we manually removed an NVMe device and
observed the behavior of the two VMs.
Figure 12 presents the I/O performance of the two VMs
when the NVMe device (“SSD2”) was hot-removed at time
80 s. The hot remove was performed by writing a non-zero
value to “/sys/bus/pci/devices/.../remove”. Observed
from this ﬁgure, the I/O performance of VM1 that uses the
NVMe device SSD1 is not affected when SSD2 is removed.
Meanwhile, VM2 does not exit abnormally after SSD2 is
removed. Once a new SSD device replaces the failed SSD2
or the controller of SSD2 is reset correctly at time 95 s, VM2
is able to directly use SSD2 without any user interference.
Spool can successfully handle the above hardware failure
because it catches the hardware hot-plug event and diagnoses
the device failure type ﬁrst. Hardware failures are handled
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Figure 14: Restart times of Spool and SPDK.

Figure 12: Handling hardware failure with Spool.

7.4

Figure 13: Data consistency at live upgrade with Spool.
in two ways: media errors are solved by hot-plugging a new
SSD, and then the storage service automatically recovers,
where the related logical devices are automatically mapped to
new devices, while data link failure is handled by controller
reset instead of replacing a SSD. On the contrary, if the traditional SPDK is used to manage SSDs, the hardware failure
can only be solved by hot-plugging new devices, resulting in
unnecessary data loss, and the storage service of SPDK needs
to be reset manually for recovery.

Observed from Figure 13, the downtime due to the restart is
short with Spool. In more detail, Figure 14 shows the restart
time breakdown of Spool and SPDK.
As can be observed from this ﬁgure, Spool signiﬁcantly
reduces the total restart time from 1,218 ms to 115 ms on a
Samsung PM963 SSD. This signiﬁcant restart time reduction
originates from the reduction of EAL initialization time and
the NVMe probe time.
SPDK suffers from a long EAL initialization time and a
long NVMe probe time because it initializes the EAL and resets the controller of the device during probing at each startup.
By reusing the previous memory layout information, Spool
minimizes the EAL initialization time. And, by skipping resetting the device controller, Spool reduces the NVMe probe
time.

7.5
7.3

Reliability of Handling Random Upgrades

To validate the reliability of Spool in handling upgrades without resulting in data loss, we designed an experiment that
restarts purposely stops and starts and randomly kills and
restarts Spool. In the experiment, we relied on the data veriﬁcation function in FIO to check the data consistency. By
enabling the data veriﬁcation function, FIO veriﬁes the ﬁle
contents after writing 10 blocks contiguously with crc32 and
reports whether any data corruption occurred or not. If FIO
runs completely without errors, data consistency is veriﬁed.
Figure 13 shows the read and write performance to the SSD
when we restart on purpose, stop and start, and randomly
kill and restart Spool at time 10 s, 20 s, and 35 s. As can
be observed from the ﬁgure, the I/O operations to the SSD
complete correctly with Spool, even if Spool is directly killed
and restarted for an upgrade.
Spool can guarantee data consistency during upgrades due
to the cross-process journal. The journal persists the current
states of all the NVMe devices. Whenever Spool is restarted,
it is able to recover the states before the restart and continue to
complete the unprocessed I/O requests. On the contrary, with
SPDK, there is no mechanism to guarantee data consistency
for INFLIGHT I/Os.
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Reducing Restart Time

I/O Performance of Spool

It is crucial to ensure high I/O performance (i.e., high IOPS
and low latency) when guaranteeing reliability. In this subsection, we report the I/O performance of NVMe devices with
Spool in two cases: an NVMe device is only allocated to a
single VM, and an NVMe device is shared by multiple VMs.
7.5.1

Case 1: Single VM Performance

Figure 15 presents the data access latency and IOPS to an
SSD when it is virtualized with Virtio, SPDK, and Spool.
In the ﬁgure, “native” shows the performance of the SSD
measured on the host node directly; “SPDK vhost-blk” and
“SPDK vhost-scsi” show the performance of the SSD if SPDK
is used as the I/O virtualization system and the SSD is treated
as a block device or a SCSI device, respectively.
As can be observed from Figure 15, all the I/O virtualization systems result in longer data access latency compared
with the native access due to extra layers in the virtualization
system. Meanwhile, Spool achieves similar data access latency to SPDK. From the IOPS aspect, the IOPS of Randread
with Spool is 2.54x higher than Virtio and even slightly better
than the native bare metal. As mentioned in Section4, Spool
uses polling instead of interrupt to monitor the I/O requests.
Polling saves the expense of invoking the kernel interrupt
handler and eliminates context switching. These results are
consistent with prior work [27].
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(a) Average latency

(a) Average latency

(b) IOPS

Figure 15: Average data access latency and IOPS of an NVMe
SSD when it is used by a single VM.

Figure 17: Overhead of the cross-process journal.
SPDK use different logical volume management mechanisms.
Speciﬁcally, Spool uses the buddy system to manage logical
volumes, while SPDK uses Blobstore.

7.6
(a) Average latency

(b) IOPS

Figure 16: Average data access latency and IOPS of an NVMe
SSD when it is shared by multiple VMs.
Compared with SPDK vhost-blk, the performance of our
implementation is almost the same. Because the SPDK vhostblk software stack is thinner than SPDK vhost-scsi, the IOPS
with SPDK vhost-scsi is lower than that with Spool.
7.5.2

Case 2: Scaling to Multiple VMs

In this experiment, we partition an SSD into three logic disks
and assign each logic disk to an individual VM. This experiment tests the effectiveness of Spool in handling multiple
VMs on an NVMe device.
Figure 16 shows the IOPS and data access latency when
three VMs share an NVMe device, and each result is the
sum of those of all VMs. For the latency test, we ran each
benchmark 10 times and report the average latency for each
benchmark. As can be observed from this ﬁgure, Spool does
not degrade the I/O performance of all the benchmarks compared with SPDK vhost-blk and SPDK vhost-scsi. Speciﬁcally, Spool improves the IOPS of Randread by 13% compared with SPDK vhost-blk, which reduces the average data
access latency of Randread by 54% to 55% compared with
SPDK vhost-blk and SPDK vhost-scsi, respectively.
Besides, we can see that the SSD device achieves similar
IOPS when the SSD is used by a single VM and three VMs,
and we can see the average data access by comparing Figure 15(b) and Figure 16(b). The data access latency of the
benchmarks when the SSD is shared by three VMs is three
times that of case 1. This is reasonable because the backend
I/O load pressure increases linearly with the number of VMs,
so the total latency of the three VMs increases. While the I/O
load pressure of one VM has reached the throughput limit
of the Samsung PM963 speciﬁcation [10], the total IOPS
of three VMs remains unchanged. The I/O performance of
Spool is slightly better than that of SPDK because Spool and
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(b) IOPS

Overhead of the Cross-Process Journal

To measure the overhead of the cross-process journal, we
implement a Spool variation, Spool-NoJ that disables the
cross-process journal. Figure 17 shows the data access latency
and the IOPS of the SSD with Spool and Spool-NoJ.
As shown in Figure 17, Spool-NoJ and Spool result in
similar data access latency and IOPS. Compared with SpoolNoJ, Spool increases the average data access latency no more
than 3%. Meanwhile, Spool reduces the IOPS by less than
0.76% compared with Spool-NoJ. The extra overhead caused
by the cross-process journal in terms of average latency and
IOPS throughput is negligible.

7.7

Deployment on an In-production Cloud

We currently deploy Spool in 210 clusters with approximately 20,000 physical machines equipped with approximately 200,000 NVMe SSDs.
On the cloud supported by Spool, we built a Platform-as-aService cloud(ALI I2 series) that provides low latency, high
random IOPS, and high throughput I/O support. The maximum IOPS of single disk is 50% higher than that of competitive products and the maximum IOPS of a largest speciﬁcation
instance is 51% higher than that of the competitive products,
as shown in Figure 18. The in-production cloud hosts Cassandra, MongoDB, Cloudera, and Redis. They are ideal for
Big Data, SQL, NoSQL databases, data warehousing, and
large transactional databases. Recently, the instance resources
of local SSD disks have helped OceanBase break the world
record for TPC-C benchmark performance test maintained by
Oracle for 9 years and becoming an important milestone in
the evolution history of global databases.
A holistic ﬁne-grain monitoring system is crucial for clouds.
While the monitoring system is able to diagnose media errors
and other SSD failures, Spool handles the failures in different
ways. Our statistics show that the current hardware failure
rate is approximately 1.2% over a whole year. Throughout
one year, approximately 2,400 out of 200,000 SSDs suffer
from media errors. The media error is due to either media
damage or life depletion. From the system upgrade aspect,
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(a) A single disk

(b) A single instance

Figure 18: Maximum read IOPS compared with AWS and
Azure.

Figure 19: Restart time of Spool during a live upgrade.
we release a new version of Spool every six months. In total,
we upgrade Spool on more than 40,000 physical machines
every year. The purpose of the new version is to deal with two
issues: 1) releasing new features and 2) ﬁxing online stability
during the operation and maintenance phase. Most of the new
features are related to performance, such as adding support
for multiple queues, optimizing memory DMA operation, and
optimizing memory pools.
Figure 19 shows the restart time of some selected machines
in a live upgrade in production. The x-axis is the ID of the
physical node. Due to historical reasons, Spool in the production environment is based on the earlier version of the
DPDK driver, and the initialization memory requires 1,172
ms, accounting for 70% of the initialization of EAL (1,792
ms in total), which is almost optimized. However, the rest
of the initialization of the EAL is still 550 ms, and the total
upgrade time for 95% of the machines is within 654 ms. We
are working on updating the DPDK driver for Spool.

8

Related Work

There has been a lot of work concentrating on NVMe virtualization and optimizing storage I/O stacks for modern fast
storage devices(e.g., NVMe SSDs).
Kim et al. [22] analyzed the overheads of random I/O over
storage devices in detail and mainly focused on optimizing
the I/O path by eliminating the overhead of user-level threads,
bypassing the 4KB aligned I/O routine and enhancing the
interrupt delivery delay in QEMU. In QEMU/KVM forum
2017, Zheng et al. [43] implemented a userspace NVMe driver
in QEMU through VFIO to accelerate the virtio-blk in a guest
OS at the cost of device sharing. Peng et al. [27] discussed
the importance of polling for NVMe virtualization and took
advantage of polling to achieve extreme I/O performance
while each polling thread brings 100% usage of 3 cores.
Virtio [12] is a de facto standard for para-virtualized driver
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speciﬁcations including virtio-blk and virtio-scsi, which deﬁnes the common mechanisms for virtual device discovery
and layouts. However, each I/O request passes through the
I/O stack twice for guest and host, causing great loss of I/O
performance. Then, a vhost acceleration method is proposed
to accelerate virtio-scsi or virtio-blk provided by the storage
performance development kit (SPDK) [38], such as kernel
vhost-scsi, userspace vhost-scsi, and vhost-blk.
While local SSDs provide higher data access bandwidth
and lower latency, storage disaggregation (e.g., ReFlex [24],
NVMe-over-Fabrics [20], [23]) enables ﬂexible scaling and
high utilization of Flash capacity and IOPS at the cost of
interconnecting latencies over a network. The bandwidth of
NIC is the bottleneck to saturate the bandwidth of multiple disks. Two NVMe SSDs may saturate the bandwidth of
emerging NIC (100GbE). Meanwhile, the upgrade of cloud
services with minimal downtime has also been widely studied.
Neamtiu et al. [26] highlighted challenges and opportunities
for upgrades to the cloud. Clark et al. [19] proposed a live
migration mechanism to temporarily move VMs to a backup
server, upgrade the system, and then moves the VMs back.
Zhang et al. [41] proposed Orthus to live upgrade the VMM
without interrupting customer VMs and signiﬁcantly reduce
the total migration time and downtime. However, Orthus only
focuses on KVM and QEMU and ignores the backend services.

9

Conclusion

This paper presented Spool, a holistic virtualized storage system that is capable of handling hardware failure and the
NVMe virtualization system upgrades reliably. Spool signiﬁcantly reduces the restart time by 91% on a Samsung
PM963 SSD by reusing the data structures at the restart for
system upgrades. Compared with emerging virtualized storage systems such as SPDK, Spool supports live upgrades
and guarantees data consistency with a shared memory-based
journal at any time. Moreover, Spool diagnoses device failure type instead of hot-plugging directly and eliminates most
unnecessary NVMe device replacement.
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Abstract
The reliability of a storage system is crucial in large data centers. Hard disks are widely used as primary storage devices in
modern data centers, where disk failures constantly happen.
Disk failures could lead to a serious system interrupt or even
permanent data loss. Many hard disk failure detection approaches have been proposed to solve this problem. However,
existing approaches are not generic models for heterogeneous
disks in large data centers, e.g, most of the approaches only
consider datasets consisting of disks from the same manufacturer (and often of the same disk models). Moreover, some
approaches achieve high detection performance in most cases
but can not deliver satisfactory results when the datasets of a
relatively small amount of disks or have new datasets which
have not been seen during training. In this paper, we propose
a novel generic disk failure detection approach for heterogeneous disks that can not only deliver a better detective performance but also have good detective adaptability to the disks
which have not appeared in training, even when dealing with
imbalanced or a relatively small amount of disk datasets. We
employ a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) based siamese
network that can learn the dynamically changed long-term
behavior of disk healthy statues. Moreover, this structure can
generate a unified and efficient high dimensional disk state
embeddings for failure detection of heterogeneous disks. Our
evaluation results on two real-world data centers confirm
that the proposed system is effective and outperforms several
state-of-the-art approaches. Furthermore, we have successfully applied the proposed system to improve the reliability
of a data center and exhibit practical long-term availability.

1

Introduction

Device failure is a common problem in large data centers,
where hard disks are widely used as the primary storage devices. A disk failure could lead to temporary data loss and
thus system breakdown, or even permanent data loss if the
lost data cannot be recovered by data protection schemes
(eg., replication and erasure codes) due to disk failures exceeding the designed correction capability [1]. About 80%
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of system breakdowns are caused by hard drive failures in
the data center [2]. Therefore, how to ensure the reliability of
disks becomes an important issue in a storage system [3]. Although there are a series of passive fault defense mechanisms
like EC (Erasure Codes) [4, 5] and RAID (Redundant Arrays
of Independent Disks) [6], many researchers have focused
on proactive disk failure detection which aims to ensure the
reliability and availability of large-scale storage systems in
advance [7–9]. Disk failure prediction is an important issue in
system researches. Timely and accurate failure prediction can
ensure the operational continuity of systems and even avoid
data loss. It is because of this common realization among the
storage research community, there have recently emerged a
decent amount of researches on disk failure prediction.
We observed six classes of approaches of disk failure detection: threshold-based (TB) approaches [10, 11], distancebased anomaly detection (DAD) approaches [12–16], shallow
machine learning (SML)-based approaches [17–29], deep
neural network (DNN)-based approaches [30–34], one-class
classification (OCC) based approaches [35–39] and transfer
learning (TL)-based approaches [1, 40–44]. However, these
approaches have their limitations as summarized in Table 1.
(1) Limited applicability. Different disk manufacturers have
different S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring, Analysis, and Reporting Technology) values or data distribution, even in different
disk models of the same manufacturer [1, 43]. This will result
in a situation where methods (SML, DNN, OCC, TL) trained
on specific parameters only work well for the same manufacturer, and often even for the same models, limiting their scope
of applicability in practice.
(2) Lack of adaptability. New disk models enter gradually
to replace or augment the storage capacity, leading storage
systems to consist of disks from different vendors and/or
different models [1, 41, 42]. Facing these different types of
heterogeneous disks, the existing prediction models (DAD,
SML, DNN, OCC, TL) must be retrained to obtain more reliable predictions in order to adapt to the changes in the data
distribution introduced by these new disk models. Such re-
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Table 1: Characteristics of different approaches in disk failure detection. (?) refers to certain conditions that are required, e.g., finding a
suitable source domain (i.e., another disk model) for knowledge transfer. All existing methods have certain disadvantages. We use TPR refers to
True Positive Rate, FPR refers to False Positive Rate and F-Measure to evaluate these methods (for these evaluation metrics see Section 5.1.3).

Applicability
Adaptability
Imbalance datasets
Minority Disk
Performance

TB
√
√
√
√
TPR: 3%-10%
FPR: 0%-2%
F-Measure: 2%-13%

DAD
√
√
×
×
56%-70%
0%-1%
49%-58%

SML

DNN

OCC

TL

×
×
×
×
75%-96%
1%-4%
67%-92%

×
×
×
×
87%-98%
0%-1%
86%-93%

×
×
√

√×
(?)
×
√
(?)
80%-97%
FPR: 0%-6%
77%-93%

training is tedious and expensive in a large data center.
(3) Imbalanced datasets. Imbalanced data refers to a situation where the number of samples is not the same for all
the classes in a classification dataset. Most machine learning
(ML) models tend to bias the class with the largest proportion
of observations (known as majority class), which may lead
to inaccuracies. This may be particularly problematic when
we are interested in the correct classification of a “rare” class
(also known as minority class). In real world cloud storage
systems, the imbalanced ratio of positive (failure) samples
and negative (healthy) samples poses a significant threat to
the efficiency of machine learning models [2]. The most commonly used technique of existing methods (DAD, SML, DNN,
TL) to approach this problem are under-sampling [1, 15, 28]
and over-sampling techniques [45]. In under-sampling, the
data samples are adjusted based on the class with the lowest
sample count to keep the number of samples per class equal.
In over-sampling the samples of the sparsely populated class
are re-sampled to match the number of data samples in the
other classes. Under-sampling discards a large amount of data
while oversampling can easily cause overfitting in the model.
Moreover, these approaches might increase the training cost.
(4) Minority disk failure detection. In large-scale storage
systems, new disks gradually replace failed disks, which results in a situation where the data centers continuously contain
small amounts of new disk models. Due to a lack of sufficient
training data, some detective approaches (DAD, SML, DNN,
OCC) fail to deliver satisfactory detective performance for
these models. Although some TL methods (transfer learning
is good at transferring knowledge from the source dataset
to the target dataset) have been proposed to address this issue, their performance depends on finding a suitable source
domain (in the form of another disk model) for knowledge
transfer, which might be difficult in a real world data center
(detailed in Section 3.1.2).
(5) Detective performance. The True Positive Rate (TPR),
False Positive Rate (FPR) and F-Measure (all these evaluation
metrics see Section 5.1.3 for details) are the commonly used
metrics to measure the capabilities of classification models
in disk failure detection [1, 15, 17, 19]. Most methods show
unstable performance in practical long-term use and often fail
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×
70%-92%
0%-10%
65%-91%

HDDse
√
√
√
√
92%-97%
0.2%-0.4%
91%-97%

to obtain both high TPR and low FPR.
In this paper, we propose a novel disk failure detection
system called “High-Dimensional Disk State Embedding
for Generic Failure Detection” (HDDse). It is a distancebased anomaly detection approach using deep learning and
addresses the discussed shortcomings of the existing methods.
In summary, we provide the following contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, we propose the first generic
disk failure detection system HDDse for heterogeneous
disks. It is not sensitive to imbalanced datasets, has wider
applicability, well detects the minority disks and exhibits
high adaptability. (Section 4.1)
• We propose a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)-based
siamese network to calculate the similarity of disk health
states in high-dimension space, which combines distancebased anomaly detection and deep learning to classify disk
state in high-dimension. (Section 4.2)
• We experimentally evaluate our method on datasets from
two real world data centers. We demonstrate that HDDse
can effectively detect disk failures in long-term availability that greatly improves the reliability and availability of
the storage system and outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches in five adopted metrics (Section 5.2 and 5.3).

2

Related Work

Existing work mostly uses the S.M.A.R.T (Self-Monitoring,
Analysis and Reporting Technology) data to build a disk failure detection model. Almost all hard disk drives and flashbased SSDs now support S.M.A.R.T, which monitors the internal attributes of individual drives.
Threshold-based Methods (TB). All disk manufacturers use
a thresholding algorithm which triggers a failure alarm when
any single S.M.A.R.T attribute exceeds a predefined value [10,
11]. However, this approach provides only an estimated TPR
(True Positive Rate, see Section 5.1.3 for details) of 3%-10%
with a 0.1% FPR (False Positive Rate, see Section 5.1.3 for
details). The reason is that the hard disk manufacturers set
the thresholds conservatively to avoid expensive false alarm
costs, i.e., they keep the FPR to a minimum at the expense of
the TPR.
Distance-based Anomaly Detection Methods (DAD).
DAD is the method of finding data objects with behaviors that
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are very different from expectation based on some similarity
metrics. Shen et al. [15] utilize the change in the Euclidean
distance [46] between the healthy disk samples and the last
sample of a failed drive. Wang et al. [13] propose a model
for drive anomaly prediction based on Mahalanobis distance
(MD). In their subsequent study [14], they use a generalized
likelihood ratio test over the dissimilarity vector to detect disk
failures. Huang et al. [16] explore the read/write head failures
and bad sector failures using the Euclidean distance to calculate the dissimilarity between each S.M.A.R.T record prior to
the failure and the failure record. Gao et al. [12] present an
incremental detection model of disk failures based on the Euclidean distance to measure the local anomalies of test points
within their isolation regions optimizing the judgment of test
point anomalies.
Shallow Machine Learning based Methods (SML). Conventional (shallow) machine learning methods typically require manual extraction and selection of features (eg., Support
Vector Machines (SVM [47]), Logistic Regression (LR [48])),
a critical step that is dispensed within the deep learning approach, i.e., it is automatic in deep learning approaches.
Pitakrat et al. [29] evaluate and compare the performance
of 21 machine learning algorithms for proactive disk failure
detection. Li et al. [28] propose new drive failure detection
models based on classification and regression trees. Yang et
al. [27] design a disk failure prediction model based on L1regularized logistic regression. Ganguly et al. [26] propose
a two-stage ensemble predictive model. Chaves et al. [25]
design a failure prediction method using a Bayesian Network. Mahdisoltani et al. [23] explore a range of different
machine learning techniques (Classification and Regression
Trees (CART [49]), Random Forests (RF [50]), SVM, Neural Networks (NN [51]) and LR) and show that sector errors
can be predicted ahead of time with high accuracy using RF.
Carlos et .al [22] investigate three different machine learning models (Decision Trees, NN, and LR). Xiao et al. [21]
introduce a novel disk failure prediction model using Online
Random Forests (ORFs). Aussel et al. [24] test several learning methods, SVM, RF and Gradient-Boosted Tree (GBT)
and find that RF provides the best performance. Anantharaman et al. [20] experiment with two different types of ML
approaches: RF and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks. Yong et al. [19] develop a cost-sensitive
ranking-based ML model that can learn the characteristics
of faulty disks from the past and rank the disks based on
their error-proneness using the FastTree algorithm [52]. Yi et
al. [18] predict the failure order with a LambdaMART [53]
model. Xie et al. [17] propose an explanation approach designed for disk failure prediction.
Deep Neural Network based Methods (DNN). DNN
method is an artificial neural network (ANN) with multiple
layers between the input and output layers. The DNN finds
the correct mathematical manipulation to turn the input into
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the output, whether it be a linear relationship or a nonlinear
relationship. Xu et al. [34] introduce a method based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to assess the health statuses
of disks. Pang [33] implement a Combined Bayesian Network
(CBN) model to estimate the health degree of disks. Fernando
et al. [32] present a remaining useful life estimation approach
for disks by leveraging the capabilities of LSTM networks.
Basak et al. [31] propose a data-driven framework based on
LSTM for detection of whether a disk is going to fail in the
next 7 days. Sun et al. [30] propose a temporal Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN)-based model to predict failures.
One-Class Classification based Methods (OCC). OCC involves fitting a model on the normal data and predicting
whether new data is normal or not. The imbalanced ratio
of positive (failure) disk samples and negative (healthy) disk
samples poses a significant challenge for efficient learning.
Wang et al. [38, 39] present an anomaly detection method,
which distinguishes anomalous behaviors from healthy events
in each disk. Lucas et al. [37] propose a method for fault
detection on hard disks that uses a Gaussian Mixture to model
the behavior of only healthy hard disks. They also propose
another method named GMFD [36], which applies a semiparametric model (GMM) to build a statistical model using
healthy disks. Francisco et al. [35] evaluate nine one-class
classifiers for fault detection in hard disks.
Transfer Learning based Methods (TL). TL is an ML technique where a model trained on one task is re-purposed on
a second related task. Transfer learning methods have been
proposed to solve the minority disk failure problem. Botezatu
et al. [43] apply a transfer learning approach to use a prediction model trained on a specific disk model for a new disk
model of the same manufacturer. Francisco et al. [42] evaluate several transfer learning strategies on the task of failure
prediction on hard disk drives. Their experiments state that
transfer learning methods can provide performance gains in
hard disk failure prediction models. Xie et al. [41] employ a
simple but effective transfer learning method for disk failure
detection which determines the best source from its anterior
disk models and builds a transfer learning model with the help
of the source domain. Zhang et al. [40,44] integrate both transfer learning and active learning techniques to detect the disk
failure called ATAD and show its effective in cross-dataset
time series anomaly detection. Zhang et al. [1] propose a
minority disk failure prediction model named T LDFP based
on a transfer learning approach and use Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD) as an effective indicator for source domain
selection for large heterogeneous datasets.
Shortcomings of existing work. The above mentioned approaches (SML, DNN and OCC) deliver good detective performance only when both training and testing data are drawn
from the same distribution [54]. A recent study [22] on heterogeneous disk failure prediction has pointed out that the
predictive results are not good enough for adoption in prac-
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(a) DAD approach [12]

(b) SML approach [17]

(c) DNN approach [31]

(d) OCC approach [35]

Figure 1: Figure 1(a), 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) respectively show the overall F-Measure (detailed in Section 5.1.3) of the four state-of-the-art
methods using datasets of disk models from two data centers. Although the SML, DNN and OCC achieved better performance than the DAD
method in the case of datasets consisting of disks from the same disk models, the DAD approach delivers strong applicability and adaptability.

tice. Therefore, most of the experiments for these methods
only consider datasets consisting of disks from the same manufacturer (and often of the same disk models) and thereby
have limited applicability. Except for the method DAD, the
methods (SML, DNN and OCC) learn the S.M.A.R.T data
distribution of the specific disk model but not the unified
detection measure, as a result, these approaches have bad predictive performance when dealing with the disk models that
have not yet appeared in previously trained models (i.e., poor
adaptability). Furthermore, all the methods (especially for
DNN and OCC) require a large number of training samples
to build robust models, which is difficult to be satisfied for
minority disks in data centers. Training models on the minority disks would dramatically increase the risk of overfitting,
and the resulting poor generalization will decrease the performance of predictive models [1]. Although TL approaches can
handle this situation well, an important premise of this approach is that there is one or more appropriate source majority
disk models for knowledge transfer, but we find this to be a
tough assumption in practice (see Section 3.1.2). Moreover,
most of these approaches increase the training cost to process
the imbalanced datasets and could result in discarding a large
amount of data or model overfitting (mentioned in Section 1).

3

Preliminary Study and Motivation

In this section, we investigate the performance of existing
approaches in three aspects (applicability, adaptability and
minority disk failure detection) and describe our motivation
for enabling high-dimensional disk state embedding for heterogeneous disk failure detection.

3.1

Preliminary Study

3.1.1

Applicability and Adaptability

We analyzed the overall performance of existing proposed
approaches using different disk models from both the publicly
available S.M.A.R.T dataset Backblaze1 and the data center
of Tencent (one of the largest social network companies in the
world). Figure 1(a), 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) respectively show the
overall detective performance of the state-of-the-art methods
(DAD [12], SML [17], DNN [31] and OC [35]) using different datasets of disk models. For convenience, we use Data
1 https://www.backblaze.com/b2/hard-drive-test-data.html
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Center-Disk Manufacturers-Disk Model to denote the
dataset we use. For example, the disk model C from Seagate
in data center BackBlaze can be referred to as B-STX-C and
the disk model A from WDC in data center Tencent can be
referred to as F-WDC-A.
In each figure, the vertical and horizontal axes refer to the
disk models of training and testing dataset respectively. We
use F-Measure (detailed in Section 5.1.3) to evaluate the
performance of failure detection models. The higher the value
is (the darker in the heatmap), the better the performance is. In
the last row of each figure, we use the hybrid datasets (the first
6 disk models contain F-STX-A, B-STX-B, F-WDC-A, BWDC-B, F-HIT-A and B-HIT-B) for training and then detect
on different disk models. Note that the last three disk models
F-STX-C, F-WDC-C, B-HIT-C are not included in the hybrid
disk models for training. We summarize the findings from
these four figures. (1) Detection approaches (SML, DNN and
OCC) built on a specific disk model only has good results
test on the same disk model (i.e., the detective model built on
F-STX-A and detect on F-STX-A, as illustrated by the darker
diagonal lines). Moreover, DNN-based approach shows the
best performance in this case. (2) The SML, DNN and OCC
approaches built on hybrid disk model datasets decrease the
detective performance compared to a model built on the same
disk model (we call the model has poor applicability in this
case). Moreover, the performance of these approaches further
deteriorates when detecting the disk models that have not
appeared in the training datasets. (3) Although the overall
detective results of the DAD method is not good enough to
be deployed in practice, it is not sensitive to the different disk
models. In other words, the performance of cross-model disk
failure detection is very close. Besides, the DAD approach
built on hybrid disks increases the performance compared to
the model built on a single disk model (good applicability)
and shows high adaptability to disk models that have not
appeared in training. Note that we also evaluated many other
studies on these methods and got similar results and we don’t
discuss all the results here due to space limitations.
3.1.2 Minority Disk Failure Detection
In order to investigate the detection for minority disks (the
number of disks less than 1,500 [1]), for TL approach, we
use the majority disk model which has the smallest Kullback
Leibler Divergence (KLD) values with the detecting minority
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disk model from the same manufacturer to train the detective
models. The detecting minority disk models are listed on the xaxis ordered by the calculated smallest KLD values. For other
approaches, they only trained the detective model based on
minority disk datasets. Note that KLD is a metric measuring
the divergence degree of one probability distribution from
another expected probability distribution [55]. It indicates the
disparities between two S.M.A.R.T datasets distributions. A
zero KLD value means that the distributions of these two disk
datasets are the same, while the KLD value increases as the
differences between two data distributions widen. In general,
the larger a KLD value is, the greater differences between
two disk data distributions will be and the more difficult the
knowledge transfer between two distributions will be in the
transfer learning approach [1]. Figure 2 shows the results.
The TL approach delivers the best detective performance on
minority disk failure detection especially with the training
datasets having smaller KLD values while other candidates
are difficult to handle this situation.

approaches (SML, DNN, OCC), and DNN approach gives
the best detective performance. Before introducing our motivation, we first to answer the following three problems: (1)
Why the DAD approaches have good applicability and high
adaptability while DNN does not? The DAD method learns
the distance (similarity) between the normal and abnormal
disk samples in a certain space which has a commonality and
not sensitive to the disk models. However, the DNN approach
learns the distribution of S.M.A.R.T data which varies with
disk models, the performance of this approach would decrease
when the distribution changes. (2) Why the overall detective
performance of the DAD method is not as good as other approaches. We think the reason is it performs distance-based
transformation and computation in low-dimensional space but
does not learn from the dynamically changed long-term behavior in high-dimension. (3) Why the DNN approach achieves
the best performance among other candidates? DNN is good
at mapping the raw low-dimensional S.M.A.R.T attributes to
high-dimensional target spaces through complex transformations that perform good expression and fitting ability and thus
achieves better performance.
Considering the above advantages of the DAD and DNN
approaches, we are motivated to apply the distance-based
anomaly detection approach and deep learning to build a general disk failure detection system for heterogeneous disks. In
order to learn a unified measure of distance in high-dimension
space using deep learning and then easily use the distancebased anomaly detection approach for comparison for two
input data, we applied the siamese networks [56] (commonly
used in the image recognition technology) which we will
describe in detail in the next section.

Table 2: Distribution characteristics of the smallest KLD value for

4

Figure 2: Minority disk failure detection using different approaches.
The TL approach achieves the best performance but it depends on
the small enough KLD value of the majority disk which is chosen
for training.

minority disk model in two data centers
Data Center
Tencent
Backblaze

KLD(0∼1)
35%
32%

KLD(1∼2)
25%
18%

KLD(2∼3)
23%
31%

KLD(>3)
17%
19%

In order to take an in-depth look at the feasibility of this
method in practical large storage systems, we studied the disk
quantities by the different KLD values in two data centers.
As shown in Table 2, in Tencent data center, only 35% of all
minority disk models could find a majority disk model with
small KLD value (range from 0 to 1) for training. In other
words, most minority disk models only find the majority disk
models with a KLD value greater than 1 which might result in
poor detection performance. A similar observation has been
made in the data center Backblaze. Therefore, even in such
large data centers with millions of disks, it is still difficult to
find the most suitable majority disk model with small enough
KLD value to use TL for minority disk failure detection.

3.2

Motivation

The preliminary study results above show that The DAD approach has better applicability and adaptability than other
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Proposed System HDDse

In this section, we first provide an overview of our proposed system HHDse in Section 4.1. Then, we introduce
the LSTM-based siamese network for disk failure detection in
Section 4.2. Finally, we describe the sample pool and decision
maker of HDDse respectively in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.

4.1

System Overview

Figure 3 provides an overview of our proposed novel system HDDse which combines a sample pool, an LSTM-based
siamese network for disk failure detection, and a decision
maker. Sample pool (see Section 4.3 for details) is used to
store the S.M.A.R.T instances collected daily for each disk.
These instances are combined to form training and detecting
samples for our approach. Note that the sample pool has both
the disk S.M.A.R.T instances with ground truth (true labels
with the disk states) for training and the unlabeled instances
for detecting. LSTM-based siamese network for disk failure detection (see Section 4.2 for details) is the core part in
HDDse, the input of the network is a pair of samples from
the sample pool and the output is a binary classification result
that indicates the similarity of these two samples. In online
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Figure 4: The structure of our proposed LSTM-based Siamese
Network for Disk Failure Detection. The input is a pair of detecting
samples and output is similarity.

Figure 3: The overview of the proposed HDDse. It consists of
a sample pool, an LSTM-based siamese network and a Decision
Maker marked as 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

detection, since there are many results of the target detecting
samples at a continuous moment compared with other labeled
samples, each output detective result indicates for a particular
sample at different moments rather than the whole disk health
state. Therefore, Decision Maker (see Section 4.4 for details)
is a module to map these sub-results of samples to the final
whole disk healthy state.

4.2

LSTM-based Siamese Network

Many previously proposed machine learning models, such as
random forests (RFs), decision trees, SVM and DNN rely on
the phenomenon that some key attributes are distinct from
others when the disk is going to fail. Therefore, these approaches take a single snapshot of S.M.A.R.T attributes as
training data for detection, without considering the sequential
dependency between different statuses of a hard disk over
time (only rely on features extracted from one day) because
they are unable to make use of the time series data (except for
converting them to sequential features manually). However,
many researches have shown that the S.M.A.R.T of the disk
changes dynamically with a certain trend [2, 19, 21, 27, 57],
thus the current state of the disk may depend on a long-term
historical trend. In contrast to all the aforementioned methods,
we apply the LSTM to the parsing of sequential S.M.A.R.T information. LSTMs have been successfully applied to a variety
of applications, including text sentiment classification [58]
and multi-language text classification [59].
Traditional approaches to solving a classification problem,
such as SVM, random forests (RFs) or even DNN, generally
require that all the categories be known in advance (some
newly disk models entered the data center without enough
history information to classify the categories) for training.
Moreover, those approaches are not suitable for applications
where the number of samples per category is small (minority
disk models). Siamese networks are dual-branch networks
with tied shared weights, i.e., they consist of the same network
copied. This method is proposed for training a similarity metric from data, which can be used for classification tasks (eg.,
face recognition) in which the categories need to be classified
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have not appeared during the training process, and can also
handle the situation of training samples for a single category
which is very small [60]. The symmetry of siamese networks
is important and reasonable for learning a unified measure of
distance, for example, the distance from disk state S1 to state
S2 should be equal to the distance from S2 to S1 .
Therefore, we propose an LSTM-based siamese network
for disk failure detection. Figure 4 shows the structure of the
network. The training sample pairs we feed to the network
are randomly selected from the sample pool which contains
two S.M.A.R.T samples (see Section 4.3 for details) from
the same disk manufacturer denoted as < S, S0 >. We design
two LSTM networks to receive these two S.M.A.R.T samples
respectively which need to be compared for their similarity.
Note that these two LSTM networks (BiLSTM [61] refers to
bi-direction LSTM layers) shared their weights in order to
map the inputs to the same target high-dimension space for
comparison. Each LSTM consists of an input layer U, four
hidden layers H, one dense (fully connected) layer D with
128-dimensional units and an embedding layer E. In contrast
to traditional neural networks, the LSTM operates over sequences of input vectors. This structure is able to capture the
historical context of disk healthy statuses and makes LSTMs
suitable for tasks related to sequential detection. Note that the
dense layer is followed by an embedding layer (a fully connected layer) with 256-dimensional units, and then one more
layer computing the distance metric (Euclidean distances 2 )
between each siamese twin network. We employ a Sigmoid
function in the final layer to output a normalized value on the
learned high-dimensional feature space and scores the result
between the feature vectors of the input sample pair. Note that
our proposal is the first to propose an LSTM-based Siamese
network based on the peculiar features of disk failures and
has shown promising prediction outcomes.
Learning process. Let Eω (S) and Eω (S0 ) be the projections
of the input pair S and S0 in the embedding space computed by
the embedding layer (high-dimension space) network function
Eω . The output layer is a single unit computed by the induced
distance metric between each siamese twin. The detective
2 It

is interesting to explore other sophisticated distance metrics to achieve
better results.
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vector is given by:
N−1

EDω (S, S0 ) = fsig ( ∑ βi |Eωi (S) − Eωi (S0 )|))
i=0

where fsig is a Sigmoid activation function. βi are additional
parameters that are learned by the model during training,
weighting the importance of the component-wise distance.
Supposing that N represents the total number of S.M.A.R.T
sample pairs over a dataset D = < Si , Si0 ,Yi >, where i indexes
the ith training pair and Y (Si , S0i ) is the corresponding label.
We assume Y (Si , Si0 ) = 1 whenever Si and Si0 are the same disk
state label and Y (Si , Si0 ) = 0 otherwise. The total loss function
is given by:
Lω (D) = λ||ω||2 +

1
2N

N−1

∑ `iω (Si , Si0 ,Yi )

i=0

We use a squared L2-norm regularization (also called ridge
regression) in this loss function to improve the ability of
model generalization. The ω are the weights of the neural
network and λ is the weight decay (this prevents the weights
from growing too large and can be seen as gradient descent
on a quadratic regularization term to prevent from the model
overfitting) set as 0.001 to train our model. The instance loss
function `iω comprises of terms including the similar (Y = 1)
case (Ls ), and the dissimilar (Y = 0) case (Ld ):
`iω = Yi `s (Si , Si0 ) + (1 −Yi )`d (Si , Si0 )
The loss functions for the similar and dissimilar cases are
given by:
`s (S, S0 ) = (EDω )2
0

`d (S, S ) =

(
(m − EDω )2 ,

m < EDω ,

0, otherwise.

m is a margin which defines how far away the dissimilarities
should be. These settings were chosen during cross validation,
grid searching over possible margin settings. Suitable margin
helps us distinguish the two input S.M.A.R.T samples better.
Therefore, the instance loss function can also be given by:
`iω = Yi (EDω )2 + (1 −Yi ){max(m − EDω , 0)}2
It is interesting to investigate the proposed loss function.
When the two samples are similar/dissimilar (Y = 1/ Y=0), if
the EDω is wrongly calculated large/small by our model, the
value of this loss function will become larger. Our goal is to
minimize it.
The parameters of our model are optimized using the Adam
optimizer [62] with a decreased decaying learning rate. The
training process was run for 150,000 epochs with learning
rate (lr) starting at 0.1 and decrease it by a factor of 2 every 50
training epochs. We use the dropout technique [63] (a dropout
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Figure 5: The relationship between S.M.A.R.T instances, samples
and the input pairs in our approach. Each sample consists of 14
continuous instances and the continuous samples in a period of
seven days before actual failures are labeled as failed.

of 0.5) used on the recurrent units and between layers to
prevent overfitting. For the hyper parameter (margin m, weight
decay λ, learning rate, the unit number of fully-connected
layers) optimization, we use the grid searching to perform
hyper parameter selection.

4.3

Sample Pool for Imbalanced Datasets

Our sample pool consists of the collected S.M.A.R.T instances with their corresponding confirmed labels and some
instances that need to be detected. We collect all the instances
of each disk in the data center every day. All the time data
have been discretely sampled at an interval of one day. If the
data collection starts at day T0 and a disk can fail in any day
T f after that, a disk can have data for all such time indices t
where t varies from T0 to T f . We can formulate this instance
as a multivariate sequential vector I t = {I0t , I1t , I2t , ..., Iat } that
contain length-a attributes of S.M.A.R.T data at time t for
each disk. More specific information about the attributes we
use in our evaluation is given in Table 3. Besides, each input
of the LSTM consists of a fixed length (we set 14 days in our
system to learn the long-term disk state behavior) continuous
instances (referred to one sample) with its corresponding label. The first day recorded in a disk failed sample is not the
day when the disk fails, but the latest day when the collected
attribute stops changing [2, 21, 23]. We use change-point detection to decide how many days samples of failed disks preserve for training. Change-point detection can find an abrupt
change during a period. We observe that most attributes have
a significant change around 7 days before failures. Therefore,
for a failed disk, continuous samples in a period of 7 days (our
method has the ability to predict the failure 1-7 days in advance) before actual failure (T f ) are labeled as failed (y = 1).
For healthy disks, we label the total continuous samples as
healthy (y = 0). Note that Y = 1 (Y = 0) means the label of the
generated input pairs which is a combination of two same (different) labeled samples. The relationship between S.M.A.R.T
instances, samples and the input training pairs is shown in the
Figure 5. RAID arrays will not affect the operations in the
sample pool and the decision maker in Section 4.4.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the inputs of our proposed
network are two S.M.A.R.T samples < S, S0 > in pairs. There-
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fore, we can freely combine and label a pair of samples from
the same disk manufacturer. There are two benefits for generating this form of training datasets compared to existing
approaches which treat each S.M.A.R.T sample as a snapshot
in the training process.
Better with imbalanced datasets. It reduces the degree of
data imbalance by the simplest free combination. We use the
imbalance degree (IDe) [64] to indicate the dataset imbalance
which is defined as the ratio between the majority and minority samples (the larger value the IDe is when IDe is larger
than 1, the more imbalanced the dataset is). For an imbalanced
dataset containing a minority class sample with size A and the
IDe is α, the majority class sample size is αA. The number
of pairs with labels Y = 1 (Y = 0) n1 (
(n0 ) after combining the
2
n1 = CA2 +CαA
,
input samples can be expressed as:
where
1
1
n0 = CA ×CαA .
2 ) is the number of “similar” sample pairs generthe CA2 (CαA
ated by the minority class samples (majority class samples).
The new imbalance degree IDe0 of the input pairs is given
0
by: IDe0 = nn10 = α2 − 1+α−A
2Aα since A, α > 1, the value of IDe
will be around α2 , which effectively alleviates the original data
imbalance by a factor of two. Note that we directly arrange all
labeled samples to form the input training pairs without losing
large amounts of information (instances) in the sample pool
compared to the Under-sampling method which is commonly
used in recent researches. Although our method can alleviate
imbalanced datasets, it is difficult to eliminate. Fortunately,
extensive experimental results in Section 5 demonstrate that
the siamese network is insensitive to imbalanced datasets,
which is the same as many existing research results [65, 66].
Better with minority disk models. It forms large training samples even with the minority disk models. The number of training pairs with the minority disk models in existing methods is
P = A(1 + α). However, in our method the number of training
P!
= P(P−1)
pairs is: 2!(P−2)!
which is extremely large compared
2
to existing methods. Therefore, our model can increases the
number of samples greatly and make better use of deep learning algorithms to detect the failure and avoid model overfitting
(the experimental results are discussed in Section 5.2.2).

4.4

Decision Maker in HDDse

In this section, we aim to seek answers to the following two
problems: (1) Which training samples need to be arranged
to form the input pairs with the detecting sample and how
to make a decision (same state or not) for these pairs in the
online detection process. (2) How to make a disk healthy
state decision for a target disk based on the results of these
detecting samples at continuous moments?
When a sample of a target detecting disk needs to be detected, we let all the labeled training samples from the same
disk manufacturer to be arranged to form the input pairs. For
accelerating the process of making a decision for each sample,
we follow four detecting steps:
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Figure 6: The flowchart of the voting-based sliding window. Moving
forward until the disk health statue is reported.

Step 1. We arrange all the samples labeled as failed (y = 1)
from the same disk model (all majority and minority disks) to
form the input pairs with the target detecting sample respectively. If any of these pairs are detected as similar (Y = 1), we
will mark this detecting sample as failed (y = 1), otherwise,
proceed to the next step.
Step 2. Considering the sparsity of the state of healthy disk
samples, we first randomly select 10% healthy disks of the
same disk model and arrange the samples (y = 0) collected
randomly in one-month intervals to form the input pairs with
the detecting sample. If all these pairs are detected as similar (Y = 1), we will mark this sample as healthy (y = 0).
Otherwise, follow the third step.
Step 3. We compare with the samples labeled as failed (y = 1)
from the different disk models but the same manufacturer
with the detecting sample. If more than half of the results are
detected as similar (Y = 1), we will mark this sample as failed
(y = 1).
Step 4. Similar to step 2, the only difference is we arrange the
different disk models from the same manufacturer. Note that
when the disk model of the detecting sample did not exist in
the sample pool, we will start from step 3.
Each target detecting disk consists of several results of detecting samples at continuous moments, each output result
indicates the detection for a particular sample at one moment
rather than the whole disk health state in a period. Therefore,
to improve the robustness of the detection method against
noise, we propose a voting-based sliding window (V SW )
method to make a disk healthy state decision for the final disk
state. Figure 6 shows the architecture of V SW . According to
the results of the detecting samples stored in the Decision
Maker, we define the V SW method for failure detection in
the following manner: Define a length-W time sliding window and move it forward everyday. A failure alarm will be
reported, if the window consists of V (R) consecutive results
from step 1 (step 3), otherwise, there is no failure alarm. These
parameters (W,V, R) will be optimized as hyper parameters
of the model to determine its optimal value and were chosen
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during cross validation, grid searching over possible settings.
The configuration of our real-world large scale storage system
is W = 7,V = 1, R = 2. Note that some other decision solutions can be explored to improve the robustness of our method
further (eg., a weighted k-nearest neighbors approach).

5

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the detective performance of
HDDse. We first describe the methodology, followed by the
experimental results of effectiveness and efficiency and compare HDDse against the state-of-the-art approaches with respect to the evaluation metrics.

5.1

Methodology

We describe the characteristics of two real world S.M.A.R.T
datasets and the attributes selection in our experiments. Then
we introduce the experiment setup and some evaluation metrics used in our experiments.
5.1.1

Datasets and Attribute Selections.

Datasets. We use S.M.A.R.T datasets from two real world
data centers for evaluation. One is the publicly available data
set from “Backblaze”3 , which spans a period of 58 months
consisting of 146,203 healthy disks and 8,256 failed disks.
The second proprietary dataset has been collected by Tencent
and spans 29 months consisting of 70,192 healthy disks and
2,971 failed disks. All disks in these datasets were labeled to
be either failed or healthy. Note that the data from these two
data centers are extremely imbalanced. We tried to impute the
missing S.M.A.R.T values or disks by replacing them with
the median value.
Attribute Selections. Each S.M.A.R.T instance contains
many meaningful attributes. We first select all the common
attributes of the disk manufacturers. However, we find some
attributes are irrelevant to disk failure events because they
are immutable or have not experienced noticeable abnormal
changes. Therefore, we use correlation coefficients and select
nine attributes that correlate most with disk failure. The selected attributes are listed in Table 3. Each SMART attribute
entry consists of many elements. In our paper, we focus on
the three elements (ID, Normalized value, Raw value) in our
collected datasets. Since different attributes have different
output ranges, (which might lead to different impacts on the
detection model), we normalize the range of all S.M.A.R.T
attributes using min-max normalization, a common preprox−xmin
cessing technology in machine learning: xnorm = xmax
−xmin
where x is the original value of a S.M.A.R.T attribute, xmax
and xmin are the maximum and minimum value of the attribute
in the training data set, respectively. Note that we tried other
normalization methods (e.g., z-score), but achieved the best
results using min-max normalization. The hyper parameters
and attribute selections were done over the entire datasets.
3 https://www.backblaze.com/b2/hard-drive-test-data.html
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Table 3: The S.M.A.R.T Attributes for Our Evaluations
#ID
001
004
005
012
187
193
196
197
198

S.M.A.R.T Attribute Name
Raw Read Error Rate
Start/Stop Count
Reallocated Sectors Count
Power Cycle Count
Reported Uncorrectable Errors
Load Cycle Count
Reallocation Event Count
Current Pending Sector Count
Offline Uncorrectable Sector Count

Attribute type
Normalized
Raw
Raw
Raw
Normalized
Normalized
Raw
Raw
Raw

5.1.2 Experiment Setup.
To simulate the detecting process of disk failure in the real
world, we use the following method to build the experimental
datasets. All disks are randomly divided into a training set and
a testing set at a ratio of 7 to 3, as in most researches [1,35,67,
68] which guarantees that the failed disks in the training set
and the testing set are completely independent. Note that the
deterioration of a failed disk is a gradual process from healthy
to failure, and not all samples of failed disks need to be used
in the training set; otherwise, those healthy samples of failed
disks which are far from the actual failure would disturb the
training of the detection model. Therefore, only the last seven
continuous samples (we detailed it in Section 4.3) before the
moment of failure of the training disks can be regarded as
failed samples and need to be added to the training dataset.
Furthermore, we obtain all results via cross-validation [69] to
decrease the variability of the detections (analogous to many
methods [1, 41, 70]). For the configurations and parameters of
our system HDDse, the maximum number of training epochs
is set to 1000; the learning rate is initially set to 0.1, and
we decrease it by a factor of 2 every 50 training epochs; the
coefficient of weight decay λ is set to 10−8 . We train and
evaluate our method on a Linux server with 12-core 4.0GHz
CPU, 64GB RAM and 200GB HDD.
5.1.3 Evaluation Metrics.
We use the following five metrics to report the detective performance in our experiments which are commonly used for
evaluating the capability of disk failure detection approaches.
TPR. True Positive Rate (also called recall) is the proportion
of failed disks that are correctly predicted. The higher the
TPR is, the better the model is.
FPR. False Positive Rate (also called false alarm rate) is the
proportion of healthy disks that are falsely predicted as failed.
The lower the FPR is, the better the model is.
AUC. We use the AUC (Area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve) value under the ROC curve (receiver
operating characteristic) to evaluate the binary classification
performance of our detection model in imbalanced datasets.
ROC is a curve plotting the TPR against the FPR where TPR
is on the y-axis and FPR is on the x-axis. Therefore, the larger
the AUC value, the higher the TPR and the lower the FPR.
AUC is the area under this curve. A higher AUC means the
model is better at distinguishing failed and healthy disks.
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(a) Before embedding.

(b) After embedding.

Figure 7: The t-SNE of the S.M.A.R.T data before and after embedding using our approach. After the disk state embedding, the healthy
and failed disks are nearly clustered together and easily separated.

F-Measure. F-Measure is a balance between the two metrics
TPR and Prediction Precision (PP). PP is the proportion of
detected failed disks that are correctly detected. The higher
the F-Measure is, the better the model is.
C-MTTDL. We use Cost-based MTTDL (Mean Time To
Data Loss) to evaluate the reliability and availability of the
storage system. MTTDL [71] was proposed to approximate
the mean time to data loss with failure detection model which
is given by: MT T DL ≈ MT TkµF where MT T F is the Mean
1− µ+γ

Time To Failure of a disk. k is the TPR and γ is the inverse of
how far in advance the model can detect the impending failures. µ is the inverse value of Mean Time To Repair (MTTR,
replace a new disk or transfer the data of the failing disk
to a new one). However, this metric only demonstrates the
relationship between the MTTDL and the TPR (correctly
detected) but neglects the cost of misclassification by the
approach. Too many misclassifications will result in unavailability of the storage system. Therefore, we propose an end-toend economic analysis metric called the Cost-based MTTDL
(C − MMT DL) which considers not only the reliability but
also the misclassifications cost (considering the false positive
rate and cost of replacing disks). We will give the detailed definition of C − MT T DL in Section 5.2.5. Although we propose
the C − MT T DL, it is interesting to explore other end-to-end
evaluation metrics (benefit in customer-perceived latency or
throughput from accurate prediction).

5.2

Effectiveness Comparison

In this section, we first analyze the disk state embeddings
learned by our LSTM-based Siamese Network. Then we show
the results of HDDse compared to several state-of-the-art approaches in aspects of the ability of the minority disk detection, model applicability and adaptability respectively.
5.2.1 Analysis of Disk State Embeddings
To visualize the high-dimension embedded disk statues of the
embedding layers in our approach (See Figure 4), we use the
t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [72]
technique which can project high-dimensional embedding
spaces into 2D spaces for visualization while striving to keep
data clustered together in the high dimensional space clustered
together in the low-dimensional space as well.
For comparison, Figure 7 shows the t-SNE of the
S.M.A.R.T data attributes in low and high dimensionality re-
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spectively (before and after embedding using HDDse) based
on the collected data from three disk manufacturers. In our
case, the low dimensionality is the original S.M.A.R.T attributes most of the recently proposed methods (DAD, SML,
DNN, OCC and TL) leveraged (the specific attributes are
listed in Table 3). Note that the x and y axes of a particular
point have no meaning on their own and the t-SNE only attempts to preserve clusters in higher dimensional space. The
data points have been colored and shaped based on disk statues and their manufacturers. It is observed the data points of
these three disk manufacturers cluster relatively closely and
the relationship between the healthy and failed disks is hard to
distinguish with a unified method shown in Figure 7(a). This
highlights the challenges in failure detection of disks based
on S.M.A.R.T attributes in heterogeneous populations. This
result is consistent with the findings of the research [70] and
results in most of the related works only considered population consisting of the same disk models in their experiments.
As can be seen from Figure 7(b), the healthy and failed disks
are easily separated (the healthy state is above the failed
state for all the disks from different manufacturers) after the
embedding using our proposed approach. This experiment
demonstrates that our HDDse can generate a unified and efficient high-dimensional disk state embeddings for generic
disk failure detection of heterogeneous disks.
5.2.2

HHDse only Trained on Minority Disk Datasets.

As mentioned in Section 4.3, the input training pairs generated
by our method is extremely large compared to the original
samples of existing approaches. It is interesting to investigate
the detective performance of HHDse when only trained on
minority disk datasets. We compare our approach with the
other five state-of-the-art approaches: DAD [12], SML [17],
OCC [35], DNN [31] and TL [1]. For a fair comparison, the
TL approach uses the majority disk model which has the smallest KLD value with the detecting minority disk model from
the same manufacturer to train the detective models. Minority
disk models from different data centers and manufacturers are
listed in the x-axis ordered by these calculated the smallest
KLD values. For other approaches, they only trained the detective model based on minority disk datasets. As can be seen
from Figure 8(a), none of the four approaches (DAD, SML,
OCC and DNN) can deliver a high AUC value. The poor detective performance is due to overfitting caused by using small
homogeneous datasets [1]. In particular, DNN achieved the
worst results because the neural network required a huge number of samples to fit a large number of weights. Besides, the
results of the TL method imply it largely depends on whether
you can find the smallest KLD value majority disk training
dataset for modeling as discussed in Section 3.1.2. It is worthy to note that our HDDse achieves the best performance in
all cases. The reason is two-fold. On the one hand, the training pairs generated by our method are extremely large which
makes our model not easy to get overfitting. On the other
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: (a) Performance comparison for minority disk failure detection of different approaches. HDDse delivers the highest AUC in most
cases. (b) Performance comparison for disk failure detection using hybrid disk datasets. HDDse achieves the best detection results in all cases
which shows good applicability. (c) Performance comparison for disk failure detection using different hybrid disk datasets. HDDse achieves
the best detection results even the disk models have not appeared for training which shows good adaptability.

hand, the disk state embeddings in high-dimension learned
by our designed LSTM-based Siamese Network is effective
for model classification.
5.2.3 The Applicability of HHDse
In order to investigate the model applicability of our HDDse,
we use the imbalanced datasets of ten disk models from three
disk manufacturers in two data centers to conduct this experiment. We compare our approach with the other four approaches: DAD, SML, OCC and DNN. Considering the generality, those ten detecting disk models consist of three from the
data center Tencent (F-STX-E, F-WDC-F and F-Hi-F), three
from data center BackBlaze (B-STX-F, B-WDC-F, B-HIT-F)
and four minority disk models from two data centers (F-STXF, F-WDC-G, B-HIT-G, B-STX-G). We use all these hybrid
disk datasets to train and detect these models respectively,
and the detective results are shown in Figure 8(b). When
dealing with the disks from different manufacturers, data centers and even minority disk models, HDDse achieves higher
F-Measure values compared to other candidates. The main
reason is that our model maps low-dimensional attributes
(disk status) to a general high-dimensional space that is not
sensitive to the differences in disk models, which leads to the
detection to be performed well using a unified distance calculation. This experiment demonstrates that HDDse has good
applicability for disk failure detection in a heterogeneous
environment.
5.2.4 The Adaptability of HHDse
We evaluate the adaptability of our HHDse, e.g., how an approach can adapt to a disk model that has not appeared in
the training dataset. We use another ten disk models (note
that they are different from the ten disk models showed in
Figure 8(b)) from three disk manufacturers in two data centers to conduct this experiment. As can be seen from Figure 8(c). Data set “Hybrid” contains the same ten disk models
for training described in Figure 8(b). “Hybrid1” contains another three disk models from data center Tencent (F-STX-G,
F-WDC-H and F-Hi-G) compared to “Hybrid”, dataset “Hybrid2” add another three from data center BackBlaze (B-STXH, B-WDC-G, B-Hi-H), “Hybrid3” has two more minority
disk models from data center Tencent (F-WDC-I , F-HIT-H)
than “Hybrid2” and “Hybrid4” includes all 10 disk models in
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the x-axis compared to the dataset “Hybrid”. For a fair comparison, we use the dataset “Hybrid” to train the DAD, SML,
DNN, OCC approaches. The results are shown in Figure 8(c).
Our method using different hybrid datasets all achieved better
detective performance than other candidates. It is worthy to
note that the datasets of the detecting disk models have not
appeared for training delivers comparable performance as
those disk models contained (framed by red lines) in training data sets in the first five rows of Figure 8(c). It indicates
that our HDDse does not need to establish or maintain a new
model and owns strong adaptability that can completely adapt
to a new disk model regardless of disk manufacturers, disk
models, data centers, and minority disks. Note that we also
verified the HDDse’s performance on NVMe SSD and obtained promising results, which are not included due to the
space limit.
5.2.5 Improvement of Storage System Reliability
As the above comprehensive analysis of detective results described, we achieved better AUC and F-Measure compared to
other approaches. In this section, we will first give the definition of the economic analysis metric C − MT T DL and then
quantitatively evaluate the reliability and availability of the
system based on different approaches. C − MT T DL can be
T DL
MT T F
expressed as: C − MT T DL = MTCost
≈
kµ
(1− µ+γ )(Ca FP+Cb FN)

where MTTDL was defined in Section 5.1.3 and FP (FN)
is the number of true healthy (failed) disks that are falsely
predicted as failed (healthy). Ca and Cb are the corresponding cost of these misclassifications. These two factors can be
set differently and obtain different results according to the
model maintenance requirement (cost sensitivity) in the real
world. Ca and Cb are set to 200 and 100 (dollars) respectively
in our evaluation which were estimated in Tencent data center. C − MT T DL denotes the MTTDL per dollar cost and the
larger the better. The larger the C − MMT DL is, the better is
the reliability and availability the storage. We investigate the
C − MT T DL in based on the datasets from data center Tencent. We assume all models can detect the impending failures
seven days in advance (γ = 1/(7 ∗ 24hours), the inverse value
of MT T R µ = 1/10hours and MT T F = 1,390,000 hours. All
these parameters come from data center Tencent and our experiments. We list the results in Table 4, which shows our
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approach improves the C − MT T DL by about 2 orders of
magnitudes than the other four candidates. In other words,
in addition to ensuring the detective performance of our approach HDDse, we have greatly improved the reliability of
the storage system at a lower cost.
Table 4: Improvement of C-MTTDL
Method
OCC
DAD
SML
DNN
HDDse

5.3

k(T PR)
62.6%
45.2%
72.6%
85.3%
95.8%

FP
8212
3422
6159
4791
103

FN
1062
1537
783
419
140

Cost
1,748,600
838,100
1,310,100
1,000,100
34,600

MTTDL (years)
397.6
276.7
504.10
814.13
1656.3

C-MTTDL (hours/dollar)
1.94
2.89
3.37
7.13
419.35

Efficiency Comparison

In this section, we evaluate the effect on training/detecting
time and the practical long-term availability of our approach
HDDse compared to the state-of-the-art approaches.
5.3.1 Training and Detecting Time
We train and evaluate all the approaches on a Linux server
with 12-core 4.0GHz CPU, 64GB RAM and 200GB HDD.
All the approaches record the total training (from start until
convergence is achieved, i.e. little changes in the performance)
and online detecting time (it is for the entire testing set). Figure 9(a) provides further time statistics for each approach.
DAD has the lowest training time and the highest detecting
due to its easy training method and large computation of
calculating distances. Our approach HDDse takes the secondhighest training time followed by the SML method (Random
Forests) and the second-highest detecting time followed by
the DAD method. This is attributed to our method generating
large training pairs compared to the original datasets that need
more time to converge. Moreover, it needs more time compared to other training samples to determine the disk statue
in the detecting process (we use some sampling methods to
accelerate the process of detecting mentioned in Section 4.4).
Considering the training task in a data center and sometimes,
the detective models are updated weekly or monthly (we perform once a week), so the time cost of HDDse is acceptable.
Note that the time cost can be further shortened if GPU and
many model compression and acceleration technologies [73]
are used. We leave in our future work to explore other solutions for optimizing the efficiency of our approach.
5.3.2 Evaluating Practical Long-Term Availability
We last simulate practical long-term availability in data centers Tencent. As we mentioned in section 4.2, S.M.A.R.T
data of the disk changes dynamically with a certain trend,
thus the distribution of S.M.A.R.T attributes changes over
time, resulting in unstable detective performance for many
approaches. However, it is important to design a stable detection approach for large data centers without additional manual
model tuning. To fairly evaluate the detective performance of
different approaches in the long term, we employ the same
accumulation strategy to update the model periodically e.g.,
once a week, using all the training data collected from the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Training and detecting time comparison for different
approaches. (b) TPR and FPR of different approaches. HDDse delivers higher TPR and lower FPR in a stable manner which shows
long-term availability.

beginning. Figure 9(b) shows the TPRs and FPRs of the different detective approaches in the following 15 months. As can
be seen, HDDse shows higher TPR and lower FPR compared
to other state-of-the-art methods. It is worthy to note that
HDDse exhibits stable detective performance than other candidates. We attribute this to the LSTM-based network which
is well learned from the dynamically changed long-term behavior of disk statues. Similar to most of related works, we
are focused on the predictive accuracy, because designing an
accurate approach is the first critical step toward building a robust, highly reliable, and readily available operational storage
system. With a high-accuracy failure prediction approach in
place, we will have a high level of confidence in integrating
it into the system, which is more of a mechanism rather than
a policy. For instance, a direct application is to use the prediction results to perform data backups and replace disks that
are about to fail to prevent data loss. Moreover, we can use
the predictive results to analyze the mechanism of disk sector
error and build a sector error predictive model to accelerate
the scrubbing rate of disks to find the sector errors in advance
and improve the reliability of the storage system.

6

Conclusion

Disk failures have become one prevailing reason for unexpected system unavailability. In this paper, we propose
HDDse, an LSTM-based siamese network that can learn the
dynamically changed long-term behavior of disk healthy statues and generate a unified and efficient high dimensional disk
state embeddings from low dimensional S.M.A.R.T attributes
for disk failure detection. We evaluate our approach using two
real-world datasets to demonstrate that HDDse is effective
and outperforms several state-of-the-art approaches. Specifically, HDDse has good detective adaptability to the disks
which have not appeared in training and deliver good performance for the imbalance or minority disk datasets, thus
improving storage system availability. Furthermore, the proposed approach improves the reliability of a data center and
exhibits long-term availability.
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Abstract
Fast networks and the desire for high resource utilization in
data centers and the cloud have driven disaggregation. Application compute is separated from storage, but this leads to
high overheads when data must move over the network for
simple operations on it. Alternatively, systems could allow
applications to run application logic within storage via userdefined functions. Unfortunately, this ties provisioning and
utilization of storage and compute resources together again.
We present a new approach to executing storage-level functions in an in-memory key-value store that avoids this problem by dynamically deciding where to execute functions over
data. Users write storage functions that are logically decoupled from storage, but storage servers choose where to run
invocations of these functions physically. By using a serverinternal cost model and observing function execution, servers
choose to directly run inexpensive functions, while preferring
to execute functions with high CPU-cost at client machines.
We show that with this approach storage servers can reduce
network request processing costs, avoid server compute bottlenecks, and improve aggregate storage system throughput.
We realize our approach on an in-memory key-value store
that executes 3.2 million strict serializable user-defined storage functions per second with 100 µs response times. When
running a mix of logic from different applications, it provides
throughput better than running that logic purely at storage
servers (85% more) or purely at clients (10% more). For our
workloads, it also reduces latency (up to 2×) and transactional
aborts (up to 33%) over pure client-side execution.

1

Introduction

Today, in data centers and the cloud, compute is disaggregated from storage. Separating compute and storage eases
provisioning and keeps utilization high by decoupling their allocation. Fast networks have made this practical, but moving
all data to compute comes at a cost.
Beyond conventional, higher-level approaches like SQL,
many systems have evolved to embed more functionality
within storage servers to make storage operations more expressive and to reduce inefficient data movement. For example,
some databases allow compile-time extensions [38, 47], userdefined functions [34], and stored-procedures [19, 22, 33, 38,
48]. Among key-value and object stores, some stores offer a
fixed set of extra operators [2, 43], while others allow runtime
extension with just-in-time [14, 26, 45] or ahead-of-time compiled user-supplied operations [26]. All of these approaches
move user operations closer to the data that they operate on.
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The downside is that these approaches fix the ratio of compute to storage, so compute at storage servers can quickly
become a bottleneck. The result is that the state-of-practice is
to prefer easy provisioning and high utilization while keeping
a hard network boundary between compute and storage.
However, the steady decrease in the granularity of compute
allocation and scheduling in the cloud (from virtual machines,
to containers, to serverless functions) has raised a possibility:
application compute need not be statically embedded within
storage; nor must it be the case that it is always run separately.
Storage servers that support running granular user-supplied
functions at low cost create the opportunity to dynamically
adapt where functions on stored data are executed. By shifting processing of storage functions back to storage client machines, a storage server can avoid CPU-intensive operations
when under load to avoid becoming bottlenecked, choosing
instead to send data back to clients for processing. By shifting
processing onto itself, a server can eliminate data movement,
lend its spare CPU capacity to clients, and reduce its own
request processing load. Since moving user-logic into the
server reduces the number of requests clients make for data,
counter-intuitively, a server can improve its own throughput
by taking on more of client applications’ compute work.
To show the benefits of such an approach, we developed a
new scheme for executing storage functions on top of Splinter [26], which is an extensible in-memory key-value store.
Beyond fast get()/put() key-value operations, applications
can push compiled, binary-code extensions containing storage
functions to Splinter. These functions can be invoked over the
network by clients with low overhead such that even operations that only perform a few microseconds of compute are
practical and efficient. Our new approach builds on Splinter to
imbue it with a profiler that tracks storage function execution.
Clients attempt to invoke their functions at servers. Servers
use an internal cost model that weighs the CPU cost to the
server if the function were to continue to run at the server
against the CPU cost to the server if the function were to
run at the client (which would result in extra remote requests
to the server for data). Functions invocations that compute
over large amounts of data are deemed beneficial and are run
at the server, since running them at the client would require
transferring large amounts of data. Functions invocations that
are compute-intensive but access little data are pushed back
to the client, where the client must perform the computation.
Beyond the server side, the framework includes a smart
storage client library that makes “pushback” cases transparent to applications. The server and the storage client library
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2

Background and Motivation

Today, cloud and data center applications keep data in one set
of servers and compute over it on another. This “client-side”
function execution model serves as a baseline. Our question
is, can a system consistently beat the performance of this
client-side approach without creating server bottlenecks?
To do this, one needs a way to embed application logic
within storage to compute on data. Our approach relies on the
Splinter multi-tenant in-memory key-value store (KVS) [26].
Similar to other low-latency in-memory stores like RAMCloud [40] and FaRM [12], remote clients issue get(), put(),
multiget(), and multiput() operations to a Splinter server.
Unlike most other systems, clients also send compiled extensions with custom storage functions to it at runtime, which
they invoke remotely to perform operations over their data. Invoking a storage function only incurs 1,400 cycles of overhead
and adds no other no runtime overheads. Splinter achieves
low-latency and high-throughput via kernel-bypass networking; one server handles 6.5 million get() or 13.5 million
no-op invoke() requests per second over the network with
tens of microseconds of delay. It supports thousands of interisolated tenants per server; each application and its storage
functions can only access and modify data that it owns.
Extensions reduce requests to storage. With them, a single request could fetch a “user profile” object along with the
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both provide a binary compatible runtime, so functions are unaware of whether they are run at a storage server (where data
access is local) or at a client (where data access is remote).
Applications attempt to invoke their storage functions, and
the client library transparently executes any client function
invocation requests that are pushed back by the storage server
before returning the result to the application.
In our model, invocations may execute on the server, at
the client, or partially on both, so ensuring consistency is a
challenge. Our approach adapts techniques from distributed
optimistic concurrency control protocols (OCC) [3, 27, 51] to
solve this. All storage functions run within strict serializable
transactions, which ensure that clients observe the same strong
consistency regardless of where functions execute. These
transactions play a key role in the function execution model
itself; when a function’s execution is transferred from a server
to a client, its transaction’s read/write set is shipped along
with it, avoiding extra requests back to the server for data.
We demonstrate adaptive storage function placement (or
ASFP) with functions drawn from different domains including aggregation, graph traversal, machine learning classifiers,
and authentication. We show these workloads have heterogeneous compute demands, often with compute-to-storageaccess ratios varying within one application’s functions. Even
so, ASFP provides throughput better than running functions
purely at storage servers (85% more) or purely at clients (10%
more), and it automatically adjusts, optimizing throughput as
workloads and server network costs vary and change.
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Figure 1: Server-side vs client-side throughput when CPU cost
varies. Throughput is inversely related to the compute applied to two
accessed values per invocation when run server-side. When the logic
is run client-side, the server must process more requests (2 get() vs
1 invoke() request), but computation is offloaded to clients.

profiles of friends listed within that profile. Another application could make recursive k-hop queries by traversing edge
lists stored in values or make classification requests to stored
models. Storage functions access multiple values, reducing
server request processing costs, but they are most effective
for inter-dependent data accesses since these accesses would
otherwise require multiple requests separated by a round-trip.

2.1

Understanding the Impact of Placement

Storage functions can lower server overhead, but if functions
perform too much computation, then the benefits of eliminating requests are offset as the server CPU becomes a bottleneck.
Figure 1 shows this effect. When functions are run server-side
(circles), a server performs 3.2 million invocations/second
if the functions perform no computation, but its throughput
is inversely proportional to the CPU cycles spent computing on the values (x-axis). When run client-side (squares),
the server only processes the two get() operations for each
function; the extra computation is run at clients, which have
sufficient idle CPU to perform the work. (Later, we show
that if clients do not have idle CPU capacity, our approach
shifts work to the server still so long as it is not overloaded. In
either case, a global bottleneck is avoided.) When functions
perform no computation on values, the two get() requests
incur higher server-side overhead than sending one invoke()
request, so server CPU becomes a bottleneck when servicing
the equivalent of 2.5 million invocations/second.
Sometimes pure server-side execution provides better system throughput and other times pure client-side execution
does. The key insight of this paper is that with lightweight
performance tracking, the server can determine this cross-over
point, and it can separate invocations into those that should
be kept at the server from those that are better run at clients.

2.2

Challenges in Execution Placement

Ideally, a server could get the best of both worlds if it
could perfectly determine where to execute an invocation.
We simulate this by manually controlling where invocations run based on how much computation they do on data
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(Client Determined Onload-Offload, dashed line). Here,
clients never issue compute-heavy invocations to the server
– so, performance matches pure server-side execution for
data-intensive invocations and pure client-side execution for
compute-intensive invocations.
However, real clients (and real servers) do not know how
much computation an invocation will use a priori; different
functions vary, and even invocations of the same function
could access values and use the CPU in different ratios. Statically determining how much data or how much computation an invocation will use is undecidable in general. Static
analysis or modeling might help make good guesses, but the
analysis could be fragile and have pathologies.
Our approach is to measure rather than guess; rather than
using history, another option is to optimistically assume invocations should run at the server and then try to minimize
the cost of correcting mistakes. Figure 1 shows the cost of
this conservative, “black box” approach (Server Determined
Onload-Offload, triangles). Here, clients always invoke functions at the server, but the server quickly sheds invocations
that consume CPU without accessing many values. This adds
overhead for compute-intensive functions, since the server
wastes a small amount of compute before realizing the mistake, but these results show this only hurts throughput 3% for
compute-intensive invocations (all other invocations benefit).
Simple enhancements to this scheme are likely to work
in practice. Tracking the history of the costs of a particular
function’s last few invocations can help. If a function’s invocations are determined better to be run client-side a few times
in a row, then running the next several invocations client-side
makes sense. This would work for many applications, but we
intentionally avoided such tweaks in this paper. Our approach
never relies on the history of invocations (neither across nor
within a function); optimizations that make better predictions
are likely limited to only recovering that 3% of performance.
In summary, ASFP based on optimistic onloading of application compute to storage with pushback to clients achieves
the best of both worlds. For storage functions that access a
great deal of data, ASFP avoids data movement costs; for
functions that are compute-costly it avoids server bottlenecks.

3

ASFP Design

Applications vary in how they work with data they hold in remote storage. Compute-bound applications may access little
data, so moving data to computation is efficient; for dataintensive applications moving computation is more efficient.
Multi-tenant stores take this to an extreme: they see a diverse
set of applications with a wide variety of compute and data
needs. The key idea of ASFP is to exploit this diversity by optimistically colocating functions with the data they access and
then profiling storage function execution costs to dynamically
relocate invocations that would create a bottleneck.
ASFP relies on mechanisms for running storage functions
at servers, at clients, or split between both and policies to
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Figure 2: Splinter Request Execution. Each server core has a dedicated network receive queue where clients steer requests. Each core
polls this queue and creates a task for each incoming request. Tasks
are run round-robin; storage functions can access key-value pairs
and perform custom computation on them within the server.

control the mechanisms and decide placement. The four main
mechanisms are needed for ASFP are:
Server-side Storage Functions (§3.1.1). Tenant-provided
storage functions reduce data movement. They are key for
improving server performance for data-intensive functions.
This functionality already pre-exists in Splinter.
Server-to-client Pushback (§3.1.2). ASFP uses a pushback
scheme that relocates costly function invocations back to
clients to avoid server-side bottlenecks.
Concurrency Control (§3.1.3). Since a single function invocation could run partly server-side and partly client-side,
consistency becomes an issue. ASFP ensures that this does
not cause repeated effects or inconsistencies. It uses OCC
to ensure strict serializability of invocation operations, and
it integrates with OCC read/write set tracking to preserve
work for invocations that are pushed back to clients.
Client-side Runtime (§3.1.4). Clients locally execute invocations that are pushed back from the server, and the ASFP
client library makes this transparent. Applications wait for
invocations to complete; the client library runs pushed back
invocations, fetching data from the server as needed.
The server’s primary objective in ASFP is to minimize
the CPU usage per function invocation and to optimize its
own throughput, which, indirectly optimizes the throughput of the entire system. The ASFP policy relies on three
key components to do this:
Invocation Profiling. Each server tracks each function invocation as it runs to account for its CPU time.
Request/Response Cost Modeling (§3.2.1). Similarly,
each server dynamically profiles networking CPU costs
to determine a CPU cost model for data movement. This
projects how much server CPU is being saved by running
each invocation at the server. If an invocation has consumed
substantially more CPU cycles at the server than the
request/response cost model projects have been saved by
running it at the server, then it is pushed back to the client.
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3.1

ASFP Mechanisms

3.1.1

Server-side Storage Functions

ASFP is built on top of the Splinter in-memory KVS. Splinter
supports typical KVS remote get() and put() operations. It
is a good starting point because it also supports installation of
client-supplied native-code extensions. These extensions add
storage functions to the server that can be called remotely via
invoke() requests. ASFP uses invoke() requests to move
computation to data, and it extends Splinter with new profiling,
policy, and function invocation relocation functionality.
Internally, Splinter multitasks between get(), put(), and
(possibly longer-running) invoke() requests, so each incoming request is converted into a task. The server runs these cooperative tasks round-robin until they complete or yield; this
prevents head-of-line blocking when functions take awhile to
execute. Tasks handling invoke() operations maintain state
for the running storage function as a coroutine stored in the
task. Figure 2 illustrates request processing. Each server core
polls a CPU-core-specific network receive queue and creates
a task for each incoming request ( 1 ), each of which is added
to a per-core task queue. Each queued task is run once ( 2 ),
then the core polls its receive queue again. The core transmits
a response ( 3 ) when a task completes and then destroys it.
Invocations run interleaved due to cooperative scheduling,
but they can also run in parallel too. Clients steer requests to
specific CPU cores to reduce overhead, but server cores steal
work from each others’ receive queues to keep throughput
high under load imbalance. Hence, pipelined invocations from
a client can run in parallel at the server.
3.1.2

Pushing invoke()s Back to Clients

ASFP lets Splinter servers selectively shed load. When a storage server’s cores are overloaded, it may perform a pushback
on tasks. These tasks are terminated at the server and restarted
client-side. Figure 4 shows the state transition diagram of the
lifecycle of an invoke() request at a server. ASFP adds a new
Offload state to server-side tasks to support pushback.
For each incoming invoke() request, a server creates a task
and tries to run it to completion, sending a Result response
(top of Figure 3). However, if a server is past an overload trig-
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Overload Trigger (§3.2.2). Even compute-bound functions
run more efficiently at the server than they do at clients since
they can avoid data movement. All invocations run at the
server if there is spare CPU capacity available, so long as
they don’t create a bottleneck at the server. Hence, pushback
is only triggered when our server deems itself overloaded.
First, we describe ASFP’s mechanisms to show how storage functions, pushback, and concurrency control work; then,
we explain how its measurements and policies drive its mechanisms. Overall, ASFP constitutes about 7,500 lines of code
split across additions to the Splinter server and a the new
client library, which shares much of its code with the server
(available at https://github.com/utah-scs/splinter/).

Figure 3: Timeline of a function invocation request when run serverside (top) and when pushed back to the client side (bottom). In this
case, offloading this relatively long-running function to the client
gives the server extra CPU resources to service other requests.

ger point (§3.2.2), then it chooses some Ready invoke() tasks
that are good candidates for client-side execution based on a
threshold function (§3.2.1), and it moves them to Offload.
When tasks in the Offload state are scheduled, a Pushback
response is generated that informs the client that it should run
the function client-side. The client runs the function, falling
back to making get() requests to the server to fetch needed
values (put()s are cached locally and installed atomically
when the invocation completes, §3.1.3). Figure 5 shows this.
If the client receives a Result response, the work of the requested invocation has been done, and there is nothing left to
do. If the client receives a Pushback response, the client begins to execute the function logic itself in a fashion similar to
the server. The bottom of Figure 3 shows the interactions between the server and the client when an invocation is pushed
back to the client; as shown, this avoids a bottleneck in this
case, freeing the server to process other requests at the server.
3.1.3

Consistency and Concurrency Control

Storage functions and pushback create interrelated challenges,
especially for consistency. First, invoke() tasks run concurrently at the server; this can happen because tasks run interleaved at the server and because server cores perform work
stealing. Pushed back requests also create concurrency, since
those functions run at the client in parallel with server tasks.
Second, when tasks are pushed back, the client restarts execution of that function from the beginning – pushback has no
means to preserve the running state of a function to resume
it at the client. This means that without care, clients might
repeat operations, which would affect the concurrent behavior
of functions and make it hard to reason about consistency.
To solve these consistency issues, invocations are run as
strict serializable transactions. This makes it easy to reason
about consistency regardless of where an invocation is run.
ASFP adds OCC transactions to Splinter. When a server receives an invoke(), it creates an empty read/write set. The
server tracks the version of each value that a task sees and the
values that the tasks wishes to install in storage. If the task
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Figure 4: Server-side task states for an invoke().

Figure 5: Client-side task states for a pushed-back invoke().

completes on the server, validation is performed by latching
the invocation’s read/write set. For each key in the read set,
if the associated value versions remain unchanged, then its
write set is installed and the client is informed of commitment;
otherwise, the server indicates abort.
The server’s read/write set has a second purpose: by tracking what values an invocation has read, the server can save
work by returning those values immediately on pushback. The
client installs this read/write set locally before restarting the
function. This way, the server will never have to repeat any
work for a pushed back task: all of the values the task needs
have already been delivered to it up to the point that it was terminated at the server. This is key: pushed back requests never
generate extra work for the server. This bears similarities to
reconnaissance queries in deterministic databases [50].
On completion of a pushed back task, the client sends the
write set and version metadata for the values it read to the
server where validation is performed the same as if the task
has completed server-side. This is another advantage of OCC:
the server need not keep any state about an invocation once it
is pushed back. For example, the server retains no metadata
or locks on behalf of a pushed back task. This makes any
recovery or state reclamation unnecessary on client failures.

progress on invocations while continuing to issue new operations to the server.
The ASFP client library provides a binary-compatible interface with the server, so identical versions of storage functions
work whether they run at the client or at the server. Splinter
extensions have a restricted get()/put() interface for interacting with storage, and they have a restricted set of whitelisted library functions they can run beyond that. Extensions
on the client-side have the same restrictions, so that pushed
back invocations will run the same way in both places.
Client-side execution does run different from server-side
in one important regard: the client must access key-value
pairs remotely. This is solved by passing in handles into storage functions through which they request access to data. On
the server-side the handles call get()/put() functions to
access data directly; on the client-side the handles issue remote get()/put() requests. Requests to the store take about
10 µs to service, and task context switch time is just 24 cycles, so tasks waiting for responses from the server enter an
Awaiting Data state. Each invocation has a unique clientside id; whenever the client library receives a response to a
particular extension invocation, it adds the record to the local
read/write set for that invocation. Clients read through their
read set; after a “hit” in their read set or upon the completion
of a remote access, the task is returned to the Ready state.

3.1.4

Client Runtime for invoke()s

Splinter client requests consist of basic get()/put() requests
and invoke() requests that attempt to invoke a storage function within the store. Clients register extensions at the server
before invoking the functions they contain. ASFP requires
that the same extensions are registered at the client library as
well, so that they can handle pushed back invoke() requests.
On each invoke() response from the server, the client
checks a Pushback response flag. If it is set, the client performs logic similar to request dispatching on the server: it
creates a task and coroutine similar to the ones used on the
server, and it places the task in a client-local task queue (Figure 5). The main difference is that the read/write set returned
from the server is used to pre-populate the read/write set of
the invocation before it starts at the client side.
Clients put Ready tasks in their task queue and run tasks
round-robin, just like the server. This lets clients make
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3.2
3.2.1

ASFP Policies
invoke()s

Profiling and Classification

Splinter is both multi-tenant and extensible. Together, these
mean that it must deal with different access patterns and functions with varying compute-to-storage-access ratios. This also
means a server will be able to find many suitable functions
to run that can reduce its load. When overloaded, it must determine which Ready tasks should be pushed back; however,
pushing back the wrong tasks can hurt its throughput.
Whether a task is beneficial to server throughput when run
server-side is determined by two things: the amount of CPU
time it uses computing on the values it accesses (which hurts
throughput) and the number of values it interacts with (which
benefits throughput, since each access run at the server elimi-
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nates a network request that it otherwise would have had to
process). Effectively, each time a task accesses a stored value
it should be credited for the amount of server CPU it saved
by having run that operation locally. Likewise, whenever it
performs other computation that does not save server CPU
work it should be debited, since this slows request processing.
This results in a natural threshold for when tasks would be
pushed back to clients, which we call the pushback threshold.
It is defined by
c < nD − (D + I)

Algorithm 1: Server Overload Detection
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

where c is the amount of computation done by an invocation
so far, n is the number of values accessed by the invocation
so far, D is the request processing CPU cost, I represents
the cost to perform an invocation (beyond request processing
cost). Effectively, nD is the work the server would have done
if the client issued n get() requests. (D + I) represents CPU
cost at the server of an invoke() request. Hence, so long as
c < nD − (D + I), server-side work is saved by letting the
invocation remain at the server.
This inequality divides all tasks into two classes, S and C .
Tasks in S are beneficial to run at the server, and tasks in C
improve server throughput when run at clients. The inequality
does not hold when an invocation accesses zero or one values;
these invocations save the server less work than the cost of
an invoke() request. It never makes sense to run them at the
server, and it would also be unusual for a client to try to do
so. The model is simple and linear, so the server can calibrate
it inexpensively at runtime. Just by profiling the cost of an
invoke() operation and a get() operation, it can accurately
assess which invocations should be pushed back.
As discussed in Section 2.2, it is undecidable in general to
determine the class of an invocation. The input parameters to
an invoke(), the data its accesses, the server hardware, and
its cache policies/pollution all influence performance. Our
approach simply assumes all invocations should be initially
attempted server-side. Exploiting history or domain knowledge would improve performance in cases where functions
are pushed back. However, we explicitly avoid relying on such
information since its effectiveness is workload dependent, and
it can only provide a few percent performance improvement
for invocations in C (and would only hurt functions in S ).
3.2.2

Server Overload

The final piece of ASFP is overload detection. Functions
should always run at the server when it has idle CPU; this
still eliminates data movement costs, and it frees client CPUs
to do other work. However, when overloaded, the server must
shed load to improve throughput and control response times.
Algorithm 1 shows how the server detects overload (others
use similar approaches [39]). The server is under high load
when it receives new tasks and the requests from previous
scheduling passes have not completed. At the beginning of
a server’s round-robin pass through its set of tasks, it polls
its receive queues and creates up to B tasks, one for each
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14
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18
19
20
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Function Scheduler()
totalTime ← 0;
while true do
t ← taskQueue.Dequeue();
if t = DispatchTask then
newTasks, dispatchTime ← PollRecvQueue();
if totalTime  dispatchTime then
if taskQueue.length ≥ B/k and
newTasks.length ≥ B/k then
taskQueue.ClassifyAndPushback();
taskQueue.Enqueue(newTasks);
end
taskQueue.Enqueue(t);
totalTime ← 0;
end
else if t = RequestTask then
t.getPutTime, t.computeTime, t.state = t.Run();
totalTime += (t.getPutTime + t.computeTime);
if t.state ∈
/ {Committed, Aborted} then
taskQueue.Enqueue(t);
end
end
end

incoming request (where B is the maximum receive batch size,
which we fix at 32). Then, it compares the amount of time
spent dispatching requests in that round of scheduling (time
spent polling network queues and creating tasks) with the
time spent executing invocation tasks in that scheduling pass.
If invocation task execution time is the dominating factor,
the scheduler checks the task queue length. If it contains
at least B/k tasks and processing incoming requests would
create at least another B/k tasks, then the scheduler sets a flag
indicating the server is overloaded. Higher values of k trigger
overload more easily; k = 2 works well, and we keep it fixed
in our experiments. This guarantees that the scheduler:
1. only pushes back work if load is mainly from invoke()s;
2. keeps at least B/k tasks in the queue after pushback; and
3. only pushes back when ≥ 2B/k requests await service.
On overload, the server tests the threshold inequality (§3.2.1)
on all old Ready tasks, triggering pushback on some of them.

4

Evaluation

We compare three models for storage functions. Client-side
runs them on clients and issues get() requests to the server.
This is state-of-practice and the baseline. Server-side runs
functions on the server and represents Splinter’s approach.
Pushback is our approach, which runs functions on the server,
pushing some back to clients. We focused on these questions:
Does ASFP improve storage server throughput? For an
application mix consisting of machine learning classification
and graph-based storage functions, ASFP can improve
throughput by 10% (§4.5.3). For functions with dependent
data accesses, ASFP improves throughput by 42% (§4.2).
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Figure 6: A function with 2, 3, or 4 dependent get()s followed by varied computation lengths. ASFP improves throughput by 42% over
client-side execution. For compute-intensive invocations, ASFP throughput is within 15% of pure client-side in the worst case.

What is the cost of using ASFP? For invocations that improve server throughput (those in class S ), ASFP gives
the full performance benefit of server-side execution with
no measurable overhead. For compute-intensive invocations that access little data, classification and client-side
re-execution delivers performance within 15% (§4.2) of pure
client-side execution in the worst case.
How effective is the ASFP classifier? For a mix of predominantly C -class invocations with significant compute variance, 87% of all C -class invocations are offloaded to
clients (§4.3). The remaining are accurately classified but
retained by the server because it has idle compute to execute
them, improving overall system throughput.
How does ASFP impact latency? For invocations in class
S , ASFP saves on round trips to the server, which reduces
latency by as much as 2× (§4.4). For invocations in class C ,
ASFP’s read/write set and server overload-based optimizations can help reduce latency by 15% compared to executing
client-side. For extremely compute-intensive invocations,
ASFP matches client-side execution.
How do ASFP and OCC interact? Beyond providing consistency, OCC lets the server send back read/write sets on
pushback, improving throughput by 33% (§4.6). ASFP also
exploits idle compute at both servers and clients speeding
up transactions and reducing abort rates (§4.6.1).

4.1

Experimental Setup

Evaluation is on five machines; four as clients and one server
(unless otherwise noted) on CloudLab [13] (Table 1). All use
DPDK [11] over Ethernet. Eight of ten server cores process
requests; Splinter uses two cores for task management. Clients
also use eight cores; each core pipelines invoke() requests
up to a depth of 32 and receives responses in a closed-loop.
Using a closed-loop is helpful. ASFP demands complex,
heterogeneous workloads; an open-loop load requires careful
manual pacing of the request rate for each storage function
type. To ensure we always measure the server at saturation
(unless otherwise noted), we control client thread count instead of manually tuning per-storage-function request rates.
The server held 15 GB as 120 M records (30 B keys, 100 B
values) unless otherwise noted. On pushback, clients transparently ran functions locally, issuing remote record requests.
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CPU

Ten-core Intel E5-2640v4 at 2.4 GHz

RAM

64GB Memory (4x 16 GB DDR4-2400 DIMMs)

NIC

Mellanox CX-4, 25 Gbps Ethernet

Switch

Mellanox SN2410 48-port, 25 Gbps per port

OS

Ubuntu 16.04, Linux 4.4.0-138, DPDK 17.08
Rust 1.29.0-nightly, 16×1 GB Hugepages

Table 1: Experimental setup. Evaluation used one machine as a
server and four as clients. All experiments were run on CloudLab.

4.2

ASFP Throughput Benefits & Costs

Benefits. ASFP combines the benefits of server- and clientside execution; invocations with low compute-to-data access
ratios run on overloaded servers, otherwise they are offloaded
to clients. To show this, we run a microbenchmark that varies
the number of records accessed and the amount of compute
performed within an invocation.
Clients issue invoke()s that do d data-dependent get()s
followed by x cycles of compute. Figure 6 shows server
throughput when the function is run purely client-side, purely
server-side, and with adaptive pushback for d from 2 to 4.
With a small x, server-side execution prevents clients from
stalling on remote get()s. With a large x, client-side execution with remote value access avoids a server CPU bottleneck.
Here, ASFP’s simple model works well. In Figure 6 (a),
invocations that perform little compute over values stay at
the server, improving throughput over client-side execution
by 27%. Invocations using more CPU are pushed back, and
throughput tracks the client-side approach. For increasingly
CPU-intensive invocations (x > 6,000), the throughput of
pure server-side execution tends toward zero, so the benefits
of pushback over server-side execution grow (until all client
CPUs saturate, but realistic servers will service many clients).
These results show that the more data an invocation accesses, the more savings pushback provides; increasing d to
3 and 4 gives savings of up to 33% and 42%, respectively
(Figure 6 (b), (c)). The area between pushback and clientside can be large for CPU-inexpensive functions (left side of
graphs), but the area between pushback and server-side for
CPU-expensive functions (right side) is also large since real
functions will vary even more in how much CPU they use.
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Figure 7: Distribution of invocations generated overlaid with those pushed back to one client under different loads. ASFP can use idle server
compute to run some of the invocations classified as C . This is why the distributions do not completely overlap.

Costs. These graphs also show ASFP’s costs. On a pushback, there are two costs: the first is the cost of having the
server process an extra request for invoke() and validation;
the second is the computation the invocation did before it was
terminated. Most of the first cost is eliminated by shipping all
accessed values back to the client on pushback. An invoke()
only costs 9% more than a get(), and all practical functions
receive some values when they are pushed back. Hence, the
cost of the invoke() is offset by the fact that it eliminates the
need for the client to issue at least one get().
The second cost explains the gap between the client-side
and the pushback approach. This experiment is a pessimistic
case: the function first accesses all of its values, then it performs compute over those values. For compute-intensive functions, this means the server runs them longer before it pushes
them back; for functions where data access and computation
are intermingled, pushback would achieve performance closer
to the client-side case. Even so, in all cases where client-side
execution would outperform server-side, pushback is only
13 to 15% slower than running everything at clients.
Cost Breakdown. This 15% overhead for ASFP for C -class
functions in Figure 6 (a) has two components. The first is the
cost of suspending an invocation and sending its read/write
set back to the client, but this only accounts for 3% of the
15%. Figure 1 shows this; in it, the performance difference
between (omniscient) client-determined placement and serverdetermined placement that observes each invocation is only
3% even when invocations are in C . The second component
of the overhead (12%) comes from an interplay between overload detection and C -class invocations. In Figure 1, the server
never executes an invocation in C to completion, even if the
server is idle, but ASFP completes invocations server-side,
regardless of class, if the server is underloaded. However,
a server’s load can shift rapidly at fine timescales. Leaving
C -class invocations onloaded is a form of speculation about
whether invocations will arrive in the near-term that will overload the server. This 12% is due to cases where the server
performed some C work, and it became overloaded during
that work. This effect can be seen in §4.3 Figure 7 (a) as well;
even at high load some C -class functions are run at the server.
This can be controlled; making overload detection more ag-
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gressive reduces this overhead (down to 3%, if desired); the
trade-off is that the server may sit idle in more cases to ensure
it has capacity when S -class tasks arrive.

4.3

Invocation Heterogeneity

Real invocations are likely to be heterogeneous in two ways:
first, the total compute performed might vary across invocations (inter-invocation heterogeneity), and second, compute
might be clustered at points of execution instead of being
evenly distributed across data accesses (intra-invocation heterogeneity). To be effective, ASFP must be able to accurately
classify invocations (as S or C ), as well as efficiently use both
server and client CPU under such forms of heterogeneity.
Inter-Invocation Heterogeneity. To demonstrate ASFP’s
efficiency under inter-invocation heterogeneity, we configured
one client to generate invoke()s where the number of cycles
of extra compute performed (after two dependent get()s) is
drawn from a normal distribution, N (1500, 500). Figure 7 (a)
plots the distribution of the generated requests overlaid with
the distribution of those that were pushed back and completed
on the client. This figure shows two things; first, no requests
that perform less than 600 cycles of work are pushed back,
so inexpensive functions are executed at the server; second,
the two distributions do not completely overlap, so many
compute-intensive invocations still complete at the server.
With just one client, the server has some idle CPU capacity;
as a result, many of invocations in C run server-side. As the
load on the server decreases, this spare capacity increases,
allowing more C invocations to run server-side (Figure 7
(b), (c)). This shows that ASFP can be efficiently split work
between the server and client(s); any idle compute at storage
can accelerate clients and improve throughput.
Intra-invocation Heterogeneity. Figure 6 presented the
benefits and costs of ASFP when compute is performed after
all records are accessed by an invocation. Under this scenario, pushed back invocations benefit from the shipped back
read/write set. However, real function invocations are likely
to perform compute at different points of execution (between
record accesses for example). Figure 8 explores such scenarios. ‘Pushback-y’ represents a run where invocations perform compute after issuing y get()s (out of a total of 4 per
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Figure 9: Effect of ASFP on median latency. ASFP improves latency
between 15% to 2× compared to pure client-side.
invoke()).

ASFP throughput is always better than or equal
to pure client-side execution; for cases where compute is performed early on (Pushback-0), compute inexpensive invocations (left side of the graph) get pushed back earlier, resulting
in lower gains over pure client-side execution.

4.4

ASFP Impact on Latency

Figure 9 shows median latency for an experimental setup
similar to Figure 6 (a). When compute is less than 600 cycles, ASFP reduces round trips by running invocations on the
server, improving latency over pure client-side execution by
as much as 2×. As compute increases, invocations get pushed
back; ASFP’s latency is still better (15%) because these invocations receive their read/write set, resulting in one less
RPC compared to client-side execution. The pure server-side
approach bottlenecks, causing its response times to spike. As
compute increases beyond 6,000 cycles, pushed-back invocations cause clients to saturate, reducing server load. This
makes ASFP’s overload detection loop retain more invocations on the server, increasing median latency to track that of
pure client-side execution. Since, ASFP restarts pushed-back
invocations at clients, it can increase the latency by up to 2×
in the worst case. However, the only invocations that could
experience this worst case are ones that never access values,
since invocations that access values always execute more
quickly on the client-side after pushback due to read/write set
shipping. These functions should be rare and should not be
attempted at storage servers; clients have little reason to send
them to the server since they never access data.
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Figure 8: Throughput when the position of compute within an invocation varies. ‘Pushback-y’ is when invocations perform compute
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Figure 10: Machine learning classifiers. LR and D-Tree are within
2% of pure client-side. For R-Forest, ASFP leverages idle server
compute, improving performance by 22% over pure client-side.

4.5

Realistic Applications

Beyond microbenchmarks, we applied ASFP to more realistic
functions. We use three types of functions from different domains that we believe would be a possible fit for low-latency
in-memory storage services. The first is an application barely
in class S that accesses little data and performs little compute
per invocation: Facebook’s TAO social graph database [5].
The second is an application barely in class C that accesses
little data with compute requirements slightly higher than the
S /C threshold: a machine-learning based disk failure prediction. The last is an application well in class C that accesses
little data and uses significant CPU: authentication [42]. To
be effective, ASFP must classify (as S or C ) and place invocations (on the server or the client) and improve overall
throughput. We show ASFP can do so for these functions and
for mixes of both S and C invocations.
4.5.1

Machine Learning

We use disk failure prediction [17, 28, 41, 44] for our first
application. This application consults a classifier to predict
whether a disk in a data center is about to fail. We chose
classifiers because they benefit from Splinter’s model that
supports complex but native functions; they are a realistic and
expected use; and their compute requirements vary.
We evaluated three classifiers: logistic regression (LR), a
decision tree (D-Tree) and a random forest (R-Forest) (an
ensemble of decision trees). Classifiers are trained offline
from a data set with 25 features [37]. The server holds data
points to be classified (loaded/streamed in a priori). Two
clients generate invoke()s that classify two data points each.
Figure 10 shows how the classifiers perform. All three
are in C , so client-side execution outperforms server-side. RForest is the most CPU-intensive. ASFP outperforms both
pure client-side (22%) and pure server-side (2.3×) execution
because invocations are placed on both the server and the
client. LR and D-Tree are harder cases; they are nearer to
the S /C split; the extra overhead of initially running them
server-side before pushing them to the client cuts into ASFP’s
benefits. As a result, for these two classifiers, pure client-side
execution marginally outperforms ASFP (by < 2%) even considering the extra compute capacity that the server provides.
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Figure 11: Authentication application. Compared to running serverside or client-side, ASFP can exploit idle cycles anywhere among
the machines, improving throughput by nearly 2×.

Figure 13: Impact of read/write set shipping on ASFP. When turned
off, throughput suffers by 33% since pushed-back invocations load
the server by reissuing remote get() requests.

Figure 12: TAO/D-Tree/R-Forest Mix. ASFP correctly places invocations, improving overall throughput by 10%. Solid-colored regions
of the bars show throughput due to invocations that ran server-side;
hashed regions show throughput due to those that ran client-side.

achieved from running invocations server-side. The hashed
regions of bars show throughput achieved from running invocations client-side. The final bar in each group shows the
aggregate throughput of the three applications (both at clients
and the server). R-Forest requests are CPU-intensive; so, they
are bottlenecked by server CPU in pure server-side execution,
and they hurt the throughput of the other applications sharing
the server. Running functions client-side avoids this bottleneck and interference, raising the throughput of the other
applications. However, this runs TAO at clients as well, which
creates extra server load since it is in class S . Hence, ASFP
provides the best results. R-Forest and D-Tree are classified as
C and run (almost completely) at clients. TAO is classified as
S and runs at the server improving server throughput. Hence,
ASFP provides 10% better throughput than a conventional,
disaggregated approach. Interestingly, onloading TAO creates
CPU headroom at the server that R-Forest is able to exploit.
This workload is a challenging one for ASFP; a majority
of the TAO requests only access one data item per invocation
(60%); hence, all of the applications perform fairly well when
executed client-side. As a result, the system only experiences
modest gains when TAO is run at the server.

4.5.2

Authentication

Authentication is another application; it uses bcrypt [42] to
verify user identity. It uses few values, and it is computationally costly (well in class C ). Even so, it can still benefit from
ASFP. We ran an experiment over 128,000 records, each containing a 30 B username and a 40 B salted hash (16 B salt,
24 B hash). One client issues invoke()s with a username and
a 72 B AES-encrypted password. The salted hash is applied to
the password. If the result matches the stored salted hash, then
the invocation returns success, otherwise it returns failure.
Figure 11 shows throughput. Purely server- and client-side
execution perform about 40,000 authentications/s. Both are
CPU bottlenecked; bcrypt takes about 450,000 cycles per
request. With pushback, throughput is nearly doubled over
both approaches, as expected; with ASFP, CPUs on both the
server and the client can be used to perform authentication.
4.5.3

Application Mix

Splinter is expected to run multi-tenant workloads, and pushback is primarily beneficial in a setting where there are a wide
and heterogeneous set of invoke() requests. To create such a
scenario, we ran a mixed workload comprised of an R-Forest
classifier (class C ), a D-Tree classifier (class C by a small
margin), and an implementation of Facebook’s TAO [5, 26]
data model which consists of dependent data accesses (class
S ). Three client machines generated requests to the server.
Figure 12 shows how ASFP improves throughput for this
mix. The solid-colored regions of the bars show throughput
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4.6

Concurrency Control and ASFP

Beyond providing consistency, OCC improves ASFP’s
throughput; instead of reissuing get() requests to the server
and increasing its request processing load, pushed-back requests reuse their read/write set. We explore this optimization
with a setup similar to Figure 6 (a). Figure 13 shows that
disabling read/write set shipping for pushed back invocations
hurts throughput by 33% (Pushback-wo-rwset). Note, this
workload only accesses two records per invocation; invocations that access more records would benefit more.
4.6.1

ASFP Impact on Abort Rate

Moving execution between servers and clients affects transaction commit latency and abort rates. To study this, we used
YCSB+T’s Closed Economy Workload [9] with four clients
generating a request distribution where 50% of the requests
are read-only and the remaining are read-modify-writes. We
added a parameter to the read-modify-write transactions to
control how much compute each one performs.
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Figure 14: Impact on abort rate. ASFP leverages idle compute to
speed up transactions, reducing read/write conflicts and abort rates.

Figure 14 shows trends similar to §4.2. ASFP speeds transactions/invocations in S by placing them on the server, reducing read/write conflicts and aborts. Server-side execution
would bottleneck and slow transactions/invocations in C , increasing conflicts. Here, ASFP uses clients to speed invocations, reducing aborts. The conflict window of each transaction is mainly determined by its latency. This relationship
can be clearly seen when comparing these results to those
in Figure 9. ASFP avoids bottlenecks, controls latency, and
reduces aborts regardless of how much compute invocations
use. We omitted results for a 90-10 read/write ratio; aborts
are always negligible (0.02%), even for invocations in C .

5

Discussion

Security. ASFP builds on Splinter’s unique function isolation model that uses Rust’s type system. This software-based
scheme has a broad attack surface including Splinter’s code;
Rust (its type system, compiler, and standard library comprising millions of lines of code); and underlying libraries
including libc and DPDK. This model is also complicated
by micro-architectural side channels and speculative execution attacks, which continue to surface. For example, Splinter
does not include the micro-architectural state flushes needed
on protection domain switches to protect against information
leaking via Spectre v2 and other similar vulnerabilities [6,23].
ASFP is independent of Splinter’s isolation and trust model,
but there two ways that its isolation costs affect ASFP’s applicability to other systems. First, its software-based isolation
has extremely low protection domain/context switch costs.
Tenant function invocations cause neither page table nor stack
switches; hence, invoke()s are only 9% more expensive than
get()s. With stronger isolation schemes, like conventional
page table switching, each invoke() would need to make
up for these costs, which can add up to several microseconds of CPU. With Splinter, some functions that only access
two records improve efficiency when run server-side; if a
page table switch were needed per invocation, invocations
that accessed less than tens of records would be inefficient
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server-side. The second impact of Splinter’s model is that it
supports thousands of tenants per machine with low overhead,
increasing the heterogeneity of operations it would be offered
by tenants. Overall, this means using stronger isolation primitives would result in providers dedicating at least one server
core to each tenant to avoid protection domain switch costs;
this would limit the diversity of functions each server handles.
Larger-than-DRAM data & distribution. ASFP targets
low-latency in-memory storage where only small, hot records
are economical to store, which simplifies its cost model.
Records are so small that the CPU cost of copying them
(in/out of network buffers) is negligible, and neither I/O CPU
cost nor storage throughput limits need to be considered. Addressing more complex systems is an interesting problem.
ASFP is focused on one server and its clients. As-is it can
work in a sharded store where data is partitioned (e.g. by key).
In the future, we plan to extend its OCC model for distributed
transactions while factoring in data movement costs and abort
rates in deciding placement of operations.
Idle client-side CPU assumptions. ASFP assumes clients
have sufficient idle CPU to run pushed back invocations. This
relies on provisioning client capacity according to state-ofpractice: as if all invocations run client-side. When invocations are shifted server-side, this can only produce extra idle
capacity at clients and servers.
State migration. A full system would need sharding, load
balancing (similar to Slicer [4]), state migration to consolidate
load [25], and a means to deprovision idle CPUs. ASFP is
complementary; load and state must be rebalanced in any cluster with or without ASFP. For the heterogeneous invocations
offered to servers, ASFP optimizes server CPU regardless of
how state is sharded across the cluster.
Restart vs. resume. Process/function migration [10, 32, 35]
is costly and complex. Resumed functions would need to
send intermediate state to clients; that additional state capture, transmission, and restoration would need to be incorporated into ASFP’s cost model. Further, restarted, pushed back
functions take no more client-side CPU than they would in
today’s client-side approaches. Worst case, a function could
be (nearly) computed at the server and repeated at a client.
In the cases we have looked at redundant work is small, so it
would be hard to offset function shipping/resuming costs.
Predicting placement. Speculatively onloading a function
only adds 3% server load even when it is always pushed back
(Figure 1). Pathological cases could access many records after
pushback. These would perform nearly the same as today’s
pure client-side approach, but history/prediction could help.
Simple approaches that track recent invocation misclassifications could be used to bias a function’s future invocations
to stay server-side. Pushback only happens on overload, so
some misclassification has little impact; the server need only
classify enough tasks correctly to mitigate overload.
Other key-value stores. ASFP can work in any extensible
store, like Redis [43]. Splinter’s kernel-bypass networking
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simplifies cost modeling; modeling kernel TCP costs would
add complexity but would increase potential savings over our
implementation. ASFP is also targeted toward diverse, multitenant workloads with heterogeneous operations that it can
place. Single-application functions added to a single-tenant
store could likely be statically classified as server- or clientside, eliminating some benefits of dynamic profiling.
Network congestion. Congestion isn’t a problem in our highbandwidth setup. However, exposing transport layer information (window sizes) to ASFP could let it choose placement to
minimize network traffic under congestion. If an invocation
accesses little data and enqueues many bytes for transmission
while the network is congested, the server could return the
data instead, forcing the client to compute the result.

6

Related Work

Adaptive pushback for Splinter builds on many ideas.
Storage Procedures, UDFs, and Database Extensions.
There are several common approaches for pushing computation to databases and data stores. SQL is ubiquitous, though
it is a poor fit for specialized computation, especially for
microsecond timescales. SQL stored procedures [34] and
UDFs [19, 22, 33, 38, 48] allow more specialized, procedural logic to be added to stores, and they can often be compiled for performance. Some databases also allow dynamic
libraries to be loaded as well for specialized operations [49].
Some key-value stores and object stores support similar userprovided functions or extensions provided either at serverstart time [43] or at runtime [14, 26, 45, 53], some relying on
just-in-time compilation and some ahead-of-time compiled.
All of these approaches can ship computation to storage,
but they do not address the question of whether doing so
is beneficial for storage servers or its clients. Our approach
could be applied to stored procedures and UDFs.
Thread and Process Migration. In the 1990s, both process
and thread migration were pursued as ways to move computation at a fine-grain, often to place computation near
data [10, 32, 35]. These approaches are often complex and
highly runtime-specific, since moving in-progress computation requires precise reasoning about the state it closes over.
We take a much simpler approach; rather than moving running functions, we preserve some of the work they have done
through their read/write sets and restart functions from the
beginning at clients. This assumes that invocations tend to be
short, which is true for the small timescales that we target.
Fast, Disaggregated Storage. Fast networks have led to
disaggregated storage and even disaggregated memory
[16, 30, 31]. Many works focus on building scalable inmemory stores that move data efficiently [29], and many more
have used techniques like kernel-bypass and RDMA (both
one-sided and two-sided) to minimize the CPU cost of request
processing for fast storage [20, 21, 29, 52]. These approaches
reduce server-side CPU consumption and improve throughput
for the simple operations that these stores provide, but they
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provide no way to move computation into storage when it
would improve server efficiency. FaRM [12] is an exception.
Clients can do this manually since each node in FaRM is
both a client and a server; functions can be compiled into the
storage server for custom request handlers. However, FaRM
lacks an adaptive mechanism to move invocations of these
functions between clients and remote servers.
Cell [36] is a distributed in-memory B-tree that uses
RDMA. Cell uses a similar idea to pushback. In Cell, when
clients lookup keys in the B-tree they can use one-sided
RDMA reads to fetch nodes from the B-tree and perform
the tree traversal client-side, or clients can send a request to
a server to have it do the traversal. Clients track round-trip
times to estimate queuing delay to determine whether the
server network card or server CPU is under pressure. This
lets them intelligently choose between the two approaches
to improve server throughput. Our approach is similar, but
ASFP is black box; it assumes no visibility into the functions
that clients want to run. As a result, it must track and predict
the relative client-side versus server-side cost of operations.
Offloading and migrating code has also been pursued in
other contexts like edge computing and mobile devices where
there is a large imbalance between the capabilities of devices
and where moving data over edge links incurs high cost [8,15,
18,24,46]. Our approach and Splinter are also similar to Active
Disks [1, 7] that allow application code to be downloaded to
and executed on disk- and flash-based storage devices.

7

Conclusion

Today, data center and cloud storage systems disaggregate
compute; clients must fetch data to compute on it, resulting
in wasted work. When clients can send computation to storage, both clients and storage servers can benefit; however, to
be practical, storage servers need a means to avoid becoming a bottleneck. ASFP does this by keeping client functions
logically decoupled from storage and deciding physical placement of their invocations at runtime. By profiling invocations
and observing both the CPU costs and savings they create at
the server, storage servers can dynamically determine when
invocations should be forced back for client-side execution.
We show ASFP’s promise; servers and smart clients adapt
function placement at microsecond timescales, improving
throughput even when storage function CPU cost varies. We
show it works when running a mix of different applications’
logic, providing better throughput than running that logic
purely at storage servers (85% more) or clients (10% more).
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Abstract
This paper presents a system called NetKernel that decouples the network stack from the guest virtual machine and
offers it as an independent module. NetKernel represents a
new paradigm where network stack can be managed as part of
the virtualized infrastructure. It provides important efficiency
benefits: By gaining control and visibility of the network stack,
operator can perform network management more directly and
flexibly, such as multiplexing VMs running different applications to the same network stack module to save CPU. Users
also benefit from the simplified stack deployment and better
performance. For example mTCP can be deployed without
API change to support nginx natively, and shared memory
networking can be readily enabled to improve performance of
colocated VMs. Testbed evaluation using 100G NICs shows
that NetKernel preserves the performance and scalability of
both kernel and userspace network stacks, and provides the
same isolation as the current architecture.

1

Introduction

Virtual machine (VM) is the predominant virtualization form
in today’s cloud due to its strong isolation guarantees. VMs
allow customers to run applications in a wide variety of operating systems (OSes) and configurations. VMs are also heavily
used by cloud operators to deploy internal services, such as
load balancing, proxy, VPN, etc., both in a public cloud for
tenants and in a private cloud for various business units of an
organization.
VM based virtualization largely follows traditional OS design. In particular, the TCP/IP network stack is encapsulated
inside the VM as part of the guest OS as shown in Figure 1(a).
Applications own the network stack, which is separated from
the network infrastructure that operators own; they interface
using the virtual NIC abstraction. This architecture preserves
the familiar hardware and OS abstractions so a vast array of
workloads can be easily moved into the cloud. It also provides
high flexibility to applications to customize the entire network
stack.
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We argue that the current division of labor between application and network infrastructure is becoming increasingly
inadequate, especially in a private cloud setting. The central
issue is that the network stack is controlled solely by individual guest VM; the operator has almost zero visibility or
control. This leads to efficiency problems that manifest in various aspects of running the cloud network. Firstly, the operator
is unable to orchestrate resource allocation at the end-points
of the network fabric, resulting in low resource utilization. It
remains difficult today for the operator to meet or define performance SLAs despite much prior work [17,28,35,41,56,57],
as she cannot precisely provision resources just for the network stack or control how the stack consumes these resources.
Further, resources (e.g. CPU) have to be provisioned on a
per-VM basis based on the peak traffic; it is impossible to
coordinate across VM boundaries. This degrades the overall utilization of the network stack since in practice traffic to
individual VMs is extremely bursty. Also, many network management tasks like monitoring, diagnosis, and troubleshooting
have to be performed in an extra layer outside the guest VMs,
which requires significant efforts in design and implementation [23, 59, 60]. They can be done more efficiently if the
network stack is opened up to the operator.
Even the simple task of maintaining or deploying a network stack suffers from much inefficiency today. Numerous
new stack designs and optimizations ranging from congestion control [14, 19, 50], scalability [34, 42], zerocopy datapath [4, 34, 55, 64, 65], NIC multiqueue scheduling [63], etc.
have been proposed in our community. Yet the operator, with
sufficient expertise and resources, could not easily deploy
these solutions in a virtualized cloud to improve performance
and reduce overheads because it does not own or control the
network stack. As a result, our community is still finding
ways to deploy DCTCP in the public cloud [20, 31, 36]. On
the other hand, applications without much knowledge of the
underlying network or expertise on networking are forced to
juggle the deployment and maintenance details. For example
if one wants to deploy a new stack like mTCP [34], he faces
a host of problems such as setting up kernel bypass, testing
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Figure 1: Decoupling network stack from the guest, and making it part of the
virtualized infrastructure.

with kernel versions and NIC drivers, and porting applications
to the new APIs. Given the intricacy of implementation and
the velocity of development, it is a daunting task for individual users, whether tenants in a public cloud or first-party
services in a private cloud, to maintain the network stack all
by themselves.
To address these limitations, we advocate the separation
of network stack from the guest OS as a new paradigm, in
which the network stack is managed as part of the virtualized
infrastructure by the operator. As the heavy-lifting is taken
care of, applications can just use network stack as a basic
service of the infrastructure and focus on their business logic.
More concretely, as shown in Figure 1(b), we propose to
decouple the VM network stack from the guest OS. We keep
the network APIs such as BSD sockets intact, and use them
(instead of vNIC) as the abstraction boundary between application and infrastructure. Each VM is served by an external
network stack module (NSM) that runs the network stack
chosen by the user , e.g., the kernel-bypass stack mTCP or
the improved kernel stack FastSocket [42] . Application data
are handled in the NSM, whose design and implementation
are managed by the operator. Various network stacks can be
provided as different NSMs to ensure applications with diverse requirements can work. This new paradigm does not
necessarily enforce a single transport design, or trade off such
flexibility of the existing architecture.
We make three specific contributions in this paper.
• We design and implement NetKernel that demonstrates
our new approach is feasible on existing KVM virtualization platforms (§3–§5). NetKernel provides transparent
BSD socket redirection so existing applications can run
directly.
• We present NetKernel’s benefits by showcasing novel
use cases that are difficult to realize today (§6). For example, we show that NetKernel enables multiplexing: one
NSM can serve multiple VMs at the same time and save
over 40% CPU cores without degrading performance
using traces from a production cloud.
• We conduct comprehensive testbed evaluation with commodity 100G NICs to show that NetKernel achieves the
same scalability and isolation as the current architecture
(§7). For example, the kernel stack NSM achieves 100G
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send throughput with 3 cores; the mTCP NSM achieves
979Krps with 8 cores.
NetKernel’s official website is https://netkernel.net.

2

Motivation

Decoupling the network stack from the guest OS and making
it part of the infrastructure marks a clear departure from the
way networking is provided to VMs nowadays. In this section we elaborate why this is a better architectural design by
presenting its benefits and tradeoffs, and contrasting it with
alternative solutions.

2.1

Benefits and Tradeoffs

We highlight the key benefits of our vision with several new
use cases that we experimentally realize with NetKernel in
§6.
Better efficiency in management for the operator. Gaining
control over the network stack, the operator can now perform
network management more efficiently. For example it can
orchestrate the resource provisioning strategies more flexibly:
For mission-critical workloads, it can dedicate CPU resources
to their NSMs to offer performance SLAs in terms of throughput and rps (requests per second) guarantees. For elastic workloads, on the other hand, it can consolidate their VMs to the
same NSM (if they use the same network stack) to improve its
resource utilization. The operator can also directly implement
management functions as an integral part of user’s network
stack, compared to doing them in an extra layer outside the
guest OS.
Use case 1: Multiplexing (§6.1). Utilization of network
stack in VMs is very low most of the time in practice. Using a
real trace from a large cloud, we show that NetKernel enables
multiple VMs to be multiplexed onto one NSM to serve the
aggregated traffic and saves over 40% CPU cores for the
operator without performance degradation.
Deployment and performance gains for users. Making network stack part of the virtualized infrastructure is also beneficial for users in both public and private clouds. Various kernel stack optimizations [42, 64], high-performance userspace
stacks [11, 18, 34, 55], and even designs using advanced hardware [6, 8, 9, 43] can now be deployed and maintained transparently without user involvement or application code change.
For instance, DCTCP can now be deployed across the board
easily in a public cloud. Since the BSD socket is the only
abstraction exposed to the applications, it is now feasible
to adopt new stack designs independent of the guest kernel
or the network API. Our vision also opens up new design
space by allowing the network stack to exploit visibility of
the infrastructure for performance benefits.
Use case 2: Deploying mTCP without API change (§6.2).
We show that NetKernel enables unmodified applications
in the VM to use mTCP [34] in the NSM, and improves
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Paradigm

Scenario

Multiplexing

New Stack Deployment

Guest-based
Host-based
Application-based
NetKernel

VM
Container
Library OS
VM + NSM

7
3
7
3

Require user effort
Limited by host OS
Require user effort
3

Performance Opt.
with Infrastructure
7
3
7
3

Table 1: Comparison of different network stack architectures depending on where the stack is. The current architecture is a guest-based paradigm where the
network stack is part of the guest OS of a VM.

performance greatly due to mTCP’s kernel bypass design.
mTCP is a userspace stack with new APIs (including modified epoll/kqueue). During the process, we also find and fix
a compatibility issue between mTCP and our NIC driver, and
save significant maintenance time and effort for users.
Use case 3: Shared memory networking (§6.3). When two
VMs of the same user are colocated on the same host, NetKernel can directly detect this and copy their data via shared memory to bypass TCP stack processing and improve throughput.
This is difficult to achieve today as VMs have no knowledge
about the underlying infrastructure [40, 66].
Tradeoffs. We are conscientious of the tradeoffs our approach
brings about. For example, due to the removal of vNIC and
redirection from the VM’s own network stack, some networking tools like netfilter are affected. This is acceptable since
most users wish to focus on their applications instead of tuning a network stack. If they wish to gain maximum control
over the network stack they can still use VMs without NetKernel. Also, additional fate-sharing may be introduced by
our approach say when multiple VMs share the same NSM.
We believe this is not serious because cloud users already
have fate-sharing with the vSwitch, hypervisor, and the complete virtual infrastructure. The efficiency benefits of our approach as demonstrated outweigh the marginal increase of
fate-sharing; the success of cloud computing these years is another strong testament to this tradeoff. NetKernel enforces another level of indirection in order to achieve flexibility which
does not cause performance degradation in most cases as we
will show in §7, and part of it can run on hardware for more
efficiency (see §8). Lastly, one may have security concerns
with using the NSM to handle tenant traffic. Most of the security protocols such as HTTPS/TLS work at the application
layer and are not affected. One exception is IPSec. Due to
the certificate exchange issue, IPSec does not work in our
approach. However, in practice IPSec is implemented at dedicated gateways instead of end-hosts [62]. Thus we believe
the impact is not serious. More discussion on security can be
found in §8.

Host-based. The first alternative is a host-based paradigm
where the network stack runs on the host machine. This corresponds to the container scenario in the cloud. A container is
essentially a process with namespace isolation: it shares the
host’s network stack in the hypervisor. Therefore containers
can achieve some of NetKernel’s benefits, i.e multiplexing
and performance optimization with infrastructure, since the
operator can access the hypervisor. However, container has
tight coupling with the host OS which makes the stack deployment difficult. A Windows application in a container cannot
use the Linux-based mTCP, unless the operator ports mTCP to
Windows. With NetKernel no such porting is needed: mTCP
can run in a Linux-based NSM and serve a Windows user
because the only coupling is the BSD socket APIs.
We also note that currently containers have performance
isolation problems [38] and as a result are usually constrained
to be deployed inside VMs in production settings. In fact
we find that all major public clouds [1, 2, 5] require users to
launch containers inside VMs. Thus, our work is centered
around VMs that cover the majority of usage scenarios in a
cloud. NetKernel readily benefits containers running inside
VMs as well.
Application-based. Another alternative is to move the network stack upwards by taking an application-based paradigm.
A representative scenario is library OS including unikernels [22, 44] and microkernels [26], where many OS services
including the network stack are packaged as libraries and compiled with the application in userspace. Similar to the guestbased paradigm, users have to deploy the network stack by
themselves though the I/O performance can be improved with
unikernels [46] and microkernels. In addition, applicationbased paradigm is a clean-slate approach and requires radical
changes to both the virtualization software and user applications. NetKernel can flexibly decouple the network stack
from the guest without re-writing existing applications or
hypervisor.

2.2

NetKernel imposes three fundamental design questions
around the separation of network stack from the guest OS:
1. How to transparently redirect socket API calls without
changing applications?
2. How to transmit the socket semantics between the VM
and NSM whose implementation of the stack may vary?

Alternative Solutions

We now discuss several alternative architectures depending on
where the network stack resides, and why they are inadequate
compared to NetKernel as summarized in Table 1. Note that
none of them provides all four key benefits as NetKernel does.
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3. How to ensure high performance with semantics transmission (e.g., 100 Gbps)?
These questions touch upon a largely uncharted territory in
the design space. Thus our main objective in this paper is to
demonstrate feasibility of our approach on existing virtualization platforms and showcase its potential. Performance and
overhead are not our primary goals. It is also not our goal to
improve any particular network stack design.
In answering the questions above, NetKernel’s design has
the following highlights.
Transparent socket API redirection. NetKernel needs to
redirect BSD socket calls to the NSM instead of the tenant
network stack. This is done by inserting into the guest a
library called GuestLib. The GuestLib provides a new socket
type called NetKernel socket with a complete implementation
of BSD socket APIs. It replaces all TCP and UDP sockets
when they are created with NetKernel sockets, effectively
redirecting them without changing applications.
A lightweight semantics channel. Different network stacks
may run as different NSMs, so NetKernel needs to ensure
socket semantics from the VM work properly with the actual NSM stack implementation. For this purpose NetKernel
builds a lightweight socket semantics channel between VM
and its NSM. The channel relies on small fix-sized queue
elements as intermediate representations of socket semantics:
each socket API call in the VM is encapsulated into a queue
element and sent to the NSM, who would effectively translate the queue element into the corresponding API call of its
network stack.
Scalable lockless queues. As NIC speed in cloud evolves
from 40G/50G to 100G [24] and higher, the NSM has to
use multiple cores for the network stack to achieve line rate.
NetKernel thus adopts scalable lockless queues to ensure VMNSM socket semantics transmission is not a bottleneck. Each
core services a dedicated set of queues so performance is
scalable with number of cores. More importantly, each queue
is memory shared with a software switch, so it can be lockless
with only a single producer and a single consumer to avoid
expensive lock contention [33, 34, 42].
Switching the queue elements offers important benefits
beyond lockless queues. It facilitates a flexible mapping between VM and NSM: a NSM can support multiple VMs
without adding more queues compared to binding the queues
directly between VM and NSM. In addition, it allows dynamic resource management: cores can be readily added to
or removed from a NSM, and a user can switch her NSM
on the fly. The CPU overhead of software switching can be
addressed by hardware offloading [24, 27], which we discuss
in §7.4 in more detail.
VM based NSM. Lastly we discuss an important design
choice regarding the NSM. The NSM can take various forms.
It may be a full-fledged VM with a monolithic kernel. Or
it can be a container or module running on the hypervisor,
which is appealing because it consumes less resource and
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Figure 2: NetKernel design overview.

offers better performance. Yet it entails porting a complete
TCP/IP stack to the hypervisor. Achieving memory isolation
among containers or modules are also difficult [52]. More
importantly, it introduces another coupling between the network stack and the hypervisor, which defeats the purpose
of NetKernel. Thus we choose to use a VM for NSM. VM
based NSM readily supports existing kernel and userspace
stacks from various OSes. VMs also provide good isolation
and we can dedicate resources to a NSM to guarantee performance. VM based NSM is the most flexible: we can run
stacks independent of the hypervisor.

4

Design

Figure 2 depicts NetKernel’s architecture. The BSD socket
APIs are transparently redirected to a complete NetKernel
socket implementation in GuestLib in the guest kernel (§4.1).
The GuestLib can be deployed as a kernel patch and is the
only change we make to the user VM. Network stacks are
implemented by the operator on the same host as Network
Stack Modules (NSMs), which are individual VMs in our
current design. Inside the NSM, a ServiceLib interfaces with
the network stack. The NSM connects to the vSwitch, be it a
software or a hardware switch, and then the pNICs. Thus our
design also supports SR-IOV.
All socket operations and their results are translated into
NetKernel Queue Elements (NQEs) by GuestLib and ServiceLib (§4.2). For NQE transmission, GuestLib and ServiceLib each has a NetKernel device, or NK device in the
following, consisting of one or more sets of lockless queues.
Each queue set has a send queue and receive queue for operations with data transfer (e.g. send()), and a job queue and
completion queue for control operations without data transfer
(e.g. setsockopt()). Each NK device connects to a software
switch called CoreEngine, which runs on the hypervisor and
performs actual NQE switching (§4.3). The CoreEngine is
also responsible for various management tasks such as setting up the NK devices, ensuring isolation among VMs, etc.
(§4.4) A unique set of hugepages are shared between each
VM-NSM tuple for application data exchange. A NK device
also maintains a hugepage region that is memory mapped
to the corresponding application hugepages as in Figure 2
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(§4.5). Note that as the socket API that copies data is preserved, misbehaving applications cannot pose security risks
on NetKernel, this is the same as original kernel design. We
discuss additional security implications of NetKernel in §8.
For ease of presentation, we assume both the user VM and
NSM run Linux, and the NSM uses the kernel stack.

4.1

Transparent Socket API Redirection

We first describe how NetKernel’s GuestLib interacts with
applications to support BSD socket semantics transparently.
Kernel space API redirection. There are essentially two approaches to redirect BSD socket calls to NSM, each with its
unique tradeoffs. One is to implement it in userspace using
LD_PRELOAD for example. The advantages are: (1) It is efficient without syscall overheads and performance is high [34];
(2) It is easy to deploy without kernel modification. However,
this implies each application needs to have its own redirection service, which limits the usage scenarios. Another way
is kernel space redirection, which naturally supports multiple
applications without IPC. The flip side is that performance
may be lower due to context switching and syscall overheads.
We opt for kernel space API redirection to support most of
the usage scenarios, and leave userspace redirection as future
work. GuestLib is a kernel module deployed in the guest.
This is feasible by distributing images of para-virtualizated
guest kernels to users, a practice operators are already doing
nowadays. Note that kernel space redirection follows the
asynchronous syscall model [61] to get better performance.
NetKernel socket API. GuestLib creates a new type
of sockets—SOCK_NETKERNEL, in addition to TCP
(SOCK_STREAM) and UDP (SOCK_DGRAM) sockets. It
registers a complete implementation of BSD socket APIs to
the guest kernel. When the guest kernel receives a socket()
call to create a new TCP socket say, it replaces the socket
type with SOCK_NETKERNEL, creates a new NetKernel socket,
and initializes the socket data structure with function pointers
to NetKernel socket implementation in GuestLib. The
sendmsg() for example now points to nk_sendmsg() in
GuestLib instead of tcp_sendmsg().

4.2

A Lightweight Semantics Channel

Socket semantics are contained in NQEs and carried around
between GuestLib and ServiceLib via their respective NK
devices.
1B
op
type

1B
VM ID

1B
Queue
set ID

4B
VM
socket ID

8B

8B

4B

5B

op_data

data pointer

size

rsved

Figure 3: Structure of a NQE. Here socket ID denotes a pointer to the
sock struct in the user VM or NSM, and is used for NQE transmission
with VM ID and queue set ID in §4.3; op_data contains data necessary for
socket operations, such as ip address for bind; data pointer is a pointer
to application data in hugepages; and size is the size of pointed data in
hugepages.
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Figure 4: NetKernel socket implementation in GuestLib redirects socket API
calls. GuestLib translates socket API calls to NQEs and ServiceLib translates
results into NQEs as well (not shown here).

NQE and socket semantics translation. Figure 3 shows the
structure of a NQE with a fixed size of 32 bytes. Translation happens at both ends of the semantics channel: GuestLib
encapsulates the socket semantics into NQEs and sends to
ServiceLib, which then invokes the corresponding API of its
network stack to execute the operation; the execution result is
again turned into a NQE in ServiceLib first, and then translated by GuestLib back into the corresponding response of
socket APIs.
For example in Figure 4, to handle the socket() call in
the VM, GuestLib creates a new NQE with the operation
type and information such as its VM ID for NQE transmission. The NQE is transmitted by GuestLib’s NK device. The
socket() call now blocks until a response NQE is received.
After receiving the NQE, ServiceLib parses the NQE from
its NK device, invokes the socket() of the kernel stack to
create a new TCP socket, prepares a new NQE with the execution result, and enqueues it to the NK device. GuestLib
then receives and parses the response NQE and wakes up the
socket() call. The socket() call now returns to application
with the NetKernel socket file descriptor (fd) if a TCP socket
is created at the NSM, or with an error number consistent with
the execution result of the NSM.
We defer the handling of application data to §4.5.
Queues for NQE transmission. NQEs are transmitted via
one or more sets of queues in the NK devices. A queue set has
four independent queues: a job queue for NQEs representing
socket operations issued by the VM without data transfer, a
completion queue for NQEs with execution results of control
operations from the NSM, a send queue for NQEs representing operations issued by VM with data transfer; and a receive
queue for NQEs representing events of newly received data
from NSM. Queues of different NK devices have strict correspondence: the NQE for socket() for example is put in the
job queue of GuestLib’s NK device, and sent to the job queue
of ServiceLib’s NK device.
We now present the working of I/O event notification mechanisms like epoll with the receive queue. Figure 5 depicts
the details. Suppose an application issues epoll_wait()
to monitor some sockets. Since all sockets are now NetKernel sockets, the nk_poll() is invoked by epoll_wait()
and checks the receive queue to see if there is any NQE
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for this socket. If yes, this means there are new data received, epoll_wait() then returns and the application issues
a recv() call with the NetKernel socket fd of the event. This
points to nk_recvmsg() which parses the NQE from receive
queue for the data pointer, copies data from the hugepage
directly to the userspace, and returns.
If nk_poll() does not find any relevant NQE, it sleeps
until CoreEngine wakes up the NK device when new NQEs
arrive to its receive queue. GuestLib then parses the NQEs to
check if any sockets are in the epoll instances, and wakes up
the epoll to return to application. An epoll_wait()can also
be returned by a timeout.

NQE Switching across Lockless Queues

We now elaborate how NQEs are switched by CoreEngine
and how the NK devices interact with CoreEngine.
Scalable queue design. The queues in a NK device is
scalable: there are one dedicated queue set per vCPU for
both VM and NSM, so NetKernel performance scales with
CPU resources. Each queue set is shared memory with the
CoreEngine, essentially making it a single producer single
consumer queue without lock contention. VM and NSM may
have different numbers of queue sets.
Switching NQEs in CoreEngine. NQEs are load balanced
across multiple queue sets with the CoreEngine acting as a
switch. CoreEngine maintains a connection table as shown in
Figure 6, which maps the tuple hVM ID, queue set ID, socket
IDi to the corresponding hNSM ID, queue set ID, socket IDi
and vice versa. Here a socket ID corresponds to a pointer to
the sock struct in the user VM or NSM. We call them VM
tuple and NSM tuple respectively. NQEs only contain VM
tuple information.
Using the running example of the socket() call, we can
see how CoreEngine uses the connection table. The process is
also shown in Figure 6. (1) When CoreEngine processes the
socket NQE from VM1’s queue set 1, it realizes this is a new
connection, and inserts a new entry to the table with the VM
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Figure 6: NQE switching with CoreEngine.

tuple from the NQE. (2) It checks which NSM should handle
it,1 performs hashing based on the three tuple to determine
which queue set (say 2) to switch to if there are multiple queue
sets, and copies the NQE to the NSM’s corresponding job
queue. CoreEngine adds the NSM ID and queue set ID to
the new entry. (3) ServiceLib gets the NQE and copies the
VM tuple to its response NQE, and adds the newly created
connection ID in the NSM to the op_data field of response
NQE. (4) CoreEngine parses the response NQE, matches
the VM tuple to the entry and adds the NSM socket ID to
complete it, and copies the response NQE to the completion
queue 1 of VM1 as instructed in the NQE. Later NQEs for
this VM connection can be processed by the correct NSM
connection and vice versa. ServiceLib pins its connections to
its vCPUs and queue sets, so processing the NQE and sending
the response NQE are done on the same CPU.
The connection table allows flexible multiplexing and demultiplexing with the socket ID information. For example
one NSM can serve multiple VMs using different sockets.
CoreEngine polls all queue sets to maximize performance.

4.4

Management with CoreEngine

CoreEngine acts as the control plane of NetKernel and carries
out many control tasks beyond NQE switching.
NK device and queue setup. CoreEngine allocates shared
memory for the queue sets and sets up the NK devices accordingly when a VM or NSM starts up, and de-allocates when
they shut down. Queues can also be dynamically added or
removed with the number of vCPUs.
Isolation. CoreEngine sits in an ideal position to carry out
isolation among VMs. In our design CoreEngine polls each
queue set in a round-robin fashion to ensure the basic fair
sharing. Operator can implement other isolation mechanisms
to rate limit a VM in terms of bandwidth or the number of
NQEs (i.e. operations) per second, which we show in §7.3.
Note that CoreEngine isolation happens for egress; ingress
isolation at the NSM is more challenging and may have to
use physical NIC queues [21].
Busy-polling. The busy-polling design of CoreEngine requires a dedicated core per machine which is an inherent
1A

user VM to NSM mapping is determined either by the users/operator
offline or some load balancing scheme dynamically by CoreEngine.
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overhead of our design. We resort to this simple design as
we focus on showing feasibility and potential of NetKernel
in this work, and prior work also used dedicated cores for
software polling [40]. One can explore hardware offloading
using FPGAs for example to eliminate this overhead [23, 24].

4.5

Processing Application Data

We now discuss the last missing piece of NetKernel design:
how application data are actually processed in the system.
Sending data. Data is transmitted by hugepages shared between the VM and NSM. Their NK devices maintain a
hugepage region that is mmaped to the application hugepages.
For sending data with send(), GuestLib copies data from
userspace directly to the hugepage, and adds a data pointer
to the send NQE. It also increases the send buffer usage for
this socket similar to the send buffer size maintained by the
kernel. The send() now returns to application. ServiceLib
invokes tcp_sendmsg() provided by the kernel stack upon
receiving the send NQE. Data are obtained from hugepages,
processed by the network stack, and sent to the vNIC. A new
NQE is generated with the result of send by the NSM and
sent to GuestLib, who then decreases the send buffer usage.
Receiving data. Now for receiving packets in the NSM, a
normal network stack would send received data to userspace
applications. In order to send received data to the user VM,
ServiceLib then copies the data chunk to hugepages and create
a new NQE to the receive queue, which is then sent to the VM.
It also increases the receive buffer usage for this connection,
similar to the send buffer maintained by GuestLib described
above. The rest of the receive process is already explained
in §4.2. Note that application uses recv() to copy data from
hugepages to their own buffer.
ServiceLib. As discussed ServiceLib deals with much of data
processing at the NSM side so the network stack works in
concert with the rest of NetKernel. One thing to note is that
unlike the kernel space GuestLib, ServiceLib should live in the
same space as the network stack to ensure best performance.
We have focused on a Linux kernel stack with a kernel space
ServiceLib here. The design of a userspace ServiceLib for a
userspace stack is similar in principle. ServiceLib busy-polls
its queues for maximum performance.

4.6

Optimization

We present several optimizations employed in NetKernel.
Pipelining. NetKernel applies pipelining between VM and
NSM for performance. For example on the VM side, a send()
returns immediately after putting data to the hugepages, instead of waiting for the actual send result from the NSM.
Similarly the NSM would handle accept() by accepting a
new connection and returning immediately, before the corresponding NQE is sent to GuestLib and then application to
process. Doing so does not break BSD socket semantics. Take
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send() for example. A successful send() does not guarantee
delivery of the message [13]; it merely indicates the message
is written to socket buffer successfully. In NetKernel a successful send() indicates the message is written to buffer in
the hugepages successfully. As explained in §4.5 the NSM
sends the result of send back to the VM to indicate if the
socket buffer usage can be decreased or not.
Interrupt-driven polling. We adopt an interrupt-driven
polling design for NQE event notification to GuestLib’s NK
device. This is to reduce the overhead of GuestLib and user
VM. When an application is waiting for events e.g. the result of the socket() call or receive data for epoll, the device
will first poll its completion queue and receive queue. If no
new NQE comes after a short time period (20µs in our experiments), the device sends an interrupt to CoreEngine, notifying
that it is expecting NQE, and stops polling. CoreEngine later
wakes up the device, which goes back to polling mode to
process new NQEs from the completion queue. This is similar in spirit to busy-polling sockets in Linux kernel [3, 10].
Interrupt-driven polling presents a favorable trade-off between
overhead and performance compared to pure polling based
or interrupt based design. It saves precious CPU cycles when
load is low and ensures the overhead of NetKernel is very
small to the user VM. Performance on the other hand is competent since the response NQE is received within the polling
period in most cases for blocking calls, and when the load is
high polling automatically drives the notification mechanism.
As explained before CoreEngine and ServiceLib use busy
polling to maximize performance.
Batching. Batching is used in many parts of NetKernel for
better throughput. CoreEngine uses batching whenever possible for polling from and copying into the queues. The NK
devices also receive NQEs in a batch.

5

Implementation

Our implementation is based on QEMU KVM 2.5.0 and Linux
kernel 4.9 for both host and guest, with over 11K LoC.
GuestLib. We add the SOCK_NETKERNEL socket to the kernel
(net.h), and modify socket.c to rewrite the SOCK_STREAM
to SOCK_NETKERNEL during socket creation. We implement GuestLib as a kernel module with two components:
Guestlib_core and nk_driver. Guestlib_core is mainly for
Netkernel sockets and NQE translation, and nk_driver is
for NQE communications via queues. Guestlib_core and
nk_driver communicate with each other using function calls.
ServiceLib and NSM. We also implement ServiceLib as two
components: Servicelib_core and nk_driver. Servicelib_core
translates NQEs to network stack APIs, and the nk_driver is
identical to the one in GuestLib. For the kernel stack NSM,
Servicelib_core calls the kernel APIs directly to handle socket
operations without entering userspace. We create an independent kthread to poll the job queue and send queue for NQEs
to avoid kernel stuck. Some BSD socket APIs can not be
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6

Multiplexing

Here we describe a new use case where the operator can
optimize resource utilization by serving multiple bursty VMs
with one NSM.
To make things concrete we draw upon a user traffic trace
collected from a large cloud in September 2018. The trace
contains statistics of tens of thousands of application gateways
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Figure 7: Traffic of three most uti- Figure 8: Per-core rps comparison.
lized application gateways (AGs) in Baseline uses 12 cores for 3 AGs,
our trace. They are deployed as VMs. while NetKernel with multiplexing
only needs 9 cores.

(AGs) that handle tenant (web) traffic in order to provide load
balancing, proxy, and other services. The AGs are internally
deployed as VMs by the operator. We find that the AG’s
average utilization is very low most of the time. Figure 7
shows normalized traffic processed by three most utilized AGs
(in the same datacenter) in our trace with 1-minute intervals
for a 1-hour period. We can clearly see the bursty nature of the
traffic. Yet it is very difficult to consolidate their workloads
in current cloud because they serve different customers using
different configurations (proxy settings, LB strategies, etc.),
and there is no way to separate the application logic with the
underlying network stack. The operator has to deploy AGs
as independent VMs, reserve resources for them, and charge
customers accordingly.
NetKernel enables multiplexing across AGs running distinct services, since the common TCP stack processing is now
separated into the NSM. Using the three most utilized AGs
which have the least benefit from multiplexing as an example,
without NetKernel each needs 4 cores in our testbed to handle
their peak traffic, and the total per-core requests per second
(rps) of the system is depicted in Figure 8 as Baseline. Then
in NetKernel, we deploy 3 VMs each with 1 core to replay
the trace as the AGs, and use a kernel stack NSM with 5 cores
which is sufficient to handle the aggregate traffic. Totally 9
cores are used including CoreEngine, representing a saving
of 3 cores in this case. The per core rps is thus improved by
33% as shown in Figure 8. Each AG has exactly the same rps
performance without any packet loss.

Evaluation: New Use Cases

In the first part of evaluation, we present some new use cases
that are realized using our prototype to demonstrate the potential of NetKernel. Details of the performance and overhead
microbenchmarks are presented in §7.

6.1

Normalized rps performance

120

invoked in kernel space directly. We use EXPORT_SYMBOLS to
export the functions for ServiceLib. Meanwhile, the boundary
check between kernel space and userspace is disabled. We
use per-core epoll_wait() to obtain incoming events from
the kernel stack.
We also port mTCP [12] as a userspace stack NSM. It
uses DPDK 17.08 for packet I/O. For simplicity, we maintain its two-thread model and per-core data structure. We
implement the NSM in mTCP’s application thread at each
core. The ServiceLib is essentially an mTCP application:
once receiving a NQE from its send queue, it accesses data
from the shared hugepage by the data pointer in the NQE
and sends it using mTCP with DPDK. For receiving, the
received data is copied into the hugepage, and ServiceLib
encapsulates the data pointer into a NQE of the receive
queue. The per-core application thread (1) translates NQEs
polled from the NK device to mTCP socket APIs, and (2)
responds NQEs to the tenant VM based on the network events
collected by mtcp_epoll_wait(). Since mTCP works in
non-blocking mode for performance, we buffer send operations at each core and set the timeout parameter to 1ms in
mtcp_epoll_wait() to avoid starvation when polling NQE
requests.
Queues and hugepages. The hugepages are implemented
based on QEMU’s IVSHMEM. The page size is 2 MB and
we use 128 pages. The queues are ring buffers implemented
as much smaller IVSHMEM devices. Together they form a
NK device which is a virtual device to the VM and NSM.
CoreEngine. The CoreEngine is a daemon with two threads
on the KVM hypervisor. One thread listens on a pre-defined
port to handle NK device (de)allocation requests, namely 8byte network messages of the tuples hce_op, ce_datai. When
a VM (or NSM) starts (or terminates), it sends a request to
CoreEngine for registering (or deregistering) a NK device. If
the request is successfully handled, CoreEngine responds in
the same message format. Otherwise, an error code is returned.
The other thread polls NQEs in batches from all NK devices
and switches them as described in §4.3.
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In the general case multiplexing these AGs brings even
more gains since their peak traffic is far from their capacity.
For ease of exposition we assume the operator reserves 2
cores for each AG. A 32-core machine can host 16 AGs. If
we use NetKernel with 1 core for CoreEngine and a 2-core
NSM, we find that we can always pack 29 AGs each with 1
core for the application logic as depicted in Table 2, and the
maximum utilization of the NSM would be well under 60%
in the worst case for ∼97% of the AGs in the trace. Thus
one machine can run 13 or 81.25% more AGs now, which
means the operator can save over 40% cores for supporting
this workload. This implies salient financial gains for the
operator: according to [24] one physical core has a maximum
potential revenue of $900/yr.
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NSM
0
2

CoreEngine
0
1

AGs
16
29

Throughput (Gbps)

Baseline
NetKernel

Total Cores
32
32

Table 2: NetKernel multiplexes more AGs and saves over 40% cores.

6.2

Deploying mTCP without API Change

100
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0

We now focus on use cases of deployment and performance
benefits for users.
Most userspace stacks use their own APIs and require applications to be ported [4, 11, 34]. For example, in mTCP an application has to use mtcp_epoll_wait() to fetch events [34].
The semantics of these APIs are also different from socket
APIs [34]. These factors lead to expensive code changes and
make it difficult to use the stack in practice. The lack of
modern APIs also makes it difficult to support complex web
servers like nginx. mTCP also lacks some modern kernel
TCP features such as advanced loss recovery, small queue,
DSACK, etc.
With NetKernel, applications can directly take advantage
of userspace stacks without any code change. To show this,
we deploy unmodified nginx in the VM with the mTCP NSM
we implement, and benchmark its performance using ab. Both
VM and NSM use the same number of vCPUs. Table 3 depicts
that mTCP provides 1.4x–1.9x improvements over the kernel
stack NSM across various vCPU setting.
# vCPUs
Kernel stack NSM
mTCP NSM

1
71.9K
98.1K

2
133.6K
183.6K

4
200.1K
379.2K

Table 3: Performance of nginx using ab with 64B html files, a concurrency
of 100, and 10M requests in total. The NSM and VM use the same number
of vCPUs.

NetKernel also mitigates the maintenance efforts required
from users. We provide another piece of evidence with mTCP
here. When compiling DPDK required by mTCP on our
testbed, we could not set the RSS (receive side scaling) key
properly to the mlx5_core driver for our NIC and mTCP
performance was very low. After discussing with mTCP developers, we were able to attribute this to the asymmetric RSS
key used in the NIC, and fixed the problem by modifying the
code in the DPDK mlx5 driver. We have submitted our fix to
mTCP community. Without NetKernel users would have to
deal with such technical complication by themselves. Now
they are taken care of transparently, saving much time and
effort for many users.

6.3

Shared Memory Networking

Inter-VM communication is well-known to suffer from high
overheads [58]. A VM’s traffic goes through its network stack,
then the vNIC and the vSwitch, even when the other VM is on
the same host. It is difficult for users and operator to optimize
for this case, because a VM has no information about where
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Figure 9: Using shared memory NSM for NetKernel for traffic between two
colocated VMs of the same user. NetKernel uses 2 cores for each VM, 2
cores for the NSM, and 1 core for CoreEngine. Baseline uses 2 core for the
sending VM, 5 cores for receiving VM, and runs TCP Cubic. Both schemes
use 8 TCP connections.

the other endpoint is. The hypervisor cannot help either as the
data has already been processed by the TCP/IP stack. With
NetKernel the NSM is part of the infrastructure, the operator
can easily detect the on-host traffic and use shared memory
to copy data for the two VMs. We build a prototype NSM
to demonstrate this idea: When a socket pair is detected as
an internal socket pair by the GuestLib, and the two VMs
belong to the same user, a shared memory NSM takes over
their traffic. This NSM simply copies the message chunks
between their hugepages and bypasses the TCP stack processing. As shown in Figure 9, with 7 cores in total, NetKernel
with shared memory NSM can achieve 100Gbps, which is
∼2x of Baseline using TCP Cubic and same number of cores.

7

Evaluation: Microbenchmarks

We now present microbenchmarks of crucial aspects of NetKernel: performance and multicore scalability in §7.2; isolation
of multiple VMs in §7.3; and system overhead in §7.4.

7.1

Setup

Each of our testbed servers has two Xeon E5-2698 v3 16-core
CPUs clocked at 2.3 GHz, 256 GB memory at 2133 MHz,
and a Mellanox ConnectX-4 single port 100G NIC. Hyperthreading is disabled. We compare to the status quo where an
application uses the kernel TCP stack in its VM, referred to
as Baseline in the following. We designate NetKernel to refer
to the common setting where we use the kernel stack NSM
in our implementation. When mTCP NSM is used we explicitly mark the setting in the results. The same TCP parameter
settings are used for both systems. The NSM uses the same
number of vCPUs as Baseline since CPU is used almost entirely by the network stack in Baseline. NetKernel allocates 1
more vCPU for the VM to run the application and ServiceLib
throughout the evaluation. Its CPU utilization is usually low:
we report the actual CPU overheads of NetKernel in §7.4. The
throughput results are measured by iperf and the rps results
are measured by ab, unless stated otherwise. The throughput
results are averaged over 5 runs each lasting 30 seconds.
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Figure 10: Send throughput of 8 TCP streams Figure 11: Recv throughput of 8 TCP streams Figure 12: Performance of TCP short connecwith varying numbers of vCPUs, 8KB messages. with varying numbers of vCPUs, 8KB messages. tions with multiple vCPUs. Message size 64B.

7.2

Performance and Scalability

We now look at NetKernel’s basic performance.
NQE switching and memory copy. NQEs are transmitted
by CoreEngine as a software switch. It is important that
CoreEngine offers enough horsepower to ensure performance
at 100G and higher. We measure CoreEngine throughput
which is defined as the number of 32-byte NQEs copied from
GuestLib’s NK device queues to the ServiceLib’s NK device
queues. Table 4 shows the results with varying batch sizes.
CoreEngine achieves ∼8M NQEs/s without batching. With a
small batch size of 4 or 8 throughput reaches 41.4M NQEs/s
and 65.9M NQEs/s, respectively, which is sufficient for most
applications.
We also measure the memory copy throughput between
GuestLib and ServiceLib via hugepages. A memory copy in
this experiment includes the following: (1) application in the
VM issues a send() with data; (2) GuestLib gets a pointer
from the hugepages; (3) copies the message to hugepages; (4)
prepares a NQE with the data pointer; (5) CoreEngine copies
the NQE to ServiceLib; and (6) ServiceLib obtains the data
pointer and puts it back to the hugepages. Thus it measures
the effective application-level throughput using NetKernel
(including NQE transmission) without network stack processing.
We observe from Table 5 that NetKernel delivers over 100G
throughput with messages larger than 4KB: with 8KB messages 144G is achievable. Thus NetKernel provides enough
raw performance to the network stack and is not a bottleneck
to the 100G deployment in production.
Batch Size (B)
NQEs per second (×106 )

1
8.0

2
14.4

4
22.3

8
41.4

16
65.9

32
100.2

64
119.6

128
178.2

256
198.5

Table 4: CoreEngine switching throughput using a single core with different
batch sizes.
Message Size (B)
Throughput (Gbps)

64
4.9

128
8.3

256
14.7

512
25.8

1024
45.9

2048
80.3

4096
118.0

8192
144.2

Table 5: Message copy throughput via hugepages with different message
sizes.

Throughput. We examine throughput performance using
the kernel stack NSM and 8 TCP streams with 8KB messages. Figures 10 and 11 show respectively the send and
receive throughput with varying number of vCPUs. NetKernel achieves the same throughput performance and scalability
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with Baseline. The single-core send and receive throughput
reaches 48Gbps and 17Gbps, respectively. Receive throughput is much lower because the kernel stack’s RX processing
is much more CPU-intensive with interrupts. Note that if the
other cores of the NUMA node are not disabled, soft interrupts (softirq) may be sent to those cores instead of the one
assigned to the NSM (or VM), thereby inflating the receive
throughput. Both systems achieve the line rate of 100G using
at least 3 vCPUs for send throughput as in Figure 10. For
receive, both achieve 91Gbps using 8 vCPUs as in Figure 11.
Short TCP connections. We also benchmark NetKernel’s
performance in handling short TCP connections using a custom server sending a short message as a response. The server
runs multiple worker threads that share the same listening
port. Each thread runs an epoll event loop. Our workload generates 10 million requests in total with a concurrency of 1000.
The connections are non-keepalive. The message size is 64B.
Socket option SO_REUSEPORT is always used for the kernel
stack. Figure 12 shows that NetKernel has the same multicore
scalability as Baseline: performance increases from ∼71Krps
with 1 vCPU to ∼400Krps with 8 vCPUs, i.e. 5.6x the single
core performance. To demonstrate NetKernel’s full capability, we also run the mTCP NSM with 1, 2, 4, and 8 vCPUs.2
NetKernel with mTCP offers 167Krps, 313Krps, 562Krps,
and 979Krps respectively, and shows better scalability than
the kernel stack.
The results here show that NetKernel preserves the performance and scalability of network stacks, including high performance stacks like mTCP since our scalable queue design
can ensure NetKernel is not the bottleneck and the contention
is not severe in this situation.

7.3

Isolation

Isolation is important to ensure co-located users do not interfere with each other, especially in a public cloud. It is different
from fair sharing: Isolation ensures a VM’s performance guarantee is met despite network dynamics, while fairness ensures
a VM obtains a fair share of the bottleneck capacity which
varies dynamically. We conduct an experiment to verify NetKernel’s isolation guarantees. As discussed in §4.4, CoreEngine
2 Using other numbers of vCPUs for mTCP causes stability problems even

without NetKernel.
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uses round-robin to poll each VM’s NK device for basic fairness. In addition, to achieve isolation we implement token
buckets in CoreEngine to limit the bandwidth of each VM,
taking into account varying message sizes. There are 3 VMs
now: VM1 is rated limited at 1Gbps, VM2 at 500Mbps, and
VM3 has unlimited bandwidth. They arrive and depart at different times. They are colocated on the same host running a
kernel stack NSM using 1 vCPU. The NSM is given a 10G
VF for simplicity of showing work conservation.
Figure 13 shows the time series of each VM’s throughput, measured by our epoll server at 100ms intervals. VM1
joins the system at time 0 and leaves at 25s. VM2 comes
later at 4.5s and leaves at 21s. VM3 joins last and stays until 30s. We can observe that NetKernel throttles VM1’s and
VM2’s throughput at their respective limits correctly despite
the dynamics. VM3 is also able to use all the remaining capacity of the 10G NSM: it obtains 9Gbps after VM2 leaves
and 10Gbps after VM1 leaves at 25s. Therefore, NetKernel
is able to achieve the same isolation in today’s clouds with
bandwidth caps.
Throughput (Gbps)

10.0

Min
0
0
3

Mean
16
16
4

Stddev
105.6
105.9
0.23

Median
2
2
4

Max
7019
7019
11

Table 6: Distribution of response times (ms) for 64B messages with 5 million
requests and 1K concurrency.

machine with fixed throughput or requests per second for both
NetKernel and Baseline with kernel TCP stack. We disable all
unnecessary background system services in both the VM and
NSM, and ensure the CPU usage is almost zero without running epoll servers. During the experiments, we measure the
total number of cycles spent by the VM in Baseline, and that
spent by the VM and NSM together in NetKernel. We then
report NetKernel’s CPU usage normalized over Baseline’s for
the same performance level in Tables 7 and 8.
Throughput
Normalized CPU usage

20Gbps
1.14

40Gbps
1.28

60Gbps
1.42

80Gbps
1.56

100Gbps
1.70

Table 7: Overhead for throughput. The NSM runs the Linux kernel TCP
stack. We use 8 TCP streams with 8KB messages. NetKernel’s CPU usage is
normalized over that of Baseline.
Requests per second (rps)
Normalized CPU usage

VM 1
VM 2
VM 3

7.5

100K
1.06

200K
1.05

300K
1.08

400K
1.08

500K
1.09

Table 8: Overhead for short TCP connections. The NSM runs the kernel TCP
stack. We use 64B messages with a concurrency of 100.
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Figure 13: VM 1 is capped at 1Gbps, VM2 at 500Mbps, and VM3 uncapped.
All VMs use the same kernel stack NSM. The NSM is assigned 10Gbps
bandwidth. NetKernel isolates VM1 and VM2 successfully while allowing
VM3 to obtain the remaining capacity.

7.4

Baseline
NetKernel
NetKernel, mTCP NSM

Overhead

Latency. One may wonder if NetKernel with the NQE transmission would add delay to TCP processing, especially in
handling short connections. Table 6 shows the latency statistics when we run ab to generate 1K concurrent connections
to our epoll server for 64B messages. A total of 5 million
requests are used. NetKernel achieves the same latency as
Baseline. Even for the mTCP NSM, NetKernel preserves its
low latency due to the much simpler TCP stack processing and
various optimization [34]. The standard deviation of mTCP latency is much smaller, implying that NetKernel itself provides
stable performance to the network stacks. We also investigate
the latency without the effect of connection concurrency. To
measure microsecond granularity latency, we use a custom
HTTP client instead of ab, which reports application-level
latency from the transmission of a request to the reception
of the response. The experiments show the latency of Baseline and the NetKernel is 61.14 µs and 89.53 µs, respectively.
The latency overhead is mostly introduced by CoreEngine in
NetKernel.
CPU. Now to quantify NetKernel’s CPU overhead, we use the
epoll server at the VM side, and run clients from a different
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We can see that to achieve the same throughput, NetKernel incurs relatively high overhead especially as throughput
increases. To put things into perspective, we also measure
CPU usage when the client runs in a docker container with
the bridge networking mode. Docker incurs 13% CPU overhead compared to Baseline to achieve 40 Gbps throughout
whereas NetKernel’s is 28%. The overhead here is due to the
extra memory copy from the hugepages to the NSM. It can
be optimized away by implementing zerocopy between the
hugepages and the NSM, which we are working on currently.
Table 8 shows NetKernel’s overhead with short TCP connections. We can observe that the overhead ranges from 5%
to 9% in all cases and is mild. As the message is only 64B
here, the results verify that the NQE transmission overhead
in NK devices is small.

8

Discussion

How can I do netfilter now? Due to the removal of vNIC
and redirection from the VM’s own TCP stack, some networking tools like netfilter are affected. Though our current design
does not address them, they may be supported by adding additional callback functions to the network stack in the NSM.
When the NSM serves multiple VMs, it then becomes challenging to apply netfilter just for packets of a specific VM.
We argue that this is acceptable since most users wish to focus on their applications instead of tuning a network stack.
NetKernel does not aim to completely replace the current architecture. Tenants may still use the VMs without NetKernel
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if they wish to gain maximum flexibility on the network stack
implementation.
What about troubleshooting performance issues? In current virtualized environment, operators cannot easily determine whether a performance issue is caused by the guest
network stack or the underlying infrastructure. With NetKernel operators gain much visibility of the guest network stack,
which potentially facilitates debugging the performance issues. For example operators can closely monitor their NSMs
to detect problems with the network stack; they can also deploy additional mechanisms in the NSMs to monitor their
datacenter network [29, 49], all without disrupting users at all.
Does NetKernel increase the attack surface? It is wellknown that shared memory design might suffer from sidechannel attacks where malicious tenants could temper with
other tenants’ data on the hugepages. In this regard, NetKernel limits the visibility of NK devices into the hugepage
for guest VMs: each device can only access its own address
space. This is guaranteed by enforcing the address allocation
and isolation control at CoreEngine.
How about supporting stacks with non-socket API? There
are many fast network stacks with non-socket API such as
PASTE [32], Seastar [11], and IX [18]. As NetKernel keeps
the socket API, the central challenge to support these stacks
(as NSMs) is how to resolve the semantic differences. While
this requires case-by-case porting efforts, in general the ServiceLib should take care of the semantic transformation between the APIs.
Future directions. We outline a few future directions that
require immediate attention with high potential: (1) Performance isolation. When multiple guest VMs share the same
NSM, fine-grained performance isolation is imperative. In
addition, it is necessary and interesting to design charging
policies that promote fair use of the NSM and CoreEngine; (2)
Resource efficiency. Various aspects of NetKernel’s design
can be optimized for efficiency and practicality. The CPU
overhead of CoreEngine, mostly to poll the shared memory
queues for NQE transmission, can be optimized by offloading
to hardware like FPGA and SoC.

9

Related Work

We discuss related work besides those mentioned in §2.2.
There are many novel network stack designs to improve
performance. The kernel stack continues to receive optimization in various aspects [42, 53, 64]. Userspace stacks based
on fast packet I/O are also gaining momentum [7, 11, 34, 40,
45, 48, 55, 65]. Beyond transport layer, novel flow scheduling [16] and end-host based load balancing schemes [30, 37]
are developed to reduce flow completion times. These proposals are targeting specific problems of the stack, and can
be potentially deployed as NSMs in NetKernel. This paper
takes on a broader and more fundamental issue: how can we
properly re-factor the network stack, so that new designs can
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be easily deployed, and operating them in cloud can be more
efficient?
Snap [47] is a microkernel networking framework that
implements a range of network functions in userspace motivated by the need of rapid development and high performance
packet processing in a private cloud. As NetKernel’s design
space and design choice are significantly different, it achieves
many advantages that Snap does not target, such as multiplexing, porting a network stack across OSes or from kernel
to user space, enforcing different network stack for different
VMs, etc.
Lastly, our earlier position paper [51] presents the vision
of network stack as a service. Here we provide the complete
design, implementation, and evaluation of a working system
in addition to several new use cases compared to [51].

10

Conclusion

We have presented NetKernel, a system that decouples the
network stack from the guest, therefore making it part of the
virtualized infrastructure in the cloud. NetKernel improves
network management efficiency for operator, and provides
deployment and performance gains for users. We experimentally demonstrated new use cases enabled by NetKernel that
are otherwise difficult to realize in the current architecture.
Through testbed evaluation with 100G NICs, we showed that
NetKernel achieves the same performance and isolation as
today’s cloud.
We focused on efficiency benefits of NetKernel in this
paper since they seem most immediate. The idea of separating
network stack from the guest VM applies to public and private
clouds as well, and brings additional benefits that are more farreaching. For example, it facilitates innovation by allowing
new protocols in different layers of the stack to be rapidly
prototyped and experimented. It provides a direct path for
enforcing centralized control, so network functions like failure
detection [29] and monitoring [39, 49] can be integrated into
the network stack implementation. It opens up new design
space to more freely exploit end-point coordination [25, 54],
software-hardware co-design, and programmable data planes
[15, 43]. We encourage the community to fully explore these
opportunities in the future.
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Abstract
The service-oriented architecture decomposes a monolithic service into single-purpose services for better modularity and reliability. The interactive nature, plus the fact of
running inside a managed runtime, makes garbage collection a key to the reduction of tail latency of such services.
However, prior concurrent garbage collectors reduce stopthe-world (STW) pauses by consuming more CPU resources,
which can affect the application performance, especially under heavy workload.
Based on an in-depth analysis of representative latencysensitive workloads, this paper proposes Platinum, a new
concurrent garbage collector to reduce the tail latency with
moderate CPU consumption. The key idea is to construct
an isolated execution environment for concurrent mutators
to improve application latency without interfering with the
execution of GC threads. Platinum further leverages a new
hardware feature (i.e., memory protection keys) to eliminate
software overhead in previous concurrent collectors. An evaluation against state-of-the-art concurrent garbage collectors
shows that Platinum can significantly reduce the tail latency
of real-world interactive services (by as much as 79.3%)
while inducing moderate CPU consumption.

1

Introduction

Today’s cloud environment is an enormous beast with quantities of interconnected machines. To tame the beast, developers (1) break the traditional monolithic applications into
small and interactive services and (2) implement services
atop managed languages (such as Java, C#, and Go) to build
reliable, elastic and efficient systems. Unfortunately, a tension exists between those services and managed languages.
Services are designed as single-purpose and interactive applications to achieve low latency. It typically takes several
milliseconds and even sub-millisecond to complete a request
in interactive services. Meanwhile, managed languages like
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Java introduce garbage collections (GC) to manage memory
resources automatically. However, mainstream garbage collectors used in interactive services will introduce stop-theworld (STW) events, where all application threads (known
as mutators) are forced to pause so that GC threads can scan
the heap for memory reclamation. The pause time is tens to
hundreds of milliseconds, which are usually one to two magnitudes of the execution time for a single request in interactive services. Therefore, STW pauses will affect the latency
of services and cause the long tail problem. Prior work has
observed that STW pauses have significant effects on tail latency in latency-sensitive scenarios [19, 40].
There are mainly two ways to reduce the STW pause time.
Partially-concurrent collectors, such as G1 [11] and CMS,
suggests reducing STW pauses by restricting the size of collection set in which objects need to be collected. However,
this solution will introduce more frequent collections and
larger accumulated STW pause time. Mostly-concurrent collectors, such as Shenandoah [13] and ZGC [33], allow mutators to run in nearly all GC phases. Those collectors are quite
effective in reducing the duration of STW pauses, but it requires GC threads to run constantly and spend more computing resources coordinating with mutators. In summary, both
kinds of collectors achieve shorter STW pauses by occupying more CPU slices and thereby put more pressure on mutators. When the workload becomes stressful, spending more
computing resources in GC may end up with even worse application latency.
In this paper, we present a new garbage collector which
(1) reduces the tail latency of interactive services and (2)
induces moderate CPU consumption. To achieve this, we
first study the effect of GC on various latency-sensitive interactive service scenarios, including production traces in Alibaba, whose business applications rely heavily on JVM. We
further analyze state-of-the-art collectors and uncover their
problems respectively: idle computing resources in stop-the-
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world pauses of partially-concurrent collectors and considerable runtime overhead in mostly-concurrent collectors. We
then describe the skewed memory write behaviors of interactive service applications. We also discuss the development of
hardware to show opportunities for a brand-new design.
According to the analysis, this paper proposes Platinum,
which finds a sweet-spot in the design of concurrent collectors. It leverages idle cores in STW pauses and grants them
to mutators to solve the idle computing resources problem.
It then provides an isolated execution model to minimize the
synchronizations between GC threads and mutators to reduce
the runtime overhead in prior mostly-concurrent collectors. It
further exploits recently-released hardware features (MPK)
to eliminate barriers, the primary source of software overhead in traditional mostly-concurrent collectors. With Platinum, GC threads and mutators can run together with little
interference with each other, so the latency and CPU utilization are both satisfying.
Platinum is implemented atop the Parallel Scavenge
Garbage Collector (PSGC), a STW and throughput-oriented
collector used by default in the HotSpot JVM of OpenJDK 8.
Evaluation of various interactive service benchmarks show
that Platinum significantly improves the tail latency of applications (by up to 79.3% for 99th percentile latency) compared with other concurrent collectors while preserving moderate CPU utilization.
The contributions of this paper include:
• A comprehensive analysis of latency-sensitive interactive services, including simulated industrial workload
with production traces, to understand the effect of GC
(Section 2).
• Platinum, a concurrent garbage collector that can reduce the tail latency for interactive services while preserving moderate CPU consumption (Section 4).
• Experiments on different latency-sensitive scenarios to
confirm that Platinum can outperform other garbage collectors on tail latency and CPU utilization for interactive
services (Section 5).

2

Analysis: when interactive services meet GC

In this section, we will analyze the effect of GC in interactive
services with production traces in Alibaba.

2.1 A page is multiple services
Alibaba has one of the world’s largest e-commerce platforms.
To serve an ocean of concurrent requests from a vast number of clients at any time, Alibaba has deployed its platform
atop a large scale of machines. Traditional monolithic applications are too cumbersome and thus not suitable to be distributed to many machines due to the prohibitive cost of development and maintenance, so the developers from Alibaba
have split them into smaller, simple-purpose, and interactive
units, namely services. A service is much smaller to simplify
the deployment process, and it can also be replicated to en-
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hance the availability of the overall platform.
Due to the complex business logic in Alibaba, every operation from users require the collaboration of various services.
For example (shown in Figure 1), when a user wants to check
out, she will request for the check-out page, where all items
in the shopping cart (cart service) will be combined together
so that the most cost-effective way to purchase them with
available coupons will be automatically computed (coupon
service). In addition, the check-out page also recommends
other items according to those in the cart and the user’s
prior purchase behaviors (recommendation service). Those
services also interact with each other, and they may communicate with the cache service for high-speed data fetching.
Since those services are mostly written in Java for reliability, productivity, and compatibility, all of them will be affected by GC. Alibaba has provided some workarounds to
mitigate the effect of GC. For example, when the recommendation service is not responsive, the page render is capable of generating a simplified web page without any recommendation information for users. Unfortunately, not all
services can benefit from those optimizations. For example,
as for the coupon service, the latest-available coupons must
be included for computation. Otherwise, the users will fail
to purchase in the most cost-effective way. We have conducted a series of tests to understand the role GC plays in
those latency-critical services. Note that a garbage collector
usually includes minor GC and major GC. The minor GC
collects a part of the heap while the major GC collects the
whole heap. Since major GC rarely happens in the scenario
of interactive services, this work will focus on the effect of
minor GC.
User

“check-out”

cache

Coupon

cache

Cart

Recommen
dation

cache

Figure 1: A simplified model to shape the multi-services scenario in Alibaba

2.2 STW pauses: the culprit for tail latency
Since garbage collectors will pause application threads for
memory reclamation, it will significantly affect the response
time of requests in interactive services. To better understand
the effect of GC, we leverage a simulated online environment
for analysis. The simulated environment is built with 120
service instances, each of which is deployed in a container.
All services are unmodified applications extracted from the
real industrial workload in Alibaba. During testing, those services will be fed with requests at a given throughput. In our
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Figure 2: The relationship between STW pauses and request
latency in the coupon service. The collector is CMS
GC pause time shows a super-linear relationship with
tail latency. During the evaluation, we change the value of
-XX:InstrumentedPauseTime for all five coupon service instances from 0 to 10ms and collect the log from them. Figure 3 shows the change in the request latency for a coupon
service instance in a cumulative distribution function (CDF)
form, compared with that in the vanilla setting. The result
suggests that the increased pause time has a magnified impact on the tail latency: When the GC pause is added by 10
ms, the 99th percentile latency is increased by 11.435 ms,
and the 99.9th percentile latency is enlarged by 32.950 ms.
It is because requests in clients are generated at any time,
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regardless of the running state of services. When the coupon
service instance is undergoing a garbage collection, the pending requests will gradually increase and queue up. Once GC
ends, a pending request cannot be processed until the preceding ones are finished. If GC pauses are extended, those newcomers must wait for not only a longer pause but also more
pending requests, so the tail latency will increase faster than
GC pauses.
In the real-world cooperative multi-services scenario
(such as the check-out case in Alibaba), the problem can
be deteriorated because all participating services may be affected by GC. For example, Mass et al. [25] have observed
that Cassandra replicas on GC will hinder the whole storage system from constructing a quorum, which leads to prohibitive user-experienced latency. Therefore, GC pauses is a
key factor for tail latency reduction in interactive services.
Pause+10

Vanilla

1.00

Percentile

setting, the cluster will handle 200 user requests per second,
and this value is chosen to stress the coupon services. All requests are traces collected from the production environment.
The default garbage collector for services is CMS (Concurrent Mark Sweep [28]), a classic concurrent collector introducing relatively long STW pauses.
To understand the relationship between application behavior and GC pause time, we add a new Java option XX:InstrumentedPauseTime to the vanilla OpenJDK 8. When
the value is not zero, JVM will add a sleep call at the
end of GC to extend the GC pause time. The duration of
sleeping time can be adjusted by modifying the value of XX:InstrumentedPauseTime. We are mainly interested in the
coupon service as it is latency-sensitive. Our findings are
listed below.
Stop-The-World (STW) pauses is a killer factor for the
tail latency. We exploit a scatter plot in Figure 2 to illustrate
the relationship between GC and request latency. Points in
the scatter plot stand for the completion time of a request
(measured in the server-side), while red vertical lines stand
for the start time of GC. As Figure 2 suggests, each GC cycle will follow some stragglers, which significantly affect the
tail latency. Although the request latency could be influenced
by many factors such as network, disk I/O, and other collaborative services, GC is the one to dominate the tail latency.
Note that this experiment actually underestimates the effect
of GC on the request latency, as the statistics are collected
from servers, which overlook the queuing time in the clientside. One can expect more requests are affected by GC if
each request can be tracked in the upstream services, which
is unfortunately not supported in the cluster environment.

0.99
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Figure 3: The CDF of request latency for the coupon service
atop CMS

2.3 Is concurrent GC helpful?
Due to the detriment of STW pauses, interactive services
usually adopt concurrent GC for better application latency.
Concurrent GC can be roughly divided into two categories:
partially-concurrent collectors and mostly-concurrent collectors. Partially-concurrent collectors, such as CMS (mentioned above) and G1 [11], allow the co-execution for mutators and GC threads in only some phases of GC. Therefore,
they still introduce STW pauses, and they provide solutions
to further reduce them. Mostly-concurrent collectors, such
as ZGC [33] and Shenandoah [13], nearly eliminate STW
pauses so that mutators can run constantly. We study those
two kinds of collectors on interactive services respectively.
Partially-concurrent GC. As shown in Figure 2, the
tail latency problem exists in partially concurrent collectors
like CMS since they still pause mutators for collection. Fortunately, partially-concurrent collectors usually provide options to adjust the duration of pauses. For example, CMS
allows users to adjust the size of the heap area required to
be collected, while G1 can be restricted with a pre-assigned
maximum pause time. After setting those options, partiallyconcurrent collectors will adjust the heap layout to meet the
requirement.
We exploit G1 to study the effect of those adjustable options. G1 is a highly-tunable partially-concurrent collector
which becomes the default one since OpenJDK 9. It is a generational collector whose heap space consists of young space
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and old space. Its GC algorithm contains three parts: minor
GC on the young space, mixed GC on the young space and
a part of the old space, and major GC on the whole heap.
The minor GC, which is stop-the-world, happens the most
frequently. To reduce the duration of pauses, G1 provides
an option -XX:MaxGCPauseMillis for users to control them.
Therefore, we launch the coupon service on G1 by setting
the option to various values (30ms, 40ms, 60ms) and evaluate the performance respectively. This evaluation is singlepoint, where only one coupon service is launched to process
requests. With the single-point evaluation, the latency can be
accurately collected from the client-side, including the aforementioned queuing delay. The requests are sent in a fixed
throughput to simulate a stressful scenario (4000 requests per
second in our setting), and they are still real-world traces extracted from the online environment in Alibaba. The duration
for data collection is a minute.
Table 1 shows the statistics on GC and application for
different settings. With smaller MaxGCPauseMillis, both the
minimum and the average GC pause time are reduced. However, young GC is triggered much more frequently. It is because G1 controls the GC time by tuning the size of the
young space, which serves for memory allocation requests
from mutators. Since young GC is triggered when the memory resource in the young space is exhausted, its frequency
will increase when the young space shrinks. As a result,
although the per-GC pause time is cut down by lowering
MaxGCPauseMillis, the overall time consumed by GC grows
larger. With larger overall GC pause time, more application
requests are affected, and less computing resource is available for mutators. Therefore, the tail latency problem is not
resolved but becoming much more severe: the p99 latency
with the 30ms setting is 13X of that with 60ms. Besides,
the average CPU utilization in the 30ms setting is also increased by 15.3% compared with the 60ms setting. This
experiment suggests that partially-concurrent GC achieves
shorter pauses by consuming more CPU resources, which
may end up with worse tail latency.
Metrics
Minimum GC pause (ms)
Average GC pause (ms)
The number of GC
p99 latency (ms)
Average CPU utilization

30ms
21.815
34.441
550
1942.09
51.45%

40ms
21.459
40.724
392
1389.99
50.81%

60ms
39.856
48.491
111
148.85
36.17%

Table 1: The statistics on GC and the coupon application with
different settings of G1GC
Mostly-concurrent GC.
Compared with partiallyconcurrent GC, mostly-concurrent GC allows mutators to
execute nearly all the time. Recently released mostlyconcurrent collectors, like ZGC and Shenandoah, claim to
have reduced GC pauses to several milliseconds regardless
of the heap size. In this work, we mainly study Shenandoah1 ,
1 We
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exploit Shenandoah as a baseline in this paper as it provides back-
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a mostly-concurrent garbage collector released in OpenJDK
12.
We launch the coupon service atop Shenandoah and evaluate it with the same setting as G1. After collecting the GC
log, we conclude that Shenandoah is very effective in reducing the pauses, and the average pause time is only 18.764 ms.
However, the latency of requests is prohibitive: the p99 latency is over 3 seconds, which is 1.86X even compared with
the worst case in G1 (30 ms). We observed that the time when
GC threads are active is 53.05 seconds, which means that
GC threads are active nearly all the time. Meanwhile, the average CPU utilization reaches 83.05% (the peak utilization
reaches 96.74%), which suggests that GC threads consume
much more CPU resources than other collectors, and mutators do not have enough CPU slices to sustain such a high
throughput. As a result, the p99 latency with Shenandoah
is not decreased but increased when encountering stressful
workload.
To conclude, both partially-concurrent GC and mostlyconcurrent GC are making a tradeoff between the duration of
GC pauses and the CPU efficiency. Shorter GC pauses mean
that GC threads will consume more computing resources and
thus affect the performance of mutators. We instead want to
build a garbage collector with both short pauses and moderate CPU efficiency to support the interactive services.

3

Implications for a new GC design

Before proposing our design, we take a closer look at the
designs of prior concurrent garbage collectors to uncover
the opportunities to build a new garbage collector for our
goals: short GC pauses and moderate CPU utilization. We
then reveal the skewed memory write behavior in interactive service applications, which is crucial to our design. We
also introduce memory protection keys (MPK), a recently released hardware feature, and suggest how collectors can benefit from it.

3.1 Problems in concurrent garbage collectors
According to the behavior of mutators during GC, concurrent garbage collectors can be roughly divided into two categories. However, both of them have problems hindering them
from achieving both satisfying GC pause time and CPU efficiency.
Idle computing resources for partially-concurrent collectors. STW pauses in partially-concurrent collectors require all mutators to suspend and leverage all computing resources to collect objects. This design avoids interferences
between mutators and GC threads, but it also results in idle
cores during GC due to its scalability issues.
There are two reasons why garbage collectors cannot scale
well. First, the collection algorithm is somewhat similar to
ward support to OpenJDK 8, a long-time-support version which is widely
leveraged in both industries (like Alibaba) and open-sourced projects.
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world workload compared with G1 [13].

3.2 The skewed memory write behavior
Memory behavior of applications is quite crucial to GC performance and thereby affect the design of collectors. For example, the memory behavior of big-data processing workload is at odds with assumptions in traditional GC algorithms
and stimulates a series of big-data-friendly garbage collectors [18, 31]. To this end, we study the memory behavior of
latency-sensitive services to explore new space for garbage
collector design.
Session-based execution model. Since services are interactive, their execution can be divided into many sessions.
The service will process a request when a session starts and
generate a response before the session ends. Sessions are
mostly isolated from each other: a session will not try to access the objects created by other sessions unless those objects
are globally visible through shared data structures. Therefore,
we presume that the memory behavior of those session-based
applications will be skewed, i.e., the memory accesses within
a session will fall into a very small range where the session
allocates memory. The memory range is referred to as working set in this paper. We have conducted an in-depth analysis
to validate this hypothesis.
Memory behavior analysis. To analyze the memory behavior of those session-based applications, we first need to
demarcate all sessions. We add two new JVM calls, Sessionbegin and Sessionend, to achieve this goal. After Sessionbegin is invoked, the JVM will track all memory the session
allocates. When Sessionend is called, the JVM will print out
the size of the overall allocated memory, which is the working set size for the current session.
Our hypothesis is that session-based interactive services
share similar memory behavior. To confirm this, we have
also studied three other applications: SpecJBB2015, a simulated online supermarket, Cassandra [9], a key-value store,
and ShopCenter, another interactive service used in Alibaba.
All of them will process requests from clients in sessions and
send responses back. Note that both ShopCenter and Coupon
leverage production traces for analysis. To profile their memory behavior, we instrument Sessionbegin right before the request is processed and Sessionend when the processing finishes.
Cassandra

Coupon

ShopCenter

Spark

SpecJBB

1.00

ratio of sessions

graph traversal: GC threads will start from some root objects and mark all reachable ones through references among
objects. The traversal is highly unpredictable as we do not
know how many references a thread will process in advance.
Therefore, collectors are prone to load-imbalance and often
turns to work-stealing to achieve dynamic balancing. However, work-stealing is also ineffective in that it has to search
for tasks from all other threads and contend with others during task fetching. Prior work [37] shows that work-stealing
even causes performance slowdown in extreme cases. Second, the scalability of collectors is affected by many factors.
Recent studies have shown that the NUMA architecture [17],
synchronization protocols [16], and even the Linux scheduling mechanism [38, 40] could have a significant influence on
the GC scalability. Therefore, it is difficult to come up with
a general algorithm which is scalable for various scenarios.
Given those reasons, partially-concurrent collectors exploit a conservative mechanism where the number of GC
threads is smaller than that of cores. In OpenJDK, the number of GC threads by default is about five-eighths of the total
core count. This policy also works for STW collectors like
PSGC. The developers of OpenJDK explain their choice in
the comment of the source code: For very large machines,
there are diminishing returns for large numbers of worker
threads. Instead of hogging the whole system, use a fraction
of the workers for every processor after the first 8. This default setting mitigates performance degradation as the number of cores increases and has been used in prior GC studies [40]. However, it also results in idle cores during collection. Instead of searching for a perfectly scalable collection
algorithm, we want to introduce some concurrent mutators
to leverage those idle cores while still preserving the performance of collectors. Note that introducing concurrent mutators during GC will not hurt the overall CPU efficiency much,
as the duration of STW pauses only occupies a very small
portion of the whole application’s execution time in interactive services.
Considerable runtime overhead for mostly-concurrent
collectors. Unlike partially-concurrent collectors, mostlyconcurrent ones allow mutators to run simultaneously with
GC threads nearly all the time to reduce the application latency. However, GC threads and mutators must synchronize
with each other as they may modify the same objects simultaneously, which introduces overhead for both GC threads
and mutators. Besides, mostly concurrent collectors further
introduce barriers in mutators for GC invariant checking. A
barrier is a piece of code instrumented before specific instructions. For example, Shenandoah exploits read barriers
for mutators, meaning that mutators need to check the invariants for every single read operation on references, no matter
if GC is active. Those two factors introduce significant runtime overhead to the runtime. Therefore, although Shenandoah has been optimized through aggressive Just-In-Time
(JIT) compilation, it still causes a 24% slowdown for real-

0.75
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0.25
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
ratio of write accesses out of the working set

Figure 4: The CDF for the memory range of write accesses
in various applications
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Figure 4 shows the CDF curve of memory writes for three
different interactive applications. As for the coupon service,
over 99.5% sessions have less than 3% writes out of their
working sets. The working set of a session usually spans several megabytes, which is quite small compared to the Java
heap (typically tens to hundreds of gigabytes). The other applications share similar memory behaviors. For Cassandra,
even the worst case has 72.4% writes inside its own working set. Other kinds of applications, however, do not follow
this behavior. As for Spark, a big-data processing framework,
50% sessions (a session in Spark is defined as the process the
worker handles a task assigned by the master) have more than
46% writes out of their working sets.
This experiment confirms our hypothesis that memory
writes in sessions of interactive services are skewed. The
skewed memory write behavior opens up an opportunity for
optimization: since mutators mostly update objects inside
their working sets, they can run simultaneously aside GC
threads with rare interference if GC threads avoid reclaiming
their working sets. Since previous garbage collectors do not
put the skewed memory write behavior into consideration,
this finding motivates us to design a new garbage collector
to guarantee both satisfying latency and CPU utilization.

3.3 MPK and Garbage Collectors
Since barriers in concurrent GC are costly due to its high execution frequency, some collectors [2, 4, 10] have turned to a
virtual-memory-based mechanism for a transparent and efficient solution. The virtual-memory-based mechanism leverages the access permissions on the page table entries and relies on hardware to check the invariants. For example, a GC
thread can mark a virtual page as being-collected by setting
its permission as read-only. Mutators writing to this page will
trigger a page fault and execute synchronization-related operations in a pre-registered handler. GC threads working on
other pages will have no overhead as no page fault is triggered. This method can eliminate the need for the barrier
code, and it can also be used in other areas, such as software
transactional memory [1].
Unfortunately, threads in a process will share the same permissions on all page table entries. In the previous example,
if a GC thread also wants to modify the being-collected page,
which should be legal, it still suffers from a page fault. Those
false page faults impede collectors to implement an efficient
protection mechanism.
Intel MPK (Memory Protection Keys) is a hardware feature available recently in the SkyLake server CPUs. With
MPK, users can categorize virtual pages into different domains, which will be denoted with special bits in the corresponding page table entries. Furthermore, they can manually grant different permissions for each domain to different threads through a special register. This hardware feature
makes it possible to support finer-grained thread-level isolation by adjusting the permissions over domains for each
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thread. Previous work has studied the usage of MPK in the
security area [14, 20, 35, 43], but it could also be leveraged
for performance consideration.

4

Design

According to our analysis, we build Platinum for both satisfying latency and CPU efficiency.

4.1 Overview
Platinum is built atop PSGC, a STW garbage collector in
OpenJDK. Compared with concurrent collectors, PSGC is
more CPU-efficient as it always pauses mutators during GC
to achieve maximum collection throughput. Nevertheless, it
still results in idle cores due to scalability issues. Platinum
inherits the generational design from PSGC to divide the
heap into young space and old space. The young space further consists of three sub-spaces. The eden-space (usually
the largest sub-space) serves for allocation, while the other
twos, from-space and to-space, are used to store objects surviving at least one GC cycle. Only objects having lived for
long will be copied into old space. It contains two GC algorithms: minor GC for the young space and major GC for the
whole heap. Platinum mainly considers the minor GC while
leaving the major GC as future work.
Figure 5 illustrates the infrastructure of Platinum. The design highlights of Platinum include:
Sufficiently leveraging computing resources. Platinum
collects the cores not used by GC threads and grants them
to mutators for better application latency, hence resolving
the idle computing resources problem in partially-concurrent
GC.
Isolated execution between GC threads and mutators
through heap partition. According to the skewed memory
behavior in interactive services, Platinum partitions the heap
space so that GC threads and mutators can focus on processing objects in different parts of the heap. This design minimizes the synchronizations between GC threads and mutators, so the coordination overhead in mostly-concurrent collectors is greatly reduced in Platinum.
Hardware-assisted barrier elimination. Platinum leverages the MPK hardware feature to remove the need for software barriers adopted in prior mostly-concurrent collectors.
This design further reduces the runtime overhead and improves CPU efficiency. Platinum also exploits the RTM feature to ensure the atomicity of write operations in mutators.

4.2 Platinum in steps
Similar to the minor GC algorithm in PSGC, Platinum is
copy-based: GC threads will simultaneously scan the young
space for live objects and copy them to their new address.
The process of Platinum GC is mainly in three steps:
1. Initial marking. This step is somewhat similar to the
initial marking pause in G1 [11]. In the initial marking phase
of Platinum, GC threads will scan the runtime stack of muta-
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any cores. When GC is triggered, Platinum will constrain
mutators to only choose idle cores for execution to avoid
contending computing resources with GC threads. This is
achieved by setting the affinity values of mutators with the
sched_setaffinity interface in Linux. Those affinity values
will be reset at the end of GC. This design ensures not only
idle cores are sufficiently used by mutators but also each GC
thread monopolizes its assigned core.

Eden Space

4.4 Isolated execution with heap partition
From

To

Old Space

Collection Area

Figure 5: Overview of Platinum
tors to mark live objects. Those live objects on the stack will
be treated as root objects for further object copying. This step
is stop-the-world because the values on the stack are changed
quite frequently, and we want a stable state at the beginning
of a collection. It usually takes only a few milliseconds to
finish initial marking.
2. Concurrent scavenge. After initial marking, Platinum
will invoke mutators to resume their execution while GC
threads will concurrently scan the heap to identify and copy
live objects. Thanks to the isolated execution mechanism (detailed in Section 4.4), GC threads and mutators will focus on
processing objects in different areas of the heap and hardly
interfere with each other. Therefore, GC threads can directly
copy live objects without considering the behavior of mutators. This step occupies the most time of the whole GC process in Platinum.
3. Stop-the-world scavenge. When GC threads have finished their work, Platinum will pause running mutators again.
Since some objects in mutators’ working sets are not processed by GC threads in the concurrent scavenge step, they
may contain "stale" references to objects which have been
evacuated. Therefore, Platinum should scan those objects for
correctness guarantee. Since the number of objects is quite
small, this step will not take long.
With the above three steps, Platinum can: (1). improve the
application latency because mutators are allowed to run in
most time of GC; (2). avoid consuming too much CPU resources because GC threads are isolated from mutators to
retain satisfying collection throughput. Therefore, Platinum
can take into account both latency and CPU efficiency at the
same time. We will introduce the core designs of Platinum
in the rest of this section.

4.3 Idle core collection
To make Platinum effective, the application should configure
the number of GC threads to be smaller than that of cores (or
directly adopt the default setting in OpenJDK). When Platinum is initialized, it will automatically bind the GC thread
into different CPU cores. Other cores with no GC threads
running will be remembered by Platinum as idle cores.
When Platinum is not active, mutators are free to run on
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To achieve isolated execution between GC threads and mutators, Platinum partitions the heap into three areas during GC
(shown in Figure 5). The first area, namely collection area,
will be collected by GC threads. The collection area covers
the most part of Java heap, including from-space, to-space,
old-space, and the largest part of eden-space.
The other two areas, in contrast, are used by mutators and
thus not collected in this GC cycle. Since write operations
of mutators fall into a very small range (see Section 3.2), we
use the pinned area to include objects which are highly possible to be modified by mutators in the near future. The last
part is the allocation area, which is used by mutators to allocate new objects during garbage collection. Those newly allocated objects should be considered alive and only be scanned
in the next collection cycle.
Figure 6 illustrates how the three areas work in Platinum.
During normal execution, Platinum will partition the edenspace into two areas (Figure 6a). The larger one will serve
memory allocation requests from mutators while the smaller
one will be reserved. Platinum also adopts a bump pointer to
denote how much memory has been used.
When the bump pointer reaches the end of the allocation
area, GC will be triggered, and GC threads will become active. In the initial marking phase, Platinum will partition the
eden-space into the three areas mentioned before (Figure 6b).
The reserved area in the normal execution will become the allocation area where concurrent mutators create new objects
during GC. The larger one will be further split into collection
area and pinned area. GC threads will only collect the collection area while mutators mainly modify the pinned area
and the allocation area. Compared with the collection area,
the pinned area resides close to the bump pointer. This design choice is based on the memory allocation mechanism
in JVM: each mutators will first allocate a segment from
the global heap, and then allocate memory from the segment
until it is filled up. Therefore, Platinum locates the pinned
area adjacent to the allocation area to contain the latest segments allocated by different threads. The size of the pinned
area is preset to a fixed proportion of the whole eden-space.
The default value is 1/128, which can include segments from
tens of mutators while inducing moderate pauses during the
stop-the-world scavenge step. Platinum also allows users to
tune this value for better performance. Users can leverage
the aforementioned Sessionbegin and Sessionend API to cal-
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Figure 6: The heap layout in Platinum. The colored part stands for allocated memory.
culate the working set size for their applications during prerun, and modify the pinned area to a proper size accordingly.
During the concurrent scavenge step, GC threads will apply range checks to determine if an object falls into the collection area before accessing it, and only those in the collection area will be processed. Those range checks avoid the
case where GC threads try to copy an object which mutators are modifying. Since the collection area is consecutive,
range checks can be implemented with cheap comparison instructions and thus introduce little overhead. As a result, GC
threads and mutators are enforced to concentrate on processing objects in different areas, which eliminates the need for
synchronization and thereby mitigates the runtime overhead.
For objects not processed during concurrent scavenge, they
will be scanned and updated in the subsequent stop-the-world
scavenge step.
Before GC ends, GC threads become inactive, and Platinum should reorganize the eden-space (Figure 6c). Since a
part of the space has been occupied by live objects (pinned
and allocation area), Platinum will mark it allocated. The rest
of the space will still be partitioned into two areas, while the
reserved one will reside adjacent to the pinned area in the
last GC. The bump pointer will grow from the original allocation area and goes to the start address once it reaches the
end (Figure 6d). When the allocation area is exhausted, a new
GC cycle is activated.

4.5 Hardware-assisted barrier elimination
Heap partition restricts GC threads to only process objects
in the collection area and thus reduces the coordination overhead. However, since mutators are running Java code, they
are free to access any objects in the Java heap, including
those in the collection area, which violates the isolated execution semantic. A traditional solution proposed by prior
concurrent collectors is to leverage barriers to detect and correctly handle those operations. A barrier is a piece of code instrumented before specific operations for the interest of GC.
For our problem, a garbage collector can adopt write barriers, which instrument range check operations before every
write. As shown in Figure 7, for a field update operation (y.x
= z), the collector should insert a range check to ensure that
the address of the field (y.x) is not in the collection area. If
the range check fails, mutators should turn to a prepared slow
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path (atomic_update) to update the field atomically to ensure
correctness.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

// barrier code start
if (in_collection_area(y.x)) {
atomic_update(y.x, z);
}
// barrier code end
else {
// Field update
y.x = z;
}

Figure 7: An example of write barriers
As mentioned in Section 3, barriers can cause significant
overhead as they are instrumented with every specific instruction, no matter if GC is active. For write barriers, they
must be executed before every write operation, including interpreter code, JIT code, and even part of native code inside
JVM. We instead provide a hardware-assisted solution atop
MPK to eliminate the write barriers.
To leverage MPK, Platinum divides the Java heap space
into two domains: GC domain and mutator domain. The GC
domain only contains the collection area, while the mutator
domain consists of the pinned area and the allocation area.
When threads are initialized, they will be granted with corresponding permissions: mutators have read-write permissions
to the mutator domain and read-only permissions to the GC
domain; GC threads have read-write permissions for both
two domains. The permissions are fixed throughout the lifecycle of a thread. On the other hand, the address ranges for
those two domains are changed with the three areas dynamically. When the collector is inactive, the whole Java heap
space belongs to the mutator domain so that mutators are
free to access any objects. When GC starts, the collection
area should be put into the GC domain. Afterward, if concurrent mutators’ write operations fall into the GC domain, they
will trigger page faults, and thus no software barriers are required. Thanks to MPK, Platinum can automatically detect
write operations violating the isolated execution mechanism,
and the control flow will be transferred to a customized handler to correctly process those operations. Although processing a page fault is more costly than executing a software barrier, the possibility of triggering a page fault in interactive
services is much smaller than that for software barriers, and
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the amortized overhead can be reduced.
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Figure 8: The dual-copy problem and solutions

4.6 Handling violated writes
When a write operation from a mutator falls into the collection area, the customized handler will take over and temporarily request for read-write permissions for the GC domain.
This request is safe as the code in the handler is totally controlled by Platinum. Afterward, the handler is responsible to
simulate the original write operation on the mutator’s behalf
by modifying the corresponding object in the collection area.
However, the simulation process must be deliberately designed as GC threads are concurrently copying those objects.
If an object has been copied, the old one and the copied one
will co-exist in the Java heap until GC ends. Since mutators
may still have references to the old object, the consistency between the two copies must be maintained. Consider the case
in Figure 8a where object x has been copied (say x’). Suppose mutator 2 gains a reference to x’ and modifies a field
a in x’ (Figure 8b), the modification should be visible to all
mutators. However, if mutator 1 still holds a reference to x
and reads its content, it can only get a stale value of a. We
refer to it as the dual-copy problem, which breaks down the
serializability of the whole program.
Prior concurrent collectors have similar problems as they
also allow mutators to run in scenarios where two copies
of the same object are both visible in the heap. They leverage read barriers to force mutators always to access the
newest one. The implementation of read barriers has many
variants, and one of them is to use Brook’s style indirection
pointers [5] as Shenandoah [13] does. This solution requires
adding an extra field in the header of every Java object, which
stores a pointer to the newest copy of this object. As illustrated in Figure 8c, x points to x’ while x’ points to itself.
In this way, when mutator 1 tries to access x, the indirection
pointer of x will guide it to access x’ instead so that it can get
the updated value of a. This solution is simple and straight-
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forward, but it introduces considerable overhead, as analyzed
in Section 3.1.
Rather than using read barriers, Platinum guarantees correctness by updating both copies in the customized page fault
handler. As shown in Figure 8d, Platinum keeps the added
field in Shenandoah to store a back pointer to the old copy.
For the old object, since the original PSGC will store a forwarding pointer in its header referring to the new object, the
added field is useless. In the above example, when updating
x’, Platinum will locate x with the back pointer and update
the value of a for both x and x’. Even though mutator 1 retains a reference to x, it can still fetch the updated content
by directly reading x. This mechanism certainly doubles the
write operations, but it relies on the observation that only a
few write operations from mutators will happen in the collection area, so the overhead will be trivial.
Prior work like Sapphire [21] also exploits similar mechanisms, but it struggles to make the updates atomic, i.e., the
updates to both copies should be visible to mutators simultaneously. Fortunately, recent hardware development has provided us with new opportunities for design. Platinum embraces the Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM) feature
by Intel, which guarantees the atomicity of a piece of code
by wrapping it into a hardware transaction. Since RTM requires that the working set of the transaction should be small
(otherwise the abort rate will dramatically increase), we only
put the update operations into the hardware transaction to
construct a very small working set (less than 100 bytes). We
have also prepared a fall-back handler in case the transaction fails. The handler retries the transaction in most cases,
but it will try to grab a global lock if the transaction fails for
many times (which happens very rarely). With RTM’s help,
Platinum can update both objects atomically and return to
normal execution, which provides a strong consistency guarantee and introduces moderate overhead.

5

Evaluation

Platinum is implemented in the HotSpot JVM of OpenJDK
8u141 with about 7,500 LoCs. We leverage three various applications for evaluation:
SpecJBB2015. SpecJBB2015 is a business benchmark
that simulates an online supermarket to process incoming
purchasing requests. Alibaba usually exploits it as a simplified example to simulate the online production environment.
Cassandra. Cassandra is an open-sourced key-value store
which is usually leveraged as a latency-sensitive application
by prior work [7, 40]. We leverage YCSB as the testbed,
but it is executed in a closed-loop model where a client will
not send a second request until its receives the response for
its last one. This model cannot reflect the fact that requests
have to wait until prior ones are finished. Therefore, we have
modified the execution model of YCSB to open-loop, where
clients send requests in a fixed throughput regardless of the
responsiveness of servers. The version of Cassandra for our
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evaluation is 3.11.4.
Coupon. Coupon is an online interactive service used
in Alibaba, and we use it to confirm that Platinum actually
works in real applications.
We also compare the performance of Platinum against
other mainstream garbage collectors.
CMS. Concurrent-Mark-Sweep (CMS) is a classic
partially-concurrent garbage collector. Its major GC is concurrent, and the minor GC is stop-the-world. We leave CMS
untuned to show its original performance.
G1. G1GC (G1) is a highly-tunable partially-concurrent
garbage collector which prioritizes latency over throughput.
It is designed to replace CMS in the future versions of OpenJDK. We have manually tuned the value of MaxGCPauseMillis for performance consideration. Since G1 is an experimental collector in OpenJDK 8, we also try the later OpenJDK
9 for evaluation. However, OpenJDK 9 is not supported by
the coupon service and Cassandra, and our evaluation on
SpecJBB2015 shows similar results for those two versions.
Therefore, we only report the result for OpenJDK 8.
Shenandoah. Shenandoah is a work-in-progress mostlyconcurrent garbage collector. The application latency is quite
low, but the introduction of read barriers and other concurrent phases strongly affect CPU utilization.
CMS

G1−tuned

Platinum

Shenandoah

CMS

G1−tuned

Platinum

Shenandoah

p99 Latency (ms)

p99 Latency (ms)
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Figure 9: The p99 latency results on SpecJBB2015 for different collectors with various throughput settings.

5.1 SpecJBB2015
We use the preset mode to evaluate SpecJBB2015 atop different collectors to understand its performance under various levels of throughput. In Alibaba, different throughput
settings can be used to simulate different types of workload. The experiment is running on a physical machine with
dual Intel Xeon Gold 6138 CPUs (80 logical cores) and
16GB Java heap size. The number of concurrent GC threads
is set as the default value (53). We tune G1 with different MaxGCPauseMillis values and find that it reaches the
shortest per-GC pause time when the value is 50ms, so we
adopt this value for evaluation (referred to as G1-tuned). Figure 9 shows the 99th percentile latency for Platinum, CMS,
G1, and Shenandoah. The results in Figure 9a show that
Platinum always performs better than CMS under moderate throughput, and the 99th percentile latency is reduced
by 38.4%-79.3%. Platinum also achieves comparable performance against our tuned G1. The improvement in latency
mainly thanks to the mostly-concurrent collection in Platinum.
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When the throughput becomes higher (shown in Figure 9b), G1 reaches its limit at 25000 requests per second. As
a mostly-concurrent collector, the latency of Shenandoah is
ultra-low in low throughput but dramatically rises when the
throughput is 17000 and also reaches its limit at 25000. Note
that G1 and Shenandoah shares a similar concurrent marking
algorithm, and the main difference in their design choices
is that G1 pauses mutators during collection while Shenandoah allows concurrent execution. Therefore, G1 has better
GC efficiency and performs better under high throughput,
while Shenandoah induces shorter pauses and performs better under low throughput. In contrast, Platinum can sustain
the highest throughput of all collectors, thanks to the costeffective isolated execution model during concurrent collection.
We also measure the CPU utilization for collectors under
three different QPS settings (5000, 15000, 25000) to represent low, moderate, and high throughput. As Table 2 shows,
the CPU utilization of Platinum is only slightly higher than
CMS and better than both G1 and Shenandoah under all settings. Since we did not tune CMS for application latency, it
reaches reasonable CPU consumption but far worse tail latency compared against other collectors. When the throughput reaches 25000, both G1 and Shenandoah show considerable CPU consumption compared with Platinum, which results in the severe tail latency problem (Figure 9b), while the
CPU utilization in Platinum is still moderate.
Name
Specjbb (qps=5000)
Specjbb (qps=15000)
Specjbb (qps=25000)
Cassandra (qps=80000, RI)
Cassandra (qps=80000, WI)
Coupon (qps=4000)

CMS
14.57%
31.77%
48.79%
11.87%
12.10%
38.47%

G1
16.53%
37.25%
77.66%
14.35%
15.97%
36.17%

Shenandoah
17.85%
43.03%
77.80%
14.07%
14.93%
83.05%

Platinum
15.11%
32.79%
50.56%
12.99%
13.79%
34.50%

Table 2: The CPU utilization for four garbage collectors, with
different applications

5.2 Cassandra
We evaluate Cassandra under the same settings as
SpecJBB2015. Two different types of workload are leveraged for evaluation: (1) read-intensive workload (RI) with
76000 reads and 4000 updates per second; (2) write-intensive
workload (WI) with 40000 reads and 40000 updates per second. We have also tuned G1 to achieve its best performance,
and the value of MaxGCPauseMillis is 10ms. Figure 10 illustrates the tail latency for both scenarios with CDFs. As for
the read-intensive workload, Platinum has comparable performance with Shenandoah, and improves the 99th percentile
latency by 40.5% and 40.4% for CMS and our tuned G1 respectively. In Platinum, the latency for 97.2% of requests is
less than 10ms, and the number is 9.5% and 3.2% larger than
G1 and CMS. The improvement drops for write-intensive
workload, and only 91.2% of requests finish in 10ms. This
can be explained by more violated writes from mutators due
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CMS
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Shenandoah

CMS

Platinum

CMS

0.99
0.98
0.97

Shenandoah

0.99
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Latency (ms)

(a) Read-Intensive

Average pause (ms)
28.168
16.144
38.998
58.739
3.97
4.66

0.98
0.97
0.96
200

300

400

Latency (ms)
0

25

50

75

100

Latency (ms)

(b) Write-Intensive

Overall time (ms)
366.189
1037.864
775.032
413.583
522.499
433.335

p99 latency (ms)
38.776
38.677
62.794
76.732
27.700
23.061

Table 3: GC and latency statistics for Cassandra RI

5.3 Coupon
We finally show the performance of Platinum on the coupon
service. Since we do not have enough physical MPK-enabled
machines to conduct the clustered evaluation in Section 2.2,
this evaluation still exploits the single-point environment
mentioned in Section 2.3 on a 96-core machine with 16GB
Java heap. The throughput is set to 4000 requests per second
to simulate stressful throughput in the production environment. Since we have studied the performance of G1 on the
coupon service before, the value of MaxGCPauseMillis is set
to 60ms.
Figure 11 shows the CDF generated according to the response time of requests. The results indicate that Platinum
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Figure 10: The CDF results for Cassandra under two different workload
GC settings
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can mitigate the long tail problem, especially for p99 latency.
Thanks to the cost-efficient garbage collection, the p99 latency in Platinum is improved by 66.8% and 23.5% for CMS
and G1. Since the real-world workload also contains requests
whose response time is greatly extended by lags in other remote services, Platinum cannot help to improve them much
and result in slightly better p999 latency against other collectors. The application latency for Shenandoah is very large
(for example, the 99th percentile latency is 3.6s), which is
out of range in Figure 11. Compared with statistics in Table 1, the average pause time and GC count in Platinum is
7.247ms and 162 respectively.
As for CPU utilization, Platinum consumes 34.5% of overall CPU resources, which is the smallest among all collectors.
The CPU consumption is 1.67% and 3.97% smaller than G1
and CMS. As for Shenandoah, the CPU is close to saturated
(83.05%), which can explain why application latency is quite
large. To conclude, the evaluation results on all three applications confirm that Platinum finds a sweet spot between low
application latency and moderate CPU utilization.

Percentile

to more update operations on the globally-visible data structures. Nevertheless, the p99 latency of Platinum is comparable with our best-tuned G1 and improved by 44.9% compared with CMS.
All collectors show moderate CPU consumption in Cassandra. It is because Cassandra is an I/O-intensive application and spends much more time on accessing its storage
compared with other scenarios. Since our tuned G1 reduces
the application latency by greatly shrinking the young space
and increasing the accumulated GC time, it reaches the highest CPU utilization among all collectors.
Table 3 further shows GC-related statistics in 30 seconds
among different collectors in the read-intensive workload. It
also shows the results for three different settings in G1. The
untuned CMS has the least overall time among all collectors
(except for G1-100ms and G1-60ms), but its average pause
time is relatively large. As for G1, when setting MaxGCPauseMillis from 100 to 10, the overall GC time is enlarged
by 2.5X, which results in higher CPU consumption. Compared with other collectors, Platinum reaches both satisfying
average GC pause time (close to Shenandoah) and overall
GC time (close to G1-100ms).

Figure 11: The CDF results for the coupon service

5.4 Breakdown analysis
Varying the pinned area size. Table 4 shows the runtime
statistics of the Cassandra-WI workload with different sizes
of the pinned area. When enlarging the pinned area, the average number of page faults for each GC cycle decreases, and
the tail latency can be slightly improved. However, since the
pinned area will only be reclaimed in the next GC cycle, enlarging its size will reduce the available memory in the eden
space and increase the overall GC time. Therefore, users can
tune the size of the pinned area to reduce the tail latency according to the application behavior.
Area size
1/128
1/32
1/16
1/8

Overall GC time (ms)
1007.327
1106.951
1145.982
1206.859

Avg. page faults
13738
12137
11879
10237

p99 latency (ms)
43.038
41.391
43.773
39.619

Table 4: GC-related statistics for Cassandra WI
GC Performance breakdown. This experiment breaks
the accumulated GC time of Cassandra-WI into phases. As
shown in Figure 12, mutators are allowed to run concurrently with GC threads most of the time (78.3%). Since the
initial marking phase only scans the thread stacks, it lasts
shortly and only takes up 1.1%. Meanwhile, the STW scavenge phase accounts for 15.6% to modify the stale references
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in the pinned area and the collection area.
Fraction of total

1.00

0.75
Concurrent
Initial

0.50

Other
STW

0.25

0.00
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Figure 12: Phase-level breakdown for Platinum
The performance on Spark. We also evaluate the performance of Platinum on Spark, with its built-in PageRank application. Our evaluation shows that the execution time with
Platinum is 7.93% longer compared with G1. Since the memory and GC behavior in Spark is much different from interactive services, it induces more page faults and larger stopthe-world pauses, which is the main reason for performance
slowdown.

6

Related Work

Reducing pause time. STW pauses introduced by garbage
collections have been studied for years. For STW garbage
collectors, some work aims to reduce the pause time by
sufficiently leveraging the computing resources. Gidra et
al. [15, 16, 17] study the performance of PSGC in NUMA
machines and provide NUMA-aware optimizations. Suo et
al. [40] and Qian et al. [37] refine the work-stealing algorithm to offer a more scalable minor GC algorithm. Another
line of work focuses on designing new concurrent collectors
to co-run mutators with GC threads to reduce the pauses. In
the OpenJDK HotSpot JVM, the latency-aware G1GC [11]
has recently become the default collector, and two mostlyconcurrent collectors, ZGC [33] and Shenandoah [13], are
also attractive. Stopless [36] provides real-time GC support
while preserving lock-freedom and fragmentation control.
Österlund et al. [34] improve the pause time of G1GC with
a non-blocking handshake between threads. The design of
Platinum learns from those concurrent collectors to propose
a CPU-efficient solution.
The intensive usage of language runtime in the big data
area has stimulated studies on building big-data-friendly
garbage collector with low pauses. Nguyen et al. [31, 32] put
the data objects generated by the big data systems into segregated spaces where objects are managed with separated GC
algorithms. Gog et al. [18] provide a similar region-based algorithm but mainly for the CLR runtime. Bruno et al. [6, 7, 8]
divide the heap into many generations and pre-tenure objects
that are believed to live long through runtime analysis. Platinum is built for reducing pauses for another kind of scenario:
latency-sensitive, session-based interactive services.
Hardware-assisted GC. Hardware features also affect the
design choices of garbage collectors. Prior work has studied
on improving the performance of GC with primitives available in commodity hardware. Belay et al. [3] leverage virtualization technology to escalate Java runtime to the non-root
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ring 0 mode and accelerate GC with VM page management.
Ugawa et al. [42] enhance the original Sapphire garbage collector with the RTM feature, and Ritson et al. [39] explore the
usage of RTM in various collectors. Wu et al. [45] extend the
area of garbage collector from normal DRAM to non-volatile
memory (NVM) and studies crash consistency issues during
GC. Platinum leverages RTM and MPK features to build a
new concurrent garbage collector.
Except for commodity hardware, there is also a trend to
build customized hardware, or GC accelerators, for various
considerations. Azul Systems has built a customized system
including CPU, chip, board, and OS to run garbage collected
JVMs efficiently. Their GC algorithm is also largely modified to leverage those customized features [10, 23, 41]. Mass
et al. [26] build a hardware GC accelerator to achieves higher
GC throughput and lower power consumption.
Runtime optimization in distributed environments.
Distributed applications are running atop multiple runtimes
on different machines. Maas et al. [25, 27] show that GC
in a single JVM can have a magnified effect on the whole
applications and proposes policies to orchestrate GC among
different JVMs. Lion et al. [24] find frequent JVM re-start
in task-based workload and provides a JVM pool to skip
the time-consuming warm-up phase. Nguyen et al. [30] optimize the communication between JVMs by providing an
efficient serialization protocol, while Navasca et al. [29] allow Java threads to directly operate on the serialized byte
streams with compiler techniques. Wang et al. [44] propose
to dynamically change the memory limits of JVMs to fit the
cloud environment. Both Fang et al. [12] and Călin et al. [22]
leverage efficient spilling to reduce the memory footprint
of large data-parallel applications. Platinum also quantifies
the effect of GC in a distributed cloud environment and proposes a hardware-assisted algorithm to optimize the GC performance.

7

Conclusion

Latency and CPU efficiency are both essential for interactive
services. Unfortunately, traditional garbage collectors cannot
achieve both goals at the same time. This paper provides
Platinum, a collector allowing concurrent but isolated execution of mutators and GC threads, with hardware assistance.
The evaluation shows that Platinum significantly reduces the
tail latency while preserving moderate CPU utilization compared with prior concurrent garbage collectors.
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Offloading the key-value (KV) functionality onto a storage
device has received a lot of attention recently from both
academia and industry [11,21,24,32,49]. A representative device in this class is Samsung’s key-value SSD (KV-SSD) [24],
which directly serves KV requests. By offloading most commonly used operations of KV databases (e.g., RocksDB [17]),
KV-SSDs not only improve I/O latency and throughput of
KV clients, but also reduce the CPU and DRAM resource
requirements on the host-side.
The idea of KV-SSD is promising but the current proposals and devices often provide inconsistent tail latency and
throughput. This is because most of KV-SSDs are based on
hash [16, 21, 24, 32, 46, 49], which is attractive because it is
rather simple to implement but has some inherent limitations.
A hash-based KV-SSD maintains a hash table in the controller
DRAM, each entry of which typically contains a key (or the
signature of a key) and a pointer to the corresponding KV pair
in the flash. The hash table is used to quickly index key-value
pairs by simple table lookups. However, when the DRAM size
is not large enough to accommodate all the hash table entries,
parts of the hash table must be stored in flash. This inevitably
involves expensive flash accesses and complex hash table
management when accessing entries that are not in memory.
Even worse, if a hash collision occurs, multiple flash accesses
are required, resulting in long and unpredictable tail latency
and drop in throughput.
To understand the behavior of hash-based KV-SSDs, we
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Key-value store based on a log-structured merge-tree (LSMtree) is preferable to hash-based KV store because an LSMtree can support a wider variety of operations and show better
performance, especially for writes. However, LSM-tree is
difficult to implement in the resource constrained environment
of a key-value SSD (KV-SSD) and consequently, KV-SSDs
typically use hash-based schemes. We present PinK, a design
and implementation of an LSM-tree-based KV-SSD, which
compared to a hash-based KV-SSD, reduces 99th percentile
tail latency by 73%, improves average read latency by 42%
and shows 37% higher throughput. The key idea in improving
the performance of an LSM-tree in a resource constrained
environment is to avoid the use of Bloom filters and instead,
use a small amount of DRAM to keep/pin the top levels of
the LSM-tree.
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Figure 1: Performance comparison of KV-SSD & Block-SSD
depending on the total amount of data stored (1GB∼3TB)
conducted a set of experiments on a 4TB KV-SSD prototype
(KV-PM983 [40]). We created KV pools ranging in size from
1GB to 3TB, and chose the average key and value sizes to be
32B and 1KB, respectively [5]. Thus, a 3TB KV pool would
hold 3 billion KV pairs. We ran random GET() requests on
these KV pools for 10 minutes using KVBench [38]. No GC
occurred during our experiments.
Figure 1 shows that the KV-SSD suffered from inconsistent read latency, and its throughput dropped as the number of
objects stored increased. The average read latency increased
from 149.49 µs (1GB pool) to 245.31 µs (3TB pool). We
also observed long tail latency: for the 99.99th percentile, the
tail latency increased from 323 µs to 1020 µs. Even worse,
the read throughput dropped to 64 KIOPS from 112 KIOPS.
Although we did not have access to any of the internal details
of the KV SSD design (e.g., the hash function), it is easy to
conclude that the performance and tail latency get worse in
a hash-based implementation as the total number of stored
KV pairs increases. This hypothesis was further supported
by another experiment, where we used the same setup to run
FIO [6] on a 4TB Block-SSD [41], which loads its FTL table
in DRAM for 4KB page mapping. FIO exhibited stable latency and throughput, regardless of the amount of data stored.
Such severe performance variability and unpredictable I/O
behaviors make KV-SSDs less attractive than normal SSDs.
An alternative to hash is log-structured merge tree (LSMtree) [34]. The tail latency in such a system is bounded by
the number of levels in the tree. Since an LSM-tree indices
KV pairs in a multi-level sorted tree, it might also require
a much smaller DRAM for indexing KV pairs. LSM-tree
also supports range-queries and scans efficiently, without any
extra bookkeeping or support from KV clients [24]. Our experiments, however, revealed that a conventional implementation of LSM-tree on an SSD controller failed to deliver the
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promised benefits. In fact, it showed worse performance than
hash in some cases.
The first problem we discovered was the tail latency. Most
LSM-tree implementations use Bloom filters to skip lookups
in a tree level to improve average read latency. Owing to
the probabilistic nature of Bloom filters, however, one cannot
ensure the worst-case read latency; indeed, we observed long
tails as in hash-based KV-SSD. The second problem was high
write-amplification. Even if we use key-value separation like
Wisckey [30], compaction, an essential task of LSM-tree to
sort KV indices and balance its indexing trees, involves many
extra storage accesses. Moreover, this LSM-tree compaction
cost exacerbates the FTL’s garbage collection (GC) cost. The
third problem was that rebuilding Bloom filters and sorting
KV pairs for compaction requires lots of CPU cycles, which
overburden embedded-class microprocessors found in SSD
controllers. This lack of processor performance deteriorates
the I/O performance dramatically.
In this paper, we propose an LSM-tree-based in-storage
key-value engine, called PinK, which overcomes all the problems mentioned above. The novelty of PinK design stems
from four specific techniques it uses. At the heart of PinK is
level pinning. Instead of keeping probabilistic Bloom filters in
DRAM, PinK pins exact key-value indices of the top levels of
the tree to DRAM. This removes unnecessary flash lookups
on the pinned levels in a deterministic manner, thereby enabling us to provide predictable read latency with bounded
tails. Elimination of Bloom filters also reduces the resource
requirement for computing them. Second, the level pinning
helps us reduce flash I/Os caused by compaction. Since KV
indices are kept in DRAM, PinK can sort them in DRAM
without any I/Os. The pinned indices are protected by built-in
capacitors, so flushing out up-to-date indices to flash is not
necessary. (This idea is feasible only for small amount of
DRAM). Third, we discovered that the majority of GC I/Os
are induced by updating indices of LSM-tree. By delaying
index updates until the compaction phase, PinK reduces GC
I/Os greatly. Finally, by adding hardware comparators in between the SSD controller and NAND chips, and performing
KV sorting while reading KV pairs, PinK completely eliminates CPU costs for compaction.
We have implemented PinK on MIT’s FPGA-based SSD
platform [22], and used the LSM-tree implementation of
LightStore [11] as our starting point, because its source code
is publicly available. Using YCSB [13] benchmarks, we have
shown that PinK outperforms existing KV-SSD designs in
several aspects. Compared to a hash-based KV-SSD, PinK
reduces 99th percentile tail latency by 73%, improves average read latency by 42% and shows 37% higher throughput.
Furthermore, compared to LightStore, PinK reduces 99th percentile tail latency by 22%, improves average read latency by
22% and shows 44% higher throughput.
Paper Organization: In Section 2, we explain background
closely related to this study. Section 3 analyzes the perfor-
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mance of the LSM-tree algorithm in KV-SSD. Section 4
presents an overall design of PinK, along with optimization
techniques. Section 5 presents experimental results. We conclude in Section 6.

2
2.1

Background
NAND Flash-based SSD

A conventional Block-SSD is designed to support the standard block I/O interface. It exposes a linear array of 4KB
logical blocks which are accessed by block I/O primitives
(e.g., READ and WRITE). A flash translation layer (FTL) in
the SSD firmware is responsible for providing the block I/O
interface [3]. To hide the out-of-place update nature, the FTL
writes incoming data to free flash pages in an append-only
manner. To redirect 4 KB logical blocks to free pages, the FTL
maintains a mapping table indexed by logical block address
(LBA), and each entry points to the corresponding flash page.
The mapping table is kept in the controller DRAM and its
size is approximately 0.1% of the SSD capacity [39, 43]. For
example, for a 4TB SSD, 4GB DRAM is required. A mapping
table has to be persistent (non-volatile) and is protected by
built-in capacitors to guard against sudden power failures [7].
Similar to other log-structured systems [36], the FTL has to
perform garbage collection (GC) to reclaim free space.

2.2

KV-SSD

A KV-SSD is a new type of SSDs [24, 45] which provides
the key-value interface. KV-SSDs look like a container of
key-value objects, where each object is labeled by a unique
key and contains an associated value (i.e., data). In contrast
to a block addressed SSD, both the key and the associated
value are of variable sizes. A key can be as long as 255
bytes [45] or even be a character string, and a value can be
as big as 2MB [45]. In addition to GET() and SET(), the
basic operations to access KV objects, KV-SSDs support
a rich set of operations like iterations, range queries, and
transactions [24, 25]. A more detailed description can be
found in SNIA’s KV-SSD specification [45].
Making SSDs support the KV interface requires a redesign
of the FTL because the existing table-based translation is
not suitable for managing KV objects. A variety of KVSSD designs have been proposed both in academia (e.g.,
NVMKV [32], KAML [21], and BlueCache [49]) and industry (e.g., Samsung’s KV-SSD prototype [24, 40]). All these
KV-SSDs are based on hash-based data structure, which we
discuss next.

2.3

Hash-based KV-SSD

A hash-based KV-SSD maintains a hash table with many
buckets in DRAM, where each bucket holds metadata (i.e., a
key and a pointer) for a specific KV object in flash [16, 21,
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32, 49]. A primary design issue of hash-based KV-SSD is the
management of a huge hash table requiring large amounts of
DRAM. Suppose that the SSD capacity is 4 TB and the key
and value sizes are on average 32B and 1KB, respectively [5].
If the number of buckets is 232 (= 242 /210 ) and the bucket
size is 36B (32B for a key and 4B for a pointer), 144GB of
DRAM is required to hold the complete hash table. If KVSSDs have large enough DRAM to hold the entire hash table,
in addition to the O(1) time complexity for calculating an
index, a KV access only takes O(1) flash access to read/write
the KV pair [44]. However, as mentioned previously, SSDs
do not have as much DRAM.
To reduce DRAM usage, some use signatures [9, 16, 26, 46,
49]. Instead of an exact key, a short signature of the key is
kept in the bucket. The exact key and its value are stored in
the flash. Using signatures reduces the hash table size greatly
– if a 16-bit signature is used, 24GB of DRAM is required. But
it causes signature collision which happens when different
keys have the same signature. 24GB DRAM is still huge for
an SSD. The DRAM size can be further reduced by keeping
only popular buckets in a fixed-size DRAM (e.g., 4GB) while
storing the rest in the flash [18]. This, however, causes extra
flash reads. If a designated bucket is not available in DRAM
(i.e., hash table miss), we have to fetch the bucket from the
flash to find the location of a desired KV object. Consequently,
the table miss increases flash read costs from O(1) to O(1+α)
where α is a miss ratio. Even worse, signature collisions add
an unpredictable number of flash reads until the collision
resolves, resulting in unbounded read tail latency in the worst
case. As shown in Figure 1, this instability of the hash-based
KV-SSD deteriorates as the hash table grows.
This inconsistent performance may be due to inefficient
collision resolution policies. There are advanced hash strategies, such as Cuckoo [35] and Hopscotch [19, 26], which
provide constant worst-case lookups and may avoid the tail
latency. But this benefit comes at the cost of degraded write
speed and/or frequent rehashing. Hash algorithms also cannot
efficiently support range and scan operations [24].

2.4

LSM-Tree-based KV-SSD

An LSM-tree is another data structure that is used widely
to implement persistent key-value stores. It is usually implemented purely in host software and can support a wider set
of KV operations (e.g., RocksDB [17] and Cassandra [27]).
It is also used in big all-flash array (AFA) systems such as
Purity [12]. Because of its increasing popularity across a
variety of systems, many LSM-tree variants have been proposed [4, 23, 47]. Recently LSM-tree has also been used in
some implementations of KV-SSDs like LightStore [11] and
iLSM-SSD [28].
LSM-tree is a hierarchical structure that consists of multiple
trees, each called a level. Each level is sorted and behaves as
a write buffer for the next level, which has a larger size. Since
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LSM-tree keeps only the highest level in DRAM, its memory
requirement is much smaller than hash. Also, a KV access in
LSM-tree requires at most O(h − 1) flash accesses owing to
its sorted nature, where h is the number of levels, and thus the
worst-case latency of LSM-tree is bounded. Many LSM-tree
implementations use Bloom filters to improve the average
read cost to O(1) flash access [14].
However, LSM-tree-based KV-SSDs have suffered from a
lack of CPU power for the compaction process, which is required to keep LSM-tree balanced. In addition, Bloom filters,
which is used to skip some levels probabilistically, cannot improve the read tail latency. The design of PinK was motivated
by these and some additional inefficiencies in running the
conventional LSM-tree on resource-constrained KV-SSDs;
we discuss these inefficiencies in Section 3.

2.5

Hash vs LSM-Tree

NAND flash scales faster than DRAM. According to [20], the
capacity of NAND flash has increased 1.43 times per year,
while that of DRAM has increased 1.13 times. This requires
us to take into account a DRAM scalability issue in choosing
algorithms for KV-SSDs. Assuming the same trend, the hash
suffers from more degradation in read performance since
the table miss rate becomes higher as NAND flash scales
further. The LSM-tree also experiences degradation since it
uses fewer bits per KV pair for Bloom filters. However, the
read performance of the LSM-tree is more scalable due to
the space-efficient structure of Bloom filters. Monkey has
almost the same read performance when the ratio between
the size of DRAM and total data set decreases from 0.16% to
0.02% (see Figure 11(a) in [14]). Conversely, the hash suffers
from notable performance degradation when the DRAM size
does not grow relative to the data set as shown in Figure 1.
The LSM-tree also exhibits lower update costs than the hash
when the entire indices do not fit in DRAM. In the hash,
indices in the map have to be updated in place, which in turn
involves expensive read-modify-writes in the flash. On the
other hand, the LSM-tree shows cheaper update costs since
it appends new or updated entries to the flash thanks to its
leveled structure. As a result, the LSM-tree offers better write
performance when DRAM becomes less sufficient.

3

Challenges in implementing LSM-tree in a
KV-SSD

In this section, we analyze the performance and present key
technical challenges when an LSM-tree is implemented in a
resource constrained environment of an SSD controller. We
have used LightStore [11] as the baseline for an LSM-treebased KV-SSD which separates keys and values to speed up
writes and uses Bloom filters to speed up reads. We expect
iLSM-SSD [28] to exhibit similar read and write performance
as LightStore because it follows same concepts.
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(a) Before L0 is flushed
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(b) After flush & compaction

Figure 2: LSM-tree organization (h = 3, T = 2). A rectangle
represents a KV object and the number inside is the key.

3.1

LSM-Tree Structure

The LSM-tree maintains multiple levels of sorted KV indices,
L0 , L1 , ..., and Lh−1 , where h is the height of an LSM-tree (see
Figure 2). The level 0, L0 , is kept in DRAM as a write buffer,
whereas the rest are stored in persistent media (e.g., flash). In
the LSM-tree, the levels are organized so that a lower level is
T times larger (i.e., the size factor T ) than a higher one. Each
level is divided into fixed-size runs, where the size of each
run is usually the same as that of L0 .
The LSM-tree has two unique properties: #1. for each level,
KV objects are unique and kept sorted by their keys; and #2.
the key range of one level may overlap the key range of other
levels due to overwrites (see Figure 2).
When a SET() request comes, a KV object is first buffered
in L0 . Once L0 becomes full, buffered KV objects are flushed
out to L1 . All the objects in L0 are written to L1 in an appendonly manner. Similarly, once Li becomes full, its KV objects
are evicted to Li+1 . Since the key ranges of adjacent levels
may overlap, flushing out KV objects from a higher level to a
lower level has to be done in a manner not to violate Property
#1. Therefore, the LSM-tree algorithm performs a process
called compaction while flushing KV objects to a lower level.
Compaction reads objects from two adjacent levels, sorts them
in the memory, and writes the sorted objects to next lower
level as shown in Figure 2(b). Compaction incurs a huge I/O
overhead. This overhead can be mitigated by separating keys
from values and by avoiding moving values which are not
affected by compaction (see Wisckey [30]).
The LSM-tree maintains an in-memory data structure that
points to runs of levels in the flash. Each run contains a header
that holds the locations of KV objects (KV indices) in the
flash. Searching for a key at a specific level is fast. Once a
header is read from the flash, the location of a desired KV
object can be quickly found since they are sorted by key.
However, finding the desired key in the entire tree requires
looking in multiple levels because key ranges at different
levels may overlap (Property #2). In the worst case, all levels
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have to be searched as shown by GET(39) in Figure 2(a). The
number of the worst-case flash lookups is O(h − 1) (Note:
L0 is excluded since it stays in DRAM). Bloom filters are
often used to avoid useless lookups on levels that do not have
desired keys [14, 15]. Usually, each level or run in the tree has
its own filter.

3.2

Performance Analysis

Our PinK implementation uses the same FPGA-based hardware platform as LightStore [11], which has quad-core ARM
Cortex A53 running at 1.2GHz and 4GB DRAM. This controller specification is similar to those of latest SSDs with
in-storage computation capability [33, 37]. PinK is equipped
with a 256GB NAND flash card which provides 1.1 GB/s
read and 600 MB/s write throughputs, respectively, and offers
122,349 IOPS for 4KB reads and 66,843 IOPS for 4KB writes,
respectively.
To understand the weaknesses of the conventional LSMtree implementations, we first improved the Bloom filter implementation in LightStore [11] by replacing the original one
with Monkey [14]. We leveraged AArch64 SIMD instructions in implementing Monkey. Key-value separation [30]
was employed by default.
For fast evaluation, we reduce the SSD capacity to 64GB.
The number of levels in the tree is set to 5 (h = 5) with a
size factor of 23. We assume that 64 MB of DRAM (0.1%
of 64GB) is available and it is used to keep Bloom filters for
levels. We either enable or disable Bloom filters (Monkey) to
understand its impact on performance. To characterize basic
performance, we run two extreme workloads, YCSB-Load
(100% writes) and YCSB-C (100% reads). Average key and
value sizes are 32B and 1KB. We first run YCSB-Load with
44 million (44GB) uniformly random KV-pairs, and then run
YCSB-C with 10 million Zipfian requests. Results with other
workloads can be found in §5.
To understand the impact of the LSM-tree algorithm, we
compare the performance of the LSM-tree KV-SSD with that
of a Block-SSD implemented on the same platform. The
Block-SSD employs a page-level FTL whose flat mapping
table, indexed by LBA, can be loaded entirely on DRAM. A
physical page mapped to a logical block can be found with
only one memory reference.
Figure 3(a) shows the CDF of the read latency of YCSB-C.
Without Bloom filters, the LSM-tree KV-SSD shows long
read latency over the Block-SSD. Figure 3(b) summarizes
the number of flash page reads to service a GET() request. If
GET() is directly served by L0 (i.e., a write buffer), a page read
is not necessary. Otherwise, the LSM-tree looks up lower levels to fetch KV indices from the flash. The majority (98.4%)
of GET() requests touch up to the last level (L4 ), issuing four
page reads. This is because almost all the KV pairs (95%) are
stored on L4 . When Bloom filters are enabled, it offers better
read latency, but is affected from long tails. With Bloom filter,
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Figure 3: Experimental results of the conventional implementation of LSM-tree on an SSD controller
on average, one flash lookup is required for retrieving a KV
object as in Figure 3(b). Owing to its probabilistic nature,
however, 1.4% of the total GET()s still require more than one
flash lookup, which are large enough to cause long tails (see
the zoom-in figure in Figure 3(a)).
Figure 3(c) illustrates the I/O throughput. The read throughput of the LSM-tree with Bloom filter in YCSB-C is about
half of the throughput that the Block-SSD provides. This is expected because Monkey requires two flash reads, on average,
for retrieving KV indices to serve GET().
As we can see in Figure 3(c), in YCSB-Load, we observe
serious drops in the write throughput, compared to the BlockSSD. Even with Wisckey, compaction I/Os account for 75.5%
of the total I/Os (both reads and writes). While not included in
Figure 3(c), I/Os for GC also badly affect the write throughput.
According to our analysis (see §5.2), the write amplification
factor (WAF), which is 2.52 when only compaction I/Os occur, increases to 5.02 once GC starts to trigger. We find that
moving valid pages for GC involves cascade updates of KV
indices maintained by the LSM-tree.
The high CPU overheads of the LSM-tree also slow down
the write throughput. Due to slow speed of ARM CPUs, sorting KV pairs for compaction, which involves string comparisons, becomes a bottleneck. As shown in Figure 3(d), it takes
almost the same time as performing compaction I/Os. The
CPU time does not include the Bloom filter reconstruction
time which will be discussed soon. The compaction overhead has been addressed by KVell [29], but it requires a huge
DRAM to hold all indices, which is not available in KV-SSDs.
The cost of rebuilding Bloom filters is also high. Bloom
filters should be rebuilt for newly created levels after compaction, which requires expensive hash computations and lots
of memory accesses. In our experiment, a hash computation
is accelerated by SIMD instructions, but its negative impact
is still huge. The rebuilding overhead for Bloom filters can be
optimized as was done in [8]. Even if we assume the reconstruction time improves significantly, say 8X-11X, as in [8],
the Bloom filter reconstruction still takes 20-25% of total
compaction time. Note that it is unclear whether such huge
improvement is achievable in ARM-based SSD controllers.
Be advised that, our LSM-tree is carefully designed so that
I/Os and computation are maximally overlapped. However,
this cannot completely hide high computation costs.
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The problems we have observed can be summarized as
follows: #1. LSM-tree exhibits higher average-latency because of multi-level search, and also exhibit unpredictable tail
latency because of Bloom filters; #2. Bloom filters require
lots of computational power to reconstruct. They have to be
reconstructed after each compaction; #3. Level compaction
(excluding Bloom filter reconstruction) also requires a lot of
computation and I/O bandwidth; #4. Compaction I/Os may
trigger GC which in turn generates more I/Os, resulting in
high write amplification.

4

Design of PinK

Bloom filters are used to reduce the average read latency.
Another way of reducing the read latency would be to keep
popular KV indices in DRAM. LSM-tree by nature keeps
the recently written indices in the top levels. In PinK, we
eliminate the Bloom filters and mitigate the increased read
latency by pinning top-K levels (§4.2 and §4.3). We will show
that level-pinning requires only a small amount of DRAM.
Tail latency is already bounded to the height of the tree. Another benefit of level-pinning is that it eliminates the flash
I/Os required for compaction of two levels which are already
pinned in DRAM. The throughput can be further improved
by using hardware accelerators that performs compaction for
pinned and flash-resident levels (§4.4). Finally, to alleviate
the GC costs associated with compaction, we delay GC by
putting updated KV indices in L0 (§4.5). This reduces the
write amplification which affects lifetime of SSDs.

4.1

Overall Architecture

PinK supports variable-sized keys (16B∼128B) and values (1KB∼2MB), along with a rich set of KV operations
(i.e., GET(), SET(), DELETE(), SCAN(), and ITERATOR()),
except for a few features like namespaces. Like KV-SSDs,
PinK is able to guarantee durability and atomicity of KV
operations [7, 24, 42]. While the lack of space does not permit us to describe the details of all the operations, we focus
on explaining key data structures and operations which are
different from the conventional LSM-tree-based KVSs.
Data Structures. Figure 4 illustrates four types of data
structures of PinK: a skiplist and level lists, which all reside in
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Figure 4: An overall architecture of PinK with its key data
structures in DRAM and flash. The tree hierarchy and KV
objects are identical to those of Figure 2(a). Given GET(39),
1 PinK first looks up the skiplist (L0 ). Since a matched
one is not found, 2 it goes down to L1 , 3 reading a meta
segment from the page 0. It does not have a desired key, so 4
PinK visits L2 and reads 5 the page 2 to get a meta segment.
Finally, 6 it can find the location of the value for the key
‘39’. Three flash reads are required to serve GET(39).
DRAM, and meta segments and data segments, which all reside in flash. Overall, the design of PinK is not much different
from the LSM-tree-based KVS combined with Wisckey [30],
but it is optimized to maintain compact data structures in the
controller DRAM for better performance in storage devices.
Also, the headers of each data structure are designed to be
handled easily by HW accelerators. PinK directly deals with
NAND chips to perform indexing, GC, and wear-leveling
obviating any need for a costly FTL found in most SSDs.
A skiplist corresponds to L0 in the LSM-tree algorithm and
works like a write buffer which buffers incoming KV objects
temporarily. The size of L0 is configured to be large enough
(e.g., 8MB∼64MB) to fully utilize the parallelism of multiple
NAND channels when KV objects are flushed out to the flash.
Each skiplist entry has four fields: <key size, key, value size,
value>, and all the entries are sorted by key.
Once the skiplist becomes full, buffered objects are materialized to L1 as the forms of meta segments and data segments.
In L1 (and all the lower levels), keys and values are separated
into meta and data segments, respectively. A meta segment
contains keys and pointers to its associated values in data
segments. In addition to values, a data segment stores keys
and their sizes to support GC (see §4.5). The size of a meta
segment is fixed to a flash page size (e.g., 8KB ∼ 16KB),
but a data segment can be of any size – it is like a huge log
containing KV objects pointed to by meta segments.
Since meta segments are referenced by the software to look
for a KV object and by the hardware accelerators for compaction, they are organized to be manipulated by both of them.
A meta segment is composed of an array of <key, pointer>
pairs sorted by key, plus a header. A pointer is a 4B integer, but
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a key size varies from 16B to 128B. To quickly find a variablesize key using binary search, a meta segment header maintains
the start locations (2B each) of <key, pointer> pairs. If a meta
segment is 16KB, it contains up to 1024 <key, pointer> pairs
where at most 2KB is used as a header. For HW accelerators, a
header and <key, pointer> pairs are aligned to 16B for simple
implementation. We discuss this in §4.4 in detail.
PinK maintains another in-memory data structure, level
lists, which keep track of meta segments at every level in the
flash. If the tree has five levels (i.e., h = 5), there are four level
lists except for L0 . Each level list is organized as an array of
pairs of fixed-sized pointers (4B each, 8B total); the first one
points to the physical location of a meta segment in the flash;
the second one points to a start key of that meta segment.
Note that start keys of meta segments are stored separately
in DRAM to support variable-sized keys (16-128B). This
facilitates us to implement binary search to find a desired
meta segment in a level list.
Two in-memory data structures, L0 and the level lists, are
protected by capacitors. This provides enough time for PinK
to safely flush out them to the flash in the event of power
failures or when a system is turned off. PinK also does not
need to use a write-ahead log (WAL) to provide atomicity and
durability of data.
Data Structure Size. Compared to the hash, PinK requires
much smaller DRAM for indexing KV objects. Assume that
an SSD capacity is 4TB and each meta segment is 16KB.
As in §3, the average sizes of keys and values are 32B and
1KB, respectively [5]. Each entry in a meta segment is 36B
(32B key and 4B pointers). A 16KB meta segment can hold
398 <key, pointer> pairs. In a 4TB SSD, there exist 232 1KB
objects, and thus the number of meta segments in the flash
is about 10.8M (= 232 /398). Each of these must be pointed
to by some level lists. Each level list entry is 8 B, and each
entry has a corresponding start key whose average size is 32B.
Thus, only 432MB (= 10.8M×(8B + 32B)) DRAM is needed
to hold all the level lists.

4.2

Improving I/O Speed with Level Pinning

Eliminating Read Tails. Retrieving a KV object from PinK
requires multiple flash lookups. In the worst case, O(h − 1)
flash lookups are required to access a KV object. Bloom filters
are typically used to avoid useless lookups on levels that do
not have desired keys [14,15]. As pointed out earlier, however,
it cannot avoid long tails and causes high CPU costs.
In order to guarantee worst-case latency and to get rid of
Bloom filters, PinK adopts level pinning. The idea of the level
pinning is straightforward. If the LSM-tree has h levels, PinK
keeps meta segments for top-k levels (k ≤ h − 1) in DRAM.
This simple technique greatly reduces read tails. To process
GET(), it first searches for a key in top-k levels in DRAM.
Only when a key is not found in memory, it looks up the rest of
levels resident in the flash. With the level pinning, the number
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Figure 5: The DRAM and flash layouts of PinK after L0 (in
Figure 4) is flushed out with compaction. The tree hierarchy
and KV objects are identical to those of Figure 2(b).
of the worst-case flash lookups is reduced to O(h − k − 1).
Level-pinning Memory Requirement. One might think
that the level pinning would require large amounts of DRAM,
but this is not the case. In the LSM-tree, a upper level (Li ) is
T times smaller than a lower level (Li+1 ), which implies that
the level size increases exponentially by a factor of T . In the
4TB SSD organized with 5 levels, the amount of DRAM required to pin meta segments for L1 , L2 , L3 , and L4 are 0.91MB,
50.86MB, 2.83GB, and 161.63GB, respectively. Meta segments for L1 , L2 , and even L3 can be loaded in DRAM, considering a large controller DRAM of an SSD (e.g., 4GB DRAM
for 4TB SSD). The data structures of PinK do not require
large amounts of DRAM (e.g., 432MB), which enables us to
pin more levels.
Reducing Compaction I/Os. Another benefit of the level
pinning is that it eliminates flash I/Os involved in compaction.
The level pinning maintains the meta segments of specific
levels in DRAM. Thus, PinK does not need to issue any I/Os
since pinned meta segments can be updated in DRAM directly.
Dirty segments do not need to be written back to the flash
because they are protected by capacitors.
To understand its benefit, let us consider how PinK performs compaction using the examples in Figures 4, and 5.
Figure 5 is the data layout after the compaction. We assume
that L1 is pinned to DRAM. Before flushing out L0 , PinK
fetches the corresponding meta segments from L1 (i.e., the
page 0 in Figures 4 and 5) and sorts KV indices of L0 and
L1 , which creates two sorted meta segments. The sorted meta
segments are then flushed out to L1 (i.e., the pages 3 and 4
in Figure 5). The level lists are updated accordingly. PinK
recognizes that L1 becomes full, and thus flushes out L1 to L2 .
To do this, PinK reads two meta segments from each of L1 and
L2 (the pages 1∼4 in Figure 5), sorts them, and finally writes
three sorted segments to L2 (i.e., the pages 5∼7). Since L1 is
pinned, PinK eliminates 3 reads and 2 writes out of 5 reads
and 5 writes which occurs while conducting the compaction.
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Figure 6: Search path optimization with range pointers

4.3

Optimizing Search Path

When the LSM-tree retrieves a KV pair, it has to perform
binary search on level lists until it finds a matching meta segment for a given key. This does not cause a serious overhead
for higher levels (e.g., L1 and L2 ) whose level lists have few
entries. On the other hand, since level lists belonging to lower
levels (e.g., Lh−1 ) have many entries, the search overhead becomes huge. Figure 6 (a) shows how the LSM-tree performs
binary search on the level lists. Suppose L1 has N entries.
Because a level size increases by a factor of T , L2 has N · T
entries, L3 has N · T 2 entries, and finally Lh−1 has N · T h−2
entries. The worst-case time complexity of computation is
thus expressed as O(h2 · log(T )). The conventional LSM-tree
with Bloom filters offers much lower computation time on
average because it is able to skip binary search operations
on unnecessary levels by performing membership tests first.
PinK does not use Bloom filters and thus, cannot exploit this
To reduce the search overhead, PinK uses two techniques.
The first one is to reduce string comparison costs by using a
prefix of a key. Recall that each entry of a level list has two
pointers, each of which points to a meta segment and a start
key string, respectively. We further include a prefix which
holds exactly the first four bytes of a start key. During binary
search, PinK compares the first four bytes of an input key
with a prefix. Only when they match, it performs a full string
comparison using the pointer to the key.
The second one is to reduce search ranges of the level lists
by borrowing fractional cascading technique [10]. Each entry
of a level list now has another 4-byte pointer, called a range
pointer. It locates the next lower level’s entry which has the
greatest start key but whose key is less than or equal to that of
the upper level entry. Given a key to search, PinK does binary
search for L1 and finds an entry, say eiL1 , in L1 ’s level list. If
a meta segment pointed to by eiL1 does not have a matched
KV index, PinK has to go down to the next level, L2 . The
range pointer of eiL1 becomes the lower search bound for L2 .
Then, the range pointer of the next entry ei+1
L1 in the same level
(i.e., L1 ) is the upper search bound. As shown in Figure 6 (b),
using two pointers, the number of entries we have to do binary
search in L2 is reduced to T , on average, since a level size
increases by a factor of T . This can be applied for lower levels,
L3 , ... , Lh−1 . Thus, the average time complexity reduces to
O(h · log(T )).
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Figure 7: Compaction accelerator for flash-resident levels
With prefixes and range pointers, each entry size in the
level lists increases to 16 bytes from 8 bytes. Fortunately,
the lowest level Lh−1 , which has the largest entries, does not
maintain range pointers. As a result, additional DRAM is
about 43.9MB in the same setting as in §4.1.

4.4

Speeding up Compaction

While the level pinning effectively reduces the number of
I/Os for compaction, it does not remove the computation cost
for sorting KV pairs. We address this problem by offloading
some compaction tasks to a special HW accelerator in the
SSD controller. The idea behind this is that compaction is
just like merging two sorted lists of KV indices into a single
sorted list. The HW accelerator placed between the flash and
the host data bus can easily merge two flash-resident levels
as meta segments of two levels are streamed from flash at
wire speed. The accelerator writes the merged meta segments
back to the flash without CPU involvement. By using the HW
accelerator, we not only alleviate the computation overhead
but improve I/O bus utilization since no to-be-merged and
merged segments transferred over system bus. Remaining I/O
bandwidth can be utilized by DRAM and flash for other tasks
such as searching upper levels or managing pinned levels.
Figure 7 describes the architecture of the HW accelerator. We briefly present how the compaction accelerator for
flash-resident levels works. The PinK software requests the
accelerator to perform compaction by providing lists of the
meta segments’ flash addresses of two levels (Li and Li+1 ) to
be merged and a list of flash addresses to which the merged
meta segments (Li+1 ) are written back. The flash request generator schedules multiple read requests to maximize the flash
bandwidth utilization. Since the packets of different flash
channels are interleaved, we need to use per-channel reorder
buffers for each level to serialize the stream of meta segments.
Once we have sorted meta segment streams from two levels, the compaction engine (gray box in Fig. 7) only needs
to keep comparing the keys of two levels and emitting the
smaller one. The accelerator generates the output stream at
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wire speed without any computation overhead. When two
keys match, the entry from the upper level (Li ) supersedes
as it is more recent one. Note that the accelerator informs
the software the metadata of invalidated entries from Li+1 for
various purposes such as garbage collection. The generated
merged meta segment stream (Li+1 ) is written back to the
flash via small write buffers. Once the operation completes,
the accelerator responds with the number of flash pages consumed by the newly generated Li+1 meta segments so that
the software can reclaim unused flash addresses previously
provided to the accelerator.
While not shown in detail, we have a similar accelerator
for merging pinned levels that reads from and writes back to
host DRAM. DMA engines are used instead of a flash request
generator and we do not need reorder buffers.

4.5

Optimizing Garbage Collection

The LSM-tree appends all the data to the flash. As compaction
is repeated, obsolete data, which are no longer referenced to
by the tree, are accumulated in the flash and must be erased
by GC later. There are roughly two types of obsolete data
that are created by compaction. The first type is old meta
segments. While performing compaction, PinK writes new
meta segments that replace old ones. For example, the meta
segments stored in the pages 0, 1, and 2 in Figure 5 are not
managed by the tree anymore since they contain old indices.
The second type is an outdated KV object which was updated
with a new one or removed by a client. Outdated KV indices
are discarded from the LSM-tree during compaction (see
§4.4) so that no meta segments point to them. But, their KV
data are still stored somewhere in a data segment(s).
To erase obsolete data and to keep maintaining free space,
PinK triggers GC when free space is nearly exhausted. It
selects a victim flash block, copies valid data (i.e., pages or
KV pairs) to a free block, and erases the victim. For hot-cold
separation, meta segments are isolated in different blocks
from data segments. PinK should perform GC differently
depending on the type of blocks selected as a victim.
GC for Meta Segment: If a victim block to GC is a metasegment block and thus has only meta segments, PinK retrieves a start key of a meta segment by reading its page.
Then, it looks up the level lists to see if there is any entry
pointing to it. If not, PinK skips it since that segment is obsolete (e.g., the page 4 in Figure 5). Otherwise (e.g., the page 5),
it moves the page (i.e., meta segment) to a free page, and then
updates the entry so that it locates a new flash page. Cleaning
meta segments is cheap because it involves valid page copies
and updates of the level lists in DRAM.
GC for Data Segment: Cleaning a data-segment block
requires more efforts. Each data segment keeps metadata
(i.e., keys and sizes) as noted in §4.1. By scanning a data
segment from the victim block, PinK extracts keys for values
to move for GC. Using these numbers, PinK looks up the
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level lists and finds associated meta segments to check the
validity (valid or not) of each value. If a meta segment is not
pinned in DRAM, it must be read from the flash. In this way,
PinK collects a list of valid values in the victim.
The simplest approach to reclaim free space, which is used
by Wisckey, is to copy valid values to free pages and to erase
the victim block. The meta segments associated with the values should be updated and flushed out to the flash so that
they point to the new locations of the values. For meta segments pinned in DRAM, no flash writes are necessary. This
approach, however, creates many updates on meta segments
in the flash. We observe that many victim values are associated with flash-resident meta segments because they were
written long time ago and their meta segments were likely to
be demoted to lower levels. Moreover, only few values belong
to the same meta segment (e.g., 1∼2 values, on average, in
random write workloads). Thus, to move only 1∼2 values,
one meta-segment update is required.
To avoid this, PinK takes an approach that delays updates
of meta segments in the flash. PinK writes valid KV pairs to
L0 again and then just erases the victim block. Corresponding
meta segments now point to wrong flash pages erased by
GC, but this is not a problem at all. Read requests to the
rewritten KV pairs are served by higher levels, and old entries
in the meta segments will eventually be discarded during
compaction later. This approach slightly increases compaction
costs, but greatly reduces GC costs by reducing meta segment
updates. This is because victim KV pairs rewritten to L0 are
coalesced with neighboring KV pairs and then are written to
the same meta segment together.
Note that since KV pairs sitting in lower levels are moved
to L0 during GC, it possibly hurts read latency. However, it
does not affect the worst-case read latency, which is one of our
design goals, because it is bounded by the number of pinned
levels.

4.6

Durability and Scalability Issues

Durability with Limited Capacitor: We have assumed that
a built-in capacitor in the device can protect the entire DRAM.
However, unlike high-end enterprise SSDs, some SSDs do
have not enough capacitors to protect all the metadata in
DRAM. Running PinK on such devices results in a metadata
durability issue. PinK can address this issue by regularly
writing data structures that reside in DRAM (e.g., level lists,
pinned levels, and L0 ) into flash. L0 can be durable by logging
incoming write requests into a log area in the flash before
processing the requests. Hash-based KV-SSD also needs to
do the same task if its write buffer is not backed by capacitors.
Level lists and pinned levels become dirty after compaction
is conducted. PinK should flush out newly created level lists
as well as pinned levels to the flash to make them persistent.
Hash-based KV-SSD has to write dirty KV indices to in-flash
buckets as well whenever they are updated. The metadata
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flush operation of PinK would be cheaper than that of hashbased KV-SSD, thanks to the write-optimized structure of
LSM-tree.
DRAM Scalability: We have also assumed that the size of
DRAM scales as the size of flash in SSDs (i.e., DRAM capacity is kept 0.1% of the total capacity of flash). As mentioned
in Section 2.5, the size of DRAM scales slower than that of
flash. Thus, SSDs might ship with insufficient DRAM to pin
all the top levels. This problem can be resolved by pinning
fewer levels. It increases the worst-case index lookup cost,
but PinK offers better worst-case performance than the hash
and the conventional LSM-tree. The details are discussed in
the last experiment of Section 5.2 Another option we can
consider is reducing the height of the tree so that all the levels,
except for the last one, can fit into DRAM. This sacrifices
write performance owing to increased compaction cost, but
bounds O(1) lookup cost in the worst case.

5

Experiments

We present experimental results on PinK. Particularly, we
seek to answer the following questions: (i) Does the level
pinning improves both read latency and write throughput
along with shorter tails? (ii) Is the HW sorter effective to
reduce the compaction cost? (iii) What is the impact of GC
on performance?

5.1

Experimental Setup

We have implemented PinK on our FPGA-based SSD platform with quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 (Xilinx ZCU102 [48]).
The FPGA is used to implement HW accelerators and flash
chip controller. The SSD platform has a 256GB custom flash
array card. The size of a page is 8 KB, and the number of
pages per block is 256. (See §3.2 for more detailed performance numbers.) It is connected to a host through 10 GbE
(1.25 GB/s) whose bandwidth is high enough to saturate the
maximum throughput of the flash array card. The I/O queue
depth is set to 64, which is sufficient to fully utilize the parallelism of 8-channel and 8-way in our flash array card. We
scale down the SSD capacity to 64GB, and DRAM for KV
indexing structures (e.g., the level lists and pinned meta segments) is set to 64MB – 0.1% of the SSD capacity.
We evaluate PinK using seven workloads from YCSB, a
realistic cloud benchmark [13]. The details of the workloads
are described in Table 1. Default key and value sizes are set
Table 1: A summary of YCSB workloads
Load

A

B

C

D

E

F

50:50*
R:W ratio
0:100 50:50 95:5 100:0
95:5
95:5
(*RMW)
Query type
Point
Range Point
Request distribution Uniform
Zipfian
Latest [13]
Zipfian
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Figure 8: Overall throughputs of the four KV-SSD setups
to 32B and 1KB, respectively, which represent averages of
common KV workloads [5]. For evaluation, we first created
a 44GB KV pool on the 64GB SSD (‘Load’ in Table 1) –
total 44M unique KV pairs are written. Then, we ran each
workload (‘A’∼‘F’ in Table 1) which sends 10M KV requests
to the loaded data set. We initialized the SSD with the Load
phase before any other workload executed. On the host, 64
YCSB clients ran simultaneously to maximize throughput.
With 44GB data, the storage utilization was 69%. We assigned
10% of the SSD capacity (i.e., 6.4GB), for over-provisioning.
To compare with PinK, we have implemented a hash-based
KV-SSD based on what we described in §2.3. The KV-SSD
denoted by Hash uses an 8-bit signature for each KV pair to
balance a hash-table size and a signature collision rate. Note
that, in our experimental setup with a relatively small data set,
the 8-bit signature is large enough to provide a low collision
rate. It requires 320MB of the hash table, which is much larger
than the 64MB of DRAM for indexing. Therefore, Hash keeps
only popular buckets in DRAM using the LRU replacement
policy. Hash uses additional 1MB DRAM for a write buffer.
We compare Hash with two PinK configurations: one with
no HW accelerator (PinK) and the other with HW accelerators (PinK+HW). The conventional LSM-tree implementation
based on LightStore [11] (LSM-tree) is included for our evaluation. LSM-tree is equivalent to PinK, except that it does
not employ the optimization techniques explained from §4.2
to §4.5. For PinK, PinK+HW, and LSM-tree, the number of
total levels is set to 5. PinK and PinK+HW pin top-3 levels,
k = 3. The meta segment size is the same as an 8KB page
size. With 8KB meta segments, the amounts of DRAM for the
level lists is 10MB (including both prefix and range pointers).
The rest of DRAM, 54MB, thus can be used to pin levels.
LSM-tree uses 9MB for level lists and 55MB of DRAM for
bloom filters. As in Hash, for L0 (a write buffer), 1MB DRAM
is additionally assigned to PinK, PinK+HW, and LSM-tree.

5.2

Performance Analysis

YCSB Throughput: We measured IOPS of the four KV-SSD
setups (Hash, LSM-tree, PinK, and PinK+HW) using YCSB.
Figure 8 shows the results. PinK+HW outperformed Hash and
LSM-tree, providing 37% and 44% higher throughputs, on
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Figure 9: The impact of the level pinning on flash read I/Os
(a) and compaction I/Os (b)
average, respectively. LSM-tree suffered seriously from high
CPU overheads caused by rebuilding bloom filers as well as
sorting KV pairs. By eliminating bloom filters and reducing
compaction I/Os, PinK improved IOPS by 34%, on average,
over LSM-tree. Using the HW accelerators for sorting further
improved the performance. As depicted in Figure 8, PinK+HW
achieved 7.2% higher IOPS than PinK on average.
Those benefits of PinK were evident for the workloads with
many writes. For Load, YCSB-A, and YCSB-F, we observed
that PinK+HW improved IOPS by 56∼152% and 10∼21% over
LSM-tree and PinK, respectively. Even with the workloads
having relatively small writes (i.e., YCSB-B, D), PinK+HW
exhibited 14∼24% and 3% higher IOPS than LSM-tree and
PinK, respectively. For the read-only workload, YCSB-C, no
performance benefits were observed with PinK and PinK+HW.
One of the observations we did not expect was that PinK
significantly outperformed LSM-tree for YCSB-D which issues only a small number of writes. This was due to the
somewhat unique I/O behavior of YCSB-D that read recentlywritten KV pairs frequently. In PinK, recently-written KV
pairs were stored in top levels pinned to DRAM. Thus, the
majority of GET() requests were directly served by pinned
levels, avoiding flash I/Os.
LSM-tree performed worse than Hash for the writeintensive benchmarks (Load, YCSB-A and F) owing to CPU
overheads, but exhibited higher IOPS for the read-oriented
workloads (YCSB-B, C and D). For YCSB-E with range
queries, the LSM-tree-based KV-SSDs showed much higher
IOPS than Hash, thanks to their sorted indexing structure.
Impact of Level Pinning: Figure 9 shows the impact of
the level pinning on read and write I/O counts. As shown
in Figure 9(a), PinK reduced the number of flash reads per
query by 33% and 62% over LSM-tree and Hash, respectively.
Since PinK pinned exact KV indices in DRAM, it eliminated
many flash reads.
Hash was badly affected from hash misses and collisions.
Hash maintained only signatures in DRAM. Thus, even when
it has hits on SET() requests, it had to retrieve exact keys
from flash unless designated buckets were empty. LSM-tree
exhibited two flash page reads per query: one for a KV index and the other for a value (1 KB). This is because Monkey
bloom filters [14] used in LSM-tree requires one read to fetch
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Figure 10: CDF graphs of read latency of Hash, LSM-tree, PinK, and PinK+HW under YCSB
indices, on average. For YCSB-D and E, the number of reads
per query was less than 2. Since YCSB-D tends to read recently written KV pairs, many of GET()s were directly served
by L0 or pinned levels. YCSB-E contained range queries, so
LSM-tree could fetch several desired KV indices by one read.
Figure 9(b) shows the percentage of compaction I/O out of
the total I/O for LSM-tree operations (both reads and writes).
By absorbing many index updates in pinned levels, it reduced
the number of compaction I/Os by 52% over LSM-tree. Except for Load and YCSB-A with many writes, compaction
I/Os only accounted for less than 20% of the total I/Os. However, as shown in Figure 8, the negative impact of compaction
I/O ratio on the throughput was significant.
YCSB Read Latency: Figure 10 shows CDF graphs of
read response times of the four KV-SSD setups. Table 2
also lists average, 99th , 99.9th , and 99.99th percentile read
latency of Hash, LSM-tree, and PinK. As expected, PinK
and PinK+HW showed better average latency with shorter tails
compared to the others. Thanks to bloom filters, LSM-tree
performed fairly well compared to hash-based one, but had
long tails as expected. Hash suffered from long tails due
to multiple flash I/Os caused by hash misses and collisions.
YCSB-E showed longer latency than the others because it
issued range queries that carry multiple GET() commands.
Impact of Search Path Optimization: To understand the
impact of the search path optimization, we carried out experiments with optimization techniques enabled one by one.
NO-OPT represents PinK with no optimization, Range is PinK
with range pointers, and ALL is with both range pointers and
prefix. We used Load and YCSB-C workloads.

Figure 11 (a) shows the throughputs under Load and YCSBC. For Load, there were slight performance drops as the
optimization technique was added. This was due to overheads required for managing additional data structures. These
were not significant. For YCSB-C with 100% reads, high
throughput improvements were observed. In particular, ALL
exhibited almost the same read throughput as LSM-tree. This
means that the search overheads were almost eliminated.
While LSM-tree has the same worst case computation time
of O(h2 · log(T )) as that of NO-OPT, LSM-tree has better
throughput because its Bloom filter can much improve the
average computation overhead by skipping searching of many
levels. Figure 11 (b) presents the CDF of read latency under YCSB-C. We observed similar performance trends. ALL
showed almost the same read latency as LSM-tree but with
shorter tails.
Garbage Collection: With all the workloads of YCSB, GC
did not involve many valid page copies. This was because
almost all of the victim blocks were meta-segment blocks that
held invalid KV indices. To simulate a situation where GC
severely triggered, we designed another set of experiments.
We first created a KV pool with 44M unique KV pairs, and
then ran a synthetic workload that issued 100M SET()s with
uniformly random keys to overwrite existing KV pairs. WAF
reached 3.27 and became stable with little fluctuation after
90M SET()s were issued. This indirectly confirms that we
issued sufficient I/Os to induce heavy GC I/O traffic.
Figure 12 analyzes the number of page writes issued during
GC. Hash involved a smaller number of page writes for GC
than PinK. After moving valid flash pages, both Hash and
PinK have to update in-flash hash buckets or meta segments

Table 2: Comparison of average and tail latency (unit: µs)
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so that they point to the new locations of the moved pages
(denoted by ‘KV Indices’ in Figure 12). Since a bucket size
of Hash (8B signatures) is smaller than that of PinK (32B
keys), more buckets are packed into a single flash page for
Hash. Thus, the number of flash page I/O for updating KV
indices becomes smaller than that of PinK. Even worse, PinK
suffered from extra compaction I/Os.
PinK+GCOPT addresses this problem by rewriting victim
KV pairs to L0 , instead of directly updating meta segments
(see §4.5). This removed all flash writes associated with ‘KV
Indices’, but potentially increased compaction costs since the
indices for the victim pages in L0 will be eventually written
to meta segments again. This extra compaction cost was not
so high. We observed that victim KV pairs in L0 were likely
to be coalesced with neighboring KV pairs and their indices
were written to the same meta segment together.
Our results tell us that the compaction I/O cost of the LSMtree, which is considered a major reason that makes people
choose the hashing rather than the LSM-tree, is actually not a
serious problem in achieving high I/O performance.
Read Latency and LSM-tree Height (h): Until now we
have assumed that h and k are fixed to 5 and 3, respectively,
and except for the last level, the rest is pinned to DRAM.
As explained earlier (§4.2), this is a reasonable setup given
that it required DRAM as small as 0.1% of flash storage
and modern SSDs have more DRAM than that. However, to
improve write performance further [31], one might want to
increase the height of the tree. Unfortunately, as the tree gets
taller, PinK cannot pin all the higher levels to DRAM. Given
64MB DRAM, for example, for h = 6, 7, and 8, the amount
of DRAM required to pin all the levels but the last one are
176, 292, and 437MB, respectively. For h = 6 and 7, PinK
cannot pin two lowest levels, and, for h = 8, the last three
levels cannot be pinned. Even in such cases, the worst-case
read latency can be bounded, but it increases to 3 reads (for h
= 6 and 7) and 4 reads (for h = 8).
To understand its impact, using YCSB-C (100% reads), we
measured the number of flash reads per query with various
tree heights (h). Figure 13 shows the average read counts
and 99.99th percentile read counts of LSM-tree and PinK.
The average read count of LSM-tree was close to 2. Again,
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written to update meta segments or in-flash hash indices.
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Figure 13: The number of flash page reads with varying h
regardless of h, Monkey required one flash read for fetching
KV indices, on average. However, owing to its probabilistic
nature, the tail latency increased greatly, and the gap between
the tail and the average got wider as h increased.
Unlike LSM-tree, PinK exhibited stable read counts.
While the average read count increased along with h, the
worst-case read count was bounded as O(h − k − 1). For
YCSB-C, there were no huge differences between the average and the tail read counts. This is because YCSB-C had
low temporal locality and thus the majority of GET() were
served by the flash-resident last level This experimental results confirm that PinK can provide more stable read latency
even when h is set high and all the levels cannot be pinned to
DRAM.

6

Conclusion

We have presented a novel LSM-tree-based KV-SSD design,
called PinK. By pinning KV indices of top levels of the LSMtree to DRAM, PinK is able to guarantee the worst-case read
latency, while improving average read latency. Moreover, by
combining the level pinning with hardware accelerators, PinK
not only eliminated sorting overheads, but reduced I/O operations related to compaction greatly. Our experimental results
show that PinK outperformed existing hash-based KV-SSDs
in tail read-latency, average read-latency, and I/O throughput.
In future, we plan to explore the idea of the level pinning in
general-purpose KVS like RocksDB. We think the main challenge in realizing this idea is providing durability for pinned
levels in the host system. Using emerging technologies such
as persistent memory may offer a solution.
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Abstract
Achieving cost and performance efficiency for cloud-hosted
databases requires exploring a large configuration space, including the parameters exposed by the database along with
the variety of VM configurations available in the cloud. Even
small deviations from an optimal configuration have significant consequences on performance and cost. Existing systems
that automate cloud deployment configuration can select nearoptimal instance types for homogeneous clusters of virtual
machines and for stateless, recurrent data analytics workloads.
We show that to find optimal performance-per-$ cloud deployments for NoSQL database applications, it is important to
(1) consider heterogeneous cluster configurations, (2) jointly
optimize database and VM configurations, and (3) dynamically adjust configuration as workload behavior changes. We
present O PTIMUS C LOUD, an online reconfiguration system
that can efficiently perform such joint and heterogeneous configuration for dynamic workloads. We evaluate our system
with two clustered NoSQL systems: Cassandra and Redis,
using three representative workloads and show that O PTIMUS C LOUD provides 40% higher throughput/$ and 4.5× lower
99-percentile latency on average compared to state-of-the-art
prior systems, CherryPick, Selecta, and SOPHIA.

1

Introduction

Cloud deployments reduce initial infrastructure investment
costs and provide many operational benefits. An important
class of cloud deployments is NoSQL databases, which allow applications to scale beyond the limits of traditional
databases [17]. Popular NoSQL databases such as Cassandra,
Redis, and MongoDB, are widely used in web services, big
data services, and social media platforms. Tuning cloud-based
NoSQL databases for performance1 under cost constraints is
challenging due to several reasons.
1 We

use the standard metrics of throughput and (tail) latency for measuring database performance. Specifically, we target maximizing throughput
normalized by price in $, i.e., performance-per-unit-$ or Perf/$ for short.
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First, the search space is very large due to VM configurations and database application configurations. For example,
cloud services provide many VMs that vary in their CPUfamily, number of cores, RAM size, storage, network bandwidths, etc., which affect the VM’s $ cost. At the time of
writing, AWS provides 133 instance types while Azure provides 146 and their prices vary by a factor of 5,000×. On
the NoSQL side, there are many performance-impacting configuration parameters. For example, Cassandra has 25 such
parameters and sub-optimal parameter setting for one parameter (e.g., the Compaction method) can degrade throughput by
3.4× from the optimal. On the cloud side too, selecting the
right VM type and size is essential to achieve the best Perf/$.
Second, there is the need for joint optimization while taking into account the dependencies between the NoSQL-level
and VM-level configurations. For example, our evaluation
shows that the optimal cache size of Cassandra for a VM type
M4.large (with 8GB of RAM) is 8× the optimal cache size
for C4.large (with 3.75GB RAM). Additionally, larger-sized
VMs do not always provide better Perf/$ [67] as they may
overprovision resources and unnecessarily increase the $ cost.
Third, there are many use cases of cloud applications where
the workload characteristics change over time, sometimes
unpredictably, necessitating reconfigurations [7, 11]. A configuration that is optimal for one phase of the workload can
become very poor for another phase of the workload. For
example, in Cassandra, with a large working set size, reads
demand instances with high memory, while writes demand
high compute power and fast storage.
Changing the configuration at runtime for NoSQL
databases, which are stateful applications (i.e., with persistent storage), has a performance impact due to the downtime
caused to the servers being reconfigured. Therefore, for fast
changing workloads, frequent reconfiguration of the overall cluster could severely degrade performance [41]. Consequently, deciding which subset of servers to reconfigure is vital to minimize reconfiguration performance hit and to achieve
globally optimal Perf/$ while respecting the user’s availability
requirements. However, changing the configurations of only
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Figure 1: Violin plot showing performance (throughput) of Best, Default,
and Worst database configurations across different EC2 VM types.
Table 1: O PTIMUS C LOUD’s key features vs. existing systems.

a subset of servers naturally leads to heterogeneous clusters,
which no prior work is equipped to deal with.
Existing Solutions: State-of-the-art cloud configuration
tuners such as CherryPick [5] and Selecta [32] focus mainly
on stateless, recurring workloads, such as big-data analytics jobs, while Paris [67] relies on a carefully chosen set of
benchmarks that can be run offline to fingerprint which application is suitable for which VM type. Due to their target
of static workloads and stateless jobs, a single cloud configuration is selected based on a representative workload and
then fixed throughout the operation period. However, small
workload changes can cause these “static tuners” to produce
drastically degraded configurations. For example, a 25% increase in workload size with CherryPick makes the proposed
configuration 2.6× slower than optimal (Section 5.4 in [5]).
Also, in our experiments (Sec. 4.3), we find that CherryPick’s
proposed configuration for the write-heavy phase achieves
only 12% of the optimal when the workload switches to a
read-heavy phase. Hence, these prior systems are not suitable
for dynamic workloads.
SOPHIA [41] addresses database configuration tuning for
clustered NoSQL databases and can handle dynamic workloads. However, like the static tuner RAFIKI [40], SOPHIA’s
design focuses only on NoSQL configuration tuning and does
not consider cloud VM configurations nor dependencies between VM and NoSQL configurations. Naïvely combining
the NoSQL and VM configuration spaces causes a major increase in the search space size and limits SOPHIA’s ability
to provide efficient configurations (Sec. 3.5). Further, due
to its atomic reconfiguration strategy (i.e., either reconfigure
all servers or none), it suffers from all the drawbacks of the
homogeneity constraint. Table 1 compares key features of
O PTIMUS C LOUD to various prior works in this field.
Our Solution: We introduce our system O PTIMUS C LOUD,
which jointly tunes the database and cloud (VM) configurations for dynamic workloads. There are three key animating insights behind the design of O PTIMUS C LOUD. The
first is that jointly tuning the database and cloud (VM) configurations for dynamic workloads is essential. To show how
important this is, we benchmark one Cassandra server with a
30-min trace from one of our three workloads (MG-RAST)
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on 9 different EC2 VM types2 . For each type, we use 300
different database configurations selected through grid search.
We show the performance in terms of Ops/s for the best, default, and worst configurations in Fig. 1. We see a big variance
in performance w.r.t. the database configurations—up to 74%
better performance over default configurations (45% on average). Further, the best configurations vary with the VM type
and size (for the 6 VM types shown here, there are 5 distinct
best DB configurations). This emphasizes the need for tuning
both types of configurations jointly to achieve the best Perf/$.
The second key insight is that in order to optimize the Perf/$
for a dynamic workload, it is necessary to perform non-atomic
reconfigurations, i.e., for only part of the cluster. Reconfiguration in a distributed datastore is a sequential operation (in
which one or a few servers at a time are shutdown and then
restarted) to preserve data availability [31, 41]. This operation causes transient performance degradation or lower fault
tolerance. Reconfiguration is frequent enough for many workloads that this performance degradation should be avoided,
e.g., MG-RAST has a median of 430 significant switches
per day in workload characteristics. Accordingly, heterogeneous configurations have the advantage of minimizing the
performance hit during reconfiguration. Further, in the face
of dynamic workloads, there may only be time to reconfigure
part of the overall cluster. Also, from a cost-benefit standpoint, maximizing performance does not need all instances
to be reconfigured (such as to a more resource-rich instance
type), rather a carefully selected subset. We give a simple
example to make this notion concrete in Section 2. The third
key insight is that for a particular NoSQL database (with its
specifics of data placement and load balancing), it is possible to create a model to map the configuration parameters to
the performance of each server. From that, it is possible to
determine the overall heterogeneous cluster’s performance.
O PTIMUS C LOUD leverages performance modeling to search
for the optimal cluster configuration.
The workflow of O PTIMUS C LOUD comprises offline training
and online prediction and reconfiguration phases as shown
in Fig. 2. At runtime, O PTIMUS C LOUD takes user require2 MG-RAST

is the largest metagenomics portal and data repository and gets
queries from across the globe which cause unpredictable read-write patterns
to the backend Cassandra.
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1. We design a performance modeling-based technique for
efficient joint optimization of database and cloud configurations to maximize the Perf/$ of a clustered database.
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Figure 2: Overview of O PTIMUS C LOUD’s workflow. First, a workload predictor is trained with historical traces from the database to be tuned. Second,
a single server performance predictor is trained to map workload description, VM specs, and NoSQL application configuration to throughput. Third, a
cluster-level performance predictor is used to estimate the throughput of the heterogeneous cluster of servers. In the online phase, our optimizer uses this
predictor to evaluate the fitness of different VM/application configurations and provides the best performance within a given budget.

2. We design a technique to identify the minimal set of
servers in a clustered database to reconfigure (concurrently) to obtain a throughput benefit. This naturally
leads to heterogeneous configurations. To reduce the
much larger search space that this causes, we design for
a simplification that groups multiple servers that should
be configured to the same parameters.

OptimusCloud
Full

Figure 3: Importance of creating heterogeneous clusters (O PTIMUS C LOUD Full) over homogeneous clusters (both Static and Dynamic) for
Bus-Tracking application. Tuning both application and cloud configurations (O PTIMUS C LOUD Full) has benefit over tuning only the VM configuration (3rd bar from left). The percentage value on the top of each bar
denotes how much O PTIMUS C LOUD improves over that particular scheme.

ments of budget, availability, and consistency. It then combines the performance model with a workload predictor and a
cost-benefit analyzer to decide: when the workload changes
sufficiently, what should be the new (possibly heterogeneous)
configuration. It decides what minimal set of servers should
be reconfigured.
Evaluation: We apply O PTIMUS C LOUD to two popular
NoSQL databases—Cassandra and Redis—and evaluate the
system on traces from two real-world systems, and one simulated trace from an HPC analytics job queue. All three
use cases represent dynamic workloads with different query
blends. We evaluate the Perf/$ achieved by O PTIMUS C LOUD
and compare this to three leading prior works, CherryPick [5],
Selecta [32], and SOPHIA [41]. Additionally, we compare
ourselves to the best static configuration determined with
oracle-like prediction of future workloads and the theoretical
best. O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves between 80-90% of the theoretical best performance for the 3 workloads and achieves
improvements between 9%-86.5%, 18%-173%, 17%-174%,
and 12%-514% in Perf/$ over Homogeneous-Static, CherryPick, Selecta, and SOPHIA respectively without degrading
P99 latency (Sec. 4). Fig. 3 shows the improvement in Perf/$
due to O PTIMUS C LOUD’s heterogeneous configurations.
We make the following novel contributions in this paper.
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3. We show that O PTIMUS C LOUD generalizes to two distinct NoSQL databases and different workloads, cluster
sizes, data volumes, and user-specified requirements for
replication and data consistency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the necessary background for the problem and a quantitative rationale. Section 3 describes the details of O PTIMUS C LOUD’s design. We evaluate O PTIMUS C LOUD in Section 4
and survey related work in Section 5.

2

Background and Rationale

To evaluate the generalizability of O PTIMUS C LOUD, we select two popular NoSQL databases with very different architectures.

2.1

Cassandra

Cassandra is designed for high scalability, availability, and
fault-tolerance. To achieve these, Cassandra uses a peer-topeer (P2P) replication strategy, allowing multiple replicas to
handle the same request. Other popular datastores such as
DynamoDB [20] and Riak [34] implement the same P2P strategy and we select Cassandra as a representative system from
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that category. Cassandra’s replication strategy determines
where replicas are placed. The number of replicas is defined
as “Replication Factor” (RF). By default, Cassandra assigns
an equal number of tokens to each node in the cluster where
a token represents a sequence of hash values for the primary
keys that Cassandra stores. Based on this token assignment, a
Cassandra cluster can be represented as a ring topology [16].
Fig. 5 shows an example of 4 Cassandra servers and RF of 2.

2.2
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Redis is an in-memory database and serves all requests from
the RAM, while it writes data to permanent storage for fault
tolerance. This design principle makes Redis an excellent
choice to be used as a cache on top of slower file systems
or datastores [54]. Redis can operate as either a stand-alone
node or in a cluster of nodes [53] where data is automatically sharded across multiple Redis nodes. Our evaluation
applies to the clustered mode of Redis. When a Redis server
reaches the maximum size of its allowed memory (specified
by the maxmemory configuration parameter), it uses one of
several policies to decide how to handle new write requests.
The default policy will respond with error. Other policies will
replace existing records with the newly inserted record (the
maxmemory-policy configuration parameter specifies which
records will be evicted). The value of maxmemory needs to
be smaller than the RAM size of the VM instance and the
headroom that is needed is workload dependent (lots of writes
will need lots of temporary buffers and therefore larger headroom). Thus, it is challenging to tune maxmemory-policy
and maxmemory parameters with changing workloads and
these two form the target of our configuration decision.

All R4.XL

Cluster VM Configuration

Figure 4: Change in Perf/$ for the write (solid) and read throughput (dotted) as we reconfigure the nodes from C4.large to R4.xlarge.

2.3

Example Rationale for Heterogeneous
Configurations

Here we give a motivating example for selecting subset of
servers to reconfigure. Consider a Cassandra cluster of 4
nodes with a consistency-level (CL3 ) = 1 and replicationfactor (RF4 ) = 3, i.e., any pair of nodes has a complete copy
3 CL:

the minimum number of Cassandra nodes that must acknowledge a
read or write operation before the operation can be considered successful
4 RF: the total number of replicas for a key across a Cassandra cluster
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of all the data. Also, assume that we only have two cloud
configurations: C4.large, which is compute-optimized, and
R4.xlarge, which is memory-optimized. C4.large is cheaper
than R4.xlarge by 58% [8], whereas R4.xlarge has larger
RAM (30.5GB vs 3.75GB) and serves read-heavy workloads
with higher throughput. Now we test the performance of all
possible combinations of VM configurations (All C4.L, 1
C4.L + 3R4.XL, . . . etc.) for both read-heavy and write-heavy
phases of the MG-RAST workload and show the saturation
level throughput for each configuration in Fig. 4. The "All
C4.large" configuration achieves the best write Perf/$ (41.7
KOps/s/$), however, it has the worst read Perf/$ (only 1.28
KOps/s/$) because reads of even common records spill out
of memory. Now if two servers are reconfigured to R4.xlarge,
the write Perf/$ decreases (24.4 KOps/s/$), while the read
performance increases significantly (9.7 KOps/s/$), showing an improvement of 7.5× for read throughput over the
all C4.large configuration. The reason for this huge improvement is Cassandra’s design by which it redirects new requests
to the fastest replica [19], directing all read requests to the
two R4.xlarge servers. Now we notice that switching more
C4.large servers to R4.xlarge does not show any improvement in either reads or writes Perf/$, as the two R4x.large
servers are capable of serving the applied workload with
no queued requests. This means that switching more servers
will only reduce the Perf/$. Thus, the best Perf/$ is achieved
by configuring to all C4.large in write-heavy phases, while
configuring only 2 servers to R4x.large in read-heavy phases.
Therefore, heterogeneous configurations can achieve better Perf/$ compared to homogeneous ones under mixed
workloads.

3
3.1

Design
Workload Representation and Prediction

O PTIMUS C LOUD uses a query-based model [4] to represent
time-varying workloads. This model characterizes the applied
workload in terms of the proportion of the different query
types and the total volume of queries, denoted by W .
We use a workload predictor to learn time-varying patterns from the workload’s historical traces, and predict the
workload characteristics for a particular lookahead period.
We notate the time varying workload at a given point in time
t as W (t). The task of the workload predictor is to provide
O PTIMUS C LOUD with W (t + 1) given W (t),W (t − 1),... ,
W (t − h), where h is the length of history. O PTIMUS C LOUD
then iteratively predicts the workload till a lookahead time l,
i.e., W (t + i) , ∀i ∈ (1, l). We execute O PTIMUS C LOUD with
a simple Markov-Chain prediction model for both MG-RAST
and Bus-tracking workloads while we have a deterministic
fully accurate predictor for HPC. We do not claim any novelty in workload prediction and O PTIMUS C LOUD is modular
enough to easily integrate more complex estimators, such as
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neural networks [37, 39].

3.2

3.3
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Performance Prediction

Combining NoSQL and cloud configurations produces a massive search space, which is impractical to optimize through exhaustive search. However, it is well known that not all the application parameters impact performance equally [40, 41, 62]
and therefore O PTIMUS C LOUD reduces the search time by
automatically selecting the most impactful parameters. Further, there exist dependencies among parameters, such as the
dependency between the VM type (EC2) and Cassandra’s filecache-size (FCS) ( Fig. 7). O PTIMUS C LOUD uses D-optimal
design [48] to optimize the offline data collection process for
training our performance model. D-optimal design answers
this question: “Given a budget of N data points to sample
for a workload, which N points are sufficient to reveal the
dependencies between configuration parameters?”. We experimentally determine that the significant dependencies in our
target applications are at most pairwise and therefore we restrict the search to linear and quadratic parameters. We create
a set of filters for feasible combinations of parameter values
by mapping each parameter to the corresponding resource
(e.g., file-cache-size parameter is mapped to RAM). Afterward, we check that the sum of all parameters mapped to the
same resource is within that resource limit of the VM (e.g.,
the total size of all Cassandra buffer memories should not exceed the VM instance memory). We feed to D-optimal design
the budget in terms of the number of data points that we can
collect for offline training.
After collecting the data points determined by the Doptimal design, we train a random forest to act as a regressor
and predict the performance of a single NoSQL server for any
given set of configuration parameters, both database and VM.
The average output of the different decision trees is taken as
the final output. We choose random forest over other prediction models because of its easily interpretable results [50]
and it has only two hyper-parameters to tune (max_depth and
forest_size) compared to black-box models such as DNNs.
O PTIMUS C LOUD trains a second random forest model to
predict the overall cluster performance, using the predicted
performance for each server, RF, CL and data-placement information. For both random forests, we use 20 trees and a
maximum depth of each as 5 as that gives the best result
within reasonable times.

Selection of Servers to Reconfigure

Selecting the right servers to reconfigure in a cluster is essential to achieve the best Perf/$. We introduce the notion
of Complete-Sets to determine the right subset of servers
to reconfigure. We define a Complete-Set as the minimum
subset of nodes for which the union of their data records
covers all the records in the database at least once.
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Cluster2
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C4

R4

C,B’

D,C’

Writes Ops/s: 16 k
Reads Ops/s: 12.8 k

Writes Ops/s: 16.3 k
Reads Ops/s: 1.8 k

A’ is the replica
of Data Shard A

Figure 5: (RF=2, CL=1) Cluster performance depends not just on the configuration of each server, but also on the relative positions of the instances
on the token ring. Cluster1 achieves 7× reads Ops/s over Cluster2 with the
same VM types and sizes.

To see why the notion of Complete-Set is important, consider
the two clusters shown in Fig. 5. Both clusters 1 and 2 use
2 C4.large and 2 R4.large and hence have the same $ cost.
However, Cluster1 achieves 7× the read Ops/s compared to
Cluster2. The reason for the better performance of Cluster1 is
that it has one Complete-Set worth of servers configured to the
memory-optimized R4.large architecture and therefore serves
all read requests efficiently. On the other hand, Cluster2’s
read performance suffers since all read requests to shard B
(or its replica B’) have to be served by one of the C4.large
servers, which has a smaller RAM and therefore serves most
of the reads from desk. Accordingly, read requests to shards
B or B’ represent a bottleneck in Cluster2 and cause a long
queuing time for the reading threads, which brings down the
performance the entire cluster for all the shards.
This means that all the servers within a Complete-Set
must be upgraded to the faster configuration for the cluster performance to improve. Otherwise, the performance of
the Complete-Set will be bounded by the slowest server in the
set. O PTIMUS C LOUD partitions the cluster into one or more
Complete-Sets using the cluster’s data placement information.
To identify the Complete-Sets, we collect the data placement
information for each server of the cluster. O PTIMUS C LOUD
queries this information either from any server (such as in Cassandra, using nodetool ring command) or from one of the
master servers (such as in Redis, using redis-cli cluster
info command). In Redis, identifying the Complete-Sets is
easier since data tokens are divided between the master nodes
only, while slaves have exact copies of their master’s data.
Therefore, a Complete-Set is formed by simply selecting a
single slave node for every master node.
Maintaining Data Availability: To maintain data availability during reconfiguration of a Cassandra cluster, at least CL
replicas of each data record must be up at any point in time.
This puts an upper limit on the number of Complete-Sets
that can be reconfigured concurrently as Count(CompleteSets) −CL.
We show that the number of Complete-Sets in a cluster is
not dependent on the number of nodes in the cluster, but is
a constant factor. This is because when the cluster size increases, the range of keys assigned to every node decreases
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Figure 6: Replication examples with 3 different cluster sizes with RF=3.
Cluster C1 has 3 nodes and each node has a complete copy of the data,
therefore each node is a Complete-Set. Cluster C2 has 6 nodes and has
the following Complete-Sets: [1,4] , [2,5] & [3,6]. Cluster C3 has 5 nodes
(not divisible by RF=3), therefore it has two Complete-Sets: [1,3 (or 4)],
[2,4 (or 5)].

and therefore the number of nodes that form a Complete-Set
increases. This means that since O PTIMUS C LOUD reconfigures the instances in groups of one or more Complete-Sets
concurrently, the total time to reconfigure a cluster is a constant factor independent of the cluster size. Figure 6 shows
examples of Complete-Set for different cluster sizes
Property: O PTIMUS C LOUD partitions the cluster into S
Complete-Sets, and S is independent of the cluster size N.
Proof. For a cluster of N servers with replication factor
RF, there exists a total of RF copies of each record in the
cluster, with no two copies of the same record stored in
the same server. Assuming each node in the cluster is assigned an equal portion of the data (which NoSQL loadbalancers try to achieve [35]), the size of a Complete-Set is
N
SizeCompSet = d RF
e. Consequently, the number of CompleteN
Sets in the cluster S = b SizecompSet
c. If RF divides N, then the
number of Complete-Sets is S =

N
SizeCompSet

= RF. Else, say

RF
1−r/N+RF/N ,

N%RF = r, then S =
which is ≈ RF since in
practice RF is not large, 3 being a practical upper bound. Thus,
the number of Complete-Sets is independent of the cluster
size and hence the reconfiguration time is also a constant.

Search Space Size Reduction: Heterogeneous configurations make the search space size much larger than with homogeneous configurations. Consider a cluster of N nodes
and I VM options to pick from. If we are to pick a homogeneous cloud configuration for the cluster, we have I options.
However, if we are to pick a heterogeneous cloud configuration, our search space becomes I N . If we assume balanced
data placement among the servers in the cluster (as clustered
NoSQL databases are designed for), the search space becomes
C(N +I −1, I −1) (distribute N identical balls among I boxes).
However, this search space size is still too large to perform an
exhaustive search to pick the optimal configurations. A cluster of size N=20 nodes and I=15 VM options gives 1.3 × 109
different configurations to select from. One may use domainspecific insights about the domain to reduce the search space
for specific applications [36] or for customized distributed
strategies [28]. However we aim for generalizability here.
We use one insight about Complete-Sets to reduce the
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search space. The nodes within each Complete-Set should be
homogeneous in their configuration. Otherwise, the performance of the Complete-Set will be equal to that of the slowest
node in the set. This means that the smallest atomic unit of
reconfiguration is one Complete-Set. This insight reduces the
search space, while still allowing different Complete-Sets to
have different configurations. Thus, the search space reduces
to C (S + I − 1, I − 1)=680 configurations when S = RF = 3.
Also note that the configuration search space is constant
rather than growing with the size of the cluster.

3.4

Selecting the Reconfiguration Plan

3.4.1

Objective Function Optimization

The objective of O PTIMUS C LOUD is to find a reconfiguration plan that maximizes Perf/$ of the cluster under a given
budget and with a minimum acceptable throughput. A reconfiguration plan C is represented as a time series of a vector of
configurations (both NoSQL and VM):


C = {C1 ,C2 , · · · ,CM }, {t1 ,t2 , ...,tM }

(1)

Where M is the number of steps in the plan and timestamp
ti represents how long the configuration Ci is applied. The
lookahead is tL = ∑M
i=1 ti . The optimization problem is defined
as:

f W, C

C =C
Cost C


subject to f W, C ≥ minOps & Cost C ≤ Budget
∗

(2)

Here, f (W, C) is the function that maps the workload vector
W and the configuration vector C to the throughput (the cluster prediction model) and C∗ is the best reconfiguration plan
selected by O PTIMUS C LOUD. The two constraints in the problem prevent us from selecting configurations that exceed the
budget or those that deliver unacceptably low performance.
The optimization problem described in Equation 2 falls under the category of gradient-free optimization problems [38],
in which no gradient information is available nor can any
assumption be made regarding the form of the optimized
function. For this category of optimization problems, several
meta-heuristic search methods have been proposed, such as,
Genetic Algorithms (GA) , Tabu Search [64], and Simulated
Annealing. We use GA due to two relevant advantages. First,
constraints can be easily included in its objective function
(i.e., the fitness function). Second, it provides a good balance
between exploration and exploitation through crossover and
mutation [59]. We use Python Solid library for GA [58] and
Scikit-learn for random forests [55].
3.4.2

Cost-Benefit Analysis

Changing either NoSQL or cloud configurations at runtime
has a performance cost due to downtime caused to nodes
being reconfigured. We find that most of the performanceimpacting NoSQL parameters (83% for Cassandra) necessitate a server restart and naturally, changing the VM type
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needs a restart as well. When a workload change is predicted
in the online phase, O PTIMUS C LOUD uses its performance
predictor to propose new configurations for the new workload. Afterward, O PTIMUS C LOUD estimates the reduction in
performance given the expected downtime duration and compares that to the expected benefit of the new configurations.
O PTIMUS C LOUD selects configurations that maximize the
difference between the benefit and the cost (both in terms of
Throughput/$) . This cost-benefit analysis prevents O PTIMUS C LOUD from taking greedy decisions, whenever the workload
changes. Rather, it uses a long-horizon prediction of the workload over a time window to decide which reconfiguration
actions to instantiate and when.
The benefit of the ith step in the plan is given by:
B(i+1,i) =

∑



f Wt ,Ci+1 − f Wt ,Ci

(3)

t∈ti+1



where f Wt ,Ci+1 is the predicted throughput using the new
configuration Ci+1 . The configuration cost is given by:
L(i+1,i) =

∑

tdown × δ p × f Wt ,Ci



(4)

p∈(Ci −Ci+1 )

where p is any Complete-Set that is being reconfigured to
move from configuration Ci to Ci+1 , tdown is the expected
downtime during this reconfiguration step, and δ p is the portion of the cluster throughput that p contributes as estimated
by our cluster predictor. We then normalize the benefit (Equation. 3) and the cost (Equation. 4) by the difference in price
between configurations Ci and Ci+1 . The value of tdown is measured empirically and its average value is 30 sec for NoSQL
configurations and 90 sec for VM configurations.

3.5

Distinctions from Closest Prior Work

We describe the substantive conceptual differences of O P TIMUS C LOUD from two recent, related works: Selecta and
SOPHIA. O PTIMUS C LOUD provides joint configuration tuning of both NoSQL and cloud VMs, while it considers heterogeneous clusters to achieve the best Perf/$. In Selecta, only
heterogeneous cloud storage configurations are permissible
(i.e., HDD, SSD, or NVMe). Accordingly, the configuration
space in Selecta is much smaller and simpler to optimize using matrix factorization techniques. A simple extension of
Selecta to our large search space produces very poor performance due to the sparsity of the generated matrix and the
dependency between NoSQL and cloud configurations as we
empirically show in Sec. 4.6.
In SOPHIA, only NoSQL parameters are configured and
no computing platform parameters such as VM configurations are optimized. Even within NoSQL configurations, it
only considers homogeneous configurations. Accordingly,
SOPHIA makes a much simpler decision to either configure
the complete cluster to the new configuration, or keep the
old configuration—correspondingly its cost-benefit analysis
is also coarse-grained, at the level of the entire cluster. For
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fast-changing workloads, it therefore often has to stick to the
current configuration since there is not enough time to reconfigure the entire cluster (which needs to be done in a partly
sequential manner to preserve data availability). Similar to
Selecta, a simple extension of SOPHIA to VM options cannot
achieve the best Perf/$ for dynamic workloads, as it can only
create homogeneous configurations across all phases of the
workload. We empirically show this in Sections 4.3 and 4.7.

4

Experimental Setup and Results

In this section, we evaluate O PTIMUS C LOUD under different
experimental conditions for the 3 applications. We deploy
O PTIMUS C LOUD and the datastore clusters (Cassandra or
Redis) in Amazon EC2 in the US West (Northern California)
Region. We also deploy a separate set of nodes in the same
region to serve as workload generators (i.e., shooters). We
vary the number of shooting threads in runtime to simulate
the changes in the request rate in the workload trace. The
results are averages of 20 runs, with each run using a different
subset of the training data. Our evaluation answers four broad
questions. (1) How does O PTIMUS C LOUD compare in terms
of Perf/$ and P99 latency with three state-of-the-art systems
(which can only create homogeneous configurations) and
two oracle-based baselines? (2) What is the accuracy of each
module of O PTIMUS C LOUD, such as, the workload and the
performance predictors? (3) How do application requirements
such as RF and CL impact O PTIMUS C LOUD? (4) How does
O PTIMUS C LOUD generalize to different applications (we
use three), databases (Cassandra and Redis), and levels of
prediction errors?
Major Insights: We draw several key insights from our evaluation. First, the flexibility afforded by being able to reconfigure different parts of the cluster to different configurations is useful—all three prior protocols being compared
(and in fact, all works to date) can only create homogeneous
configurations. Further, the proactive approach of initiating
reconfiguration upon predicted workload change helps to
handle dynamic workloads and keeps latency low (CherryPick and Selecta are both reactive). Second, O PTIMUS C LOUD’s design reduces the heterogeneous configurations
search space significantly. Accordingly, it is able to search
efficiently and finds higher performing VM and NoSQL configurations than cluster configurations selected by CherryPick,
Selecta, or SOPHIA. This improvement persists across applications (highest for the more predictable HPC analytics
workload and lowest for the MG-RAST workload) (Fig. 8,
10, 11), different (RF,CL) values (larger values of RF and
smaller values of CL) (Fig. 10), and data volumes (benefit
stays unchanged) (Fig. 8). Third, O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves
comparable or better P99 latency than the baselines, thus
showing that it does not sacrifice raw performance in search
of the performance per unit cost.
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MC-Order
First
First
Second
Second

MG-RAST
Lookahead
5m
10m
5m
10m

RMSE
43.7%
68.7%
43.4%
68.2%

MC-Order
First
First
Second
Second

BUS-Tracking
Lookahead
15m
1h
5m
1h

RMSE
6.9%
7.4%
7.12%
7.4%

Table 2: (MC stands for Markov Chain). Workload prediction RMSE for MG-RAST
and Bus-tracking workloads with different lookahead periods.

4.1

Applications

Here we give the details for our three use case applications,
which together span a wide range in terms of predictability and nature of the requests in the workload. MG-RAST
is a global-scale metagenomics portal [7], the largest of its
kind, which allows many users to simultaneously upload their
metagenomic data to the repository, apply a pipeline of computationally intensive processes and optionally commit the
results back to the repository for shared use. Its workload
does not have any discernible daily or weekly pattern, as the
requests come from all across the globe and we find that the
workload can change drastically over a few minutes. A total
of 80 days of real query trace were analyzed, 60 days for
training and 20 days for testing. In production, MG-RAST
is executed with the values RF=3, CL=1 and it shows abrupt
switches in the Read-Ratio (typically from RR=0 to RR=1)
and vice versa. The frequency of these switches are 430/day
on median. This presents a challenging use case as only 5
minutes of accurate lookahead is possible.
The second workload is the Bus-Tracking application [39]
where read, scan, insert, and update operations are submitted
to a backend database. The data has strong daily and weekly
patterns to it. This workload has less frequent switches of
60/day on median. For this workload, 60 days of real query
trace were analyzed for the application (40 for training and 20
for testing). The relative proportions of the different kinds of
queries are 42.2% updates, 54.8% scans, 2.82% inserts, and
0.18% reads. As shown in Table 2, the prediction accuracy
for Bus-Tracking workload is much better compared to the
MG-RAST workload, as expected due to the more regular
patterns, and here we use a longer lookahead period of 1 hour.
The third use case is a queue of data analytics jobs such as
would be submitted to an HPC computing cluster. Here the
workload can be predicted over long time horizons (order of
an hour) by observing the jobs in the queue and leveraging
the fact that a significant fraction of the job patterns are recurring. Thus, our evaluation cases span the range of patterns and
corresponding predictability of the workloads. We simulate
a shared queue of batch data analytics jobs. We modeled the
jobs on data analytics requests submitted to a real Microsoft
Cosmos cluster [26]. Each job is divided into stages and the
workload characteristics of the job change with every stage.
The job size is a random variable ∼ U(200,100K) operations.
The workload switches are 780/day on median, with a level
of concurrency of 10 jobs. We achieve accurate prediction
over a lookahead duration of 1 hour and we use that for our
setting with this use case.
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Figure 7: Importance of various parameters, including pairwise combinations. Parameters with black solid bars are w.r.t. the right Yaxis. EC2 configuration, the workload, and top 5 Cassandra parameters describe 81% of data variance, after which there is a significant drop in importance, denoted by the red dotted line. Top parameters are: file_cache_size (FCS), memtable_cleanup_threshold (MCT),
memtable_heap_space (MHS), compaction_throughput (CT), and compaction_method (CM)

4.2

Baselines

We compare O PTIMUS C LOUD to the following baselines:
1. Homogeneous-Static: We use our cluster predictor to select
the single best configuration to use for the entire duration of
the predicted workload. The entire workload is assumed to
be known in advance, making this an impractically optimistic
baseline. Nevertheless, it is a measure of how well a statically
determined homogeneous configuration can perform when
powered by a hypothetically perfect workload predictor.
2. CherryPick: We use CherryPick’s Bayesian Optimization
(BO) to find a heterogeneous cloud configuration which maximize our objective metric. When the workload changes, BO
collects 20 points and selects the best cloud configuration.
This process takes about 3 minutes with parallelization on a
16-core machine. The reconfiguration is done by restarting
servers all at once, thus making data unavailable transiently.
3. Selecta: We use Selecta’s SVD prediction model to select the optimized homogeneous configuration with workload
changes. We populate the SVD matrix with the same training data as used for training of O PTIMUS C LOUD. Further,
we give a benefit to Selecta that all the workload characteristics are assumed to be pre-filled in the matrix (or close to it)
so that it does not have to execute and profile the workload
that arrives at runtime, but can be looked up in the matrix.
Both CherryPick and Selecta run reactively with workload
changes and neither can change the application configuration.
They operate in a greedy manner initiating reconfiguration
whenever the workload changes, unlike O PTIMUS C LOUD that
optimizes for the workload over a lookahead time window.
4. SOPHIA: We use SOPHIA for homogeneous NoSQL configurations while the VM configurations are fixed to the recommended VM types in Cassandra’s and Redis’ documentations i.e., Compute-Optimize C4.large for Cassandra [2] and
Memory-Optimized R4.large for Redis [1].
5. Theoretical-Best: This is a baseline that knows what is
the best-performing configuration for every workload. It then
switches the cluster to this configuration without any downtime cost. Though impractical, this baseline provides a quantitative upper bound for any protocol and is used for normalization of our results.
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Figure 8: Evaluation of MG-RAST traces in Cassandra using O PTIMUS C LOUD vs state-of-the-art tuning systems. The primary Y-axis represents the ratio
of the normalized Ops/s/$ achieved by each system to the theoretical-best performance. O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves the highest Perf/$ and lowest P99 latency.

4.3

End-to-end System Evaluation

We evaluate how effective O PTIMUS C LOUD and each of the
baselines are in selecting the best reconfiguration plan. In
Fig. 8 we show the evaluation for the MG-RAST application, the most challenging one for us due to its unpredictable
workload characteristics. We use a 1 hour trace from MGRAST and apply it to a cluster of 6 or 30 servers We show
the performance of the different plans with data volume per
server of 16GB and 100GB. The performance of each solution is normalized by that of the Theoretical-Best. O PTIMUS C LOUD’s plan achieves the highest Ops/s/$ and the lowest latency over all baselines. O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves 86% and
74% improvement over Homogeneous-Static for the 16GB
and 100GB cases respectively. This shows there is no single
static configuration that can achieve the optimal performance
for all phases of the workload. Compared to CherryPick and
Selecta, O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves 87% and 45% improvement on average. This is because both systems are striving to
create a homogeneous configuration to meet the performance
requirement and end up increasing the cost. Further, CherryPick incurs the delay of performing the Bayesian optimization,
which takes 3 minutes on average and causes the cluster to
operate with sub-optimal configurations during this long delay. The aggressive reconfiguration of CherryPick and Selecta
(shutting down all servers and restarting all together) causes a
significant performance hit (throughput of zero) for the cluster.
Compared to SOPHIA, O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves 212% and
270% improvement in Perf/$. This highlights the benefit of
jointly tuning VM and database configurations.
We draw several other conclusions. First, with increasing
data volume, the throughput of all protocols goes down because what would once fit in memory (R4.large has 16 GB)
now has to go to disk. But the effect on Selecta and CherryPick is smaller because they use expensive and well-resourced
memory VMs. Consequently, the performance benefit of O P TIMUS C LOUD decreases. Second, Selecta is achieving better
performance than CherryPick, which is consistent with the
results reported in [32]. This is because of the longer response
time of CherryPick’s Bayesian Optimization versus Selecta’s
matrix lookup. In terms of latency, O PTIMUS C LOUD scales
well (comparing the N=6 to N=30), while Selecta and CherryPick both suffer (latency increases of 7.4× and 11×). This
is because the control message traffic is very large in these
two baselines as they aggressively shut down and restart all
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the servers together to achieve a reconfiguration, causing the
scalability bottleneck. We also notice that SOPHIA scalability
is better than the other baselines as it performs sequential reconfiguration. O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves as low tail-latency
as Selecta and CherryPick for small scales, and lower at larger
scale due to the reason above. Homogeneous-Static has a
high latency for all cases due to its inability to adapt to dynamic workloads. The comparison with Selecta and CherryPick shows how important it is to apply online reconfiguration
to minimize tail-latencies for fast changing workloads.

4.4

Sensitive Parameter Identification

We test the feasibility of pruning the joint configuration search
space (i.e., VM and NoSQL), while maintaining the dependencies among the configuration parameters. We collect a
total of 3K data points equally from 15 different VM types.
We use D-optimal design to decide which data points to collect for building the performance prediction model. Fig. 7
shows the importance of the most impactful parameters, either singly or pairwise, as determined from the regression
model. The instance architecture (EC2) and the workload
(W(t)) are the most impactful, followed by top-5 database
configuration parameters. Note that the costs of changing different configuration parameters are different as it takes about
90 sec to change EC2 type, whereas changing Cassandra’s
configuration only requires around 30 sec with no impact on
the cluster’s $ cost. Expectedly, the instance architecture has
high inter-dependency with the NoSQL parameters because
the architecture controls the physical resources available to
the DBMS.

4.5

Single Server Performance Prediction

We evaluate three possible single server prediction models
for inclusion in O PTIMUS C LOUD. In each case, we use a
Random Forest using 75%:25% for training and prediction.
1. N-Solitary-Models: This builds a separate prediction model
per architecture. It predicts the performance of a given architecture/configuration combination using previously collected
data points from the same architecture.
2. Combined-Categorical: This builds a combined model
using all points from all architectures, while it represents the
architecture as a categorical parameter (with integral values).
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Workload
Metric
N-Solitary
-Models
Selecta
O PTIMUS
-Categorical
O PTIMUS
-Numerical

R2

MG-RAST

RMSE

R2

BUS

RMSE

0.2

3401.4

0.127

109.9

HPC
RMSE
0.04
2778

-0.14

4149.3

0.66

110.6

0.932

2451

0.41

1334.2

0.986

21.87

0.983

1172.9

0.89

1260.9

0.988

19.77

0.986

1076.2

R2

Table 3: Comparison of different Single-server prediction techniques. O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves better performance in terms of R2 and RMSE over all baselines.

Thus, knowledge transfer is limited across architectures.
3. Combined-Numerical: This also builds a combined model
for all architectures. However, it describes the architecture in
terms of its resources e.g., C4.large is represented as vCPU 8,
RAM 3.75 GB, Network-Bandwidth 0.62 Gbits/s. Thus this
allows extrapolating model knowledge across architectures.
We test the accuracy of each predictor using the same number
of data points (100 points per architecture) and show the result
in terms of R2 (Table 3). We see that using a separate model
per architecture gives very poor performance due to the lack
of knowledge transfer between architectures. Moreover, the
numerical representation shows a significant improvement in
prediction performance over the categorical representation
due to better knowledge transfer across architectures. Thus,
we use the Combined-Numerical model in O PTIMUS C LOUD.

Figure 9: Performance prediction error histogram for heterogeneous clusters. We notice that O PTIMUS C LOUD’s error percentage is within -15% to
+15% for 70% of the test points, with R2 value of 0.91 and RMSE of 7.7
KOps/s. On the other hand, the best strawman shows poor performance
(RMSE 36 KOps/s) while Selecta performs better (RMSE 21 KOps/s).

4.6

Cluster Performance Prediction

We evaluate the accuracy of our cluster performance prediction model. We use a cluster of 6 nodes with RF=3, CL=1
and investigate the impact of changing the EC2 architecture
of each Complete-Set. Thus, the cluster is partitioned into 3
Complete-Sets. We use 3 families of EC2’s 4th generation (C4,
R4, M4) and three different sizes of each family (large, xlarge,
2xlarge). We collect 330 data points covering all combinations
of assigning instance types to these 3 Complete-Sets.
In Fig. 9, we compare our model with a strawman predictor
that uses the sum of Ops/s for each individual server as the
overall cluster performance (we also tested Average, Min, and
Max and got worse performance). This strawman achieves
poor prediction performance with a low R2 value of 0.08 and
an unacceptably high RMSE of 36 KOps/s. We also com-
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pare our model with the latent factor collaborative filtering
technique, SVD, used in Selecta [32], which we reimplement
using the sci-kit surprise library [30]. Selecta achieved better R2 value of 0.69 and a lower RMSE of 21 KOps/s compared to the strawman predictor. However, our model achieves
better performance due to the fact that our Random-Forest
model can use non-linear combinations of the elementary features (up to quadratic), while SVD is confined to using linear
combinations only. The shapes of the error curves are also
different—the Selecta and the strawman curves are bathtubshaped indicating significant overestimation or underestimation, while the O PTIMUS C LOUD curve is bell-shaped with a
mean close to zero. The bathtub curves are due to the fact that
these protocols are ignorant of the token assignment of the
cluster and consider erroneously that each node’s throughput
has the same contribution to the cluster throughput.

4.7

Evaluation with Diverse Workloads

Now we evaluate the performance for different workloads,
cluster scales, and (RF, CL) requirements.
HPC Workload: Figure 10 shows the improvement of O P TIMUS C LOUD over the baselines for the HPC data analytics
traces. We first change RF from 1 to 3, holding CL at 1.
Then we change CL from 1 to quorum, which is 2, holding
RF at 3. O PTIMUS C LOUD’s plan achieves the highest Perf/$
and the lowest latency over all baselines for all setups. At
RF=3, O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves 20% and 24% better Perf/$
over Homogeneous-Static configuration for CL=1 and CL=Q
respectively. This again shows the importance of dynamic reconfiguration to handle workloads with changing characteristics. In comparison to CherryPick, O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves
143% and 89% better performance for CL=1 and CL=Q respectively and 130% and 80% over Selecta. Compared to
SOPHIA, O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves 23% and 12.5% better
Perf/$. Notice that when RF=1 and CL=1, O PTIMUS C LOUD
can no longer perform non-atomic configurations since the
Complete-Set in this case is the entire cluster. Thus, its improvement over Homogeneous-Static decreases to 9%.
As RF goes up, the amount of data on each node goes up bringing down the absolute performance. Homogeneous-Static is
affected more than O PTIMUS C LOUD and therefore the benefit of O PTIMUS C LOUD increases. CherryPick and Selecta
are relatively unaffected by increasing RF as they had low
throughputs to begin with and they reconfigure all the nodes
at once, irrespective of RF and CL. SOPHIA benefits from
increasing RF since it can reconfigure more servers concurrently without degrading data availability. As CL goes up,
again CherryPick and Selecta are relatively unaffected. The
performance of O PTIMUS C LOUD goes down because the
maximum number of Complete-Sets that O PTIMUS C LOUD
can reconfigure at a time is inversely proportional to CL. Thus,
its benefit over CherryPick and Selecta reduces. However, we
note that for most of our target environments, CL is unlikely
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Figure 11: Bus-Tracking workload pattern with
RF=3, CL=1

Redis (HPC, Cluster-Size=6 (3 masters, 3 slaves))

+19.2%

+29.1%
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Figure 12: Evaluation on Redis for HPC workload with a cluster of 6 servers

Evaluation with Redis

Redis has a very different architecture than Cassandra and is
therefore a suitable target to evaluate the generalizability of
O PTIMUS C LOUD. Here we use Redis in clustered mode as a
distributed cache (a common use case for Redis)—if the key is
found in Redis’ memory, it is served by Redis, else, it is served
by a slower disk-based database. We apply the HPC analytics
workload to a cluster of 6 or 12 Redis servers, keeping the
replication degree as 2. We select HPC workload as it has the
shortest key-reuse-distance between the three workloads and
for which using Redis as a cache is most beneficial [10, 21].
We tune Redis’ maxmemory-policy and maxmemory parameters and observe that changing the cloud configurations for
more or less RAM size has an impact on the best value of both
parameters. We also found that Redis’ Perf/$ is sensitive to
workload parameters such as job size, access distribution, and
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to be higher than 1 as deployments often favor availability
and latency over consistency. In terms of latency, O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves the lowest P99 latency across all setups. We
also notice that SOPHIA has lower latency than other baselines as it performs a gradual reconfiguration of the different
server instances to maintain data availability.
Bus-Tracking Workload: This workload has strong weekly
and daily patterns, which allows the workload predictor to
provide accurate predictions for long lookahead periods. For
a 1 day-trace, the result is shown in Fig. 11. O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves better performance/$ over HomogeneousStatic, CherryPick, Selecta, and SOPHIA by 46%, 178%, 67%,
and 28% respectively. As before, O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves
the lowest tail latency across all techniques. The tail latency
metric is very important for this workload as it represents a
user-facing application. We observe that O PTIMUS C LOUD
achieves higher gains in performance over CherryPick and Selecta compared to the MG-RAST workload, which shows the
benefit of longer accurate predictions for O PTIMUS C LOUD.

4.8
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Figure 10: HPC workload evaluation with 10 concurrent jobs, and varying (RF,CL) requirements
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Figure 13: Evaluation on Redis for HPC workload with a cluster of 12 servers

read-to-write. We start by collecting 108 data points for different jobs with varying job sizes, access distributions, and readwrite ratios. Job size is a random variable with U(0.5M,1.5M)
operations. Access distribution is randomly selected from
Uniform, Latest, and Zipfian. Read-write ratio is a random
variable with distribution U(0,1). We experiment with traces
of 75 jobs which span a total of 5 hours. Our performance predictor achieves an R2 of 0.922 averaged over 20 runs. From
Fig. 12, we see that O PTIMUS C LOUD achieves a better Perf/$
of 19% (Homogeneous-Static), 29% (CherryPick), 24% (Selecta), and 138% (SOPHIA). Also, O PTIMUS C LOUD reduces
the tail latency by 8.4X (Homogeneous-Static), 13X (CherryPick), 4.4X (Selecta), and 8.1X (SOPHIA).
We draw the following insights. First, as SOPHIA uses
an expensive cluster of R4.large (as recommended in Redis’
documentation [1]), it achieves a very low Perf/$. Second,
both CherryPick and Selecta switch from R4.large to the less
expensive C4.large and M4.large when the workload changes
(and less memory is required) and therefore achieve a higher
Perf/$. Finally, by using a heterogeneous cluster of the three
VM types as well as jointly tuning the application configuration, we achieve the best Perf/$ and the lowest latency
among all techniques. To test scalability, we increase the number of servers to 12 (Fig. 13) and note that the normalized
performance of each system stays approximately constant.

4.9

Tolerance to Prediction Errors

We investigate how tolerant O PTIMUS C LOUD is to errors
in both predictors—performance (throughput) and workload.
We add synthetic noise to the output of each predictor separately and then show how does the benefit of O PTIMUS C LOUD change with the amount of synthetic noise for the
HPC workload. The percentage of noise is represented as
a uniform random variable that is added to (or subtracted
from) the output of the predictor. For performance prediction,
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Figure 14: Impact of noisy predictions on O PTIMUS C LOUD’s improvement
over best Homogeneous-Static configurations

the noise is added to the overall throughput/$ predicted by
our multi-server model. For workload prediction, the noise
is added to the number of requests/sec in addition to the
workload change duration. As shown in Fig.14, O PTIMUS C LOUD’s improvement over Homogeneous-Static decreases
with increasing levels of noise, as the selected configurations
deviate from the best configurations. We note that O PTIMUS C LOUD is more sensitive to errors in the throughput predictor
compared to errors in the workload predictor, which is demonstrated in the steeper downward slope in the noisy throughput
predictor curve. The reason for this high sensitivity is that
O PTIMUS C LOUD uses the throughput predictor to select the
best configuration and with increasing levels of noise, the
selected configuration more frequently deviates from the optimal. As discussed earlier, a slight deviation from the optimal
configuration may cause a significant reduction in Perf/$. On
the other hand, slight errors in workload prediction causes
O PTIMUS C LOUD to reconfigure earlier or later than it optimally should. However, this has less impact on performance
as long as it still switches to the best configuration.

5

Related Work

Configuration tuning for datastores: Several works [6, 31]
target online configuration tuning for replicated or georeplicated datastores. [27, 56] perform online reconfiguration
for NoSQL datastores. None of these works address how to
optimize for cost-performance benefits by exploiting different cloud VM/instance types. A large body of work focused
on the best logical or physical design for static workloads in
DBMS [3,12,13,18,29,51,52,61], which are orthogonal to our
work. OtterTune [62], BerkeleyDB [60], and iTuned [24] only
optimize DBMS configuration, while O PTIMUS C LOUD optimizes both NoSQL configuration and the cluster on which it
runs. Pocket [33] optimizes the storage servers for ephemeral
data analytics jobs in contrast to handling long-running jobs
that are O PTIMUS C LOUD’s focus. While O PTIMUS C LOUD
can also optimize storage, we choose to restrict our storage
servers to elastic block storage (EBS) that are separate from
the VMs and thus retain data durability.
Performance predictions: Ernest [63] predicts performance
of data analytics applications through system modeling. DBSeer [46] uses linear models to predict resource utilization
(e.g. Disk I/O). Myria [49, 66] gives personalized SLAs by
predicting query execution times for specific workloads. Re-
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cent works [42, 43, 45] improve utilization by learning workload characteristics. [44] handles prediction errors for unseen
workloads. [23] uses queuing models. Rafiki [40] uses a surrogate model to predict performance of NoSQL datastores. No
prior work predicts performance for heterogeneous clusters.
Cache Hit-Rate Maximization: Several works target maximizing cache hit-rates and improving end-to-end latency,
either for a single application [14] or multi-tenant deployments [15]. However, neither VM configurations nor heterogeneous cluster configurations are considered to optimize
performance/$. [9, 65] propose new cache eviction policies
that can be implemented in Redis and then selected by O PTI MUS C LOUD for the appropriate workloads.

6

Discussion

Impact on consistency: O PTIMUS C LOUD exploits the fact
that in typical NoSQL deployments, RF>CL as availability
and low-latency are favored over consistency [22, 47, 57]. The
higher the difference between RF and CL, the smaller the
subset of servers that needs reconfiguration, therefore the
higher the gain of O PTIMUS C LOUD over baselines (Figure
10). For users whose primary goal is consistency and want
to use a high value for CL, one option is to also increase RF
and leverage the high gain of O PTIMUS C LOUD. However,
increasing RF also increases the total number of copies stored
in the cluster, which might negatively impact the cluster’s
write performance in exchange for higher availability.
Compatibility with other key-value stores: O PTIMUS C LOUD’s design assumes that the underlying key-value
store implements a protocol to identify and select the fastest
replica(s) given a new query. Cassandra achieves this using
its dynamic snitching policy, while other popular systems
have similar protocols (e.g., Elasticsearch achieves this by
its Adaptive Replica Selection policy [25]). If this feature
is not implemented in the system, a simple solution is for
O PTIMUS C LOUD to provide the system with the ordered list
of replicas, using O PTIMUS C LOUD ’s performance predictor.

7

Conclusion

For cost-optimal performance of a distributed NoSQL cloud
database, it is critical to jointly tune NoSQL and cloud configurations. O PTIMUS C LOUD provides the insight that it is
optimal to create heterogeneous configurations and for this,
it determines at runtime the minimum number of servers to
reconfigure. Using a novel concept of Complete Sets, O PTI MUS C LOUD provides a technique to search through the large
search space brought out by heterogeneity. Configurations
found by O PTIMUS C LOUD outperform those by prior works,
CherryPick, Selecta, and SOPHIA, in both Perf/$ and tail latency, across two NoSQL DBMSs, Cassandra and Redis, and
all experimental conditions.
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Abstract
Function as a Service (FaaS) has been gaining popularity as
a way to deploy computations to serverless backends in the
cloud. This paradigm shifts the complexity of allocating and
provisioning resources to the cloud provider, which has to
provide the illusion of always-available resources (i.e., fast
function invocations without cold starts) at the lowest possible
resource cost. Doing so requires the provider to deeply understand the characteristics of the FaaS workload. Unfortunately,
there has been little to no public information on these characteristics. Thus, in this paper, we first characterize the entire
production FaaS workload of Azure Functions. We show for
example that most functions are invoked very infrequently,
but there is an 8-order-of-magnitude range of invocation frequencies. Using observations from our characterization, we
then propose a practical resource management policy that
significantly reduces the number of function cold starts, while
spending fewer resources than state-of-the-practice policies.

1

Introduction

Function as a Service (FaaS) is a software paradigm that is
becoming increasingly popular. Multiple cloud providers offer
FaaS [5, 17, 21, 28] as the interface to usage-driven, stateless
(serverless) backend services. FaaS offers an intuitive, eventbased interface for developing cloud-based applications. In
contrast with the traditional cloud interface, in FaaS, users do
not explicitly provision or configure virtual machines (VMs)
or containers. FaaS users do not pay for resources they do
not use either. Instead, users simply upload the code of their
functions to the cloud; functions get executed when “triggered”
or “invoked” by events, such as the receipt of a message (e.g.,
an HTTP request) or a timer going off. The provider is then
responsible for provisioning the needed resources (e.g., a
container in which to execute each function), providing high
function performance, and billing users just for their actual
function executions (e.g., in increments of 100 milliseconds).
Obviously, providers seek to achieve high function performance at the lowest possible resource cost. There are
three main aspects to how fast functions can execute and
the resources they consume. First, function execution requires
having the needed code (e.g., user code, language runtime
∗ Shahrad
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libraries) in memory. A function can be started quickly when
the code is already in memory (warm start) and does not
have to be brought in from persistent storage (cold start).
Second, keeping the resources required by all functions in
memory at all times may be prohibitively expensive for the
provider, especially if function executions are short and infrequent. Ideally, the provider wants to give the illusion that
all functions are always warm, while spending resources as
if they were always cold. Third, functions may have widely
varying resource needs and invocation frequencies from multiple triggers. These characteristics severely complicate any
attempts to predict invocations for reducing resource usage.
For example, the wide range of invocation frequencies suggests that keeping resources in memory may work well for
some functions but not others. With respect to triggers, HTTP
triggers may produce invocations at irregular intervals that
are difficult to predict, whereas timers are regular.
These observations make it clear that providing high function performance at low cost requires a deep understanding
of the characteristics of the FaaS workload. Unfortunately,
there has been no public information on the characteristics
of production workloads. Prior work [3, 15, 24, 25, 27, 44]
has focused on either (1) running benchmark functions to
assess performance and/or reverse-engineer how providers
manage resources; or (2) implementing prototype systems to
run benchmark functions. In contrast, what is needed is a comprehensive characterization of the users’ real FaaS workloads
on a production platform from the provider’s perspective.
Characterizing production workloads. To fill this gap, in
this paper, we first characterize the entire production FaaS
workload of Azure Functions [28]. We characterize the real
functions and their trigger types, invocation frequencies and
patterns, and resource needs. The characterization produces
many interesting observations. For example, it shows that
most functions are invoked very infrequently, but the most
popular functions are invoked 8 orders of magnitude more
frequently than the least popular ones. It also shows that
functions exhibit a variety of triggers, producing invocation
patterns that are often difficult to predict. In terms of resource
needs, the characterization shows a 4x range of function memory usage and that 50% of functions run in less than 1 second.
Researchers can use the distributions of the workload characteristics we study to create realistic traces for their work.
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Alternatively, they can use the sanitized production traces we
are making available with this paper [31].
Managing cold-start invocations. Using observations from
our characterization, we also propose a practical resource management policy for reducing the number of cold start executions while consuming no more resources than the large cloud
providers’ current policies. Specifically, AWS and Azure use
a fixed “keep-alive” policy that retains the resources in memory for 10 and 20 minutes after a function execution, respectively [39, 40]. Though this policy is simple and practical,
it disregards the functions’ actual invocation frequency and
patterns, and thus behaves poorly and wastes resources.
In contrast, our policy (1) uses a different keep-alive value
for each user’s workload, according to its actual invocation
frequency and pattern; and (2) enables the provider in many
cases to pre-warm a function execution just before its invocation happens (making it a warm start). Our policy leverages a
small histogram that keeps track of the recent function interinvocation times. For workloads that exhibit clear invocation
patterns, the histogram makes clear how much keep-alive is
beneficial and when the pre-warming should take place. For
workloads that do not, our policy reverts back to the fixed
keep-alive policy. As the histogram must be small, for any
workloads that cannot be captured by the histogram but exhibit predictable invocation patterns, our policy uses timeseries analysis to predict when to pre-warm.
We implement our policy in simulation and for the Apache
OpenWhisk [34] FaaS platform, both driven with real workload traces. Our simulation results show that the policy significantly reduces the number of function cold starts, while
spending fewer resources than the fixed keep-alive policy.
Our experimental results show that the policy can be easily
implemented in real systems with minimal overheads. In fact,
we describe our recent production implementation in Azure
Functions in the end of the paper.
Contributions. In summary, our main contributions are:
• A detailed characterization of the entire production FaaS
workload at a large cloud provider;
• A new policy for reducing the number of cold start function
executions at a low resource provisioning cost;
• Extensive simulation and experimental results based on
real traces showing the benefits of the policy;
• An overview of our implementation in Azure Functions;
• A large sanitized dataset containing production FaaS traces.

2

Background

Abstraction. In FaaS, the user uploads code to the cloud, and
the provider enables a handle (e.g., a URL) for the code to
be run. The choices of which resources to allocate, when to
allocate them, and for how long to retain them, still have to
be made, but they are shifted to the cloud provider.
Triggers. Functions can be invoked in response to several
event types, called triggers [6, 29]. For clarity, in this paper
we group Azure’s many triggers into 7 classes: HTTP, Event,
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Queue, Timer, Orchestration, Storage, and others. Event triggers include Azure Event Hub and Azure Event Grid, and
are used for discrete or serial events, with individual or batch
processing. Queue-triggered functions respond to message
insertion in a number of message queueing solutions, such as
Azure Service Bus and Kafka. Timer triggers are similar to
cron jobs, and cause function invocations at pre-determined,
regular intervals. We grouped all triggers related to Azure
Durable Functions [30] as Orchestration. One can use these
triggers to create native, complex function chaining and orchestration. Finally, we grouped database and filesystem triggers as Storage. These fire in response to changes in the
underlying data, and include Azure Blob Storage and Redis.
Applications. In Azure Functions, functions are logically
grouped in applications, i.e. an application may encompass
multiple functions. The application concept helps organize the
software and in packaging. The application, not the function,
is the unit of scheduling and resource allocation.
Cold starts. A cold start invocation occurs when a function
is triggered, but its application is not yet loaded in memory.
When this happens, the platform instantiates a “worker” 1 for
the application, loads all the required runtime and libraries,
and calls the function. This process can take a long time
relative to the function execution [44]. There are strategies
to reduce the time taken by each cold start, such as keeping
pre-allocated VMs or containers, instantiated virtual network
interfaces [32], or pre-loaded runtimes that can be specialized
on-demand [18]. In this paper, we focus on the complementary and orthogonal goal of reducing the number of cold starts.
Concurrency and elasticity. A running instance of an application can respond to a configurable number of concurrent
invocations of its functions. The number depends on the nature of the function, and its resource needs. Cold starts can
also happen if there is a spike in the load to an application, and
new instances have to be allocated quickly. Given full-server
instances and our real FaaS workload, only a tiny percentage
(<1%) of applications would experience this type of cold
start. For this reason, we do not consider it in this paper.
Cold start management policy. A key aspect of FaaS is the
trade-off between reducing cold starts by keeping instances
warm, and the resources (e.g., VMs, memory) they need.
Most FaaS providers use a fixed keep-alive policy for all
applications, where application instances are kept loaded in
memory for a fixed amount of time after a function execution [39, 40]. This is also the case for most open-source implementations (e.g., OpenWhisk uses a 10-minute period).
This policy is simple to implement and maintain, but does
not consider the wide variety of application behaviors our
characterization unearths. Thus, it can have many cold starts
while wasting resources for many applications. Moreover, it
is easy to identify by external users, who sometimes invoke
their applications frequently enough (perhaps with dummy
1 In

some systems, a worker is a container, but in others it can be a VM.
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invocations) to keep them warm. This practice amplifies the
resource waste issue. In this paper, we design a better policy.

3

FaaS Workloads

We characterize the FaaS workloads seen by Azure Functions,
focusing on characteristics that are intrinsic to the applications
and functions (e.g., their arrival pattern), and not on the characteristics that relate to the underlying platform (e.g., where
functions are scheduled). Throughout the characterization, we
highlight interesting observations and their implications for
cold starts and resource management.

3.1

Data Collection

We collected data on all function invocations across Azure’s
entire infrastructure between July 15th and July 28th , 2019.
We collected four related data sets:
1. Invocation counts: per function, in 1-minute bins;
2. Trigger per function;
3. Execution time per function: average, minimum, maximum, and count of samples, for each 30-second interval,
recorded per worker; and
4. Memory usage per application: sampled every 5 seconds
by the runtime and averaged, for each worker, each minute.
Average, minimum, maximum, and count of samples, for allocated and resident memory.
With this paper, we are releasing a subset of our traces at
https://github.com/Azure/AzurePublicDataset.
Limitations. Given the extreme scale of Azure Functions,
the invocation counts are binned in 1-minute intervals, i.e.
our dataset does not allow the precise reconstruction of interarrival times that are smaller than one minute. For this paper,
this granularity is sufficient.
For the execution time, we also do not have the complete
time distribution across all invocations. However, from the
many samples of average time, and corresponding counts, we
keep a set of weighted percentiles, where the weight of an
entry is the number of samples. For example, if we see an
average time of 100ms over 45 samples, the resulting percentiles are equivalent to those computed over a distribution
where 100ms are replicated 45 times. The quality of the approximation to the true distribution depends on the number
of samples in each bin, the smaller the better. We similarly
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Figure 2: Functions and invocations per trigger type.
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obtain weighted percentiles for memory usage.
For confidentiality reasons, we cannot disclose some absolute numbers, such as total number of functions and invocations. Nevertheless, our characterization is useful for understanding a full FaaS workload, and for researchers and
practitioners to generate realistic FaaS workloads.

3.2

Functions, Applications, and Triggers

Functions and applications. Figure 1 shows the CDF of the
number of functions per application (top curve). We observe
that 54% of the applications only have one function, and 95%
of the applications have at most 10 functions. About 0.04%
of the applications have more than 100 functions.
The other two curves show the fraction of invocations,
and functions, corresponding to applications with up to a
certain number of functions. For example, we see that 50%
of the invocations come from applications with at most 3
functions, and 50% of the functions are part of applications
with at most 6 functions. Though we found a weak positive
correlation between the number of functions in an application
and the median number of invocations of those applications,
the number of functions in an application is not a useful signal
in resource management.
We took a closer look at the 10 applications with the most
functions. Only 4 had more than 1k functions: these, and 3 others, had a pattern of auto-generated function names triggered
by timers or HTTP, which suggests that they were being used
for large automated testing. Of the remaining 3 applications,
two were using Azure Durable Functions for orchestrating
multiple functions, and one seems to be an API application,
where each function corresponds to one route in a large Web
or REST application. We plan to do a broader and more comprehensive study of application patterns in future work.
Triggers and applications. Figure 2 shows the fraction of
all functions, and all invocations, per type of trigger. HTTP
is the most popular in both dimensions. Event triggers correspond to only 2.2% of the functions, but to 24.7% of the
invocations, due to their automated, and very high, invocation
rates. Queue triggers also have proportionally more invocations than functions (33.5% vs 15.2%). The opposite happens
with timer triggers. There are many functions triggered by
timers (15.6%), but they correspond to only 2% of the invocations, due to the relatively low rate they fire in: 95% of the
timer-triggered functions in our dataset were triggered at most
once per minute, on average.
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Figure 4: Invocations per hour, normalized to the peak.
Figure 3 shows how applications combine functions with
different trigger types. In Figure 3(a), we show the applications with at least one trigger of the given type. We find that
64% of the applications have at least one HTTP trigger, and
29% of the applications have at least one timer trigger. As
applications can have multiple triggers, the fractions sum to
more than 100%. In Figure 3(b), we partition the applications
by their combinations of triggers. 43% of the applications
have only HTTP triggers, and 13% of the apps have only
timer triggers. Combining the two tables, we find that 15.8%
of the applications have timers and at least one other trigger
type. For predicting invocations, as we discuss later, while
timers are very predictable, 86% of the applications have
either no timers or timers combined with other triggers.

3.3

Invocation Patterns

We now look at dynamic function and application invocations.
Figure 4 shows the volume of invocations per hour, across the
entire platform, relative to the peak hourly load on July 18th .
There are clear diurnal and weekly patterns (July 20th , 21st ,
27th , and 28th are weekend days), and a constant baseline of
roughly 50% of the invocations that does not show variation.
Though we did not investigate this specifically, there can be
several causes, e.g. a combination of human and machinegenerated traffic, plain high-volume applications, or the overlapping of callers in different time zones.
Figure 5(a) shows the CDF of the average number of invocations per day, for a representative sample of both functions
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(a) CDF of daily invocations per function and application, and the corresponding average interval between invocations. Shaded regions show applications
invoked on average at most once per hour (green, 45% of apps) and at most
once per minute (yellow, 81% of apps).
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Figure 5: Invocations per application and per function for a
representative sample of the dataset.
and applications. The invocations for an application are the
sum over all its functions. First, we see that the number of
invocations per day varies by over 8 orders of magnitude for
functions and applications, making the resources the provider
has to dedicate to each application also highly variable.
The second observation with strong implications for resource allocation is that the vast majority of applications and
functions are invoked, on average, very infrequently. The
green- and yellow-shaded areas in the graph show, respectively, that 45% of the applications are invoked once per hour
or less on average, and 81% of the applications are invoked
once per minute or less on average. This suggests that the
cost of keeping these applications warm, relative to their total
execution (billable) time, can be prohibitively high.
Figure 5(b) shows the other side of the workload skewness,
by looking at the cumulative fraction of invocations due to
the most popular functions and applications in the sample.
The shaded areas correspond to the same applications as in
Figure 5(a). The applications in the orange-shaded area are the
18.6% most popular, those invoked on average at least once
per minute. They represent 99.6% of all function invocations.
The invocation rates provide information on the average
inter-arrival time (IAT) of function and application invocations, but not on the distribution of these IATs. If the next
invocation time of a function can be predicted, the platform
can avoid cold starts by pre-warming the application right
before it is to be invoked, and save resources by shutting it
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Figure 6: CV of the IATs for subsets of applications.
down right after execution.
Inter-arrival time variability. To gain insight into the IAT
distributions of applications, we look at the coefficient of variation (CV) of each application. The CV (standard deviation
divided by the mean) provides a measure of the variability in
the IATs. We would expect timer-triggered functions to have
periodic arrivals, with a CV of 0. Human-generated invocations should approximately follow a Poisson arrival process,
with an exponential (memoryless) distribution of IATs [16].
These would ideally yield a CV of 1. CVs greater than 1
suggest significant variability.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the CV across all applications, as well as for subsets of applications with and without
timers. It shows that the real IAT distributions are more complex than the simply periodic or memoryless ones. For example, only ∼50% of the applications with only timer-triggered
functions have a CV of 0. Multiple timers with different periods and/or phases will increase the CV. For applications with
at least one timer, this fraction is less than 30%, and across
all applications the fraction is ∼20%. Interestingly, ∼10% of
applications with no timers have CV close to 0, which means
they are quite periodic, and should be predictable. This could
be due to, for example, external callers (e.g., sensors or IoT
devices) that operate periodically. On the other hand, only a
small fraction of applications has a CV close to 1, meaning
that simple Poisson arrivals are not the norm. These results
show that there is a significant fraction of applications that
should have fairly predictable IATs, even if they do not have
timer triggers. At the same time, these numbers suggest that
for many applications predicting IATs is not trivial.

3.4

Function Execution Times

Another aspect of the workload is the function execution time,
i.e. the time functions take to execute after they are ready to
run. In other words, these numbers do not include the cold
start times. Cold start times depend on the infrastructure to a
large extent, and have been characterized in other studies [44].
Figure 7 shows the distribution of average, minimum, and
maximum execution times of all function executions on July
15th , 2019. The distributions for other days are similar. The
graph also shows a very good log-normal fit (via MLE) to
the distribution of the averages, with log mean -0.38 and σ
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2.36. We observe that 50% of the functions execute for less
than 1s on average, and 50% of the functions have maximum
execution time shorter than ∼3s; 90% of the functions take at
most 60s, and 96% of functions take less than 60s on average.
The main implication is that the function execution times
are at the same order of magnitude as the cold start times
reported for major providers [44]. This makes avoiding and/or
optimizing cold starts extremely important for the overall
performance of a FaaS offering.
Another interesting observation is that, overall, functions
in this FaaS workload are very short compared to other cloud
workloads. For example, data from Azure [12] shows that
63% of all VM allocations last longer than 15 minutes, and
only less than 8% of the VMs last less 5 minutes or less. This
implies that FaaS imposes much more stringent requirements
on the provider to stand-up resources quickly.
Idle times. As we discuss in Section 4, an important aspect of
the workload for managing cold starts is idle time (IT), defined
as the time between the end of a function’s execution and its
next invocation. IT relates to IAT and execution time. For most
applications, the average execution time is at least 2 orders
of magnitude smaller than the average IAT. We verified for
the applications in the yellow region in Figure 5(a) – 81% of
the applications invoked at most once per minute on average –
that indeed the IT and IAT distributions are extremely similar.
Potential correlations. Different triggers had average function execution times differing by about 10×, between 200ms
and 2s at the median, but all with the same shape for the
distributions. One outlier was a class of orchestration functions with median average execution times of ∼30ms, as they
simply dispatch and coordinate other functions.

3.5

Memory Usage

We finally look at the memory demands of applications. Recall that the application is the unit of memory allocation in the
platform we study. Figure 8 shows the memory demand distribution, across all applications running on July 15th , 2019.
We present three curves drawn from the memory data: 1st
percentile, average, and maximum allocated memory for the
application. We also plot a reasonably good Burr distribution
fit (with parameters c = 11.652, k = 0.221, and λ = 107.083)
for the average. Allocated memory is the amount of virtual
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Figure 8: Distribution of allocated memory per application.
memory reserved for the application, and may not necessarily
be all resident in physical memory. Here, we use the 1st percentile because there was a problem with the measurement of
the minimum, which made that data not usable. Despite the
short duration of each function execution, applications tend
to remain resident for longer. The distributions for other days
in the dataset are very similar.
Looking at the distribution of the maximum allocated
memory, 90% of the applications never consume more than
400MB, and 50% of the applications allocate at most 170MB.
Overall, there is a 4× variation in the first 90% of applications, meaning that memory is an important factor in warmup,
allocation, and keep-alive decisions for FaaS.
Potential correlations. We found no strong correlation between invocation frequency and memory allocation or between memory allocation and function execution times.

3.6

Main Takeaways

From the point of view of cold starts and resource allocation,
we now reiterate our three main observations. First, the vast
majority of functions execute on the order of a few seconds –
75% of them have a maximum execution time of 10 seconds –
so execution times are on the same order as the time it takes to
start functions cold. Thus, it is critical to reduce the number of
cold starts or make cold starts substantially faster. Eliminating
a cold start is the same as making it infinitely fast.
Second, the vast majority of applications are invoked infrequently – 81% of them average at most one invocation per
minute. At the same time, less than 20% of the applications
are responsible for 99.6% of all invocations. Thus, it is expensive, in terms of memory footprint, to keep the applications
that receive infrequent invocations resident at all times.
Third, many applications show wide variability in their
IATs – 40% of them have a CV of their IATs higher than 1 – so
the task of predicting the next invocation can be challenging,
especially for applications that are invoked infrequently.

4

Managing Cold Starts in FaaS

We use insights from our characterization to design an adaptive resource management policy, called hybrid histogram
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policy. The goal is to reduce the number of cold start invocations with minimum resource waste. We refer to a policy as a
set of rules that govern two parameters for each application:
— Pre-warming window. The time the policy waits, since the
last execution, before it loads the application image expecting
the next invocation. A pre-warming window = 0 means that
the policy does not unload the application after one of its
functions executes. Aggressive pre-warming (a large window)
reduces resource usage but may also cause cold starts, in case
the next invocation occurs sooner than expected.
— Keep-alive window. The time during which an application’s
image is kept alive after (1) it has been loaded to memory
(pre-warming window ≥ 0) or (2) a function execution (prewarming window = 0). (Note that our definition for this window differs from the keep-alive parameter in fixed keep-alive
policies, which is the same for all applications and only starts
at the end of function executions.) Longer windows have the
potential to reduce cold starts by increasing the chances of
an invocation falling into this window. However, this may
also waste resources, i.e. leave them idle, in case the next
invocation does not happen soon after loading.
A no-unloading policy would keep every application image
loaded in memory all the time (i.e., infinite keep-alive window
and pre-warming window = 0). This policy would get no cold
starts but would be too expensive to operate.

4.1

Design Challenges

Designing a practical policy poses several challenges:
1. Hard-to-predict invocations. As Figure 3 shows, many
applications are triggered by timers. A timer-aware policy
could leverage this information to pre-warm applications right
before the next invocation. However, predicting the next invocation is challenging for other triggers.
2. Heterogeneous applications. As Figure 5 shows, the invocation frequency and pattern vary substantially across applications. A one-size-fits-all fixed policy is certain to be a poor
choice for many applications. A better policy should adapt to
each application dynamically.
3. Applications with infrequent invocations. Some applications are invoked very infrequently, so an adaptive policy
would take some time to learn their invocation patterns. The
same applies for applications that it sees for the first time.
4. Tracking overhead. Adapting the policy to each application means tracking each application individually. For this
reason, the cost to track the information for each application
should be small. For example, we need to consider the size of
the data structures that will keep this state.
5. Execution overhead. Since function executions can be
very short (i.e., more than 50% of executions take less than
1 second), running the policy and updating its state need
to be fast. This is especially critical considering providers
charge users only during their function execution times (e.g.,
based on CPU, memory). For instance, we cannot take 100
ms to update a policy for each 10 ms-long execution. Due
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to these overheads, expensive prediction techniques, such as
time-series analysis, cannot be used for all applications.

Hybrid Histogram Policy

Overview. Our hybrid histogram policy addresses all the
above challenges. To address challenges #1 and #2, our policy adjusts to the invocation frequencies and patterns of each
individual application. It identifies the application’s invocation pattern, removes/unloads the application right after each
function execution ends, reloads/pre-warms the application
right before a potential next invocation (after a “pre-warming
window” elapses), and keeps it alive for a period (until a “keepalive window” elapses). The pre-warming window starts after
each function execution, and the keep-alive window starts after each pre-warming. If the pre-warming window is 0, we do
not unload the application after an execution, and the end of
the execution still starts a new keep-alive window. We explain
how exactly we compute the length of these windows below.
Figure 9 shows the pre-warming and keep-alive windows in
three scenarios. In the top scenario, the pre-warming window
is 0, and an invocation that happens before the keep-alive
window ends is a warm start. The end of the execution starts a
new keep-alive window. In the middle, the next invocation is a
warm start, as the application is re-loaded after a pre-warming
window. The end of the execution starts a new pre-warming
window. In the bottom scenario, there are two cold starts:
the first resulting from an invocation arriving before the prewarming window elapsed, and the second from an invocation
arriving after the keep-alive period elapsed.
The policy comprises three main components: (1) a rangelimited histogram for capturing each application’s “idle” times
(ITs); (2) a standard keep-alive approach for when the histogram is not representative, i.e. there are too few ITs or the IT
behavior is changing (again, note that this differs from a fixed
keep-alive policy); and (3) a time-series forecast component
for when the histogram does not capture most ITs. Figure 10
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used to select pre-warming times and keep-alive windows.
overviews our policy and its components. Ultimately, the policy defines the pre-warming and keep-alive windows for each
application. Next, we describe each component in turn.
Range-limited histogram. To address challenges #4 and #5,
the centerpiece of our policy is a compact histogram data
structure that tracks the IT distribution for each application.
Each entry/bin of the histogram counts the number of ITs of
the corresponding length that have occurred. We use 1-minute
bins, which strikes a good balance between metadata size
and the resolution needed for policy actions. Keep-alive time
scales are in orders of minutes for FaaS platforms. We use the
same scale for pre-warming. In addition, the histogram tracks
ITs of up to a configurable duration (e.g., 4 hours). Any ITs
longer than this are considered “out of bounds” (OOBs).
Given the ITs that are within bounds, our policy identifies
the head and tail of the IT distribution. We use the head to
select the pre-warming window for the application, and the
tail to select the keep-alive window. To exclude outliers, we
set the head and tail by default to the 5th - and 99th -percentiles
of the IT distribution. (When one of these percentiles falls
within a bin, we “round” it to the next lower value for the head
or the next higher value for the tail.) These two configurable
thresholds strike a balance between managing cold starts and
resource costs. Figure 11 shows the histogram for a sample
application, and the head and tail markers. To give the policy a
little room for error, our implementation uses a 10% “margin”
by default, i.e. it reduces the pre-warming window by 10%
and increases the keep-alive window by 10%.
Figure 12 shows nine real IT distributions over a week. The
three histograms in the left column show cases where both
head and tail cutoffs are easy to identify. These distributions
produce the ideal situation: long pre-warm windows and short
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Figure 12: Nine normalized IT distributions from real FaaS
workloads over a week.
keep-alive windows. The center cases show no head cutoff
as the head marker rounded down to 0. In these cases, the
pre-warming window is 0 and the policy does not kill the
application after a function execution.
Standard keep-alive when the pattern is uncertain. The
histogram might not be representative of an application’s behavior when (1) it has not observed enough ITs for the application, or (2) when the application is transitioning to a different
IT regime (e.g., change from a consistent pattern to an entirely
new one). When the histogram is not representative, we revert
to a standard keep-alive approach: pre-warming window =
0 and keep-alive window = range of the histogram (e.g., 4
hours). This conservative choice of keep-alive window seeks
to minimize the number of cold starts while the histogram is
learning a new pattern. Our policy reverts back to using the
histogram when it becomes representative (again).
We decide whether a histogram is representative by computing the CV of its bin counts. A histogram that has a single
bin with a high count and all others 0 would have a high
CV, whereas a histogram where all bins have the same value
would have CV = 0. The histogram is most effective in the former case, where there is a large concentration of ITs (left and
center of Figure 12). It is not as effective when ITs are spread
widely (right of Figure 12). Thus, if the CV is lower than a
threshold, we use the standard keep-alive approach. To track
the CV efficiently, we use Welford’s online algorithm [45].
Time-series analysis when histogram is not large enough.
A compact histogram cannot represent ITs larger than its
range. Thus, applications with very infrequent invocations
(challenge #3) may exhibit many out-of-bounds ITs. For these
applications, our policy uses time-series analysis to predict
the next IT. Specifically, we use ARIMA modeling [11].
With an IT prediction, our policy sets the pre-warm window
to elapse just before the next invocation and a short keep-alive
window. In more detail, we used the auto_arima implementation from the pmdarima package [2], which automatically
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searches for the ARIMA parameters (p, d, q) that produce the
best fit. As applications using ARIMA are invoked very infrequently, we update the model for each of them after every
invocation. To give the prediction some room more inaccuracy, we include a (configurable) margin of 15%. For example,
if the predicted IT is 5 hours, we set the pre-warming window
to 4.25 hours (5 hours minus 15%) and the keep-alive window
to 1.5 hours (15% of 5 hours in each side of the IT prediction).
Justification. Like other FaaS cold start policies, our policy
eagerly frees up memory when it is not needed. An alternative
would have been to leverage standard (lazy) caching policies,
which free up cache space only on-demand. Section 7 explains
the differences between these types of policies that justify our
approach. Our policy uses a standard keep-alive with a long
window, when it does not have accurate IT data about the
application, to conservatively prevent cold starts. A shorter
window would lower cost but would incur more cold starts.
We prefer our approach because it often quickly reduces memory usage greatly, after the histogram becomes active for the
application. Instead of using a histogram, we could attempt
to predict the next invocation or idle time using time-series
analysis or other prediction models. We experimented with
some models, including ARIMA, but found them to be inaccurate or excessively expensive for the bulk of invocations.
The histogram is accurate, compact, and fast to update. So,
we rely on ARIMA only for the applications that cannot be
represented with a compact histogram. Producing an ARIMA
model is expensive, but can be off the critical path. Moreover,
these applications involve only a small percentage of invocations, so computation needs are kept small. Nevertheless, we
can easily replace ARIMA with another model.

4.3

Implementation in Apache OpenWhisk

We implement our policy in Apache OpenWhisk [34], which
is the open-source FaaS platform that powers IBM’s Cloud
Functions [21]. It is written in Scala.
OpenWhisk architecture. Figure 13 shows the architecture
of OpenWhisk [35]. It exposes a REST interface (implemented using Nginx) for users to interact with the FaaS platform. A user can create new functions (actions in OpenWhisk
terminology), submit new invocations (activations in OpenWhisk terminology), or query their status. Here, we focus on
function invocation and container management. Invocation
requests are forwarded to the Controller component, who decides which Invoker should execute each function instance.
This logic is implemented in the Load Balancer, which considers the health and available capacity of the Invokers, as
well as the history of prior executions. The Controller sends
the function invocation request to the selected Invoker via the
distributed messaging component (implemented using Kafka).
The Invoker receives the invocation request, starts the function
in a Docker container, and manages its runtime (including
when to stop the container). By default, each Invoker implements a fixed 10-minute keep-alive policy, and informs the
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Figure 13: OpenWhisk architecture.

Figure 14: Cold start behavior of the fixed keep-alive policy,
as a function of the keep-alive length.

Controller when it unloads a container.
Implementing our policy. We modify the following OpenWhisk components to implement the hybrid policy:
1. Controller: Since all invocations pass through the Load
Balancer, it is the ideal place to manage histograms and other
metadata required for the hybrid policy. We add new logic
to the Load Balancer to implement the hybrid policy and to
update the keep-alive and pre-warm parameters after each
invocation. We also modify the Load Balancer to publish the
pre-warming messages.
2. API: We send the latest keep-alive parameter for a function
to the corresponding Invoker alongside the invocation request.
To do this, we add a field to the ActivationMessage API,
specifying the keep-alive duration in minutes.
3. Invoker: The Invoker unloads Docker containers that have
timed-out in the ContainerProxy module. We modify this
module to unload containers based on the keep-alive parameter received from ActivationMessage.

Real experiments. To show that our policy can be easily implemented in real systems with minimal overheads, we use
our OpenWhisk implementation (Section 4.3). Our setup consists of 19 VMs. One VM with 8 cores and 8GB of memory
hosts containers for the Controller and other main components, including Nginx and Kafka. Each of the remaining 18
VMs has 2 cores and 4GB of memory, hosting an Invoker to
actually run the functions in Docker containers.
Workloads. As input to our simulations, we use the first week
of the trace from Section 3. For the real experiments, we
use a scaled-down version of the trace. We randomly select
applications with mid-range popularity. As we run the full
system, we limit each OpenWhisk execution to only 8 hours.
As we show in Section 5.3, the experimental and simulation
results show the same trends in both cold start and memory
consumption behaviors.

5
5.1

Evaluation
Methodology

Simulator. Evaluating our policy requires (1) long executions
to assess applications with infrequent invocations, and (2) exploring a large space of configurations. To limit the evaluation
time, we use simulations. We build a simulator that allows us
to compare various policies using real invocation traces.
The simulator generates an array of invocation times for
each unique application. It then infers whether each invocation would be a cold start. By default, the first invocation is
always assumed to be a cold start. The simulator keeps track
of when each application image is loaded and aggregates the
wasted memory time for the application, i.e. the time when
the application’s image was kept in memory without actually
executing any functions. We conservatively simulate function
execution times equal to 0 to quantify the worst-case wasted
resource time. We do not have memory usage data for all
applications, so we also simulate that applications use the
same amount and focus on the wasted memory time.
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5.2

Simulation Results

Understanding the fixed keep-alive policy. We start evaluating the policy used by most providers: the fixed keep-alive
policy. We first assess how the length of the keep-alive affects the cold starts. Figure 14 shows the distribution of cold
start percentage experienced by all applications for various
lengths. For comparison, we also include a No unloading policy, which corresponds to each application only experiencing
the initial cold start. Even the No unloading policy has ∼3.5%
of applications with 100% cold starts; these applications have
only one invocation in the entire week.
We see significant cold start reduction going from a 10minute keep-alive to 1-hour. The 75th -percentile application
experiences cold starts 50.3% of the time for the 10-minute
keep-alive. This number goes down to 25% for 1-hour. The
cold start improvement is more pronounced in the last quartile
of the distribution, since applications with infrequent invocations are those that benefit the most. From now on, we will
focus on this metric (i.e., 75th -percentile) to report cold starts.
While a longer keep-alive reduces cold starts significantly,
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Figure 15: Trade-off between cold starts and wasted memory
time for the fixed keep-alive policy and our hybrid policy.
it also increases the resources wasted significantly. The red
markers in Figure 15 show the trade-off between cold starts
and memory wasted, where we normalize the wasted memory
time to the 10-minute keep-alive. The red curve near the red
markers approximates the Pareto curve. The figure shows, for
example, that a fixed 2-hour keep-alive has almost 30% higher
wasted memory time than the 10-minute baseline. An optimal
policy would deliver the lowest cold starts with minimum cost.
We rely on these Pareto curves to evaluate the policies.
Impact of using a histogram. We now start to evaluate our
hybrid policy with the impact of the histogram and its range.
The green markers in Figure 15 show the cold start percentage
and wasted memory time of our histogram for various ranges.
The figure shows how our policy reduces the cold starts significantly with lower memory waste. In fact, the 10-minute
fixed keep-alive policy involves ∼2.5x more cold starts at the
75th -percentile while using the same amount of memory as
our histogram with a range of 4 hours. From a different perspective, the fixed 2-hour keep-alive policy provides roughly
the same percentage of cold starts as the 4-hour histogram
range, but consumes about 50% more resources. Overall, the
hybrid policies form a parallel, more optimal Pareto frontier
(green curve) than the fixed policies (red curve).
Impact of the histogram cutoff percentiles. Our policy uses
two cutoff percentiles to exclude outliers in the head and tail
of the IT distribution. Figure 16 shows the sensitivity study
that we used to determine suitable cutoff values. The figure
shows that, by setting the head and tail cutoffs to the 5th - and
99th -percentiles of the IT distribution (labeled Hybrid[5,99]
in the figure), the cold start percentage does not degrade noticeably whereas the wasted memory time goes down by 15%,
compared to the case with no cutoff (Hybrid[0,100]).
Impact of unloading and pre-warming. Complementing
our adaptive keep-alive with pre-warming allows unloading
of an application right after execution and pre-warming right
before the next invocation. This reduces the wasted memory
time of application images. Figure 17 shows this, where using
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Figure 18: Trade-off between cold starts and memory wasted,
as a function of the CV threshold, using a 4-hour range.
similar keep-alive (KA) configurations with and without prewarming (PW) has significantly different wasted memory
time. The cost, however, is adding a small number of cold
starts from unexpected invocations. We can control this tradeoff by adjusting the histogram head cutoff percentile.
Impact of checking the histogram representativeness. Our
policy checks whether the histogram is representative before
using it. If the histogram is not representative (i.e., the CV
of its bin counts is lower than a threshold), it uses a standard
keep-alive approach where applications stay loaded for the
same length as the histogram range. We study the impact of
different CV thresholds in Figure 18. The figure shows the application cold start distributions (left) and the Pareto frontier
(right). We see significant gains using a small CV threshold
larger than 0. We opt for CV=2 as our default threshold. Increasing the CV further has negligible cold start reduction
with higher resource costs.
Impact of using time-series analysis. Another feature of
our hybrid policy is to use ARIMA modeling for applications
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Figure 20: Cold start behavior of fixed keep-alive and hybrid
policies in OpenWhisk.

that have many ITs outside the range of the histogram. To
evaluate its impact, we now focus on the percentage of applications that show 100% cold starts. Figure 19 shows this
percentage when using (1) the fixed keep-alive policy, (2) the
hybrid policy without ARIMA, and (3) the full hybrid policy
(including ARIMA). All of them use 4 hours for the fixed
keep-alive and the histogram range. During the week-long
simulation window, 0.64% of invocations were handled by
ARIMA, and 9.3% of applications used ARIMA at least once.
Using ARIMA reduces the percentage of applications that
experience 100% cold starts by about 50%, i.e. from 10.5% to
5.2% of all applications. A significant portion of these applications have only one invocation during the entire week and no
predictive model can help them. Excluding these applications,
the same reduction becomes 75%, i.e. from 6.9% to 1.7% of
all applications. This shows that ARIMA provides benefits
for applications that cannot benefit from a fixed keep-alive or
a histogram-based policy.
Summary. Our hybrid policy can reduce the number of cold
starts significantly while minimizing the memory cost. We
achieve these positive results despite having deliberately designed our policy for simplicity and practicality: (1) histogram
bins have a resolution of 1-minute, (2) histograms have a maximum range, (3) they do not require any pre-processing or
complicated model updates, and (4) when the histogram does
not work well, we resort to simple and effective alternatives.

the hybrid policy reduced the average and 99-percentile function execution time 32.5% and 82.4%, respectively. This is
due to a secondary effect in OpenWhisk, where the language
runtime bootstrap time is eliminated for warm containers.
Policy overhead. We measure the (1) additional latency induced by our implementation and (2) the impact of our policy
on the scalability of the OpenWhisk controller. The Scala
code that implements our policy in the Controller adds an average of only 835.7µs (σ = 245.5µs) to the end-to-end latency.
This overhead is negligible compared to the existing latency of
OpenWhisk components: the (in-memory) language runtime
initiation takes O(10ms) and the container initiation takes
O(100ms) for cold containers [38]. For the uncommon cases
where ARIMA is required (0.7% of invocations), the initial
forecast involves building the model, which takes an average of 26.9ms, whereas subsequent forecasts take an average
of 5.3ms. Since ARIMA works for applications that would
normally experience cold starts, these overheads represent a
relatively small cost compared to the cold start overhead.
In terms of scalability, CPU utilization is the limiting factor for the Controller. Our policy adds only a 4-6% higher
utilization for a range of benchmarking request rates (10rps
to 300rps), compared to OpenWhisk’s default policy.

5.3

6

Experimental results

We ran two experiments with 68 randomly selected mid-range
popularity applications from our workload on our 19-VM
OpenWhisk deployment: one experiment with the default 10minute fixed keep-alive policy of OpenWhisk, and another
with our hybrid policy and a 4-hour histogram range. Each
experiment ran for 8 hours. During the 8-hour period, there are
a total of 12,383 function invocations. We use FaaSProfiler [1,
38] to automate trace replay and result analysis.
Figure 20 compares the cold start behavior of the hybrid
and 10-minute fixed keep-alive policies. The significant cold
start reductions follow the same trend as our simulations
(left graph of Figure 16). On average and across the 18 Invoker VMs, the hybrid policy reduced memory consumption
of worker containers by 15.6%, which is also consistent with
our simulation results (right graph of Figure 16). Moreover,
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Production Implementation

We have implemented our policy in Azure Functions for
HTTP-triggered applications; its main elements will be rolling
out to production in stages starting this month. Here, we
overview the implementation.
Azure Functions has a controller that communicates with
function-execution workers through HTTP, and a database
for persisting system state. The controller gets asynchronous
updates from the workers at fixed intervals; we use these to
populate the histogram. We keep the histogram in memory
(bucket of 240 integers per application, or 960 bytes) and do
hourly backups to the database. We start a new histogram per
day in the database so we can track changes in application’s
invocation pattern, and remove histograms older than 2 weeks.
We can potentially use these daily histograms in a weighted
fashion to give more importance to recent records.
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When an application changes state from executing to idle,
we use the aggregated histogram to compute its pre-warm interval and schedule an event for that time (minus 90 seconds).
Pre-warming loads function dependencies and performs JIT
where applicable. Some steps, like JIT of the function code,
happen when the actual invocation comes in as the function’s
code cannot be executed as part of warmup to preserve execution semantics. Each worker maintains the keep-alive duration
separately, depending on how long it has been idle for. We
make all policy decisions asynchronously, off the critical path
to minimize the latency impact on the invocation. This includes updating the in-memory histogram, backing up the
histogram to the database, scheduling pre-warming events,
and controlling the workers’ keep alive intervals.

7

Related Work

There is a fast-increasing number of studies on different aspects of serverless computing. The most relevant for our paper
are those that characterize FaaS platforms and applications,
and those that propose and optimize FaaS serving systems.
FaaS characterization. A few studies [7, 15, 24–26, 44] have
characterized the main commercial FaaS providers, but only
from the perspective of external users. They typically reverseengineer aspects of FaaS offerings, by running benchmark
functions to collect various externally visible metrics. Our
characterization is orthogonal to these works, as we provide
a longitudinal characterization of the entire workload of a
large cloud provider from the provider’s perspective. Our
characterization is the first of its kind.
Another class of studies looks at the ways developers are
using FaaS offerings, by looking at public application repositories [41]. While valuable, this approach cannot offer insights
on the aggregate workload seen by a provider.
Optimizing FaaS serving. Another set of relevant work considers optimizing different aspects of FaaS systems. Van Eyk
et al. [42] identify performance-related challenges, including
scheduling policies that minimize cold starts. They also identify the lack of execution traces from real FaaS platforms as a
major obstacle to addressing the challenges they identified.
For optimizing each cold start, Mohan et al. [32] find that
pre-allocating virtual network interfaces that are later bound
to new function containers can significantly reduce cold start
times. SOCK [33] proposes to optimize the loading of Python
functions in OpenLambda by smart caching of sets of libraries,
and by using lightweight isolation mechanisms for functions.
SAND [3] uses application-level sandboxing to prevent the
cold start latency for subsequent function invocations within
an application. Azure Functions warms all functions within
an application together; thus this was not a concern for us. Replayable Execution [43] proposes checkpointing and sharing
of memory among containers to speed up the startup times
of a JVM-based FaaS system. Kaffes et al. [22] propose a
centralized core-granular scheduler. Our work on reducing
the number of cold starts and resource usage by predicting
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function invocations is orthogonal to these improvements.
Other studies also use prediction to optimize different aspects. Work in [19, 20] proposes a policy for deciding on
function multi-tenancy, based on a predictive model of resource demands of each function. Without discussing design
details, EMARS [37] proposes using predictive modeling for
allocation of memory to serverless functions. Kesidis [23]
proposes to use the prediction of the resource demands of
functions to enable the provider to overbook functions on
containers. In contrast, we track invocation patterns and use
this knowledge to reduce cold starts and memory waste.
Cache management. Finally, one might think that the problem of managing cold starts is similar to managing caches
of variable-sized objects, such as Web page caches and others [4, 8, 36]. However, there are two fundamental differences.
First, FaaS frameworks are often implemented on top of services that charge by the time resources are allocated (e.g.,
each application is packaged as a container and deployed to a
container service). Thus, cold start policies proactively unload
applications/functions from memory, instead of waiting for
other applications/functions to need the space. Our policy is
closest to a class of TTL-based caches where new accesses
reset the TTL [9, 10]. These works did not consider temporal prefetching, the equivalent of our pre-warming. Other
caching work did consider it, but with capacity-based replacements [46]. Second, most caching algorithms to date have
focused on aggregate performance metrics [13, 14], such as
the weighted sum or average of per-object miss ratios. In contrast, we tailor our cold start management to each application
to maximize individual customer satisfaction.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we characterized the entire production FaaS
workload of Azure Functions. The characterization unearthed
several key observations for cold start and resource management. Based on them, we proposed a practical policy for
reducing the number of cold starts at a low resource cost. We
evaluated the policy using both simulations and a real implementation, and real workload traces. Our results showed that
the policy can achieve the same number of cold starts at much
lower resource cost, or keep the same resource cost but reduce
the number of cold starts significantly. Finally, we overviewed
our policy’s implementation in Azure Functions. We released
sanitized traces from our characterization data at [31].
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Abstract

Introduction

The primary goal of computer science (CS) experimental
testbeds is to support CS systems research by inventing and
operating a scientific instrument on which such research can
be conducted. Like in any other experimental science, such
instrument is a critical tool: while we can conceive of all
sorts of experiments, in practice we can carry out only those
that are supported by an instrument that allows us to deploy,
capture, and record relevant phenomena. The objective of experiment support can be considered along two dimensions:
supporting the broadest possible set of experiments for the
largest possible set of experimenters. The factors that influence the former include providing state-of-the-art hardware
at appropriate scales and sufficiently expressive interfaces for
allocating and configuring that hardware (i.e., deploying experiments). The latter is influenced by the cost of per user and
per experiment support, but also the usability and familiarity
of interfaces that lower the entry barrier for most users.
In this paper, we describe Chameleon, a testbed for CS
research and education, and evaluate it from the perspective
of the two dimensions outlined above. Chameleon gives users
access to a broad array of state-of-the-art hardware, supports
deep reconfigurability and experimentation at scale as well as
isolation, preventing one experiment from impacting another.
Since its public availability date in July 2015, Chameleon has
supported 4,000+ users working on 600+ projects.
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François Halbach5

The Chameleon testbed is a case study in adapting the cloud
paradigm for computer science research. In this paper, we
explain how this adaptation was achieved, evaluate it from the
perspective of supporting the most experiments for the most
users, and make a case that utilizing mainstream technology
in research testbeds can increase efficiency without compromising on functionality. We also highlight the opportunity
inherent in the shared digital artifacts generated by testbeds
and give an overview of the efforts we’ve made to develop it
to foster reproducibility.
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Unlike traditional CS experimental systems such as
Grid’5000 [1], Emulab/CloudLab [2, 3], or GENI [4], which
have generally been configured by technologies developed inhouse, Chameleon adapted the OpenStack mainstream opensource cloud technology to provide its capabilities. This has
a range of practical benefits, such as familiar interfaces for
users and operators (or workforce development potential for
those not familiar with OpenStack, as they acquire transferable skills), the opportunity to leverage the contributions from
a large development community, and the potential to contribute back to that community in turn and thus influence
infrastructure used by many users worldwide. Beyond practical benefits, configuring an experimental platform as a cloud
also provides a direct answer in the debate over whether CS
systems research can be supported on clouds, including potentially commercial clouds. More importantly, it also provides
a means of influencing that debate through direct mainstream
contributions, i.e., describing how a cloud needs to be configured to support this type of research. A secondary contribution
of our paper is thus an articulation of a mainstream cloud configuration that yields a platform suitable for systems research.

Perhaps the most important lesson learned from Chameleon
was that testbeds generate a wealth of experimental digital
artifacts compatible with the testbed – such as images, orchestration templates, or more recently, computational notebooks
– that can be used to re-play experiments. Testbeds are thus
“readers” for digital representations of experiments. This creates an opportunity for developing a sharing ecosystem in
which users can easily share and replicate each other’s experiments and thereby another dimension in which a testbed can
support research. This dimension is influenced by how easily
experiments can be expressed in a shareable and replicable
form – and then how easily they can be discovered and published. We introduced these mechanisms in Chameleon over
the last year; while they have been around for too short a time
to provide a comprehensive evaluation, we will discuss both
their structure and potential.
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2

Chameleon in a Nutshell

The Chameleon testbed consists of two operating sites: one at
University of Chicago (UC) and the other at Texas Advanced
Computing Center (TACC). Our approach to hardware seeks
to balance scale (i.e., support for HPC and Big Data experiments) and diversity. Scale was achieved via investment in
12 Haswell racks (2 at UC, 10 at TACC) containing a mix of
compute and storage nodes, one with IB interconnect. More
recently, they were augmented by 3 SkyLake racks (2 at UC,
1 at TACC) and 1 CascadeLake rack at TACC. The SkyLake
racks are equipped with Corsa switches enabling experimentation with Software Defined Networks (SDN). The sites are
connected by a 100G network supporting experimentation
with large flows. This investment in scale is supplemented
by smaller clusters of nodes supporting specialized experiment types: they include four types of GPUs (M40s, K80s,
P100s, and P100 with NVLINK), FPGAs, low-power nodes
(ARMs, Atoms, and low-power Xeons), and memory hierarchy nodes equipped with almost a TB of RAM memory, and
a range of NVMes, SDDs, and HDDs. Over 4 PB in global
storage capability is additionally distributed across the sites.
About a year ago a Chameleon Associate Site (contributed
on a voluntary basis) was added at Northwestern with a modest allocation of nodes equipped with 100G cards, expanding Chameleon’s ability to support experiments with large
networking flows. A fine-grained and rigorously up-to-date
description of hardware can be obtained from the Chameleon
Resource Discovery services [5].
Chameleon’s capabilities are designed to allow experimenters to allocate and configure these resources at multiple
entry levels: users can make allocations expressed as modelbased constraints, allocate by node type, or point to a specific
node, either on-demand or via advance reservations. Allocatable resources range over nodes, networks, and IP addresses.
Resource configuration is supported at bare metal level and
supports custom kernel boot. The latter is achieved via the
support of whole-disk images, which include a kernel, a partition map, and a bootloader. Reimaging takes places as a
sequence of booting to a provisioning ramdisk via PXE, image transfer to node’s disk via iSCSI, and a local boot. This
allows kernel developers to replace the kernel as needed for
experimentation; they can also use serial console access at
boot time for debugging and snapshotting to save the revised
image. In addition, Chameleon supports network stitching
and SDN experimentation via the recently introduced Bring
Your Own Controller (BYOC) [6] abstraction built on top
of the Corsa DP2000 series OpenFlow switches. Users can
create SDN networks that are isolated from each other and the
testbed management networks by dynamically provisioned
virtual forwarding contexts (VFCs), each with its own controller and subset of ports/VLANs, that are then connected to
the nodes and external circuits reserved by the user.
Configuration can also be carried out at multiple entry
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levels: users can reimage individual nodes and then configure their experiments manually, use orchestration capabilities
to render complex (potentially distributed) experiments that
can be automatically and repeatedly deployed, or use Jupyter
notebooks in combination with one or both of these mechanisms. Monitoring is supported partly by OpenStack Gnocci
service that has been augmented to provide capabilities such
as e.g., fine-grained power monitoring. The CHameleon Infrastructure (CHI), which implements these capabilities, is
built primarily on top of the mainstream open-source OpenStack platform [7] (with extensions and contributions from
our team), but also integrates resource representation, versioning and management tools from the Grid’5000 project [1], and
network management tools from the ExoGENI [8] project.
The implementation of CHI has been described in detail in [9].
Chameleon projects are given allocations of 20,000 SUs
(one SU is a node hour) for six months; this aims to strike a
balance between what might represent a reasonable amount of
time needed to obtain a result (a very variable measure!) and
1% of 6 months’ capacity of the initial testbed deployment
(i.e., if everybody was using their allocation at the same time
the testbed could support no more than 100 projects in that
amount of time). Allocations can be recharged (more SUs) or
renewed (longer time). In addition, user’s leases on the system
(i.e., the length of time for which resources can be allocated)
are limited to at most 7 days; these can also be extended
either programmatically or via interactions with Chameleon
operators.
Figure 1 provides a rough summary of Chameleon’s growth
in hardware and utilization, as well as users and projects.
Over the almost four and a half years of its operational life
Chameleon has supported 4,331 users across 655 unique
projects representing a broad array of research and educational uses. The growth of Chameleon usage has been steady
since the project start, with about 7 new projects per month
in the first years of operations, accelerating to eleven new
projects per month in 2019. Incremental hardware investments have been keeping up with that growth. We also observe a similar trend to that already reported by [3] where
usage is lower during summer and winter breaks and peaks
during the semester and important conferences such as the
supercomputing conference series.

3

Most Experiments for Most Experimenters

We now evaluate the key decisions made in Chameleon from
the perspective of supporting the most experiments for the
most experimenters. To evaluate the former, we will look at
whether the hardware and capabilities we provide are sufficient to support experiments in our community; for the latter
we will look at quantitative measures such as the numbers of
users and experiments the tested can simultaneously support
and the types of projects it attracted.
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Figure 1: Increasing usage and capacity of the testbed over
time. Monthly values are normalized to the maximum observed value over time. Scalings are independent for each
metric.

3.1

Experiments

In this section we describe and evaluate both our strategy for
hardware configuration and the technical decisions we made
to provide access to this hardware such that it supports the
broadest possible set of experiments. Unless we specify otherwise, the data reflects period between 09/01/15 to 12/31/19.
3.1.1

Hardware

Where resources are limited (as they inevitably are in academic testbeds) it is important that hardware investments
strike a balance between scale, i.e., support for large-scale
experimentation, such as HPC, and diversity, i.e., support for
a broad range of resources on which different research questions can be tried. Given these considerations, our hardware
investment strategy was to build up scale at the beginning of
the project (the original 12 rack Haswell deployment) and
then introduce diversity gradually with an eye towards the
types of projects that were requested the most, and the type
of resources that were utilized the most. We also held back
a “strategic reserve” of hardware investment to develop the
testbed as innovative hardware solutions emerged.
To understand how well we satisfy the need for scale we
looked at the size of lease requests for the testbed in general,
and the large Haswell partition in particular. By far the most
leases on the testbed are requests for a single node, constituting 67.19% of testbed leases (63.24% of Haswell leases) with
only 5% of requests exceeding 10 nodes (11% for Haswell).
The largest lease on the testbed was 120 nodes. Overall, this
means that our investment in scale did indeed broaden the set
of supported experiments while also allowing us to support
more simultaneous leases.
To understand how well we support the need for diverse
hardware types, we show in Figure 2 node availability against
the percentage of time that it was available, first for the overall
time since resource installation, and then during the busiest
and least busy month as measured by highest and least utiliza-
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tion of the testbed as a whole (Cascade Lake was installed
very recently and is not shown). By far the most used resource
types are the four GPU types, with the two newer GPUs (GPU
P100) more in demand than the two older ones (GPU K80 and
M40), followed closely by the memory hierarchy nodes. On
the other end of the spectrum, ARMs, Atoms, and low-power
Xeons—targeting specialized power experiments—are used
the least. The large-scale resources, Haswells and Skylakes,
as well as the FPGAs, occupy the middle.
While these categorizations are roughly consistent across
specific time periods and overall, some important details are
different. For example, the availability of the GPU P100
NVLINK is less in both most and least used month than the
overall availability graph would suggest; this is due in significant part to the fact that resources are typically much less
utilized immediately after they are introduced as the knowledge of their availability has yet to be absorbed. In general,
periodic usage patterns might fluctuate due to specific conference deadlines or teaching/workshop use.
One lesson learned from our experiences is the need for
adaptation. Overall, introducing diversity to the testbed gradually allowed us to make changes to respond to community
demand, shaped by the evolving nature of the research needs.
For example, based on the response to our early K80 and
M40 deployments driven by emergent interest in machine
learning, and combined with less demand for a low-power
processors, we re-budgeted some of our planned investment
between those categories and also invested our “strategic reserve” into more GPUs. This meant that we were able to
provide ample support for low-power experimentation while
keeping up with emergent demands. Because of periodic fluctuations it is hard to formulate recommendations on when
such change should be considered; based on our experiences
it is likely to occur when usage moves to the area of the graph
between the large-scale and memory hierarchy resources.
3.1.2

Capabilities

Resource Description. Much of the usefulness of the testbed
relies on the manner in which users gain access to hardware. To do that, users have to describe the resources they
need. Commercial clouds offer a variety of “instances”, sometimes with vaguely described properties (e.g., “high I/O bandwidth”). Experimental testbeds allow users to choose a specific hardware type and sometimes seek to ensure that all
servers of the same type have comparable performance [3,10].
In contrast, we take the view that performance variability is a
fact of life and often a research topic in itself. Our approach
therefore is to allow users to choose resources on a range of
levels: from a model description expressed as a set of constraints (e.g., “memory of at least X” or “X nodes situated
on the same rack”), through describing hardware type (e.g., a
Skylake node), or by referring to a specific node.
Analyzing Chameleon lease requests made between 09/16
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Figure 2: The usage of Chameleon hardware types expressed as resource availability plotted against the percentage of time in
which it was available for (a) overall availability since resource installation, (b) the least and (c) most utilized month.
and 11/19, we find that the majority (89.24%) were created using a single constraint (the rest are leases using either no constraint or multiple constraints; 9.5% and 1.26%, respectively).
Of the single constraint leases, 90.18% were created by specifying the hardware type and only 3.38% specify node uid (a
specific node). However, when we look at single-constraint
leases that are created more than 7 days in advance, the percent of leases with node type constraint drops to 59.91%,
while the percent of leases with uid increases to 18.45%,
which shows that users who need a specific node are willing
to wait for it rather than replace it with something else.
Overall, a hardware type is clearly the most requested
quality. Specific nodes are requested relatively infrequently,
though some experimenters do need them and model-based
descriptions based on high-level constraints are rare. While it
is often tempting to think that a model-based description is
the ideal, the following anecdote illustrates the limitations of
this approach. Using a model-based request (“memory greater
than X”), one of our users was assigned an ARM node; this
led to a difficulty since although this was a correct match
for the experimental model, the user’s tooling did not work
on ARMs. In subsequent conversation with our support staff
the user was advised to browse our discovery services, found
the Chameleon memory hierarchy nodes, and concluded that
with those nodes he would be able to design a more ambitious
experiment. We derive two lessons from this: first, models are
not all that is needed for determining the right experimental
resources (logistical concerns need to be taken into account
as well); second, resource discovery phase is an essential part
of an the experimental workflow and critical to taking full
advantage of the testbed.
Allocatable Resources. Another matter of interaction with
the testbed consists of being able to obtain resources in a
timely manner. Commercial clouds use the metaphor of an
“endless resource” always available on-demand – in practice
no resource is of course endless even in commercial clouds
(e.g., the current initial limit at AWS is 256 VCPUs [11]) –
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though some are sufficiently large. Thus, the ability to gracefully deal with availability limitations is important, particularly in academic clouds where we try to maximize small
scale resource investment.
To provide such ability we introduced the abstraction of
an allocatable resource described in [12]. In brief, an allocatable resource allows users to manage a resource allocation
in terms of both time and resource assigned to the allocation
(i.e., when an allocation starts and ends, and well as how many
nodes belong to it). In particular, the ability to manage the
start time is sometimes referred to as “advance reservations”
and is a generalization of on-demand availability provided by
commercial clouds (i.e., on-demand is an advance reservation
with start time set to “now”). The resources can be of various types and can be managed to fulfill different conditions;
in Chameleon currently the managed allocatable resources
consist of nodes, VLANs, and public IP addresses. The implementation of this capability and its contribution to OpenStack
was initiated by the Chameleon team.
As [12] demonstrates, allocatable resources, and advance
reservations in particular, are useful in providing access to
scarce resources: the scarcer the resource, the more likely
users are to make an advance reservation to ensure availability,
and the longer in advance this reservation is likely to be made.
In figure 3, we provide a more detailed demonstration of
this concept: we scatter plot all leases made for three types of
resources: Haswell compute nodes at TACC (largest partition),
Skylake compute nodes at UC (largest partition), and our GPU
P100 cluster (16 nodes), noting the number of nodes requested
and the reservation lead time.
We see that the GPU P100 nodes (one of the most utilized
resources per Figure 3) have by far the longest advance reservation lead times even though only very few users reserve
more than one node. On the other hand, Haswell@TACC,
used for experiments at scale, show a significantly higher proportion of leases with multiple nodes (with the max being 85).
While many of them are created with some lead time, it was
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Figure 3: Node counts vs. advance reservation lead time of advanced leases for (a) GPU_P100, (b) Haswell, and (c) Skylake
possible to create some large leases on-demand; they are correlated to summer use (low utilization) and no leases with size
in the 95th percentile were available after 2016 as the testbed
became popular. This trend is even more pronounced when
looking at the Skylake nodes, which are a scarcer resource
than Haswells (64 versus 278 for largest partition) but also
support experiments at scale. Advance reservations are thus
useful in managing two types of resource scarcity: very scarce
resources (e.g., GPU P100) will require high lead times, but
relatively abundant resources (e.g., Haswells) can become
scarce if a large reservation is requested.
The end time of a resource reservation can also be extended
programmatically, although according to our policies this can
only take place within 48 hours of lease expiration and of
course only if the resource is not reserved by another user
(a policy exception can also be requested via the help desk.).
This last consideration limits the practical usefulness of this
feature in the case of scarce resources, as it is likely that they
will have been reserved by the time the extension window
becomes active. For this reason, programmatic extension requests have only been successful in relatively few cases in
practice, e.g., during the last year at UC only 5.4% leases got
extended in this way; though half of them more than once.
Separation of allocation and configuration. Unlike commercial clouds where resource allocation and image deployment are one operation, Chameleon separates them to allow
users to map different images to an allocation. This capability
proved relatively popular with experimenters: 22.07% of the
allocations had more than one instance deployed, and roughly
half of those (9.17% of all the allocations) had more than
one unique instance (i.e., associated with a different image)
deployed; the average number of instances deployed within
one allocation is 1.45 (with max being 12) and of unique
instances is 1.12 (with max being 10).
Networking. Network isolation is an important property
in that it allows non-standard IP configuration, potentially disruptive services, or security experiments that analyse or intentionally attack other nodes on the isolated network. Similarly
to many of the base Chameleon features, we implemented
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this via standard OpenStack services; within each geographic
site, users can create Chameleon networks that are isolated
within unrestricted VLANs (i.e., no firewalls) and logically
connect any number and type of nodes.
Chameleon’s “Bring Your Own Controller” (BYOC) [6]
capability extends these isolated networks by providing direct
user control of network flows and configuration via a standard
or customized OpenFlow 1.3 controller. Though OpenStack
did not support BYOC out of the box, its modular design enabled us to implement the feature as a custom Neutron plugin,
which enables users to specify the IP and port of the user’s
OpenFlow controller (whether provisioned on Chameleon or
externally). Chameleon uses Corsa DP2000 series switches to
dynamically create isolated OpenFlow 1.3 network slices in
hardware operating at full performance (10 Gbps node ports
and a 100 Gbps uplink); this is in contrast to an approach
which provides coarse control of whole OpenFlow switches
from a static pool of hardware as implemented by CloudLab.
BYOC enables many experiments from basic hands-on educational experiences with OpenFlow to advanced networking
experiments that optimize performance of network traffic or
identify and remedy security breaches by analysing low-level
traffic behavior. Despite the fact that BYOC networking is
new and targeted at highly specialized and advanced users,
there have been already been 11 unique projects (representing
4% of active projects over the time period) that have deployed
OpenFlow experiments on the Chicago site alone.
Networking experiments on Chameleon are not limited to
the Chameleon testbed alone. Users can create dedicated layer
2 circuits between Chameleon networks and external facilities
such as ExoGENI, campus laboratories, public clouds, and
other Chameleon sites; creating dynamic connections of this
type is often called “stitching” [4]. ExoGENI provides a dynamic stitching service that connects a wide collection of participating facilities, including Chameleon. Chameleon users
can create isolated stitched links between their networks (including BYOC networks) and ExoGENI and can extend those
links across ExoGENI to remote facilities. In addition, multiple stitched links can be connected to a single Chameleon
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network, enabling user-controlled wide-area multi-path routing experiments. To date, 22 unique projects (representing
8% of active projects over the feature’s life time) that rely
on network stitching have created 920 stitched links between
remote facilities using ExoGENI.
Orchestration. Once a lease is created, users can configure it using Chameleon provided images, create their own
(often, but not always, derived from Chameleon provided images), or use complex appliances [13], representing concepts
such as a cluster, a cloud, or a networking experiment, that
can be deployed “with one click” and then repeated in future
deployments, similar to CloudLab profiles [3]. These experiments are configured using images in conjunction with Heat
orchestration templates [14] that define how to deploy and
contextualize [15] them to create the desired integrated environment and processes. Using Heat, an active Chameleon
topology can be modified (by e.g., adding or removing nodes,
altering MTUs on the network, or changing a post-boot step
for a particular node) through changes to the underlying Heat
template; the orchestration system applies the delta without
forcing re-creation of the entire topology. The choice to decouple allocation and configuration made this functionality
easier: because a set of resources is allocated explicitly to a
user for a time period, any topological or software/firmware
configuration can vary without breaking the researcher’s assumptions about the underlying hardware.
Consistent with our decision to make the testbed available
at various levels of access, the use of orchestration is optional
for Chameleon users. Using orchestration/Heat provides repeatability at the cost of an additional up-front investment
(i.e., developing an orchestration template) and thus tends to
be used in later stages of a project when experimental configuration is settled on. Since users often develop orchestration
templates by modifying existing ones, the Chameleon project
provides 3 complex appliances (images+Heat template) and
another 14 individually-supported complex appliances are
hosted on our appliance catalog; the most popular are MPI
bare-metal cluster (MPICH3), Ryu OpenFlow Controller, and
OpenFlow - QuickStart appliance. To date, 81 Chameleon
projects have used Heat, among those 20 were in systems, 17
in education, and 12 in networking, with the rest ranging over
a variety of topics including security, power management,
and others. The usage data since 10/16 when this feature was
introduced show a steady upward trend in orchestrated deployments: 94 (2017), 155 (2018), and 405 (2019), though more
recently users were increasingly using Jupyter notebooks or
scripting for orchestration. Overall, while orchestration is an
advanced feature and thus the uptake is slow, it is proving a
useful tool to express a range of experiments.
Configuring complex experiments, even when automated
via orchestration, can still take significant time, as packages
need to be installed, configuration scripts run, and tests executed. Thus, while separating allocation and configuration
proved a successful decision, users often ask for functionality
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Figure 4: The cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of
lease percent usage for the last quarter of 2018 and 2019.

that effectively recombines these actions, i.e., automatically
triggers the deployment of an orchestrated experiment when a
user’s advance reservation comes into effect. To provide it, we
introduced the automated deployment feature [16] in 01/19
that automatically triggers the deployment of experiments
orchestrated with Heat. So far it has been little used while still
being often requested; this likely points to the need for more
energetic education efforts as well potentially to the need of
extending this capability to other orchestration methods, in
particular the increasingly popular Jupyter-based approach.
Managing User Behavior. Perhaps the most significant
challenge of operating Chameleon, common to all academic
cloud resources, is ensuring fair sharing of the resource. Unlike in HPC datacenters, where actual resource use is tied to
the submission of a specific program (such that if the program fails the resource grant is withdrawn), access to cloud
resources is given out on an open-ended basis. Commercial
clouds create incentive to use no more than is needed by
charging for the duration of access. Academic clouds, such as
Chameleon, seek to provide a similar incentive via allocation
policies (see Section 2); this is generally less successful since
users can recharge or renew their allocation relatively easily.
In fact, we found this measure to be inadequate on its own
early in the project as users created leases to “put a hold”
on resources that then went unused, significantly reducing
testbed capacity for others. This led us to introduce the (extensible) 7 day lease limit described earlier which improved fair
sharing at the cost of imposing extra overhead on experiments
that legitimately need more than 7 days. However, we still
see leases on the testbed that merely hold resources without
using them.
To manage this situation, we introduced a policy whereby
users are expected to start using their lease within a certain
amount of time from deployment. This policy is enforced by
a “lease reaper” (deployed in 09/19) that monitors the use of
a lease, sends a reminder to users not using their leases, and
terminates them if still unused after a certain period of time.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of lease usage for the last
quarter of 2018 and last quarter of 2019 (before and after
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the lease reaper was introduced). While it is natural that resources in a lease may be unutilized for some time (e.g.,
between deployment of different images), we see that in 2018
(without lease reaper) a large percentage of leases is underutilizing resources to a significant extent. However, in 2019 (with
lease reaper) the situation improved: it went from 40.79% to
45.95% fully-used leases and from 66.92% to 71.19% 80%used leases. More sophisticated ways of ascertaining if a lease
is actually being used are likely to tighten the gap between
allocated and used leases further, but at the same time become
open to “gaming” by users emulating lease usage via artificial
means, reducing their effectiveness. Thus, striking the right
balance of incentive and access to promote fair sharing in
academic environments is still an open question.
Summary. On the whole, we found that the key design
decisions we took, whether by introducing new hardware or
new capabilities, led to expanding the set of experiments available to our user community, and were thus quickly embraced.
While we still receive new feature requests, they are increasingly smaller and come less often. At the same time, a significant lesson learned in the process of operating Chameleon is
that no research testbed is ever complete because the set of
desired experiments is constantly expanding. As the research
frontier advances emergent research opportunities create the
need for new scientific instruments – or new features in existing scientific instruments – to support their exploration. While
setting aside a strategic reserve in hardware served us well,
the extent to which this phenomenon drove development was
surprising: not only did we need to adapt the system to leverage new opportunities in hardware (such as e.g., providing the
BYOC capability on top of the Corsa switches), we needed to
develop abstractions (such as e.g., the allocatable resources)
to integrate those extensions in the experimental workflow.
The most significant types of experiments that Chameleon
does not support yet are thus in emergent topics – for example, on the intersection of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud
computing as well as machine learning.

3.2

Experimenters

Supporting as many users as possible will be influenced by
two factors: how many users a testbed can sustain by managing the cost of users and experiments and how many users it
can attract by adapting itself to the needs of different communities; this section will discuss how well Chameleon was able
to achieve both.
Isolation and Automation. Providing an appropriate level
of isolation captures an important trade-off: it should be finegrained enough to divide the testbed efficiently between multiple experiments – but also coarse-grained enough to satisfy the isolation needs of a specific experiment. Since the
granularity often goes with the level of isolation a specific
mechanism provides [12] we must be careful to not sacrifice
the required level of isolation; at the same time we want to
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Figure 5: The numbers of active users and projects over time.
The trend lines average the number of users/projects over 6
month period.

serve as many users as possible. In Chameleon, we navigate
this trade-off by configuring the bulk of the testbed with CHI
while setting aside two racks (originally three) provided as
a standard OpenStack/KVM cloud. This finer-grained system isolation that this alternative cloud provides means that
multiple user VMs can be deployed on one node instead of
allocating a whole bare metal node (though it does not provide
the performance isolation that a bare metal offers). Because
of this efficiency, we were also able to offer a different policy:
users can make open-ended deployments on the KVM partition while CHI (bare metal) leases are limited as to 7 days at
most. Last but not least, it is more suited to less-experienced
users.
Our data indicate that 209 Chameleon projects (22.94% of
all Chameleon projects) used our KVM partition at least once.
Among those projects, 12.92% are projects in CS education.
About 26.16% of our total number of users used the partition,
most of them assigned to an educational project. Most VMs
(71.52%) are deployed for an hour or less and only 3.18%
leverage the ability to claim testbed resources for more than
one week. The median daily count of deployed VMs is 344
(with max/min of 1490/29); each of those would have likely
occupied a bare metal node otherwise. All those statistics
point to significant educational use; given the number of users
and projects overall this seems a good investment for what
currently constitutes only 16% of our total Haswell system
and even smaller fraction of the overall testbed.
Supporting Volume. While isolation method determines
the unit of sharing, the largest factor in the ability to support as many users as possible is automation since it lowers
the per-user and per-experiment cost. We noted earlier that
Chameleon is a production testbed, i.e., a testbed that supports
production services that yield individual/breakable testbeds.
Consistent with this definition, we define Chameleon testbed
functions as only those experiments that are accessible to
users in an automated manner (while we also support experiments requiring manual intervention from operators and special requests, we consider them support functions, not testbed
functions). We now examine indicators of how much user
volume the testbed can support.
We first asked how many active users the testbed supported
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Figure 6: (A) Total leases created each month. (B) Maximum
simultaneous active leases by month. The trend lines average
the number of leases over 6 month period.

overtime. We see that numbers of active users follow the
general pattern of slow and busy months (semesters versus
breaks) that we have already seen in Figure 5. However, although we saw that the cumulative number of users was rising, it is interesting to note that the average number of active
users and projects grew significantly about two years after
the testbed has became available (fall of 2017). It is hard to
pinpoint this to any one reason but possibilities include a lag
that it takes for a new testbed to become established, the incremental introduction of features that broadened the set of
supported experiments, and our first Chameleon User Meeting held just before the trend increase. At peaks, the testbed
supported about 200 active users; this is twice as much as the
lower bound that our allocation policy is based on (Section
2); luckily not all users are living up to their allocations!
We then asked how many leases and simultaneous leases
users were able to create on a per month basis. The result for
unique leases is shown in Figure 6 (A). We see that the trends
are consistent with the number of active users reflecting the
usage patterns in a similar way and picking up around the
same time, though the growth trend is still continuing. The
result for simultaneous leases (i.e., for each month, we found
the max number of leases happening at the same time) is
shown in Figure 6 (B); we see that the testbed has sustained
up to 300 simultaneous ongoing experiments, but the trends
picked up about a year later than trends for active users and
experiment counts; it is clear that the testbed is now becoming
more saturated.
Support Cost. Another metric important in the discussion
of any testbed is support costs, specifically the time effort
required by the team. Chameleon users have submitted 3,167
technical help desk tickets, averaging roughly 13 tickets every
week and less than 1 ticket per user. On average users receive
a reply within 15 hours and their issue is completely resolved
within 2 weeks. These trended down over time: in 2019 the
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average response time was 16 hours, while the resolution time
was 6 days. The costliest tickets concern hardware failures,
which are often difficult to diagnose and/or require ordering
new parts and performing maintenance. Cutting-edge or nonstandard hardware and firmware also pose problems for support staff, as documentation might not be extensive (or even
exist) and having expertise at hand is unlikely. In all cases,
an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure: we have
deployed or implemented an operational model integrating
early detection (e.g., daily/hourly “happy path” tests of common user flows, live-monitoring with Prometheus [17], and a
catalogue of alertable issues and resolution steps) and automated remediation (in the form of “hammers”, i.e., bots that
periodically check for and fix irregularities in testbed usage
and performance). We additionally automate most common
operator tasks, such as building new base images, deploying
patches or configuration changes to the control plane, and
taking nodes in or out of maintenance. Details of Chameleon
operations has been published in [18].
Another indicator of cost in a system where users are given
significant privileges is the cost of security management. We
employ a range of standard security practices designed to
make the system more secure: project PIs are vetted and assume responsibility for users on their projects; we provide
base images configured and maintained by our team with reasonable security defaults and SSH key pairs for authentication;
the management network is isolated from tenant networks;
and we use intrusion detection system (IDS) alerts across the
entire deployment. Since the system went public we’ve had
a number of security incidents; most are caused by users either unknowingly or deliberately shirking best practices, e.g.,
using images with a known administrative password or using
outdated software with known exploits – the latter sometimes
to be compatible with benchmarks and other research software. The most typical types of exploits result in activities
such as distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks ( ~40%
incidents) or bitcoin mining ( ~36% incidents). Those are typically identified via IDS systems operated on sites and trigger
well-defined security procedures in response usually involving user/PI cooperation. So far, we’ve only had one incident
involving malicious users in the first quarter of 2020 which
shows that our PI vetting methods work well on the whole.
Considering the nature of attacks to date the greatest improvement would probably be effected by more user training in
techniques such as setting up bastion host for when insecure
researchware has to be used as well as general training in
operational security.
Community. Chameleon users come from 168 different
institutions, the vast majority of which are US colleges and
universities from 40 states and Puerto Rico, including 11 minority serving institutions. While most of the research projects
we support are in computer science, 54 identify themselves as
being from outside of computing disciplines, primarily in life
sciences, astronomy and other fields. By analyzing project
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abstracts we see that roughly 12% of all projects relate to
cybersecurity, 20% are involved in machine learning, 10%
are in edge computing or IoT applications, 5% are doing
research work relating to containers (scheduling, virtualization, or performance), 2% are investigating software-defined
networking. Several hundred grants are reported by users as
the source of funding; the vast majority of these are from
NSF, and within those the vast majority are spread among
all divisions within CISE. About 5% of grants are supported
by the DOE, DARPA, or the Air Force Office of Sponsored
Research. A handful of projects are supported by industry,
and several more have international support.
Publications are a complicated metric to track as they tend
to be a lagging indicator; many happen after the allocation is
complete, when there are few incentives for users to report
them to the project. Further, the primary way we capture
publication counts is through self-reporting when users seek a
renewal of their allocation; while this is an incomplete method
it still represents a useful lower bound. Through 2019, users
have self-reported about 275 publications relating to their
work on Chameleon, with many projects still active. There
are 75 referred journal articles among these, with close to 200
conference publications. The spread of publications is fairly
wide, with no clear concentrations in particular conferences
or journals. As would be expected for a testbed, growth over
time is dramatic and lagging: of the 75 journal papers, only 3
were published in the first project year, 8 in the second, 10 in
the third, 23 in the fourth, and 31 have been published so far
in the fifth year with several months remaining.
In addition to research usage, there is substantial educational use of the system. 45 projects support classroom instruction, often multiple classes over multiple semesters; all
but four of these projects support courses in CS departments
at 41 different schools. In total, the education projects have
used about 9% of the total time available on Chameleon to
date (roughly 675,000 node-hours), and they represent about
9% of the total projects – so an average classroom project
uses about 15,000 node-hours, matching the usage of a typical
research project.
One measure of the satisfaction of the user community is
persistence. Projects are initially allocated time on the system
for 6 months, and at the end of the year they must seek a
renewal or extension. Of the projects that have reached the
end of their initial year of allocation, about three-quarters of
all projects have sought to renew their allocations, indicating
that they find value in the use of the system. Many projects
seek multiple renewals – in fact thirty-three of the original
projects from the first year have been renewed multiple times
and counting!
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4

Building a Testbed on Top of Mainstream
Cloud Implementation

When the Chameleon project started, we were presented with
the unique opportunity of building the testbed on top of the
then maturing cloud infrastructure: the first version of the
OpenStack Ironic component [19], implementing bare metal
reconfiguration (which we knew would be an indispensable
capability of the system) has been released a few months prior
to the project start, and while not yet an official part of the system has already been used in some bare metal deployments.
The chance to base a testbed for cloud computing research
on a mainstream open source implementation held out many
possibilities, but will it be enough to support all the experiments that needed to be supported in the way they needed to
be supported? After thorough evaluation of the system and
development of a few alternative risk-mitigating strategies
we decided that capabilities we needed were there—or were
within reach in that they could be developed by our team.
This section presents an analysis of the advantages and cost
of taking this approach.
One practical benefit of using OpenStack is that it provides
familiar interfaces to users and operators. The 2018 OpenStack User Survey [20] (most recent) included 858 OpenStack
deployments across 441 organizations and 63 countries; of
those organizations, 13% were categorized as academic or
research-oriented. Those include major scientific institutions
such as CERN [21], NeCTAR [22], and NASA JPL [23], and a
formal Scientific Special Interest Group (SIG) [24] for OpenStack’s use in science domains has existed since 2016 [25].
Since the introduction of the OpenStack Administrator certification three years ago, 3,000 individuals in 77 countries
have taken the test [26]. All this not only creates a base of
familiarity with OpenStack for users and operators – but also
ensures that such familiarity is a transferable skill and thus
valuable for workforce development. Finally, the Net Promoter Score [27] of 41 reported by the survey (up from 25
in 2017) indicates that the OpenStack environment continues to improve in terms of usability and that users enjoy the
experience overall.
Another benefit of working with a mainstream platform
is the ability to leverage and adapt the work of a large community which helps keep our development and operations
costs down. Over 8,400 individuals have contributed code
to OpenStack, with 1,000-2,500 contributors participating
in each major release [28]. Leveraging their contributions,
over the lifetime of the project we were able to offer our
community new key features such as whole disk image boot,
multi-tenant networking, serial console integration, support
for non-x86 architectures, and user-customizable firewalls—
simply by upgrading to a new OpenStack version. Future
capabilities already possible due to upstream contributions include self-service BIOS customization and detachable remote
storage; both have been common user requests. From the
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operator’s perspective, deploying and managing Chameleon
was made simpler and more reliable by the Kolla project,
which provides a packaging of OpenStack as Docker containers [29] and a set of highly-configurable Ansible provisioning
scripts [30] to orchestrate the setup and maintenance of the
deployment. Further, ~6,000 individuals have been involved
in reviewing all code changes [31]: thus, by using a mainstream infrastructure we also benefit from a built-in largescale quality control mechanism. No less valuable has been
the access to the existing documentation and support systems
within the community: the openstack-discuss mailing list [32]
sees between 500-1000 messages each month, the OpenStack
Q&A forum [33] has over 18,000 answered questions, and on
many occasions we were able to get a workarounds or patches
for bugs within days simply by filing a ticket to the official
tracker.
The flip side of leveraging contributions of others is the
opportunity to contribute to and shape a mainstream infrastructure. On a practical level, this magnifies our investment in
the infrastructure and our broader impacts as any new features
and additions we make to OpenStack are also impacting communities beyond the testbed. Because its hardware resources
have always been constrained relative to the demands of its
user community, Chameleon required a system for allocating and managing resources (including advance reservations),
which our team implemented by reviving and significantly
improving the OpenStack Blazar project. This attracted the
interest of others and we were subsequently able to partner
on development with contributors from NTT (Japan) and DOCOMO Euro-Labs (Germany) who use the component in
Software Defined Networking applications. As a result of this
collaboration, Blazar became an official top-level OpenStack
component in 09/17 and has been included in each OpenStack
releases since Queens. Other significant new features developed by the Chameleon team include bare metal snapshotting
and enablement of slice creation via integration with ExoGENI stitching implementation; in addition, we made many
smaller contributions in the form of bug fixes and patches.
These advantages are offset by some costs. Since it solves a
complex problem, OpenStack is complex; thus operating, and
in particular extending it, requires both development skills
and deep expertise in the underlying systems and concepts,
putting pressure on operator hours and level of skill. The
most problematic manifestation of this complexity in our experience used to be OpenStack upgrades; this has improved
significantly with tools that aid operators in these tasks, such
as the aforementioned Kolla project. The size and structure
of the open source community imposes its own overhead and
requires commitments both in process and in time: patches
must be reviewed, meetings must be attended, changes must
be formally proposed and approved, and documentation and
tests must be written. These commitments are the price of admission to an open-source community that, in our experience,
ultimately returns the investment many times over in the form
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of support, debugging, development, and partnership.
Looking beyond practical benefits, building on top of a
mainstream infrastructure helps settle a point of intellectual
interest in that it provides a direct answer to the question: can
clouds support CS system experimentation? While different
clouds will of course be configured differently, Chameleon
represents a configuration that satisfies this condition; we describe this configuration in this paper but it is also expressed in
practical form via code, recipes, and settings that are publicly
available and suitable for replication whether in academia or
commercially. Like the Chameleon interfaces we support, that
recipe has multiple “entry points”: users may elect to simply
install OpenStack with our contributions—they may elect to
replicate the Chameleon configuration in every detail—or
they may choose something in between. We facilitate this
by providing a packaging of Chameleon Infrastructure (CHI)
that contains not only OpenStack but also extensions including Grid’5000 and ExoGENI additions, as well as an operational model we developed that makes clouds of this type
cost-effective to provide. This packaging, called CHI-in-aBox [34], has recently been installed at Northwestern University and augmented Chameleon capabilities by providing
modest but unique networking hardware.

5

Fostering Replicability and Sharing

Perhaps the most important lesson learned from Chameleon
is that testbeds provide not only a platform for instruments
but also generate shareable digital artifacts such as images,
orchestration templates, datasets, tools, notebooks, and others.
Those artifacts typically represent either a complete experiment or an important part of one and can be used to reenact
it on the testbed on which it was created. For example, over
the lifetime of the Chameleon testbed, users created 120,000
disk images and 31,000 orchestration templates that can be
used for such purpose. This presents an opportunity: since the
generated artifacts can be used to repeat experiments, sharing them should allow others to repeat experiments, introduce
variation, or extend experiments more easily. We posit that fostering that sharing will contribute to the overall goal of providing a scientific instrument to advance CS systems research by
both reducing time to discovery and providing a more fertile
ground for sharing of ideas. The question arises how specifically experiments should be represented and structured—and
then how specifically they should be shared.
Chameleon has supported a variety of mechanisms to aid
repeatability over its lifetime. First, the Chameleon hardware
is versioned, which allows users to easily identify any changes
which would introduce variation. Users can also version the
images they configure, and publish them in a catalog. Since
this still requires a user to keep track of which appliances were
deployed on which testbed version, we introduced a system,
called Chameleon’s Experiment Précis [35], which captures
all the distributed events generated by a user in the testbed,
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and presents him or her with a summary (a précis) of their
experiment. Then, working with an accurate and impartial
record of their work, the user can filter or preview the events to
include only the relevant ones. The précis data can be used to
generate a description of the experiment in English, or potentially an actionable description of the experiment in the form
of orchestration templates or commands that will reproduce
the experiment. Generating Heat orchestration templates in
this way is in fact the objective of an OpenStack Flame [36]
tool. Overall, the Experiment Précis is somewhat analogous
to a shell’s “history” command with the critical difference
that it captures distributed rather than local events – though
its output is less "actionable".
This raises the question of what an actionable representation of an experiment should ideally look like. Orchestration
systems such as profiles in CloudLab or Heat in Chameleon
require adhering to a strict machine-readable syntax, often
formulating that syntax in a declarative text file, or providing
a layer of indirection that allows the user to work in a higherorder language. Furthermore, these systems are transactional,
either fulfilling the topology or not, making complex configurations difficult to develop and iterate upon. Proposed workflow systems [37] experience similar challenges [38]. They
fundamental problem from the user perspective in these cases
is that a user must invest extra time to make an experiment
reproducible. This leads to the “reproducibility dilemma”: the
user needs to choose whether to invest time into making an experiment replicable or continuing with other research. Ideally,
a system that represents an experiment would allow the experimenter to develop it gradually and interactively reflecting
the often meandering creative process, support experimental
“story-telling” for human as opposed to just machine users,
and—true to our philosophy—be an open source project in
mainstream use.
In researching solutions to this problem, we considered
computational notebooks such as Wolfram Mathematica [39]
and Jupyter Notebooks [40], which combine expository text,
executable code, and presentation of results in one humanreadable, interactive document. Jupyter’s newfound ubiquity
across the research landscape and its extensible architecture
provided fertile ground for exploration; to leverage it, we integrated Jupyter and Chameleon with the intent to reduce the
gap between designing an experiment and sharing it. As a
result, users can log in to Chameleon Jupyter server with their
testbed credentials; these credentials are implicitly bound
to the user’s isolated Jupyter Notebook server, allowing the
user to call Chameleon APIs (via the CLI interface or Python
APIs) directly within their notebook’s code blocks. This allows a notebook to completely re-create a pre-existing testbed
topology. We additionally mounted Chameleon’s object store
as a virtual drive in the Jupyter application to allow shared
storage and therefore collaboration between users. The user’s
Jupyter server comes pre-installed with several libraries that
aid interfacing with an experiment on Chameleon [41] (e.g.,
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creating a lease and launching an instance and then executing commands remotely via SSH). As we’ve improved the
Jupyter interface to Chameleon it has seen an increasing share
of testbed usage; over the last year 10% of our monthly active
users have been using Jupyter as their interface to the system.
While the notebook may be an appropriate way to package
an experiment without disrupting the flow of research, the
challenge of properly disseminating and discovering these
artifacts remains. At the end of 2019, we implemented the
first version of a Sharing Portal [42] to allow users to publish and discover these notebook-based artifacts. Users can
publish a set of files directly from the Jupyter interface via a
custom UI extension; the files are compacted into an archive
and published to CERN’s Zenodo [43] for long-term storage,
where they are also assigned a DOI for citation. The Sharing
Portal then maintains a reference to the published artifact
along with helpful metadata such as tags and documentation.
Other Chameleon users can search for artifacts within the
portal and “re-play” them on Chameleon with one click: an
ephemeral Jupyter server tied to the artifact is dynamically
provisioned, including additional software dependencies defined by the publisher. Users can version their artifacts by
publishing a new set of files and creating a new version (and
DOI) on Zenodo. Though too early in its lifetime to provide
a quantitative analysis of its impact, we expect to continue
investing in this area going forward.

6

Related work

Some of our design decisions in Chameleon were informed
by our earlier work on experimental testbeds including FutureGrid [44, 45] and ExoGENI [8], as well as our long standing
close collaboration with Grid’5000 [1]. In particular, we are
indebted to the latter two projects for not only providing insight but also specific capabilities that were directly integrated
into the testbed; the stitching capabilities in the case of ExoGENI and the resource representation and related tooling
in the case of Grid’5000. At the same time, Chameleon represents a significantly different approach from any of them
in many ways, most prominently in that it is configured for
cloud computing research (unlike ExoGENI), supports bare
metal reconfiguration (unlike FutureGrid), and is based on a
mainstream infrastructure (unlike Grid’5000).
We additionally leverage the experience gained by the rich
history of CS testbeds, ranging from those specializing in networking (PlanetLab [46], GENI [4], Emulab [2], OneLab [47],
CENI [48]) and wireless/IoT (ORBIT [49], FIT [50], CityLab [51]) to systems (CloudLab [3]) and security (DeterLab [52]); Chameleon complements these systems in that it
largely focuses on a different area of research and thus supports different types of experiments. The most similar testbed
to Chameleon is CloudLab (itself another NSFFutureCloud
testbed). We differ from CloudLab primarily in specific design decisions we made in building the system, many of which
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are described in this paper as well as in our early emphasis
on reproducibility and sharing by integration of tools like Experiment Précis and Jupyter notebooks. The most significant
difference however is that we built Chameleon on top of a
mainstream cloud infrastructure for reasons described above.
Clouds are being increasingly used in science and many
of them elect to use OpenStack, e.g., Jetstream [53], Aristotle [54], Comet [55], Bridges [56], and NeCTAR [22] all
represent different configurations of the system. The most significant difference from Chameleon is that these are relatively
standard cloud configurations, designed primarily to support
domain science applications rather than CS experimentation,
and differ from Chameleon significantly on key features such
as bare metal reconfiguration. However, there are significant
commonalities on the operations side ensuring that we are
able to leverage their contributions, with the OpenStack SIG
being one avenue of communication. An interesting recent addition is the CloudBank project [57], which will provide tools,
training, and credits for CS research on virtualized commercial clouds; since we provide similar services via our KVM
cloud, we look forward to working with this project.
Reproducibility of CS experiments [58] is another area
in which our contributions relate to other work in the field.
Several projects have used Jupyter notebooks as a mechanism for encapsulating and reproducing research [59, 60].
Managed “Notebook-as-a-Service” platforms e.g., CodeOcean [61], WholeTale [62], and Nextjournal [63] have further
elevated the profile and utility of Jupyter for this purpose.
Workflow solutions such as Popper [37] aim to aid reproducibility in a different way and are more relevant to our
efforts on Experiment Précis. Chameleon differs from all of
these examples in that it integrates reproducibility tools in the
context of a testbed, allowing users to leverage a commonality of platform to replicate not only the process of experimentation, but also the requisite hardware configurations and
topologies.

7

Conclusions

Chameleon represents a unique testbed in that it expresses the
capabilities needed for CS research in terms of mainstream
cloud functionality. This is an important step to understand
how such capabilities may be supported more ubiquitously,
with more discernment, and in a more cost-effective manner.
This paper discusses the specific design decisions, extensions,
and configurations that we chose in order to do so, and evaluates them within a framework that seeks to establish how
they influenced the set of supported experiments and how they
influenced the community of users the testbed was able to
support. Our contribution is accompanied by software that
was contributed or integrated with a mainstream open-source
cloud implementation (OpenStack) so that a cloud of this type
– or its evolutions or variations – can be supported by anyone.
The most important part of our experience is the insight
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that though originally created to support the most experiments
for the most experimenters, testbeds have also become both a
generator and an essential platform for sharing digital representations of experiments. While our understanding of digital
sharing ecosystem still evolves, and is likely to evolve for
some time, we proposed some approaches that our user community has found useful and we look forward to contributing
to this area in the future.
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Abstract
In a large software system such as the Linux kernel, there is
a continual need for large-scale changes across many source
files, triggered by new needs or refined design decisions. In
this paper, we propose to ease such changes by suggesting
transformation rules to developers, inferred automatically
from a collection of examples. Our approach can help automate large-scale changes as well as help understand existing
large-scale changes, by highlighting the various cases that
the developer who performed the changes has taken into account. We have implemented our approach as a tool, Spinfer.
We evaluate Spinfer on a range of challenging large-scale
changes from the Linux kernel and obtain rules that achieve
86% precision and 69% recall on average.

1

Introduction

The Linux kernel is present today in all kinds of computing environments, from smartphones to supercomputers, including
both the latest hardware and “ancient” systems. This multiplicity of targets with widely varying needs has implied that the
code base has grown steadily over the Linux kernel’s 28-year
history, reaching 18M lines of code in Linux v5.4 (Nov. 2019).
The complexity of designing an operating system kernel and
the need to continually take into account new requirements
has implied that the design of internal interfaces must be revisited, triggering the need for repetitive changes among the
users of these interfaces that may affect an entire subsystem,
or even the entire source tree. The size and number of the
needed changes can discourage developers from performing
them, and can introduce errors. Furthermore, when code is incompletely transformed, the volume of the performed changes
can obscure the conditions that later developers who want to
complete the change should take into account.
Since 2008, the automatic C code transformation tool Coccinelle [12] has been part of the Linux kernel developer toolbox for automating large-scale changes in kernel code. Coccinelle provides a notion of semantic patch allowing kernel developers to write transformation rules using a patch-like [16]
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(i.e., diff-like) syntax, enhanced with metavariables to represent common but unspecified subterms and notation for
reasoning about control-flow paths. Given a semantic patch,
Coccinelle applies the rules automatically across the code
base. Today, Coccinelle is widely adopted by the Linux community: semantic patches are part of the Linux kernel source
tree, are invokable from the kernel build infrastructure, and
are regularly run by Intel’s Linux kernel 0-day build-testing
service [10]. Semantic patches have been written by kernel
developers to make timers more secure [5], prepare the Linux
kernel for the overflow of 32-bit time values in 2038 [6],
reduce code size [27], etc.
Kernel developers use Coccinelle by first writing a semantic
patch to perform a desired change, then applying it to the code
base using Coccinelle and manually checking the resulting
patch, and finally submitting the resulting patch for review
and integration, according to the standard kernel development
process [28]. Semantic patches have also been recognized as
providing a precise means of communication about changes;
developers include semantic patches in the commit logs of
large-scale changes, and maintainers ask for them if they are
not present, showing that semantic patches are considered to
be valuable in the review and subsequent maintenance process.
Still, there remain large-scale changes in the Linux kernel
commit history where Coccinelle has not been used. Through
discussions with Linux kernel developers we have learned that
some know that Coccinelle would be helpful to them but, as
they do not use it often, they do not remember the syntax. They
also report that this realization often comes after performing
a few manual changes. Furthermore, Coccinelle does not
help developers understand existing large-scale changes, if no
semantic patch is provided.
To better help developers, we propose to infer semantic
patches from existing change examples, represented by a collection of files from before and after a change has been applied. Semantic patch inference can help developers understand previous changes without looking at hundreds of change
instances. Semantic patch inference can also help developers
with little Coccinelle knowledge use semantic patches if they
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are willing to make a few instances of the change manually.
Inferring semantic patches from real Linux kernel code
changes, however, raises some challenges. The Linux kernel
is written in C, which is a low-level language. Individual
functionalities may be implemented as multiple C statements
connected by control-flow and data-flow constraints. These
constraints must be captured from the change examples and
validated in the code to transform. A single kernel interface
may expose multiple functions and data structures that can be
used in various ways, any or all of which may be affected by
a change. Inference must thus be able to cope with multiple
change variants. Finally changes that are relevant to many files
may be tangled with noise, i.e., changes that are specific to a
particular file, and thus are not worth automating. Semantic
patch inference should be able to ignore such changes.
In this paper, we propose an approach to semantic patch
inference that scales to the needs of systems code, such as
the Linux kernel. Starting with the intraprocedural controlflow graphs of the original and changed functions found in
the examples, our approach iteratively identifies code fragments having a common structure and common control-flow
relationships across the examples, and merges them into a
rule proposition. During this iterative merging process, rules
are split as inconsistencies appear. Our approach is able to
infer semantic patches from examples that overlap, that implement a family of transformations, and that may include
noise. We have implemented our approach as a tool, Spinfer, targeting semantic-patch inference for the Linux kernel.
Spinfer-inferred semantic patches can be read and understood,
reviewed, and automatically applied to the Linux kernel.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a taxonomy of challenges that must be handled by transformation-rule inference tools and assess
recent work and our proposed approach according to this
taxonomy.
• We propose an approach to automatic inference of semantic patches that takes control and data-flow, multiple
change instances, multiple change variants and unrelated
changes into account. We provide an implementation of
this approach for C code in the tool Spinfer.
• We evaluate Spinfer on a large set of 80 changes, affecting thousands of files drawn from recent Linux kernel versions, against semantic patches written by a Coccinelle expert. Generated semantic patches achieve on
average 86% precision and 69% recall.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents some motivation for our work, our taxonomy and the
most closely related work. Section 3 presents our approach
and its implementation in Spinfer. Section 4 evaluates Spinfer
on 80 recent sets of changes to the Linux kernel. Finally, Section 5 presents other related work and Section 6 concludes.
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2

Background and Motivation

We first present an example of a large-scale change from the
Linux kernel development history. Based on the challenges
identified in this example, we then propose a taxonomy of
challenges for transformation-rule inference. We then assess
related approaches in terms of this taxonomy.

2.1

Motivating example

Linux kernel timers were originally initialized by a multistep process, involving a call to init_timer to initialize a
timer structure and two assignments to initialize the fields
function and data, describing what to do when the timer
expires. In Linux 2.6.15, released in 2006, setup_timer was
introduced to combine these operations and thus simplify the
source code. Elimination of init_timer got off to a slow
start, with 73 changes in 2008 and then little activity until
2014. In 2014-2016 there were 43, 93, and 37 changes per
year, respectively. The remaining 267 calls were removed in
2017, when it was also recognized that incremental initialization using init_timer represents a security hole.1
Figure 1 illustrates some instances of the init_timer
change.2 We examine these instances in terms of the challenges they pose for semantic patch inference.
Control-flow. The change typically involves removing three
statements, i.e., the call and the two field initializations. These
three statements are typically part of some larger block of
code, and thus do not correspond to an independent subtree
of an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). They are not always contiguous either (nicstar.c).
Data-flow. The change involves keeping the same expression for the init_timer and setup_timer first argument,
and for the structure used in the data and function field
initialization.
Multiple variants. While the examples basically perform
the same operations, at a detailed level there are a number
of variations. For example, the first two examples initialize
both the function and data fields, but in the opposite order.
Semantic-patch inference should be able to proceed in the
face of these variants and generate the needed rules. The last
example presents yet another variant that does not initialize
the data field at all, retaining the default value of 0. This
variant poses a further challenge, as it overlaps with the other
variants, in that all of the examples remove an init_timer
call and the initialization of the function field. Semanticpatch inference has to carefully order the resulting rules such
that a rule setting the third argument of setup_timer, representing the timer data, to 0UL does not apply to code where a
value for the data field is specified.
1 https://lkml.org/lkml/2017/8/16/817
2 Commit b9eaf1872222. All commits cited in this paper are available
at https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/
linux.git
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drivers/s390/block/dasd.c
+
+

init_timer(&device->timer);
device->timer.function = dasd_device_timeout;
device->timer.data = (unsigned long) device;
setup_timer(&device->timer, dasd_device_timeout,
(unsigned long)device);

drivers/atm/nicstar.c
- init_timer(&ns_timer);
+ setup_timer(&ns_timer, ns_poll, 0UL);
ns_timer.expires = jiffies + NS_POLL_PERIOD;
- ns_timer.data = 0UL;
- ns_timer.function = ns_poll;

drivers/net/wireless/intersil/hostap/hostap_hw.c
+
+
+
+

init_timer(&local->passive_scan_timer);
local->passive_scan_timer.data =
(unsigned long) local;
local->passive_scan_timer.function =
hostap_passive_scan;
init_timer(&local->tick_timer);
local->tick_timer.data = (unsigned long) local;
local->tick_timer.function = hostap_tick_timer;
setup_timer(&local->passive_scan_timer,
hostap_passive_scan, (unsigned long)local);
setup_timer(&local->tick_timer, hostap_tick_timer,
(unsigned long)local);

arch/blackfin/kernel/nmi.c
- init_timer(&ntimer);
- ntimer.function = nmi_wdt_timer;
+ setup_timer(&ntimer, nmi_wdt_timer, 0UL);

Figure 1: Variants of the init_timer change
Multiple instances. Another form of variation in the examples is the number of instances of a given change. Most of
the examples initialize only one timer, but hostap_hw.c initializes two. To concisely describe the overall change, it is
better to obtain a rule for a single timer that applies to this
code twice, rather than obtaining a rule specific for this case.
Noise. Change examples can also contain extraneous changes
from which it is not useful to infer semantic patches. A single patch may, for example, change a function definition and
update the uses of the function accordingly. The change to
the definition is a one-time operation, so it is not useful to automate. Another possibility is the presence of other changes,
such as minor refactorings. While research on application software has found that the latter tangled changes are frequent [9],
the Linux kernel documentation requires that developers separate their changes into one change per patch [28], and thus
we expect tangled changes to be a minor issue in our setting
in practice.

2.2

Taxonomy

Based on the above examples and study of other large-scale
changes in the Linux kernel, we have created a taxonomy,
shown in Table 1, of challenges for transformation-rule infer-
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ence. This taxonomy can be used to characterize particular
change examples and to compare transformation-rule inference approaches.
Table 1: Taxonomy of challenges for transformation inference
C: Control-flow dependencies
0. No control-flow dependencies between changed terms
1. Intraprocedural dependencies between changed terms
2. Intraprocedural dependencies between changed and
unchanged terms
3. Some terms must not appear within relevant
control-flow paths
4. Interprocedural control-flow dependencies between
changed and unchanged terms
D: Data-flow dependencies
0. No data-flow dependencies between changed terms
1. Data-flow dependencies between changed terms
2. Data-flow dependencies between changed and
unchanged terms
I: Change instances per function
0. One instance
1. Multiple instances
2. Overlapping instances
V: Change variants
0. One variant
1. Multiple variants
2. Multiple variants with specific order
N: Noise (errors and unrelated changes)
0. No noise
1. Contains noise
The taxonomy considers the relationship between changed
terms in a single change instance (C and D), the ways in which
multiple change instances can appear within a single function
(I), and the possibility of change variants (V ) and unrelated
changes (N, noise). For control-flow dependencies, the taxonomy entries range from no dependencies (C0 ) to changes that
requires intraprocedural dependencies to changed terms (C1 )
to changes that involve dependencies between both changed
and unchanged terms across multiple functions (C4 ). For dataflow dependencies, the taxonomy entries range from no dependencies (D0 ) to data dependencies between both changed
and unchanged terms (D2 ). For multiple change instances,
the taxonomy entries range from one instance per function
(I0 ) to overlapping instances (I2 ). For multiple variants, the
taxonomy entries range from one variant at all change instances (V0 ) to multiple variants that have to be considered
in a specific order (V2 ). For noise, the taxonomy entries have
either the absence of noise (N0 ) or presence of noise (N1 ).
Spinfer targets C1 , D2 , I2 ,V2 , N1 (control-flow and data-flow
constraints, potentially overlapping change instances, multiple order-dependent change variants, and the possibility of
noise in the examples).
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2.3

Existing tools

A number of tools have previously been developed to infer transformation rules or update API uses automatically.
Most of these tools target user-level applications written in
object-oriented languages, typically Java, while we target an
operating system kernel written in C. While these different
kinds of code bases raise different challenges, all of the issues
we identify with existing tools also apply to our setting.

Individual examples. Sydit [17], A4 [11], M EDITOR [30],
A PP E VOLVE [7], and G EN PAT [8] generate transformation
rules from individual change examples. All of these approaches except G EN PAT abstract over the examples by abstracting over variables. In practice, change examples mix
generic computations and computations that are specific to a
particular application. Abstracting over variables is not always
sufficient to abstract away these application-specific computations. Such approaches thus obtain low recall on anything
but the simplest examples. G EN PAT [8] bases abstraction decisions on the frequency of various terms in code repositories
such as GitHub. As G EN PAT’s abstraction strategy is based
on the properties of a large code corpus rather than on the
change itself, it may infer transformations that are too generic,
transforming code that should not be changed, thus reducing
precision. The evaluation presented in the work on G EN PAT
reflects these issues.
Approaches that abstract from individual examples may
perform incorrect transformations if the examples are not
given to the tool in the right order. For example, in the
init_timer example, if nmi.c is provided as an example
first, then all timer initialization code will be incorrectly updated with the data value 0, even if another data value is
provided. A PP E VOLVE addresses this issue by computing a
common core of the provided examples, and attempting to
apply the generated rules in order of their distance from this
common core. The rule generated from the nmi.c example,
however, is smaller than the others, and would thus be tested
first by such a strategy. A PP E VOLVE additionally proposes to
use testing to validate the changed code, but the Linux kernel
does not provide a comprehensive suite of easy-to-run high
coverage test cases.
Several of these tools are also not able to identify change
application sites. For example, Sydit requires the user to specify the affected function, while A PP E VOLVE requires the user
to specify the affected file name and line number. Manually
specifying change sites is not practical for a code base the
size of the Linux kernel.
In terms of the taxonomy, Sydit, A4, M EDITOR and
G EN PAT target C0 , D2 , I1 ,V2 , N0 ; A PP E VOLVE targets
C0 , D2 , I1 ,V2 , N1 but requires preliminary manual rewriting
of the change examples [29].
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Multiple examples. L ASE [18], R EFAZER [23], and
Spdiff [1, 2] learn from multiple examples, identifying how
to abstract over these examples based on the commonalities
and differences between them.
Based on a set of change examples, L ASE represents modifications as a sequence of AST edits and solves the Largest
Common Subsequence Problem to find a transformation rule.
This method implies that L ASE cannot learn from examples
containing unrelated changes or multiple variants, as we have
seen for init_timer. Moreover these edit subsequences do
not capture control-flow constraints and thus can generate incorrect changes, as illustrated below. In terms of the taxonomy
L ASE targets C0 , D2 , I0 ,V0 , N0
R EFAZER represents a transformation as a list of rewrite
rules in a domain-specific language. It clusters changes from
multiple examples and then infers one rule for each cluster. Like L ASE this list of rewrite rules does not incorporate control-flow constraints and thus can generate incorrect changes. In terms of the taxonomy R EFAZER targets
C0 , D2 , I2 ,V1 , N0 .
Spdiff abstracts over common changes across the examples, incrementally extending a pattern until obtaining a rule
that safely describes the complete change, taking control-flow
constraints into account. It targets the Linux kernel and produces Coccinelle semantic patches. In terms of the taxonomy
Spdiff targets C2 , D2 , I2 ,V0 , N0 , however when tested on all of
our examples it produced no correct results. For even simple
function call replacements, we found that Spdiff spends much
time on finding more complex but actually incorrect solutions.
We can note that, with the exception of Spdiff, all existing tools do not handle control-flow relationships between
changed terms. To illustrate the impact of control flow, we
have performed an experiment on Linux kernel-like code using L ASE3 (the distributed implementation of Refazer only
supports restricted subsets of Python and C#, making it difficult to test in practice). Consider the following Linux kernel
change example:4
- tport = kmalloc(sizeof(struct ti_port), GFP_KERNEL);
+ tport = kzalloc(sizeof(struct ti_port), GFP_KERNEL);
if (tport == NULL) {
dev_err(&dev->dev, "%s - out of memory\n", ...);
status = -ENOMEM;
goto free_tports;
}
- memset(tport, 0, sizeof(struct ti_port));

Thus, from examples such as this one, L ASE infers a rule
that makes the following incorrect changes:
if (a)
x = kmalloc(sizeof(*x), GFP_KERNEL);
x = kzalloc(sizeof(*x), GFP_KERNEL);
else
memset(x, 0, sizeof(*x));
+

3 L ASE targets Java. We use C in the presented examples for consistency
with the rest of the paper.
4 Commit 7ac9da10af7f
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and
- x = kmalloc(sizeof(*x), GFP_KERNEL);
+ y = kzalloc(sizeof(*y), GFP_KERNEL);
y = kmalloc(sizeof(*x), GFP_KERNEL);
- memset(y, 0, sizeof(*y));
memset(x, 0, sizeof(*x));

The first case shows that the inferred rule does not check
that the memset affects the result of the call to kmalloc
in the same control-flow path, thus performing an incorrect
transformation. The second case shows that the inferred rule
modifies the wrong memset, i.e., the one affecting y rather
than the one affecting x, and, worse, rearranges the variables
so that x is no longer initialized. L ASE only updates the first
match in each function, and thus the second call to kmalloc
is left unchanged. The former example may be unlikely for
the specific functions of kmalloc and memset, but there is an
instance analogous to the latter example in the Linux kernel
history.5
Our approach. Given the difficulty of choosing an appropriate degree of abstraction from only one example, and given
the availability of multiple examples of the use of most interfaces in the Linux kernel, our approach relies on multiple examples. Our approach is able to infer and express both controlflow and data-flow relationships that must be respected between fragments of code that are to be transformed. It adapts
to variations in the examples to produce multiple rules and
tolerates noise. Finally it produces transformation rules in a
readable notation that is close to C code and is familiar to
Linux kernel developers.
To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the only one
capable of handling all these challenges at the same time and
requires no rewriting of example code, making it suitable for
systems code transformations.

@@expression T,F,D;@@
@@expression T,F,D;@@
- init_timer(&T);
- init_timer(&T);
+ setup_timer(&T, F, D); + setup_timer(&T, F, D);
...
...
- T.data = D;
- T.function = F;
- T.function = F;
- T.data = D;
@@expression T,F,D;@@
@@expression T,F;@@
- T.function = F;
- init_timer(&T);
- T.data = D;
+ setup_timer(&T, F, 0UL);
...
...
- init_timer(&T);
- T.function = F;
+ setup_timer(&T, F, D);

The semantic patch consists of four transformation rules for
the four different patterns of changes that occur in the examples. Each rule initially declares some metavariables, representing abstracted subterms, and then describes the changes
as a sequence of lines of code patterns annotated with - and
+, indicating code to remove and add, respectively. “...” represents a control-flow path, connecting the code matched by
the pattern before the “...” to the pattern after the “...”.
Coccinelle applies a semantic patch to C source code in terms
of the C source code’s control-flow graph (CFG). A CFG
as used by Coccinelle contains a node for each semicolonterminated statement in the function, as well as for each if
header, while header, etc. Coccinelle matches each rule of
a semantic patch against the CFG of each function in a C
file. When a match is found, Coccinelle transforms the code
found in each matched CFG node according to the - and +
annotations. More details about Coccinelle’s semantic patch
language SmPL are presented elsewhere [3].
We can observe that these four transformation rules share
some constituents:
• Removal of a call to init_timer: init_timer(&T);
• Removal of a data field initialization: T.data = D;

3

Approach and Tool Design

• Removal of a function field initialization:
T.function = F;

In this section, we first give an overview of our approach,
and then present the various steps used by our tool Spinfer to
realize this approach. Spinfer is implemented as 10.6K lines
of OCaml code. For parsing C code and mining control-flow
relationships, it reuses the infrastructure of Coccinelle [12].

3.1

Overview

Our goal is to produce Coccinelle transformation rules based
on a set of provided change examples, consisting of pairs
of functions from Before and After the change. To motivate
the steps of our approach, we first consider a semantic patch,
composed of 4 rules, that a Coccinelle expert might write
based on the init_timer examples illustrated in Section 2:
5 Commit

87755c0b3af6.
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• Addition of the call setup_timer(&T, F, D);
We call these constituents abstract fragments, as they are
fragments of a semantic change and each of them has a particular role in that change. Identifying a semantic patch as an
assembly of small abstract fragments can help to solve the
challenges highlighted in the introduction. In this view:
• Control-flow dependencies are the rules to assemble
fragments together.
• Data-flow dependencies are the rules to match metavariables together.
• Variants are different assemblies of abstract fragments.
• Errors and noise are very unpopular abstract fragments.
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One can thus resolve these challenges by identifying the abstract fragments to consider and by determining how to assemble them together.
Following this observation, our approach focuses on finding
abstract semantic patch fragments that will be assembled into
one or more semantic patch rules. Each rule will match one of
the variants illustrated by the examples. We have implemented
this approach as a tool named Spinfer.
Starting from a set of examples, consisting of pairs of files
before and after some changes, Spinfer constructs a set of
transformation rules describing the changes. For this, Spinfer
first identifies sets of common removed or added terms across
the examples, then generalizes the terms in each set into a
pattern that matches all of the terms in the set, and finally
integrates these patterns into transformation rules that respect
both the control-flow and data constraints exhibited by the
examples, splitting the rules if necessary when inconsistencies
appear.
Spinfer is organized as follows:
1. Identification of abstract fragments: Spinfer first clusters
subterms from the examples having a similar structure
and generalizes each cluster into an abstract fragment
that matches all the terms in the cluster.
2. Assembling the rule-graphs: Spinfer then combines the
abstracted fragments into a semantic patch rule-graph, a
representation of a transformation rule as a graph, where
nodes represent fragments to add and remove, and where
edges are determined by control-flow dependencies exhibited in the associated examples.
3. Splitting: When assembling fails or when Spinfer detects
data-flow inconsistencies, Spinfer splits existing rulegraphs into more specific ones.
4. Rule ordering: Finally, Spinfer orders the generated rules,
removing redundant ones, to maximize precision and
recall while minimizing the number of rules for the final
semantic patch.

3.2

Identification of abstract fragments

The goal is to cluster nodes sharing similar subterms to form
abstract fragments. Given that we have no a priori knowledge
of the change variants illustrated by our examples, we must
make an arbitrary decision about the granularity at which to
investigate their subterms. Concretely, we choose the granularity of individual statements in a straightline code sequence,
as well as function headers and headers of conditionals and
iterators. An example from the init_timer code would
be init_timer(&device->timer);. Such terms have the
desirable property of being complete statements and expressions, with simple control-flow relationships between them.
We refer to these terms as nodes as they will later correspond
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to the nodes of the control-flow graphs (CFGs) that we use to
validate the control-flow constraints.
Spinfer then proceeds with an initial clustering of the CFGnodes to be removed and added according to the examples.
This clustering is independent of control-flow information,
and is refined by control-flow constraints in the subsequent
step. Each cluster will be represented by the smallest abstraction that matches all members in the cluster, known as the antiunifier [21,22] of the cluster. Clustering code fragments using
anti-unification has already been used in REVISAR [24]
and CodeDigger [4]. However these approaches give the
same weights to all anti-unifiers, regardless of their popularity, which cannot help to discriminate noise from relevant
nodes. Spinfer overcomes this limitation by using techniques
from text mining.
Node weighting: To facilitate clustering and noise detection, we want to give higher weight to anti-unifiers that are
likely to form correct abstract fragments, and lower weight to
anti-unifiers that are either too specific, manifested as rarely
occurring across the set of examples, or too generic, manifested as occurring frequently within a single example, to
describe the change. This goal is very similar to the goal of the
term frequency – inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [26]
process used in text mining to highlight words that particularly characterize the meaning of a given document in a
corpus. Spinfer requires the inverse notion, i.e., anti-unifiers
that are common to many documents (i.e., functions), but do
not occur too frequently in any given document.
Concretely, Spinfer uses a process that we call function
frequency – inverse term frequency (FF-ITF). In FF-ITF terms
are anti-unifiers and a term weight increases with the number
of functions that contains nodes matching this term (function
frequency), and decreases with the number of nodes matching
this term which appear in the same function (inverse term
frequency).
The first step is to count how many times each anti-unifier
appears. To do so, Spinfer first represents each node as a set of
anti-unifiers that can match this node, from very abstract ones,
that are likely to be shared by several nodes, to very concrete
ones; we only consider anti-unifiers that at least abstract over
local variables. Then given an anti-unifier A , a set of functions
F and a particular function f ∈ F that contains the set of nodes
N f , our weight wA , f is:
|{ f 0 ∈ F : A ∈ f 0 }|
|F|
|N f |
ITFA , f = log
|{n ∈ N f : A ∈ n}| + 1
FFA =

wA , f = FFA × ITFA , f
This weight function is closely related to the one used in TFIDF. We illustrate why this weight function works with an example on the init_timer(&ntimer); code fragment. We
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consider here only the 3 following anti-unifiers: (1) Expr;, (2)
init_timer(&ntimer); and (3) init_timer(&Expr);.
(1) is too generic and matches every statement, consequently
it will have high function frequency but a very low inverse
term frequency. Conversely (2) is too specific and probably matches only one node, so it will have a low function
frequency but a high inverse term frequency. (3) matches
init_timer function calls and nothing else, making it a
good candidate to form correct abstract fragment. It will have
both a high function frequency and a high inverse term frequency, which will result in a higher weight than (1) and (2).
Noise detection: The result of the node weighting gives
a set of weighted anti-unifiers for every modified node of
each example. The next step is to separate noise from relevant nodes. As noise is composed of very unpopular code
fragments, all its anti-unifiers are either too generic or have
very low function frequency, and as a consequence, have low
weights. On the contrary relevant nodes have at least one antiunifier with a high weight. Thus it is possible to distinguish
noise nodes from relevant nodes by looking at the weight of
their highest weighted anti-unifier.
To decide if a node is relevant, Spinfer compares the weight
of the node’s highest weighted anti-unifier to the average of
the weights of the highest weighted anti-unifier of each node.
If it is below a certain distance from this average, the node
is considered to be noise. We have performed a separate
experiment on the noise detection and looked for the distance
at which we could mark nodes as noise without producing
false positives. We found the ideal distance to be slightly less
than 3 standard deviations.
Nodes marked as noise are dropped from further processing
by Spinfer.
Clustering: In this step, we want to group together nodes
that share a common high-weighted anti-unifier. For this Spinfer, proceeds with the clustering of the nodes not identified
as noise. Spinfer first assigns to each node a characteristic
vector encoding the weights of all anti-unifiers for this node.
Our approach uses agglomerative hierarchical clustering with
complete linkage, described by Zhao et al. [31], on our characteristic vectors. This approach has already been used for
document classification in conjunction with TF-IDF weighting [31].
The number of clusters is determined using the best average
Silhouette score [25], a score estimating the quality of the
clustering, for all possible numbers of clusters. After this
procedure we obtain groups of nodes that are very similar,
and that will be transformed to abstract fragments in the next
step.
We illustrate this procedure with the init_timer change.
In each of our init_timer examples, three nodes are removed and one node is added. The clusters are shown on the
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Cluster (code and CFG-Diff node)

Abstraction

init_timer(&device->timer);
init_timer(&ns_timer);

init_timer(&X0);

device->timer.function =
dasd_device_timeout;
ns_timer.function = ns_poll;

X0.function = X1;

device->timer.data =
(unsigned long) device;
ns_timer.data = 0UL;

X0.data = X1;

Figure 2: Before clusters and anti-unifiers from the
init_timer examples. X0 and X1 are metavariables.
init_timer
(&X0);

X0.function
= X1;

X0.data
= X1;

Figure 3: init_timer Before fragments
left side of Figure 2. Each element of a cluster is annotated
with the example from which it comes and its position in that
example.
For each cluster, Spinfer then create its anti-unifier, that
retains the common parts of the terms in the cluster, and
abstracts the subterms that are not common to all of the terms
as metavariables, i.e., elements that can match any term. The
right side of Figure 2 shows the anti-unifier for each cluster.
Anti-unifiers represent sets of similar terms, but do not
provide any control-flow information. In order to prepare for
the next step, which constructs a semantic patch rule proposition based on control-flow constraints, Spinfer next expands
each anti-unifier into the fragment of a control-flow graph that
the anti-unifier’s constituent node fragments represent, called
an abstract fragment. An abstract fragment is composed of
at least one node that contains the abstracted pattern, and a
non-empty list of pairs of entry and exit points. Multi-node
abstract fragments are created for complex control-flow structures such as conditionals and loops. Figure 3 shows some
fragments for our init_timer example.

3.3

Assembling the semantic patch rule-graph

In order to address the first semantic patch inference challenge
of capturing control-flow constraints, Spinfer relies on the
notion of dominance [15] in CFGs. A node A dominates a
node B in a directed graph G if every path from the entry
node of G to B goes through A. A is then a dominator of
B. Similarly, a node B postdominates a node A if every path
from A to an exit node of G goes through B. B is then a
postdominator of A. This notion generalizes straightforwardly
to sets of nodes. Dominance characterizes the semantics of
Coccinelle’s “...” operator. A pattern of the form A . . . B
matches a fragment of C code if the set of terms matching
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init_timer(...);

setup_timer(...);

ns_timer.expire = ...;
ns_timer.data = ...;
ns_timer.function = ...;

Figure 4: CFG-Diff for the nicstar.c init_timer change
init_timer
(&X0);

init_timer
(&X0);
X0.function
= X1;

(a)

(b)

(c)

init_timer
(&X0);
X0.function
= X1;

setup_timer
(X0,X1,X2);

(d)

Figure 5: Steps in semantic patch-rule-graph construction
B postdominate the term matching A, meaning that from the
code matching A, all outgoing paths reach code matching B.
Spinfer first constructs the control-flow graph (CFG) of
each changed function in the examples, before and after the
change. Each pair of before and after CFGs is then merged
into a single CFG, referred to as a CFG-Diff. In the CFG-Diff,
removed nodes from the before CFG are colored Before (red/dark grey) and added nodes from the after CFG are colored
After (green/light grey). An extract of the CFG-Diff for the
nicstar.c change is shown in Figure 4.
To construct a semantic patch rule, Spinfer first constructs a
semantic patch rule-graph, incrementally adding first Before
fragments and then After fragments as long as the dominance
relations in the semantic patch rule-graph respect the dominance relations in the example CFGs associated with the
fragments.
We present the semantic patch-rule-graph construction algorithm in terms of the init_timer example. Spinfer starts
with an empty semantic patch rule-graph, consisting of two
special nodes, a global entry node and a global exit node, and
a directed edge from the global entry node to the global exit
node (Figure 5(a), the half-circle is the global entry node and
the full circle is the global exit node). By convention, the
global entry node dominates every node and every node postdominates it, and the global exit node postdominates every
node and every node dominates it.
For our example, out of the available fragments (Figure 3),
suppose that Spinfer first chooses the one representing the
init_timer calls. This fragment can be added straightforwardly (Figure 5(b)) because the start node and the end node
dominate and postdominate every node, respectively. Next,
Spinfer may add the fragment representing the initialization
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of the timer’s function field, below the node representing
the init_timer call. Indeed, in both Before CFGs, the call
to init_timer dominates the function field initialization,
either because of a direct connection between them, or because of a control-flow path consisting of straightline code
between them. The function field initialization likewise
postdominates the init_timer call. The resulting semantic
patch rule-graph is shown in Figure 5(c).
We defer the treatment of the initialization of the data
field to Section 3.4, and turn to the integration of the After
fragment, i.e., the abstracted call to setup_timer. While
the addition of the Before fragments relies on dominance
relations between the fragment and the nodes already in the
semantic patch rule-graph, this is not always possible for After
nodes. Indeed, there exist no dominance relations between
the Before and After nodes. When an addition is in fact a
replacement, we observe that the After node and the Before
node it is replacing share common context (non-modified)
predecessors and successors (see Figure 4). Moreover, this
context does dominate/postdominate both the deletion and
the addition. Spinfer exploits this property to insert After
fragments. For this, Spinfer replaces each entry and exit pair
of the After fragment by the nearest context predecessors and
successors, if any, and checks the domination properties on
these context nodes instead. If the properties hold then the
fragment is inserted. The context used is replaced by Merge
nodes, that are omitted in the final semantic patch.

3.4

Splitting the semantic patch rule-graph

Assembling the semantic patch rule-graph can fail, due to
inconsistencies. This situation occurs when there are multiple
change variants in the examples, our third semantic patch inference challenge. One possible inconsistency is incompatible
domination properties, representing inconsistent control flow.
Another is the inability to map metavariables to terms in a
way that allows the added code to be constructed from the
removed code, representing a form of inconsistent data flow.
Spinfer splits the semantic patch rule-graph and reduces the
genericity of metavariables to address these issues.
Control-flow inconsistencies. Trying to insert the data
field initialization fragment into the rule-graph shown in
Figure 5(c), reveals a control-flow inconsistency: dasd.c
initializes the data field after the function field, while
nicstar.c initializes it before. To proceed, Spinfer chooses
an element of the data field initialization cluster, say the
one from dasd.c, and splits the cluster into one cluster of
the instances that respect the same control-flow constraints
and another cluster for the remaining instances. The latter
is deferred for later integration. At the same time, Spinfer
splits the semantic patch-rule graph into one copy derived
from the graphs whose data field initialization respects the
same control flow constraints as the dasd.c initialization
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and another copy for the rest. The latter rule-graph copy is
likewise pushed onto a stack for later treatment.
After splitting the cluster and the semantic patch rule-graph,
Spinfer can add the fragment representing data field initializations that are consistent with dasd.c into the rule-graph
below the function field initialization, and then proceed to
the integration of the After fragment, as described previously.
With this rule-graph complete, Spinfer then proceeds to the
next rule-graph on the stack and the remaining fragments.
A semantic patch rule-graph split may lead to a situation,
as we have here, where a rule-graph represents only a single
example. In this case, Spinfer leaves the generated semantic
patch rule abstract, according to the metavariables motivated
by the clustering, to allow the generated semantic patch rule to
match code from other files. This extra abstraction, however,
may lead to false positives, if the rule is so generic that it
matches parts of the code that should not be transformed. In a
final step, Spinfer validates the complete generated semantic
patch on the complete example files, which may contain a
great deal of code other than that of the functions the rule was
learned from. If this validation shows that a rule causes false
positives, Spinfer specializes the rule according to the specific
code fragments that motivated its construction, resulting in a
safer, but potentially less widely applicable, semantic patch
rule.

3.5

Finally Spinfer pretty prints each semantic patch rule-graph
into a rule, and then orders the rules to form a single semantic
patch. This last step is important because graph splitting can
produce rules that subsume other rules or rules that must
be executed in a certain order to limit the number of false
positives. For instance, for the init_timer example, a rule
matching the nmi.c variant must be executed after all other
rules that could have consumed the missing data field.
To solve these issues Spinfer first looks for semantic patch
rules that subsume other rules. Let R1 and R2 be two rules and
let T P1 and T P2 be the sets of true positives and FP1 and FP2
the sets of false positives produced by applying R1 and R2
respectively, by using Coccinelle on the provided examples.
R1 is said to be subsumed by R2 if T P1 is a subset of T P2 and
FP1 is a superset of FP2 . When Spinfer detects a rule that is
subsumed by others it is eliminated from the final semantic
patch. Finally, Spinfer orders the remaining semantic patch
rules, by looking at the F2 score (a combination of precision
and recall that favors high recall) of tentative semantic patches
each consisting of a pair of rules. From these results, it does a
topological sort to order the complete set of semantic patch
rules into a single semantic patch.

4
Data-flow inconsistencies. A semantic patch rule needs to
be able to construct the After code from the information found
in the Before code, to carry out the intended change. Thus,
in a completed semantic patch rule-graph, Spinfer reassigns
the metavariables, X0, X1, etc. (see Figure 2), that were local
to each fragment, in a way that is consistent across the proposed semantic patch rule. It may occur that no consistent
assignment is possible, and some metavariables may remain
in the After fragments that are not instantiated by the Before
fragments.
As an example, suppose we add the fourth example of
Figure 1 to our set of fragments. This example has no data
field initialization, and thus it will cause a split from the others, producing a separate semantic patch rule-graph. This
rule-graph will indicate removal of the abstract fragment
init_timer(&X0); and removal of the subsequent fragment X0.function = X1;, and the addition of the fragment
setup_timer(X0,X1,X2);. X2, however, represents 0UL,
which is not represented by any of the metavariables of the removed code. In this situation, Spinfer agglomeratively considers subsets of the examples contributing to the semantic patch
rule-graph, to determine whether respecializing the metavariables to the contents of the considered subsets can produce a
consistent metavariable assignment. In our case, there is only
one associated example, and Spinfer eliminates X2 entirely,
replacing it with 0UL in the generated semantic patch.
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Rule ordering

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Spinfer on two datasets composed
of real changes from the Linux kernel. We then illustrate
a failure case of Spinfer in which it generates an incorrect
semantic patch and explain why it was generated this way.
With this example, we illustrate how a developer can easily
fix a semantic patch to produce a correct one.

4.1

Methodology

Our first dataset is a collection of 40 sets of changes in the
Linux kernel, that have been selected to challenge Spinfer, by
focusing on the higher levels of the taxonomy. Consequently,
it is not intended to be representative of the real taxonomy
distribution of Linux kernel changes. The sets include some
changes that have been performed using Coccinelle as well
as recurring changes found in recent Linux kernel versions
v4.16-v4.19, identified using the tool patchparse [20]. We
refer to this dataset as the challenging dataset.
Our second dataset is composed of 40 sets of changes randomly picked from changes to the Linux kernel in 2018. To
build this dataset we first identified 175 large-scale changes
(changes from one developer affecting at least 10 files) from
the changes performed in 2018 and then we randomly selected
40. We refer to this dataset as the 2018 dataset.
For each dataset we describe the interesting aspects of its
taxonomy and we perform two experiments:
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Experiments on the challenging dataset

The taxonomy of the changes for the challenging dataset
is shown in Figure 6. The majority of transformations in
this dataset require taking into account both control-flow and
data-flow relationships, with 21 examples requiring at least
control-flow dependencies on unchanged terms (C2 ), which
is outside of the scope of Spinfer (C0 or C1 ). Three quarters
of the transformations have multiple variants including one
quarter with variants that need to be performed in a specific
order, features that are targeted by Spinfer.
To evaluate Spinfer in terms of the correctness of the trans-
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Figure 6: Taxonomy of the two datasets
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The synthesis experiment learns semantic patches from the
full dataset containing all the files and evaluates the resulting semantic patch on the same set of files. This experiment
evaluates the degree to which Spinfer is able to capture the
changes found in the examples provided to it. It is relevant
to the user who wants to understand a previously performed
change. Without Spinfer, such a user has to read through the
entire patch and collect all of the different kinds of changes
performed, with no way to validate his understanding. Spinfer
does both the inference and validation automatically.
The transformation experiment, on the other hand, learns
semantic patches from a reduced dataset composed of the first
10 changed files, as indicated by the commit author date (ties
between files in the same commit are broken randomly), or
half of the full dataset if the full dataset contains fewer than 20
files. This experiment evaluates the resulting semantic patch
on the portion of the dataset that does not include the set
of files from which the rules were learned. This experiment
is relevant to the user who wants to change new code by
bootstrapping a semantic patch.
We recall that Spinfer targets the whole taxonomy, except
in terms of control flow where it targets only C0 and C1 , but
not the higher levels. Since not all examples are in Spinfer’s
targets in terms of the taxonomy, for each experiment we
separate the analysis of the results according to whether the
examples are in Spinfer’s scope or not.
We use classic metrics that are applied for evaluation of
program transformation tools: precision, i.e., the percentage
of changes obtained by applying the inferred semantic patch
that are identical to the expected changes in the examples, and
recall, i.e., the percentage of expected changes in the examples
that are obtained by applying the inferred semantic patch. To
address the issue of noise we compare the changes performed
by the semantic patch generated by Spinfer against those
performed by a human-written semantic patch created by a
Coccinelle expert. In this way, we benefit from the intuition
of the human expert to filter out noise. As there are many
ways to write a semantic patch for the same change, we do
not directly compare the syntax of the generated semantic
patch against the human-written one, and instead focus on the
results of applying the semantic patch itself.
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Figure 7: CFG-nodes metrics for the challenging dataset

formation. We look at the ratio of correctly modified CFGnodes, either successfully deleted, or added to the correct
location in the CFG of the example. As Spinfer prints around
one line of semantic patch per modified node, this roughly
translates to the ratio of correct lines in the generated semantic patch. Figure 7 gives the recall and precision for the node
modifications produced by the generated semantic patches,
with each bar corresponding to one set of changes. The lighter
color of the bars on the right indicates that the examples are
not in Spinfer target in terms of the taxonomy. Missing values for the transformation experiment at indices 1, 2 and 12
correspond to sets of changes with 2 modified files or fewer.
In this case, performing the transformation experiment is not
possible as Spinfer needs to learn from at least two files. Other
missing values indicate that Spinfer either did not generate
anything, or generated a semantic patch that was not applicable to the evaluation dataset. These cases count as having
both a recall and a precision of 0.
On average, the semantic patches generated by Spinfer
achieve 87% precision and 81% recall for the synthesis experiment, and 86% precision and 49% recall for the transformation experiment. For the part of the examples in Spinfer’s
scope in terms of the taxonomy, Spinfer obtained 88% precision and 91% recall for the synthesis experiment, and 93%
precision and 62% recall for the transformation experiment.
Precision and recall are much lower for examples outside
Spinfer’s scope, averaging 86% precision and 72% recall in
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Figure 8: Execution time for the challenging dataset
synthesis and 81% precision and 39% recall in transformation.
These results suggest that, for the subset of examples in its
scope, Spinfer can be used to infer semantic patches that can
perform most of the needed transformations. Also, by carefully examining the produced semantic patches, we believe
that most of the non-exhaustive semantic patches in this subset can be modified in a couple of minutes to obtain complete
ones. For examples outside Spinfer scope, Spinfer is still able
to perform some of the transformations without producing
too many false positives.
As shown in Figure 8, Spinfer’s execution time is almost
linear in the number of modified functions in the training
dataset. Spinfer takes less than 50 seconds to infer a semantic
patch for examples with 10 or fewer modified functions. We
believe that Spinfer’s execution time is quite reasonable to be
used as a tool to suggest a semantic patch.

4.3

Experiments on the 2018 dataset

Figure 6 also shows the taxonomy of the changes for the
2018 dataset. Contrary to the challenging dataset, the largest
part of the changes in the 2018 dataset do not require taking complex control flow into account (C0 and C1 ) and thus
fit in Spinfer’s scope. The kinds of control-flow constraints
observed are from one statement to the next, and from one
statement to some later statement that is not directly contiguous. Only a few changes require taking into account negative
information (C3 ), such as verification that a variable is not
used in its scope before removing it, or interprocedural information (C4 ). However, multiple variants (I1 ) and noise (N1 )
are very common.
We evaluate the results in the same way as for the challenging dataset. Figure 9 gives the recall and precision for the
generated semantic patch. For the four C4 cases in the taxonomy the results are evaluated against the developers’ changes
directly, rather than against human-written semantic patches,
as Coccinelle does not support interprocedural control-flow
constraints.
For the 2018 dataset, the generated semantic patches
achieve 85% precision and 83% recall in synthesis, and 87%
precision and 62% recall in transformation. Looking only at
the examples in the scope of Spinfer, the generated semantic
patches obtained 92% precision and 88% recall in synthesis,
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Figure 9: CFG-nodes metrics for the 2018 dataset
and 94% precision and 65% recall in transformations, which
is very close to the results for the challenging dataset. As most
of the transformations in our randomly sampled dataset are in
Spinfer scope, these results suggest that Spinfer is adapted to
real kernel transformation situations, and can generate high
quality semantic patches that can be used by kernel developers
to perform synthesis or transformation tasks.

4.4

Analysis of a failure case

We now analyze a typical failure case that gives an intuition
for why some examples have a lower recall in transformation
than in synthesis.
A case where Spinfer does not generate a high quality semantic patch is for the elimination of the cpufreq_frequency_table_target function. For this transformation our human expert wrote the following semantic patch:
@@ expression policy, old_freq; @@
- cpufreq_frequency_table_target(policy, old_freq,
CPUFREQ_RELATION_H)
+ cpufreq_table_find_index_h(policy, old_freq)
@@ expression policy, old_freq; @@
- cpufreq_frequency_table_target(policy, old_freq,
CPUFREQ_RELATION_L)
+ cpufreq_table_find_index_l(policy, old_freq)
@@ expression policy, old_freq; @@
- cpufreq_frequency_table_target(policy, old_freq,
CPUFREQ_RELATION_C)
+ cpufreq_table_find_index_c(policy, old_freq)

The semantic patch composed of three rules replaces the
uses of cpufreq_frequency_table_target by specialized cpufreq_table_find_index functions. The choice
of replacement function depends on the constant used as the
third argument of cpufreq_frequency_table_target.
For this transformation we launched Spinfer on a learning
set of only two files and, in under two seconds, Spinfer generated the following semantic patch composed of two rules:
@@ expression E0, E1, E2; @@
- E0 = cpufreq_frequency_table_target(E1, E2,
CPUFREQ_RELATION_H);
+ E0 = cpufreq_table_find_index_h(E1, E2);
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@@ expression E0, E1; @@
- E0 = cpufreq_frequency_table_target(&E1, E1.cur,
CPUFREQ_RELATION_C);
+ E0 = cpufreq_table_find_index_c(&E1, E1.cur);

The generated semantic patch does not cover all the cases,
and thus it is incomplete. It illustrates two typical reasons for
the failure Spinfer: variant bias and over-specialization.
Variant bias happens when only a subset of variants is
present in the learning set. In this case the learning set
contains only instances with CPUFREQ_RELATION_H and
CPUFREQ_RELATION_C constants. Consequently Spinfer did
not see the third constant and cannot generate a rule for it.
Given this semantic patch, however, a developer can easily
find the missing constant and complete the semantic patch
with copy-pasting and small edits.
Over-specialization is present here in two forms: all rules are
assignments and the second rule contains a mandatory field
cur for the second parameter of both functions. Both of these
constraints are incorrect, but they are generated because they
are present in all examples in the learning set and because
Spinfer prefers precision over recall. Once again, fixing these
issues can be very quick for a Linux kernel developer, once
the basic outline of the semantic patch is provided.
We have illustrated two typical reasons for the failure of
Spinfer, in which our tool generates an incorrect semantic
patch for the testing set. These cases happen because Spinfer
somewhat overfits the learning set to prevent false positives.
However these kinds of failure can be easily and quickly fixed
by developers, by using their knowledge of the kernel or by
providing more examples to our tool.

5

Related Work

The most closely related works are Sydit [17], L ASE [18],
A PP E VOLVE [7], R EFAZER [23], M EDITOR [30], A4 [11],
and G EN PAT [8], that were already presented in Section 2.
A novelty of Spinfer is its focus on control-flow graphs.
CBCD [14] relies on Program Dependence Graphs (PDGs)
to find other instances of a known bug in a code base. CBCD
is limited to only one example bug, does not produce a script
for matching buggy code, and does not address how to fix
bugs. By considering commonalities among multiple examples, Spinfer can learn more general rules. By providing a
transformation script, Spinfer makes the result understandable to the user and even allows the user to improve the script
or adapt it to other uses. Finally, Spinfer-inferred semantic
patches both find code needing transformation and describe
how to transform it automatically.
Spinfer requires the existence of patches that illustrate a
desired change. When the developer does not know how to
make a change, he can search for examples in the commit
history. Patchparse [20] finds common changes in commit
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histories of C code. SysEdMiner [19] finds such changes for
Java code. Prequel allows the developer to search for commits
that match patterns of removed and added code, making it
possible to find examples for specific changes [13]. The output
from those tools may be used with Spinfer.

6

Conclusion

This paper proposes an approach to automatically inferring
Coccinelle semantic patches from a collection of change examples written in C. Our approach considers similar code
fragments and control flows among the changes to identify
change patterns and construct transformation rules. Generated
semantic patches are easily understandable by developers and
can be used both for understanding past changes and to perform large scale transformation, with little to no modifications.
We have implemented our approach as a tool named Spinfer,
and evaluated it on two sets of 40 real changes from the Linux
kernel. Our evaluation shown that Spinfer is capable of handling the majority of the real Linux kernel transformation
situations by generating semantic patches with high recall
and precision in only a few minutes.
We have also identified a taxonomy of challenges that
transformation-rule inference tools for systems code must
solve, based on the complexity of the control and data flow,
and the number of change instances and variants. Such a taxonomy provides level ground for comparing the capabilities
of different transformation-rule inference tools, and Spinfer
achieves much safer and more comprehensive results than
previous tools with respect to the properties defined in the
taxonomy. The taxonomy can also be used to guide the future
development of Spinfer and other transformation-rule inference tools. In particular, the next frontier for transformation
rule inference is to effectively take into account unmodified
terms into control-flow dependencies. Typically, for a largescale change, each changed function contains many times
more unmodified lines than changed lines, and the unmodified lines exhibit much greater variety. A challenge is to
identify which of the unmodified lines, if any, are relevant to
controlling when a change should be performed.
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Abstract
Fuzzing is one of the most popular and effective techniques
for finding software bugs. To detect triggered bugs, fuzzers
leverage a variety of sanitizers in practice. Unfortunately,
sanitizers target long running experiments—e.g., developer
test suites—not fuzzing, where execution time is highly
variable ranging from extremely short to long. Design
decisions made for developer test suites introduce high
overhead on short lived fuzzing executions, decreasing the
fuzzer’s throughput and thereby reducing effectiveness.
The root cause of this sanitization overhead is the heavyweight metadata structure that is optimized for frequent
metadata operations over long executions. To address this, we
design new metadata structures for sanitizers, and propose
FuZZan to automatically select the optimal metadata structure
without any user configuration. Our new metadata structures
have the same bug detection capabilities as the ones they
replace. We implement and apply these ideas to Address
Sanitizer (ASan), which is the most popular sanitizer.
Our evaluation shows that on the Google fuzzer test suite,
FuZZan improves fuzzing throughput over ASan by 48%
starting with Google’s provided seeds (52% when starting with
empty seeds on the same applications). Due to this improved
throughput, FuZZan discovers 13% more unique paths given
the same 24 hours and finds bugs 42% faster. Furthermore,
FuZZan catches all bugs ASan does; i.e., we have not traded
precision for performance. Our findings show that sanitizer
performance overhead is avoidable when metadata structures
are designed for fuzzing, and that the performance difference
will have a meaningful difference in squashing software bugs.

1

Introduction

Fuzzing [33] is a powerful and widely used software security
testing technique that uses randomly generated inputs to find
bugs. Fuzzing has seen near ubiquitous adoption in industry,
and has discovered countless bugs. For example, the stateof-the-art fuzzer American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) has discovered
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hundreds of bugs in widely-used software [57], while Google
has found 16,000 bugs in Chrome and 11,000 bugs in over
160 other open source projects using fuzzing [10]. On its own,
fuzzing only discovers a subset of all triggered bugs, e.g., failed
assertions or memory errors causing segmentation faults. Bugs
that silently corrupt the program’s memory state, without causing a crash, are missed. To detect such bugs, fuzzers must be
paired with sanitizers that enforce security policies at runtime
by turning a silent corruption into a crash. To date, around 34
sanitizers [47] have been prototyped. So far, only the LLVMbased sanitizers ASan, MSan, LeakSan, UBSan, and TSan
have seen wide-spread use. For brevity, we use sanitizers to
refer to such frequently used sanitizers in the rest of the paper.
Unfortunately, sanitizers are designed for developer-driven
software testing rather than fuzzing, and are consequently
optimized for minimal per-check cost, not startup/teardown of
the metadata structure. Consequently, they are based around
a shadow-memory data structure wherein the address space is
partitioned, and metadata is encoded into the “shadow” memory at a constant offset from program memory. Optimizing for
long executions makes sense in the context of developer-driven
software testing, which generally verifies correct behavior on
expected input, leading to relatively long test execution times.
Fuzzing has a more diverse set of inputs that cause both short
(i.e., invalid inputs) and long running executions with billions
of executions. For example, the Chrome developers use
Address Sanitizer (ASan) for their unit tests and long-running
integration tests [39]. However, the underlying design
decisions that make ASan a highly performant sanitizer for
long running tests result in high performance overhead—up
to 6.59×—for short executions, as observed in a fuzzing
environment1 . This high overhead reduces throughput,
thereby preventing a fuzzer from finding bugs effectively.
We analyze the source of this overhead across a variety
of sanitizers, and attribute the cost to heavy-weight metadata
structures employed by these sanitizers. For example, Address
Sanitizer maps an additional 20TB of memory for each exe1 The average time for a single execution across the first 500,000 tests for

the full Google fuzzer test suite is 0.61ms.
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cution, Memory Sanitizer (MSan) 72TB, and Thread Sanitizer
(TSan) 97TB on a 64-bit platform. The high setup/teardown
cost of heavy-weight metadata structures is amortized over
the long execution of programs due to the low per-check cost.
In contrast, a fuzzing campaign typically consists of massive
amounts of short-lived executions, effectively transforming
what is a large one-time cost into a large runtime cost. For example, Table 1 indicates that memory management is the main
source of overhead for ASan under fuzzing on the Google fuzz
test suite, accounting for 40.16% of the total execution time we
observe. Memory management is the key bottleneck for using
sanitizers with fuzzers, and has to date gone unaddressed.
Instead, increasing the efficiency and efficacy of fuzzing has
received significant research attention on two fronts: (i) mechanisms that reduce the overhead of fuzzers [27, 55, 57]; and (ii)
mechanisms that reduce the overhead of sanitization on longer
running tests and conflicts between sanitizers [25, 37, 38, 52,
54]. These works address fuzzers and sanitizers in isolation,
ignoring the core sanitizer design decision to optimize for long
running test cases using a heavy-weight metadata structure that
limits sanitizer performance in combination with fuzzers. Consequently, optimization of sanitizer memory management for
short execution times remains an open challenge, motivated by
the need to design sanitizers that are optimal under fuzz testing.
We present FuZZan, which uses a two-pronged approach
to optimize sanitizers for short execution times, as seen under
fuzzing: (i) two new light-weight metadata structures that trade
significantly reduced startup/teardown costs 2 for moderately
higher (or equivalent) per access costs and (ii) a dynamic metadata structure switching technique, which dynamically selects
the optimal metadata structure during a fuzzing campaign
based on the current execution profile of the program; i.e., how
often the metadata is accessed. Each of our proposed metadata
structures is optimized for different execution patterns; i.e.,
they have different costs for creating an entry when an object
is allocated versus looking up information in the metadata
table. By observing the metadata access and memory usage
patterns at runtime, FuZZan dynamically switches to the best
metadata structure without user interaction, and tunes this
configuration throughout the fuzzing campaign.
We apply our ideas to ASan, which is the most widely
used sanitizer [43, 44, 47]. ASan focuses on memory safety
violations—arguably the most dangerous class of bugs,
accounting for 70% of vulnerabilities at Microsoft [34]—and
has already detected over 10,000 memory safety violations [9,12,50] in various applications (e.g., over 3,000 bugs in
Chrome in 3 years [50]) and the Linux kernel (e.g., over 1,000
bugs [12, 51]) by using a customized kernel address sanitizer
(KASan). We further apply FuZZan to MSan and MOpt-AFL.
FuZZan improves fuzzing throughput over ASan by 52%
when starting with empty seeds and 48% when starting with
2 Compared to ASan, our min-shadow memory mode reduces the time that
startup/teardown functions spend in the kernel by 62% on the first 500,000
tests across the full Google fuzzer test suite.
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Modes

ASan’s
init time
ms (%)

ASan’s
logging time
ms (%)

Memory
mgmt. time
ms (%)

Native
ASan

0.00 (0.00%)
0.17 (10.58%)

0.00 (0.00%)
0.30 (18.86%)

0.05 (11.49%)
0.63 (40.16%)

# page faults
2,569
11,967

Table 1: Comparison between native and ASan executions
with a breakdown of time spent in memory management,
and time spent for ASan’s initialization and logging. Results
are aggregated over 500,000 executions of the full Google
fuzzer test suite [11]. Times are shown in milliseconds, and
% denotes the ratio to total execution time.

Google’s seed corpus, averaged across all applications in the
Google fuzzer test suite [11] as part of our input record/replay
fuzzing experiment. Due to this improved throughput, FuZZan
discovers 13% more unique paths (with an improvement in
throughput of 61% compared to ASan) given the standard 24
hour fuzz testing with widely used real-world software and a
provided corpus of starting seeds.
Crucially, FuZZan achieves this without any reduction in
bug-finding ability. Therefore, FuZZan strictly increases the
performance of ASan-enabled fuzzing, resulting in finding the
same bugs in less time than using ASan with the same fuzzer.
Our contributions are:
1. Identifying and analyzing the primary source of overhead
when sanitizers are used with fuzzing, and pinpointing
the sanitizer design decisions that cause the overhead;
2. Designing and implementing a sanitizer optimization
(FuZZan) and applying it to ASan; that is, we design
several new metadata structures along with a dynamic
metadata structure switching to choose the optimal
structure at runtime. We also validate the generality of our
design by further applying it to MSan and MOpt-AFL;
3. Evaluating FuZZan on the Google fuzzer test suite and
other widely used real-world software and showing that
FuZZan effectively improves fuzzing throughput (and
therefore discovers more unique bugs or paths given the
same amount of time).

2

Background and Analysis

We present an overview of fuzzing overhead and ASan
(our target sanitizer). Further, we detail the design conflicts
between ASan and fuzzing when used in combination.

2.1

Fuzzing overhead

Given the same input generation capabilities, a fuzzer’s
throughput (executions per second) is critical to its effectiveness in finding bugs. Greater throughput results in more code
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and data paths being explored, and thus potentially triggers
more bugs. Running a fuzzer imposes some overhead on the
program, a major component of which is the repeated execution
of the target program’s initialization routines. These routines—
including program loading, execve, and initialization—do
not change across test cases, and hence result in repeated and
unnecessary startup costs. To reduce this overhead, many
fuzzers leverage a fork server. A fork server loads and executes
the target program to a fully-initialized state, and then clones
this process to execute each test case. This ensures that the
execution of each test case begins from an initialized state,
and removes the overhead associated with the initial startup.
Another technique for reducing process initialization costs
is in-process fuzzing, such as AFL’s persistent mode and
libFuzzer. In-process fuzzing wraps each test in one iteration
of a loop in one process, thus avoiding starting a new process
for each test. However, in-process fuzzing generally requires
manual analysis and code changes [13, 58]. Additionally,
in-process fuzzing requires the target code to be stateless
across executions as all tests share one process environment,
otherwise the execution of one test may affect subsequent
ones, potentially leading to false positives. Consequently,
testers should avoid in-process fuzzing for library code using
global variables. Bugs found from in-process fuzzing may
not be reproducible as it is not always possible to construct
a valid calling context to trigger detected bugs in the target
function, and side-effects across multiple function calls may
not be captured [32]. Because of these limitations, in-process
fuzzing is used on stateless functions in libraries, while the
fork server model (i.e., out-of-process fuzzing) remains the
most general fuzzing mode for fuzzing programs.

2.2

Address Sanitizer

All sanitizers leverage a customized metadata structure [47].
Out of many different metadata schemes, shadow memory
(both direct-mapped or multi-level shadow) is the most widely
used [4, 14–16, 29, 30, 42, 45, 48, 49, 56]. ASan enforces memory safety by encoding the accessibility of each byte in shadow
memory. Allocated (and therefore accessible) areas are marked
and padded with inaccessible red zones. In particular, directmapped shadow memory encodes the validity of the entire
virtual memory space, with every 8-bytes of memory mapping
to 1-byte in shadow memory. Shadow memory encodes the
state of application memory. The 8-bit value k encodes that
the 8-k bytes of the mapped memory are accessible. The corresponding shadow memory address for a byte of memory is at:
addrshadow = (addr >> 3)+offset
where addr is the accessed address. Generally, ASan only
inserts redzones to the high address side of each object as the
preceding object’s redzone suffices for the low address side.
ASan also instruments each runtime memory access to check
if the accessed memory is in a red zone, and if so faults. ASan’s
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effectiveness in detecting hard-to-catch memory bugs has led
to its widespread adoption. It has become best practice [47] to
use ASan (or KASan [20], the kernel equivalent) with a fuzzer
to improve the bug detection capability.

2.3

Overhead Analysis of Fuzzing with ASan

To understand ASan’s overhead with fuzzing, we analyze
the Linux kernel functions used during fuzzing campaigns.
Table 1 shows the overhead added by ASan, broken out
across ASan’s logging, ASan’s initialization, and memory
management. Our experiments measure the ratio of the time
spent in the kernel functions compared to the total execution
time for a number of target programs.
Note that memory management makes up 40.16% of
ASan’s total execution time, as opposed to 11.49% for the
base case, and that memory management is more than double
the overhead of ASan’s logging and initialization combined.
ASan’s heavy use of the virtual address space results in
4.66× page faults compared to native execution. Our memory
management overhead numbers reflect the time spent by the
kernel in the four core page table management functions:
(i) unmap_vmas (24.6%), (ii) free_pgtable (4.7%), (iii)
do_wp_page (8.2%), and (iv) sys_mmap (2.6%).
Notably, unmap_vmas and free_pgtable correspond to
73% of ASan’s measured memory management overhead
across the four core page table management functions. The
execution time for these two functions (unmap_vmas and
free_pgtable) is 10x higher than when executing without
ASan. To break this overhead down, when executing a test
under the fork server mode, a fuzzer needs to create a new
process for each test. During initialization, ASan reserves
memory space (20TB total, including 16TB of shadow
memory, and a separate 4TB for the heap on 64-bit platforms)
and then poisons the shadow memory for globals and the
heap. Accessing these pages incurs additional page faults, and
thus page table management overhead in the kernel. Note that
the large heap area causes sparse page table entries (PTEs),
which increase the number of pages used for the page table
and memory management overhead.
Existing techniques to deal efficiently with large allocations
do not help here. Lazy page allocation of the large virtual memory area used by ASan does not mitigate memory management
overhead in this case, as many of the pages are accessed when
shadow memory is poisoned. Poisoning forces a copy even for
copy-on-write pages, and thus increases page table management cost. During execution, memory allocations and accesses
cause additional shadow memory pages to be used, again with
page faults and page table management. When the process exits, the kernel clears all page table entries through unmap_vmas
and releases memory for the page table (via free_pgtables).
The cost of these two functions are correlated with the number
of physical pages used by the process. As fuzzing leads to
repeated, short executions, such bookkeeping introduces
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considerable memory management overhead. In contrast to
these active memory management functions, sys_mmap only
accounts for 7% memory management overhead of ASan.
This is the expense for reserving all virtual memory areas.
However, large areas that are actively accessed by ASan incur
considerable additional expenses as detailed above.
For completeness, we note that our analysis finds that ASan
performs excessive “always-on” logging (18.86%) by default,
and that ASan’s initial poisoning of global variables (10.58%)
is inefficient. Combined, these additional sources of overhead
account for 29.44% overhead. We address these engineering
shortcomings in our evaluation, but they are neither our core
contributions nor the choke point in fuzzing with ASan.

3

FuZZan design

FuZZan has two design goals: (1) define new light-weight
metadata structures, and (2) automatically switch between
metadata structures depending on the runtime execution profile. In this section, we present how we design each component
of FuZZan to achieve both goals, as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1

FuZZan Metadata Structures

To minimize startup/teardown costs while maintaining
reasonable access costs, FuZZan introduces two new metadata
structures: (i) a Red Black tree (RB-tree) metadata structure,
which has low startup and teardown costs, but has high
per-access costs; and (ii) min-shadow memory, which has
medium startup/teardown costs and low per-access costs (on
par with ASan). Table 2 shows a qualitative comparison of
the different metadata schemes that we propose in this section,
see Table 4 for quantitative results. The RB-tree is optimal for
short executions with few metadata accesses as it emphasizes
low startup and teardown costs, while min-shadow memory
is best suited for executions with a mid-to-high number
of metadata accesses as it has lower per metadata access

Fuzzer
(1) Measure target program
Behavior (§ 3.2.1)

(2) Calculate
Switch
the best
metadata
structure (3) Switch to
(§ 3.2.2)
selected
metadata
Metadata
structure
structure
(§ 3.2)

selector

FuZZan
sampling

Access Cost

High
Low
Medium

Low
High
Low

ASan shadow memory
Customized RB-tree
Min-shadow memory

FuZZan

Table 2: Comparison of metadata structures.

costs while still avoiding the full startup/teardown overhead
imposed by ASan’s shadow memory.
3.1.1

Customized RB-Tree

To optimize ASan’s metadata structure for test cases where a
fuzz testing application only executes for a very short time with
few metadata accesses, we introduce a customized RB-tree,
shown in Figure 2. Nodes in the RB-tree store the redzone for
each object. Although each metadata access operation (insert,
delete, and search) in the RB-tree is slower than its counterpart
in the shadow memory metadata structure, our RB-tree has the
following benefits: (i) low total memory overhead (leading to
low startup/teardown overhead); (ii) removal of poisoning/unpoisoning page faults (as each RB-tree node compactly stores
the redzone addresses and these nodes are grouped together in
memory); and (iii) a faster range search than shadow memory
for operations such as memcpy. For example, in order to check
memcpy, ASan must validate each byte individually using
shadow memory. However, in our approach, we can verify
such operations through only two range queries for memcpy’s
source and destination memory address range.
In our RB-tree design, when an object is allocated (e.g.,
through malloc), the range of the object’s high address
redzone is stored in a node of the RB-tree. During a query, if
the address range of the target is lower than the start address
of the node, we search the left subtree (and vice versa). If the
address is not found in the tree, it is a safe memory access.
During redzone removal, the requested address range may
only be a subset of an existing node’s range (and not the full
range of a target node in the RB-tree). In this case, the RB-tree
HashMap (optional)
Insert/
Delete

Hash function
(address)

ASan
shadow memory

Cache (optional)

FuZZan
RB-tree
FuZZan MinShadow memory

Figure 1: Overview of FuZZan’s architecture and workflow.
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Target
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Fuzzing
Module
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Search

# Address

Status

1

0x100..

Normal

2

0x200..

Normal

3

0x300..

Normal

#

Address area

1

0x10007.. ~
0x10008..

2

0x10008.. ~
0x10009..

One time
Insert/
Delete

. ……..

Search
Fail

. ……..
...

0x02008.. ~
0x02009..

N

0xffffe.. ~
0xfffff..

One time
Range
Search

Figure 2: Design of FuZZan’s customized RB-tree.
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deletes the existing RB-tree node, creates new RB-tree nodes
which have non-overlapping address ranges (e.g., the left
and right side of an overlapped area), and inserts these nodes
into the RB-tree. Since we reuse ASan’s memory allocator
and memory layout (e.g., redzones between objects and a
quarantine zone for freed objects), FuZZan provides the same
detection capability as ASan.
3.1.2

Min-shadow memory

The idea behind Min-shadow memory (for executions with
a mid-to-high number of metadata accesses) is to limit the
accessible virtual address space, effectively shrinking the
size of the required shadow memory. As the size of shadow
memory is a key driver of overhead in the fuzzing environment,
this enhances performance.
Figure 3 illustrates how min-shadow memory converts a
64-bit program running in a 48-bit address space to run in a
32-bit address space window (1GB for the stack, 1GB for the
heap, and 2GB for the BSS, data, and text sections combined).
Note that pointers remain 64 bits wide and the code remains
unchanged: the mapped address space is simply restricted, allowing min-shadow memory to have a partial shadow memory
map. To shrink a program’s memory space, we move the heap
(by modifying ASan’s heap allocator) and remap the stack to a
new address space. Min-shadow memory remaps parts of the
address space but programs remain 64-bit programs. To accommodate larger heap sizes, we create additional min-shadow

20TB
(Heap +
Shadow)

Address sanitizer memory mapping
Stack
Stack
Heap (4TB)
Heap (4TB)
Shadow
Shadow
Bad
Bad
Shadow
Shadow
BSS & Data
BSS & Data
& Text
& Text

16TB
(Shadow
memory)

memory binaries with heap sizes of 4GB, 8GB, and 16GB.
Our approach allows testing 64-bit code with 64-bit
pointers without having to map shadow tables for the entire
address space. We disagree with the recommendation of the
ASan developers to compile programs as 32-bit executables,
as changing the target architecture, pointer length, and
data type sizes will hide bugs. Furthermore, min-shadow
memory provides greater flexibility compared to using the
x32 ABI [53] mode (i.e., running the processor in 64-bit mode
but using 32-bit pointers and arithmetic, limiting the program
to a virtual address space of 4GB), as min-shadow memory
can provide various heap size options.

3.2

Dynamic metadata structure switching

Dynamic metadata structure switching automatically selects
the optimal metadata scheme based on observed behavior.
At the beginning of a fuzzing campaign, dynamic metadata
structure switching assesses the initial behavior and then periodically samples behavior, adjusting the metadata structure
if necessary. Our intuition for dynamic metadata structure
switching is that, during fuzzing, metadata access patterns
and memory usage remain similar across runs and change
in phases. While the fuzzer is mutating a specific input, the
executions of the newly created inputs are similar regarding
their control flow and memory access patterns compared to
the source input. However, new coverage may lead to different
execution behaviors. We therefore design a dynamic metadata
structure switching technique that periodically and conditionally samples the execution and adjusts the underlying metadata
structure according to the observed execution behavior.
Dynamic metadata structure switching compiles the
program in four different ways in preparation for fuzzing:
ASan, RB-tree, min-shadow memory, and sampling mode. The
sampling mode repeatedly samples the runtime parameters
and then selects the optimal metadata structure. The selection
of the optimal metadata structure is governed by FuZZan’s
metadata structure switching policy.

FuZZan min-shadow memory mapping

4GB

Bad
Shadow
Stack (1GB)
Heap (1GB)

Bad
Shadow
Stack (1GB)
Heap (1GB)

BSS & Data
& Text (2GB)

BSS & Data
& Text (2GB)

512MB
(Shadow
memory)

Figure 3: ASan and min-shadow memory modes’ memory
mapping on 64-bit platforms. ASan (top) reserves 20TB
memory space for heap and shadow memory, conversely, minshadow memory mode (bottom) reserves 4512MB memory
space for heap and shadow memory. Each application’s stack,
heap, and other sections (BSS, data, and text) map to the
corresponding shadow regions. Further, the shadow memory
region is mapped inaccessible.
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3.2.1

Sampling mode

The sampling mode measures the behavior of the target
program using the min-shadow memory-1GB metadata mode
and, based on the behavior, reports the currently optimal
metadata structure. The sampling mode profiles the following
parameters: (i) the number of metadata accesses during insert,
delete, and search; and (ii) memory consumption. Note that
this information can be collected by simple counters: profiling
is therefore light-weight.
Dynamic metadata structure switching starts in sampling
mode and selects the optimal mode based on the observed
behavior. Dynamic metadata structure switching then
periodically (e.g., every 1,000 executions) and conditionally
(e.g., when the fuzzer starts mutating a new test case) samples
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executions to select the optimal metadata structure based
on the current behavior. To reduce the cost of periodic
sampling, dynamic metadata structure switching implements
a continuous back-off strategy that gradually increases the
sampling interval as long as the metadata structure does not
change (similar to TCP’s slow-start [17]). Note that bugs may
be triggered during sampling mode. As such, we maintain
ASan’s error detection capabilities while sampling to ensure
that we do not miss any bugs.
3.2.2

Metadata structure switching policies

Our metadata structure switching policy is based on a mapping
of metadata access frequency to the corresponding metadata
structure. This heuristic is relatively simple in order to achieve
a low sampling overhead. To determine the best cutoff points,
we compile all 26 applications in Google’s fuzzer test suite
in two different ways: RB-tree and min-shadow memory.
We then test these different configurations against 50,000
recorded inputs and determine the best metadata structure
depending on the observed parameters, measuring execution
time. Profiling reveals that the frequency of metadata access
(insert, delete, and search) is the primary factor that influences
metadata structure overhead, which confirms our original
assumption. In this policy, depending on the metadata access
frequency, we select different metadata structures (based
on statistics from profiling): RB-tree if there are fewer than
1,000 accesses; and min-shadow memory if there are more
than 1,000 accesses. Additionally, if the selected heap size
goes beyond a threshold, we sequentially switch to other
modes (min-shadow memory-4G, 8G, 16G, and ASan), thus
increasing heap memory for continuous fuzzing.

4

Implementation

We implement FuZZan’s two metadata structures and
dynamic metadata structure switching mode on top of ASan
in LLVM [28] (version 7.0.0). We support and interact with
AFL [57] (version 2.52b). To address the other sources of
overhead in ASan (shown in Table 1), we also implement
two additional optimizations: (i) removal of unnecessary
initialization; and (ii) removal of unnecessary logging. Our
implementation consists of 3.5k LOC in total (mostly in
LLVM, with minor extensions to AFL).
RB-tree. The RB-tree requires modifications to ASan’s
memory access instrumentation, as our RB-tree is not based
on a shadow memory metadata structure. Thus, we modify
all memory access checks, including interceptors, to use
the appropriate RB-tree operations instead of the equivalent
shadow memory operations. As an optimization, and for
compatibility with min-shadow memory mode, the RB-tree
mode also reserves 1GB for the heap memory allocator. A
compact heap reduces memory management overhead. The
RB-tree mode is used when fuzz tests only execute for a very
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short time with few metadata accesses (i.e., they allocate
relatively a small amount of memory).
Min-shadow memory. Unlike the RB-tree, we are able to
repurpose ASan’s existing memory access checks, as the
min-shadow memory metadata structure is based on a shadow
memory scheme. To shrink a 64-bit program’s address space,
we modify ASan’s internal heap setup and remap the stack
using Kroes et al.’s linker/loader tricks [22]. More specifically, based on this script, we hook __libc_start_main
using “LD_PRELOAD” and then remap the stack to a new
address, update rbp and rsp, and then call the original
__libc_start_main. This allows us to reduce ASan’s
shadow map requirements from 16TB of mapped (but not
necessarily allocated) virtual memory to 512MB (1 bit of
shadow for each byte in our 4GB address space window).
We also create an additional 192MB shadow memory for
ASan’s secondary allocator and dynamic libraries (which
are remapped above the stack). Finally, we implement four
different min-shadow memory modes with increasing heap
sizes (1GB, 4GB, 8GB, and 16GB) to handle the different
memory requirements of a variety of programs.
Heap size triggers. As previously stated, min-shadow
memory is configured for different heap sizes. We therefore
use out of memory (OOM) errors to trigger callbacks that
notify FuZZan to increase the heap size.
AFL modifications. The target program is compiled once
per FuZZan mode. By default, AFL uses a random number
generator (RNG) to assign an ID to each basic block within
the target program. Unfortunately, this would result in the
same input producing different coverage maps across the set
of compiled targets, breaking AFL’s code coverage analysis.
We therefore modify AFL to use the same RNG seed across
the set of compiled targets. This ensures that the same input
produces the same coverage map across all compiled variants.
Removing unnecessary initialization. ASan makes a number of global constructor calls on program startup, performing
several do_wp_page calls for copy-on-write. These constructor calls are unnecessarily repeated each time AFL executes a
new test input, leading to redundant operations. Unfortunately,
the AFL fork server is unaware of ASan’s initialization
routines. Therefore, to remove unnecessary (re-)initialization
across fuzzing runs, we modify ASan’s LLVM pass so that
global variable initialization occurs before AFL’s fork server
starts. This is achieved by adjusting the priority of global
constructors which contain ASan’s initialization function.
Removing unnecessary logging. ASan provides logging
functionality for error reporting (e.g., saving allocation sizes
and thread IDs during object allocation). Unfortunately, this
logging functionality introduces additional page faults and
performance overhead. However, this logging is unnecessary
because fuzzing inherently enables replay by storing test
inputs that trigger new behavior. Complete logging information can be recovered by replaying a given input with a
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fully-instrumented program. We therefore identify and disable
ASan’s logging functionality (e.g., StackDepot) for fuzzing
runs, allowing it to be reenabled for reportable runs.

5

Evaluation

We provide a security and performance evaluation of FuZZan.
First, we verify that FuZZan and ASan have the same
error-detection capabilities. Second, we evaluate the efficiency
of FuZZan’s new metadata structures and dynamic metadata
structure switching mode using deterministic input from
a record/replay infrastructure to ensure fair comparisons.
Next, to consider the random nature of fuzzing and to show
FuZZan’s real-world impact, we evaluate FuZZan’s efficiency
without deterministic input. Here we evaluate the number
of code paths found by FuZZan in a 24 hour time period,
demonstrating the impact of FuZZan’s increased performance.
We also measure FuZZan’s bug finding speed by using known
bugs in Google’s fuzzer test suite to verify that FuZZan
maximizes fuzzing execution speed while providing the
exact same bug detection capabilities as ASan. Finally, we
port FuZZan to another sanitizer (MSan) [48] and another
AFL-based fuzzer (MOpt-AFL) [31] to verify its flexibility.
Evaluation setup. All of our experiments are performed on
a desktop running Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS with a 32-core AMD
Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX, 64GB of RAM, 1TB SSD, and
Simultaneous MultiThreading (SMT) disabled (to guarantee
a single fuzzing instance is assigned to each physical core).
Across all experiments, we apply FuZZan to AFL’s fork
server mode, which is a widely-used and highly optimized
out-of-process fuzzing mode. We evaluate FuZZan on all
applications in the Google fuzzer test suite [11] and other
widely used real-world software.
Evaluation strategy. Evaluating fuzzing effectiveness is
challenging. In a recent study of how to evaluate fuzzing by
Klees et. al. [21], the authors find that the inherent randomness
of the fuzzer’s input generation can lead to seemingly large but
spurious differences in fuzzing effectiveness. However, we are
at an advantage as we do not need to compare different fuzzers
nor do we change the input generation. We therefore record the
fuzzer-generated inputs during a regular run of AFL, and then
replay these recorded inputs to compare our different ASan
optimizations to the same baseline, effectively controlling for
randomness in input generation by using the same input for all
experiments. For our experiments we record the first 500,000
executions for replay, yielding a large enough test corpus
for reasonable performance comparisons. We also undertake
a real-world fuzzing campaign (i.e., without inhibiting
fuzzing randomness by record/replay) to measure FuZZan’s
real-world impact on code path exploration. Finally, Klees
et. al. demonstrate the importance of the initial seed(s) when
evaluating fuzz testing, as performance can vary substantially
depending on what seed is used. We therefore compare two
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CWD (ID)

Good tests
(Pass/Total)

Bad tests
(Pass/Total)

Stack-based Buffer Overflow (121)
Heap-based Buffer Overflow (122)
Buffer Under-write (124)
Buffer Over-read (126)
Buffer Under-read (127)
Total

2,432 / 2,432
1,594 / 1,594
682 / 682
524 / 524
682 / 682
5,914 / 5,914

2,314 / 2,432
1,328 / 1,594
641 / 682
359 / 524
641 / 682
5,283 / 5,914

Table 3: Three different metadata structure modes’ detection
capability based on the Juliet Test Suite for memory corruption
CWEs. FuZZan and ASan have identical results. Good tests
have no memory corruption to check for false positives. Bad
tests are intentionally buggy to check for false negatives.

scenarios: (i) starting with the empty seed; and (ii) starting
with a set of valid seeds (we use Google’s provided seeds for
the input record/replay experiment and randomly selected
seeds of the right file type for our real-world fuzz testing).

5.1

Detection capability

We verify that FuZZan and ASan detect the same set of
bugs in three different ways. First, we use the NIST Juliet
test suite [35], which is a collection of test cases containing
common vulnerabilities based on Common Weakness
Enumeration (CWE). We use the full Juliet test suite for
memory corruption CWEs to verify FuZZan’s capability to
detect the same classes of bugs as ASan, without introducing
false positives or negatives. Second, to verify that FuZZan
and ASan also have the same detection capability under fuzz
testing, we use the Google fuzzer test suite and our recorded
input corpus. Finally, we leverage the complete set of ASan’s
public unit tests as a further sanity check.
For the Juliet test suite (Table 3), we select CWEs related to
memory corruption bugs and obtain the same detection results
from the three different modes (ASan’s shadow memory,
RB-tree, and min-shadow memory). To validate FuZZan
against ASan on the Google fuzzer test suite, we compare
AFL crash reports across the full set of target programs in
the Google fuzzer test suite with our recorded inputs (to
identify both false positives and false negatives). Note that
we force ASan to crash (the default setting under fuzz testing)
when a memory error happens as fuzzers depend on program
crashes to detect bugs. As expected, FuZZan’s different
modes all obtain the same crash results as ASan. However, we
encounter minor differences between FuZZan and ASan when
sanity-checking on the ASan unit tests. These differences are
due to internal changes we made when developing FuZZan,
such as min-shadow memory’s changed memory layout (failed
test cases include features such as fixed memory addresses).
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Modes

Native
ASan
RB-tree
Min-1G
Min-4G
Min-8G
Min-16G

Empty seed
vs.
vs.
time
Native ASan
(s)
(%)
(%)

Provided seed
vs.
vs.
time
Native ASan
(s)
(%)
(%)

199
809
1,541
443
465
467
477

274
1,105
3,308
632
666
685
710

306
673
122
133
134
139

90
-45
-43
-42
-41

303
1,106
131
143
150
159

199
-43
-40
-38
-36

Table 4: Comparison between four min-shadow memory
modes, RB-tree, Native, and ASan execution overhead
during input record and replay fuzz testing with empty and
provided seed sets. The time (s) indicates the average of
all 26 applications’ execution time during testing. Positive
percentage (e.g., 20%) denotes overhead while negative
percentage indicates a speedup.

5.2

Efficiency of new metadata structures

We perform input record/replay fuzz testing to evaluate the
effectiveness of FuZZan’s new metadata structures. Doing
so isolates the effects of our metadata structures by removing
most of the randomness/variation from a typical fuzzing run.
Over the full Google fuzzer test suite, the RB-tree, without
any other optimization, shows shorter execution times than
ASan if the target application has less than 1,000 metadata
accesses; conversely, the RB-tree is slower than ASan when
the target application has more than 1,000 metadata accesses.
On average, as shown in Table 4, several applications in the
Google fuzzer test suite have more than 1,000 metadata accesses, and so RB-tree is overall slower than ASan on average.
Despite being slower on average, the RB-tree can be faster
on individual applications and inputs. For instance, FuZZan in
RB-tree mode demonstrates a 19% performance improvement
(up to 45% faster) for 15 applications (the remaining 11
applications show higher overhead compared to ASan) when
benchmarked using the inputs generated from an empty seed.
On the subset of applications for which seeds are provided, RBtree shows less performance improvement (17% and up to 39%
faster) for 14 applications (the remaining 12 applications show
higher overhead than ASan) when benchmarked using inputs
generated from those seeds as provided seeds help to create
valid input, lengthening execution times and thus metadata accesses. Note that RB-tree shows the best fuzzing performance
when the target application (e.g., c-ares) has less 1,000 metadata access. Additionally, even for applications where RB-tree
is slower across all inputs, it is still faster on inputs with few
metadata accesses. The variable performance of RB-tree,
which is highly dependent on the number of metadata accesses,
highlights the need for dynamic metadata structure switching
to automatically select the optimal metadata structure.
Min-shadow memory mode, without additional optimization, outperforms ASan on all 26 programs (for both empty
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Empty seed
vs.
vs.
time
Native ASan
(s)
(%)
(%)

Modes

Logging-Opt.
Init-Opt.
Logging+Init
Min-Shadow
Min-Shadow-Opt.
Dynamic

613
686
552
443
385
387

208
244
177
122
93
94

-24
-15
-32
-45
-52
-52

Provided seed
vs.
vs.
time
Native ASan
(s)
(%)
(%)
891
987
826
632
574
578

225
260
201
131
109
111

-19
-11
-25
-43
-48
-48

Table 5: Comparison between FuZZan’s three different
optimization modes, native min-shadow memory (1G) mode,
and min-shadow memory (1G) mode with FuZZan’s two
optimizations, and dynamic metadata structure switching (Dynamic) mode execution overhead during all 26 applications’
input record and replay fuzz testing.

Modes

ASan’s
init time
ms (%)

ASan’s
logging time
ms (%)

Memory
manage time
ms (%)

Page fault
#

Native
ASan
Min
Min-Opt.

0.00 (0.00%)
0.17 (10.58%)
0.10 (9.51%)
0.00 (0.00%)

0.00 (0.00%)
0.30 (18.86%)
0.01 (1.33%)
0.00 (0.00%)

0.05 (11.49%)
0.63 (40.16%)
0.24 (24.77%)
0.24 (24.71%)

2,569
11,967
7,386
6,139

Table 6: Comparison between native, ASan, min-shadow
memory (1G), two optimizations with min-shadow memory
executions with a breakdown of time spent in memory
management, and time spent for ASan’s initialization and
logging. Results are aggregated over 500,000 executions of the
full Google fuzzer test suite. Times are shown in milliseconds,
and % denotes the ratio between single execution time and
each section execution’s time.

and provided seeds), as shown in Table 4. More specifically,
the average improvement is 45% when starting with an empty
seed and 43% when starting with the provided seeds. While
different min-shadow memory heap configurations show
gradual increases in memory overhead (from 1GB to 16GB,
in line with the heap size), all of them outperform ASan (at
worst, min-shadow memory is still 36% faster than ASan with
a provided seed).
Additionally, both metadata configurations can utilize our
two engineering optimizations; i.e., removing logging and
modifying ASan’s initialization (as described in § 4). Table 5
shows that the average improvement of removing unnecessary
logging is 24% when starting with an empty seed and 19%
when starting with the provided seeds. Similarly, modifying the
initialization sequence improves performance by 15% when
starting with an empty seed and by 11% when starting with the
provided seeds. Combining the two engineering optimizations
with min-shadow memory demonstrates synergistic effects:
the combined performance is 52% (7% better than native minshadow memory) faster for empty seeds, and 48% (5% better
than native min-shadow memory) faster for provided seeds.
Overall, FuZZan’s metadata structures show better perfor-
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mance than ASan’s shadow memory for all 26 Google fuzzer
test suite applications. As shown in Table 6, the main reasons
for FuZZan’s improvement are: (i) the smaller memory space
reduces memory management overhead as page table management is more lightweight and incurs fewer page faults, (ii) our
two engineering optimizations further reduce overhead and
number of page faults by removing unnecessary operations,
and (iii) the min-shadow memory mode has the same O(1)
time complexity for accessing target shadow memory as
accessing the original ASan metadata. However, we also
observe that the RB-tree is faster than min-shadow memory
for some configurations and programs (e.g., c-ares-CVE).
This motivates the need for dynamic metadata structure
switching, which observes program behavior and dynamically
selects the best metadata structure based on this behavior.

5.3

Efficiency of dynamic metadata structure

As described in § 3.2, the dynamic metadata structure
switching mode leverages runtime feedback to select the
optimal metadata structure, dynamically tuning fuzzing
performance according to runtime feedback. The intuition
behind the dynamic metadata structure switching mode is that
(i) no single metadata structure is best across all applications,
(ii) the best metadata structure is not known a priori, so the
analyst cannot pre-select the optimal metadata structure, and
(iii) fuzzing goes through phases, e.g., alternating between
longer running tests (e.g., exploring new coverage) and shorter
running tests (e.g., invalid input mutations searching for new
code paths). A consequence of the phases of fuzzing is that
the same metadata structure is not optimal for every input to
a given application. To verify the effectiveness of dynamic
metadata structure switching, which is implemented based on
these intuitions, we apply dynamic metadata structure switching mode to fuzz testing for seven widely used applications for
fuzzing and all 26 applications’ in Google’s fuzzer test suite.
Our evaluation of dynamic metadata structure switching
validates our intuitions, as shown in Figure 4. Observe that
different applications are dominated by different metadata
structures, e.g., c-ares for RB-tree and pngfix for minshadow memory. This is because dynamic metadata structure
switching automatically selects the optimal metadata structure
(which is unknown a priori). Because dynamic metadata
structure switching is automatic, it prevents users from
making errors such as selecting RB-tree for applications with
a large number of metadata accesses, and removes the need for
any user-driven profiling to make metadata decisions. Further,
dynamic metadata structure switching scales alongside with
the required memory of applications as it increases when the
fuzzer finds deeper test cases, as evidenced by size, pngfix,
or nm switching to different min-shadow memory modes
(4GB, 8GB, and 16GB heap sizes), without user intervention.
Without dynamic metadata structure switching, inefficient
min-shadow memory modes would be used at the beginning
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100.00%

270

350

c-ares

vorbis

60

95

682

size

nm

80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%

pngfix

ASan shadow memory
FuZZan Min-shadow-1G
FuZZan Min-shadow-8G

FuZZan RB-tree
FuZZan Min-shadow-4G
FuZZan Min-shadow-16G

Figure 4: Evaluating the frequency of metadata structure
switching and each metadata structure selection over the first
500,000 tests each for c-ares and vorbis in Google’s fuzzer
test suite and pngfix, size, and nm. The number on each bar
indicates the total metadata switches.

of fuzzing campaigns, or users would have to pause and restart
fuzzing campaigns to change metadata modes.
As an extreme example highlighting the need for automatic
metadata switching, the nm benchmark changes metadata
structures 682 times, underscoring the infeasibility of having
a human analyst determine the single best metadata structure.
As a result of these factors, FuZZan’s dynamic metadata
structure switching mode improves performance over ASan by
52% when starting with empty seeds and 48% when starting
with non-empty seeds. Further, ASan has 306% and FuZZan
has 94% (212% less) overhead with empty seeds and ASan
has 303% and FuZZan has 111% (192% less) overhead with
non-empty seeds compared to native execution. Note that dynamic metadata structure switching has identical fuzzing performance to using min-shadow memory with 1GB heap alone,
and improves performance over RB-tree up to 870%. Consequently, automating metadata selection is not adding noticeable overhead, while substantially improving user experience.
We recommend using dynamic metadata structure switching
mode for the following four reasons: (i) if the target application
exceeds FuZZan’s heap memory limit (1GB), dynamic metadata structure switching automatically increases the heap size
for the few executions that require it (a fixed heap size results in
false positive crashes due to heap memory exhaustion), (ii) preventing users from selecting an incorrect metadata structure,
(iii) using only one metadata structure (e.g., min-shadow memory) may miss the opportunity to further improve throughput,
as, in some cases, RB-tree (or some future metadata structure)
may be faster than min-shadow memory; (iv) manually selecting a metadata structure requires extra effort (e.g., measuring
each metadata structure’s efficiency for the target application),
which dynamic metadata structure switching mode avoids by
automatically selecting the optimal metadata structure.
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Programs

Native
exec
path
#
#

ASan
exec
path
#
#

cxxfilt
file
nm
objdump
pngfix
size
tcpdump
Total

86M
29M
51M
95M
36M
52M
70M
419M

33M
7M
7M
15M
18M
17M
11M
108M

2,769
1,126
1,272
883
971
703
3,587
11,311

2,442
763
822
567
912
626
1,540
7,672

FuZZan
exec
# (%)

path
# (%)

51M (55%)
9M (29%)
12M (71%)
17M (13%)
33M (83%)
32M (88%)
20M (82%)
174M (61%)

2,651 (9%)
845 (11%)
872 (6%)
595 (5%)
982 (8%)
656 (5%)
2,032 (32%)
8,633 (13%)

Table 7: Evaluating FuZZan’s total execution number and
unique discovered path for 24 hours fuzz testing with provided
seeds. The (M) denotes 1,000,000 (one million) and ratio (%)
is the ratio between ASan and FuZZan.

Programs

ASan
TTE
(s)

FuZZan
TTE
rate
(s)
(%)

c-ares
json
libxml2
openssl-1.0.1f
pcre2
Total

45
29
7,314
443
7,056
14,887

25
11
4,194
336
4,020
8,586

46
61
43
24
43
42

Type (source)
BO (ares_create_query.c:196)
AF (fuzzer-parse_json.cpp:50)
BO (CVE-2015-8317)
BO (t1_lib.c:2586)
BO (pcre2_match.c:5968)
-

Table 8: Evaluating FuZZan’s bug finding speed. The TTE
denotes the mean time-to-exposure. The AF is assertion error
and the BO denotes buffer overflow.

5.4

Real-world fuzz testing

Our experiments validating FuZZan use a record/replay
approach to avoid any impact of randomness, allowing
meaningful comparisons to a baseline. However, real-world
fuzzing is highly stochastic, and so we also evaluate FuZZan
in the context of several real-world end-to-end fuzzing
campaigns without deterministic input record/replay. For this
experiment, we select the following widely used programs:
cxxfilt, nm, objdump, size (all from binutil-2.31), file
(version 5.35), pngfix (from libpng 1.6.38) and tcpdump
(version 4.10.0). Klees et al. [21] select and test cxxfilt,
nm, and objdump in their fuzzing evaluation study. The
remaining four programs (size, file, pngfix, and tcpdump)
are widely tested by recent fuzzing works [1, 3, 6, 26, 36, 46].
For each binary, we run a fuzzing campaign. Each campaign
is conducted for 24 hours and repeated five times. We measure
the number of total executions and discovered unique paths
when fuzzing with seeds from the seed corpus of each program
with the right type file and three different configurations:
native, ASan, and FuZZan’s dynamic metadata structure
switching mode, and report the mean over the five campaigns.
As a result, FuZZan improves throughput over ASan by
61% (up to 88%). Interestingly, FuZZan discovers 13% more
unique paths given the same 24 hours time due to improved
throughput. Our evaluation also shows that improved
throughput increases the possibility of finding more bugs in
the same amount of time, as we discuss next.
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Modes

time
(s)

vs.
Native
(%)

vs.
MSan
(%)

vs.
MSan
nolock
(%)

Native
MSan
MSan-nolock
Min-16G

146
14,074
386
335

9,575
165
130

-97
-98

-13

Table 9: Comparison between Native, MSan, MSan-nolock,
and min-shadow memory execution overhead during input
record and replay fuzz testing with provided seed sets. MSannolock disables lock/unlock for MSan’s logging depots. Time
(s) indicates the average of execution time. Positive percentages denote overhead, negative percentages denote speedup.

5.5

Bug finding effectiveness

FuZZan increases throughput while maintaining ASan’s bug
detection capability, potentially enabling it to find more bugs.
To demonstrate this, we evaluate FuZZan’s bug finding speed
and compare it to a fuzzing campaign with ASan. In this evaluation, we target five applications in Google’s fuzzer test suite.
These applications are chosen because we found bugs in them
(using ASan and dynamic metadata structure switching mode)
within a 24 hour fuzzing campaign. We use the seeds provided
by the test suite and repeated each campaign five times. Note
that we do not replay recorded inputs during these campaigns,
instead letting the fuzzer generate random inputs. Table 8
shows the mean time (over five campaigns) to find each bug.
Notably, FuZZan finds all bugs up to 61% (mean 42%) faster
than ASan, and is faster in all cases. This experiment emphasizes our belief that throughput is paramount when fuzzing
with sanitizers.

5.6

FuZZan Flexibility

Appling FuZZan to Memory Sanitizer. Like ASan, numerous sanitizers use shadow memory for their metadata
structure [47]. For example, other popular sanitizers, such
as Memory Sanitizer (MSan) [48] and Thread Sanitizer
(TSan) [42], also rely on shadow memory for metadata.
FuZZan optimizes sanitizer usage of shadow memory without
modifying the stored shadow information or how the sanitizer
uses that information. Consequently, porting our shadow
metadata improvements in FuZZan from ASan to other
sanitizers is a simple engineering exercise. To demonstrate
this, we port FuZZan to MSan. In so doing, we shrink MSan’s
memory space to implement min-shadow memory 16G for
MSan (1GB for the stack, 16GB for the heap, and 2GB for the
BSS, data, and text sections combined). We only implement
one metadata mode for our MSan proof-of-concept to validate
our claim that applies FuZZan to other shadow memory based
sanitizers is an engineering exercise.
Table 9 summarizes MSan’s performance overhead on
different modes for all 26 evaluated applications. Initially,
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min-shadow memory shows high overhead—around 96
times native. Analyzing this, we found that MSan’s fork()
interceptor locks all logging depots before fork() and similarly unlocks them afterwards to avoid deadlocks. However,
as explained in § 4, locking/unlocking logging depots is
unnecessary for fuzzing because these logging depots exist
for bug reporting and fuzzing inherently enables replay by
storing test inputs when the fuzzer finds bugs. We thus disable
these lock/unlock functions to create the MSan-nolock mode,
which has reasonable overhead (2.6 times that of native).
FuZZan’s MSan min-shadow memory 16G mode shows
13% performance improvement compared to MSan-nolock
mode, demonstrating FuZZan’s efficacy when applied to
MSan. We expect that additional optimization and the application of the dynamic switch mode will lead to even higher
performance improvement. We leave this engineering as future
work.
Applying FuZZan to MOpt-AFL. FuZZan is not coupled
to a particular fuzzer or fuzzer version. Most modern
fuzzers [2, 3, 31, 31] extend AFL, so our approach applies
broadly. To demonstrate this, we apply FuZZan to MOptAFL [31], which is an efficient mutation scheduling scheme
to achieve better fuzzing efficiency. We modify MOpt-AFL
to add FuZZan’s profiling feedback and dynamic metadata
switching functions. To measure FuZZan’s impact on
MOpt-AFL, we select seven real-world applications (the same
set as Table 7) and fuzz them for 24 hours each, repeating the
experiment five times to control for randomness in the results.
On average, ASan-MOpt-AFL mode discovers 85% more
unique paths given the same 24 hours time due to MOpt-AFL’s
effectiveness compared to ASan. Notably, FuZZan-MOptAFL mode discovers 112% more unique paths (27% higher
than ASan-MOpt-AFL) due to the improved throughput.

data structure that stores information for all sanitizers. Whether
having a unified metadata structure or a metadata structure per
sanitizer is more efficient is an interesting research question.
Possible security extension. Unfortunately, ASan’s virtual
memory requirements directly conflict with fuzzers’ abilities
to detect certain out-of-memory (OOM) bugs. For example,
fuzzers typically limit memory usage to detect OOM errors
when parsing malformed input. However, ASan’s large
virtual memory requirement masks OOM bugs, leaving them
undetected because of the difficulty of setting precise memory
limits. Consequently, using a compact metadata structure with
ASan not only improves performance, but also can enable an
extension of ASan’s policy to cover OOM bugs.
Lessons Learned. Our initial metadata design leveraged a
two-layered shadow memory metadata structure that split
metadata lookups into two parts: a lookup into a top-level
metadata structure, followed by a lookup into a second-level
metadata structure a la page tables. While this design vastly
reduced memory consumption and management overhead, the
additional runtime cost per metadata access of the additional
indirection resulted in the two-layer structure being slower
than ASan in all cases.
For dynamic metadata structure switching, we evaluated
two additional policies: (i) utilizing more detailed metadata
access information such as each object type’s (e.g, stack)
metadata access (e.g., insert) count and each operation’s
microbenchmark results, and (ii) running each metadata mode,
measuring their execution time, and selecting the fastest
metadata mode. In our evaluation, the additional sampling
complexity of these policies outweighed any gains from more
precisely selecting a metadata structure.

7
6

Discussion

In this section, we summarize some potential areas for future
work, a possible security extension enabled by FuZZan, and
lessons learned in designing FuZZan.
Removing conflicts between sanitizers. ASan’s shadow
memory scheme conflicts with other sanitizers that are also
based on shadow memory, e.g., MSan and TSan. Each sanitizer interprets the shadow memory in a mutually exclusive
manner, prohibiting the use of multiple concurrent sanitizers.
For example, ASan uses shadow memory as a metadata store,
while MSan prohibits access to the same memory range. FuZZan’s new metadata structures can be adapted to avoid this
conflict, and enable true composition of sanitizers, since we
use lightweight, independent metadata structures. Each sanitizer can map its own instance of our metadata structure, and all
sanitizers may coexist in a single process. However, some engineering effort is required to port sanitizers to our new metadata
structures. An alternate approach would be to have one meta-
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7.1

Related Work
Reducing Fuzzing Overhead

Several approaches reduce the overhead of fuzzing. One approach is to reduce the execution time of each iteration. AFL
supports a deferred fork server which requires a manual call to
the fork server. The analyst is encouraged to use the deferred
fork server, and manually initiate the fork server as late as possible to reduce, not only overhead from linking and libc initializations, but also overhead from the initialization of the target
program. Deferred mode, however, cannot reduce the teardown
overhead of heavy metadata structures. AFL’s persistent mode
and libFuzzer eliminate the overhead from creating a new process. However, these approaches require manual effort, and
users must know the target programs. Xu et al. [55] implement
several new OS primitives to improve the efficiency of fuzzing
on multicore platforms. Especially, by supporting a new system call, snapshot instead of fork, they reduce the overhead
of creating a process. Moreover, they reduce the overhead
from file system contention through a dual file system service.
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However, this approach requires kernel modifications for the
new primitives, and does not reduce the overhead of sanitizers.
Another approach is to improve fuzzing itself so that it
can find more crashes within the same amount of executions.
AFLFast [3] adopts a Markov chain model to select a seed. If inputs mutated from a seed explore more new paths, the seed has
higher probability to be selected. With given target source locations, AFLGo [2] selects a seed that has higher probabilities
to reach the source locations. Several approaches adopt hybrid
fuzzing, taint analysis, and machine learning to help fuzzers explore more paths. SAVIOR [8] uses hybrid fuzzing, combining
it with concolic execution to explore code blocks guarded by
complex branch conditions. RedQueen [1] uses taint analysis
and symbolic execution for the same purpose. VUzzer [40]
also uses dynamic taint analysis and mutates bytes which are
related to target branch conditions to efficiently explore paths.
TIFF [18] infers the type of the input bytes through dynamic
taint analysis and uses the type information to mutate the input.
Matryoshka [7] uses both data flow and control flow information to explore nested branches. In addition to hybrid fuzzing
with traditional techniques such as symbolic and concolic executions, NEUZZ [46] adapts neural network and sets the number of covered paths as an objective function to maximize covered paths. Angora [6] adapts both taint analysis and a gradient
descent algorithm to improve the number of covered paths.
These approaches do not reduce the execution time of each iteration. They are therefore orthogonal to our work. Thus, we can
use these approaches to further increase fuzzing performance.

7.2

Optimizing Sanitizers

Since C/C++ programming languages are memory and type
unsafe languages, several sanitizers [47] target memory
safety violations [5, 23, 41, 48, 49] and type safety violations [14, 19, 24, 29]. Despite their broad use, sanitizers have
several limitations such as high overhead, limited detection
abilities, and incompatibility with other sanitizers.
To reduce sanitizer overhead, ASAP [52] and PartiSan [25]
disable check instrumentation on the hot path according to
their policies. The intuition of both approaches is that most
of the sanitizer’s overhead comes from checks on a few hot
code paths that are frequently executed (e.g., instrumentation
in a loop). ASAP removes check instrumentation on the hot
path based on pre-calculated profiling results at compile time.
In PartiSan [25], Lettner et al., propose runtime partitioning
to more effectively remove check instrumentation based
on runtime information during execution. However, both
approaches miss a main source of overhead when reducing the
cost of ASan during fuzzing campaigns: the overhead is due to
memory management and not due to the low overhead safety
checks. As ASAP and PartiSan target the cost of checks, they
are complementary to FuZZan. To fuzz quickly, there is an
option to generate a corpus from a normal binary, and then
feed the corpus to an ASan binary. FuZZan can also adopt this
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option for fast fuzzing.
Pina et al., [38] use multi-version execution to concurrently
run sanitizer-protected processes together with native
processes, synchronizing all versions at the system-call level.
To synchronize all versions, they use a system-call buffer and
a Domain-Specific Language [37] to resolve conflicts between
different program versions. Xu et al., [54] propose Bunshin
to reduce the overhead of sanitizers and conflicts based on the
N-version system through their check distribution, sanitizer
distribution, and cost distribution policies. Since these
approaches are based on N-version systems, they increase
hardware requirements such as several dedicated cores and
at least N times of memory. Also, these approaches do not
address the fundamental problem of ASan memory overhead.

8

Conclusion

Combining a fuzzer with sanitizers is a popular and effective
approach to maximize bug finding efficacy. However,
several design choices of current sanitizers hinder fuzzing
effectiveness, increasing the runtime cost and reducing the
benefit of combining fuzzing and sanitization.
We show that the root cause of this overhead is the heavy
metadata structure used by sanitizers, and propose FuZZan to
optimize sanitizer metadata structures for fuzzing. We implement and apply these ideas to ASan. We design new metadata
structures to replace ASan’s rigid shadow memory, reducing
the memory management overhead while maintaining the
same error detection capabilities. Our dynamic metadata structure adaptively selects the most efficient metadata structure for
the current fuzzing campaign without manual configuration.
Our evaluation shows that FuZZan improves performance
over ASan 52% when starting with empty seeds (48% with
Google’s seed corpus). Based on improved throughput, FuZZan discovers 13% more unique paths given the same 24 hours
and finds bugs 42% faster. The open-source version of FuZZan
is available at https://github.com/HexHive/FuZZan.
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Abstract
Configuration has become ever so complex and error-prone
in today’s server software. To mitigate this problem, software vendors provide user manuals to guide system admins
on configuring their systems. Usually, manuals describe not
only the meaning of configuration parameters but also good
practice recommendations on how to configure certain parameters. Unfortunately, manuals usually also have a large
number of pages, which are time-consuming for humans to
read and understand. Therefore, system admins often do not
refer to manuals but rely on their own guesswork or unreliable sources when setting up systems, which can lead to
configuration errors and system failures.
To understand the characteristics of configuration recommendations in user manuals, this paper first collected and
studied 261 recommendations from the manuals of six large
open-source systems. Our study shows that 60% of the studied
recommendations describe specific and checkable specifications instead of merely general guidance. Moreover, almost
all (97%) of such specifications have not been checked in the
systems’ source code, and 61% of them are not equivalent to
the default settings. This implies that additional checking is
needed to ensure the recommendations are correctly applied.
Based on our characteristic study, we build a tool called
PracExtractor, which employs Natural Language Processing
(NLP) techniques to automatically extract configuration recommendations from software manuals, converts them into
specifications, and then uses the generated specifications to
detect violations in system admins’ configuration settings.
We evaluate PracExtractor with twelve widely-deployed software systems, including one large commercial system from
a public company. In total, PracExtractor automatically extracts 338 recommendations and generates 173 specifications
with reasonable accuracy. With these generated specifications,
PracExtractor detects 1423 good practice violations from
open-source docker images. To this day, we have reported
325 violations and have got 47 of them confirmed as real
configuration issues by admins from different organizations.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

Misconfiguration (error in configuration settings) has become one of the major causes of failures in large-scale cloud
and Internet systems, as reported by many system vendors
[29,45,64] and service providers [20,26,32,34,37,51]. While
various fault tolerance and recovery mechanisms are effective
in handling hardware and software failures, they are less effective in handling configuration errors [27,32,37]. In 2017, a
configuration error at Level 3, an Internet backbone company,
caused a nationwide network outage [22]. On March 13th,
2019, the recent outage in Facebook was also caused by a
server configuration error, affecting millions of users [52]. In
addition to reliability, configuration errors can also lead to
security issues [59]. OWASP reports misconfiguration as one
of the top 10 most critical web security risks [38]. In 2017, a
configuration error of Amazon S3 storage exposed personal
information of 200 million U.S. voters [53].
One of the primary reasons for configuration errors is the
ever-increasing configuration complexity, especially with system software [60]. Configuration complexity is partially reflected by the large and almost always increasing number
of configuration parameters, as well as their configuration
constraints and inter-dependency [31, 35, 44, 47, 63], which
inevitably increase system admins’ error rates [40, 46]. For
example, MySQL 8.0 has more than 460 configuration parameters. Similarly, Apache httpd 2.4 has more than 550
parameters. Such a high level of complexity makes system
configuration an error-prone task.
While research efforts have been attempted on reducing
configuration complexity [55, 60], it is still a long journey
to fully tame the complexity issue. Today, to assist system
admins, software vendors typically release user manuals together with their software. A manual describes in detail the
name, usages and sometimes constraints of each configuration parameter. It can be in print as a PDF file or accessed
electronically as HTML/XML files, providing good guidance
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Software

Pages

Software

Pages

COMP-A1
MySQL
PostgreSQL
CentOS
Hadoop

8283
5494
3724
2297
2331

Httpd
HBase
Freebsd
Ubuntu server
Zookeeper

1009
787
726
413
181

Table 1: Number of pages in ten popular software’s manuals.

and reference for system admins to configure and manage
server software.
Unfortunately, system manuals are quite large, containing
hundreds or even thousands of pages. Table 1 lists the numbers of pages in the manuals of ten software, including one
commercial software, COMP-A 1 . from a large public company. As the table shows, manuals of MySQL, PostgreSQL,
CentOS and Hadoop have 2331-5494 pages. COMP-A has
8283 pages in its technical documentation.
With such a daunting number of manual pages, system
admins find manuals hard and time-consuming to refer to
and understand. As such, system admins often do not refer
to them when configuring systems. Instead, they either rely
on their own judgment/guesswork or ask for help from other
admins [36]. Previous studies have shown that system admins
solved only a small proportion of usage problems (4% to
25%) by referring to manuals [21, 33, 36].
However, manuals still contain useful information and ignoring manuals can lead to configuration errors that cause
server downtime and data center outages. Figure 1 gives
six real-world configuration errors of commercial and opensource software, in which system admins clearly do not follow
good practice recommendations in manuals. The misconfigured parameters in these examples were set to incorrect values,
leading to problems of systems’ availability, performance and
security. Since these incorrect values are totally legal values
(i.e. violating no constraints in source code), they cannot be
detected by software’s own checking logic, as well as tools
that focus on checking for illegal values [63]. However, in all
these cases, the corresponding manuals actually have clearly
given recommendations on how to set these parameters. Had
these recommendations been followed by system admins,
these misconfigurations would have been avoided.
Unfortunately, good practices recommended in manuals or
other documents are not fully utilized by system admins to
avoid configuration errors mainly due to three reasons:
• Recommended practices are spread out in various parts
of manuals and cannot be easily found by system admins
due to manuals’ bulkiness and poor navigation [36].
• Many good practice recommendations are not always the
same as default settings (more details in §2). A recent
1 We
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study shows that admins tend to go with default settings
for more than 80% of configuration parameters, and many
configuration errors were caused exactly because admins
do not change the default setting [60]. As later shown in
our evaluation (cf. Table 12), we also found many (997)
cases that system admins just went with bad defaults. Had
system admins read the recommendations in the manuals,
they could have avoided some of these mistakes.
• As shown in all the examples in Figure 1, good practices
recommended in manuals are often soft constraints, which
usually are not checked inside software. Thereby, the violations of them cannot be detected by previous tools
that were built by either inferring configuration specification from the software’s source code [63] or just directly
reusing the source code to check configuration [61].

1.2

Our Contributions

This paper studies the research questions on whether it is useful to automatically extract good practice recommendations
from manuals and use them to detect system admins’ configuration issues, and if so, how to do it. We first collected
and studied 261 recommendations from six large open-source
software manuals. Our study shows that 60% of the studied
recommendations described specific, checkable specifications
instead of just general guidance. In addition, almost all (97%)
of the checkable specifications are not checked in source
codes, and 61% of them are different from the default settings
(reasons and details are discussed in §2).
Based on our characteristic study, we build a tool called
PracExtractor, which employs Natural Language Processing
(NLP) techniques to automatically extract good practice recommendations from manuals, converts them into specifications, and then uses the generated specifications to detect
violations in system admins’ configurations.
We evaluated PracExtractor with manuals of twelve widelydeployed software systems, including one from a commercial company with tens of thousands of customers. Overall,
PracExtractor automatically extracts 338 recommendations,
with a precision of 86% and a recall of 83%. PracExtractor
converts 173 recommendations into specifications with reasonable accuracy. For the six “new” manuals not included in
our characteristic study, PracExtractor can achieve a precision
of 83% for recommendations and 88% for specifications.
To evaluate the capability of detecting real-world misconfigurations, we run PracExtractor against real-world configurations from top-downloaded container images on DockerHub [24]. PracExtractor detects 1423 violations in 853
images. We reported 325 violations to the image maintainers
and got 47 confirmed as real configuration issues, including
six issues in images with over 1M downloads and 28 in images
with over 1K downloads.
Interestingly, in addition to detecting system admins’ configuration problems, PracExtractor also detects a few incorrect
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Comp-A
Parameter:
export-policy
Incorrect setting by admins:
none
Outcome:
NFS mount permission deny
Fix:
Specify a rule for export-policy
Recommendation in manual:
“Always create a rule with a policy to control
access to a volume.”

Comp-A
Parameter:
security-style
Incorrect setting by admins:
mix
Outcome:
NFS volumes are not mounted
Fix:
change security-style to unix
Recommendation in manual:
“Choose either NTFS- or UNIX-style security
unless there is a specific reason to use mix.”

Comp-A
Parameter:
rsize
Incorrect setting by admins:
32k
Outcome:
Performance slowdown
Fix:
change rsize to 64k
Recommendation in manual:
“Comp-A highly recommends using 64k
rsize/wsize for better performance with NFS v4.”

(a)

(b)

(c)

Httpd
Parameter:
EnableSendfile
Incorrect setting by admins:
on
Outcome: web pages become unavailable
Fix:
change the value to off
Recommendation in manual:

HBase
Parameter: hbase.regionserver.thrift.framed
Incorrect setting by admins:
false
Outcome:
vulnerable to DoS attack
Fix:
change the value to true
Recommendation in manual:

Cassandra
Parameter: enable_transient_replication
Incorrect setting by admins:
true
Outcome:
potential service failure
Fix:
change the value to false
Recommendation in manual:

“Within some filesystems, it is better to disable
this feature to avoid operational problems.”

“Setting this to false will select the default
transport, vulnerable to DoS…”

“Transient replication is experimental and is not
recommended for production use.”

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1: Six real-world configuration errors that were made by system admins without following recommendations from manuals.
(a)(b)(c) are from COMP-A’s customer ticket database, (d)(e)(f) are new misconfigurations our work discovered from public Docker images
and have been confirmed by multiple image maintainers [3–10].

default settings, three of which have already been confirmed
by MySQL and Cassandra developers as real bugs. Incorrect
default settings can easily cause configuration errors since
system admins are most likely to go with the default [60].

2

Characteristic Study

Before we build a tool to extract good practice recommendations from manuals, we first collected and studied 261 realworld recommendations from manuals of six widely-deployed
systems listed in Table 2. Our study answers two questions:
(1) Is it useful to extract those recommendations from manuals? If they are all general advice such as “recommend to
set it to a large value”, extracting them is not very helpful
since they cannot be used as specifications for automatically
checking system admins’ settings. In contrast, if the recommendations are clear specifications such as “recommend to set
this to greater than 2000”, extracting them out from manuals
can help build checkers to detect violations to them. Additionally, have developers already put in their code to check
if system admins follow these recommended practices? If
so, there is no need to extract them from manuals. Finally,
how often are these recommendations the default settings for
the corresponding configuration parameters? If they are not
default, why? (2) How difficult is it to extract good practice
recommendations from manuals? In particular, are manuals
structured enough for information extraction?
Observation 1: 157 (60%) of the studied good practice recommendations are specific instead of just general advice. We
manually studied all recommendations and categorized them
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based on their contents. If a recommendation is about something that is hard to be checked automatically, it is classified
as a “general advice” (e.g. Table 3 last row). Otherwise, it
is classified as a “clear specification”, which is further categorized into value, usage, correlation, and property by what
is recommended, as explained in the caption of Table 2. An
example is given for each category in Table 3.
Table 2 shows the number of recommendations of each
category. In total, 157 (60%) of the 261 recommendations
describe clear specifications that if extracted can be used for
automatically checking system admins’ configuration settings.
The remaining 104 recommendations are general advice that
is hard to check automatically.
Observation 2: 152 (97%) of the specific good practices
recommended in manuals are not checked in source code.
For each recommendation, we manually examine the source
code of each software to see if the recommended practices are
checked in source code to warn/inform system admins upon
violations. Table 4 shows that only five out of the 157 specific
recommendations in manuals are checked in source code.
Listing 1 shows an example where a recommended practice
is checked in HBase code. In this case, if the practice is
violated by system admins, they will be warned to reexamine
the setting of this parameter more carefully.
The goal of our work is exactly to generate more checkings
like the HBase case shown in Listing 1, i.e. automatically
extract good practice specifications from manuals and build
a checker to warn system admins when their settings do not
follow the recommended practices.
Violations to good practices may not always be configuration errors. However, as previous work [60, 62] has shown,
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Software

#Rec

MySQL
78
Httpd
92
PostgreSQL 49
HDFS
18
HBase
12
Spark
12
Total
261

Specific
General
value usage correl property total
27
25
21
13
10
9
105

6
16
1
0
1
0
24

2
8
3
3
0
0
16

5
3
3
0
0
1
12

40
52
28
16
11
10
157

38
40
21
2
1
2
104

Table 2: Characteristics of the 261 studied good practice recommendations from six widely used software. “Specific”: describe a
clear specification; “value”: recommend to (not) set to one or multiple values (e.g. Table 3 row 2); “usage”: recommend to (not) use
an option, typically for command-line options without a value (e.g.
Table 3 row 3). “correlation”: recommend to set to a value smaller,
larger or equal to another parameter (e.g. Table 3 row 4). “property”:
recommend to set to a value with some property, such as in the
absolute path format(e.g. Table 3 row 5).
Category

Software
MySQL
Httpd
PostgreSQL
HDFS
HBase
Spark

Software

many system admins simply rely on guesswork or unreliable
sources (e.g. online forums) to configure complex server software. If our checker can give a warning like Listing 1 when
the settings do not follow practices, system admins can at
least have a chance to reexamine the settings more carefully.
Observation 3: 96 (61%) of the specific good practice recommendations are not equivalent to default settings. It is
conceivable that some recommended practices might be the
default settings (after all, the vendor recommends them). If
this is the case, there is no need to extract recommended
practices from manuals. System admins simply just go with
default if they do not know how to set it better.
However, as shown in Table 5, only 61 (39%) good practices are equivalent to the default settings. For the majority
(61%) cases, recommendations are not the same as default
due to several reasons, including (a) 30 recommend multiple
different values, e.g. a range or a set of values. In real settings,
they may need to be modified to accommodate different situations, so it is worthwhile for sysadmins to double-check if the
settings follow recommendations.; (b) 30 recommend some
settings based on some conditions, e.g. “Enable A along with
B”; (c) 21 recommendations are on command line options that
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Same
-val

Multi
-val

if(balancedPreferencePercent
< 0.5) {
LOG.warn("The value of " +
DFS_DATANODE_BALANCED_SPACE
_PREFERENCE_FRACTION_KEY +
" is less than 0.5 so
volumes with less available
disk space will receive
more block allocations");
}

Listing 1: Example of a good
practice check in HBase’s
source code.
Rela
-val

Cond
-rec

No
Others
default

MySQL
14
10
1
10
4
1
Httpd
16
6
3
9
16
2
PostgreSQL
10
8
2
6
0
2
HDFS
9
1
3
3
0
0
HBase
6
3
0
1
0
1
Spark
6
2
0
1
1
0
Total
61 (39%) 30 (19%) 9 (6%) 30 (19%) 21(13%) 6 (4%)

Value

Table 3: Real examples of recommendations of different types.

1 (2.5%)
1 (1.9%)
1 (3.6%)
1 (6.3%)
1 (9.1%)
0 (0.0%)

Table 4: Number of good
practices checked in
source code.

Example Practice Description in Manuals

It is generally not desirable to set this to a value greater than
2000.
Usage
This option may be useful for diagnostic purposes, to see
the exact text of statements as received by the server, but for
security reasons is not recommended for production use.
Correlation Setting this lower than the dfs.namenode.replication.min is
not recommend and/or dangerous for production setups.
Property
It is best to specify the datadir value as an absolute path.
General
We recommend that this setting be kept to a high value for
maximum server performance.

# (%) of prac
checked in code

Table 5: The number of recommendations that are the same as
the default and different categories of recommendations that
are not the same as the default (multiple-value, relative-value,
condition-recommendation, no-default, and others).

have no default values; (d) 9 recommend relative values, such
as “25% system RAM size”; (e) 6 cases have no clear reason
why the default is different. They may be potential bugs and
we have one of them confirmed as a bug by developers.
Observation 4: The six studied manuals are organized in a
similar structure. As shown in Table 6, the six manuals are
either in HTML or XML format and parameters in them are
described in a similar structure:
• Each parameter is described in one separate section.
• Parameter names are often used as the section headings.
• There is some meta-info of the parameter described in the
format of <key>:<value>, such as “Type:string”.
• Most information related to each parameter is described
in one or several paragraphs of free texts.
The per-parameter section structure makes it possible to
relate each parameter name and its description by parsing the
section structure. In addition, data types and default values can
be used to identify parameter values in plain text descriptions
which is necessary for generating specifications.

3

Design and Implementation

We design and implement PracExtractor to automatically extract recommendations from manuals, convert them into specifications and then uses them to detect violations. PracExtrac-
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Software

Manual
format

MySQL
html
Httpd
xml
PostgreSQL html
HDFS
xml
HBase
html
Spark
html

Parameter Data type? Default
section?
value?

Word

Covered
sentences

Bigram

Covered
sentences

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

recommend
well
good
appropriate
want

74
26
26
21
17

be recommended
should only
may want
good idea
with caution

34
20
13
7
7

Table
No
KV
No
No
No

Table
Table
Text
Table
KV
Table

Table 6: Format and structure of manuals regarding how
they describe configuration parameters. “Parameter section”—
a separate section describes each individual parameter, “Data
type”/“Default value” — the format they are described in, including
table and KV (<key>:<value>).

Table 7: 10 sample keywords (words and bigrams) collected
by PracExtractor from 261 studied recommendations and how
many recommendations each covers.

3.2
tor faces two main challenges: (1) As manuals are written
in plain texts and have a large amount of texts unrelated to
recommendations, how to effectively filter noises and extract
only recommendations? (2) Even after we extract recommendations, how to convert them into formal specifications that
can be used to automatically check for violations?
To address the first challenge, PracExtractor breaks manual
texts into sentences and extracts recommendation sentences
with two filtering steps: keyword-based filtering (coarse
grained) and syntactic-pattern-based filtering (fine grained).
PracExtractor mines the keywords and syntactic patterns from
the studied 261 recommendations.
To address the second challenge, PracExtractor first identifies semantic entities (e.g. parameter name and values) in a
recommendation sentence and then convert it into a formal
specification by matching them with semantic patterns.

3.1

Preprocessing and Parsing

PracExtractor first preprocesses and parses software manuals into parameter name, meta-info and free-text descriptions.
The meta-info, including type and default value, is necessary
for recognizing setting entities later (cf. §3.3). One special
parameter type is enum, for which manuals usually also indicate all valid values along with a parameter. PracExtractor
extracts the valid values for each parameter and uses them to
identify enum values from a sentence in §3.3.
PracExtractor parses manuals based on the observed manual structure. Table 6 shows that manuals are usually written
in HTML/XML formats with separate sections for different
parameters. PracExtractor parses HTML and XML files, identifies each separate parameter section, and extracts parameter
name, meta-info and free-text description from each. PracExtractor then breaks free-text descriptions into sentences.
Different manuals may still have slightly different formats
for parameter sections. To handle that, PracExtractor takes an
input of a small code snippet (format spec). A format spec
is easy to write: according to our evaluation of twelve large
manuals, they are typically fewer than 30 lines of Python code,
and each of them can be written in 0.5-2 hours. (cf. Table 14).
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Recommendation Sentences Extraction

Most sentences in manuals do not contain recommendations. For the twelve evaluated software manuals, 696–25510
sentences are extracted from parameter sections, but only
0.4%–2.7% of them contain recommendations. To extract
these small percentage of recommendations, PracExtractor
performs two steps filtering:
Keyword-based Filtering Following the intuition that recommendations are usually described with certain keywords
(e.g. “recommend”, “suggest”), PracExtractor extracts candidate recommendations with keyword filtering. To find out
which words/phrases should be used as the keywords, PracExtractor first breaks the studied 261 recommendation sentences
into individual words and bigrams (two consecutive words)
and uses them as the candidate keywords T . PracExtractor
then uses inverse document frequency (IDF) to rank the candidate keywords. IDF reflects how frequently a term t (word/bigram in our case) occurs in a set of sentences set S, as:
IDF(t, S) = log

|S|
.
|{s ∈ S : t ∈ s}|

PracExtractor calculates IDF(t, R) for the studied recommendations R and IDF(t, S) for all the manual sentences S.
PracExtractor ranks T based on IDF(t, R) and IDF(t, S) and
get the smallest 100 and 300 terms separately as TR and TS .
PracExtractor uses TR − TS as the final keywords. The intuition behinds this is to find the words that are important
in recommendations but not normal sentences. In Table 7,
the sample keywords show that PracExtractor has effectively
found keywords related to recommendations.
Syntactic-Pattern-based Filtering Using keyword filtering
alone is not enough. After keyword-based filtering, only 7.3%
of the remaining sentences are recommendations. Many sentences with the recommendation-related keywords are not true
recommendations. Figure 2 (a) and (b) gives examples that
the same keywords can be contained both in recommendation
and non-recommendation sentences.
The key difference between these recommendations and
non-recommendations in Figure 2 is their syntactic patterns.
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amod

nsubj

The maximum recommended value

setting phrase

keyword
csubj

nsubj

is

setting phrase

appropriate .

keyword
acomp

Make sure this directory contains appropriate symbolic links.
keyword

keyword

xcomp

acomp

It is usually best not to turn it off in production.
keyword

amod

This is not guaranteed even with the recommended settings.

acomp

Setting this parameter to true

acomp

attr

is 4 GB .

You need to test to decide the setting that provides the best performance.
keyword

setting phrase

(b) Non-recommendation sentences

(a) Recommendation sentences

Figure 2: Comparison of syntactic patterns of recommendation and non-recommendation sentences that contain likelyrecommendation keywords. The patterns are labeled as undirected dependency paths from a keyword to a setting phrase, where a dependency
path consists of a sequence of syntactic relations annotated with Universal Dependencies [23]: amod – link from a noun to an adjective
modifier; nsubj – relation between a verb/noun and a prepositional phrase; attr – relation between a verb/adjective and a complement, etc.

Besides a keyword, the recommendations also contain a setting phrase, a noun/verb phrase describing what setting is
recommended. Between such setting phrases and keywords,
there are certain syntactic relations (patterns), which do not
exist in non-recommendation sentences. PracExtractor leverage the syntactic-patterns to do fine-grained filtering.
PracExtractor first adopts the universal dependency (UD)
tree [23] to represent a sentence’s syntactic structure. A UD
tree T = (V, E) consists of vertices V and edges E, where
v ∈ V is labeled with a word’s part of speech (POS) and
e ∈ E represents the syntactic dependency between two words
(cf. Figure 2). Let T 0 = (V, E 0 ) be an undirected correspondence of T , the syntactic pattern between a keyword and a
setting phrase can be represented with an undirected path
p = (v0 , e0v0 ,v1 , v1 , ..., vn ), where v0 is the keyword, vn is the
setting phrase, and e0vi−1 ,vi ∈ E 0 for i ∈ [1, n].
With the UD representation, PracExtractor mines the
unique patterns for recommendations from the studied 261
recommendations Srec and a set of non-recommendation samples Snot_rec that contains the keywords. For each sentence s,
PracExtractor builds Ts0 = (Vs , Es0 ) and extracts all paths
ρs = {(v0 , e0v0 ,v1 , v1 , ..., vn ) :
v0 ∈ K EYWORDS ∧ ∀i ∈ [1, n] e0vi−1 ,vi ∈ Es0
∧ ∀i ∈ [0, n] vi ∈ Vs ∧ vn ∈ S ETTING P HRASES},
that starts from each keyword and ending at each setting
phrase. The keywords are from the last step and the setting phrases are labeled by human inspectors. PracExtractor extracts all such paths from all recommendations and
non-recommendation samples, denoted as Prec and Pnot_rec .
PracExtractor then extracts patterns Ppattern with Algorithm 1.
With the identified syntactic patterns Ppattern , PracExtractor
classifies a new sentence s0 into a recommendation or nonrecommendation. PracExtractor traverse Ppattern and check if
any pattern matched with s0 . If at least one pattern matched
then s0 is classified as a recommendation otherwise nonrecommendation. Such a matched pattern also labels the set-
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Algorithm 1: Syntactic-pattern extraction algorithm
S
S
Input: Prec = s∈Srec ρs , Pnot_rec = s∈Snot_rec ρs
Output: a pattern set Ppattern
0 ← [], P
/
Prec
pattern ← 0;
for ρi ∈ Prec do
// Collect all the prefixes of ρi
for ρi, j ∈ prefix(ρi ) do
0 .append(ρ );
Prec
i, j
0 in the order of frequency
// Traverse elements in Prec
// to extract the most general patterns
0 ) do
for ρi ∈ mostFrequentElement(Prec
if prefix(ρi ) ∩ Ppattern 6= 0/ then
continue;
if ρi ∈
/ Pnot_rec then
Ppattern = Ppattern ∪ {ρi };
return Ppattern

ting phrase in s0 at the pattern’s end (cf. Figure 2). The setting
phrase will be used in specification generation (cf.§3.3).

3.3

Specification Generation

In §3.2, PracExtractor identifies recommendation sentences
and the setting phrases within it. PracExtractor then converts
the setting phrases into checkable, formal specifications. Table 8 gives three example recommendations and the corresponding specifications. In general, PracExtractor can generate four types of specifications, including value, correlation,
usage and property, as shown in Table 9.
A naïve way to generate specifications is to match setting
phrases with predefined regular expressions and convert them
accordingly. This can transform simple phrases with numbers
(e.g. “less than 8”), but cannot convert more complex phrases
(e.g. phrases with enum or parameter names). For instance,
a phrase could be “set to chain”, where “chain” is an enum
value in Httpd. Such software-specific words can hardly be
predefined in regular expressions and so cannot be matched.
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Sentence

Specification

Type

Setting Syntax

It is recommended to enable this option.

p == true

<bool>

“enable” | “on” | “true” | “disable” | “false” | “off”

A value between 8 to 16 is suggested.

p ! [8, 16]

<num>

[-+]?\d+(\.\d+)?

We suggest to set it less than ThreadsPerChild.

p < ThreadsPerChild

<unit>

“byte” | “MB” | “ms” | “%” | “% of RAM” | …

<enum>

!w " VALID_VALUES

<parameter>

!w " ALL_PARAMETERS

<format>

“email address” | “absolute path” | “domain name”
|…

<string>

!w # !<bool> $ <num> $ <unit> $ <enum> $
<parameter> $ <format>)

Table 8: Examples of specifications generated by PracExtractor.
Setting phrases are marked with rectangles.
Category

Specification

Description Patterns Example

value/
correlation

p == v
p<v|p>v
p ! [v, v!]
p ! {v, v!}

v<value>
lesssyn | moresyn than v<value>
betweensyn v<value> to v!<value>
v<value> or v!<value>

correlation

with (p, p!)
prefer (p, p!)

alongsyn with p!<para>
prefersyn p!<para>

usage

use (p)

usedsyn | usefulsyn

property

format (p, f)

f<format>

Table 9: Category of specifications PracExtractor generates
and example of patterns for each specification. “<value>” is
defined as “<bool>|<num><unit>?|<enum>|<parameter>” from Table 10. “lesssyn ” means the synonyms of “less”.

PracExtractor addresses this issue in three steps. First,
given a recommendation sentence, PracExtractor identifies
which parameter the sentence is associated with. Then,
PracExtractor uses the parameter’s meta-info (e.g. type and default value) extracted before (cf. §3.1) to identify setting entities, such as values and formats. Third, PracExtractor matches
the identified setting entities with predefined semantic patterns to generate specifications.
Identify Parameter Names PracExtractor first identifies
which parameter a sentence is associated with. For a recommendation sentence s in a paragraph p related to parameter
X, there are four possible cases: 1) Only X is mentioned in s.
PracExtractor determines this sentence is for X; 2) Another
parameter Y is mentioned in s. PracExtractor checks if Y is a
subject or object to a verb like “set” or “specify” and determines the sentence is for Y if it is the case; 3) No parameter
is mentioned in s. PracExtractor further searches previous
sentences in paragraph p; 4) No parameter is mentioned in p,
PracExtractor determines the sentence is for X.
Identify Settings Entities Give the identified setting phrase
and associated parameter of a sentence, PracExtractor then
recognizes setting entities (e.g. values and formats) from
the setting phrase based on the associated parameter’s type.
Table 10 shows the seven types of setting entities that PracExtractor can identify. For different types of setting entities,
PracExtractor identifies them with different syntax:
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Table 10: Types of setting entities PracExtractor identifies from recommendation sentences. VALID_VALUES and
ALL_PARAMETERS are from the type-info and parameter list that
PracExtractor identifies in the parsing step (cf. §3.1).

• For basic types, including <bool> and <num>, PracExtractor identifies them with regular expressions. For <num>,
PracExtractor also identifies common <unit> (e.g. “GB”,
“byte”) along with it.
• For <enum>, PracExtractor takes advantage of parameters’
type-info to identify it. The type-info of an <enum> parameter does not only indicate it is <enum> but also indicates
the valid values that can be set to the parameter. PracExtractor has parsed these in the parsing step (cf. 3.1) and
now searches a setting phrase for the valid values.
• <parameter> is for the case that the setting phrase describes current parameter with respect to another parameter, such as “set A to be larger than B”. PracExtractor
identifies this by searching for valid parameter names in
the setting phrase. Note PracExtractor has extracted all
parameter names in the parsing step (cf. 3.1).
• For <format>, PracExtractor identifies common formats
(e.g. “email address”, “absolute path”) of parameters
based on word matching. PracExtractor allows users to
provide new words to extend the identifiable formats.
• All other words/phrases are identified as <string>.
PracExtractor further handles two kinds of strings that
have special meaning. First, some of them use “this value”
or “this” to refer to a value mentioned in previous sentences. PracExtractor recognizes such references and identifies the actual value from previous sentences. Second,
some may use “default” to refer to parameters’ default
value. In this case, PracExtractor uses the corresponding
default value extracted from the parsing step (cf. §3.1) as
the recommended setting.
Generate Specification PracExtractor generates checkable
formal specifications by matching the setting phrases with
predefined semantic patterns. Table 9 lists the types of spec-
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ifications that can be generated by PracExtractor, each with
an example pattern. Before blindly matching a setting phrase
with patterns, PracExtractor first considers the associated parameter’s data type. For example, if the data type is <bool>
or <enum>, there is no need to match semantic patterns like
“less than <value>”, “between <value> and <value>”, or
anything that is for <num>. Second, synonyms are also considered for these patterns. For instance “lesssyn than” can also
match with “lower than” and “smaller than”, etc.
Detect Negation PracExtractor also detects negation in a
recommendation sentence and negates a specification when
necessary. Two different types of negations are handled
by PracExtractor. First, PracExtractor finds direct negation
words, such as “not” (or abbreviation “n’t”) “none” and
“never”, in sentences. In addition, PracExtractor also detects
indirect negation words and phrases, such as “avoid”, “with
caution”, "rarely", and "seldom", etc. to identify the negation.

3.4

Violation Detection from Configurations

PracExtractor parses a configuration file and turns the settings
into key-value pairs of (parameter name, value). Although
the formats of configuration files for different software can
vary depending on the software implementation, most of them
have similar formats. The configuration files of the twelve
popular systems in our evaluation, including MySQL, Httpd,
HBase, HDFS, Spark, Squid and even the commercial system,
all follow two common and simple formats: key-value pairs
with separator like ‘=’ or ‘:’ or XML format.
Then PracExtractor checks the parsed parameter values
against extracted specifications and generates warning messages if it detects violations. PracExtractor uses the original
sentences from manuals as the warning messages. An example warning could be “Setting dfs.safemode.replication.min
lower than dfs.replication.min is not recommended and is
dangerous for production setups”. This warning can remind
sysadmins to double-check the configurations to avoid potential mistakes, just like the one shown in Figure 1 and 3.
Most of the violations detected by PracExtractor cannot
be detected by previous works. Previous works [44, 61, 63]
mainly use configuration checking/usage logic in source code
to detect misconfigurations. However, most recommendations
(97% as in Table 4) are not checked in source code, so violations to them cannot be detected by these works.

4

Experimental Evaluation

As shown in Table 11, we evaluate PracExtractor on twelve
large software systems including eleven popular open-source
server systems and one commercial systems (COMP-A) from
a public company that serves many enterprise customers.
These systems’ manuals have 543 to 8283 pages. These manuals include not only the six manuals in our characteristic
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study, but also six new manuals that are not studied before.
We evaluate both the precision and recall of PracExtractor
by comparing its results with recommendations identified
by human inspectors. In our evaluation, two human inspectors manually and independently examined each manual to
identify recommendations.
For violation detection, we evaluate PracExtractor with realworld settings from top-ranked container images on DockerHub (200 images for each open-source systems). We run
PracExtractor against configuration files in these docker images to detect violations to the specifications extracted from
manuals. The evaluated images include both Linux-based
and Windows-based one. However, as PracExtractor currently
does not support platform-specific checking, our evaluation
does not include checking platform-related specifications. In
total, only 4 specifications are platform-related.
Recommendation and Specification Extracted As shown
in Table 11, PracExtractor extracts a total of 338 good practice recommendations (including specific and general advice)
from manuals and automatically converts 173 of them into
formal specifications that can be used to check system admins’ configuration settings. Among all software, Httpd has
the most number (81) of recommendations extracted as well
as the most number (31) of specifications generated.
Results with the six “new” manuals excluded from our
study PracExtractor works reasonably well with the six “new”
software manuals that are not included in our characteristic
study. PracExtractor extracts 117 recommendations and 59
specifications from these manuals. For example, it extracts
35 recommendations and 22 specifications for the commercial software, COMP-A. The precision and recall are only
slightly lower than the one for the six studied manuals, but are
still reasonably good (with a 0.83 precision and 0.80 recall
for recommendations, and 0.88 precision and 0.66 recall for
specifications).
Violations Detected PracExtractor detects in total 1423 practice violations from 853 unique images. We manually validated all the violations. We reported 325 (that are maintained
on GitHub) of them to their maintainers and have got 47 confirmed as real configuration issues, including six in images
with >1M downloads and 28 in images with >1K downloads.
Table 12 shows a breakdown of all detected violations.
426 are “wrong change”, namely a parameter is explicitly
changed to a non-recommended value by system admins. 997
violations are "wrong default", namely a parameter has a
non-recommended default value but is not changed. This
also matches with the finding from a previous real-world
misconfiguration study [60] that many configurations are left
as default. In this case, system admins are afraid of changing
default settings, even though the default is not recommended
or is simply a placeholder value, which needs system admins
to explicitly change to fit their own system environments.
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Software
MySQL
Httpd
PostgreSQL
HDFS
HBase
Spark
COMP-A
Nginx
Flink
Squid
Mapred
Cassandra

Category

Update Time
of Manuals

database
web server
database
distributed storage
distributed storage
distributed computing
commercial storage
proxy
stream processing
proxy
distributed computing
distributed storage

Aug. 2019
Aug. 2019
Aug. 2019
Aug. 2019
Aug. 2019
Aug. 2019
May 2019
Jul. 2019
Aug. 2019
Feb. 2019
Aug. 2019
Aug. 2019

studied
new
overall

total

# Recommendations
extracted
precision

recall

total

# Specifications
generated
precision

recall

78
92
49
18
12
12
49
26
10
22
25
15

61
81
38
17
12
12
35
24
6
18
20
14

0.90
0.83
0.95
1.00
1.00
0.86
0.70
0.92
0.67
0.86
0.95
0.93

0.78
0.88
0.78
0.94
1.00
1.00
0.71
0.92
0.60
0.82
0.80
0.93

40
52
28
16
11
10
37
6
6
13
15
13

30
31
20
14
11
8
22
4
4
9
9
11

0.88
0.79
0.87
0.93
1.00
0.89
1.00
0.50
1.00
0.82
1.00
0.85

0.75
0.60
0.71
0.88
1.00
0.80
0.59
0.67
0.67
0.69
0.60
0.85

261
147
408

221
117
338

0.89
0.83
0.86

0.85
0.80
0.83

157
90
247

114
59
173

0.87
0.88
0.87

0.73
0.66
0.70

Table 11: Numbers of recommendations extracted and specifications generated by PracExtractor and corresponding
TruePositive
TruePositive
accuracy (precision= TruePositive+FalsePositive
and recall= TruePositive+FalseNegative
). Recommendations consist of both general
advice and specific ones that can be converted into specifications. “studied” refers to the software included in our characteristic
study (first 6 rows) , while “new” refers to other software not included in our study (last 6 rows) .

Software

Wrong Wrong
change default
MySQL
20
200
Httpd
338
200
PostgreSQL 8
0
HDFS
21
0
HBase
0
199
Spark
10
0
Total Wrong change 426

Software Wrong
change
Nginx
0
Flink
0
Squid
20
Mapred
0
Cassandra 9
Wrong default

Wrong
default
0
0
0
0
398
997

Table 12: Detected good practice violations in container images
from Dockerhub. We reported 325 violations to the image owners,
and 47 of them have been confirmed as real configuration errors.
Three wrong defaults are also confirmed by MySQL and Cassandra.

Figure 3 gives three examples of real-world violations that
are detected by PracExtractor from popular container images
on DockerHub. They have been confirmed by the image owners as real configuration errors or by the software developers
as real bugs. Here are the root causes:
(a) HDFS manual recommends to leave the parameter as
true to avoid registration of excluded hostnames. However, it is ignored and violated in 21 images, which can
cause security issues. We reported them and so far two
of them have been confirmed [11, 12].
(b) Cassandra manual does not recommend to enable the
experimental feature as it may cause potential failure.
However, the default setting enables it, which is a bug,
and 199 images just keep the default. The bug has been
confirmed and fixed by Cassandra in its new version [1].
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(c) The default setting for this parameter in MySQL is much
larger than the recommended value in the manual, and
the default value (set by MySQL developers) is actually
incorrect. We report it to MySQL official Bugzilla and it
has been confirmed as a bug [16].
Indeed, not all the 1423 violations are configuration errors
or bugs. However, as discussed before in the real-world example from HBase (cf. §2 Listing 1) that explicitly performs such
checks in its source code, when such violations are warned to
system admins, they at least get a chance to reexamine and
reconsider the settings more carefully.
Maintainers’ Feedback on Violations We reported 325 to
the image maintainers and so far have got 47 violations confirmed that they need to be changed. We list three example
confirmations in Table 13 (row 1, 2, 3). We took a further
look into the impact of these confirmed violations: 11 cause
security vulnerabilities, 31 cause unreliable services, 2 cause
performance issues and 3 cause database inconsistency.
We also got 46 other feedbacks that the maintainers hesitated to fix the violations. They either think it is the upstream
vendors’ responsibility to handle the issues (Table 13 row 4,
5) or are aware of the limitations but make the settings for
particular environments (Table 13 row 6).
Lines of Customized Code for Each Manual Table 14
shows the lines of Python code (LOC) of the format spec
for each manual. It needs only 6-73 LOC for the software
manuals with hundreds and thousands of pages. Also, the
LOC is not proportional to the number of pages in manuals,
and it is only one-time effort to each software. On average,
it needs little effort (0.5-2 hours) to customize PracExtrac-
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HDFS
dfs.namenode.datanode.
registration.ip-hostname-check
Default:
true
Recommendation:
true
Misconfiguration:
false
Violated docker images:

Cassandra
Parameter: enable_materialized_views
Default:
true
Recommendation:
false
Misconfiguration: keep wrong default
Violated docker images:

Parameter:
max_binlog_cache_size
Default:
2^64
Recommendation:
4GB
Misconfiguration: keep wrong default
Violated docker images:

Babbleshack/hadoop, jamesmcclain/hadoop

Parameter:

MySQL

199 images

200 images

Recommendation in manual:

Recommendation in manual:

Recommendation in manual:

“It is recommended that this setting be left on to
prevent accidental registration of datanodes
listed in the excludes file…”

“Materialized views are considered
experimental and are not recommended for
production use.”

“The maximum recommended value is 4GB
…MySQL currently cannot work with binary
log positions greater than 4GB.”

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Example of new violations detected by PracExtractor in popular images from DockerHub. The violations have been confirmed
by image maintainers [11, 12] and software vendors (Cassandra and MySQL). Cassandra has fixed (b) in its new version [1].

Image

Feedback on Violation Reports from Image Maintainers

Software

eviles/
httpd
newnius/
hbase
oscerd/
cassandra
vitessio/
mysql
madflojo/
cassandra
publicisw/
httpd

“Ok, I’ve fixed two images: eviles/httpd, eviles/httpdtomcat.’ [3]
“Thanks for pointing out this. I have added that to the default
configuration files and rebuilt the images.” [5]
“Yes we can do that. I can update the configuration for 3.10 and
3.11.” [9]
“As a general strategy, I plan to use MySQL’s default values
unless there is a strong use-case to override.” [13]
“Since we are using the upstream cassandra/latest, I’d prefer
that this issue go to them.” [14]
“We are aware of these limitations...This is only used on new
linux kernels, which should support this feature...” [15]

MySQL
Httpd
PostgreSQL
HDFS
HBase
Spark

Table 13: Example of positive and less-positive (in gray background) feedback. Due to page limit, we list three for each.

tor for a new software manual, including even for the large
commercial software manual with 8283 pages.
Accuracy — False Negatives and False Positives Table 11
shows PracExtractor’s accuracy in terms of recall and precision. For recommendation extraction, PracExtractor has a
reasonable high recall, 0.83. In other words, overall, PracExtractor misses only 17% of the recommendations. For specification extraction, PracExtractor’s recall is slightly lower
(0.70) (i.e. miss 30% of the specification). This is mainly
because some descriptive texts and string values are hard to
be automatically recognized and converted into specification
(cf. Table 15). This can be further improved by analyzing the
semantics of parameter names so that string values can be
better matched with parameter meanings.
PracExtractor has low false positives, too. Its overall precision is 0.86 for recommendation and 0.87 for specification.
That is, only 14% of the recommendations and 13% of the
specifications extracted by PracExtractor are false positives.
The false positives are introduced mainly due to texts are
incorrectly identified as parameter values (cf. Table 15).
Impacts of False Positives The false positives will not cause
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Manual
pages
5494
1009
3724
1031
787
599

LOC

Software

73
10
24
12
14
6

COMP-A
Nginx
Flink
Squid
Mapred
Cassandra

Manual
pages
8283
543
6152
1391
1318
913

LOC
18
24
6
10
12
11

Table 14: Lines of code (LOC) of format specs for the twelve
evaluated manuals.

serious impacts as they can be recognized easily. Table 16
shows three cases of false recommendations that PracExtractor extracted from the evaluated manuals. They are descriptions related to the parameters but just are not recommendations. For example, “there may be circumstances where
it is desirable for a configuration section’s authorization to
be combined with that of its predecessor” is a false positive,
which describes a parameter usage but gives no recommendation. Since PracExtractor includes such an original sentence
from manuals in a warning message, sysadmins who read it
can easily realize that it is not a recommendation and will not
be misguided.
Evaluation with Existing Misconfiguration Dataset We
also evaluate PracExtractor with existing configuration issues.
As there is no existing dataset for good practice violations,
we use a dataset [2] for general configuration issues used in
previous works [60, 61]. This dataset contains configuration
issues from various online forums and mailing lists. We use
the issues categorized as “error” to evaluate PracExtractor.
Out of the 63 evaluated configuration errors, PracExtractor
can detect 7 (10%) of them. We validated that these detected
errors cannot be detected by previous works [35, 61] as they
violate no constraint in source code while previous works use
code constraints to detect errors. For the undetected errors,
we found that manuals do not provide recommendations for
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Software
Httpd
COMP-A
Mapred

False Negatives
R1 R2
R3
10 11
0
8
3
4
1
2
3

Software
Httpd
Nginx
Squid

False Positives
R4
R5
4
4
4
0
2
0

Table 15: Root causes for PracExtractor’s False Negative and
False Positive. R1 — descriptive recommendations that are not
identified, such as “it is recommended to not configure a ticket key
file”. It is hard to automatically infer that this refers to not using
SSLSessionTicketKeyFile. R2 — unknown string values that are
not identified. For example, in “it’s recommended the username
’anonymous’ is in allowed userIDs”, it is hard to recognize the common word “anonymous” as a value. R3 — sentences that are not
covered by our syntactic patterns. R4 — texts that are incorrectly
identified as parameter values. R5 — non-recommendation sentences
that are mismatched with syntactic patterns of recommendations.

the error-related parameters. With a grain of salt, this shows
that current manuals have not provided enough recommendations for avoiding many real-world misconfigurations. Further
enriching manuals with good practices may improve PracExtractor’s detecting capability and also benefit system admins
who refer to manuals to resolve configuration issues.

5

Discussion

Generality. PracExtractor is reasonably general for manuals
from different software. As our evaluation on six new manuals
shows, PracExtractor can identify most (80%) recommendations from these manuals with a precision of 83%.
Human Effort. PracExtractor can easily be extended with
new format specs to accommodate future manuals. In our
evaluation, the specs for the six new software manuals are
all less than 30 lines (cf. Table 14) and were written by a
first-year graduate student, each in 0.5-2 hours.
Accuracy of Manuals. Another concern is whether manuals themselves deliver accurate information for PracExtractor
to extract. After all, manuals can be outdated and can have
mistakes made by the writers. In our work, we considered
these factors. First, we validated the last update time of our
evaluated manuals. As shown in Table 11, all twelve manuals are updated recently this year. Second, we compared the
specifications extracted from manuals against source code
and reported all differences to developers to check. If either
is wrong/obsolete, it may introduce problems. Interestingly,
in three cases, developers from MySQL and Cassandra confirmed that the source code is wrong (cf. Figure 3).

6

Related Work

Misconfiguration detection and troubleshooting. Many
works have been done on detecting [25, 28, 30, 61, 66, 68]
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Parameter

False Positive Recommendations

adaptive_hash It may be desirable to dynamically enable or disable adap_index
tive hash indexing to improve query performance.
AuthMerging There may be circumstances where it is desirable for a
configuration section’s authorization to be combined with
that of its predecessor.
LimitRequest When name-based virtual hosting is used, the value for this
Line
directive is taken from the default (first-listed) virtual host
best matching the current IP address and port combination.

Table 16: Example of false positive recommendations PracExtractor extracted. They can be easily recognized by system admins
and will not misguide them to make wrong changes.

and troubleshooting [17–19, 42, 43, 54, 56, 57, 65, 69] configuration errors. Almost all of these works detect configuration
errors by either checking against (a) patterns mined from tons
of configuration files, or (b) constraints inferred from source
code. Our work is complementary to these approaches. We
extract recommendations from vendor-provided manuals as
specifications, use them to detect violations, and warn system
admins to reexamine the violations. Each of the approaches
has its own strengths and weaknesses. Below, we compare
our approach with each previous one respectively.
Xu [61,63], Rabkin [44], and Nadi [35] propose approaches
to extract configuration constraints from source code using
static analysis. While it can infer simple constraints such as
parameter types, range and some simple dependencies, it is
less effective in checking against more complex constraints,
especially configuration settings that are legitimate but may
not be good or optimal. In our work, we focus on good practices recommended by vendors. If a system admin configures
a parameter with a valid setting but does not achieve the intended goal (e.g performance, reliability or security goal),
previous works that focus on detecting invalid configurations
will not report any problem. In comparison, our PracExtractor
can still warn him/her about the setting if it does not follow
the good practices PracExtractor extracts from manuals.
Encore [68], PeerPressure [54] and Santolucito et al’s work [47, 48] propose to extract configuration constraints and
good practices from existing settings. These approaches assume that a large number of independent configuration samples are available for learning and the correct configurations
are the common ones. This assumption can be true for some
systems where configuration settings can be collected from
users/customers back to vendors. However, for many enterprise software such as database or storage systems that are
mainly deployed in enterprises (e.g. financial companies and
government), each system’s configuration settings are confidential information and cannot be shared back with vendors.
As such, these approaches are less applicable. In comparison,
PracExtractor is applicable to such scenarios because it automatically extracts good practice recommendations that are
already written in vendor-provided manuals, and the check-
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ers generated by PracExtractor can be shipped to enterprise
customers to check their configuration settings.
In addition to the above two approaches, another closely
related work is ConfSeer [41], which takes a user’s configuration of one or multiple parameters to search against the
vendor’s Knowledge Base (KB) articles and identifies those
highly relevant ones so that users can read those KB articles
to self-diagnose and self-correct misconfiguration (with no
need to call customer support). While this work also uses
NLP techniques, their goal is to narrow down the match so
that users do not need to read hundreds of KB articles. For a
given configuration parameter setting from a user, ConfSeer
returns a ranked list of KB articles for the user to explore,
in a way similar to a search engine like Google that tries to
return the most relevant web pages to a user’s query. In other
words, ConfSeer is an improved Google search engine for
configuration-related KB articles. In comparison, our goal is
to extract configuration recommendations from manuals and
convert them into formal and checkable specifications. Our
checker can be shipped to the customer sites to automatically
detect violations and warn system admins to reexamine their
settings to proactively avoid problems instead of waiting for
postmortem troubleshooting.
Inferring specification from text. Some past works also aim
to infer specifications from program-related texts, including
from program comments [49, 50], API documents [39, 67,
70, 71], and man pages [58]. Our work differs from previous
works both on purposes and techniques. First, instead of helping developers find bugs in source code as in [49, 50, 70], our
work aims to help system admins detect misconfigurations
in their system settings. Secondly, comments and API documents have relatively uniform structures, which makes it easy
to extract information like function names and variable types.
In comparison, manuals are much less structured. The only
structure is that each parameter has its own section/chapter.
Inside a section, it is mostly free text. Thirdly, PracExtractor
extracts much more complex constraints than previous work
on man pages [58]. DASE [58] uses regular expression to
extract valid options from man pages. In comparison, PracExtractor can extract option value, correlation and property from
software manuals.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper focused on the usefulness and feasibility of extracting good practice recommendations from software manuals
to detect configuration problems. Specifically, we first conducted a characteristic study on 261 recommendations from
six large open source software manuals. Based on the observations learned, we designed and implemented a tool, called
PracExtractor, that can extract 338 recommendations and generate 173 specifications with reasonable accuracy from twelve
large software manuals, including one for a large commercial
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software system. Additionally, with the generated specifications, PracExtractor have detected 1423 violations from 853
container images on DockerHub. We reported 325 of them
and so far have got 47 confirmed as real configuration issues
by the image maintainers from different organizations.
Interestingly, in addition to detecting system admins’ configuration problems, PracExtractor can also help detect incorrect default settings for configuration parameters. When a
default setting differs from a recommendation in the manual,
it may indicate that the default setting is wrong. Incorrect
default settings can easily cause configuration errors because
system admins are most likely to go with default [60]. In our
experiments, we did discover a few such software bugs, and
three of them have already been confirmed respectively by
MySQL and Cassandra.
PracExtractor is far from perfect. First, there is still much
space to further improve its accuracy based on our analysis
of false positives and false negatives (cf. Table 15). Further
semantic analysis of parameter descriptions can improve the
identification accuracy of parameter type, name and value.
Second, PracExtractor currently cannot extract specifications
with descriptive conditions, such as “set A with a large workload”. This may possibly be handled by further incorporating
domain knowledge of common descriptions and sub-clause
analysis techniques.
Several other directions are also valuable to explore in the
future. First, from our experience, we found that a uniform
structure (e.g. per-parameter section) and consistent word usage (e.g. recommend) benefit extracting recommendations a
lot. Therefore, it would be interesting to explore how manuals
may be restructured so more information can be automatically
extracted. Second, PracExtractor may be potentially used to
detect documentation drift — manuals are not updated along
with source code. By combining PracExtractor with source
code analysis tools, it is possible to compare the configurations described in manuals and used in source code. Third,
while PracExtractor focuses on analyzing user manuals, the
approach may be applicable to extract good practices from
other text-based documents such as knowledge-base (KB)
articles, which are used by support engineers to troubleshoot
customer issues.
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Abstract
Post-mortem diagnosis of kernel failures is crucial for operating system vendors because kernel failures impact the
reliability and security of the whole system. However, debugging kernel failures in deployed systems remains a challenge because developers have to speculate the conditions
leading to the failure based on limited information such as
memory dumps. In this paper, we present Kernel REPT, the
first practical reverse debugging solution for kernel failures
that is highly efficient, imposes small memory footprint and
requires no extra software layer. To meet this goal, Kernel REPT employs efficient hardware tracing to record the
kernel’s control flow on each processor, recognizes the control flow of each software thread based on the context switch
history, and recovers its data flow by emulating machine instructions and hardware events such as interrupts and exceptions. We design, implement, and deploy Kernel REPT on
Microsoft Windows. We show that developers can use Kernel REPT to do interactive reverse debugging and find the
root cause of real-world kernel failures. Kernel REPT also
enables automatic root-cause analysis for certain kernel failures that were hard to debug even manually. Furthermore,
Kernel REPT can proactively identify kernel bugs by checking the reconstructed execution history against a set of predetermined invariants.

1

Introduction

Post-mortem diagnosis of software failures in deployed systems is becoming increasingly important for today’s software
development process. Many software vendors such as Microsoft and Apple have insider programs to test their latest
software before it is released to the general public. Software developers rely more and more on debugging failures
reported from early adopters to fix critical issues before every software release. In particular, the operating system is
of the utmost importance because it is the foundation of the
software stack and its bugs can have catastrophic impact on
the reliability and security of the whole system.
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Debugging kernel failures in deployed systems has been a
challenge. The fundamental reason is that developers have to
speculate on the conditions leading up to the failure based on
the limited information available for post-mortem diagnosis
such as crashing stacks or memory dumps. The complexity of the kernel makes developers’ speculation ineffective
in many cases. For example, the Windows kernel checks a
set of invariants upon returning to the user mode, and terminates the system if any invariant is violated. Such a failure
leaves developers an empty call stack, which makes it almost
impossible to debug.
This motivates us to build a practical solution that enables
developers to go back in time and examine the root cause of
kernel failures in deployed systems. Reverse debugging is
not a new idea [5,10], and researchers and practitioners have
developed record and replay solutions that can precisely log
the execution of the whole system [16, 21, 22, 28]. However, existing whole-system record and replay solutions require the target operating system to run on top of emulation or virtualization, use an excessive amount of memory
and storage space to support the record and replay, and introduce significant performance slowdown. On contrary, a
practical reverse debugging solution for deployed systems
must be able to provide a high-fidelity execution history for
post-mortem diagnosis while meeting the requirements of
low performance overhead, small memory footprint, no additional setup of software emulation or virtualization, minimal
change to the operating system, and zero compromise on the
backward compatibility with existing applications.
In this paper, we present Kernel REPT, the first practical
solution for reverse debugging of kernel failures in deployed
systems. It is an extension of REPT [19], a reverse debugging solution for user-mode applications. Kernel REPT
leverages online hardware tracing to log the control flow of
kernel executions and performs an offline binary analysis to
recover the data flow. By configuring the hardware to trace
the target kernel inside the kernel itself, Kernel REPT avoids
the extra layer of software emulation or virtualization, has
the minimal change to the target operating system, and is
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fully compatible with existing applications. Furthermore,
hardware tracing is shown to be efficient [27].
Kernel REPT traces the kernel execution on each CPU
core instead of on each software thread as done in REPT.
This helps Kernel REPT achieve a small memory footprint
because the number of CPU cores is much less than the number of software threads in a system. In this tracing configuration, one trace buffer may contain traces of multiple threads
and the trace of one thread may span multiple trace buffers.
To allow reverse debugging over the execution of a thread,
Kernel REPT requires the context switch history to assemble the trace of the thread. However, Kernel REPT cannot
infer the context switch history based on the control flow or
the memory dump. Instead, Kernel REPT logs the context
switch events during runtime and uses them to reconstruct
the execution of a given thread during offline analysis. This
way Kernel REPT can provide reverse debugging over the
execution of a thread on top of the core-based tracing.
REPT performs forward and backward instruction emulation to recover the program’s data flow, however, it is insufficient to just emulate the semantics of machine instructions
in Kernel REPT. This is because a processor modifies the
kernel state when a hardware event such as interrupts or exceptions occurs. To correctly recover the kernel state, Kernel REPT needs to emulate the semantics of these hardware
events properly. However, these hardware events are not explicitly logged in the control flow trace, and different events
may make different changes to the kernel state. Kernel REPT
solves this problem by leveraging the kernel configuration of
hardware event handlers. For instance, Kernel REPT can tell
a page fault just happened when the page fault handler is executed as shown in the control flow trace.
We implement Kernel REPT and deploy it on a billion devices running Microsoft Windows. Our experiments show
that Kernel REPT is efficient as it incurs less than 10% slowdown for microbenchmarks and 2% slowdown for applications like Nginx and Chrome. Windows kernel developers
use Kernel REPT to debug real-world kernel failures and find
the root cause of some kernel bugs that have existed for a
decade and caused innumerable failures.
The usage of Kernel REPT is not limited to interactive
reverse debugging. To this end, we develop an automatic
root-cause analysis for a common class of kernel failures
where the kernel fails when it detects that certain resources
are not properly released before returning to the user mode.
This class of failures is hard to debug even manually without
Kernel REPT because the kernel stack is empty when a failure happens. Based on the execution history reconstructed
by Kernel REPT, our analysis can automatically identify the
buggy function for 136 out of 188 real-world kernel failures
of this class. This automatic root-cause analysis is deployed
as part of Microsoft’s error reporting service [24].
The reconstructed kernel execution history can enable not
only automatic root-cause analysis but also proactive bug de-
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tection. A common kernel bug pattern is that the exception
handling code fails to properly release resources acquired
during the execution wrapped in the try block. We build a
hybrid analysis to proactively look for this bug pattern by
dynamically analyzing the execution in a try block and statically analyzing the code in the exception handling block. By
analyzing thousands of real-world kernel execution histories,
our hybrid analysis finds 17 new bugs in the Windows kernel,
and all of them are confirmed and fixed.

2

Overview

The goal of Kernel REPT is to reconstruct the execution history of kernel failures in deployed systems for effective postmortem diagnosis without incurring noticeable runtime overhead. As an extension of REPT [19], it utilizes hardware
tracing to log the kernel’s control flow to a circular buffer at
runtime, and recovers its data flow by running binary analysis on the recorded control flow and the memory dump of
a failure. In the rest of this section, we first provide a background of REPT. Then we discuss the challenges faced by
Kernel REPT.

2.1

REPT

REPT shows a promising way to do reverse debugging for
user-mode failures in deployed systems. REPT logs a program’s control flow into a per-thread circular buffer with low
runtime overhead via hardware tracing (e.g., Intel Processor
Trace [18]), and then recovers its data flow offline by combining the control flow with the memory dump taken at the
failure point. To do so, REPT runs an iterative binary analysis that performs forward and backward instruction emulation on the recorded instruction sequence to infer the program state before every instruction based on the final state
stored in the memory dump. REPT checks for conflicts during the execution history reconstruction and performs error
corrections based on heuristics. REPT also supports multithreaded programs by merging the instruction sequences of
different threads into a partially ordered single instruction sequence based on the fine-grained timestamps logged by the
hardware tracing, and limiting the use of concurrent shared
memory writes in the binary analysis if their exact order cannot be determined. The reconstructed execution history is
not perfect, but it is shown that REPT achieves high accuracy and enables effective reverse debugging of real-world
application failures.
To illustrate how REPT works, we show an example borrowed from the REPT paper [19, Figure 2] in Figure 1. This
example has 5 instructions in the control-flow trace (I1 ..I5 ).
The program state Si represents the state after the execution of instruction Ii . Therefore, the final program state S5
stored in the memory dump has rax=3, rbx=0, and [g]=3.
REPT performs backward and forward analysis iteratively
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I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

lea
mov
add
mov
xor

rbx, [g]
rax, 1
rax, [rbx]
[rbx], rax
rbx, rbx

S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

Iteration 1
↑ {rax=?, rbx=?, [g]=3} →
↑ {rax=?, rbx=?, [g]=3}
↑ {rax=?, rbx=?, [g]=3}
↑ {rax=3, rbx=?, [g]=3}
↑ {rax=3, rbx=?, [g]=3}
↑ {rax=3, rbx=0, [g]=3}

Iteration 2
↓ {rax=?, rbx=g, [g]=3}
↓ {rax=1, rbx=g, [g]=3}
↓ {rax=3, rbx=g, [g]=3}
↓ {rax=3, rbx=g, [g]=3}
↓ {rax=3, rbx=0, [g]=3} →

Iteration 3
↑ {rax=?, rbx=?, [g]=2}
↑ {rax=?, rbx=g, [g]=2}
↑ {rax=1, rbx=g, [g]=2}
↑ {rax=3, rbx=g, [g]=?}
↑ {rax=3, rbx=g, [g]=3}

Figure 1: “This example shows how REPT’s iterative analysis recovers register and memory values when there exist irreversible
instructions with memory accesses. We use “?” to represent “unknown”, and use “g” to represent the memory address of a
global variable. Some values are in bold-face because they represent key updates in the analysis. We skip the fourth iteration
which will recover [g]’s value to be 2 due to the space constraint.” [19, Figure 2]
to recover data values. In the first iteration, REPT does not
update the global variable [g] in S3 because rbx’s value is
unknown. In the second iteration, there is a conflict for rax’s
value in S3 . Its original value is 3, but the forward analysis
would infer value 4 for it (rax + [g] = 1 + 3 = 4). REPT
keeps the original value of 3 because it is from the final program state stored in the memory dump. In the third iteration,
REPT recovers [g]’s value to be 2 based on rax’s value before and after the add instruction I3 .

3

For the purpose of this paper, we abstract REPT as a mechanism that takes as the input a final machine state and its preceding instruction sequence, and outputs the recovered machine state before every instruction with high accuracy. Kernel REPT leverages this data recovery mechanism to enable
reverse debugging of kernel failures.

3.1

2.2

Challenges

A straw-man solution to support reverse debugging of kernel
failures is to modify REPT to trace the kernel execution of
each software thread and run the same binary analysis on a
kernel memory dump. However, this simple solution does
not work for two reasons.
First, it incurs unacceptable memory overhead. The kernel is shared by all threads on a system and allocating a
trace buffer for each of them can consume an unpredictable
amount of memory, especially when a system can have thousands or even tens of thousands of threads.
Second, the kernel has to handle hardware events of which
user-mode applications are unaware. For instance, interrupts
and exceptions can change the kernel’s stack layout without executing any explicit instruction. The details of these
hardware events such as the exception vector are not logged
by the hardware tracing. However, such information is important for the data flow recovery because different types of
hardware events have different architectural effects that must
be emulated.
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Kernel REPT

In this section, we present the design of Kernel REPT. We
first describe how Kernel REPT avoids excessive memory
consumption via per-core tracing while still allowing reverse
debugging over the execution of a thread. Then we present
how Kernel REPT handles hardware events when performing the offline binary analysis to recover the data flow.

Per-Core Tracing

To minimize the memory footprint, Kernel REPT chooses to
do per-core tracing instead of per-thread tracing for the kernel. That is, Kernel REPT allocates a circular trace buffer
for each logical core and logs the kernel-mode execution on
a core to its corresponding buffer. Kernel REPT does not
log the control flow of user-mode executions because the actual machine code executed in the user mode is not directly
related to the root cause of kernel failures. Per-core tracing ensures that Kernel REPT’s memory usage is linear in
the number of logical cores on a system, and the number of
logical cores is fixed and small compared to the number of
software threads. This allows Kernel REPT to configure a
large trace buffer for each core when necessary without the
risk of exhausting the memory.
Per-core tracing does come with its own problems. It is
more intuitive for developers to follow the execution on a
software thread as opposed to a hardware core. On a multiprocessor system, per-core tracing may mix traces of different threads into one trace buffer and spread the trace of a
single thread into multiple trace buffers. This requires Kernel REPT to obtain the context switch history to identify the
trace of a single thread.
Ideally, Kernel REPT should recover the context switch
history from a per-core trace by leveraging the binary analysis. However, the binary analysis cannot effectively reverse
the context switch routine because the scheduling history is
neither preserved in the memory dump nor can be inferred
from the recorded instruction sequence. We show the pseudo
code of a typical context switch routine in Figure 2. The context switch routine saves the register context of the previous
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

; pseudo code for context switch
; rdi points to the old thread
; rsi points to the new thread
push rax
; save GPRs
push rbx
...
mov KernelStack[rdi], rsp ; switch stack
mov rsp, KernelStack[rsi]
...
; restore GPRs
pop rbx
pop rax
ret

Figure 2: Pseudo code for context switch. Basically, the context switch routine saves the register context to the previous
thread’s stack and the stack pointer to the previous thread’s
internal data structure, and then restores the context of the
new thread by doing the opposite operations.
Type

Origin

Details

Interrupt
Exception
Syscall

User/Kernel
User/Kernel
User

Vector number
Vector number
N/A

Table 1: Information about hardware events needed for software emulation.
thread on its stack, swaps the stack pointer, and then restores
the register context of the newly scheduled thread to resume
its execution. In this process, the context switch routine does
not save the information about the previous thread before resuming the execution of the new thread, and hence the binary
analysis is unable to recover the scheduling history. This also
makes the binary analysis ineffective when applied directly
to the per-core trace because the register values before a context switch cannot be recovered. Therefore, Kernel REPT
chooses to log the context switch history in software.

To do so, Kernel REPT first infers the occurrence of a
hardware event based on the hardware trace. Given that Kernel REPT only traces the kernel-mode execution, hardware
tracing will be paused when the execution returns to the user
mode, and resumed when the execution enters the kernel
mode. Therefore, the signal of tracing being resumed already
indicates the occurrence of a hardware event—a system call
or an interrupt/exception happening in the user mode. The
hardware trace logs the occurrence of an asynchronous event
during the kernel execution. Kernel REPT uses such information to detect the occurrence of an interrupt or exception
in the kernel mode.
Next, Kernel REPT needs to infer additional information
about a hardware event such as its type and the vector number for an interrupt. The Windows kernel configures the handlers for these hardware events at the boot time and never
reconfigures the settings throughout the rest of its lifetime.
Kernel REPT assumes this invariant holds for the vast majority of kernel failures under non-adversarial scenarios, and
determines the event type as well as the vector number for
interrupts/exceptions by comparing the control flow to the
kernel configuration stored in the memory dump.
Finally, Kernel REPT emulates the architectural effect of
these events according to the hardware specification. Kernel
REPT performs the emulation during the binary analysis as
if it were emulating a special instruction. However, not all
data values are available to Kernel REPT when emulating a
hardware event. For example, when emulating an exception
from the user mode, Kernel REPT does not know the usermode instruction that triggers the exception, so it cannot fill
up all fields of the trap frame. Similarly, Kernel REPT does
not log the parameters of system calls, so it does not necessarily have the register context of a system call event if it
cannot be recovered from the memory dump. In these cases,
Kernel REPT simply marks the register and memory values
as unknown to avoid propagating stale values during the binary analysis.

4
3.2

The operating system manages hardware resources and has
to handle hardware events. Therefore, the architectural effects of these hardware events, which are transparent to usermode execution, are part of the kernel-mode execution and
must be emulated when running the binary analysis for kernel data recovery.
Different hardware events have different architectural effects, and Kernel REPT has to understand the semantics of
each hardware event for emulation. We list the information
about the hardware events required for software emulation
in Table 1. Specifically, Kernel REPT has to not only tell the
type of a hardware event, but also infer whether this event
occurred in the user or kernel mode and what it was about.
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In this section, we present two automatic analyses enabled by
Kernel REPT. The first analysis is an automatic root-cause
analysis that can identify the buggy function for a specific
class of kernel failures. The second analysis is a hybrid analysis that can proactively detect bugs that may lead to this
class of kernel failures.

4.1

Root-Cause Analysis

A common kernel bug is that calls to do operations (e.g.,
resource acquisition) are not matched by calls to undo operations (e.g., resource release). For example, if the kernel
disables interrupts before entering a critical region but fails
to re-enable interrupts after leaving the critical region, the
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system will crash eventually. Despite the simple nature of
this failure type, it is difficult to debug kernel failures caused
by these bugs simply based on a memory dump. The key
challenge is that the buggy function that missed the undo
operation may have returned a long time ago. Without an execution history, it is hard to infer which function could be the
buggy one. Particularly, the Windows kernel checks if there
is a missing undo operation (e.g., resource not released) before it returns to the user mode. A failed check leaves developers an empty call stack, which makes it almost impossible
to debug. What makes the matter worse is that some operations allow recursion by maintaining a counter for all pending do operations (e.g., recursive lock). This requires the
developers to match the do and undo operations in a potentially long history before they can identify the unmatched do
operation, which further complicates the diagnosis process.
The root-cause analysis identifies the buggy function that
misses the undo operation by searching along the execution history to find the first function where a specified value
changes between the function entry and return. For example, to detect when the kernel fails to re-enable the interrupts upon exiting a critical section, the analysis checks for
the interrupt enablement at each function entry and return,
and reports the first one that has a mismatched value. However, there are exceptions to the above analysis because some
functions are designed to just perform the do or undo operation. For example, if enabling/disabling interrupts is implemented in a library function, then the function is expected to
modify the value between its entry and return. The library
functions that are designed to perform only a do or undo
operation are relatively stable across kernel versions, so we
maintain a whitelist for such functions. The root-cause analysis ignores them when searching for the buggy function.

4.2

Proactive Bug Detection

A common bug pattern that causes undo operations being missed is related to the try/catch-like primitives designed to handle hardware exceptions gracefully. For example, the Windows kernel uses Structured Exception Handling
(SEH) [9] to handle page faults when accessing a user-mode
page. An undo operation may be missed when an exception occurs if the try scope contains a do operation and the
catch scope does not have the corresponding undo operation. We show an example of this bug pattern in Figure 3.
foo calls read_user_obj in a try block to handle page
faults in case the user-mode page is not mapped with proper
permissions (line 12). read_user_obj temporarily disables
Supervisor-Mode Access Prevention (SMAP) in order to access user-mode pages (line 4). If a page fault occurs when
read_user_obj dereferences user_ptr, the page fault handler will redirect the execution back to the catch block in
foo (line 15), skipping the subsequent call to enable_smap
(line 5). The correct implementation is to apply the scope of
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

obj_t read_user_obj(int *user_ptr) {
obj_t obj;
disable_smap();
obj.a = *user_ptr;
enable_smap();
return obj;
}

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

int foo() {
obj_t obj;
try {
obj = read_user_obj(user_ptr);
}
catch {
return -1;
}
return 0;
}

Figure 3: Example code that misuses try/catch leading to a
missing undo operation.

the try block to the dereference of user_ptr instead of the
entire read_user_obj function.
Leveraging the execution history reconstructed by Kernel
REPT, we design an automatic hybrid analysis to proactively
detect bugs of this pattern. Our hybrid analysis has two steps.
First, it uses a dynamic analysis to check if there is any do
operation in a try scope based on the execution history. Second, it uses a static analysis to check if the matching catch
scope does not have the corresponding undo operation. The
analysis identifies try and catch scopes based on the unwind information in the binaries [14].
The assumption behind this analysis is that a hardware exception may happen at any time within the try scope, and
missing the undo operation in the catch scope means that
the kernel would fail to restore the state if an exception happens after the do operation. Even though this assumption
may not be true for all cases, a violation implies an overuse
of the try scope that should be addressed by developers.
The hybrid analysis is accurate and effective because it
leverages execution traces from a huge number of deployed
systems. First, a try scope may include a significant amount
of execution involving multiple levels of function calls. Statically analyzing such a try scope is challenging, and our dynamic analysis avoids this challenge. Second, the executions
of all kernel threads (i.e., not limited to the failure thread) in a
failure report are used in the hybrid analysis. This allows the
analysis to avoid the common constraint on completeness for
dynamic analysis. Third, the code logic in the catch scope is
usually straightforward, so simple static analysis is sufficient
for checking if an expected undo operation exists.
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5

Implementation

CPU0

CPU1

CPU2

CPU3

In this section, we describe the implementation and deployment of Kernel REPT on Microsoft Windows.

5.1

Kernel Tracing

Kernel REPT logs both the context switch history and the
control flow of the Windows kernel. To log the context
switch history, Kernel REPT leverages Event Tracing for
Windows (ETW) [4]. ETW logs the timestamp, identifiers
of both the old thread and the new thread for each context
switch event. These ETW events will be included in the
memory dump of a kernel failure.
To record the kernel’s control flow, Kernel REPT enables
Intel Processor Trace (PT) [18] on each processor core for
the kernel-mode execution at system start. We adapt the
driver from REPT to enable Intel PT for the Windows kernel.
Our driver change has roughly 2K lines of C code. We mark
the virtual memory of trace buffers as read-only to prevent
the Windows kernel from accidentally corrupting them. This
can be done because Intel PT outputs the trace directly to the
physical memory and is not subject to the page permission
we set on the virtual memory. Similar to the user-mode tracing in REPT, the kernel-mode trace is stored in the memory
dump when a kernel failure is reported.
Kernel REPT currently disables multithreaded analysis for
kernel failures due to a caveat of Intel PT. The timestamp logging of Intel PT cannot be configured for a specific privilege
level. Without such a privilege-level filtering, the timestamps
generated during the user-mode execution will overwrite the
kernel’s control-flow trace in the circular buffer. One possible solution is to dynamically enable and disable timestamps
in software when the processor switches between the user
and kernel mode. We leave its exploration to future work.

5.2

Trace Parsing

Intel PT encodes the control flow in a highly compact format. It requires the code binary to parse the trace to reconstruct the control flow. Meanwhile, an operating system can
swap out kernel code pages to reclaim its underlying physical memory. This can fail the trace parsing because even
capturing the entire physical memory upon a kernel failure
can be insufficient due to the unavailability of swapped-out
code pages. One possible solution to this problem is to lock
all the kernel code pages into the physical memory, but this
will increase the memory pressure to the overall system.
In Kernel REPT, we choose to reconstruct the code pages
based on the image’s metadata stored in the memory dump
and its binary file. One disadvantage of this approach is that
it does not work for third-party drivers where the binary files
are unavailable. This is not a big issue in practice because
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Time

Figure 4: An example scenario where traces of a thread are
not contiguous. Solid lines represent the execution trace of
the interesting thread. Dashed lines represent the execution
trace of other threads. Dots (•) connecting them represent
context switches. Dotted lines mean the processor was in
sleep mode and no execution trace was generated.
the code that was executed close to the failure point is usually available in the physical memory (thanks to the memory
manager’s policy).

5.3

Binary Analysis

We implement Kernel REPT’s binary analysis in 15K lines
of C++ code on top of REPT. It includes the emulation of
hardware events, the thread trace reconstruction based on
the context switch history, and the two automated analyses.
Most of the implementation is straightforward, but there are
two technical details worth mentioning here.
First, a thread’s trace may be noncontiguous with respect
to the thread’s execution. We show an example in Figure 4.
In this example, core 2 was in sleep mode for a long period
of time, and no execution trace was generated. The trace of
the target thread in its circular buffer can be obsolete and disconnected from the rest of the thread’s trace on other cores.
This can happen when the trace of the target thread on core 1
was overwritten by another thread, and the overwritten trace
was more recent than the trace in core 2’s trace buffer. Kernel
REPT checks for such cases based on the timestamps of context switch events, and discards those disconnected traces.
Second, certain kernel instructions can be missing from
the control-flow trace when the system is running inside
a virtual machine. In a virtualized environment, guest instructions that can modify the system state (e.g., wrmsr) are
trapped and emulated by the hypervisor. Kernel REPT only
traces the kernel-mode execution, so its binary analysis will
be under the illusion that these instructions are skipped according to the Intel PT trace. This can result in an inconsistent state in the data flow recovery. Kernel REPT solves this
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issue by detecting VMEXIT and adding the skipped instruction
back to the instruction sequence if it is deemed as emulated
by the hypervisor. Specifically, for each asynchronous event
logged in the trace, Kernel REPT checks if there is one and
only one possible instruction between the current instruction
and the next instruction in the instruction sequence. If so,
Kernel REPT determines that the instruction is emulated by
the hypervisor, and adds it back to the instruction sequence
before running the binary analysis. This check is straightforward to implement because the hypervisor-emulated instruction is typically a non-branch instruction.

10.0

8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0

0.0

5.4

Deployment

We have deployed Kernel REPT in the ecosystem of
Microsoft Windows. The deployment of Kernel REPT
spans three parts: Windows, Windows Error Reporting
(WER) [24], and Windows Debugger [12].
On Windows, we released the kernel driver that configures Intel PT tracing and the ETW context switch logger for
the kernel, and a user-mode daemon that communicates with
WER to decide when to start/stop the driver. These components were released as part of Windows 10 version 1803.
On the WER service, we added support for requesting Intel PT traces for a given kernel failure. When the WER service receives such a request, it selects devices that have reported the same kernel failures in the past and are capable of
Intel PT to enable tracing for future failure reporting. The
WER service also runs the automatic root-cause analysis on
kernel failures of the specific error code [2].
On Windows Debugger, we implemented Kernel REPT’s
interactive reverse debugging by extending REPT’s debugger extension. This extension allows an developer to set
breakpoints, go back and forth on the reconstructed execution history, switch to different threads, and inspect the local
and global variables.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance and effectiveness of Kernel REPT. For performance, we run both microbenchmarks and real-world applications with Kernel REPT
enabled to measure the runtime overhead. For effectiveness,
we evaluate Kernel REPT’s data recovery and report how it
helps developers debug real-world kernel bugs.

6.1
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Figure 5: Performance overhead of running UnixBench with
Intel PT tracing and context switch logging.
such as system calls and context switches. We choose Nginx and Chrome because they represent popular programs for
server and client scenarios, respectively. We run the experiments on a Windows 10 (version 1903) machine equipped
with an Intel i7-6700K processor (8 logical cores) and 16GB
RAM. We allocate two separate circular buffers for each logical core: a 1MB buffer for Intel PT tracing and a 128KB
buffer for context switch logging. We choose this default setting empirically for experiments, but our real-world deployment allows developers to adjust the configuration as needed.
6.1.1

UnixBench

We run UnixBench on the Windows Subsystem for Linux
1 (WSL 1) [13]. WSL 1 implements Linux system calls
from the Windows kernel to run unmodified Linux ELF binaries such as UnixBench. We show the performance results of UnixBench in Figure 5. For Intel PT tracing only,
the average performance overhead is 3.06% with no single
benchmark exceeding 5% overhead. With the context switch
logging enabled in addition, the average performance overhead becomes 5.35% with the highest performance overhead
of 9.68%. In particular, three benchmarks, Execl, Context
Switch and Process Creation, have more frequent context
switches than other benchmarks. Therefore, they have higher
overhead when context switch logging is turned on.

Performance

We evaluate the performance impact of Intel PT tracing
and context switch logging on kernel-mode execution by
running UnixBench 5.1.3 [11], ApacheBench [1] on Nginx 1.17.5 [7], and JetStream 2 benchmarks [6] on Chrome
79 [3]. We choose UnixBench because it measures the
micro-level performance impact on a kernel’s key functions
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6.1.2

Nginx

We evaluate the performance overhead of different tracing
setups on Nginx using ApacheBench. We run Nginx on
the test machine with 8 logical cores and 16GB RAM. We
use the default configuration provided by Nginx but modify worker_processes to 8 to use all the logical cores. We
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IRQL Fault (Kernel)
Code Overwrite
Stack Trash
IRQL Fault (User)
Stack Overflow
Hardcoded Breakpoint
Double Free

# Instructions

Data Recovery

3,310,906
1,151,315
315,046
9,176,219
10,421,430
9,129,048
5,232,343

65.13%
73.18%
65.75%
61.56%
60.97%
61.65%
43.03%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Table 2: Kernel REPT’s data recovery rate on kernel failures
caused by notmyfault [8].

12
13
14
15

run ApacheBench on a separate client machine with 16 logical cores. We use the client to make 100,000 HTTP requests over 16 concurrent connections and then measure the
throughput (requests/second). We run each session 10 times
and report the average throughput. The reduction of the average throughout when the Intel PT tracing is enabled (with
or without the context switch logging) is about 2%.
6.1.3

Chrome

We run JetStream 2 benchmarks on the Chrome browser to
evaluate the performance impact on web browsing, one of
the most common client-side scenarios. There is no visible
performance slowdown when both the Intel PT tracing and
the context switch logging are enabled. We believe this is
because the benchmarks have most of their computation in
the user mode.

6.2

Effectiveness

We evaluate the effectiveness of Kernel REPT from four perspectives: (1) how well it can recover data; (2) how its interactive reverse debugging can help developers debug kernel
bugs; (3) how accurate the automatic root-cause analysis is;
(4) how well the proactive bug detection works.
6.2.1

Data Recovery

We evaluate Kernel REPT’s data recovery based on the same
metric as REPT [19]. Specifically, we measure the data recovery rate as the percentage of register uses (i.e., a register
used as the source operand or in the address of a memory
operand) for which the register value is recovered by Kernel
REPT. Register use is a good metric because it avoids double counting (e.g., we only count it once when rax and rbx
are both known in an instruction mov rax,rbx) and memory
values are often loaded into registers first before being used
in an operation.
In our experiment, we trigger Windows kernel failures by
using a public utility program called notmyfault [8], which
injects a kernel driver to cause various types of failures such
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bool get_desc(..., desc_t **p) {
int size;
bool success;
*p = malloc(sizeof(desc_t));
driver = find_driver();
success = (driver->op)(*p, &size);
return success;
}

16
17
18
19
20
21

void foo() {
desc_t *p;
bool success;
if (...) {
success = get_desc(..., &p));
} else {
success = get_desc(..., &p));
}
if (success) {
bar(p->owner->sid); // CRASH!
}
}

Figure 6: A real-world example that showcases how Kernel
REPT helps developers find bugs.
as stack overflow and double free. We pick notmyfault because its injected failures are reproducible. Our experiment
does not include the Buffer Overflow fault in notmyfault
because it cannot trigger a kernel failure on the latest Windows. For each failure, we count the number instructions and
measure the data recovery rate for the crashing thread. Our
experimental results are shown in Table 2.
Kernel REPT’s data recovery rate is over 60% for all but
one failure even when some execution contains over 10 million instructions. The Double Free case involves a series of
memory allocation/free operations. As reported in REPT,
memory allocation operations are hard to reverse because
their metadata may be completely overwritten by subsequent
free and reallocation operations. We believe this is the main
reason for the Double Free case to have a lower data recovery
rate than others.
Comparing with REPT’s data recovery on user-mode programs [19, Figure 4], we can see that Kernel REPT achieves
a similar data recovery rate for kernel failures. Note that
some recovered data may be incorrect, but we cannot directly
measure it due to the lack of a ground truth. However, we expect it to be in the same low percentage as REPT.
6.2.2

Interactive Reverse Debugging

We use a real-world case to demonstrate how Kernel REPT
can help developers debug kernel bugs through interactive
reverse debugging. This bug was introduced to the Windows
kernel more than a decade ago. It was not fixed until Kernel REPT became available due to the lack of information in
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memory dumps. We show a simplified version of the code
around the bug in Figure 6. In the code snippet, foo calls
get_desc to receive a pointer to a descriptor object. Depending on certain conditions (line 13), the call can happen
at two places with potentially different parameters (line 14
and 16). get_desc allocates the memory for the descriptor object (line 4) and finds the driver that provides the corresponding callback (line 5). Then, get_desc invokes the
driver’s callback function to initialize the object, which returns whether the initialization succeeds and the number of
bytes being initialized (line 6). Finally, the crash happens
when foo dereferences a pointer field (owner) inside the descriptor object (line 19).
To debug this kernel failure, a developer first has to determine where get_desc is called (line 14 or 16). Without
Kernel REPT, a developer would need to use some auxiliary information to figure it out. However, with the recorded
control flow, it is straightforward to find it. The next step is
to determine the target function of the callback (line 6). This
can be challenging without the recorded control flow because
get_desc has already returned and the relevant information
may no longer be available. In fact, the actual code involves
multiple levels of indirect function calls, making the problem
even harder. With Kernel REPT, the developer can easily
reach the correct target function based on the recorded control flow. Finally, the developer has to understand how the
descriptor is mis-initialized by the callback function. In this
particular case, it turns out that the callback function does
not attempt to initialize the descriptor object at all. It just returns success with the number of initialized bytes being zero.
Unfortunately, foo does not check the number of bytes being
initialized, leading to the subsequent crash caused by dereferencing an uninitialized pointer value. To fix this bug, the
developer changes the callback function to return an error
code indicating that the operation is not supported.
6.2.3

Root-Cause Analysis

We run the automatic root-cause analysis described in §4.1
on 377 real-world kernel failures of a specific error code [2]
reported to Microsoft over two weeks. This error code is
used by the kernel when it detects a specific resource is not
properly released upon returning to the user mode. The analysis identifies potential buggy functions in 33 kernel components including the core OS kernel, the GUI subsystem, the
file system, and some third-party drivers. To evaluate the accuracy of the root-cause analysis, we manually check each
identified buggy function either based on the source code or
the confirmation from developers. Since the source code of
third-party drivers is unavailable and it is difficult to reach
their developers, we exclude the 189 kernel failures whose
buggy functions are in a third-party driver.
We show the accuracy of the root-cause analysis for the
remaining 188 kernel failures in Table 3. The root-cause
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True Blame

False Blame

Try/Catch

Misc.

Manual

Unresolved

136

12

23

17

Table 3: The accuracy of the automatic root-cause analysis on 188 real-world kernel failures for which Kernel REPT
blames a function in the first-party components.
analysis correctly identifies the buggy function for 148 failures. 136 of these failures are caused by unsafe try/catch
operations and 12 of them are caused by other miscellaneous
issues (e.g., the code fails to properly clean up the state on an
error handling path). The root-cause analysis fails to identify
the true buggy function for 40 kernel failures. We manually
analyze them via interactive reverse debugging and find that
we can find the true buggy function for 23 failures. The rest
17 failures cannot be resolved due to the limited trace size or
data recovery.
While analyzing the memory dumps of the 23 failures
manually, we find that one common reason for the automatic
root-cause analysis to miss the true buggy function is that
the do and undo operation pair is tied to an object’s lifetime
instead of a function’s lifetime. For example, one way to
manage the acquisition and release of a lock is to implement
the acquire operation in a constructor function and the release operation in the corresponding destructor function. In
this case, a function can indirectly acquire the lock by creating such an object, and then passes it to another function
that releases this lock by destructing the object. If the kernel
fails to destruct the object due to programming errors, it not
only causes memory leaks but also leads to the missing undo
issue. The root cause of such programming errors can vary
case by case, and blaming the function that creates the object
and seemingly misses the destruction does not always lead
to the correct outcome. However, even in these cases, the
root-cause analysis can provide useful information to help
developers find the root cause.
6.2.4

Proactive Bug Detection

We run the proactive bug detection described in §4.2 over
2000 execution histories reconstructed from memory dumps
of real-world kernel failures. We do not limit the failure
type, and use the execution histories of all threads in a memory dump. We use memory dumps of kernel failures instead
of normal executions because they are currently the major
source of recorded real-world kernel executions.
We have found a total of 17 previously unknown kernel
bugs, and all are confirmed and fixed. For one of the bugs,
we observed an actual kernel failure caused by it a few days
after we reported it to the developer. This shows the potential
of using Kernel REPT to uncover bugs even before they are
triggered in practice.
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7

Discussion

Kernel REPT extends REPT’s support for reverse debugging
of user-mode failures to kernel-mode failures. Therefore, it
shares two limitations with REPT. First, the reconstructed
execution history is incomplete because the circular trace
buffer only captures a fixed amount of control-flow information before the kernel failure. Second, the reconstructed
execution history is imperfect because many instructions are
not reversible. Despite the two limitations, Kernel REPT’s
reverse debugging capability allows successful diagnosis of
many real-world kernel failures that were impossible to debug before.
The automatic root-cause analysis described in §4.1 requires a whitelist of functions that perform only a do or
undo operation by design. It requires manual effort to construct and update the whitelist. The root-cause analysis may
have false blames due to the incompleteness of the whitelist.
In practice, we rely on developers’ feedback to keep the
whitelist up to date.
One interesting observation we have is that REPT-style reverse debugging is more effective for kernel-mode failures
than for user-mode failures. We believe the key reason is
that the Windows kernel operates in a more defensive manner: it performs various checks of invariants in kernel state
at different times of the execution, such as checking missing
undo operations before returning to the user mode (see §4.1
for details). These checks shorten the execution between the
program defect and the program failure. This is crucial for
the effectiveness of REPT-style reverse debugging since its
reconstructed execution history is incomplete and imperfect.

8

Related Work

In this section, we discuss the previous work related to Kernel REPT in three categories: record and replay, failure analysis and failure reproduction. We omit the discussion of
REPT [19] as we have covered it comprehensively in §2.1.

8.1

8.2

Failure Analysis

RETracer [20] is a triaging system for both user-mode and
kernel-mode failures. It starts with a corrupted pointer, performs backward taint analysis on memory dumps, and assigns the blame to a function that contributes to the access
violation. RETracer uses the crashing stack as an approximate execution trace when performing backward taint analysis, so it cannot effectively analyze kernel failures with an
empty call stack.
Postmortem Symbolic Evaluation (PSE) [29] performs
static backward slicing on memory dumps to identify where
a bad pointer is originated. PSE is also limited by the information available in the dump, and can have false positives
due to unresolved memory aliases.
SherLog [36] analyzes the log messages generated during
a failed execution to infer control and data values before the
failure point. While this approach may be useful to diagnose logical bugs in a program, log messages cannot be used
to diagnose low-level software bugs such as memory safety
errors. In addition, its effectiveness depends on the developer’s expertise in determining the key information to log,
which varies case by case.
Kernel REPT is complementary to the above production
failure analysis techniques. For instance, we integrated
REPT-style reverse debugging into RETracer so that the latter can run its backward taint analysis on the reconstructed
execution history to derive a more precise blame for production failures.

Record and Replay

Record and replay tools have been applied to debugging for
both user-mode applications [15, 25, 30, 33] and operating
systems [16,21–23,28,31,32,34,35]. Software-based record
and replay tools [16, 21–23, 28, 35] for operating systems
require running the whole system in a virtualized environment to log all non-deterministic inputs to the target system.
These tools are rarely deployed in production environments
because of their significant runtime overhead and compatibility issue. The latter is caused by the requirement for a
special setup such as installing a custom virtual machine.
Hardware-based record and replay tools [31, 32, 34] modify the underlying hardware to record the execution of a target system. For example, Flight Data Recorder (FDR) [34]
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instruments the processor’s cache coherency protocol to enable record and replay of a multiprocessor system. The required hardware modification makes these systems expensive to build and adopt in practice.
Compared to the above record and replay tools, Kernel
REPT enables effective reverse debugging for operating systems running on commodity hardware with low performance
and space overhead at runtime, making it practical for deployment on real-world systems.
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8.3

Failure Reproduction

Execution Synthesis (ESD) [37] explores possible program
paths to search for inputs that can lead to the same failure.
ESD relies solely on memory dumps, and its symbolic execution [17] may not be able to solve complicated constraints
when exploring a long execution history of complex program
state. This makes it difficult to work for complex programs
such as the operating system kernel.
BugRedux [26] reproduces a production failure by instrumenting the program to collect execution data at different
levels and employing symbolic execution to compute an input leading to a similar execution. Program instrumentation
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incurs overhead even for normal executions, and symbolic
execution is known to have path explosion problems.
Kernel REPT allows developers to examine the execution
history of a kernel failure without the need to reproduce it.

[6] JetStream 2. https://browserbench.org/JetStream/.

9

[9] Structured
Exception
Handling
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cpp/cpp/
structured-exception-handling-c-cpp.

Conclusion

We have presented the design and implementation of Kernel
REPT, the first practical solution for reverse debugging of
kernel failures in deployed systems. Kernel REPT records
the kernel’s control flow and context switch events on each
processor, and recovers its data flow on each software thread
via binary analysis. Its analysis emulates both machine instructions and hardware events such as interrupts and exceptions. In addition to the support for interactive reverse debugging, we have developed two automatic analyses on top
of Kernel REPT: a root-cause analysis that can identify the
buggy function for a class of kernel failures, and a hybrid
analysis that can proactively detect bugs due to a misuse of
the try/catch primitive. We show that Kernel REPT is efficient for real-world deployment and effective for debugging
real-world kernel failures.
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and Workloads
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Abstract
As specialized hardware accelerators such as GPUs become increasingly popular, developers are looking for ways
to target these platforms with high-level APIs. One promising approach is kernel libraries such as PyTorch or cuML,
which provide interfaces that mirror CPU-only counterparts
such as NumPy or Scikit-Learn. Unfortunately, these libraries
are hard to develop and to adopt incrementally: they only
support a subset of their CPU equivalents, only work with
datasets that fit in device memory, and require developers to
reason about data placement and transfers manually. To address these shortcomings, we present a new approach called
offload annotations (OAs) that enables heterogeneous GPU
computing in existing workloads with few or no code modifications. An annotator annotates the types and functions in a
CPU library with equivalent kernel library functions and provides an offloading API to specify how the inputs and outputs
of the function can be partitioned into chunks that fit in device
memory and transferred between devices. A runtime then
maps existing CPU functions to equivalent GPU kernels and
schedules execution, data transfers and paging. In data science
workloads using CPU libraries such as NumPy and Pandas,
OAs enable speedups of up to 1200× and a median speedup
of 6.3× by transparently offloading functions to a GPU using existing kernel libraries. In many cases, OAs match the
performance of handwritten heterogeneous implementations.
Finally, OAs can automatically page data in these workloads
to scale to datasets larger than GPU memory, which would
need to be done manually with most current GPU libraries.

1

Introduction

The public cloud has commoditized specialized hardware
such as GPUs, giving developers a new way to speed up their
applications using these new accelerators. One increasingly
popular way of doing this is to use accelerator-compatible
kernel libraries with APIs that mirror those of popular CPU
libraries. For example, in just the last two years, the Python
ecosystem has seen a rapid explosion of popular GPU libraries such as PyTorch [24], cuML [8] and cuDF [7], and the
RAPIDS [9] suite for data science; these libraries mirror the
APIs of popular packages such as NumPy, Scikit-Learn, and
Pandas. In keeping a familiar interface, accelerator libraries
promise a seamless path to supporting new hardware for both
new and existing applications.
Unfortunately, in reality, accelerator libraries for GPUs
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are not so simple to adopt into new or existing code. First,
many of these libraries only implement a subset of functionality present in their CPU counterparts, e.g., because some
functions are inefficient on parallel architectures such as
GPUs [14, 15, 28]. This means that most applications must
use both CPU and accelerator libraries, thus violating the
promise of seamless integration with new hardware platforms.
In addition, small API differences mean that even supported
functions often warrant application changes. Finally, since
most accelerator libraries operate over data that fits entirely
in device memory, workloads in domains such as data science
cannot seamlessly reap the benefits of new hardware because
their working sets far outsize device memory. Developers
must manually page and transfer data between the accelerator
and CPU, or forego accelerators altogether.
In this paper, we propose offload annotations (OAs), a new
approach for incrementally integrating existing CPU libraries
with emerging accelerator libraries. With this approach, an
annotator (e.g., an application or library developer) adds annotations to CPU functions that specify a corresponding accelerator function from an accelerator library. An underlying
runtime uses the annotations to automatically schedule functions either onto the CPU or the accelerator. In our system, we
show that annotations enable end users to use both established
CPU libraries and emerging GPU libraries without having
to change their code or learn a new API. We also show that
our runtime can allow end users to invoke GPU functions
transparently even when data does not fit in accelerator memory. However, designing and leveraging annotations to offload
computation to accelerators poses a unique set of challenges.
First, applications that mix CPU and accelerator code must
be cognizant of data placement. For example, accelerator libraries such as PyTorch [24] can only process data resident in
device memory, and GPU-resident data has an entirely different format than CPU-resident data. Our annotations explicitly
keep track of the device on which a particular data value resides, and include a new API to let annotators specify how
to transfer data between devices. In addition, some library
functions that allocate new data, such as numpy.eye() (which
creates an identity matrix), have equivalent functions in an
accelerated library, so OAs let users explicitly identify such
functions. The runtime uses this additional information specified in OAs to ensure that data is in the correct format on each
device, helping to optimize the computation.
A second challenge in offloading functions to accelera-
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tors is memory management. Accelerators generally have far
smaller attached memories than CPUs: this means that large
CPU-resident datasets cannot naively be copied to the accelerator in entirety. To address this challenge, OAs leverage
the splitting mechanism of split annotations [23], originally
used for cross function cache pipelining on the CPU, in the
new use case of paging memory. Our runtime partitions inputs into chunks that fit in device memory, and automatically
schedules data transfer and function invocation on partitioned
values. Values are partitioned and merged using a user-defined
splitting API. By identifying splittable functions using OAs,
developers can run existing CPU workloads across different
platforms transparently, even if the working set does not fit
in device memory. Some accelerated functions available in
libraries cannot be split into smaller computations, however,
but OAs can still offload the computation up to a certain size.
Finally, a third challenge unique to offloading functions is
determining where to execute annotated functions. Since functions that execute on an accelerator must first transfer their
inputs to device memory, they have an additional associated
data transfer cost. This can negatively impact performance in
cases where the function itself executes quickly. To address
this challenge, our runtime includes a new scheduler that uses
estimates of transfer cost and compute cost to determine when
functions should be executed on the GPU vs. the CPU. We
show that simple linear cost model estimators can yield 26×
performance improvements compared to greedily executing
all supported functions on a GPU.
The adoption of annotation-based approaches has already
seen success in the past with systems such as TypeScript [12,
25]. In the TypeScript community, annotators crowdsource
and share annotations for existing libraries. Unlike approaches
that require building a complete end-to-end compiler, such as
Weld [22] or Delite [31], the annotation-based approach also
allows annotators to incrementally add support for individual
accelerated functions. We hope to see a similar community
develop around OAs to bridge existing CPU libraries with
their accelerator library equivalents.
We implemented OAs by extending the Python runtime for
split annotations, Mozart [23]. Our extended runtime, Bach,
considers the challenges unique to offloading computation
to capture device placement information and schedule computation in a heterogeneous setting. We evaluate OAs by
integrating several CPU-only data processing libraries with
their GPU library equivalents: PyTorch and cuPy for NumPy,
cuDF for Pandas, and cuML for Scikit-learn. Our integration
experience demonstrates the generality of OAs for popular
data science libraries, and the minimal developer effort involved that requires little to no code modifications. On data
science workloads ranging from options pricing to principal
components analysis, OAs are able to achieve up to 1200×
improvement with a median 6.3× over CPU-only code, with
few or no application changes. OAs also enable many workloads to use GPUs when the dataset size exceeds the GPU
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# Fit.
m1 = sklearn.StandardScaler()
m2 = sklearn.PCA() # or cuml.
m3 = sklearn.KNeighborsClassifier() # or cuml.
X_train = m1.fit_transform(X_train)
+ X_train = transfer(X_train, GPU)
X_train = m2.fit_transform(X_train)
+ Y_train = transfer(y_train, GPU)
m3.fit(X_train, Y_train)
+ for chunk in f:
# Predict.
X_test = m1.transform(X_test)
+ X_test = transfer(X_test, GPU)
X_test = m2.transform(X_test)
result = m3.predict(X_test)
+ result = transfer(result, CPU)
plottinglib.plot(result)

Listing 1: Example data science workload using sklearn.
Lines preceeded with a + show modifications required for
using a GPU with the cuML accelerator library.

memory, which would require manually paging code with the
existing GPU computation libraries.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We introduce offload annotations (OAs), an interface for
heterogeneous computing with no library modifications
that allows third-party annotators to incrementally add
accelerated versions of library functions, and manages
the offload and execution of these functions on devices.
The OA interface extends split annotations with support
for representing data in different formats on different
devices and deciding when to offload a computation
based on its estimated transfer size and computation
cost.
• We describe Bach, a Python runtime that uses annotations to capture a lazy task graph of program operations
and schedules execution and data transfer, including allocations, in order to improve application performance
while staying within the accelerator’s memory limits.
• We integrate OAs with four kernel libraries for GPU
computation, and show that they can accelerate applications by a median of 6.3× over the CPU-only version
of the library. We also compare the performance of OAs
to hand-written heterogeneous code that manually combines these libraries with CPU libraries.

2

Motivating Example

To motivate the OA approach, consider the following simple
scenario: A data scientist has a machine learning workload
originally written for the CPU using sklearn. She reads the
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data from a file on disk, preprocesses the data, trains the
model, and then tests it on a real dataset (Listing 1).
As her company sends her more and more data, the data
science pipeline takes an order of magnitude longer to run.
She learns about accelerators and accelerator libraries such
as cuDF and cuML built to speed up data science workloads
using GPUs. Since the pipeline was already running on cloud
instances, the data scientist decides to move her code to another instance with accelerators attached.
The online documentation for these kernel libraries
promises a seamless integration experience, offering almost
exactly the same interface as their CPU library counterparts,
but she soon discovers it is not as easy as it seems. Some of the
functions have different names, requiring her to scour the documentation for functions with the corresponding functionality.
Some functions do not have corresponding implementations
at all, and can run only with the CPU library.
Next, the data scientist analyzes the program and manually inserts data transfer statements between the GPU and
the host CPU so that data resides on the same device as the
corresponding functions. Since the inputs to the program are
usually read from another step in the pipeline, she assumes the
inputs initially reside on the CPU. Since she initializes some
of the intermediate objects herself, she allocates those directly
on the GPU. Finally, since her plotting library requires the
data to be on the CPU, she transfers the results back to the
CPU at the end of the program.
With most CPU library functions replaced with the corresponding GPU library functions, she is ready to run the
program, but it crashes due to insufficient GPU memory. Although her dataset was small enough to fit in CPU memory,
the amount of memory attached to the GPU is significantly
smaller. She writes additional code to page the data transfers
to the GPU in the prediction phase, since the predict computation can be done independently on different data batches.
The training function in the accelerator library cannot be run
in independent batches, but fortunately, her training data is
smaller than the data she predicts on, so that computation can
run as one GPU function call.
Finally, after all the developer effort required to learn and
integrate the GPU libraries, the code runs to completion, and
the data scientist receives the same results on her dataset as
when the pipeline ran only on the CPU. The performance of
her new program has also improved. Nonetheless, the data
scientist’s code is now complex (Listing 1), with many new
function calls and new control logic just to manage the GPU
computation. Furthermore, all this new logic may need to
change in the future as her workload changes or her dataset
changes in size.

3

Design Overview

With offload annotations (or OAs, Figure 1), we reduce the
developer effort for porting an existing workload to the GPU
to just importing the annotated CPU library in place of the
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numpy.mul(vol, vol)
numpy.add(rsig, rate)

End User

import bach.numpy

instead of
import numpy

Application
mul = oa(…)(torch.mul)
add = oa(…)(torch.add)

Annotator

Annotated library
bach.numpy

Bach runtime orchestrates
execution between CPU and
accelerator

Figure 1: Overview of writing and using OAs. An annotator
writes annotations to bridge a CPU library with an accelerator
library. An end user imports the new annotated library to
automatically use new accelerators in her existing code.

original CPU library. The annotator could be the kernel library
developer, the end user writing applications, or any other thirdparty developer (similar to the open source contributors that
provide type definition files for libraries in TypeScript [12]).
Our system, Bach, uses the information in OAs to automatically offload functions to a GPU, page large datasets, transfer
data across devices automatically, and manage allocations to
minimize data transfer for better performance.
Adding OAs to CPU libraries. First, an annotator identifies a corresponding accelerator library for her CPU library
(e.g., torch for numpy). She then identifies a corresponding
accelerator function for each CPU function she wishes to annotate (e.g,. torch.multiply for numpy.mul). The annotator
then writes an OA for her CPU function: the OA specifies the
corresponding GPU function that should be called in place
of the CPU function, and split types for each function input and output (adapted from the split types used in split
annotations [23]). Split types are an interface implemented
by an annotator that provide information about a function
input or output at runtime (e.g., the size of an array). The
annotator can also write special OAs for allocation functions
(e.g., torch.zeros for numpy.zeros), which enable data to be
allocated directly on the device where they will first be used.
OAs extend the original split type interface to provide additional information about data placement. In particular, the
annotator must implement a new offloading API for each split
type. Most libraries only require implementing the offloading
API once per data type in the library (e.g., for ndarray in
NumPy). The offloading API specifies (1) where inputs to
a function reside before execution (e.g., in GPU memory or
CPU memory), and (2) how to transfer values from from one
device to another. Since the offloading API extends the split
annotation splitting API, it can also optionally describe how
to split and merge data for data-parallel workloads. Splitting
in OAs is used for paging data into an accelerator with limited
memory (unlike in split annotations, where splitting enables
cross-function cache pipelining on a CPU).
Once an annotator adds OAs and implements the offloading
API for the data types in the CPU library, she can share the
annotation file to allow other end users to reap their benefits.
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Using annotated libraries. An end user integrates the annotated library into her code by changing the line that imports
the CPU library to import the annotated library instead (the
annotation file is just a Python module).
Generally, little to no code modification is required to use
the annotated library in place of the original CPU library. The
main difference is that Bach, our runtime, uses lazy evaluation
to optimize data transfer across many functions. OAs can
automatically evaluate lazy values in many cases (e.g., when
calling str() in Python), but an end user may have to add
evaluate()—a function automatically provided in annotated
libraries—into her code to explicitly materialize lazy values.
Bach runtime scheduler. Bach builds on split annotations’
Mozart runtime to automatically build and maintain a lazy
task graph. Internally, when a lazy value is materialized, Bach
uses OAs to automatically schedule data transfers and computation, deciding the device on which to run each operation
(§5). Note that scheduling is completely packaged in our runtime, and does not require any additional annotator or end
user code.
Although the Bach runtime defaults to greedily scheduling
operations on the GPU, the annotator may still provide custom
cost model estimators to the function annotations to assist the
runtime with making scheduling decisions. However, these
cost models are optional and are not usually required to benefit
from OAs, as shown in our evaluation.

4

Primer: Split Types

Split types provide a mechanism that allow a runtime to discover runtime properties about a value (e.g., size of an array
or dimensions of a matrix). In split annotations, split types
are used to ensure that data is split in a consistent way across
functions to enable safe pipelining of split values. For example, a split type will ensure that split arrays passed into a
function together still have the same lengths at runtime.
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Listing 2: Example implementation of the offload split type
API for Pandas and cuDF DataFrames. The API adds two new
functions—device and to—to the original split type API.

Offload Annotation Interface

The offload annotation (OA) interface provides a corresponding accelerator function for each function in a CPU library.
The interface also provides a mechanism to discover runtime
information about function arguments and outputs: namely,
how to split inputs into chunks that will fit in device memory,
the device on which an input is allocated before executing
annotated functions, and how inputs can be transferred between devices. This information is relayed via split types, an
abstraction from split annotations [23]. The OA interface also
includes new alloc annotations, which specify functions that
allocate new data (e.g., numpy.zeros to allocate an array of
zeros). These annotations allow further optimizations when
scheduling data transfer and are described further below.
Listing 2 shows an example of the extended offload split
type API, and Listing 3 show examples of OAs, with numpy
as the CPU library and torch as the accelerator library.

4.1

class DataFrameSplit(OffloadSpliType):
def split(start, end, value):
# Splits a value to enable paging.
return value[start:end]
def merge(values):
# Merges split values
return pandas.concat(values)
def size(value):
# Returns number of elements in value
return len(value)
def device(value):
# Specifies where this value is allocated.
# Used by scheduler to decide where to run
# functions.
if isinstance(value, pandas.DataFrame):
return Device.CPU
else: # if a cuDF DataFrame.
return Device.GPU
def to(value, device):
# Transfers [value] to specified [device].
if device == Device.GPU:
return cudf.from_pandas(value)
else:
return value.to_pandas()
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To use split types, an annotator implements an API that the
runtime calls to interact with runtime values. In split annotations, split types provide a split function to partition values
into chunks, and a merge value to merge split values together.
The API also contains a size function for discovering the
size of inputs (e.g., to determine split sizes). Listing 2 shows
an example of these functions for DataFrames. We extend
the split type API to allow our runtime to offload values onto
other devices.
When splitting and merging data in a non-trivial way, end
users must ensure the correctness of the application. Many
data science applications operating on large collections of
data, as in our workloads, are trivially parallelizable. Even
when splitting and merging is impossible due to algorithmic
correctness constraints or unavailable kernel library implementations, applications can still benefit from automatic offloading at smaller data sizes.

4.2

Offload Split Types

In addition to specifying how data should be split and merged,
our extended offload split types additionally specify (1) the
device on which a value is allocated, and (2) how to transfer
a value between devices.
API. The device method specifies the device its
input resides on. The method might check the instance type
Device
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# Offload split types for binary function inputs.
args = (NdArraySplit(), NdArraySplit())
# Offload split type of return value.
ret = NdArraySplit()
# OAs to provide offload split types for each
# argument and return value, as well as a corresonding
# accelerator function.
np.add = @oa(args, ret, func=torch.add)
np.subtract = @oa(args, ret, func=torch.sub)
# Allocation function.
np.empty = @oa_alloc(NdArraySplit(), func=torch.empty)

Listing 3: Offload annotations using numpy and torch.

of the input, or properties of the input. For example, NumPy
arrays are on the CPU while CuPy arrays are on the GPU.
Torch tensors can reside on either device, and have a property
to describe where a particular value resides.
API. The to method transfers the provided value to
the target device. This usually involves converting a CPU
library type (e.g., numpy array) to an accelerator library type
(e.g., torch tensor) using a accelerator library function (e.g.,
torch.to()). The ability to transfer values is necessary to
ensure that values reside on the device where the operation
will run.
To

4.3

Using Offload Split Types in Annotations

OAs assign each input and output an offload split type. Additionally, the OA provides the name of the corresponding
accelerator library function. If the accelerator function has a
different function signature, an annotator can wrap the accelerator function in a lambda with an interface consistent with
the CPU function.
Example. Listing 3 shows several examples where NumPy
functions are annotated using PyTorch. The OAs assign the
two arguments of np.add and np.subtract the offload split
type NdArraySplit. This split type will define how to split,
merge, and transfer ndarray and torch.tensor values. It will
also tell Bach whether a particular value passed to these functions is already on the accelerator or CPU using the device
API. The outputs of these functions also have the offload split
type NdArraySplit.

4.4

Allocation Function Annotations

One unique challenge the runtime faces is avoiding unnecessary data transfers, which can lead to performance degradation. Consider when data is allocated on one device, and
then immediately passed to a function that can be offloaded.
In this case, it is more efficient to allocate the data directly on
the device of the following function.
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To support this, OAs provide a special kind of annotation, called an alloc annotation, which specify that the annotated function performs allocation. Like other annotated
functions, annotators provide CPU allocation functions with
an equivalent accelerator library functions (e.g., torch.zeros
for numpy.zeros). Allocation functions differ from regular
functions in one key aspect: their inputs do not need to be
annotated with offload split types. Outputs are still annotated
with a offload split type, similar to a regular function. CPUonly split annotations did not require allocation annotations
since they did not need to avoid expensive data transfers.
Example. In Listing 3, the np.empty function allocates data:
its OA specifies a corresponding PyTorch function, but does
not provide offload split types for inputs. Its output has the
same NdArraySplit offload split type.

5

Bach Runtime

The Bach runtime uses the information in the OAs to schedule and execute functions across the CPU and accelerator.
Figure 2 provides an overview of the Bach runtime.
Step 1: Construct Dataflow Graph. Bach’s first goal is to
extract a dataflow graph from the user program. To do this,
Bach uses the same approach as Mozart: when annotators apply an annotation to a function, Bach wraps it to return a lazily
evaluated placeholder object, using Python’s metaprogramming facilities [23]. When placeholders objects are passed to
other annotated functions, Bach stitches these functions into
a task graph. This task graph captures dependencies between
annotated functions: an edge between two operations exists if
the output of one operation is used as an input into another.
Two scenarios trigger evaluation of the task graph. First,
Bach detects accesses to the lazy placeholder objects by intercepting certain Python methods (e.g., str to convert an object
into a string, or __getitem__ to index into a collection). Internally, the placeholder object will trigger evaluation of the full
task graph required to build it, and then forward these method
invocations to the evaluated object. For example, this means
that placeholder objects will be evaluated if the user passes
them to print(). Alternatively, the user can also explicitly
call an evaluate() function to trigger execution.
Step 2: Estimate Data Size and Allocate. In order to correctly partition the data for splitting, Bach must estimate the
data size by using the size() API on the program inputs. Unlike in Mozart, Bach can lazily allocate values to optimally
place data on the same device as the first function that uses
that value. However, if all the program inputs are lazy allocations, there are no available values with which to estimate
data size. Thus Bach must allocate lazy values before starting
execution to estimate the data size.
Bach decides where to allocate each lazy value based on
the device of the first function to use the value. OAs differ
from split annotations in this regard because they need to
decide which device to run each function on. A function can
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result = m3.predict(Xtest)
plt.plot(Xtest, result)
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= GPU
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❷

Split
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❺
❻
-- xfer CPU --

❻
Elements = 1024

Merge

Figure 2: Overview of the steps involved in Bach’s runtime. Step 1 triggers evaluation of the dataflow graph with an access to a
lazy value. Step 2 allocates the lazily allocated nodes and estimates the program data size. Step 3 dynamically schedules the
instructions across devices, inserting data transfers and paging the inputs.

# Heuristic for estimating data transfer cost.
def transfer_estimator(ty, values, device):
x = ty.size(values)
return a * x + b
# Heuristic for estimating compute cost.
def compute_estimator(ty, values, device):
x = ty.size(values[0])
if device == CPU:
return a_cpu * x + b_cpu
else:
return a_gpu * x + b_gpu

Listing 4: Linear estimators for estimating data transfer and
compute cost.

run on the accelerator if it has an oa or oa_gpu annotation, and
if its inputs either can be transferred to the device or already
reside on the accelerator. All functions must be able to run on
the CPU, which is the default device.
To decide where to run this first function, Bach estimates
the data transfer costs and compute costs involved with running the function on either device and suggests the device
with the lower cost. These cost estimates are calculated using heuristic functions optionally provided by the user. The
heuristic functions are functions of the input values, their
offload split types, and the target device, and we provide a
simple linear cost model estimator (Listing 4). If cost models
are not provided or all other inputs are also lazy allocations,
Bach naively suggests the function run on the accelerator if
possible. Otherwise Bach defaults to the CPU.
Step 3: Schedule and Execute. Once the data size is estimated, the operations in the task graph are converted into a
list of instructions that can be executed serially for each split
piece. To do this, the Bach runtime performs a topological
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sort of the task graph to obtain a list of instructions that satisfy
data dependencies.
The device an instruction runs on is decided dynamically
right before executing the instruction. The instruction first
determines if it is eligible to run on the accelerator based on
the requirements described in the previous section. If it is
not eligible, it defaults to running on the CPU. Otherwise,
the runtime performs the same cost model analysis as when
deciding where to lazily allocate a value to determine which
device to run the instruction on. Unlike before, all the inputs
will be fully evaluated. After deciding which device to use,
the instruction transfers inputs that are on a different device
using the to() API in the offload split type for the input. Bach
discovers where inputs are prior to executing functions by
using the device() API. As before, if cost models are not
provided, Bach defaults to using the accelerator if possible.
When executing functions, Bach uses the ability to partition
data to enable paging: this allows for large, CPU-memoryresident datasets to be streamed through device memory, even
when device memory is far smaller than the CPU memory. To
achieve this, Bach splits the inputs into chunks based on the
estimated data size and a default piece size. Inputs are split
using the split() API provided in the input’s offload split
type. For each chunk, the program executes the generated list
of instructions. The chunk is transferred to the device of the
input argument if its current device does not match the device
of the instruction. Each chunk is moved out of the device
after the functions finish executing, to free space for the next
chunk.
The final outputs are moved to the CPU by default after
execution, but the end user can elect to keep the output on the
accelerator by explicitly calling evaluate(). If paging is used
to stream data through a device, the output is always allocated
on the CPU (since it may not fit entirely in device memory).
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6

Design Discussion

As described, OAs and the Bach runtime are designed specifically for offloading computation to a single GPU using Python
kernel libraries. In this section, we discuss the possibilities
of extending OAs for use with multiple GPUs or with other
programming languages and accelerators.
Multiple GPUs. Similar to how split annotations split dataparallel workloads across CPU cores, we can extend OAs to
automatically split computation across multiple GPUs. The
implementation would need to modify the scheduler to recognize multiple GPU targets, and factor data transfer and concurrency into scheduling decisions. We do not expect these
modifications to impact end user experience.
Non-Python programming languages. We chose to implement Bach in Python since Python is one of the most
popular languages for data analysis, with a vast ecosystem of
Python GPU libraries. We believe our implementation uses
principles common to many programming languages and do
not rely on any language-specific hacks. Specifically, “annotations” in Python are simply functions that wrap other
functions, and the runtime logic is language-agnostic. Mozart
[23] demonstrates that the annotation framework is viable in
C++, so we imagine we could implement a similar runtime
for C++ for GPU libraries like Thrust.
Non-GPU accelerators. Any accelerator with a kernel library that closely mirrors a CPU-only library and an API to
offload data to that accelerator could potentially be suitable
for OAs. We may also be able to adapt split data in streaming
accelerators to overlap data transfer with computation like in
CUDA streams. Data transfer costs are an issue common to
many accelerators, and we could apply ideas about memory
management and data placement from OAs even if the system
cannot be used directly.

7

Library Integrations

We annotated three different CPU-only Python libraries for
data science and machine learning: NumPy, Pandas, and
Scikit-learn. The annotations used four different GPU kernel libraries: CuPy, PyTorch, cuDF, and cuML. The latter two
kernel libraries are part of the RAPIDS [9] suite.
NumPy. NumPy is a library for high-level math operations on multi-dimensional arrays and matrices on the CPU.
NumPy was the most popular library in terms of number of
accelerator library equivalents. In their online documentation,
these accelerator libraries directly claim to provide a NumPylike API. CuPy is described as a NumPy-like API accelerated
with CUDA, while PyTorch is described as a replacement
for NumPy that leverages the power of GPUs. We integrate
NumPy with CuPy and PyTorch in two separate OA-libraries,
replacing NumPy ndarrays with CuPy ndarrays and PyTorch
tensors.
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CPU-only
library

GPU kernel
library

LOC

# Split
Types

#
Funcs

NumPy
NumPy
Pandas
Scikit-learn

CuPy
PyTorch
cuDF
cuML

103
90
241
81

1
1
7
2

20
10
27
12

Table 1: Integration effort for annotating various libraries.
Lines of code include annotations, split type transfer functions,
and splitting functions.

Pandas. Pandas is a data analytics library for operating
on structured table-like or time series data. The cuDF accelerator library provides a Pandas-like API. We replace Pandas DataFrame and Series data types with the corresponding
cuDF types.
Scikit-learn. Scikit-learn is a popular machine learning library. Machine learning is a natural fit for the GPU with its
dense linear algebra operators. The cuML library’s Python
API attempts to closely match the Scikit-learn API.

7.1

Integration Experience

From our experience, library integrations required around
130 lines of code per library (Figure 1). The most lines of
code come from implementing the offload split type API for
transferring, splitting, and combining types. However, the
split and combine API is optional if a user does not need to
page large datasets. In the simplest and most common case, an
OA requires only a single line of code per function to specify
the offload split types of inputs and outputs, and the name
of the kernel library function. These annotations resemble
boilerplate code when libraries repeat a common pattern, like
binary operations with a single output in NumPy. In more
complex function annotations, the benefit of OAs is that it
only needs to be done once in the annotated library as opposed
to every instance in every workload.
7.1.1

Straightforward Drop-In Replacements

Every library has a straightforward way to transfer data to the
appropriate device. Most accelerator library types automatically reside on the GPU, so using CuPy’s ndarray or cuDF’s
DataFrame automatically transfers the data to the GPU. Scikitlearn can use either CuPy’s ndarray or cuDF’s DataFrame as
the underlying representation. PyTorch tensors can reside on
both CPUs and GPUs, so the transfer implementation from
Numpy ndarray first converts the ndarray to a torch.Tensor
(a zero-copy cast) and then calls a method on the tensor to
transfer it to the GPU.
Just as many accelerator libraries claim to closely resemble the CPU libraries they attempt to replace, many
accelerator library functions are indeed a drop-in replacement for the corresponding CPU library function. For ex-
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ample, numpy.add(), cupy.add(), and torch.add() are the
same across all three libraries. Sometimes, the method names
are trivially different but represent the same functionality,
like numpy.arcsin() and torch.asin(). Scikit-learn’s API
utilizes a complex module structure that does not exist in
cuML (e.g., sklearn.decomposition.PCA vs cuml.PCA), so annotators sometimes must mock module structure to make
integration as seamless as possible.
7.1.2

Missing Functions

When a function is missing from an accelerator library,
any library annotator can annotate the library with a custom function. We implemented a custom GPU version of
the Pandas mask() function, used for replacing values in a
DataFrame based on a conditional DataFrame, by using the
series.loc[cond] = val notation from the cuDF library instead. In our cuML annotations, we mimicked Scikit-learn’s
StandardScaler() model using CuPy operations for removing the mean and scaling to unit variance on the GPU. In
general, cuML’s preprocessing library is far behind Scikitlearn’s, potentially because Scikit-learn’s functionality is easy
enough to achieve with other accelerator library functions.
In other cases, functions do not exist because the algorithm
required to provide the functionality is either impossible or
simply unsuitable for the GPU. In particular, many Pandas
functions do not work in cuDF when string operations are involved, requiring the program to execute on the CPU. Though
libraries like nvStrings and cuStrings are working to close
the gap in text processing on the GPU, the state of strings on
the GPU today still requires the developer to have a deeper
understanding of its literal representation on the GPU.
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Black-Scholes
Black-Scholes
Haversine
Haversine
Crime Index
DBSCAN
PCA
TSVD

Different Function Specifications

Even if two CPU and kernel library functions appear to be
equivalent based on name, the annotator must be careful to
ensure the function parameters and specifications are identical.
For example, the array allocation functions numpy.ones() and
torch.ones() both take a parameter dtype to specify the data
type of the array. However, NumPy can accept strings like
‘int8’ as a parameter, while PyTorch only accepts librarydefined types like torch.int8. In this case, the annotator must
write a custom wrapper that converts function parameters.
We experienced another challenge involving different function specifications when integrating Pandas with cuDF. Both
pandas.read_csv() and cudf.read_csv() read a CSV into a
DataFrame object. In Pandas, the squeeze parameter causes
the function to return a Series if the parsed data only contained
one column. To achieve the same functionality in cuDF, which
does not have this parameter, we wrote a custom function that
converted the returned DataFrame into a Series if the squeeze
parameter was included. Of the 48 parameters in v0.25.2 of
pandas.read_csv()’s documentation, others are also bound
to not exactly match the specifications in cuDF and require
special implementation.
7.1.3

Workload
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Ops

CPU Library

Max Speedup

39
39
19
19
15
7
8
2

NumPy1

5.7×
6.9×
0.81×
1.7×
4.6×
1200×
6.8×
11×

NumPy2
NumPy1
NumPy2
Pandas
NumPy1 /Sklearn
Sklearn
Sklearn

Table 2: The evaluated workloads, the number of annotated
function operators, and the CPU Python libraries used by each
workload. The median speedup across workloads is 6.3× with
a maximum speedup of 1200× on DBSCAN. Annotated with
CuPy1 . Annotated with PyTorch2 .

7.1.4

Multi-Library Integration

Just as libraries in the Python data science ecosystem use each
other in their implementations, annotated libraries must also
be able to import and operate on other annotated libraries. In
the CPU ecosystem, Scikit-learn’s functions use the NumPy
ndarray, while in the GPU ecosystem, cuML’s functions use
the CuPy ndarray. In our annotated Scikit-learn library, we
analogously import the NdArraySplit type from our annotated NumPy library to define the argument and return types
in the OAs. As OAs grow in popularity, we imagine an ecosystem of increasingly-interconnected annotated libraries that
allow seamless execution across multiple devices in existing
workloads.

8

Evaluation

We ran experiments on a 56-CPU server (2× Intel E5-2690
v4) with 512GB of memory, running Linux 4.4.0. The machine has a single NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU with 16GB of
memory and CUDA 10.2 installed. Each result is the median
of five runs, with one warm-up run omitted to initialize the
CUDA driver. Workload runtimes are measured end-to-end,
including allocation and synchronization operations at the end.
Our source code is available at https://github.com/stanfordfuturedata/offload-annotations.

8.1

Workloads

We evaluated offload annotations on a variety of workloads
adapted from common mathematical formulas, data science
library tutorials, and popular online blog posts (Table 2).
Black-Scholes [1]. Determines the theoretical value for a
large array of call or put options.
Haversine [3]. Determines the great-circle distance between points on a sphere.
Crime index [4]. Reads population and robbery data from
a file on disk and calculates a numerical crime index score.
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DBSCAN [5]. Standardizes a dataset with 256 features
around 32 centers, and clusters the data with the DBSCAN
algorithm, analyzing the predicted labels on the CPU.

CPU implementations outperform Bach for other workloads
as well, but only for small input sizes when runtimes are in
milliseconds or less.

PCA [6]. Standardizes training data and reduces the dimensionality with PCA, then classifies the points with KNeighbors. Predicts the results, followed by plotting.

8.2.2

TSVD [10]. Applies the linear dimensionality reduction
algorithm to a synthetic dataset with 512 features.

8.2

Results

Figure 3 showcases the performance of the data science and
machine learning workloads on inputs of various sizes. We
evaluate the workloads on a CPU-only implementation, a
handwritten accelerator kernel implementation, and an annotated implementation with Bach.
We verified the numerical results of the workloads for correctness against each implementation. In the machine learning
workloads, we selected parameters that produced reasonable
results given the inputs (e.g., DBSCAN predicted 32 clusters
and PCA classified points with greater than 90% accuracy).
We maintained the same parameters for each implementation
to ensure the parameters did not affect the runtime.
The results show that with less developer effort, Bach is
able to match the performance of handwritten GPU implementations, scale to larger input data sizes that normally cause
the GPU to run out of memory, and outperform CPU library
implementations. We now discuss these results in more detail.
8.2.1

Results Summary

We make three main observations.
First, Bach matches the performance of handwritten GPU
implementations in all workloads. Bach selects which CPU
library functions to offload and how to transfer data, with
minimal developer effort.
Second, Bach scales to larger input data sizes that normally
cause the handwritten GPU implementations to run out of
memory. In most workloads, Bach’s performance continues to
scale at the same rate as before the GPU implementation runs
out of memory, giving the appearance of running the same
program on a GPU with infinite memory. DBSCAN is the
only workload that cannot be split since the clustering model
must be fit on all data at once. However, this is not a significant
limitation since DBSCAN also has the largest runtime, with
Bach taking 7.5 hours to run at the largest piece size before
running out of memory, and the CPU implementation taking
considerably more for the same input size.
Third, Bach outperforms CPU implementations for almost
all workloads. One exception is Haversine Torch, which has
worse performance than the CPU implementation when paging large datasets due to the overhead from the additional data
transfers. Another exception is PCA at data sizes below 212 .
We attribute this to overheads associated with initialization
and launching GPU kernels with significant launch overhead.
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Runtime Distributions

Workloads that benefit from GPU acceleration are suitable
for acceleration using OAs. At a high level, the decision to
use the GPU is a tradeoff between expensive data transfers
and faster compute. The impact of OAs, and more broadly the
impact of the GPU, depends on the distribution of runtime
between data transfer, computation, and memory allocation
in each workload (Fig. 4).
Allocation. Crime Index spends 93% of its total runtime of
29.74s on allocating data. In particular, the workload reads
1GB of data into memory before performing a series of fast
numerical operations and calculating a single number, the
crime index, as an output. Managing memory allocations are
particularly important for expensive I/O operations like reading files from disk. Workloads with these kinds of operations
particularly benefit from lazy allocation.
Though allocation can be fast on either device, the primary performance benefit of lazy allocation is eliminating
the additional data transfer required to move the input to the
appropriate device. At large data sizes that do not fit in GPU
memory, the initial memory must instead be allocated on the
CPU where it does fit and paged into GPU memory using
data transfers. As shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 3, beyond
a specific data size, Crime Index, Haversine Torch, and BlackScholes Torch all have additional overhead when paging large
data sets due to the extra initial data transfer.
When the Crime Index (Fig. 3c) dataset fits in GPU memory and the workload is able to use lazy allocation, an additional million rows of data increases the runtime by only
50 ms, compared to 190 ms when the dataset does not fit in
GPU memory. The dataset size exceeds GPU memory beyond
227 ≈ 100 million rows. We calculated these overheads as an
average of the scaled Bach implementation runtimes for log
data sizes 21-26 and 27-31, respectively. We do not consider
data sizes below 221 to discount the small absolute scheduler
overheads that are independent of data size.
Data Transfers. Haversine CuPy and Black-Scholes CuPy
spend 52% and 60% of their total runtimes of 2.85s and 2.60s
on data transfers (Fig. 4). Both workloads apply a sequence
of fast numerical operations on large arrays initialized on
the CPU, which must be transferred to the GPU. The workloads output more large arrays which must be transferred
back. However, Black-Scholes still beats the CPU library implementation with Bach at all sizes, meaning larger absolute
performance gains at larger input sizes.
As the less computationally-intensive workload, Haversine is more significantly affected by additional data transfers
when paging large datasets, no longer beating the CPU implementation at large dataset sizes. It should be noted that in
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Figure 3: Runtime vs. input data size for the workloads in Table 2. Bach is able to match the performance of the corresponding
GPU library for most applications. The framework in parentheses refers to the GPU library used by Bach in the workload. The
dotted line represents the input data size at which the GPU runs into an out-of-memory exception; Bach is able to run workloads
past this size by paging chunks in and out of GPU memory. (Log2 piece size = 27, 27, 21, 21, 26, 22, 12, 20 from (a-h))
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Figure 4: Proportion of total runtime split between memory allocation, data transfer, compute time, and runtime overhead in various workloads using Bach. Haversine and BlackScholes mostly consist of data transfers; PCA, DBSCAN, and
TSVD are compute-heavy; Crime Index spends the most time
on allocation. (Log2 data size = 27, 28, 27, 19, 12, from top
to bottom.)

absolute terms, the total time spent on data transfers for these
workloads is relatively small. However, it is still important
to optimize wherever possible, since the overheads can be
exacerbated at scale or the applications using these pipelines
might require real-time results.
Computation. DBSCAN and PCA, on the other end of the
spectrum, are computationally-intensive workloads that are
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highly optimized for the GPU. In DBSCAN, data transfer took
less than 1% of the total runtime of 130.81s, compared to the
94% spent on compute (Fig. 4). PCA spent 95% of the total
runtime of 1.02s on compute. Machine learning models, with
their parallelizable and computationally-intensive numerical
operations, are particularly suited for the GPU.
8.2.3

Scheduling

The dynamic scheduling algorithm has minimal effect when
all program inputs can be lazily allocated. In this case, all
program inputs start out on the GPU if possible, even if the
data size is small. Even though execution would have been
been faster exclusively on the CPU, it is no longer worth
transferring the inputs back to the CPU due to the overheads
involved. This occurs in all workloads except the machine
learning workloads: DBSCAN, PCA, and TSVD.
Among the machine learning workloads, we provided cost
estimators to the TSVD workload to enable dynamic scheduling. DBSCAN already optimally executes the entire program
on the GPU for all data sizes, and would not benefit from dynamic scheduling. We did not evaluate the dynamic scheduler
on PCA, though it exhibits a similar runtime profile to TSVD.
In the TSVD workload, we used the linear estimators in
Listing 4 as heuristics for transferring the input ndarray and
computing the model’s fit() function. In the transfer estimator, we use parameters a = 1 and b = 0 to indicate that data
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transfer is proportional to the size of the data regardless of device. In the compute estimator, we selected parameters based
on the equilibrium point between and the CPU and kernel
library lines in Figure 3h. We use a_cpu = 2 and b_cpu = 0
to indicate that on the CPU, computation is highly correlated
to input size. For the GPU, we use a_gpu = 0 and b_gpu=14
to indicate that the computation is extremely cheap but incurs
kernel launch overheads.
The result of using these linear estimators is a threshold
scheduling algorithm that causes the total runtime of TSVD to
be the minimum of the CPU library implementation and GPU
library implementation (Fig. 3h). The scheduler switches from
greedy GPU scheduling to CPU-only scheduling below the
equilibrium data size 214 . Below this data size, the GPU implementation remains constant at around 500 ms, while the
CPU and Bach implementations become as low as 20 ms for
data size 210 . Thus Bach improves the TSVD runtime by up to
480 ms with the dynamic scheduler estimators, as it otherwise
would have defaulted to using the kernel library.
It should be noted that in these workloads, the dynamic
scheduler only generates an advantage at smaller data sizes
where the overhead of GPU initialization is more pronounced.
CPU libraries also tend to benefit from cache performance
cliffs, which is why the CPU runtimes are not perfectly linear
at smaller data sizes. In these cases however, the absolute
runtime improvements from using the dynamic scheduler are
small. In general, workloads do not require the annotator to
implement any cost model at all to benefit from OAs especially at larger data sizes, where the execution is more likely
to perform better on the GPU with the greedy scheduler.
8.2.4

Discussion

Our experience integrating multiple kernel libraries with their
CPU library equivalents gave us several interesting insights
into the existing Python ecosystem for GPUs, including the
lack of GPU kernels for several CPU functions and the differences in seemingly identical kernel library implementations.
Missing GPU implementations. Black-Scholes CuPy
and PCA both contained functions without kernel library equivalents, the numpy.erf() error function and
sklearn.StandardScaler(), respectively, despite these functions being trivial to run on the GPU. We addressed these
performance issues in different ways.
In Black-Scholes, we wrote a custom GPU function to annotate numpy.erf() and eliminate additional data transfers
that disrupted a numerical analysis pipeline that otherwise ran
completely on a GPU. We copied the implementation from
a file in CuPy’s experimental folder for SciPy routines. This
example demonstrates that regardless of whether the kernel
library developer or third-party annotator contributes to an
annotated library, annotations can make it easier to incrementally add support for GPUs into an existing workload.
Though we could have implemented a custom GPU function for sklearn.StandardScaler(), we did not do so because
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(a) CuPy.

(b) PyTorch.

Figure 5: The NVIDIA Visual Profiler visualization of BlackScholes annotated with CuPy and PyTorch, when paging large
datasets into GPU memory. (Data size = 228 ; Piece size = 227 )

the compute time for this numerical preprocessing step was
small in comparison to the prediction part of the workload,
and the performance impact would not have been significant.
CuPy vs PyTorch. We were able to observe subtle differences between CuPy and PyTorch when integrating them with
the NumPy data science library. When paging large datasets,
annotated PyTorch incurred a higher overhead from the additional data transfers compared to annotated CuPy. Using
the NVIDIA Visual Profiler, we observed that while PyTorch
explicitly executed the memory transfers and kernels that
we invoked, CuPy was significantly more complicated (Figure 5). In particular, CuPy made several calls to functions like
cudaHostAlloc() and cuModuleLoadData(). These extra functions may have allowed CuPy to perform more efficient data
transfers when paging large datasets, incurring less overhead.

9

Limitations

Without a more sophisticated scheduling algorithm, the end
user may not get optimal performance using an OA-annotated
library since all possible annotated functions will execute on
the accelerator by default. Some functions, such as specific
machine learning algorithms or analytics operations like joins,
may be more efficient on the CPU in some cases. Although
GPU scheduling is a complex problem, we found that greedy
scheduling was effective in many applications. Though we
cannot definitively state whether a holistic scheduler is better,
we believe this problem is worth exploring and can utilize the
information captured in the runtime’s dataflow graph.
Another limitation is the need, in some cases, for the end
user to provide cost models to their workload. It is difficult
to know what constitutes a good cost model, much less an
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optimal one. With OAs, the end user can at least more easily
evaluate different models and their downstream scheduling
decisions with little code modification. In this case, the end
user can simply change a few parameters and re-run the application, as opposed to re-inserting data transfer statements
into the application code for each schedule. However, optimal
scheduling remains a complex problem.
OAs are also unable to apply some types of low-level optimizations that require changes to the accelerator library
functions. For example, the interface for CUDA streams, a
method for overlapping data transfer and compute, is unavailable in cuDF and has a library-specific interface in PyTorch.
Because OAs rely on diverse, existing libraries to provide optimized kernel implementations, indirectly calling into lowerlevel CUDA libraries like cuBLAS, cuDNN, and Thrust, they
cannot coordinate calls to interfaces such as CUDA streams
across these libraries. Nonetheless, users combining these
accelerator libraries by hand would face the same limitation.

10

Related Work

OAs build on split annotations [23], which provide perfunction annotations over existing CPU-based libraries to
enable cross-function data pipelining and improved cache utilization. OAs extend split annotations by considering several
new problems unique to accelerators, including data transfer
and allocation across devices, memory limits of accelerators,
and the problem of scheduling computations and transfers
across CPUs and accelerators. These problems were not considered in the design of split annotations, so they require both
an extended annotation interface (§4) and a different runtime
and scheduler (§5).
Existing accelerator libraries such as PyTorch [24],
cuDF [7], RAPIDS [9], and cuML [8] provide interfaces for
targeting GPUs that intend to mirror CPU library APIs. However, they usually cannot handle data that does not fit in the
accelerator memory, only support a subset of their CPU counterparts, and invariably involve application rewrites. OAs are
a system designed to bridge these shortcomings, by leveraging new accelerator implementations of library functions but
using annotations to automatically page and schedule work
across the accelerator and CPU in complex applications that
call multiple library functions.
Another popular approach for targeting heterogeneous platforms is compilation, where a compiler generates code (e.g.,
CUDA) underneath an existing library interface. Several solutions exist for data analytics [20–22, 27, 31, 34] and machine
learning [11, 13, 30]. As one example, Numba [2] compiles
NumPy code into an intermediate representation (IR), and
then to optimized CPU or GPU code. However, compilers
trade off good performance for high complexity: they are difficult to implement and to integrate into existing libraries, and
the generated code may not match the performance of heavily
hand-optimized kernels such as linear algebra functions [23].
In contrast, annotation-based approaches such as split annota-
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tions achieved similar speedups to these compilers in many
cases with substantially less developer effort (e.g., 10× less
code than accelerating functions with Weld in the Mozart
evaluation [23]) by leveraging individual, hand-written kernel
functions and only optimizing the data movement across them.
Like split annotations, OAs propose using expert-written kernels to offload computations rather than attempting to generating code that matches the performance of these kernels.
Several existing systems schedule tasks in a heterogeneous
environment [16–19, 26, 32, 33]. Our system primarily aims
to provide an interface to bridge existing CPU and GPU code.
The algorithms presented in these systems are complementary,
and can be used to schedule the task graphs produced by OAs.
Hardware-portable languages like OpenCL [29] provide a
common interface to target both CPU and accelerators. However, they require end users to write custom code in these
languages, whereas our goal is to leverage optimized CPU
and accelerator kernels that have already been written by expert developers and automatically invoke these kernels in an
application written using high-level APIs.

11

Conclusion

We have presented offload annotations (OAs), a new approach
for bridging existing CPU libraries with emerging GPU libraries with no library code changes. Annotators use OAs
to specify an accelerator function for a corresponding CPU
function, and to define how inputs to a function can be transferred between devices. Optionally, annotators can also annotate allocation functions and provide cost model estimators
that assist the runtime in making scheduling decisions. Our
runtime, Bach, uses the information encapsulated in OAs to
automatically schedule functions in an end-user application
across devices, manage data transfer, and page large datasets.
We apply OAs to several existing to several existing CPU
libraries and show that they can improve their by up to 1200×
and a median of 6.3× by offloading work to a GPU, with little
to no code changes. We also show that OAs enable workloads
that could previously not fit in GPU memory to reap the benefits of hardware acceleration, without manual effort by the
application developer.

12
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Abstract
Deep Neural Network (DNN) models have continuously been
growing in size in order to improve the accuracy and quality
of the models. Moreover, for training of large DNN models,
the use of heterogeneous GPUs is inevitable due to the short
release cycle of new GPU architectures. In this paper, we
investigate how to enable training of large DNN models on
a heterogeneous GPU cluster that possibly includes whimpy
GPUs that, as a standalone, could not be used for training.
We present a DNN training system, HetPipe (Heterogeneous
Pipeline), that integrates pipelined model parallelism (PMP)
with data parallelism (DP). In HetPipe, a group of multiple
GPUs, called a virtual worker, processes minibatches in a
pipelined manner, and multiple such virtual workers employ
data parallelism for higher performance. We also propose a
novel parameter synchronization model, which we refer to
as Wave Synchronous Parallel (WSP) to accommodate both
PMP and DP for virtual workers, and provide convergence
proof of WSP. Our experimental results on a given heterogeneous setting show that with HetPipe, DNN models converge
up to 49% faster compared to the state-of-the-art DP technique.

1

Introduction

Deep Neural Networks have been popularly used to solve
various problems such as image classification [16, 29], speech
recognition [17], topic modeling [3], and text processing [10].
The size of DNN models (i.e., the number of parameters) have
continuously been increasing in order to improve the accuracy
and quality of models and to deal with complex features of
data [19, 47, 54, 55]. The size of input data and batches used
for training have also increased to achieve higher accuracy
and throughput [19, 26].
For training large DNN models, data parallelism [4, 31,
32, 50], which employs multiple workers using parameter servers or AllReduce communication, and model parallelism [12,28,30], which divides the network layers of a DNN
model into multiple partitions and assigns each partition to
a different GPU, have commonly been leveraged. Furthermore, to mitigate the critical issue of low GPU utilization of
naive model parallelism, pipelined model parallelism, where
minibatches are continuously fed to the GPUs one after the
other and processed in a pipelined manner, has recently been
proposed [19, 38].
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Table 1: Heterogeneous GPUs
Year
TITAN V
TITAN RTX
GeForce
RTX 2060
Quadro P4000

Archi.

CUDA
Boost
Memory Memory BW
Core Clock (MHz) Size (GB)
(GB/sec)

2017 Volta
2018 Turing

5120
4608

1455
1770

12
24

653
672

2019 Turing

1920

1680

6

336

2017 Pascal

1792

1480

8

243

For training DNN models, the use of GPU clusters is now
commonplace. In such an environment, the use of heterogeneous GPUs is inevitable due to the short release cycle
of new GPU architectures [24]. Moreover, several types of
GPUs targeted for high-end servers, workstations, and desktops are being released for purchase [39–42]. Due to their
cost-effectiveness, less expensive GPUs targeted for desktops and workstations, rather than high-end servers are also
commonly used for machine learning training, especially for
small and medium size clusters [14, 21, 49, 56, 57, 59]. Due
to the same reason, spot instances with different types of
GPUs that are offered by cloud service providers are being
used [2, 24, 36]. Table 1 shows the hardware specifications for
four different types of GPUs, along with their market release
years, that we have purchased in our institution in the short
span of the last three years. Each, at the time of purchase,
was (close to) state-of-the-art affordable with what budget we
could muster. With technology advancing in such rapid pace,
these systems have become outdated. Some of the systems
have become old technologies that, individually, are unable
to run large DNN models that are common today. Such situations with clusters of heterogeneous GPUs should now be
commonplace.
There are benefits to enabling DNN training with heterogeneous resources. First, it allows for large model training
with lower-class GPUs. While unable to train individually
due to their limited resources, aggregated together, they may
be used for training. These GPUs, which likely would have
been retired, become usable, possibly used to create (virtual)
workers that show similar performance as high-class GPUs.
Second, low-class GPUs can be used to improve the performance of even high-class GPUs by incrementally adding on
the resources of the (old) lower class systems to the (new)
high-class systems. We call a group of aggregated GPUs that
could satisfy the resource constraint and be used for training a
virtual worker. Internally, such a virtual worker could leverage
pipelined model parallelism (PMP) to process a minibatch,
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while externally, a number of virtual workers could leverage
data parallelism (DP) for higher performance.
In this paper, we explore the integration of PMP and DP
to maximize the parallelism of DNN model training. In particular, we investigate a DNN model training system, which
employs both PMP and DP, for a heterogeneous GPU cluster
that possibly includes whimpy GPUs that, as a standalone,
could not be used for training large models. Integrating DP
to PMP may sound trivial, but in fact, it is quite challenging.
In this setting, each virtual worker is continuously processing multiple minibatches in a pipelined manner and thus,
all the virtual workers can be in different states. Thus, the
key question here is, what weight version should be used by
each virtual worker to synchronize with other virtual workers?
Numerous questions need to be answered to answer this question: 1) How many new minibatches can start being processed
while waiting for global updates from the parameter server?
2) Can synchronization occur at any point of processing the
minibatches? 3) How can convergence be guaranteed when
such synchronization occurs? 4) What version of parameters
is used for the next minibatch while previous minibatches are
still executing within each virtual worker? (This question is
also considered to some extent in a prior work [38].) And so
on. Furthermore, there are also many challenges that need to
be overcome to ideally leverage a heterogeneous GPU cluster
for DNN training: How are the heterogeneous GPUs to be
divided and allocated into virtual workers? How do we reduce
virtual worker stragglers when we consider DP? How do we
partition the model to maximize the performance of PMP
using heterogeneous GPUs?
While DP [4, 31, 32, 50], PMP [19, 38], and heterogeneity [24, 25, 33] for training have been considered separately,
to the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that tackles these issues together in attempting to answer some of the
aforementioned questions. In this work, we design a DNN
training system, HetPipe (Heterogeneous Pipeline), that integrates PMP of a virtual worker, which is composed of multiple
(possibly whimpy) heterogeneous GPUs, with DP of virtual
workers using parameter servers to enable and also speed
up training of large models. HetPipe can aggregate heterogeneous resources from multiple GPUs to form a virtual worker
such that the performance of each virtual worker is similar to
each other, reducing the straggler problem. For HetPipe, we
propose a novel parameter synchronization model, which we
refer to as Wave Synchronous Parallel (WSP). WSP is adapted
from the Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP) model [18] to accommodate both PMP and DP for multiple virtual workers
unlike existing synchronization models. We also prove the
convergence of WSP. Note that while HetPipe would work
in a homogeneous GPU cluster in training a large model that
cannot be loaded into the memory of a single GPU, with the
rapid turnaround of newer GPU architectures, it is more likely
that one will end up with a cluster of heterogeneous GPUs.
This is the environment that we target.
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We implement HetPipe by modifying TensorFlow, a commonly used machine learning training system. We evaluate
the performance of HetPipe for two DNN models using a heterogeneous GPU cluster composed of four different types of
GPUs. Our experimental results demonstrate that the performance of HetPipe is better than that of the state-of-the-art DP
via Horovod [50] that uses AllReduce communication [45].
This is because HetPipe mitigates the straggler problem, and
also because it enables each virtual worker and the parameter
server to intra-communicate for all parameter updates, significantly reducing communication overhead. Compared to
Horovod, the convergence of VGG-19 with a large parameter
set to a desired accuracy becomes 49% faster, and that of
ResNet-152 which is too big to be loaded in four whimpy
GPUs in our cluster becomes 39% faster by using all the
GPUs (including whimpy ones).
Strategies to leverage PMP have been explored in previous
studies [7, 19, 27, 38]. Compared to these, our study makes
forward strides in three aspects. First, we generalize PMP
of a virtual worker to be used together with DP of virtual
workers, increasing the parallelism of DNN model training.
Consequently, this results in speeding up training. Second,
we consider a heterogeneous GPU cluster, which allows the
use of GPUs, which otherwise, could not be used for training.
Finally, we present a parameter synchronization model that
guarantees convergence, of which we provide a proof, for
training models using PMP with DP. We provide a more indepth comparative discussion on these studies in Section 2.2.

2 Background
2.1 Data Parallelism
Training of a DNN model is processed by a forward pass
followed by a backward pass for each minibatch, which is a
subset of training samples, in a popularly used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method. For each minibatch, the weight
updates, i.e., gradients, are computed to update weights (or
parameters) w of the model.
Data parallelism (DP) utilizes multiple workers to speed
up training of a DNN model. It divides the training dataset
into subsets and assigns each worker a different subset. Each
worker has a replica of the DNN model and processes each
minibatch in the subset, thereby computing the weight updates.
Therefore, if a DNN model cannot be loaded into the memory
of a single GPU, DP cannot be used.
Among the multiple workers, the parameters are synchronized using parameter servers [31] or AllReduce communications [32, 50]. For Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) [1, 35],
each worker must wait for all other workers to finish the current minibatch p before it starts to process the next minibatch
p + 1 so that it can use an updated version of the weights for
minibatch p + 1. For Asynchronous Parallel (ASP) [1, 48],
each worker need not wait for other workers to finish minibatch p, possibly using a stale version of the weights. With
BSP, which is possible for both the parameter servers and
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AllReduce communications, the system may suffer from high
synchronization overhead, especially in a heterogeneous GPU
cluster where each worker with a different GPU provides different training performance [33]. On the other hand, while
ASP, which is possible for the parameter servers, has no synchronization overhead, it is known that ASP does not ensure
convergence [48, 58].
A method that takes the middle ground between BSP and
ASP is Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP) [18]. With SSP, each
worker is allowed to proceed the training of minibatches using
a stale version of the weights that may not reflect the most recent updates computed by other workers. Thus, workers need
not synchronize with other workers whenever it finishes the
processing of a minibatch. As such, parameter staleness can
occur. However, this staleness is bounded as defined by the
user and referred to as the staleness threshold. As SSP is beneficial when worker performance is varied, it has been explored
especially in the context of heterogeneous systems [24].
In SSP, each worker periodically pushes the weight updates
to the parameter server. This synchronization interval is called
a clock. Thus, each worker increases its local clock by one for
every iteration, which is the training period of a minibatch.
For a given staleness threshold s where s ≥ 0, each worker
with clock c is allowed to use a stale version of the weights,
which includes all the updates from iteration 0 to c−s−1 and,
possibly, more recent updates past iteration c − s − 1. That
is, a worker can continue training of the next minibatch with
parameters whose updates may be missing from up to the s
most recent minibatches.

2.2

Model Parallelism and Pipeline Execution

Model parallelism (MP) is typically exploited for large DNN
models that are too large to be loaded into memory of a single
GPU. In particular, a DNN model composed of multiple layers is divided into k partitions and each partition is assigned
to a different GPU. Each GPU executes both the forward
and backward passes for the layers of the assigned partition.
Note that it is important to execute the forward and backward
passes of a partition on the same GPU as the activation result
computed for the minibatch during the forward pass needs
to be kept in the GPU memory until the backward pass of
the same minibatch for efficient convergence, as similarly
discussed by Narayanan and others [38]. Otherwise, considerable extra overhead will incur for managing the activation
through either recomputation or memory management.
In the basic form of MP, k GPUs, individually, act as one
virtual worker to process a minibatch as follows: For each
minibatch, execution of the forward pass starts from GPU1 up
to GPUk . When each GPUi , where 1 ≤ i < k, completes the
forward pass of the assigned partition, it sends the computed
activations of only the last layer in its partition to GPUi+1 .
Once GPUk finishes the forward pass of its partition, the
backward pass of the minibatch is executed from GPUk down
to GPU1 . When each GPUi0 , where 1 < i0 ≤ k, finishes the
backward pass, it sends the computed local gradients of only
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Table 2: Comparison of HetPipe with GPipe and PipeDream
GPipe
Heterogeneous Cluster Support
No
Target Large Model Training
Yes
Number of (Virtual) Workers
1
Data Parallelism
Extensible
Proof of Convergence
Analytical

PipeDream

HetPipe

No
No
1
Partition
Empirical

Yes
Yes
N
Virtual Workers
Analytical

the first layer in its assigned partition to GPUi0 −1 . This basic
form of MP results in low GPU utilization as only one GPU
is actively executing either the forward or backward pass.
Nonetheless, MP allows execution of large DNN models that
are too large for a single GPU.
To improve utilization of the GPUs in a virtual worker,
minibatches can be processed in a pipelined manner. The
subsequent minibatches are fed into the first GPU in MP (i.e.,
GPU1 ) one by one once the GPU completes the processing
of the previous minibatch. This allows for multiple GPUs
to simultaneously execute either the forward or backward
pass of their assigned layers for different minibatches. This is
referred to as Pipelined Model Parallelism (PMP).
This PMP strategy has been investigated in previous
studies [19, 38]. PipeDream exploits PMP of a single virtual worker to avoid the parameter communication overhead of DP [38]. Considering only homogeneous GPUs,
when PipeDream partitions a model into stages to maximize
pipeline performance, it does not take into account the memory requirement of a GPU that depends on the stage of a
pipeline. Thus, PipeDream processes a limited number of
minibatches, which is large enough to saturate the pipeline,
to reduce memory overhead. PipeDream also provides a form
of DP, but it considers DP within a virtual worker to speed up
the execution of lagging layers. No proof of single pipeline
convergence is provided in PipeDream. Note that without
a parameter synchronization model such as WSP, it is not
possible to properly run DP over multiple PipeDream virtual
workers via parameter servers or AllReduce communication.
GPipe is a scheme that leverages PMP of a single virtual
worker to support large DNN models, also in a homogeneous
GPU cluster [19]. In GPipe, a minibatch is divided into multiple microbatches that are injected into the pipeline. Using
the same weights, GPipe executes the forward passes for all
the microbatches, and then executes the backward passes for
them. When the backward pass of the last microbatch is done,
it updates the weights all together for the minibatch. GPipe incurs frequent pipeline flushes, possibly resulting in low GPU
utilization [38]. In GPipe, DP of multiple virtual workers can
be done using existing synchronization schemes like BSP as a
virtual worker processes one minibatch at a time. GPipe saves
on GPU memory by recomputing the activations again in the
backward pass instead of keeping the activations computed
in the forward pass in memory. We do not use this optimization though there are no fundamental reasons forbidding it.
A comparison of HetPipe with previous studies is given in
Table 2.
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Figure 1: Pipeline execution of minibatches where M p,k indicates the execution of a minibatch p in partition k, which is executed
in GPUk and the yellow and green colors indicate the forward and backward passes, respectively.

3

System Overview

The system that we propose focuses on training a large DNN
model in a heterogeneous GPU cluster composed of various
types of GPUs that have different computation capability and
memory capacity. In such settings, for some types of GPUs
in the cluster, the DNN model of interest may be too large
to be loaded into the memory of a single GPU. The system
that we propose in this paper leverages both pipelined model
parallelism (PMP) and data parallelism (DP) to enable training of such large DNN models and, in the process, enhance
performance as well as the utilization of the heterogeneous
GPU resources of the cluster.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed cluster
system composed of H nodes. Each node comprises a homogeneous set of GPUs, but the GPUs (and memory capacity)
of the nodes themselves can be heterogeneous. Two key novelties exist in this architecture. First, DP is supported through
a notion of a virtual worker (VW), which consists of k, possibly heterogeneous, GPUs, and encapsulates the notion of a
worker in typical DNN systems. That is, a virtual worker is
used to train the DNN model. In Figure 2, note that there are
N virtual workers with 4 GPUs each, that is, k = 4, and that
the GPUs comprising the virtual worker may be different for
each virtual worker. While in this paper we consider k to be
constant for each virtual worker, our design does not restrain
it to be so; this is simply a choice we make for simplicity.
The key aspect here is that a virtual worker allows DP by
aggregating GPUs possibly even when individual GPUs may
be resource limited.
The second novelty is that each virtual worker processes
each minibatch based on model parallelism, in a pipelined
manner, to fully utilize the GPU resources, as shown in Figure 1, to accommodate large DNN models. While PMP has
been proposed before (which we compare in Section 2.2), to
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to present PMP in
a heterogeneous setting. We refer to our system as HetPipe
as it is heterogeneous, in GPUs, across and, possibly, within
virtual workers and makes use of pipelining in virtual workers
for resource efficiency.
To train DNN models based on pipelined model parallelism
in virtual workers, the resource allocator first assigns k GPUs
to each virtual worker based on a resource allocation policy
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Figure 2: System architecture (VW: Virtual Worker)
(which will be discussed in Section 8.1). Note that for allocating the heterogeneous GPUs to the virtual workers, the
resource allocation policy must consider several factors such
as the performance of individual GPUs as well as the communication overhead caused by sending activations and gradients within a virtual worker, and synchronizing the weights
among the virtual workers and the parameter server. Then,
for the given DNN model and allocated k GPUs, the model
partitioner divides the model into k partitions for the virtual
worker such that the performance of the pipeline executed in
the virtual worker can be maximized.
As any typical DP, multiple virtual workers must periodically synchronize the global parameters via parameter servers
or AllReduce communication; in HetPipe, parameter servers
are used to maintain the global weights. Each virtual worker
has a local copy of the global weights and periodically synchronizes the weights with the parameter server. Evidently,
when managing the weights within a virtual worker and across
virtual workers, two types of staleness, local staleness and
global staleness, need to be permitted to improve the performance of DNN training. Local staleness refers to staleness
within a virtual worker. As each virtual worker processes
minibatches in a pipelined manner, there are multiple minibatches that are being processed in parallel. Thus, staleness is
inevitable as weights seen by a minibatch may not reflect the
updates of all of its previous minibatches.
Global staleness, on the other hand, is similar to the staleness notion introduced by Ho et al. [18]. That is, the system
needs to reduce communication overhead between the param-
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eter server and (virtual) workers, and, in our case, also mitigate
the synchronization overhead caused by possibly heterogeneous virtual workers. Therefore, similarly to SSP [18], each
virtual worker should be allowed to proceed training without
querying the global weights for every minibatch, unless its
local copy is so old such that there are too many missing
recent updates made by other virtual workers. Note that such
staleness condition is set by the user [18].
For our system, we propose the Wave Synchronous Parallel (WSP) model to synchronize the weights. A wave is a
sequence of minibatches that are processed concurrently in
a virtual worker. Let the number of minibatches in a wave
be Nm . Within a wave, processing of the i-th minibatch is
allowed to proceed without waiting for the preceding minibatchs i0 to be completed, where 1 < i ≤ Nm and 1 ≤ i0 < i.
That is, there is no dependency among the weights used by
minibatches in the same wave. As the virtual worker does not
enforce the updates even from the first minibatch in a wave
to be reflected in the weights used by the last minibatch, the
local staleness threshold in WSP is Nm − 1. Moreover, each
virtual worker only pushes the aggregated updates from all
the minibatches in a wave, instead of for every minibatch, to
the parameter server. This results in considerable reduction
in communication overhead.
As it is important that the results generated through our
proposed system configuration are correct [18, 24, 60], we
show the convergence of our methodology in Section 6.
Note that HetPipe uses parameter servers, which may incur
synchronization and communication overhead. However, HetPipe mitigates such overhead by permitting global staleness
among virtual workers and executing the pipeline in each virtual worker such that it continues to process minibatches that
have already been injected while waiting for the parameter update. We believe HetPipe can be further optimized by taking
decentralized approaches, but leave this for future work.

4

Pipelined Model Parallelism Within a VW

Number of Minibatches in the Pipeline: In our system,
each virtual worker processes up to Nm minibatches concurrently in a pipeline manner so that the executions of the
minibatches can overlap. Given a DNN model and k GPUs,
the maximum number of minibatches executed concurrently
in the virtual worker, Maxm , is basically determined by the
memory requirement for training the model. For a model that
requires a huge amount of memory for output activations and
weights, Maxm may be less than k. Note that in such cases,
the utilization of each GPU is unlikely to be high.
Nm , the actual number of minibatches in the pipeline will
be Nm ≤ Maxm and basically determined by considering the
throughput of the pipeline. Note that Nm must be the same
in every virtual worker, and thus, Nm is set to the minimum
Maxm among all the virtual workers. Nm will affect the local
staleness that we discuss later in this section.
Model Partitioning: To train a DNN model, a set of k
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GPUs is allocated to a virtual worker by a resource allocation
policy, which we discuss in Section 8.1. For now, let us assume that k, the number of possibly heterogeneous GPUs, and
Nm are given. Then, a partitioning algorithm is employed to
divide multiple layers of the model into k partitions, assigning
them to the k different GPUs. The goal of the partitioning
algorithm is to maximize the performance of the pipeline,
while satisfying the memory requirement of each partition to
process Nm minibatches.
In particular, in this study, for memory, we consider the
fact that the actual memory requirement will vary depending
on the stage of the pipeline that the GPU is used for. For
example, contrast GPU4 and GPU1 in Figure 1. GPU4 , the
GPU that handles the last stage of the pipeline, handles only
one minibatch at a time and is immediately done with the
minibatch as exemplified by the yellow (forward pass) and
green (backward pass) Mi,4 pairs for i = 1, 2, ..., that are sideby-side. In contrast, for GPU1 , the yellow and green Mi,1 pairs
are far apart, meaning that the forward pass Mi,1 needs to hold
up memory until the backward pass Mi,1 is finished with its
execution. Thus, with GPU1 , the memory requirement is high
as it needs to hold on to the results of the forward pass for all
stages of the pipeline. This variance in memory requirement
is considered in partitioning the layers.
Execution time must also be considered when partitioning
the layers. To do so, we calculate the execution time of a partition to be the sum of the computation time of all the layers in
the partition and the communication time needed for receiving the activations (in the forward pass) and local gradients
(in the backward pass). Our partitioning algorithm attempts
to minimize the maximum execution time of the partitions
within the bounds of satisfying the memory requirement.
Partition Scheduling: Once the partition is set, the partitions need to be scheduled for each of the GPUs. Each GPUq
responsible for partition q may have multiple forward pass
and backward pass tasks to schedule at a time. Each GPU
schedules a task by enforcing the following conditions:
1. A forward pass task for a minibatch p will be executed
only after a forward pass task for every minibatch p0 is
done where 1 ≤ p0 < p.
2. Similarly, a backward pass task for a minibatch p will
be executed only after a backward pass task for every
minibatch p0 is done where 1 ≤ p0 < p.
3. Among multiple forward and backward pass tasks, a
FIFO scheduling policy is used.
Note that in the last partition, for a minibatch, processing a
forward pass immediately followed by a backward pass is
executed as a single task.
Considering Staleness: Given the description of pipelining, the question of staleness of weights used needs to be
considered. That is, as a minibatch is scheduled, it may be
that the layers are not using the most up-to-date weights. For
example, in Figure 1, when the forward pass M2,1 , the second
minibatch, begins to be processed, it must use stale weights as
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the first minibatch has not completed and hence, the changes
in the weights due to the first minibatch have not yet been
appropriately reflected, which is in contrast with typical processing where minibatches are processed one at a time. We
now discuss how this staleness issue is considered.
Let local staleness be the maximum number of missing
updates from the most recent minibatches that is allowed for
a minibatch to proceed in a virtual worker. As training with
Nm minibatches can proceed in parallel in a virtual worker,
the local staleness threshold, slocal , is determined as Nm − 1,
where 1 ≤ Nm ≤ Maxm . If Nm = 1, the behavior is exactly the
same as naive model parallelism. Larger Nm may improve the
performance (i.e., throughput) of the pipeline as a larger number of concurrent minibatches are executed, but local staleness
increases, possibly affecting the convergence of training. In a
real setting, typically, Nm will not be large enough to affect
convergence as it will be bounded by the total amount of GPU
memory of a virtual worker.
Such local staleness also exists in PipeDream [38]. As
PipeDream basically employs weight stashing that uses the
latest version of weights available on each partition to execute the forward pass of a minibatch, a different version of
weights is used across partitions for the same minibatch. Unfortunately, PipeDream only shows empirical evidence of convergence when weight stashing is used. Note that PipeDream
also discusses vertical sync, which is similar to HetPipe, but
it excludes vertical sync in its evaluations [38].
Now let w p be the weights used by minibatch p. Then, initially, we can assume that w0 , the initial version of weights,
is given to the virtual worker. Then, the first (slocal + 1) minibatches are processed in a pipelined manner with w0 = w1 =
· · · = wslocal = wslocal +1 .
To accommodate staleness in our system, when processing of minibatch p completes, the virtual worker updates the
local version of the weights, wlocal as wlocal = wlocal + u p ,
where u p is the updates computed by processing minibatch p.
Therefore, in HetPipe, weights are not updated layer by layer
and wlocal is a consistent version of weights across partitions.
When the virtual worker starts to process a new minibatch,
it makes use of the latest value of wlocal without waiting for
the other minibatches to update their weights. For example,
once the virtual worker is done for minibatch 1 and updates
wlocal with u1 , it will start to process minibatch slocal + 2 by
using the updated weights without waiting for minibatches 2
up to slocal + 1 to be completed. Similarly, when the virtual
worker is done with minibatch slocal + 1 and updates wlocal
with uslocal +1 , it will start to process minibatch 2 × (slocal + 1)
without waiting for the previous most recent slocal minibatches
to be completed. Therefore, except for the initial minibatches
1 to slocal + 1, for minibatch p the virtual worker will use
the version of the weights that reflects (at least) all the local
updates from minibatches 1 to p − (slocal + 1). Note that for
every minibatch p, w p must be kept in GPU memory until the
backward pass for p is executed.
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Note that staleness in SSP is caused by the different processing speed of minibatches among multiple workers. Thus,
in SSP, staleness is used as a means to reduce the synchronization and communication overhead. However, local staleness
in HetPipe is caused inherently as minibatches are processed
in a pipelined manner within a virtual worker.

5

Data Parallelism with Multiple VWs

In this section, we discuss data parallelism (DP) with virtual
workers. The first and foremost observation of DP being supported with virtual workers is that the virtual workers may be
composed of (whimpy) heterogeneous GPUs. While it is well
known that DP helps expedite DNN execution, DP, in typical
systems, is not possible if individual GPUs, that is, workers,
do not have sufficient resources to handle the DNN model,
in particular, large DNNs. By allowing a virtual worker to be
composed of multiple GPUs that are lacking in resources, our
system allows DP even with whimpy GPUs. The other key
observation in properly supporting DP with virtual workers
is that each virtual worker now retains local staleness as discussed in Section 4. Making sure that, despite such individual
staleness, we understand and show that the results obtained
from DP among virtual workers (globally) converge is an
important issue that must be addressed. The rest of the section
elaborates on this matter.
Workings of WSP: As stated in the system overview, HetPipe uses parameter servers. We assume that such synchronization occurs in clock units, a notion taken from SSP [18].
Precisely, a clock unit is defined as the progress of completing
one wave. Recall from Section 3 (and Figure 1) that a wave
is a sequence of slocal + 1 minibatches concurrently executed
such that a virtual worker is allowed to process a later minibatch in a wave without updates from an earlier minibatch in
the same wave.
Similarly to SSP (which, however, considers the staleness
of weights only in DP), each virtual worker maintains a local
clock clocal , while the parameter server maintains a global
clock cglobal , which holds the minimum clocal value of all
the virtual workers. Initially, the local clocks and the global
clock are 0. At the end of every clock c, each virtual worker
completes the execution of all the minibatches in wave c.
At this point, the virtual worker computes the aggregated
updates from minibatch c × (slocal + 1) + 1 to minibatch
(c+1)×(slocal +1) and pushes the updates ũ to the parameter
server. We see that, similar to in SSP [18], ũ is synchronized
with a clock value c. For example, as shown in Figure 1 where
slocal = 3, at the end of clock 0, the virtual worker pushes the
aggregated updates of wave 0, which is composed of minibatches from 1 to 4, and at the end of clock 1, the aggregated
updates of wave 1, which is composed of minibatches from
5 to 8, and so on. It is important to note that in WSP, the virtual worker pushes ũ to the parameter server for every wave,
instead of pushing ũ for every minibatch, which will significantly reduce the communication overhead.
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When the parameter server receives the updates ũ from
the virtual worker, the parameter server updates the global
version of the weights as wglobal = wglobal + ũ. Note that the
parameter server updates its cglobal to c + 1 only after every
virtual worker has pushed the aggregated updates of wave c.
In WSP, each virtual worker is allowed to proceed training
without retrieving the global weights for every wave. Thus,
the virtual worker may use a weight version that, from a
global standpoint, may be stale, as the most recent updates
received by the parameter servers may not be reflected in its
local version of the weights. We discuss how global staleness
among the virtual workers is bounded.
Global Staleness Bound: Let clock distance be the difference in clocal between the fastest and slowest virtual workers
in the system. Therefore, a virtual worker with local clock
c, where c ≥ D + 1, must use a version of the weights that
includes all the (aggregated) updates from wave 0 up to
c − D − 1. Also, the weight version may include some recent
global updates from other virtual workers and some recent local updates within the virtual worker beyond wave c − D − 1.
When a virtual worker pulls the global weights at the end
of clock c to maintain this distance, it may need to wait for
other virtual workers to push their updates upon completion
of wave c−D. However, while a virtual worker waits for other
virtual workers to possibly catch up at the end of clock c, local
processing is allowed to proceed with slocal minibatches of
wave c + 1 as the minibatches are executed in a pipelined manner. Take, for example, the case when D = 0 and slocal = 3 in
Figure 3 (and Figure 1). As a virtual worker, VW1, completes
minibatch 4, it computes the aggregated updates ũ for wave 0
(composed of minibatches 1 to 4) and pushes ũ to the parameter server. VW1 now waits for the other virtual workers to
complete wave 0 before proceeding with minibatch 8. However, note that as shown in the figure, VW1 has already started
to process minibatches 5, 6 and 7, which belong to wave 1,
while its local clock is still 0. Similarly, once it completes
minibatch 8, it pushes the aggregated updates ũ for wave 1
(composed of minibatches 5 to 8) to the parameter server; in
the meantime, it has already started processing minibatches 9,
10, and 11, which belong to wave 2, while its clock is still 1.
Note that this processing of local minibatches in the virtual
worker does not violate the local staleness bound. Note also
that when D = 0, each virtual worker must wait for each other
at the end of every clock to synchronize the weights for every
wave, which is BSP-like behavior with pipelined execution in
each virtual worker.
Now let us define the global staleness bound, sglobal , to
be the maximum number of missing updates from the most
recent minibatches, globally computed by all the other virtual
workers in the system, that is allowed for a minibatch to proceed in a virtual worker. We want to identify sglobal based on
our discussion so far. This will allow each virtual worker to
determine whether it can proceed with its current minibatch.
Initially, all virtual workers start processing the first (D + 1)
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Figure 3: Local and global staleness with WSP
waves without querying the global weights from the parameter
server. Furthermore, they can start to process up to slocal
minibatches of the next wave before receiving the global
weights that include the recent updates as discussed above.
Therefore, for those initial minibatches, the virtual worker
uses w0 or a weight version that may include some recent
local updates.
For any minibatch p thereafter, that is, where p > (D+1)×
(slocal + 1) + slocal , p must use a weight version that reflects,
at the very least, all the global updates from all the other virtual workers from minibatch 1 to minibatch p − (sglobal + 1),
where sglobal = (D + 1) × (slocal + 1) + slocal − 1. The first
term of this equation is due to the fact that a virtual worker
is allowed to proceed with the next (D + 1) waves (i.e.,
(D + 1) × (slocal + 1) minibatches), and the second term is
due to the additional slocal minibatches that can be started because of pipelined execution. Continuing with the example in
Figure 3, where D = 0 and slocal = 3, VW1 proceeds the training of minibatch 11 without the global and/or local updates
from wave 1 (minibatches 5 to 8) or the two local updates
from minibatches 9 and 10 (i.e., having sglobal = 6). Thus, it
must have a version of the weights that includes all the global
updates from minibatches 1 to 4. Actually, the weight version
used for minibatch 11 includes three local updates from minibatches 5, 6, and 7, along with all the global updates from
wave 0. In case of minibatch 12, it cannot start the training
until global updates up to minibatch 8 are received.

6

Convergence Analysis

In this section, we discuss the convergence property of the
WSP model. Let N be the number of virtual workers and
un,p be the update of worker n at minibatch execution p. Let
sg = sglobal and sl = slocal + 1, and following the analysis
of [18], the noisy weight parameter1 w̃n,p for worker n at
minibatch execution p, is decomposed into
"
# "
#
p−s −1
N

w̃n,p = w0 +

g

∑
∑
0
0

un0 ,p0 +

∑

un,p0

p0 ∈Cn,p

n =1 p =1


+



∑

un0 ,p0  . (1)

(n0 ,p0 )∈En,p
1 In this section, we use the term ‘weight parameter’ to denote all weights
of a network. Thus, the weight parameters refer to a set of weights of networks.
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Here w0 refers to the initial parameter, and the noisy weight
parameter has three other terms which respectively include
1. updates of all workers (guaranteed to be included) to
process minibatch execution p,
2. Cn,p ⊆ [p − sg , p − 1]: the index set of the latest updates
of the querying worker n in the range of current global
staleness bound, and
3. En,p ⊆ ([1, N]\{n}) × [p − sg , p + sg + sl ]: the index set
of extra updates of other workers in the range of the
current global staleness bound. When execution p is not
/
at a synchronization point, En,p = 0.
We define {ut } as the sequence of updates of each virtual worker after processing each minibatch and {wt = w0 +
t−s N
∑t 0 =0l ut 0 } as the reference sequence of weight parameters,
where ut := ut mod N,bt/Nc+t mod sl , in which we loop over
the workers (t mod N) and over each update after a minibatch execution inside a worker (bt/Nc + t mod sl ). Here,
sl N (= sl × N) is the number of total minibatch updates in
one wave from all virtual workers. Since a virtual worker
uses a version of the weight parameter that reflects all the
local updates from minibatch 1 to p − sl for worker p, the
reference and noisy sequences at iteration t are updated up
to t − sl N. The set Et and the noisy weight parameter w̃t are
defined similarly
and
between wt and w̃t is

 the
 difference

w̃t = wt − ∑i∈Rt ui + ∑i∈Qt ui where Rt is the index set
of missing updates in the reference weight parameter but not
in noisy weight parameter, and Qt is the index set of extra
updates in the noisy weight parameter but not in reference
weight parameter.
After T updates, we represent the target function as f (w) :=
1 T
∑
T t=1 ft (w), the regret of two functions with w̃t , the parameter learned from the noisy update, and w∗ , the parameter learned from the synchronized update is R[W ] :=
1 T
∗
T ∑t=1 ft (w̃t ) − f (w ) .
Thus, when we bound the regret of the two functions, we
can bound the error of the noisy updates incurred by the
distributed pipeline staleness gradient descent. We first bound
the cardinality of Rt and Qt in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The following two inequalities, |Rt | + |Qt | ≤
(2sg + sl )(N − 1) and min (Rt ∪ Qt ) ≥ max(1,t − (sg + sl )N),
hold.
Proof. Since Qt ⊆ Et and Rt ⊆ Et \Qt , |Rt | + |Qt | ≤ |Et | ≤
(2sg + sl )(N − 1). The second claim follows from Et ⊇ Rt ∪
Qt .
With the following two assumptions, the proof of convergence generally follows Qirong et al. [18]2
Assumption 1. (L-Lipschitz components) For all t, the component function ft is convex and has bounded subdifferential
k∇ ft (w)k ≤ L, in which L > 0 is a constant.
Assumption 2. (Bounded distances) For all w, w0 , the distance between them is bounded D(wkw0 ) ≤ M, in which
M > 0 is a constant.
2 The
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full proof is omitted due to space, but can be found in [44].
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We also denote 12 kw − w0 k2 as D (wkw0 ). Then, we can
bound the regret of the function trained with our noisy distributed, pipeline update as in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Suppose w∗ is the minimizer of f (w). Let ut :=
, in which
−ηt ∇ ft (w̃t ) where ηt = √σt with σ = √ M
L

(2sg +sl )N

M, L are the constants defined in the
q assumptions. Then the
regret is bounded as R[W ] ≤ 4ML

(2sg +sl )N
.
T

Our theoretical results are similar with existing work on non
pipelined version of staleness update [18, 24]. However, we
reflect the new characteristics of distributed pipeline staleness
update in Lemma 1, and thus in Theorem 1.

7

Partitioning Algorithm

Recall that the goal of our partitioning algorithm is to minimize the maximum execution time of the partitions within
the bounds of satisfying the memory requirement. To obtain
a performance model to predict the execution time of each
layer of a model in a heterogeneous GPU, we first profile
the DNN model on each of the different types of GPUs in a
cluster, where we measure the computation time of each layer
of the model. For GPU memory usage, we measure the usage
of each layer (by using the logging feature of TensorFlow)
on only one GPU type (as it is roughly the same for all GPU
types). For profiling the memory usage on a whimpy node, we
measure the memory usage of each layer using a small batch
size and then multiply it for the target batch size. To compute
the memory requirement for a given partition, we take into
account the total memory usage to store the data to process
the layers as well as the maximum number of minibatches
concurrently assigned to the partition.
For communication time between layers in the model, we
first derive the amount of input data for each layer in the forward and backward pass from the model graph. For the given
data size, we predict intra-node communication based on the
PCI-e bandwidth, then multiply it by a scaling-down constant
(which is similarly done in Paleo [46]), since in practice, it is
not possible to utilize the peak bandwidth. The scaling-down
constant is derived by running a synthetic model that sends
various sizes of data from one GPU to another GPU in the
same node. For inter-node communication (via InfiniBand),
we use linear regression to estimate the communication time
for the given data size. To build a prediction model, we collect
27 samples by training two DNN models, used in our experiments, with arbitrary partitions. Note that in this work, the
heterogeneity of network performance such as slow network
links is not considered (as in [33]). However, for such cases,
we can extend our partitioning algorithm to consider different
network performance between two nodes when estimating the
communication time. Also, a model that estimates the memory requirement for each stage more accurately will be helpful
in partitioning a DNN model in a more balanced manner.
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To find the best partitions of a DNN model, we make use of
CPLEX, which is an optimizer for solving linear programming
problems [20]. The memory requirement for each partition on
the pipeline to support Nm concurrent minibatches is provided
as a constraint to the optimizer. The algorithm will return
partitions for a model with a certain batch size only if it finds
partitions that meet the memory requirement for the given
GPUs. Also, the optimizer checks all the different orders of
the given heterogeneous GPUs for a single virtual worker to
partition and place layers of the DNN model on them.

8

Experimental Results

8.1

Methodology

Heterogeneous GPU cluster: In our experiments, we use
four nodes with two Intel Xeon Octa-core E5-2620 v4 processors (2.10 GHz) connected via InfiniBand (56 Gbps). Each
node has 64 GB memory and 4 homogeneous GPUs. Each
node is configured with a different type of GPU as shown
in Table 1. Thus, the total number of GPUs in our cluster
is 16. Each GPU is equipped with PCIe-3×16 (15.75 GB/s).
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS with Linux kernel version 4.4 is used. We
implement HetPipe based on the WSP model by modifying
TensorFlow 1.12 version3 with CUDA 10.0 and cuDNN 7.4.
DNN models and datasets Our main performance metric is
throughput (images/second) of training a DNN model. We
use ResNet-152 [16], and VGG-19 [51] with ImageNet [13].
For each DNN model, batch size of 32 is used. For all other
hyperparameters, we use the default settings as specified in
the benchmark [52] of ResNet-152 and VGG-19.
Resource allocation for virtual workers: Given any heterogeneous GPU cluster, there can be many ways of allocating
the resources to the multiple virtual workers. For our experiments, we consider allocation policies within the bounds of
our platform. Thus, given the 16 GPUs, HetPipe employs four
virtual workers, each of which is configured with four GPUs,
along the following three allocation policies.
Node Partition (NP): This policy assigns a node per virtual
worker. Thus, each virtual worker is composed of homogeneous GPUs. Consequently, as the nodes are heterogeneous,
partitioning of layers for a DNN model is different for each
virtual worker. NP results in minimum communication overhead within each virtual worker as communication between
GPUs occurs within the same node via PCI-e, rather than
across multiple nodes where communication is via InfiniBand. On the other hand, as the performance of each virtual
worker varies, a straggler may degrade performance with DP.
Equal Distribution (ED): This policy evenly distributes GPUs
from each node to every virtual worker. Thus, every virtual
worker is assigned four different GPUs, but every virtual
worker has the exact same resources. Thus, model partitioning
is the same, and thus, performance will be the same across
3 Modified

LOC is ∼1.5K in the TensorFlow framework and TensorFlow
benchmark codes, where most features are added as independent functions.
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Table 3: Resource allocation for the three policies considered
Node Partition Equal Distribution Hybrid Distribution
VW1
VW2
VW3
VW4

VVVV
RRRR
GGGG
QQQQ

VRGQ
VRGQ
VRGQ
VRGQ

VVQQ
VVQQ
RRGG
RRGG

the virtual workers, which mitigates the straggler problem.
However, ED results in high communication overhead within
each virtual worker.
Hybrid Distribution (HD): This policy is a hybrid of NP and
ED. For our cluster, a combination of two GPU types are
allocated to each virtual worker such that their performances
in terms of aggregated computation capability and amount
of GPU memory are similar to each other. This choice is
made to mitigate the straggler problem while reducing the
communication overhead within each virtual worker. As, in
terms of computation power, V > R > G > Q and, in terms of
the amount of the GPU memory, R > V > Q > G, two virtual
workers are allocated VVQQ, while the other two are allocated
RRGG, where V, R, G and Q refers to TITAN V, TITAN RTX,
GeForce RTX 2060, and Quadro P4000, respectively.
Table 3 shows the resource allocation of each virtual worker
for the three resource allocation policies.
Parameter Placement: In our experiments, for DP, we locate
the parameter servers, each of which only handles a portion
of the model parameters, over all the nodes. For the default
placement policy, which can be used with all three of our
resource allocation policies, we place layers of the model
in round-robin fashion over all the parameter servers as in
TensorFlow [53]. For ED, however, another policy is possible,
which we refer to as ‘ED-local’. With ‘ED-local’, we place
the layers of a partition on the parameter server running on
the same node, incurring no actual network traffic across the
nodes for parameter synchronization. This is possible as the
same partition of the model can be assigned locally to the
GPU on the same node for every virtual worker. For all results
reported hereafter, the ‘default’ policy is used, except for ‘EDlocal’.

8.2

Performance of a single virtual worker

We first investigate the performance of the 7 different individual virtual workers that are possible according to the
allocation schemes in Table 3. Figure 4 shows the throughput
over various values of Nm , which is the number of minibatches
executed concurrently, in the virtual worker normalized to that
of when Nm = 1 and the maximum average GPU utilization
among the four partitions for ResNet-152 and VGG-19. The
numbers shown (in the box) along with the allocation policy
are the absolute throughput (images/sec) when Nm = 1. Note
that some results for larger Nm are not shown. This is because
the GPU memory cannot accommodate such situations and
hence, cannot be run.
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Figure 4: Normalized throughput and the maximum average GPU utilization among partitions in a single virtual worker for
various resource allocation policies as Nm is varied. The number in parenthesis is absolute throughput (images/sec) when Nm = 1
(which is equivalent to the naive MP) for each policy.
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Figure 5: Performance with the three allocation policies when
D=0 (The number on bar represents Nm )
From the results, we can see that as Nm increases, normalized throughput of a virtual worker as well as the maximum
GPU utilization generally increases. Note that, though not
shown, the total GPU memory utilization tends to increase
as Nm increases. However, depending on the resource allocation scheme (which results in different partitions of a model)
as well as the DNN model, the effect of having larger Nm
varies. When a virtual worker is configured with homogeneous GPUs, the average GPU utilization of each partition
is similar to each other. However, when it is configured with
heterogeneous GPUs, there is a tendency that the GPU utilization of the first or last partition is higher than those of the
other partitions. For this configuration, different computation
capabilities and memory capacity of the GPUs are considered
when partitioning a model. As it is possible that only a small
number of layers are assigned to some GPUs, the overall GPU
utilization may turn out to be low.

8.3

Performance of multiple virtual workers

Figure 5 shows the throughput of training each model with
the three resource allocation policies, where “Horovod” indicates the state-of-the-art DP via Horovod that uses AllReduce
communication4 . In these experiments, for each resource allocation policy, Nm is set such that performance is maximized
while every virtual worker uses the same value of Nm as this
is the assumption behind HetPipe. For ResNet-152, the whole
model is too large to be loaded into a single GPU with G type,
and thus, Horovod uses only 12 GPUs.
4 We use the same minibatch size for all workers of Horovod as the
minibatch size is one of the critical factors to the final performance of a
trained DNN and adaptive batch sizing will affect convergence [5].
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Table 4: Performance improvement of adding whimpy GPUs
(The number in parenthesis presents the total number of concurrent minibatches in HetPipe)
Model

Single
4 GPUs 8 GPUs 12 GPUs 16 GPUs
Method
GPU [V]
4[V]
4[VR] 4[VRQ] 4[VRQG]

VGG-19

159

ResNet-152

112

Horovod
164
205
265
HetPipe 300(5) 530(16) 572(20)
Horovod
233
353
415
HetPipe 256(5) 516(20) 538(24)

339
606(20)
X
580(28)

The results in Figure 5 show that the performance of DNN
training is strongly affected by how heterogeneous GPUs
are allocated to virtual workers. From the results, we can
make the following observations: First, for VGG-19 whose
parameter size is 548MB, the performance of Horovod, which
reduces communication overhead for parameter synchronization, is better than those of NP, ED, and HD. However, for
ResNet-152 whose parameter size is 230MB, ED and HD,
which utilize virtual workers with similar performance, show
a bit better or similar performance to Horovod (with 12 GPUs).
Second, with NP, training performance of ResNet-152 and
VGG-19 is low as Nm is bounded by the virtual worker
with the smallest GPU memory. Third, with ED-local, intracommunication occurs between each GPU and the parameter
server, significantly reducing communication overhead across
the nodes, especially for VGG-19, the model with a large
parameter set. For VGG-19, the amount of data transferred
across the nodes per minibatch with ED-local (i.e., 103MB) is
much smaller than that with Horovod (i.e., 515MB). Thus, the
performance of ED-local (which also mitigates the straggler
problem) is 1.8× higher than Horovod. For ResNet-152, the
amount of data transferred with ED-local (i.e., 298MB) is
larger than that with Horovod (i.e., 211MB) because the sizes
of output activations to be sent between partitions are large,
even though the parameter size is relatively small. However,
the throughput of ED-local is still 40% higher than Horovod.
This is because Hetpipe allows each virtual worker to process
a large number of minibatches concurrently. Compared to
NP and HD, ED-local (or ED) usually has larger Nm in each
virtual worker, improving throughput.
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Figure 6: ResNet-152 top-1 accuracy

Figure 7: VGG-19 top-1 accuracy

Next, we investigate how the throughput is improved when
whimpy GPUs are additionally used for training. Table 4
shows the throughput of VGG-19 and ResNet-152 when DP
via Horovod and HetPipe with ED-local are used over different sets of heterogeneous GPUs, and also when a single V
GPU is used. For these experiments, HetPipe is configured to
use four virtual workers, except for ‘4 GPUs’ where a single
virtual worker is used. In the table, the number and type of
GPUs used for each experiment are also given. From the results, we can see that the performance of both Horovod and
HetPipe increases when additional whimpy GPUs are used
for training. With additional GPUs, HetPipe can increase the
total number of concurrent minibatches processed, having up
to 2.3 times speedup. This scenario can be thought of as an
answer to when new, higher end nodes are purchased, but one
does not know what to do with existing nodes. The results
show that making use of the whimpy systems allows for faster
training of larger models.

ment with ED-local (where the training speed of each virtual
worker is similar), when D becomes very large (i.e., 32), the
throughput remains similar but the convergence performance
degrades by 4.7%, compared to D = 4. This is because it is
unlikely that the clock distance between the fastest and slowest virtual workers becomes as large as 32, but higher global
staleness can degrade the convergence performance (similarly
discussed in [18]). Note that though not shown, using larger D
has a greater effect for HetPipe with NP, ED and HD resource
allocation, and the different resource allocations only affect
the set of heterogeneous GPUs used for each virtual worker
and do not affect the convergence behavior.
We also analyze the synchronization overhead as D is varied. We find that as D increases, the waiting time of a virtual
worker to receive the updated global weights decreases. In our
experiments, the average waiting time with D = 4 is found
to be 62% of that with D = 0. Furthermore, the actual idle
time is only 18% of the waiting time as the virtual worker can
continue to proceed in the pipeline while waiting.

8.4

Convergence

Our HetPipe based on the WSP model is guaranteed to converge as proven in Section 6. In this section, we analyze the
convergence performance of HetPipe with ED-local using
ResNet-152 and VGG-19. For our experiments, the desired
target accuracy of ResNet-152 and VGG-19 is 74% and 67%,
respectively.
Figure 6 shows the top-1 accuracy of ResNet-152 with
Horovod (12 GPUs), HetPipe (12 GPUs), and HetPipe (16
GPUs), where D is set to 0 for HetPipe. For the experiments
with 12 GPUs, the 4 G type GPUs are not used. When the same
set of GPUs are used, convergence with HetPipe is 35% faster
than that of Horovod by reducing the straggler problem in a
heterogeneous environment and exploiting both PMP and DP.
Furthermore, by adding four more whimpy G GPUs, HetPipe
improves training performance even more, converging faster
than Horovod by 39%.
Figure 7 shows the top-1 accuracy of VGG-19 with
Horovod and HetPipe as we vary D to 0, 4, and 32. For the
experiments, all 16 GPUs are used. The figure shows that
convergence with the BSP-like configuration (i.e., D = 0)
of HetPipe is roughly 29% faster than that with Horovod.
As we increase D to 4, the straggler effect is mitigated and
the communication overhead due to parameter synchronization is reduced. Thus, convergence is faster by 28% and 49%
compared to D = 0 and Horovod, respectively. In this experi-
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9

Discussion

Comparison to PipeDream PipeDream [38], which is the
closest related study, optimizes PMP of a single virtual worker,
only employing DP for lagging layers within a virtual worker
in homogeneous environments. To be adapted to heterogeneous environments, its partitioning algorithm must be extended to consider the different performance and memory
sizes of heterogeneous GPUs, various orders of heterogeneous nodes used for a pipeline, and the memory requirement
of the GPUs for partitions.
We run the training of ResNet-152 using PipeDream, which
is implemented on PyTorch [37], in our heterogeneous GPU
cluster described in Section 8.1. Since the partitioning algorithm does not consider heterogeneous GPUs, for each
GPU type, we profile ResNet-152, then generate partitions
of the model assuming that our cluster is configured with
homogeneous GPUs with that type, and finally, measure the
throughput of PipeDream with the partitions. All the computed configurations of the pipeline result in a large number
of (i.e., 12 or 14) partitions. For example, with Q, the configuration is 4-2-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 indicating that the model is
divided into 12 partitions where the first partition is executed
by four GPUs with DP, the second one is executed by two
GPUs with DP, and so on. For these configurations, we run
experiments with various orders of the four different nodes
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and test using several batch sizes. (Note that we could not
run training for some configurations due to out of memory errors.) The best throughput measured using PipeDream is 158.
Recall that the throughputs of Horovod (with 12 GPUs) and
HetPipe are 415 and 580, respectively. In this case, the performance of PipeDream for ResNet-152 is found to be low as
a large number of partitions cause high network overhead, in
addition to the sub-optimal partitions. Therefore, with PMP
alone (i.e., single virtual worker), the performance benefit
may become limited when a model is divided into numerous
partitions. Instead of increasing partitions, running DP with
multiple virtual workers like HetPipe can improve the parallelism of training and further improve performance in such
cases.
Effect of imbalanced partitions Our partitioning algorithm attempts to balance partitions while satisfying the memory requirements. However, depending on the DNN model,
computed partitions may be imbalanced. For example, for a
model composed of a small number of layers, if one layer
takes much longer to execute compared to other layers, the
partitions may end up having different execution times. In
this case, the performance of the pipeline will be degraded as
in any other pipeline-based systems. Note that running DP for
the slow partition to have a similar processing rate across all
the partitions like PipeDream [38] will be a possible extension
of HetPipe.

10

Related Work

Pipelining has been leveraged to improve the performance
of machine learning systems [6, 7, 19, 32, 38]. A pipelining scheme is employed to handle expensive backpropagation [7]. Pipe-SGD pipelines the processing of a minibatch to hide communication time in AllReduce based systems [32]. A weight prediction technique is proposed to address the staleness issue in pipelined model parallelism [6].
Detailed comparisons of HetPipe with PipeDream [38] and
GPipe [19] are provided in Section 2.2. Note that the feature
of overlapping computation and communication, presented
in PipeDream [38], will also improve the performance of our
system. PipeDream employs the one-forward-one-backward
scheduling algorithm for pipeline execution. Sophisticated
schedulers that consider various factors such as heterogeneous
configurations, the number of partitions, and the number of
concurrent minibatches within a virtual worker, can potentially improve the performance of HetPipe. Techniques to
optimize learning rates have been studied [15], which can
also be applied to HetPipe to help converge faster.
Decentralized training systems that consider heterogeneous
environments have also been studied [33, 34]. However, these
techniques do not consider integration of DP with PMP, which
allows support for large models that do not fit into single
GPU memory. In AD-PSGD, once a mini-batch is processed,
a worker updates the parameters by averaging them with only
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one neighbor which is randomly selected [33]. This is done
asynchronously, allowing faster workers to continue. In theory, the convergence rate of AD-PSGD is the same as SGD.
In principle, the contribution of AD-PSGD is orthogonal with
the contributions of HetPipe in that we can extend our HetPipe
further by adapting the idea of asynchronous decentralized
update in AD-PSGD when there is a bottleneck in the parameter server. When it comes to the experimental evaluations,
the performance of AD-PSGD is evaluated for DNN models
whose sizes are 1MB, 60MB, and 100MB, which are smaller
than the models we consider in HetPipe. For a decentralized
training system, Hop [34] considers the bounded staleness
and backup workers, and uses CIFAR-10 for performance
evaluation on a CNN model.
There have been earlier efforts to employ DP and/or MP for
model training. Project Adam uses both DP and MP to train
machine learning models on CPUs [8]. Pal et al. combine DP
and MP in a similar way as our system, but do not consider
pipelining nor heterogeneous GPUs [43]. STRADS leverages
MP to address the issues of uneven convergence of parameters and parameter dependencies [27]. FlexFlow considers
utilizing parallelism in various dimensions such as sample,
operator, attribute and parameters to maximize parallelization performance [23]. Bounded staleness has been explored
where Jiang et al. present heterogeneity-aware parameter synchronization algorithms based on the SSP model [24], while
Cui et al. analyze the effects of bounded staleness [11].
Hierarchical AllReduce performs the AllReduce operation
in two levels [22]. This technique does not solve the straggler
problem in a heterogeneous GPU cluster, as master GPUs in
the second level will have different GPU types. BlueConnect
is an efficient AllReduce communication library considering heterogeneous networks [9]; unfortunately, it also cannot
handle stragglers caused by heterogeneous GPUs.

11

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a DNN training system, HetPipe,
that integrates pipelined model parallelism with data parallelism. Leveraging multiple virtual workers, each of which
consists of multiple, possibly whimpy, heterogeneous GPUs,
HetPipe makes it possible to efficiently train large DNN models. We proved that HetPipe converges and presented results
showing the fast convergence of DNN models with HetPipe.
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Learning-augmented systems represent an emerging paradigm
shift in how the industry designs modern systems in production today [33]. They refer to systems whose design methodology or control logic is at the intersection of traditional heuristics and machine learning. Due to the interdisciplinary nature,
learning-augmented systems have long been widely considered difficult to build and require a team of engineers and data
scientists to operationalize. To this end, this paper reports
our years of experience in designing and operating learningaugmented systems in production at Microsoft.
The need of learning-augmented system design stems from
the fact that heterogeneous and complex decision-makings
run through each stage of the modern system lifecycle. These
decisions govern how systems handle workloads to satisfy
user requirements under a particular runtime environment.

Examples include in-memory cache eviction policy, query
plan formulation in databases, routing decisions by networking infrastructure, job scheduling for data processing clusters,
document ranking in search engines, and so on.
Most of these decision-makings have been solved with explicit rules or heuristics based on human experience and comprehension. However, while heuristics perform well in general, they can be suboptimal as modern systems evolve. First,
since many heuristics were designed at the time when computation and memory resources were relatively constrained,
their optimality was often traded for execution cost. Second,
since heuristics are typically designed for some presumably
general cases, hardware/software changes and workload dynamics can break their intended usage or assumptions. Third,
many modern systems have grown in complexity and scale
beyond what humans can design heuristics for.
Recent advances in machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) have driven a shift in system design paradigm. Various efforts [6, 7, 16, 28, 34, 36, 48] have found success in
formulating certain system decision-makings into ML/DL
predictive tasks. Conceptually, from past benchmarks, ML/DL
techniques can learn factors that impact the system behavior.
For example, Cortez et al. [16] reported an 81% accuracy in
predicting average VM CPU utilization, which translates to
∼ 6× more opportunities for server oversubscription; Alipourfard et al. [7] reported near-optimal cloud configurations being
predicted for running analytical jobs on Amazon EC2.
AutoSys is a framework that unifies the development process of several learning-augmented systems at Microsoft. AutoSys has driven decision-makings with ML/DL techniques,
for several critical performance optimization scenarios. These
scenarios range from web search engine, advertisement delivery infrastructure, content delivery network, to voice-over-IP
client. Not only do these scenarios allow us to gain insights
into the learning-augmented design, but they also reveal common design considerations that AutoSys should address.

This work was done when Lifei Zhu, Zhao Lucis Li, and Zibo Wang
were interns at Microsoft Research.

Contributions. This paper makes the following key contributions, through reporting our years of experience in designing

Abstract
Although machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL)
provide new possibilities into optimizing system design and
performance, taking advantage of this paradigm shift requires
more than implementing existing ML/DL algorithms. This paper reports our years of experience in designing and operating
several production learning-augmented systems at Microsoft.
AutoSys is a framework that unifies the development process,
and it addresses common design considerations including
ad-hoc and nondeterministic jobs, learning-induced system
failures, and programming extensibility. Furthermore, this
paper demonstrates the benefits of adopting AutoSys with
measurements from one production system, Web Search. Finally, we share long-term lessons stemmed from unforeseen
implications that have surfaced over the years of operating
learning-augmented systems.

1

Introduction
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and operating learning-augmented systems.
First, Section 2 analyzes the need for adopting the learningaugmented design, with concrete observations from modern
systems in production. Due to its architectural similarities
to most modern systems, this paper uses web search infrastructure (Web Search) as the target system scenario for performance optimization. We characterize sources of system
complexity and operation complexity in modern systems, to
contribute an understanding of the emergence of learningaugmented system design in industry.
Second, Section 3 describes the AutoSys framework that
formulates a system decision-making as an optimization task.
AutoSys incorporates proven techniques to address common
design considerations in building learning-augmented systems. (1) To support scenario-specific decision-making, AutoSys employs a hybrid architecture – decentralizing inference plane for system-specific interactions such as actuations
and exploration, and centralizing training plane for hosting
an array of ML/DL algorithms with generalized abstractions.
(2) To handle ad-hoc and nondeterministic jobs spawned by
an optimization task, AutoSys employs a cross-layer solution
– prioritizing jobs based on their expected gains towards solving the given optimization task and executing jobs in a container to satisfy heterogeneous job requirements in a resourcesharing environment. (3) To handle learning-induced system
failures due to inference uncertainties, AutoSys incorporates
a rule-based engine with hard rules authored by experts to
check an inferred actuation’s commands and assumptions.
Third, we report long-term lessons stemmed from the years
of operations, and these lessons include higher-than-expected
learning costs, pitfalls of human-in-the-loop, generality, and
so on. Prior to sharing these lessons in Section 5, Section 4
quantifies benefits of the learning-augmented design, on Web
Search’s key application logic and data stores. Compared to
years of expert tuning, Web Search exhibits an 11.5% reduction in CPU utilization for a keyword-based selection engine,
3.4% improvement in relevance score for a ranking engine,
16.8% reduction in key-value lookups for a datastore cluster,
and so on. The core of AutoSys is open-sourced on GitHub
(https://github.com/Microsoft/nni).

2

Background and Motivations

As system performance drives end-user experience and revenue, many modern systems are supported by large teams of
engineers and operators. This section shares concrete observations in production, which have motivated the industry to transit to the learning-augmented system design. Particularly, we
deep dive into one large-scale cloud system – the web-scale
search service, or Web Search. Web Search is architecturally
representative of modern systems, with fundamental building
blocks of networking, application logic, and data stores.
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2.1

Overview of Web-Scale Search

This section describes the Web Search design with respect to
the fundamental building blocks of modern systems.
Distributed and Pipelined Infrastructure. Web Search realizes a multi-stage pipeline of networked services (c.f. Figure 1), to iteratively refine the list of candidate documents
for a user search query. The first stage is Selection service
which selects relevant documents from massive web indexes
as candidates for subsequent Ranking service. It relies on both
keyword-based and semantics-based matching strategies, i.e.,
KSE and SSE. Then, Ranking service orders these documents
according to their expected relevance to the user query, by running the RE ranking engine. Finally, Re-ranking service adds
additional web contents that are relevant to the user query, and
it re-ranks search results. These additional contents are from
sources such as stock and weather, and verticals such as news
and images. Suppose the user query contains celebrity names,
search results will likely have relevant news and images.
Application Logic. We present three applications implemented with rules, heuristics, and ML-based logic.
First, Selection service’s Keyword-based engine (KSE)
matches keywords in user queries and web documents, by
looking up inverted web indexes. Queries are first classified
into pre-specified categories. Each category corresponds to a
physical execution plan, or a hand-crafted sequence of subplans to specify the document evaluation criteria. For example,
one sub-plan can specify whether a query keyword should
appear in the web document title/body/URL, and how many
documents should be retrieved. Sub-plan knobs determine the
trade-offs between search relevance and latency.
Second, Selection service’s semantics-based engine (SSE)
selects web documents with keywords semantically similar
to the user query. The problem can be formulated as Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search [14, 47] in the vector
space where keywords that share similar semantics are located
in close proximity. The search strategy is an iterative process,
and each step can take on one of the three possible actions:
(1) identifying some anchors in the vector space by looking
up the tree, (2) marking anchors’ one-hop neighbors in the
neighborhood graph as new anchors, and (3) terminating and
returning the best anchors that we have seen. The action sequence determines how fast SSE returns semantically relevant
document candidates.
Third, Ranking service’s ranking engine (RE) implements
a ranking algorithm based on high-performance LambdaMART [12], which uses Gradient Boosted Decision Trees
(GBDT) [20]. GBDT is one of the sophisticated ranking algorithms hosted by Web Search, and each targets different query
types, document types, languages, and query intentions. Since
GBDT combines a set of sub-models to produce the final
results, tuning RE requires data scientists to reason about how
tuning each sub-model would impact the overall performance.
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Figure 1: AutoSys drives transitions of several critical engines in Web Search to the learning-augmented design. These engines
include KSE (Keyword-based Selection Engine), SSE (Semantics-based Selection Engine), RE (Ranking Engine), RocksDB
key-value store engine, and MLTF (Multi-level Time and Frequency) key-value store engine. Since Web Search is architecturally
similar to modern systems in general, AutoSys has also been applied to other production systems at Microsoft.
Data Store. One common data structure of web indexes is
the key-value store. Web Search employs both open-sourced
RocksDB, and customized solutions such as Multi-level Time
and Frequency key-value store (MLTF). MLTF takes key access time and frequency as signals to decide cache evictions.
The index of SSE engine is organized in a mixed structure
of space partition tree and neighborhood graph. Space partition tree is used to navigate the search to some coarse-grained
subspaces while the neighborhood graph is used to traverse
the keywords in these subspaces.

2.2

Sources of System Complexity

Heterogenous Classes of Decisions. Decision-makings in
systems can be grouped into three classes: application logic,
system algorithms, and system configurations. Each class requires human experts with different skill sets and experience.
First, application logic implements features that fulfill user
requirements, so its decision-making process should adapt to
user usage. In the case of Web Search, Ranking service hosts
hundreds of lightweight and sophisticated ranking algorithms
for different user query types and document types. Optimizing
these ranking algorithms requires data scientists to have a
deep understanding of how different ML/DL capabilities can
be combined to match user preferences.
Second, the infrastructure implements system algorithms
to better support application requirements with available resources. In the case of Web Search, Selection service has
algorithms responsible for compiling user queries into physical execution plans that are specific to underlying hardware
capabilities. Optimizing algorithms requires system designers
to consider the relationship between application requirements
and infrastructure capabilities.
Third, system configurations are knobs for operators to
customize systems. Optimizing knobs requires a deep understanding of their combined effects on system behavior [50].
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Multi-Dimensional System Evaluation Metrics. Optimizing multiple metrics can be non-trivial if they have different
(and potentially conflicting) goals. For instance, Selection
service has tens of metrics in different categories: resource
usage, response latency, throughput, and search result relevance. Reasoning about the trade-offs among multiple metrics
quickly becomes painstaking for humans, as the number of
evaluation metrics increases. In some cases, system designers
follow a rather conservative rule: improving some metrics
without causing other metrics to regress. In fact, any software
update in Web Search that can cause search quality degradation should not be deployed, even if it improves some crucial
metrics such as the query latency for top queries.
Modern systems can also have meta-metrics that aggregate
a set of metrics or measurements over a time period. One
example is the "weekly user satisfaction rate" of Ranking service. To optimize these aggregated metrics, system operators
need to understand their compositions.
End-to-End and Full-Stack Optimization. Modern systems are constructed with subsystems and components to
achieve separation of concerns. Since the end-to-end system
performance represents an aggregated contribution of all components, optimizing one component should consider how its
outputs would impact others. For example, we have observed
that Selection service may increase the number of potentially
relevant pages returned, at the risk of increasing spam pages.
If the subsequent Ranking service does not consider the possibilities of spam pages, it can hurt user satisfaction.

2.3

Sources of Operation Complexity

Environment Diversity and System Dynamics. While hardware upgrades and infrastructure changes can offer new capabilities, they potentially alter the existing system behavior. An
example is how we altered the in-memory caching mechanism
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design, according to I/O throughput gaps between memory
and mass storage medium for different data sizes. Furthermore, hardware upgrades might be rolled out in phases [41],
and server resources can be shared with co-located tenants.
Therefore, it is possible that instances of a distributed system
face different resource budgets.
Modern systems have increasingly adopted tighter and
more frequent software update cycles [39]. These software
updates range from architecture, implementation, to even data.
For example, Selection service has bi-annual major revisions
to meet the increasing query volume and Web documents size,
or even to adopt new relevance algorithms. And, Re-ranking
service can introduce new data structures for new data types,
or new caching mechanisms for the storage hierarchy. Finally, software behavior can change with periodic patches,
bug fixes [54], and even the monthly index refresh.
Workload Diversity and Dynamics. Interestingly, there can
be non-trivial differences among the workloads that individual system components actually observe. The reason is that
subsystems can target different execution triggers, or depend
on the outputs of others. For example, the list of candidate
documents returned by Selection service predominately dictates the workload of Ranking service. And, if a large number
of user queries do not have hits in web indexes, Ranking
service would have low utilization. The same observation is
applicable to the Re-ranking service.
Furthermore, the workload can have temporal dynamics
that are predictable and unpredictable, and an example is
where the search keyword trend can shift with national holidays and breaking news, respectively.
Non-Trivial System Knobs. Modern systems can expose a
large number of controllable knobs to system operators. These
knobs include software logic parameters, hardware configurations, actions of an execution sequence, engine selections,
and so on. Operation complexity arises from the following
observations. A set of knobs can have dependencies [54], i.e.,
the effect of one knob depends on the setting of another knob.
In addition, knobs should be set with the prior knowledge
of runtime workloads and system specifications [52]. In the
presence of system and workload dynamics, operators need
to periodically adjust knob settings for optimal performance.
Finally, software parameters can take values of several types:
continuous numbers (e.g., 0 - 1,000), discrete numbers (e.g.,
1 and 2), and categorical values (e.g., ON and OFF).

3

AutoSys

We introduce the AutoSys framework to unify the development
of learning-augmented systems. While AutoSys has driven
performance optimization for several production systems at
Microsoft, our discussions here focus on Web Search.
Optimization Tasks. In AutoSys, a system decision-making
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(a) Optimal decision is directly predicted

(b) Optimal decision is indirectly predicted

Figure 2: Heterogenous classes of decision-makings can be
formulated as ML/DL optimization tasks. This figure illustrates two common realizations of optimization tasks.

is formulated as an optimization task. In the case of system
performance optimization, the output of an optimization task
contains optimal values of system knobs. The input consists
of system and workload characteristics (e.g., traffic arrival
rate). During execution, an optimization task can trigger a sequence of jobs of the following types: (1) system exploration
jobs, (2) ML/DL model training and inferencing jobs, and (3)
optimization solver. Next, Figure 2 illustrates two use cases
of optimization tasks.
Figure 2a illustrates the first case where AutoSys predominately learns from human experts, who handcraft the training
dataset containing preferable knob settings for some system
states and workloads. In this case, the model takes in system
states and workload features as inputs, and directly infers
the optimal knob settings. As one example implementation,
AutoSys can assign a high reward for these preferable knob
settings, and the model can implement value functions to find
a policy that maximizes the reward for unforeseen inputs.
Figure 2b illustrates the second case where AutoSys predominately learns from interactive explorations with the target
system. By automatically generating system benchmark candidates, AutoSys collects measurements to train models. In
this case, the model takes in a knob setting and predicts the
expected value of performance metrics. Based on these model
predictions, an optimization solver can infer optimal knob
settings. An example implementation of model and solver
is regression models and gradient descent. For cases where
a sequence of step-wise actions is necessary such as Selection service’s search query plans, the solver can be based on
reinforcement learning.

3.1

Design Principles

AutoSys follows the design principles below, to address common considerations in building learning-augmented systems.
To support scenario-specific decision-makings, AutoSys
implements a hybrid architecture. Specifically, a centralized
training plane is shared across all target systems, and decen-
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Figure 3: AutoSys framework. It centralizes training plane
which hosts an array of ML/DL algorithms, and decentralizes inference plane for system-specific interactions such as
actuations and exploration.

Figure 4: Workflow of training plane. System exploration jobs
are wrapped in a Trial object, which collects system benchmark outputs for training models in the Training Service.

AutoSys executes an optimization task by spawning a number
of jobs: (1) system exploration jobs, (2) ML/DL model training and inferencing jobs, and (3) optimization solver. Figure 3
shows the overall AutoSys framework to support these jobs.

have implemented algorithms based on TPE [9], SMAC [26],
Hyperband [30], Metis [31], and random search.
The second step is to benchmark configuration candidates.
Trial Manager abstracts each system benchmark as a Trial
object – the Trial object has fields holding (1) knob configurations, (2) execution meta-data: the command to run binaries
and even ML/DL models (e.g., RE’s hyper-parameter tuning),
and metrics to log, (3) resource requirements (e.g., the number
of GPU cores). In the case of KSE, SSE, MLTF, RocksDB
engines, their Trial instances point to both the system executable and workload replay tool. The replay tool feeds a
pre-recorded workload trace to the executable. In contrast, RE
engine has a different goal of optimizing a ranking model’s
hyperparameters, its Trial instance contains the model and
the dataset location. And, invoking updateConfigs updates
model hyperparameters.
Table 2 presents the Trial Manager API. Invoking
startTrial submits a Trial instance to Trial Service. At any
time, updateConfigs can be called to change knob settings,
and getMetrics can be called to retrieve metric measurements. A Trial can optionally assess its intermediate benchmark results, to decide whether it should terminate the benchmark early. To do so, Trial sends intermediate results to an
Assessor instance implementing early-stopping criteria. If the
criteria is met, Assessor can invoke Trial Manager’s stopJob.
The third step is model training. Upon the completion of
Trial instances, getMetrics outputs are merged with the corresponding knob settings to form a tabular dataset, for Training Service to train models. Historical results are optionally
stored in data store, for model re-training or data sharing
among similar scenarios.

Training Plane. The training plane implements features to
support both system exploration jobs and ML/DL training
jobs. Figure 4 shows the training plane workflow. The first
step is candidate generation, which generates knob values to
benchmark for the purpose of building up the training dataset.
Considering the costs of running system benchmarks, the key
is to balance the number of candidates and the model accuracy.
Generation algorithms are wrapped in Tuner instances, and we

Inference Plane. The inference plane implements features
to support ML/DL inferencing jobs and optimization solver.
Taking the current system states and workload characteristics
as inputs, these jobs infer optimal actuations. These jobs are
typically triggered by events, which are predefined by system
operators to support service level agreements. For example,
if the target system’s workload changes (e.g., an increase in
search queries per second), performance drops (e.g., a drop

tralized inference planes are deployed for each target system.
We observe that a centralized training plane promotes sharing
data and trained models among scenarios – for example, this
can help bootstrapping model training by initializing neural
network weights and model hyper-parameters. Decentralized
inference planes help distribute inference loads that grow
with the system scale, and they also allow scenario-specific
customizations such as verification rules.
To manage computation resources, AutoSys implements a
cross-layer solution. Specifically, AutoSys abstracts scenarios
as optimization tasks, and allows target systems to prioritize
jobs spawned by their tasks. Unifying learning-augmented
scenarios allows computation resources to be flexibly shared,
especially since tasks are ad-hoc and non-deterministic. First,
tasks are triggered in response to system dynamics, which
might not exhibit a regular pattern. Second, jobs are determined at runtime according to the optimization task progress.
To handle learning-induced system failures, AutoSys implements a rule-based engine to validate actuations. Since
most models mathematically encode knowledge learned, existing verification tools might not be applicable. On the other
hand, rules are human-readable and human-verifiable.

3.2

Framework Overview
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Name
tuner.updateSearchSpace(args)
candidates = tuner.generateCandidates()
tuner.generateModel()

Description
Specify search space. args is a list of system knobs’ names, value types, and value ranges.
Generate and return a list of configuration candidates.
Train the Tuner instance’s model.

Table 1: Tuner instance API
Name
trial = submitTrial(args)
trial.startTrial()
trial.stopJob()
trial.updateConfigs(args)
measurements = trial.getMetrics()

Description
Submit and deploy a benchmark trial. args include a configuration candidate, execution meta-data,
and scheduling meta-data.
Start a benchmark trial.
Stop a benchmark trial.
Update a trial’s configuration candidate. args is a configuration candidate.
Return perf measurements of a trial.

Table 2: Trial Manager API
in tail latencies), or models update, inference plane initiates
optimization tasks to make system tuning decisions. Furthermore, inference plane can be configured to directly actuate
the target system, or simply inform system operators as suggestions. Finally, the inference plane can relay online system
performance measurements to the training plane, for training.

3.3

Ad-hoc and Nondeterministic Jobs

In contrast to traditional systems, learning-augmented systems introduce jobs that are difficult for system operators to
provision beforehand. First, optimization tasks are ad-hoc
– they are triggered in response to adapting to system and
workload dynamics, which might not exhibit a regular pattern.
Second, optimization tasks have nondeterministic requirements – they spawn system exploration jobs and ML training
jobs according to the optimization progress at runtime. To this
end, AutoSys implements mechanisms to prioritize, schedule,
and execute these jobs.
Job Prioritization. The tuner can prioritize the list of candidates in generateCandidates, to highlight benchmarks
that are expected to subsequently improve model accuracy
the most. Unnecessary benchmarks waste time and resources,
especially for systems that require warm-up (e.g., in-memory
cache warm-up). In this mode, training plane iterates between
candidate generation, candidate prioritization, and model
training.
We illustrate some of the candidate prioritization strategies
that AutoSys Tuners have implemented. First, since the Metis
Tuner uses Gaussian process (GP) regression model, it leverages GP’s capability to estimate the confidence interval of
its inference. A larger confidence interval represents lower
inference confidence. And, it prioritizes candidates by sorting
their confidence interval in descending order. Second, the TPE
Tuner maintains two mixture models to learn the distribution
of top-performing knob combinations [9]. It computes how
likely a candidate belongs to this distribution, and prioritizes
by sorting likelihood scores in descending order.
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Job Scheduling. Trial Manager schedules Trials according to
priorities and available resources, and passes this information
to underlying infrastructure [3, 49]. Trials can impose heterogeneous resource requirements to support their corresponding
decision-making scenarios. Taking system exploration jobs
as an example – benchmarking ML/DL-learned system components in RE benefits from access to ML/DL acceleration
hardware such as GPUs, but benchmarking MLTF KV engine
must take place with SSDs. We note that scheduling learning
jobs also have similar considerations. For learning approaches
based on neural networks, their training jobs can be scheduled to machines with GPUs and TPUs [1] for acceleration.
Some learning approaches such as Metis maintain a collection of ML models, and their training and inference time can
significantly benefit from multiple CPU cores.
Job Execution. In addition to natively running system exploration jobs (i.e., Trial instances) on real machines, AutoSys
also supports containers such as Docker [2]. The container
image packages a Trial’s software dependencies including the
target system’s binaries and libraries. Containers benefit AutoSys in the following ways. First, containers can be started
and stopped to share hardware resources among multiple target systems. Second, previous efforts reported that containers
exhibit a much lower overhead than virtual machines [19].
This improves the benchmark fidelity, hence AutoSys’s training data quality. Second, the capability of deploying an image
on heterogeneous machines easily enables benchmarking a
target system under different hardware environments.
In addition to allocating short-lived containers that run only
one benchmark, AutoSys also offers long-lived containers.
For Trials with multiple benchmarks, long-lived containers
effectively amortize the cost of initializing and loading the
image. Furthermore, if consecutive benchmarking jobs need
to share states (e.g., warmed-up caches) and data (e.g., weight
sharing for tuning ML/DL model hyperparameters), contents
in memory can be retained and reused.
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performance (of an actuation) significantly differs from the
actual performance measurement, this feedback is relayed to
the training plane as additional training data. An example rule
is |per f .latency − per f p red.latency| > 10 in Figure 5.

3.5

Figure 5: Workflow of rule engine in inference plane.

3.4

Learning-Induced System Failures

Being stochastic in nature, ML/DL inference exhibits some degrees of uncertainty, and this uncertainty can lead to learninginduced system failures or suboptimality. While failures are
not unique to learning-augmented systems [8], handling them
requires a different approach for the following reasons. First,
ML/DL models mathematically encode knowledge learned
from the training data, the meaning of their internal weights is
not interpretable to humans and common formal verification
techniques. Second, as models autonomously learn from the
training data, it is difficult to assess whether a dataset would
guarantee a model to fully learn a particular concept.
Since it is hard to formally verify ML/DL correctness, AutoSys opts to validate ML/DL outputs with a rule-based engine. These validation rules are authored by operators, and
the rule engine functions as a blacklist. Each rule specifies
conditions of a violation to catch, and it has the following
format: (Predicate1 AND|OR Predicate2 ...). A predicate is
one variable value comparison with operators such as ==,
! =, >=, >, <=, and <. Conceptually, AutoSys maintains
the following two rulesets for each target system.
First, ruleset validates ML/DL actuations, or inference runtime outputs as illustrated in Figure 5. In addition to validating
parameter value constraints, if certain system states have been
known to cause failures (from either past experience or bug
reports), system operators can prevent those configurations
from being applied. Rules can also encode knob dependencies
– an example is the multi-tenant setup where the total memory allocated to all tenants must not exceed a budget, and the
blacklist rule can be written as capacity1 + capacity2 > 1024.
Second, ruleset checks the actuation feedback, or target
system outputs as illustrated in Figure 5. One use case in our
deployments is to check discrepancies between actual system
states and ML/DL inference. Specifically, if the predicted
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Extensibility

Since tuning scenarios can vary in requirements, we design
AutoSys to be extensible through the Tuner abstraction. Tuner
is agnostic to specific candidate generation algorithms, and it
provides APIs to wrap the underlying ML/DL details (c.f. Table 1). After a Tuner instance is instantiated, users can specify
its search space by invoking updateSearchSpace method.
The method argument is a list of system knobs’ names, value
types, and value ranges. Invoking generateCandidates generates a list of configuration candidates to be benchmarked
for model training. Then, after benchmarks complete, AutoSys invokes generateModel to train and update the Tuner
instance’s model in Training Service.
We have implemented Tuners based on algorithms including TPE [9], SMAC [26], Hyperband [30], Metis [31], and
random search. Our implementation of updateSearchSpace
allows system operators to specify each parameter’s expected
value type: choice (e.g., categorical values for KSE engine’s RankingStreams parameter), uniform (e.g., continuous number within a range for RE engine’s LearningRate),
randint (e.g., integers between within a range for RocksDB
engine’s WriteBufferSize parameter), and so on. Finally,
for model-less algorithms such as random search, it is not
necessary to implement generateModel.

3.6

Implementation

Our current implementation comprises ∼18,205 lines of
Python code (Tuner: 5,427, Assessor: 1,392, Trial Manager:
35, Trial Service: 28), ∼12,852 lines of TypeScript code (Trial
Manager: 3,283, Trial Service: 6,638), and ∼13,344 lines of
code in other languages. We have implemented Tuners for
an array of popular optimization algorithms such as TPE
(Tree-structured Parzen Estimator) [9], SMAC (Sequential
Model-based Algorithm Configuration) [26], Hyperband [30],
Metis [31], anneal, naïve evolution, grid search, and random
search. We have also implemented two early-stopping algorithms based on median stop [23] and curve fitting [18].
Our current implementation supports the following Trial
Service realizations: local machine, remote servers, several
Kubernetes-based platforms, and several internal experimental platforms. We have open-sourced the core of AutoSys on
GitHub (https://github.com/Microsoft/nni).

4

Production Deployment Measurements

This section presents production measurements of Web
Search, and Table 3 summarizes key results. The goal is to
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Keyword-based Selection Engine (KSE)

Search space size
O(1000n )

Tuning time
1 week

Semantics-based Selection Engine (SSE)
Ranking Engine (RE)
RocksDB key-value cluster (RocksDB)
Multi-level Time and Frequency key-value cluster (MLTF)

Action sequences
O(10n )
O(100n )
O(100n )

1 week
1 week
2 days
1 week

Key results (vs. long-term expert tuning)
Up to 33.5% and 11.5% reduction in 99-percentile
latency and CPU utilization, respectively
Up to 20.0% reduction in average latency
3.4% improvement in NDCG@5
Lookup latency on-par with years of expert tuning
16.8% reduction on avg in 99-percentile latency

Table 3: Summary of adopting learning-augmented design to tune various systems of Web Search (c.f. Section 2.1). We compare
key results to the previous practice of manual tuning by human experts over the years. n represents the number of parameters.
quantify benefits of adopting learning-augmented system design in terms of (1) tuning effort reduction and (2) system
performance improvement.

4.1

Tuning Application Logic

This subsection considers both cases of tuning application
logic in a single step and in a sequence of step-wise actions.
Specifically, we present measurements from Selection service’s KSE engine and SSE engine.
Performance Gain for KSE Engine. KSE engine exposes
the following key knobs. Each execution plan consists of a
hand-crafted sequence of sub-plans. Each sub-plan has a categorical parameter, RankingStreams (title, body, anchor,
and URL), that specifies document fields that a query keyword
should appear in. In addition, it has an integer parameter,
MaxSeekCount (1 - 1000), that dictates the maximum number
of documents the sub-plan should examine. These parameters
determine the trade-off between Selection service effectiveness and latency – while a large MaxSeekCount potentially
increases the number of document candidates for ranking, it
also increases the Selection service latency. Depending on the
number of execution plans, there can be up to 20 controllable
knobs and parameters.
Metrics of interests include per-query latency, CPU utilization, and relevance. As Selection outputs an un-ranked
list, we use the popular NCG (Normalized Cumulative Gain)
score to quantify the overall relevance, and this is a variant of
NDCG [5] that does not consider position-based discounting.
Importantly, the higher the NCG, the more likely users will
click the corresponding search result. For KSE, the optimization target is to reduce latency and CPU utilization, while
keeping relevance score the same.
We optimized KSE for the image and video domain. Web
Search divides the image and video domain into several segments: generic, tail (e.g., lower popularity), regions (e.g., US
market), and so on. With production workloads, we ran the
TPE (Tree-structured Parzen Estimator) Tuner for a week,
on a machine with 2.1 GHz CPU (with 8 cores) and 16 GB
RAM. Compared to years of expert-tuning, we highlight the
following improvements. For the image domain, AutoSys lowered KSE 99-percentile latency by another 16.9% - 33.5%,
and CPU utilization by another 9.0% - 11.0%. For the video
domain, compared to expert-tuned configurations, AutoSys
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lowered KSE 99-percentile latency by another 19.4% - 29.7%,
and CPU utilization by another 10.1% - 11.5%. These improvements represent a Selection latency reduction up to 33
msec; for reference, many companies have reported an ∼1.0%
revenue gain from reducing the end-to-end search engine latency by 100 msec.
Performance Gain for SSE Engine. SSE engine optimization concerns with deciding the action for each step of the execution sequence. In contrast to other engines in Web Search,
SSE requires a correct ordering of actions. The problem can
be formulated as the Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN)
search [14, 47] in the vector space. As we mentioned before,
given a user query, each step of SSE chooses one of the three
possible actions: (1) identifying some anchors in the vector
space by looking up the tree, (2) making anchors’ one-hop
neighbors in the neighborhood graph as new anchors, and (3)
terminating and returning the best anchors that we have seen.
At each step, SSE provides the following system states and
environment features for the decision-making: the number
of distance calculations between candidates and the query so
far, the number of tree searches so far, whether top K candidates have been updated in the last T actions, and the average
distance between current top K candidates and the query.
We implemented a reinforcement learning Tuner with tabular based models (Q-tables). Reinforcement learning excels in discovering the action sequence that would maximize the overall reward. We define the reward of step t as
a trade-off between relevance gain and latency cost: Rt =
α × relevance_gaint − β × latency_costt (α and β are hyperparameters). Under Web Search production workload, we
observed that learned execution sequences are able to achieve
an average of 20.0% reduction in latency while keeping the
relevance score the same.
Additional Consideration: Actuation Granularity. While
setting up AutoSys for KSE, we encountered the question
of actuation granularity – should AutoSys generate coarsegrained actuations (i.e., one actuation for all system instances) or fine-grained actuations (i.e., one actuation for
each system instance, user segment, region, and so on)?
Coarse-grained actuations impose less computation loads,
but fine-grained actuations potentially offer higher performance gains. Unfortunately, the real-world value of learningaugmented design diminishes with either high learning cost
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Image-generic
Image-tail
Image-US
Video-generic
Video-tail

RS
U,T,B
U,T,B
U,T,B,C
U,T,C
U,T,C

MS1
300
484
245
220
125

MS2
6
10
50
160
30

MS3
9,00
6,30
4,80
6,50
6,40

MS4
160
130
90
10
180

Table 4: Optimal decisions should vary with workload diversity. This table illustrates the optimal configuration of
key KSE knobs for several segments of the image and video
search domain. RS and MS are the abbreviated name for RankingStreams and MaxSeekCount parameters, respectively.

conversion rate (e.g., ads clicking).
Additional Consideration: Human-in-the-Loop. We note
that solving the combinatorial optimization from a total of
5 × 108 possibilities is theoretically doable, but it might not
be practically feasible. With RE, we took advantage of human knowledge of the engine design, and reduced the value
range of several parameters during the process. Interestingly,
we have encountered cases where information from humans
unintentionally misled learning or caused unexpected consequences, and Section 5 shares these cases.

4.3
or low performance gain.
To balance the trade-off, we experimented with three levels of granularity: system-wide, per-instance, and per-searchsegment. Due to restrictions imposed by the production environment, we performed exploration jobs on a random selection of 3 instances in each search segment. Results suggested
that per-search-segment granularity best balances the trade-off
for KSE. Table 4 illustrates the best-performing knob configurations for five popular segments, and there is a noticeable
variance in their knob settings.

4.2

Tuning ML Algorithms

This subsection considers tuning system components that host
ML/DL algorithms. Specifically, we present measurement
from Ranking service’s RE engine.
Performance Gain for RE Engine. RE engine runs a set of
decision trees, or random forest. Its key controllable knobs
include LearningRate, NumberOfLeaves, MinimumDocsPerLeaf, NumberOfTrees, and so on. LearningRate takes a continuous number (0.01 - 0.99), for adjusting gradient descent
speed that trades off between learning convergence time and
accuracy. NumberOfLeaves takes an integer (10 - 5,000), for
adjusting the maximum number of base tree leaves, which
relates to the model’s learning capability. MinimumDocsPerLeaf takes an integer (5 - 1,000), for adjusting the minimum
number of documents in a leaf. NumberOfTrees takes an integer (5 - 100), for adjusting the number of decision trees.
In total, there are approximately 5 × 108 possible parameter
combinations in the configuration space.
The optimization metric is NDCG (c.f. Section 4.1), and
we ran the TPE (Tree-structured Parzen Estimator) Tuner
in AutoSys for one week, on a machine with 2.1 GHz CPU
(with 8 cores) and 16 GB RAM. Compared to years of experttuning, we highlight the following improvements (evaluated
on a production workload containing 150K queries and 2.5M
URLs): AutoSys improved NDCG@1 (i.e., top 1 result’s
NDCG score) by another 2.9%, NDCG@2 (i.e., top 2 results’
NDCG score) by another 3.4%, NDCG@3 by another 3.4%,
NDCG@4 by another 3.4%, and NDCG@5 by another 3.4%.
We note that ranking relevance has a direct correlation with
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Tuning Data Store

Through both RocksDB engine and MLTF engine in Reranking service, we demonstrate data store optimization.
Performance Gain for RocksDB Engine. From years of
operation, Web Search operators selected the following key
knobs to optimize RocksDB read and write throughputs (in
MB per second): WriteBufferSize (1 - 96 MB), BlockSize
(128 - 2,000 KB), Level0FileNumCompactionTrigger (2 - 64),
and MaxBackgroundJobs (1 - 45). Details of these knobs
are available online [4]. We used the Metis Tuner because
gaussian process models have been shown to be effective for
tuning databases [6].
We allocated a two-day computation budget (on an 8-core
2.1 GHz CPU), for AutoSys to search for the optimal configuration with respect to a 5-day trace of production Web Search
traffic. AutoSys improves the maximum write throughput to
50.36 MB per second, which matches the throughput achieved
by Web Search operators’ years of manual tuning. This result demonstrates that AutoSys can significantly reduce the
amount of human efforts.
Performance Gain for MLTF Engine. MLTF (Multi-level
Time and Frequency) KV engine has the following key knobs.
There are NumCacheLevels (1 - 10) cache levels. A cached
object can move up a level if it has been queried CachePromotionThreshold (1 - 1,000) times. Top NumInevictableLevels (0
- 9) cache levels can be specified as being inevictable. Furthermore, MLTF does not immediately admit large keys with an
object size larger than AdmissionThreshold (1 - 1,000) bytes,
but it first holds them in a shadow buffer of ShadowCapacity
(1 - 10) MB. Then, keys in the shadow buffer are moved to the
cache only if they have been queried more than ShadowPromotionFreq (1 - 1,000) times. The dataset partition on each
server is divided into NumShards (1 - 64) shards. The metric of interests is the 99-percentile query latency. Due to the
noise in latency measurements, we used the Metis Tuner. We
collected measurements from one production cluster whose
servers have a 512 MB in-memory cache and SSD.
With measurements from a 14-day window, we try to answer the question, can AutoSys continuously maintain optimal
system performance over time? AutoSys generated a new configuration every two hours to adapt to workload dynamics.
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Figure 6: The figure summarizes the 99-percentile latency
reduction over a 14-day window, as compared to the static default configuration. AutoSys periodically tuned MLTF every
two hours, so we have 12 actuation feedbacks per day.

Figure 6 summarizes the latency reduction for each day, as
compared to the default configuration from human operators.
We highlight the following observations. First, AutoSys lowered the 99-percentile latency by an average of 16.8%. Second,
if the workload changes too frequently, AutoSys might not be
able to always update the system configure in time.
Additional Consideration: System Measurement Quality.
Noise and outliers are the common factors that system engineers typically consider in terms of measurement quality. In
fact, as mentioned above, they are the reason that we used
the Metis Tuner for MLTF. Interestingly, while setting up AutoSys for RocksDB, we encountered another factor of system
measurement quality – imbalanced measurements. In imbalanced datasets, data points are not roughly equally distributed
among all classes of behavior (e.g., read vs. write requests).
For example, in one RocksDB scenario, the workload trace is
significantly skewed, and writes significantly dominate reads.
As a result of using this trace for training, AutoSys optimization tasks frequently produced actuations that sacrificed read
throughput for write throughput. These actuations might not
be acceptable in the real world.

5

Long-Term Lessons Learned

Although AutoSys addresses common design considerations
(c.f. Section 3), unforeseen implications have surfaced over
years of operation. They reveal roadblocks in the transition to
learning-augmented system design, from the perspective of
system operators.

5.1

Higher-Than-Expected Learning Costs

While we anticipated model training would incur some costs,
these costs sometimes exceed our expectations due to how
operators set up models. The common approach is to model
an entire system deployment as one black box. Since ML/DL
models directly learn from the observed system execution
behavior, operators are freed from worrying about non-trivial
component interactions and resource contentions within the
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deployment. This benefit of simplicity is attractive because interactions and contentions are unavoidable in modern systems
– if multiple service instances are deployed on the same server,
they would contend for computation and I/O resources, especially on over-subscribed servers. Even for single-instance
servers, instances share network resources, job dispatcher, etc.
The first unapparent trade-off of modeling an entire system
deployment as one black box is re-training cost. Compared
to traditional systems, most modern systems are designed to
be elastic. Individual instances can be created and destroyed
on demand, and they can run on heterogeneous hardware as
required. Unfortunately, any changes to the deployment setup
would invalidate model assumptions and cause the trained
model to be irrelevant. In our example above, system setup
changes include the number of co-located instances on a
server and instance migration. Re-training models for modern systems can be costly. Complex systems require complex
ML/DL models, which tend to be difficult to train and require
a large amount of training data.
The second unapparent trade-off of modeling an entire
system deployment as one black box is exploration cost. Considering optimizing the job completion time for a cluster of
hundreds (or even thousands) workers and job dispatchers,
if we consider individual nodes’ CPU utilization, the model
would already have hundreds of inputs to learn. Furthermore,
preparing training datasets for this model scale can be challenging: (1) testbeds rarely match the target system’s hyper
scale in the real world, and (2) exploratory actuations on critical systems in production are prohibitive.
To mitigate higher-than-expected learning costs, one ongoing effort is to take advantage of the target system’s software modularity [40]. Software modularity emphasizes separating code functionality to promote maintainability. Similarly, instead of modeling an entire system deployment with
a monolithic model, we modularize the learning task into
composable units of learning assignments. One realization
is to dedicate a model to learn a subsystem or a component.
Considering a content-aggregation application that queries
two local key-value stores for images and videos in series, we
can have separate latency-predicting models for these stores,
Mimage and Mvideo . And, the end-to-end latency can be computed by aggregating outputs of Mimage and Mvideo . Due to the
separation, each model has less to learn and can be re-trained
independently. Furthermore, if the application is updated to
aggregate new content types, additional models (e.g., Mtext )
can be added without updating Mimage and Mvideo .
We acknowledge that software design modularity might
not always be the appropriate level of modularity, especially
that software modularity is typically based on the criteria of
code functionality and maintainability, rather than learning
complexity. This process is currently a manual trial-and-error
process for individual systems, and we are accumulating experience to standardize the methodology.
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5.2

Pitfalls of Human-in-the-Loop

Senior engineers and operators likely have a wealth of knowledge and experience on the target system, which can guide
AutoSys optimization tasks. This subsection describes cases
where information from humans unintentionally misled learning or caused unexpected consequences.
First, human experts can inject biases into training datasets,
by providing a large number of labeled data points for certain search space regions. This is possible if human experts
are already familiar with these regions. As a result, models
would exhibit an uneven distribution of uncertainties. For optimization algorithms that tend to exploit regions with lower
uncertainties, e.g., Expected Improvement (EI) [44], decisions
would likely lean towards regions labeled by human experts.
While the academic community has investigated data bias
in the context of classification (e.g., images [46]), learningaugmented systems also rely on regression. Our current practice is to advise operators to mix human-labeled datasets with
random exploration.
Second, human experts can write conflicting specifications
for optimization tasks. Specifically, human experts can help
AutoSys narrow down the search space by specifying the
valid value ranges of each configuration knob, and an example
is RE described in Section 4.2. At the same time, they can
specify invalid configurations for the rule engine to check
optimization task outputs. Due to human errors, if the invalid
space completely covers the valid space, any outputs would
effectively be rejected by AutoSys. Our current practice is to
run a tool to check this overlapping condition.

5.3

Closed-Loop System Control Interfaces

We have worked with many production systems that lack
closed-loop control interfaces. The closed loop refers to how
AutoSys actuates a system to achieve optimality, based on
the current system feedback. To this end, not only do modern
systems need interfaces to accept external actuations, but they
should also have well-defined interfaces that abstract system
measurements and logs in a way of facilitating learning.
We describe common issues that motivate this need. First,
some systems distribute configurable parameters and error
messages over a set of not-well documented configuration
files and logs [42]. And, directly modifying configuration
files means that the system can not enforce value checks or
provide immediate feedbacks. Second, parsing raw logs can
be time-consuming, especially if system components disagree
on a unified logging format or excessively log [27]. Third,
many system feedbacks are not natively learnable, e.g., stack
traces and core dumps.
To this end, we have been customizing closed-loop control interfaces for individual systems. Our current practice
consists of the following steps. We ensure interfaces contain
accessors for all configurable knobs and also accessors for
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system metrics. The latter output system measurements in the
format of time-series values, which capture system measurements since the last AutoSys actuation. Furthermore, control
interfaces implement mechanisms to remove system-specific
data outliers (e.g., Gaussian noise and spikes), to improve the
quality of system benchmark measurements as training data.

5.4

Applicability to Other Systems

This subsection summarizes our experience in applying AutoSys to systems other than Web Search. AutoSys works extremely well in a well-controlled learning environment where
high-quality workload traces can be easily collected from
the target system, and training can take place offline on highfidelity testbeds or simulators. Interestingly, many critical
scenarios already have the infrastructure to satisfy these strict
requirements for debugging purposes.
Many target systems have a more relaxed learning environment. First, real-time exploration can be slow, especially
for systems that require warm-up (e.g., in-memory cache).
For Tuners based on Bayesian optimization or reinforcement
learning, training can take a long time. Our current practice
is to run multiple Trials for multiple concurrent benchmarks,
at each iteration of exploration. Second, online in-situ exploration with production systems can be restricting and even
prohibitive. our current practice is to construct base models
offline by running exploration on testbeds or simulators, and
then fine-tune models online with live traffic. This practice
is useful, especially for systems where individual instances
exhibit different workload characteristics. Finally, Section 5.1
discusses cases of frequent model retraining, due to various
types of dynamics.

6

Related Work

There are efforts on exploring and demonstrating the potential of learning in solving certain system challenges. Building
on these efforts, AutoSys takes a step towards unifying the
development of learning-augmented systems. Anticipating
growing system scale and complexity, Self-* [22] stated a
vision of autonomic computing that satisfies a collection of
"self-*" properties, and proposed a conceptual model. Recent
efforts include learning index structures and memory access
patterns [25, 28], optimizing data query evaluations [37], system performance tuning [7, 31], database configuration tuning [6, 13], placing deep learning computational graphs onto
hardware device [35, 36], anomaly detection [21, 29, 55], etc.
There are efforts on building general-purpose predictive
service. Resource Central [16] is a predictive service to drive
Azure’s VM scheduler, and it builds random forest and XGBoost models from past VM telemetry, rather than interactive
explorations. Vizier [23] is a general-purpose black-box optimization service, and it has enabled tasks such as parameter
tuning at Google. Vizier implements Bayesian optimization to
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learn the search space through interactive explorations. Clipper [17] is a general-purpose low-latency prediction serving
system which introduces a modular architecture to simplify
model deployment across frameworks. However, these efforts
do not consider some of the challenges in operationalizing
learning-augmented systems such as interactive explorations,
learning-induced system failures, and so on.
Some AutoSys components are inspired by decades of
research and experience in the system community. Many efforts heavily focus on system challenges to support learning
tasks [15, 38, 49], and Berkeley shared their views of system challenges for artificial intelligence (AI) [45]. Related
to control interfaces, interfaces and methods for controlling
and exploring systems state are used for implementation-level
model checking (e.g., MaceMC [24] and Modist [51]). One
approach to drive automating system performance tuning
is interactive exploration. Fuzz testing has been effectively
used in generating inputs to induce unexpected software behavior [10, 32, 53], and there is a rich literature on software
testing and system debugging. Inspired by the idea of composable AI [45], we are exploring how assembling previously
trained models can scalably model large-scale systems.
Finally, some AutoSys components are inspired by research
in the ML/DL community. Examples include online learning [11], continual learning [43], and so on.

[2] Docker. http://www.docker.com.

7

[9] B ERGSTRA , J., BARDENET, R., B ENGIO , Y., AND
K EGL , B. Algorithms for Hyper-Parameter Optimization. In NIPS (2011).

Conclusion

This paper reports our years of experience in designing and
operating learning-augmented systems at Microsoft. To unify
the development process of these systems, we introduce the
AutoSys framework that addresses common design considerations. Furthermore, we present production measurements
and discuss long-term lessons learned from operating one
such system, Web Search. Going forward, we will study how
learning-augmented systems should evolve models over time,
and how end-to-end and full-stack system optimization can
be safely carried out in practice.
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Abstract
Modern deep neural network (DNN) training jobs use complex and heterogeneous software/hardware stacks. The efficacy of software-level optimizations can vary significantly
when used in different deployment configurations. It is onerous and error-prone for ML practitioners and system developers to implement each optimization separately, and determine
which ones will improve performance in their own configurations. Unfortunately, existing profiling tools do not aim to
answer predictive questions such as "How will optimization
X affect the performance of my model?". We address this critical limitation, and proposes a new profiling tool, Daydream,
to help programmers efficiently explore the efficacy of DNN
optimizations. Daydream models DNN execution with a finegrained dependency graph based on low-level traces collected
by CUPTI [49], and predicts runtime by simulating execution
based on the dependency graph. Daydream maps the low-level
traces using DNN domain-specific knowledge and introduces
a set of graph-transformation primitives that can easily model
a wide variety of optimizations. We show that Daydream is
able to model most mainstream DNN optimization techniques
and accurately predict the efficacy of optimizations that will
result in significant performance improvements.

1

Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the co-evolution of deep neural network (DNN) algorithms and the underlying hardware
and software design. ML researchers have developed many
important models [20, 26, 27, 73] at a rapid pace, creating
a huge demand for computation power [69]. To meet the
demand for fast DNN computation, computer architects respond with new, AI-optimized GPUs (e.g., NVidia Turing
architecture [56]) and various domain-specific hardware accelerators from FPGAs (e.g., Microsoft Catapult [64]) to
ASICs (e.g., Google TPU [34], Amazon Inferentia [70]). However these accelerators might not be effective in improving
performance without proper software optimizations across
the full systems stack [84]. As a result, systems researchers
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have proposed many optimizations, targeting different bottlenecks across the system stack – for example, improving
memory utilization [29, 67], better overlapping of communication with computation [25,30,83], and increasing communication efficiency [16]. Moreover, researchers have also developed workload-centric optimizations to exploit the stochastic
nature of DNN computation. For example, precision reduction [18, 23, 42] aims to reduce runtime as well as memory
consumption, and gradient compression [40, 41] aims at reducing the communication overhead in distributed training.
Despite these advances, the benefits of many proposed optimizations cannot be fully exploited due to two main reasons.
First, the efficacy of many proposed performance optimizations can drastically change when applied to different ML
models and deployment configurations. The hardware deployments that practitioners use might be completely different
from the hardware configurations used by optimization and
model inventors. Differences in DNN models, accelerator
type, compute capabilities, available memory, networking capabilities, and software library versions can all shift the major
runtime bottlenecks. Second, it is onerous for programmers
to implement and evaluate various optimizations to identify
the ones that actually work for their models. As a result, it is
common for users to ask what-if questions such as:
Why did my DNN training workload run slowly? Will optimization X improve the performance of my model? Does GPU
memory capacity limit the performance of my model? Would
upgrading to a faster network improve training throughput?
How will my workload scale with the number of GPUs?
The central focus of this paper is to answer the following
general question for DNN training workloads: Given a model
and a deployment scenario, how can we efficiently explore
the efficacy of potential solutions? Systems researchers have
tried to explore the impact of different potential performance
bottlenecks (e.g., CPU, network, IO) in many non-ML contexts [5,17,43,59,60,74]. The basic approaches to explore the
what-if questions are similar: decompose the workloads into
atomic tasks, profile runtime statistics for each task, model the
what-if question, and use simulation to estimate performance.
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These systems typically address what-if questions of the form:
"How does runtime change if a task T is N times (or even
infinitely) faster?" [17, 60]. Such questions can be simply
modeled by shrinking task runtime. While this basic approach
seems sufficient to address the central question above for
ML workloads, the diversity of DNN optimizations introduces three key requirements unique to these workloads, thus
motivating the need for a novel solution.
First, we need to track dependencies at a kernel-level
abstraction i.e., one GPU kernel corresponds to one task (the
smallest unit of execution in the dependency graph). Such
fine-grained abstraction is necessary because optimizations
that improve hardware utilization typically target individual
compute kernels (e.g., mixed precision [42]). Meanwhile, accurate performance estimation has to consider both CPU and
GPU runtime. Certain optimizations, e.g., kernel fusion, require potentially removing existing CPU and GPU tasks from
the dependency graph. Existing tools do not provide such
dependency tracking. It is therefore important to track kernellevel dependencies among concurrently executing tasks.
Second, we need to map tasks to DNN layers. In contrast to prior works that explore what-if questions in nonML contexts, predicting the performance of DNN optimizations requires domain knowledge about DNNs to properly
model them. For example, MetaFlow [33] and TASO [32]
fuse DNN layers. Modeling them requires a mapping from
tasks to specific DNN layers. However, collecting kernel-level
traces on accelerators requires generic vendor-provided tools
(e.g., NVProf [48], CUPTI [49]), which have no application
specific knowledge. We therefore need to have the ability to
map low-level tasks to DNN layers.
Third, we need the ability to easily model diverse DNN
optimizations. Modeling a DNN optimization might involve
not just scaling or shrinking task durations, but also complicated transformations to the dependency graph. For example, TicTac [25] reschedules communication tasks, BlueConnect [16] replaces the communication primitives to utilize
parallel network channels, and the optimization proposed by
Jung et al. [35] restructures the GPU kernel implementations.
Manually manipulating the kernel-level dependency graph
could be extremely intricate and error-prone. The system
should enable users to flexibly and effectively model such
diverse optimizations with minimal effort.
We introduce Daydream, a new system that fulfills all three
requirements described above, and achieves our goal of answering potential what-if questions for DNN workloads. Constructing dependencies among potentially thousands of lowlevel tasks is not an easy problem: tasks can be spread across
multiple execution threads (including both CPU threads and
GPU streams), thus even for simple DNN workloads, this results in thousands of tasks to be tracked. The intricacy comes
from identifying dependencies across threads. We make a key
observation about DNN training workloads: despite the large
number of tasks that need to be tracked, the number of concur-
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rently executing threads is surprisingly quite limited. Based
on this observation, Daydream constructs the low-level dependency graph, which provides a realistic model of overlapping
among CPU, GPU, and communication runtimes in a DNN
training workload. It uses a synchronization-free approach
to map GPU tasks onto appropriate higher-level DNN layer
abstractions. We also introduce a set of graph-transformation
rules, allowing programmers to effectively model various performance optimizations. After modeling the optimization,
Daydream simulates the execution based on the new dependency graph to predict the overall runtime. In our evaluation,
we show that Daydream is able to distinguish effective DNN
optimizations from those that will bring limited improvements
by accurately predicting their performance speedups.
In summary, we make the following key contributions:
• We make the observation that fine-grained tasks in DNN
training workloads are highly sequential. This greatly
simplifies dependency graph construction, over thousands of tasks, as we only need to identify a limited
number of inter-thread dependencies.
• Daydream introduces the abstraction of a kernelgranularity dependency graph that contains mappings
back to DNN specific abstractions (layers), by collecting profiling data, instrumenting DNN frameworks, and
exploiting information from vendor-provided tools like
CUPTI. Daydream also provides primitives to mutate
the dependency graph in the form of simple graph transformations. Taken together this enables programmers
to both (i) model a diverse set of popular optimizations
spanning kernel- and layer-level enhancements by using
simple graph-transformation primitives, and (ii) estimate
the efficacy of optimizations by simulating execution
time based on optimization-induced graph mutations.
• We extensively evaluate Daydream, with five different
optimizations on five DNN models across three distinct
applications. We show that Daydream can effectively detect which optimizations provide improvements and also
accurately predict their magnitude for different DNN
models and deployments. For example, we estimate that
using mixed precision will improve the iteration time
of training BERTLARGE model by 17.2% (with <3% error), while the kernel fusion technique can improve it by
38.7% (with <7% error). We can also accurately predict
performance in distributed training with different number of workers and variable network bandwidth, based
on runtime profiles collected from a single-GPU setting.

2

DNN Training Optimizations and Tools

DNN training is an iterative algorithm, in which one iteration consists of three phases: (i) forward, (ii) backward, and
(iii) weight update. The forward phase takes training data samples as input and produces output based on current weights
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Optimization Goal

Improving Hardware Utilization
in Single-Worker Setting

Lowering Communication Overhead
in Distributed Training

Strategy
Increasing Mini-batch Size by
Reducing Memory Footprints
Reducing Precision
Fusing Kernels/Layers
Improving Low-level Kernel
Implementation
Reducing Communication
Workloads
Improving Communication
Efficiency/Overlap

Technique Examples
vDNN [67], Gist [29], Chen et al. [14]
Micikevicius et al. [42], Gupta et al. [23], Das et al. [18]
FusedAdam [52], MetaFlow [33], Ashari et al. [10], TASO [32]
Restructing Batchnorm [35], Tensor Comprehensions [72],
Kjolstad et al. [37], TVM [13]
Deep Gradient Compression [40], AdaComm [76], Parallax [36],
TernGrad [78], QSGD [8]
Wait-free Backprop [83], P3 [30], BlueConnect [16], TicTac [25],
BytePS [62], Xue et al. [80]

Table 1: Representative optimizations for DNN training. We show how we can accurately estimate the performance of optimizations (shown in italics) in Section 6, and can effectively model many other optimizations (shown in bold) in Section 5.
(or parameters). The error between the forward output and
the input data labels is fed to the backward phase, which computes the gradients of weights with respect to the input data.
The weight update phase then uses the gradients to update
weights accordingly. In each iteration, the input data samples
are randomly selected [11], forming a mini-batch of input.

2.1

increasing the overlap between communication and computation [25, 30, 83]. Exploring the efficacy of these optimizations
without prediction requires a multi-machine cluster. Our proposed design, Daydream, avoids the potential cost of cluster
setup (i.e. extra machines, accelerators, high-speed communication), by predicting distributed training performance with
profiles collected from a single-worker environment.

DNN Training Optimizations

Modern DNNs have millions of parameters [24], resulting
in training times of days or even weeks [38]. To improve
DNN training performance, researchers have proposed various strategies focusing on different optimization goals. To
understand the potential what-if questions and how to design
a system to answer them, we study a list of software-level
techniques that speedup DNN training from top systems and
ML conferences in recent years. Table 1 shows our summary.
Exploiting computation power of hardware accelerators. ML programmers often use large mini-batches, within
the memory budget, for better hardware utilization and faster
convergence. This motivates strategies that reduce the memory footprint of DNN training and hence enables training
with larger mini-batch sizes [14, 29, 67]. Researchers have
also proposed some generic strategies to increase hardware
utilization, including precision reduction [18, 23, 42], kernel/layer fusion [10, 32, 33], and improving low-level kernel
implementation [13, 35, 37, 72]. Meanwhile, libraries such
as cuDNN [15], cuBLAS [45], MKL [75], Eigen [1], and
NCCL [46] are also constantly evolving to provide operations
and primitives that can better utilize underlying hardware.
Scalable distributed training. Data parallelism [11] is a
simple and effective strategy to improve training performance.
Using multiple accelerators significantly reduces DNN training time to hours or even minutes [44]. This success is mainly
based on the techniques that guarantee model convergence
under extremely large mini-batch size [7, 22, 81]. One of
the major performance bottlenecks for distributed training is
communication, which can be optimized by compressing traffic [40, 41, 76, 78], increasing network utilization [16, 80], or
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2.2

Profiling Tools for DNNs

As the full ML system stack is constantly evolving, profiling
tools play a key role in helping programmers identify the performance bottlenecks under different system configurations.
Hardware profiling tools. Modern DNN training heavily relies on hardware accelerators such as GPUs [56] and
TPUs [34]. To help programmers develop highly efficient
applications, hardware vendors provide profiling tools that
can expose hardware performance counters. For example,
NVProf [48] provides programmers with information including start/end time, core utilization, memory throughput, cache
miss rate, along with hundreds of other hardware counters
for every GPU kernel. CUPTI [49] enables programmers to
extract and manipulate these counters at runtime. Nsight [47]
aims to provide details on the state of more fine-grained counters for recent GPU architectures [56]. Our proposed system,
Daydream, relies on CUPTI to collect low-level traces for
further analysis.
Framework built-in tools. For more intuitive profiling
results, it is often desirable for a profiler to show runtime
statistics for framework operations, or even DNN layers.
DNN frameworks have built-in tools to achieve this goal
by correlating the hardware counters with runtime information collected in frameworks. TensorFlow [3], coupled with
the Cloud TPU Tool [21], can provide an execution timeline
and runtime statistics for each TensorFlow operation. Similarly, other mainstream frameworks (e.g., MXNet [12] and
PyTorch [61]) provide built-in tools that can extract per-layer
or per-operation runtime from both the CPU and the GPU.
The framework built-in tools render intuitive results for pro-
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these primitives. These primitives include (i) task insertion/removal, (ii) task selection and update, and (iii) changing
the policy for scheduling tasks. The proposed primitives are
simple yet powerful enough to represent many different optimizations as we will show in Section 5. They play a key role
in realizing our goal of efficiently exploring what-if questions.
In summary, Daydream introduces the abstraction of a
kernel-granularity dependency graph that contains mappings
back to DNN specific abstractions (layers). It tracks dependencies by collecting profiling data as well as instrumenting DNN frameworks. Daydream also provides primitives
to mutate the dependency graph in the form of simple graph
transformations. Altogether this enables programmers to both
(i) model a diverse set of popular optimizations spanning
kernel- and layer-level enhancements by using simple graphtransformation primitives, and (ii) estimate the efficacy of optimizations by simulating execution time based on optimizationinduced graph mutations.

for Daydream to accurately simulate baseline execution.
Phase 3: Graph transformation. To estimate the efficacy
of a given optimization, Daydream models the optimization by
transforming the dependency graph. Daydream provides a set
of primitives (e.g. selection, insertion/removal) to represent
these transformations. We design these primitives in a way
such that they are succinct (easy to use), flexible (able to
depict a wide range of optimizations), and accurate (being
able to achieve high prediction accuracy).
Algorithm 1: Daydream’s Simulation Algorithm
Input :Dependency graph: G(V, E)
Output :The start time of each task u ∈ V
1
2
3
4
5
6

4

Design

We describe Daydream’s design with an emphasis on how to
construct Daydream’s proposed graph abstraction: the kernelgranularity dependency graph with mappings back to DNN
layers. We also describe the primitives for mutating this graph
to model different optimizations and how Daydream uses the
graph to estimate the efficacy of various DNN optimizations.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

4.1

Overview of Daydream

Figure 2 shows the workflow of performance prediction in
Daydream. It consists of the following four phases:
Phase 1: Trace collection. Constructing a kernel-level dependency graph requires low-level details for all tasks. These
details are extremely massive, differ across ML frameworks,
and can be obtained by profiling a baseline workload. Daydream collects low-level profiling data using CUPTI [49], a
tool which provides details for all CPU/GPU tasks including name, start time, duration, CUDA stream ID, thread ID,
etc. We manually augment three popular frameworks (Caffe,
MXNet, PyTorch) for use with CUPTI and modify the layer
modules of these frameworks to collect timestamps of each
layer, which will be used for task-to-layer mapping, described
in Section 4.3. Through our instrumentation, we also collect
the necessary information (e.g., size of gradients) to construct
the dependency graph of distributed training via a profile
collected in a single worker setting.
Phase 2: Dependency graph construction. Daydream
constructs the dependency graph with details of tasks provided by the first phase. A dependency could be induced by
domain knowledge (e.g., a GPU task triggers a communication task), or by hardware/software implementation (e.g., a
cudaLaunchKernel API triggers the corresponding GPU task).
Based on our analysis, we identify five different types of dependencies (described in Section 4.2.2), which are sufficient
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17
18
19
20
21

F ← 0/ // initialize the frontier task set
P ← {0} // initialize thread progress
foreach task u ∈ V do
u.re f ← |{u′ sparents}|
if u.ref = 0 then
F ← F ∪ {u}
end
while F 6= 0/ do
u ← schedule(F) // pick a task to exec.
t ← u.ExecutionT hread
F ← F − {u}
u.start ← max(P[t], u.start)
P[t] ← u.start + u.duration + u.gap
foreach c ∈ u.children do
c.re f ← c.re f − 1
c.start ←
max(c.start, u.start + u.duration + u.gap)
if c.re f = 0 then
F ← F ∪ {c}
end
end
end

Phase 4: Runtime simulation. Daydream simulates the
execution of optimizations to predict runtime based on the
dependency graph. Algorithm 1 shows the simulation process,
which traverses the dependency graph and puts tasks into
execution threads. In each iteration, Daydream picks one
task from the execution frontier (i.e. tasks that are ready to
execute), dispatches it to its corresponding execution thread,
and updates the thread progress. The simulation determines
the start time of each task and records the total execution time.

4.2

Dependency Graph Construction

Constructing the dependency graph is essential to determine
the node (task) set and edge (dependency) set.
4.2.1

Task

Daydream’s kernel-level dependency graph contains the following four types of tasks:
GPU tasks. Each GPU task in the graph corresponds to one
GPU kernel. Daydream also views CUDA memory copies as
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improve memory-bounded GPU kernels by 2× because the
number of transferred bits is halved. With Tensor Cores in the
Volta and Turing architectures, AMP empirically yields up to
3× speedup on the most compute-intensive workloads [58].
To predict AMP performance, we simply select all the
compute-intensive (e.g., sgemm, conv) kernels and memorybounded (e.g., elementwise, batchnorm, RELU) kernels, and
shrink their duration by 3× and 2× respectively. We show
the pseudo code for modeling AMP in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 2: What_If_AMP
Input :Dependency graph: G(V, E)
Output :A modified graph G(V, E) to model AMP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

GPUTasks ← {G.Select( f uncPtr(IsOnGPU))}
foreach u ∈ GPUTasks do
if ”sgemm” in u.Name or ”scudnn” in u.Name then
u.duration ← u.duration/3
else
u.duration ← u.duration/2
end
end

FusedAdam Optimizer. We use the FusedAdam optimizer [52] implemented in NVidia’s Apex package [51] as
an example for the kernel fusion optimization. This optimizer
fuses all kernels in one weight update phase into one unified kernel. It is applicable to the models that use the Adam
optimizer (e.g., GNMT, BERT). Daydream uses the kernel-tolayer mapping to identify the CPU/GPU tasks that belong to a
weight update phase. We remove all these tasks, then insert
a new GPU task whose duration is roughly estimated by the
sum of all removed compute-intensive kernels.
Reconstructing Batchnorm. Recently Jung et al. [35] proposed a technique that optimizes non-convolutional layers in
state-of-the-art CNNs. It first splits each batch normalization
layer into two sub-layers, then fuses the first sub-layer with
the previous convolutional layer, and the second sub-layer
with the following activation and convolutional layers. We
remove the affected activation kernels when estimating performance, since they are memory-bound kernels now fused
with compute-intensive convolutional kernels. For the batch
nomalization layers, we estimate that the GPU kernels will
be improved by 2× since this optimization halves the amount
of input data that these layers load from GPU memory.
Distributed Training. Using Daydream we can accurately
predict distributed training performance with the profile based
on the single-GPU environment. We evaluate Daydream’s
prediction based on PyTorch, which uses collective communication primitives from the NCCl library [46]. PyTorch groups
gradients from multiple layers into buckets before transferring them. Hence, to predict distributed training performance,
we need to insert one allReduce task for every bucket. The
dependencies of the inserted tasks are determined based on
the layer-to-bucket mapping (which requires additional instrumentation to the PyTorch framework).
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Priority-Based Parameter Propagation (P3). P3 [30] is
a technique that optimizes communication overhead by slicing and prioritizing. We evaluate Daydream’s prediction of
P3 based on MXNet, which uses the parameter-server mechanism [39]. In order to model parameter slicing, we insert
multiple push task and pull tasks between the backward and
the forward GPU tasks for each layer. The duration of the
push/pull task is calculated from the slice size and the network
bandwidth. To model the priority scheduling, we override the
schedule function with a priority queue.

5.2

Modeling Additional Optimizations

In addition to the above optimizations, we show that Daydream is capable of modeling an additional set of diverse
DNN optimizations.
BlueConnect. BlueConnect [16] optimizes communication by decomposing the allReduce primitives into a series
of reduce-scatter and all-gather primitives. These primitives
run concurrently as they use parallel communication channels. To predict the performance of BlueConnect, instead of
inserting regular allReduce or push/pull tasks, we need to
insert reduce-scatter and all-gather tasks, and assign them
to corresponding network channels (the duration can be estimated according to formulas shown in [57]).
MetaFlow. MetaFlow [33] is a layer-fusion technique to
optimize DNN training by fusing DNN layers to simplify the
DNN topology. We select the GPU kernels of substituted
layers, remove them, and insert GPU kernels of new layers
to predict the performance of MetaFlow in Daydream. The
new layers are mostly existing layers with different dimensions; their GPU kernel durations can be inferred by profiling.
vDNN. Virtualized DNN [67] reduces GPU memory consumption by temporarily offloading intermediate data from
GPU memory to CPU memory. The offloaded data needs
to be prefetched back to GPU to perform execution, which
causes potential performance overhead due to PCIe traffic or
late prefetching. To predict the performance overhead using
Daydream, we only need to insert additional CUDA memory copies, and override the schedule function to implement
a custom prefetching policy.
Gist. Gist [29] reduces GPU memory consumption by storing encoded intermediate data and decoding before the data
is used. The encoding and decoding introduces performance
overhead. We insert extra encoding and decoding GPU
kernels (along with cudaLaunchKernel calls in CPU) to estimate the performance overhead in Daydream. The duration
of the inserted encoding/decoding kernels can be estimated
using existing element-wise kernels.
Deep Gradient Compression (DGC). DGC [40] is a technique that reduces communication overhead by compressing
the gradients. To estimate performance, we: (i) scale the
duration of communication; (ii) insert the GPU tasks of
compression and decompression. The duration of inserted
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prediction error depends on the training workload itself. Due
to this limitation, it is hard for Daydream to accurately model
algorithmic innovations (e.g., BPPSA [77] or 2nd Order Optimizations [68]), because these innovations use new GPU
kernels at a massive scale, making the performance estimation
with Daydream less accurate. Estimating new GPU kernels
runtime is beyond the current scope of Daydream.
While Daydream cannot predict individual kernel runtime,
it provides a high-level structure for kernel developers to
estimate the overall performance. Developers can profile their
individual kernels, and then input the profiling results into
Daydream to accurately estimate the overall runtime. This
approach saves the engineering effort of porting the kernel
implementation into the DNN frameworks.
Concurrent Kernels Existing GPU profilers such as
CUPTI usually serialize GPU kernel execution, removing
all concurrency, making our performance estimation somewhat conservative. Despite this, we observe that the runtime
for models with concurrent execution (e.g., GNMT) can still
be predicted with high accuracy (§ 6.2). This is because the
majority of computation time goes to fully connected layers (including embedding layers), which have no concurrent
kernels executed in parallel with them. We leave a complete
solution for concurrent kernels, requiring better support from
profiling tools, as a part of future work.

8

Related Work

To help programmers understand the performance of the hardware accelerators and develop highly efficient applications,
hardware vendors provide profiling tools (e.g., NVProf [48],
Nsight [47], and vTune [66]) that can reveal low-level performance counters (e.g., cache hit rate, memory speed or clock
rate). These tools are usually designed with general applications in mind, and expose hundreds of low-level performance
counters. The fundamental limitation of all these tools is that
they do not utilize application-specific knowledge.
The new generation of profiling tools feature the
application-aware property, enabling them to deliver domainspecific (e.g., ML-specific) insights about performance to
programmers. The Cloud TPU Tool [21] is an example of
such a profiling tool. It correlates low-level TPU metrics with
the DNN structure, and shows the performance for each DNN
layer. Similarly, MXNet [12] and PyTorch [61] also have
their own built-in profiling tools. These domain-specific tools
can highlight performance hotspots, but are less efficient in
finding optimization opportunities. In contrast, Daydream is
not only application-aware, but also optimization-aware, enabling Daydream to quantitatively estimate the efficacy of
different optimizations without fully implementing them.
Prior works have tried to explore what-if questions in other
contexts by using low-level traces. Curtsinger et al. proposed a
causal profiler (COZ [17]) to identify potentially unknown optimization opportunities by running performance simulation
with certain functions being virtually speed-up. Unlike Day-
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dream, COZ does not require dependencies among functions
because it does not consider the cases where functions can be
added or deleted (which is the case for many ML optimizations). Pourghassemi et al. uses the idea of COZ to analyze
the performance for web browser applications [63]. For data
analytic frameworks, such as Spark [82], Ousterhout et al. use
dependency analysis to understand the overhead caused by
I/O, network, and stragglers [59,60]. Daydream is designed to
address a more diversified set of what-if questions, and hence
requires more powerful modeling.
Prior works address what-if questions of the form "What
if we can speedup task T by N times (or infinity)?", but they
do not study whether existing optimizations can deliver this
speedup. In the ML context, given an optimization, accurately
predicting the performance of individual tasks in the dependency graph, is still an open problem. It requires additional
knowledge about the kernel implementation and the architecture design. Currently Daydream can not automatically
estimate the runtime of new GPU kernels. However, as we
show in Section 6, even with rough estimates of per-kernel
duration based on domain knowledge and reasonable assumptions, we can still achieve high overall prediction accuracy.

9

Conclusion

The efficacy of DNN optimizations can vary largely across
different DNN models and deployments. Daydream is a new
profiler to effectively explore the efficacy of a diverse set of
DNN optimizations. Daydream achieves this goal by using
three key ideas: (i) constructing a kernel-level dependency
graph by utilizing vendor-provided profiling tools, while tracking dependencies among concurrently executing tasks; (ii)
mapping low-level traces to DNN layers in a synchronizationfree manner; (iii) introducing a set of rules for programmers
to effectively describe and model different optimizations. Our
evaluation shows that using Daydream, we can effectively
model (i.e. predict runtime) the most common DNN optimizations, and accurately identify both optimizations that result in
significant performance improvements as well as those that
provide limited benefits or even slowdowns.
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Abstract
An increasing number of software applications incorporate
runtime Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) to process sensor data
and return inference results to humans. Effective deployment
of DNNs in these interactive scenarios requires meeting
latency and accuracy constraints while minimizing energy, a
problem exacerbated by common system dynamics.
Prior approaches handle dynamics through either (1)
system-oblivious DNN adaptation, which adjusts DNN
latency/accuracy tradeoffs, or (2) application-oblivious
system adaptation, which adjusts resources to change
latency/energy tradeoffs. In contrast, this paper improves
on the state-of-the-art by coordinating application- and
system-level adaptation. ALERT, our runtime scheduler,
uses a probabilistic model to detect environmental volatility
and then simultaneously select both a DNN and a system
resource configuration to meet latency, accuracy, and energy
constraints. We evaluate ALERT on CPU and GPU platforms
for image and speech tasks in dynamic environments.
ALERT’s holistic approach achieves more than 13% energy
reduction, and 27% error reduction over prior approaches that
adapt solely at the application or system level. Furthermore,
ALERT incurs only 3% more energy consumption and 2%
higher DNN-inference error than an oracle scheme with
perfect application and system knowledge.

1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have become a key workload
for many computing systems due to their high inference
accuracy. This accuracy, however, comes at a cost of
long latency, high energy usage, or both. Successful DNN
deployment requires meeting a variety of user-defined,
application-specific goals for latency, accuracy, and often
energy in unpredictable, dynamic environments.
Latency constraints naturally arise with DNN deployments
when inference interacts with the real world as a consumer—
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processing data streamed from a sensor—or a producer—
returning a series of answers to a human. For example,
in motion tracking, a frame must be processed at camera
speed [40]; in simultaneous interpretation, translation must be
provided every 2–4 seconds [56]. Violating these deadlines
may lead to severe consequences: if a self-driving vehicle
cannot act within a small time budget, life threatening
accidents could follow [53].
Accuracy and energy requirements are also common and
may vary for different applications in different operating
environments. On one hand, low inference accuracy can lead
to software failures [67,80]. On the other hand, it is beneficial
to minimize DNN energy or resource usage to extend mobilebattery time or reduce server-operation cost [41].
These requirements are also highly dynamic. For example,
the latency requirement for a job could vary dynamically
depending on how much time has already been consumed by
related jobs before it [53]; the power budget and the accuracy
requirement for a job may switch among different settings
depending on what type of events are currently sensed [1].
Additionally, the latency requirement may change based on
the computing system’s current context; e.g., in robotic vision
systems the latency requirement can change based on the
robot’s latency and distance from perceived pedestrians [18].
Satisfying all these requirements in a dynamic computing
environment where the inference job may compete
for resources against unpredictable, co-located jobs is
challenging. Although prior work addresses these problems
at either the application level or system level separately, each
approach by itself lacks critical information that could be used
to produce better results.
At the application level, different DNN designs—with
different depths, widths, and numeric precisions—provide
various latency-accuracy trade-offs for the same inference
task [26, 39, 42, 77, 85]. Even more dynamic schemes have
been proposed that adapt the DNN by dynamically changing
its structure at the beginning of [22, 61, 84, 89] or during
[34, 35, 49, 52, 82, 86, 88] every inference tasks.
Although helpful, these techniques are sub-optimal
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without considering system-level adaptation options. For
example, under energy pressure, these application-level
adaptation techniques have to switch to lower-accuracy DNNs,
sacrificing accuracy for energy saving, even if the energy
goal could have been achieved by lowering the system power
setting (if there is sufficient latency budget).
At the system level, machine learning [4, 14, 15, 51, 63, 68,
69, 79] and control theory [32, 37, 44, 45, 62, 70, 74, 93] based
techniques have been proposed to dynamically assign system
resources to better satisfy system and application constraints.
Unfortunately, without considering the option of
application adaptions, these techniques also reach suboptimal solutions. For example, when the current DNN
offers much higher accuracy than necessary, switching to a
lower-precision DNN may offer much more energy saving
than any system-level adaptation techniques. This problem is
exacerbated because, in the DNN design space, very small
drops in accuracy enable dramatic reductions in latency, and
therefore system resource requirements.
A cross-stack solution would enable DNN applications to
meet multiple, dynamic constraints. However, offering such
a holistic solution is non-trivial. The combination of DNN
and system-resource adaptation creates a huge configuration
space, making it difficult to dynamically and efficiently
predict which combination of DNN and system settings will
meet all the requirements optimally. Furthermore, without
careful coordination, adaptations at the application and system
level may conflict and cause constraint violations, like missing
a latency deadline due to switching to higher-accuracy DNN
and lower power setting at the same time.

1.2

Contributions

This paper presents ALERT, a cross-stack runtime system for
DNN inference to meet user goals by simultaneously adapting
both DNN models and system-resource settings.
Understanding the challenges We profile DNN inference
across applications, inputs, hardware, and resource contention
confirming there is a high variation in inference time. This
leads to challenges in meeting not only latency but also energy
and accuracy requirements. Furthermore, our profiling of 42
existing DNNs for image classification confirms that different
designs offer a wide spectrum of latency, energy, and accuracy
tradeoffs. In general, higher accuracy comes at the cost of
longer latency and/or higher energy consumption. These tradeoffs offered provide both opportunities and challenges to
holistic inference management (Section 2).
Run-time inference management We design ALERT, a
DNN inference management system that dynamically selects
and adapts a DNN and a system-resource setting together
to handle changing system environments and meet dynamic
energy, latency, and accuracy requirements1 (Section 3).

DNN family

Input
Stream

With Accuracy &
Latency Information

Deadline
Accuracy Constraint DNN-Model
Selection
Energy Budget

Inference
Computation

Predicted
Inference Time

Resource
Selection

Inference
Outputs

Inference Time,
Accuracy, and Energy
Measurement

Figure 1: ALERT inference system
ALERT is a feedback-based run-time. It measures
inference accuracy, latency, and energy consumption; it
checks whether the requirements on these goals are met;
and, it then outputs both system and application-level
configurations adjusted to the current requirements and
operating conditions. ALERT focuses on meeting constraints
in any two dimensions while optimizing the third; e.g.,
minimizing energy given accuracy and latency requirements
or maximizing accuracy given latency and energy budgets.
The key is estimating how DNN and system configurations
interact to affect the goals. To do so, ALERT addresses
three primary challenges: (1) the combined DNN and system
configuration space is huge, (2) the environment may change
dynamically (including input, available resources, and even
the required constraints), and (3) the predictions must be low
overhead to have negligible impact on the inference itself.
ALERT addresses these challenges with a global slowdown factor, a random variable relating the current
runtime environment to a nominal profiling environment.
After each inference task, ALERT estimates the global
slow-down factor using a Kalman filter. The global
slow-down factor’s mean represents the expected change
compared to the profile, while the variance represents
the current volatility. The mean provides a single scalar
that modifies the predicted latency/accuracy/energy for
every DNN/system configuration—a simple mechanism
that leverages commonality among DNN architectures to
allow prediction for even rarely used configurations (tackle
challenge-1), while incorporating variance into predictions
naturally makes ALERT conservative in volatile environments
and aggressive in quiescent ones (tackle challenge-2). The
global slow-down factor and Kalman filter are efficient to
implement and low-overhead (tackle challenge-3). Thus,
ALERT combines the global slow-down factor with latency,
power, and accuracy measurements to select the DNN and
system configuration with the highest likelihood of meeting
the constraints optimally.
We evaluate ALERT using various DNNs and application
domains on different (CPU and GPU) machines under various
constraints. Our evaluation shows that ALERT overcomes
dynamic variability efficiently. Across various experimental

1 ALERT

provides probabilistic, not hard guarantees, as the latter requires
much more conservative configurations, often hurting both energy and
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settings, ALERT meets constraints while achieving within
93–99% of optimal energy saving or accuracy optimization.
Compared to approaches that adapt at application-level or
system-level only ALERT achieves more than 13% energy
reduction, and 27% error reduction (Section 5).

Understanding Deployment Challenges

We conduct an empirical study to examine the large trade-off
space offered by different DNN designs and system settings
(Sec. 2.1), and the timing variability of inference (Sec. 2.2).

CPU
GPU
Memory
LLC

Embedded
ARM
Cortex A-15
@2.0 GHz
none
DDR3 2G
2MB

CPU1
Core-i7
@2.2 GHz
none
DDR4 16G
9MB

CPU2
Xeon(R)
Gold 6126
@2.60GHz
none
DDR4 16G*12
19.25MB

GPU
Core-i7
@2.2 GHz
RTX 2080
DDR4 16G
9MB

Table 1: Hardware platforms used in our experiments
ID
IMG1
IMG2
NLP1
NLP2

Task
Image
Classification
Sentence Prediction
Question
Answering

DNN Models
VGG16 [78]
ResNet50 [29]
RNN
Bert [17]

Datasets
ILSVRC2012
(ImageNet)
Penn Treebank [59]
Stanford Q&A
Dataset (SQuAD) [71]

Table 2: ML tasks and benchmark datasets in our experiments
We use two canonical machine learning tasks, with
state-of-the-art networks and common data-sets (see Table
2) on a diverse set of hardware platforms, representing
embedded systems, laptops (CPU1), CPU servers (CPU2),
and GPU platforms (see Table 1). The two tasks, image
classification and natural language processing (NLP), are
often deployed with deadlines—e.g., for motion tracking [40]
and simultaneous interpretation [56]—and both have received
wide attention leading to a diverse set of DNN models.

2.1

Understanding the Tradeoffs

Tradeoffs from DNNs We run all 42 image classification
models provided by the Tensorflow website [76] on the
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Figure 2: Tradeoffs for 42 DNNs (CPU2).
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Figure 3: Tradeoffs for ResNet50 at different power settings
(CPU2). (Numbers inside circles are power limit settings.)
50000 images from ImageNet [16], and measure their average
latency, accuracy (error rate), and energy consumption. The
results from CPU2 are shown in Figure 2. We can clearly see
two trends from the figure, which hold on other machines.
First, different DNN models offer a wide spectrum of
accuracy (error rate in figure), latency, and energy. As shown
in the figure, the fastest model runs almost 18× faster than
the slowest one and the most accurate model has about 7.8×
lower error rate than the least accurate. These models also
consume a wide range—more than 20×—of energy usage.
Second, there is no magic DNN that offers both the best
accuracy and the lowest latency, confirming the intuition that
there exists a tradeoff between DNN accuracy and resource
usage. Of course, some DNNs offer better tradeoffs than
others. In Figure 2, all the networks sitting above the lowerconvex-hull curve represent sub-optimal tradeoffs.
Tradeoffs from system settings We run ResNet50 under
31 power settings from 40–100W on CPU2. We consider a
sensor processing scenario with periodic inputs, setting the
period to the latency under 40W cap. We then plot the average
energy consumed for the whole period (run-time plus idle
energy) and the average inference latency in Figure 3.
The results reflect two trends, which hold on other
machines. First, a large latency/energy space is available by
changing system settings. The fastest setting (100W) is more
than 2× faster than the slowest setting (40W). The most
energy-hungry setting (64W) uses 1.3× more energy than
the least (40W). Second, there is no easy way to choose the
best setting. For example, 40W offers the lowest energy, but
highest latency. Furthermore, most of these points are suboptimal in terms of energy and latency tradeoffs. For example,
84W should be chosen for extremely low latency deadlines,
but all other nearby points (from 52–100) will harm latency,
energy or both. Additionally, when deadlines change or when
there is resource contention, the energy-latency curve also
changes and different points become optimal.
Summary: DNN models and system-resource settings
offer a huge trade-off space. The energy/latency tradeoff
space is not smooth (when accounting for deadlines and
idle power) and optimal operating points cannot be found
with simple gradient-based heuristics. Thus, there is a great
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opportunity and also a great challenge in picking different
DNN models and system-resource settings to satisfy inference
latency, accuracy, and energy requirements.

2.2

Understanding Variability

To understand how DNN-inference varies across inputs,
platforms, and run-time environment and hence how (not)
helpful is off-line profiling, we run a set of experiments below,
where we feed the network one input at a time and use 1/10
of the total data for warm up, to emulate real-world scenarios.
We plot the inference latency without and with co-located
jobs in Figure 4 and 5, and we see several trends.
First, deadline violation is a realistic concern. Image
classification on video has deadlines ranging from 1 second
to the camera latency (e.g., 1/60 seconds) [40]; the two NLP
tasks, have deadlines around 1 second [64]. There is clearly no
single inference task that meets all deadlines on all hardware.
Second, the inference variation among inputs is relatively
small particularly when there are no co-located jobs (Fig. 4),
except for that in NLP1, where this large variance is mainly
caused by different input lengths. For other tasks, outlier
inputs exist but are rare.
Third, the latency and its variation across inputs are both
greatly affected by resource contention. Comparing Figure 5
with Figure 4, we can see that the co-located job has increased
both the median latency, the tail inference, and the difference
between these two for all tasks on all platforms. This trend
also applies to other contention cases.
While the discussion above is about latency, similar
conclusions apply to inference accuracy and energy: the
accuracy typically drops to close to 0 when the inference time
exceeds the latency requirement, and the energy consumption
naturally changes with inference time.
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Figure 4: Latency variance across inputs for different tasks
and hardware (Most tasks have 3 boxplots for 3 hardware
platforms, CPU1-2, GPU from left to right; NLP1 has an
extra boxplot for Embedded; other tasks run out of memory
on Embedded; every box shows the 25th–75th percentile;
points beyond the whiskers are >90th or <10th).

10

1

IMG2

NLP1
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Settings (explained in Table 2)

Figure 5: Latency variance with co-located jobs (the memoryintensive STREAM benchmark [60] co-located on Embedded,
CPU1-2; GPU-intensive Backprop [8] co-located on GPU)
Summary: Deadline violations are realistic concerns and
inference latency varies greatly across platforms, under
contention, and sometimes across inputs. Clearly, sticking to
one static DNN design across platforms and workloads leads
to an unpleasant trade-off: always meeting the deadline by
sacrificing accuracy or energy in most settings, or achieving
a high accuracy some times but exceeding the deadline in
others. Furthermore, it is also sub-optimal to make run-time
decisions based solely on off-line profiling, considering the
variation caused by run-time contention.

2.3

Understanding Potential Solutions

We now show how confining adaptation to a single layer (just
application or system) is insufficient. We run the ImageNet
classification on CPU1. We examine a range of latency
(0.1s-0.7s) and accuracy constraints (85%-95%), and try
meeting those constraints while minimizing energy by either
(1) configuring just the DNN (selecting a DNN from a
family, like that in Figure 2) or (2) configuring just the
system (by selecting resources to control energy–latency
tradeoffs as in Figure 3). We compare these single-layer
approaches to one that simultaneously picks the DNN and
system configuration. As we are concerned with the ideal
case, we create oracles by running 90 inputs in all possible
DNN and system configurations, from which we find the best
configuration for each input. The App-level oracle uses the
default system setting. The Sys-level oracle uses the default
(highest accuracy) DNN.
Figure 6 shows the results. As we have a three dimensional
problem—meeting accuracy and latency constraints with
minimal energy—we linearize the constraints and show them
on the x-axis (accuracy is faster changing, with latency slower,
so each latency bin contains all accuracy goals). There
are several important conclusions here. First, the App-only
approach meets all possible accuracy and latency constraints,
while the Sys-only approach cannot meet any constraints
below 0.3s. Second, across the entire constraint range, App-
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∞
80

We omit the discussion of meeting energy and accuracy
constraints while minimizing latency as it is a trivial extension
of the discussed techniques and we believe it to be the least
practically useful. We also omit the problem of optimizing
all three dimensions, as it creates a feasibility problem,
leaving nothing for optimization—lowest latency and highest
accuracy are impractical to achieve simultaneously.

Sys-level
App-level
Combined

60
40
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deadline 0.1s
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0.7s

Constraint Settings (deadline × accuracy_goal)

Figure 6: Minimize energy task with latency and accuracy
constraint @ CPU1. (∞ means unable to meet the constraints)
only consumes significantly more energy than Combined
(60% more on average). The intuition behind Combined’s
superiority is that there are discrete choices for DNNs; so
when one is selected, there are almost always energy saving
opportunities by tailoring resource usage to that DNN’s needs.
Summary: Combining DNN and system level approaches
achieves better outcomes. If left solely to the application,
energy will be wasted. If left solely to the system, many
achievable constraints will not be met.

3

ALERT Run-time Inference Management

ALERT’s runtime system navigates the large tradeoff space
created by combining DNN-level and system-level adaptation.
ALERT meets user-specified latency, accuracy, and energy
constraints and optimization goals while accounting for runtime variations in environment or the goals themselves.

3.1

Inputs & Outputs of ALERT

ALERT’s inputs are specifications about (1) the adaption
options, including a set of DNN models D = {di | i = 1 · · · K}
and a set of system-resource settings, expressed as different
power-caps P = {Pj | j = 1 · · · L}; and (2) the user-specified
requirements on latency, accuracy, and energy usage, which
can take the form of meeting constraints in any two of these
three dimensions while optimizing the third. ALERT’s output
is the DNN model di ∈ D and the system-resource setting
p j ∈ P for the next inference-task input.
Formally, ALERT selects a DNN di and a system-resource
setting p j to fulfill either of these user-specified goals.
Maximizing inference accuracy q (minimizing error) for
an energy budget Egoal and inference deadline Tgoal :
arg max qi, j s.t. ei, j ≤ Egoal ∧ ti, j ≤ Tgoal
i, j

(1)

Minimizing the energy use e for an accuracy goal Qgoal
and inference deadline Tgoal :
arg min ei, j s.t. qi, j ≥ Qgoal ∧ ti, j ≤ Tgoal
i, j
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(2)

Generality Along the DNN-adaptation side, the input DNN
set can consist of any DNNs that offer different accuracy,
latency, and energy tradeoffs; e.g., those in Figure 3. In
particular, ALERT can work with either or both of the broad
classes of DNN adaptation approaches that have arisen
recently, including: (1) traditional DNNs where the adaptation
option should be selected prior to starting an inference task
[20,22,61,84,89] and (2) anytime DNNs that produce a series
of outputs as they execute [34, 35, 49, 52, 82, 86, 88]. These
two classes are similar in that they both vary things like the
network depth or width to create latency/accuracy tradeoffs.
On the system-resource side, ALERT uses a power cap
as the proxy to system resource usage. Since both hardware
[13] and software resource managers [33, 72, 90] can convert
power budgets into optimal performance resource allocations,
ALERT is compatible with many different schemes from both
commercial products and the research literature.

3.2

ALERT Workflow

ALERT works as a feedback controller. It follows four steps
to pick the DNN and resource settings for each input n:
1) Measurement. ALERT records the processing time,
energy usage, and computes inference accuracy for n − 1.
2) Goal adjustment. ALERT updates the time goal Tgoal
if necessary, considering the potential latency-requirement
variation across inputs. In some inference tasks, a set of inputs
share one combined requirement (e.g., in the NLP1 task in
Table 2, all the words in a sentence are processed by a DNN
one by one and share one sentence-wise deadline) and hence
delays in previous input processing could greatly shorten the
available time for the next input [1, 47]. Additionally, ALERT
sets the goal latency to compensate for its own, worst-case
overhead so that ALERT itself will not cause violations.
3) Feedback-based estimation. ALERT computes the
expected latency, accuracy, and energy consumption for every
combination of DNN model and power setting.
4) Picking a configuration. ALERT feeds all the updated
estimations of latency, accuracy, and energy into Eqs. 1 and 2,
and gets the desired DNN model and power-cap setting for n.
The key task is step 3: the estimation needs to be accurate
and fast. In the remainder of this section, we discuss key ideas
and the exact algorithm of our feedback-based estimation.
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3.3

Key Ideas of ALERT Estimation

Strawman Solving Eqs. 1 and 2 would be trivially easy
if the deployment environment is guaranteed to match the
training and profiling environment: we could estimate ti, j to
prof
be the average (or worst case, etc) inference time ti, j over
a set of profiling inputs under model di and power setting
p j . However, this approach does not work given the dynamic
input, contention, and requirement variation.
Next, we present the key ideas behind how ALERT
estimates the inference latency, accuracy, and energy
consumption under model di and power setting p j .
How to estimate the inference latency ti, j ? To handle the
run-time variation, a potential solution is to apply an estimator,
like a Kalman filter [55], to make dynamic predictions based
on recent history about inferences under model di and power
p j . The problem is that most models and power settings
will not have been picked recently and hence would have
no recent history to feed into the estimator. This problem is a
direct example of the challenge imposed by the large space
of combined application and system options.
Idea 1: Handle the large selection space with a single
scalar value. To make effective online estimation for
all combinations of models and power settings, ALERT
introduces a global slow-down factor ξ to capture how the
current environment differs from the profiled environment
(e.g., due to co-running processes, input variation, or other
changes). Such an environmental slow-down factor is
independent from individual model or power selection. It
can fully leverage execution history, no matter which models
and power settings were recently used; it can then be used to
prof
estimate ti, j based on ti, j for all di and p j combinations.
Applying a global slowdown factor for all combinations
of application and system-level settings is crucial for ALERT
to make quick decisions for every inference task. Although
it is possible that some perturbations may lead to different
slowdowns for different configurations, the slight loss of
accuracy here is out-weighed by the benefit of having a simple
mechanism that allows prediction even for configurations that
have not been used recently.
This idea is also novel for ALERT, as previous cross-stack
management systems all use much more complicated models
to estimate and select different setting combinations (e.g.,
using model predictive control to estimate combinations of
settings [57]). ALERT’s global slowdown factor is based
on several unique features of DNN families that accomplish
the same task with different accurarcy/latency tradeoffs. We
categorize these features as: (1) similarity of code paths
and (2) proportionality of structure. The first is based on
the observation that DNNs do not have complex conditional
code dependences, so we do not need to worry about the
case where different inputs would exercise very different
code paths. Thus, what ALERT learns about latency, accuracy,
and energy for one input will always inform it about future
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inputs. The second feature refers to the fact that as DNNs in a
family scale in latency, the proportion of different operations
tend to be similar, so what ALERT learns about one DNN
in the family generally applies to other DNNs in the same
family. These properties of DNNs do not hold for many
other types of software, where different inputs or additional
functionality can invoke entirely different code paths, with
different resource requirements or responses.
How to estimate the accuracy under a deadline? Given
a deadline Tgoal , the inference accuracy delivered by model
di and power setting p j is determined by three factors, as
shown in Eq. 3: (1) whether the inference result, which takes
time ti, j , can be generated before the deadline Tgoal ; (2) if yes,
the accuracy is determined by the model di ;2 (3) if not, the
accuracy drops to that offered by a backup result qfail . For
traditional DNN models, without any output at the deadline, a
random guess will be used and qfail will be much worse than
qi . For anytime DNN models that output multiple results as
they are ready, the backup result is the latest output [34, 35,
49, 52, 82, 86, 88], which we discuss more in Section 3.5.
(
qi , if ti, j ≤ Tgoal
qi, j [Tgoal ] =
(3)
qfail , otherwise
A potential solution to estimate accuracy qi, j at the deadline
Tgoal is to simply feed the estimated ti, j into Eq. 3. However,
this simple approach fails to account for two issues. First,
while DNNs are generally well-behaved, significant tail
effects are possible (see Figure 4). Second, Eq. 3 is not linear,
and is best understood as a step function, where a failure
to complete inference by the deadline results in a worthless
inference output (q f ail ). Combined, these two issues mean
that for tail inputs, inference will produce a worthless result;
i.e., accuracy is not proportional to latency, but can easily fall
to zero for tail inputs. The tail will, of course, be increased if
there is any unexpected resource contention. Therefore, the
simple approach of using the mean latency prediction fails to
account for the non-linear affects of latency on accuracy.
Idea 2: handle the runtime variation and account for
tail behavior To handle the run-time variability mentioned in
Section 1, ALERT treats the execution time ti, j and the global
slow-down factor ξ as random variables drawn from a normal
distribution. ALERT uses a recently proposed extension to the
Kalman filter to adaptively update the noise covariance [2].
While this extension was originally proposed to produce better
estimates of the mean, a novel approach in ALERT is using
this covariance estimate as a measure of system volatility.
ALERT uses this Kalman filter extension to predict not just
the mean accuracy, but also the likelihood of meeting the
accuracy requirements in the current operating environment.
Section 5.3 shows the advantages of our extensions.
2 Since it could be infeasible to calculate the exact inference accuracy at
run time, ALERT uses the average training accuracy of the selected DNN
model di , denoted as qi , as the inference accuracy, as long as the inference
computation finishes before the specified deadline.
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How to minimize energy or satisfy energy constraints?
Minimizing energy or satisfying energy constraints is
complicated, as the energy is related to, but cannot be easily
calculated by, the complexity of the selected model di and
the power cap p j . As discussed in Section 2.2, the energy
consumption includes both that used during the inference
under a given model di and that used during the inferenceidle period, waiting for the next input. Consequently, it is not
straightforward to decide which power setting to use.
Idea 3. ALERT leverages insights from previous research,
which shows that energy for latency-constrained systems
can be efficiently expressed as a mathematical optimization
problem [7, 48, 50, 62]. These frameworks optimize energy by
scheduling available configurations in time. Time is assigned
to configurations so that the average performance hits the
desired latency target and the overall energy (including idle
energy) is minimal. The key is that while the configuration
space is large, the number of constraints is small (typically just
two). Thus, the number of configurations assigned a non-zero
time is also small (equal to the number of constraints) [48].
Given this structure, the optimization problem can be solved
using a binary search over available configurations, or even
more efficiently with a hash table [62].
The only difficulty applying prior work to ALERT is that
prior work assumed there was only a single job running
at a time, while ALERT assumes that other applications
might contend for resources. Thus, ALERT cannot assume
that there is a single system-idle state that will be used
whenever the DNN is not executing. To address this challenge,
ALERT continually estimates the system power when DNN
inference is idle (but other non-inference tasks might be
active), pDNNidle , transforming Eq. 1 is transformed into:
arg max qi, j [Tgoal ] s.t. pi, j ·ti, j + pDNNidle ·tDNNidle ≤ Egoal
i, j

(4)

3.4

ALERT Estimation Algorithm

Global Slow-down Factor ξ. As discussed in Idea-1, ALERT
uses ξ to reflect how the run-time environment differs from
the profiling environment. Conceptually, if the inference
task under model di and power-cap p j took time ti, j at run
prof
time and took ti, j on average to finish during profiling, the
pro f

corresponding ξ would be ti, j /ti, j . ALERT estimates ξ using
recent execution history under any model or power setting.
Specifically, after an input n − 1, ALERT computes ξ(n−1)
(n−1)
as the ratio of the observed time ti, j
to the profiled time
prof

ti, j , and then uses a Kalman Filter3 to estimate the mean µ(n)
and variance (σ(n) )2 of ξ(n) at input n. ALERT’s formulation
is defined in Eq. 5, where K (n) is the Kalman gain variable;
3 A Kalman Filter is an optimal estimator that assumes a normal
distribution and estimates a varying quantity based on multiple potentially
noisy observations [55].
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R is a constant reflecting the measurement noise; Q(n) is the
process noise capped with Q(0) . We set a forgetting factor of
process variance α = 0.3 [2]. ALERT initially sets K (0) = 0.5,
R = 0.001, Q(0) = 0.1, µ(0) = 1, (σ(0) )2 = 0.1, following the
standard
convention [55].

(n)

Q
= max{Q(0) , αQ(n−1) + (1-α)(K (n−1) y(n−1) )2 }





(1 − K (n−1) )(σ(n−1) )2 + Q(n)

(n)

K
=



(1 − K (n−1) )(σ(n−1) )2 + Q(n) + R
(n−1) prof

y(n) = ti, j /ti, j − µ(n−1)






µ(n) = µ(n−1) + K (n) y(n)



 (n) 2
(σ ) = (1 − K (n−1) )(σ(n−1) )2 + Q(n)

(5)
Then, using ξ(n) , ALERT estimates the inference time of
(n)
prof
input n under any model di and power cap p j : ti, j = ξ(n) ∗ti, j .
Probability of meeting the deadline. Given the Kalman
Filter estimation for the global slowdown factor, we can
calculate Pri, j , the probability that the inference completes
before the deadline Tgoal . ALERT computes this value using
a cumulative distribution function (CDF) based on the normal
distribution of ξ(n) estimated by the Kalman Filter:
prof

prof

Pri, j = Pr[ξ(n) ·ti, j ≤ Tgoal ] = CDF(ξ(n) ·ti, j , Tgoal )
prof

= CDF(µ(n) ·ti, j , σ(n) , Tgoal )

(6)

Accuracy. As discussed in Idea-2, ALERT computes the
estimated inference accuracy q̂i, j [Tgoal ] by considering ti, j as
a random variable that follows normal distribution with its
mean and variance computed based on that of ξ. Here qi, j
represents the inference accuracy when the DNN inference
finishes before the deadline, and q f ail is the accuracy of a
random guess:
(n)

q̂i, j [Tgoal ] =E(qi, j [Tgoal ] | ti, j )
prof

=E(qi, j [Tgoal ] | ξ(n) ·ti, j )

(7)

=Pri, j · qi, j + (1 − Pri, j )· q f ail
ξ(n) ∼N (µ(n) , (σ(n) )2 )
Energy. As discussed in Idea-3, ALERT predicts energy
consumption by separately estimating energy during (1) DNN
execution: estimated by multiplying the power limit by the
estimated latency and (2) between inference inputs: estimated
based on the recent history of inference idle power using
the Kalman Filter in Eq. 8. φ(n) is the predicted DNN-idle
power ratio, M (n) is process variance, S is process noise, V
is measurement noise, and W (n) is the Kalman Filter gain.
ALERT initially sets M (0) = 0.01, S = 0.0001, V = 0.001.

(n−1) + S

W (n) = M



M (n−1) + S +V
(8)
(n)
M = (1 −W (n) )(M (n−1) + S)




 φ(n) = φ(n−1) +W (n) (p /p(n−1) − φ(n−1) )
idle

i, j
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ALERT then predicts the energy by Eq. 9. Unlike Eq. 7 that
uses probabilistic estimates, energy estimation is calculated
without the notion of probability. The inference power is the
same no matter the inference misses or meets the deadline, as
ALERT sets power limits. Therefore it is safe to estimate the
energy by its mean without considering the distribution of its
possible latency. See our extended report [87] on estimating
energy by its worst case latency percentile.
(n)

prof

prof

ei, j = pi, j · ξ(n) ·ti, j + φ(n) · pi, j · (Tgoal − (ξ(n) ·ti, j ))

3.5

(9)

Integrating ALERT with Anytime DNNs

An anytime DNN is an inference model that outputs a series of
increasingly accurate inference results—o1 , o2 , ... ok , with ot
more reliable than ot−1 . A variety of recent works [35, 49, 52,
82,86,88] have proposed DNNs supporting anytime inference,
covering a variety of problem domains. ALERT easily works
with not only traditional DNNs but also Anytime DNNs. The
only change is that qfail in Eq. 3 no longer corresponds to a
random guess. That is, when the inference could not generate
its final result ok by the deadline Tgoal , an earlier result ox can
be used with a much better accuracy than that of a random
guess. The updated accuracy equation is below:

q , if tk, j ≤ tgoal

 k

q
k−1 , if tk−1, j ≤ tgoal < tk, j
q., j =
(10)

···



qfail , otherwise
Existing anytime DNNs consider latency but not energy
constraints—an anytime DNN will keep running until the
latency deadline arrives and the last output will be delivered
to the user. ALERT naturally improves Anytime DNN
energy efficiency, stopping the inference sometimes before
the deadline based on its estimation to meet not only latency
and accuracy, but also energy requirements.
Furthermore, ALERT can work with a set of traditional
DNNs and an Anytime DNN together to achieve the best
combined result. The reason is that Anytime DNNs generally
sacrifice accuracy for flexibility. When we feed a group of
traditional DNNs and one Anytime DNN to construct the
candidacy set D, with Eq. 7, ALERT naturally selects the
Anytime DNN when the environment is changing rapidly
(because the expected accuracy of an anytime DNN will be
higher given that variance), and the regular DNN, which has
slightly higher accuracy with similar computation, when it is
stable, getting the best of both worlds.
In our evaluation, we will use the nested design from [86],
which provides a generic coverage of anytime DNNs.

recent input processing. Consequently, it requires at least one
input to react to sudden changes. Additionally, the Kalman
filter formulations assume that the underlying distributions
are normal, which may not hold in practice. If the behavior is
not Gaussian, the Kalman filter will produce bad estimations
for the mean of ξ for some amount of time.
ALERT is specifically designed to handle data that is
not drawn from a normal distribution, using the Kalman
Filter’s covariance estimation to measure system volatility
and accounting for that in the accuracy/energy estimations.
Consequently, after just 2–3 such bad predictions of means,
the estimated variance will increase, which will then trigger
ALERT to pick anytime DNN over traditional DNNs or pick a
low-latency traditional DNN over high-latency ones, because
the former has a higher expected accuracy under high variance.
So—worst case—ALERT will choose a DNN with slightly
less accuracy than what could have been used with the right
model. Users can also compensate for extremely aberrant
latency distributions by increasing the value of Q(0) in Eq.
5. Section 5.3 shows ALERT performs well even when the
distribution is not normal.
Probabilistic guarantees. ALERT provides probabilistic,
not hard, guarantees. As ALERT estimates not just average
timing, but the distributions of possible timings, it can provide
arbitrarily many nines of assurance that it will meet latency
or accuracy goals but cannot provide 100% guarantee (see
our extended report [87] on how to configure ALERT to
provide guarantees with a specific probability). Providing
100% guarantees requires the worst case execution time
(WCET), an upper bound on the highest possible latency.
ALERT does not assume the availability of such information
and hence cannot provide hard guarantees [6].
Safety guarantees. While ALERT does not explicitly
model safety requirements, it can be configured to prioritize
accuracy over other dimensions. When users particularly
value safety (e.g., auto-driving), they could set a high accuracy
requirement or even remove the energy constraints.
Concurrent inference jobs. ALERT is currently designed
to support one inference job at a time. To support multiple
concurrent inference jobs, future work needs to extend
ALERT to coordinate across these concurrent jobs. We expect
the main idea of ALERT, such as using a global slowdown
factor to estimate system variation, to still apply.
Finally, how the inference behaves ultimately depends not
only on ALERT, but also on the DNN models and systemresource setting options. As shown in Section 5, ALERT
helps make the best use of supplied DNN models, but does
not eliminate the difference between different DNN models.

4
3.6

Limitations and Discussions

Assumptions of the Kalman Filter. ALERT’s prediction,
particularly the Kalman Filter, relies on the feedback from
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Implementation

We implement ALERT for both CPUs and GPUs. On CPUs,
ALERT adjusts power through Intel’s RAPL interface [13],
which allows software to set a hardware power limit. On

USENIX Association

Table 3: Settings and schemes under evaluation (* measured
under default setting without resource contention)
GPUs, ALERT uses PyNVML to control frequency and builds
a power-frequency lookup table. ALERT can also be applied
to other approaches that translate power limits into settings
for combinations of resources [33, 36, 72, 90].
In our experiments, ALERT considers a series of power
settings within the feasible range with 2.5W interval on our
test laptop and a 5W interval on our test CPU server and GPU
platform, as the latter has a wider power range than the former.
The number of power buckets is configurable.
ALERT incurs small overhead in both scheduler
computation and switching from one DNN/power-setting
to another, just 0.6–1.7% of an input inference time. We
explicitly account for overhead by subtracting it from the
user-specified goal (see step 2 in Section 3.2).
Users may set goals that are not achievable. If ALERT
cannot meet all constraints, it prioritizes latency highest, then
accuracy, then power. This hierarchy is configurable.

5

Experimental Evaluation

We apply ALERT to different inference tasks on both CPU
and GPU with and without resource contention from colocated jobs. We set ALERT to (1) reduce energy while
satisfying latency and accuracy requirements and (2) reduce
error rates while satisfying latency and energy requirements.
We compare ALERT with both oracle and state-of-the-art
schemes and evaluate detailed design decisions.

5.1

Methodology

Experimental setup. We use the three platforms listed in
Table 1: CPU1, CPU2, and GPU. On each, we run inference
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0

Minimize Energy

Minimize Error

Violations(%)

Norm Performance

Run-time environment setting
Inference task has no co-running process
Co-locate with memory-hungry STREAM [60] (@CPU)
Memory
Co-locate with Backprop from Rodinia-3.1 [8] (@GPU)
Co-locate with Bodytrack from PARSEC-3.0 [5] (@CPU)
Compute
Co-locate with the forward pass of Backprop [8] (@GPU)
Ranges of constraint setting
Latency
0.4x–2x mean latency* of the largest Anytime DNN
Accuracy
Whole range achievable by trad. and Anytime DNN
Energy
Whole feasible power-cap ranges on the machine
Task
Trad. DNN
Anytime [86]
Fixed deadline?
Image Classifi. Sparse ResNet Depth-Nest
Yes
Sentence Pred. RNN
Width-Nest
No
Scheme ID
DNN selection
Power selection
Oracle
Dynamic optimal
Dynamic optimal
OracleStatic
Static optimal
Static optimal
App-only
One Anytime DNN
System Default
Sys-only
Fastest traditional DNN
State-of-Art [37]
No-coord
Anytime DNN w/o coord. with Power State-of-Art [37]
ALERT
ALERT default
ALERT default
ALERTAny
ALERT w/o traditional DNNs
ALERT default
ALERTTrad
ALERT w/o Anytime DNNs
ALERT default
Default

Violations
App-only
Sys-only
No-coord
App+Sys
(ALERT-Any)
Oracle

0

Figure 7: Average performance normalized to OracleStatic .
Violations% is %-of-constraint-settings under which a scheme
incurs >10% violation of all inputs. (Smaller is better)
tasks4 , image classification and sentence prediction, under
three different resource-contention scenarios:
• No contention: the inference task is the only job running,
referred to as “Default”;
• Memory dynamic: the inference task runs together with
a memory-intensive job that repeatedly stops and restarts,
representing dynamic memory resource contention,
referred to as “Memory”;
• Computation dynamic: the inference task runs together
with a computation-intensive job that repeatedly stops
and restarts, representing dynamic computation resource
contention, referred to as “Compute”.
Schemes in evaluation. We give ALERT three different
DNN sets, traditional DNN models (ALERTTrad ), an Anytime
DNN (ALERTAny ), and both (ALERT), and compare it with
two oracle and three state-of-the-art schemes (Table 3).
The two Oracle∗ schemes have perfect predictions for
every input under every DNN/power setting (i.e., impractical).
Specifically, the “Oracle" allows DNN/power settings to
change across inputs, representing the best possible results;
the “OracleStatic ” has one fixed setting across inputs,
representing the best results without dynamic adaptation.
The three state-of-the-art approaches include the following:
• “App-only” conducts adaptation only at the application
level through an Anytime DNN [86];
• “Sys-only”adapts only at the system level following an
existing resource-management system that minimizes
energy under soft real-time constraints [62]5 and uses
the fastest candidate DNN to avoid latency violations;
• “No-coord” uses both the Anytime DNN for application
adaptation and the power-management scheme [62] to
adapt power, but with these two working independently.

5.2

Overall Results

Table 4 shows the results for all schemes for different tasks
on different platforms and environments. Each cell shows
4 For GPU, we only run image classification task there, as the RNN-based
sentence prediction task is better suited for CPU [91].
5 Specifically, this adaptation uses a feedback scheduler that predicts
inference latency based on Kalman Filter.
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Plat.

DNN

Work.

Idle
Sparse
Comp.
Resnet
Mem.
CPU1
Idle
RNN Comp.
Mem.
Idle
Sparse
Comp.
Resnet
Mem.
CPU2
Idle
RNN Comp.
Mem.
Idle
Sparse
GPU
Comp.
Resnet
Mem.
Harmonic mean

ALERT
0.64
0.57
0.53
0.61
0.60
0.54
0.93
0.59
0.38
0.87
0.60
0.52
0.97
0.96
0.97
0.64

ALERTSysAppNoAny
only
only
coord
Energy in Minimizing Energy Task
0.68
1.19
1.0819
0.941
0.58
1.30
0.8019
1.391
19
0.55
1.43
0.76
1.372
0.65
1.34
1.0130
0.952
0.57
1.21
0.9330
1.265
0.56
1.45
0.9531
1.249
0.88
0.99
1.18
0.9620
0.57
1.00
1.01
0.6023
0.37
0.65
0.3919
0.6313
0.99
1.04
0.8034
1.006
0.60
0.99
0.5534
0.867
33
0.51
0.70
0.43
0.8514
0.99
1.36
1.37
0.9220
0.97
1.66
1.77
0.9420
1.01
1.39
1.43
0.9120
0.64
1.11
0.7327
1.084

Oracle

ALERT

0.64
0.57
0.53
0.61
0.60
0.54
0.91
0.58
0.38
0.83
0.60
0.52
0.92
0.89
0.91
0.62

0.91
0.38
0.34
0.87
0.42
0.45
0.68
0.58
0.24
0.84
0.51
0.26
0.90
0.32
0.89
0.46

ALERTSysAppNoAny
only
only
coord
Error Rate in Minimizing Error Task
0.92
1.35
1.023
0.913
0.39
0.51
1.3524
0.396
28
0.34
0.46
1.47
0.392
0.87
0.87
0.8721
0.8714
0.44
0.50
0.4628
0.4623
0.45
0.50
0.5728
0.5427
0.68
0.97
0.792
0.7124
0.57
0.85
0.7129
0.7416
0.82
0.32
0.3317
0.7531
0.85
0.99
0.8914
0.891
0.52
0.60
0.5321
0.5417
0.27
0.31
0.2821
0.2717
0.92
1.22
1.092
1.7412
23
0.34
1.28
1.21
2.5018
0.92
1.22
1.112
1.8114
16
0.47
0.63
0.67
0.6315

Oracle
0.89
0.36
0.33
0.86
0.42
0.44
0.66
0.55
0.21
0.84
0.52
0.26
0.86
0.30
0.86
0.45

Table 4: Average energy consumption and error rate normalized to OracleStatic , smaller is better. (Each cell is averaged over 35–40
constraint settings; superscript: # of constraint settings violated for >10% inputs and hence excluded from energy average.)
the average energy or accuracy under 35–40 combinations
of latency, accuracy, and energy constraints (the settings
are detailed in Table 3), normalized to the OracleStatic
result. Figure 7 compares these results, where lower bars
represent better results and lower *s represent fewer constraint
violations. ALERT and ALERT Any both work very well
for all settings. They outperform state-of-the-art approaches,
which have a significant number of constraint violations, as
visualized by the many superscripts in Table 4 and the high
* positions in Figure 7. ALERT outperforms OracleStatic
because it adapts to dynamic variations. ALERT also comes
very close to the theoretically optimal Oracle.
Comparing with Oracles. As shown in Table 4,
ALERT achieves 93-99% of Oracle’s energy and accuracy
optimization while satisfying constraints. Oraclestatic , the
baseline in Table 4, represents the best one can achieve by
selecting 1 DNN model and 1 power setting for all inputs.
ALERT greatly out-performs Oraclestatic , reducing its energy
consumption by 3–48% while satisfying accuracy constraints
(36% in harmonic mean) and reducing its error rate by 9-66%
while satisfying energy constraints (54% in harmonic mean).
Figure 8 shows a detailed comparison for the energy
minimization task. The figure shows the range of performance
under all requirement settings (i.e., the whiskers). ALERT
not only achieves similar mean energy reduction, its whole
range of optimization behavior is also similar to Oracle. In
comparison, OracleStatic not only has the worst mean but also
the worst tail performance. Due to space constraints, we omit
the figures for other settings, where similar trends hold.
ALERT has more advantage over Oraclestatic on CPUs than
on GPUs. The CPUs have more empirical variance than the
GPU, so they benefit more from dynamic adaptation. The
GPU experiences significantly lower dynamic fluctuation so
the static oracle makes good predictions.
ALERT satisfies the constraint in 99.9% of tests for image
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classification and 98.5% of those for sentence prediction. For
the latter, due to the large input variability (NLP1 in Figure 4),
some input sentences simply cannot complete by the deadline
even with the fastest DNN. There the Oracle fails, too.
Note that, these Oracle schemes not only have perfect—
and hence, impractical—prediction capability, but they also
have no overhead. In contrast, ALERT is running on the same
machines as the DNN workloads. All results include ALERT’s
run-time latency and power overhead.
Comparing with State-of-the-Art. For a fair comparison,
we focus on ALERTAny , as it uses exactly the same DNN
candidate set as "Sys-only", "App-only", and "No-coord".
Across all settings, ALERTAny outperforms the others.
The System-only solution suffers from not being able to
choose different DNNs under different runtime scenarios.
As a result, it performs much worse than ALERTAny in
satisfying accuracy requirements or optimizing accuracy. For
the former (left side of Table 4 and Figure 7), it creates
accuracy violations in 68% of the settings as shown in Figure
7; for the latter (right side of Table 4 and Figure 7), although
capable of satisfying energy constraints, it introduces 34%
more error than ALERTAny .
The Application-only solution that uses an Anytime
DNN suffers from not being able to adjust to the energy
requirements: it consumes 73% more energy in energyminimizing tasks (left side of Table 4 and Figure 7) and
introduces many energy-budget violations particularly under
resource contention settings (right side of Table 4 and Fig. 7).
The no-coordination scheme is worse than both Systemand Application-only. It violates constraints in both tasks
with 69% more energy and 34% more error than ALERTAny .
Without coordination, the two levels can work at cross
purposes; e.g., the application switches to a faster DNN to
save energy while the system makes more power available.
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Table 5: ALERT normalized average energy consumption and
error rate to OracleStatic @ Sparse ResNet (Smaller is better)

5.3

Detailed Results and Sensitivity

Accuracy (%) Power (W)

Work.

DNN

ALERT Any Trad ALERT Any Trad
Minimize Energy Task Minimize Error Task
Idle
0.64 0.68 0.651
0.91 0.92 0.93
CPU1 Comp.
0.57 0.58 0.656
0.38 0.39 0.41
Mem.
0.53 0.55 0.533
0.34 0.34 0.35
Idle
0.93 0.88 0.951
0.68 0.68 0.69
CPU2 Comp.
0.59 0.57 0.604
0.58 0.57 0.59
Mem.
0.38 0.37 0.408
0.23 0.24 0.32
Idle
0.97 0.99 0.95
0.90 0.92 0.89
GPU Comp.
0.97 1.01 0.96
0.89 0.92 0.89
Mem.
0.96 0.97 0.95
0.32 0.34 0.32
Harmonic mean
0.66 0.66 0.673
0.47 0.48 0.50
Plat.

Latency (s)

Figure 8: ALERT versus Oracle and OracleStatic on minimize energy task (Lower is better). (whisker: whole range; circle: mean)
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Different DNN candidate sets. Table 5 compares the
performance of ALERT working with an Anytime DNN
(Any), a set of traditional DNN models (Trad), and both.
At a high level, ALERT works well with all three DNN
sets. Under close comparison, ALERTTrad violates more
accuracy constraints than the others, particularly under
resource contention on CPUs, because a traditional DNN
has a much larger accuracy drop than an anytime DNN when
missing a latency deadline. Consequently, when the system
variation is large, ALERTTrad selects a faster DNN to meet
latency and thus may not meet accuracy goals. Of course,
ALERTAny is not always the best. As discussed in Section
3.5, Anytime DNNs sometimes have lower accuracy then a
traditional DNN with similar execution time. This difference
leads to the slightly better results for ALERT over ALERTAny .
Figure 9 visualizes the different dynamic behavior of
ALERT (blue curve) and ALERTTrad (orange curve) when
the environment changes from Default to Memory-intensive
and back. At the beginning, due to a loose latency constraint,
ALERT and ALERTTrad both select the biggest traditional
DNN, which provides the highest accuracy within the energy
budget. When the memory contention suddenly starts, this
DNN choice leads to a deadline miss and an energy-budget
violation (as the idle period disappeared), which causes an
accuracy dip. Fortunately, both quickly detect this problem
and sense the high variability in the expected latency. ALERT
switches to use an anytime DNN and a lower power cap.
This switch is effective: although the environment is still
unstable, the inference accuracy remains high, with slight
ups and downs depending on which anytime output finished
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Figure 9: Minimize error rates w/ latency, energy constraints
on CPU1. (Memory contention occurs from about input 46 to
119; Deadline: 1.25× mean latency of largest Anytime DNN
in Default; power limit: 35W.)
before the deadline. Only able to choose from traditional
DNNs, ALERTTrad conservatively switches to much simpler
and hence lower-accuracy DNNs to avoid deadline misses.
This switch does eliminate deadline misses under the highly
dynamic environment, but many of the conservatively chosen
DNNs finish before the deadline (see the Latency panel),
wasting the opportunity to produce more accurate results and
causing ALERTTrad to have a lower accuracy than ALERT.
When the system quiesces, both schemes quickly shift back
to the highest-accuracy, traditional DNN.
Overall, these results demonstrate how ALERT always
makes use of the full potential of the DNN candidate set to
optimize performance and satisfy constraints.
ALERT probabilistic design. A key feature of ALERT is
its use of not just mean estimations, but also their variance.
To evaluate the impact of this design, we compare ALERT to
an alternative design ALERT*, which only uses the estimated
mean to select configurations.
Figure 10 shows the performance of ALERT and ALERT*
in the minimize error task for sentence prediction. Here,
ALERT (blue circles) always performs better than ALERT*.
Its advantage is the biggest when the DNN candidates include
both traditional and Anytime DNNs (i.e., the “Standard”
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in Figure 10). The reason is that traditional DNNs and
Anytime DNN have different accuracy/latency curves, Eq.
3 for the former and Eq. 10 for the latter. ALERT* is
much worse in distinguishing these two by simply using the
mean of estimated latency to predict accuracy. ALERT also
clearly outperforms ALERT* under memory contention with
traditional DNN candidates, as ALERT’s estimation better
captures dynamic system variation. Overall, these results
show ALERT’s probabilistic design is effective.
Sensitivity to latency distribution. ALERT assumes a
Gaussian distribution, but is designed to work for other
distributions (see Section 3.6). As shown in Figure 11, the
observed ξs (red bars) are indeed not a perfect fit for Gaussian
distribution (blue lines), which confirms ALERT’s robustness.

6

Related work

Past resource management systems have used machine
learning [4, 51, 68, 69, 79] or control theory [32, 37, 44, 45,
62, 74, 93] to make dynamic decisions and adapt to changing
environments or application needs. Some also use Kalman
filter because it has optimal error properties [37, 44, 45, 62].
There are two major differences between them and ALERT:
1) prior approaches use the Kalman filter to estimate physical
quantities such as CPU utilization [45] or job latency [37],
while ALERT estimates a virtual quantity that is then used to
update a large number of latency estimates. 2) while variance
is naturally computed as part of the filter, ALERT actually
uses it, in addition to the mean, to help produce estimates that
better account for environment variability.
Past work designed resource managers explicitly to
coordinate approximate applications with system resource
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usage [21, 31, 32, 46]. Although related, they manage
applications separately from system resources, which is
fundamentally different from ALERT’s holistic design. When
an environmental change occurs, prior approaches first adjust
the application and then the system serially (or vice versa)
so that the change’s effects on each can be established
independently [31, 32]. That is, coordination is established
by forcing one level to lag behind the other. In practice
this design forces each level to keep its own independent
model and delays response to environmental changes. In
contrast, ALERT’s global slowdown factor allows it to easily
model and update prediction about all application and system
configurations simultaneously, leading to very fast response
times, like the single input delay demonstrated in Figure 9.
Much work accelerates DNNs through hardware [3, 10–12,
19, 23, 24, 27, 30, 38, 43, 54, 58, 66, 73, 75, 83], compiler [9, 65],
system [28,53], or design support [25,25,26,39,42,77,81,85].
They essentially shift and extend the tradeoff space, but do
not provide policies for meeting user needs or for navigating
tradeoffs dynamically, and hence are orthogonal to ALERT.
Some research supports hard real-time guarantees for
DNNs [92], providing 100% timing guarantees while
assuming that the DNN model gives the desired accuracy,
the environment is completely predictable, and energy
consumption is not a concern. ALERT provides slightly
weaker timing guarantees, but manages accuracy and power
goals. ALERT also provides more flexibility to adapt to
unpredictable environments. Hard real-time systems would
fail in the co-located scenario unless they explicitly account
for all possible co-located applications at design time.

7

Conclusion

This paper demonstrates the challenges behind the important
problem of ensuring timely, accurate, and energy efficient
neural network inference with dynamic input, contention, and
requirement variation. ALERT achieves these goals through
dynamic and coordinated DNN model selection and power
management based on feedback control. We evaluate ALERT
with a variety of workloads and DNN models and achieve
high performance and energy efficiency.
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NeuOS: A Latency-Predictable Multi-Dimensional Optimization Framework for
DNN-driven Autonomous Systems
Soroush Bateni and Cong Liu
The University of Texas at Dallas
Abstract

1

Introduction

The recent explosion of computer vision research has led to
interesting applications of learning-driven techniques in autonomous embedded systems (AES) domain such as object
detection in self-driving vehicles and image recognition in
robotics. In particular, deep neural networks (DNNs) with
generally the same building blocks have been dominantly
applied as effective and accurate implementation of image
recognition, object detection, tracking, and localization towards enabling full autonomy in the future [60, 50]. For example, using such DNNs alone, Tesla has recently demonstrated that a great deal of autonomy in self-driving cars
can be achieved [33]. Another catalyzer for the feasibility
of DNN-driven autonomous systems in practice has been the
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Deep neural networks (DNNs) used in computer vision
have become widespread techniques commonly used in
autonomous embedded systems for applications such as
image/object recognition and tracking. The stringent space,
weight, and power constraints seen in such systems impose
a major impediment for practical and safe implementation
of DNNs, because they have to be latency predictable
while ensuring minimum energy consumption and maximum
accuracy. Unfortunately, exploring this optimization space
is very challenging because (1) smart coordination has to
be performed among system- and application-level solutions,
(2) layer characteristics should be taken into account, and
more importantly, (3) when multiple DNNs exist, a consensus
on system configurations should be calculated, which is
a problem that is an order of magnitude harder than any
previously considered scenario. In this paper, we present
NeuOS, a comprehensive latency predictable system solution
for running multi-DNN workloads in autonomous systems.
NeuOS can guarantee latency predictability, while managing
energy optimization and dynamic accuracy adjustment based
on specific system constraints via smart coordinated systemand application-level decision-making among multiple DNN
instances. We implement and extensively evaluate NeuOS
on two state-of-the-art autonomous system platforms for a
set of popular DNN models. Experiments show that NeuOS
rarely misses deadlines, and can improve energy and accuracy
considerably compared to state of the art.
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Figure 1: Ternary depiction of the 3D optimization space.
advancement of fast, energy-efficient embedded platforms,
particularly accelerator-enabled multicore systems such as
the NVIDIA Drive AGX and the Tesla AI platforms [44, 22].
Autonomous systems based on embedded hardware platforms are bounded by stringent Space, Weight, and Power
(SWaP) constraints. The SWaP constraints require system designers to carefully take into account energy efficiency. However, DNN-driven autonomous embedded systems are considered mission-critical real-time applications and thus, require
predictable latency1 and sufficient accuracy2 (of the DNN
output) in order to pass rigorous certifications and be safe for
end users [46]. This causes a challenging conflict with energy
efficiency since accurate DNNs require a tremendous amount
of resources to be feasible and to be timing-predictable, and
are by far the biggest source of resource consumption in such
systems [5]. This usually results in less complicated (and less
resource-demanding) DNN models to be designed and used
in these systems, reducing accuracy considerably.
Fig. 1(a) shows a hypothetical three-dimensional space
between latency, power, and accuracy mapped to a ternary
plot [55] (where (Energy + Timing + Accuracy) has
been normalized to 3). Each dot in Fig. 1(a) represents
a configuration with a unique set of latency, power, and
accuracy characteristics. The power consumption is usually
1 Latency from each system component (including the DNNs) in AES
will add up to the reaction latency between when a sensor observes an event
and when the system externally reacts to that event, such as by applying
the breaks in a self-driving vehicle. The faster a system reacts, the more
likely it is for the system to avoid a disaster, such as an accident. However,
policymakers might adopt a reasonable reaction time, such as 33ms or even
300ms [48, 27, 12, 14, 9, 4] as ”safe enough".
2 We should mention here that there is currently no established standard
to connect DNN accuracy to the safety of a particular system, such as DNNs
in self-driving vehicles. In this paper, we assume the more accurate the DNN,
the safer the system is.
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adjusted at system-level via dynamic voltage/frequency
scaling (DVFS) [5, 21]. The accuracy adjustment is done
at application-level via DNN approximation configuration
switching (see Sec. 4 for details). Note that both DVFS
and DNN configuration adjustments would impact runtime
latency. This figure highlights three configurations with
various levels of latency, power consumption, and accuracy
tradeoff that might or might not be acceptable given the
current performance constraints. Choosing the best threedimensional trade-off optimization point is a significant
challenge given the vast and complex DVFS and accuracy
configuration space.
Although all autonomous systems are required to be latency
predictable in nature, the constraints on power and accuracy
may vary based on the type of autonomous system (e.g.,
highly constrained power for drones and maximum accuracy
requirement for autonomous driving). To illustrate one such
variation, note Fig. 1(b), which shows a constraint on latency,
and a constraint on accuracy imposed in the configuration
space limiting the possible configurations considerably.
Challenges specific to DNN-driven AES. In addition to the
aforementioned optimization problem, DNNs are constructed
from layers, where each layer responds differently to DVFS
changes and has unique approximation characteristics (as
we shall showcase in Sec. 3.1). In order to meet a latency
target with optimized energy consumption and accuracy,
each layer requires a unique DVFS and approximation
configuration, whereas existing approaches such as Poet [23]
and JouleGuard [21] deal with DNNs as a black-box.
Moreover, system-level DVFS adjustments and applicationlevel accuracy adjustments happen at two separate stages.
Without smart coordination, the system might fall in a
negative feedback loop, as we shall demonstrate in Sec. 3.2.
This coordination needs to happen at layer boundaries,
making the problem at least an order of magnitude harder
than previous work.
Furthermore, existing techniques mostly focus on singletasking scenarios [5, 3, 20] whereas AES generally require
multiple instances of different DNNs. As we shall motivate
in Sec. 3.3 using a real-world example, these DNNs need
to communicate and build a cohort on a layer-by-layer basis
to avoid greedy and inefficient decision-making. Moreover,
system-level and application-level coordination in this multiDNN scenario is much harder than isolated processes
considered in previous work.
Finally, existing approaches [13, 5] optimize latency
performance on a best-effort basis (e.g., by using control
theory) that can overshoot a latency target (as demonstrated
in Sec. 3.2). A better solution should include proven real-time
runtime strategies such as LAG analysis [51].
Contribution. In this paper, we present NeuOS3 , a comprehensive timing-predictable system solution for multi-DNN
3 The

latest version of NeuOS can be found at https://github.com/
Soroosh129/NeuOS.
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workloads in autonomous embedded systems. NeuOS can
manage energy optimization and dynamic accuracy adjustment for DNNs based on specific system constraints via smart
coordinated system- and application-level decision-making.
NeuOS is designed fundamentally based on the idea of
multi-DNN execution by introducing the concept of cohort,
a collective set of DNN instances that can communicate
through a shared channel. To track this cohort, we address how
latency, energy, and accuracy can be measured and propagated
efficiently in the multi-DNN cohort.
Besides the fundamental goal of providing latency predictability (i.e., meeting deadlines for processing each DNN
instance), NeuOS addresses the challenge of balancing energy
at system level and accuracy at application level for DNNs,
which has never been addressed in literature to the best of our
knowledge. Balancing three constraints at various execution
levels in the multi-DNN scenario requires smart coordination 1) between system level and application level decision
making, and 2) among multiple DNN instances.
Towards these coordination goals, we introduce two algorithms in Sec. 4.2 that are executed at the layer completion
boundary of each DNN instance: one algorithm that can predict the best system-level DVFS configuration for each DNN
member of the cohort to meet deadline and minimize power
for that specific member in the upcoming layer, and one algorithm that decides what application level approximation
configuration is required for others if any one of these systemlevel DVFS decisions were chosen. These two algorithms
effectively propagate all courses of action for the next layer in
order to meet the deadline. Based on these two algorithms, we
propose an optimization problem in Sec. 4.3 that can decide
the best course of action depending on the system constraint,
and minimize system overhead. This method is effective because 1) it introduces an identical decision-making among
all DNN instances in the cohort and solves the coordination
problem between system-level and application-level decision
making, and 2) provides adaptability to three typical scenarios
imposing different constraints on energy and accuracy.
Implementation and Evaluation. We implement a system
prototype of NeuOS and extensively evaluate NeuOS using
popular image detection DNNs as a representative of
convolutional deep neural networks used in AES. The
evaluation is done under the following conditions:
• Extensible in terms of architecture. We fully implement NeuOS using a set of popular DNN models on
two different platforms: an NVIDIA Jetson TX2 SoC
(with architecture designed for low overhead embedded
systems), and an NVIDIA AGX Xavier SoC (with architecture designed for complex autonomous systems such
as self-driving cars).
• Multi-DNN scenarios. We ensure that our system can
trade-off and balance multiple DNNs in all conditions
by testing NeuOS under three cohort sizes: a small 1process, a medium 2-4 process, and a large 6-8 process.
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• Latency predictability. We extensively compare NeuOS
to six state-of-the-art solutions in literature, and find that
NeuOS rarely misses deadlines under all evaluated scenarios, and can improve runtime latency on average by
68% (between 8% and 96% depending on DNN complexity) on TX2, by 40% on average (between 12% and
89%) on AGX, and by 54% overall.
• Versatility. NeuOS can be easily adapted to the following three constraint scenarios:
– Balanced energy and accuracy. Without any
system constraints given, NeuOS is proved to be
energy efficient while sacrificing an affordable
degree of accuracy, improving energy consumption
on average by 68% on TX2, by 40% on average on
AGX, while incurring an accuracy loss of 21% on
average (between 19% and 42%).
– Min energy. When energy is constrained to be minimal, NeuOS is able to sacrifice accuracy a small
amount (at most 23%) but further improve energy
consumption by 11% over the general unrestricted
case, while meeting the latency requirement.
– Max accuracy. When accuracy is given as a
constraint, NeuOS is able to improve accuracy
by 10% on average compared to balanced case,
but also sacrifices energy by only a small amount,
increasing by 23% on average.

2

Background

DVFS space in autonomous systems. The trade-off between
latency and power consumption is usually achieved via adjustments to frequency and/or voltages of hardware components. A software and hardware technique typical of modern
systems is DVFS. Through DVFS, system software such as
the operating system or hardware solutions can dynamically
adjust voltage and frequency. To understand this technique
better, consider Fig. 2(a), showing the components of a Jetson TX2, which contains a Parker SoC with a big.LITTLE
architecture with 2 NVIDIA Denver big cores and 4 ARM
Cortex A53 LITTLE cores. The Parker SoC also contains
a 256-core Pascal-architecture GPU. The TX2 module also
contains 8 GB of shared memory (the Jetson AGX Xavier
also used in Sec. 5 has a more advanced Xavier SoC with
8 NVIDIA “Carmel” cores, a 512 Volta-architecture GPU,
and 16GB of shared memory). Each component includes a
voltage/frequency (V/F) gate that can be adjusted via software. The value for frequency and voltage for each component
forms a unique topple, called a DVFS configuration throughout this paper.
DNN and its approximation techniques. Fig. 2(b) depicts a
simplified version of a Deep Neural Network (DNN). Neurons
are the basic building blocks of DNNs. Depending on the layer
neurons belong to, they perform various different operations.
A DNN may contain multiple layers of different types, such
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Figure 2: DVFS configuration space and DNN structure.
as the convolutional and the normalization layers, which are
connected via their inputs and outputs.
DNNs by nature are approximation functions [36]. DNNs
are trained on a specific training set. After training, accuracy
is measured by using a test data set, set aside from the
training set and measuring the accuracy (e.g., top-5 error rate–
comparing the top 5 guesses against the ground truth). The
accuracy of the overall DNN can be adjusted by manipulating
the layer parameters.
A rich set of DNN approximation techniques have been
proposed in the literature and adopted in the industry [17,
58, 24, 29, 43, 56, 7, 18]. Such techniques aim at reducing
the computation and storage overhead for executing DNN
workloads. An example technique to provide approximation
for convolutional layers is Lowrank [45], which performs a
lowrank decomposition of the convolution filters. In our implementation, dynamic accuracy adjustment or “hot swapping”
layers will refer to applying the lowrank decomposition to the
upcoming layers before their execution. Note that applying
such approximation adjustments on the fly is possible because
the generated pair of layers have the exact combined input and
output dimensions. Moreover, this adjustment is only possible
for future layers at each layer boundary.
Measuring Accuracy. The approximation on the fly will
affect the final accuracy. Due to the dynamic nature of this
adjustment, the exact value of accuracy measurement using
traditional methodology is impractical. Most related work
thus incorporate an alternative scoring method [3], where the
system will deduce the accuracy score accordingly if certain
approximation techniques are to be applied to the next layer.
In our method, we assume a perfect score for the original
DNN, and switching to the lowrank approximation of any
layer will reduce the score by a set amount. For example,
running AlexNet in its entirety will result in a score of 100. If
we swap a convolutional layer with a lowrank version of that
layer, the overall accuracy will be affected by some amount
(e.g., 1 in our method), thus yielding a lower score (e.g., 99
under the scoring method). Therefore, the score is always
relative to the original DNN configuration and not related to
the absolute value of accuracy on a particular dataset. This
method of keeping relative accuracy is still invaluable to
maximizing accuracy in a dynamic runtime environment but
cannot be used to calculate the exact accuracy loss.
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Figure 3: Calculated best system level DVFS configuration
and best application level theoretical approximation configuration for AlexNet on Jetson TX2 in order to meet a 12ms
deadline (0 means no approximation).

Figure 4: Negative feedback loop between an applicationlevel solution and a system-level solution.

3

Observation 1: Layer-level trade-off makes the problem an
order of magnitude harder than ordinary blackbox techniques.

Motivation

In this section, we lay out several motivational case studies
to understand the challenges that exist for DNNs, and gain
insights on why existing approaches (or naively extended
ones) may fail under our problem context.

3.1

Balancing in two-dimensional Space

The trade-off to meet a specified latency target while maximizing accuracy is done in a 2-dimensional space by choosing
an approximation configuration for the application. Similarly,
the 2-dimensional trade-off between energy and latency is
done by changing an optimal DVFS configuration. Traditional
control-theory based solutions treat the entire application as
a black-box, and decide on what DVFS or approximation
configuration should be chosen every few iterations of that
specific application [21, 20]. However, treating DNNs as a
blackbox does not yield the most efficient results. Fig. 3 left
hand shows the best DVFS configuration for each layer of
AlexNet among all possible DVFS configurations for a Jetson
TX2 in terms of energy consumption. The y-axis is the layer
number for AlexNet, and the x-axis is the DVFS configuration
index, partially sorted based on frequency and activated core
counts. The dots show the configuration that has the absolute
minimum energy consumption. As is evident, each layer has
a different optimal DVFS configuration. More interestingly,
we observe a non-linearity where sometimes faster DVFS
configurations have lower energy consumption. This is due
to the massive parallelism of GPUs, where increasing the frequency by 2x for example can yield a 10-fold improvement
in performance, which outweighs the momentary increase in
energy consumption. Fig. 3 right hand shows the best theoretical approximation configurations required for each layer
of AlexNet in order to meet a 12ms deadline4 . As is evident
in the figure, each layer requires a different approximation
configuration for optimal results.
Thus, the DNN must somehow become transparent to the
system, conveying layer-by-layer information in order to
make the correct decisions. This can make the decision space
in the 2-dimensional space at least an order of magnitude
harder (e.g., AlexNet has 23 layers) since every layer must be
considered for each execution of the DNN application.
4 Please
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see Sec. 4.2 for more details on how this is calculated.
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3.2

(b)

Balancing in three-dimensional Space

Balancing energy/latency and accuracy/latency in isolation
can be naive, and lead to unnecessary consumption of energy
or reduced accuracy. Fig. 4a shows a similar experiment
to Sec. 3.1, but both the system and application (Alexnet)
are employed at the same time without any coordination.
The goal of both solutions is to reach a 20ms deadline (by
using latency deficit, LAG, as a guide (Sec. 4.2)). In the
case of AlexNet, the system-level DVFS adjustment can be
enough to meet the desired deadline. In an ideal scenario,
only energy is adjusted slightly until AlexNet is not behind
schedule. However, as is evident in the figure, normalized
energy consumption and accuracy for each layer are both
decreased continuously and dramatically. This is due to an
unwanted negative loop, where a negative deficit (indicating
that the system is behind schedule) has resulted in the
application-level solution switching to a lower approximation
configuration. Because these configurations are discrete, as
we shall discuss in Sec. 4.2, the deficit will overshoot (at
around layer 10) and becomes positive (meaning the system is
ahead of schedule). The system-level solution would see this
deficit as a headroom to reduce energy consumption, and in
the case of Fig. 4a, has turned the positive deficit into a small
negative at around layer 18. This cycle (as depicted in Fig. 4b)
is repeated until the minimum approximation configuration
is reached. This result is extremely undesirable in accuracysensitive applications such as autonomous driving (but can
be okay for energy sensitive applications such as remote
sensing). Thus, a feasible solution would be for the system
and application to communicate, and make decisions based on
given constraints for an application based on given constraints.
This communication should be done at the granularity of
layers, which makes the problem extra hard.
Observation 2: Trade-off in a 3-dimensional latency, energy,
and accuracy optimization space is a significant challenge
due to both system constraints as well as lacking harmony
between application-level and system-level solutions.

3.3

Balancing for Multi-DNN Scenarios

To the best of our knowledge, no existing approach deals
with multiple DNN instances in a coordinated manner.
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Figure 5: Energy consumption and execution time of running
8 instances of Resnet-50 on a Jetson TX2 under PredJoule.
Straightforwardly extending single-tasking latency/energy
trade-off approaches, such as PredJoule [5], to multi-tasking
scenarios would only result in decision-making that is local
and greedy, based on locally measured variables. To showcase
why coordination in this additional dimension is a key
issue, examine Fig. 5, which shows the latency and energy
consumption for running 8 DNN instances together averaged
over 20 iterations under PredJoule on a Jetson TX2. We
chose PredJoule because in our experiments, it outperformed
all other existing solutions on exploring the 2D tradeoff
between latency and energy for DNNs. The left (right) y-axis
in Fig. 5 depicts the latency (energy consumption) in seconds
(miliJoules) for each instance. As is evident in the figure, the
DVFS management is greedy, resulting in instances 1 and
2 having relatively good latency and energy consumption.
This greediness has pushed the rest of the DNN instances
into unacceptable latency range (which is above 150ms for
ResNet-50) because the chosen DVFS configuration at each
layer boundary has been mostly beneficial only to the current
layers of DNN instance 1 and 2. Moreover, the distribution
of timing and energy consumption is not even across all
instances because of the same reason. This disparity is the
result of an uncoordinated system solution that chooses DVFS
configurations greedily based on local variables.
Observation 3: In addition to the 2D and 3D complexities
of solving the latency/accuracy/energy trade-off, a complete
system solution must also accommodate for Multi-DNN
scenarios, which are inherently more complicated to model
and predict than single-DNN scenarios. The case studies
also imply that naive extensions on existing single-DNN
2D solutions may fail in multi-DNN cases because they
make greedy decisions based on local variables without
coordination towards being globally optimal.

4
4.1

System Design
NeuOS Overview

To optimize the three-dimensional tradeoff space at the layer
granularity, two basic research questions need to be answered
first: 1) how to define and track the values of the three
performance constraints in the system, and 2) what target
should be imposed for optimizing each constraint.
For the first research question, we define a value of LAG
(defined in Sec. 4.2, as a measurement of how far behind the
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DNN is compared to an ideal schedule that meets the relative
deadline D), which tracks the progress of DNN execution
at layer boundaries, P for energy consumption (in mJ) for
each layer, and a variable X to reflect accuracy. We choose
to track LAG at runtime instead of using an end-to-end
optimization because it is more practical due to two reasons:
1) in a multi-DNN scenario, predicting the overlap between
different DNN instances (and thus coordinating an optimal
solution) cannot be done offline without making unrealistic
assumptions, such as synchronized release times, and, 2) LAG
is especially useful in a real system since it can account for
outside interference, such as interference by other processes
in the system, whereas an end-to-end optimization framework
could miss the latency target. Moreover, as we shall discuss in
Sec. 4.2, the value of P can be inferred by LAG in our design
as these two variables fundamentally depend on the runtime
DVFS configuration. Thus, the essential variables to track
the status of a DNN execution can be simplified to {LAG, X}.
Since we are dealing with a multi-DNN scenario, each DNN
instance will have its own set of these variables. To know the
collective status of the system, each DNN instance will put
its variables in a shared queue.
In order to answer the second question regarding what
optimization targets should be imposed on the system, we
focus on the following three typical scenarios (expanded on
in Sec. 4.3) that entail different performance constraints:
• Min Energy (MP ) is when NeuOS is deployed on
an embedded system with a critically small energy
envelope. Thus, the system should minimize energy
without sacrificing too much accuracy. This scenario
is motivated by applications seen in extremely powerlimited systems such as drones, robotics, and a massive
set of internet-of-thing devices.
• Max Accuracy (MA ) is when NeuOS is deployed on
a system that has limited energy but accuracy is of
utmost importance. Thus, the system should try to
maximize accuracy without losing too much energy. This
scenario is motivated by CPS-related applications such
as autonomous driving.
• Balanced Energy and Accuracy (S) describes a more
general, flexible scenario when the system is limited by
both energy consumption and accuracy requirements,
but no priority is given to either. Thus, the system should
try to balance energy consumption and accuracy.
With the given scenarios and the values of {LAG, X} at
hand, we can answer the two key research questions presented
in our motivation: 1) how to coordinate in a multi-DNN
scenario such that the overall system is balanced and can meet
the performance constraints, and, 2) how to efficiently tradeoff
between latency, energy, and accuracy given the complexity of
the problem space and how to prevent the negative feedback
loop discussed in Sec. 3.2?
Design overview. Fig. 6 shows the overall design of NeuOS
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deadline Di as a form of LAG [51], denoted by LAGi . LAGi
is a local variable (that can be updated at layer boundaries)
for each DNN instance that keeps track of how far ahead or
how far behind the DNN instance is compared to the deadline
at time t. LAGi is calculated as:

4.2

Coordinated System- and Application-level
Adjustments

In this section, we expand on how runtime LAG is measured,
how it relates to energy consumption, how accuracy X
is calculated, and how the two developed algorithms take
advantage of these two measurements to discover all possible
choices the system can make efficiently in order to reduce the
LAG to zero and meet the deadline.
LAG. We quantify the relationship between the partial
execution time at time t of DNN instance i (ei ) and its relative
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(dl − el ),

(1)

l∈Li (t)

Figure 6: Design Overview
around {LAG, X}. The left side depicts the shared queue
among multiple DNN instances. In the middle, a simple
example of n concurrently running DNN instances each with
three layers is shown. NeuOS makes runtime decisions on
DVFS and DNN approximation configuration adjustments at
layer boundaries, i.e., whenever a layer of a DNN instance
completes. This is beneficial not only because applying
approximation on-the-fly is possible only at layer boundaries,
but in terms of overhead as well (as proved by our evaluation).
As illustrated in the figure, at the boundary between layers
L2 and L3 of the first DNN instance, NeuOS is going through
the process of decision-making which contains several steps.
The first step is Alg.1, which senses the last known value
of LAG for each DNN instance. Alg. 1 decides what DVFS
configuration (at system level) is best for each instance in
order to meet their deadlines D, outputting a list of potential
DVFS configurations (∆), where each member of the list
corresponds to a DNN instance. In the next step, the list
of potential DVFS configurations are fed into Alg.2, which
predicts what approximation {Xi } (at application level) would
be required for other DNN instances to meet the deadline if
the DVFS configuration for any one of the DNN instances
is applied. Thus, Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 in tandem discover all
possible courses of action the system can take to meet the
deadline. However, at this point, no decision has been made
on what DVFS configuration or accuracy configuration should
be chosen for the system, because that depends on the given
system constraint. This problem is inherently an optimization
problem of finding the best possible choice in the propagated
configuration space. We present this optimization problem
formally in Sec. 4.3, where depending on broad scenarios, a
particular setting is chosen for the next period of execution.
In the last step of NeuOS, the system chooses one of these
possibilities based on the scenario involved.

∑

LAGi (t, Li (t)) =

in which Li (t) is the list of the layers of instance i that have
completed by time t. For layer l ∈ Li (t), dl and el depict the
sub-deadline for layer l and the recorded execution time for
layer l, respectively. NeuOS keeps track of el by measuring
the elapsed time between each layer. Moreover, we use the
proportional deadline method [38] to devise sub-deadlines
for each layer based on Di , the relative (end-to-end) deadline
of DNN instance i, in which the subdeadline dl for layer l is
calculated as:
dl = (el /

∑ (ex )) · Di ,

(2)

x∈Li

where ∑x∈Li (ex ) denotes the execution time of DNN i. The
proportional nature of sub-deadlines means that they only
need to be calculated once for the lifetime of a given DNN
instance on a platform.
Each DNN instance i would broadcast LAGi among all
instances via the shared queue. Thus, LAGi would reflect the
last known status of DNN instance i up to the last executed
layer. We call the collection of LAG from all instances the
LAG cohort, and we denote it by Φ. At completion of a DNN
instance, a special message is sent to the cohort so that every
DNN instance in the system is aware of their exit.
Based on the LAG cohort, the DNN instances can make
decisions on accuracy and DVFS. A cohort will be perfect if
every LAG within it is 0, or ∀LAGi ∈ Φ, LAGi = 0. This means
that all layers have exactly finished by their sub-deadline so
far. Thus, the system has reasons to believe that the DNN
instances will exactly finish by the deadline and do not require
a faster DVFS or an approximation configuration, saving
energy and accuracy in the process.
Since LAG indicates how far behind (LAG < 0) or ahead
(LAG > 0) each DNN is, the DVFS and the approximation
configuration need to be adjusted to run faster or slower
accordingly. However, energy consumption and accuracy
constraints must also be considered. We discuss each next.
System-level DVFS adjustment. At system-level, the question is which DVFS configuration is the best given the state
of Φ to minimize energy consumption while reducing LAG
to zero? The answer would vary between different DNN instances in the cohort, as they exhibit different LAGs. Moreover, different layers react differently to DVFS adjustments.
Alg. 1 is responsible for finding the best DVFS configuration for each DNN instance in the cohort. Alg. 1 takes as
input the LAG cohort Φ and a SpeedUp/PowerUp table for
the current layer of each DNN instance i. The structure of
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Algorithm 1 ∆ Calculator.

Algorithm 2 Xi Calculator.

Input: Φ
⊲ Progress Cohort
Input: SpeedUp/PowerUp[]
⊲ The SpeedUp/PowerUp table of DNNs.
Output: ∆

Input: ∆
⊲ Potential DVFS list.
Input: SpeedUp/Accuracy[]
⊲ The SpeedUp/Accuracy table of DNNs.
Input: SpeedUp/PowerUp[]
⊲ The SpeedUp/PowerUp table of DNNs.
Output: X[][]
⊲ The accuracy list for each DNN instance for each δ

1: function R ETURN∆(Φ)
2:
for LAGi in Φ do
i
3:
SPi ← Di +LAG
.
Di

4:
δi ← LookUp SpeedUp/PowerUp[SPi ]

1: function R ETURNXi (∆)
2:
for δc in ∆ do
3:
for i = 0 to i < |∆| do

Table 1: SpeedUp/PowerUp and SpeedUp/Accuracy tables.
(a) SpeedUp/PowerUp for a layer of DNN instance i.

4:
5:

SP (δc )·(Di +LAGi )

SAi ← i
Di

X[c][i] ← LookUp SpeedUp/Accuracy[SAi ]

(b) SpeedUp/Accuracy.

DVFS Configuration(δ)

SpeedUp

PowerUp

X

SpeedUp

1
2
3

1x
2.1x
2.8x

1x
2x
1.5x

81%
71%
59%

1x
1.8x
2.5x

the SpeedUp/PowerUp table is depicted in Table 1a. The first
column of Table 1a is the index for all the possible DVFS
configurations in the system. The second column indicates
how fast each DVFS configuration is in the worst case scenario compared to the baseline DVFS configuration (baseline
is usually chosen to be the slowest configuration). The third
column indicates how much power that DVFS configuration
will consume relative to baseline.
Storing relative speedup and powerup values (instead of
absolute measurements) is useful for looking up the table. In
Alg. 1, given a LAGi (line 2) and a relative deadline Di for
DNN instance i, the required speedup (denoted as Si ) could
be directly calculated as (line 3):

on other DNN instances i 6= c? The speedup of δc for other
DNN instances can be calculated by using δc as the lookup
key in their corresponding SpeedUp/PowerUp table. But what
if this speedup does not reduce LAGi to zero? To solve this
problem, we next present the algorithm that calculates the
application-level approximation required to reduce LAGi to
zero given a DVFS configuration δc ∈ ∆.
Application-level accuracy adjustment. Alg. 2 portrays the
procedures to calculate the required approximation for the
upcoming layers of all DNN instances based on a DVFS
configuration. If the instance i is behind the ideal schedule by
LAGi , with a relative deadline of Di , and if the chosen DVFS
configuration is δc , the remaining required speedup can be
calculated as follows (line 4):
SAi (δc ) =

SPi (δc ) · (Di + LAGi )
,
Di

(4)

in which SP is the speedup (or slowdown) value calculated
as the relationship between the current projected execution
time (Di + LAGi ) and the ideal execution time (Di ). Since
LAG can be negative or positive, the value of SP can
indicate a slowdown or speedup, where the slowdown is a
way to conserve energy, which is the goal of NeuOS. The
LookUp procedure (line 4) would then find the closest DVFS
configuration that matches the speedup (or slowdown) in
relation to the current configuration.
For our Alg. 1 to operate, we prepare a structure such as
Table 1a for all DNN instances in a hashed format5 . The
LookUp procedure would then directly find a bucket by using the SpeedUp as an index. The output of Alg. 1 is a set
∆ = {δ1 , δ2 , ..., δn }, in which δi is the ideal DVFS configuration for DNN instance i in order to meet the deadline.
Imagine we ultimately decide that δc ∈ ∆ is the best DVFS
configuration for the next scheduling period. A very interesting question would be that, what is the effect of applying δc

in which SAi (δc ) is the required speedup (or slowdown) via
approximation for DNN instance i when DVFS configuration
δc is chosen, and SPi (δc ) · (Di + LAGi ) is the new projected
execution time of DNN instance i. The value of SAc , the
speedup from accuracy for the chosen DVFS configuration,
should always be zero or less than zero since by definition,
δc is the ideal DVFS configuration for c and requires no
additional speedup from approximation.
The value of SAi is then used as a lookup key to a new table,
called the SpeedUp/Accuracy table, depicted in Table 1b.
Table 1b stores the relative worst case execution times for
each layer’s approximation configuration. We index each
row by X, which is the value of the total accuracy of that
configuration6 . Note that the exact value of X has no effect
in the algorithm and what matters is the relative order in
Table 1b (i.e., the lower we go down the table, the lower the
relative accuracy). The output of Alg.2 is the row index in the
SpeedUp/Accuracy table sufficient to meet the deadline for
all DNN instances except c. We denote this index for layer k
of DVFS configuration i as Xik . This value is then broadcasted
in the accuracy cohort and indicates the application-level

5 Our hashing is custom, and hashes the relationship between SpeedUp
and PowerUp. This method relies on partially sorting the DVFS configuration
space. You can find the latest hashing code at https://git.io/Jfogq

6 Each row could be indexed by any measure. However, indexing with
X has benefits in overhead reduction for the LookUp procedure in Alg. 2
because it can be more easily hashed.

SP =
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Di + LAGi
,
Di

(3)
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configuration chosen for the next immediate layer of the
corresponding DNN instance.
The remaining question is that which δc should be chosen.
We answer this question next.

4.3

Constraints and Coordination

The combination of Alg. 1 and Alg. 2 produces a list of potential DVFS configurations ∆, and for each DVFS configuration
in ∆, a corresponding list of required approximations for all
DNN instances in the cohort if that DVFS configuration were
to be applied. Such a scenario can be visualized as a decision
tree. The remaining question of our design would be which
path to go down to in order to have a perfect LAG cohort. As
discussed in Sec. 3.2, the requirements on energy and accuracy can vary depending on specific scenarios. We present
the following three approaches based on the three scenarios
defined in Sec. 4.1, i.e., minimum energy (MP ), maximum
accuracy (MA ), and balanced energy and accuracy (S).
Min Energy. This approach aims at minimizing power
usage at the cost of accuracy. To choose the best DVFS
configuration in the DVFS candidate set ∆, we should
look at the corresponding SPi (δc ), δc ∈ ∆ values in the
SpeedUp/PowerUp table and choose the δc that has the
smallest PowerUp value for that corresponding DNN instance,
namely:
δc = {δi ∈ ∆ | PowerU pi (δi ) ≤ PowerU pi (δx ), ∀δx ∈ ∆},
(5)
in which PowerU pi (δi ) is extracted from the
SpeedUp/PowerUp table of DNN instance i. Note that in
our experience, the values of PowerUp can be non-linear in
relation to SpeedUp, and hence, a comprehensive search as
noted above is required. Then, using Alg. 2, the accuracy
cohort can be calculated and broadcasted based on the projected new execution times. Even though this approach has
the best power consumption, it will not have the best accuracy
since many processes will most likely not meet the deadline
without significant loss of accuracy, since the speedup from
DVFS alone will likely not make up for the vast majority of
the progress values in the cohort.
Max Accuracy. In this method, our system chooses the DVFS
configuration δc in such a way that:
δc = {δi ∈ ∆ | ∑(SA j (δi )) ≤ ∀ ∑(SA j (δx ∈ ∆)),
∀ DNN instance j in cohort},

(6)

in which ∑ SA j (δi ) is the sum of all the required speedups
from approximation (SAi ) for configuration δi , and ≤
∀ ∑(SA j (δx ∈ ∆)) is indicating that the sum of approximationinduced speedup for the chosen δc should be less than or
equal any other sum of approximation values for other δx ∈ ∆
(this indirectly ensures minimized accuracy loss).
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Statistical Approach for Balanced Energy and Accuracy.
To achieve balanced energy and accuracy, we propose a
statistical approach that checks the state of ∆ and the projected
accuracy cohort in statistical terms to make a decision. The
calculation of SPi and SAi (which depends on SPi ) resemble the
form of Bivariate Regression Analysis (BRA) [57], in which:
SAi = SPi ·

Di + LAGi
+ 0,
Di

(7)

i
in which, Di +LAG
is called the influence of SPi on the required
Di
approximation. To measure this influence, we first calculate

i=n−1

I=

∑
i=0

Di + LAGi
,
Di

(8)

in which I is the collective influence of LAG on approximation. If the value of I is high, it means that the accuracy
can be more adversely affected by a low value of DVFSinduced speedup(SPi ). Similarly, a low value of I means that
the accuracy can remain minimal even with a low value for
DVFS-induced speedup. We simplify our decision making
by dividing the LAG cohort Φ into three groups based on
how big or small the value of LAG is. The boundary for the
intervals is calculated using:
max{Φ} − min{Φ}
.
(9)
3
The three groups G1[0...Boundary], G2[Boundary...2·Boundary],
and G3[2 · Boundary...3 · Boundary] are then formed, and the
ultimate DVFS configuration is chosen as:


median(G1) i f (I < t)
δc = median(G2) i f (t < I < 1 + t) ,
(10)


median(G3) i f (I > 1 + t)
Boundary =

in which, t is a threshold for I, set to the standard deviation σ
of the set I. However, t can be chosen by the system designer
to indicate a requirement on power consumption and accuracy.
A small value for t will push the system towards faster DVFS
configurations and vice versa.
Discussion on choosing modes and safety. We would like
to conclude our design by a discussion on which modes to
choose and the safety concern it might entail. Our stand
from a system perspective is to design a flexible system
architecture that can adapt to various external needs. Where
absolute mission-critical applications are concerned, we
offer Max Accuracy. Nonetheless, depending on the safety
requirement, our Balanced approach might be good enough
with the proper threshold t even for applications such as selfdriving vehicles. However, choosing a mode dynamically
at runtime or statically for a particular system offline has
more to do with the certification standards (which are in their
preliminary stages for self-driving vehicles) as well as the
requirement on maximum reaction time and accuracy. Thus,
we believe the decision should be relegated to an external
policy controller [54, 31, 6, 34, 52]
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Figure 7: Energy under various methods (in mJ) for 1, 4, and 8 instances of 4 DNN models.
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Figure 8: Latency under various methods (in ms) for 1, 4, and 8 instances of 4 DNN models.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we test our full implementation on top of
Caffe [25] with an extensive set of evaluations.

5.1

Experimental Setup

In this section we lay out our experimental setup, which
includes two embedded platforms and four popular DNN
models. We compare NeuOS to 6 existing approaches.
Testbeds. We have chosen two different NVIDIA platforms
imposing different architectural features (since deployed
autonomous systems solutions, particularly for autonomous
driving and robotics, seem to gravitate towards NVIDIA
hardware as of writing this paper [26, 30]) to showcase
the cross-platform nature of our design when it comes to
hardware. We use NVIDIA Jetson TX2, with 6 big.LITTLE
ARM-based cores and a 256-core Pascal based GPU with
11759 unique DVFS configurations, and the NVIDIA Jetson
AGX Xavier, the latest powerful platform for robotics and
autonomous vehicles with an 8-core NVIDIA Carmel CPU
and a 512-core Volta-based GPU with 51967 unique DVFS
configurations.
DNN models. Having a diversified portfolio of DNN models
can showcase that NeuOS is future proof in the fast-moving
field of neural networks. To that end, we use AlexNet [32],
ResNet [19], GoogleNet [2], and VGGNet [49] in our
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experiments. Our method dynamically applies a lowrank
version of a convolutional layer whenever approximation is
necessary by keeping both version of the layer in memory for
fast switching. The deadline for each DNN instance is based
on their worst-case execution time (WCET) on each platform,
and is set to 10ms, 30ms, 150ms, and 40ms respectively for
Jetson TX2 and 5ms, 10ms, 25ms, 30ms respectively for AGX
Xavier. Note that ResNet is much slower on Jetson TX2 due
to the older JetPack software.
Small Cohort, Medium Cohort, Large Cohort sizes. We
test NeuOS under three different cohort size classes to test
for adaptability and balance: 1 process for small, 2 to 4
processes for medium, and 6 to 8 processes for large. Each
of these cohort sizes have their own unique challenges. We
measure average timing, energy consumption, and accuracy
for these scenarios and provide a measure of balancing where
applicable. For medium and large cohorts, we include a mixed
scenario, where different DNN models are executed, which
represents systems that use different DNNs (for example for
voice and image recognition). For the medium cohort, one
instance of each DNN model and for the large cohort, two
instances of each model are initiated.
Adaptability to different system scenarios. As discussed in
Sec. 4.1, we consider three different scenarios with different
limits on latency, energy and accuracy: minimum energy,
maximum accuracy, and balanced energy and accuracy.
Compared Solutions. We implement and compare six state-
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Figure 9: Average accuracy (y-axis as a fraction of 1) of the cohort over iteration of execution for 4 different DNN models with 4
and 8 instances compared to ApNet (x-axis is the iteration number).
of-the art solutions from the literature, including DNNspecific and DNN-agnostic ones, software-based DVFS and
hardware-based DVFS, and application-level and system-level
solutions. We present a short detail for each as follows.
PredJoule [5] is a system-level solution tailored towards
DNN by employing a layer-based DVFS adjustment solution
for optimization latency and energy. Poet [23] is a systemlevel control-theory based software solution that balances
energy and timing in a best-effort manner via adjusting DVFS.
We choose to compare against Poet instead of its extended
approaches including JouleGuard [21] and CoAdapt [20],
as they employ essentially the same set of control theorybased techniques as Poet. ApNet [3] is an application-level
solution based on DNNs that can theoretically provide a perlayer approximation requirement offline to meet deadlines.
Race2Idle [28] is the classic “run it as fast as you can”
philosophy, which is always interesting to compare to. MaxN [10, 11] is a reactive hardware DVFS that maximizes
frequency and sacrifices energy in the name of speed, in
NVIDIA embedded hardware. Max-Q [10] is a hardware
DVFS on Jetson TX2 that dynamically adjusts DVFS on
the fly to conserve energy. However, this feature has been
removed from the Xavier platform [11], and is replaced by
low level power caps, such as 10W, 15W, and 30W. We use
the 15w cap instead of Max-Q on Xavier.

5.2

Overall Effectiveness

In this section, we measure the efficacy of NeuOS on the
two evaluated platforms under the balanced scenario. Since
our design is concerned with timing predictability, energy
consumption, and DNN accuracy, we measure all three
constraints and compare against state-of-the-art literature
under each platform and each scenario.
5.2.1 Small Cohort
Energy. The left column of Fig. 7 depicts our measurements
in terms of average energy consumption compared to a GPUenabled Poet, Max-Q, Max-N, PredJoule, and Race2Idle using
AlexNet, GoogleNet, ResNet-50 and VGGNet as the base
DNN model and using lowrank as the approximation method.
As is evident in the figure, NeuOS is able to save energy
considerably compared to all other methods on Jetson TX2
on all DNN models, with improvements of 68% on average for
Jetson TX2 and 46% on average for AGX Xavier. This saving
is due to the fact that in some cases accuracy is minimally
traded off for the benefit of energy and timing.
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On the Jetson AGX Xavier, NeuOS has better energy
consumption compared to all other approaches on every DNN
model except compared to PredJoule for VGGNet. As we
shall see for timing, PredJoule misses the deadline of 30 for
VGGNet, and NeuOS has decided to sacrifice energy to meet
timing.
Latency. Fig. 8 shows the average execution time for NeuOS
compared to the 5 methods and using 4 DNN models. NeuOS
outperforms all other approaches, improving on average
execution time by 68% on Jetson TX2 and by 40% on AGX
Xavier. It is also interesting to note that AGX Xavier is much
faster than Jetson TX2, by 70% on average.
Tail Latency. Through response time measurements, we
find that NeuOS rarely misses the deadline (3.25% of the
time). Moreover, the variance is low with the 99th percentile
execution time for AlexNet, GoogleNet, ResNet-50, and
VGGNet as 9.2 ms, 48 ms, 130.3 ms and 39.1 ms for TX2 and
5.0 ms, 12.0 ms, 26.1 ms and 36.2 ms for AGX respectively.
Accuracy. We also measure the accuracy loss of NeuOS
compared to ground truth and compared to ApNet (Fig. 9
omits small cohort for clarity). ApNet is the only DNNspecific application level solution we are aware of. NeuOS
has an approximation score of 0.94% on average (out of 1),
which is better than ApNet by 21%.
5.2.2 Medium and Large Cohorts
In order to save space, we only compare PredJoule for
the 4-process medium and 8-process large cohort sizes.
In our testings, PredJoule already vastly outperforms other
methodologies, and thus is a good comparison to NeuOS.
Energy. As is evident in the second and third columns of
Fig. 7, NeuOS can almost always outperform PredJoule
in terms of energy consumption on Jetson TX2 improving
70% on average. However, rather interestingly, NeuOS
performs worse in terms of energy compared to PredJoule for
GoogleNet, ResNet, and VGGNet on AGX Xavier. This is
due to the fact that PredJoule again misses the deadlines on
AGX Xavier, and NeuOS has sacrificed a negligible amount
of energy (1.5% on average) in order to meet the deadline.
Latency. NeuOS always outperforms state-of the art, improving by 53% on average for Jetson TX2, and by 32% on average
for AGX. This is due to the fact that NeuOS is able to leverage
a small amount of accuracy and energy loss (in the case of
AGX Xavier) for better timing and energy characteristics.
Tail Latency. We find that deadline miss ratio is about the
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Figure 10: Performance of NeuOS under three scenarios
compared to PredJoule on Jetson TX2.
same as the small cohort. Moreover, the variance is similarly
low with the 99th percentile execution time for AlexNet,
GoogleNet, ResNet-50, and VGGNet as 10.4 ms, 39.2 ms,
101.7 ms and 69 ms for TX2 and 11 ms, 12.5, 26.3 and 35.9
ms for AGX respectively for the medium cohort and 13.6 ms,
40.8 ms, 190 ms and 72 ms for TX2 and 10.7 ms , 54 ms , 62
ms and 36.1 ms for AGX respectively for the large cohort.
Accuracy. Fig. 9 shows the average accuracy of the cohort
over 6 iterations on AGX Xavier. As is evident in the figure,
NeuOS generally improves upon accuracy as the system
progresses because the optimization in Sec. 4.3 is able to
find better DVFS configurations. When compared to the
efficient approximation-aware solution APnet, NeuOS is able
to achieve noticeably better accuracy in all scenarios.
Balance. A very important measure discussed in Sec. 3.3 is
how balanced the system solution is when faced with multiple
processes. To measure how balanced NeuOS is compared
to PredJoule in the 4-process and 8-process scenarios, we
include min-max bars in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 to showcase the
discrepancy between minimum and maximum timing/energy.
As is evident in the figure, the discrepancy is negligible
compared to the total energy consumption and execution time
(up to 79 mJ and 4 ms). Thus, NeuOS maintains balance
in the cohort. This is due to the coordinated cohorts and a
uniform non-greedy decision making approach introduced in
our design.

5.3

Detailed Examination on Tradeoff

In this section, we focus on the fact that system designers
might require certain constraints that limits the ability of
NeuOS in a certain dimension. To this end, we test our
platform under three different scenarios: Maximum Accuracy
(MA ), Minimum Power (MP ), and Balanced (T.S).
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(b) Chosen configurations in the
triangle space.

5.3.1 Energy and Latency.
We compare against PredJoule and measure average timing
for the cohort in ms and average energy in mJ in Fig. 10 for
1-process (small), 2-process (medium), and 3-process (large)
scenarios on AlexNet over 9 iterations on the Jetson TX2.
PredJoule is shown as a black line. The deadline in this
scenario is set to 25 to show the interesting characteristics of
each method.
Balanced. As is evident in the figure, our statistical balanced
approach outperforms PredJoule over all iterations. Notably
in the case of medium and large cohorts, PredJoule has
a particularly bad start in terms of timing and has higher
fluctuation due to the greedy nature of DVFS selection.
Min Energy. Interestingly, MP performs very bad (still meets
the deadline) for the small cohort both in terms of timing and
energy consumption. This is due to the algorithms discussed
in Sec. 4.3. The system has switched to a very slow DVFS
configuration to save energy. However, because of the nonlinearity inherent in very slow DVFS configurations for
GPUs [5], this has resulted in a very bad energy consumption
as well. However, the coordination starts to pay off for
medium and large cohorts. This is because a coordinated
multi-process cohort needs faster DVFS configurations and
thus, the circumstances push MP out of the slow and power
inefficient DVFS configuration subset. The greediness of
PredJoule is inherent for medium and large cohorts in the
form of very large fluctuations throughout the iterations.
Max Accuracy. MA should improve accuracy while sacrificing energy and timing. We shall discuss the accuracy decisions shortly. However, the timing for MA is worse than
balanced energy by a negligible amount. The same is true
for energy consumption (23% on average). This highlights a
big design decision of the balanced scenario overall. Even for
the balanced general approach, sacrificing accuracy is done
very conservatively as was discussed earlier. Thus, the slight
push toward perfect accuracy does not introduce very large
overheads. However, as was discussed earlier guaranteeing
a tight deadline (such as 10ms for AlexNet) requires some
approximation if energy consumption is a consideration.
5.3.2 Energy-Accuracy Tradeoff.
For accuracy and to show where the variations of NeuOS
jump in terms of system and application configurations, we
bring back the triangle of Fig. 1, but with real DVFS and
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Table 2: Average execution time overhead of NeuOS
compared to other approaches on AlexNet (ms).
1 Process
NeuOS
PredJoule
ApNet
Poet

0.145
0.772
0
151.03

4 Process
0.571
0.929
3.27
604.12

8 Process

(a) Overhead in addition to Caffe

(b) Ratio to total memory

0.738
1.597
5.85
1208.27

Lowrank

Hash Table

Ratio

Jetson TX2

AGX Xavier

226 MB
23 MB
82 MB
509 MB

331 B
2.1 KB
3.2 KB
634 B

49%
30%
45%
48%

10%
2%
7%
25%

4%
1%
3%
12.7%

accuracy configurations with the selected configurations of
MP , MA , and T.S highlighted in Fig. 11b. As is evident in
the triangle, the deadline limits the possible configurations to
the bottom left corner. However, within that limitation, MP
(in red) has chosen configurations that are lower on energy
consumption toward the upper right. On the other hand MA (in
green) has chosen configurations that are not as good in terms
of energy consumption, but are better in terms of accuracy
toward bottom left. Finally, T.S, colored black, is similar to
MA because of the high emphasis on accuracy in our design.

5.4

Overhead

Execution time: Table 2 shows the overhead of NeuOS
compared to Poet, PredJoule, and ApNet using AlexNet as
the baseline model on Jetson TX2 (times are in milliseconds).
As is evident in Table 2, the overhead for NeuOS is
negligible, especially compared to Poet and the overhead is
also negligible compared to the overall execution time of
AlexNet itself. The reason Poet is so slow is because it has
to go through all DVFS configurations in a quadratic way
(O(n2 ), n is the number of DVFS configurations). Even O(n)
would be unacceptable on embedded systems with more than
10000 unique DVFS configurations. This proves that applying
our complexity reduction techniques (via hashing) is a must
for a practical system solution. Moreover, NeuOS is more
efficient than PredJoule and ApNet, especially in 4 Process
and 8 Process scenarios.
Memory: As discussed in Sec. 5.1, our implementation
keeps both the original and the lowrank approximation
of the model in GPU memory for fast switching at layer
boundaries. Moreover, NeuOS also holds the per-layer hash
tables containing approximation and DVFS configuration
information as described in Sec. 4. Table 3 depicts the
added overhead in terms of both raw and percentage of
the total NeuOS memory usage. As expected, the lowrank
approximated version of each model has slightly less overall
size compared to the original model. Nonetheless, this
technique sacrifices memory overhead to improve latency and
energy consumption. A viable alternative left as future work
is dynamic approximation on the fly, which trades off latency
for lower memory consumption. Moreover, the overhead of
the hash tables is negligible compared to the total memory
usage. Finally, the last two columns depict the cumulative
maximum percentage of total available memory occupied by
one instance of NeuOS for each platform (this memory usage
also includes the temporary intermediate layer data [39]).
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Table 3: Raw and percentage based memory overhead of
applying NeuOS for each model.
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AlexNet
GoogleNet
ResNet-50
VGGNet

6

Related Work

Trading off latency and power efficiency has been a hot topic
in the related fields including real-time embedded systems
and mobile computing [40, 8, 41, 53, 59, 16, 37, 42, 47, 1].
Due to the explosion of approximation techniques in different
application domains, there has been several recent works [15,
35, 13] seeking to address this problem in a three dimensional
space covering accuracy as well. Unfortunately, these works
cannot resolve the problem as their applicability is limited
in scope in various ways. JouleGuard [21], MeanTime [13],
CoAdapt [20] and other similar approaches provide general
system or hardware solution for non-DNN applications that
claim to explore the three dimensional optimization space.
A very recent set of works including PredJoule [5], and
ApNet [3] are able to provide latency predictability (meeting
deadlines) for DNN-based workloads, yet they only consider
two out of the three dimensions and focus on single-DNN
scenarios. As we have discussed in Sec. 3.2, running ApNet
and PredJoule at the same time even at different frequencies
will result in a negative feedback loop. Thus, a better, more
coordinated approach is required.
Such limitations would dramatically reduce the complexity
of the optimization space, as the system-level and applicationlevel tradeoffs focusing on a single task can be considered
in an independent manner (e.g., pure system-level and
application-level optimization under Poet [23] and CoAdapt,
respectively). This results in solutions that are inapplicable to
any practical autonomous real-time system featuring a multiDNN environment.
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8

Conclusion

This paper presents NeuOS, a comprehensive latency predictable system solution for running multi-DNN workloads
in autonomous embedded systems. NeuOS can guarantee
latency predictability, while managing energy optimization
and dynamic accuracy adjustment based on specific system
constraints via smart coordinated system- and applicationlevel decision-making among multiple DNN instances. Extensive evaluation results prove the efficacy and practicality
of NeuOS.
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Abstract
In this paper we present P ERCIVAL, a browser-embedded,
lightweight, deep learning-powered ad blocker. P ERCIVAL
embeds itself within the browser’s image rendering pipeline,
which makes it possible to intercept every image obtained
during page execution and to perform image classification
based blocking to flag potential ads.
Our implementation inside both Chromium and Brave
browsers shows only a minor rendering performance overhead
of 4.55%, for Chromium, and 19.07%, for Brave browser,
demonstrating the feasibility of deploying traditionally heavy
models (i.e. deep neural networks) inside the critical path
of the rendering engine of a browser. We show that our
image-based ad blocker can replicate EasyList rules with
an accuracy of 96.76%. Additionally, P ERCIVAL does
surprisingly well on ads in languages other than English
and also performs well on blocking first-party Facebook
ads, which have presented issues for rule-based ad blockers.
P ERCIVAL proves that image-based perceptual ad blocking
is an attractive complement to today’s dominant approach of
block lists.

1

Introduction

Web advertising provides the financial incentives necessary
to support most of the free content online, but it comes at a
security and privacy cost. To make advertising effective, ad
networks or publishers track user browsing behavior across
multiple sites to generate elaborate user profiles for targeted
advertising.
Users find that ads are intrusive [61] and cause disruptive
browsing experience [6, 27]. In addition, studies have shown
that advertisements impose privacy and performance costs
to users, and carry the potential to be a malware delivery
vector [2, 35, 37, 54, 55, 76].
Ad blocking is a software capability for filtering out
unwanted advertisements to improve user experience,
performance, security, and privacy. At present, ad blockers
† Employed

by Brave software when part of this work took place.
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either run directly in the browser [4, 12] or as browser
extensions [1].
Current ad blocking solutions filter undesired content based
on “handcrafted” filter lists such as EasyList [74], which
contain rules matching ad-carrying URLs and DOM elements.
Most widely-used ad blockers, such as uBlock Origin [26] and
Adblock Plus [1] use these block lists for content blocking.
While useful, these approaches fail against adversaries who
can change the ad-serving domain or obfuscate the web page
code and metadata.
In an attempt to find a more flexible solution, researchers
have proposed alternative approaches to ad blocking. One
such approach is called Perceptual ad blocking, which relies
on “visual cues” frequently associated with ads like the
AdChoices logo or a sponsored content link. Storey et al. [70]
built the first perceptual ad blocker that uses traditional
computer vision techniques to detect ad-identifiers. Recently,
Adblock Plus developers built filters into their ad blocker [15]
to match images against a fixed template in order to detect ad
labels. Due to the plethora of ad-disclosures, AdChoices logo
and other ad-identifiers, it is unlikely that traditional computer
vision techniques are sufficient and generalizable to the range
of ads one is likely to see in the wild.
A natural extension to traditional vision-based blocking
techniques is deep learning. Adblock Plus recently proposed
SENTINEL [65] that detects ads in web pages using deep
learning. SENTINEL’s deep learning model takes as input the
screenshot of the rendered webpage to detect ads. However,
this technology is still in development.
To this end, we present P ERCIVAL, a native, deep
learning-powered perceptual ad blocker, which is built into
the browser image rendering pipeline. P ERCIVAL intercepts
every image obtained during the execution sequence of a page
and blocks images that it classifies as ads. P ERCIVAL is small
(half the average webpage size [25]) and fast, and we deploy
it online within two commercial browsers to block and detect
ads at real-time.
P ERCIVAL can be run in addition to an existing ad blocker,
as a last-step measure to block whatever slips through its
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shows an average overhead of 178.23ms for page
rendering. This overhead shows the feasibility of
deploying deep neural networks inside the critical path
of the rendering engine of the browser.

Pixels on screen with ads removed

...

Image-Decoding

Raster

Percival

• First-party ad blocking. While the focus of traditional
ad blocking is primarily on third-party ad blocking,
we show that P ERCIVAL blocks first-party ads as
well, such as those found on Facebook. Specifically,
our experiments show that P ERCIVAL blocks ads on
Facebook (often referred to as “sponsored content”)
with a 92% accuracy, with precision and recall of 78.4%
and 70.0%.

...

Rendering Process

Figure 1: Overall architecture of P ERCIVAL. P ERCIVAL is
positioned in the renderer process-which is responsible for
creating rasterized pixels from HTML, CSS, Javascript. As
the renderer process creates the DOM and decodes and
rasterizes all image frames, these are first passed through
P ERCIVAL. P ERCIVAL blocks the frames that are classified
as ads. The corresponding output with ads removed is shown
above (right).
filters. However, P ERCIVAL may also be deployed outside
the browser, for example, as part of a crawler, whose job is to
construct comprehensive block lists to supplement EasyList.

1.1

Contributions

This paper makes the following contributions:
• Perceptual ad blocking in Chromium-based
two
browsers. We deploy P ERCIVAL in
Chromium-based browsers: Chromium and Brave. We
demonstrate two deployment scenarios; first, P ERCIVAL
blocks ads synchronously as it renders the page, with
a modest performance overhead. Second, P ERCIVAL
classifies images asynchronously and memoizes the
results, thus speeding up the classification process1 .
• Lightweight and accurate deep learning models. We
show that ad blocking can be done effectively using
highly-optimized deep neural network-based models
for image processing. Previous studies suggest that
models over 5MB in size become hard to deploy on
mobile devices [62]; because of our focus on low-latency
detection, we create a compressed in-browser model that
occupies 1.76MB2 on disk, which is smaller by factor
of 150 compared to other models of this kind [22], while
maintaining similar accuracy results.
• Accuracy and performance overhead measurements.
We show that our perceptual ad blocking model can
replicate EasyList rules with the accuracy of 96.76%,
making P ERCIVAL a viable and complementary ad
blocking layer. Our implementation within Chromium
1 We make the source code, pre-trained models and data available for
other researchers at https://github.com/dxaen/percival
2 Our in-browser model is 3.2MB due to a less efficient serialization
format. Still, the weights are identical to our 1.76MB model
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• Language-agnostic blocking. We demonstrate that our
model in P ERCIVAL blocks images that are in languages
we did not train our model on. We evaluate our trained
model on Arabic, Chinese, Korean, French and Spanish
image-based ads. Our model achieves an accuracy
of 81.3% on Arabic, 95.1% on Spanish, and 93.9%
on French datasets, with moderately high precision and
recall. However, results from Chinese and Korean ads
are less accurate.

2

Motivation

Intrusive, online, advertising has been a long standing
concern for user privacy, security and overall web experience.
While web advertising makes it easier and more economic
for businesses to reach a wider audience, bad actors have
exploited this channel to engage in malicious activities.
Attackers use ad-distribution channels to hijack compromised
web pages in order to trick users into downloading
malware [54]. This is known as malicious advertising.
Mobile users are also becoming targets of malicious
advertising [68]. Mobile applications contain code embedded
from the ad networks, which provides the interface for the
ad networks to serve ads. This capability has been abused
by attackers where the landing page of the advertisements
coming from ad networks links to malicious content.
Moreover, intrusive advertisements significantly affect the
user experience on mobile phones due to limited screen
size [38]. Mobile ads also drain significant energy and
network data [73].
Web advertising also has severe privacy implications for
users. Advertisers use third party web-tracking by embedding
code in the websites the users visit, to identify the same users
again in a different domain, creating a more global view of
the user browsing behavior [52]. Private user information
is collected, stored and sold to other third party advertisers.
These elaborate user profiles can be used to infer sensitive
information about the users like medical history or political
views [31,57]. Communication with these third party services
is unencrypted, which can be exploited by attackers.
The security and privacy concerns surrounding web
advertising has motivated research in ad blocking tools
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from both academia [29, 40, 44, 69, 75] and industry notably
Adblock Plus [1], Ghostery [13], Brave [4], Mozilla [47],
Opera [16] and Apple [17]. Ad blocking serves to improve
web security, privacy, usability, and performance. As of
February 2017, 615 million devices had ad blockers
installed [19] However, recently Google Chrome [14]
and Safari [3] proposed changes in the API exposed to
extensions, with the potential to block extension based
ad-blockers. This motivates the need for native ad blockers
like Brave [4], Opera [16], AdGraph [44], PageGraph [32]
and even P ERCIVAL.

3

P ERCIVAL Overview
This paper presents P ERCIVAL, a novel deep-learning based
system for blocking ads. Our primary goal is to build a system
that blocks ad images that could escape detection by current
techniques, while remaining small and efficient enough to run
in a mobile browser.
Figure 1 shows how P ERCIVAL blocks rendering of ads.
First, P ERCIVAL runs in the browser image rendering pipeline.
By running in the image rendering pipeline, P ERCIVAL can
inspect all images before the browser shows them to the
user. Second, P ERCIVAL uses a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN) for detecting ad images. Using CNNs enables
P ERCIVAL to detect a wide range of ad images, even if they
are in a language that P ERCIVAL was not trained on.
This section discusses P ERCIVAL’s architecture overview,
possible alternative implementations and detection model.
Section 4 discusses the detailed design and implementation
for our browser modifications and our detection model.
3.1

P ERCIVAL’s Architecture Overview

P ERCIVAL’s detection module runs in the browser’s
image decoding pipeline after the browser has decoded the
image into pixels, but before it displays these pixels to the
user. Running P ERCIVAL after the browser has decoded an
image takes advantage of the browser’s mature, efficient, and
extensive image decoding logic, while still running at a choke
point before the browser displays the decoded pixels. Simply
put, if a user sees an image, it goes through this pipeline first.
More concretely, as shown in Figure 1 P ERCIVAL runs
in the renderer process of the browser engine. The renderer
process on receiving the content of the web page proceeds
to create the intermediate data structures to represent the
web page. These intermediate representations include the
DOM-which encodes the hierarchical structure of the web
page, the layout-tree, which consists of the layout information
of all the elements of the web page, and the display list, which
includes commands to draw the elements on the screen. If
an element has an image contained within it, it needs to go
through the Image Decoding Step before it can be rasterized.
We run P ERCIVAL after the Image Decoding Step during
the raster phase which helps run P ERCIVAL in parallel for
multiple images at a time. Images that are classified as ads
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Figure 2: P ERCIVAL in the image decoding pipeline. SkImage
Generator allocates a bitmap and calls the onGetPixels()
of DecodingImageGenerator to populate the bitmap. This
bitmap is then passed to the network for classification and
cleared if it contains an ad.
are blocked from rendering. The web page with ads removed
is shown in Figure 1 (right). We present the detailed design
and implementation in Section 4.

3.2

Alternative Possible Implementations and
Advantages of P ERCIVAL

One alternative to running P ERCIVAL directly in the
browser could have been to run P ERCIVAL in the browser’s
JavaScript layer via an extension. However, this would require
scanning the DOM to find image elements, waiting for them
to finish loading, and then screenshotting the pixels to run
the detection model. The advantage of a JavaScript-based
system is that it works within current browser extensibility
mechanisms, but recent work has shown how attackers can
evade this style of detection [71].
Ad blockers that inspect web pages based on the DOM such
as Ad Highlighter [70] are prone to DOM obfuscation attacks.
They assume that the elements of the DOM strictly correspond
to their visual representation. For instance, an ad blocker that
retrieves all img tags and classifies the content contained in
these elements does not consider the case, where a rendered
image is a result of several CSS or JavaScript transformations
and not the source contained in the tag. These ad blockers are
also prone to resource exhaustion attacks where the publisher
injects a lot of dummy elements in the DOM to overwhelm
the ad blocker.
Additionally, a native implementation is much faster than
a browser extension implementation with the added benefit
of having access to the unmodified image buffers.

3.3

Detection Model

P ERCIVAL runs a detection model on every image loaded
in the document’s main frame, a sub-document such as an
iframe, as well as images loaded in JavaScript to determine
if the image is an ad.
Although running directly within the browser provides
P ERCIVAL with more control over the image rendering
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process, it introduces a challenge: how to run the model
efficiently in a browser? Our goal is to run P ERCIVAL in
browsers that run on laptops or even mobile phones. This
requires that the model be small to be practical [62]. This
design also requires that the model run directly in the image
rendering pipeline, so overhead remains low. Any overhead
adds latency to rendering for all images it inspects.
In P ERCIVAL, we use the SqueezeNet [43] CNN as the
starting point for our detection model. We modify the basic
SqueezeNet network to be optimized for ad blocking by
removing less important layers. This results in a model size
that is less than 2MB and detects ad images in 11ms per
image.
A second challenge in using small CNNs is how to provide
enough training data. In general, smaller CNNs can have
suitable performance but require more training data. What is
more, the labels are highly imbalanced making the training
procedure even more challenging.
Gathering ad images is non-trivial; most ads are
programmatically inserted into the document through
iframes or JavaScript, and so simple crawling methods that
work only on the initial HTML of the document will miss
most of the ad images.
To crawl ad images, other researchers [22, 71] propose
screenshotting iframes or JavaScript elements. This data
collection method leads to problems with synchronizing the
timing of the screenshot and when the element loads. Many
screenshots end up with whites-space instead of the image
content. Also, this method only makes sense if the input to
the classifier is the rendered content of the web page.
To address these concerns and to provide ample training
data, we design and implement a custom crawler in Blink3
that handles dynamically-updated data and eliminates the
race condition between the browser displaying the content
and the screenshot we use to capture the image data. Our
custom-crawler fetches ad and non-ad images directly from
the rendering pipeline and uses the model trained during the
previous phase as a labeler. This way we amplify our dataset
to fine-tune our model further.

4

Design and Implementation of P ERCIVAL
This section covers the design and implementation of the
browser portion of P ERCIVAL. We first cover the high-level
design principles that guide our design, and then we discuss
rendering and image handling in Blink, the rendering engine
of Chromium-based browsers. Finally, we describe our
end-to-end implementation within Blink.
4.1

Design Goals

We have two main goals in our design of P ERCIVAL:
Run P ERCIVAL at a choke point: Advertisers can serve
ad images in different formats, such as JPG, PNG, or GIF.
3 Blink http://www.chromium.org/blink is the

rendering engine used

by Chromium.
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Depending on the format of the image, an encoded frame
can traverse different paths in the rendering pipeline. Also,
a wide range of web constructs can cause the browser
to load images, including HTML image tags, JavaScript
image objects, HTML Canvas elements, or CSS background
attributes. Our goal is to find a single point in the browser
to run P ERCIVAL, such that it inspects all images, operates
on pixels instead of encoded images, but does so before the
user sees the pixels on the screen, enabling P ERCIVAL to
block ad images cleanly. Note: If individual pixels are drawn
programmatically on canvas, P ERCIVAL will not block it from
rendering.
In Blink, the raster task within the rendering pipeline
enables P ERCIVAL to inspect, and potentially block, all
images. Regardless of the image format or how the browser
loads it, the raster task decodes the given image into raw
pixels, which it then passes to the GPU to display the content
on the screen. We run P ERCIVAL at this precise point to
abstract different image formats and loading techniques, while
still retaining the opportunity to block an image before the
user sees it.
Run multiple instances of P ERCIVAL in parallel:
Running P ERCIVAL in parallel is a natural design choice
because P ERCIVAL makes all image classification decisions
independently based solely on the pixels of each individual
image. When designing P ERCIVAL, we look for opportunities
to exploit this natural parallelism to minimize the latency
added due to the addition of our ad blocking model.

4.2

Rendering and P ERCIVAL: Overview

We integrate P ERCIVAL into Blink, the rendering engine
for Google Chrome and Brave. From a high level, Blink’s
primary function is to turn a web page into the appropriate
GPU calls [5] to show the user the rendered content.
A web page can be thought of as a collection of HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript code, which the browser fetches from the
network. The rendering engine parses this code to build the
DOM and layout tree, and to issue OpenGL calls via Skia,
Google’s graphics library [24].
The layout tree contains the locations of the regions the
DOM elements will occupy on the screen. This information
together with the DOM element is encoded as a display
item.
The browser then proceeds with rasterization, which takes
the display items and turns them into bitmaps. Rasterization
issues OpenGL draw calls via the Skia library to draw bitmaps.
If the display list items have images in them (a common
occurrence), the browser must decode these images before
drawing them via Skia.
P ERCIVAL intercepts the rendering process at this point,
after the Image Decode Task and during the Raster Task.
As the renderer process creates the DOM and decodes and
rasterizes all image frames, these are first passed through
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P ERCIVAL. P ERCIVAL blocks the frames that are classified
as ads.

Decoding Image
Generator

SkImage Generator

4.3

End-to-End Implementation in Blink

onGetPixels()

Retrain and
Update

Percival
classification

We implement P ERCIVAL inside Blink (Chromium
rendering engine), where P ERCIVAL uses the functionality
exposed by the Skia library. Skia uses a set of image decoding
operations to turn SkImages, which is the internal type within
Skia that encapsulates images, into bitmaps. P ERCIVAL reads
these bitmaps and classifies their content accordingly. If
P ERCIVAL classifies the bitmap as an ad, it blocks it by
removing its content. Otherwise, P ERCIVAL lets it pass
through to the next layers of the rendering process. When
content is cleared, there are several ways to fill up the
surrounding white-space; either collapsing it by propagating
the information upwards or displaying a predefined image
(user’s spirit animal) in place of the ad.
Figure 2 shows an overview of our Blink integration.
Blink class BitmapImage creates an instance of
DeferredImageDecoder which in turn instantiates a
SkImage object for each encoded image. SkImage creates an
instance of DecodingImageGenerator (blink class) which
will in turn decode the image using the relevant image
decoder from Blink. Note that the image hasn’t been decoded
yet since chromium practices deferred image decoding.
Finally, SkImageGenerator
allocates
bitmaps
corresponding to the encoded SkImage, and calls
onGetPixels() of DecodingImageGenerator to decode
the image data using the proper image decoder. This method
populates the buffer (pixels) that contain decoded pixels,
which we pass to P ERCIVAL along with the image height,
width, channels information (SKImageInfo) and other
image metadata. P ERCIVAL reads the image, scales it
to 224 × 224 × 4 (default input size expected by SqueezeNet),
creates a tensor, and passes it through the CNN. If P ERCIVAL
determines that the buffer contains an ad, it clears the buffer,
effectively blocking the image frame.
Rasterization, image decoding, and the rest of the
processing happen on a raster thread. Blink rasters on a per
tile basis and each tile is like a resource that can be used by
the GPU. In a typical scenario there are multiple raster threads
each rasterizing different raster tasks in parallel. P ERCIVAL
runs in each of these worker threads after image decoding and
during rasterization, which runs the model in parallel.
As opposed to Sentinel [65] and Ad Highlighter [36]
the input to P ERCIVAL is not the rendered version of web
content; P ERCIVAL takes in the Image pixels directly from
the image decoding pipeline. This is important since with
P ERCIVAL we have access to unmodified image buffers and
it helps prevent attacks where publishers modify content of
the webpage (including iframes) with overlaid masks (using
CSS techniques) meant to fool the ad blocker classifier.
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Figure 3: Crawling, labelling and re-training with P ERCIVAL.
Every decoded image frame is passed through P ERCIVAL and
P ERCIVAL downloads the image frame into the appropriate
bucket.

5

Deep Learning Pipeline

This section covers the design of P ERCIVAL’s deep neural
network and the corresponding training workflow. We first
describe the network employed by P ERCIVAL and the training
process. We then describe our data acquisition and labelling
techniques.

5.1

P ERCIVAL’s CNN Architecture
We cast ad detection as a traditional image classification
problem, where we feed images into our model and it classifies
them as either being (1) an ad, or (2) not an ad. CNNs are
the current standard in the computer vision community for
classifying images.
Because of the prohibitive size and speed of standard
CNN based image classifiers, we use a small network,
SqueezeNet [43], as the starting point for our in-browser
model. The SqueezeNet authors show that SqueezeNet
achieves comparable accuracy to much larger CNNs, like
AlexNet [48], and boasts a final model size of 4.8 MB.
SqueezeNet consists of multiple fire modules. A fire module
consists of a “squeeze” layer, which is a convolution layer
with 1 × 1 filters and two “expand” convolution layers with
filter sizes of 1 × 1 and 3 × 3, respectively. Overall, the
”squeeze” layer reduces the number of input channels to larger
convolution filters in the pipeline.
A visual summary of P ERCIVAL’s network structure is
shown in Figure 4. As opposed to the original SqueezeNet,
we down-sample the feature maps at regular intervals in the
network. This helps reduce the classification time per image.
We also perform max-pooling after the first convolution layer
and after every two fire modules.
5.2

Data Acquisition

We use two systems to collect training image data. First,
we use a traditional crawler with traditional ad-blocking rules
(EasyList [7]) to identify ad images. Second, we use our
browser instrumentation from P ERCIVAL to collect images,
improving on some of the issues we encountered with our
traditional crawler.
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Conv - 3x3, 96
Maxpool2D - 3x3
Fire1 - 16, 64
Fire2 - 16, 64
Fire3 - 16, 64

Conv - 3x3, 64
Maxpool2D - 3x3
Fire1 - 16, 64
Fire2 - 16, 64

Maxpool2D - 3x3
Maxpool2D - 3x3

images due to the asynchrony of iframe-loading and the
timing of the screenshot. These shortcomings motivated our
new crawler. To balance the positive and negative examples
in our dataset so the classifier doesn’t favor one class over
another, we limited the number of non ad and ad images to
2,000.

Fire4 - 32, 128
Fire3 - 32, 128
Fire5 - 48, 192
Fire4 - 32, 128
Fire6 - 48, 192
Fire7 - 64, 256
Maxpool2D - 3x3
Fire8 - 64, 256

Maxpool2D - 3x3
Fire3 - 48, 256
Fire4 - 64, 256
Fire8 - 64, 256

Conv - 1x1, 1000

Conv - 1x1, 2

Avgpool - 13x13

Avgpool - 13x13

a) Original SqueezeNet

b) Percival Architecture

Figure 4: Original SqueezeNet (left) and P ERCIVAL’s fork
of SqueezeNet (right). For Conv, Maxpool2D, and Avgpool
blocks a × b represents the dimensions of the filters used. For
fire blocks a, b represents the number of intermediate and
output channels. We remove extraneous blocks as well as
downsample the feature maps at regular intervals to reduce
the classification time per image.

5.2.1 Crawling with EasyList
We use a traditional crawler matched with a traditional
rule-based ad blocker to identify ad content for our first
dataset. In particular, to identify ad elements which could
be iframes or complex JavaScript constructs, we use EasyList,
which is a set of rules that identify ads based on the URL of
the elements, location within the page, origin, class or id tag,
and other hand-crafted characteristics known to indicate the
presence of ad content.
We built a crawler using Selenium [21] for browser
automation. We then use the crawler to visit Alexa top-1,000
web sites, waiting for 5 seconds on each page, and then
randomly selecting 3 links and visiting them, while waiting
on each page for a period of 5 seconds as before. For every
visit, the crawler applies every EasyList network, CSS and
exception rule.
For every element that matches an EasyList rule, our
crawler takes a screenshot of the component, cropped tightly
to the coordinates reported by Chromium, and then stores
it as an ad sample. We capture non-ad samples by taking
screenshots of the elements that do not match any of the
EasyList rules. Using this approach we, extract 22,670 images
out of which 13,741 are labelled as ads, and 8,929 as non-ads.
This automatic process was followed by a semi-automated
post-processing step, which includes removing duplicate
images, as well as manual spot-checking for misclassified
images.
Eventually, we identify 2,003 ad images and 7,432 non-ad
images. The drop in the number of ad images from 13,741 to
2,003 is due to a lot duplicates and content-less (single-color)
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5.2.2 Crawling with P ERCIVAL
We found that traditional crawling was good enough to
bootstrap the ad classification training process, but it has
the fundamental disadvantage that for dynamically-updated
elements, the meaningful content is often unavailable at the
time of the screenshot, leading to screenshots filled with
white-space.
More concretely, the page load event is not very reliable
when it comes to loading iframes. Oftentimes when we take a
screenshot of the webpage after the page load event, most of
the iframes do not appear in the screenshots. Even if we wait
a fixed amount of time before taking the screenshot, iframes
constantly keep on refreshing, making it difficult to capture
the rendered content within the iframe consistently.
To handle dynamically-updated data, we use P ERCIVAL’s
browser architecture to read all image frames after the browser
has decoded them, eliminating the race condition between
the browser displaying the content and the screenshot we use
to capture the image data. This way we are guaranteed to
capture all the iframes that were rendered, independently of
the time of rendering or refresh rate.
Instrumentation: Figure 3 shows how we use P ERCIVAL’s
browser instrumentation to capture image data. Each encoded
image invokes an instance of DecodingImageGenerator
inside Blink, which in turn decodes the image using the
relevant image decoder (PNG, GIFs, JPG, etc.). We use the
buffer passed to the decoder to store pixels in a bitmap
image file, which contains exactly what the rendering engine
sees. Additionally, the browser passes this decoded image to
P ERCIVAL, which determines whether the image contains an
ad. This way, every time the browser renders an image, we
automatically store it and label it using our initially trained
network, resulting in a much cleaner dataset.
Crawling: To crawl for ad and non-ad images, we run our
P ERCIVAL-based crawler with a browser automation tool
called Puppeteer [20]. In each phase, the crawler visits the
landing page of each Alexa top-1,000 websites, waits until
networkidle0 (when there are no more than 0 network
connections for at least 500 ms) or 60 seconds. We do this
to ensure that we give the ads enough time to load. Then
our crawler finds all internal links embedded in the page.
Afterwards, it visits 20 randomly selected links for each page,
while waiting for networkidle0 event or 60 seconds time
out on each request.
In each phase, we crawl between 40,000 to 60,000 ad
images. We then post process the images to remove duplicates,
leaving around 15-20% of the collected results as useful. We
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Precision

Recall

3466

96.76%

97.76%

95.72%

6,930

Figure 5: Summary of the results obtained by testing the
dataset gathered using EasyList with P ERCIVAL.

crawl for a total of 8 phases, retraining P ERCIVAL after each
stage with the data obtained from the current and all the
previous crawls. As before, we cap the number of non-ad
images to the amount of ad images to ensure a balanced
dataset.
This process was spread-out in time over 4 months,
repeated every 15 days for a total of 8 phases, where each
phase took 5 days. Our final dataset contains 63,000 unique
images in total with a balanced split between positive and
negative samples.

6

Evaluation

6.1

Accuracy Against EasyList

To evaluate whether P ERCIVAL can be a viable shield
against ads, we conduct a comparison against the most popular
crowd-sourced ad blocking list, EasyList [7], currently being
used by extensions such as Adblock Plus [1], uBlock
Origin [26] and Ghostery [13].
Methodology: For this experiment, we crawl Alexa top 500
news websites as opposed to Alexa top 1000 websites used in
the crawl for training. This is because news websites are
an excellent source of advertisements [18] and the crawl
can be completed relatively quickly. Also, Alexa top 500
news websites serves as a test domain different from the train
domain we used previously.
For our comparison we create two data sets: First,
we apply EasyList rules to select DOM elements that
potentially contain ads (IFRAMEs, DIVs, etc.); we then
capture screenshots of the contents of these elements. Second,
we use resource-blocking rules from EasyList to label all the
images of each page according to their resource URL. After
crawling, we manually label the images to identify the false
positives resulting in a total of 6,930 images.
Performance: On our evaluation dataset, P ERCIVAL is
able to replicate the EasyList rules with accuracy 96.76%,
precision 97.76% and recall 95.72% (Figure 5), illustrating a
viable alternative to the manually-curated filter-lists.

Ads

No-ads

Accuracy

FP

FN

Precision

Recall

354

1,830

92.0%

68

106

78.4%

70.0%

Figure 6: Online evaluation of Facebook ads and sponsored
content.
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Figure 7: The screenshots show one of the author’ Facebook
home page accessed with P ERCIVAL. The black rectangles
are not part of the original screenshot.

6.2

Blocking Facebook Ads

Facebook obfuscates the “signatures” of ad elements (e.g.
HTML classes and identifiers) used by filter lists to block
ads since its business model depends on serving first-party
ads. As of now, Facebook does not obfuscate the content
of sponsored posts and ads due to the regulations regarding
misleading advertising [10,11]. Even though this requirement
favors perceptual ad blockers over traditional ones, a lot of
the content on Facebook is user-created which complicates
the ability to model ad and non-ad content.
In this section, we assess the accuracy of P ERCIVAL on
blocking Facebook ads and sponsored content.
Methodology: To evaluate P ERCIVAL’s performance on
Facebook, we browse Facebook with P ERCIVAL for a
period of 35 days using two non-burner accounts that have
been in use for over 9 years. Every visit is a typical
Facebook browsing session, where we browse through the
feed, visit friends’ profiles, and different pages of interest.
For desktop computers two most popular places to serve
ads is the right-side columns and within the feed (labelled
sponsored) [9].
For our purposes, we consider content served in these
elements as ad content and everything else as non-ad content.
A false positive (FP) is defined as the number of non-ads
incorrectly blocked and false negative (FN) is the number
of ads P ERCIVAL missed to block. For every session, we
manually compute these numbers. Figure 6 shows the
aggregate numbers from all the browsing sessions undertaken.
Figure 7 shows P ERCIVAL blocking right-side columns
correctly.
Results: Our experiments show that P ERCIVAL blocks ads
on Facebook with a 92% accuracy and 78.4% and 70.0% as
precision and recall, respectively. Figure 6 shows the complete
results from this experiment. Even though we achieve the
accuracy of 92%, there is a considerable number of false
positives and false negatives, and as such, precision and recall
are lower. The classifier always picks out the ads in the
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right-columns but struggles with the ads embedded in the feed.
This is the source of majority of the false negatives. False
positives come from high “ad intent” user-created content, as
well as content created by brand or product pages on Facebook
(Figure 8).

Language # crawled # Ads Accuracy Precision Recall
Arabic
Spanish
French
Korean
Chinese

5008
2539
2414
4296
2094

2747
309
366
506
527

81.3%
95.1%
93.9%
76.9%
80.4%

83.3%
76.8%
77.6%
54.0%
74.2%

82.5%
88.9%
90.4%
92.0%
71.5%

Figure 9: Accuracy of P ERCIVAL on ads in non-English
languages. The second column represents the number of
images we crawled, while the third column is the number
of images that were identified as ads by a native speaker. The
remaining columns indicate how well P ERCIVAL is able to
reproduce these labels.
Figure 8: Examples of false positives and false negatives on
Facebook (left) False Positive: This post was created by page
owned by Dell Corp. (right) False Negative: This post was
part of the sponsored content in the news feed.
Discussion: False Positives and False Negatives: To put
Figure 6 into perspective since it might appear to have an
alarming number of false positives and false negatives, it is
worthwhile to consider an average scenario. If each facebook
visit on average consists of browsing through 100 images, then
by our experiments, a user will find roughly 16 ad images and
84 non-ad images, out of which P ERCIVAL will block 11 to
12 ad images on average while also blocking 3 to 4 non-ad
images. This is shown in Figure 10.
In addition to the above mentioned experiments which
evaluate the out of box results of using P ERCIVAL, we trained
a version of P ERCIVAL on a particular user’s ad images. The
model achieved higher precision and recall of 97.25%, 88.05%
respectively.

6.3

Blocking Google Image Search Results

To improve our understanding of the misclassifications
of P ERCIVAL, we used Google Images as a way to fetch
images from distributions that have high or low ad intent. For
example, we fetched results with the query “Advertisement”
and used P ERCIVAL to classify and block images. As we
can see in Figure 11, out of the top 23 images, 20 of
them were successfully blocked. Additionally, we tested with
examples of low ad intent distribution we used the query
“Obama”). We also searched for other keywords, such as
“Coffee”, “Detergent”, etc. The detailed results are presented
in Figure 12. As shown, P ERCIVAL can identify a significant
percentage of images on a highly ad-biased content.

6.4

100

Ads

No-ads

FP

FN

16

84

3-4

4-5

Figure 10: Average reporting of evaluation of Facebook ads
and sponsored content per visit. We assume each Facebook
visit consists of browsing through 100 total images.

the above mentioned languages are spoken. For instance,
to crawl Korean ads, we VPN into two locations in Seoul.
We then manually visit top 10 websites as mentioned in
SimilarWeb [23] list. We engage with the ad-networks by
clicking on ads, as well as closing the ads (icon at the top
right corner of the ad) and then choosing random responses
like content not relevant or ad seen multiple times. This is
done to ensure we are served ads from the language of the
region.
We then run P ERCIVAL-based crawler with the browser
automation tool Puppeteer [20]. Our crawler visits the landing
page of each top 50 SimilarWeb websites for the given region,
waits until networkidle0 (when there are no more than 0
network connections for at least 500 ms) or 60 seconds. Then
our crawler finds all internal links embedded in the page.
Afterwards, it visits 10 randomly selected links for each page,
while waiting for networkidle0 event or 60 seconds time out

Language-Agnostic Detection

We test P ERCIVAL against images with language content
different than the one we trained on. In particular, we source
a data set of images in Arabic, Chinese, French, Korean and
Spanish.
Crawling: To crawl for ad and non-ad images, we use
ExpressVPN [8] to VPN into major world cities where
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Figure 11: Search results from searching for “Advertisement”
on Google images, using P ERCIVAL.
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Figure 12: P ERCIVAL blocking image search results. For
each search we only consider the first 100 images returned
(“-” represents cases where we were not able to determine
whether the content served is ad or non-ad).
on each request. As opposed to Section 5.2.2, we download
every image frame to a single bucket.
Labeling: For each language, we crawl 2,000–6,000 images.
We then hire a native speaker of the language under
consideration and have them label the data crawled for that
language. Afterwards, we test P ERCIVAL with this labeled
dataset to determine how accurately can P ERCIVAL reproduce
these human annotated labels. Figure 9 shows the detailed
results from all languages we test on. Figure 14 shows a
screen shot of a Portuguese website rendered with P ERCIVAL.
Results: Our experiments show that P ERCIVAL can
generalize to different languages with high accuracy (81.3%
for Portuguese, 95.1% for Spanish, 93.9% for French) and
moderately high precision and recall (83.3%, 82.5% for
Arabic, 76.8%, 88.9% for Spanish, 77.6%, 90.4% for French).
This illustrates the out-of-the box benefit of using P ERCIVAL
for languages that have much lower coverage of EasyList
rules, compared to the English ones. The model does not
perform as well on Korean and Chinese datasets.

6.5

Salience Map of the CNN

To visualize which segments of the image are influencing
the classification decision, we used Grad-CAM [64] network
salience mapping which allow us to highlight the important
regions in the image that caused the prediction. As we can

(a) Ad image: Layer 9

(b) Ad image: Layer 5

Figure 13: Salience map of the network on a sample ad images.
Each image corresponds to the output of Grad-CAM [64] for
the layer in question.
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Figure 14: P ERCIVAL results on record.pt (Portuguese
language website).
see in Figure 13, our network is focusing on ad visual cues
(AdChoice logo), when this is present (case (a)), also it follows
the outlines of text (signifying existence of text between white
space) or identifies features of the object of interest (wheels
of a car).

6.6

Runtime Performance Evaluation

We next evaluate the impact of P ERCIVAL-based blocking
on the browser performance. This latency is a function to
the number and complexity of the images on the page and
the time the classifier takes to classify each of them. We
measure the rendering time impact when we classify each
image synchronously.
To evaluate the performance of our system, we used
top 5,000 URLs from Alexa to test against Chromium
compiled on Ubuntu Linux 16.04, with and without
P ERCIVAL activated. We also tested P ERCIVAL in Brave,
a privacy-oriented Chromium-based browser, which blocks
ads using block lists by default. For each experiment we
measured render time which is defined as the difference
between domComplete and domLoading events timestamps.
We conducted the evaluations sequentially on the same
Amazon m5.large EC2 instance to avoid interference with
other processes and make the comparison fair. Also, all the
experiments were using xvfb for rendering, an in-memory
display server which allowed us to run the tests without a
display.
In our evaluation we show an increase of 178.23ms of
median render time when running P ERCIVAL in the rendering
critical path of Chromium and 281.85ms when running inside
Brave browser with ad blocker and shields on. Figures 15
and 16 summarize the results.
To capture rendering and perceptual impact better, we
create a micro-benchmark with firstMeaningfulPaint to
illustrate overhead. In our new experiment, we construct
a static html page containing 100 images. We then
measure firstMeaningfulPaint with Percival classifying
images synchronously and asynchronously. In synchronous
classification, P ERCIVAL adds 120ms to Chrome and 140ms
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images, one of which is not benign and other is contentless
white-space image. P ERCIVAL blocks these images. If these
are replaced with stock non-ad images, P ERCIVAL correctly
renders both, meaning that P ERCIVAL makes each decision
independently and is not vulnerable to hijacking as is claimed
in the paper.

Figure 15: Render time evaluation in Chromium and Brave
browser.
to Brave. In asynchronous classification, P ERCIVAL adds
6ms to Chrome and 3ms to Brave. Although asynchronous
classification nearly eliminates overhead, it opens up the
possibility of showing an image to the user that we later
remove after flagging it as an ad because the rasterization of
the image runs in parallel with classification in this mode of
operation.
To determine why P ERCIVAL with Brave is slower than
Chromium. We trace events inside the decoding process using
firstMeaningfulPaint and confirm there is no significant
deviation between the two browsers. The variance observed
initially is due to the additional layers in place like Brave’s
ad blocking shields.

6.7

Comparison With Other Deep Learning
Based Ad Blockers

Recently, researchers evaluated the accuracy of three
deep-learning based perceptual ad blockers including
P ERCIVAL [71]. They used real website data from Alexa
top 10 news websites to collect data which is later manually
labelled. In this evaluation, P ERCIVAL outperformed models
150 times bigger than P ERCIVAL in terms of recall. We show
their results in Figure 17.

6.8

Adversarial Attacks against P ERCIVAL

In recent work by Tramèr et al. [71], they show how
the implementation of some state-of-the-art perceptual ad
blockers, including P ERCIVAL, is vulnerable to attacks.
First, the authors in [71] claim that one adversarial sample
influences P ERCIVAL to block another benign non-ad image.
This, however, is not true; the authors claim to use two benign
Baseline

Treatment

Chromium
Brave

Chromium + P ERCIVAL
Brave + P ERCIVAL

Overhead (%)

(ms)

4.55
19.07

178.23
281.85

Figure 16: Performance evaluation of P ERCIVAL on Render
metric.
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We found that one of the attacks where they used
P ERCIVAL’s model to create adversarial ad images affects
P ERCIVAL due to our design decision to run P ERCIVAL
client-side thereby giving attackers white box access to the
model. To address this concern, we argue that P ERCIVAL is
extremely light-weight and can be re-trained and updated very
quickly. Our model currently takes 9 minutes (7 epochs) to
fine-tune the weights of the network on an NVIDIA V 100
GPU, meaning that we can generate new models very quickly.
P ERCIVAL is 1.7MB which is almost half the average web
page in 2018 [25] making frequent downloads easier.
To demonstrate, re-training and model update as an
effective defense against the adversarial samples, we trained
a MobilenetV2 [63] with our current dataset. It took 9
minutes of fine-tuning to get to our baseline accuracy. The
updated model correctly classified all the adversarial samples
generated for P ERCIVAL by Tramer et al. [71] suggesting that
none of the samples transferred to this model. It should be
noted that, we did not add any more data to our dataset.
While we do accept that given sufficient time and machine
learning expertise, it may be possible to create adversarial
samples that generalize across different models but it in effect
makes evasion more expensive. If we can update the model
frequently, adversaries will have to play catch-up every time.
Additionally, to improve the robustness of the models
against adversarial attacks one could employ techniques like
min-max (robust) optimization [56] ,where the classification
loss is minimized while maximizing the acceptable
perturbation one can apply to the image, or randomized
smoothing [34, 51, 53] where provable (or certified) robust
accuracy can be afforded. Such techniques have shown
promising results in training robust models and are currently
under active research [66, 78].
Two main criticisms with such techniques is the
performance degradation in accuracy but also the costly
optimization involved. Although the "inherent tension"
between robustness and accuracy [72] is inevitable, the
l2 perturbations drive the network to focus on more
perceptual features and not on imperceptual features that
can be exploitable. The training time penalty though can
be mitigated by adopting fast min-max-based adversarial
robustness training algorithms like [67, 79]. Given the
fast iteration time for fine-tuning our network, any such
performance degradation should be within our iteration cycle
quota. We leave thorough study of such mitigation techniques
for future work.
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Sentinel [22] Clone 256 MB 0/20 5/29
ResNet [42]
242 MB 0/20 21/39
P ERCIVAL
1.76 MB 2/7 3/33

Figure 17: Tramer et al.’s [71] evaluation of various deep
learning based perceptual ad blockers. The difference in the
number of images used for evaluation stem from the kind of
images the ad blocker is expecting.

7

Limitations

Dangling Text: By testing P ERCIVAL integrated into
Chromium, we noticed the following limitations. Many ads
consist of multiple elements, which contain images and text
information layered together. P ERCIVAL is positioned in the
rendering engine, and therefore it has access to one image at
a time. This leads to situations where we effectively block
the image, but the text is left dangling. Although this is rare,
we can mitigate this by retraining the model with ad image
frames containing just the text. Alternatively, a non-machine
learning solution would be to memorize the DOM element
that contains the blocked image and filter it out on consecutive
page visitations. Although this might provide an unsatisfying
experience to the user, we argue that it is of the benefit of the
user to eventually have a good ad blocking experience, even
if this is happening on a second page visit.
Small Images: Currently, images that are below 100 × 100
size skips P ERCIVAL to reduce the processing time. This
is a limitation which can be alleviated by deferring the
classification and blocking of small images to a different
thread, effectively blocking asynchronously. That way we
make sure that we don’t regress the performance significantly,
while we make sure that consecutive requests will continue
blocking small ads.

8

Related Work

Filter lists: Popular ad blockers like, Adblock Plus [1],
uBlock Origin [26], and Ghostery [13] are using a set
of rules, called filter-list, to block resources that match a
predefined crowd-sourced list of regular expressions (from
lists like EasyList and EasyPrivacy). On top of that, CSS
rules are applied, to prevent DOM elements that are potential
containers of ads. These filter-lists are crowd-sourced and
updated frequently to adjust on the non-stationary nature
of the online ads [70]. For example, EasyList, the most
popular filter-list, has a history of 9 years and contains
more than 60,000 rules [74]. However, filter-list based
solutions enable a continuous cat-and-mouse game: their
maintenance cannot scale efficiently, as they depend on the
human-annotator and they do not generalize to “unseen”
examples.
Perceptual Ad Blocking: Perceptual ad blocking is the
idea of blocking ads based solely on their appearance; an
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example ad, highlighting some of the typical components.
Storey et al. [70] uses the rendered image content to identify
ads. More specifically, they use OCR and fuzzy image search
techniques to identify visual cues such as ad disclosure
markers or sponsored content links. Unlike P ERCIVAL, this
work assumes that the ad provider is complying with the
legislation and is using visual cues like AdChoices.
Sentinel [65] proposes a solution based on convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) to identify Facebook ads. This
work is closer to our proposal; however, their model is not
deployable in mobile devices or desktop computers because
of its large size (>200MB). Also, we would like to mention
the work of [28, 42, 77], where they use deep neural networks
to identify the represented signifiers in the Ad images. This is
a promising direction in semantic and perceptual ad blocking.
Adversarial attacks: In computer-vision, researchers have
demonstrated attacks that can cause prediction errors by
near-imperceptible perturbations of the input image. This
poses risks in a wide range of applications on which
computer vision is a critical component (e.g. autonomous
cars, surveillance systems) [58–60]. Similar attacks have been
demonstrated in speech to text [30], malware detection [39]
and reinforcement-learning [41]. To defend from adversarial
attacks, a portfolio of techniques has been proposed [33, 45,
46,49,50,56], whether these solve this open research problem,
remains to be seen.

9

Conclusion

With P ERCIVAL, we illustrate that it is possible to
devise models that block ads, while rendering images inside
the browser. Our implementation shows a rendering time
overhead of 4.55%, for Chromium and and 19.07%, for Brave
browser, demonstrating the feasibility of deploying deep
neural networks inside the critical path of the rendering engine
of a browser. We show that our perceptual ad blocking model
can replicate EasyList rules with an accuracy of 96.76%,
making P ERCIVAL a viable and complementary ad blocking
layer. Finally, we demonstrate off the shelf language-agnostic
detection due to the fact that our models do not depend
on textual information and we show that P ERCIVAL is a
compelling blocking mechanism for first-party Facebook
sponsored content, for which traditional filter based solutions
are less effective.
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Abstract
This paper presents UnderBridge, a redesign of traditional
microkernel OSes to harmonize the tension between messaging performance and isolation. UnderBridge moves the OS
components of a microkernel between user space and kernel space at runtime while enforcing consistent isolation. It
retrofits Intel Memory Protection Key for Userspace (PKU)
in kernel space to achieve such isolation efficiently and design a fast IPC mechanism across those OS components.
Thanks to PKU’s extremely low overhead, the inter-process
communication (IPC) roundtrip cost in UnderBridge can be
as low as 109 cycles. We have designed and implemented a
new microkernel called ChCore based on UnderBridge and
have also ported UnderBridge to three mainstream microkernels, i.e., seL4, Google Zircon, and Fiasco.OC. Evaluations
show that UnderBridge speeds up the IPC by 3.0× compared
with the state-of-the-art (e.g., SkyBridge) and improves the
performance of IPC-intensive applications by up to 13.1×
for the above three microkernels.

1

Introduction

The microkernel OS design has been studied for decades [3,
27, 35, 44, 49, 52, 70]. Microkernels minimize code running
in supervisor mode by moving OS components, such as file
systems and the network stack, as well as device drivers, into
isolated user processes, which achieves good extensibility, security, and fault isolation. Other than the success of microkernels in safety-critical scenarios [1, 40, 66], there is a resurgent interest in designing microkernels for more generalpurpose applications, such as Google’s next-generation kernel Zircon [3].
However, a cost coming with microkernel is its commonly
lower performance compared with its monolithic counterparts, which forces a tradeoff between performance and isolation in many cases. One key factor of such cost is the communication (IPC) overhead between OS components, which
is considered as the Achilles’ Heel of microkernels [30, 33,
51, 53, 62, 76]. Hence, there has been a long line of research work to improve the IPC performance for microkernels [19, 30, 36, 44, 50, 52, 62, 79, 82]. Through a com-
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bination of various optimizations such as in-register parameter passing and scheduling avoidance, the performance of
highly optimized IPC has reached less than 1500 cycles per
roundtrip [13]. The state-of-the-art SkyBridge IPC design,
which retrofits Intel vmfunc to optimize IPCs, has further reduced the IPC cost to around 400 cycles per roundtrip [62].
However, such cost is still considerable compared with the
cost of invoking kernel components in monolithic kernels
(e.g., calling function pointers takes around 24 cycles).
There is always a tension between isolation and performance for OS kernel designs. In this paper, we present a
new design named UnderBridge, which redesigns the runtime structure of microkernels to harmonize performance
and isolation. The key idea is building isolated domains in supervisor mode while providing efficient cross-domain interactions, and enabling user-space system servers1 of a microkernel OS to run in those domains. A traditional microkernel
OS usually consists of a core kernel in supervisor mode and
several system servers in different user processes. With UnderBridge, a system server can also run in an isolated kernel
space domain besides a user process. The system servers that
run in kernel can interact with each other as well as the core
kernel efficiently without traditional expensive IPCs, and applications can invoke them with only two privilege switches,
similar to a monolithic OS. Although the number of isolated
domains is limited and may be smaller than the number of
system servers, UnderBridge supports server migration. The
microkernel can dynamically decide to run a server either in
a user process or a kernel domain based on how performancecritical it is. However, it is challenging to efficiently provide
mutually-isolated domains together with fast cross-domain
interactions in kernel space.
Protection Keys for Userspace (PKU [7], Section-2.7,
Volume-3), also named as Intel memory protection keys
(MPK), has been introduced in recent Intel processors and
investigated by researchers to achieve intra-process isolation
in user space [29, 39, 64, 77]. As the name “Userspace” indicates, PKU is a mechanism that appears to be only effec1 We name the microkernel OS components implementing system functionalities as system servers. File system and drivers are typical examples.
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tive in user space. After a detailed investigation, we observed
that no matter in kernel space (Ring-0) or user space (Ring3), PKU-capable CPUs transparently enforce permission
checks on memory accesses only if the User/Kernel (U/K) bit
of the corresponding page table entry is User (means useraccessible). Hence, PKU, as a lightweight hardware feature,
also offers an opportunity to achieve efficient intra-kernel
isolation if all the page table entries for kernel memory are
marked with U bit instead of K bit. However, marking kernel memory as user-accessible is dangerous since unprivileged applications may directly access kernel memory. Fortunately, today’s OS kernels are usually equipped with kernelpage-table-isolation (KPTI) when preferring stronger security guarantees, including defending against Meltdown-like
attacks [20, 55] and protecting kernel-address-space-layoutrandomization [8, 42]. User processes and the kernel use different page tables with KPTI, so marking kernel memory as
user-accessible in a separate page table does not risk allowing applications to access kernel space.
Hence, UnderBridge allocates an individual page table for
the kernel and builds isolated execution domains atop MPK
memory domains in kernel space. Unlike software fault isolation (SFI), guaranteeing memory isolation with MPK hardware incurs nearly zero runtime overhead. Meanwhile, a
new instruction, wrpkru, can help switching domains by writing a specific register, PKRU (protection key rights register
for user pages), which only takes 28 cycles. Thus, domain
switches can be quick. With UnderBridge, we design and implement a prototype microkernel named ChCore, which comprises a core kernel and different system servers similar to
existing microkernels. ChCore still preserves the IPC interfaces with fast domain switch for the servers but embraces
better performance by significantly reducing the IPC costs.
However, we find merely using MPK in kernel fails to
achieve the same isolation guarantee as traditional microkernels. On the one hand, since MPK only checks read/write permissions when accessing memory but applies no restrictions
on instruction fetching, any server can execute all the code
in the same virtual address space. Thus, an IPC gate (a code
piece), which is used in UnderBridge to establish the connection between two specific servers, can be abused by any
server to issue an illegal IPC. To address the problem, UnderBridge authenticates the caller of an IPC gate through checking its (unique) memory-access permission and ensures the
authentication is non-bypassable by validating a secret token
at both sides of the IPC gate.
On the other hand, system servers running in kernel space
can execute privileged instructions. Although the servers
(initially running in user space) should not contain any
privileged instruction, such instructions may arise inadvertently on x86, e.g., being composed of the bytes of adjacent
instructions. Thus, a compromised server may use returnoriented programming (ROP) [21, 69] to execute them. Traditional microkernels confine system servers in user processes,
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which, inherently, prevent them from executing privileged instructions and exclude them from the system’s trusted computing base (TCB). To do not bloat the TCB, we also prevent the in-kernel system servers from executing any privileged instruction. We leverage hardware virtualization and
run ChCore in non-root mode and deploy a tiny secure monitor in root mode. For most privileged instructions that are
not in the critical path, we configure them to trigger VMExit
and enforce permission checks in the monitor. For others, we
carefully handle them using binary scanning and rewriting.
We have implemented ChCore on a real server with Intel
Xeon Gold 6138 CPUs and conducted evaluations to show
the efficiency of UnderBridge. To demonstrate the generality of UnderBridge, we have also ported it to three popular microkernels, i.e., seL4 [14], Google Zircon [4], and Fiasco.OC [2]. In the micro-benchmark, UnderBridge achieves
3.0× speedup compared with SkyBridge. In IPC-intensive
application benchmarks, UnderBridge also shows better performance than SkyBridge (up to 65%) and improves the performance of the above three microkernels by 2.5×∼13.1×.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• A new IPC design called UnderBridge that retrofits Intel MPK/PKU in kernel to achieve ultra-low overhead
interactions across system servers.
• A microkernel prototype ChCore which uses UnderBridge to move system servers back to kernel space
while keeping the same isolation properties as traditional microkernels.
• A detailed evaluation of UnderBridge in ChCore and
three widely-used microkernels, which demonstrates
the efficiency of the design.

2

Motivation

2.1 Invoking Servers with IPCs is Costly
To obviate the severe consequences incurred by crashes or
security breaches [9, 22, 24], the microkernel architecture
places most kernel functionalities into different user-space
system servers and only keeps crucial functionalities in the
privileged kernel, as depicted in Figure-1. Therefore, a fault
in a single system server can be caught before it propagates
to the whole system.
However, compared with a monolithic OS like Linux, a
system service invocation usually becomes more expensive
Process-1

Process-2

Application

System
Server A

System
Server B

E.g., SQLite3

E.g., xv6fs

E.g., RAMdisk

Process-3

Ring-3
Ring-0

Core Kernel

Figure 1: A simplified microkernel architecture. Even without
KPTI, calling a server with IPC requires two user-kernel roundtrips
with two process switches. A vertical arrow represents one
roundtrip, and a dotted line means two process switches.
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in such an OS architecture. Figure-1 shows a service invocation procedure that involves two system servers and thus
leads to two IPCs. In this case, a microkernel requires four
roundtrips between user and kernel in total, while Linux only
requires one (i.e., the leftmost arrow between the application
and the OS). It is because Linux invokes different kernel components (like system servers in microkernel) directly through
function calls.
100%

IPC Cost
Real Work in Servers

80%
60%
40%
20%
Zircon

seL4 seL4
w/ kpti w/o kpti

Parts (cycles)

w/o KPTI

w/ KPTI

Privilege Switch
Process Switch
Others

158
295
277

690
Included above
320

Total

730 *

1010

*The result conforms to the officially reported
data (722∼736) [13].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Invoking servers with IPCs is expensive. (b) A breakdown of seL4 fast-path IPC.

To measure the performance cost of server invocations
with IPC, we run SQLite3 [15] on Zircon and seL4 (§ 6 gives
the detailed setup). We measure (i) the total time spent on
invoking system servers (i.e., an FS server and a RAMdisk
server) and (ii) the effective time used in system servers for
handling the requests. The difference between the two time
durations is considered as the IPC cost. As presented in Figure 2(a), the IPC cost is as high as 79% in Zircon. Even in
seL4, which uses highly-optimized IPCs, 44% of the time is
spent on IPC when KPTI enabled (38% without KPTI).
Moreover, a system functionality may involve even more
IPCs to invoke multiple system servers. For instance, launching an application requires 8 IPC roundtrips (among Shell,
Loader, FS, and Driver) on Zircon. In contrast, it only needs
one or two system calls on Linux (e.g., fork + exec). Therefore, invoking system servers with IPCs is time-consuming
in microkernels, which motivates our work in this paper.

2.2 IPC Overhead Analysis
To further understand the overhead of IPC, we break down
and measure the cost of each step in the IPC procedure in
seL4, which is known to be an efficient implementation of
microkernel IPC. Here we use the ideal configuration by referring to [13] and measure a one-way IPC (not a roundtrip)
without transferring data.
We find that the direct cost of the IPC consists of three
main parts as shown in Figure-2(b). The first part is the privilege switch. A user-space caller starts an IPC by using a
syscall instruction to trap into the kernel. The kernel needs
to save the caller’s context, which will be restored when resuming the caller. To invoke the target user-space callee, the
kernel transfers the control flow with a sysret instruction after
restoring the callee’s context. The second part is the process
switch. The major cost in this part is the CR3 modification instruction (270 cycles). Since the caller and callee are isolated
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in different user-space processes (different address spaces),
the kernel has to change the address space from the caller
to the callee. With KPTI enabled, the kernel further needs to
change the address spaces twice during the privilege switch,
which inflates the overhead. The third part is other logics in
IPC, such as permissions and fast-path conditions checks.
Besides its inherent cost, an IPC will inevitably cause pollution to the CPU internal structures such as the pipeline,
instruction, data caches, and translation look-aside buffers
(TLB), which has been evaluated in prior work [18, 32, 62,
71]. According to [71], the pollution caused by frequent privilege switches can degrade the performance by up to 65% for
SPEC CPU programs.
In summary, the switches of privilege and address space
in IPC bring considerable overhead, which motivates our
lightweight IPC design to remove these switches.

2.3 Using Intel MPK in Kernel
Background: Intel memory protection keys (MPK) [7] is a
new hardware feature to restrict memory accesses. MPK assigns a four-bit domain ID (aka, protection key) to each page
in a virtual address space by filling the ID in previously unused bits of page table entries. Thus, MPK can partition user
pages within a virtual address space into at most 16 memory
domains. To determine the access permissions (read-only,
read-write, none) on each memory domain, it introduces a
per-core register, PKRU, and a new instruction, wrpkru, to
modify the PKRU register in only 28 cycles. It is worth mentioning that MPK checks on memory accesses incur nearly
zero runtime overhead [39, 77]. Nevertheless, MPK does not
enforce permission checks on execution permission. One executable memory page is always executable to any domain,
even if PKRU forbids the domain from reading the page.
Observation: After a detailed investigation, we observe that
no matter in Ring-0 or Ring-3, MPK enforces permission
checks on any user-accessible memory page. To enable MPK
checks in Ring-0, the User/Kernel (U/K) bits of all the corresponding page table entries in a four-level page table have to
be set as User (i.e., 1). If there exists one entry that contains
the Kernel bit at any level, MPK will not check the access
on the corresponding memory pages. Furthermore, the Supervisor Mode Access Prevention (SMAP) and Supervisor
Mode Execution Prevention (SMEP) should also be disabled
for accessing or executing these pages (tagged with User) in
Ring-0.

2.4 Building Isolated Domains
There are many approaches to build lightweight and isolated
domains. SFI (Software Fault Isolation), which has been actively studied over 20 years [34, 46, 60, 68, 80, 87], is one
of the most mature candidates. However, although being a
general solution to achieve memory/fault isolation, SFI incurs non-negligible runtime overhead due to excessive code
instrumentations. For example, two representative studies
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show that SFI introduces around 15% overhead for SPEC
CPU programs on average (Table-2 in [68]), even with the
help of the latest boundary-checking hardware MPX (Figure3 in [46]). Some other approaches [48, 88] uses x86 segmentation for memory isolation, which avoids software checks
on memory accesses and is suitable for sandbox execution,
but it is not widely used anymore [68].
Instruction

Cost (cycles)

Indirect Call + Return
syscall + sysret
Write CR3 (no TLB flush)
vmfunc (switch EPT)
wrpkru

24
150
226
146
28

Table 1: Cost comparison of selected instructions.

Leveraging advanced hardware features to build isolated
domains can achieve better runtime performance. For example, prior work [39, 46, 56, 57, 62, 65, 77] utilizes (extended)
page tables to provide isolated domains in user space and exploits instructions like vmfunc and wrpkru for fast domain
switches. We list the costs of these frequently-used instructions in Table-1. The cost of wrpkru is the closest to indirect
call, which is used to invoke kernel components (with function pointers) in monolithic kernels. Therefore, considering
that MPK is applicable to the kernel and has good performance property, we propose that MPK can be leveraged to
implement an efficient fine-grained isolation mechanism in
the kernel.

UnderBridge
Process

Process

Application

Server-C

Code

User Mode

3

Data

Kernel Mode

Traditional IPC

Core Kernel

Server-B

Server-A
IPC Data

Memory
Domain-1

Memory Domain-3
(Shared by A & B)

Execution Domain-2

IPC Gate
Execution Domain-1

Memory Domain-0

Execution Domain-0 (Privileged)

Memory
Domain-2

Figure 3: The overview of ChCore based on UnderBridge.

The goal of UnderBridge is to optimize the synchronous
IPC2 while simultaneously maintaining strong isolation. An
2 Synchronous IPC is commonly used in microkernels, especially when
calling system servers. After issuing a synchronous IPC, the caller blocks
until the callee returns.
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intuitive design is adopting the MPK-based intra-process isolation [39, 77] to run system servers within an application address space. However, this design has three major problems.
First, it requires to map a server into multiple applications’
page tables, which makes updating the server’s memory mappings especially expensive (i.e., update all the page tables).
Second, its cost to setting up the IPC is non-negligible due
to intensive page table modifications. Third, it restricts the
applications’ ability to use the whole address space and the
MPK hardware freely.
Instead, UnderBridge boosts IPC performance by putting
the system servers, which are user-space processes in traditional microkernels, back into kernel space. Figure-3 shows
the system overview. The core kernel resembles the traditional microkernel, which provides crucial functionalities such as managing memory protection, capability enforcement, scheduling, and establishing IPC connections.
With UnderBridge, system servers can run in kernel space
(e.g., Server-A/B) but are confined in isolated environments
(called execution domain). UnderBridge makes the core kernel and in-kernel system servers share the same (kernel) address space while leveraging Intel MPK to guarantee memory isolation.
To use MPK in kernel space, UnderBridge tags all the kernel memory pages with “User” bits in the kernel page table,
as introduced in § 2.3. However, marking kernel memory as
user-accessible enables unprivileged user-space applications
to access kernel memory directly. UnderBridge prevents this
by allocating a separate page table to each application. An
application’s page table does not contain the kernel space
memory except for a small trampoline region (tagged with
“Kernel”), which is used for privilege switch (e.g., syscall).
Building IPC connections with in-kernel system servers
takes the following steps. First, a system server proactively
registers a function address (IPC function) in the core kernel
before serving requests. The core kernel will check whether
the address is legal, i.e., both executable and belonging to
the server. Second, another server can ask the core kernel to
establish an IPC connection with the registered server. Third,
the core kernel generates an IPC Gate, which helps to accomplish the IPC function invocation.
If an application needs to invoke the in-kernel server, it
also needs to establish the connection first. Later, it invokes
the system call for IPC and traps into the core kernel. Then,
the kernel will help to invoke the requested server via the
corresponding IPC gate (between the kernel and the server).

3.1 Execution Domains
As shown in Figure-3, UnderBridge constructs isolated execution domains over MPK memory domains and confines
each in-kernel system server in an individual execution domain. Specifically, UnderBridge builds 16 execution domains in kernel space and assigns a unique domain ID
(0∼15) to each of them. Execution domain 0 is specialized
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for running the (trustworthy) core kernel and can access all
the memory. Every other execution domain (1∼15) has a private memory domain with a specific ID and can only access
its private memory domain by default. A system server, exclusively running in one execution domain, stores its data,
stack, and heap regions in its private memory domain, which
cannot be accessed by other servers. Nevertheless, its code region resides in memory domain 0 that can only be read/written by the core kernel. In this way, the server cannot read/write its own code but can still execute it (i.e., execute-only
memory) as MPK memory domains do not affect instruction
fetching. UnderBridge ensures an execution domain can only
access allowed memory domains by configuring its PKRU
register. It also forbids an execution domain (a server) from
modifying this register by itself (details in § 4.2).
Shared memory between two servers is allocated by allowing them to access a free memory domain together (e.g.,
Memory Domain-3). Shared memory between a server and
the core kernel is achieved by letting the core kernel directly
access the server’s private memory domain. Shared memory
between an application and a server is achieved by mapping
some private memory of the server in the application’s page
table, which does not require a free memory domain.

3.2 IPC Gates
Even though system servers reside in the same kernel address
space, UnderBridge still preserves the well-defined IPC interfaces for them. When connecting two system servers (in two
execution domains), the core kernel generates an IPC gate for
them, which resides in memory domain 0. Specifically, it first
allocates a piece of memory for the gate and loads the gate
code, which is small, as shown in Figure-4, into the memory.
Then, it fills specific values (e.g., per-gate SECRET_TOKEN)
into the gate. After that, it gives the gate address to the two
system servers connected by this gate.
Later, during an IPC invocation, the gate transfers the control flow from a caller to a callee. To be more specific, it saves
the caller’s execution state, switches to the callee’s domain
by setting the PRKU register, and restores the callee’s execution state. UnderBridge allows the caller and callee to define
their calling conventions (the gates only save/restore necessary state by default), which is flexible and efficient. Transferring messages by registers and shared memory are both
supported.
Since the system server in UnderBridge only executes
when being called through an IPC gate, we adopt the mechanism of decoupling the execution context, which contains
the execution state (e.g., register values), with the scheduling context, which contains the scheduling information (e.g.,
time slice used in the scheduler) [47, 58, 72] and mark those
servers as passive. When an application (T1) invokes the system server (T2) through an IPC, T2 inherits T1’s scheduling
context and then starts executing. When T2 invokes another
server (T3), T3 also inherits the scheduling context, which is
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originally from T1. Thus, the scheduling overhead is avoided
in the IPC gates.
Besides intra-server, IPC gates also exist between the core
kernel and the servers, which enables the core kernel to interact with the servers. Specifically, those in-kernel system
servers invoke the core kernel’s service through dedicated
IPC gates connected with the core kernel instead of using
syscall instructions. To handle exceptions/interrupts during
the execution of in-kernel servers, UnderBridge provides
similar gates at the beginning of each handler to switch the
execution domain to the core kernel (execution domain 0).

3.3 Server Migration
As MPK provides 16 memory domains in total, UnderBridge
can only support at most 16 execution domains concurrently,
including the reserved one for the core kernel. Nevertheless, more system servers can be required, considering the
number of different device drivers. When the number of
concurrent system servers exceeds 15, one solution is timemultiplexing [64] but will bring non-negligible overhead if
frequently stopping and restarting servers.
Instead, UnderBridge enables server migration, which dynamically moves servers between user and kernel space.
Each server is compiled as a position-independent executable, and the core kernel assigns disjoint virtual memory
regions for different system servers. Whenever runs in an execution domain in the kernel or a user process, a server always uses the same virtual addresses. So, when migrating a
server between user and kernel, UnderBridge does not need
to do relocations because all the memory references in the
server are always valid (no changes), which significantly simplifies the migration procedure. Moreover, the system call
layer of the LibC used by servers is also modified, and thus
all the syscall instructions are organized in one memory page,
namely the syscall page. When migrating a server from user
space to kernel space, the core kernel overrides this page with
another prepared page which contains IPC gates connected to
the core kernel. Therefore, a server can seamlessly perform
system calls no matter in user or kernel space.
Specifically, there are four steps to migrate a server from
kernel space to user space. First, the core kernel will wait for
the server to enter a quiescent state by blocking new IPC requests to the server temporarily and waiting for the finishes
of on-going ones. Second, it will modify the syscall page
of the server and making the server perform system calls
through syscall instruction instead of IPC gates later. Third,
it will free the execution domain (ID) of the server by setting the domain ID of the server’s page table entries to 0
and flush TLBs. If the server installs shared memory with another in-kernel server (S), the domain ID of the shared memory will also be freed because the shared memory can use the
domain ID of S in the kernel page table. Last, the core kernel will activate the in-user server and allow clients to issue
IPCs to it. Migrating a server from user space to kernel space
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

··· // Save & clear the caller’s states
xor %rcx, %rcx
xor %rdx, %rdx
mov $PKRU_CALLEE, %rax
wrpkru // switch to the callee’s domain
cmp $PKRU_CALLEE, %rax
jne abort

8 ··· // Execute the callee’s function
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

xor %rcx, %rcx
xor %rdx, %rdx
mov $PKRU_CALLER, %rax
wrpkru // switch to the caller’s domain
cmp $PKRU_CALLER, %rax
jne abort
··· // Restore & return to the caller

1

··· // Save & clear the caller’s states
// Only core-kernel knows SECRET_TOKEN

+ 2 mov $SECRET_TOKEN, %r15
3
4

+ 5
+ 6
+ 7
8
9

- 10
+ 11
- 12
+ 13

xor %rcx, %rcx
xor %rdx, %rdx
// Authenticates the caller’s identity
rdpkru
cmp $PKRU_CALLER, %rax
jne handle_abuse
mov $PKRU_CALLEE, %rax
wrpkru
// Line-10 is removed due to Line-11
cmp $PKRU_CALLEE, %rax
cmp $SECRET_TOKEN, %r15
// DoS attacks is also not allowed
jne abort
jne handle_abuse

(a)

(b)

1
2
3
4

··· // Save & clear the caller’s states
mov $SECRET_TOKEN, %r15
xor %rcx, %rcx
xor %rdx, %rdx
/*
* Replace Line 5-7 with Line-8.
* Only the legal caller can access
* ADDR_IN_CALLER.
*/
- 5 rdpkru
cmp
$PKRU_CALLER, %rax
6
- 7 jne handle_abuse
+ 8 mov %rsp, ADDR_IN_CALLER
9 mov $PKRU_CALLEE, %rax
10 wrpkru
11 cmp $SECRET_TOKEN, %r15
12 jne handle_abuse

(c)

Figure 4: (a) A basic IPC gate for switching execution domains: Line 1-7 is from the caller to the callee and Line 9-15 is just a reverse process.
(b) A security-enhanced IPC gate (from the caller to the callee only) that solves the arbitrary IPC problem. (c) An optimized IPC gate based
on the secure one.

works similarly. The mappings of a system server in the kernel page table (used when running in the kernel) will not be
removed, and the system server’s page table (used when running in user) always exists. And the core kernel will keep
corresponding mappings in the two page tables the same.
With server migration, UnderBridge can run frequentlyused servers (according to either online or offline profiling)
in kernel space while accommodating other servers in user
processes. Besides that, we think the number of frequentlyused servers may usually be small according to a preliminary
survey on some popular applications including Memcached,
MySQL, GCC, and a ROS-based (robot) application. We run
those applications on Linux and find the most required system calls are only related to the File System, Network, Synchronization, and Memory-Management. For a microkernel,
these system calls are usually implemented in only several
system servers or directly in the core kernel, which indicates
the server migration may rarely happen.

4

Enforcing Isolation in UnderBridge

Threat Model and Assumptions. UnderBridge aims to
achieve the same security guarantee as existing microkernels
and inherits the same trust model. Specifically, the (trusted)
core kernel is assumed to be bug-free and correctly implemented because it has relatively small codebase (e.g., 8,500
LoC in our implementation) and is amenable to formal verification [44]. We do not trust applications or the operating
system servers, which may have vulnerabilities or even be
maliciously crafted and can be fully compromised by attackers. Physical attacks and hardware bugs are out of the scope
of this paper.
Two Security Challenges. Although UnderBridge achieves
memory isolation by utilizing MPK hardware, there are still
two security threats.
The first threat is the arbitrary IPC problem. The core
kernel generates IPC gates in memory domain 0 to ensure
any server cannot modify the gates. However, an IPC gate
can still be invoked by any (in-kernel) system server as the
MPK does not enforce permission check on execution per-
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mission. Although recent work on MPK-based intra-process
isolation [39, 77] does not consider such gate abusing problem, we cannot neglect it because it violates the enforcement of the IPC capability in microkernels. Therefore, UnderBridge ensures only a legal caller (allowed by the core
kernel) can successfully use an IPC gate by adding mandatory authentications in the gate. § 4.1 explains the secure design of IPC gates.
The second threat is that untrusted in-kernel system
servers run in supervisor mode (Ring-0). Thus, a compromised server can execute any privileged instructions theoretically, which threatens the whole system. For example, it
could install a new page table and freely access all memory.
One possible defense solution is to enforce control-flow integrity (CFI), which ensures that servers cannot execute any
illegal control flow leading to executing privileged instructions. However, CFI instrumentations inevitably bring obvious runtime overhead. Instead, we choose hardware virtualization technology and run ChCore in non-root mode. A tiny
secure monitor in root mode audits the execution of most
privileged instructions, as summarized in Table 2, by simply
trapping them through VMExits. In the meanwhile, we use
the binary rewriting technique to avoid the expensive VMExits on the critical paths. § 4.2 gives more details.

4.1 Unauthorized IPCs Prevention
As shown in Figure-4(a), the responsibility of an IPC gate
is saving/restoring the (necessary) execution context of the
caller/callee and switching the execution domain from the
caller to the callee. Line 2-4 prepares the argument registers
for wrpkru, which requires eax to store the target permission,
and both ecx and edx to be zero. The wrpkru instruction
in Line 5 sets PKRU_CALLEE (the callee’s permission) to
the PKRU register, which specifies the memory-access permission, so the execution domain changes to the callee’s
domain after this instruction finishes. Line 6-7 prevents a
compromised thread from directly jumping (e.g., ROP) to
Line 5 with some carefully chosen value in eax. Existing
work [39, 77] on MPK also designs similar gates for intra-
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process isolation.
However, such a design faces the gate abusing problem.
Since MPK has no restriction on execution permission, a domain can use the gates belonging to other domains to issue
IPCs. UnderBridge solves this problem by authenticating the
caller’s identity in the IPC gates. As the core kernel is responsible for generating IPC gates when two execution domains establish the IPC connection, it knows which domain
is the legal caller of the gate. Besides, since each domain
has unique memory-access permission, UnderBridge regards
the permission as the domain’s identity and checks the identity with rdpkru in Line 5-7 of Figure-4(b). Moreover, UnderBridge must ensure that the identity check cannot be bypassed. Otherwise, a compromised thread can jump to Line
8/9 without going through the check. To this end, each gate
adds two cheap instructions (Line 2 and Line 11 in Figure4(b)) to guarantee that a successful IPC invocation must go
through the check. When setting up an IPC gate, the core kernel randomly produces a 64-bit secret token with rdrand instruction and inserts it to the gate. Note that any server cannot
read the token value since the IPC gates belong to domain 0
(core kernel). Thus, any caller who wants to pass the check at
Line 11 must execute Line 2 first, which ensures the identity
check at Line 5-7 is non-bypassable for successful invocations. Similarly, Line 8 is also non-bypassable for successful
IPCs; thus, Line 10 is no more required.
Figure-4(c) further gives a more efficient design, which
eliminates the overhead of identity check. Although rdpkru
only takes about 9 cycles, it as well as the extra comparison
(Line 6-7) are still on the critical path of IPC. To remove the
overhead, UnderBridge authenticates IPC callers by reusing
the stack-pointer saving instruction (Line 8), which is initially located in the procedure of state saving (Line 1). In
this way, any illegal caller will trigger a fault when accessing
ADDR_IN_CALLER (Line 8) and get caught.

4.2 Privilege Deprivation
In traditional microkernels, system servers only have Ring-3
privilege. To achieve the same security/isolation guarantee,
UnderBridge should restrict the servers’ behavior when running them in execution domains (Ring-0). However, a compromised server may find and execute privileged instructions
at unaligned instruction boundaries with ROP to attack the
whole system. Based on an in-depth analysis of privileged
instructions (briefly summarized in Table-2), UnderBridge
combines virtualization hardware support, binary rewriting
technique, and some specific solutions to de-privilege the execution domains for servers with negligible overhead.
According to our survey on four microkernels, system registers such as IDTR are only configured at boot time; debug/profile registers are only accessed at debugging/profiling time; most model-specific registers (MSRs) are also not
accessed in the critical paths. Thus, UnderBridge runs the
microkernel in non-root mode and configures the privileged
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instructions operating on those registers to trigger VMExits.
And, the secure monitor in root mode checks whether they
are executed by the core kernel according to the memoryaccess permission in PKRU. Nevertheless, rdmsr/wrmsr may
also be used to operate FS/GS in the critical path. UnderBridge can configure these two specific registers not to trap
or replace them with some newer non-privileged instructions
(e.g., wrfsbase).
Similarly, since control registers CR0 and CR4 are set at
boot time only, UnderBridge also traps the setting instructions. Nevertheless, accessing CR2 and reading CR0/CR4
cannot trigger VMExits. UnderBridge clears CR2, where
CPU saves the page fault address in the fault handler to
prevent information leakage, and hides the real CR0/CR4
value with a shadow value by leveraging virtualization hardware functionality. As for CR3, it points to page tables and
needs modifications when switching address spaces, which
frequently appears in the critical path. So, triggering VMExits on CR3 modifications is expensive. Instead, we use the following lightweight solution (a special method). When loading system servers, UnderBridge leverages binary scanning
and rewriting to guarantee the servers contain no CR3 modification instructions, including at unaligned instruction boundaries. While in the core kernel, this privileged instruction
must exist to switch address spaces. UnderBridge prevents
a compromised system server from executing this instruction in the core kernel through defenses in depth. First (a
simple defense), the instruction location is unknown to the
servers. Second, to achieve higher security, the core kernel
can write this instruction right before executing it and immediately remove it after the execution. Thus, a system server
cannot execute it even if knowing its location. Furthermore,
on different cores, UnderBridge makes the page table mapping for this instruction (page) different. So, when one core
writes this instruction, other cores still cannot execute it.
Instructions that invalidate cache/TLB may be used by
compromised servers for conducting performance attacks.
While trapping cache invalidation instructions via VMExits does not affect overall performance since they are rarely
executed, flushing TLB frequently appears on the critical
path. So, we use binary rewriting to ensure there are no
TLB flush instructions in system servers instead of trapping
these instructions. The core kernel must contain these instructions, but they cannot be abused by faulting servers because
we make sure they are followed by instructions that access
the core kernel memory. Cacheline flush instructions (nonprivileged instructions, e.g., clflush and clflushopt) are also
considered because the system servers share the same address space with the core kernel. Nevertheless, these instructions obey MPK memory (read) checks and thus, cannot be
utilized by a server to flush others’ memory areas.
For other privileged instructions and I/O related operations, we take similar solutions as listed in Table-2. One thing
to notice is that a compromised server may disable interrupts
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Categories

Related Instructions
or Registers

Usages in Zircon/Fiasco.OC/seL4/ChCore or Brief Explanations

Solutions

Load/Store
System Registers

IDTR, GDTR, LDTR
TR, XCR0 ...

Although seL4 uses "LTR" instruction when switching processes,
it can be removed by setting different TSSs at boot time as do in other microkernels.
Others are required at boot time only.

VMExit

Debug/Profile
Registers
Model Specific
Registers

Debug registers
RDPMC

Required for debugging and profiling, which are not performance-oriented.

VMExit

RDMSR/WRMSR

Read/Write
Control Registers
Cache/TLB
States
I/O Related
Operations
Other Privilege
Instructions
PKRU Register
(Ring-0/3)

mov CRn, reg
mov reg, CRn
CLTS (modify CR0)
- INVD/WBINVD
- INVLPG/INVPCID
- clflush instructions
- Port I/O
- MMIO
- DMA
- SMSW, RSM, HLT ...
- SWAPGS, SYSRET...
- CLI, POPFQ...
- xsave set instructions
- WRPKRU

Usually, they are mostly used at boot time or debug time and
can trigger VMExits for selected registers according to configuration bitmaps.
- In the four microkernels, CR0/CR4 is written at boot time only and CR8 is not used.
- No VMExits: accessing CR2, reading CR0 and CR4.
- CR3 is used for switching address space. So, we handle it with a special method.
- Whole cache eviction. WBINVD is rarely used, and INVD is even not used.
- TLB clear is needed after updating page tables. So, triggering VMExits is costly here.
- (executable in Ring-3) Evicting a single cache line. MPK checks take effects.
- Port I/O is not performance-oriented and can trigger VMExits with I/O bitmaps.
- MMIO operations go through MPK checks.
- The core kernel initializes DMA devices at boot time and takes the control plane.
- Either related to other modes like legacy and SMM mode or rarely used.
- Cannot break the system states, otherwise leading to the execution of fault handlers.
- Can be used by compromised servers to disable interrupts.
- For restoring extended processor states, which may include PKRU state.
- For changing the value of PRKU register as used in IPC gates.

Selected VMExit
- VMExit
- Clear/hide
- Special method
- VMExit
- Binary rewritng
- None
- VMExit
- None
- None
- VMExit
- None
- Check in VMM
- No restoring
- Binary rewriting

Table 2: Deprive the execution domains for system servers of the ability to execute privileged instructions.

through instructions like cli to monopolize the CPU. Fortunately, it cannot disable the host timer interrupts, which unconditionally trigger VMExits. Thus, the secure monitor can
easily detect such malicious behaviors by checking PKRU
and interrupt state.
Last but not least, we must forbid system servers from
changing the PKRU register, i.e., changing the memoryaccess permission, by themselves. There are two kinds
of instructions that can modify PKRU. For the first kind
(xrstor/xrstors), the core kernel configures them not to manage PKRU by setting a control bit (bit-9) in XRC0. For the
second kind (wrpkru), the core kernel ensures it does not exist outside the IPC gates by rewriting the binary code (similar to [77]). The wrpkru in the IPC gates cannot be abused as
specified in § 4.1.
We omit the detailed policies of the binary rewriting in
this paper as it is a mature technique [17, 25, 77]. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that using binary rewriting to directly
eliminating all privilege instructions is undecidable because
some privilege instructions only take one byte (e.g., hlt). Our
hybrid approach is both effective and efficient.

4.3 Security Analysis
By introducing in-kernel servers, our system has one major
difference from existing microkernels, which may lead to a
larger attack surface. The in-kernel servers run in the kernel mode, which means a compromised server is able to execute any privileged instruction. We will analyze the attacks
caused by the difference and illustrate how to defend against
them.
Restricting privileged in-kernel servers: System servers
are not trusted in our threat model. Although they can run
in the kernel mode, they are highly restricted when trying to
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attack the core kernel, other servers, or the applications.
We assume that an attacker has fully compromised an inkernel server and can execute arbitrary instructions. Since
the server runs in another execution domain (no access to
the memory domain 0), it cannot directly access the memory
of the core kernel. As long as it tries to read or write any
disallowed memory, a CPU exception will immediately be
triggered and handled by the core kernel.
There are four ways to bypass the memory isolation mechanism enforced by MPK: the first one is to run the disabling
instructions, e.g., by setting CR4.PKE to 0 or setting CR0.WP
to 0; the second is to change the PKRU register to gain access
permission of other memory domains illegally; the third is to
change the page table base address by setting the CR3 register; the fourth is to modify the page table directly.
ChCore can defend against all these attacks. Before loading a server, ChCore uses binary scanning/rewriting to eliminate the undesired privileged instructions. At runtime, the secure monitor will prevent a server from executing other privileged instructions. Compared with running on traditional microkernels, servers, including maliciously crafted ones, have
no more attack means on microkernels with UnderBridge.
First, when the malicious server executes the disabling instructions, it will trigger VMExits, and the monitor will locate the compromised server. Second, as described in the last
paragraph of § 4.2, the two ways of modifying the PKRU register are prevented. Third, the malicious server has no way to
modify CR3 since the binary rewriting guarantees no CR3
modification instructions exist in any server’s address space.
Fourth, the malicious server cannot modify the page table
because the kernel page table resides in memory domain 0.
Meanwhile, it cannot modify or add instructions which require to change the page table first. The isolation between
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5

Implementation

Based on our UnderBridge design, we have implemented a
prototype microkernel ChCore, which contains about 8500
lines of C code (LOC). ChCore runs in guest-mode, i.e.,
non-root mode on x86_64, and a small secure monitor
(around 300 LOC) runs in hypervisor-mode, i.e., root mode
on x86_64. We have implemented the tiny secure monitor
in a minimal virtualization-layer, RootKernel (1,500 LOC)
of SkyBridge [62]. Note that RootKernel is not a hypervisor
and works only for running one OS in the guest-mode and
thus avoids most overhead caused by virtualization. Therefore, although our system requires hardware virtualization,
it still can be deployed in bare-metal machines with RootKernel and achieve close-to-native performance. Considering
the above, our system increases the trusted computing base
(TCB) by 1,800 LOC in total when running on bare-metal
machines, which is acceptable. Besides, we also integrate
the tiny secure monitor in a commercial hypervisor, KVM,
which makes deploying our system in cloud feasible. Even if
nested virtualization is required, our secure monitor can still
work because it simply utilizes the hardware-provided capability to trap sensitive instructions. Because the instructions
to trap are deliberately selected and do not exist on critical
paths, they will not degrade the overall performance. Nevertheless, our current implementation requires cloud providers
to patch their hypervisors. In such a case, our system increases TCB by 300 LOC. Alternatively, we may leverage
eBPF [61, 81] to deploy our secure monitor without modifications to the commercial hypervisor (left as future work).
We also apply UnderBridge to three state-of-the-art microkernels, i.e., seL4 3 , Zircon, and Fiasco.OC, to demonstrate the generality of the design. The porting effort is about
1000∼1500 LOC for each of them. Since UnderBridge uses
different page tables for applications and kernel, it also en3 We

do not retain formal correctness guarantees of seL4.
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ables and leverages the PCID hardware feature for avoiding
unnecessary TLB flushing. As native Fiasco.OC does not
support to use this feature, we also add a simple extension
to assign different PCIDs to an application and the kernel.

6

Performance Evaluation

Basic Setup. We conduct all the experiments on a Dell PowerEdge R640 server, which is equipped with a 20-core Intel
Xeon Gold 6138 2.0GHz CPU and 128GB memory. Both
Turbo Boost and Hyper-threading are disabled. ChCore runs
on Linux/KVM-4.19 and QEMU-4.1.
Systems for Comparison. We evaluate the native IPC performance of three popular microkernels (Zircon, seL4, and
Fiasco.OC) on bare metal. Also, we evaluate SkyBridge [62],
which is the state-of-the-art optimization for IPC in microkernels by using vmfunc. SkyBridge deploys a small hypervisor called RootKernel and runs microkernels in non-root
mode. When evaluating UnderBridge, we deploy the secure
monitor of UnderBridge in RootKernel and run microkernels with UnderBridge on it. As Zircon has no kernel-pagetable-isolation (KPTI) support, we simulate the overhead of
page table switching by writing CR3 twice when evaluating
UnderBridge on it, this is because UnderBridge requires to
make the kernel and applications use different page tables.

6.1 IPC Performance Analysis
Cross-server IPC. Firstly, we analyze the IPC performance
between two servers (we abbreviate “system server” as
“server” in this section) in a micro-benchmark, which uses
rdtsc instruction to measure the round-trip latency of invoking an empty function in server B from server A.
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Figure 5: Round-trip latency of cross-server IPC.

Figure-5 gives the absolute cost of cross-server IPCs in
different designs. Since invocations between servers (components) in monolithic kernels are usually achieved by using
(indirect) call/ret instructions, the round-trip latency is only
24 cycles. The latency of an IPC round-trip in ChCore is
109 cycles, which is dominated by two wrpkru instructions
(56 cycles in total). Note that the IPC is achieved by UnderBridge and thus only involves the lightweight wrpkru and
the procedure of saving necessary registers. SkyBridge requires two much heavier vmfunc instruction (292 cycles in
total) and therefore has larger latency.
The round-trip latency of a native IPC in the other three
microkernels are much more noticeable. Among them, seL4
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shows the best performance as it will directly switch the
caller thread to callee thread when executing fast-path IPCs.
Although Fiasco.OC applies a similar strategy, it has a more
complex IPC capability handling procedure. Zircon does not
support direct-switch and thus has the worst performance due
to the high scheduling cost.
Compared with the native IPC in the three microkernels,
our UnderBridge design is more than 12.3× faster. The performance improvement mainly comes from two parts. First,
UnderBridge avoids the time-consuming privilege switches
in traditional IPC designs, as measured in § 2.2. Second, UnderBridge avoids the complex validation and invocation of
the IPC capability on the critical path. An IPC gate is only
generated after the corresponding capabilities having been
checked, so UnderBridge needs not to check the capability
at runtime. Also, the gate only requires several lightweight
instructions for the domain switching (details in § 4.1).
Another benefit of UnderBridge is that the in-kernel
servers can invoke system calls faster via the IPC gates instead of using syscall instructions.
Application-to-Server IPC. We further analyze the IPC
(round-trip) performance between a user application and a
server in this part. Commonly, a system call involves multiple servers in microkernels (or multiple kernel components
in monolithic kernels), which means an application-to-server
IPC may involve several cross-server IPCs. To simulate such
cases, we design a micro-benchmark that includes one application and several servers. Each server will do nothing but
routing IPCs to another server. We vary the number of crossserver IPCs in the benchmark.
Approaches
SkyBridge
ChCore (UnderBridge)
seL4

Cross-server IPCs
0
1
2
437
723
1450

931
856
2932

1390
981
4266

Table 3: Round-trip latency (cycles) of one application-to-server
IPC and different number of cross-server IPCs.

Table-3 compares the performance of SkyBridge (applied
on Fiasco.OC) and UnderBridge (applied on ChCore) in this
micro-benchmark. Results are similar when we apply them
to other microkernels and thus omitted. If an application invokes a server without causing any cross-server IPCs, SkyBridge (437 cycles) shows better performance than UnderBridge (723 cycles). It is because UnderBridge has to switch
the privilege level and the address space for transferring the
control flow from user space to kernel space, while SkyBridge applies more lightweight EPT switching via vmfunc.
Nevertheless, UnderBridge still outperforms the best native
IPC (1450 cycles in seL4), because of reducing one privilege
switch and minimizing the software logic of an IPC.
As the number of cross-server IPCs increases, the latency
of SkyBridge increases in proportion. It is because that IPC
from application to the server and between servers are sym-
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metric and cost the same cycles. In contrast, the latency of
UnderBridge grows much slower because its cross-server
IPC is much more lightweight. As shown in Table-3, the
performance of UnderBridge becomes better than SkyBridge
when involving one cross-server IPC, and is better than that
by 42% when involving two. The performance speedup is
expected to grow along with the increasing number of the
cross-server IPCs and finally close to 3.0× as in Figure-5.

6.2 Application Benchmarks
We further evaluate the performance of UnderBridge with
two real-world applications: a database application and
an HTTP server application. In the following experiments,
shared memory is used to transfer data during IPCs.
Database Evaluation. To faithfully compare with SkyBridge, we use the benchmarks in [62]. Specifically, for serving a relational database, SQLite3 [15], we run two system
servers: one is a file system named xv6fs [16, 23], and the
other is a RAMdisk (memory-only). When SQLite3 operates on a file, it will first invoke the xv6fs server by an
application-to-server IPC, and then the xv6fs will read or
write the RAMdisk by cross-server IPCs.
Basic Operations. We first evaluate the performance of basic
operations, including insert, update, query, and delete operations. Our evaluation includes three IPC approaches: the native IPC, UnderBridge, and SkyBridge. Specifically, for each
microkernel, we not only evaluate the performance with its
native IPC designs but also test the performance after applying UnderBridge and SkyBridge to it. We also emulate the
performance of a monolithic kernel by replacing all the IPC
gates in UnderBridge with function calls.
Figure-6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) show the normalized throughput
of basic operations in the three microkernels, separately. The
baseline is set as the performance of native IPC design in
each microkernel.
UnderBridge achieves up to 13.1×, 9.0×, 1.6× and 11.3×
speedup for each of these operations, individually. The improvement of query operations is relatively small since
SQLite3 has an internal buffer for storing recent data and
may handle the queries without issuing IPCs. Compared with
SkyBridge, the performance improvement of UnderBridge
(up to 65%) is because a single IPC from SQLite3 to xv6fs
is likely to trigger multiple cross-server IPCs between xv6fs
and RAMdisk. Even compared with the emulated performance of monolithic kernels, UnderBridge only introduces
about 5.0% overhead.
The above-tested xv6fs (exactly the same one used in
the SkyBridge paper [62]) contains no page cache, which,
thus, emulates an IPC-intensive scenario. We further enable the page cache in xv6fs to show how UnderBridge
performs with fewer cross-server IPCs between xv6fs and
RAMdisk. As shown in Figure-6(d), 6(e) and 6(f), the performance improvement of UnderBridge is still obvious. UnderBridge shows up to 4.0×, 2.9×, 0.7× and 3.2× speedup
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Figure 6: Normalized throughput of basic SQLite3 operations.

compared with the native IPC and achieves comparable performance with monolithic kernels. Nevertheless, since fewer
cross-server IPCs are involved, the maximum improvement
of UnderBridge compared with SkyBridge drops from 65%
to 25%.
Since UnderBridge runs in non-root mode, we also count
the number of VMExit, which is known as the cost of virtualization. Thanks to the careful design of RootKernel and our
secure monitor, there are almost zero VMExits during the experiments. For example, at most one VMExit (due to timer)
happens during the query test.
YCSB Benchmark. We also evaluate SQLite3 against YCSB
workloads. Figure-7(a) and 7(b) show the normalized
throughput of YCSB-A (50% update and 50% query) with
the page cache disabled and enabled in xv6fs, separately. We
use the same baseline as the basic operation evaluation. Even
for seL4, which is the most efficient among the three microkernels, UnderBridge improves the application’s throughput
from 35% to 105%. UnderBridge also brings a better performance (from 7% to 35%) than SkyBridge. Besides, it is only
slightly slower (3.3% on average) than the monolithic kernel.
Other YCSB workloads give similar results.
Furthermore, Figure-7(c) gives a detailed analysis of the
experiments with page cache enabled in xv6fs. First, the ratio
of IPCs from SQLite3 to xv6fs (application-to-server) and
xv6fs to RAMdisk (cross-server) is about 1:2. Thus, UnderBridge outperforms SkyBridge, according to Table-3. Second, it helps to reduce the ratio of time spent on IPCs to
around 11% while the other three microkernels spend at least
30% of the time on IPCs. Third, it makes the application and
the servers execute faster (about 10%) owing to less indirect
costs such as cache/TLB pollution.
Server Migration. We also evaluate the performance of
server migration, although it should rarely happen. We still
run SQLite3, xv6fs, and RAMdisk as above on Zircon and
trigger the server migration. Taking RAMdisk (128 MB virtual memory range) as an example, migrating it from kernel
to user takes about 84,361 cycles. Most of the cycles (83,517)
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are spent on modifying the kernel page table to free the domain ID (i.e., the third step for migrating a server specified in
§ 3.3). Migrating RAMdisk from user to kernel takes more
cycles (90,189) mainly because more cycles are spent on
waiting for finishes of on-going IPCs.
HTTP Server Evaluation. For running an HTTP server (a
user-space application), we create three system servers: a
socket server, a TCP/IP protocol stack server, and a loopback network device driver (not involving the real network
device) atop lwIP [31] library. We measure the throughput of
a simple HTTP server from the client-side, which receives requests from the network and sends back a static HTML page.
We perform this evaluation on Zircon. As shown in Figure7(d), UnderBridge improves the throughput of the HTTP
server by 4.4×. We also implement the same benchmark with
SkyBridge. UnderBridge outperforms SkyBridge by about
24% because a network request also triggers multiple crossserver IPCs.

7

Related Work

Reconstructing monolithic kernels. The development of
monolithic kernels follows the philosophy of modularization,
but all the kernel components are not isolated from each
other. With reliability and security attracting a fair amount
of attention, we witness interest in reconstructing monolithic
kernels to achieve better fault isolation and higher security [17, 25, 26, 38, 41, 59, 63, 65, 67, 74, 75, 84, 86]. Dautenhahn et al. [25] build one memory protection domain inside the BSD kernel and run a small trusted kernel in that
domain to control memory mappings. Mondrix [84] implements a compartmentalized Linux kernel with eleven isolated modules based on customized security hardware [83].
Proskurin et al. [65] propose to use Intel EPT and vmfunc to
isolate critical kernel data in different domains. Nooks [74]
and LXFI [59] focus on improving the reliability of Linux by
isolating kernel modules, especially device drivers.
Our work does share some similarities with prior work
on intra-(monolithic)kernel isolation. Nevertheless, we fo-
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cus on accelerating IPCs for microkernel architectures while
maintaining strong isolation (both ends). We need to do little modification/instrumentation on system servers of a microkernel. This is because system servers of a microkernel
are designed to run in different user processes, and all the
interactions are explicit IPCs, which is different from the
subsystems in Linux (no clear boundaries and have complex shared memory references). We achieve intra-kernel isolation by retrofitting Intel MPK, which is lightweight and
commercially-available, to build multiple execution domains
in kernel space. Furthermore, UnderBridge may also be generalized to other kernel scopes with more efforts in the future. On one side, the proposed abstraction of the execution
domain can be extended to accommodate different kernel
modules in monolithic kernels, and the IPC gates can still
be used to handle interactions between those modules. On
the other side, our design can also be applied in kernels written in memory-safe languages [11, 24] to isolate some unsafe
code (e.g., the code with “unsafe” tag in Rust).
Accelerating IPCs. Optimizing the performance of IPC in
microkernels is continuously studied for a long time [19,
36, 44, 50, 52, 82]. For example, LRPC [19] eliminates
the scheduling overhead during an IPC by using the threadmigration model [36, 37]; seL4 [44] provides the fast-path
IPC, which also avoids scheduling and passes arguments
through registers. Nevertheless, even with these softwarebased optimizations, IPC-intensive applications on microkernels still suffer from the IPC overhead.
Recent studies present new designs to accelerate IPCs with
advanced hardware features. SkyBridge [62] utilizes the vmfunc to allow a process to invoke a function in another process directly without the kernel’s involvement. XPC [30] is
a hardware proposal that accelerates IPCs by implementing
efficient context switch and memory granting. dIPC relies
on another hardware proposal [78] to put processes into the
same address space and thus make IPCs faster. Our design
shows better performance than SkyBridge and requires no
hardware modification.
Usage of Intel MPK. Intel MPK/PKU has been utilized
by [39, 64, 77] to achieve efficient intra-process isolation,
which can build mutual-distrusted execution environments
in a single user process. There are two main differences between UnderBridge and them. First, UnderBridge retrofits
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MPK that designed for user space in kernel space to improve
the IPC performance for microkernels (the first effort to our
knowledge) and also faces more security challenges. Applications can still utilize MPK in user space as they want since
they have different page tables from the kernel. Second, UnderBridge authenticates the caller of each MPK gate for enforcing IPC capability to prevent illegal domain switches,
while prior work allows arbitrary domain switches.
There exist two concurrent studies [38, 73] to UnderBridge. They also propose to utilize MPK in kernel mode
but with different goals and designs. IskiOS [38] leverages
MPK to defend against code-reuse attacks (e.g., protecting
shadow stacks) in the kernel. Sung et al. [73] uses MPK to
enhance the isolation for a unikernel while does not solve the
security challenges identified in UnderBridge.
MPK-like features on other architectures. Tagged memory [28, 43, 85], which can provide MPK-like features, is
added in other architectures, which brings the potential to
make UnderBridge more general to those architectures. Recently, the RISC-V security community also considers enhancing the PMP (physical memory protection) isolation
with the tagged memory mechanism [12]. However, UnderBridge cannot work on current ARMv8 (aarch64). Yet, ARM
v8.5 has included memory tagging extensions [10], by extending which with more mechanisms, we may provide a
similar mechanism workable on future ARM platforms.

8

Conclusion

This paper introduces UnderBridge, a redesign of the runtime structure of microkernel OSes for faster OS services. To
demonstrate UnderBridge’s efficiency, we have built a prototype microkernel named ChCore and ported it to three existing microkernels. Performance evaluations showed that UnderBridge can achieve better performance in IPC-intensive
workloads compared with prior work.
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FAASM: Lightweight Isolation for Efficient Stateful Serverless Computing
Simon Shillaker
Imperial College London

Abstract
Serverless computing is an excellent fit for big data processing because it can scale quickly and cheaply to thousands of
parallel functions. Existing serverless platforms isolate functions in ephemeral, stateless containers, preventing them from
directly sharing memory. This forces users to duplicate and
serialise data repeatedly, adding unnecessary performance
and resource costs. We believe that a new lightweight isolation approach is needed, which supports sharing memory
directly between functions and reduces resource overheads.
We introduce Faaslets, a new isolation abstraction for highperformance serverless computing. Faaslets isolate the memory of executed functions using software-fault isolation (SFI),
as provided by WebAssembly, while allowing memory regions to be shared between functions in the same address
space. Faaslets can thus avoid expensive data movement
when functions are co-located on the same machine. Our runtime for Faaslets, FAASM, isolates other resources, e.g. CPU
and network, using standard Linux cgroups, and provides a
low-level POSIX host interface for networking, file system
access and dynamic loading. To reduce initialisation times,
FAASM restores Faaslets from already-initialised snapshots.
We compare FAASM to a standard container-based platform
and show that, when training a machine learning model, it
achieves a 2× speed-up with 10× less memory; for serving
machine learning inference, FAASM doubles the throughput
and reduces tail latency by 90%.

1

Introduction

Serverless computing is becoming a popular way to deploy
data-intensive applications. A function-as-a-service (FaaS)
model decomposes computation into many functions, which
can effectively exploit the massive parallelism of clouds. Prior
work has shown how serverless can support map/reduce-style
jobs [42, 69], machine learning training [17, 18] and inference [40], and linear algebra computation [73, 88]. As a
result, an increasing number of applications, implemented
in diverse programming languages, are being migrated to
serverless platforms.
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Existing platforms such as Google Cloud Functions [32],
IBM Cloud Functions [39], Azure Functions [50] and AWS
Lambda [5] isolate functions in ephemeral, stateless containers. The use of containers as an isolation mechanisms introduces two challenges for data-intensive applications, data
access overheads and the container resource footprint.
Data access overheads are caused by the stateless nature of
the container-based approach, which forces state to be maintained externally, e.g. in object stores such as Amazon S3 [6],
or passed between function invocations. Both options incur costs due to duplicating data in each function, repeated
serialisation, and regular network transfers. This results in
current applications adopting an inefficient “data-shipping architecture”, i.e. moving data to the computation and not vice
versa—such architectures have been abandoned by the data
management community many decades ago [36]. These overheads are compounded as the number of functions increases,
reducing the benefit of unlimited parallelism, which is what
makes serverless computing attractive in the first place.
The container resource footprint is particularly relevant
because of the high-volume and short-lived nature of serverless workloads. Despite containers having a smaller memory
and CPU overhead than other mechanisms such as virtual
machines (VMs), there remains an impedance mismatch between the execution of individual short-running functions
and the process-based isolation of containers. Containers
have start-up latencies in the hundreds of milliseconds to
several seconds, leading to the cold-start problem in today’s
serverless platforms [36, 83]. The large memory footprint
of containers limits scalability—while technically capped at
the process limit of a machine, the maximum number of containers is usually limited by the amount of available memory,
with only a few thousand containers supported on a machine
with 16 GB of RAM [51].
Current data-intensive serverless applications have addressed these problems individually, but never solved both—
instead, either exacerbating the container resource overhead
or breaking the serverless model. Some systems avoid data
movement costs by maintaining state in long-lived VMs or ser-
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vices, such as ExCamera [30], Shredder [92] and Cirrus [18],
thus introducing non-serverless components. To address the
performance overhead of containers, systems typically increase the level of trust in users’ code and weaken isolation
guarantees. PyWren [42] reuses containers to execute multiple functions; Crucial [12] shares a single instance of the
Java virtual machine (JVM) between functions; SAND [1]
executes multiple functions in long-lived containers, which
also run an additional message-passing service; and Cloudburst [75] takes a similar approach, introducing a local keyvalue-store cache. Provisioning containers to execute multiple
functions and extra services amplifies resource overheads, and
breaks the fine-grained elastic scaling inherent to serverless.
While several of these systems reduce data access overheads
with local storage, none provide shared memory between
functions, thus still requiring duplication of data in separate
process memories.
Other systems reduce the container resource footprint by
moving away from containers and VMs. Terrarium [28] and
Cloudflare Workers [22] employ software-based isolation using WebAssembly and V8 Isolates, respectively; Krustlet [54]
replicates containers using WebAssembly for memory safety;
and SEUSS [16] demonstrates serverless unikernels. While
these approaches have a reduced resource footprint, they do
not address data access overheads, and the use of softwarebased isolation alone does not isolate resources.
We make the observation that serverless computing can
better support data-intensive applications with a new isolation abstraction that (i) provides strong memory and resource
isolation between functions, yet (ii) supports efficient state
sharing. Data should be co-located with functions and accessed directly, minimising data-shipping. Furthermore, this
new isolation abstraction must (iii) allow scaling state across
multiple hosts; (iv) have a low memory footprint, permitting
many instances on one machine; (v) exhibit fast instantiation
times; and (vi) support multiple programming languages to
facilitate the porting of existing applications.
In this paper, we describe Faaslets, a new lightweight
isolation abstraction for data-intensive serverless computing. Faaslets support stateful functions with efficient shared
memory access, and are executed by our FAASM distributed
serverless runtime. Faaslets have the following properties,
summarising our contributions:
(1) Faaslets achieve lightweight isolation. Faaslets rely on
software fault isolation (SFI) [82], which restricts functions
to accesses of their own memory. A function associated
with a Faaslet, together with its library and language runtime
dependencies, is compiled to WebAssembly [35]. The FAASM
runtime then executes multiple Faaslets, each with a dedicated
thread, within a single address space. For resource isolation,
the CPU cycles of each thread are constrained using Linux
cgroups [79] and network access is limited using network
namespaces [79] and traffic shaping. Many Faaslets can be
executed efficiently and safely on a single machine.
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(2) Faaslets support efficient local/global state access.
Since Faaslets share the same address space, they can access shared memory regions with local state efficiently. This
allows the co-location of data and functions and avoids serialisation overheads. Faaslets use a two-tier state architecture,
a local tier provides in-memory sharing, and a global tier
supports distributed access to state across hosts. The FAASM
runtime provides a state management API to Faaslets that
gives fine-grained control over state in both tiers. Faaslets
also support stateful applications with different consistency
requirements between the two tiers.
(3) Faaslets have fast initialisation times. To reduce coldstart time when a Faaslet executes for the first time, it
is launched from a suspended state. The FAASM runtime pre-initialises a Faaslet ahead-of-time and snapshots
its memory to obtain a Proto-Faaslet, which can be restored in hundreds of microseconds. Proto-Faaslets are
used to create fresh Faaslet instances quickly, e.g. avoiding the time to initialise a language runtime. While existing work on snapshots for serverless takes a single-machine
approach [1, 16, 25, 61], Proto-Faaslets support cross-host
restores and are OS-independent.
(4) Faaslets support a flexible host interface. Faaslets interact with the host environment through a set of POSIX-like
calls for networking, file I/O, global state access and library
loading/linking. This allows them to support dynamic language runtimes and facilitates the porting of existing applications, such as CPython by changing fewer than 10 lines of
code. The host interface provides just enough virtualisation
to ensure isolation while adding a negligible overhead.
The FAASM runtime1 uses the LLVM compiler toolchain to
translate applications to WebAssembly and supports functions written in a range of programming languages, including
C/C++, Python, Typescript and Javascript. It integrates with
existing serverless platforms, and we describe the use with
Knative [33], a state-of-the-art platform based on Kubernetes.
To evaluate FAASM’s performance, we consider a number
of workloads and compare to a container-based serverless
deployment. When training a machine learning model with
SGD [68], we show that FAASM achieves a 60% improvement in run time, a 70% reduction in network transfers, and a
90% reduction in memory usage; for machine learning inference using TensorFlow Lite [78] and MobileNet [37], FAASM
achieves over a 200% increase in maximum throughput, and a
90% reduction in tail latency. We also show that FAASM executes a distributed linear algebra job for matrix multiplication
using Python/Numpy with negligible performance overhead
and a 13% reduction in network transfers.

2

Isolation vs. Sharing in Serverless

Sharing memory is fundamentally at odds with the goal of
isolation, hence providing shared access to in-memory state
1 FAASM

is open-source and available at github.com/lsds/Faasm
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Func.
Nonfunc.

Containers VMs Unikernel SFI Faaslet
Memory safety
Resource isolation
Efficient state sharing
Shared filesystem
Initialisation time
Memory footprint
Multi-language

3
3
7
3

3
3
7
7

3
3
7
7

3
7
7
3

3
3
3
3

100 ms 100 ms 10 ms 10 µs 1 ms
MBs
MBs
KBs Bytes KBs
3
3
3
7
3

Table 1: Isolation approaches for serverless (Initialisation times

include ahead-of-time snapshot restore where applicable [16,25,61].)

in a multi-tenant serverless environment is a challenge.
Tab. 1 contrasts containers and VMs with other potential
serverless isolation options, namely unikernels [16] in which
minimal VM images are used to pack tasks densely on a hypervisor and software-fault isolation (SFI) [82], providing
lightweight memory safety through static analysis, instrumentation and runtime traps. The table lists whether each fulfils
three key functional requirements: memory safety, resource
isolation and sharing of in-memory state. A fourth requirement is the ability to share a filesystem between functions,
which is important for legacy code and to reduce duplication
with shared files.
The table also compares these options on a set of nonfunctional requirements: low initialisation time for fast elasticity; small memory footprint for scalability and efficiency,
and the support for a range of programming languages.
Containers offer an acceptable balance of features if one
sacrifices efficient state sharing—as such they are used by
many serverless platforms [32, 39, 50]. Amazon uses Firecracker [4], a “micro VM” based on KVM with similar properties to containers, e.g. initialisation times in the hundreds
of milliseconds and memory overheads of megabytes.
Containers and VMs compare poorly to unikernels and
SFI on initialisation times and memory footprint because
of their level of virtualisation. They both provide complete
virtualised POSIX environments, and VMs also virtualise
hardware. Unikernels minimise their levels of virtualisation,
while SFI provides none. Many unikernel implementations,
however, lack the maturity required for production serverless
platforms, e.g. missing the required tooling and a way for
non-expert users to deploy custom images. SFI alone cannot
provide resource isolation, as it purely focuses on memory
safety. It also does not define a way to perform isolated
interactions with the underlying host. Crucially, as with containers and VMs, neither unikernels nor SFI can share state
efficiently, with no way to express shared memory regions
between compartments.
2.1

Improving on Containers

Serverless functions in containers typically share state via
external storage and duplicate data across function instances.
Data access and serialisation introduces network and compute
overheads; duplication bloats the memory footprint of containers, already of the order of megabytes [51]. Containers
contribute hundreds of milliseconds up to seconds in cold-
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start latencies [83], incurred on initial requests and when
scaling. Existing work has tried to mitigate these drawbacks
by recycling containers between functions, introducing static
VMs, reducing storage latency, and optimising initialisation.
Recycling containers avoids initialisation overheads and
allows data caching but sacrifices isolation and multi-tenancy.
PyWren [42] and its descendants, Numpywren [73], IBMPywren [69], and Locus [66] use recycled containers, with longlived AWS Lambda functions that dynamically load and execute Python functions. Crucial [12] takes a similar approach,
running multiple functions in the same JVM. SAND [1]
and Cloudburst [75] provide only process isolation between
functions of the same application and place them in shared
long-running containers, with at least one additional background storage process. Using containers for multiple functions and supplementary long-running services requires overprovisioned memory to ensure capacity both for concurrent
executions and for peak usage. This is at odds with the idea
of fine-grained scaling in serverless.
Adding static VMs to handle external storage improves
performance but breaks the serverless paradigm. Cirrus [18]
uses large VM instances to run a custom storage back-end;
Shredder [92] uses a single long-running VM for both storage
and function execution; ExCamera [30] uses long-running
VMs to coordinate a pool of functions. Either the user or
provider must scale these VMs to match the elasticity and
parallelism of functions, which adds complexity and cost.
Reducing the latency of auto-scaled storage can improve
performance within the serverless paradigm. Pocket [43]
provides ephemeral serverless storage; other cloud providers
offer managed external state, such as AWS Step Functions [3],
Azure Durable Functions [53], and IBM Composer [8]. Such
approaches, however, do not address the data-shipping problem and its associated network and memory overheads.
Container initialisation times have been reduced to mitigate
the cold-start problem, which can contribute several seconds
of latency with standard containers [36, 72, 83]. SOCK [61]
improves the container boot process to achieve cold starts
in the low hundreds of milliseconds; Catalyzer [25] and
SEUSS [16] demonstrate snapshot and restore in VMs and
unikernels to achieve millisecond serverless cold starts. Although such reductions are promising, the resource overhead
and restrictions on sharing memory in the underlying mechanisms still remain.
2.2

Potential of Software-based Isolation

Software-based isolation offers memory safety with initialisation times and memory overheads up to two orders of
magnitude lower than containers and VMs. For this reason,
it is an attractive starting point for serverless isolation. However, software-based isolation alone does not support resource
isolation, or efficient in-memory state sharing.
It has been used in several existing edge and serverless
computing systems, but none address these shortcomings.
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Fastly’s Terrarium [28] and Cloudflare Workers [22] provide
memory safety with WebAssembly [35] and V8 Isolates [34],
respectively, but neither isolates CPU or network use, and
both rely on data shipping for state access; Shredder [92] also
uses V8 Isolates to run code on a storage server, but does not
address resource isolation, and relies on co-locating state and
functions on a single host. This makes it ill-suited to the level
of scale required in serverless platforms; Boucher et al. [14]
show microsecond initialisation times for Rust microservices,
but do not address isolation or state sharing; Krustlet [54]
is a recent prototype using WebAssembly to replace Docker
in Kubernetes, which could be integrated with Knative [33].
It focuses, however, on replicating container-based isolation,
and so fails to meet our requirement for in-memory sharing.
Our final non-functional requirement is for multi-language
support, which is not met by language-specific approaches to
software-based isolation [11, 27]. Portable Native Client [23]
provides multi-language software-based isolation by targeting
a portable intermediate representation, LLVM IR, and hence
meets this requirement. Portable Native Client has now been
deprecated, with WebAssembly as its successor [35].
WebAssembly offers strong memory safety guarantees by
constraining memory access to a single linear byte array, referenced with offsets from zero. This enables efficient bounds
checking at both compile- and runtime, with runtime checks
backed by traps. These traps (and others for referencing invalid functions) are implemented as part of WebAssembly
runtimes [87]. The security guarantees of WebAssembly are
well established in existing literature, which covers formal verification [84], taint tracking [31], and dynamic analysis [45].
WebAssembly offers mature support for languages with an
LLVM front-end such as C, C++, C#, Go and Rust [49], while
toolchains exist for Typescript [10] and Swift [77]. Java bytecode can also be converted [7], and further language support
is possible by compiling language runtimes to WebAssembly,
e.g. Python, JavaScript and Ruby. Although WebAssembly
is restricted to a 32-bit address space, 64-bit support is in
development.
The WebAssembly specification does not yet include mechanisms for sharing memory, therefore it alone cannot meet
our requirements. There is a proposal to add a form of synchronised shared memory to WebAssembly [85], but it is not
well suited to sharing serverless state dynamically due to the
required compile-time knowledge of all shared regions. It
also lacks an associated programming model and provides
only local memory synchronisation.
The properties of software-based isolation highlight a compelling alternative to containers, VMs and unikernels, but
none of these approaches meet all of our requirements. We
therefore propose a new isolation approach to enable efficient
serverless computing for big data.
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Figure 1: Faaslet abstraction with isolation

3

Faaslets

We propose Faaslets, a new isolation mechanism that satisfies all the requirements for efficient data-intensive serverless
computing. Tab. 1 highlights Faaslets’ strong memory and
resource isolation guarantees, and efficient shared in-memory
state. Faaslets provide a minimal level of lightweight virtualisation through their host interface, which supports serverlessspecific tasks, memory management, a limited filesystem and
network access.
In terms of non-functional requirements, Faaslets improve
on containers and VMs by having a memory footprint below
200 KB and cold-start initialisation times of less than 10 ms.
Faaslets execute functions compiled to secure IR, allowing
them to support multiple programming languages.
While Faaslets cannot initialise as quickly as pure SFI, they
mitigate the cold-start problem through ahead-of-time initialisation from snapshots called Proto-Faaslets. Proto-Faaslets
reduce initialisation times to hundreds of microseconds, and a
single snapshot can be restored across hosts, quickly scaling
horizontally on clusters.
3.1

Overview

Fig. 1 shows a function isolated inside a Faaslet. The function
itself is compiled to WebAssembly [35], guaranteeing memory safety and control flow integrity. By default, a function
is placed in its own private contiguous memory region, but
Faaslets also support shared regions of memory (§3.3). This
allows a Faaslet to access shared in-memory state within the
constraints of WebAssembly’s memory safety guarantees.
Faaslets also ensure fair resource access. For CPU isolation,
they use the CPU subset of Linux cgroups [79]. Each function
is executed by a dedicated thread of a shared runtime process.
This thread is assigned to a cgroup with a share of CPU equal
to that of all Faaslets. The Linux CFS [79] ensures that these
threads are scheduled with equal CPU time.
Faaslets achieve secure and fair network access using network namespaces, virtual network interfaces and traffic shaping [79]. Each Faaslet has its own network interface in a
separate namespace, configured using iptables rules. To ensure fairness between co-located tenants, each Faaslet applies
traffic shaping on its virtual network interface using tc, thus
enforcing ingress and egress traffic rate limits.
As functions in a Faaslet must be permitted to invoke standard system calls to perform memory management and I/O
operations, Faaslets offer an interface through which to in-
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Class

Function

Action

Calls

byte* read_call_input()
void write_call_output(out_data)
int chain_call(name, args)
int await_call(call_id)
byte* get_call_output(call_id)

Read input data to function as byte array
Write output data for function
Call function and return the call_id
Await the completion of call_id
Load the output data of call_id

State

byte* get_state(key, flags)
byte* get_state_offset(key, off, flags)
void set_state(key, val)
void set_state_offset(key, val, len, off)
void push/pull_state(key)
void push/pull_state_offset(key, off)
void append_state(key, val)
void lock_state_read/write(key)
void lock_state_global_read/write(key)

Get pointer to state value for key
Get pointer to state value for key at offset
Set state value for key
Set len bytes of state value at offset for key
Push/pull global state value for key
Push/pull global state value for key at offset
Append data to state value for key
Lock local copy of state value for key
Lock state value for key globally

void* dlopen/dlsym(...)
int dlclose(...)
void* mmap(...), int munmap(...)
int brk(...), void* sbrk(...)

Dynamic linking of libraries
As above

Network

int socket/connect/bind(...)
size_t send/recv(...)

Client-side networking only
Send/recv via virtual interface

File I/O

int open/close/dup/stat(...)
size_t read/write(...)

Per-user virtual filesystem access
As above

Misc

int gettime(...)
size_t getrandom(...)

Per-user monotonic clock only
Uses underlying host /dev/urandom

Dynlink
Memory

Standard

Memory grow/shrink only
Memory grow/shrink

none

POSIX

WASI

Table 2: Faaslet host interface (The final column indicates whether functions are defined as part of POSIX or WASI [57].)

teract with the underlying host. Unlike containers or VMs,
Faaslets do not provide a fully-virtualised POSIX environment but instead support a minimal serverless-specific host
interface (see Fig. 1). Faaslets virtualise system calls that
interact with the underlying host and expose a range of functionality, as described below.
The host interface integrates with the serverless runtime
through a message bus (see Fig. 1). The message bus is used
by Faaslets to communicate with their parent process and each
other, receive function calls, share work, invoke and await
other functions, and to be told by their parent process when
to spawn and terminate.
Faaslets support a read-global write-local filesystem,
which lets functions read files from a global object store (§5),
and write to locally cached versions of the files. This is primarily used to support legacy applications, notably language
runtimes such as CPython [67], which need a filesystem for
loading library code and storing intermediate bytecode. The
filesystem is accessible through a set of POSIX-like API
functions that implement the WASI capability-based security
model, which provides efficient isolation through unforgeable
file handles [56]. This removes the need for more resourceintensive filesystem isolation such as a layered filesystem or
chroot, which otherwise add to cold start latencies [61].
3.2

Host Interface

The Faaslet host interface must provide a virtualisation layer
capable of executing a range of serverless big data applications, as well as legacy POSIX applications. This interface
necessarily operates outside the bounds of memory safety,
and hence is trusted to preserve isolation when interacting
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with the host.
In existing serverless platforms based on containers and
VMs, this virtualisation layer is a standard POSIX environment, with serverless-specific tasks executed through
language- and provider-specific APIs over HTTP [5, 32, 39].
Instantiating a full POSIX environment with the associated
isolation mechanisms leads to high initialisation times [61],
and heavy use of HTTP APIs contributes further latency and
network overheads.
In contrast, the Faaslet host interface targets minimal virtualisation, hence reducing the overheads required to provide isolation. The host interface is a low-level API built
exclusively to support a range of high-performance serverless
applications. The host interface is dynamically linked with
function code at runtime (§3.4), making calls to the interface
more efficient than performing the same tasks through an
external API.
Tab. 2 lists the Faaslet host interface API, which supports:
(i) chained serverless function invocation; (ii) interacting with
shared state (§4); (iii) a subset of POSIX-like calls for memory
management, timing, random numbers, file/network I/O and
dynamic linking. A subset of these POSIX-like calls are
implemented according to WASI, an emerging standard for a
server-side WebAssembly interface [57]. Some key details of
the API are as follows:
Function invocation. Functions retrieve their input data
serialised as byte arrays using the read_call_input function, and similarly write their output data as byte arrays
using write_call_output. Byte arrays constitute a generic,
language-agnostic interface.
Non-trivial serverless applications invoke multiple func-
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tions that work together as part of chained calls, made with
the chain_call function. Users’ functions have unique names,
which are passed to chain_call, along with a byte array containing the input data for that call.
A call to chain_call returns the call ID of the invoked function. The call ID can then be passed to await_call to perform
a blocking wait for another call to finish or fail, yielding its
return code. The Faaslet blocks until the function has completed, and passes the same call ID to get_call_output to
retrieve the chained call’s output data.
Calls to chain_call and await_call can be used in loops to
spawn and await calls in a similar manner to standard multithreaded code: one loop invokes chain_call and records the
call IDs; a second loop calls await_call on each ID in turn.
We show this pattern in Python in Listing 1.
Dynamic linking. Some legacy applications and libraries require support for dynamic linking, e.g. CPython dynamically
links Python extensions. All dynamically loaded code must
first be compiled to WebAssembly and undergo the same
validation process as other user-defined code (§3.4). Such
modules are loaded via the standard Faaslet filesystem abstraction and covered by the same safety guarantees as its parent
function. Faaslets support this through a standard POSIX
dynamic linking API, which is implemented according to
WebAssembly dynamic linking conventions [86].
Memory. Functions allocate memory dynamically through
calls to mmap() and brk(), either directly or through
dlmalloc [44]. The Faaslet allocates memory in its private
memory region, and uses mmap on the underlying host to extend the region if necessary. Each function has its own predefined memory limit, and these calls fail if growth of the
private region would exceeded this limit.
Networking. The supported subset of networking calls allows
simple client-side send/receive operations and is sufficient
for common use cases, such as connecting to an external
data store or a remote HTTP endpoint. The functions socket,
connect and bind allow setting up the socket while read and
write allow the sending and receiving of data. Calls fail if
they pass flags that are not related to simple send/receive
operations over IPv4/IPv6, e.g. the AF_UNIX flag.
The host interface translates these calls to equivalent socket
operations on the host. All calls interact exclusively with the
Faaslet’s virtual network interface, thus are constrained to a
private network interface and cannot exceed rate limits due to
the traffic shaping rules.
Byte arrays. Function inputs, results and state are represented as simple byte arrays, as is all function memory. This
avoids the need to serialise and copy data as it passes through
the API, and makes it trivial to share arbitrarily complex
in-memory data structures.
3.3

Shared Memory Regions

As discussed in §2, sharing in-memory state while otherwise
maintaining isolation is an important requirement for efficient
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Figure 2: Faaslet shared memory region mapping

serverless big data applications. Faaslets do this by adding the
new concept of shared regions to the existing WebAssembly
memory model [35]. Shared regions give functions concurrent
access to disjoint segments of shared process memory, allowing them direct, low-latency access to shared data structures.
Shared regions are backed by standard OS virtual memory,
so there is no extra serialisation or overhead, hence Faaslets
achieve efficient concurrent access on a par with native multithreaded applications. In §4.2, we describe how Faaslets use
this mechanism to provide shared in-memory access to global
state.
Shared regions maintain the memory safety guarantees of
the existing WebAssembly memory model, and use standard
OS virtual memory mechanisms. WebAssembly restricts each
function’s memory to a contiguous linear byte array, which
is allocated by the Faaslet at runtime from a disjoint section
of the process memory. To create a new shared region, the
Faaslet extends the function’s linear byte array, and remaps
the new pages onto a designated region of common process
memory. The function accesses the new region of linear
memory as normal, hence maintaining memory safety, but
the underlying memory accesses are mapped onto the shared
region.
Fig. 2 shows Faaslets A and B accessing a shared region
(labelled S), allocated from a disjoint region of the common
process memory (represented by the central region). Each
Faaslet has its own region of private memory (labelled A and
B), also allocated from the process memory. Functions inside
each Faaslet access all memory as offsets from zero, forming
a single linear address space. Faaslets map these offsets onto
either a private region (in this case the lower offsets), or a
shared region (in this case the higher offsets).
Multiple shared regions are permitted, and functions can
also extend their private memory through calls to the memory
management functions in the host interface such as brk (§3.2).
Extension of private memory and creation of new shared regions is handled by extending a byte array, which represents
the function’s memory, and then remapping the underlying
pages to regions of shared process memory. This means the
function continues to see a single densely-packed linear address space, which may be backed by several virtual memory
mappings. Faaslets allocate shared process memory through
calls to mmap on the underlying host, passing MAP_SHARED and
MAP_ANONYMOUS flags to create shared and private regions, respectively, and remap these regions with mremap.
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Fig. 3 shows the three phases to convert source code of a
function into a Faaslet executable: (1) the user invokes the
Faaslet toolchain to compile the function into a WebAssembly
binary, linking against a language-specific declaration of the
Faaslet host interface; (2) code generation creates an object
file with machine code from WebAssembly; and (3) the host
interface definition is linked with the machine code to produce
the Faaslet executable.
When Faaslets are deployed, the compilation phase to generate the WebAssembly binary takes place on a user’s machine. Since that is untrusted, the code generation phase
begins by validating the WebAssembly binary, as defined
in the WebAssembly specification [35]. This ensures that
the binary conforms to the specification. Code generation
then takes place in a trusted environment, after the user has
uploaded their function.
In the linking phase, the Faaslet uses LLVM JIT libraries [49] to link the object file and the definition of the
host interface implementation. The host interface functions
are defined as thunks, which allows injecting the trusted host
interface implementation into the function binary.
Faaslets use WAVM [70] to perform the validation, code
generation and linking. WAVM is an open-source WebAssembly VM, which passes the WebAssembly conformance
tests [84] and thus guarantees that the resulting executable
enforces memory safety and control flow integrity [35].

4

Local and Global State

Stateful serverless applications can be created with Faaslets
using distributed data objects (DDO), which are languagespecific classes that expose a convenient high-level state interface. DDOs are implemented using the key/value state API
from Tab. 2.
The state associated with Faaslets is managed using a twotier approach that combines local sharing with global distribution of state: a local tier provides shared in-memory access
to state on the same host; and a global tier allows Faaslets to
synchronise state across hosts.
DDOs hide the two-tier state architecture, providing transparent access to distributed data. Functions, however, can
still access the state API directly, either to exercise more finegrained control over consistency and synchronisation, or to
implement custom data structures.
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Listing 1: Distributed SGD application with Faaslets
t_a = SparseMatrixReadOnly("training_a")
t_b = MatrixReadOnly("training_b")
weights = VectorAsync("weights")

11
12
13

@faasm_func
def weight_update ( idx_a , idx_b ) :
for col_idx , col_a in t_a.columns[idx_a:idx_b]:
col_b = t_b.columns[col_idx]
adj = calc_adjustment ( col_a , col_b )
for val_idx , val in col_a . non_nulls () :
weights[val_idx] += val * adj
if iter_count % threshold == 0:
weights.push()

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

@faasm_func
def sgd_main ( n_workers , n_epochs ) :
for e in n_epochs :
args = divide_problem ( n_workers )
c = chain(update, n_workers, args)
await_all(c)
...

4.1

State Programming Model

Each DDO represents a single state value, referenced throughout the system using a string holding its respective state key.
Faaslets write changes from the local to the global tier by
performing a push, and read from the global to the local tier
by performing a pull. DDOs may employ push and pull operations to produce variable consistency, such as delaying
updates in an eventually-consistent list or set, and may lazily
pull values only when they are accessed, such as in a distributed dictionary. Certain DDOs are immutable, and hence
avoid repeated synchronisation.
Listing 1 shows both implicit and explicit use of two-tier
state through DDOs to implement stochastic gradient descent (SGD) in Python. The weight_update function accesses
two large input matrices through the SparseMatrixReadOnly
and MatrixReadOnly DDOs (lines 1 and 2), and a single shared
weights vector using VectorAsync (line 3). VectorAsync exposes a push() function which is used to periodically push
updates from the local tier to the global tier (line 13). The calls
to weight_update are chained in a loop in sgd_main (line 19).
Function weight_update accesses a randomly assigned subset of columns from the training matrices using the columns
property (lines 7 and 8). The DDO implicitly performs a pull
operation to ensure that data is present, and only replicates
the necessary subsets of the state values in the local tier—the
entire matrix is not transferred unnecessarily.
Updates to the shared weights vector in the local tier are
made in a loop in the weight_update function (line 11). It
invokes the push method on this vector (line 13) sporadically
to update the global tier. This improves performance and
reduces network overhead, but introduces inconsistency between the tiers. SGD tolerates such inconsistencies and it
does not affect the overall result.
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Figure 4: Faaslet two-tier state architecture

4.2

Fig. 4 shows the two-tier state architecture across two hosts.
Faaslets on host 1 share state value A; Faaslets on both hosts
share state value B. Accordingly, there is a replica of state
value A in the local tier of host 1, and replicas of state value B
in the local tier of both hosts.
The columns method of the SparseMatrixReadOnly and
MatrixReadOnly DDOs in Listing 1 uses state chunks to access a subset of a larger state value. As shown in Fig. 4,
state value C has state chunks, which are treated as smaller
independent state values. Faaslets create replicas of only the
required chunks in their local tier.
Ensuring local consistency. State value replicas in the local
tier are created using Faaslet shared memory (§3.3). To ensure
consistency between Faaslets accessing a replica, Faaslets
acquire a local read lock when reading, and a local write lock
when writing. This locking happens implicitly as part of all
state API functions, but not when functions write directly
to the local replica via a pointer. The state API exposes the
lock_state_read and lock_state_write functions that can
be used to acquire local locks explicitly, e.g. to implement
a list that performs multiple writes to its state value when
atomically adding an element. A Faaslet creates a new local
replica after a call to pull_state or get_state if it does not
already exist, and ensures consistency through a write lock.
Ensuring global consistency. DDOs can produce varying levels of consistency between the tiers as shown
by VectorAsync in Listing 1. To enforce strong consistency, DDOs must use global read/write locks, which
can be acquired and released for each state key using
lock_state_global_read and lock_state_global_write, respectively. To perform a consistent write to the global tier,
an object acquires a global write lock, calls pull_state to
update the local tier, applies its write to the local tier, calls
push_state to update the global tier, and releases the lock.
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Two-Tier State Architecture

Faaslets represent state with a key/value abstraction, using
unique state keys to reference state values. The authoritative
state value for each key is held in the global tier, which is
backed by a distributed key-value store (KVS) and accessible
to all Faaslets in the cluster. Faaslets on a given host share
a local tier, containing replicas of each state value currently
mapped to Faaslets on that host. The local tier is held exclusively in Faaslet shared memory regions, and Faaslets do
not have a separate local storage service, as in SAND [1] or
Cloudburst [75].
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5

FAASM Runtime

FAASM is the serverless runtime that uses Faaslets to execute distributed stateful serverless applications across a cluster. FAASM is designed to integrate with existing serverless platforms, which provide the underlying infrastructure,
auto-scaling functionality and user-facing frontends. FAASM
handles the scheduling, execution and state management of
Faaslets. The design of FAASM follows a distributed architecture: multiple FAASM runtime instances execute on a set of
servers, and each instance manages a pool of Faaslets.
5.1

Distributed Scheduling

A local scheduler in the FAASM runtime is responsible for
the scheduling of Faaslets. Its scheduling strategy is key to
minimising data-shipping (see §2) by ensuring that executed
functions are co-located with required in-memory state. One
or more Faaslets managed by a runtime instance may be
warm, i.e. they already have their code and state loaded.
The scheduling goal is to ensure that as many function calls
as possible are executed by warm Faaslets.
To achieve this without modifications to the underlying
platform’s scheduler, FAASM uses a distributed shared state
scheduler similar to Omega [71]. Function calls are sent
round-robin to local schedulers, which execute the function
locally if they are warm and have capacity, or share it with
another warm host if one exists. The set of warm hosts for
each function is held in the FAASM state global tier, and each
scheduler may query and atomically update this set during
the scheduling decision.
Fig. 5 shows two FAASM runtime instances, each with its
own local scheduler, a pool of Faaslets, a collection of state
stored in memory, and a sharing queue. Calls for functions A–
C are received by the local schedulers, which execute them
locally if they have warm Faaslets, and share them with the
other host if not. Instance 1 has a warm Faaslet for function A and accepts calls to this function, while sharing calls to
functions B and C with Instance 2, which has corresponding
warm Faaslets. If a function call is received and there are no
instances with warm Faaslets, the instance that received the
call creates a new Faaslet, incurring a “cold start”.
5.2

Reducing Cold Start Latency

While Faaslets typically initialise in under 10 ms, FAASM
reduces this further using Proto-Faaslets, which are Faaslets
that contain snapshots of arbitrary execution state that can
be restored on any host in the cluster. From this snapshot,
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FAASM spawns a new Faaslet instance, typically reducing
initialisation to hundreds of microseconds (§6.5).
Different Proto-Faaslets are generated for a function by
specifying user-defined initialisation code, which is executed
before snapshotting. If a function executes the same code
on each invocation, that code can become initialisation code
and be removed from the function itself. For Faaslets with
dynamic language runtimes, the runtime initialisation can be
done as part of the initialisation code.
A Proto-Faaslet snapshot includes a function’s stack, heap,
function table, stack pointer and data, as defined in the WebAssembly specification [35]. Since WebAssembly memory
is represented by a contiguous byte array, containing the
stack,heap and data, FAASM restores a snapshot into a new
Faaslet using a copy-on-write memory mapping. All other
data is held in standard C++ objects. Since the snapshot is
independent of the underlying OS thread or process, FAASM
can serialise Proto-Faaslets and instantiate them across hosts.
FAASM provides an upload service that exposes an HTTP
endpoint. Users upload WebAssembly binaries to this endpoint, which then performs code generation (§3.4) and writes
the resulting object files to a shared object store. The implementation of this store is specific to the underlying serverless
platform but can be a cloud provider’s own solution such
as AWS S3 [6]. Proto-Faaslets are generated and stored in
the FAASM global state tier as part of this process. When
a Faaslet undergoes a cold start, it loads the object file and
Proto-Faaslet, and restores it.
In addition, FAASM uses Proto-Faaslets to reset Faaslets
after each function call. Since the Proto-Faaslet captures a
function’s initialised execution state, restoring it guarantees
that no information from the previous call is disclosed. This
can be used for functions that are multi-tenant, e.g. in a
serverless web application. FAASM guarantees that private
data held in memory is cleared away after each function execution, thereby allowing Faaslets to handle subsequent calls
across tenants. In a container-based platform, this is typically not safe, as the platform cannot ensure that the container
memory has been cleaned entirely between calls.

6

Evaluation

Our experimental evaluation targets the following questions:
(i) how does FAASM state management improve efficiency
and performance on parallel machine learning training? (§6.2)
(ii) how do Proto-Faaslets and low initialisation times impact performance and throughput in inference serving? (§6.3)
(iii) how does Faaslet isolation affect performance in a linear
algebra benchmark using a dynamic language runtime? (§6.4)
and (iv) how do the overheads of Faaslets compare to Docker
containers? (§6.5)
6.1

Experimental Set-up

Serverless baseline. To benchmark FAASM against a state-ofthe-art serverless platform, we use Knative [33], a container-
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based system built on Kubernetes [80]. All experiments are
implemented using the same code for both FAASM and Knative, with a Knative-specific implementation of the Faaslet
host interface for container-based code. This interface uses the
same undelrying state management code as FAASM, but cannot share the local tier between co-located functions. Knative
function chaining is performed through the standard Knative
API. Redis is used for the distributed KVS and deployed to
the same cluster.
FAASM integration. We integrate FAASM with Knative by
running FAASM runtime instances as Knative functions that
are replicated using the default autoscaler. The system is otherwise unmodified, using the default endpoints and scheduler.
Testbed. Both FAASM and Knative applications are executed
on the same Kubernetes cluster, running on 20 hosts, all
Intel Xeon E3-1220 3.1 GHz machines with 16 GB of RAM,
connected with a 1 Gbps connection. Experiments in §6.5
were run on a single Intel Xeon E5-2660 2.6 GHz machine
with 32 GB of RAM.
Metrics. In addition to the usual evaluation metrics, such
as execution time, throughput and latency, we also consider
billable memory, which quantifies memory consumption over
time. It is the product of the peak function memory multiplied by the number and runtime of functions, in units of
GB-seconds. It is used to attribute memory usage in many
serverless platforms [5, 32, 39]. Note that all memory measurements include the containers/Faaslets and their state.
6.2

Machine Learning Training

This experiment focuses on the impact of FAASM’s state management on runtime, network overheads and memory usage.
We use distributed stochastic gradient descent (SGD) using
the H OGWILD ! algorithm [68] to run text classification on the
Reuters RCV1 dataset [46]. This updates a central weights
vector in parallel with batches of functions across multiple
epochs. We run both Knative and FAASM with increasing
numbers of parallel functions.
Fig. 6a shows the training time. FAASM exhibits a small
improvement in runtime of 10% compared to Knative at low
parallelism and a 60% improvement with 15 parallel functions.
With more than 20 parallel Knative functions, the underlying
hosts experience increased memory pressure and they exhaust
memory with over 30 functions. Training time continues to
improve for FAASM up to 38 parallel functions, at which point
there is a more than an 80% improvement over 2 functions.
Fig. 6b shows that, with increasing parallelism, the volume
of network transfers increases in both FAASM and Knative.
Knative transfers more data to start with and the volume
increase more rapidly, with 145 GB transferred with 2 parallel
functions and 280 GB transferred with 30 functions. FAASM
transfers 75 GB with 2 parallel functions and 100 GB with
38 parallel functions.
Fig. 6c shows that billable memory in Knative increases
with more parallelism: from 1,000 GB-seconds for 2 func-
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6.3

Machine Learning Inference

This experiment explores the impact of the Faaslet initialisation times on cold-starts and function call throughput.
We consider a machine learning inference application because they are typically user-facing, thus latency-sensitive,
and must serve high volumes of requests. We perform inference serving with TensorFlow Lite [78], with images loaded
from a file server and classified using a pre-trained MobileNet [37] model. In our implementation, requests from
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tions to over 5,000 GB-second for 30 functions. The billable
memory for FAASM increases slowly from 350 GB-second
for 2 functions to 500 GB-second with 38 functions.
The increased network transfer, memory usage and duration in Knative is caused primarily by data shipping, e.g.
loading data into containers. FAASM benefits from sharing
data through its local tier, hence amortises overheads and reduces latency. Further improvements in duration and network
overhead come from differences in the updates to the shared
weights vector: in FAASM, the updates from multiple functions are batched per host; whereas in Knative, each function
must write directly to external storage. Billable memory in
Knative and FAASM increases with more parallelism, however, the increased memory footprint and duration in Knative
make this increase more pronounced.
To isolate the underlying performance and resource overheads of FAASM and Knative, we run the same experiment
with the number of training examples reduced from 800K to
128. Across 32 parallel functions, we observe for FAASM
and Knative: training times of 460 ms and 630 ms; network
transfers of 19 MB and 48 MB; billable memory usage of
0.01 GB-second and 0.04 GB-second, respectively.
In this case, increased duration in Knative is caused by the
latency and volume of inter-function communication through
the Knative HTTP API versus direct inter-Faaslet communication. FAASM incurs reduced network transfers versus Knative
as in the first experiment, but the overhead of these transfers
in both systems are negligible as they are small and amortized
across all functions. Billable memory is increased in Knative due to the memory overhead of each function container
being 8 MB (versus 270 kB for each Faaslet). These improvements are negligible when compared with those derived from
reduced data shipping and duplication of the full dataset.

Median latency (ms)

Figure 6: Machine learning training with SGD with Faaslets (FAASM) and containers (Knative)
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Figure 7: Machine learning inference with TensorFlow Lite

each user are sent to different instances of the underlying
serverless function. Therefore, each user sees a cold-start on
their first request. We measure the latency distribution and
change in median latency when increasing throughput and
varying the ratio of cold-starts.
Figs. 7a and 7b show a single line for FAASM that covers
all cold-start ratios. Cold-starts only introduce a negligible
latency penalty of less than 1 ms and do not add significant
resource contention, hence all ratios behave the same. Optimal latency in FAASM is higher than that in Knative, as
the inference calculation takes longer due to the performance
overhead from compiling TensorFlow Lite to WebAssembly.
Fig. 7a shows that the median latency in Knative increases
sharply from a certain throughput threshold depending on
the cold-start ratio. This is caused by cold starts resulting in
queuing and resource contention, with the median latency for
the 20% cold-start workload increasing from 90 ms to over
2 s at around 20 req/s. FAASM maintains a median latency of
120 ms at a throughput of over 200 req/s.
Fig. 7b shows the latency distribution for a single function
that handles successive calls with different cold-start ratios.
Knative has a tail latency of over 2 s and more than 35%
of calls have latencies of over 500 ms with 20% cold-starts.
FAASM achieves a tail latency of under 150 ms for all ratios.
6.4

Language Runtime Performance with Python

The next two experiments (i) measure the performance impact
of Faaslet isolation on a distributed benchmark using an existing dynamic language runtime, the CPython interpreter; and
(ii) investigate the impact on a single Faaslet running compute
microbenchmarks and a suite of Python microbenchmarks.
We consider a distributed divide-and-conquer matrix multiplication implemented with Python and Numpy. In the
FAASM implementation, these functions are executed using
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Figure 9: Performance of Faaslets with Python

CPython inside a Faaslet; in Knative, we use standard Python.
As there is no WebAssembly support for BLAS and LAPACK,
we do not use them in either implementation.
While this experiment is computationally intensive, it also
makes use of the filesystem, dynamic linking, function chaining and state, thus exercising all of the Faaslet host interface.
Each matrix multiplication is subdivided into multiplications
of smaller submatrices and merged. This is implemented by
recursively chaining serverless functions, with each multiplication using 64 multiplication functions and 9 merging
functions. We compare the execution time and network traffic
when running multiplications of increasingly large matrices.
Fig. 8a shows that the duration of matrix multiplications
on FAASM and Knative are almost identical with increasing
matrix sizes. Both take around 500 ms with 100×100 matrices, and almost 150 secs with 8000×8000 matrices. Fig. 8b
shows that FAASM results in 13% less network traffic across
all matrix sizes, and hence gains a small benefit from storing
intermediate results more efficiently.
In the next experiment, we use Polybench/C [64] to measure the Faaslet performance overheads on simple compute
functions, and the Python Performance Benchmarks [76] for
overheads on more complex applications. Polybench/C is
compiled directly to WebAssembly and executed in Faaslets;
the Python code executes with CPython running in a Faaslet.
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Docker

Faaslets

Proto-Faaslets

vs. Docker

2.8 s
251M
1.3 MB
5.0 MB
~8 K

5.2 ms
1.4K
200 KB
200 KB
~70 K

0.5 ms
650
90 KB
90 KB
>100 K

5.6K×
385K×
15×
57×
12×

Table 3: Comparison of Faaslets vs. container cold starts
(no-op function)

Fig. 9 shows the performance overhead when running both
sets of benchmarks compared to native execution. All but
two of the Polybench benchmarks are comparable to native
with some showing performance gains. Two experience a
40%–55% overhead, both of which benefit from loop optimisations that are lost through compilation to WebAssembly.
Although many of the Python benchmarks are within a 25%
overhead or better, some see a 50%–60% overhead, with
pidigits showing a 240% overhead. pidigits stresses big
integer arithmetic, which incurs significant overhead in 32-bit
WebAssembly.
Jangda et al. [41] report that code compiled to WebAssembly has more instructions, branches and cache misses, and
that these overheads are compounded on larger applications.
Serverless functions, however, typically are not complex applications and operate in a distributed setting in which distribution overheads dominate. As shown in Fig. 8a, FAASM can
achieve competitive performance with native execution, even
for functions interpreted by a dynamic language runtime.
6.5

Efficiency of Faaslets vs. Containers

Finally we focus on the difference in footprint and cold-start
initialisation latency between Faaslets and containers.
To measure memory usage, we deploy increasing numbers
of parallel functions on a host and measure the change in
footprint with each extra function. Containers are built from
the same minimal image (alpine:3.10.1) so can access the
same local copies of shared libraries. To highlight the impact
of this sharing, we include the proportional set size (PSS)
and resident set size (RSS) memory consumption. Initialisation times and CPU cycles are measured across repeated
executions of a no-op function. We observe the capacity as
the maximum number of concurrent running containers or
Faaslets that a host can sustain before running out of memory.
Tab. 3 shows several orders of magnitude improvement
in CPU cycles and time elapsed when isolating a no-op
with Faaslets, and a further order of magnitude using ProtoFaaslets. With an optimistic PSS memory measurement for
containers, memory footprints are almost seven times lower
using Faaslets, and 15× lower using Proto-Faaslets. A single
host can support up to 10× more Faaslets than containers,
growing to twelve times more using Proto-Faaslets.
To assess the impact of restoring a non-trivial Proto-Faaslet
snapshot, we run the same initialisation time measurement
for a Python no-op function. The Proto-Faaslet snapshot
is a pre-initialised CPython interpreter, and the container
uses a minimal python:3.7-alpine image. The container
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Figure 10: Function churn for Faaslets vs. containers

initialises in 3.2 s and the Proto-Faaslet restores in 0.9 ms,
demonstrating a similar improvement of several orders of
magnitude.
To further investigate cold-start initialisation times, we
measure the time to create a new container/Faaslet at increasingly higher rates of cold-starts per second. We also measure
this time when restoring the Faaslet from a Proto-Faaslet.
The experiment executes on a single host, with the containers
using the same minimal image.
Fig. 10 shows that both Faaslets and containers maintain a steady initialisation latency at throughputs below
3 execution/s, with Docker containers initialising in ~2 s
and Faaslets in ~5 ms (or ~0.5 ms when restored from a
Proto-Faaslet). As we increase the churn in Docker past
3 execution/s, initialisation times begin to increase with
no gain in throughput. A similar limit for Faaslets is
reached at around 600 execution/s, which grows to around
4000 execution/s with Proto-Faaslets.
We conclude that Faaslets offer a more efficient and performant form of serverless isolation than Docker containers,
which is further improved with Proto-Faaslets. The lower
resource footprint and initialisation times of Faaslets are important in a serverless context. Lower resource footprints
reduce costs for the cloud provider and allow a higher packing
density of parallel functions on a given host. Low initialisation times reduce cost and latency for the user, through their
mitigation of the cold-start problem.

7

Related Work

Isolation mechanisms. Shreds [20] and Wedge [13] introduce new OS-level primitives for memory isolation, but focus on intra-process isolation rather than a complete executable as Faaslets do. Light-weight Contexts [48] and Picoprocesses [38] offer lightweight sandboxing of complete
POSIX applications, but do not offer efficient shared state.
Common runtimes. Truffle [90] and GraalVM [26] are runtimes for language-independent bytecode; the JVM also executes multiple languages compiled to Java bytecode [21].
Despite compelling multi-language support, none offer multitenancy or resource isolation. GraalVM has recently added
support for WebAssembly and could be adapted for Faaslets.
Autoscaling storage. FAASM’s global state tier is currently
implemented with a distributed Redis instance scaled by Kubernetes horizontal pod autoscaler [81]. Although this has
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not been a bottleneck, better alternatives exist: Anna [89] is a
distributed KVS that achieves lower latency and more granular autoscaling than Redis; Tuba [9] provides an autoscaling KVS that operates within application-defined constraints;
and Pocket [43] is a granular autoscaled storage system built
specifically for a serverless environments. Crucial [12] uses
Infinispan [52] to build its distributed object storage, which
could also be used to implement FAASM’s global state tier.
Distributed shared memory (DSM). FaRM [24] and RAMCloud [63] demonstrate that fast networks can overcome the
historically poor performance of DSM systems [19], while
DAL [60] demonstrates the benefits of introducing locality
awareness to DSM. FAASM’s global tier could be replaced
with DSM to form a distributed object store, which would
require a suitable consensus protocol, such as Raft [62], and
a communication layer, such as Apache Arrow [65].
State in distributed dataflows. Spark [91] and Hadoop [74]
support stateful distributed computation. Although focuses on
fixed-size clusters and not fine-grained elastic scaling or multitenancy, distributed dataflow systems such as Naiad [58],
SDGs [29] and CIEL [59] provide high-level interfaces for
distributed state, with similar aims to those of distributed data
objects—they could be implemented in or ported to FAASM.
Bloom [2] provides a high-level distributed programming
language, focused particularly on flexible consistency and
replication, ideas also relevant to FAASM.
Actor frameworks. Actor-based systems such as Orleans [15], Akka [47] and Ray [55] support distributed stateful tasks, freeing users from scheduling and state management, much like FAASM. However, they enforce a strict
asynchronous programming model and are tied to a specific
languages or language runtimes, without multi-tenancy.

8

Conclusions

To meet the increasing demand for serverless big data, we presented FAASM, a runtime that delivers high-performance efficient state without compromising isolation. FAASM executes
functions inside Faaslets, which provide memory safety and
resource fairness, yet can share in-memory state. Faaslets are
initialised quickly thanks to Proto-Faaslet snapshots. Users
build stateful serverless applications with distributed data objects on top of the Faaslet state API. FAASM’s two-tier state
architecture co-locates functions with required state, providing parallel in-memory processing yet scaling across hosts.
The Faaslet host interface also supports dynamic language
runtimes and traditional POSIX applications.
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Abstract
In modern server CPUs, individual cores can run at different
frequencies, which allows for fine-grained control of the performance/energy tradeoff. Adjusting the frequency, however,
incurs a high latency. We find that this can lead to a problem
of frequency inversion, whereby the Linux scheduler places
a newly active thread on an idle core that takes dozens to hundreds of milliseconds to reach a high frequency, just before another core already running at a high frequency becomes idle.
In this paper, we first illustrate the significant performance
overhead of repeated frequency inversion through a case
study of scheduler behavior during the compilation of the
Linux kernel on an 80-core Intel R Xeon-based machine.
Following this, we propose two strategies to reduce the likelihood of frequency inversion in the Linux scheduler. When
benchmarked over 60 diverse applications on the Intel R Xeon,
the better performing strategy, Smove , improves performance
by more than 5% (at most 56% with no energy overhead)
for 23 applications, and worsens performance by more than
5% (at most 8%) for only 3 applications. On a 4-core AMD
Ryzen we obtain performance improvements up to 56%.

1

Introduction

Striking a balance between performance and energy consumption has long been a battle in the development of computing
systems. For several decades, CPUs have supported Dynamic
Frequency Scaling (DFS), allowing the hardware or the software to update the CPU frequency at runtime. Reducing CPU
frequency can reduce energy usage, but may also decrease
overall performance. Still, reduced performance may be acceptable for tasks that are often idle or are not very urgent,
making it desirable to save energy by reducing the frequency
in many use cases. While on the first multi-core machines, all
cores of a CPU had to run at the same frequency, recent server
CPUs from Intel R and AMD R make it possible to update the
frequency of individual cores. This feature allows for much
finer-grained control, but also raises new challenges.
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One source of challenges in managing core frequencies is
the Frequency Transition Latency (FTL). Indeed, transitioning
a core from a low to a high frequency, or conversely, has an
FTL of dozens to hundreds of milliseconds. FTL leads to a
problem of frequency inversion in scenarios that are typical
of the use of the standard POSIX fork() and wait() system
calls on process creation, or of synchronization between
lightweight threads in a producer-consumer application. The
problem occurs as follows. First, a task Twaker running on core
Cwaker creates or unblocks a task Twoken . If the Completely
Fair Scheduler (CFS), i.e., the default scheduler in Linux,
finds an idle core CCFS , it will place Twoken on it. Shortly
thereafter, Twaker terminates or blocks, because e.g., it was
a parent process that forked a child process and waited
just afterwards, or because it was a thread that was done
producing data and woke up a consumer thread as its last
action before going to sleep. Now Cwaker is idle and yet
executing at a high frequency because it was running Twaker
until recently, and CCFS , on which Twoken is running, is likely
to be executing at a low frequency because it was previously
idle. Consequently, the frequencies at which Cwaker and CCFS
operate are inverted as compared to the load on the cores. This
frequency inversion will not be resolved until Cwaker reaches
a low frequency and CCFS reaches a high frequency, i.e., for
the duration of the FTL. Current hardware and software
DFS policies, including the schedutil policy [9] that was
recently added to CFS cannot prevent frequency inversion
as their only decisions consist in updating core frequencies,
thus paying the FTL each time. Frequency inversion reduces
performance and may increase energy usage.
In this paper, we first exhibit the problem of frequency inversion in a real-world scenario through a case study of the
behavior of CFS when building the Linux kernel on a Intel R
Xeon-based machine with 80 cores (160 hardware threads).
Our case study finds repeated frequency inversions when processes are created through the fork() and wait() system
calls, and our profiling traces make it clear that frequency
inversion leads to tasks running on low frequency cores for a
significant part of their execution.
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Figure 1: Execution trace when building the Linux kernel version 5.4 using 320 jobs.
Based on the results of the case study, we propose to address frequency inversion at the scheduler level. Our key observation is that the scheduler can avoid frequency inversion
by taking core frequencies into account when placing a task
on a core. For this, we propose and analyze two strategies.
Our first strategy Slocal is for the scheduler to simply place
Twoken on Cwaker , as frequency inversion involves a core Cwaker
that is likely at a high frequency, and may soon be idle. This
strategy improves the kernel build performance. It runs the
risk, however, that Twaker does not promptly terminate or block,
causing a long wait before Twoken is scheduled. Accordingly,
our second strategy Smove additionally arms a high-resolution
timer when it places Twoken on Cwaker , and if the timer expires
before Twoken is scheduled, then Twoken is migrated to CCFS ,
i.e., the core CFS originally chose for it. Furthermore, even
slightly delaying Twoken by placing it on Cwaker is not worthwhile when CCFS is above the minimum frequency. Thus,
Smove first checks whether the frequency of CCFS is above the
minimum, and if so places Twoken on CCFS directly.
The contributions of this paper are the following.
• The identification of the frequency inversion phenomenon, which leads to some idle cores running at
a high frequency while some busy cores run at a low
frequency for a significant amount of time.
• A case study, building the Linux kernel on an 80-core
server, with independent per-core frequencies.
• Two strategies, Slocal and Smove , to prevent frequency inversion in CFS. Implementing these policies only required minor code changes: 3 (resp. 124) lines were modified in the Linux kernel to implement Slocal (resp. Smove ).
• A comprehensive evaluation of our strategies on 60
diverse applications, including popular Linux benchmarks as well as applications from the Phoronix [23]
and NAS [5] benchmark suites. The evaluation considers both the powersave CPU governor, which is currently used by default in Linux, and the experimental
schedutil governor. It also considers two machines:
a large 80-core Intel R Xeon E7-8870 v4 server and a
smaller 4-core AMD R Ryzen 5 3400G desktop machine.
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With the powersave governor on the server machine, we
find that both Slocal and Smove perform well overall: out of
the 60 applications used in the evaluation, Slocal and Smove
improve the performance of 27 and 23 applications by more
than 5% respectively, and worsen the performance of only 3
applications by more than 5%. In the best case, Slocal and Smove
improve application performance by 58% and 56% respectively with no energy overhead. However, Slocal performs very
poorly with two of the applications, even worsening performance by 80% in the worst case, which may not be acceptable
for a general-purpose scheduler. Smove performs much better
in the worst case: the increase in application execution time
is only 8% and mitigated by a 9% improvement in terms of
energy usage. Evaluation results with schedutil show that
this governor does not address the frequency inversion issue,
and exhibits several more cases in which Slocal performs very
poorly—while Smove again has much better worst-case performance. The evaluation on the desktop machine shows similar
trends, albeit on a smaller scale. Again, Smove performs better
than Slocal on edge cases.

2

A Case Study: Building the Linux Kernel

We present a case study of the workload that led us to discover
the frequency inversion phenomenon: building the Linux kernel version 5.4 with 320 jobs (-j) on a 4-socket Intel R Xeon
E7-8870 v4 machine with 80 cores (160 hardware threads),
with a nominal frequency of 2.1 GHz. Thanks to the Intel R
SpeedStep and Turbo Boost technologies, our CPUs can individually vary the frequency of each core between 1.2 and
3.0 GHz. The frequency of the two hardware threads of a core
is the same. In the rest of the paper, for simplicity, we use the
term “core” for hardware threads.
Figure 1 shows the frequency of each core of the machine
while the kernel build workload is running. This plot was
produced with two tools that we have developed, SchedLog
and SchedDisplay [10]. SchedLog collects the execution
trace of an application with very low overhead. SchedDisplay
produces a graphical view of such a trace. We have used
SchedDisplay to generate all execution traces presented in this
paper. SchedLog records the frequency information shown in
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Figure 1 at each tick event (4ms in CFS). Consequently, the
absence of a colored line in such traces means that ticks have
been disabled by CFS on that core. CFS disables ticks on
inactive cores to allow them to switch to a low-power state.
In Figure 1, we notice different phases in the execution. For
a short period around 2 seconds, for a longer period between
4.5 and 18 seconds, and for a short period around 28 seconds,
the kernel build has highly parallel phases that use all of the
cores at a high frequency. The second of these three phases
corresponds to the bulk of the compilation. In these three
phases, the CPUs seem to be exploited to their maximum.
Furthermore, between 22 and 31 seconds, there is a long
phase of mostly sequential code with very few active cores, of
which there is always one running at a high frequency. In this
phase, the bottleneck is the CPU’s single-core performance.
Between 0 and 4.5 seconds, and between 18 and 22 seconds
however, there are phases during which all cores are used but
they run at the CPU’s lowest frequency (1.2 GHz). Upon
closer inspection, these phases are actually mainly sequential:
zooming in reveals that while all cores are used across the
duration of the phase, only one or two cores are used at any
given time. This raises two questions: why are so many cores
used for a nearly sequential execution, and why are those
cores running at such a low frequency.
We focus on the first couple of seconds where core utilization seems to be suboptimal. Zooming around 1 second,
we first look at runqueue sizes and scheduling events, as illustrated in Figure 2a. We are in the presence of a pattern
that is typical of mostly-sequential shell scripts: processes are
created through the fork() and exec() system calls, and generally execute one after the other. These processes can easily
be recognized on Figure 2a as they start with WAKEUP_NEW
and EXEC scheduler events. After the process that runs on
Core 56 blocks around the 0.96 s mark, three such shortlived processes execute one after the other on Cores 132, 140,
and 65. After that, two longer-running ones run on Core 69
around the 0.98 s mark, and on Core 152 between the 0.98 s
and 1.00 s mark. This pattern goes on for the entire duration
of the execution shown in Figure 2a, with tasks created one
after the other on Cores 148, 125, 49, 52, 129, 156, 60 and
finally 145.
Looking at the core frequencies in the same part of the
execution, as illustrated by Figure 2b, gives us a hint as to
why cores are running slowly in this phase: there seems to be
a significant delay between the time when a task starts running on a core, and the time when the core frequency starts
increasing. For instance, between 1.00 s and 1.02 s, the task
on Core 49 runs at a low frequency, and only when it is over
at around 1.04 s does the frequency of the core rise to its
maximum—before starting to decrease again almost instantly
as the hardware notices that no task is running anymore on that
core. The same issue can be observed shortly before 1.00 s on
Core 152, and around 0.98 s on Core 69. In this last example,
the core’s frequency was even on a downward slope when the
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(a) Scheduler events.

(b) Core frequencies.

Figure 2: Zoom over a sparse region of Figure 1.

task started, and the frequency keeps going down even after
the task ended before finally increasing again around 1.00 s.
It appears that in the considered phase of the execution, the
FTL is much higher than the duration of the tasks. Since tasks
that follow each other tend to be scheduled on different cores,
they are likely to always run at a low frequency as most cores
are idle most of the time in this phase of the execution.
To confirm our intuition about the FTL, we develop a
fine-grained tool [1] to monitor the frequency of a single
core around the execution of an isolated busy loop, using the
powersave governor. As shown in Figure 3, the task runs for
0.20 s, as illustrated by the start and end vertical lines in the
figure. It takes an FTL of 29 ms for the core to go from its
minimum frequency of 1.25 GHz to its maximum frequency
of 3.00 GHz in order to accommodate the task. When the
task ends, it takes approximately 10 ms for the core to go
back to its initial frequency, but the duration of the FTL is
compounded by the fact that the frequency tends to bounce
back several times for around 98 ms before stabilizing at the
core’s lowest frequency. These measurements are consistent
with our interpretation of Figure 2b: a FTL of several dozens
of milliseconds is significantly longer than the execution
of the tasks that are visible in the figure, as the longest task
runs for around 20 ms between the 1.00 s and 1.02 s marks.
Note that the duration of the FTL is mainly due to the time
for the hardware to detect a load change and then decide
to change the frequency. Previous work [22] shows that the
actual latency for the core to change its frequency is only
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Figure 3: FTL for the Xeon E7-8870 v4 CPU.

tens of microseconds on Intel R CPUs.
Coming back to Figure 2a, the phenomenon we have been
observing is the following. Computations in the (near) sequential phases of the build of Linux are launched sequentially
as processes through the fork() and wait() system calls,
and the execution of these computations is shorter than the
FTL. Consequently, cores speed up after they have performed
a computation, even though at that point, computation has
moved to newly forked processes, which are likely to run on
cores that were not recently used if the machine is not very
busy. Indeed, CFS often selects different cores for tasks to
wake up on, and if most cores are idle, it is likely that the
selected cores were not used recently, and therefore run at a
low frequency. The tasks that initiated the fork() perform
wait() operations shortly afterwards, which means that the
frequency increase they initiated is mostly wasted. We are in
the presence of recurring frequency inversion, which is caused
by a very common scenario: launching a series of sequential
processes, as is commonly done in a shell script.
Sequential creation of processes through the fork() and
wait() system calls is not the only cause of recurring frequency inversion. This phenomenon can also occur with
lightweight threads that unblock and block each other, as is
common in producer-consumer applications. Indeed, the CFS
code that selects a core for a new task to wake up on is also
used to select a core for already existing tasks that wake up.
Note that CFS does not use different code paths depending
on the type of task, namely, a process or a thread.

3

3.1

Placing Threads Locally

The first strategy that we propose to prevent frequency inversion is Slocal : when a thread is created or unblocked, it is
placed on the same core as the process that created or unblocked it. In the context of creating a single process through
the fork() and wait() system calls, this strategy implies that
the created process is more likely to run on a high-frequency
core, as the frequency of the core may already be high due to
the activity of the parent. Furthermore, the duration in which
there are two processes running on the same core will be
limited, if the parent process calls wait() shortly afterwards.
In the context of a producer-consumer application, when a
producer thread wakes up a consumer thread, this strategy
again implies that the consumer thread is more likely to run
on a high-frequency core, and the duration in which there are
two processes running on the same core will again be limited,
if the last action of the producer is to wake up the consumer
before blocking or terminating.
However, there are cases in which Slocal might hurt performance: if the task that created or woke another task does not
block or terminate quickly afterwards, the created or woken
task will wait for the CPU resource for a certain period of
time. This issue is mitigated by the periodic load balancer
of the Linux scheduler that will migrate one of the tasks to
another less loaded core. However, waiting for the next load
balancing event might be quite long. In CFS, periodic load
balancing is performed hierarchically, with different periods:
cores in the same cache domain are more frequently balanced
than cores on different NUMA nodes. These periods can vary
from 4 to hundreds of milliseconds on large machines.
Slocal significantly changes the behavior of CFS by fully replacing its thread placement strategy. Additionally, the aforementioned shortcomings make it a high risk solution for certain workloads. Both issues make this solution unsatisfactory
given the prerequisites that we previously set.

Strategies to Prevent Frequency Inversion

Since frequency inversion is the result of scheduling decisions, we believe it must be addressed at the scheduler level.
In our experience, every change to the scheduler may have unpredictable consequences on some workloads, and the more
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complex the change, the less predictable the consequences.
Therefore, proposing extensive or complex changes to the
scheduler, or a complete rewrite, would make it unclear where
performance gains come from. Striving for minimal, simple
changes allows for an apples-to-apples comparison with CFS.
We propose two strategies to solve the frequency inversion
problem. The first one is a simple strategy that offers good
performance but suffers from large performance degradations
in some scheduling scenarios. The second solution aims to
have the same benefits as the first solution while minimizing
worst cases at the expense of some simplicity.
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3.2

Deferring Thread Migrations

In order to fix core oversubscription without waiting for periodic load balancing, we propose a second strategy, Smove .
With vanilla CFS, when a thread is created or woken, CFS
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CPU vendor
CPU model
Cores (SMT)
Min freq
Base freq
Turbo freq
Memory
OS

Intel R
Xeon E7-8870 v4
80 (160)
1.2 GHz
2.1 GHz
3.0 GHz
512 GB
Debian 10 (buster)

AMD R
Ryzen 5 3400G
4 (8)
1.4 GHz
3.7 GHz
4.2 GHz
8 GB
Arch Linux

Table 1: Configurations of our experimental machines.

decides on which core it should run. Smove defers the use of
this chosen core to allow waking threads to take advantage of
a core that is more likely to run at a high frequency.
Let Twoken be the newly created or waking task, Cwaker the
core where task Twaker that created or woke Twoken is running
and CCFS the destination core chosen by CFS. The normal
behavior of the scheduler is to directly enqueue task Twoken
into CCFS ’s runqueue. We propose to delay this migration
to allow Twoken to be more likely to use a high-frequency
core if CCFS is running at a low frequency. First, if CCFS is
running at a frequency higher than the CPU’s minimum one,
we enqueue Twoken in CCFS ’s runqueue. Otherwise, we arm a
high-resolution timer interrupt that will perform the migration
in D µs and we enqueue Twoken into Cwaker ’s runqueue.The
timer is cancelled if Twoken is scheduled on Cwaker .
The rationale behind Smove is that we want to avoid waking
low frequency cores if the task can be performed quickly
when placed locally on a core that is likely to run at a
high frequency. Indeed, Twaker is running at the time of the
placement, meaning that Cwaker is likely to run at a high
frequency. The delay D can be changed at run time by writing
to a parameter file in the sysfs pseudo file system. We have
chosen a default value of 50 µs, which is close to the delay
between a fork and a wait system call during our Linux kernel
build experiments. We have found that varying the value
of this parameter between 25 µs and 1 ms has insignificant
impact on the benchmarks used in Section 4.

4

independent frequencies for each core1 We have implemented
Slocal and Smove in the latest LTS kernel, Linux 5.4, released in
November 2019 [3], and compare our strategies to Linux 5.4.
Implementing Slocal (resp. Smove ) only required modifying
3 (resp. 124) lines in CFS. We run all experiments 10 times.
Energy consumption is evaluated on both machines using the
Intel R RAPL [19] feature, which measures the energy consumption of the CPU socket and the DRAM. The performance
results are those reported by each benchmark, and thus they
involve different metrics, such as execution time, throughput,
or latency, with inconsistent units. For better readability, all
the following graphs show the improvement in terms of performance and energy usage compared to the mean of the runs
with CFS. Therefore, higher is always better, regardless of the
measured unit. The mean of the results for CFS is displayed
on top of the graph for all benchmarks with the benchmark’s
unit.
In Linux, frequency is controlled by a subsystem called
a governor. On modern Intel R hardware, the powersave
governor delegates the choice of the frequency to the
hardware since it can perform more fine-grained adjustments.
The hardware frequency-selection algorithm tries to save
energy with a minimal impact on performance. The hardware
estimates the load of a core based on various heuristics such
as the number of retired instructions. This is the default
governor for Intel R hardware on most Linux distributions.
The schedutil governor, in development by the Linux
community since Linux 4.7 (July 2016), tries to give control
back to the operating system. It uses the internal data of the
kernel scheduler, CFS, to estimate the load on each core, and
changes the frequency accordingly. Two other governors,
performance and ondemand, are available in Linux but are
of no interest to us: the former runs all cores at the highest
frequency, thus disabling dynamic scaling, while the latter is
not supported on modern Intel R processors. To demonstrate
that our work is orthogonal to the used governor, we evaluate
our strategies using both powersave and the schedutil.
We first present the complete results on the Intel R server
and summarize the results on the AMD R desktop machine.
We then revisit our kernel build case study and study some
worst case results (mkl, hackbench). Finally, we discuss the
overhead of our Smove strategy.

Evaluation

This section aims to demonstrate that our strategies improve
performance on most workloads, while not degrading energy
consumption. We run a wide range of applications from the
Phoronix benchmark suite [23], the NAS benchmark suite [5],
as well as other applications, such as hackbench (a popular
benchmark in the Linux kernel scheduler community) and
sysbench OLTP (a database benchmark). These experiments
are run on a server-grade 4-socket NUMA machine with
an 80-core Intel R CPU and on a desktop machine equipped
with a 4-core AMD R CPU (Table 1). Both CPUs can select
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4.1

Execution Using powersave

We first consider the execution under powersave. Figure 4a
shows the improvement in terms of performance and energy
consumption of Slocal and Smove as compared to CFS. We consider that improvements or deteriorations that do not exceed
5% to be on par with CFS.
1 This is different from turbo frequencies: many desktop and laptop CPUs
have per-core DFS in order to support turbo frequencies, but in practice, all
cores not using the turbo range run at the same frequency.
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perl-benchmark-2

nas_ft.C-80

llvmcmake

nas_sp.B-80

apache-siege-1

kbuild-sched-80

kbuild-sched-160

kbuild-sched-320

nas_mg.D-80

nas_bt.B-80

nas_ft.C-160

compress-7zip-0

nas_ua.B-80

nas_lu.B-80

build-linux-kernel-0

apache-siege-3

nas_ep.C-80

oltp-mysql-320

oltp-mysql-160

rust-prime-0

kbuild-all-320

kbuild-all-160

nas_cg.C-80

apache-siege-4

go-benchmark-1

nas_mg.D-160

nas_ep.C-160

openssl-0

apache-siege-2

go-benchmark-4

aobench-0

scimark2-5

phpbench-0

git-0

scimark2-6

scimark2-3

scimark2-4

mkl-dnn-7-2

scimark2-1

nas_lu.B-160

build-llvm-0

oltp-mysql-80

nas_cg.C-160

go-benchmark-2

nas_sp.B-160

schbench-6-7

go-benchmark-3

apache-siege-5

scimark2-2

node-octane-1

perl-benchmark-1

mkl-dnn-7-1

redis-1

deepspeech-0

nas_ua.B-160

kbuild-all-80

c-ray-0

nas_bt.B-160

apache-0

hackbench-10000

Energy improvement (%)

247.28 J

5015.55 J

8124.35 J

3251.07 J

9323.87 J

1775.00 J

1780.80 J

1776.64 J

4.50e+4 J
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(b) Comparison with CFS using the schedutil governor.

Figure 4: Performance and energy consumption improvement w.r.t. Linux 5.4 on the server machine (higher is better).
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Figure 5: Performance of schedutil compared to powersave with CFS on the server machine.
Performance. Both Slocal and Smove perform well overall
with respectively 27 and 23 out of 60 applications outperforming CFS. The best results for these policies are seen, as
expected, on benchmarks that extensively use the fork/wait
pattern, and therefore exhibit a large number of frequency inversions. In the best case, Slocal and Smove gain up to 58% and
56% respectively on perl-benchmark-2, that measures the
startup time of the perl interpreter. This benchmark benefits
greatly from avoiding frequency inversions since it mostly
consists of fork/wait patterns. In terms of performance
losses, both strategies deteriorate the performance of only
3 applications, but on very different scales. Slocal deteriorates
mkl-dnn-7-1 by 80% and nas_lu.B-160 by 17% while
Smove has a worst case deterioration of 8.4% on hackbench.
Energy consumption. Overall, both Slocal and Smove improve energy usage. Out of our 60 applications, we improve
energy consumption by more than 5% for 16 and 14 applications, respectively, compared to CFS. Most of the improvements are seen on benchmarks where performance is also
improved. In these cases, the energy savings are likely mostly
due to the shorter execution times of the applications. However, we also see some improvements on applications where
the performance is on par with that on CFS. This is due to the
fact that we avoid waking up cores that are in low power states,
therefore saving the energy necessary to power up and run
those cores. In terms of loss, Slocal consumes more energy than
CFS on only one application, nas_lu.B-160. This loss is explained by the bad performance of Slocal on this application.
This benchmark’s metric is its execution time, and increasing the execution time without correspondingly reducing the
frequency increases the energy consumption. Smove consumes
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more energy than CFS on two applications: hackbench, because of the performance loss, and deepspeech that has too
high a standard deviation for its results to have significance.
Overall score. To compare the overall impact of our strategies, we compute the geometric mean of all runs, where each
run is normalized to the mean result of CFS. Smove has a performance improvement of 6%, a reduction in energy usage of 3%
and an improvement of 4% with both metrics combined. Slocal
has similar overall scores (always 5%), but its worst cases
suggest that Smove is a better option for a general-purpose
scheduler. These small differences are expected because
most of the applications we evaluate perform similarly with
CFS and with our strategies. We also evaluate the statistical
significance of our results with a t-test. With p-values of at
most 3 · 10−20 , we deem our results statistically significant.

4.2

Execution Using schedutil

Next, we consider execution under the schedutil governor.
As a baseline, Figure 5 first shows the performance and energy
improvements of the schedutil governor compared to the
powersave governor with CFS. Overall, we observe that the
schedutil governor deteriorates the performance of most
applications while improving energy usage. This indicates
that this new governor is more aggressive in terms of power
savings than the one implemented in hardware. We omit raw
values since they are already available in Figures 4a and 4b.
Figure 4b then shows the improvement in terms of performance and energy consumption of our strategies compared to
CFS, when using the schedutil governor.
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Figure 6: Performance improvement w.r.t. Linux 5.4 on the desktop machine (higher is better).
Performance. Slocal and Smove outperform CFS on 22 and
20 applications out of 60 respectively. The applications concerned are the same that were improved with the powersave
governor. In terms of performance losses, however, Slocal is
more impacted by the schedutil governor than Smove , with
7 applications performing worse than CFS versus only 2.
Energy consumption. The overall improvement in terms
of energy usage of schedutil with CFS would suggest that
we might see the same trend with Slocal and Smove . And indeed,
the results are quite similar to what we observe with the
powersave governor.
Overall score. The geometric means with this governor are
the following for schedutil and Smove : 6% for performance,
4% for energy and 5% with both metrics combined. Slocal has
similar results (2%, 6% and 4% respectively), but the worst
cases are still too detrimental for a general-purpose scheduler.
These results are also statistically significant with p-values of
at most 3 · 10−20 .

4.3

Evaluation on the Desktop Machine

We also evaluate our strategies on the smaller 4-core AMD R
desktop CPU presented in Table 1. In contrast to Intel R CPUs,
the powersave governor on AMD R CPUs always uses the
lowest available frequency, making it unusable in our context.
We therefore use the schedutil governor on this machine.
As shown in Figure 6, we observe the same general trend as
on our server machine. Slocal and Smove behave similarly when
there is improvement, and Smove behaves better on the few
benchmarks with performance degradation. We measure at
worst an 11% slowdown and at best a 52% speedup for Smove ,
with an aggregate performance improvement of 2%. Additionally, Smove improves the performance of 7 applications by
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more than 5% while only degrading the performance of 4
applications at the same scale. The Slocal strategy gives the
same results regarding the number of improved and degraded
applications, but suffers worse edge cases. Its best performance improvement is 42% while its worst deterioration is
25%, with an aggregate performance improvement of 1%. We
conclude that even if there is no major global improvement,
Smove is still a good strategy to eliminate frequency inversions
on machines with smaller core counts. Our performance results are statistically significant, with p-values of 5 · 10−4 for
Smove and 3 · 10−2 for Slocal .
In terms of energy consumption, both Slocal and Smove seem
to have little to no impact as compared to CFS. However, the
measures we were able to gather with all three strategies had
a large variance that we did not observe on our Intel R CPU.
We suspect that this is due to the energy-related hardware
counters available on AMD R processors or the lack of good
software support for these counters.

4.4

In-Depth Analysis

We now present a detailed analysis of specific benchmarks
that either performed particularly well or particularly poorly
with our solutions. In this section all traces were obtained
with the powersave governor.
kbuild Figure 7 shows the execution of the build of the
Linux kernel as presented in the case study, with CFS (top)
and Smove (bottom). During the mostly sequential phases with
multiple cores running at a low frequency on CFS (0-2 s,
2.5-4.5 s, 17-22 s), Smove uses fewer cores at a higher frequency. This is mainly due to the fork()/wait() pattern: as
the waker thread calls wait() shortly after the fork(), the
Smove timer does not expire and the woken threads remain on
the local core running at a high frequency, thus avoiding fre-
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(a) CFS

(a) CFS

(b) Smove

(b) Smove

Figure 7: Execution trace when building the Linux kernel
version 5.4 using 320 jobs.

Figure 8: Execution trace when building the sched directory
of the Linux kernel version 5.4 using 320 jobs.

quency inversion. As a result, for example, the phase before
the long parallel phase is executed in 4.4 seconds on CFS and
in only 2.9 seconds with Smove .
To understand the impact of Smove better, Figure 8 shows
the kbuild-sched-320 benchmark, which builds only the
scheduler subsystem of the Linux kernel. Here, the parallel
phase is much shorter than with a complete build, as there are
fewer files to compile, making the sequential phases of the
execution more visible. Again, we see that fewer cores are
used, at a higher frequency.

in its runqueue.
Interestingly, in our experiment, the balancing operations
that spread threads are due to system or daemon threads (e.g.
systemd) that wake up and block immediately, thus triggering
an idle balancing from the scheduler. On a machine with
nothing running in the background, we could have stayed in
an overloaded situation for a long period of time, as ticks are
deactivated on idle cores, removing opportunities for periodic
balancing. We can see the same pattern on nas-lu.B-160,
another benchmark that does not work well with Slocal . Smove
solves the problem by migrating, after a configurable delay,
the threads that overload cores to available idle cores.

mkl The mkl-dnn-7-1 benchmark is the worst-case scenario for Slocal : all threads keep blocking and unblocking and
therefore avoid periodic load balancing and continue returning to the same set of cores. Thus, threads that are sharing
a core with another thread will tend to remain there with
the Slocal strategy. Figure 9 shows the number of threads on
the runqueue of each core with all three schedulers with the
powersave governor. A black line indicates that there is one
thread in the runqueue, and a red line indicates that there is
more than one. CFS spreads the threads on all cores rapidly,
and achieves a balanced machine with one thread per core in
less than 0.2 seconds. On the other hand, Slocal tries to maximize core reuse and oversubscribes 36 cores. This leads to
never using all cores, achieving at most 85% CPU utilization
with multiple cores overloaded. This is a persistent violation of the work-conservation property, as defined by Lozi et
al. [21], i.e., no core is idle if a core has more than one thread
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hackbench The hackbench-10000 benchmark is the
worst application performance-wise for the Smove strategy.
This micro-benchmark is particularly stressful for the scheduler, with 10,000 running threads. However, the patterns exhibited are interesting to better understand the shortcomings
of Smove and give insights on how to improve our strategies.
This benchmark has three phases: thread creation, communication and thread termination. Figure 10 shows the frequency of all cores during the execution of hackbench with
CFS, Slocal and Smove . The first phase corresponds to the first
two seconds on all three schedulers. A main thread creates
10,000 threads with the fork() system call, and all child
threads immediately wait on a barrier. With CFS, child threads
are placed on idle cores that become idle again when the
threads arrive at the barrier. This means that all cores remain
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(a) CFS

(b) Slocal

(c) Smove

Figure 9: Number of threads per core during the execution of mkl-dnn-7-1.

(a) CFS

(b) Slocal

(c) Smove

Figure 10: Core frequency when executing hackbench.
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mostly idle. This also leads to the main thread remaining on
the same core during this phase. However, Slocal and Smove
place the child threads locally, causing oversubscription of
the main thread’s core and migrations by the load balancer.
The main thread itself is thus sometimes migrated from core
to core. When all threads are created, the main thread releases the threads waiting on the barrier and waits for their
termination, thus beginning the second phase. During this
phase, the child threads communicate by reading and writing
in pipes. CFS tries to even out the load between all cores, but
its heuristics give a huge penalty to migrations across NUMA
nodes, so a single node runs at a high frequency (cores 0, 4,
8, etc. share the same node on our machine) while the others
have little work to perform and run at lower frequencies. This
phase finishes at 2.8 seconds. The remainder of the execution
is the main thread reaping its children and terminating.
Slocal packs threads aggressively, leading to long runqueues
in the second phase, and therefore facilitating load balancing
across nodes because of the large induced overload. However,
Slocal still does not use all cores, mainly avoiding running on
hyperthreaded pairs of cores (cores n and n + 80 are hyperthreaded on our machine). Slocal runs the second phase faster
than CFS, terminating it at 2.5 seconds, because it uses half
of the cores at a high frequency all the time, and many of the
other cores run at a medium frequency.
On the other hand, Smove performs poorly in the second
phase, completing it at 3.4 seconds. The behavior seems very
close to that of CFS, with one core out of four running at a
high frequency. However, Smove results in more idleness or
low frequency on the other cores. This is due to Smove placing
threads locally: many threads contend for the local core; some
are able to use the resource while others are migrated when
the timer interrupt is triggered. The delays cause idleness compared to CFS, and the migrations leave cores idle, lowering
their frequency compared to Slocal . Additionally, when threads
are migrated because of timers expiring, they are all placed on
the same core, and oversubscribe it. For hackbench, choosing
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the middle ground is the worst strategy. We can also note that
load balancing is not able to mitigate this situation because
of the high volatility of this workload. This problem was also
demonstrated by Lozi et al. [21] on a database application.
This hackbench setup is an extreme situation that is unlikely to happen in real life, with a largely overloaded machine
(10,000 threads) and a highly volatile application. This microbenchmark is only interesting to study the behavior of our
strategies. Still, overall, Smove gives better performance than
Slocal .

4.5

Scheduling Overhead of Smove

Smove is more complex than Slocal , and so we analyze its overhead as compared to CFS, as an upper bound for our strategies.
We identify two possible sources of overhead: querying frequency and using timers.
First, we evaluate the cost of querying the core frequency.
Querying the frequency of a core mostly consists in reading
two hardware registers and performing some arithmetic operations, as the current frequency is the division of these two
registers times the base frequency of the CPU. Even though
this is a very small amount of computation compared to the
rest of the scheduler, we minimize it furthermore by querying
this information at every tick instead of every time it is needed.
In our benchmarks, we notice no difference in performance
with or without querying the frequency at every tick.
Second, we evaluate the cost of triggering a large number
of timers in the scheduler. To do so, we run schbench on
two versions of Linux: the vanilla 5.4 kernel and a modified
version with timers armed under the same condition as Smove .
Here, however, the timer handler does not migrate the thread
as in Smove . We choose schbench because it performs the
same workload as hackbench but provides, as a performance
evaluation, the latencies of the messages sent through pipes
instead of the completion time. Table 2 shows the results of
this benchmark. Overall, the 99.5th percentile of latencies
is the same for both versions of the kernel, except for 256
threads where timers have a negative impact. We can also
observe that the number of timers triggered increases with the
number of threads but drops after 256 threads. This behavior
is expected: more threads means more wake-ups, but when
the machine starts being overloaded, all cores run at high
frequencies, and the timers are less frequently armed. This
tipping point arrives around 256 threads because schbench
threads constantly block, meaning that typically fewer than
160 threads are runnable at a time.

5

Discussion

As previously stated, our proposed solutions Slocal and Smove
are purposefully simple. We now discuss other more complex
solutions to the frequency inversion problem.
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Threads

64
128
192
256
512
768
1024

Latency

Timers triggered

vanilla

with timers

78
86
119
2292
36544
60224
76416

77
84
144
3188
36544
60480
76928

2971
13910
63965
93001
512
959
1290

Table 2: schbench latencies (99.5th percentile, in µsec) and
number of timers triggered.

High frequency pool. A possible solution would be to keep
a pool of cores running at a high frequency even though no
thread is running on them. This would allow threads to be
placed on an idle core running at a high frequency instantaneously. This pool could, however, waste energy and reduce
the maximal frequency attainable by busy cores, which diminishes when the number of active cores increases.
Tweaking the placement heuristic. We could add a new
frequency heuristic to the existing placement strategy. However, the tradeoff between using a core running at a higher
frequency and e.g., cache locality is not clear, and may vary
greatly according to the workload and the architecture.
Frequency model. The impact of the frequency of one core
on the performance of other cores is hardware-specific. If the
scheduler were to take frequency-related decisions, it would
also need to account for the impact its decision would have
on the frequency of all cores. Such models are not currently
available, and would be complicated to create.

6

Related Work

Dynamic frequency scaling. Using DFS to reduce energy
usage has been studied for over two decades. Weiser et al. [33]
were the first to propose to adjust the frequency of the CPU according to its load, with the aim to maximize the millions of instructions per joule metric. Following this, in the early 2000s,
Chase et al. [11] as well as Elnozahy et al. [17] proposed to
reduce the frequency of underutilized servers in farms that exhibit workload concentration. Bianchini and Rajamony summarized these early works in a survey from 2004 [6]. Nowadays, on the hardware side, most CPUs support DFS, with the
most recent series having elaborate hardware algorithms that
are able to dynamically select very different frequencies for
cores on the same chip, with technologies such as Enhanced
Intel SpeedStep R [2] and AMD R SenseMI [4]. Despite this
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shift of DFS logic from the software side to the hardware
side in recent years, the decision to develop the experimental
schedutil [9] governor in Linux was based on the idea that
software still has a role to play in DFS, as it knows better
the load being executed. Similarly, our strategies show that
the software placing tasks on high-frequency cores can be
more efficient than waiting for the hardware to increase the
frequency of cores after task placement, due to the FTL.
Tracking inefficient scheduler behavior. Perf [15, 16, 32],
which is provided with the Linux kernel, supports monitoring
scheduler behavior through the perf sched command. While
perf sched makes it possible to analyze the behavior of
the scheduler on simple workloads with good accuracy, it
has significant overhead on the Linux kernel build and other
real-world workloads. Lozi et al. [21] identify performance
bugs in the Linux scheduler. To analyze them, they write
a basic profiler that monitors, for each core, the number of
queued threads and the load. Their basic profiler does not
monitor scheduling events. SchedLog and SchedDisplay [10],
which we use in this paper, make it possible to record relevant
information about all scheduler events with low overhead, and
to efficiently navigate through the large amount of recorded
data with a powerful and scriptable graphical user interface.
Mollison et al [25] apply regression testing to schedulers.
Their focus is limited to real-time schedulers, and they do
not take DFS into account. More generally, there has been an
ongoing effort to test and understand the impact of the Linux
scheduler on performance. Since 2005, the LKP project [12]
has focused on hunting performance regressions, and a myriad
of tools that make it possible to identify performance bugs in
kernels have been proposed by the community [7, 18, 26, 28].
The focus of these tools, however, is to detect slowdowns
inside the kernel code, and not slowdowns in application code
that were caused by decisions from the kernel. Consequently,
they are unable to detect poor scheduling behavior.
Improving scheduler behavior. Most previous work focuses on improving general-purpose OS scheduling with new
policies that improve a specific performance metric, such
as reducing contention over shared resources [31, 35], optimizing the use of CPU caches [29, 30], improving NUMA
locality [8, 14] or minimizing idleness [20]. These papers
systematically disable DFS in their experiments. Merkel et
al. [24] propose a scheduling algorithm that avoids resource
contention by co-scheduling applications that use complementary resources. They reduce contention by lowering the frequency of cores that execute inauspicious workloads. Zhang
et al. [34] propose a scheduling policy for multi-core architectures that facilitates DFS, although their main focus is reducing cache interference. They only consider per-chip DFS,
as per-core DFS was not commonplace at the time.
Linux kernel developers have recently focused on DFS and
turbo frequencies [13], as it was discovered that a short-lived
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jitter process that runs on a previously idle core can make that
core switch to turbo frequencies, which can in turn reduce the
frequencies used by other cores—even after the jitter process
completes. To solve this issue, a patch [27] was proposed to
explicitly mark jitter tasks. The scheduler then tries to place
these marked tasks on cores that are active and expected to
remain active. In contrast, the frequency inversion issue we
identified is not specifically caused by turbo frequencies: it
can occur with any DFS policy in which different cores may
run at different frequencies.
Child runs first. CFS has a feature that may seem related
to our solutions: sched_child_runs_first. At thread creation, this feature assigns a lower vruntime to the child thread,
giving it a higher priority than its parent. If CFS places the
thread on the same core as its parent, the thread will preempt
the parent; otherwise, the thread will just run elsewhere. This
feature does not affect thread placement and thus cannot address the frequency inversion problem. Using this feature in
combination with Smove would defeat Smove ’s purpose by always canceling the timer. The strategy would resemble Slocal ,
except that the child thread would always preempt its parent.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have identified the issue of frequency inversion in Linux, which occurs on multi-core CPUs with
per-core DFS. Frequency inversion leads to running tasks on
low-frequency cores and may severely degrade performance.
We have implemented two strategies to prevent the issue in
the Linux 5.4 CFS scheduler. Implementing these strategies
required few code changes: they can easily be ported to other
versions of the Linux kernel. On a diverse set of 60 applications, we show that our better solution, Smove , often significantly improves performance. Additionally, for applications
that do not exhibit the frequency inversion problem, Smove
induces a penalty of 8% or less with 3 of the evaluated applications. As independent core frequency scaling becomes
a standard feature on latest generation processors, our work
will target a larger number of machines.
In future work, we want to improve thread placement in the
scheduler by including the cores’ frequencies directly in the
placement algorithm. This improvement will need to account
for various parameters such as architecture-specific DFS, simultaneous multi-threading and maintaining cache locality.
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Abstract
The paper focuses on an under-studied yet fundamental issue
on Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT) processors — how
to schedule I/O workloads, so as to improve I/O performance
and efficiency. The paper shows that existing techniques used
by CPU schedulers to improve I/O performance are inefficient on SMT processors, because they incur excessive context switches and spinning when workloads are waiting for
I/O events. Such inefficiency makes it difficult to achieve
high CPU throughput and high I/O throughput, which are
required by typical workloads in clouds with both intensive
I/O operations and heavy computation.
The paper proposes to use context retention as a key technique to improve I/O performance and efficiency on SMT processors. Context retention uses a hardware thread to hold the
context of an I/O workload waiting for I/O events, such that
overhead of context switches and spinning can be eliminated,
and the workload can quickly respond to I/O events. Targeting virtualized clouds and x86 systems, the paper identifies
the technical issues in implementing context retention in real
systems, and explores effective techniques to address these
issues, including long term context retention and retentionaware symbiotic scheduling.
The paper designs V SMT-IO to implement the idea and
the techniques. Extensive evaluation based on the prototype
implementation in KVM and diverse real-world applications,
such as DBMS, web servers, AI workload, and Hadoop jobs,
shows that V SMT-IO can improve I/O throughput by up to
88.3% and CPU throughput by up to 123.1%.

1

Introduction

Simultaneous Multi-Threading (SMT), or Hyper-Threading
(HT) on x86 processors, is widely enabled on most cloud
infrastructures [1–4]. For example, in Amazon EC2 [1], virtual instances can have their virtual CPUs (vCPUs) run on
dedicated hardware threads or time-share hardware threads.
With SMT, multiple hardware threads share the same set of
execution resources in each core, such as functional units and
caches. Thus, when enabled, SMT can effectively improve
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resource utilization and system throughput.
On SMT processors, CPU schedulers are critical for achieving high performance. To make optimal scheduling decisions,
they must fully consider and leverage the performance features of SMT processors, particularly the intensive resource
sharing between hardware threads. For example, intensive
study has concentrated on symbiotic scheduling algorithms,
which co-schedule the threads that can fully utilize the hardware resources with minimal conflicts on each core [5–10].
Existing scheduling optimizations for SMT processors, including symbiotic scheduling and other enhancements in existing system software [11–13], mainly target computationintensive workloads and aim to improve processor throughput.
However, the techniques that can effectively and efficiently
improve the performance of I/O-intensive workloads on SMTenabled systems have not been paid enough attention. These
techniques are particularly important when a system has both
computation workloads and I/O workloads, and requires both
high processor throughput and high I/O throughput.
To improve I/O workload performance, existing CPU schedulers generally use two techniques, polling [14–16] and boosting the priority of I/O workloads [17–19]. However, with these
techniques, I/O workloads incur high overhead on SMT processors due to busy-looping and increased context switches,
which can significantly reduce the performance of computation running on other hardware threads.
This problem is particularly significant and detrimental in
clouds. In clouds, I/O workloads and computation workloads
are usually consolidated on the same server to improve system utilization [17, 19–22]. At the same time, virtualization
is dominantly used in clouds, which causes busy-looping and
context switches to incur higher overhead, because extra operations must be carried out to deschedule and reschedule
virtual CPUs, as we will show in §2.
To control the overhead of polling and I/O workload priority boosting, existing system designs make trade-offs between
the efficiency and the effectiveness of these techniques, which
undermine the performance of I/O workloads. For polling,
existing systems usually incorporate a short timeout to keep
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the busy-looping brief. For priority boosting, it has been a
long-standing dilemma to make I/O workloads preempting
the running workloads promptly or with some extra delay;
to resolve this dilemma, Linux uses a scheduling delay parameter (tunable, usually a few milliseconds) as a knob to
trade-off I/O workloads responsiveness and the increased context switch overhead.
Instead of improving the effectiveness-efficiency trade-off,
the paper seeks a fundamental solution to the above problem.
The key is a technique that can effectively improve the performance of I/O workloads with high efficiency. Our solution is
motivated by the hardware-based design for efficient blocking
synchronization on SMT processors [23]. With the design,
blocking synchronizations can be finished efficiently without
busy-looping or context switches. Specifically, the design allows a thread blocked at a synchronization point to free all
its resources for other hardware threads to use, except for its
hardware context; thus, when the thread is unblocked, it can
resume its execution in a few cycles.
Our solution targets virtualized clouds and x86 SMT processors. It is built on a hardware-based blocking mechanism
for vCPUs, named Context Retention. Context retention is
implemented with Intel MONITOR/MWAIT support [24]. With
context retention, when a vCPU is waiting for an I/O event, its
execution context can be held on a hardware thread without
busy-looping involved; upon the I/O event, the vCPU can
resume execution quickly without a context switch.
1.1

Technical Issues

While the rationale of the context retention mechanism is
straightforward, maximizing its potential on improving performance needs to address three technical issues listed below.
These issues arise mainly because context retention may be
long time periods. Many I/O operations have long latencies in
millisecond scale, and the latencies may further increase due
to queueing/scheduling delays. To avoid context switches, the
contexts of the vCPUs waiting for the finish of these operations need to be retained on hardware threads for the same
amount of time.
First, uncontrolled context retention can diminish the benefits from simultaneous multithreading, because context retention reduces the number of active hardware threads on a core.
This issue is particularly serious for x86 processors, which
only implement 2-way SMT1 . When a hardware thread is
used for context retention, only one hardware thread remains
for computation.
Second, context retention consumes the timeslice of an
I/O workload, and thus reduces its timeslice available for
computation. We found that, if not well controlled, context
retention can even reduce the throughput of I/O workloads.
Third, due to context retention and burstiness of I/O operations [25], the resource demand of an I/O workload may
vary dramatically on a hardware thread. This makes it a challenging task to improve processor throughput with existing
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symbiotic scheduling methods. To determine which workloads may make fast progress if scheduled on the same core,
existing symbiotic scheduling methods periodically profile
workload executions and make predictions based on the profiling results. Thus, these methods are effective only when
the workload on each vCPU changes steadily. They must be
substantially extended to handle I/O workloads.
1.2

Major Techniques

We implement our solution and address the above issues
by designing the V SMT-IO scheduling framework. It has
two major components. The Long-Term Context Retention (LTCR) mechanism is mainly to maximize I/O throughput with high efficiency. The Retention Aware Symbiotic
Scheduling (RASS) algorithm is mainly to maximize processor throughput.
The LTCR mechanism mainly addresses the first two issues
identified in Section 1.1. It holds the context of the vCPU
waiting for an I/O event on a hardware thread for an extended
time period. If the expected I/O event happens in this period,
the vCPU can quickly resume and respond to the event. Otherwise, the vCPU is descheduled. The maximum length of the
time period is carefully adjusted in a way that both processor
throughput and I/O throughput can be improved.
With LTCR, the context of an I/O workload can be held for
as long as a few milliseconds, which is more than 10x longer
than the busy-looping timeout used in system software (submillisecond) [14, 15]. This makes LTCR capable of dealing
with relatively high I/O latencies, which are associated with
slow I/O operations (e.g., HDD accesses and SSD writes) or
caused by various system factors (e.g., queueing/scheduling
delay and SSD block erase). In contrast, polling is used only
when I/O workloads interact with low latency devices, e.g.,
local network and NVMe devices [16, 26].
The RASS algorithm mainly addresses the third issue identified in Section 1.1. On each core, it classifies the vCPUs into
two categories, CPU-bound vCPUs and I/O-bound vCPUs. It
uses one hardware thread for running CPU-bound vCPUs and
the other hardware thread mainly for I/O-bound vCPUs. In
this way, the computation on the CPU-bound vCPUs can overlap to the greatest extent with the context retention periods on
the other hardware thread. This effectively improves processor throughput, since CPU-bound vCPUs can take advantage
of the hardware resources released due to context retention to
make fast progress. RASS schedules CPU-bound vCPUs on
both hardware threads only when I/O-bound vCPUs are not
ready to run. In this case, RASS selects CPU-bound vCPUs
based on the symbiosis between vCPUs (i.e., how well the
vCPUs can share the hardware resources and make progress
when co-scheduled).
With RASS, the first two issues identified in Section 1.1 can
1 Though some Xeon Phi processors implement 4-way SMT, the paper
targets 2-way SMT x86 processors because of their overwhelming dominance
in clouds.
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be further mitigated. LTCR mainly targets long context retentions. It limits the lengths of context retentions to mitigate the
resource underutilization they cause and reduce the timeslice
they consume. However, it cannot deal with the issues caused
by relatively short context retentions. For these context retentions, RASS mitigates the resource underutilization issue (the
first issue in Section 1.1) by overlapping computation and
context retention; to mitigate the second issue, it helps ensure
the supply of timeslice to I/O-bound vCPUs by running them
on dedicated hardware threads with high priorities.
The paper makes the following contributions. First, the
paper identifies the efficiency issues in existing CPU schedulers when they are used to improve I/O performance on
SMT-enabled systems, and proposes a novel idea, context
retention, to improve efficiency. Second, it identifies the issues in implementing the idea, and explores effective techniques to address these issues, including long term context
retention and retention-aware symbiotic scheduling. Third,
targeting virtualized clouds and x86 processors, the paper
designs V SMT-IO to implement the idea and the techniques,
and builds a system prototype based on KVM [27]. Forth, it
has evaluated V SMT-IO with extensive experiments and a
diverse set of 18 programs, including DBMS, web servers, AI
workloads, and Hadoop jobs, and compared the performance
of V SMT-IO with the vanilla system and widely-adopted
enhancements. The experiments show that V SMT-IO can improve I/O throughput by up to 88.3% and processor throughput by up to 123.1%.

2

Background and Motivation

Targeting virtualized clouds, this section demonstrates the
efficiency issues of existing schedulers in improving I/O performance on SMT-enabled systems. It first introduces these
techniques, and experimentally verifies their inefficiency and
the caused performance degradation (§2.1). Then, it explains
why the issues are serious on virtualized platforms (§2.2).
2.1

Inefficient I/O-Improving Techniques

I/O-intensive applications are usually driven by I/O events. A
pattern repeated in their executions is waiting for I/O events
(e.g., queries received from network, or data read from disks),
processing I/O events, and generating new I/O requests (e.g.,
responses to queries, or more disk reads). Thus, high I/O
performance not only depends on fast and well-managed I/O
devices to quickly respond to I/O requests. It also depends on
the applications to promptly respond to various I/O events,
such that new I/O requests can be generated and issued to I/O
devices quickly.
Thus, CPU schedulers play an important role in improving I/O performance. To increase the responsiveness of I/O
workloads to I/O events, existing schedulers use two general
techniques — polling for low-latency I/O events and priority
boosting for high-latency I/O events. With polling, an I/O
workload waiting for an I/O event enters a busy loop (im-
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plemented with PAUSE on x86 processors) with a pre-set
timeout. The workload keeps looping before it is interrupted
upon the expected I/O event or is descheduled due to timeout.
Thus, polling allows a workload to respond to I/O events with
a minimal delay before timeouts. With priority boosting, upon
an I/O event, the priority of the I/O workload is boosted, such
that it can quickly preempt a running workload to respond to
the I/O event.
On virtualized platforms, I/O workloads run on vCPUs;
and vCPU scheduling becomes a key component affecting
I/O performance. For vCPUs, polling may be implemented
in guest OS kernel [28]. However, busy-looping in guest OS
causes unnecessary VM_EXITs and extra overhead on x86
processors when Pause Loop Exiting (PLE) is enabled. Thus,
recent designs (e.g., HALT-Polling [15]) usually implement
polling at the VMM level. Priority boosting may be implemented by adjusting priorities explicitly [17] or by implicitly
associating priorities with CPU time consumption. For example, Linux/KVM allows the vCPUs with lower CPU time
consumption (e.g., I/O-bound vCPUs) to preempt the vCPUs
with higher CPU time consumption [17, 29].
Though polling and priority boosting can improve the performance of I/O workloads, they are inefficient on SMT processors. The operations associated with these techniques,
busy-looping and context switches, waste the hardware resource that can be otherwise utilized by the computation on
other hardware threads. Thus, the inefficiency may not be
an issue when a system has only I/O workloads; but it becomes detrimental when I/O workloads are consolidated with
computation workloads. Efficiency can be improved by making these techniques less aggressive, e.g., enforcing a shorter
timeout for polling. However, this sacrifices the effectiveness
of these techniques and I/O performance.
We illustrate the inefficiency issue with polling and priority boosting using the experiments with two combinations
of applications, Sockperf with Matmul, and Redis with
PageRank. Sockperf and Redis are I/O-bound. Matmul
and PageRank are CPU-bound. We run each combination
on a 24-core server (48 hyperthreads) with each application
running in a 48-vCPU VM. This results in 2 vCPUs on each
hyperthread. The VMs are managed by KVM/Linux. Detailed
server/VMs configurations and application descriptions can
be found in §6.
To illustrate the inefficiency issue on a well-tuned system
with high efficiency, we have enhanced the HALT-Polling
implementation in KVM. The enhancement makes HALTPolling more effective, so as to further reduce context switches
between vCPUs and make vCPUs more responsive to I/O
events. Specifically, with the “vanilla” implementation, an
idle vCPU is not allowed to perform HALT-Polling when
there is another vCPU ready to run on the same hyperthread.
The enhancement removes this restriction. It also increases the
maximum timeout that is allowed in HALT-Polling. (HALTPolling adjusts timeout value dynamically between 0 and
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workloads

Sockperf
Matmul
Redis
PageRank

KVM w/
V SMT-IO
enhanced HALT-Polling
vCPU spinning perf.
vCPU spinning perf.
switches
time
imprv. switches
time
imprv.
12.5K

40.1%

43.9K

27.5%

16.1%
8.2%
8.4%
7.7%

-

3.3K

56.5%
57.4%
88.3%
123.1%

-

15.1K

Table 1: Existing techniques handling I/O workloads incur frequent
vCPU switches and massive spinning, and are inefficient on SMT processors. “vCPU switches” are counts of context switches between vCPUs
every second in the server. The performance improvements are relative
to “vanilla” KVM.

Normalized Throughput (%)

Normalized Throughput (%)

a maximum value.) The enhancement improves the performance of the applications by 7.7% ∼ 16.1%.
As shown in Table 1, both application combinations incur
frequent vCPU switches. For example, Redis and PageRank
incur a vCPU switch about every 1 millisecond on each hyperthread. At the same time, a substantial portion of CPU time
is spent by polling (e.g., 40.1% for Sockperf and Matmul).
vCPU switches and such massive polling inevitably degrade
performance, as we will show later.
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Overhead of Polling and Context Switches

Existing techniques for improving I/O performance are inefficient on SMT processors, because context switches and
polling waste the resource that can be otherwise utilized by
the computation on other hardware threads. Targeting virtualized clouds, this subsection highlights the overhead of
these operations with experiments and explains how such
high overhead is incurred.
Hyperthread 1
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Halt-polling timeout (us)

Scheduling delay (us)

(a) Tweaking halt-polling

(b) Tweaking I/O workload priority

The performance advantage of the enhanced HALT-Polling
is achieved by increasing polling to reduce costly vCPU
switches. This demonstrates some potential to tweak existing
designs. However, to improve performance significantly, major changes must be made. To illustrate this, Figure 1 shows
how the performance of Redis and PageRank changes when
tweaking the key parameters of polling and priority boosting.
We first tweak the timeout used in HALT-Polling and vary it
from 10 microseconds to 5 milliseconds. Figure 1(a) shows
that increasing timeout only slightly improves performance
when timeout value is small. However, the performance improvement of these two applications hits a plateau at about
10% after the timeout value reaches 200 microseconds.
Then, we adjust the scheduling delay parameter in Linux.
The parameter controls the delay between a vCPU being woken up upon an I/O event and the vCPU preempting another
vCPU. Thus, increasing the parameter essentially reduces the
priority of I/O-bound vCPUs and reduces vCPU switches. As
Figure 1(b) shows, the average performance barely changes;
and increasing this parameter is basically sacrificing I/O performance for higher processor throughputs.
The aim of V SMT-IO is to substantially reduce the over-
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Hyperthread 2 Relative performance
Matmul
Matmul
Matmul

100%
32%
73%

Table 2: vCPU switches and HALT-Polling on a hyperthread slow down
the computation on the other hyperthread.

Redis
Pagerank
Average system throughput

Figure 1: Tweaking existing techniques for scheduling I/O workload cannot substantially improve performance. (The throughputs are normalized to those with vanilla KVM.)
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2.2

vCPUs Switches
HALT-Polling

140

140

head caused by spinning and vCPU switches. The reduced
overhead improves the performance of computation workloads. As shown in Table 1, reducing more than 2/3 of vCPU
switches and eliminating spinning lead to significant performance improvement to PageRank (123.1% relative to vanilla
KVM or 107.1% relative to enhanced KVM). More importantly, the performance improvement of computation workload is not at the cost of I/O performance. With V SMT-IO, the
throughput of Redis is increased by 88.3% over vanilla KVM
or 73.7% over enhanced KVM. The system I/O throughput is
also increased by 75.1% over enhanced KVM.

In the experiments, we run a Matmul thread on a hyperthread. Then, on the other hyperthread, we make two vCPUs
switch back and forth or make a vCPU repeat the HALTPolling loop. We check how the performance of Matmul is
impacted by these operations.
The experiments show that vCPU switches slow down
Matmul by about 70%, and HALT-Polling slows it down by
about 30% (Table 2). While the slowdowns explain the inefficiency of polling and priority boosting techniques, we were
surprised at these slowdowns. We expected the slowdown
caused by vCPU switches to be around 50%, because there
are two streams of instructions compete for CPU resource
on the hyperthreads, and expected the slowdown caused by
HALT-Polling to be minimal, because PAUSE instruction is
designed to consume minimal resource.
We have diagnosed the slowdowns. vCPU switches cause
large slowdowns mainly because the L1 data cache shared
by both hyperthreads needs to be flushed during vCPU
switches to address the L1 Terminal Fault problem [30, 31].
Other costly operations, including TLB flush [32], handling
rescheduling IPIs [33], and the execution of scheduling algorithm, also contribute to the performance impact incurred by
vCPU switches. The slowdown caused by HALT-Polling is
larger than expected because the operations other than PAUSE
are executed. HALT-Polling is implemented in the VMM.
Thus, VM_EXIT is incurred when a vCPU enters HALTPolling. VM_EXITs are costly operations [34]. During the
polling, the instructions controlling the busy-loop are executed repeatedly. They are also more costly than PAUSE.
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3

Basic Idea and Technical Issues

As Section 2 shows, polling and priority boosting incur high
overhead on SMT processors; tweaking these techniques
yields only marginal performance improvements. This requires that a new and efficient technique be developed to
handle I/O workloads.
On a SMT processor, an efficient technique must consume
minimal hardware resources. In a scheduling technique for
improving I/O performance, two factors determine its hardware resource consumption. One is how to handle an I/O
workload while it is waiting for the completion of an I/O
operation. The other is how to quickly resume the execution
of the I/O workload upon the completion of the expected I/O
operation. Polling and priority boosting each concentrate on
reducing the resource consumption of only one factor, but at
the cost of high resource consumption in the other factor. Our
solution aims to minimize the resource consumption of both
factors.
Our solution leverages two features of SMT processors:
1) hardware-based blocking support, and 2) intense resource
sharing between hardware threads. With these features, we implement a Context Retention mechanism for vCPUs. While
a vCPU is waiting for the completion of I/O operations, it
can “block” itself on a hardware thread, and release all its
resources for other hardware threads to use, except for its
hardware context. This minimizes the resource consumption
required by waiting for the completion of I/O operations. With
the hardware context, the vCPU can be quickly “unblocked”
without context switches upon the completion of the I/O operations. This minimizes the resource consumption required to
quickly resume the execution of I/O workloads. Table 3 summarizes the benefits of context retention from the perspectives
of both I/O workloads and computation workloads.
Benefit

Overhead

timeslice charged
I/O
better responsiveness
for context retention
extra resources from reduced
resource
Computation
context switches and polling
underutilization
Table 3: A summary of benefit and overhead of context retention.

Though context retention consumes minimal hardware resources, it does incur some overhead, which are as summarized in Table 3 and must be reduced for better efficiency.
From the perspective of computation workloads, because not
all the hardware threads can be used for computation, the
overhead is reflected by resource underutilization. Given that
a x86 core has two hyperthreads, to avoid low utilization, one
must be doing computation while the other does context retention. Even with this arrangement, full utilization may not
be achieved.
From the perspective of I/O workloads, they are charged
for vCPU usage while they retain contexts; so only short
context retention periods are cheaper than descheduling and
rescheduling vCPUs; but longer retention periods are not.
This problem can be illustrated by the performance of I/O
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workload Redis in Figure 1(a). Increasing HALT-Polling
timeout improves the performance of Redis when the timeout
value is low. However, after the timeout exceeds 0.5 millisecond, further increasing the timeout degrades its performance.
This is because, with a longer timeout, polling consumes more
timeslice and reduces the timeslice available to the computation in Redis. Though polling is used in this experiment,
if polling is replaced with context retention, the performance
trend would be similar.
For the above overhead issues, a natural solution is to control the maximum length of context retention, such that extended context retention periods will not cause high overhead.
However, this solution cannot deal with the overhead of the
context retention periods that are relatively short. Reducing
this overhead requires some enhancement in vCPU scheduling. For example, resource underutilization can be mitigated
by scheduling a resource-demanding vCPU on a hyperthread
when context retention is in progress on the other hyperthread;
the vCPUs with much timeslice consumed by context retention can be compensated with extra timeslice.
In addition to the overhead issues, context retention also creates some challenge on the integration of symbiotic scheduling methods, which are needed for improving CPU performance. The key of symbiotic scheduling is to estimate how
well a group of workloads can corun on a SMT core (i.e.,
symbiosis level) [6–9, 35]. This is achieved by monitoring
workload executions periodically. For instance, SOS (Sample,
Optimize and Symbiosis) [5] samples workload executions
periodically in sample phases to determine their symbiosis
levels, and preferentially coschedules tasks with the highest
symbiosis levels in symbiosis phases. Thus, existing symbiotic scheduling methods require that the resource demand
of a workload change steadily during its execution. Due to
context retention and burstiness of I/O operations [25], the
resource demand of an I/O workload changes dramatically
during its execution on a vCPU. Existing symbiotic scheduling methods cannot handle such workloads. This issue may be
addressed by coscheduling I/O workloads with computation
workloads, such that symbiosis levels can be lifted by overlapping context retention with resource-demanding computation.
Existing symbiotic scheduling methods can still be used to
handle computation workloads.

4

V SMT-IO

Design

We implement our idea and address the technical issues in
V SMT-IO. In this section, we present the overall architecture
of V SMT-IO and its major components.
4.1

Overview

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of V SMT-IO.
incorporates four major components:
• The Long Term Context Retention (LTCR) mechanism
on each core implements context retention. To prevent extended context retention periods causing high overhead (re-

V SMT-IO
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system component

Retention-Aware
Symbiotic Scheduling

Algorithm 1 Context Retention Timeout Adjustment

CPU-bound vCPU

1: Td : desired timeout value; Te : effective timeout value; Tinit : initial timeout value; P: time period between two adjustments

I/O-bound vCPU

schedule

data

workload
info.

control & management

timeout

perf. info.

Long Term
Context Retention

...
Workload
Adjuster
workload info.

Core 0

...

workload info.

migrate

...

...

Workload
Monitor

...

monitor

Core 1

Figure 2: V SMT-IO Architecture. Key components are in orange.

source underutilization and timeslice consumption), it enforces a context retention timeout, and dynamically adjusts
the timeout value.
• The Retention Aware Symbiotic Scheduling (RASS) algorithm is mainly to increase the symbiosis levels of the
vCPUs running on the hypertheads in each core. To achieve
this, RASS classifies vCPUs into two categories, CPU-bound
vCPUs and I/O-bound vCPUs, and schedules CPU-bound
vCPUs on a hyperthread and I/O-bound vCPUs on the other
hyperthread. CPU-bound vCPUs run on both hyperthreads
only when I/O-bound vCPUs are not ready to run. In this
way, the resource-demanding computation on CPU-bound
vCPUs can overlap to the greatest extent with the resourceconserving context retention periods on I/O-bound vCPUs.
Increased symbiosis levels improve CPU performance and
reduce the overhead of context retentions. At the same time,
using a dedicated hyperthread for I/O-bound vCPUs allows
them to use extra CPU time as a “compensation” for the timeslice charged in context retention periods, and further prevents
them from being unfairly penalized.
• The Workload Monitor on each core monitors vCPU executions. It characterizes the workloads on the vCPUs and
measures performance. It provides workload information for
RASS to classify and schedule vCPUs and for the workload
adjuster introduced below to adjust the workloads between
cores. It provides performance information for LTCR to adjust
the timeout value.
• The effectiveness of RASS relies on the heterogeneity of
the workloads on each core, some being CPU-bound and
some others being I/O-bound. The Workload Adjuster supplements RASS. It adjusts the workloads on each core to
maintain their heterogeneity by migrating vCPUs between
cores.
4.2

Long Term Context Retention (LTCR)

On x86 processors, we implement vCPU context retention
with the MONITOR/MWAIT support. Specifically, to wait for
an I/O event, a vCPU calls a MWAIT instruction paired with a
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2: Td ← Tinit
3: while true do
4:
Te ← Td , collect performance data for a time period of P
5:
if T EST T IMEOUT(Td * 1.1) then
6:
Td ← Td ∗ 1.1; continue
7:
else
8:
Te ← Td , collect performance data for a time period of P
9:
end if
10:
if T EST T IMEOUT(Td * 0.9) then
11:
Td ← Td ∗ 0.9; continue
12:
end if
13: end while
14: function T EST T IMEOUT(T )
15:
Te ← T , collect performance data for a time period of P
16:
Scpu ← average speed-up of CPU-bound vCPUs
17:
Sio ← average speed-up of I/O bound vCPUs
18:
if Scpu > 1 and Sio > 1 then return true; end if
19:
return false
20: end function

MONITOR instruction that specifies a memory location in guest
OS. The MWAIT instruction “blocks” the vCPU and keeps its
context on the hyperthread. With the MONITOR/MWAIT support,
the MWAIT instruction ends automatically when the content at
the memory location is updated or an interrupt is directed to
the hyperthread. Since both I/O events and timeouts can be
notified with interrupts, we choose to use interrupts to stop
MWAIT. To prevent MWAIT from being terminated by memory writes prematurely, we set the memory location used in
MONITOR read-only.
The context retention timeout is to balance the cost and benefit of context rentention. Based on the summary in Table 3,
for I/O workloads, lengthening a context retention is always
a gain when it consumes less timeslice than descheduling and
then rescheduling a vCPU. For computation workloads, context retention is rewarding when the amount of resource saved
by reducing context switches and polling exceeds the amount
of resource that cannot be utilized due to context retention. In
the cases where one hyperthread does computation and the
other hyperthread does context retention, context retention
is always rewarding if it is not longer than the time spent
on descheduling and then rescheduling a vCPU, based on
the measurements shown in Table 2. Thus, context retention
timeout can be set to be at least the time required by descheduling and rescheduling a vCPU. Then, longer timeouts
can be tested.
LTCR uses algorithm 1 to adjust the context retention timeout periodically. The algorithm slightly increases or decreases
the timeout value, checks whether performance is improved
with the new value, and keeps the new value if it is. The algorithm uses the vCPU performance information collected
by the workload monitor to determine whether performance
is improved. Specifically, it uses IPC (instruction per cycle)
to measure the performance of CPU-bound vCPUs, and uses
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the frequency of context retentions (i.e., number of context
retentions per second) to measure the performance of I/Obound vCPUs. Then, the algorithm calculates a speed-up for
each vCPU. A speed-up value greater than 1 indicates that
the performance of the vCPU has been improved with the
new timeout value. It averages the speed-up values of CPUbound vCPUs, and averages the speed-up values of I/O-bound
vCPUs. The algorithm determines that the performance is improved and the new timeout value should be kept only if both
average values are greater than 1.
4.3

Retention Aware Symbiotic Scheduling (RASS)

RASS schedules the vCPUs on each core with the main aim
of maximizing the computation throughput of the core. This
is achieved by increasing the symbiosis levels of the vCPUs
running on the hypertheads. RASS combines two methods.
One is unbalanced scheduling that maximizes the overlapping between resource-demanding computation and resourceconserving context retention periods (Section 4.3.1). The
other is symbiotic scheduling based-on cycle accounting to
select CPU-bound vCPUs with high symbiosis levels when
both hardware threads need to run CPU-bound vCPUs (Section 4.3.2).
4.3.1

Unbalanced Scheduling

Unbalanced scheduling classifies vCPUs into two categories,
CPU-bound vCPUs and I/O-bound vCPUs, and schedules
them on paired hyperthreads (See Figure 3). The classification
is based on how much time each vCPU spends on context
retention. Specifically, for each vCPU, a context retention rate
is calculated and updated periodically. It is the ratio between
the time spent on context retention in last time period and
the period length. When a new period begins, the vCPUs are
ranked based on their context retention rates. The vCPUs with
higher context retention rates are considered to be I/O-bound,
and the rest are CPU-bound.
Context retention

computation

I/O handling
Context retention
Computation
(from hyperthread0)

I/O handling
Context retention
I/O handling
CPU-bound vCPUs mainly
running on hyperthread0

I/O-bound vCPUs
running on hyperthread1

Figure 3: Computation and context retention are distributed to different hyperthreads with unbalanced scheduling.

When the hyperthread running I/O-bound vCPUs is idle, a
CPU-bound vCPU is selected based on the symbiosis level
(Section 4.3.2) and migrated to this hyperthread. This is to
improve the utilization of CPU hardware to further increase
CPU performance. The CPU-bound vCPU can only run with
a priority lower than the I/O-bound vCPUs. It is preempted
and migrated back when an I/O-bound vCPU becomes ready
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to run. This is to prevent the CPU-bound vCPU from blocking
I/O-bound vCPUs and degrading I/O performance.
Unbalanced scheduling assumes that each vCPU has been
attached with a weight, e.g., that used in Linux Completely
Fair Scheduler (CFS). When classifying the vCPUs, it tries to
balance the total weight of CPU-bound vCPUs and the total
weight of I/O-bound vCPUs, and make them roughly equal.
This is mainly to balance the load on the hyperthreads and
reduce the migration of CPU-bound vCPUs.
The compensation to I/O-bound vCPUs for the timeslice
consumed by context retentions can also be implemented by
adjusting the weights of vCPUs. For example, the weights
of the vCPUs can be increased based on their context retention rates. For the vCPUs that spend more time on context
retentions than other vCPUs, their weights are increased by
larger percentages. In this way, fewer vCPUs are classified
as I/O-bound, and share the same hyperthread. However, we
found that this adjustment is not necessary in most cases. The
main reason is that I/O-bound vCPUs usually have low CPU
utilization. Thus, even with context retention, some I/O-bound
vCPUs still cannot fully consume their timeslice. Other I/Obound vCPUs that need more timeslice acquire automatically
extra timeslice as compensation. This is because the scheduler is work-conserving, and I/O-bound vCPUs have higher
priority than CPU-bound vCPUs on the hyperthread and are
supplied with extra timeslice first.
4.3.2

Symbiotic Scheduling Based on Cycle Accounting

When both hyperthreads need to run CPU-bound vCPUs, the
symbiosis levels between vCPUs must be considered. RASS
determines the symbiosis levels using the cycle accounting
technique [36–39]. It is a symbiotic scheduling technique for
threads. We only adapt its method that estimates the symbiosis
levels between threads and use it on vCPUs.
We select this technique because of its high practicality. To
estimate the symbiosis levels between threads, it samples and
characterizes each individual thread, and inputs the characterization into an interference estimation model. Compared
to SOS (Sample, Optimize and Symbiosis), which samples
the execution of possible thread combinations [5], the cycle
accounting technique has a much lower complexity (O(n) vs.
O(n2 )) and thus higher practicality.
The cycle accounting technique uses three parameters,
which are the components of the CPI (cycler per instruction),
to characterize a thread. The base component (B) is the number of cycles used to finish an instruction when all the required
hardware resource and data are locally available; the miss
component (M) is the number of cycles used to handle misses
(e.g., cache misses and TLB misses); the waiting component
(W) is the number of cycles waiting for hardware resource to
become available. The CPI value is roughly the sum of B, M,
and W.
When the parameters of a thread are being measured, the cycle accounting technique requires that the thread run alone on
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the core without any computation on the other hyperthread so
as to eliminate interference. This incurs non-trivial overhead.
To reduce this overhead, we take advantage of context retentions, and measure the parameters of a CPU-bound vCPU
when it is running on a hyperthread and context retention is
in progress in the other hyperthread. We obtain the base component, the miss component, and the CPI of the vCPU using
hardware counters, and calculate the waiting component from
this.
4.4

Workload Adjuster

The effectiveness of RASS relies on the heterogeneity of the
workloads on each core, some being CPU-bound and some
others being I/O-bound. Its performance advantage may diminish when workloads become homogeneous due to factors,
such as load balancing and phase changes in workloads. The
workload adjuster is designed to maintain the workload heterogeneity on each core.
The workload adjuster measures workload heterogeneity
and characterizes the overall workload type by calculating
the standard deviation and the average value of vCPU context
retention rates. If a group of vCPUs have a small deviation
value, their workloads are generally homogeneous; if the average context retention rate of a group of vCPUs is very high,
these vCPUs are likely to be I/O-bound; if the average rate
is very low, the vCPUs are likely to be CPU-bound. The
workload adjuster calculates these values for each core, and
updates them periodically to detect the need for workload adjustment. When the standard deviation drops below a pre-set
threshold, workload adjustment starts.
To adjust the workloads, the adjuster finds the core with
the smallest deviation. Then, based on the average context
retention rate of the core (e.g., a very small average value of
CPU-bound vCPUs), the adjuster searches for another core,
which is dominated by the other type of vCPUs (e.g., I/Obound vCPUs). The search is done by examining the average
context contention rates of other cores. The desired core is
the one with the average context contention rate that differs
from the former average rate by the largest degree (e.g., a very
large average value of I/O-bound vCPUs). After a such core
is found, the adjuster ranks the vCPUs based on their context
retention rates on each of these two cores, selects the vCPU
ranked in the middle on each core, and swaps the two vCPUs.

5

Implementation Details

We have implemented a prototype of V SMT-IO based on
Linux/KVM. We added/modified about 1300 lines of source
code mainly in KVM kernel modules and Linux CFS 2 . The
workload monitor and the long-term context retention (LTCR)
components are mainly implemented in a KVM kernel module by changing kvm_main.c. In LTCR, the context retention
mechanism needs to be implemented in guest OS to minimize
overhead. Though it can be implemented as an idle driver kernel module [40], we choose to directly change the idle loop
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in idle.c to simplify the implementation. Context retention is
implemented with a loop, which repeatedly calls MONITOR,
MWAIT, and the need_sched() function of Linux kernel. It is
inserted at the beginning of each iteration of the idle loop.
Implementing context retention with a loop is to prevent it
from being terminated prematurely by irrelevant interrupts.
The loop terminates when a thread becomes “ready” on the
vCPU (fulfilled with the need_sched() call). Thus, context
retention can finish upon the expected I/O event. The loop
also ends if a timer interrupt “marking” the timeout of the
context retention is received by the vCPU. To differentiate
this interrupt from regular timer interrupts, we change the
two unused bits in the VM execution control register, and use
them as a timeout flag.
Retention aware symbiotic scheduling and workload adjuster are implemented based on Linux CFS in fair.c and
core.c. Thus, the original scheduling and load balancing policies implemented in CFS are followed in most cases, e.g.,
when deciding which I/O-bound vCPU is the next to run on
a hyperthread. However, when deciding which CPU-bound
vCPU is the next to run, the symbiotic scheduling policy in
RASS and the fairness based scheduling policy in CFS have
different objectives, and thus may decide to select different
vCPUs. To coordinate these different objectives, our implementation let Linux CFS select a few vCPUs based on its
policies. Then, among these vCPUs, RASS selects a vCPU
based on symbiosis.

6

Performance Evaluation

With the prototype implementation, we have evaluated
V SMT-IO extensively with a diverse set of workloads. The
objectives of the evaluation are four-fold: 1) to show that
V SMT-IO can improve I/O performance with high efficiency
and benefit both I/O workload and computation workload,
2) to verify the effectiveness of the major techniques used
in V SMT-IO, 3) to understand the performance advantages
of V SMT-IO across diverse workload mixtures and different
scenarios, and 4) to evaluate the overhead of V SMT-IO.
6.1

Experiment Settings

Our evaluation was done on a DELLTM PowerEdgeTM R430
server with two 2.60GHz Intel Xeon E5-2690 processors
(two NUMA zones), 64GB of DRAM, a 1TB HDD, and an
Intel I350 Gigabit NIC. Each processor has 12 physical cores,
and each physical core has two hyperthreads. With KVM,
we built four VMs, each with 24 vCPUs and 16GB memory.
Both the host OS and guest OS are Ubuntu Linux 18.04 with
kernel updated to 5.3.1. We test V SMT-IO with a large and
diverse set of workloads generated by typical applications
from different domains, as summarized in Table 4. In the
experiments, each VM encapsulates one workload.
We test V SMT-IO under two settings. Under the first setting, we launch two VMs; thus each vCPU has a dedicated
2 Source

code can be found at https://github.com/vSMT-IO/vSMT-IO.
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Under the first setting, I/O workloads can achieve the best
performance with Polling. We want to compare the effectivenss of V SMT-IO on improving I/O performance against
that of Polling by comparing the performance of I/O workloads managed with these two solutions. Without a timeout,
Polling incurs high overhead on SMT processors, and degrades the performance of other workloads on the processors. Blocking and HALT-Polling are more efficient solutions than Polling under this setting. We want to compare
the efficiency of V SMT-IO against that of Blocking and
HALT-Polling by comparing the performance of computation workloads when they are collocated with I/O workloads
managed with these three solutions.
With the above objectives, we launch two VMs. We run
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hyperthread. We compare V SMT-IO against three competing solutions: 1) Blocking, which immediately deschedules
the vCPUs waiting for I/O events, and is implemented by
disabling HALT-Polling in KVM; 2) Polling, which is implemented by booting guest OS with parameter idle=poll
configured [41] (timeout is not enforced for best I/O performance); and 3) HALT-Polling implemented in KVM, which
combines polling and priority boosting techniques.
Under the second setting, we launch four VMs; thus, each
hyperthread is time-shared by two vCPUs. Without a timeout,
Polling is not a choice for improving I/O performance under
this setting. Thus, we compare V SMT-IO against 1) vanilla
KVM, which uses priority boosting to improve I/O performance, because HALT-Polling implemented in vanilla
KVM is inactive under this setting, and 2) HALT-Polling
enhanced to support time-sharing (described in Section 2.1).
We measure the throughputs of the workloads. We also
collect response times if the workloads report them. The performance measurements may vary significantly across different workloads. When we present them in figures, for clarity,
we normalize them against those of Blocking under the first
setting and priority boosting (i.e., vanilla KVM) under
the second setting.
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Table 4: Benchmark applications used to test V SMT-IO.

Polling
HALT-Polling
vSMT-IO

180
Normalized Throughput (%)

App.

Redis Serve requests (randomly chosen keys, 50% SET, 50% GET) [42].
HDFS Read 10GB data sequentially with HDFS TestDFSIO [43].
Hadoop TeraSort with Hadoop [43].
HBase Read and update records sequentially with YCSB [44].
MySQL OLTP workload generated by SysBench for MySQL [45].
Nginx Serve web requests generated by ApacheBench [46].
ClamAV Virus scan a large file set with clamscan [47].
RocksDB Serve requests (randomly chosen keys, 50% SET, 50% GET) [48].
PgSQL TPC-B-like workload generated by PgBench [49].
Spark PageRank and Kmeans algorithms in Spark [50].
DBT1 TPC-W-like workload [51].
XGBoost Four AI algorithms included in XGBoost [52] system.
Matmul Multiply two 8000x8000 matrices of integers.
SockperfTCP ping-pong test with Sockperf [53].

Figure 4: Throughputs of Matmul and eight I/O-intensive benchmarks
when Matmul is collocated with each of the benchmarks in two VMs.
Each vCPU runs on a dedicated hyperthread. Throughputs are normalized to those of Blocking.

Matmul in one VM, which is computation-intensive, and run
an I/O-intensive benchmark in the other VM. Figure 4 shows
the normalized throughputs of Matmul and eight I/O-intensive
benchmarks selected to co-run with Matmul. Note that the
performance with Blocking is shown with the flat line at
100%.
With V SMT-IO, the I/O-intensive benchmarks achieve similar performance as they do with Polling. The largest difference is with DBT1, 4.1%. This is because DBT1 incurs a large
number of random accesses to the HDD, which have long
latencies exceeding the timeout value used in LTCR. On average, the I/O intensive benchmarks are only 2.3% slower with
V SMT-IO. This shows that V SMT-IO is highly effective on
improving I/O performance.
The high effectiveness of V SMT-IO is achieved with high
efficiency. This is reflected by Matmul achieving higher
performance with V SMT-IO consistently in all the experiments than it with the other three solutions. On average,
with V SMT-IO the performance of Matmul is 37.9%, 14.5%,
and 27.6% higher than it with Polling, Blocking, and
HALT-Polling, respectively.
6.3

Multiple vCPUs Time-Sharing a Hyperthread

With multiple vCPUs on each hyperthread, context switches
are usually incurred when improving I/O performance. It becomes more difficult for I/O-improving solutions to maintain
high efficiency. We want to know to what extent the effectiveness and efficiency of V SMT-IO can be maintained. At
the same time, V SMT-IO can be fully exercised under this
setting. We want to verify the effectiveness of the major techniques in V SMT-IO.
In the experiments, we launch four VMs. On two of the
VMs, we run two instances of the same benchmark, which
is computation-intensive, e.g., Nginx, or AI algorithms in
XGBoost. On the other two VMs, we run two instances of
another benchmark, which is I/O-intensive, e.g., web server,
or file server.
Figure 5 shows the normalized throughputs for eight benchmark pairs. In each pair, the first benchmark is I/O intensive,
and the second benchmark is computation intensive. The en-
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Enhanced HALT-Polling
vSMT-IO

200

Number of vCPU Switches Per Second
Enhanced
Vallina KVM
V SMT-IO
HALT-Polling

Benchmark Pairs
(RocksDB,Nginx)
(ClamAV,BinaryClassify)
(PgSQL,Regression)
(MySQL,Prediction)
(DBT1,MultipleClassify)
(HBase,PageRank)
(MongoDB,Kmeans)
(HDFS,Hadoop)

29.3k
11.8k
9.5k
11.5k
61.3k
23.4k
33.3k
34.0k

15.2k
8.7k
8.0k
9.3k
29.5k
12.3k
20.8k
30.6k

1.9k
3.2k
2.8k
4.5k
3.9k
3.9k
9.3k
1.7k

Table 5: The number of vCPU switches is substantially reduced with
V SMT-IO for the eight benchmark pairs.
Benchmark
Pairs

Context
I/O
Computation
Retentions Workload Workload

(RocksDB,Nginx)
(ClamAV,BinaryClassify)
(PgSQL,Regression)
(MySQL,Prediction)
(DBT1,MultipleClassify)
(HBase,PageRank)
(MongoDB,Kmeans)
(HDFS,Hadoop)

28.1%
39.8%
42.3%
30.0%
32.7%
53.9%
34.4%
33.0%

34.3%
31.6%
19.2%
33.5%
54.4%
31.9%
45.3%
45.2%

37.6%
28.6%
38.5%
36.5%
12.9%
14.2%
20.3%
21.8%

Table 6: Time (percentage) spent by context retentions, I/O-bound
vCPU, and CPU-bound vCPU on the hyperthreads for I/O-bound vCPUs.
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Figure 5: Throughputs of eight pairs of benchmarks. Each benchmark has two instances running on two VMs. Each hyperthread
is time-shared by 2 vCPUs. Throughputs are normalized to those
with vanilla KVM. Benchmarks BinaryClassify, MultipleClassify,
Regression and Prediction are AI algorithms in XGBoost [52, 54].
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The results in Figure 5 confirm that V SMT-IO can maintain
its effectiveness and efficiency when each hyperthread is timeshared by vCPUs. To further investigate how the throughputs
are improved with V SMT-IO, we collect the frequencies of
vCPU switches (shown in Table 5) and profile the workload
on the hyperthreads for I/O-bound vCPUs (results shown in
Table 6).
The effectiveness of V SMT-IO on improving I/O performance relies on context retentions holding vCPU contexts
on hyperthreads (the LTCR component). It is reflected by reduced context switches. As shown in Table 5, V SMT-IO can
reduce vCPU switches significantly by up to 95% (80% on average). As a comparison, enhanced HALT-Polling can only
reduce vCPU switches by at most 51% (32% on average). This
explains the superiority of V SMT-IO over HALT-Polling.
The high efficiency of V SMT-IO comes partially from
its capability to reduce vCPU switches. It also comes from
LTCR and RASS controlling the overhead incurred by context

retentions. While the effectiveness of RASS on controlling
the overhead is self-evident, the effectiveness of LTCR can
be confirmed with the results shown in Table 6. LTCR limits
the context retention lengths to prevent high overhead. As a
result, on the hyperthreads for I/O-bound vCPUs, for most
benchmark pairs, the time spent on context retentions is less
than 40%. With context retention lengths well controlled,
more than 20% of the CPU time on these hyperthreads can
be used by CPU-bound vCPUs to improve CPU throughput.

Normalized Throughput (%)

Normalized Throughput (%)

hanced HALT-Polling can effectively improve the throughputs of I/O-intensive benchmarks, because polling can “absorb” some context switches caused by I/O operations. Compared to vanilla KVM, the throughputs of I/O intensive benchmarks are increased by 36.9% on average. However, polling
consumes CPU resources and may degrade the performance
of other workloads (e.g., Nginx and Regression). Because
the length of polling is carefully controlled in HALT-Polling,
on average the throughputs of computation-intensive benchmarks are similar to those with vanilla KVM.
Compared to enhanced HALT-Polling, V SMT-IO can
more effectively improve the throughputs of I/O-intensive
benchmarks. On average, their throughputs are 29.5% higher
than those with enhanced HALT-Polling. More importantly,
this is achieved by improving the throughputs of computationintensive workloads at the same time. On average, the throughputs of computation-intensive workloads with V SMT-IO
are 22.8% and 18.4% higher than those with enhanced
HALT-Polling and vanilla KVM, respectively.

Figure 6: Normalized throughputs (relative to those achieved with
vanilla KVM) of two pairs of benchmarks when LTCR and RASS are
enabled separately.

To understand how the two major techniques in V SMT-IO,
LTCR and RASS, improve performance, we enable these techniques separately, and show the performance of two pairs
of benchmarks, HBase with PageRank, and MongoDB with
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Figure 7: Response times of RocksDB, ClamAV, PgSQL, MySQL, DBT1,
HBase, and MongoDB normalized to those with vanilla KVM (shown
with the horizontal line at 100%).

Some benchmarks report response times. Figure 7
compares how their response times are reduced with
V SMT-IO and HALT-Polling. Relative to vanilla KVM,
HALT-Polling reduces the response times by 28.7% on average. V SMT-IO can reduce the response times by larger percentages (50.8% on average). To investigate how V SMT-IO
reduces response times, we monitor the state changes of the
vCPUs during the executions of these benchmarks, collect
the time spent by vCPUs at the following states: 1) Running,
including context retention, on a hyperthread, 2) Ready and
waiting to be scheduled, 2) Waiting for an event. In Table 7,
for each benchmark, we show the time (in milliseconds) spent
in these states for serving a request.

RocksDB
ClamAV
PgSQL
MySQL
DBT1
HBase
MongoDB

Enhanced
V SMT-IO
HALT-Polling
Run Ready Wait Run Ready Wait Run Ready Wait
Vallina KVM

116.2 132.6 378.1 131.7
15.2 45.7 10.9 12.9
14.7 37.6 10.1 12.3
111.4 319.7 88.9 90.7
346.2 1831.4 1390.2 361.6
266.2 655.0 901.8 237.8
376.1 528.6 1444.1 365.3

88.0
29.7
27.1
167.9
842.9
323.3
345.2

305.4 129.8
10.5 11.0
9.4 13.5
89.5 87.5
1035.8 306.9
795.9 241.6
1276.6 351.7

69.0
21.1
19.7
136.7
643.2
315.0
256.0

237.2
9.5
8.7
80.6
641.6
654.3
897.9

Table 7: Time spent by vCPUs in three states when processing a request
with vanilla KVM, enhanced HALT-Polling, and V SMT-IO.

The response times are reduced with V SMT-IO mainly
because vCPUs spend less time on waiting to be scheduled or
for events. As shown in Table 7, V SMT-IO can significantly
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targets heterogeneous workloads with intensive
I/O operations and heavy computation. We want to know how
well V SMT-IO performs for the workloads with different
heterogeneity. This subsection tests the performance and overhead of V SMT-IO for different workload mixes. We still use
4 VMs to run 4 instances of 2 applications in the experiments.
But we change VM sizes (i.e., the number of vCPUs in a VM)
to change the workload mix. For example, to make the workload more I/O-intensive, we increase the sizes of the 2 VMs
running I/O-intensive benchmarks and reduce the sizes of the
VMs running computation-intensive benchmarks. The total
number of vCPUs of the 4 VMs is kept fixed (96 vCPUs).
Normalized Throughput (%)

40

Benchmark

Applicability and Overhead

V SMT-IO

60

0

reduce the time in the Ready state (53.6% on average). This is
because context retention reduces context switches between
vCPUs, and thus reduces the scheduling delay associated with
the switches. We have noticed that the time in the Waiting state
is substantially reduced for some benchmarks (e.g., DBT1).
This is because finising an I/O operation sometimes need the
collaboration of multiple vCPUs in the VM. For example,
after a vCPU sends out an I/O request and becomes idle,
another vCPU may receive the response and must notify the
former vCPU by sending it an inter-processor interrupt (IPI).
In this case, reducing the Ready time of the latter vCPU (i.e.,
scheduling it earlier) can also reduce the Waiting time of the
former vCPU.

200

Hbase
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Kmeans
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0:96
24:72
32:64
48:48
64:32
72:24
The ratio between I/O intensive and computation intensive vCPUs

Figure 8: Normalized throughputs of V SMT-IO under different workload mixes. Throughputs are normalized to those with vanilla KVM.
Normalized Response Time (%)

Normalized Response Time (%)

Kmeans, in Figure 6. Workload Adjuster is enabled along
with RASS, because it is a supplement to RASS. Figure 6 shows
that the performance improvements of I/O-intensive workloads are mainly from the LTCR technique; and the performance improvements of computation-intensive workloads are
mainly from the RASS technique. When LTCR is enabled, the
throughputs of I/O-intensive workloads, HBase and MongoDB,
are significantly increased by 41.1% and 44.7%, respectively.
However, it barely increases the throughputs of PageRank and
Kmeans. Further enabling RASS (with Workload Adjuster)
can effectively improve the throughputs of all the workloads.

120

Hbase
MongoDB

100
80
60
40
20
0

24:72
32:64
48:48
64:32
72:24
The ratio between I/O intensive and computation intensive vCPUs

Figure 9: Normalized response times of V SMT-IO under different
workload mixes. Response times are normalized to those with vanilla
KVM.

Figure 8 shows the normalized throughputs of two benchmark paris, HBase with PageRank, and MongoDB with
Kmeans, when the VM sizes for I/O-intensive benchmarks and
computation-intensive benchmarks are changed from (12,36)
to (36,12). (The ratios of the vCPUs running these benchmarks vary from 24:72 to 72:24.) Figure 9 shows the response times of HBase and MongoDB in these experiments.
Though V SMT-IO can improve performance for all these
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workload mixes, it improves performance by the largest percentages when the number of vCPUs running I/O-intensive
benchmarks is the same as the number of vCPUs running
computation-intensive vCPUs.
We also run PageRank and Kmeans in two VMs with
48 vCPUs each, and show the normalized throughputs (labeled with “0:96”) in Figure 8. Because both benchmarks
are computation intensive, there is no space for V SMT-IO to
improve performance. The performance difference between
V SMT-IO and vanilla KVM is unnoticeable (less than 2%).
This shows that the overhead of V SMT-IO is very low.
We have also evaluated the performance of V SMT-IO with
8 VMs (192 vCPUs). We find that V SMT-IO consistently
shows better performance than vanilla KVM and enhanced
HALT-Polling, for heterogeneous workloads; but the performance improvement is similar to that with 4 VMs. The
performance advantage of V SMT-IO is more determined by
the mix of workloads than the number of VMs on each server.

7

Related Work

Improving I/O performance in virtualized systems. I/O
performance problems in virtualized systems have been intensively studied; and various solutions have been proposed,
including shortening time slices [55–58], task-aware priority
boosting [17, 18, 59–69], and task consolidation [19, 70–73].
These solutions are not designed for SMT processors, and are
orthogonal to our work. Shortening time slices of vCPUs can
reduce the latency of I/O workloads in virtualized systems.
However, it may incur significant performance degradation
caused by context switches. Task-aware priority boosting improves I/O performance in virtualized systems by prioritizing
I/O-intensive workloads. For instance, xBalloon [17] maintains the high priority of I/O-intensive workloads by reserving
CPU resource for them. However, this may hurt the performance of computation-intensive workloads. vMigrater [19]
prioritizes I/O-intensive workloads by migrating them away
from to-be-descheduled vCPUs to other vCPUs, such that
they can keep running and generating I/O requests. However,
it is designed for VMs with multiple vCPUs, and may incur
high workload migration cost. Task consolidation solutions
can improve I/O performance by reducing the descheduling
and rescheduling of vCPUs. They consolidate workloads onto
fewer vCPUs if the workloads are I/O-intensive, such that
these vCPUs can be kept active with relatively low cost. These
solutions may also incur high cost due to frequent workload
migrations. Polling is used in these solutions to keep vCPUs active. This is inefficient on SMT processors and can be
improved by replacing polling with context retention.
Symbiotic scheduling aims to maximize the throughput of
SMT processors by selecting the tasks with complementary
resource demands and coscheduling them on the same SMT
core [5–10]. For instance, SOS (Sample, Optimize, Symbiosis) and its variants [5–10, 35] sample task executions when
they are coscheduled onto the same core, and preferentially
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coschedule those with small slowdowns. These solutions only
target processor throughput, and cannot be used to improve
the performance of I/O-intensive workloads.
Other scheduling solutions for SMT processors. Instead of
maximizing processor throughput, some scheduling solutions
aim to secure resources for individual tasks on SMT processors to ensure their decent performance [11, 35, 74, 75]. For
instance, E LFEN [11] aims to ensure the high performance
of latency-critical tasks when they are collocated with batch
tasks on SMT processors. It puts a latency-critical task and
batch tasks on different hardware threads in the same core,
and “blocks” batch tasks when the latency-ciritical task is
making progress. The efficiency is low with this solution, because each core has only one active hardware thread at any
moment, and resource is underutilized. Tasks on the same
SMT processor may not share the resources in a fair way.
Various solutions have been proposed to enforce fairness
among the tasks in a SMT-enabled system [76–78]. For instance, progress-aware scheduler [76] periodically estimates
the progress of tasks, and prioritizes the tasks with relatively
slow progress. V SMT-IO is orthogonal to these solutions. It
increases efficiency to improve both CPU performance and
I/O performance.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

Despite the prevalence of SMT processors, the problems with
how to improve I/O performance and efficiency on SMT processors are surprisingly under-studied. Existing techniques
used in CPU schedulers to improve I/O performance are seriously inefficient on SMT processors, making it difficult to
achieve high CPU throughput and high I/O throughput. Leveraging the hardware feature of SMT processors, the paper designs V SMT-IO as an effective solution. The key technique
in V SMT-IO is context retention. V SMT-IO targets virtualized clouds and x86 systems and addresses a few challenges
in implementing context retention in real systems. Extensive
experiments confirm its effectiveness.
NUMA systems have become ubiquitous. Though our evaluation demonstrates that V SMT-IO achieves better performance than competing solutions, the designs in V SMT-IO
have not been optimized for NUMA systems. As future work,
we want to make V SMT-IO “NUMA-aware” to further improve its performance. For example, the workload adjuster
can be enhanced by adjusting workloads within each NUMA
node before it migrates vCPUs across NUMA nodes.
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Abstract
Lamenting the lack of a natural userland abstraction
for preemptive interruption and asynchronous cancellation, we propose lightweight preemptible functions,
a mechanism for synchronously performing a function
call with a precise timeout that is lightweight, efficient, and composable, all while being portable between
programming languages. We present the design of libinger, a library that provides this abstraction, on top of
which we build libturquoise, arguably the first generalpurpose and backwards-compatible preemptive thread
library implemented entirely in userland. Finally, we
demonstrate this software stack’s applicability to and
performance on the problems of combatting head-ofline blocking and time-based DoS attacks.

1

Introduction

After years of struggling to gain adoption, the coroutine
has finally become a mainstream abstraction for cooperatively scheduling function invocations. Languages
as diverse as C#, JavaScript, Kotlin, Python, and Rust
now support “async functions,” each of which expresses
its dependencies by “awaiting” a future (or promise);
rather than polling, the language yields if the awaited
result is not yet available.
Key to the popularity of this concurrency abstraction
is the ease and seamlessness of parallelizing it. Underlying most futures runtimes is some form of green threading library, typically consisting of a scheduler that distributes work to a pool of OS-managed worker threads.
Without uncommon kernel support (e.g., scheduler activations [3]), however, this logical threading model renders the operating system unaware of individual tasks,
meaning context switches are purely cooperative. This
limitation is common among userland thread libraries,
and illustrates the need for a mechanism for preemptive
scheduling at finer granularity than the kernel thread.
In this paper, we propose an abstraction for calling
a function with a timeout: Once invoked, the function
runs on the same thread as the caller. Should the function time out, it is preempted and its execution state is
returned as a continuation in case the caller later wishes
† This
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to resume it. The abstraction is exposed via a wrapper
function reminiscent of a thread spawn interface such as
pthread_create() (except synchronous). Despite their
synchronous nature, preemptible functions are useful
to programs that are parallel or rely on asynchronous
I/O; indeed, we later demonstrate how our abstraction
composes with futures and threads.
The central challenge of introducing preemption into
the contemporary programming model is supporting
existing code. Despite decades of improvement focused
on thread safety, modern systems stacks still contain
critical nonreentrancy, ranging from devices to the dynamic memory allocator’s heap region. Under POSIX,
code that interrupts other user code is safe only if it restricts itself to calling async-signal-safe (roughly, reentrant) functions [27]. This restriction is all too familiar to those programmers who have written signal handlers: it is what makes it notoriously difficult to write
nontrivial ones. Preemption of a timed function constitutes its interruption by the rest of the program. This
implies that the rest of the program should be restricted
to calling reentrant functions; needless to say, such a
rule would be crippling. Addressing this problem is one
of the main contributions of this paper. Our main insight here, as shown in Figure 1, is that some libraries
are naturally reentrant, while many others can be made
reentrant by automatically cloning their internal state
so that preempting one invocation does not leave the
library “broken” for concurrent callers.
The most obvious approach to implementing preemptible functions is to map them to OS threads, where
the function would run on a new thread that could
be cancelled upon timeout. Unfortunately, cancelling
a thread is also hard. UNIX’s pthreads provide asynchronous cancelability, but according to the Linux documentation, it
is rarely useful. Since the thread could be
cancelled at any time, it cannot safely reserve resources (e.g., allocating memory with
malloc()), acquire mutexes, semaphores, or
locks, and so on... some internal data structures (e.g., the linked list of free blocks managed by the malloc() family of functions)
may be left in an inconsistent state if cancellation occurs in the middle of the function
call [25].
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Is the library reentrant?

yes

Already safe to use

no
Is all state internal to the library
(e.g., global variables)?

yes

Addressed by library copying

no (e.g., shared storage/hardware resource)
Defer preemption.

Figure 1: Taxonomy of support for library code. In
practice, we always apply one of the two mitigations.
Library copying is used by default, and is discussed in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Deferred preemption is needed to
preserve the semantics of malloc() and users of uncopyable resources such as file descriptors or network
adapters, and is applied according to a whitelist, as described in Section 5.5.
The same is true on Windows, whose API documentation warns that asynchronously terminating a thread
can result in the following problems: If the
target thread owns a critical section, the critical section will not be released. If the target
thread is allocating memory from the heap,
the heap lock will not be released...
and goes on from there [28].
One might instead seek to implement preemptible
functions via the UNIX fork() call. Assuming a satisfactory solution to the performance penalty of this approach, one significant challenge would be providing
bidirectional object visibility and ownership. In a model
where each timed function executes in its own child process, not only must data allocated by the parent be accessible to the child, but the opposite must be true as well.
The fact that the child may terminate before the parent
raises allocation lifetime questions. And all this is without addressing the difficulty of even calling fork() in
a multithreaded program: because doing so effectively
cancels all threads in the child process except the calling
one, the child process can experience the same problems
that plague thread cancellation [4].
These naïve designs share another shortcoming: in
reducing preemptible functions to a problem of parallelism, they hurt performance by placing thread creation
on the critical path. Thus, the state-of-the-art abstractions’ high costs limit their composability. We observe
that, when calling a function with a timeout, it is concurrency alone—and not parallelism—that is fundamental. Leveraging this key insight, we present a design that
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separates interruption from asynchrony in order to provide preemption at granularities in the tens of microseconds, orders of magnitude finer than contemporary OS
schedulers’ millisecond timescales. Our research prototype1 is implemented entirely in userland, and requires
neither custom compiler or runtime support nor managed runtime features such as garbage collection.
This paper makes three primary contributions: (1)
It proposes function calls that return a continuation
upon preemption, a novel primitive for unmanaged languages. (2) It introduces selective relinking, a compileragnostic approach to automatically lifting safety restrictions related to nonreentrancy. (3) It demonstrates how
to support asynchronous function cancellation, a feature missing from state-of-the-art approaches to preemption, even those that operate at the coarser granularity of a kernel thread.

2

Related work

A number of past projects (Table 1) have sought to provide bounded-time execution of chunks of code at subprocess granularity. For the purpose of our discussion,
we refer to a portion of the program whose execution
should be bounded as timed code (a generalization of
a preemptible function); exactly how such code is delineated depends on the system’s interface.
Interface notwithstanding, the systems’ most distinguishing characteristic is the mechanism by which
they enforce execution bounds. At one end of the
spectrum are cooperative multitasking systems where
timed code voluntarily cedes the CPU to another task via
a runtime check. (This is often done implicitly; a simple
example is a compiler that injects a conditional branch
at the beginning of any function call from timed code.)
Occupying the other extreme are preemptive systems
that externally pause timed code and transfer control to
a scheduler routine (e.g., via an interrupt service routine
or signal handler, possibly within the language’s VM).
The cooperative approach tends to be unable to interrupt two classes of timed code: (1) blocking-call code
sections that cause long-running kernel traps (e.g., by
making I/O system calls), thereby preventing the interruption logic from being run; and (2) excessively-tight
loops whose body does not contain any yield points
(e.g., spin locks or long-running CPU instructions). Although some cooperative systems refine their approach
with mechanisms to tolerate either blocking-call code
sections [1] or excessively-tight loops [32], we are not
aware of any that are capable of handling both cases.
One early instance of timed code support was the engines feature of the Scheme 84 language [15]. Its in1 Our

system is open source; the code is available from
efficient.github.io/#lpf.
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System
Scheme engines
Lilt
goroutines
𝐶∀
RT library
Shinjuku
libinger

Preemptive
X*

X
X
X
X

Synchronous
X
X

X

Dependencies
In userland Works without GC
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Third-party code support
Preemptible Works without recompiling
†
X
†*
—
†*
—
†*
—
X
†
X
X

X* = the language specification leaves the interaction with blocking system calls unclear
† = assuming the third-party library is written in a purely functional (stateless) fashion
†* = the third-party code must be written in the language without foreign dependencies
(beyond simple recompilation, this necessitates porting)

Table 1: Systems providing timed code at sub-process granularity
terface was a new engine keyword that behaved similarly to lambda, but created a special “thunk” accepting as an argument the number of ticks (abstract time
units) it should run for. The caller also supplied a callback function to receive the timed code’s return value
upon successful completion. Like the rest of the Scheme
language, engines were stateless: whenever one ran out
of computation time, it would return a replacement engine recording the point of interruption. Engines’ implementation relied heavily on Scheme’s managed runtime, with ticks corresponding to virtual machine instructions and cleanup handled by the garbage collector. Although the paper mentions timer interrupts as an
alternative, it does not evaluate such an approach.
Lilt [32] introduced a language for writing programs
with statically-enforced timing policies. Its compiler
tracks the possible duration of each path through a program and inserts yield operations wherever a timeout
could possibly occur. Although this approach requires
assigning the execution limit at compile time, the compiler is able to handle excessively-tight loops by instrumenting backward jumps. Blocking-call functions
remained a challenge, however: handling them would
have required operating system support, reminiscent of
Singularity’s static language-based isolation [12].
Some recent languages offer explicit userland threading, which could be used to support timed code. One example is the Go language’s [1] goroutines. Its runtime includes a cooperative scheduler that conditionally yields
at function call sites. This causes problems with tight
loops, which require the programmer to manually add
calls to the runtime.Gosched() yield function [7].
The solutions described thus far all assume languages
with a heavyweight, garbage-collected runtime. However, two recent systems seek to support timed code
with fewer dependencies: the 𝐶∀ language [8] and a C
thread library for realtime systems (here, “RT ”) devel-
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oped by Mollison and Anderson [22]. Both perform preemption using timer interrupts, as proposed in the early
Scheme engines literature. They install a periodic signal handler for scheduling tasks and migrating them between cores, a lightweight approach that achieves competitive scheduling latencies. However, as explained
later in this section, the compromise is interoperability
with existing code.
Shinjuku [17] is an operating system designed to perform preemption at microsecond scale. Built on the
Dune framework [5], it runs tasks on a worker thread
pool controlled by a single centralized dispatcher thread.
The latter polices how long each task has been running and sends an inter-processor interrupt (IPI) to any
worker whose task has timed out. The authors study
the cost of IPIs and the overheads imposed by performing them within a VT-x virtual machine, as required by
Dune. They then implement optimizations to reduce
these overheads at the expense of Shinjuku’s isolation
from the rest of the system.
As seen in Section 1, nonreentrant interfaces are incompatible with externally-imposed time limits. Because such interfaces are prolific in popular dependencies, no prior work allows timed code to transparently
call into third-party libraries. Scheme engines and Lilt
avoid this issue by only supporting functional code,
which cannot have shared state. Go is able to preempt
goroutines written in the language itself, but a goroutine
that makes any foreign calls to other languages is treated
as nonpreemptible by the runtime’s scheduler [11]. The
C∀ language’s preemption model is only safe for functions guarded by its novel monitors: the authors caution
that “any challenges that are not [a result of extending
monitor semantics] are considered as solved problems
and therefore not discussed.” With its focus on realtime embedded systems, RT assumes that the timed code
in its threads will avoid shared state; this assumption
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struct linger_t {
bool is_complete;
cont_t continuation;
};

Your program
(if synchronous)

Your novel
preemptive library

linger_t launch(Function func,
u64 time_us,
void *args);
void resume(linger_t *cont, u64 time_us);

libinger

// Handle other tasks
...
// Resume @task at some later point
linger = task_queue.pop();
resume(&linger, TIMEOUT);

Listing 2: Preemptible function usage example
mostly precludes calls to third-party libraries, though
the system supports the dynamic memory allocator by
treating it as specifically nonpreemptible. Rather than
dealing with shared state itself, Shinjuku asks application authors to annotate any code with potential concurrency concerns using a nonpreemptible call_safe()
wrapper.

3

Timed functions: libinger

To address the literature’s shortcomings, we have developed libinger,2 a library providing a small API for timed
function dispatch (Listing 1):
• launch() invokes an ordinary function func with
a time cap of time_us. The call to launch() returns when func completes, or after approximately
time_us microseconds if func has not returned by
then. In the latter case, libinger returns an opaque
continuation object recording the execution state.
• resume() causes a preemptible function to continue after a timeout. If execution again times out,
resume() updates its continuation so the process
may be repeated. Resuming a function that has already returned has no effect.
Listing 2 shows an example use of libinger in a
task queue manager designed to prevent latency-critical
2 In the style of GNU’s libiberty, we named our system for the
command-line switch used to link against it. As the proverb goes,
“Don’t want your function calls to linger? Link with -linger.”
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libturquoise

...

Other control lib.
(e.g., libas-safe)

libgotcha

Listing 1: Preemptible functions core interface
linger = launch(task, TIMEOUT, NULL);
if (!linger.is_complete) {
// Save @linger to a task queue to
// resume later
task_queue.push(linger);
}

...

Your program
(if async/parallel)

Dynamic linker

Figure 2: Preemptible functions software stack.
Hexagonal boxes show the required runtime environment. Rectangular boxes represent components implementing the preemptible functions abstraction. Ovals
represent components built on top of these. A preemptible function’s body (i.e., func) may be defined directly in your program, or in some other loaded library.
tasks from blocking behind longer-running ones. The
caller invokes a task with a timeout. If the task does
not complete within the allotted time, the caller saves
its continuation in the task queue, handles other tasks,
and later resumes the first task.
In accordance with our goal of language agnosticism, libinger exposes both C and Rust [2] APIs. To
demonstrate the flexibility and composability of the preemptible function abstraction, we have also created libturquoise, a preemptive userland thread library for Rust,
by porting an existing futures-based thread pool to libinger. We discuss this system in Section 4.
Figure 2 shows a dependency graph of the software components comprising the preemptible functions
stack. The libinger library itself is implemented in approximately 2,500 lines of Rust. To support calls to nonreentrant functions, it depends on another library, libgotcha, which consists of another 3,000 lines of C, Rust,
and x86-64 assembly. We cover the details in Section 5.
We now examine libinger, starting with shared state.

3.1

Automatic handling of shared state

As we found in Section 1, a key design challenge facing libinger is the shared state problem: Suppose a preemptible function 𝐹 calls a stateful routine in a thirdparty library 𝐿, and that 𝐹 times out and is preempted
by libinger. Later, the user invokes another timed function 𝐹 0 , which also calls a stateful routine in 𝐿. This pattern involves an unsynchronized concurrent access to 𝐿.
To avoid introducing such bugs, libinger must hide state
modifications in 𝐿 by 𝐹 from the execution of 𝐹 0 .
One non-solution to this problem is to follow the ap-
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proach taken by POSIX signal handlers and specify that
preemptible functions may not call third-party code,
but doing so would severely limit their usefulness (Section 2). We opt instead to automatically and dynamically
create copies of 𝐿 to isolate state from different timed
functions. Making this approach work on top of existing systems software required solving many design and
implementation challenges, which we cover when we
introduce libgotcha in Section 5.

3.2

Safe concurrency

Automatically handling shared state arising from nonreentrant library interfaces is needed because the sharing is transparent to the programmer. A different problem arises when a programmer explicitly shares state
between a preemptible function and any other part of
the program. Unlike third-party library authors, this
programmer knows they are using preemptible functions, a concurrency mechanism.
When using the C interface, the programmer bears
complete responsibility for writing race-free code (e.g.,
by using atomics and mutexes wherever necessary). The
libinger Rust API, however, leverages the language’s
first-class concurrency support to prevent such mistakes from compiling: launch()’s signature requires the
wrapped function to be Send safe (only reference state
in a thread-safe manner) [29].
While the Rust compiler rejects all code that shares
state unsafely, it is still possible to introduce correctness bugs such as deadlock [30]. For example, a program might block on a mutex held by the preemptible
function’s caller (recall that invocation is synchronous,
so blocking in a preemptible function does not cause it
to yield!). It is sometimes necessary to acquire such a
mutex, so libinger provides a way to do it: The API has
an additional function, pause(), that is a rough analog
of yield. After performing a try-lock operation, a preemptible function can call pause() to immediately return to its caller as if it had timed out. The caller can tell
whether a function paused via a flag on its continuation.

3.3

Execution stacks

When a preemptible function times out, libinger returns
a continuation object. The caller might pass this object
around the program, which could later resume() from a
different stack frame. To handle this case, the launch()
function switches to a new, dedicated stack just before
invoking the user-provided function. This stack is then
stored in the continuation alongside the register context.
Because of the infeasibility of moving these stacks after a function has started executing, libinger currently
heap-allocates large 2-MB stacks so it can treat them as
having fixed size. To avoid an order of magnitude slowdown from having such large dynamic allocations on
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Caller’s stack:

Preemptible function’s stack:

launch()

handler()

[caller]

F()

...

[bottom]

Figure 3: The stacks just before a timeout. Upon
discovering that the preemptible function has exceeded
its time bound, the handler jumps into the launch() (or
resume()) function, which in turn returns to the original call site, removing its own stack frame in the process.
the critical path, libinger preallocates a pool of reusable
stacks when it is first used.

3.4

Timer interrupts

Whenever libinger is executing a user-provided function, we enable fine-grained timer interrupts to monitor
that function’s elapsed running time. A timer interrupt
fires periodically,3 causing our signal handler to be invoked. If the function exceeds its timeout, this handler
saves a continuation by dumping the machine’s registers. It then performs an unstructured jump out of the
signal handler and back into the launch() or resume()
function, switching back to the caller’s stack as it does
so. Figure 3 shows the two stacks of execution that are
present while the signal handler is running.
A subsequent resume() call restores the registers
from the stored continuation, thereby jumping back into
the signal handler. The handler returns, resuming the
preemptible function from the instruction that was executing when the preemption signal arrived.
To support blocking system calls, we use the
SA_RESTART flag when installing the signal handler
to instruct libc to restart system calls that are interrupted by the signal [26]. We direct signals at the
process’s specific threads that are running preemptible
functions by allocating signal numbers from a pool, an
approach that limits the number of simultaneous invocations to the number of available signals; this restriction could be lifted by instead using the Linux-specific
SIGEV_THREAD_ID timer notification feature [31].

3.5

Cancellation

Should a caller decide not to finish running a timed-out
preemptible function, it must deallocate it. In Rust, deal3 Signal arrival is accurate to microsecond timescales, but exhibits
a warmup effect. For simplicity, we use a fixed signal frequency for
all preemptible functions, but this is not fundamental to the design.
In the future, we plan to adjust each function’s frequency based on its
timeout, and to delay the first signal until shortly before the prescribed
timeout (in the case of longer-running functions).
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location happens implicitly via the linger_t type’s destructor, whereas users of the C interface are responsible
for explicitly calling the libinger cancel() function.
Cancellation cleans up libinger resources allocated by
launch(); however, the current implementation does
not automatically release resources already claimed by
the preemptible function itself. While the lack of a standard resource deallocation API makes such cleanup inherently hard to do in C, it is possible in Rust and other
languages in which destructor calls are ostensibly guaranteed. For instance, the approach proposed by Boucher
et al. [6] could be employed to raise a panic (exception)
on the preemptible function’s stack. This in turn would
cause the language runtime to unwind each stack frame,
invoking local variables’ destructors in the process.

4

Thread library: libturquoise

Until now, we have limited our discussion to synchronous, single-threaded programs. In this section, we
will show that the preemptible function abstraction is
equally relevant to asynchronous and parallel programs,
and that it composes naturally with both futures and
threads. As a proof of concept, we have created libturquoise,4 a preemptive userland thread library.
That libturquoise provides preemptive scheduling is a
significant achievement: Shinjuku observes that “there
have been several efforts to implement efficient, userspace thread libraries. They all focus on cooperative
scheduling” [17]. (Though RT from Section 2 could
be a counterexample, its lack of nonreentrancy support
renders it far from general purpose.) We attribute the
dearth of preemptive userland thread libraries to a lack
of natural abstractions to support them.
Before presenting the libturquoise design, we begin
with some context about futures.

4.1

Futures and asynchronous I/O

As mentioned in Section 1, futures are a primitive for
expressing asynchronous program tasks in a format
amenable to cooperative scheduling. Structuring a program around futures makes it easy to achieve low latency by enabling the runtime to reschedule slow operations off the critical path. Alas, blocking system calls
(which cannot be rescheduled by userland) defeat this
approach.
The community has done extensive prior work to support asynchronous I/O via result callbacks [19, 18, 20,
23]. Futures runtimes such as Rust’s Hyper [16] have
adapted this approach by providing I/O libraries whose
functions return futures. Rather than duplicate this
work, we have integrated preemptible functions with
futures so they can leverage it.
4 so
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function PreemptibleFuture(Future fut,
Num timeout):
function adapt():
// Poll wrapped future in the usual way
while poll(fut) == NotReady:
pause()
fut.linger = launch(adapt, CREATE_ONLY)
fut.timeout = timeout
return fut
// Custom polling logic for preemptible futures
function poll(PreemptibleFuture fut):
resume(fut.linger, fut.timeout);
if has_finished(fut.linger):
return Ready
else
if called_pause(fut.linger):
notify_unblocked(fut.subscribers)
return NotReady

Listing 3: Futures adapter type (pseudocode)

4.2

Preemptible futures

For seamless interoperation between preemptible functions and the futures ecosystem, we built a preemptible
future adapter that wraps the libinger API. Like a normal future, a preemptible future yields when its result is
not ready, but it can also time out.
Each language has its own futures interface, so preemptible futures are not language agnostic like the preemptible functions API. Fortunately, they are easy to
implement by using pause() to propagate cooperative
yields across the preemptive function boundary. We
give the type construction and polling algorithm in Listing 3; our Rust implementation is only 70 lines.

4.3

Preemptive userland threading

We built the libturquoise thread library by modifying
the tokio-threadpool [13] work-stealing scheduler from
the Rust futures ecosystem. Starting from version 0.1.16
of the upstream project, we added 50 lines of code that
wrap each incoming task in a preemptible future.
Currently, libturquoise assigns each future it launches
or resumes the same fixed time budget, although this design could be extended to support multiple job priorities.
When a task times out, the scheduler pops it from its
worker thread’s job queue and pushes it to the incoming
queue, offering it to any available worker for rescheduling after all other waiting jobs have had a turn.

5

Shared state: libgotcha

We now present one more artifact, libgotcha. Despite
the name, it is more like a runtime that isolates hidden
shared state within an application. Although the rest of
the program does not interact directly with libgotcha, its
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static bool two;
bool three;
linger_t caller(const char *s, u64 timeout) {
stdout = NULL;
two = true;
three = true;
return launch(timed, timeout, s);
}
void timed(void *s) {
assert(stdout); // (1)
assert(two); // (2)
assert(three); // (3)
}

Listing 4: Demo of isolated (1) vs. shared (2&3) state
presence has a global effect: once loaded into the process
image, it employs a technique we call selective relinking to dynamically intercept and reroute many of the
program’s function calls and global variable accesses.
The goal of libgotcha is to establish around every preemptible function a memory isolation boundary encompassing whatever third-party libraries that function interacts with (Section 3.1). The result is that the only
state shared across the boundary is that explicitly passed
via arguments, return value, or closure—the same state
the application programmer is responsible for protecting from concurrency violations (Section 3.2). Listing 4
shows the impact on an example program, and Figure 1
classifies libraries by how libgotcha supports them.
Note that libgotcha operates at runtime; this constrains its visibility into the program, and therefore the
granularity of its operation, to shared libraries. It therefore assumes that the programmer will dynamically link
all third-party libraries, since otherwise there is no way
to tell them apart from the rest of the program at runtime. We feel this restriction is reasonable because a
programmer wishing to use libinger or libgotcha must
already have control over their project’s build in order
to add the dependency.
Before introducing the libgotcha API and explaining
selective relinking, we now briefly motivate the need for
libgotcha by demonstrating how existing system interfaces fail to provide the required type of isolation.

5.1

Library copying: namespaces

Expanding a preemptible function’s isolation boundary
to include libraries requires providing it with private
copies of those libraries. POSIX has long provided a
dlopen() interface to the dynamic linker for loading
shared objects at runtime; however, opening an alreadyloaded library just increments a reference count, and
this function is therefore of no use for making copies.
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typedef long libset_t;
bool libset_thread_set_next(libset_t);
libset_t libset_thread_get_next(void);
bool libset_reinit(libset_t);

Listing 5: libgotcha C interface
Fortunately, the GNU dynamic linker (ld-linux.so)
also supports Solaris-style namespaces, or isolated sets
of loaded libraries. For each namespace, ld-linux.so
maintains a separate set of loaded libraries whose dependency graph and reference counts are tracked independently from the rest of the program [9].
It may seem like namespaces provide the isolation
we need: whenever we launch(F), we can initialize a
namespace with a copy of the whole application and
transfer control into that namespace’s copy of F, rather
than the original. The problem with this approach is
that it breaks the lexical scoping of static variables. For
example, Listing 4 would fail assertion (2).

5.2

Library copying: libsets

We just saw that namespaces provide too much isolation for our needs: because of their completely independent dependency graphs, they never encounter any
state from another namespace, even according to normal scoping rules. However, we can use namespaces to
build the abstraction we need, which we term a libset.
A libset is like a namespace, except that the program
can decide whether symbols referenced within a libset
resolve to the same libset or a different one. Control libraries such as libinger configure such libset switches
via libgotcha’s private control API, shown in Listing 5.
This abstraction serves our needs: when a launch(F)
happens, libinger assigns an available libset_t
exclusively to that preemptible function.
Just
before calling F, it informs libgotcha by calling
libset_thread_set_next() to set the thread’s next
libset: any dynamic symbols used by the preemptible
function will resolve to this libset. The thread’s current
libset remains unchanged, however, so the preemptible
function itself executes from the same libset as its caller
and the two share access to the same global variables.
One scoping issue remains, though. Because dynamic
symbols can resolve back to a definition in the same executable or shared object that used them, Listing 5 would
fail assertion (3) under the described rules. We want
global variables defined in F’s object file to have the
same scoping semantics regardless of whether they are
declared static, so libgotcha only performs a namespace switch when the use of a dynamic symbol occurs
in a different executable or shared library than that symbol’s definition.
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5.3

Managing libsets

At program start, libgotcha initializes a pool of libsets,
each with a full complement of the program’s loaded object files. Throughout the program’s run libinger tracks
the libset assigned to each preemptible function that has
started running but not yet reached successful completion. When a preemptible function completes, libinger
assumes it has not corrupted its libset and returns it to
the pool of available ones. However, if a preemptible
function is canceled rather than being allowed to return,
libinger must assume that its libset’s shared state could
be corrupted. It unloads and reloads all objects in such
a libset by calling libset_reinit().
While libinger in principle runs on top of an unmodified ld-linux.so, in practice initializing more than
one namespace tends to exhaust the statically-allocated
thread-local storage area. As a workaround, we build
glibc with an increased TLS_STATIC_SURPLUS. It is useful to also raise the maximum number of namespaces by
increasing DL_NNS.

5.4

Selective relinking

Most of the complexity of libgotcha lies in the implementation of selective relinking, the mechanism underlying
libset switches.
Whenever a program uses a dynamic symbol, it looks
up its address in a data structure called the global offset
table (GOT). As it loads the program, ld-linux.so eagerly resolves the addresses of all global variables and
some functions and stores them in the GOT.
Selective relinking works by shadowing the GOT.5 As
soon as ld-linux.so finishes populating the GOT, libgotcha replaces every entry that should trigger a libset
switch with a fake address, storing the original one in
its shadow GOT, which is organized by the libset that
houses the definition. The fake address used depends
upon the type of symbol:
Functions’ addresses are replaced by the address of
a special function, procedure_linkage_override().
Whenever the program tries to call one of the affected functions, this intermediary checks the thread’s
next libset, looks up the address of the appropriate
definition in the shadow GOT, and jumps to it. Because procedure_linkage_override() runs between
the caller’s call instruction and the real function, it is
written in assembly to avoid clobbering registers. Instead of being linked to their symbol definitions at load
time, some function calls resolve lazily the first time
they are called: their GOT entries initially point to a special lookup function in the dynamic linker that rewrites
the GOT entry when invoked. Such memoization would
remove our intermediary, so we alter the ELF relocation
5 Hence
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the name libgotcha.
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entries of affected symbols to trick the dynamic linker
into updating our shadow GOT instead.
Global variables’ addresses are replaced with a unique
address within a mapped but inaccessible page. When
the program tries to read or write such an address, a
segmentation fault occurs; libgotcha handles the fault,
disassembles the faulting instruction to determine the
base address register of its address calculation,6 loads
the address from this register, computes the location of
the shadow GOT entry based on the fake address, checks
the thread’s next libset, and replaces the register’s contents with the appropriate resolved address. It then returns, causing the faulting instruction to be reexecuted
with the valid address this time.7

5.5

Uninterruptible code: uncopyable

The library-copying approach to memory isolation
works for the common case, and allows us to handle
most third-party libraries with no configuration. However, in rare cases it is not appropriate. The main example is the malloc() family of functions: in Section 1,
we observed that not sharing a common heap complicates ownership transfer of objects allocated from inside
a preemptible function. To support dynamic memory allocation and a few other special cases, libgotcha has an
internal whitelist of uncopyable symbols.
From libgotcha’s perspective, uncopyable symbols
differ only in what happens on a libset switch. If
code executing in any libset other than the application’s starting libset calls an uncopyable symbol, a
libset switch still occurs, but it returns to the starting libset instead of the next libset; thus, all calls
to an uncopyable symbol are routed to a single,
globally-shared definition. When the function call
that caused one of these special libset switches returns, the next libset is restored to its prior value.
The libgotcha control API provides one more function, libset_register_interruptible_callback(),
that allows others to request a notification when one of
these libset restorations occurs.
Because it is never safe to preempt while executing in
the starting libset, the first thing the libinger preemption
handler described in Section 3.4 does is check whether
the thread’s next libset is set to the starting one; if so,
it disables preemption interrupts and immediately returns. However, libinger registers an interruptible call6 Although it is possible to generate code sequences that are incompatible with this approach (e.g., because they perform in-place pointer
arithmetic on a register rather than using displacement-mode addressing with a base address), we employ a few heuristics based on the
context of the instruction and fault; in our experience, these cover the
common cases.
7 This does not break applications with existing segfault handlers:
we intercept their calls to sigaction(), and forward the signal along
to their handler when we are unable to resolve an address ourselves.
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Operation
launch()
resume()
cancel()
fork()
pthread_create()

back that it uses to reenable preemption as soon as any
uncopyable function returns.

5.6

Limitations

The current version of libgotcha includes partial support
for thread-local storage (TLS). Like other globals, TLS
variables are copied along with the libset; this behavior is correct because a thread might call into the same
library from multiple preemptible functions. However,
we do not yet support migrating TLS variables between
threads along with their preemptible function. This restriction is not fundamental: the TLS models we support
(general dynamic and local dynamic) use a support function called __tls_get_addr() to resolve addresses [10],
and libgotcha could substitute its own implementation
that remapped the running thread’s TLS accesses to that
of the preemptible function’s initial thread when executing outside the starting libset.
While selective relinking supports the ordinary
GLOB_DAT (eager) and JUMP_SLOT (lazy) ELF dynamic
relocation types, it is incompatible with the optimized
COPY class of dynamic variable relocations. The COPY
model works by allocating space for all libraries’ globals in the executable, enabling static linking from the
program’s code (but not its dynamic libraries’). This
transformation defeats selective relinking for two reasons: the use of static linking prevents identifying symbol uses in the executable, and the cross-module migration causes breakages such as failing assertion (3) from
Listing 4. When building a program that depends on
libgotcha, programmers must instruct their compiler to
disable COPY relocations, as with the -fpic switch to
GCC and Clang. If libgotcha encounters any COPY relocations in the executable, it prints a load-time warning.
Forsaking COPY relocations does incur a small performance penalty, but exported global variables are rare
now that thread safety is a pervasive concern in system design. Even the POSIX-specified errno global is
gone: the Linux Standard Base specifies that its address
is resolved via a call to the __errno_location() helper
function [21].

5.7

Case study: auto async-signal safety

We have now described the role of libgotcha, and how
libinger uses it to handle nonreentrancy. Before concluding our discussion, however, we note that libgotcha
has other interesting uses in its own right.
As an example, we have used it to implement a small
library, libas-safe, that transparently allows an application’s signal handlers to call functions that are not
async-signal safe, which is forbidden by POSIX because
it is normally unsafe.
Written in 127 lines of C, libas-safe works by injecting
code before main() to switch the program away from its
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Duration (𝜇𝑠)
4.6 ± 0.05
4.4 ± 0.02
4767.7 ± 1168.7
207.5 ± 79.3
32.5 ± 8.0

Table 2: Latency of preemptible function interface
starting libset. It shadows the system’s sigaction(),
providing an implementation that:
• Provides copy-based library isolation for signal
handlers by switching the thread’s next libset to the
starting libset while a signal handler is running.
• Allows use of uncopyable code such as malloc()
from a signal handler by deferring signal arrival
whenever the thread is already executing in the
starting libset, then delivering the deferred signal
when the interruptible callback fires.
In addition to making signal handlers a lot easier
to write, libas-safe can be used to automatically “fix”
deadlocks and other misbehaviors in misbehaved signalhandling programs just by loading it via LD_PRELOAD.
We can imagine extending libgotcha to support other
use cases, such as simultaneously using different versions or build configurations of the same library from a
single application.

6

Evaluation

We now evaluate preemptible function performance,
presenting several microbenchmarks and two examples of their application to improve existing systems’
resilience to malicious or otherwise long-running requests. All experiments were run on an Intel Xeon E52683 v4 (Broadwell) server running Linux 4.12.6, rustc
1.36.0, gcc 9.2.1, and glibc 2.29.

6.1

Microbenchmarks

Table 2 shows the overhead of libinger’s core functions.
Each test uses hundreds of preemptible functions, each
with its own stack and continuation, but sharing an implementation; the goal is to measure invocation time, so
the function body immediately calls pause(). For comparison, we also measured the cost of calling fork()
then exit(), and of calling pthread_create() with
an empty function, while the parent thread waits using
waitpid() or pthread_join(), respectively.
The results show that, as long as preemptible functions are eventually allowed to run to completion, they
are an order of magnitude faster than spawning a thread
and two orders of magnitude faster than forking a process. Although cancellation takes milliseconds in the
benchmark application, this operation need not lie on
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the critical path unless the application is cancelling tasks
frequently enough to exhaust its supply of libsets.
Recall that linking an application against libgotcha
imposes additional overhead on most dynamic symbol
accesses; we report these overheads in Table 3a. Eager
function calls account for almost all of a modern program’s dynamic symbol accesses: lazy resolution only
occurs the first time a module calls a particular function
(Section 5.4) and globals are becoming rare (Section 5.6).
Table 3b shows that the libgotcha eager function call
overhead of 14 ns is on par with the cost of a trivial C
library function (gettimeofday()) and one-third that
of a simple system call (getpid()). This overhead affects the entire program, regardless of the current libset
at the time of the call. Additionally, calls to uncopyable functions from within a preemptible function incur
several extra nanoseconds of latency to switch back to
the main namespace as described in Section 5; Table 3c
breaks this overhead down to show the cost of notification callbacks at the conclusion of such a call (always
required by libinger).

6.2

Web server

To test whether our thread library could combat
head-of-line blocking in a large system, we benchmarked hyper, the highest-performing Web server
in TechEmpower’s plaintext benchmark as of July
2019 [16]. The server uses tokio-threadpool for scheduling; because the changes described in Section 4 are
transparent, making hyper preemptive was as easy as
building against libturquoise instead. In fact, we did not
even check out the hyper codebase. We configured libturquoise with a task timeout of 2 ms, give or take a
100-𝜇s libinger preemption interval, and configured it
to serve responses only after spinning in a busy loop for
a number of iterations specified in each request. For our
client, we modified version 4.1.0 of the wrk [14] closedloop HTTP load generator to separately record the latency distributions of two different request classes.
Our testbed consisted of two machines connected by
a direct 10-GbE link. We pinned hyper to the 16 physical
cores on the NIC’s NUMA node of our Broadwell server.
Our client machine, a Intel Xeon E5-2697 v3 (Haswell)
running Linux 4.10.0, ran a separate wrk process pinned
to each of the 14 logical cores on the NIC’s NUMA node.
Each client core maintained two concurrent pipelined
HTTP connections.
We used loop lengths of approximately 500 𝜇s and
50 ms for short and long requests, respectively, viewing the latter requests as possible DoS attacks on the
system. We varied the percentage of long requests from
0% to 2% and measured the round-trip median and tail
latencies of short requests and the throughput of all requests. Figure 4 plots the results for three server config-
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urations: baseline is cooperative scheduling via tokiothreadpool, baseline+libgotcha is the same but with
libgotcha loaded to assess the impact of slower dynamic
function calls, and baseline+libturquoise is preemptive scheduling via libturquoise. A 2% long request mix
was enough to reduce the throughput of the libgotcha
server enough to impact the median short request latency. The experiment shows that preemptible functions keep the tail latency of short requests scaling linearly at the cost of a modest 4.5% median latency overhead when not under attack.

6.3

Image decompression

The Web benchmark showed preemptive scheduling at
scale, but did not exercise preemptible function cancellation. To demonstrate this feature, we consider decompression bombs, files that expand exponentially when
decoded, consuming enormous computation time in addition to their large memory footprint. PNG files are
vulnerable to such an attack, and although libpng now
supports some mitigations [24], one cannot always expect (or trust) such functionality from third-party code.
We benchmarked the use of libpng’s “simple API”
to decode an in-memory PNG file. We then compared against synchronous isolation using preemptible
functions, as well as the naïve alternative mitigations proposed in Section 1. For preemptible functions, we wrapped all uses of libpng in a call to
launch() and used a dedicated (but blocking) reaper
thread to remove the cost of cancellation from the critical path; for threads, we used pthread_create() followed by pthread_timedjoin_np() and, conditionally,
pthread_cancel() and pthread_join(); and for processes, we used fork() followed by sigtimedwait(), a
conditional kill(), then a waitpid() to reap the child.
We ran pthread_cancel() both with and without asynchronous cancelability enabled, but the former always
deadlocked. The timeout was 10 ms in all cases.
Running
on
the
benign
RGB
image
mirjam_meijer_mirjam_mei.png
from
version
1:0.18+dfsg-15 of Debian’s openclipart-png
package showed launch() to be both faster and
lower-variance than the other approaches, adding 355
𝜇s or 5.2% over the baseline (Figure 5a). The results
for fork() represent a best-case scenario for that
technique, as we did not implement a shared memory
mechanism for sharing the buffer, and the cost of
the system call will increase with the number pages
mapped by the process (which was small in this case).
Next, we tried a similarly-sized RGB decompression
bomb from revision b726584 of https://bomb.codes
(Figure 5b). Without asynchronous cancelability, the
pthreads approach was unable to interrupt the thread.
Here, launch() exceeded the deadline by just 100 𝜇s, a
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Symbol resolution scheme
eager (load time)
lazy (runtime)
global variable

Time without libgotcha (𝑛𝑠)
2±0
100 ± 1
0±0

Time with libgotcha (𝑛𝑠)
14 ± 0
125 ± 0
3438 ± 13

(a) Generic symbols, without and with libgotcha

Baseline
gettimeofday()
getpid()

Time without libgotcha (𝑛𝑠)
19 ± 0
44 ± 0

Trigger
Uncopyable call
Uncopyable call + callback

(b) Library functions and syscalls without libgotcha

Time with libgotcha (𝑛𝑠)
21 ± 0
25 ± 0

(c) Uncopyable calls triggering a libset switch

Table 3: Runtime overheads of accessing dynamic symbols

Short median latency vs. long:short request ratio

Short 90% tail latency vs. long:short request ratio
40

1.2
1.0
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baseline+libgotcha
baseline+libturquoise
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0.6
0.4

90% latency of SHORT requests (ms)

50% latency of SHORT requests (ms)

1.4
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0.0
0.00
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0
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(a) Median latency
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(d) Overall throughput

Figure 4: hyper Web server with 500-𝝁s (short) and 50-ms (long) requests
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Runtime on 309-KB malicious image

Runtime on 332-KB benign image
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Figure 5: libpng in-memory image decode times
figure that includes deviation due to the 100-𝜇s preemption interval in addition to libinger’s own overhead. It
again had the lowest variance.
Applying preemptible functions proved easy: the
launch()/cancel() approach took just 20 lines of Rust,
including the implementation of a reaper thread to move
libset reinitialization off the critical path. In comparison,
the fork()/sigtimedwait() approach required 25 lines
of Rust. Note that both benchmarks include unsafe Rust
(e.g., to use the libpng C library and zero-copy buffers).

7

Future work

One of our contributions is asynchronous cancellation,
something rarely supported by the state of the art. In
Section 3.5, we noted our lack of support for automated
resource cleanup; however, we outlined a possible approach for languages such as Rust, which we intend to
investigate further. Cancellation is currently our most
expensive operation because of the libset reinitialization
described in Section 5.3, but we plan to improve this by
restoring only the writeable regions of each module.
Another area for improvement is signal-handling performance optimization: whereas Shinjuku is able to preempt every 5 𝜇s with a 10% throughput penalty [17], we
have observed a similar throughput drop while only preempting every 20 𝜇s via our technique [6]. We have not
yet heavily optimized libinger, and have reason to believe that doing so will allow our design to achieve a preemption granularity midway between those figures for
the same throughput cost. Because Shinjuku executes in
privilege ring 0, they preempt by issuing interprocessor
interrupts (IPIs) directly rather than using Linux signals.
Their microbenchmarks reveal an IPI:signal latency ratio of roughly 1:2.5 (1,993 vs. 4,950 CPU cycles), indicat-
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ing that we are not achieving peak performance. Furthermore, a key design difference between our systems
suggests that this ratio probably understates the performance we could achieve. In their benchmark, roughly
42% of cycles are spent sending each signal, a cost we
can amortize because our design uses recurring timer
signals to counter warmup effects. A further 6.9% of
benchmarked cycles are spent propagating the signal
between cores, which should not affect our system because we request the timer signals on the same core
that will receive them rather than using a central watchdog thread to preempt all workers. Context switching is
likely responsible for most of our unexpected latency: by
writing our signal handler very carefully, we should be
able to adopt the same optimizations they describe (skipping signal mask and floating-point register swaps).
The selective relinking technique that underlies our
interface allows safe pausing and cancellation in the
presence of shared state, independent of preemption
mechanism. In lieu of a timeout, control transfer might
result from another scheduling consideration, such as
real-time computing or task priority.

8

Conclusion

We presented the lightweight preemptible function, a
new composable abstraction for invoking a function
with a timeout. This enabled us to build a first-inclass preemptive userland thread library by implementing preemption atop a cooperative scheduler, rather
than the other way around. Our evaluation shows that
lightweight preemptible functions have overheads of a
few percent (lower than similar OS primitives), yet enable new functionality.
We believe the lightweight preemptible function abstraction naturally supports common features of largescale systems. For example: In support of graceful
degradation, a system might use a preemptible function
to abort the rendering of a video frame in order to ensure
SLA adherance. An RPC server might preserve work by
processing each request in a preemptible function and
memoizing the continuations; if a request timed out but
was later retried by the client, the server could resume
executing from where it left off.
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coIOMMU: A Virtual IOMMU with Cooperative DMA Buffer Tracking for Efficient Memory Management in Direct I/O
Kun Tian, Yu Zhang, Luwei Kang, Yan Zhao, Yaozu Dong
Intel Corporation
Abstract
Direct assignment of I/O devices (Direct I/O) is the best performant I/O virtualization method. However, it requires the
hypervisor to statically pin the entire guest memory, thereby
hindering the efficiency of memory management. This problem can be fixed by presenting a virtual IOMMU
(vIOMMU). Emulation of its DMA remapping capability
carries sufficient information about guest DMA buffers, allowing the hypervisor to do fine-grained pinning of guest
memory. However, established vIOMMUs are not widely
used by commodity guests due to the emulation cost, thus
cannot reliably eliminate static pinning in direct I/O.
We propose and implement coIOMMU, a new vIOMMU architecture for efficient memory management with a cooperative DMA buffer tracking mechanism. The new mechanism
provides a dedicated interface for hypervisor and guest to exchange DMA buffer information over a shared DMA tracking
table (DTT), orthogonal to the costly DMA remapping interface. We also explore two techniques: smart pinning and lazy
unpinning, to minimize the impact on the performance of direct I/O. Our evaluation results show that coIOMMU dramatically improves the efficiency of memory management in
wide direct I/O usages with negligible cost. Moreover, the
desired semantics of DMA remapping can be sustained when
cooperative tracking is enabled alongside. Overall, we believe that coIOMMU can serve as a reliable solution for efficient memory management in direct I/O.

1. Introduction
Direct I/O [1, 21, 29, 31, 37, 39, 48, 49, 50] is the best performant I/O virtualization method and a cornerstone capability in data centers and clouds. It allows the guest to directly
interact with I/O devices without the intervention from software intermediary. An I/O memory management unit
(IOMMU) [3, 14, 16] helps prevent Direct Memory Access
(DMA) attacks in direct I/O by providing the capability of
DMA remapping. Each assigned device is associated with an
IOMMU page table (IOPT), configured by the hypervisor in
a way that only the memory of the guest that owns the device
is mapped. The IOMMU walks the IOPTs to validate and
translate DMA requests, achieving inter-guest protection
among directly assigned devices.
Most devices do not tolerate DMA faults, implying that guest
buffers must be pinned in host memory and mapped in the
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IOPT before they are accessed by DMAs. However, the hypervisor does not know which pages are mapped by the guest
when it is eliminated from the direct I/O path. Consequently,
it has to pin the entire guest memory upfront, a.k.a static pinning [7, 44]. This heavily hinders the efficiency of memory
management and worsens memory utilization, as pinned
pages cannot be reclaimed for other purposes.
Presenting a virtual IOMMU (vIOMMU) [8, 23, 29, 52, 60]
to the guest allows fine-grained pinning of guest memory for
efficient memory management, although its primary purpose
is to help the guest protect itself against buggy drivers. The
hypervisor emulates the DMA remapping interface by: 1)
walking the virtual IOPT (vIOPT) to identify the affected
buffers; 2) pinning and unpinning the buffers in the host
memory; and 3) mapping and unmapping them in the physical IOMMU to enforce protection as desired by the guest.
Naturally, the emulation leads to a fine-grained pinning
scheme, if the guest always uses the vIOMMU to remap its
DMA buffers.
Unfortunately, established vIOMMUs are not applicable as a
reliable solution for fine-grained pinning. Their virtual DMA
remapping capabilities are disabled by most guests [8, 24, 30,
38, 51] in typical usages such as public cloud, because significant emulation cost may be incurred due to frequent mapping
operations in the guest. Such cost could be alleviated through
side-core emulation [8] or para-virtualized extension [23,
52]. However, the side-core emulation requires an additional
CPU core to perform the emulation; and can only achieve optimal performance with deferred IOTLB invalidation, leading
to compromised security. Para-virtualized extension reduces
the virtualization overhead with optimized interfaces, but it
still involves large number of VM-exits at the time of guest
DMA mappings/unmappings, hence limiting the performance. Therefore, they did not change the fact that established vIOMMUs are used only in limited circumstances, e.g.
when intra-guest protection is valued over the overhead of
DMA remapping.
We argue that mixing the requirements of protection and pinning, through the same costly DMA remapping interface, is
needlessly constraining. Protection is a guest requirement,
while pinning is for host memory management. The two do
not always match, thus favoring one may easily break the
other. Instead, we aim to provide a reliable solution for finegrained pinning by decoupling it from protection.
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We propose and implement a new vIOMMU architecture
called coIOMMU, which helps the hypervisor achieve efficient memory management in direct I/O. It introduces a dedicated mechanism for cooperative DMA buffer tracking, orthogonal to the costly DMA remapping interface. coIOMMU
allows the hypervisor and guest to communicate over a DMA
tracking table (DTT) located in a shared memory region. The
guest records the mapping status of its DMA buffers in the
DTT and the hypervisor walks the DTT to identify the corresponding pinning requirement. coIOMMU further minimizes
the number of notifications from the guest, with two optimizations: (1) smart pinning, which heuristically pins frequently used pages and timely shares its pinning status with
the guest, to enable precise notification in guest-mapping operations; and (2) lazy unpinning, which asynchronously unpins guest pages to eliminate notifications in guest-unmapping operations. On the other hand, the new mechanism does
not affect the desired semantics of DMA remapping. It can
be enabled with or without DMA remapping, as a reliable and
standard interface to achieve fine-grained pinning in direct
I/O.

2.1. The Problem

Direct I/O is the best performant I/O virtualization method by
enabling direct communication between the guest and the I/O
devices. Removal of the software intermediary not only provides much better performance than other I/O virtualization
approaches, but also allows faster time-to-market for virtualizing new I/O acceleration capabilities. Direct I/O proliferates via device-side virtualization. Single-Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) [1, 13] allows the device to multiplex its
resource into virtual functions, each independently assignable to a guest. Cloud service providers even offload para-virtualized backend drivers into directly assigned devices [11,
12]. With these hardware trends, direct I/O has gained mainstream support in commodity hypervisors and is becoming a
cornerstone capability in data centers and clouds.

We implement coIOMMU by extending KVM/QEMU
vIOMMU and Linux guest. The concept and implementation
can be easily ported to other hypervisors, vIOMMUs and
guest OSes. Overall, the main contributions of this paper are:

IOMMUs [3, 14, 16] are introduced by hardware vendors to
prevent assigned devices from touching arbitrary memory locations. Use of the IOMMU leads to the static pinning problem due to two factors: (1) most I/O devices do not tolerate
DMA faults, and (2) the hypervisor does not know how guest
memory is used for DMA. The hypervisor has to pin the entire guest memory upfront, assuming that every guest page
might be a DMA page. This heavily hinders the efficiency of
memory management and worsens memory utilization, as
pinned pages cannot be reclaimed for other purposes.

•

2.2. Existing Solutions

•

Observing that established vIOMMUs cannot reliably
fix the problem of static pinning in direct I/O, due to the
costly DMA remapping interface.
Proposing and implementing coIOMMU, the first
vIOMMU that introduces a dedicated DMA buffer tracking mechanism for fine-grained pinning.

•

Introducing smart pinning and lazy unpinning to dramatically reduce the tracking overhead in fine-grained pinning.

•

Conducting comprehensive evaluations under different
Linux protection policies, with benchmarks in direct networking, storage, and GPU.

•

Demonstrating that coIOMMU not only dramatically
improves the efficiency of memory management in wide
direct I/O usages with negligible cost, but also sustains
the desired security as required in specific protection policies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The background
and motivation are first provided in section 2. We present the
design of coIOMMU in section 3 and its implementation in
section 4. Finally, the evaluation results are shown and discussed in section 5, with future work and conclusion drawn
in section 6.

2. Motivation
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Previous studies generally tackle this problem in two directions: making the device support DMA page faults or exposing the DMA buffer information to the hypervisor through
software approaches.
DMA page faults allow all kinds of memory optimizations
that CPU page faults provide. The PCI-SIG standardizes the
support of DMA page faults with Address Translation Service (ATS) and Page Request Service (PRS) [2]. It was originally introduced to simplify the programming model on
GPUs [27, 41, 42] and now also starts to find its way into
NICs [6] and FPGA [9]. However, the latency of handling
DMA page faults is 3x-80x higher than that of handling CPU
faults [6, 40]. Such long latency, up to hundreds of microseconds, demands a larger on-device buffer to hold in-flight requests and incurs higher device cost. Handling such long latency in all critical paths further complicates the device.
Therefore, most commodity devices do not support DMA
page faults, or partially support it only for selective workloads. With time, it may become a preferable way for finegrained pinning, but not anytime soon.
Alternatively, researchers also look at software approaches to
expose enlightened guest DMA information to the hypervisor. Knowing when a guest page is mapped or unmapped allows the hypervisor to pin or unpin it dynamically. Willmann
et al. [44] evaluates several mapping strategies, revealing that
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a big performance penalty is incurred when blindly doing hypercalls to notify the hypervisor of every guest mapping/unmapping operation. Yassour et al. [7] dramatically reduces
such notifications with a guest-side pin-down cache. However, it puts a complex eviction policy in the guest and provides no intra-guest protection.
Presenting a vIOMMU [23, 29, 60] also provides sufficient
information for fine-grained pinning, as a result of emulating
its DMA remapping capability for intra-guest protection.
However, such emulation may incur significant cost, especially when frequent mapping operations are requested by the
guest. To trade off performance and protection, modern OSes
typically implement different policies about DMA remapping. For example, Linux [8, 24, 30, 38, 51] implements
strict, lazy and passthrough policies. Although DMA remapping is used in strict and lazy policies, the passthrough
policy simply disables it to gain best performance. Obviously, the guest cannot provide any DMA buffer information
to the hypervisor when the passthrough policy is selected.
Unfortunately, major guest Linux distributions choose
passthrough as default and even allow different policies
across devices.
Recent studies focus on reducing the cost of emulating DMA
remapping in vIOMMU. Tang et al. [52] reduces the remapping overhead by reusing old mappings and delaying
their removal, however, at the cost of compromised security.
Side-core emulation [8] achieves 100% of 10Gbps line rate
with a fully emulated vIOMMU, but with relaxed protection
and increased total cost. The overhead of DMA remapping is
also tackled on bare metal [24, 30, 38]. While these works
generally apply to the guest OS as well, most of them have
not been adopted by commodity OSes due to its intrusiveness. In a nutshell, the cost of DMA remapping is still notable
in the guest today, leaving the capability disabled or even not
exposed in most cloud and data center usages.
2.3. DMA Tracking vs. DMA Remapping

We prefer the vIOMMU approach for two reasons: 1) it supports both intra-guest protection and fine-grained pinning;
and 2) DMA page faults are not widely supported by commodity devices. However, we want to go a different direction
from previous studies – to enable fine-grained pinning without being encumbered by the intrinsic cost of DMA remapping.
We argue that mixing the requirements of protection and pinning, through the same costly DMA remapping interface, is
needlessly constraining. Protection is a guest requirement and
relies on the DMA remapping capability, while pinning is for
host memory management and needs the capability of tracking guest DMA buffers. The two do not always match, thus
favoring one may just break the other, if both are enabled
through the same interface. For example, the hypervisor
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either must fall back to static pinning by assuming that most
guests disable protection, or, adopt fine-grained pinning by
forcing all guests to enable protection and bear with added
cost.
What about inventing a separate DMA buffer tracking mechanism to the vIOMMU, without relying on any semantics of
DMA remapping? Separating DMA tracking from DMA remapping allows us to tackle the pinning and protection problems in parallel. If the new tracking mechanism incurs negligible cost, we can expect most guests to always enable it and
reliably provide necessary information for fine-grained pinning. If feasible, such an approach would make the vIOMMU
as the portal of efficient memory management in future data
centers and clouds.

3. Design
We propose coIOMMU, a new vIOMMU architecture that
helps the hypervisor achieve efficient memory management
in direct I/O. coIOMMU provides a dedicated DMA buffer
tracking mechanism that adopts a shared memory interface
for efficient communication between host and guest. The
guest records the mapping status of its DMA buffers through
a shared DMA tracking table (DTT), for the hypervisor to decide its pinning strategy. coIOMMU also introduces two optimizations: smart pinning and lazy unpinning, to dramatically reduce the performance impact when achieving finegrained pinning.
3.1. Goals

We want the new DMA buffer tracking mechanism to meet
these goals:
Orthogonal to DMA Remapping - Our solution should allow

DMA buffer tracking and DMA remapping independently
configured by the guest. The new tracking mechanism, once
enabled, should consistently supply sufficient information for
fine-grained pinning, regardless of how DMA remapping is
configured to protect guest. Enabling of DMA buffer tracking
should not affect the desired protection semantics of DMA
remapping.

Low Cost - DMA buffer tracking should incur negligible cost.

Otherwise, it faces the same challenge as in DMA remapping:
if significant cost is observed, why would one enable it by
default? We focus on the efficiency of DMA buffer tracking
itself and have no intention to further optimize DMA remapping in this work. The original performance expectation
under each guest protection policy is set as the baseline for
comparing the cost of DMA buffer tracking in our evaluations.

Non-intrusiveness - We want our solution to minimize the

changes in the guest software stack, as a primary factor to
gain mainstream support in commodity OSes. Commodity
OSes provide a generic DMA API layer [25, 43] to route
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DMA mapping requests from device drivers to underlying
DMA driver. DMA buffers can be tracked either in the DMA
API layer or specific DMA driver. We did not choose DMA
API because any change in such common framework usually
takes a long time to be adopted by commodity OSes.
Wide Applicability - We prefer a solution that works with all

kinds of I/O devices rather than requiring additional changes
in hardware or device drivers. We also expect such a solution
to make no assumption on any vendor specific characteristics,
so it can be easily ported to different vIOMMUs, either emulated or para-virtualized.

Extensibility - The solution should be extensible to help ad-

dress other limitations in memory management. For example,
another challenge in direct I/O is about lively migrating the
guest with assigned devices, which requires the ability of
tracking the pages that are dirtied by DMAs [20, 26, 28, 35].
We expect our solution can play as a portal of tracking all
kinds of DMA buffer status for efficient memory management.

3.2. Architecture

The coIOMMU architecture is illustrated in Figure 1, composed of coIOMMU backend in hypervisor and coIOMMU
driver inside the guest. The coIOMMU backend includes
three main components: (1) DMA remapping engine
(remapEngine), the same functionality for intra-guest protection as in established vIOMMUs, over a set of per-device
vIOMMU page tables (vIOPTs); (2) DMA tracking engine
(trackEngine), a new function dedicated for tracking guest
DMA buffers over a global DMA tracking table (DTT); and
(3) Page-pinning manager (pManager), which uses the information gathered by trackEngine to intelligently manage the
pinning requirements of guest memory. The remapEngine
and trackEngine are independently enumerated and managed
by the coIOMMU driver, while pManager is hidden and activated automatically when trackEngine is enabled.
In our prototype, we build coIOMMU by extending an existing vIOMMU, which emulates the Intel VT-d hardware [3].
This allows us to focus on the new trackEngine and pManager, while inheriting the established DMA remapping logic
as remapEngine. However, we make no assumption on the
specific hardware or vIOMMU type. The design of trackEngine and pManager can be easily ported to any emulated or
para-virtualized vIOMMU.
The trackEngine holds the base address of the DTT, which is
allocated and registered by the coIOMMU driver. The format
of the DTT is a hierarchical page table, containing the mapping information required by fine-grained pinning. trackEngine also includes a doorbell register to notify the hypervisor
if necessary. Within the coIOMMU backend, trackEngine
provides interfaces for pManager to access the DTT and also
notifies pManager when the doorbell is rung. With this
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Figure 1: The architecture of coIOMMU

design, trackEngine acts as a standard interface solely for
conveying the DMA information, while pManager actually
uses the information to achieve fine-grained pinning. The
separation between these two components allows coIOMMU
to be easily extended for other purposes, e.g. by introducing
another agent to track dirty pages, alongside pManager, while
reusing the same trackEngine interface.
The coIOMMU driver intercepts the DMA API operations in
the guest and updates the DTT accordingly. Modern OSes all
implement a generic DMA API layer [25, 43], connecting device drivers to the underlying DMA driver to prepare their
DMA buffers. The coIOMMU driver registers itself as a
DMA driver to capture the latest mapping status of guest
DMA buffers. This driver also enforces the desired protection
semantics, as other vIOMMU drivers normally do today. In
this way, DMA tracking is enabled without any change to the
DMA API layer or specific device drivers of the guest.
The pManager contains hypervisor-specific policies for finegrained pinning. A specific implementation may even include
multiple policies and let the hypervisor dynamically choose a
policy at runtime. We demonstrate two optimizations in §3.4:
smart pinning and lazy unpinning, to minimize the notification overhead. When required, pManager talks to the memory
manager for pinning or unpinning a set of guest pages and
request the IOMMU driver for mapping or unmapping them
in the physical IOPT. When both remapEngine and pManager
are enabled, their pinning decisions are ORed together to favor the stricter requirement. Once a guest page is unpinned
and unmapped, it can be reclaimed under whatever policy applied by the memory manager.
3.3. DMA Tracking Table (DTT)

The DTT records the mapping status of guest DMA buffers.
It is shared by all assigned devices because the hypervisor
only wants to know the DMA buffers of the entire guest. It is
not necessary to track DMA buffers for virtual devices, assuming their DMAs are emulated by and already known to
the hypervisor. The DTT is allocated by the guest, starting as
empty and then filled dynamically according to intercepted
DMA operations. We choose to track two categories of guest
pages in the DTT: 1) the pages that are currently mapped by
the guest and 2) the pages that have been unmapped but still
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pinned by the hypervisor. The latter category is necessary for
lazy unpinning introduced in the next section.
One may argue why inventing a new table instead of reusing
the vIOPTs, when the latter also carry the information of
guest DMA buffers. We considered this approach but gave
up for several reasons. First, the vIOPT is designed for intraguest protection which disallows pinning a page after it is unmapped thus also negates lazy unpinning. Second, the table
is indexed by guest I/O Virtual Address (IOVA) for the remapping purpose. The hypervisor has to walk every vIOPT
to find out whether a guest page is mapped, which is too
costly. Last but not the least, the format of vIOPT is typically
vendor-specific, so extending it may not lead to good portability.
The DTT is a 4-level page table in 4KB pages, as shown in
Figure 2. The 4KB leaf page consists of 512 DTT PTEs
(DTEs) and each 8-bytes DTE is further split into 8 tracking
units (TU). Each TU corresponds to one 4KB guest page. In
total, the DTT can support up to 51-bits (9+9+9+9+3+12=51)
guest physical address width, big enough for prevalent virtualization usages. Such design leaves 8-bits available in each
TU. coIOMMU currently uses 3 bits for fine-grained pinning,
with the other 5-bits reserved for future extension:
•

‘M (mapped)’, indicating a page currently mapped by
guest for DMA. It is set and cleared by the guest before
and after the corresponding DMA and is read-only to the
hypervisor. This bit conveys the primary information
used by fine-grained pinning.

•

‘P (pinned)’, marking a page currently pinned by the hypervisor. It is updated by the hypervisor to reflect the
pinning status and is read-only to the guest, necessary for
smart pinning.

•

‘A (accessed)’, telling whether a page has ever been used
for DMA. The guest sets this bit alongside the setting of
M-bit (‘mapped’ bit). Then it stays sticky until the hypervisor clears it in lazy unpinning.

An entry with both M and P bits cleared marks the page as
invalid. If every entry of a DTT page is invalid, the guest may
choose to free this page to save space.
3.4. Fine-grained Pinning

Two techniques are introduced in coIOMMU: smart pinning
and lazy unpinning, to minimize the notification overhead of
fine-grained pinning. We focus on the scenario where the
DMA remapping capability of coIOMMU is disabled by the
guest. In this case, there is no intra-guest protection requirement thus the hypervisor can pin more pages than what guest
actually maps.
3.4.1. Smart Pinning
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Figure 2: the format of the DTT

coIOMMU manages the pinning of guest pages in three ways:
(1) instantly pinning: the guest instantly notifies the hypervisor to pin pages when they are being mapped, for correctness;
(2) precise notification: the guest notifies the hypervisor if
and only if the to-be-mapped pages are not pinned, to minimize the notification overhead; and (3) speculatively pinning:
pManager heuristically pins the frequently used pages for
performance.
First, pinning must be instantly done before any mapped page
is used for DMA, because most devices do not tolerate DMA
faults, as aforementioned. In such circumstance, the hypervisor must be notified by the guest to complete the pinning action in a timely manner, if the page has not yet been pinned.
Second, coIOMMU exposes the pinning status to the guest
through the P-bit (‘pinned’ bit) in the DTT, for precise notification. If the P-bit is cleared by the hypervisor, the guest
must notify the hypervisor instantly when mapping a page.
Otherwise, no notification is needed at all. This optimization
allows the guest to skip most notifications in its mapping operations.
Last, pManager speculatively selects and pins frequently used
pages by leveraging the guest DMA locality, which has been
identified in both previous studies [7, 44, 51] and our evaluation. The DTT includes an A-bit (‘accessed’ bit) to mark a
page ever used for DMA. The guest sets the A-bit when mapping a page and leaves it set until the hypervisor clears it.
pManager determines the ages of unmapped pages by periodically scanning the A-bits (and clears it after a scan). Young
pages (with A-bit set) are candidates of frequently used pages
and might be accessed soon again. So pManager heuristically
pins them to avoid the overhead of another pinning notification in the near future.
Our evaluation shows that precise notification and speculative pinning can dramatically reduce the notification overhead in instant pinning by up to 99.9992% (from 1.5M to 11
notifications, per second), when running memcached with a
40Gbps NIC connection. One notification takes ~2000-4000
cycles in our evaluation, so 1.5M notifications per second
may eat up 1-2 CPU cores without such optimization.
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3.4.2. Lazy Unpinning

The pManager lazily unpins guest pages to completely eliminate the notification overhead in guest unmapping operations. It asynchronously scans the DTT to find out the pages
that are unmapped but still pinned, and then unpins them in a
batch. In our prototype, we process lazy unpinning and speculative pinning together in the same thread. Unpinned pages
are reclaimable by the memory manager to increase overall
memory utilization. In the same example of memcached, lazy
unpinning eliminates another 1.5M notifications per second
for guest unmapping operations, which means saving another
1-2 CPU cores, with the cost of pinning additional ~1%
memory (0.32MB) than the total size of mapped pages
(34.68MB), in average.
3.5. Intra-Guest Protection

The DMA remapping engine (remapEngine) can achieve
fine-grained pinning as well, as it is required to precisely map
and pin DMA buffers per guest protection requirements.
However, one cannot solely rely on DMA remapping because
the guest may selectively turn it off for certain devices according to its protection strategy. We describe two examples
as below.
First, the guest may dynamically enable/disable DMA remapping for an assigned device, leaving the hypervisor to
switch back and forth between static pinning and fine-grained
pinning. For example, guest Linux typically enables DMA
remapping when assigning a device to its user space and then
disables remapping when returning the device back to its kernel space [45]. The switch between static and fine-grained
pinning may lead to intermittent out-of-memory errors in a
budget system. Moreover, the hypervisor needs to unpin all
the guest pages when switching away from and then re-pin
them when switching back to static pinning, leading to increased overhead.
Second, if the guest enables DMA remapping only for selected devices, DMA remapping cannot provide full DMA
buffer information for fine-grained pinning. For example,
most Linux distributions enable DMA remapping only for
untrusted devices, based on physical characteristics of the device [61, 62]. Such flexible configuration is possible because
DMA remapping is typically enabled per device. However,
fine-grained pinning needs to know DMA buffers used by all
assigned devices in the guest, even for the ones that are not
protected with DMA remapping. In such case, the hypervisor
must fall back to static pinning with reduced memory utilization.
In both of these examples, DMA buffer tracking of
coIOMMU allows reliably providing full DMA buffer information to enable fine-grained pinning. When tracking and remapping are both enabled, it is possible for the two to make
different pinning decision for the same page. In such case, the
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decision from the DMA remapping interface takes precedence, because we must not break any protection semantics
desired by the guest.

4. Implementation
We implement coIOMMU by extending the virtual Intel VTd, which is an emulated vIOMMU in QEMU [58] (the device
model of KVM hypervisor [10]), and the intel-iommu driver
in the guest Linux. In QEMU, the original DMA remapping
logic of the virtual VT-d is reused as remapEngine, while
trackEngine and pManager are developed from scratch.
Guest-side changes are all contained in the intel-iommu
driver and hidden behind the Linux DMA API layer. There is
no change required in guest device drivers. Currently,
coIOMMU adds ~700 LOC in QEMU and ~1000 LOC in
guest.
coIOMMU driver - coIOMMU driver extends guest intel-

iommu driver to manage the trackEngine when the capability
is detected. The intel-iommu driver registers callbacks to the
Linux DMA API layer for mapping and unmapping DMA
pages in different forms, e.g. for single page or scatter-gathered page list, for pre-allocated pages or newly allocated
pages, etc. We extend the driver by extracting the DMA
buffer information from those callbacks and updating the corresponding tracking units (TUs) in DTT. The DTT is allocated in the guest memory, which is always accessible by the
commodity KVM hypervisor. If such direct access is prohibited in some specific security related usage cases [55, 56], the
DTT should be allocated in a shared memory region. Last,
the coIOMMU driver conditionally notifies the hypervisor
based on the DTT status.

trackEngine - We extend the virtual VT-d with several

changes: (1) a capability bit for enumerating the presence of
trackEngine, (2) an enabling bit for activating trackEngine,
(3) a register holding the base address of the DTT, (4) a register as the doorbell interface for triggering notification to
pManager, and (5) a register pointing to the base address of
the notification structure. The notification structure is designed to allow batching requests of multiple pages into one
notification, in case of those pages are mapped together.
trackEngine also provides function calls for pManager to
scan and update the DTT.

pManager – The implementation of pManager can be split into

two parts. First, it provides direct function calls for trackEngine to complete instant pinning. The functions are invoked
synchronously in the vCPU threads when QEMU emulates
the guest write to the doorbell register. Second, pManager
also launches a thread for lazy unpinning and speculative pinning, woken up every one second. This thread scans the DTT
to find out all the pages that are unmapped but still pinned
and speculatively unpin them based on their A-bits. When a
pinning decision is made, pManager invokes the VFIO API
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[45] to pin/unpin selected pages and map/unmap them in the
IOMMU.
Sub-Page Mappings - Multiple DMA buffers may co-locate in

the same 4KB guest page, e.g. as widely observed when handling network packets. Sub-page mappings imply that one
page might be mapped and unmapped multiple times. In such
case, coIOMMU driver tracks the mapping count of each
mapped page and clears the “M-bit” of the corresponding entry only when its count reaches zero. We choose to leverage
the 5 reserved bits in each TU as the mapping count, holding
up to 31 sub-page mappings. Doing so simplifies the implementation and works well in our evaluations. Other implementations may choose different structures for such tracking
purpose.

Concurrency - coIOMMU must properly handle concurrent

pinning/unpinning requests between multiple vCPU threads
and the unpinning thread, as shown in Figure 3.

First, multiple vCPUs may try to map and pin the same DMA
page simultaneously, e.g. in sub-page mapping scenario. We
employ different locking mechanisms in guest and host for
race avoidance. Within the guest kernel, spinlock is required
for atomically setting the ‘mapped’ flag and checking the
‘pinned’ status of a target page. It is necessary as DMA mappings may happen in the guest interrupt context. On the other
hand, a mutex is introduced in QEMU for atomically completing the actual pinning actions: 1) rechecking the ‘pinned’
status; 2) pinning the page; and 3) updating the ‘pinned’ flag.
Second, race condition may happen between concurrent pinning requests (from the vCPU threads) and unpinning requests (from the unpinning thread). For example, it is possible seeing an unpinning operation starts before, yet completes
after, an in-flight pinning request. Such race may lead to the
pinning request completing successfully but with the target
page actually unpinned. We introduce two mechanisms to
solve this problem. For one, the unpinning thread needs to
check the ‘mapped’ flag before and after clearing the ‘pinned’
status. We call this special sequence as double-detection, necessary to catch in-flight change of the mapping status in the
guest side. For two, the unpinning thread also needs to acquire the aforementioned QEMU mutex for completing its
unpinning actions. In particular, the second check of the
‘mapped’ flag must be done with the mutex acquired and before conducting the unpinning action. If the ‘mapped’ status
becomes true, indicating that a pinning action is in progress
for the target page, the unpinning thread should cancel the
unpinning operation immediately.
4.1. Discussion
Applicability - coIOMMU applies to all kinds of directly as-

signed devices, without the need of ad-hoc changes in hardware or software. Porting our Linux implementation to a new
guest OS is straightforward, as long as the OS implements a
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Figure 3: Race avoidance between concurrent pinning and unpinning operations. Gray boxes are guest actions, and white are host.

generic DMA API layer which, obviously, is already a common feature in commodity OSes today. On the other hand,
the implementation of trackEngine and pManager is vendorneutral and self-contained. The separation between DMA
tracking and DMA remapping allow coIOMMU implementation to be easily portable to other vIOMMUs, regardless of
whether remapEngine is emulated or para-virtualized.
Extensibility - The page table format of the DTT can be ex-

tended to address other limitations in memory management.
For example, introducing a “D (dirty)” bit in the TU provides
a generic solution for tracking dirty pages when lively migrating VMs in direct I/O. Similarly, using a “W (writable)”
bit to indicate read-only page enables the hypervisor to implement copy-on-write features. Ideally, a specific implementation may extend the DTT to include the same set of permission or status bits as available in a CPU page table.
Currently the DTT tracks DMA buffers in 4KB granularity.
It is sufficient for most direct I/O usages, as DMA buffers are
typically allocated in scattered 4KB pages. When large DMA
buffer is used, we rely on pManager to merge batched pinning
requests on continuous DMA pages into 2MB-based requests. We observed such optimization leads to ~4.5% FPS
improvement in direct GPU benchmark, as illustrated in 5.1.
Alternatively, one may also directly extend the DTT format
to support 2MB-granular tracking entries.

Kernel Bypassing - coIOMMU also applies to various kernel

bypassing techniques [32, 33, 45], which allow applications
to directly manage DMA buffers in user space. Applications
are untrusted, so they must first register a trunk of memory to
the kernel and then manage within that trunk. The registration
goes through proper kernel interfaces, e.g. AF_XDP [33] or
VFIO [45] in Linux, which finally call into the coIOMMU
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driver for actual mappings and unmappings thereby are still
tracked in the DTT. Kernel bypassing may increase the
memory footprint because applications usually register a oneoff big buffer pool to avoid calling into the kernel frequently.
We leave optimizing such workloads as future work.
DMA Page Faults – For devices which do support DMA page

faults, on-demand memory allocation/reclaim can happen at
any time thus one could implement fine-grained pinning
without using coIOMMU. However, coIOMMU may still
provide two benefits in such circumstance. First, the overhead of handling DMA page faults might be non-negligible
in hot data paths. coIOMMU allows the guest to reduce the
number of faults by proactively requesting pre-pinning of hot
pages, based on the knowledge that is easily extracted from
DTT, yet invisible or difficult to acquire in legacy host. Second, some devices may allow DMA page faults only in selective data paths. Hypervisor could enable coIOMMU alongside the fault-based pinning scheme, to track DMA pages
which are touched in non-faultable data paths in such devices.

Guest Cooperation - coIOMMU is a para-virtualized approach

thus requires guest cooperation. We plan to submit our work
to Linux and QEMU community, so coIOMMU could be enabled by default in most Linux distributions in the future.
However, it is possible that a selfish guest may deliberately
report fake DMA pages or simply disable coIOMMU driver
to get more pages pinned than a cooperative guest. When required, one may choose to build a quota mechanism alongside the new tracking interface of coIOMMU. For example,
the memory ballooning mechanism [57] can be extended to
convey the quota information of both total memory and DMA
memory, based on the service level agreement of the guest.
Afterward, pManager could reject new pinning requests from
any guest after its quota is exceeded.

5. Evaluation
Our evaluation aims to answer several questions. How does
the overhead imposed by coIOMMU compare to that of established vIOMMUs? How many pages are pinned in various
direct I/O usages when using coIOMMU to enable finegrained pinning? Does coIOMMU sustain the desired performance and security under different intra-guest protection policies? We answer these questions by planning our evaluation
to focus on four aspects: footprint, overhead, security and applicability.
Evaluated Modes - We evaluate six modes as shown in Table

1. The guest intel-iommu driver supports three protection policies: 1) passthrough, the default policy that disables DMA
remapping for performance; 2) strict, using DMA remapping
to gain full protection; and 3) lazy, trading off some security
for performance when using DMA remapping (e.g. by deferring and batching IOTLB invalidations). We study the three
policies for coIOMMU and a state-of-the-art vIOMMU,
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mode

abbr.

DMA
remapping

DMA buffer
tracking

pinning
model

protection

passthrough (virtual VT-d)

PT-O

unused

n/a

static

no

passthrough (coIOMMU)

PT-N

unused

used

fine-grained

no

strict (virtual VT-d)

ST-O

used

n/a

fine-grained

full

strict (coIOMMU)

ST-N

used

used

fine-grained

full

lazy (virtual VT-d)

LA-O

used

n/a

fine-grained

relaxed

lazy (coIOMMU)

LA-N

used

used

fine-grained

relaxed

Table 1: Evaluated modes in coIOMMU and virtual VT-d

respectively, thus leading to six modes in total. In our prototype, coIOMMU inherits the DMA remapping logic of the
virtual VT-d, so we choose this emulated vIOMMU solution
to represent state-of-the-art vIOMMUs for fair comparison.
We use {PT-O, ST-O, LA-O} to indicate the three protection
policies with virtual VT-d and {PT-N, ST-N, LA-N} for the
policies with coIOMMU. ‘O’ stands for the ‘old’ emulated
VT-d while ‘N’ represents the ‘new’ coIOMMU.
Experimental Setup - Our setup consists of three machines, all

running Ubuntu 16.04 with kernel 5.0.0. The primary machine, used for networking and storage tests, is equipped with
a 16-core Intel Xeon Cascade Lake CPU at 2.7GHz, one
64GB DDR4 DIMM, an Intel XL710 40Gbps NIC, and two
Intel 760P series 1TB NVMe SSDs. The 2 nd machine acts as
the network traffic generator, with another XL710 NIC connected to the primary machine back-to-back. It includes dual
Intel Xeon Gold 6140 CPUs, each with 18 cores at 2.30GHz
and 64GB DDR4 memory. The last machine is used for GPU
evaluation, equipped with Intel Core i7-7567U CPU with
four cores at 3.50GHz, 32GB DDR4 memory, a 256GB Intel
520 series SSD, and an Intel® Iris® Plus graphics 650 GPU.
The VM of the first machine is based on RHEL7.2 with kernel 5.1.0-rc3+, configured with 16 vCPUs, 32GB memory,
and a directly assigned device – either a XL710 NIC or a
760P SSD, according to whether direct-networking or directstorage is under evaluation. The two assigned devices are enabled independently, to avoid mutual interference from section 5.1 to section 5.5. In section 5.6, we evaluated their performance running combined workloads with both devices assigned. The VM for direct GPU includes Ubuntu 18.04 with
kernel 5.1.0-rc3+, 4 vCPUs, 4GB memory, and a directly assigned Intel® Iris® Plus graphics 650 GPU. The vCPUs of
both VMs are 1:1 pinned to the physical cores for stable results.

Benchmarks - We choose both micro-benchmarks and macro-

benchmarks for evaluating the six modes in direct networking, direct storage and direct GPU:
•

Netperf [63] is a standard micro-benchmark to measure
networking throughput. We perform Netperf stream receive (RX) and transmit (TX) tests, using 64KB message
size with 16 Netperf client/server instances (one per
core) in the guest. Aggregated throughput is reported.
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Figure 4: Performance of the six modes (100% CPU is 4 cores in openarena, and 16 cores in all other benchmarks)
mode
PT-O
PT-N
ST-O
ST-N
LA-O
LA-N

netperf stream rx
dma_ops VM-exits

netperf stream tx
dma_ops VM-exits

nginx
dma_ops VM-exits

memcached
dma_ops VM-exits

fio
dma_ops

openarena
dma_ops VM-exits

VM-exits

352,224

0

577,037

0

525,974

0

3,110,716

0

781,055

0

44

0

348,335

2,379

572,136

415

525,849

115

3,039,414

11

780,186

9

44

22

109,403

109,403

64,448

64,448

72,239

72,239

104,354

104,354

109,864

109,198

44

44

108,607

108,607

64,352

64,352

71,682

71,682

103,984

103,984

107,948

107,948

44

44

141,844

71,013

59,645

29,896

63,230

31,702

145,309

72,744

163,085

81,655

44

23

141,572

70,883

58,398

29,273

62,569

31,370

144,690

72,434

162,417

81,322

44

23

Table 2: The average number of completed DMA operations vs. incurred VM exits, per second.

•

Nginx [64] is a high-performance HTTP web server. We
use ApacheBench [69] to measure the number of concurrent requests that Nginx server can serve. We run
ApacheBench to issue 16 concurrent requests of a static
1MB file, through the Nginx server installed in the guest.

•

Memcached [65] is a popular in-memory key-value
store, usually benchmarked using memaslap [70]. We
use the default memaslap configuration with 64-byte
keys, 1KB values, and 90%/10% GET/SET operations.
In the VM, we launch 16 memcached instances driven
by 16 memaslap threads each issuing 8 concurrent requests.

•

fio [66] is a standard micro-benchmark to measure disk
performance for wide range of storage types. We configure 16 fio threads, each performing asynchronous direct
random reads from the assigned SSD, in 512-byte blocks
and 128 in-flight requests.

•

OpenArena [67] is a 3D first-person shooter game, used
to benchmark direct GPU. The throughput is reported in
frame-per-second (fps).

In addition, we also selectively run sysbench [68] as a
memory benchmark and DPDK [32] for user-space networking stack, for specific evaluation purposes.
5.1. Overhead

We record the performance of aforementioned benchmarks
in each evaluation mode, as shown in Figure 4. CPU utilization is aggregated over all cores, i.e. one core at 100% CPU
would be reported as 100%/4=25% CPU utilization with 4
cores (for OpenArena) or 100%/16=6.25% CPU utilization
with 16 cores (for all other benchmarks). In addition, we also
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capture the per-second number of completed DMA operations and associated VM-exits when running those benchmarks, in Table 2. All benchmarks run 30 seconds, except
OpenArena, which must run to end in around 42 seconds.
Next, we compare coIOMMU to virtual VT-d under the three
Linux protection policies, respectively.
Passthrough - All networking benchmarks (left four in Figure

4) exhibit consistent results under the passthrough policy:
coIOMMU (PT-N) retains the performance comparable to
that of the virtual VT-d (PT-O), with less than 3% throughput
degradation and negligible variation in CPU utilization. Such
low cost is further explained in Table 2 – although hundreds
of thousands of DMA operations are tracked per second, the
majority of them do not trigger any VM-exit to notify the hypervisor, due to the optimization of smart pinning and lazy
unpinning. For example, the lowest VM-exit number is observed in memcached, with only 11 VM-exits incurred by
~3M DMA operations.

The overhead of coIOMMU is unrecognizable in FIO but incurs 4.5% FPS drop in OpenArena. We found that OpenArena maps a big buffer (~240MB) in a batch at its launch time,
with many pages adjacent to each other. In such case, pinning
the buffer in 2MB size is more efficient than pinning in 4KB
size, due to increased IOTLB efficiency. Unfortunately, 2MB
pinning is not supported in our initial coIOMMU implementation, while it is the preferred option when KVM statically
pins the entire guest memory in PT-O. After coIOMMU was
extended to also conduct 2MB pinning for OpenArena, it then
reaches the same performance as the virtual VT-d (not shown
in the figure). We do not enable huge page pinning in other
benchmarks, because they are observed with frequent mapping operations on many scattered 4KB pages. Blindly doing
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Figure 5: The number of pinned pages sampled in 3 second interval, taken from the beginning of the benchmarks to 6 seconds after their
completion. ‘max’ indicates the total pages of guest memory.

huge page pinning simply adds more cost and footprint in
those circumstances.
Strict and Lazy - We did not observe recognizable difference

between coIOMMU (ST-N and LA-N) and virtual VT-d (STO and LA-O) in all benchmarks, regarding to both throughput
and CPU utilization. There are much fewer DMA operations
completed in the strict and lazy policy than that in the
passthrough policy, due to the emulation cost of DMA remapping. As shown in Table 2, the reduction is between
2.46x (in Netperf RX) to 29.8x (in memcached) in all evaluated benchmarks. The tracking overhead in coIOMMU is
negligible when comparing to the overhead of DMA remapping.
We also explore an interesting finding between lazy and strict
in Figure 4, although not directly related to coIOMMU. It is
a common learning that batching IOTLB invalidations generally brings better performance than strictly invalidating the
IOTLB one-by-one. However, it is not always the case in virtualization – we observed 11% and 23% lower throughput
when comparing lazy to strict in Netperf TX and Nginx. We
find the batching interface of the virtual VT-d is the root
cause. Its emulation requires walking the entire vIOPT to
identify every valid mapping. If the walking cost exceeds the
cycles of saved invalidations, the performance of lazy is instead worse than that of strict. We leave studying more efficient batching interface and policy for another research.

5.2. Memory Footprint

We sample the number of pinned pages every 3 seconds, from
the beginning of the benchmarks to 6 seconds after its completion, in Figure 5. The extra 6 seconds are used to evaluate
the elasticity of the six modes, against transitional system
business. One note – the ‘max’ mark in the Y-axis indicates
the total number of guest pages, representing the case of static
pinning. It is 8M (for 32GB memory) in most benchmarks
and 1M (for 4GB memory) in OpenArena.
All six modes exhibit the same pattern in all benchmarks, except PT-N. First, PT-O is tied to static pinning, thereby always sitting in the top ‘max’ location. Second, all four modes
with DMA remapping enabled (ST-O, ST-N, LA-O, and LAN) pin the least number of pages, because they need strictly
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follow the desired protection semantics. As such, their lines
completely overlap in each diagram in Figure 5. The line of
PT-N (coIOMMU in the passthrough policy) fluctuates in the
middle due to smart pinning, which heuristically pins guest
pages for balancing performance and footprint. So, it is the
focus of our following analysis.
Networking - All four networking benchmarks (left four in

Figure 5) start and end with the same number of pinned pages
(~8800 pages) in PT-N. Those always-pinned pages come
from Intel i40e NIC driver, which pre-maps 512 pages per
vCPU as the receive buffer pool when the NIC is enabled.
The number sums up to 8192 pages with 16 vCPUs in our
configuration.
The largest footprint is observed in Netperf stream TX, with
up to 44530 pinned pages (174MB). It is ~4.4x of the pages
that are actually mapped for DMA at that time. The additionally pinned 34158 pages reflect the DMA temporal locality,
occupying only 0.4% of the total 32GB guest memory.
coIOMMU recognizes such locality thus sustains the performance of static pinning when keeping a small memory footprint. Netperf stream RX pins fewer pages (up to ~18000)
than TX, due to better DMA temporal locality – Intel i40e
NIC driver prefers to use the pre-mapped 8192 pages for incoming packets. On the other hand, Nginx and Memcached
are less throughput sensitive than Netperf TX/RX, yielding a
transfer rate of 2.3Gbps and 1.34 Gbps respectively. Accordingly, there are fewer pages used for DMA in the two benchmarks, leading to smaller footprint in coIOMMU.

Storage - We configure fio to perform asynchronous direct

random reads from the assigned SSD, to avoid page cache
and readahead optimization in guest Linux. 16 fio threads are
launched to read the disk with a 512-byte block size and 128
in-flight requests per I/O queue, summing up to 256 pages for
potential DMAs. The guest storage driver pre-maps 302
pages at boot time. Therefore, up to 558 pages may be
mapped for DMA simultaneously, at any time. Obviously,
coIOMMU precisely captures such temporal locality and
constantly pins 558 pages in our test.

GPU - There is no recognizable difference between the line of

PT-N and the bottom four lines, in OpenArena. The reason is
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5.3. Memory Overcommitment

Overcommitment allows the aggregated size of all VMs to
exceed the physical memory, thus improving memory utilization. We explore this configuration in both coIOMMU (PTN) and the virtual VT-d (PT-O), to demonstrate the value of
fine-grained pinning.
We create two VMs in the test machine with 64GB physical
memory. VM1 has no assigned device and is configured with
32GB memory. It runs sysbench to randomly access a 16GB
memory region. On the other hand, VM2 is assigned with an
Intel i40e NIC and is configured with 48GB memory. It runs
Netperf to send packets through the assigned NIC. The total
memory size of the two VMs (80GB) exceeds the physical
memory limitation.
We compare the performance of running them together to that
of running each alone, in Figure 6. With the virtual VT-d,
Netperf sustains the single-VM performance while sysbench
suffers 25% performance drop. The drop is caused by frequent page swaps due to insufficient host memory. There is
only 8.8GB left after statically pinning 48GB memory for
VM2. The situation gets worse with random errors reported
in VM1, when increasing the memory intensity of sysbench.
Conversely, both VMs achieve their desired performance
with coIOMMU, with 49GB free memory available even
when two benchmarks are both running.
5.4. Guest User Space Driver

The guest kernel may directly assign a device to its user space
for improved performance. However, kernel bypassing imposes the risk of DMA attacks from the user space. In such
case, the guest kernel typically turns on DMA remapping of
vIOMMU when the device is being assigned to the user space
and then turns off remapping after the device is assigned
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simple, as explained in §5.1, that OpenArena maps most of
its DMA pages (~240MB) one-off at launch time and then
unmaps them only at exit. In such circumstance, smart pinning and lazy unpinning have no effect at all. Therefore, all
five fine-grained pinning modes pin the similar number of
guest pages, with only static pinning staying in the top.
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Figure 6: The impact of memory overcommitment:
static pinning (PT-O) vs. fine-grained pinning (PT-N)
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Figure 7: Running DPDK with virtual VT-d and coIOMMU

backed to the kernel. In such circumstance, coIOMMU can
help the hypervisor maintain fine-grained pinning reliably,
while state-of-the-art vIOMMUs suffer from increased overhead by switching back and forth between static pinning and
fine-grained pinning. We demonstrate such an example using
DPDK pktgen, which offloads TCP packet processing from
the guest user space to the assigned NIC. We run DPDK with
coIOMMU and with the virtual VT-d respectively and show
the comparison in Figure 7.
coIOMMU dramatically reduces the latency in several stages,
compared with the virtual VT-d: (1) 18x reduction when the
VM is created (407ms vs. 7554ms); (2) 91x reduction when
the guest kernel assigns the NIC to user space DPDK (2ms
vs. 183ms); and (3) 407x reduction when the NIC is assigned
back to the guest kernel (2ms vs. 815ms). The cost of the emulated VT-d is mostly caused by pinning or unpinning the entire guest memory when switching to or away from static pinning. The VM creation phase suffers most because every
guest page needs to be allocated and cleared in static pinning.
In the meantime, coIOMMU pins no more than 186K pages,
while the virtual VT-d pins many more pages varying between 186K and 8M.
5.5. DMA Temporal Locality

Good temporal locality on DMA buffers is crucial for high
performance I/O processing, both in virtualization and on
bare metal. Commercial OSes are optimized toward this goal,
as observed in our evaluation and also reported by previous
studies [7, 44, 51]. On the other hand, Markuze et al. [30]
observes that many pages may be used to hold DMA buffers,
over time, in stock Linux. Hence, we studied the DMA temporal locality of the networking stack in a similar configuration, by running 16 Netperf TX instances for 15 minutes,
shown in Figure 8. We also run a Linux ‘dd’ command alongside Netperf, reading the raw virtual disk into /dev/zero. The
‘dd’ command constantly causes ~20K page cache misses per
second, leading to ~20K new page allocated and heavily contending with the networking stack. The experiment is conducted in PT-N mode, i.e. under the passthrough policy.
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excessive notifications from the guest, due to smart pinning
and lazy unpinning. We demonstrate that coIOMMU not only
dramatically improves the efficiency of memory management in wide direct I/O usages with negligible cost, but also
sustains the desired security as required in specific protection
policies. Last but not the least, although we implement
coIOMMU by extending an emulated vIOMMU - the virtual
Intel VT-d, this design can be easily ported to other vIOMMUs.

Figure 8: DMA temporal locality when running Netperf with ‘dd’

Our data echoes the previous finding [30] – almost the entire
guest memory (~7.9M pages, 98.7% of total memory) has
ever been used for sending packets, over time. However, the
number of pinned pages almost stays flat when coIOMMU is
enabled. The peak number is ~106K (424MB), 2.4x of that
when running Netperf TX alone and just 1.3% of the total
guest memory. The result implies that the DMA locality in a
short period is still good in such stress case, allowing the hypervisor to intelligently pin the guest pages with coIOMMU.
5.6. Mixed Workloads

We run Netperf TX and fio together to check how coIOMMU
performs in mixed I/O workloads. The tested VM is configured with 16 vCPUs and 32GB memory as previous tests. It
is directly assigned two devices: a XL710 NIC and a 760P
SSD. We launch 16 netperf instances and 16 fio threads simultaneously in the VM, with each vCPU holding one netperf
instance and one fio thread. Here we just compare PT-O vs.
PT-N under the passthrough policy, as the two modes can best
demonstrate the coIOMMU benefits according to the baseline data.
The result is promising. First, there is no observable performance difference when comparing Netperf and fio to their
baseline performance of running alone. The deviations are
less than 1% and within the error bar. Second, the peak number of pinned pages in mixed workloads is 45200 (176.5MB),
close to the sum of pinned pages of running Netperf (174MB)
and fio (2.2MB) alone. This result proves that coIOMMU can
effectively reduce the memory footprint with negligible overhead, even when running mixed direct I/O usages together.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
Established vIOMMUs cannot reliably eliminate static pinning in direct I/O, due to the emulation cost of their DMA
remapping interfaces. We instead propose coIOMMU, a new
vIOMMU architecture for efficient memory management.
coIOMMU introduces a cooperative DMA buffer tracking
mechanism for fine-grained pinning, orthogonal to the costly
DMA remapping interface. The new mechanism uses a
shared DMA tracking table (DTT) for hypervisor and guest
to exchange the DMA buffer information, without incurring
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As for future work, we will focus on several areas. First, new
IOMMU trends [53, 54] begin to support two-level address
translations, allowing the guest to skip certain virtual IOTLB
invalidations for improved performance. coIOMMU should
provide efficient DMA buffer tracking in two-level translation and maintain its performance benefit. Second, some devices (e.g. GPUs) partially support DMA page faults, e.g.
only for selective pages such as those used by applications.
We want to study a hybrid approach for fine-grained pinning,
by leveraging DMA page faults for faultable pages and using
coIOMMU for other non-faultable pages. Last, kernel bypassing usually needs to pre-map a big trunk of memory for
the application to manage. We want to extend the coIOMMU
concept from the boundary between hypervisor and guest to
the boundary between kernel space and user space, to enable
finer-grained memory management in such usage.
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Abstract
Cross-silo federated learning (FL) enables organizations
(e.g., financial or medical) to collaboratively train a machine
learning model by aggregating local gradient updates from
each client without sharing privacy-sensitive data. To ensure
no update is revealed during aggregation, industrial FL frameworks allow clients to mask local gradient updates using additively homomorphic encryption (HE). However, this results
in significant cost in computation and communication. In our
characterization, HE operations dominate the training time,
while inflating the data transfer amount by two orders of magnitude. In this paper, we present BatchCrypt, a system solution
for cross-silo FL that substantially reduces the encryption and
communication overhead caused by HE. Instead of encrypting
individual gradients with full precision, we encode a batch
of quantized gradients into a long integer and encrypt it in
one go. To allow gradient-wise aggregation to be performed
on ciphertexts of the encoded batches, we develop new quantization and encoding schemes along with a novel gradient
clipping technique. We implemented BatchCrypt as a plugin module in FATE, an industrial cross-silo FL framework.
Evaluations with EC2 clients in geo-distributed datacenters
show that BatchCrypt achieves 23×-93× training speedup
while reducing the communication overhead by 66×-101×.
The accuracy loss due to quantization errors is less than 1%.

1

Introduction

Building high-quality machine learning (ML) models requires
collecting a massive amount of training data from diverse
sources. However, in many industries, data is dispersed and
locked in multiple organizations (e.g., banks, hospitals, and
institutes), where data sharing is strictly forbidden due to
the growing concerns about data privacy and confidentiality
as well as violating the government regulations [12, 17, 45].
Cross-silo federated learning (FL) [27,61] offers an appealing
solution to break “data silos” among organizations, where
participating clients collaboratively learn a global model by
uploading their local gradient updates to a central server for
aggregation, without sharing privacy-sensitive data.
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To ensure that no client reveals its update during aggregation, many approaches have been proposed [9, 37, 47, 48, 52].
Among them additively homomorphic encryption (HE), notably the Paillier crytosystem [46], is particularly attractive in
the cross-silo setting [37,48,61], as it provides a strong privacy
guarantee at no expense of learning accuracy loss (§2). With
HE, gradient aggregation can be performed on ciphertexts
without decrypting them in advance. HE has been adopted
in many cross-silo FL applications [13, 23, 37, 38, 44], and
can be easily plugged into the existing FL frameworks to augment the popular parameter server architecture [33]. Before
the training begins, an HE key-pair is synchronized across all
clients through a secure channel. During training, each client
encrypts its gradient updates using the public key and uploads
the ciphertexts to a central server. The server aggregates the
encrypted gradients from all clients and dispatches the result
to each of them. A client decrypts the aggregated gradients
using the private key, updates its local model, and proceeds
to the next iteration. As clients only upload the encrypted
updates, no information can be learned by the server or an
external party during data transfer and aggregation.
Although HE provides a strong privacy guarantee for crosssilo FL, it performs complex cryptographic operations (e.g.,
modular multiplications and exponentiations) that are extremely expensive to compute. Our testbed characterization
(§3) shows that more than 80% of the training iteration time
is spent on encryption/decryption. To make matters worse,
encryption yields substantially larger ciphertexts, inflating the
amount of data transfer by over 150× than plaintext learning.
The significant overhead of HE in encryption and communication has become a major roadblock to facilitating cross-silo
FL. According to our contacts at WeBank [57], most of their
FL applications cannot afford to use the encrypted gradients
and are limited to scenarios with less stringent privacy requirements (e.g., FL across departments or trustworthy partners).
In this paper, we tackle the encryption and communication
bottlenecks created by HE with a simple batch encryption
technique. That is, a client first quantizes its gradient values
into low-bit integer representations. It then encodes a batch
of quantized values to a long integer and encrypts it in one go.
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Compared with encrypting individual gradient values of full
precision, batch encryption significantly reduces the encryption overhead and data transfer amount. Although this idea
has been briefly mentioned in the previous work [37, 48], the
treatment is rather informal without a viable implementation.
In fact, to enable batch encryption in cross-silo FL, there are
two key technical challenges that must be addressed, which,
to our knowledge, remains open.
First, a feasible batch encryption scheme should allow us
to directly sum up the ciphertexts of two batches, and the
result, when decrypted, matches that of performing gradientwise aggregation on the two batches in the clear. We show that
although it is viable to tweak the generic quantization scheme
to meet such need, it has many limitations as it is not designed
for aggregation. Instead, we design a customized quantization scheme that quantizes gradient values to signed integers
uniformly distributed in a symmetric range. Moreover, to support gradient-wise aggregation in a simple additive form, and
that the addition does not cause overflow to corrupt the encoded gradients, we develop a new batch encoding scheme
that adopts two’s compliment representation with two sign
bits for quantized values. We also use padding and advance
scaling to avoid overflow in addition. All these techniques
allow gradient aggregation to be performed on ciphertexts of
the encoded batches, without decryption first.
Second, as gradients values are unbounded, they need to
be clipped before quantization, which critically determines
the learning performance [5, 41]. However, it remains unclear
how to choose the clipping thresholds in the cross-silo setting.
We propose an efficient analytical model dACIQ by extending ACIQ [5], a state-of-the-art clipping technique for ML
over centralized data, to cross-silo FL over decentralized data.
dACIQ allows us to choose optimal clipping thresholds with
the minimum cumulative error.
We have implemented our solution BatchCrypt in
FATE [18], a secure computing framework released by WeBank [57] to facilitate FL among organizations. Our implementation can be easily extended to support other optimization schemes for distributed ML such as local-update
SGD [22, 35, 56], model averaging [40], and relaxed synchronization [24, 34, 62], all of which can benefit from
BatchCrypt when applied to cross-silo FL. We evaluate
BatchCrypt with nine participating clients geo-distributed in
five AWS EC2 datacenters across three continents. These
clients collaboratively learn three ML models of various
sizes: a 3-layer fully-connected neural network with FMNIST dataset [60], AlexNet [32] with CIFAR10 dataset [31],
and a text-generative LSTM model [25] with Shakespeare
dataset [55]. Compared with the stock implementation of
FATE, BatchCrypt accelerates the training of the three models by 23×, 71×, and 93×, respectively, where more salient
speedup can be achieved for more complex models. In the
meantime, the communication overhead is reduced by 66×,
71×, and 101×, respectively. The significant benefits of
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BatchCrypt come at no cost of model quality, with a negligible accuracy loss less than 1%. BatchCrypt1 offers the
first efficient implementation that enables HE in a cross-silo
FL framework with low encryption and communication cost.

2

Background and Related Work

In this section, we highlight the stringent privacy requirements
posed by cross-silo federated learning. We survey existing
techniques for meeting these requirements.

2.1

Cross-Silo Federated Learning

According to a recent survey [27], federated learning (FL) is
a scenario where multiple clients collaboratively train a machine learning (ML) model with the help of a central server;
each client transfers local updates to the server for immediate aggregation, without having its raw data leaving the
local storage. Depending on the application scenarios, federated learning can be broadly categorized into cross-device
FL and cross-silo FL. In the cross-device setting, the clients
are a large number of mobile or IoT devices with limited
computing power and unreliable communications [27, 30, 39].
In contrast, the clients in the cross-silo setting are a small
number of organizations (e.g., financial and medical) with reliable communications and abundant computing resources in
datacenters [27, 61]. We focus on cross-silo FL in this paper.
Compared with the cross-device setting, cross-silo FL has
significantly more stringent requirements on privacy and learning performance [27, 61]. First, the final trained model should
be exclusively released to those participating organizations—
no external party, including the central server, can have access
to the trained model. Second, the strong privacy guarantee
should not be achieved at a cost of learning accuracy. Third,
as an emerging paradigm, cross-silo FL is undergoing fast innovations in both algorithms and systems. A desirable privacy
solution should impose minimum constraints on the underlying system architecture, training mode (e.g., synchronous and
asynchronous), and learning algorithms.

2.2

Privacy Solutions in Federated Learning

Many strategies have been proposed to protect the privacy
of clients for federated learning. We briefly examine these
solutions and comment on their suitability to cross-silo FL.
Secure Multi-Party Computation (MPC) allows multiple
parties to collaboratively compute an agreed-upon function
with private data in a way that each party knows nothing
except its input and output (i.e., zero-knowledge guarantee).
MPC utilizes carefully designed computation and synchronization protocols between clients. Such protocols have strong
privacy guarantees, but are difficult to implement efficiently
1 BatchCrypt is

open-sourced and can be found at https://github.com/
marcoszh/BatchCrypt
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as update aggregation is performed on ciphertexts. Second,
it incurs no learning accuracy loss, as no noise is added to
the model updates during the encryption/decryption process.
Third, HE directly applies to the existing learning systems,
requiring no modifications other than encrypting/decrypting
updates. It hence imposes no constraints to the synchronization schemes and the learning algorithms. However, as we
shall show in §3, HE introduces significant overhead to computation and communication.
Figure 1: The architecture of cross-silo FL system, where HE
is implemented as a pluggable module on the clients.
in a geo-distributed scenario like cross-silo FL [61]. Developers have to carefully engineer the ML algorithms and divide the computation among parties to fit the MPC paradigm,
which may lower the privacy guarantees for better performance [16, 42, 43].
Differential Privacy (DP) is another common tool that can
be combined with model averaging and SGD to facilitate
secure FL [47, 52]. It ensures the privacy of each individual sample in the dataset by injecting noises. A recent work
proposes to employ selective parameter update [52] atop differential privacy to navigate the tradeoff between data privacy
and learning accuracy. Although DP can be efficiently implemented, it exposes plain gradients to the central server during
aggregation. Later study shows that one can easily recover the
information from gradients [48]. While such privacy breach
and the potential accuracy drop might be tolerable for mobile
users in cross-device FL, they raise significant concerns for
participating organizations in cross-silo FL.
Secure Aggregation [9] is proposed recently to ensure that
the server learns no individual updates from any clients but
the aggregated updates only. While secure aggregation has
been successfully deployed in cross-device FL, it falls short
in cross-silo FL for two reasons. First, it allows the central
server to see the aggregated gradients, based on which the
information about the trained model can be learned by an
external entity (e.g., public cloud running the central server).
Second, in each iteration, clients must synchronize secret
keys and zero-sum masks, imposing a strong requirement of
synchronous training.
Homomorphic Encryption (HE) allows certain computation (e.g., addition) to be performed directly on ciphertexts,
without decrypting them first. Many recent works [13, 37,
38, 48] advocate the use of additively HE schemes, notably
Paillier [46], as the primary means of privacy guarantee in
cross-silo FL: each client transfers the encrypted local updates
to the server for direct aggregation; the result is then sent back
to each client for local decryption. HE meets the three requirements of cross-silo FL. First, it protects the trained model
from being learned by any external parties including the server
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Summary To summarize, each of these privacy-preserving
techniques has its pros and cons. MPC is able to provide
strong privacy guarantees, but requires expert efforts to reengineer existing ML algorithms. DP can be adopted easily
and efficiently, but has the downside of weaker privacy guarantee and potential accuracy loss. Secure aggregation is an
effective way to facilitate large-scale cross-device FL, but may
not be suitable for cross-silo FL as it exposes the aggregated
results to third parties and incurs high synchronization cost.
HE can be easily adopted to provide strong privacy guarantees
without algorithm modifications or accuracy loss. However,
the high computation and communication overheads make it
impractical for production deployment at the moment.

2.3

Cross-Silo FL Platform with HE

Fig. 1 depicts a typical cross-silo FL system [27,37,61], where
HE is implemented as a pluggable module on the clients. The
aggregator is the server which coordinates the clients and
aggregates their encrypted gradients. Note that in this work,
we assume the aggregator is honest-but-curious, a common
threat model used in the existing FL literature [9, 38, 52].
The communications between all parties (the clients and
the aggregator) are secured by cryptographic protocols such
as SSL/TLS, so that no third party can learn the messages
being transferred. Before the training starts, the aggregator
randomly selects a client as the leader who generates an HE
key-pair and synchronizes it to all the other clients. The leader
also initializes the ML model and sends the model weights
to all the other clients. Upon receiving the HE key-pair and
the initial weights, the clients start training. In an iteration,
each client computes the local gradient updates ( 1 ), encrypts
them with the public key ( 2 ), and transfers the results to the
aggregator. The aggregator waits until the updates from all the
clients are received. It then adds them up and dispatches the
results to all clients ( 3 ). A client then decrypts the aggregated
gradients ( 4 ) and uses it to update the local model ( 5 ).
This architecture design follows the classic distributed
SGD pattern. So the existing theories and optimizations including flexible synchronization [24, 34, 62] and local update
SGD [22,35,56] naturally apply. Moreover, as model updating
is performed on the client’s side using the plaintext gradient
aggregation, we can adopt state-of-the-art adaptive optimizers
such as Adam [28] for faster convergence—a huge advantage over the existing proposal [48] that applies encrypted
gradients directly on the encrypted global model in the server.
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Characterizing Performance Bottlenecks

3.1

Characterization Results

Cross-silo FL is usually performed in multiple geo-distributed
datacenters of participating organizations [27, 61]. Our characterization is carried out in a similar scenario where nine
EC2 clients in five geo-distributed datacenters collaboratively
training three ML models of various sizes, including FMNIST,
CIFAR, and LSTM (Table 3). Unless otherwise specified, we
configure synchronous training, where no client can proceed
to the next iteration until the (encrypted) updates from all
clients have been aggregated. We defer the detailed description of the cluster setup and the ML models to §6.1.
We base our study in FATE (Federated AI Technology
Enabler) [18], a secure compute framework developed by
WeBank [57] to drive its FL applications with the other industry partners. To our knowledge, FATE is the only opensource cross-silo FL framework deployed in production environments. FATE has a built-in support to the Pailler cryptosystem [46] (key size set to 2048 bits by default), arguably
the most popular additively HE scheme [50]. Our results also
apply to the other partially HE cryptosystems.
Encryption and Communication Overhead We start our
characterization by comparing two FL scenarios, with and
without HE. We find that the use of HE results in exceedingly
long training time with dramatically increased data transfer.
More specifically, when HE is enabled, we measured the average training iteration time 211.9s, 2725.7s, and 8777.7s for
FMNIST, CIFAR, and LSTM, respectively. Compared with
directly transferring the plaintext updates, the iteration time is
extended by 96×, 135×, and 154×, respectively. In the meantime, when HE is (not) in use, we measured 1.1GB (6.98MB),
13.1GB (85.89MB), and 44.1GB (275.93MB) data transfer
between clients and aggregator in one iteration on average for
FMNIST, CIFAR, and LSTM, respectively. To sum up, the
use of HE increases both the training time and the network
footprint by two orders of magnitude. Such performance overhead becomes even more significant for complex models with
a large number of weights (e.g., LSTM).
Deep Dive To understand the sources of the significant overhead caused by HE, we examine the training process of the
three models in detail, where we sample an iteration and
depict in Fig. 2 the breakdown of the iteration time spent
on different operations on the client’s side (left) and on the
aggregator’s side (right), respectively.
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In this section, we characterize the performance of cross-silo
FL with three real applications driven by deep learning models
in a geo-distributed setting. We show that encryption and communication come as two prohibitive bottlenecks that impede
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solutions in the literature and discuss their inefficiency. To
our knowledge, we are the first to present a comprehensive
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Figure 2: Iteration time breakdowns of FMNIST, CIFAR, and
LSTM for a client and the aggregator.
As illustrated in Fig. 2a, on the client’s side, HE-related
operations dominate the training time in all three applications.
In particular, a client spent around 60% of the iteration time
on gradient encryption (yellow), 20% on decryption (dark
purple), and another 20% on data transfer and idle waiting
for the gradient aggregation to be returned2 (light purple). In
comparison, the time spent on the actual work for computing
the gradients becomes negligible (< 0.5%).
When it comes to the aggregator (Fig. 2b), most of the time
(> 70%) is wasted on idle waiting for a client to send in the
encrypted gradients (orange). Collecting the gradients from
all clients (yellow) and dispatching the aggregated results to
each party (dark purple) also take a significant amount of time,
as clients are geo-distributed and may not start transferring (or
receiving) at the same time. The actual computation time for
gradient aggregation (light purple) only accounts for less than
10% of the iteration span. Our deep-dive profiling identifies
encryption and decryption as the two dominant sources of the
exceedingly long training time.
Why is HE So Expensive? In additively HE cryptosystems
such as Paillier [46], encryption and decryption both involve
multiple modular multiplications and exponentiation operations with a large exponent and modulus (usually longer than
512 bits) [50], making them extremely expensive to compute.
Encryption also yields significantly larger ciphertexts, which,
in turn, causes a huge communication overhead for data transfer. In additively HE schemes such as Paillier, a ciphertext
takes roughly the same number of bits as the key size, irrespective of the plaintext size. As of 2019, the minimum secure
key size for Paillier is 2048 [6], whilst a gradient is typically
a 32-bit floating point. This already translates to 64× size
inflation after encryption.
We further benchmark the computation overhead and the
inflated ciphertexts of Paillier with varying key sizes. We
use python-paillier [15] to encrypt and then decrypt
900K 32-bit floating points. Table 1 reports the results on
2 Due to the synchronization barrier, a client needs to wait for all the other
clients to finish transferring updates to the aggregator.
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Table 1: Benchmarking Paillier HE with various key sizes.
Key size
1024
2048
3072

Plaintext
6.87MB
6.87MB
6.87MB

Ciphertext
287.64MB
527.17MB
754.62MB

Encryption
216.87s
1152.98s
3111.14s

Decryption
68.63s
357.17s
993.80s

a c5.4xlarge instance. As the key size increases (higher security), both the computation overhead and the size of ciphertexts grow linearly. Since Paillier can only encrypt integers,
floating point values have to be scaled beforehand, and their
exponents information contribute further to data inflation.
Summary The prohibitive computation and communication
overhead caused by HE, if not properly addressed, would
lead to two serious economic consequences. First, given the
dominance of HE operations, accelerating model computation
using high-end hardware devices (e.g., GPUs and TPUs) is no
longer relevant—a huge waste of the massive infrastructure
investments in clients’ datacenters. Second, the overwhelming network traffics across geo-distributed datacenters incurs
skyrocketing Internet data charges, making cross-silo FL economically unviable. In fact, in WeBank, production FL applications may choose to turn off HE if the security requirement
is not so strict.

3.2

Potential Solutions and Their Inefficiency

Hardware-Accelerated HE HE process can be accelerated
using software or hardware solutions. However, typical HE
cryptosystems including Paillier have limited interleaving
independent operations, thus the potential speedup of a single
HE operation is quite limited. In fact, it is reported that a
specialized FPGA can only accelerate Paillier encryption by
3× [50]. Moreover, simply accelerating the encryption itself
does not help reduce the communication overhead.
Reducing Communication Overhead As accelerating HE
itself does not clear the barrier of adopting HE in FL, what
if we reduce the amount of data to encrypt in the first place?
Since data inflation is mainly caused by the mismatch between the lengths of plaintexts and ciphertexts, an intuitive
idea would be batching as many gradients together as possible
to form a long plaintext, so that the amount of encryption operations will reduce greatly. However, the challenge remains
how to maintain HE’s additive property after batching without
modifying ML algorithms or hurting the learning accuracy.
While some prior works have explored the idea of joining
multiple values together to reduce HE overhead, they give
no viable implementation of batch encryption for cross-silo
FL. [48] makes a false assumption that quantization is lossless, and uses adaptive optimizer Adam in its simulation even
though its design does not support that. With only plain SGD
available, [48] requires tedious learning rate scheduling tuning to achieve similar results of advanced optimizers [59].
The naive batching given in [37] cannot be correctly implemented as homomorphic additivity is not retained. In fact,
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none of these works have systematically studied the impact of
batching. Gazelle [26] and SEAL [51] adopt the SIMD (single
instruction multiple data) technique to speed up HE. However,
such approach only applies to lattice-based HE schemes [11]
and is restricted by their unique properties. For instance, it
incurs dramatic computational complexity for lattice-based
HE schemes to support more levels of multiplication [26].
Besides, these works only accelerate integer cryptographic
operations. How to maintain the training accuracy in crosssilo FL context remains an open problem.

4

BatchCrypt

In this section, we describe our solution for gradient batching.
We begin with the technical challenges. We first show that
gradient quantization is required to enable batching. We then
explain that generic quantization scheme lacks flexibility and
efficiency to support general ML algorithms, which calls for
an appropriately designed encoding and batching scheme;
to prevent model quality degradation, an efficient clipping
method is also needed. We name our solution BatchCrypt,
a method that co-designs quantization, batch encoding, and
analytical quantization modeling to boost computation speed
and communication efficiency while preserving model quality
in cross-silo FL with HE.

4.1

Why is HE Batching for FL a Problem?

On the surface, it seems straightforward to implement gradient
batching. In fact, batching has been used to speed up queries
over integers in a Paillier-secured database [19]. However, this
technique only applies to non-negative integers [19]. In order
to support floating numbers, the values have to be reordered
and grouped by their exponents [19]. Such constraints are
the key to preserving HE’s additivity of batched ciphertexts—
that is, the sum of two batched ciphertexts, once decrypted,
should match the results of element-wise adding plaintext
values in the two groups. Gazelle and SEAL [26, 51] employ
SIMD technique to meet this requirement, but the approach is
limited to lattice-based cryptosystems. We aspire to propose
a universal batching method for all additively homomorphic
cryptosystems.
Why Quantization is Needed? Gradients are signed floating values and must be ordered by their corresponding model
weights, for which we cannot simply rearrange them by exponents. The only practical approach is to use integer representations of gradients in the batch, which requires quantization.
Existing Quantization Schemes ML algorithms are resilient to update noise and able to converge with gradients of
limited precision [10]. Fig. 3a illustrates how generic gradient
quantization scheme can be used in HE batching. Notably,
since there is no bit-wise mapping between a ciphertext and
its plaintext, permutation within ciphertexts is not allowed—
only plain bit-by-bit addition between batched integers is
available. Assume a gradient g in [−1, 1] is quantized into an
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Figure 3: An illustration of a generic quantization scheme and
BatchCrypt. The latter preserves additivity during batching,
with the sign bits highlighted within values.
8-bit unsigned integer. Let [·] denote the standard rounding
function. The quantized value of g is
Q(g) = [255 ∗ (g − min)/(max − min)],
where max = 1 and min = −1. Suppose n quantized gradients
are summed up. The result, denoted by qn , is dequantized as
Q−1 (qn ) = qn ∗ (max − min)/255 + n ∗ min.
Referring to Fig. 3a, gradients of a client (floating numbers
in blue) are first quantized and then batch joined into a large
integer. To aggregate the gradients of two clients, we simply
sum up the two batched integers, locate the added gradients
at the same bit positions as in the two batches (8-bit integers
in red), and dequantize them to obtain the aggregated results.
Such a generic quantization scheme, though simple to implement, does not support aggregation well and has many
limitations when applied to batched gradient aggregation.
(1) It is restrictive. In order to dequantize the results, it
must know how many values are aggregated. This poses extra
barriers to flexible synchronization, where the number of
updates is constantly changing, sometimes even unavailable.
(2) It overflows easily in aggregation. As values are quantized into positive integers, aggregating them is bound to overflow quickly as the sum grows larger. To prevent overflow,
batched ciphertexts have to be decrypted after a few additions
and encrypted again in prior work [48].
(3) It does not differentiate positive overflows from negative. Once overflow occurs, the computation has to restart.
Should we be able to tell them apart, a saturated value could
have been used instead of discarding the results.

4.2

HE Batching for Gradients

Unsatisfied with the generic quantization technique, we aspire
to devise a batching solution tailored to gradient aggregation.
Our scheme should have the following desirable properties:
(1) it preserves the additivity of HE; (2) it is more resilient to
overflows and can distinguish positive overflows from negative ones; (3) it is generally applicable to existing ML algorithms and optimization techniques; (4) it is flexible enough
that one can dequantize values directly without additional
information, such as the number of values aggregated.
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Gradient Quantization Existing works use gradient compression techniques to reduce network traffic in distributed
training [1,29,36,58]. These quantization methods are mainly
used to compress values for transmission [58] or accelerate
inference where only multiplication is needed [5]. However,
they are not designed for gradient aggregation, and we cannot
perform computations over the compressed gradients efficiently, making them inadequate for FL. We scrutinize the
constraints posed by our design objectives, and summarize
the stemed requirements for quantization as follows:
• Signed Integers: Gradients should be quantized into
signed integers. In this way, positive and negative values
can cancel each other out in gradient aggregation, making it less prone to overflowing than quantizing gradients
into unsigned integers.
• Symmetric Range: To make values with opposite signs
cancel each other out, the quantized range must be symmetrical. Violating this requirement may lead to an incorrect aggregation result. For example, if we map [−1, 1] to
[−128, 127], then −1 + 1 would become −128 + 127 =
−1 after quantization.
• Uniform Quantization: Literature shows that nonuniform quantization schemes have better compression
rates as gradients have non-uniform distribution [1, 7].
However, we are unable to exploit the property as additions over quantized values are required.
BatchCrypt We now propose an efficient quantization
scheme BatchCrypt that meets all the requirements above.
Assume that we quantize a gradient in [−α, α] into an r-bit integer. Instead of mapping the whole range all together, we uniformly map [−α, 0] and [0, α] to [−(2r − 1), 0] and [0, 2r − 1],
respectively. Note that the value 0 ends up with two codes in
our design. Prior work shows that 16-bit quantization (r = 16)
is sufficient to achieve near lossless gradient quantization [21].
We will show in §6 that such a moderate quantization width
is sufficient to enable efficient batching in FL setting.
With quantization figured out, the challenge remains how
to encode the quantized values so that signed additively arithmetic is correctly enabled—once the batched long integer
is encrypted, we cannot distinguish the sign bits from the
value bits during aggregation. Inspired by how modern CPUs
handle signed integer computations, we use two’s complement representation in our encoding. By doing so, the sign
bits can engage in the addition just like the value bits. We
further use the two sign bits to differentiate between the positive and negative overflows. We illustrate an example of
BatchCrypt in Fig. 3b. By adding the two batched long integers, BatchCrypt gets the correct aggregation results for
−1 + (−126) and +1 + (−7), respectively.
BatchCrypt achieves our requirements by co-designing
quantization and encoding: no additional information is
needed to dequantize the aggregated results besides the batch
itself; positive and negative values are able to offset each
other; the signs of overflow can be identified. Compared
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Figure 4: A typical layer gradient distribution. α is the clipping threshold.
with the batching methods in [26, 51], BatchCrypt’s batching
scheme is generally applicable to all additively HE cryptosystems’ and fully HE cryptosystems’ additive operations.

4.3

dACIQ: Analytical Clipping for FL

Our previous discussion has assumed gradients in a bounded
range (§4.2). In practice, however, gradients may go unbounded and need to be clipped before quantization. Also, gradients from different layers have different distributions [58].
We thus need to quantize layers individually [1, 58]. Moreover, prior works show that gradients from the same layer have
a bell-shaped distribution which is near Gaussian [2, 7, 53].
Such property can be exploited for efficient gradient compression [1, 58]. Finally, gradients require stochastic rounding
during quantization [21, 36, 58], as it stochastically preserves
diminishing information compared to round-to-nearest.
Layer-wise quantization and stochastic rounding can be
easily applied, yet it remains unclear how to find the optimal
clipping thresholds in the FL setting. As shown in Fig. 4,
clipping is the process of saturating the outlaying gradients
beyond a threshold α. If α is set too large, the quantization
resolution becomes too low. On the other hand, if α gets too
small, most of the range information from outlaying gradients
has to be discarded.
In general, there are two ways to set the clipping threshold,
profiling-based methods and analytical modeling. Profilingbased clipping selects a sample dataset to obtain a sample
gradient distribution. Thresholds are then assessed with metrics such as KL divergence [41] and convergence rate [58].
However, such approach is impractical in FL for three reasons.
First, finding a representative dataset in FL can be difficult,
as clients usually have non-i.i.d. data, plus it breaks the data
silo. Second, the gradient range narrows slowly as the training
progresses [14], so clipping needs to be calibrated constantly,
raising serious overhead concerns. Third, the profiling results
are specific to the training models and datasets. Once the
models or the datasets change, new profiling is needed. For
both practicality and cost considerations, BatchCrypt instead
adopts analytical modeling.
As shown in Fig. 4, the accumulated noise comes from
two sources. Quantization noise refers to the error induced
by rounding within the clipping range (the light blue area),
while clipping noise refers to the saturated range beyond the
clipping threshold (the gray area). To model the accumulated
noise from both quantization and clipping, state-of-the-art
clipping technique ACIQ [5] assumes that they follow a Gaus-
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sian distribution. However, ACIQ cannot be directly applied
to BatchCrypt for two reasons. First, it employs a generic
asymmetric quantization, which is not the case in BatchCrypt;
second, in FL, gradients are not available at one place in
plaintext to conduct distribution fitting.
We address these problems by extending ACIQ clipping to
the distributed FL setting, which we call dACIQ. In particular, we adopt stochastic rounding with an r-bit quantization
width. Assume that gradients follow Gaussian distribution
X ∼ N(0, σ2 ). Let qi be the i-th quantization level. We compute the accumulated error in BatchCrypt as follows:
E[(X − Q(X))2 ] =

Z −α
−∞

+

2r −3 Z qi+1

∑

i=0

qi

f (x) · (x + α)2 dx +

f (x) · [ (x − qi )2 · (

Z ∞

f (x) · (x − α)2 dx

α

qi+1 − x
x − qi
) + (x − qi+1 )2 · (
) ]dx
4
4
2
− α

α2 + σ2
α
α · σ · e 2·σ2
2α2 · (2r − 2)
√
≈
· [1 − er f ( √ )] −
+
,
2
3 · 23r
2π
2σ
(1)

where the first and the second terms account for the clipping
noise, and the third the rounding noise. As long as we know
σ, we can then derive the optimal threshold α from Eq. (1).
We omit the detailed derivations in the interest of space.
Gaussian Fitting Now that we have Eq. (1), we still need to
figure out how to fit gradients into a Gaussian distribution in
the FL setting. Traditionally, to fit Gaussian parameters µ and
σ, Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Bayesian Inference
can be used. They require information including the size of
observation set, its sum, and its sum of squares. As an ML
model may have up to millions of parameters, calculating
these components as well as transferring them over Internet is
prohibitively expensive. As a result, dACIQ adopts a simple,
yet effective Gaussian fitting method proposed in [4]. The
method only requires the size of observation set and its max
and min, with the minimum computational and communication overhead. We later show that such light-weight fitting
does not affect model accuracy in §6.
Advance Scaling With multiple clients in FL, it is essential
to prevent overflows from happening. Thanks to clipping,
the gradient range is predetermined before encryption. Let m
be the number of clients. If m is available, we could employ
advance scaling by setting the quantization range to m times
of the clipping range, so that the sum of gradients from all
clients will not overflow.

4.4

BatchCrypt: Putting It All Together

Putting it all together, we summarize the workflow of
BatchCrypt in Algorithm 1.
Initialization The aggregator randomly selects one client as
the leader. The leader client generates the HE key-pair and
initializes the model weights. The key-pair and model weights
are then synchronized with the other client workers.
Training After initialization, there is no differentiation between the leader and the other workers. Clients compute gra-
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Client Worker
BatchCrypt

Algorithm 1 HE FL BatchCrypt
Aggregator:
1: function I NITIALIZE
2:
Issue I NITIALIZE L EADER () to the randomly selected leader
3:
Issue I NITIALIZE OTHER () to the other clients
4: function S TARTS T RAINING
5:
for epoch e = 0, 1, 2, ..., E do
6:
Issue W ORKER S TARTS E POCH (e) to all clients
7:
for all training batch t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , T do
8:
Collect gradients range and size
9:
Return clipping values α calculated by dACIQ
(e,t)
10:
Collect, sum up all gi into g(e,t) , and dispatch it
Client Worker: i = 1, 2, . . . , m
– r: quantization bit width, bs: BatchCrypt batch size
1: function I NITIALIZE L EADER
2:
Generate HE key-pair pub_key and pri_key
3:
Initialize the model to train w
4:
Send pub_key, pri_key, and w to other clients
5: function I NITIALIZE OTHER
6:
Receive HE key-pair pub_key and pri_key
7:
Receive the initial model weights w
8: function W ORKER S TARTS E POCH(e)
9:
for all training batch t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , T do
(e,t)
10:
Compute gradients gi based on w
(e,t)

11:
12:
13:

Send per-layer range and size of gi to aggregator
Receive the layer-wise clipping values α’s
(e,t)
(e,t)
Clip gi with corresponding α, quantize gi into r bits, with
quantization range setting to mα
. Advance scaling
(e,t)
14:
Batch gi with bs layer by layer
15:
16:
17:
18:

(e,t)

Encrypt batched gi

with pri_key

(e,t)
gi

Send encrypted
to aggregator
Collect g(e,t) from aggregator, and decrypt with pub_key
Apply decrypted g(e,t) to w

dients and send the per-layer gradient range and size to the
aggregator. The aggregator estimates the Gaussian parameters
first and then calculates the layer-wise clipping thresholds as
described in § 4.3. Clients then quantize the gradients with
range scaled by the number of clients, and encrypt the quantized values using BatchCrypt. Note that advanced scaling
utilizing the number of clients is used to completely avoid
overflowing. However, Algorithm 1 is still viable even without
that information, as BatchCrypt supports overflow detection.
The encrypted gradients are gathered at the aggregator and
summed up before returning to the clients.

5

Implementation

We have implemented BatchCrypt atop FATE (v1.1) [18].
While we base our implementation on FATE, nothing precludes it from being extended to the other frameworks such
as TensorFlow Federated [20] and PySyft [49].
Overview Our implementation follows the paradigm described in Algorithm 1, as most of the efforts are made on the
client side. Fig. 5 gives an overview of the client architecture.
BatchCrypt consists of dACIQ, Quantizer, two’s Compliments Codec, and Batch Manager. dACIQ is responsible for
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…
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Encrypt

FATE
Comm. Mgr.
Remote
Get

Figure 5: The architecture of a client worker in BatchCrypt.
Gaussian fitting and clipping threshold calculation. Quantizer takes the thresholds and scales them to quantize the
clipped values into signed integers. Quantizer also performs
dequantization. Two’s Compliments Codec translates between
a quantized value’s true form and two’s compliment form with
two sign bits. Given the large volume of data to encode, we
adopt Numba to enable faster machine codes and massive parallelism. Finally, Batch Manager is in charge of batching and
unbatching gradients in their two’s compliment form, it remembers data’s original shape before batching and restores it
during unbatching. Batch Manager utilizes joblib to exploit
computing resources by multiprocessing. FATE is used as
an infrastructure to conduct FL, in which all the underlying
ML computations are written with TensorFlow v1.14 optimized for our machines shipped with AWS DLAMI [3]. FATE
adopts the open-sourced python-paillier as the Paillier
HE implementation. We again employ joblib to parallel the
operations here. FATE’s Communication Manager conducts
the SSL/TLS secured communication with gRPC. During our
characterizations and evaluations, the CPUs are always fully
utilized during Paillier operations and BatchCrypt process.
Model Placement In the typical parameter server architecture, model weights are placed on the server side, while we
purposely place weights on the worker side in BatchCrypt.
Prior work [48] employs the traditional setup: clients encrypt
the initialized weights with HE and send them to the aggregator first; the aggregator applies the received encrypted gradients to the weights encrypted with the same HE key. Such
placement has two major drawbacks. First, keeping weights
on the aggregator requires re-encryption. Since new gradients are constantly applied to weights, the model has to be
sent back to the clients to decrypt and re-encrypt to avoid
overflows from time to time, resulting in a huge overhead.
Second, applying encrypted gradients prevents the use of sophisticated ML optimizers. State-of-the-art ML models are
usually trained with adaptive optimizers [28] that scale the
learning rates according to the gradient itself. By keeping the
model weights on the client side, BatchCrypt can examine the
aggregated plaintext gradients, enabling the use of advanced
optimizers like Adam, whereas on the aggregator side, one
can only adopt plain SGD.
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Table 2: Network bandwidth (Mbit/sec) between aggregator
and clients in different regions.
N.VA.
165
151

LDN
97
84

HK
81
84

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of BatchCrypt
with real ML models trained in geo-distributed datacenters.
We first examine the learning accuracy loss caused by our
quantization scheme (§6.2). We then evaluate the computation
and communication benefits BatchCrypt brings as well as
how its performance compares to the ideal plaintext learning
(§6.3). We then assess how BatchCrypt’s speedup may change
with various batch sizes (§6.4). Finally, we demonstrate the
significant cost savings achieved by BatchCrypt (§6.5).

6.1

Network
Weights
Dataset
Task

FMNIST
3-layer FC
101.77K
FMNIST [60]
Image class.

0.9

CIFAR
AlexNet [32]
1.25M
CIFAR10 [31]
Image class.

LSTM
LSTM [25]
4.02M

Shakespeare [55]
Text generation

0.9

0.2
0.8
plain
8 bits
16 bits
32 bits

0.7
0

100
Epochs

(a) FMNIST test acc.

0.6

Loss

TYO.
116
122

Accuracy

6

Ore.
9841
9841

Accuracy

Region
Uplink (Mbps)
Downlink (Mbps)

Table 3: Summary of models used in characterizations.

0.1

0.3

0.0

0.0
0

200
Epochs

(b) CIFAR test acc.

10

20

Epochs

(c) LSTM train loss

Methodology

Setting We consider a geo-distributed FL scenario where
nine clients collaboratively train an ML model in five AWS
EC2 datacenters located in Tokyo, Hong Kong, London,
N. Virginia, and Oregon, respectively. We launched two
compute-optimized c5.4xlarge instances (16 vCPUs and
32 GB memory) as two clients in each datacenter except
that in Oregon, where we ran only one client. Note that we
opt to not use GPU instances because computation is not a
bottleneck. We ran one aggregator in the Oregon datacenter
using a memory-optimized r5.4xlarge instance (16 vCPUs
and 128 GB memory) in view of the large memory footprint
incurred during aggregation. To better outline the network heterogeneity caused by geo-locations, we profiled the network
bandwidth between the aggregator and the client instances.
Our profiling results are summarized in Table 2. We adopt
Pailler cryptosystem in our evaluation as it is widely adopted
in FL [50], plus batching over it is not supported by Gazelle
or SEAL [26, 51]. We expect our results also apply to other
cryptosystems as BatchCrypt offers a generic solution.
Benchmarking Models As there is no standard benchmarking suites for cross-silo FL, we implemented three representative ML applications in FATE v1.1. Our first application is a
3-layer fully-connected neural network trained over FMNIST
dataset [60], where we set the training batch size to 128 and
adopt Adam optimizer. In the second application, we train
AlexNet [32] using CIFAR10 dataset [31], with batch size
128 and RMSprop optimizer with 10−6 decay. The third application is an LSTM model [25] with Shakespeare dataset [55],
where we set the batch size to 64 and adopt Adam optimizer.
Other LSTM models that are easier to validate have significantly more weights. Training them to convergence is beyond
our cloud budget. As summarized in Table 3, all three applications are backed by deep learning models of various sizes
and cover common learning tasks such as image classification and text generation. For each application, we randomly
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Figure 6: The quality of trained model with different quantization bit widths in BatchCrypt.
partition its training dataset across nine clients. We configure
synchronous training unless otherwise specified.

6.2

Impact of BatchCrypt’s Quantization

We first evaluate the impact of our quantization scheme, and
see how quantization bit width could affect the model quality. We report the test accuracy for FMNIST and CIFAR
workloads to see how BatchCrypt’s quantization affects the
classification top-1 accuracy. Training loss is used for LSTM
as the dataset is unlabelled and has no test set. We simulated
the training with nine clients using BatchCrypt’s quantization
scheme including dACIQ clipping. The simulation scripts are
also open-sourced for public access. We set the quantization
bit width to 8, 16, and 32, respectively, and compare the results against plain training (no encryption) as the baseline.
We ran the experiments until convergence, which is achieved
when the accuracy or loss does not reach a new record for
three consecutive epochs.
Fig. 6 depicts the results. For FMNIST, plain baseline
reaches peak accuracy 88.62% at the 40th epoch, while the
8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit quantized training reach 88.67%,
88.37%, and 88.58% at the 122nd , 68th , and 32nd epoch, respectively. For CIFAR, plain baseline reaches peak accuracy
73.97% at the 285th epoch, while the 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32bit quantized training reach 71.47%, 74.04%, and 73.91% at
the 234th , 279th , and 280th epoch, respectively. Finally, for
LSTM, plain baseline reaches bottom loss 0.0357 at the 20th
epoch, while the 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit quantized training
reach 0.1359, 0.0335, and 0.0386 at the 29th , 23rd , and 22nd
epoch, respectively. We hence conclude that, with appropriate
quantization bit width, BatchCrypt’s quantization has negligible negative impact on the trained model quality. Even in
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8.1
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51.3

9.1
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73.7
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736
3.3

1778
17.3

94.2

agg. transferoverall

(f) LSTM aggregator

Figure 7: Breakdown of training iteration time under stock
FATE and BatchCrypt, where “idle” measures the idle waiting
time of a worker and “agg.” measures the gradient aggregation
time on the aggregator. Note that model computation is left
out here as it contributes little to the iteration time.
the case where the quantized version requires more epochs to
converge, we later show that such overhead can be more than
compensated by the speedup from BatchCrypt.
Although 8-bit quantization performs poorly for CIFAR
and LSTM, it is worth notice that, longer bit width does not
necessarily lead to higher model quality. In fact, quantized
training sometimes achieves better results. Prior quantization work has observed similar phenomenon [63], where the
stochasticity introduced by quantization can work as a regularizer to reduce overfitting, similar to a dropout layer [54]. Just
like the dropout rate, quantization bit width acts as a trade-off
knob for how much information is retained and how much
stochasticity is introduced.
In summary, with apt bit width, our gradient quantization
scheme does not adversely affect the trained model quality. In
contrast, existing batching scheme introduces 5% of quality
drop [37]. Thus, quantization-induced error is not a concern
for the adoption of BatchCrypt.

6.3

Effectiveness of BatchCrypt

BatchCrypt vs. FATE We next evaluate the effectiveness
of BatchCrypt in real deployment. We set the quantization
bit width to 16 as it achieves a good performance (§6.2). The
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batch

reduction (times)
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46
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6.6
0.7

1.6

165

batch size is set to 100, in which we pad two zeros between
the two adjacent values. We report two metrics: the iteration
time breakdown together with the network traffic. We ran the
experiments for 50 iterations, and present the averaged results
against those measured with the stock FATE implementation
in Figs. 7 and 8. We see in Fig. 2 that BatchCrypt significantly
speeds up a training iteration: 23.3× for FMNIST, 70.8×
for CIFAR, and 92.8× for LSTM. Iteration time breakdown
further shows that our implementation reduces the cost of HE
related operations by close to 100×, while the communication
time is substantially reduced as well (“idle” in worker and
“transfer” in aggregator).
We next refer to Fig. 8, where we see that BatchCrypt reduces the network footprint by up to 66×, 71×, and 101× for
FMNIST, CIFAR, and LSTM, respectively. Note that FATE
adopts grpc as the communication vehicle whose limit on payload forces segmenting encrypted weights into small chunks
before transmission. By reducing the size of data to transfer,
BatchCrypt alleviates the segmenting induced overhead (metadata, checksum, etc.), so it is possible to observe a reduction
greater than the batch size.
Our experiments also show that BatchCrypt achieves more
salient improvements for larger models. First, encryption related operations take up more time in larger models, leaving
more potential space for BatchCrypt. Second, since layers are
batched separately, larger layers have higher chances forming
long batches. BatchCrypt’s speedup can be up to two orders
of magnitude, which easily offset the extra epochs needed for
convergence caused by quantization (§6.2).

traffic (10 MB)

126

211
time (s)

time (s)

212

stock
batch

101.2

100
66.0

70.5

0

IST AR LSTM
FMN CIF

(d) Reduction

Figure 8: Comparison of the network traffic incurred in one
training iteration using the stock FATE implementation and
BatchCrypt.
BatchCrypt vs. Plaintext Learning We next compare
BatchCrypt with the plain distributed learning where no encryption is involved—an ideal baseline that offers the optimal
performance. Fig. 9 depicts the iteration time and the network
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74.04%
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0.0357
0.0335
0.0357

Time (h)
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3.2
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105.2
12.3

Traffic (GB)
2228.3
58.7
11.17
16422.0
227.8
11.39
15347.3
175.9
10.4

footprint under the two implementations. While encryption remains the major bottleneck, BatchCrypt successfully reduces
the overhead by an order of magnitude, making it practical
to achieve the same training results as the plain distributed
setting. Note that encrypted numbers in FATE each carries
redundant information such as public keys, thus causing the
communication inflation compared with the plain version.
Such inflation can be reduced if FATE employs some optimized implementation.
Training to Convergence Our previous studies mainly focus on a single iteration. Compared with stock FATE and plain
distributed learning, BatchCrypt requires a different number
of iterations to converge. We hence evaluate their end-to-end
performance by training ML models till convergence. As this
would take exceedingly long time and high cost if performed
in real deployment, we instead utilize our simulation in §6.2
and iteration profiling results to project the total time and
network traffic needed for convergence.
Table 4 lists our projection results of the three solutions. Compared with the stock implementation in FATE,
BatchCrypt dramatically reduces the training time towards
convergence by 13.76×, 72.32×, and 80.65× for FMNIST,
CIFAR, and LSTM, respectively. In the meantime, the network footprints shrink by 37.96×, 72.01×, 87.23×, respectively. We stress that these performance improvements are
achieved without degrading the trained model quality. On the
other hand, BatchCrypt only slows down the overall training
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0
16

32

traffic (MB)

(a) Worker: compute, encrypt,
idle, decrypt

Table 4: Projected total training time and network traffic usage
until convergence for the three models. The converged test
accuracy for FMNIST, CIFAR as well as loss for LSTM and
their corresponding epoch numbers are listed in the table.
Epochs
40
68
40
285
279
285
20
23
20
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Figure 9: Time and communication comparisons of one iteration on workers between BatchCrypt and plain distributed
learning without encryption.
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Figure 10: Breakdown of iteration time and communication
traffic of BatchCrypt with LSTM model with various quantization bit widths in one iteration. The corresponding batch sizes
for bit width 8, 16, and 32 are 200, 100, and 50, respectively.
time by 1.78×, 2.84×, and 7.55× for the three models compared with plain learning—which requires no encryption and
hence achieves the fastest possible training convergence. In
summary, BatchCrypt significantly reduces both the computation and communication overhead caused by HE, enabling
efficient HE for cross-silo FL in production environments.

6.4

Batching Efficiency

We have shown in §6.2 that ML applications have different
levels of sensitivity towards gradient quantization. It is hence
essential that BatchCrypt can efficiently batch quantized values irrespective of the chosen quantization bit width. Given an
HE key, the longest plaintext it can encrypt is determined by
the key size, so the shorter the quantization width is, the larger
the batch size is, and the higher the potential speedup could be.
We therefore look into how our BatchCrypt implementation
can exploit such batching speedup.
We evaluate BatchCrypt by varying the batch size. In particular, we train the LSTM model on the geo-distributed clients
with different quantization widths 8, 16, and 32. The corresponding batch sizes are set respectively to 200, 100, and 50.
We ran the experiments for 50 iterations, and illustrate the
average statistics in Fig. 10. Figs. 10a and 10b show the time
breakdown in the three experiments. It is clear that employing a shorter quantization bit width enables a larger batch
size, thus leading to a shorter training time. Note that the
speedup going from 8-bit to 16-bit is smaller compared with
that from 16-bit to 32-bit, because HE operations become less
of a bottleneck with larger batch size. Fig. 10c depicts the
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Figure 11: Total cost until convergence between FATE’s stock
implementation and BatchCrypt, instance and network costs
are highlighted separately.
accumulated network traffic incurred in one iteration, which
follows a similar trend as that of the iteration time. In conclusion, BatchCrypt can efficiently exploit batching thanks to
its optimized quantization. Similar to [26, 51], BatchCrypt’s
batching scheme reduces both the computation and communication cost linearly as the batch size increases. In fact, if
lattice-based HE algorithms are adopted, one can replace
BatchCrypt’s batching scheme with that of [26, 51], and still
benefit from BatchCrypt’s accuracy-preserving quantization.

6.5

Discussion

Local-update SGD & Model Averaging Local-update
SGD & model averaging is another common approach to
reducing the communication overhead for FL [22, 40], where
the aggregator collects and averages model weights before
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Flexible Synchronization There have been many efforts in
amortizing the communication overhead in distributed SGD
by removing the synchronization barriers [24, 34, 62]. Although we only evaluate BatchCrypt’s performance in synchronous SGD, our design allows it to take advantage of the
flexible synchronization schemes proposed in the literature.
This is not possible with Secure Aggregation [9].
Potential on Large Models Recent research and our evaluations show that more sophisticated ML models are more
resilient to quantization noise. In fact, certain models are
able to converge even with 1- or 2-bit quantization [8, 58].
The phenomenon promises remarkable improvement with
BatchCrypt, which we will explore in our future work.
Applicability in Vertical FL Vertical FL requires complicated operations like multiplying ciphertext matrices [38, 61].
Batching over such computation is beyond BatchCrypt’s current capability. We will leave it as a future work.

8

Concluding Remark

Cost Benefits

The reduced computation and communication overheads enable significant cost savings: sustained high CPU usage leads
to high power consumption, while ISPs charge for bulk data
transfer over the Internet. As our evaluations were conducted
in EC2, which provides a runtime environment similar to the
organization’s own datacenters, we perform cost analysis under the AWS pricing scheme. The hourly rate of our cluster
is $8.758, while the network is charged based on outbound
traffic for $0.042, $0.050, $0.042, $0.048, $0.055 per GB for
the regions listed in Table 2.
We calculate the total cost for training until convergence in
Table 4 and depict the results in Fig. 11. As both computation
and communication are reduced substantially, BatchCrypt
achieves huge cost savings over FATE. While the instance
cost reduction is the same as the overall speedup in Table 4,
BatchCrypt lowers the network cost by 97.4%, 98.6% and
98.8% for FMNIST, CIFAR, and LSTM, respectively.

7

Split Model Inference In many FL scenarios with restrictive privacy requirement, a trained model is split across
clients, and model inference involves coordination of all those
clients [23, 61]. BatchCrypt can be used to accelerate the
encryption and transmission of the intermediate inference
results.
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In this paper, we have systematically studied utilizing HE to
implement secure cross-silo FL. We have shown that HE related operations create severe bottlenecks on computation and
communication. To address this problem, we have presented
BatchCrypt, a system solution that judiciously quantizes gradients, encodes a batch of them into long integers, and performs batch encryption to dramatically reduce the encryption
overhead and the total volume of ciphertext. We have implemented BatchCrypt in FATE and evaluated its performance
with popular machine learning models across geo-distributed
datacenters. Compared with the stock FATE, BatchCrypt accelerates the training convergence by up to 81× and reduces
the overall traffic by 101×, saving up to 99% cost when deployed in cloud environments.
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Abstract
The Domain Name System (DNS) is fundamental to the operation of the Internet. Failures within DNS can have a dramatic
impact on the wider Internet, most notably preventing access
to any services dependent on domain names (e.g. web, mobile
apps). Although there have been several studies into DNS
utilization, we argue that greater focus should be placed on
understanding how and why DNS queries fail in-the-wild. In
this paper, we perform the largest ever study into DNS activity, covering 3B queries. We find that 13.5% of DNS queries
fail, and this leads us to explore the root causes. We observe
significant differences between IPv4 and IPv6 lookups. A
handful of domains that have high failure rates attract a huge
volume of queries, and thus dominate the failures. This is
particularly the case for domains that are classified as malicious. The success rates also vary greatly across resolvers
due to the differences in the domains that they serve and the
infrastructure reliability.

1

Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) is organized as a distributed system that provides mappings between humanreadable domain names (e.g. foo.com) and their associated
DNS records [17–20]. These include A type records for IPv4
addresses, AAAA for IPv6 addresses, MX for SMTP mail
exchanges, NS for name servers, PTR for pointers of reverse
DNS lookups and CNAME for domain name aliases. Nearly
all Internet-connected applications depend on DNS. As such,
it is a critical dependency, whose failure has the potential to
create global Internet outages. For example, in 2016, Dyn
(a DNS operator) suffered a major Denial of Service attack
against its infrastructure. This meant that DNS queries for
popular domains such as Netflix and Visa began to fail, crippling access to these services (even though those services
were still online).
Although there is a significant body of research into DNS
behavior, we argue that DNS failures specifically require further investigation. Root DNS server behavior was examined
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in [5, 8], where negative DNS answers were analyzed including NXDOMAIN responses. Callahan et al. [4] also examined
the DNS behavior from the perspectives of performance and
response message. We differ in that our focus is on failures
not caused by NXDOMAINs. In addition, we note that DNS
has evolved significantly since these studies, e.g. the rise of
new gTLDs and IDNs. Although there have been a number of
studies of new gTLDs and IDNs [9, 13, 15], they mainly focus
on domain registration behavior and cyber attacks, while we
complement these studies with DNS query failure analysis.
Other work [12,22,25] has leveraged NXDOMAIN responses
to detect botnets or DGAs. Again, our work focuses on failures caused by DNS infrastructures instead of NXDOMAINs.
With the above in-mind, we present a large-scale analysis
of DNS query failures in-the-wild. To achieve this, we gather
a unique dataset containing 3B DNS queries (Section 2). We
find that failed queries are, indeed, common place with 13.5%
of all queries not successfully resolved. This motivates us
to inspect which factors correlate most closely with failed
queries (Section 3). We observe a highly skewed distribution,
whereby a small number of domains are responsible for the
majority of failures. AAAA queries (IPv6) are particularly
unreliable, with only 1/3 of queries successfully resolved.
This is perhaps understandable given the use of protocols
such as Happy Eyeballs [24], although we also find that many
domains lack AAAA support. We further inspect the relationship between failures and the DNS resolver used, to find a
vast array of resolvers, with 13.5% of queries in our dataset
being issued to public resolvers, e.g. OpenDNS. We observe
diverse failure rates across the resolvers, confirming that they
do have an impact on failures. We also note differences among
the Top Level Domains (TLDs) with, for example, the new
wave of generic-TLDs having higher failure rates than more
traditional TLDs. Finally, we propose system implications
based on our findings. To sum up, we make the following key
findings:
• In spite of the promotion of IPv6 over recent years [7,
21, 26], the majority (86.2%) of DNS queries are still
for A records, while only 10.4% are for AAAA records
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(comparable to the proportion in 2012 [8]). The failure
rate for A lookups is 6.9%, yet, to our surprise, the failure
rate for AAAA queries is as high as 64.2%, almost 3 times
of that in 2012 [8]. We observe that approximately 60%
of domains do not support AAAA queries.
• We explore a number of factors to explore the causes of
failures. We observe a heavy-tailed distribution of failures
across domains, indicating that a handful of domains contribute to most of the failures. 20% of local resolvers in our
dataset have never successfully resolved AAAA queries,
implying they are not ready for IPv6. The use of public
resolvers may also impact query failures as they show
diverse failure rates, in-part due to the distinct domain
sets that each serves and the differences in infrastructure
reliability.
• The success rates for new gTLD domains and IDNs are
10% lower than that of well established domains. This is
largely because of the prevalence of malicious domains.
Certain ASes are prevalent for hosting malicious new
gTLD domains, and these new gTLD domains contribute
to 73.7% of the all new gTLD queries. The malicious
domains are, however, volatile and change frequently. In
fact, none are resolvable today. The malicious new gTLD
domains in these ASes are of various types and have
distinct network footprints.

2

Dataset

Dataset Oveview. Our dataset consists of passive DNS logs
that are generated by Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) appliances in 3 ISPs in China. Each DPI appliance parses the DNS
response messages from recursive resolvers to end users, and
generates a log for each response. A log includes the end
user’s anonymized IP address, BGP prefix,1 the ASN (Autonomous System Number), the recursive resolver’s IP address, the DNS query type, all the resource records, the timestamp (in seconds) and an indicator about whether the resolver
and the end user’s original IP address share a common /24
prefix. In cases of CNAME responses, we follow the redirection to the final record. The dataset contains 14 samples
that were collected every other day in February 2018. Each
sample consists of 10-minute logs generated by all the DPI
appliances of the 3 ISPs. In total, we obtain 3,085,998,589
logs. It is noteworthy that while there were IPv6 addresses in
the response IP list of AAAA queries, no IPv6 addresses were
seen in end users’ IP addresses and recursive DNS resolvers.
Identification of Failed Queries. We next extract the set
of failed queries for the four most popular types of records
(A, AAAA, PTR, MX), because they constitute 99.5% of all
queries. For each response, we extract the requested domain
(the QNAME) from the Question portion, and check if the response contains a valid answer (e.g. for an A query, at least one
RR in the response is an A record of the requested domain).
1 IP
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addresses and BGP prefixes are anonymized with Crypto-PAn [2]
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In this paper, we are interested in failures caused by DNS
infrastructures instead of NXDOMAINs (e.g. typos). However, we do not have the response code (e.g. ’NOERROR’,
’NXDOMAIN’ or other status) in our dataset. Therefore, we
turn to a heuristic method to filter out logs that are attributed
to NXDOMAINs. Specifically, for each domain requested
(i.e.,QNAME in the log), we check if it has succeeded at least
once in our logs. We then remove the logs containing domains
that have never succeeded in the whole dataset, as they are
likely NXDOMAINs. The subsequent analyses are based on
the remaining dataset, which contains 2,811,010,890 logs issued by 37,070,965 unique IP addresses to 246,991 resolvers.
Caveats. It is important to highlight potential limitations in
our data. The above heuristic method may leave some domains that were resolvable at a time but then became NXDOMAINs later. Moreover, our dataset does not allow us
to inspect failed queries that did not trigger a response (e.g.
due to packet loss). Naturally, the fact that a DNS response
is returned does not necessarily mean that the web server
is live and responsive. Therefore, we only inspect if a valid
DNS response is returned (not if the IP address is correct).
There are many possibilities that lead to incorrect mapping
of domains to addresses, such as DNS manipulation [16] and
on-path DNS interception [14]. Another related concern pertains to censored domains. Thus, before continuing, we test if
a censored domain will return a valid IPv4/IPv6 address for
an A/AAAA query. Our tests confirm that, indeed, valid addresses are returned, even when querying censored websites.2
Another potential limitation is that our data is local to China.
Nevertheless, we believe the scale of the Chinese Internet
means that these findings can still have a major impact. As
DNS is a globally distributed system where China and other
countries are all involved, there is not much specific to China
from the perspective of the DNS infrastructure. We also note
that (to the best of our knowledge) this is by far the largest
DNS failure dataset ever studied.
Ethical Issues. The ISPs collect the DNS logs for the purpose of improving their service quality and security. The end
users’ IP addresses were anonymized and we are unable nor
allowed to link queries to users. Users are notified when subscribing that the ISPs may collect this information, and may
share it with academics for research. Our study has not triggered the collection of any new data. All data was processed
in a secure silo by the first author.

3 Exploring DNS Query Failures
3.1 A Primer on DNS Failures
We begin by simply computing the number and types of failed
queries in our dataset. Table 1 shows the percentage of query
2 Since

we focus on DNS query failures, we did not check whether the
returned IP address does host the queried domain or not [1].
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types, alongside the overall success rate, which is 1 minus the
ratio of failed queries to all queries of each query type. We
present the four most popular query types. The A type queries
account for the majority (86.2%), and AAAA queries have
a smaller query volume (10.4%).3 We observe a variety of
success rates across the query types. Overall, the A queries are
successfully resolved most frequently, while other query types
manifest lower success rates. This confirms that a sizeable
fraction of queries are not successfully resolved; we spend
the rest of the section exploring factors influencing this trend.
Table 1: Four popular types of DNS queries: percentages of
the number of queries and success rates.
Query Type

A

AAAA

PTR

MX

Others

#queries
Success Rate

86.2%
93.1%

10.4%
35.8%

2.8%
40.4%

0.1%
82.9%

0.5%
-

3.2

Category
(#failures, failure rate)

1.0

Failures Across Domains

We first compute the distribution of failures across domains.
Due to their prominence, we focus on A and AAAA queries.
Figure 1 presents the CDFs of the success rates across domains encountered within our dataset.
A Queries. A queries exhibit high success rates: overall,
93.7% of domains have a success rate exceeding 95% suggesting high reliability. There are ouliers though; for instance,
the bottom 0.1% of domains have success rates below 5%. To
eliminate the impact of low-frequency domains on the results,
we filter out domains that issue fewer than 100 requests and
plot the CDF of success rate of the remaining domains (the
red dash-dot line), where 84.9% of remaining domains have
a success rate exceeding 95%. Nevertheless, as many as 7%
of domains experience a success rate lower than 50%. Given
that we have removed the failures caused by NXDOMAINs,
the result suggests that problems with the DNS infrastructure
do impact users when visiting these domains.
AAAA Queries. For AAAA queries, only 34.3% of domains
have a success rate exceeding 95%. When limiting to domains
whose query frequency exceeds 100, only 7.8% of domains
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Figure 3: The top 11 domain categories sorted by
failure rates with # of failures > 1K.

have a success rate exceeding 95%, while about 60% of domains have never been successfully resolved. Again, given
that we only include domains that have been successfully
resolved (considering all query types), this suggests that there
are infrastructural limitations in how DNS supports IPv6.
Domain Failure Rates The above suggests that the majority
of failures are the responsibility of a small set of domains,
especially for A queries. To explore this further, Figure 2
presents the number of failures per domain on a log-log plot.
We sort the X-axis by the rank of the domain (based on the
number of failures). We see that failures are concentrated on a
small number of domains. To gain a further understanding of
the types of domains that have high failure rates, we utilize the
Webroot Brightcloud API4 to classify the top 50K domains
(measured by failure rate). Figure 3 presents the results. The
Y-axis shows the top 11 categories sorted by failure rate,
where the number of failed queries (> 1K) and the failure
rate is shown in the parentheses. For each category, we plot
the ratio of the number of failed queries of the top 3 SLDs
to the total number of failures. A number of classifications
which can be expected to fail frequently are present, e.g. proxy,
porn and parked domains. This suggests that such domain
types are paramount in increasing failure rates. However, it is
unexpected to see the Education category is ranked second.
Closer inspection reveals that clock.cuhk.edu.hk, which is
the third most failed domain, contributes the most failures.
Another interesting observation is the concentration of failures
for each category on a few domains. For 8 out of the 11
categories, over 80% of the failures are attributed to the top 3
SLDs (top 1 SLD in most cases).

3.3

Failures Across Resolvers

Another explanation for failed queries is that the resolvers
may not correctly handle queries.
Testing Resolvers. To explore this, we calculate the success
rate of queries issued to each DNS resolver (identified by
the resolver’s IP address). Figure 4 presents the CDF of the
success rate for the domains per resolver.5 The majority of
4 https://www.brightcloud.com/web-service

3 Note

that we follow CNAME redirections, rather than reporting them
here as responses.
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5 We

eliminate the resolvers serving fewer than 100 queries in our dataset
to avoid bias.
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Table 2: The number of A and AAAA queries and their success rates (shown in the parentheses) handled by each resolver.
A
AAAA

114DNS

360DNS

AlibabaDNS

DNSPOD

GoogleDNS

OpenDNS

ISP

Others

296.4K(98.5%)
75.4K(14.5%)

831.0K(95.9%)
50.3K(61.8%)

667.8K(94.7%)
112.9K(52.4%)

352.5K(99.6%)
15.5K(54.3%)

333.4M(90.7%)
40.6M(43.4%)

467.6K(86.3%)
31.0K(49.2%)

48.7M(95.3%)
9.6M(22.8%)

2.1B(93.5%)
252.6M(35.0%)

resolvers have very high success rates when serving A queries:
about half experience almost no failures. By contrast, 60% of
resolvers serving AAAA queries can successfully resolve just
20% of the queries. Surprisingly, about 20% of the resolvers
never succeed in resolving AAAA queries. These resolvers
may not be IPv6 ready during our observation period.
Testing Public Resolvers. Closer inspection reveals that a notable set of queries are sent to public resolvers [3,6,10]. Hence,
we also inspect the reliability of these public infrastructures,
which include 114 (Chinese) DNS resolvers provided by multiple telecom operators, DNS Pai which belongs to Qihoo
360, AliDNS which belongs to Alibaba, and DNSPOD which
belongs to Tencent. We also take into account GoogleDNS
and OpenDNS which are widely used throughout the world.
We identify these public DNS resolvers by the IP addresses
offered on their official websites. Table 2 shows the number
of A and AAAA queries handled by each public DNS resolver
mentioned above along with their success rates. GoogleDNS
dominates the most used public DNS service (even though
Google is less well known in China). Others do not show
much difference in terms of query volume. We observe various success rates across public DNS resolvers though. For
example, DNSPOD succeeds in almost all its A queries, while
OpenDNS achieves just 86.3%. There is also notably lower
success rate across all resolvers for AAAA queries.
The above confirms that resolvers do seem to have an impact on success rates. A potential reason for this is that the
resolvers may simply receive different queries. To explore this,
we compute a vector for each resolver, where each element
represents a domain, which appears in A or AAAA queries
using the resolver, and the query volume of that domain handled by the resolver. Then we calculate the similarity of each
pair of DNS resolver using the cosine similarity between their
vectors. Figure 5 illustrates the result. The resolvers actually
demonstrate a surprisingly low similarity with each other,
signalling rather different request patterns. Among these re-
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solvers, 114DNS and AliDNS are the least like the others.
Indeed, 114DNS handles many requests for Akamai domains
which appear less often in other resolvers, while AliDNS
handles many requests of taobao.com and alipay.com which
belongs to Alibaba services. This could be the reason for the
variance of success rates observed from different resolvers.
Another possible explanation is the differences between
resolvers’ infrastructures. To explore this, we compare the success rates of the same domains handled by different resolvers.
Specifically, for each resolver, we first find the domain intersection of it and each other resolver. Then for each domain in
each intersection, we calculate the difference in their success
rates on the two resolvers. Finally, for each type of resolver,
we plot the CDF of the differences between this type to other
types in Figure 6. Note, a difference below 0 indicates a lower
success rate of this type of resolver, and a positive value indicates a higher success rate. We can see significant differences
for some types of resolvers: domains resolved by 114DNS
and ISP are more likely to fail, while DNSPOD and 360DNS
have higher success rates. This observation partially explains
the results in Table 2.

3.4

Failures Across TLDs

We next inspect if certain TLDs have lower query success
rates. Specifically, we explore two camps of TLDs: the new
generic Top Level Domains (gTLD),6 and those that have
Internationalized Domain Name (IDNs). Our dataset contains
611,769 new gTLDs and 79,705 IDNs. Table 3 summarizes
our results. We see rather different rates of success across
the domain and query types. The lower success rate for new
gTLDs may be because such gTLDs attract certain types
of domain registrant. For example, the .lol domain is well
known to attract large volumes of malicious activites [11].
With this in-mind, we find a success rate of just 20.3% for
6 Based

on the list from nTLDStats https://ntldstats.com
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Table 3: The number of queries and success rates (shown in
the parentheses) of new gTLD domains and IDNs.
total
A
AAAA

new gTLD

IDN

4.0M (79.3%)
3.4M (88.6%)
0.6M (25.9%)

0.26M (66.6%)
0.17M (86.7%)
0.09M (26.4%)

Figure 7 presents the distribution of the number of new
gTLD domains and IDNs per network segment (sorted by #IPs
hosting new gTLD domains and IDNs, respectively). Several
surges in both lines further arouse our attention: they indicate
the existence of some /24 network segments that serve a large
number of new gTLD domains or IDNs. This is naturally
driven by the presence of large web hosting providers.
Thus, we extract the top 5 surges for both new gTLD domains and IDNs to explore their details. Due to space limitation, we only present the results of new gTLD domains in
Table 4, where the last column presents the number of domains that are resolvable on 26 Sept. 2019. Across all of these
top ASes we witness an extremely low rate of successful resolutions. In the most extreme case, we observe 201K queries
for 195K domains being mapped to Enzu, none of which are
resolvable today. In addition, the number of queries is close
to the number of FQDNs, suggesting that these domains are
short-lived and change frequently. The above trends lead us
to hypothesize that some of these domains may be associated
with malicious activities. To explore this, we leverage two
blacklists from VirusTotal and Qihoo 360 to check the domains. We label a domain as malicious if any of these two
blacklists classify it as so. Due to the large volume of domains,
we only check SLDs (as opposed to FQDNs). The results are
listed in parentheses in Table 4. None of the IDNs are classi-
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.lol, compared to 83.0% of .com. Another reason for failed
queries is the presence of malicious domains which are unreliable. To inspect this, we extract all A record queries that
were successfully resolved and investigate the network segments hosting them. Overall, we obtain 113,539 (11,729)
IP addresses hosting new gTLDs (IDNs) mapping to 29,047
(5,635) /24 network segments, respectively.
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fied as malicious by the two blacklists, however, a significant
fraction of the new gTLD domains fall into this category. For
example, 80% of the SLDs hosted in 23.245.136.0/24 prefix (first row) are classified as malicious. This is common
across all of the top new gTLD domains. In total, 73.7% of
the queries are for the malicious domains.
Figure 8 presents the distribution of the number of end
users’ BGP prefixes requesting each malicious SLD in Subnet
1, 2, 3, 5 (shown in Table 4). Except the SLDs hosted in
subnet 3, other malicious SLDs affect only 1 or 2 networks. In
contrast, malicious SLDs hosted in subnet 3 have a footprint
in dozens of networks, implying a larger impact. One possible
explanation is that the subnets host different sites. Hence,
Figure 9 presents the make-up of the 5 subnets, confirming
that they do map to different TLDs.

4

Implications on Systems Design

In this section, we discuss about the implications of our
findings on system design, i.e.,what systems we could build
based on our observations.
Active Measurement System. Our results show that although
IPv6 has been promoted in recent years, AAAA queries still
fail frequently, and there exist resolvers that do not support
AAAA queries. In order to understand which resolvers support AAAA queries, we can build a system to actively measure the IPv6 support of the resolvers. For instance, similar to [23], we can build a single-node measurement system
for monitoring IPv6 support of DNS resolvers. The system
can distinguish between resolvers that support and do not
support AAAA queries by sending DNS queries of popular domains that support AAAA queries. We can also test
whether a domain supports AAAA queries by sending requests of this domain to resolvers that are classified as supporting AAAA queries. Considering the differences between
resolvers, we could measure the success rates of domains by
sending queries to different resolvers, and use the result to
help choose the better resolvers.
In addition, we could compare different resolvers from the
perspective of localization, i.e.,whether the resolver directs
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Table 4: new gTLD domains hosted by the top 5 subnets. The number of domains labeled as malicious are within the parentheses.
No.

subnet

AS num.

AS name

#IPs

#queries

#FQDN

#SLD

#resolvable

1
2
3
4
5

23.245.136.0/24
192.238.167.0/24
172.246.207.0/24
104.217.93.0/24
47.89.58.0/24

18978
395954
18978
40676
45102

Enzu Inc
Leaseweb
Enzu Inc
Psychz Net
Alibaba

252
236
236
253
4

201.9K (157.1K)
17.4K (14.8K)
15.7K (15.4K)
9.0K (1)
10.9K (469)

195.9K (152.2K)
16.3K (13.9K)
13.2K (13.0K)
8.8K (1)
8.8K (114)

483 (386)
287 (243)
443(434)
923 (1)
7.7K (107)

0(0)
0 (0)
1 (1)
9(0)
748 (7)

Table 5: The localization performance of resolvers: the proportion of queries directed to servers in the same AS as the end user
when possible.
114DNS

360DNS

AlibabaDNS

DNSPOD

GoogleDNS

OpenDNS

ISP

Others

91.2%

98.0%

95.9%

94.3%

64.6%

43.8%

71.7%

69.9%

users to remote servers. This additional function is motivated
by our observation presented in Table 5: We calculate for
each resolver the fraction of queries that redirect clients to
servers in the same AS (when possible). For each domain i,
we count all its response IP addresses in the entire dataset
and these IP addresses form a set Si . Then for each log whose
QNAME equals i, if at least one IP address in Si is in the
same AS as the end user, we label this query as “possible to
be served locally”; if at least one IP address in the response
IP addresses of this log is in the same AS as the end user,
we label this query as “served locally”. These two labels are
independent and a log can have both labels, one of the labels,
or no label. We aggregate the logs according to the resolvers,
and calculate the ratio of the number of logs labeled as served
locally to the number of logs labeled as possible to be served
locally for each resolver. We observe that the obtained ratio
differs significantly across the resolvers, which indicates that
users can choose appropriate resolvers for better network
performance. Therefore, it is useful to develop a system for
end users to measure the localization performance of different
resolvers.
Such an active measurement system is useful for content
publishers, ISPs and end users. Many CDNs are being upgraded for better IPv6 support, however, if AAAA queries
frequently fail, then the content publisher should be careful to
use such CDN IPv6 service. Therefore, it is useful for publishers to locate their content if they can understand in advance
which resolvers do not support AAAA queries. In addition,
ISPs could also benefit when considering IPv6 network expansion, because understanding which domains support AAAA
queries is useful for estimating the IPv6 traffic. For users, the
measurement of different resolvers can help them to choose
more suitable resolvers considering both IPv6 support and
localization performance.
Malicious New gTLD Domain Detection System. We have
found that malicious SLDs (of new gTLD domains) hosted
by particular ASes contribute to higher failure rates. Manual
inspection further reveals that the length of the SLDs tend to
be short. Table 6 presents the fraction of malicious SLDs of
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different length. In more traditional TLDs, malicious domains
are usually long because registering a short domain name
would cost too much for an attacker. However, registering
short new gTLD domains is much easier. Therefore, extracting
features from domain names may not work well for detecting
malicious new gTLD domains. We could use features like
DNS query frequency, the number of FQDNs of an SLD, the
resolved IP addresses and the corresponding ASes to build a
system for detecting malicious SLDs of new gTLD domains.
Table 6: Fraction of malicious SLDs of different lengths.

5

Length

3

4

5

≥6

% of SLDs

0.1%

93.0%

6.1%

0.8%

Conclusion

The paper has presented a deep dive into DNS query failures
using over 3B queries. We have identified high failure rates:
6.9% of A and 64.2% of AAAA queries. IPv6 is far from
ready as over half of the domains and 20% of local resolvers
do not support AAAA queries. Upgrading these resolvers and
popular domains for IPv6 is the first step towards the wider
usage of IPv6. Internet users, on the other hand, should be
aware of the impact of using public resolvers, from both the
perspectives of query failures and mapping inaccuracy [6].
We also found that the volatility of malicious domains (particularly new gTLD domains and IDNs) contributes to higher
failure rates because they change frequently and accesses to
them results in failures. The corresponding SLDs of malicious
new gTLD domains and IDNs, however, are limited, and they
are likely hosted by particular ASes. We finally proposed two
potential systems that could build on our findings.
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Abstract
This paper presents Conflux, a scalable and decentralized
blockchain system with high throughput and fast confirmation. Conflux operates with a novel consensus protocol which optimistically processes concurrent blocks
without discarding any as forks and adaptively assigns
weights to blocks based on their topologies in the Conflux ledger structure (called Tree-Graph). The adaptive
weight mechanism enables Conflux to detect and thwart
liveness attack by automatically switching between an
optimistic strategy for fast confirmation in normal scenarios and a conservative strategy to ensure consensus
progress during liveness attacks.
We evaluated Conflux on Amazon EC2 clusters with
up to 12k full nodes. The consensus protocol of Conflux
achieves a block throughput of 9.6Mbps with 20Mbps
network bandwidth limit per node. On a combined workload of payment transactions and Ethereum history transactions, the end-to-end system of Conflux achieves the
throughput of up to 3480 transactions per second while
confirming transactions under one minute.

1

Introduction

Following the success of cryptocurrencies [2, 23],
blockchain has evolved into a technology powering secure, decentralized, and consistent transaction ledgers
at Internet-scale. Newer blockchain platforms such as
Ethereum [2, 35] support customized transaction rules as
smart contracts, which greatly extend the capability of
blockchain ledgers beyond value transfers.
Blockchain platforms like Bitcoin [23] use Nakamoto
consensus. It organizes transactions into an ordered list
of blocks, each of which contains multiple transactions
and a link to its predecessor. Participants (miners) solves
proof-of-work (PoW) puzzles to compete for the right of
generating the next block. To prevent an attacker from
reverting previous transactions, honest participants agree
∗ The

first two authors contributed equally.
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on the longest chain of blocks as the correct history. Each
new block is appended at the end of the longest chain to
make the chain longer and therefore harder to revert.
However, the performance remains one of the most
critical issues of blockchains. Nakamoto consensus is
bottlenecked by its slow block generation rate. For example, Bitcoin generates one 1MB block every 10 minutes
and can therefore only process 7 transactions per second.
Users have to wait for typically one hour (i.e., six blocks)
to obtain high confidence on the finality of a transaction.
An ideal blockchain has the following four desirable
properties, security, decentralization, high throughput,
and fast confirmation. The key challenge of building
such a blockchain system is the threat of security attacks.
To obtain high performance, the system typically has to
operate with a fast block generation rate. Because block
propagation takes time, the system may therefore generate many concurrent blocks (i.e., forks). In Nakamoto
consensus, concurrent blocks waste PoW computation because they do not contribute to the finality of the longest
chain. They make the system vulnerable to double spending attacks that attempt to revert history transactions.
Moreover, a high block generation rate can make several recently proposed protocols vulnerable to liveness
attacks [17, 31, 32]. An attacker can simultaneously generate blocks at two competing branches and strategically
withhold/release these blocks to maintain the balance of
the two branches. The attacker with little PoW computation power can stall the consensus progress [36].
Conflux: We present Conflux, the first blockchain system
that achieves all of the four desirable properties. Conflux
can process thousands of transactions per second while
confirming each transaction with within one minute on
average. With its novel consensus protocol, the consensus
layer of Conflux is no longer the performance bottleneck,
i.e., the throughput saturates its underlying gossip network bandwidth and the confirmation speed is within the
same order of magnitude as the gossip network propa-
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gation delay. Conflux is provably secure (see our formal
proof in [19]). It is also as decentralized and permissionless as Bitcoin — participants can join and leave the
consensus process at any time and there is no privileged
committee or super-node dictating the process. Conflux
also implements a modified version of Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) [35] and most smart contracts in
Ethereum can be directly ported to Conflux.
To address the security attack challenge, Conflux organizes blocks into a novel Tree-Graph structure, which is
a tree embedded inside a direct acyclic graph (DAG). In
Tree-Graph, concurrent blocks are not considered harmful and they contribute to the Conflux ledger as well.
Their PoW solutions will improve the finality of all of
their ancestors and their transactions will be optimistically included into the ledger total order. This secures
Conflux against double spending attacks and improves
the Conflux throughput. To address liveness attacks, the
consensus protocol of Conflux inherently encodes two
different block generation strategies: an optimistic strategy that allows fast confirmation and a conservative strategy that ensures the consensus progress. Conflux uses its
novel adaptive weight mechanism to combine these two
strategies into a unified consensus protocol.
Adaptive Weight: Conflux assigns a weight to each
block, which indicates the amount of finality that the
block contributes to its ancestors. For each new block,
Conflux analyzes its topology in the Tree-Graph, decides
whether a liveness attack is potentially going on (e.g.,
whether there are old ancestor blocks that are not finalized yet), and then adaptively assigns weights to blocks
in the Tree-Graph to switch between the two strategies.
In normal scenarios, the mechanism assigns weights in
one way that enables the optimistic strategy to confirm
transactions fast. When a liveness attack happens, the
mechanism assigns weights in another way that enables
the conservative strategy to thwart the attack.
Deferred Execution: The execution order of recently
packaged transactions may oscillate temporarily in a system with fast block generation. A naive implementation
of the transaction execution engine would have to roll
back executions many times and waste computation resources. Conflux addresses this challenge with its deferred execution mechanism. Instead of executing transactions in every received block immediately, Conflux
waits for several blocks so that the order is relatively
stabilized. Our observation is that users need to wait for
the stabilization of the total order anyway to confirm a
transaction with high confidence. Therefore the deferred
execution does not harm the user experience at all.
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Link-Cut Tree: An efficient consensus implementation
is important to the performance of Conflux. To maintain
the Conflux Tree-Graph, a naive implementation has the
time cost of O(n) for processing a new block on average,
where n is the number of existing blocks. To address this
challenge, Conflux uses link-cut tree to maintain weight
values in Tree-Graph efficiently. It reduces the processing
time from O(n) to O(log n) per block.
Experimental Results: We implemented Conflux and
evaluated it with Amazon EC2 machines under the same
experimental setup as previous work like Algorand and
OHIE [11, 36]. Our experimental results show that with
the bandwidth limit of 20Mbps and the simulated real
world network latency setting, Conflux achieves a transaction throughput of 9.6Mbps and a confirmation latency
of 47.75-51.54 seconds when running 3000-12000 nodes.
For a combined workload of payment transactions and
Ethereum history transactions, Conflux achieves up to
3480 transactions per second and confirms transactions
within one minute with high confidence. Comparing to
Algorand [11], Conflux has more than 4x higher throughput and comparable confirmation speed. Comparing to
OHIE [36], Conflux has the same throughput and one
order of magnitude faster confirmation speed.
Contribution: This paper makes the following contributions: 1) we design and implement Conflux, a decentralized and smart-contract-enabled blockchain system with
high throughput and fast confirmation; 2) we present a
novel consensus protocol with the adaptive weight mechanism; 3) we present a set of novel and critical optimizations, including deferred execution and link-cut tree.

2

Related Work

Nakamoto Consensus in Bitcoin: Transactions are
packed into blocks in Bitcoin. Each block has one predecessor block and all blocks form a tree structure with
the genesis block as the root. Participants agree on the
longest chain as the valid transaction history. Nakamoto
consensus has to use a relatively slow block generation rate to avoid the generation of concurrent blocks,
i.e., forks. This is essential for the safety against double spending attacks as shown in Figure 1a. More forks
would mean relatively less blocks in the longest chain.
In Figure 1a, due to forks, only 20% of blocks are on the
longest chain so that an attacker with more than 20% of
the network computation power can revert the longest
chain to launch double spending attacks.
GHOST: GHOST is a previous proposal to replace the
longest chain rule to improve the consensus safety under
a fast block generation rate [32]. It is partially implemented in Ethereum [2]. Figure 1b presents an exam-
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Figure 1: Double Spending Attack, GHOST, Liveness Attack,
and Structured GHOST

ple to illustrate the GHOST algorithm. GHOST starts
from the genesis block and iteratively advances to the
child block with the largest subtree to select the agreed
chain [32]. In Figure 1b, the new block appends to the
end of the agreed chain, which is in the subtree of X
(containing 6 blocks) not in the subtree Y (containing 5
blocks). The difference between GHOST and the longest
chain rule is that all blocks generated by honest participants will contribute to the finality of the agreed chain.
Suppose G is an old enough block that is on the agreed
chains of all honest participants. Future blocks generated
by honest participants will all contribute the finality of G
regardless of whether they are concurrent or not, because
all of these blocks will be under the subtree of G. Unlike
the longest chain rule, an attacker would need more than
half of computation power to revert G from the agreed
chain even with the presence of concurrent blocks [32].
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Liveness Attack on GHOST: Unfortunately, GHOST is
vulnerable to liveness attacks if the block generation rate
is very fast. Figure 1c presents one example of such attacks. The example has the following settings: 1) the total
block generation rate of honest participants is λ; 2) honest participants are devided into two groups with equal
computation power (group X and group Y in Figure 1c);
3) blocks will transmit instantly inside each group, but
the propagation between these two groups has a delay
of d. In Figure 1c, each of the two groups extends its
own subtree following the GHOST rule. Note that recent generated blocks within the time period of d are
in-transit blocks (gray blocks in Figure 1c), which are
only visible by the group who generates them. Therefore
each group will believe its own subtree is larger until one
group generates sufficiently more blocks than the other
to overcome the margin caused by the in-transit blocks.
In normal scenarios, one of the two groups will get
lucky to enable the blockchain to converge. However,
an attacker can mine under two subtrees simultaneously
to delay the convergence. The attacker can strategically
withhold or release the mined blocks to maintain the
balance of the two subtrees as shown in Figure 1c.
Theoretically, if honest participants evenly split due to
network delay and the margin caused by in-transit blocks
is significant, i.e., λd > 1, a small portion of computation
power is enough to launch attacks. Previous work [36] includes a simulation shows only 10% will do. In practice,
even if honest participants do not have an even partition, the more computation power the attacker controls,
the more likely the attacker will succeed. Consider the
presence of mining pools, it is not rare to see one miner
controlling more than 20% of computation power. Such
a miner will be able to launch successful balance attacks
without even partition.
DAG-based Structures: To improve the throughput and
the confirmation speed, researchers have explored several alternative structures to organize blocks. Inclusive
blockchain [17] extends the Nakamoto consensus and
GHOST to DAG and specifies a framework to include
off-chain transactions. In PHANTOM [31], participating
nodes first find an approximate k-cluster solution for its
local block DAG to prune potentially malicious blocks.
They then obtain a total order via a topological sort of the
remaining blocks. Unfortunately, when the block generation rate is high, inclusive blockchain and PHANTOM
are all vulnerable to liveness attacks similar to Figure 1c.
Therefore, unlike Conflux they cannot achieve both the
security and the high performance.
Some protocols attempt to obtain partial orders instead
of total orders for payment transactions. SPECTRE [30]
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produces a non-transitive partial order for all pairs of
blocks in the DAG. Avalanche [4] connects raw transactions into a DAG and uses an iterative random sampling
algorithm to determine the acceptance of each transaction. Unlike Conflux, it is very difficult to support smart
contracts on these protocols without total orders.
Hierarchical and Parallel Chains: Besides DAG, alternative ways to organize blocks include hierarchical chains and parallel chains. For example, in BitcoinNG [9], a macro block is generated every 10 minutes.
The miner of such a block becomes the leader to generate micro blocks that contain actual transactions until
the next macro block. Similarly, FruitChain [27] packs
transactions first into fruits (i.e., micro blocks) and then
packs fruits into blocks. OHIE [36] runs multiple parallel
chains with the standard Nakamoto consensus and then
deterministically sorts blocks to obtain a total order.
The shared property of these protocols is that only a
small portion of blocks (e.g., macro blocks in BitcoinNG
and FruitChain) influence the total order of the transaction ledger. It mitigates the liveness attack issue in Figure 1c because it reduces the chance of in-transit blocks
influencing the total order. But these protocols have slow
confirmation speed because they need to wait for more
blocks to confirm transactions than other protocols. For
example, BitcionNG has the same slow confirmation
speed as Bitcoin [9]; OHIE confirms transactions in about
10 minutes on average only under an extremely fast block
generation rate of 64 blocks per second [36]. In contrast,
Conflux has a much faster confirmation speed in normal
circumstances with no ongoing liveness attack.
Prism operates with one proposer chain and many parallel vote chains, each of which casts vote to decide the
total order of blocks in the proposer chain [6]. The theoretical simulation in [6] shows that Prism may achieve
high throughput and fast confirmation speed similar to
our Conflux results in Section 6. But the simulation assumes a block propagation delay of one second, which
is too ideal (e.g., the measured block delay is 10-15 seconds in our experiments). It is therefore unclear how fast
a blockchain system that implements Prism can confirm
transactions when running under practical P2P networks.
Byzantine Fault Tolerance: ByzCoin [14] and Thunderella [28] propose to achieve consensus by combining
the Nakamoto consensus with Byzantine fault tolerance
(BFT) protocols. Algorand [11], HoneyBadger [22], and
Stellar [21] replace the Nakamoto consensus entirely
with BFT protocols. In practice, all these proposals run
BFT protocols within a confined group of nodes, since
BFT protocols only scale up to dozens of nodes. The
confined group is often chosen based on their recent
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PoW computation power [14, 28], their stakes of the system [11], or external hierarchy of trusts [21, 22]. However, these approaches may create undesirable hierarchies
among participants and compromise the decentralization
of blockchain systems. In contrast, Conflux allows any
participant to join and leave the network without permission. In addition, instead of eagerly deciding the total order of blocks as in BFT-based approaches, Conflux allows
multiple blocks to be generated in parallel and finalizes
their orders later, which leads to its higher throughput.
Sharding: Elastico [20], OmniLedger [15], RapidChain [37], and Monoxide [33] split the blockchain state
into shards. Instead of having every node to verify all
transactions, the systems select a small committee to
maintain each shard to improve scalability. Unlike Conflux, such systems sacrifice security for scalability, i.e.,
the committee configuration can only be changed slowly
(like days) due to reconfiguration overhead and therefore
a small shard may be vulnerable to powerful attackers
who can adaptively corrupt participants. This security
issue is so important that Vault [16] chooses to only use
sharding to mitigate storage cost with the trade-off of
increased network bandwidth cost. Also despite the high
combined throughput of all shards, the throughput of
inter-shard transactions is still limited.

3

Overview

We will first present an example to illustrate a strawman algorithm called structured GHOST that can defend against liveness attacks but has a sub-optimal confirmation speed. We will then present an overview of the
Conflux consensus protocol, which uses the straw-man
algorithm as a building block.
Structured GHOST: In our structured GHOST algorithm, only 1/h of blocks are weighted blocks that would
count in the chain selection process. These blocks are
selected randomly based on their PoW solution qualities (e.g., the number of leading zeros of the PoW hash).
During the chain selection, the structured GHOST iteratively advances to the subtree with the largest number of
weighted blocks, instead of considering all blocks.
Figure 1d shows an example to illustrate how structured GHOST can defend against the liveness attack we
described before. With a sufficiently large h value, the
expected number of in-transit weighted blocks (λd/h)
will be very small. As shown in Figure 1d, the generation of a weighted block of one group will very likely to
make the two subtrees to converge, unless another group
generates a concurrent weighted block. When λd/h  1,
the chance of such concurrent generation is very unlikely.
Without the margin caused by the in-transit blocks, the
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Figure 2: Examples of Conflux Consensus on Tree-Graph

liveness attack is not possible without significant computation power. Although structured GHOST is secure
against liveness attacks, it sacrifices the confirmation
speed — a user has to wait for the accumulation of
enough weighted blocks to confirm a transaction.
Consensus with Two Strategies: The Conflux consensus protocol operates with two strategies, an optimistic
strategy similar to the GHOST algorithm and a conservative strategy similar to the above straw-man algorihtm. Our adaptive weight mechanism enables Conflux
to encode these two strategies in a unified framework.
In normal scenarios, Conflux would use the optimistic
strategy to achieve high performance. If a liveness attack
happens, the adaptive weight mechanism enables honest
participants of Conflux to cooperatively switch to the
conservative strategy to thwart the attack automatically.
Tree-Graph: The Conflux consensus protocol operates
on the local Tree-Graph state of each individual node.
Figure 2a presents a running example of the local TreeGraph state of a node in Conflux. We will use this example in the remaining of this section to illustrate the
high-level ideas of the Conflux consensus protocol. Each
vertex in the Tree-Graph in Figure 2a corresponds to a
block. In Figure 2a, Genesis is the predefined genesis
block. Only Genesis, A, B, and G are associated with
transactions. There are two kinds of edges in the TreeGraph, parent edges and reference edges:
Parent and Reference Edges: Each block except Genesis has exactly one outgoing parent edge (solid line
arrows in Figure 2a). For example, there is a parent edge
from C to A. Each block can have multiple outgoing reference edges (dashed line arrows in Figure 2a). A reference
edge corresponds to generated-before relationships between blocks. For example, there is an edge from E to D.
It indicates that D is generated before E.
Pivot Chain: Note that all parent edges in the TreeGraph together form a parental tree in which the genesis
block is the root. In the tree, Conflux selects a chain from
the genesis block to one of the leaf blocks as the pivot
chain. Each block in the Tree-Graph may have a different
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(b) Adaptive Weight

weight determined by our novel adaptive weight mechanism. Conflux iteratively advances to the subtree with
the heaviest total block weight to select the pivot chain.
In Figure 2a before the liveness attack, Conflux selects
Genesis, A, C, E, and H as the pivot chain to append the
new block N. Note that Conflux does not selects the chain
of Genesis, B, F, J, I, and K, because the subtree of A has
heavier weights than the subtree of B.
Generating New Block: Whenever a node generates a
new block, it first computes the pivot chain in its local
Tree-Graph state and sets the last block in the chain as
the parent of the new block. The node then finds all tip
blocks in the Tree-Graph that have no incoming edge
and creates reference edges from the new block to each
of those tip blocks. For example, in Figure 2a, when
generating N, the node chooses H as the parent of N and
creates a reference edge from N to K.
Adaptive Weight: Figure 2b illustrates the basic idea of
the adaptive weight mechanism. The goal is to assign a
different weight to each generated block so that Conflux
can adaptively switch between the optimistic strategy
with a fast confirmation and the conservative strategy
that ensures the consensus progress. Conflux determines
the weight of a new block based on its past sub-graph,
i.e., all blocks that are reachable via a traversal from the
new block. As shown in Figure 2b, if the past sub-graph
is safe — every old enough ancestor of the new block
in the past sub-graph is secured on the pivot chain with
high probability, the weight of the new block will be one.
If not, the new block will be assigned an adaptive weight
— it gets a weight of h with the chance of 1/h (depending
on the PoW quality) or zero otherwise. Note that we set
h = 600 in Conflux. See Section 4.1.
Liveness Attack Resilience: Figure 2a shows how the
adaptive weight mechanism stops liveness attacks. Suppose after the generation of N, an attacker launches a
liveness attack similar to one described in Figure 1c
to balance the subtree of A and B. After a while, all
honest participants start to generate blocks with adaptive weights, because they find that the old ancestors of
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their new generated blocks (e.g., A or B in Figure 2a) are
still not secured on the pivot chain with high probability. This essentially enables the consensus protocol to
operate in the conservative strategy similar to the structured GHOST algorithm. In Figure 2a, the heavy weight
blocks make Conflux to converge to the the subtree of
A. After more blocks being generated under A, the past
sub-graph of new generated blocks will become safe. Participants therefore assign weight one to the new blocks,
automatically swtiching back to the optimistic strategy.
Epoch and Block Order: Parent edges, reference edges,
and the pivot chain together enable Conflux to split all
blocks in a Tree-Graph into epochs. Every block on the
pivot chain corresponds to one epoch. Each epoch contains all blocks 1) that are reachable from the corresponding block in the pivot chain via the combination of parent
and reference edges (including the pivot chain block itself) and 2) that are not included in previous epochs. For
example, in Figure 2a, J belongs to the epoch of H because J is reachable from H but not reachable from the
previous pivot chain blocks.
Conflux then derives a total order of all blocks in the
Tree-Graph with the following rules. Conflux first sorts
blocks based on their epochs. For blocks within the same
epoch, Conflux sorts them based on their topological
order. Conflux break ties determinisitcally (e.g., with
the PoW quality or the block hash). For example, in Figure 2a, Conflux will obtain the following block total order
for all blocks before the liveness attack: Genesis, A, B,
C, D, F, E, G, J, I, H, K, and N.
Transaction Order: Conflux first sorts transactions
based on the total orders of their enclosing blocks. If
two transactions belong to the same block, Conflux sorts
the two transactions based on the appearance order in
the block. Conflux checks the conflicts of the transactions at the same time when deriving the order. If two
transactions are conflicting with each other, Conflux will
discard the second one. If one transaction appears in multiple blocks, Conflux will only keep the first appearance
and discard all redundant ones. In Figure 2a, the transaction total order is Tx0, Tx1, Tx2, Tx3, and Tx3. Conflux
discards Tx2 because it conflicts with Tx1.

4

Consensus on Tree-Graph

The local state of a node in Conflux is S = hB, gi, where B
is the set of blocks and g ∈ B is the genesis block. There
are several fields associated with a block b ∈ B. b.parent
denotes the parent block of b. b.pred_blocks denotes the
set of predecessor blocks linked by the reference and
parent edges from b. b.pow_quality is the quality of the
PoW solution — for b to be valid, b.pow_quality must no
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Child(B, b) = {b0 | b0 ∈ B, b0 .parent = b}
SubT(B, b) = (∪i∈Child(B,b) SubT(B, i)) ∪ {b}
SubTW(B, b) = ∑i∈SubT(B,b) i.weight
Past(b) = (∪i∈b.pred_blocks Past(i)) ∪ b.pred_blocks
PastW(b) = ∑i∈Past(b) i.weight

Figure 3: The definitions of utility functions.

2

Input :A set of blocks B and a starting block b.
Output :The pivot block for the subtree of b.
if Child(B, b) = 0/ then
return b

3

else

1

5

w ← max{SubTW(B, i) | i ∈ Child(B, b)}
a ← arg min {i.hash | SubTW(B, i) = w}

6

return Pivot(B, a)

4

i∈Child(B,b)

Figure 4: The definition of Pivot(B, b).
less than the PoW difficulty D. b.weight is the adaptive
weight of b. We use b.hash to denote the hash of b – all
nodes in Conflux share a predefined deterministic hash
function that maps each block to a unique id.
Figure 3 defines several utility functions and notations.
Child() returns the set of child blocks of a given block.
SubT() returns the set of blocks in the subtree of a given
block in the parental tree. SubTW() returns the sum of
the weights in the subtree. Past() returns the set of blocks
that are generated before a given block. PastW() returns
the sum of the weights of the past block set of a block.
Note that Past(b) and PastW(b) are determined at the
generation time of b and remain constant afterwards. In
this section, we use lists to denote chains and serialized
orders. “◦” denotes the concatenation of two lists.

4.1

Pivot Chain and Adaptive Weight

Pivot Chain: Figure 4 presents the pivot chain selection
algorithm in Conflux. Given a set of blocks B and the
starting genesis block g, Pivot(B, g) returns the leaf block
of the selected pivot chain. The algorithm recursively
advances to the child block whose corresponding subtree
has the largest total weights (lines 4-6). To break ties,
the algorithm selects the child block with the smallest
unique hash id (line 5). The algorithm terminates until it
reaches a leaf block (lines 1-2).
Adaptive Weight: Figure 5 presents how we calculate
the weight of a block b. The algorithm first determines
whether the block should have adaptive weight or not
based on the past block set of b (lines 1-11). If not, the
weight of the block will be one (lines 12-13). If so, the
algorithm checks the PoW solution quality against a difficulty that is h times higher than the base validation
difficulty. The weight of the block will be h if it passes
the check and be zero if it fails (lines 14-17).
To determine whether b should have adaptive weight,
the algorithm operates at a sub-Tree-Graph that only contains blocks in the past set of b. It inspects every block in
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Input :A new block b
Output :The adaptive weight of b
B ← Past(b)
a ← b.parent
adaptive ← False
Let f (x) =
2 · SubTW(B, x) − SubTW(B, x.parent) + x.parent.weight
Let t(x) = |TimerChain(b)| − |TimerChain(x.parent)|
Let g(x) = |SubT(B, x.parent)|
while a.parent 6= Nil do
if f (a) < α and (t(a) > β or g(a) > γ) then
adaptive ← True
break
a ← a.parent

11

1
2
3
4
5

Figure 7: The block validation procedure.
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if not adaptive then
return 1

5

7

15

else if b.pow_quality ≥ h · D then
return h

16

else

12
13
14

Figure 5: The definition of AdaptiveWeight(b)

2

Input :A block b.
Output :The timer chain of the past sub-graph of b.
if b.pred_blocks = 0/ then
return b

3

else

1

4

a←

arg max {|TimerChain(i)|}

i∈b.pred_blocks

6

if b.pow_quality > h0 · D then
return TimerChain(a) ◦ b

7

else

5

8

6

8
9
10

return 0

17

return TimerChain(a)

Figure 6: The definition of TimerChain(b).
the path from the genesis to b.parent. For each inspected
block a, it determines 1) whether a is still not secure on
the pivot chain with high probability – the subtree weight
of a is not significantly larger than the weight of the sibling subtrees of a (i.e., f (a) < α) and 2) whether a is old
enough – there is an enough amount of timer ticks or an
enough number of blocks in the subtree of its parent (i.e.,
t(a) > β or g(a) > γ). If any inspected block satisfies
these two conditions, b should have adaptive weight.
The intuition is that to make progress, for any pivot
chain block a0 in Tree-Graph, after a certain period of
time, one of the child subtree of a0 (e.g., the subtree of a)
should become dominant. If the attacker attempts to maintain the balance between the subtrees of two (or more)
children of a0 for a long time, the condition at line 8 will
become true for a. Therefore, all honest participants will
start to generate blocks with adaptive weights. Conflux
will essentially operate with a conservative strategy similar to the structured GHOST algorithm (see Section 3).
This will thwart the attack to ensure the progress.
Timer Chain: Because an attacker with enough computation power may influence the subtree sizes of recent
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:The local state S = hB, gi and a new discovered
block b
if b.pow_quality ≥ D then
Wait until Past(b) ⊆ B
if Pivot(Past(b), g) = b.parent then
b.weight ← AdaptiveWeight(b)
S ← hB ∪ {b}, gi
Input

11

Input :A block b
Output :An ordered list of all blocks in Past(b) ∪ {b}
if b.parent = Nil then
return 0/
L ← ConfluxOrder(b.parent)
B∆ ← (Past(b) − Past(b.parent) − {b.parent}) ∪ {b}
while B∆ 6= 0/ do
B0∆ ← {x | |x.pred_blocks ∩ B∆ | = 0}
Sort all blocks in B0∆ in order as a1 , a2 , . . . , ak
such that ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, ai .hash < a j .hash
L ← L ◦ a1 ◦ a2 ◦ . . . ◦ ak
B∆ ← B∆ − B0∆
return L

Figure 8: The definition of ConfluxOrder().
pivot chain blocks via strategically withholding mined
blocks, only counting the number of blocks under the
subtree of a pivot block is not sufficient to detect whether
the pivot block is old enough or not. To this end, Conflux uses a timer chain mechanism to obtain an attacker
resilient estimation for the generation time of each block.
Figure 6 presents the definition of TimerChain(b),
which is the longest chain of blocks in the past sub-graph
of b whose PoW qualities are h0 times higher than the normal difficulty. We then use the length of the timer chain
as the timer tick of the generation time estimation of each
block (i.e., line 5 in Figure 5). When h0 is large enough
respecting the network delay, the attacker cannot stop the
growth of the timer chain, because honest participants
will contribute to the timer chain almost synchronously.
In Conflux we set h0 = 360. See Section 6.1.

4.2

Block Validation and Total Order

Block Validation: Figure 7 presents the validation procedure for a new discovered block. It first checks whether
the block has a PoW solution with a sufficient quality
(line 1). The procedure will wait for all blocks in its past
sub-graph being processed first (line 2). The procedure
will then compute the pivot chain in its past sub-TreeGraph to check whether it selects the right parent (line
3). If so, the procedure computes the weight of the new
block and adds it to the local Tree-Graph state (lines 4-5).
Block Order: Figure 8 defines ConfluxOrder(),
our block ordering algorithm. Given a block b,
ConfluxOrder(b) returns the total order of all blocks in
Past(b) ∪ {b}. The algorithm sorts the blocks based on
their corresponding epochs, i.e., it first recursively orders
all blocks in previous epochs. It then computes all blocks
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in the epoch of b as B∆ (line 4). It topologically sorts all
blocks in B∆ and appends them to the result list (lines
5-10), and uses the hashes to break ties (lines 7-8).

4.3

Correctness

We next discuss the intuitions behind the correctness of
our consensus algorithm. Suppose the network together
has a block generation rate of λ. The correctness of Conflux is based on the following assumptions: 1) attackers
control at most δ of the total block generation power
(δ < 0.5); 2) the network is d-synchronous, i.e., if at time
t one honest node broadcast a block via the gossip network, then before time t + d, all honest nodes will receive
this block and add this block into their local states.
Adversary Model: The attacker can choose arbitrary
strategies to disrupt honest nodes. We also assume 1)
attackers immediately receive all blocks and transactions
from the gossip network, 2) attackers can arbitrarily control the communication of honest nodes as long as the
d-synchronous assumption holds. The attacker however
does not have the capability to reverse cryptographic
functions. Therefore honest nodes can reliably verify the
integrity of a block in the presence of the attacker.
Safety: Conflux is safe against double spending attacks
because of two facts: 1) to revert a transaction in an
epoch, the attacker has to revert the pivot chain block
associated with the epoch from the pivot chain; 2) reverting an old pivot chain block that is on the common pivot
chain of all honest nodes requires the attacker to compete
with all honest nodes together. Although honest nodes
may generate blocks that are concurrent with each other,
all of these blocks will be under the subtree of the common pivot chain block. As the time passes by, it will be
impossible for the attacker to forge an alternative heavier
subtree without the pivot chain block.
Liveness: Many previous consensus algorithms based
on tree and DAG can only provide liveness guarantees
if the block generation rate is significantly slower than
the block propagation delay (i.e., λ · d  1) [13, 26]. In
contrast, Conflux is safe against liveness attacks at the
protocol level even when the block generation rate is fast,
because if the consensus does not make progress for a
certain period of time, all honest nodes will start to generate blocks with adaptive weights. In this scenario, only
blocks with very high PoW quality will decide the total
order and the block generation rate of these blocks is significantly slower than the block propagation delay (i.e.,
λ·d
h  1 for a large enough h). Because concurrent generation of such heavy weight blocks is rare, an attacker has
to release a large number of previously withheld blocks to
balance a new generated heavy block or all honest nodes
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will make progress and will recognize the heavy block as
a common pivot chain block. Because block withholding
capability of an attacker is limited by its block generation
power, the attacker will eventually run out of blocks to
continue the liveness attack. We prove in [19] that when
δ < 1/2, once a block in Conflux is seen by an honest
node, its order will become irreversible with exception
risk ε after d · O(log(1/ε)) time.
Confirmation Policy: Conflux confirms a block b if for
any ancestor block of b, the corresponding subtree total
weight is heavier than all of the subtrees of its siblings by
a margin. This margin is not a preset value. It depends on
the status of blockchain protocol. With the parameter setting used in our experiments, this margin is about 20∼30
in normal scenarios for obtaining the same confidence
as waiting six blocks in Bitcoin. Specially, if Conflux is
in the conservative mode and is generating blocks with
adaptive weights, we need to wait six blocks with heavy
weights instead. See [19] for the detailed formulas of the
risk in confirming a block.

5

Implementation and Optimizations

We have implemented Conflux in Rust [1].
Difficulty Adjustment: For brevity, our algorithm in
Section 4 assumes a constant PoW difficulty. Conflux
operates with a difficulty adjustment mechanism tailored
for Tree-Graph. Every 5000 epochs, Conflux counts the
number of blocks generated in the last 5000 epochs and
adjusts the difficulty accordingly to maintain a stable
block generation interval. Instead of setting the weight of
every normal block to one, Conflux sets the weight to the
difficulty of the block. For a block with a heavy adaptive
weight, its weight will be its difficulty multiplied by h.
The rationale is to allow the block weight to align with
the accumulated PoW as the difficulty changes.
Storage: A Conflux full node stores the blockchain account state as Merkle Patricia Trees [35] in a key-value
DB. To save storage space, Conflux periodically forms
checkpoints at specific epoch heights (e.g., every 200k
epoch heights) when the confirmation risk of the pivot
chain blocks at these heights become extremely low. After a checkpoint, all history transactions before it can be
safely discarded — all full nodes treat the checkpoint
block as the new genesis. Note that full nodes still store
all block headers to help new nodes bootstrapping.
Bootstrap: To bootstrap a new full node to join the network, it first synchronizes all the block headers in the
ledger from the peers and decides the latest confirmed
checkpoint block based on the headers. It then fetches
the corresponding checkpoint state from the peers and
continues the execution from that state.
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Figure 9: Save Redundant Execution by Deferred Execution

Transaction Relay: For a high performance blockchain
like Conflux, it is critical to minimize the redundant transactions that are transferred. Ideally and optimally, each
node should only receive each transaction exactly once.
In current Bitcoin and Ethereum implementation, transactions are disseminated among nodes via flooding, which
may waste network bandwidth resources. Erlay [24] tries
to solve this issue of Bitcoin by letting peers exchange
sets of unsent transactions that are encoded with PinSketch algorithm [8]. However, this method cannot be
applied in Conflux, since it only works well when the
difference between the transaction sets of two peers is
small. Conflux is not this case because the transaction
throughput of Conflux is orders of magnitude higher than
Bitcoin. Conflux instead only floods 4-byte short transaction ids and pulls the missed transactions from peers.
The short id is built by a SipHash [12] on the SHA-3
hash of the transaction and a peer-specific random nonce
to significantly decrease the id conflict rate.
Signature Verification: Signature verification is
computation-intensive and may become a bottleneck
when the throughput is high. Conflux therefore uses a
thread-pool to parallel the signature verification for different transactions to avoid bottlenecking other components.
Incentive Mechanism: For every mined block, Conflux
assigns its block generation reward based on how many
other blocks that are generated in parallel in Tree-Graph,
i.e., blocks that are not in the past and future sets of the
mined block. The more blocks are in parallel with the
mined block, the smaller the block reward would be. This
incentive mechanism penalizes malicious behaviors such
as withholding mined blocks and not referencing other
blocks. Because every block receives reward regardless
of whether they are on the pivot chain or not, this mechanism nullifies selfish mining attack strategies [10, 25, 29].
See [7] for the details of the incentive mechanism.
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Deferred Execution

In Conflux, when a block just enters the Tree-Graph structure, its position in the total order will change frequently.
Although such oscillation will stop in a short time, it
poses a challenge for the transaction execution engine.
In typical blockchain systems, all transactions in a block
immediately get executed in a node as soon as it is discovered. Such naive approach may execute transactions
in a block many times as the order of the block oscillates.
This incurs significant execution overhead. The top part
of Figure 9 illustrates this problem. When a full node just
gets the Block2 , it is on the pivot chain and the total order of transactions is {T X1 , T X2 }. T X2 is then executed
in this order. But, when the node later gets Block3 and
Block4 , Block2 does not belong to pivot chain anymore
and T X3 is positioned between T X1 and T X2 in the newly
decided total order. T X2 has to be executed again.
Conflux uses a novel deferred execution mechanism to
address this issue. The insight is that, just like users waiting for a period of time to confirm transactions, Conflux
can wait for the total order position of a block to almost
stabilize to execute its transactions. Conflux delays the
execution by k-epochs. Specifically, unlike Ethereum
where the header of each block b contains a merkle state
root that corresponds to the execution results after processing all transactions in and before b, the header of b in
Conflux contains a deferred root that corresponds to the
execution results of the block that are k-hops older than
b along its path to the root. We set k to five in Conflux
so that Conflux can avoid re-execution of transactions in
most cases. Five is also smaller than the typical number
of epochs that an user needs to wait to confirm transactions and therefore it does not impact the user experience.
Figure 9 presents an example to illustrate the saving
of redundant executions by using deferred execution. For
illustration purpose, we set k to be one in this example.
Therefore in Figure 9, the Block2 stores the state root
based on the execution of T X1 . When the full node gets
Block3 and Block4 , in order to verify the deferred state
root of Block4 , the system needs to execute T X3 but does
not need to execute T X2 because T X2 is positioned after
T X3 in the decided total order. When getting and verifying Block5 , Conflux then needs to produce the state
based on the execution of T X4 which depends on T X2 . In
the process, although the pivot chain oscillates between
Block2 and Block3 , T X2 only gets executed once.

5.2

Link-cut Tree Optimizations

Maintaining pivot chain in Conflux is not trivial. Adding
a new block to the Tree-Graph requires updating the
subtree weights of all the blocks from this new block back
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to the genesis. The naive approach will takes O(n) time
to complete, because the Tree-Graph height is usually
linear to the number of blocks. To efficiently update the
subtree weights, Conflux uses a data structure called linkcut tree [3]. Link-cut tree splits a tree structure into one
or more paths, and represents each path using a splay
tree, a form of balanced binary search tree invented by
Tarjan et al. [5]. The link-cut tree is ideal for maintaining
values like the subtree weights in the Conflux consensus
protocol, because it enables the following operations at
an amortized cost of O(log n): 1) increase or decrease
values of all nodes along a path in the tree by a given
value; 2) find the minimum or maximum value among
values of all nodes along a path; 3) find the least common
ancestor (LCA) of two nodes in the tree.
Update Pivot Chain: Conflux tracks the last pivot chain
block of the current Tree-Graph state. Conflux uses the
link-cut tree to maintain the total subtree weights of each
block. When Conflux discovers a new block b, it inserts
b into the link-cut tree and increases the total subtree
weights of all blocks along the path from b to the root
(i.e., genesis) by b.weight. Note that adding b may trigger a pivot chain change — instead of running the chain
selection algorithm from the root, Conflux uses the linkcut tree to calculate the LCA of b and the current last
pivot block p. If the weight of the subtree p belongs to
is still heavier than the one b belongs to, no pivot chain
update occurs. Otherwise, Conflux re-runs the selection
algorithm from the LCA block. Because long range pivot
chain reorganization is extremely rare, rerunning the algorithm from the LCA block is not expensive in practice.

6

Experimental Results

We next present a systematic evaluation of Conflux on
its throughput, confirmation speed, and scalability. We
also evaluate important design aspects of Conflux, e.g.,
the adaptive weight mechanism for defending against
liveness attacks, the deferred execution for optimizing
the transaction execution, as well as link-cut tree for
optimizing the Tree-Graph maintainance.
We deployed Conflux on up to 800 Amazon EC2
m5.2xlarge virtual machines (VM), each of which has 8
cores and 1Gbps network throughput. By default, we run
one Conflux full node in each VM. To model the network
latency, we use the intercity latency measurements [34]
and assign each VM to one of 20 major cities. We emulate the intercity delay by inserting artificial delays. For
each full node, the gossip network of Conflux connects
it to an average of 10 randomly selected peers.
When we measure the confirmation speed of a transaction, we count a transaction as confirmed if we can
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obtain the same confidence as empirically confirming a
transaction in Bitcoin after waiting six Bitcoin blocks.
In our experiments, unless otherwise noted, we limit the
bandwidth of each full node to 20Mbps and we assign
each full node with an equal block generation power.

6.1

Protocol Parameter Calibration

To calibrate Conflux consensus protocol parameters, we
run a set of experiments with 200 Conflux full nodes
on Amazon EC2 with one full node per VM. We run
Conflux with a set of different combinations of block size
limits and block generation rates to measure the block
propagation delays. For each setting, we run Conflux
from the genesis for 10 minutes and fill each block to full
with randomly generated simple payment transactions.
Figure 10a and 11a presents the experimental results
of Conflux where we fix the block generation rate at four
blocks per second and change the block size limit. Average network delay corresponds to the number of seconds
on average for a generated block to reach more than 50%
of participants. Network delay (99%) corresponds the
number of seconds for all blocks to reach more than 99%
of participants. In our experiments, we use the network
delay (99%) number as the network diameter d for calculating parameters. There are often one or two machines
lagging behind for some blocks and we can tolerate them
as temporary failure nodes.
Conflux achieves the throughput of 9.6Mbps at the
setting of 300K × 4 blocks per second. We find that
Conflux almost saturates its underlying gossip network
capability, considering that we limit the bandwidth of
each full node to 20Mbps, which is only enough to send
each block twice on average. With block sizes of 350K
and beyond, full nodes start to experience significantly
higher delay and may not be able to catch up new blocks.
Figure 10b and 11b presents the experimental results
of Conflux where we fix the block generation throughput at 9.6Mbps and change the block generation rate
from 2 blocks/s to 16 blocks/s. Our results show that as
Conflux operates with faster block generation rate and
smaller blocks, the network propagation delay decreases.
But the delay no longer decreases much as it approaches
the latency limit of the network. Smaller network propagation delay will improve the confirmation speed of
transactions, but there are additional costs for using high
generation rate. 1) Conflux full nodes have to store all
block headers (block content could be pruned away with
checkpoint techniques) and the average header size of
Conflux is 300∼500 bytes; 2) high block generation rates
incur more blocks in parallel and these blocks cannot process transactions with dependencies.
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6.2

Performance Results

Consensus Scalability Results: We next evaluate the
consensus protocol performance as the number of nodes
increases. Due to our resource limitation, we have to run
15 full nodes per VM. Because we are evaluating the consensus protocol only, we turn off signature verification
and transaction execution to ensure enough computation
resources for 15 full nodes sharing each VM.
Figure 10c presents the network propagation delay
and the average transaction confirmation speed when running Conflux with different numbers of full nodes. In
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4000000
Total Tx Count

Based on the above trade-off, we choose the block
generation rate of 4 blocks per second and the block size
limit of 300K. With the measured network propagation
delay, we determine the adaptive weight algorithm parameters following suggestions in our theory analysis [19].
1) h = 600 is large enough to enable Conflux to tolerate
liveness attacks from a powerful attacker that controls
40% of the network computation power; 2) β = 160 and
γ = 10000 so that the confirmation policy gives a desirable margin; 3) α = 1800 since it requires α ≥ 3h; 4)
h0 = 360 so the timer chain will have rare forks. Figure 10 plots the average confirmation speed under this
set of parameters.
Compared to GHOST (by only considering pivot
blocks as valid), Conflux achieves the similar confirmation latency while provides significantly higher throughput. As Figure 11b shows, the transaction throughput of
GHOST decreases with increasing block generation rate
since more concurrently generated blocks with smaller
size lead to less valid transactions.
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Figure 12: End-to-end Results for ETH Workload
all the experiments, Conflux successfully operates with
the block throughput of 9.6Mbps (300K × 4 blocks per
second). Our results highlight the fast confirmation speed
of Conflux, it confirms transactions on average in 47.7551.54 seconds when running 3000-12000 full nodes. Our
results also show that the consensus protocol of Conflux
scales well. As the number of nodes increases, the network propagation delay only increases slightly so does
the confirmation speed.
Note that our experimental setup is as same as the
Algorand and OHIE papers [11, 36], therefore we can
directly compare our results with their results. Compared to Algorand [11], Conflux achieves more than 4x
throughput and similar confirmation latency. Compared
to OHIE [36], Conflux achieves similar throughput but
one order of magnitude faster confirmation.
End-to-end Results: With the calibrated parameters, we
run Conflux on 400 VMs (one node per VM) to measure the throughput and the confirmation speed of Conflux. To obtain a representative workload, we collected
the first four million transactions from the Ethereum
blockchain [2]. This includes both payment transactions
and smart contract transactions. We converted these col-
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Figure 13: Subtree Weights under Liveness Attack
lected transactions into Conflux transaction format. We
run two experiments, one experiment with the collected
Ethereum transactions only and another experiment with
a combined workload of the collected Ethereum transactions and randomly generated payment transactions.
We terminate an experiment once Conflux processes four
million transactions in total.
Figure 12 presents the number of processed transactions overtime. Our experimental results show that Conflux achieves a throughput of 1392 transactions per second for Ethereum workload and 3480 transactions per
second for the combined workload. The average confirmation latencies are under one minute for both the
Ethereum workload and the combined workload. Note
that in the combined workload experiment, 14% of processed transactions are from Ethereum history.
Conflux achieves higher transaction throughput on
the combined workload than on the Ethereum history
workload. A primary reason is that Ethereum is a much
slower blockchain and its transaction history does not
have enough parallelism to saturates the Conflux consensus layer. We find that during the execution, future
transactions in the Ethereum history often depends on
previous transactions and full nodes of Conflux often
do not have enough pending transactions ready to pick
up so concurrent blocks pack duplicate transactions. A
secondary reason is that Ethereum history contains more
smart contract transactions which are more expensive to
process than payment transactions.
Deferred Execution: Conflux by default defers the execution of transactions by five epochs k = 5. To illustrate
the effect of the deferred execution optimization, we run
a modified version of Conflux on the Ethereum history
workload with k = 1. The results in Figure 12 show that
this causes a 11.6% slowdown of Conflux on the transaction throughput because of the frequent re-execution of
transactions during order oscillation.

6.3

Liveness Attack and Link-cut Tree

Liveness Attack: We conducted a liveness attack experiment to evaluate the security of Conflux. The experiment
includes three nodes, two honest nodes and one attacker
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node. They keep a four block per second block generation
rate for entire network. The block propagation network
delay between the two honest nodes are 20 seconds and
the attacker node does not relay honest blocks. We use
only two honest nodes with significant delay to simulate
the ideal liveness attack scenario in Figure 1c — a powerful attacker that evenly splits honest nodes in two groups
and honest nodes with no latency inside a group and maximum latency between the two groups. The attacker node
controls 30% of the total computation power. It launches
the attack by finding the first fork between the two honest
nodes and try to mine blocks under the lighter subtree to
keep the two subtrees balanced.
Figure 13 shows how the weights of the two forked
subtrees change along the time. The attack starts at the
timestamp 0. During the time when the attack is performed and no adaptive weight is triggered, the weights
of the two forked subtrees are almost perfectly balanced.
The adaptive weight mechanism triggers the conservative strategy at timestamp 2,909 s. After that, the liveness
attack quickly fails and the two honest nodes can then
agree on the same pivot block and generate blocks under
its subtree. After another 1,264 s, the two honest nodes
come back to the optimistic strategy.
Link-cut Tree: To evaluate the benefits of link-cut tree,
we run experiments on a micro-benchmark, a Tree-Graph
that contains 1.5 million blocks, to measure the block
processing throughput of the naive as well as our optimized approaches. Our experimental results show that
the naive appraoch slows down to less than 4 blocks per
second when the number of blocks in the Tree-Graph
grows to one million, while our approach processes 5000
blocks per second on average.

7

Conclusion

Conflux is a scalable and decentralized blockchain platform with high throughput and fast confirmation. Its
novel consensus protocol makes Conflux secure against
both double spending attacks and liveness attacks, even if
Conflux operates with a fast block generation rate. Conflux provides a promising solution to address the performance bottleneck of blockchains and opens up a wide
range of blockchain applications.
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Reconstructing proprietary video streaming algorithms
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Abstract
Even though algorithms for adaptively setting video quality
in online streaming are a hot topic in networking academia,
little is known about how popular online streaming platforms
do such adaptation. This creates obvious hurdles for research
on streaming algorithms and their interactions with other
network traffic and control loops like that of transport and
traffic throttling. To address this gap, we pursue an ambitious
goal: reconstruction of unknown proprietary video streaming
algorithms. Instead of opaque reconstruction through, e.g.,
neural networks, we seek reconstructions that are easily understandable and open to inspection by domain experts. Such
reconstruction, if successful, would also shed light on the risk
of competitors copying painstakingly engineered algorithmic
work simply by interacting with popular services.
Our reconstruction approach uses logs of player and network state and observed player actions across varied network
traces and videos, to learn decision trees across streamingspecific engineered features. We find that of 10 popular
streaming platforms, we can produce easy-to-understand, and
high-accuracy reconstructions for 7 using concise trees with
no more than 20 rules. We also discuss the utility of such
interpretable reconstruction through several examples.

1

INTRODUCTION

Video streaming is one of the most popular Internet services
today, forming a majority of downstream Internet traffic [35].
Naturally, there is great interest in optimizing video delivery.
One particularly well-studied problem is that of designing
adaptive bitrate algorithms that adjust video quality in response to changes in network bandwidth. ABR algorithms
attempt to maximize some notion of quality-of-experience,
which typically combines video playback metrics like average
video quality, and playback interruptions and stability.
The problem of maximizing QoE in video streaming is
crisply defined, intellectually interesting, and practically valuable. Thus, numerous ABR algorithms have been suggested
in recent work to tackle it, e.g., Oboe [3] and MPC [46]. However, little is known about the proprietary algorithms actually
deployed in widely used video streaming services such as
YouTube, TwitchTV and Netflix.1 We attempt to address this
1 Researchers at Netflix published, in 2014, work on this problem [15],
including tests on their commercial deployment. Per our conversations with
them, their current deployment incorporates some features of this published
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gap by exploring whether it might be possible to learn such
algorithms by controlled observation of video streams.
Our goal is to produce ABR controllers that: (a) mimic the
observed behavior of ABR logic deployed in target online
video services across a wide range of network conditions
and videos; and (b) are open to easy manual inspection and
understanding. Note that the latter precludes the direct use of
blackbox machine learning techniques like neural networks.
We are motivated by three factors. First, this effort helps
understand the risk of competitors copying painstakinglyengineered algorithmic work simply by interacting with popular, public-facing front-ends. Second, being able to reconstruct
widely deployed algorithms would allow head-to-head comparisons between newly proposed research ABRs and industrial ABRs, something lacking in the literature thus far. Third,
given that video is the majority of Internet traffic, this traffic
being controlled by unknown proprietary algorithms implies
that we do not understand the behavior of most Internet traffic.
This makes it difficult to reason about how different services
share the network, and interact with other control loops such
as congestion control and traffic shaping.
The above use cases help sharpen the goals for our reconstruction effort. Simplifying our task is the fact that instead of
exact algorithm recovery, we need functional equivalence of
a reconstruction with its target algorithm over a large, varied
set of inputs – note that the same set of outcomes could be
arrived at by two substantially different algorithms, making
exact recovery of a particular algorithm impossible. However,
our use cases also impose a difficult additional requirement:
our reconstructions must be human-interpretable, allowing
not only the mimicking of observed behavior, but also manual
inspection and understanding. A competitor seeking to copy
the ABR logic of an online service needs interpretability to
be able to modify it as necessary for their use.2 They would
also like to ensure the robustness of the obtained logic, something that is difficult with blackbox learning — prior work
has shown corner cases with undesirable behavior in blackbox learning methods applied to networking [17]. Likewise,
in terms of comparisons between industrial and academic
ABRs, we would not only like to observe the performance
work, but they are unwilling to share more details, including the differences
from this published approach.
2 Our work enables an understanding of whether this risk exists: “Can a
competitor reconstruct an ABR in a meaningfully beneficial, robust way?”
We leave the question of how this risk may be tackled to followup work.
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differences empirically, but also understand where they stem
from. Lastly, reasoning about interactions with other network
control loops and competing services also requires having
a richer understanding of the control logic under study than
blackbox learning can provide.
Algorithmic reconstruction of this type is an ambitious goal,
with the current tools available for general-purpose program
synthesis still being fairly limited. However, there are two
reasons for optimism if we can suitably narrow our scope: (a)
the core of ABR algorithms involves a small set of inputs, and
has a limited decision space; and (b) it is easy to collect large
amounts of curated data for analysis.
Our approach automatically generates concise, humaninterpretable rule-sets that implement ABR by learning from
an existing target ABR algorithm. These rule-sets map the
client and network environment, video features, and state over
the connection, to a video quality decision for the next video
chunk. To obtain generalizable, succinct, and interpretable
pseudocode in a reconstruction, we find that it is insufficient
to directly use sophisticated techniques from imitation learning [5, 34]. As we shall show later, such methods can either
mimic the behavior of a target accurately with a large set
of complex rules, or, when limited to a small set of rules,
lose accuracy. Our approach sidesteps this tradeoff by embedding suitable domain knowledge in the learning mechanism:
framing intuitive primitives familiar to domain experts, and
making them available to the learning mechanism, results in
rule-sets that are accurate, concise, and meaningful.
We use our approach to obtain concise reconstructions that
can successfully mimic the decision-making of several target
academic and industry ABR algorithms, achieving high agreement with their decisions and similar video QoE behavior.
Of the 10 online streaming services we evaluate across, our
reconstruction achieves behavior similar to its target for 7 services. In each case, we produce a concise decision-tree with
20 or fewer short rules, using primitives that are intuitive and
easy to understand. We also explain the reasons for failure for
the remaining 3 services.
We make the following contributions:
• We describe an approach for deriving accurate and concise rule sets for ABR, using a corpus of decision outcomes over network traces and videos. Our approach
handles the complex output space corresponding to diverse video encodings, as well as noise in the data.
• We apply our method to the reconstruction of algorithms
deployed in 10 popular streaming services. For 7 services, we successfully achieve high agreement with their
decisions and closely similar streaming behavior.
• The rule sets we obtain are concise, with 20 or fewer
rules in each case. Our code also generates a loose natural language translation, which we used extensively in
understanding problems and improving performance.
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• We also expose a likely fundamental compromise necessary for interpretable and effective learning: the timeconsuming encoding of domain knowledge.
• Our code and reconstructed ABRs are open-source [12].
Beyond the above results, our ambitious effort raises several
exciting questions for future exploration, such as: (1) on the
tradeoffs between the effort invested in embedding domain
knowledge, and the quality of the inferred pseudocode; (2) to
what extent such domain knowledge may itself be learnt from
a corpus of hand-designed algorithms broadly from the networking domain; (3) applying our approach to other networking problems, like congestion control, and newer problems
where we have more limited experience, such as multipath
transport; (4) and how online service providers may obscure
their logic against reconstruction, if so desired.

2

RELATED WORK

Numerous high-quality ABR proposals have appeared just
within the past few years [3, 11, 31, 37, 45], but relatively little
is known about widely deployed industrial ABR algorithms.
There is a large body of work on reconstructing unknown
algorithms. One may approach this using code analysis, like
Ayad et al.’s analysis of Javascript code for some online video
services [16]. However, some targets can be too large and obfuscated for such analysis – YouTube, for instance, comprises
80,000+ lines of obfuscated Javascript. We used JS NICE [36],
the state-of-the-art in Javascript deobfuscation, but even coupled with a step-through debugger and with help from the
authors of JS NICE, this provided little insight – ultimately,
manually examining such a large piece of code with meaningless variable names to reconstruct its functionality seems
futile. It also has the downside of potentially requiring substantial rework for even small changes in the target. Even
more fundamentally, the code may not be available at the
client at all, with decision-making residing on the server side.
Several prior efforts have used manual experimentation
and analysis for dissecting the behavior of a variety of online services [2, 9, 16, 19, 21, 27, 44]. For instance, Mondal
et al. [27] used network traces to experimentally study the
behavior under changing network conditions, and then manually draw coarse inferences, such as that YouTube’s requested
segment length varies with network conditions. An earlier
effort on inferring Skype’s adjustment of its sending rate [19],
was based on the researchers making experimental observations, then manually hypothesizing a control law, and finally
tuning its parameters to fit the data. Our own parallel measurement study [21] experimentally examined the behavior
of several deployed ABR algorithms in terms of metrics like
stability of playback and convergence time after bandwidth
changes. In concurrent work, Xu et al. [43] propose a method
for inferring the quality of video chunks downloaded within
encrypted streams, and apply it to experimentally study the
streaming outcomes in response to different traffic throttling
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schemes. In contrast to all the above efforts, our goal here
is to automatically generate logic that mirrors a target ABR
algorithm’s behavior by observing the target ABR’s actions
in response to variations in the environment and inputs.
There are also efforts in networking to inspect the internals
of learning-based networked systems. This work is not directly applicable to our goal of reconstructing arbitrary ABRs,
which are most likely non-ML, and more importantly, are not
available to us. However, one could first train a blackbox-ML
algorithm to mimic any reconstruction target, and then use
such tools. Recent work on inspecting [10] or verifying [17]
systems built using ML has examined Pensieve [23]. The
authors frame hypotheses/questions about the system’s behavior, and then evaluate them. However, this (a) requires
knowing what hypotheses to examine, and (b) does not yield
a reconstruction. Among efforts in this vein, the most closely
related are the concurrent TranSys [26] and PiTree [25] studies. PiTree focuses on converting ABR algorithms to decision
trees, and TranSys broadens this approach to NN-based strategies in networking. Both are networking applications of a
broader paradigm in ML, which we discuss next.
Beyond networking efforts, imitation learning is a rich
discipline in its own right. Most work in this direction uses
(uninterpretable) neural networks [6, 14, 42], but recent work
has also developed model-free approaches to approximate
the learned neural network via, e.g., a decision tree [5, 34].
As we show later in §6.2, directly using this approach (like
TranSys and PiTree) does not meet both of our accuracy and
interpretability goals simultaneously, instead requiring the
sacrifice of one or the other. While complex decision trees,
with a large number of rules with many literals, can robustly
imitate a target algorithm, they are difficult, if not impossible,
for even domain experts to understand and work with. On the
other hand, restricting the complexity of the generated trees
results in a loss of imitation accuracy and robustness. While
the expressiveness and compactness of these approaches can
be improved by employing genetic algorithms to craft features
for use therein [13], this often leads to both overfitting, and
complex, non-intuitive features.
Lastly, program synthesis is a rich and growing field. While
we use one particular strategy for ABR reconstruction, there
are other tools we plan to examine in future work. The most
promising perhaps is recent work combining learning with
code templates [41], where the core idea is to modify templates to minimize the distance from a target learning algorithm. An alternative “deductive synthesis” approach, as
employed in Refazer [33], could also be fruitful.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to attempt
an interpretable reconstruction of unknown deployed ABRs.

3

DATA PREPARATION

We extend a trace collection harness that we built for a measurement study, where we used manual analysis to comment
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on the behavior of deployed ABR algorithms across 10 streaming platforms [21].
We launch a video stream on a target service, and according to an input network trace, shape the throughput at the
client using Linux tc. We record the current client buffer
occupancy, the video chunk qualities played out, video metadata, etc. The client buffer occupancy is directly measured
through the instrumentation of the HTML5 player element.
If the HTML5 player element were not available, we could
instead use the captured HTTP chunk requests (locally at the
client, making encryption irrelevant) to reconstruct the buffer
occupancy — this strategy may be of use for future work
exploring mobile ABR implementations. This alternative can
be less accurate though, as “redownloading” (e.g., to replace
already downloaded low-quality chunks in the client player
buffer by higher-quality ones) introduces an ambiguity into
which chunk is actually played.
For each platform, by appropriate tailoring of HTTP requests, we also fetch all chunks for the test videos at all qualities, such that we can use these videos in an offline simulation,
allowing the learned ABR to make choices different from
those in our logs, as well as to enable us to study the behavior of academic ABRs. Ultimately, we obtain the following
measurements:
• Ct : segment size (Mb) downloaded for request t
• Rt : segment bitrate (Mbps) for request t
• Vt : segment VMAF3 for request t
• Dt : download time for request t
• Qt : quality level requested in request t
• St : segment length (seconds) downloaded for request t
• Pt : Percent of the video played at request t
• Bt : buffer size (seconds) when requesting t
• RBt : rebuffer time (seconds) when requesting t
i
• Ct+n
: segment size of quality i for nth chunk after t
i
• Rt+n
: segment bitrate of quality i for nth chunk after t
i
: segment VMAF of quality i for nth chunk after t
• Vt+n

4

RULE-SET BASED INFERENCE

We shall first consider a motivating example for why rulesets are a simple and potent representation for our type of
target algorithms, and then present our recipe for constructing
succinct rule-sets that capture the target algorithm’s behavior.

4.1

Motivating example

Let us examine a simple throughput-based ABR algorithm,
similar to that described in prior work [15]. It uses only the
throughput estimate for the last video chunk fetched, TN−1 ,
3 VMAF

is a video perceptual quality metric [20].
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quality 0 → TN−1 ≤ 4.99
quality 1 → TN−1 > 4.99 & TN−1 ≤ 6.97
quality 2 → TN−1 > 6.97
Fig. 1: Minimal rule-set for a reservoir-based algorithm, which uses
only the last chunk’s throughput estimate to pick a quality level.

and two thresholds: reservoir and cushion. If TN−1 < reservoir, the lowest quality is served. If TN−1 > reservoir + cushion, the highest quality is served. For other values of TN−1 ,
quality is linearly interpolated between these levels.
This algorithm, regardless of its specific instantiation with
particular values of the thresholds, can be easily expressed as
a set of rules. For a simple instantiation with only 3 quality
levels, and both reservoir and cushion set to 4 Mbps, this
rule-set is shown in Fig. 1.4 The rule-set is inferred (which
is why the rules contain imprecise values like 6.97) by the
process we shall describe shortly.
We caution the reader against concluding from this small
motivating example that only simple, stateless, “templates
with parameters / thresholds” type of algorithms can be expressed in this way. Rule sets are capable of capturing complex stateful behavior, as long as primitives encoding this
state are made available for their use.

4.2

Decision trees and rules

We first learn binary decision trees [18] that encode conditions
for specific outputs, e.g., the video quality levels requested.
Further, in such a decision tree, each path from the root to a
leaf can be naturally interpreted as a descriptive rule capturing
the conditions for the outcome at the leaf to be reached.
Consider a single-threshold decision: “If throughput < 5
Mbps, pick low quality; otherwise, pick high quality.”. This
can be captured in a 3-node tree with the conditional at its
root, and the two outcomes as leaves. In this case, the rulelengths, i.e., the path lengths from the root to the leaves, are
1; and so is the number of “splits” in the tree.
Fig. 2 shows a more complex target decision plane with
two inputs (along the x and y dimensions), where there are
still only two outcomes (labels), but the data samples that
map to these labels are separated by more complex logic. If
we constrain the decision tree that approximates this decision
plane to use rules of only length one, we can use only one line
separating the labels, as shown in the top-left smaller figure.
Allowing more and more complex (longer) rules, allows a
tighter representation of the target decision plane. Of course,
using too many rules risks overfitting, especially under noisy
data that is typical in networking. Fortunately, our goal to
4 Readers may expect the rule-set in Fig. 1 to mean that reservoir = 5 and
cushion = 2. The discrepancy stems from the discreteness of the interpolation:
for some TN−1 > reservoir i.e., TN−1 ∈ [4, 5], quality 0 will be chosen.
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Fig. 2: The big image is the target decision plane, with 2 labels.
On the right are its approximations with decision trees of different
rule-lengths, going from 1 to 4.

obtain concise rule sets aligns well with that of avoiding
overfitting and preserving generalization.
Framing the output space: A key design consideration in
using decision trees is the framing of the output decision
space. Suppose we frame decision outcomes in terms of the
video quality level that the client should fetch the next video
chunk at. If all the videos being served were encoded with
the same quality levels, both in terms of number and their
bitrates, e.g., 6 video qualities at bitrates of {200, 450, 750,
1200, 2350, 4300} Kbps, this would be easy: there are 6 a
priori known outcomes that we can train decision trees for.
However, this is clearly overly restrictive: in practice, ABR
algorithms must tackle a variety of videos encoded at different bitrates. The set of different bitrates at which a video
is encoded in is referred to as its “bitrate ladder”. Providers
like Netflix even use per-video customization of bitrate ladders, varying the number and separation of bitrate levels [1].
This diversity in the output space is a challenge for learning
approaches: what should we present as the potential output
decision space? It is noteworthy that Pensieve [23] does not
fully tackle this challenge, instead restricting the video bitrate
levels to a small pre-defined set.
To overcome this issue, we formulate the decision process in terms of video quality being upgraded or downgraded
relative to the current video quality. With one decision, a
maximum of n quality shifts are permitted in either direction,
with n being a tunable parameter. Of course, this prevents us
from capturing some algorithms, where larger quality changes
(than n) may be enforced in a single step. However, this is
atypical, as video streaming typically targets smooth output.
Even if some algorithm involves such decision making, our approach only differs from such a target’s decisions transiently.
This small compromise allows us to generalize to arbitrarily
diverse video bitrate ladders.
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Fig. 3: Here, the target decision plane (big, left) is governed by the
mean of TN−1 and TN−2 . The smaller figures show that we need
long rules to approximate this if we are restricted to using individual
literals (TN−1 and TN−2 ) in our rules.

Fig. 4: A decision plane comparing the throughput estimate to the
chunk bitrate is difficult to capture without long rules if rules can
only be framed in terms of the individual literals.

4.3

ter choices gives us a large set of features ranging from nearly
stateless (e.g., using only the last chunk’s throughput) to those
with long-term state (e.g., a moving average). In addition to
throughput, we also construct features capturing the variation
across recent throughput measurements as it characterizes the
stability of the network.

Feature engineering

Applying textbook decision-tree inference, with the above
framing, one can already infer simple algorithms. However,
as we shall see, appropriate customization based on domain
expertise is crucial to obtain concise and generalizable rules.
Consider, for instance, a target algorithm that uses the mean
throughput across the last 2 video chunks fetched. Naively
learnt rules will then contain complex conditionals across
both TN−1 and TN−2 . Fig. 3 shows this for rules of increasing
length, up to 20. The target decision plane uses the mean,
TN−1 +TN−2
to decide between three video qualities. Rules of
2
length 2 and 5 yield poor accuracy, necessitating much longer
(complex) rules.
Of course, if we knew that the building block for throughput
estimation is the mean, we could simplify such rules substantially by expressing them in terms of the mean. Thus, we
can consider adding common estimators, based on our domain knowledge, to the feature-set available to our learning
pipeline. Then, instead of only learning across primitive literals (like each individual chunk’s throughput), more compact
representation across these non-primitive literals becomes
possible. We thus explore three classes of such non-primitive
features that are intuitive and likely commonplace in ABR,
and even more broadly, other networking algorithms.
Throughput estimators: Clearly, having the most accurate
estimate of network throughput is advantageous in deciding
on video quality. As such, throughput estimators are potentially useful building blocks. We consider two types of estimators. The first type is only parametrized by the number
of past throughput measurements it aggregates using a mean,
median, harmonic mean, etc., while the second type involves
additional tunable parameters, such as the weight decrease, α,
in an exponential weighted moving average (EWMA), which
sets the relative weight of a new measurement compared to
old measurements.
Encoding these estimators with a range of different parame-
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Comparisons: Decisions often depend on not just thresholding of certain primitive or non-primitive features, but also on
comparisons among features. For instance, generalizing even
a simple rate-based algorithm to work for arbitrary videos
encoded with different bitrate ladders requires a comparison:
is the throughput larger than a particular step in the bitrate
ladder? Unfortunately, while decision trees can capture such
comparisons using only primitive features, they require a large
number of rules to do so. This is shown in Fig. 4, where the
decision trees with rules of length 2 and 5 do not accurately
represent a simple comparison-based target decision plane.
Thus, we must encode potential comparisons of this type
as non-primitive features. These can also be parameterized
in a similar manner to the throughput estimators discussed
above, e.g., by what factor should one feature exceed another.
Planning ahead: ABR, like many other control tasks, is not
only about making one decision in isolation, but also considering its longer-term influence. For instance, it might be
interesting to estimate the max, min, or mean rebuffering one
should expect given the decision to download a chunk at a
certain quality, assuming the throughput stays the same. We
design features along these lines, such as QoE in MPC [46].
More features? Over time more features can be added to
enhance our approach without having to reason about their
mutual interactions, as would be the case with incorporating new ideas into human-engineered routines. One could
also extend this approach by adding automatically engineered
features [13]. However, maintaining interpretability would
require limiting the complexity of auto-generated features.
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5

IMPLEMENTATION

We implement the rule inference pipeline in Python3. For the
decision tree, we use the standard implementation provided
by the scikit-learn library [30]. If not otherwise mentioned
we use a maximum of 20 rules and limit one-step changes
in quality to upgrading or downgrading by at most 2 quality
levels. The 20-rule limit is somewhat arbitrarily chosen as
a quantitative threshold for interpretability, but we also find
that for our approach, more rules do not improve performance
substantively in most cases. This threshold is essentially a
hyperparameter that could be tuned by practitioners based on
where they seek to operate in the tradeoff space involving
interpretability, avoiding overfitting, and performance.
Baselines: To put our results in context, we compare them
against three neural network approaches, both as-is (blackbox
approaches, always represented by a recursive neural network
with GRU cells [7]), and translated to decision trees. The first
blackbox approach is the simplest, attempting to directly copy
the decisions in a supervised learning setting. The other two
use more sophisticated imitation learning methods [14, 42].
For translating the blackbox approaches into decision trees,
we test two state-of-the-art methods [5, 34]. One of these [5]
needs a reward function. In the vein of other imitation learning approaches, we use a clustering algorithm to assign a
similarity reward to every sample. In our implementation we
use an isolation forest [22] implemented in scikit-learn [30]
with the standard parameters as our clustering approach. At
every training step, we sample 3000 samples (as this gave
the best results) according to the cluster weighting. We also
tried changing the weighting function to a more agnostic divergence measure as the proposed decision by the blackbox
approach might not always be what the original algorithm had
in mind. This makes the sampling approach more robust.
For each reconstruction, when we compare results to our
approach, we use the best blackbox approach and the best
tree-translation. Thus, we invested substantial effort in implementing sophisticated baselines from the ML literature.
We also test whether our approach benefits from learning
from the blackbox, instead of directly from the data. We find
that this yields only minor improvements for 2 of our 10
reconstruction targets. We also explore learning in two passes,
where in the first pass, we learn a tree over engineered features,
and use a classifier to label its decisions in terms of their
similarity to decisions made by the reconstruction target. In
the second pass, we re-learn across weighted data samples,
such that samples corresponding to more similar decisions
are weighted higher. This approach also results in only minor
improvements for one of our ten reconstruction targets.
Feature engineering: We instantiate our features (§4.3) with
appropriate parameter ranges as below. ‘Action’ refers to
quality decisions, such as maintaining quality, or increasing
or decreasing it by up to n quality levels. The ‘any’ operator
instantiates all options for a parameter or primitive.
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1. Standard
deviation, mean, harmonic
mean,
EWMA, and qth percentile over the last n chunks,
with n ∈ {1 . . . 10}.
Additionally, for EWMA,
α ∈ {0.15, 0.35, 0.55, 0.75, 0.95}.
2. For qth percentile, q ∈ {15, 35, 55, 75, 95}.
3. Reward R achievable by planning ahead 3 steps for any
action with any throughput estimate. The ‘any’ operators
here imply that we have numerous reward features, each
of which combines one of the many available throughput
estimators (from 1. and 2. above) with one of the possible
actions. As the reward function, we use the linear QoE
function introduced by Yin et al. [46], which converts bitrate, buffering and bitrate change per chunk downloaded
into a score. Note that this is not necessarily what any of
our reconstruction targets is optimizing for – each provider
may have their own reward goals. We use this feature simply as a compact representation of QoE components.
4. Fetch time for any action, any throughput estimate.
5. Bitrate gained weighted by the buffer filling ratio for any
action, any throughput estimate. Intuitively, this captures
the gain in bitrate relative to its cost, i.e., how much the
buffer is drained by an action if throughput stays the same.
6. VMAF gained weighted by the buffer filling ratio for any
action, any throughput estimate. Same as above, but with
VMAF.
Ultimately we make ∼ 1300 features available to the learner.
Note the multiplicative effect of the any operator above.
Throughout, we use a standard training, validation, and
testing methodology. The test set contains two videos combined at random with 60 traces randomly sampled from the
overall set; these 60 traces are neither in the training nor in
the validation set. We only discuss results over the test set.
Automated Feature Engineering: As a comparison and future outlook on the possibility of automated feature engineering, which has shown promise in other applications [13], we
also coarsely implement an automated feature generator. This
generator recombines the raw features in an iterative fashion
so that the most used features “survive” and get recombined
and the others “die” out. We use the library gplearn [39] with
basic mathematical operators as usable functions. We limit
the iterations to s ∈ [50, 100, 150] seconds to avoid overfitting.

6

EVALUATION

We summarize below the experiments we conducted as well
as their top-line conclusions:
1. How well can we reconstruct target algorithms? We can
mimic the decision-making of 7 of 10 targets to a high
degree, and obtain high similarity scores.
2. What influence does domain knowledge have? Certain
engineered features are crucial to obtain rules that gen-
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eralize beyond training data, are concise, and achieve
similar QoE as the target algorithms.

ranges, with most differences lying at higher qualities, e.g.,
some content being available in 4K.

3. How interpretable and generalizable are the output rule
sets? We find that we can easily spot flaws in the learned
algorithm and propose ways to adapt it. Further, trees
with only 20 leaves suffice in most cases.

Network traces: Our experiments use synthetic and realworld traces from 3 datasets in past work [3, 8, 32]. Unfortunately, a full cross-product of platform-video-trace would be
prohibitively expensive — the FCC traces [8] alone would
require 4 years of streaming time. To sidestep this while still
testing a diversity of traces, we rank traces by their throughput variability, and pick traces with the highest and lowest
variability, together with some randomly sampled ones.
Our final network trace collection consists of the 5 least
stable, 5 most stable, and 20 random traces from the Belgium
trace collection [40]; and 10 most/least stable ones plus 25
random traces from each of the Norway [32], the Oboe [3] and
the FCC datasets.5 We also use 15 constant bandwidth traces
covering the range from 0.3 to 15 Mbps uniformly. Lastly we
add 10 step traces: after 60 seconds of streaming we suddenly
increase/drop the bandwidth from/to 1 Mbps to/from 5 values
covering the space from 1.5 to 10 Mbps uniformly. If a trace
does not cover the whole experiment, we loop over it.
In total, we use 190 traces with throughput (average over
time for each trace) ranging from 0.09 to 41.43 Mbps, with
an average of 6.13 Mbps across traces. Note that we make no
claim of our set of traces being representative; rather our goal
is to test a variety of traces.

4. How do deployed ABRs compare to academic ones? We
find that academic ABRs generally outperform industrial
ones, with the caveat that our evaluation uses metrics
from academic work. Interestingly, we observe that one
provider’s algorithm shows behavior closely matching
the well known BOLA algorithm, indicating potentially
that this provider uses BOLA or a derivative of it.

6.1

Experimental methodology

Target platforms: We use the same 10 popular streaming
platforms we used in our measurement study of deployed
ABRs [21]. While certainly not exhaustive, this is a diverse
set of platforms, including some of the largest, such as Twitch
and YouTube; some regionally focused, such as Arte, SRF,
and ZDF; and some serving specific content verticals, such
as Vimeo (artistic content), TubiTV (movies and TV), and
Pornhub and XVideos. We exclude Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime because their terms of service prohibit robotic
interaction with their services [21].
Different platforms encode content at varied resolutions
and number of resolutions, ranging from 3 quality levels for
TubiTV to 6.5 on YouTube (on average across our test videos;
YouTube has available resolutions for different videos.) For
Twitch, which offers both live streams and video-on-demand
of archived live streams, we only study the latter, as live
streaming is a substantially different problem, and a poor
fit with the rest of our chosen platforms. For several of the
providers we study, there are multiple implementations, such
as for desktop browsers, mobile browsers, or mobile apps; we
only attempt reconstruction for the desktop versions.
We also evaluate our ability to emulate well-known academic approaches for ABR. We use the Robust-MPC (henceforth, just MPC throughout) and Multi-Video Pensieve (henceforth, NN, because it uses a neural network approach) implementation provided by the authors of the Pensieve paper [24].
We train and test these approaches on the Twitch video data
set. To speed up our experiments, for MPC, we use a lookahead of 3 chunks instead of 5, finding that this did not make a
large difference in performance.
Videos: The type of content can have a substantial bearing
on streaming performance, e.g., videos with highly variable
encoding can be challenging for ABR. We thus used a set
of 10 videos on each platform. Where a popularity measure
was available, we used the most popular videos; otherwise,
we handpicked a sample of different types of videos. Videos
from each platform are encoded in broadly similar bitrate
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Evaluation metrics: For training our approach and evaluating its accuracy in a manner standard in learning literature, we
use two metrics: one measures agreement, and another the similarity of sets of decisions. We train towards maximizing the
harmonic mean of these. Additionally, for our ABR-specific
use-case, we evaluate the video quality of experience [28].
Agreement, F1 score: For each output decision, we compute
the precision and recall of the inferred algorithm against its
target. The F1 score is the harmonic mean of these. F1 ∈ [0, 1],
with 1.0 being optimal. We compute an average over the F1
scores across the labels in an unweighted fashion.
What is high/low agreement? If we were not interested in
interpretability, we could obtain a procedure that mimics any
target algorithm by using blackbox learning. We can think
of the agreement such a blackbox approach achieves with its
target as a baseline free of our conciseness constraint. On the
other end of the spectrum, if the inferred rules do not achieve
substantially higher agreement with the target than a generic
‘reasonable’ algorithm, then they are useless: this implies any
reasonable algorithm would make at least that many decisions
similar to the target. We use the simple rate-based approach
as the concrete stand-in for this generic reasonable algorithm.
Similarity: As we cannot assume anything about how each
provider designs their algorithm, we must use an agnostic approach in evaluating whether the experience under our reconstruction and the actual ABR is the same. Thus, we choose,
as is typical in imitation learning, to learn whether the ex5 Specifically,

the stable collection from September 2017 [8].
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perience of two streaming sessions is “similar”. Similarity
measures whether a set of samples (our reconstruction’s decisions) is likely to be from a given distribution (the actual
ABR’s decisions). To classify whether a particular decision
looks like it has been taken by the actual ABR or by our
reconstruction, we choose an isolation forest [22].
Each of these two metrics is insufficient on its own. High
agreement is useful, but making a few important decisions
differently can substantially change a video stream’s behavior.
Thus the need for similarity. However, there’s a benign solution to achieving high similarity: most commercial providers
tend to keep the quality stable, so, by just keeping the same
quality one can get high similarity. Conversely, agreement
solves this problem: to get high agreement, we must match a
large fraction of each decision type, matching only the “keep
quality” decisions will result in poor agreement because of
low matches on quality changes.
QoE: Agreement and similarity can be thought of as
“micro-benchmarks” – these are standard measures in imitation learning, and are useful both for training our approach,
and evaluating its learning accuracy. But ultimately, we also
want to know: “How different is the user experience from an
ABR versus from our reconstruction of it?”. We thus directly
compare how well different components of a visual QoE metric used in earlier work [28] match up between a target and its
reconstruction. As we show below, agreement and similarity
correlate well with QoE: when a reconstruction achieves high
agreement and similarity, it typically also performs like the
target algorithm in terms of different QoE components.
Finally, we also comment on the role of domain knowledge in achieving good results with our approach, and the
interpretability of our reconstructions.

6.2

Results

Agreement and similarity, Fig. 5: We compare the agreement and similarity achieved by our rule-set approach against
the (best) blackbox approach and the simple rate baselines
across all 10 online providers. We also include MPC and
Pensieve (NN) evaluated on the Twitch videos.
The rule-sets achieve nearly the same or better agreement
than the blackbox approach achieves for a reconstruction
target in each case – in the worst case (NN), the rule-set’s
agreement score is 8% lower. Note that in many cases, we
achieve higher agreement than even the blackbox approach.
This is due to the imitation learning approaches trying to
achieve higher similarity in terms of behavior rather than
matching each individual quality decision.
The rule-sets also achieve high similarity in most cases, in
the worst case (Twitch), achieving a ≈20% lower similarity
score than the best blackbox approach, and in the mean, 5%
higher. In contrast, the rate-based approach achieves not only
very low agreement, but also very poor similarity.
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Fig. 5: The generated rule-sets are never worse by more than 8%
and 20% than the blackbox approach on agreement and similarity
respectively. In contrast, the rate-based approach achieves extremely
poor results.

Fig. 6: For all but 3 of the 12 targets, the reconstruction matches the
target algorithm very closely. For YouTube, Fandom, and PornHub,
there is a substantial difference in performance; these are the same
3 providers in the bottom-left of Fig. 5, for which we achieve the
lowest agreement and similarity scores as well.

Some readers may interpret the “low” absolute numbers
in Fig. 5, e.g., F1 ∼ 50%, as a negative result. However, note
that F1 differences often don’t cause appreciable video session quality differences, e.g., if an ABR switches two quality
levels in one step, and its reconstruction switches them in two
successive steps, the F1 score is lowered twice, but the video
stream behavior changes negligibly. Also, rare labels (e.g.,
increase quality by three levels) contribute equally to F1 as
common ones (e.g., retain quality), so a few errors on rare
labels have out-sized effect.
Video session quality metrics, Fig. 6: We compare metrics used to quantify video playback quality — VMAF [20],
VMAF switches, and rebuffers – as seen in the actual algorithm (hatched points in the plot) and its rule-set reconstruction (solid points) across the same set of ABRs as in Fig. 5.
For 9 of 12 targets, we achieve a very good match: the mean
VMAF (x-axis in Fig. 6) for these 9 reconstructions is within
6% of the target ABR’s on average; the maximum VMAF difference is 12%. These good matches include Twitch, SRF,
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Arte, ZDF, TubiTV, XVideos, Vimeo, MPC, and Pensieve
(NN). On the other hand, for the other 3, YouTube, PornHub,
and Fandom, there are large discrepancies, with quality metrics being very different for the reconstruction compared to
the target. That our reconstruction does not yield good results
on these targets is also supported by exactly these ABRs being
in the low-agreement-low-similarity part of Fig. 5 (bottomleft in the rightmost plot). We further investigated these 3
negative results:
1. YouTube, in addition to making quality decisions, varies
its segment length and can also redownload low-quality
chunks to replace them with high-quality ones [27]. Ultimately, learning approaches will not frame new decision
spaces, only logic for arriving at the asked-for decisions –
in essence, YouTube is solving a different problem than we
expected. This is a fundamental gap for efforts like ours: if
the decision space is not appropriately encoded, outcomes
will be sub-optimal. We could add the relevant primitives
to achieve better results, but we resist such modifications
that use the benefit of hindsight.
2. In a similar vein, we find that PornHub often switches to a
progressive download, disabling video quality adaptation
altogether. Our approach ends up overfitting to the progressive behaviour as we see few switches. If we exclude
data where adaptation is disabled, we’re able to match
PornHub to within 4%, 0%, and 5% difference in terms
of mean VMAF, rebuffering, and switching respectively.
3. For Fandom, we find that the issue is the limited complexity of our tree. A rule-set with a somewhat higher
complexity (31 rules) performs substantially better, diverging from the target algorithm by 5%, 11%, and 22%
in terms of mean VMAF, rebuffering, and switching respectively. Note that rebuffering and switching, being infrequent events are extremely difficult to always match, so
a somewhat larger difference there is expected. As noted
earlier, the rule-count is a hyperparameter that may need
tuning for certain providers.
Role of domain knowledge, Fig. 8, 7: We already discussed
in §4 why the use of domain knowledge is critical for interpretation: without simple primitives like moving averages,
rules are framed in terms of various basic literals, resulting in
complex and incomprehensible rules. Besides interpretation,
we find that there is also substantial impact on agreement
from adding useful domain knowledge.
We used our modified version of the DASH player to evaluate how the different trees emulating robust MPC generalize
to other videos. We selected a mixed subset of 60 traces, that
both include challenging and stable throughput measure and
generated the distribution across them of linear QoE used in
the MPC work [28]. Results are normalized to the mean QoE
for the ground-truth MPC implementation across the same
video-trace set.
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Fig. 7: Domain knowledge helps the rule-set (Bitrate-QoE).

Fig. 8: Domain knowledge helps the rule-set (VMAF-QoE).

Fig. 7 shows how the rule-set reacts to additional building blocks being available for reconstruction in the form of
engineered features. The ‘Basic’ rule-set is framed directly
on the data features listed in §3, without any feature engineering. The ‘Unaware’ and ‘Aware’ approaches use several
engineered features, as described in §4. The difference between them stems from the ‘Unaware’ approach only using
engineered features related to buffer filling and draining in
addition to the primitive data features. The ‘Aware’ approach
with the benefit of all engineered features matches MPC the
closest. ‘Aware’ improves average QoE over ‘Unaware’ by
∼5×. Thus, encoding domain knowledge helps not only with
conciseness, but also performance and generalization. Also of
note is the ‘Automated’ approach, which starts with the ‘Basic’ features, but can recombine them in the fashion described
in §5. While promising for future exploration, it presently
performs worse than manually engineering features, and does
not produce features that are meaningful to humans.
Fig. 8 repeats the above experiment, but for a VMAF-based
QoE function. The results are similar to those for bitrate -QoE.
The average QoE of the ‘Aware’ reconstruction is within 10%
of that of the target MPC algorithm, the median being within
2%. This is especially significant because we did not engineer
any explicit features similar to this QoE function.
Interpretability: Across our efforts on reconstruction, the
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Fig. 9: The core of the decision tree generated by learning from the SRF example data. The green (solid) and red (dashed) arrows are the
“True” and “False” evaluations of the predicates at the nodes. The video quality of the last fetched chunk is denoted by and the next chunk’s
by . Potential decisions and decision outcomes are coded in terms of the relationships between these qualities: e.g.,
denotes that the next
chunk is requested at one higher video quality level. The predicates are in terms of expected buffer size after a certain potential decision, based
on throughput estimates (e.g., T+ is an aggressive/optimistic estimator); or on a reward (Rrelative ) calculated relative to the other obtainable
rewards involving throughput, rebuffering penalty (P), the lookahead horizon over which these are estimated (W ), etc.

problems where learning is effective — our exploration and
results are limited to ABR. That small rule-sets would suffice
for many ABRs, is also supported by prior work [10] showing,
for instance, that the neural network ABR approach, Pensieve,
largely depends on only 3 features.

Fig. 10: Reconstructing commercial ABR algorithms allows us to
uniformly compare them to both other commercial and academic
ones under the same test conditions.

generated rule sets are concise, with no more than 20 rules.
We realized early that being able to read and understand the
generated trees would make debugging and improvements
easier, and thus wrote a small, simple utility to translate the
predicates in trees loosely into natural language. Fig. 9 shows
an illustration of a tree generated for SRF. This version is
hand-drawn for aesthetic reasons, but there is no fundamental reason it could not be auto-generated. Due to space constraints, this version is a compressed tree which was allowed
to have at most 10 leaves instead of 20. We extensively examined and used our natural-language trees ourselves throughout
this work, as we describe in a few instances in §7.
We also understand, to some extent, why small rule-sets
suffice: (a) a single rule has implications capturing more than
is plainly visible, e.g., if the buffer is running too low, the best
recourse is to lower quality, and not much new will be learnt
from a long planning horizon; and (b) the domain-specific
primitives are a dense encoding of useful knowledge. We
caution readers against generalizing these observations to
imply that small rule-sets will necessarily suffice for other
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Comparing academic and industry ABRs, Fig. 10: For targets we can reconstruct well, having a reconstruction enables
us to compare them to each other and academic ABRs in the
same test harness. This is non-trivial without a reconstruction, as each video platform has a very different streaming
setup in terms of encoding, server architecture, and player
design. For instance, if one platform uses more encoding levels than another, then the same ABR algorithm can make
more fine-grained decisions on this platform than on the one
with coarser encoding. Therefore the same algorithm on the
same video would perform differently across video platforms,
making it difficult to compare ABRs across providers without
removing such confounding factors in a common test harness.
To this end, we extend the DASH architecture [37] with
implementations of the (rule-set) reconstructions for the 6
targets we are able to match most closely. The same setup
has ground truth implementations for BOLA [38], MPC [46],
and Pensieve [23]. We evaluate VMAF-QoE [28] using the
Envivio video typically used in academic work, and normalize
the results to the mean QoE for Pensieve.
As the results in Fig. 10 show, Pensieve and MPC generally
outperform the deployed ABRs’ reconstructions, although,
for a subset of traces, R-Twitch achieves the same or better
performance as MPC. This is perhaps not unsurprising: we are
evaluating all providers with QoE functions used in academic
literature, while the providers may, in fact, be optimizing for a
different goal. Amongst the providers, R-Arte’s ABR achieves
the worst performance on this QoE metric.
But perhaps most striking is the distribution-wide extremely close match between R-ZDF and BOLA – except
for a few outliers at the tails, for most video-trace pairs, their
performance is virtually identical. Thus, it is likely that ZDF
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is using BOLA, or a derivative of it.

7

THE UTILITY OF INTERPRETABILITY

Human insight can be crucial to robust solutions that account
for gaps and unanticipated changes in the data that drives the
behavior of learned control procedures. We discuss several
ways in which preserving the ability of expert designers to
understand the decision procedure helps.
Tracing the input-output mapping: With concise decision
trees, human experts can easily trace the decision process
used for particular inputs or sets of inputs. For any input
conditions, a path can be traced to a leaf (decision output),
and for any output, how it was arrived at can be understood as
well. Such tracing can allow easy debugging — “Why were
bad outcomes seen for these traces?”. This also opens the
door to more rigorous analyses of the outcomes for sets of
inputs, based on methods like symbolic execution [4].
Identifying potential issues: Experts can often identify overfitting and other problems a priori if they understand the
procedure, as is the case with the concise decision trees we
produce. Our experience itself revealed three such instances:
(1) One feature we encoded for use in our decision trees was
a prospective reward from fetching the next chunks at different bitrates. This worked for most videos, giving good
average performance. However, for some videos with much
higher/lower average bitrate than most other videos, results
were inferior. This is due to the reward function using absolute
bitrates, and thus not being meaningful across videos. Defining reward in relative terms, i.e., normalized to the maximum
possible reward, addresses this issue. A blackbox method, by
hiding from human experts the logic used in the rules, makes
such improvements more challenging.
(2) We noticed that even after training across the sizable network traces used in past work, our rule sets largely depended
on optimistic estimators for throughput, unlikely to work well
in more challenging environments, e.g., new geographies a
video service expands to where connectivity is more limited
and variable. To force more conservative behavior, we can either add such traces to the training data, or restrict the learning
approach to use only conservative throughput estimators leading to more stable behavior. Another possibility is to add new
features to detect situations where conservative or optimistic
behavior would be appropriate. Note that while given enough
appropriate data blackbox solutions would also potentially
overcome such problems, this requires noticing the problem
in the first place. Also, such data may not always be available:
e.g., if the video service performs poorly in a geography, users
may self-select themselves out by dropping the service, thus
further skewing the data.
(3) Early in our experiments, we observed a peculiar learned
rule that translates to “Never fetch the lowest quality after 45
video chunks.” This stemmed from overfitting due to training
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on one video with 49 chunks (on which most other academic
ABR work is also evaluated), where even over a sizable set of
traces, typically a large enough buffer was built such that the
lowest quality was ruled out for the last few chunks. While
this particular artifact would be unlikely to arise in a large
provider’s pipeline given enough diverse training data, similar
problems may occur and go undetected in blackbox methods,
especially when the underlying data changes, e.g., if a shortform video service introduces longer videos.
Across these examples, blackboxes can hide problems that
might otherwise have been obvious to human experts. Prior
work [17] has found problems of this type, e.g., Pensieve, even
if conditions are highly favourable, does not always download
the last chunk of a video at the highest quality.
Finally, when such problems do present themselves, the
recourse with blackboxes, depending on the problem’s nature,
can involve blindly tinkering with the inputs to the blackbox
approach until the outcomes improve, or adding extraneous
safeguards for each discovered problem.

7.1

Examining two reconstructions

We next give a view of two reconstructions of different complexity: SRF (simplified, same as in Fig. 9) and Twitch.
Simplified SRF: The output tree reveals an intuitive structure
and highlights obvious flaws as we discuss below. (These are
only present in the simplification, and not SRF’s full tree.)
Fig. 9’s caption explains how to read the tree. First it checks
the point in playback, concluding that it is in a startup phase if
playtime is below a threshold. In the startup phase, it checks
if the possible gain in Reward is large enough to warrant the
leveling up by two levels. This is only done if we deplete the
buffer by not too much when doing so; etc. Of course, behind
these loose statements are concrete, parametrized features
which describe what the particular throughput estimator is,
what reward function is used, etc.
An interesting characteristic of the simplified-SRF tree is
that there are no quality changes beyond the startup phase.
This is clearly unsuitable in practice, and would be an obvious
red flag to any domain expert examining this tree. The full
tree does, in fact, use adaptation after startup too, although it
is infrequent. We have verified this behavior experimentally
as well, where SRF makes frequent quality switches during
startup, and much fewer later.
Twitch: Having examined a small simplified tree, we discuss
the (full) reconstruction for a more complex target, Twitch.
Twitch’s tree visually reveals 3 “branches” of activity,
which we call panic, cautious, and upbeat. The panic mode is
entered when the throughput is very low. Here the tree is most
likely to downgrade the quality by two levels to try to build
up buffer, regardless of current buffer occupancy. An example
trace captured online shows such behavior at roughly 100 s
in playback in Fig. 11.
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in tuning the features using a black box optimizer, e.g., a
Gaussian Process Optimizer [29], to suggest useful values.
• We can only train for an appropriately specified decision
space, as is clear from the failure of our approach for
YouTube (§6.2). We can expand the decision space with the
benefit of manually-drawn observations from experiments,
but automatically discovering it seems difficult.

Fig. 11: Twitch shows only marginally more reluctance towards
switching when compared to MPC

The cautious mode is entered at mediocre connection quality and, unlike the panic mode, examines the buffer level. In
this mode, the most likely action is to either keep the quality or, if buffer-level is low, downgrade it. Downgrading can
also be induced by high throughput variance, which indicates
uncertain networking conditions.
If throughput is above mediocre, the tree enters the upbeat
mode. Here the most common action is upgrading the quality,
or if we approach higher quality levels (and therefore, longer
download times even with good network conditions), the decision to upgrade is weighted against the buffer drain it would
incur, and the current buffer occupancy.
Unlike several other providers, Twitch’s reconstruction reveals a willingness to switch qualities often. This is in line
with our experimental observation that Twitch and MPC make
similar number of switches in the same conditions, while other
providers switch much less frequently compared to MPC.
Based on this analysis, if a switching-averse provider wanted
to adopt Twitch’s approach by reconstructing it, they would
have to suitably tweak it to reduce switching.
To summarize, with interpretability, we can catch problems
before they occur, reason about generalization and behavior
across sets of operating conditions instead of just point testing,
and methodically discover and fix encountered problems.

8

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK

Over the course of this work, unsurprisingly, we uncovered
several shortcomings of our approach, which offer interesting
avenues for future exploration:
• Accurate and concise trees require intuitive primitives,
e.g., moving averages, which must be manually encoded
(§4). Perhaps such primitives can be automatically captured from a corpus of available hand-designed networked
algorithms. But this is likely a challenging task.
• We explored a limited set of features, some across only
a small part of their possible parameter ranges, e.g., only
5 discrete values for the α parameter in moving averages.
A potentially highly effective avenue of improvement lies
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• We do not expect our approach to always be able to match
a target algorithm. However, failures of our approach also
help: they often flag “atypical” ABR designs for manual
analysis, like for YouTube and Pornhub, and could help
uncover unknown (proprietary) insights.
• We used an intuitive but subjective definition of “interpretable”: trees with under 20 leaves on domain-specific
literals. Our own experience with understanding the results
was positive, but we hope feedback from other researchers
will help sharpen the interpretability goal for future work.
• For providers that customize their ABR for different regions and sets of clients, we can only reconstruct the behavior we observe from our test clients. For future work, this
opens an interesting opportunity: observing differentlytuned versions of the same ABR, it may be possible to
achieve higher-quality reconstructions, which also identify
the parameters whose tuning varies across regions.

9

CONCLUSION

We take the first steps towards an ambitious goal: reconstructing unknown proprietary streaming algorithms in a humaninterpretable manner. We customize and evaluate a rule-set
approach, achieving good results for reproducing the behavior of algorithms deployed at several popular online services.
Our approach produces succinct output open to expert interpretation and modification, and we discuss through several
examples, the utility of this interpretability.
While promising, our results also expose a likely fundamental limitation — we need to encode and make available
suitable domain knowledge to the learning approach. This can
be interpreted as suggesting that we should reconcile learning
with our already acquired human expertise, instead of starting
afresh. We hope to apply this approach, suitably customized,
to congestion control as well, where it is unclear how much
diversity there is in actual deployment of different, unknown
congestion control algorithms across popular Web services.
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Abstract
Content delivery networks (CDNs) cache and deliver hundreds of trillions of user requests each day from hundreds
of thousands of servers around the world. The traffic served
by CDNs can be partitioned into hundreds of traffic classes,
each with different user access patterns, popularity distributions, object sizes, and performance requirements. Midgress
is the cache miss traffic between the CDN’s servers and the
content provider origins. A major goal of a CDN is to minimize its midgress, since higher midgress translates to higher
bandwidth costs and increased user-perceived latency.
We propose algorithms that provision traffic classes to
servers such that midgress is minimized. Using extensive
traces from Akamai’s CDN, we show that our midgress-aware
traffic provisioning schemes can reduce midgress by nearly
20% in comparison with the midgress-unaware schemes currently in use. We also propose an efficient heuristic for traffic
provisioning that achieves near-optimal midgress and is suitable for use in production settings. Further, we show how
our algorithms can be extended to other settings that require
minimum caching performance per traffic class and minimum
content duplication for fault tolerance. Finally, our paper provides a strong case for implementing midgress-aware traffic
provisioning in production CDNs.

1

Introduction

Content delivery networks (CDNs) carry more than 50% of all
Internet traffic today [35] and that fraction is projected to increase over the coming years. Modern CDNs host a wide variety of content such as videos, software downloads, web pages,
etc. that belong to hundreds of content providers. CDNs deploy hundreds of thousands of servers in clusters at the edge
of the Internet to serve the hosted content to billions of endusers around the world. If the requested content is available
in the edge server, a cache hit occurs and the end-user experiences a quicker response with lower latency. Otherwise, a
cache miss occurs, and the edge server must fetch the content
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from the content provider’s origin. A cache miss increases
the user-perceived latency for a response and also increases
the “midgress” traffic, which is the cache miss traffic between
the CDN’s edge servers and the content provider origins.
A CDN has many performance and cost objectives that
must be optimized. Three important metrics are origin offload that is the amount of traffic offloaded from the origin
servers, end-user latency that is the time between request and
response for content as perceived by the end-user, and the
midgress bandwidth cost1 that is the cost of internal traffic
in the CDN caused mainly due to cache misses at the edge
servers. A metric that ties the three objectives together is
the cache miss rate2 which is the fraction of content bytes
that were not present in the edge caches and needed to be
fetched from origin. Smaller miss rate implies lesser cache
miss traffic. Reduced cache miss traffic in turn implies increased origin offload, reduced end-user latency and reduced
midgress bandwidth cost. Hence, minimizing the midgress, is
a key performance objective from multiple perspectives.
Traffic classes. When users request content that is hosted
on a CDN, the requests are classified into traffic classes. A
traffic class is a collection of domains that host a specific type
of content belonging to one or more content providers with
similar requirements. For example, CNN videos and Apple
iOS software downloads are each examples of a traffic class.
Large CDNs host content that belong to hundreds of traffic
classes. Recent work [66] has shown that traffic classes hosted
on CDNs exhibit wide variations in popularity distributions,
object size distributions and caching characteristics.
How CDNs serve content to users. Two interacting systems determine how content is served to users.
1) The traffic provisioning system decides which servers
serve what fraction of each traffic class. Traffic provisioning
1 The

CDN also incurs a bandwidth cost for the “egress” traffic of content
sent from the edge servers to the end-users. However, content providers
pay the CDN for their egress traffic, while the midgress traffic is purely an
overhead for the CDN operator that must be minimized.
2 The miss rate metric that we use in this paper is sometimes called byte
miss rate. An alternate definition is the (unweighted) fraction of requests that
are cache misses and is less relevant for our work.
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3 The

results of the traffic provisioning are used to create DNS records
that can be resolved by the user in real-time using a DNS lookup [12].
4 As a back-of-the-envelope calculation, a large CDN serving 50 Tbps of
egress traffic at a 20% miss rate at the edge has a midgress traffic of 10 Tbps.
The price of network bandwidth varies greatly throughout out the world.
Though hard to estimate accurately, assuming a blended price of 50 cents per
Mbps per month, midgress bandwidth costs 60 million dollars per year.
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the three traffic classes are as shown in Figure 1. The MRCs
of traffic classes TC1 and TC3 flatten out quickly. This means
that they require very little cache space to achieve the best
possible performance. On the other hand, traffic class TC2
has a slowly decreasing gradient. Thus, the miss rate of TC2
keeps decreasing as more cache space is allocated to it.
100

Cache miss rate, %

is performed periodically (say, once every few hours) as an
offline process and uses the predicted user demand for the
traffic classes and available server resources to produce an
assignment of traffic classes to servers. Subsequently, each
user request of each traffic class is routed [12] in real-time to
a server that is provisioned to serve that traffic class3 .
2) Each CDN server has a cache that stores the content
requested by users. Each server employs a cache management
system that implements policies for managing the cache, such
as an admission policy to decide what objects are cached and
an eviction policy to decide what objects are evicted.
Minimizing midgress. The midgress bandwidth could cost
tens of millions of dollars a year4 . Thus, even a small reduction in midgress can be significant. Much of the prior work
has focused on better cache management for reducing cache
misses The past decades have seen research on numerous
caching algorithms, such as Adapt-Size [4], Cliffhanger [15],
SLRU [40], TLRU [23], S4LRU [34], CFLRU [59], ARC [53],
LRU-S [65], LRU-K [56], and GDS [7]. However, the complementary problem of optimizing the traffic provisioning
process to minimize midgress has not received much attention. In the current state-of-the-art, production CDNs assign
traffic classes to servers with the goal of not overloading the
servers, without explicitly minimizing midgress.
Our work shows that traffic provisioning in a midgressaware manner can provide additional benefits to what can
accrue from better cache management alone. Our traffic provisioning approach incorporates both traditional load balancing
and the newer midgress considerations to minimize midgress
traffic. The main thesis of the paper is that by explicitly incorporating midgress considerations, it is possible to devise
traffic provisioning schemes that minimize midgress traffic
by nearly 20%, potentially resulting in millions of dollars of
bandwidth cost savings. Further, the midgress reduction due
to better traffic provisioning is complementary to any improvements in cache management. As CDNs already implement
traffic provisioning algorithms, albeit in a midgress-unaware
manner, our contribution can be viewed as a drop-in replacement for an existing (midgress-unaware) traffic provisioning
system.
Why be midgress-aware? “Midgress-aware” traffic provisioning algorithms explicitly incorporate cache miss traffic
in addition to “balancing” the load. We illustrate the need
for midgress awareness through a simple example. Consider
two servers and three traffic classes. Each server has a cache
size of 4 TB and sufficient capacity to serve all traffic classes.
The three traffic classes have equal load of λ that need to be
assigned to the two servers. The miss rate curves (MRCs) for
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Figure 1: MRCs of traffic classes TC1 , TC2 and TC3 .
Current traffic provisioning algorithms are midgressunaware in that they only ensure that no server is overloaded.
Such an algorithm could choose any assignment of traffic
classes to servers, since any server has sufficient capacity
to serve all classes, e.g., assigning TC1 and TC2 to server 1
and TC3 to server 2 is one possible solution. More generally,
any assignment with (x + y + z) × λ traffic to server 1 and
((1 − x) + (1 − y) + (1 − x)) × λ traffic to server 2 is feasible,
where x, y and z ∈ [0, 1], are the traffic fractions of TC1 , TC2
and TC3 respectively. Note that in this paper, we split the load
of a traffic class by requests.
On the other hand, a midgress-aware algorithm would
choose an assignment that minimizes the overall cache miss
traffic from the two servers, while also ensuring that no server
is overloaded. In the above example, assigning all of TC1 and
TC3 to server 1 and all of TC2 to server 2 would result in the
least amount of cache miss traffic from the two servers. This
is because TC2 gets the largest cache space possible for its
entire load and TC1 and TC3 get enough space to achieve the
smallest cache miss rates.

1.1

Contributions

We make the following contributions.
1) We develop an optimization model for midgress-aware
traffic provisioning that assigns traffic classes to servers in a
manner that minimizes midgress traffic. The model is a nonconvex mixed-integer linear program (MILP) that we solve
using CPLEX. Our work is the first to explicitly model and
minimize midgress in the traffic provisioning process. Since
a large CDN could incur a midgress of 10+ Tbps at a cost of
$60+ million/year, even a small midgress reduction translates
into large cost savings for the CDN.
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2) We apply our optimization solution to metro-level traffic
provisioning where the traffic classes provisioned to server
clusters within a metro area (e.g., NY city) are re-provisioned
to minimize midgress. Metro-level traffic re-provisioning is
a common operation, since the latency impact of moving a
traffic classes across clusters within the same metro is likely
minimal. Using extensive production traces from Akamai, we
show that our midgress-aware traffic provisioning can reduce
the midgress of a metro-area by 18.37% on average compared
to midgress-unaware provisioning.
3) We also use our optimization solution for cluster-level
provisioning where the traffic classes assigned to servers
within a cluster are re-provisioned to minimize midgress.
Cluster-level traffic (re-)provisioning is also a common operation since moving a traffic class across servers within the same
cluster will likely not impact end-user latencies. Using production traces from Akamai’s CDN, we show that cluster-level
provisioning in conjunction with metro-level provisioning can
reduce the midgress of a traffic class by 41.07% on average
compared to midgress-unaware provisioning.
4) To be useful in practice, midgress-aware traffic provisioning has to be computationally efficient. We propose a
midgress-aware heuristic called local search that is fast
and near-optimal. The midgress achieved by local search
was within 1.1% of optimal for both the metro-level and the
cluster-level traffic provisioning. Further, in our experiments,
local search completed in only 2 minutes, while finding
the optimal took several hours.
5) We also show that our traffic provisioning algorithms
are robust across different cache management policies and
provide a midgress reduction in the range of 7.76% - 13.3%.
6) CDN operators often have to deal with additional constraints such as maintaining a certain level of traffic class
redundancy or guaranteeing a minimum level of caching performance for traffic classes. We show how the optimization
model for midgress-aware traffic provisioning and the heuristic algorithm, local search, can be extended to accommodate such constraints.
7) While the above results are for “shared” caches where
a single unpartitioned cache is used to store objects from all
traffic classes, we show that our traffic provisioning approach
can be modified to work with “partitioned” caches where each
traffic class is assigned a separate cache partition. We show
that the midgress of partitioned caches can be reduced by
more than 14% using our midgress-aware traffic provisioning
approach, when compared to a midgress-unaware baseline.

1.2

Roadmap

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
model midgress-aware traffic provisioning as a non-convex
mixed-integer optimization problem. In Section 3, we propose a faster heuristic for midgress-aware traffic provisioning called local search, as well as a midgress-unaware
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baseline called baseline fit. In Section 4, we evaluate
our optimization model and heuristics using extensive traces
from Akamai’s production CDN to empirically understand the
midgress reduction achieved by our algorithms. In Section 5,
we extend and evaluate our midgress-aware traffic provisioning algorithms to include other constraints such as minimum
redundancy and maximum cache miss rates. Further, we extend our work to partitioned caches. We discuss some related
work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2

Optimization model for traffic provisioning

We model traffic provisioning in a CDN as follows. We are
given a set of N traffic classes. For each traffic class j, we are
given the (predicted) amount of load of λ j Gbps, ∀ j ∈ 1 . . . N.
The predicted load for traffic provisioning is derived from
historical load values for these classes by the CDN. Further,
we are given M sites where the ith site has a cache of size
Ci TB and a capacity of Ti Gbps, ∀i ∈ 1 . . . M. In cluster-level
traffic provisioning, each site models a single CDN server
within a cluster of M servers. In the more complex setting of
metro-level traffic provisioning, we model an entire cluster
as a single site within a metro area with M clusters. While
not strictly accurate, we show that viewing the entire cluster
as a single site in the metro-area setting is useful in practice.
The capacity (resp. cache size) of each site is calculated as
either the capacity (resp. cache size) of a single server in the
former setting or as the aggregate capacity (resp. cache size)
of the entire cluster in the latter setting. Henceforth, a site
refers to a server in the cluster-level setting and a cluster in
the metro-level setting.
The goal of traffic provisioning is to produce an assignment
of traffic classes to sites, such that the total midgress across
all the sites is minimized within the constraint that no site
is assigned more load than its capacity. Note that a traffic
class may be fractionally assigned across multiple sites, e.g.,
a traffic class with 10 Gbps of load can be assigned across
two sites to host 7 Gpbs and 3 Gbps each of that class5 .

2.1

Modeling cache eviction and midgress

Given a site with an assignment of traffic classes, we need
to model the miss traffic (i.e., midgress) that will result from
serving those classes. The miss traffic is dependent on the
cache management policies used by the sites. Nearly all production CDN caches use LRU (least-recently-used) variants
as their eviction policy, since it is very efficient and achieves
a comparable (byte) miss rate for typical CDN content traffic in comparison with other more complex eviction policies.
For example, Akamai servers evict content using LRU, while
admitting objects on second hit [47]. Production installations
of the popular content caches Varnish [39] and NGINX [63]
5 A CDN can implement such a fractionally-provisioned traffic class via
a DNS mechanism that returns the ip address of the first site 70% and ip
address of the second site 30% of the time.
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share a single LRU cache.

2.2

Formulation of our optimization model

We now formulate our optimization model (referred to as OPT
henceforth) for midgress-aware traffic provisioning.
Inputs of OPT. The input parameters used in the model
are summarized in Table 1. We are given N traffic classes and
M sites. The load λ j of the jth traffic class is given, for all
1 ≤ j ≤ N. The cache size Ci and the capacity Ti of the ith
site is also given, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ M. Further, for each traffic
class, we are given the miss rate curve (MRC) and eviction
age function as described below.
1) Miss rate curve (MRC), M j (c). The MRC of a traffic
class plots the cache miss rate as a function of cache size c. In
this work, we assume that this function is convex (decreasing)
which is generally true for stack-based algorithms [66]. As
examples, MRC of two traffic classes, traffic class 2 and 14
(see Table 3) are shown in Figure 2.
100
Traffic class 2

80
Cache miss rate, %

also use LRU variants, as do recent academic work on content
caching such as AdaptSize [4].
Production CDN servers also typically use a shared cache
architecture where each server uses a single unpartitioned
cache to serve all its traffic classes [66]. It is known that a
partitioned cache that is sized in an optimal fashion can yield
a greater reduction in midgress over a shared unpartitioned
cache under the independent reference model (IRM) traffic
assumptions [20]. However, in a production CDN, each server
hosts a large number of traffic classes. Further, both the set
of traffic classes hosted by a given server and the volume of
traffic served per class by that server varies throughout the day.
Thus, there is significant overhead involved in maintaining
multiple cache partitions whose sizes must be dynamically
varied throughout the day. The constant resizing of cache partitions could itself also lead to an increase in the midgress [61].
For these reasons, a shared unpartitioned cache is typically
used by CDNs in practice.
In light of the above discussion, since our goal is to devise
traffic provisioning algorithms to reduce midgress in production CDN settings, we develop a model for sites that use an
LRU cache eviction policy with a shared cache architecture.
But, later, we show empirically that our optimization model
and algorithms produce a significant reduction in midgress,
even if the CDN were to use other eviction policies (Section 4.3). Further, we show that our approach can also be
easily extended to provide midgress reduction in a partitioned
cache architecture (Section 5.3).
Eviction age equality. The eviction age of an object in
cache is the difference between the time the object is evicted
and the time that it was last accessed. In an LRU cache, at
the time of access, the object goes to the head of the LRU list.
Then, the eviction age of the object is the time for that object
to move from the head to the tail of the LRU list and then
get evicted. Thus, this time is about the same for all objects,
when the size of an object is small with respect to the size of
the cache. We make the modeling assumption that the eviction
age of all objects in cache are equal. This assumption is also
borne out in production caches and the common eviction age
of the objects is logged as the eviction age of the cache.
The notion of eviction age can be extended to a traffic class
by averaging the eviction age of all the requested objects from
that traffic class. Since we model each object as having the
same eviction age, all traffic classes assigned to a site share
the same cache, and so they must have the same eviction age,
which we also denote to be the eviction age of the cache.
The eviction age of a cache has a direct relationship with the
cache hit rate. Requests that have inter-arrival times less than
or equal to the eviction age experience a cache hit and the rest
experience a cache miss. So, for a given mix of traffic classes,
as the cache size increases, the eviction age increases and so
does the cache hit rate. Eviction age of a cache is similar to
the concept of window size in [24]. Eviction age equality is
crucial in our modeling of the midgress of traffic classes that

Traffic class 14
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Figure 2: MRCs of two traffic classes.
From Figure 2, we can see that the MRCs are both convex.
However, their gradients vary at different rates. Traffic class
2 has higher gradient at very small cache sizes but gradually
flattens out as it reaches a cache space of 30 TB. Traffic class
14 on the other hand has a relatively high gradient until about
15 TB after which the MRC flattens out.
2) Eviction age function, T j (c, λ). The eviction age function
of a traffic class plots the eviction age at load λ as a function
of the cache size c. The eviction age function also gives us
information about footprint pressure of a traffic class, which
is a relative measure of the amount of unique bytes accessed
over a time period. A traffic class has high footprint pressure
if a large number of unique bytes are accessed over a short
time period. In this work, we assume that the eviction age
function is convex (increasing) based on observations from
production traces. The eviction age functions of two traffic
classes, 2 and 14 (see Table 3) are shown in Figure 3.
From Figure 3, we can see that the eviction age functions
are convex. As expected, at the given load, the eviction age
increases with increase in cache size. Note that until about an
eviction age of 2.1 days, traffic class 14 has higher footprint
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Transform algorithm. The MRC of the traffic mix can then
be computed from the footprint descriptor of the traffic mix
as described above. Note that the request characteristics of
a traffic class could change slowly over time, requiring the
footprint descriptor to be recomputed periodically.
Outputs of OPT. The output parameters of OPT are presented in Table 2. The primary output is xi j that represents
the fraction of traffic class j assigned to site i.

Figure 3: Eviction age functions of two traffic classes.

pressure when compared to traffic class 2, after which this
behavior is flipped. Hence, if traffic classes 2 and 14 are
assigned to the same site, traffic class 14 gets more cache
space at smaller eviction ages (≤ 2.1 days) due to higher
footprint pressure and lesser cache space at larger eviction
ages (> 2.1 days) due to smaller footprint pressure.
To efficiently compute the MRC and eviction age function
for every traffic class, we use a succinct space-time representation of the cacheability properties of a traffic class known
as footprint descriptors [66].
We now briefly describe footprint descriptors.
Footprint descriptors. A footprint descriptor is a space-time
representation of the caching properties of a traffic class. It
is the joint probability distribution of the stack distance [51]
(aka reuse distance) and the interarrival time distributions of
a traffic class. A footprint descriptor can be used to determine
the cache size and the eviction age that is required to achieve
a certain cache hit rate, as a function of the traffic load. A
footprint descriptor can also be used to determine the eviction
age of a cache at different cache sizes and vice versa.
A reuse sequence is a sequence of requests where the first
and the last request in the sequence is for the same object and
that object is not requested anywhere else in that sequence. A
simplified version of a footprint descriptor of a traffic class
j is a tuple < λ j , Pr (s,t)) > where λ j is the load of traffic
class j and Pr (s,t) is the reuse-sequence descriptor which is
the joint probability distribution that a reuse sequence of the
traffic class has s unique bytes and time duration t. Given
a footprint descriptor, the miss rate curve at cache size s is
defined as MRC(s) = 1 − ∑ ∑ Pr (s0 ,t). The eviction age

Notation
N
M
λj
M j (ci j )

T j (ci j , λ j )
Ci
Ti

Description
Number of traffic classes
Number of sites
Load of traffic class j
Miss rate of traffic class j at cache capacity
ci j in site i
Eviction age of traffic class j at cache capacity ci j and load λ j in site i
Cache size of site i
Capacity of site i

Table 1: Input parameters of optimization model.

Notation
ci j
ρi
xi j

Description
Cache size occupied by traffic class j in site i
Eviction age of site i and of traffic classes
assigned to site i
Fraction of λ j ∈ [0, 1] assigned to site i

Table 2: Output parameters of optimization model.
Objective function. The objective of midgress-aware traffic provisioning is to assign the N traffic classes to the M sites
such that the midgress traffic from all the sites is minimized
as follows.
M

min.

N

∑ ∑ xi j λ j M j (ci j )

(1)

i=1 j=1

Resource constraints. The first set of constraints are the
cache size and the capacity constraints of each site.
N

∑ ci j ≤ Ci

∀i = 1 . . . M

(2)

∑ xi j λ j ≤ Ti

∀i = 1 . . . M

(3)

j=1
N
j=1

s0 ≤s t

function T j (s, λ j ), is computed from Pr (s,t) by plotting the
duration t as a function of unique bytes s at load λ j .
Given the footprint descriptor of different traffic classes, the
footprint descriptor of a traffic mix can be computed using the
addition operator (⊕) of the footprint descriptor calculus [66].
The crux of the addition operation is the convolution of the
joint probability distribution, Pr (s,t), of all the traffic classes,
which can be efficiently computed using the Fast Fourier
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The cache size constraint (Equation 2) states that the cache
size occupied by all traffic classes assigned to all sites must
not exceed the cache size of the site. The capacity constraint
(Equation 3) states that the load of all traffic classes assigned
to all sites should not exceed the capacity of the site.
Eviction age equality constraint. The eviction age function, T j (ci j , λ j ) is defined at load λ j for traffic class j. When
traffic class j is assigned to site i, its load can be less than
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or equal to λ j due to fractional assignments. Let the load of
traffic class j assigned to site i be λ0j ≤ λ j . Then, the eviction
age of traffic class j in site i is.

T j (ci j , λ0j ) =

T j (ci j , λ j )
λ0j /λ j

=

T j (ci j , λ j )
xi j

= ρi

The first equality is due to the fact that decreasing the load
of a traffic class by a factor increases the eviction age of that
class by the same factor, since eviction rate decreases by that
factor. In the last equality, ρi is the eviction age of site i which
is also the eviction age of all traffic classes that are assigned
to site i. The eviction age equality constraint for all traffic
classes at all sites is then given by

T j (ci j , λ j ) = ρi xi j ∀ j(i) = 1 . . . N(M).

(4)

As previously discussed, the eviction age equality constraint
in Equation 4 establishes the condition under which traffic
classes assigned to site i share the cache.
Load assignment constraint. The load of a given traffic
class can be fractionally assigned across sites. This means that
for some traffic class j, 50% of the load λ j could be assigned
to site 1, 30% to site 2 and the remaining 20% to site 3, and
so on. The load assignment constraint ensures that all the load
of each traffic class is assigned to one or more sites.
M

∑ xi j = 1

∀ j = 1...N

(5)

i=1

Non-negativity constraints. The output parameters ρi , ci j
and xi j should be non-negative.
ρi > 0 ∀i = 1 . . . M

(6)

ci j ≥ 0 ∀ j = 1 . . . N

(7)

xi j ∈ [0, 1] ∀ j(i) = 1 . . . N(M)

(8)

Together, Equations 1-8 constitute the optimization model
for midgress-aware traffic provisioning OPT.

3

Traffic provisioning heuristics

The optimization model OPT proposed in Section 2.2 is an
NP-hard problem and it can take several hours for a solver
to obtain the exact optimal solution. A faster but approximate solution is valuable for a large production CDN that has
hundreds of traffic classes, 1000+ clusters with deployments
in every major metro region of the world. To that end, we
propose a traffic provisioning heuristic called local search
that is fast and sufficiently accurate to be used in production. Intuitively, our traffic provisioning heuristic is a “hill
climbing” solution for our optimization model in Section 2.2.
We also consider a midgress-unaware traffic provisioning algorithm called baseline fit that we use as a baseline to
evaluate the benefits of being midgress-aware. The baseline
fit algorithm is similar to the midgress-unaware algorithms
currently used in production settings.

3.1

Midgress-unaware baseline

The midgress-unaware traffic provisioning algorithm called
baseline fit (see Algorithm 1) is based on consistent hashing, similar to the algorithms used in production settings [47].
The algorithm takes as input the set of N traffic classes and
the set of M sites that are both hashed to points on a unit
circle. The traffic classes are picked in a random order and
assigned to sites as follows. Each traffic class j is assigned to
the nearest site i on the unit circle in the clockwise direction.
If the chosen site i does not have enough capacity to host
the entire load λ j , then a first fit algorithm is used, starting
from the chosen site i, and continuing to subsequent sites on
the unit circle in the clockwise direction, until all traffic is
assigned. The key point to note is that baseline fit does
not explicitly minimize the miss traffic, but rather it only ensures that no site gets more load than its capacity. That is, it
produces a feasible solution for our model OPT by obeying
Equations 2 - 8, but does not minimize midgress.
Algorithm 1 Baseline fit algorithm

2.3

Solving the optimization model OPT

The complexity of solving the optimization model OPT proposed in Section 2.2 is evaluated as follows. The objective
function (Equation 1) is biconvex since the load fraction xi j
is linear and the MRC M j (ci j ) is convex. Equations 2-3, 5-8
are affine constraints. The eviction age function T j (ci j ) is
convex and the product term ρi xi j is bilinear. Equation 4 is a
non-convex constraint because the feasible set defined by this
constraint is non-convex. Overall, the optimization problem
is non-convex and in general an NP-hard problem. We make
a number of mathematical transformations to convert the optimization problem to a mixed integer linear program (MILP),
which in turn can be solved efficiently using CPLEX.
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Input: N, M, λ j ,Ci , Ti
Output: Fraction of traffic class j assigned to site i, xi j , ∀ j(i) =
1 . . . N(M)
1: xi j = 0
2: TCset = set of all traffic classes arranged in random order
3: Sset = set of all sites hashed to a unit circle
4: for all j ∈ TCset do
5:
i = Site chosen by consistent hashing
6:
if site i has remaining traffic capacity ≥ λ j then
7:
xi j += 1
8:
else
9:
Assign traffic fraction λ j using first fit starting from site
i on the unit circle
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3.2

Midgress-aware local search

We propose a midgress-aware traffic provisioning algorithm
called local search (see Algorithm 2) that uses a hill climbing approach to solve the optimization model OPT. It is designed to be fast, but may not always produce the optimal
solution. The algorithm local search begins with a feasible
assignment as determined by baseline fit. The algorithm
operates in rounds where every traffic class is picked one at
a time in each round. The traffic class that is picked is reassigned in small increments of a fraction δ (0 < δ < 1) of
its load to the server that minimizes the midgress objective
while maintaining feasibility. If a round does not decrease the
midgress traffic objective by at least a specified ε << 1, the
algorithm stops and outputs the final assignment.
Note that local search could end up in a local optimum that isn’t close to the global optimum. However, local
search is efficient enough that it can be run multiple times
(in parallel) with different starting points to improve a suboptimal solution. We discuss the running time of local
search in Section 4.
Computing the midgress of a traffic assignment. The
local search algorithm requires an efficient way to compute the midgress traffic of each site, given a traffic class
assignment. A known technique for computing miss traffic
of a site is footprint descriptor calculus [66]. Knowing the
footprint descriptor of each traffic class that is assigned to
a site, we use the calculus to efficiently derive the footprint
descriptor for the traffic mix, that in turn provides the MRC
of the traffic mix, from which we derive the midgress of the
traffic mix.

4

Experimental evaluation

Using production traces collected from a metro area of Akamai’s CDN, we compare the midgress of OPT with that of
baseline fit and local search in both metro-level and
cluster-level traffic provisioning. We perform the evaluation
in two steps: 1) We evaluate metro-level traffic provisioning by viewing each cluster as a site. The site is assumed to
have cache size and capacity equal to the sum of the cache
sizes and capacities of all servers in that cluster. The output
of metro-level traffic provisioning is an assignment of traffic
classes to clusters that minimizes the midgress of the metro
area. 2) The output of metro-level traffic provisioning is the
input to cluster-level traffic provisioning. We evaluate clusterlevel traffic provisioning by assigning traffic classes to servers
within a cluster to further minimize midgress.
Production traces. To perform our evaluation, we collect
production traces from all Akamai CDN servers from a metro
area serving traffic for 25 traffic classes over a period of
16 days. The characteristics of the traffic classes are listed
in Table 3. From Table 3, we see that, in this metro area, 9
traffic classes serve web content, 11 traffic classes serve media
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Algorithm 2 Local search algorithm
Input: N, M, λ j ,Ci , Ti
Output: Fraction of traffic class j assigned to site i, xi j , ∀ j(i) =
1 . . . N(M)
1: Get feasible assignment using baseline fit algorithm
2: TCset = set of all traffic classes arranged in random order
3: Sset = set of all sites
4: while True do
5:
mgcurr = midgress of current assignment
6:
for all j ∈ TCset do
7:
xi j = 0 ∀i = 1 . . . M
8:
λ0 = λ j
9:
while λ0 > 0 do
j
10:
Sset ⊆ Sset = set of all sites with remaining traffic
capacity ≥ δλ j
j
11:
if Sset 6= 0/ then
j
12:
i = site in Sset that gives the lowest overall
midgress after assigning TC j
13:
xi j += δ
14:
else
Assign load δλ j using fractional first fit starting
15:
from a random site
16:
λ0 −= δ
17:
mgnew = midgress of new assignment
18:
if mgcurr − mgnew < ε then
19:
break

content and the remaining 5 traffic classes serve software
downloads. The traffic classes exhibit a wide variation in load
(Gbps), arrival rate (requests/sec), content footprint (in unique
bytes), and number of objects. The majority of the load is for
media content at 47.3% followed by software downloads at
41.5% and web content at 11.2%. In terms of the unique bytes
that are cached in the metro area, the majority is again for
media content at 60.9%, followed by 25.6% for web content
and 13.5% for software downloads.
Footprint descriptors described in [66] are periodically
computed for all traffic classes on the production CDN. We
use these footprint descriptors to compute the MRCs and the
eviction age functions for the 25 traffic classes in Table 3, to
be used as inputs to our traffic provisioning algorithms.
Evaluation setup. To evaluate the traffic provisioning algorithms, we simulate a small metro region with 10 clusters,
each containing 10 servers6 . The capacity of the metro region
is set so that the average load is 70% of capacity to reflect
the load-to-capacity ratio in a typical CDN. We evaluate the
traffic provisioning algorithms at different cache sizes per
cluster of 1 TB, 5 TB, 10 TB, 20 TB, 40 TB and 50 TB. For
simplicity, we assume that every cluster in the metro area has
equal capacity and cache size. Every server within a cluster is
also assumed to have equal capacity and cache size.
OPT is solved using CPLEX as part of the GAMS modeling
6 While a metro region in a large CDN typically has much larger server
deployments, we simulate a scaled-down version to keep our experiments
computationally tractable.
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Content
type

Load
(Gbps)

web
web
media
web
web
download
web
web
web
download
download
media
web
media
media
media
media
web
media
download
media
media
media
media
download

0.39
1.12
3.75
0.24
0.17
4.74
0.30
0.58
1.59
0.39
10.66
0.43
0.0013
7.54
7.22
6.04
0.37
2.12
0.35
1.36
0.08
0.90
0.44
0.38
6.99

Arrival
rate
(req/s)
438.41
232.48
345.94
143.67
145.13
1338.91
851.73
1213.87
714.42
307.92
809.29
110.22
136.32
93.01
89.28
75.14
139.23
935.76
134.87
276.63
9.94
214.53
48.28
78.09
1879.65

Unique
bytes
(TB)
1.83
70.74
198.85
0.008
0.03
28.16
6.21
6.38
22.58
1.68
22.74
14.13
0.04
30.55
30.14
30.38
12.41
83.42
24.48
3.12
7.31
43.48
28.53
35.25
44.94

Unique
objects
(million)
16.36
38.38
176.68
0.03
0.08
19.55
70.23
137.60
52.91
0.82
10.75
24.41
3.58
2.90
2.86
2.89
26.59
93.54
25.12
2.07
6.43
77.90
26.83
55.06
21.02

unaware baseline fit algorithm. This is because OPT
takes into account the impact on midgress while assigning
traffic classes to clusters in the metro area. This significant
improvement in midgress makes the case for implementing
midgress-aware traffic provisioning algorithms in CDNs.
From Figure 4, we also see that local search performs
quite well and gives a 15.44% reduction in midgress on average compared to baseline fit. local search also performs fairly well compared to OPT, with a modest 3.69%
increase in midgress compared to OPT on average.
60
50
Cache miss rate, %

Traffic
class
id
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17
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30
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Figure 4: MRCs of OPT, local search and baseline fit.

Table 3: Traffic class characteristics
language. We use a macOS machine with a 3 GHz Intel
Xeon processor with 10 cores and 128 GB RAM for all our
experiments. The GAMS program is set to run in parallel
mode using 20 threads with a relative optimality gap of 1e-9
and a maximum run time of 40,000 s. Given the complexity
of the optimization model, the GAMS program almost always
runs for 40,000 s. At that point, the solver has converged to a
solution that seldom changes and achieves a relative gap of
under 5% at smaller cluster cache sizes less than or equal to
10TB and a relative gap of under 10% at larger cache sizes. A
single run of baseline fit takes about 1 s and a single run
of local search takes about 120 s.

4.1

Metro-level traffic provisioning

We evaluate OPT, baseline fit, and local search by
computing the cache miss rate of the entire 10-cluster metro
area for different cache sizes. These three algorithms each
assign the set of 25 input traffic classes to the clusters in the
metro. In the case of baseline fit and local search, we
report the average cache miss rate of 100 runs, where each
run considers the traffic classes in a random order. The 95%
confidence intervals of the expected cache miss rates have a
margin of error of less than 0.4%.
From Figure 4 we can see that OPT gives a 18.37% reduction in midgress on average compared to the midgress-
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4.1.1

How traffic provisioning impacts midgress

In Figure 5, we plot the cache miss rate of the 25 traffic classes
when they are provisioned using OPT versus the midgressunaware baseline fit, when the cumulative cache size of
clusters in the metro area is 100TB. In addition, we also plot
the average number of sites (across the 100 runs) that each
traffic class is assigned to in Figure 6. From these figures,
we see that OPT reduces the cache miss rate of 21 traffic
classes when compared to baseline fit. In the case of traffic class 11, OPT results in almost 97% reduction in miss rate
when compared to baseline fit. On the other hand, OPT
increases the cache miss rate of four traffic classes, namely
4, 5, 13 and 19. By trading off the cache miss rates for these
four traffic classes, OPT is able to reduce the overall midgress.
But why does OPT choose this trade-off? There are three key
insights that midgress-aware traffic provisioning takes into
account to optimize midgress that baseline fit does not.
1) In OPT’s solution, traffic classes that have higher load,
higher footprint pressure and greater MRC gradients get to
occupy larger portions of the available cache space. A traffic
class has high footprint pressure if a large amount of unique
content bytes is requested in a short period of time. This is
true for traffic classes 11, 14, 15, 25 and 16 that account for
66.04% of the total load. OPT assigns traffic class 11 to two
clusters because its load is greater than the capacity of a single
cluster, resulting in that traffic class occupying 6 TB in one
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Figure 5: Average miss rate of each traffic class in a metro area of cache size 100 TB.
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Figure 6: Average number of sites each traffic class is assigned to in a metro area of cache size 100 TB.
cluster with a miss rate of 0.5% and 7 TB in another cluster
with a miss rate of nearly 0%. OPT also assigns an entire
cluster each to traffic classes 14, 15, 25 and 16.
2) OPT may split a traffic class and assigns it to multiple
clusters if it has a relatively flat MRC. This is true of traffic
class 1 which has a relatively flat MRC and is assigned to
two clusters. By reducing its footprint pressure in each of its
assigned clusters, traffic class 1 is able to cede cache space to
other traffic classes that are in more need.
3) In OPT’s solution, traffic classes that have lower footprint pressure occupy smaller portions of the available cache
space. This is true for traffic classes 4, 5 and 13. It also happens to be the case that these 3 traffic classes have very low
load among the traffic classes considered. Both these factors
render a higher cache miss rate relative to baseline fit
that is midgress unaware. Note that low load alone does not
indicate that it will occupy a smaller portion of the cache. For
instance, traffic class 24 has moderate load but it has high
footprint pressure and a greater MRC gradient, and ends up
occupying 4.2 TB in one cluster.

4.2

Cluster-level traffic provisioning

The goal of cluster-level load balancing is to assign traffic
classes to servers such that the midgress of the cluster is
minimized. In our evaluation, we take the output of metrolevel traffic provisioning from Section 4.1 that assigns traffic
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classes to each cluster and treat them as the inputs to clusterlevel traffic provisioning. In this manner, we are able to understand the additional midgress reduction that is achievable
by performing optimization at the cluster level, given that the
metro level has already been optimized.
For cluster-level traffic provisioning, each traffic class defined at the metro-level is typically split into multiple finergrained subclasses. The subclasses allow better allocation of
traffic classes within a cluster. Traffic class 14 has very high
load and hence was assigned to a cluster all by itself (Figure 6)
by OPT at the metro-level. We considered that cluster for our
evaluation of cluster-level traffic provisioning. Traffic class
14 consisted of 66 traffic subclasses that must be assigned to
the 10 servers within a cluster, each server with a 1 TB cache.
OPT reduced the midgress for traffic class 14 by 31.26%
after the metro-level optimization, when compared to the
midgress achieved by baseline fit. Further, after using
OPT for cluster-level provisioning, the midgress for traffic
class 14 reduced further by 14.26%. In aggregate, the overall reduction of the midgress due to both provisioning steps
of OPT is 41.07%, when compared to the baseline. Algorithm local search provided nearly as much reduction as
OPT. For instance, local search provided a midgress reduction of 35.49%, compared to the baseline. However, local
search was much faster and completed within 2 minutes, as
opposed to the nearly 40,000 s (∼11 hours) taken by OPT.
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4.3

Robustness to cache management policies

So far, we have developed traffic provisioning algorithms
that model an LRU cache and evaluated the midgress reduction resulting when the sites also use LRU. The past decades
have seen much academic research on numerous cache management algorithms that admit and evict objects using some
combination of recency of access, frequency of access and
object size to reduce cache miss rates (see Table 2 of [4]).
We show that midgress-aware traffic provisioning algorithms
proposed in this work, that model an LRU cache, achieve
significant midgress reduction even when a CDN does not
actually implement LRU at its sites.
We choose three typical algorithms from the literature for
our evaluation. The first is an LRU variant called secondhit-LRU (or, SH-LRU) where the object is admitted to an
LRU cache on second hit. The second is segmented LRU
(SLRU) [40] that uses both recency and frequency for cache
management. Finally, we implement the Greed-Dual-SizeFrequency (GDSF) [13] that uses all three of recency, frequency and size. Our evaluation uses the same cluster-level
scenario as described in Section 4.2, where the goal is to
assign the 66 traffic subclasses of traffic class 14 across 10
servers of size 1 TB each. First, we solve OPT that models
LRU to get the optimal traffic class assignment across all
servers within the cluster. The midgress of OPT’s assignment
is then computed by simulating the different cache management algorithms using the request traces of the subclasses. For
comparison, we use the midgress-unaware baseline fit for
traffic provisioning followed by a trace-based simulation of
the different cache management algorithms to provide a baseline. When LRU cache management is used, OPT reduces
the midgress by 13.3% when compared to baseline fit.
In comparison, OPT reduces the midgress by 7.78%, 8.45%
and 7.76% for SH-LRU, SLRU and GDSF respectively. The
midgress reduction for the non-LRU algorithms is not as much
as that for LRU. However, the midgress reductions for other
algorithms are still quite robust and significant. The reason is
that even when other factors are used for cache management
decisions, most reasonable algorithms still use recency of access in a very significant way, and recency is well-captured in
OPT. It is plausible that OPT can be reformulated to capture
other cache management policies besides LRU and such an
extension is a topic for future work.

5

Extending midgress-aware provisioning

We propose two extensions of midgress-aware traffic provisioning that address constraints in production settings. The
first extension enforces a minimum number of sites that a
traffic class must be assigned to and the second extension
enforces a maximum cache miss rate per traffic class.
All results presented until now are for shared caches. While
partitioned caches are not commonly used in production set-
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tings due to the overheads of dynamically resizing those partitions, there is increasing interest to implement and evaluate
partitioned caches [1,5,9,14,16,21,25,36,43,44,46,62,67,69].
We propose a third extension to show that our traffic provisioning approach can reduce midgress in partitioned caches.

5.1

Minimum redundancy guarantee

Let M j be the minimum number of sites that traffic class j
should be assigned to. M j is an integer ∈ [1, M], where M
is the total number of sites. Let yi j be an indicator variable
that is set to 1 when xi j > 0 and 0 otherwise. Then, the load
assignment constraint in Section 2.2 is appended to include
the following minimum redundancy constraints.
yi j = dxi j e ∀ j = 1 . . . N

(9)

∀ j = 1...N

(10)

yi j ∈ {0, 1}

(11)

M

∑ yi j >= M j

i=1

Equations 9 and 10 ensure that traffic class j is assigned
to at least M j sites. We call the modified optimization model
OPT-M. The additional constraints are affine and they do not
increase the complexity of the optimization problem. Both
local search and baseline fit can also be modified to
incorporate the redundancy constraint by simply ensuring that
each traffic class j is assigned to at least M j sites in each
(re-)provisioning step.
Experimental evaluation. We measure the reduction in
midgress by OPT-M and the modified local search when
compared to the modified baseline fit. We use the same
evaluation parameters as Section 4.1 where the cache size
of each cluster in the metro area is 10 TB. We find that the
cache miss rates increase with increase in redundancy for
all three algorithms. We also find that the cache miss rate
of baseline fit with minimum redundancy = 1 (resp. 2)
is similar to the cache miss rate of local search and OPTM with minimum redundancy 2 (resp. 3). This shows that
midgress-aware traffic provisioning can provide the same
midgress as baseline fit with added redundancy.

5.2

Maximum cache miss rate guarantee

Let MR j be the maximum cache miss rate for traffic class j.
Then, the optimization model in Section 2.2 can be extended
to incorporate the maximum cache miss rate guarantee.
M

∑ xi j m j (ci j ) ≤ MR j

∀ j = 1...N

(12)

i=1

Equation 12 states that the average miss rate of traffic class
j across all M sites should be at most MR j . We call the modified optimization model, OPT-MR. Equation 12 is a biconvex
constraint and doesn’t increase the complexity of the problem.
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We make two modifications to local search. First,
baseline fit in the first step does not always provide a feasible solution when MR j < 100%. This is because baseline
fit is midgress unaware. Hence, we start with all traffic
classes being unassigned. Second, the re-provisioning step
assigns a traffic class to a site only when the miss rate guarantees of all traffic classes assigned to that site are not violated.
Infeasible solutions. OPT-MR can be infeasible in cases
where certain traffic classes fail to meet the maximum cache
miss rate MR j guarantee. For example consider a cache size
of 10 TB. The lowest miss rate that traffic class 3 (Table 3)
can possibly achieve at 10 TB is 91%. Hence, any maximum
cache miss rate target less than 91% cannot be achieved.
Experimental evaluation. We choose traffic classes 13,
23 and 24 that have high miss rates in OPT and set their maximum cache miss rates to 70%. We evaluate the performance
of metro-level traffic provisioning under the same conditions
as in Section 4.1 where the cache size is 10 TB.
OPT-MR returns a feasible solution. The overall miss rate
of the metro area is 20.04%, a 3.24% increase in midgress
compared to OPT. In the process, three traffic classes experience a significant increase in their respective miss rates
relative to OPT. The miss rate of traffic class 2 increases from
50.12% to 65.85%, of traffic class 17 from 36.11% to 54.2%
and of traffic class 21 from 61.22% to 68.01%. This is because traffic classes 13 and 24 occupy more cache space with
OPT-MR than they do in OPT, so they meet their miss rate
guarantee, despite traffic class 13 having the lowest load and
low footprint pressure, and traffic class 24 having low load.
We run the modified local search 100 times with different random orderings of the input traffic classes. local
search returns a feasible solution 67% of the time indicating that its feasibility depends on the ordering of the traffic
class inputs. For feasible assignments, local search has an
average miss rate of 21.69%, about 8.23% more than that
of OPT-MR. baseline fit is footprint-unaware and cannot
guarantee cache miss rates.

2.2), minus the eviction age constraint. Hence, Equations 1-3
and 5-8 accurately model midgress minimization for partitioned caches. We call this modified model OPT-part.
We implement a baseline midgress-unaware algorithm
called baseline fit-part for partitioned caches that is
based on consistent hashing. The algorithm takes as input
the set of N traffic classes and the set of M sites that are both
hashed to points on a unit circle. Each traffic class j is assigned to the nearest site i on the unit circle in the clockwise
direction. If the chosen site i does not have enough capacity to
host the entire load λ j , then a first fit algorithm is used, starting
from the chosen site i, and continuing to subsequent sites on
the circle in the clockwise direction, until all load is assigned.
After all traffic class assignments are made, in each site, we
determine the sizes of the partitions that host each traffic class.
To compute the partition sizes, we use a known gradient descent algorithm [62] that minimizes the midgress of each site.
The total midgress achieved by baseline fit-part is then
the sum of the midgress across all sites.

5.3

Experimental evaluation. We evaluate baseline
fit-part and OPT-part at the metro-level using production
traces described in Section 4 and at different cache sizes per
cluster of 1 TB, 5 TB, 10 TB, 20 TB, 40 TB and 50 TB. We
report the average cache miss rate of 100 runs. The 95%
confidence intervals of the expected cache miss rates have a
margin of error of less than 0.4%.
As shown in Figure 7 we find that OPT-part reduces
midgress when compared to baseline fit-part by more
than 14%, on average across the different cache sizes. Thus
midgress-aware traffic provisioning can significantly reduce
the midgress even for partitioned caches. As comparison, in
Figure 7, we also plot OPT and baseline fit that we described for shared caches in Sections 2 and 3. Interestingly,
we find that the cache miss rate of OPT-part is only 0.49%
less than that of OPT, on average across the different cache
sizes. Hence, while OPT-part has the lowest cache miss rate,

Traffic provisioning in partitioned caches

In a partitioned cache, each traffic class is assigned to its
own separate cache partition and each partition performs evictions independently. Production CDNs do not typically implement partitioned caches due to the significant overheads
involved in implementing and dynamically maintaining the
partitions. However, we show that our optimization model for
midgress-aware traffic provisioning can be extended to work
with partitioned caches.
Modeling and implementing traffic provisioning for
partitioned caches. In partitioned caches, every traffic class
occupies a separate partition with its own LRU list, assuming
the LRU eviction policy. Thus, the eviction age of each traffic
class assigned to the same cache can be different. Therefore,
the optimization model for midgress-aware traffic provisioning for partitioned caches is the same as that of OPT (Section
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Figure 7: MRC of OPT and baseline fit on shared and partitioned caches.
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OPT has nearly the same miss rate without the additional
overhead of cache partitioning.
5.3.1

Implementing cache partitioning for traffic provisioning in production settings

In the previous section, we have seen that cache partitioning
can further reduce the midgress of a metro area since each
traffic class occupies a separate partition and traffic classes
assigned to the same site could have different eviction ages.
But it is not implemented in practice for traffic provisioning
due to the following reasons.
1) In large CDNs, many different traffic classes must share
a cache. Further, the mix of traffic classes sharing a cache
and their respective loads change frequently over time at the
whim of the load balancer. To obtain the benefits of cache
partitioning, the partitions need to be constantly resized by
shrinking cache space for certain traffic classes and expanding
the cache space for others. Such resizing is resource intensive. Further, constantly resizing dynamic partitions may not
lead to lower midgress, especially during transitions between
cache sizes. While partitioning the cache statically is easier
to implement, static partitions do not adjust to changes in the
traffic mix, leading to sub-optimal performance. On the other
hand, an unpartitioned shared cache dynamically adjusts the
cache space occupied by different traffic classes based on
the load and the traffic characteristics, without the need for
complex (re)partitioning operations.
2) From the previous section, we see that traffic provisioning in a shared unpartitioned cache provides nearly the same
midgress as a partitioned cache. Thus, there is little incentive to redesign the traffic provisioning system to work with
partitioned caches and incurring the additional software complexity and resource overhead.
For the reasons outlined above, the shared unpartitioned
cache studied in our work is the implementation of choice for
many major CDNs, including Akamai.

6

Related work

Traffic provisioning in CDNs has been studied in the context
of load balancing. However, the load balancing algorithms
focus on ensuring that servers are not overloaded and do not
explicitly minimize midgress. Likewise, minimizing cache
misses through better cache management policies has a rich
literature. However, we view cache management as complementary to midgress-aware traffic provisioning. We review
relevant existing literature in these areas.
Load balancing. Request redirection schemes at the network layer, based on DNS [8, 32], and at the application layer,
based on URL rewriting or HTTP redirection [48], have been
proposed to load balance traffic across multiple servers. Dynamic load balancing algorithms [10, 11, 71] continuously
measure the load on different servers and load balance end-
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user requests to improve performance. Consistent-hashing
and randomized load balancing algorithms [41, 42, 54, 55]
have also been proposed to load balance end-user requests in
content delivery systems. Extensions to traditional load balancing, that minimize the energy consumption of CDNs [50]
have also been proposed in the literature. Much of the work
above are in the context of routing user requests in real-time
to servers. But, they can be adapted to our context of performing (offline) traffic provisioning, a step that precedes request
routing in a production CDN. However, there is no prior work
on explicitly minimizing midgress.
Cache management. There has been a significant amount
of research on cache management policies to minimize cache
miss rates [2, 3, 6, 17–19, 22, 26–31, 33, 37, 38, 45, 49, 52, 57,
58, 60, 64, 68, 70]. Some proposed caching policies include
Adapt-Size [4], Cliffhanger [15], SLRU [40], TLRU [23],
S4LRU [34], CFLRU [59], ARC [53], LRU-S [65], LRUK [56], and GDS [7]. Dynamically partitioning the cache to
reduce miss rates has also been explored [1, 5, 9, 14, 16, 21, 25,
36, 43, 44, 46, 62, 67, 69]. However, production CDNs do not
employ dynamically-partitioned caches since it introduces
significant performance and operational overheads. We view
work on cache management as a complementary technique to
traffic provisioning, both with the goal of midgress reduction.
Recent work on footprint descriptors [66] is focused on
efficient techniques for evaluating the miss rates of traffic
mixes. We use footprint descriptors to quickly compute the
midgress of a traffic class assignment, as well as to efficiently
compute the MRC and eviction age function of traffic classes.
However, the work on footprint descriptors does not minimize
midgress.

7

Conclusion

We propose midgress-aware traffic provisioning that explicitly minimizes the midgress traffic of a CDN, while ensuring
that no server or cluster is overloaded. Using extensive traces
for 25 traffic classes from Akamai’s CDN, we show that the
midgress of a metro can be reduced by 18.37% when compared to a midgress-unaware baseline. We propose a midgressaware heuristic, local search, that provisions traffic classes
to achieve a midgress reduction that is within 1.1% of the optimum, and is very fast and well suited for production settings.
We also show that using our traffic provisioning algorithms at
the cluster level results in significant reductions in midgress.
Given that a large CDN can have midgress of over 10 Tbps,
even a small reduction in midgress can result in millions of
dollars of savings per year. Our work provides a strong case
for implementing midgress-aware provisioning in CDNs.
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Abstract
Traditional graph systems mainly use the iteration-based
model which iteratively loads graph blocks into memory for
analysis so as to reduce random I/Os. However, this iterationbased model limits the efficiency and scalability of running
random walk, which is a fundamental technique to analyze
large graphs. In this paper, we propose GraphWalker, an
I/O-efficient graph system for random walks by deploying
a novel state-aware I/O model with asynchronous walk updating. GraphWalker is efficient to handle very large diskresident graphs consisting of hundreds of billions of edges
with only a single commodity machine, and it is also scalable
to run tens of billions of random walks with thousands of
steps long. Experiments on our prototype system show that
GraphWalker can achieve more than an order of magnitude
speedup when running a large amount of long random walks
when compared with DrunkardMob, which is tailored for random walk based on the classical system GraphChi, as well as
two state-of-the-art single-machine graph systems, Graphene
and GraFSoft. Furthermore, comparing with the most recent
distributed system KnightKing, which optimizes for random
walks and runs on cluster machines, GraphWalker achieves
comparable performance with only a single machine, thereby
making it a more cost-effective alternative.

1

Introduction

To improve the performance of analyzing large graphs on
a single-machine, many out-of-core graph processing systems are proposed [6, 10, 11, 20, 24, 29, 31, 37, 42, 43, 49].
One major effort of these systems is to reduce random disk
I/Os. Generally, when a graph is too large to fit into the
memory, these systems partition the entire graph into many
subgraphs, and store each subgraph as a block on disk, e.g.,
shard in GraphChi [24]. To carry graph analysis, they adopt
an iteration-based model. In each iteration, blocks are sequentially loaded into memory, then analysis related to the
loaded subgraph is performed. This way, it turns massive
random I/Os into a series of sequential I/Os, and guarantees
synchronized analysis over all blocks in each iteration.
Random walks have been proven to be efficient to analyze
large graphs [7,12,15,19,23,26,27,36,38]. For example, Personalized PageRank (PPR) [12, 23] starts thousands of walks
from the source vertex to compute visit frequencies in order to
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approximate PageRank values. SimRank (SR) [19] computes
the similarity for a vertex pair by first starting many random
walks from each of the vertex pair, and then computing the
expected meeting time. Random walk domination (RWD)
[27] starts walks from all vertices to measure the influence
diffusion over the whole graph. To compute PPR for all
vertices, and all-pair similarity, it is also required to start
random walks from every vertex, which results in massive
concurrent walks.
We observe that current graph systems with the iterationbased model cannot efficiently support random walks. The
major limitations are three folds. First, due to the high
randomness nature, many walks are unevenly scattered at different parts of the graph, so some subgraphs may contain only
few walks. However, the iteration-based model is unaware
of these walk states, and just sequentially loads all needed
subgraphs into memory for analysis, so it results in very low
I/O utilization. Second, as the iteration-based model ensures
a synchronized analysis, all walks move exactly one step in
each iteration. As a result, the walk updating efficiency is
also limited and thus further exacerbates the I/O efficiency.
This is true especially for applications demanding long walks.
Lastly, due to the randomness of walks, the number of walks
at each vertex varies dynamically, so existing graph systems
usually use massive dynamic arrays to record the walks currently traveling through each edge or each vertex in the graph.
However, this indexing design requires large memory space
and thus limits the scalability of handling very large graphs.
Various design efforts are made in recent years to improve the I/O efficiency of the iteration-based model, e.g.,
DynamicShards [43] and Graphene [29] dynamically adjust
the layout of graph blocks to reduce the loading of useless
data in each iteration. CLIP [6] proposes the re-entry scheme
and Lumos [42] proposes the cross-iteration value propagation technique, and both of them aim to make full use of
the loaded blocks to avoid loading the corresponding graph
portions in future iterations. These systems greatly improve
the performance, but they do not take into account the random walk features. To efficiently support parallel random
walks, DrunkardMob [23]proposes several optimizations to
reduce the memory usage of walk indexes so as to support
a large amount of random walks. However, its scalability
is still limited, e.g., it costs 2.3 hours to run one billion
random walks with ten-step long on a medium-scale graph
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YahooWeb [5], and it is even unable to run random walks on
very large graphs like CrawlWeb [3] due to its high memory
consumption. KnightKing [46] is the most recent distributed
graph system which is also optimized for random walks.
It provides a unified framework to support various random
walks, and mainly focuses on optimizing the walking process
without addressing disk I/Os.
To address the I/O efficiency problem so as to efficiently
support fast and scalable random walks, we develop
GraphWalker, which is an I/O-efficient and resourcefriendly graph system. GraphWalker mainly focuses on
improving the I/O efficiency by developing a state-aware
I/O model with asynchronous walk updating. It also utilizes
a lightweight block-centric walk management scheme
to improve memory efficiency. In summary, our main
contributions are as follows.
• We develop a novel state-aware I/O model, which leverages the state of each random walk to preferentially load
the graph block with the most walks from disk into
memory, so as to improve the I/O utilization. We also
propose a walk-conscious caching scheme to improve
cache efficiency.
• We adopt an asynchronous walk updating scheme based
on the re-entry method [6], which allows each walk to
move as many steps as possible so as to fully utilize the
loaded subgraph and greatly accelerate the progress of
random walks. To address the straggler issues caused
by asynchronous update, we also employ a probabilistic
approach to balance the progress of each walk.
• We propose a lightweight block-centric indexing scheme
to manage walk states and adopt a fixed-length walk
buffering strategy to reduce the memory cost for recording walk states. We also develop a disk-based walk
management scheme and use asynchronous batched I/Os
to write walk states back to disk so as to support running
massive random walks in parallel on huge graphs.
• We implement a prototype and conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate its efficiency. Results show
that GraphWalker can achieve more than an order of
magnitude speedup compared with the random-walkspecific system DrunkardMob [23], as well as two stateof-the-art single-machine graph systems, Graphene [29]
and GraFSoft [20]. Furthermore, GraphWalker is more
resource friendly as its performance is even comparable
with the state-of-the-art distributed random walk system
KnightKing [46] running on a cluster of machines.

2

Background and Motivation

We first introduce the storage and computation process of the
iteration-based model, then analyze its limitations in supporting random walks.
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2.1

Iteration-based Graph Computation

For simplicity, we take GraphChi [24], the pioneering singlemachine iteration-based graph system, as an example to illustrate its key idea. We like to point out that this iterationbased model is widely used in many graph systems like
[10, 11, 20, 29, 37, 42, 43, 49]. GraphChi splits all vertices into
disjoint intervals and associates each interval with a shard,
which stores all the edges whose destination vertices lie in
this interval. Edges in each shard are sorted according to their
source vertices. For example, for the graph in Figure 1(a), its
data organization in shards is illustrated in Figure 1(b).
To perform analysis, GraphChi loads all subgraphs iteratively by using the parallel sliding window (PSW), which
is illustrated in Figure 1(c). In each iteration, it loads the
subgraphs in a round-robin order and guarantees synchronization between all computation tasks over the whole graph.
Specifically, at each time slot, GraphChi loads one subgraph
corresponding to one interval into memory for analysis. It
first loads the in-edges from its corresponding shard, then
loads the out-edges from other shards. As edges are sorted
by source vertices in each shard, at most P sequential disk
reads are needed to load the subgraph corresponding to one
interval if there are P shards. Then GraphChi traverses the
vertices of the loaded subgraph and conduct computation.
This way, GraphChi transfers random accesses to a series of
sequential accesses and greatly improves the performance of
disk-resident graph processing.

2.2

Limitations in Supporting Random Walks

A random walk proceeds by starting at a source vertex, then
repeats the process of randomly selecting a neighbor to visit.
Many applications often need to simultaneously run massive
random walks [12, 27, 44, 47]. When supporting massive
parallel random walks, graph systems with the iteration-based
model suffer from several limitations, e.g., low I/O utilization
and low walk updating rate, as well as high memory cost
for managing walks. In the following, we analyze these
limitations in details.
Limitation 1: Low I/O utilization. First of all, the iterationbased model leads to low I/O utilization for random walks,
which is defined as the number of edges used for updating
walks divided by the number of edges loaded in one I/O, i.e.,
a subgraph loading. The main reason is that walks may be
unevenly scattered across the entire graph after a few steps
even if they started from the same source vertex. As a result,
even if there are only few walks in some blocks, they are still
required to be loaded into memory, so it brings extremely low
I/O utilization. Some recent works like DynamicShards [43]
and Graphene [29] adopt an on-demand I/O strategy to dynamically adjust graph block layout and skip loading blocks
which do not contain any walks so as to reduce the loading of
useless edges, but the low I/O utilization problem is still not
fully addressed. As long as there is one walk in a block, then
this block still has to be loaded into memory for computation.
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Figure 1: Storage and I/O model in GraphChi
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same setting as above. Figure 3(a) shows the walk updating
rate. We find that all walks together move only 1K steps on
average in one I/O, except for the first one, but we have total
109 steps to walk, so the updating rate is as low as 10 6 .
We also count the fraction of walks that still remain in the
first block in each iteration as shown in Figure 3(b). We find
that on average, 75.3% walks still remain in the first block,
and they could move more steps in the current iteration, so it
results in the low walk updating rate. Recently, CLIP [6] proposes a re-entry method and Lumos [42] proposed the crossiteration value propagation technique to reuse the loaded data
to improve the I/O and computing efficiency, but it also brings
extra cost as it accesses the whole subgraph multiple times.
In GraphWalker, we propose an asynchronous walk updating scheme based on the re-entry technique to allow walks
to move as many steps as possible within the currently
loaded subgraph without extra subgraph accesses.With our
asynchronous walk updating scheme, GraphWalker greatly
increases the walk updating rate and reduces the completion
time of all walks. We also develop a probabilistic approach
to balance walk progress so as to address the straggler issues.
Limitation 3: High memory cost for managing walk data.
Since the number of walks at each vertex is dynamic and
unpredictable, walks are usually stored with massive dynamic
arrays, e.g., GraphChi associates each edge with a dynamic
array to store the walks currently traveling through the edge.
This design incurs high memory cost, e.g., it needs at least
26.4 GB space to store only the walk array indexes, not
including the walk states information, for a medium scale
graph like YahooWeb [5], which has 1.4 billion vertices and
6.6 billion edges.Some systems use a vertex-centric way to
manage walks [6,10,29], but it also incurs high memory cost,
e.g., 5.6 GB to store the walk array indexes for YahooWeb.
DrunkardMob encodes the states of a walk into a 32-bit or
64-bit representation and puts walks of adjacent 128 vertices
Walk updating rate

10%

#Walks

Avg.I/O utilization

We also run experiments to demonstrate the skewed walk
distribution and low I/O utilization. We use DrunkardMob to
run 104 , 106 and 108 walks of length ten on the Friendster
graph consisting of 68.3 million vertices, and consider starting random walks from a single source (SSRW) or multiple
random sources (MSRW). Please refer to §4.1 for detailed
experiment setting. Figure 2(a) shows the average I/O utilization, which is 3.1 ⇥ 10 6 , 3.2 ⇥ 10 4 and 0.032 for
SSRW with 104 , 106 and 108 walks, respectively, and the
results are similar for MSRW. We point out that the I/O
utilization is very low, especially for the case of small number
of walks. Figure 2(b) further shows the distribution of walks
over blocks after four iterations when running 106 walks
started from a single source, which demonstrates heavily
skewed distribution. We also run the same experiments with
Graphene, the average I/O utilization is 6.1⇥10 3 , 3.1⇥10 3
and 0.032 for MSRW when running 104 , 106 and 108 walks,
respectively. We find that Graphene can greatly improve the
I/O utilization when the number of walks is small, but the I/O
efficiency is still limited when running massive walks.
In our GraphWalker, we propose a state-aware I/O model,
which loads graph blocks by considering the states of walks.
Precisely, it always preferentially chooses to load the block
with the maximum number of walks so as to make more walks
get updated by using an I/O. Our experiment results show that
GraphWalker brings 2⇥ to 4⇥ I/O utilization (see §4.2.3).
Limitation 2: Low walk updating rate. The iteration-based
model also leads to low walk updating rate, which is defined
as the sum of walked steps of all walks in the loaded subgraph
divided by the total steps needed to walk. This is because
with the iteration-based model, each walk can only move one
step in each iteration in a synchronized pace, which severely
wastes the data in memory as many walks can still make more
moves over the loaded subgraph. To demonstrate, we run
106 random walks started from a single vertex by using the
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Figure 3: Walk updating rate and the fraction of walks that
still remain in the first block in each iteration.
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3

Design of GraphWalker

In this section, we first introduce the main idea of
GraphWalker, which is an I/O-efficient and resourcefriendly design targeted for random walks on single machine.
We then present the details of its key design techniques,
including state-aware graph loading, asynchronous walk
updating, and lightweight walk management.

3.1

Main Idea

Memory

We target for supporting not only a very large number of
walks, say tens of billions of walks, but also very long walks,
say thousands of steps for each walk. To achieve this goal,
the main idea is to adopt a state-aware model which leverages
the states of each walk, e.g., the current vertex at which the
walk stays. Briefly speaking, unlike the iteration-based model
which blindly loads graph blocks sequentially, the state-aware
model chooses to load the graph block containing the largest
number of walks, and makes each walk move as many steps as
possible until it reaches the boundary of the loaded subgraph.
By doing this, walks can get updated as much as possible
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Figure 4: Main idea of the state-aware model
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Figure 5: Overall design of GraphWalker
within each I/O. As a result, both the low I/O utilization and
low walk updating rate problems can be efficiently addressed.
To further illustrate the above idea and analyze its benefits,
we still consider the example graph in Figure 1(a). Suppose
that we have to run three random walks which start at node 0
and have to move four steps. Figure 4 shows the process of
graph loading and walk updating with the state-aware model.
Specifically, in the first I/O, graph block b0 is loaded into
memory as it contains all the three walks. With the loaded
graph block b0 , walk w0 and w1 move two steps, and w2
moves only one step as it requires other graph blocks which
are not in memory for walking more steps. As two walks
fall into block b2 , in the second I/O, block b2 is loaded into
memory, and walk w0 finishes and w1 can move one step.
Finally, both the remaining two walks are in block b1 , so we
load b1 into memory, and all walks can be finished. Note that
only three I/Os are required in this example. However, for the
iteration-based model, it may need 12 I/Os, because it uses
four iterations, and generates three I/Os in each iteration.
Remark. We would like to emphasize that the state-aware
model is different from the on-demand I/O model proposed
in DynamicShards [43] and Graphene [29]. Note that the
on-demand I/O model dynamically adjusts the graph blocks
layout in each iteration and skips the blocks without containing any walks, but it still follows the iteration-based manner.
Besides, even if there is only one walk in a block, it has to
load the block into memory for analysis.
Based on the above idea, we develop an I/O-efficient graph
system, GraphWalker, which supports fast and scalable random walks. GraphWalker mainly consists of three parts: (1)
State-aware graph loading, (2) Asynchronous walk updating,
and (3) Block-centric walk management. The overall design
of GraphWalker is also illustrated in Figure 5. In the following subsections, we present its design in details.
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into the same walk buffer to reduce the total size of walk
indexes. It reduces the size of walk array indexes to 1/128
of that of the vertex-centric management, e.g., only 44.8 MB
for YahooWeb. However, each walk buffer in DrunkardMob
is also managed with a dynamic array, so it still suffers from
the scalability problem. First, as it creates too many dynamic
arrays for large graphs, e.g., 11.2 million for YahooWeb, it
causes frequent memory re-allocation, which not only introduces memory fragmentation, but also brings extra time cost
and limits the graph scale that could be analyzed. Second,
DrunkardMob keeps all walks in memory, so the number of
walks is limited by memory space, e.g., 10 billion walks cost
at least 40GB memory. Besides, it also incurs high cost to
flush walk indexes to disk as they are related to many files.
In our GraphWalker, we adopt a block-centric method
to manage walk data, so it greatly reduces the size of walk
indexes. We also use fixed-length buffers to cache walks so as
to avoid frequent memory re-allocation. With our lightweight
scheme, both the scale of graphs and the number of walks that
can be handled are no longer limited by memory capacity.

State-Aware Graph Loading

Graph data organization and partition. GraphWalker
manages graph data with the widely used Compressed Sparse
Row (CSR) format, which sequentially stores the out neighbors of vertices as a csr file on disk, and uses an index file
to record the beginning position of each vertex in the csr
file. GraphWalker partitions a graph into blocks according
to vertex IDs. Specifically, we sequentially add vertices and
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their out-edges into a block according to the ascending order
of their IDs until the data volume in the block exceeds a predefined block size, and then we create a new block. Figure 6
shows the data layout of the example graph in Figure 1(a).
Besides, this lightweight graph data organization decreases
the storage cost of each subgraph, and thus reduces the time
cost of graph loading. As GraphWalker partitions a graph
by simply reading through the index file once to record the
beginning vertex of each block, it is also flexible to adjust
block size for different applications.
For setting the graph block size, we find that a trade-off exists. That is, using smaller blocks can avoid loading more data
which are not needed for updating random walks, while using
larger blocks can have more walks getting updated in each
subgraph loading. Besides, different analysis tasks require
different walk scales, and thus prefer different block sizes.
Lightweight tasks with a small number of walks prefer a small
block size as the I/O utilization can get improved under this
setting. In contrast, heavyweight tasks with a large number of
walks prefer a large block size as large block size can increase
the walk updating rate. Based on this understanding, we use
an empirical analysis (see §4.4), and set the default block size
as 2(log10 R+2) MB, where R is the total number of random
walks. For example, in the case of running one billion walks,
the default block size is 2 GB, which is usually smaller than
the memory capacity of a commodity machine, so it is easy
to keep a graph block in memory.
Graph loading and block caching. GraphWalker converts the graph format and partitions graph blocks in preprocessing phase. During the phase of running random walks,
GraphWalker chooses a graph block and loads it into memory according to the the states of walks, and in particular, it
loads the block containing the largest number of walks. After
finishing analysis over the loaded graph block, it then chooses
another block to load in the same way.
To ease the impact of block size and improve cache efficiency, GraphWalker also enables block caching by developing a walk-conscious caching scheme to keep multiple blocks
in memory. The rationale is that blocks with more walks
are more likely to be needed again in near future. Thus, the
graph loading process with block caching works as follows.
As illustrated in Figure 7, we first select a candidate block
based on the state-aware model, to load this block, we check
whether it is cached in memory or not. If it is already in
memory, then we directly access memory to perform analysis.
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Figure 6: Graph data organization of the example graph in
Figure 1(a). The graph is stored in CSR format and block
partition ranges are recorded in the block file.
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Figure 7: State-aware graph loading with block caching
Otherwise, we load it from disk, and also evict out the block
in memory containing the fewest walks if the cache is full.
The maximum number of blocks cached in memory depends
on the usable memory size.
We emphasize that this walk-conscious block caching
scheme differs from conventional page cache in the following
aspects. First, we do not adopt prefetching as the state-aware
model does not prefer to access graph blocks sequentially.
Second, page cache manages data in memory at a page
granularity, while we manage at a block granularity so as
to fit the block-based graph loading and computing. Last
but not least, the eviction policy also leverages walk states,
which is different from LRU. Our experiments show that the
walk-conscious block caching scheme always outperforms
conventional page cache scheme.

3.3

Asynchronous Walk Updating

Note that in iteration-based systems, after loading a graph
block, each walk in the loaded subgraph walks only one step,
which induces to very low walk updating rate. In fact, after
walking one step, many walks are still staying at the vertices
in the current subgraph, so they can be further updated with
more steps. To improve the I/O efficiency, some works use
the loaded data re-entry [6], which allows the walks to reuse
the loaded data. Lumos [42] uses cross-iteration value propagation to formalize reusing of loaded data for the subsequent
iteration in order to provide synchronous guarantees. The
idea is to re-enter the subgraph again to walk one more step
by traversing the vertices in the subgraph again. Moreover,
one can also keep re-entering the subgraph until all of the
walks reach the boundary of the subgraph.
However, the re-entering scheme may cause local straggler
problem. That is, many walks are able to move one step at
the first time when the graph block was just loaded, and as
the number of re-entries increases, most walks may reach
the boundary of the subgraph, and only few walks remain
in the subgraph, and they cost multiple re-entries to finish.
Our experiments show that the last 20% of walks in a block
may cost 60% of re-entries. These re-entries have very low
utilization and cost a lot of time. We also find that simply
stopping walking over the currently loaded subgraph after
certain re-entries cannot address the local straggler problem
either, and it does not reduce the completion time as the last
few walks still remain in the subgraph and we still need to
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Figure 8: Asynchronous walk updating in parallel
re-load it with extra I/Os to finish the walks.
To further improve the I/O utilization and walk updating
rate, GraphWalker adopts an asynchronous walk updating
strategy, which allows each walk to keep updating until it
reaches the boundary of the loaded graph block. After finishing a walk, we choose another walk to process until all
walks in the current graph block are processed. Then we load
another graph block based on the state-aware model described
above. Figure 8 shows an example of processing two walks
within the same graph block. To accelerate the computation,
we also use multi-threading to update walks in parallel. We
emphasize that with our asynchronous walk updating model,
we completely avoid useless visits of vertices and eliminate
the local straggler problem.
However, the state-aware model may lead to the global
straggler problem. That is, some walks may move very fast
and make a large progress as the graph data they needed can
always be satisfied, while some other walks may move very
slowly as they may be trapped in some coldblocks which
are not loaded into memory for a long time. As a result,
GraphWalker can quickly complete most walks, but takes a
long time to finish the remaining few walks. Our experiments
show that a few walks often incur nearly half of total I/Os.
To address the global straggler problem, we introduce a
probabilistic approach into the state-aware graph loading process in GraphWalker. The idea is to give stragglers a chance
to move some steps such that they can catch up the progress of
most walks. Specifically, every time when we choose a graph
block to load, we assign a probability p to choose the block
containing walks with the slowest progress, i.e., with the
smallest number of walked steps, and with probability 1 p,
we still load the block with the most walks. Note that the
global straggler problem will be mitigated more efficiently as
p increases, but the efficiency of the majority of walks will
decrease. So there is a trade-off for setting p. Based on our
empirical analysis, we find that p = 0.2 is an appropriate
setting, and we can get 20% improvement in some cases.

3.4

Block-Centric Walk Management

We record each walk with three variables, source, current
and step, which indicate the start vertex, the offset of the
current vertex in the block, and the number of moved steps,
respectively. We record each walk with 64 bits. The number
of bits allocated for each variable is shown in Figure 9. This
data structure can support starting random walks at 224 source
vertices simultaneously and it also allows each walk to move
up to 214 steps. Note that there is no limit on the total number
of walks as we can start many walks at each vertex.
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Figure 9: Block-centric walk management
To reduce the memory overhead of managing all walk
states, we propose a block-centric scheme. For each graph
block, we use a walk pool to record the walks which are
currently in the block, referring to Figure 9. We implement
each walk pool as a fixed-length buffer, which stores at most
1024 walks by default, so as to avoid dynamic memory
allocation cost. When there are more than 1024 walks in a
block, we flush them to disk and store them as a file called
walk pool file. Note that we encode each walk with a 64bit long data type, so each walk pool only costs 8 KB. This
way, the memory cost for managing walk state is very low.
For example, for running one billion walks in YahooWeb,
GraphWalker costs only 800 KB if it uses 100 graph blocks.
However, DrunkardMob costs more than 4 GB as each walk
uses at least four bytes. Besides, these walks jump among the
11.2M dynamic arrays (refer to §2.2), and thus cause frequent
memory re-allocation and bring extra time cost.
When we load a graph block into memory, we also load its
walk pool file into memory and merge the walks with those
stored in the in-memory walk pool. Then we perform random
walks and update walks in current walk pool. During the
update process, when a walk pool is full, we flush all walks in
the walk pool to disk by appending them to the corresponding
walk pool file and clear the buffer. When finish computing
with the loaded graph block, we clear the current walk pool
and sum up the walks in both walk buffer and walk pool file
of each block so as to update the walk states.
With this lightweight walk management, we save a lot of
memory cost for storing walk states, thus it is able to support
massive concurrent walks. Besides, the fixed-length walk
buffering strategy turns many small I/Os for updating walk
states into several large I/Os, which largely reduces the I/O
cost for providing persistent storage of walk states.

4

Evaluation

GraphWalker aims for providing fast and scalable random
walks, so we take DrunkardMob [23], the state-of-the-art
single-machine random walk specific graph system, as a
baseline for performance comparison. Besides, there are
also a number of single-machine graph systems, which further optimize the system performance from different aspects. For completeness, we also compare GraphWalker
with two state-of-the-art graph systems Graphene [29] and
GraFSoft [20]. To further validate its scalability, we compare
GraphWalker with the most recent distributed random walk
graph system, i.e., KnightKing [46].
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4.1

Experiment Settings

Testbed. All experiments are performed on a Dell Power
Edge R730 machine with 64GB memory and 24 Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v4 @ 2.20GHz processors. The entire
graph data are stored on a 3.2TB RAID-0 consisting of seven
500GB SamSung 860 SSDs if we do not state specifically. We
also study the performance of GraphWalker on HDDs. For
the distributed system KnightKing [46], it is run on an 8-node
cluster with 10Gbps Ethernet inter connection, each node is
equipped with two 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 processors
with 20MB L3 cache and 64GB DRAM.
Dataset. Table 1 lists the statistics of the six graph datasets
we used. TT [4], FS [1], YW [5] and CW [3] are real-world
graphs. K30 and K31 are two synthetic graphs generated with
Graph500 kronecker [2]. These graphs are all widely used in
graph system evaluations. CSR Size indicates the minimum
storage cost by storing graphs in CSR format, and Text Size
is the size of the dataset stored in text format as an edge list.
We point out that Kron30, Kron31 and CW are large graphs
that can not be entirely put into the memory in our testbed,
and CW is the largest web corpus available in public.
Dataset
Twitter (TT)
Friendster (FS)
YahooWeb (YW)
Kron30 (K30)
Kron31 (K31)
CrawlWeb (CW)

|V |
61.6M
68.3M
1.4B
1B
2B
3.5B

|E|
1.5B
2.6B
6.6B
32B
64B
128B

CSR Size
6.2GB
10.7GB
37.6GB
136GB
272GB
540GB

Text Size
26.2GB
47.3GB
108.5GB
638GB
1.4TB
2.6TB

Table 1: Statistics of Datasets
Graph algorithms. Besides directly evaluating the performance of running random walks, we also consider the following four common random walk based algorithms.
• Random Walk Domination (RWD) [27]. We start one
walk of length six from each vertex in the graph to find
a vertex set which has the maximum influence diffusion.
• Graphlet Concentration (Graphlet) [34, 35]. We use a
special graphlet, triangle, as a study case. We randomly
start 100 thousand random walks of length four to estimate the ratio of triangles in the graph.
• Personalized PageRank (PPR) [12]. We simulate 2000
random walks of length 10 starting at each query source
vertex to approximate the PPR, which was shown to be
sufficient to ensure the accuracy.
• SimRank (SR) [19]. We start 2000 random walks of
length 11 respectively from the query pair vertices to
compute the expected meeting time,
Remark. The first two are graph computation algorithms
which utilize the entire graph, while the other two are graph
query algorithms which need only a portion of the graph.
We point out that all of them are classical and representative
graph algorithms. We run each experiment ten times and
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compute the average completion time. Before each execution,
we also clear the page cache to avoid its impact.

4.2

Comparison with RW-Specific Systems

We validate the efficiency of GraphWalker by comparing it
with DrunkardMob, the state-of-the-art single-machine system that is specially optimized for random walk. Both
GraphWalker and DrunkardMob are implemented based on
GraphChi. Note that random walk based algorithms usually
require to start certain number of random walks with certain
walk length, so we evaluate the performance by considering
different random walk configurations, so as to study the
performance of the entire design space and demonstrate the
scalability of GraphWalker in supporting large amount of
random walks with very long walk length. We also show the
performance of the four random walk based algorithms. Finally, we justify the improvement achieved by GraphWalker
by using micro-benchmark results.
4.2.1

Performance Study in Entire Design Space

We first show the results by fixing the walk length to ten,
but varying the number of walks from 103 to 1010 , as depicted in Figure 10. In each figure, the x-axis indicates the
number of walks configured in each experiment, and the yaxis shows the time needed to finish running all these walks.
First, we can see that GraphWalker is consistently faster
than DrunkardMob under all settings for different numbers
of walks and different graph datasets. In particular, in the
case of running 106 walks on YahooWeb, DrunkardMob
costs near 20 minutes, while GraphWalker takes only 17.8
seconds. That is, GraphWalker achieves 70⇥ speedup. In
general, GraphWalker achieves 16⇥ to 70⇥ speedup under
all settings. In addition, for the case when the number of
walks is not too large, then I/O cost is a dominate factor, so
the total time of running different number of walks is almost
a constant. However, as the number of walks continues to
increase, computation cost becomes larger, so the total time
cost also increases linearly when we run more random walks.
One attractive feature of GraphWalker we like to highlight
is its scalability. We point out that even for running tens of
billions of random walks on large graphs, GraphWalker can
still finish within a reasonable time. However, DrunkardMob
even fails to run 1010 walks on large graphs, due to the out-ofmemory error, so we do not show the results of DrunkardMob
in the setting of more than 1010 walks. More importantly,
when the graph becomes really large, DrunkardMob may fail
to run. For example, for Kron31 and CrawlWeb, DrunkardMob also encounters the out-of-memory error. Thus, we do
not show the results on them for the interest of space. The
main reasons are as follows: (1) DrunkardMob keeps all walk
states in memory, so it’s hard to support massive walks. (2)
DrunkardMob employs a dynamic array index for every 128
vertices, so it incurs a large memory overhead when the graph
becomes really large, and its also hard to write the walks to
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Figure 10: Performance of random walks with different number of walks by fixing walk length as 10.
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Figure 11: Performance of random walks with different walk lengths by fixing the number of walks as 105 .
disk for too many open files needed. However, because of the
block-centric walk indexing design and keeping walk states
on disk, GraphWalker is capable to support huge graphs,
e.g., Kron31 and CrawlWeb, even for running tens of billions
of random walks, e.g., GraphWalker finishes running 1010
walks on CrawlWeb within around one hour.
We also evaluate the performance by varying the walk
length. Here we fix the number of walks as 105 and vary
the length of each walk from 22 to 210 . The results are
shown in Figure 11. First, we can see that GraphWalker
is always much faster than DrunkardMob, and it achieves
even more than three orders of magnitude in the best case.
In particular, when the graph is not extremely large, e.g., for
Twitter, Friendster, and YahooWeb, the time cost of DrunkardMob continues to increase when running longer walks,
while that of GraphWalker is almost a constant, this is
because GraphWalker can cache almost the whole graph
in memory for medium-sized graphs, due to the lightweight
block storage and optimized block catching strategy, and thus
incurs very low I/O cost. For very large graphs which can
not be fully put in memory, e.g., Kron30, the time cost of
both DrunkardMob and GraphWalker increases as walks get
longer, as GraphWalker needs to swap in and kick out blocks
between memory and disk in this case. However, we point out
that GraphWalker is much faster, e.g., it achieves 7⇥ to 10⇥
speedup even for Kron30. This experiment also demonstrates
the scalability of GraphWalker in supporting long random
walks which have thousands of steps.
4.2.2

Performance of Random Walk based Algorithms

We now evaluate the performance of the four common
random walk based algorithms described in §4.1. From
Figure 12, we can see that GraphWalker achieves 9⇥ to
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48⇥ speedup upon DrunkardMob. In particular, in some
special cases, e.g., running PPR and SR on YahooWeb,
GraphWalker even achieves more than three orders of
magnitude speedup, this is because YahooWeb has a very
good locality at the query vertices, so GraphWalker only
needs to load several corresponding subgraphs to run random
walks. However, DrunkardMob needs to iteratively scan the
entire graph and updates walks in a synchronized manner, so
it has a very low I/O utilization and takes long time.
We like to point out that DrunkardMob again fails to handle
the two largest graphs. due to the same reason explained in
§4.2.1, so we skip the results in these cases. Note that this experiment also demonstrates the scalability of GraphWalker
in supporting massive walks and huge graphs.
4.2.3

Micro-benchmarks

Recall that the inefficiency of existing systems in running
random walks mainly come from the iteration-based I/O
model, and thus they suffer from low I/O utilization and low
walk updating rate (refer to §2). To better understand why
GraphWalker could significantly improve the overall performance as presented in the last subsection, we further consider
these two micro-benchmarks to show how the state-aware
I/O model in GraphWalker address the limitations. We also
show the time cost breakdown to see how GraphWalker
improves the performance of each part along the random walk
process. We only show the results of running RWD algorithm
on YahooWeb, and results are similar for other settings.
I/O utilization. I/O utilization is defined as the edge usage
amount for updating walks divided by the total number of
edges loaded by one I/O. Note that an edge may be reused by
different walks, so we sum up the total times of being used for
all edges. Thus, the I/O utilization defined here may exceed
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Figure 12: Performance of random walk based algorithms.
100% when one edge is used by multiple walks. We point
out that DrunkardMob partitions the YahooWeb graph into
25 shards, and the walk length is six, so the total number of
I/Os required by DrunkardMob is 150. We can see that the
I/O utilization is only around 20% as shown in Figure 13(a).
In contrast, GraphWalker needs only 46 I/Os to complete all
walks, so the number of I/Os is significantly reduced. The
I/O utilization of GraphWalker is also much higher than that
of DrunkardMob. Specifically, the utilization of the first few
I/Os reaches up to 80%-160%, this is because the subgraphs
loaded by the first few I/Os have the most walks, and many of
them may use more than one edge to update. Even for most
I/Os, the I/O utilization of GraphWalker is between 40% to
80%, which is 2⇥ to 4⇥ compared to that of DrunkardMob.
Walk updating rate. Now we study the walk updating rate,
shown in Figure 13(b). Recall that DrunkardMob updates
50 million steps per I/O on average and costs 150 I/Os to
finish the computation. While GraphWalker significantly
improves the walk updating rate, it only needs 46 I/Os to
complete all walks and updates 185 million steps per I/O on
average, which is 3.7⇥ higher than that of DrunkardMob. The
main reason is that DrunkardMob adopts the iteration-based
I/O model, it walks only one step for each walk when loading
one block. In contrast, GraphWalker develops an asynchronous walk updating method to fully utilize the loaded
graph data in memory (see §3.3), so each walk may move
multiple steps over the subgraph loaded by each I/O. As a
result, GraphWalker saves a lot of I/Os and completes all
random walks more quickly than DrunkardMob.
Time cost breakdown. To better understand the effect of the
design optimizations in GraphWalker, we also show the time
cost breakdown in Table 2. Note that in the whole execution
procedure, there are three key operations: (1) graph loading,
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Figure 13: I/O utilization and walk updating rate (DrunkardMob needs 150 I/Os and GraphWalker only needs 46 I/Os)
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which loads graph blocks into memory with disk I/Os, (2)
walk updating, which updates the walk states maintained in
memory, and (3) walk persisting, which includes to read walk
states from disk into memory and write back updated states
to disk for persistency. Besides, the three operations are proceeded in an interleaved way, so we aggregate the total time
of executing each operation. From the results, we can see that
GraphWalker outperforms DrunkardMob in all aspects. The
improvement is achieved by the integration of multiple design
optimizations, which all contribute to the high efficiency of
GraphWalker, e.g., the improvement of graph loading performance mainly comes from the state-aware scheme with
the lightweight data organization and block caching policy,
and it also benefits from the asynchronous updating strategy.

4.3

Comparison with State-of-the-art Systems

Single-machine graph systems. There are a number of
optimizations being proposed in recent single-machine graph
systems, e.g., fine-grained block partition, asynchronous I/O
to support pipeline between I/O and computation, huge page
support to reduce TLB miss, etc. These optimizations are not
specific for random walks, so many of them are also orthogonal to the optimizations in GraphWalker. Thus, to further
demonstrate the efficiency of GraphWalker, we also compare it with two state-of-the-art open-source single-machine
systems, Graphene [29] and GraFBoost [20]. For fair comparison, we only focus on the pure software implementation
of GraFBoost called GraFSoft. Note that GraphWalker is
implemented based on the baseline system GraphChi, so it
does not include the above mentioned design optimizations.
In this experiment, we focus on the case of running random
walks starting from a single source due to page limit. We fix
the walk length as ten and vary the number of walks. Note
that Graphene is a semi-external system which stores graph
data on disk while keeps all walk states in memory, so it is
unable to handle the case of massive walks, e.g., greater than
109 walks, or large graphs, e.g., larger than Friendster, due to
its high memory cost. In the interest of space, we only show
Time cost (s)
Graph Loading
Walk Updating
Walk Persisting
Total Runtime

DrunkardMob
1005
3029
1056
5110

GraphWalker
47
214
16
278

Speedup
21⇥
14⇥
66⇥
18⇥

Table 2: Time cost breakdown
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the results for Friendster, the largest graph that Graphene can
process, as well as the largest graph CrawlWeb. We observe
similar results for other graphs.
The results are shown in Figure 14, and we can have
several conclusions. First, GraphWalker consistently outperforms Graphene even though Graphene is a semi-external
system which does not require I/Os to write back walk states,
and it achieves up to 19⇥ speedup. More importantly,
GraphWalker is also scalable to run huge amount of walks,
as well as process extremely large graphs, while Graphene
fails to run in these cases due to its high memory cost caused
by the semi-external design. Second, compared with GraFSoft, when the number of walks is small, the improvement
of GraphWalker is limited, because each block can only
have a few walks given the small total number and the stateaware I/O model can not bring too much benefit. However,
the improvement of GraphWalker increases as the number
of random walks gets larger.For example, when running one
billion random walks on CrawlWeb, GraphWalker spends
only 21.8 minutes while GraFSoft can not even complete
the task within 24 hours. That is, GraphWalker achieves at
least 40⇥ speedup. More importantly, as we increase the
number of walks, the increase of time for GraphWalker is
sub-linear and much slower than that of GraFSoft, this further
demonstrates the scalability of GraphWalker in supporting
huge amount of random walks.
Distributed random walk system. To further demonstrate
the scalability of GraphWalker, and its resource-friendly
feature, we also compare it with a distributed graph system,
KnightKing [46], which is the most recent distributed graph
system optimized for random walks. In the interest of space,
we focus on a random walk based algorithm which is also
used in KnightKing, i.e., PPR. Specifically, it starts one walk
at each vertex, and each walk terminates with probability t
in each step. We set t = 0.15, which is a very common
setting in various applications [12, 25]. Note that smaller t
means larger average number of walk steps and requires more
computations, so KnightKing uses a small t to demonstrate
its computing efficiency. As KnightKing uses a cluster of
eight machines for evaluation in its paper, to enable crossvalidation, we also use eight machines at most, and focus on
the largest two graphs that can be handled by KnightKing
with eight machines, i.e., Twitter and Friendster. We also
convert the two graphs to be undirected as in KnightKing.
Figure 15 shows the results, and the number after each
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Figure 16: Performance on HDDs
system name denotes the number of machines being used.
We can see that for KnightKing, as the cluster size increases,
the computing time, i.e., the time for updating walks, gets
reduced greatly, but it still costs a lot of time for processing
I/Os, i.e., loading graph blocks. This is because KnightKing
mainly focuses on optimizing the computing efficiency, but
not disk I/Os. Note that the results of the computing time in
this experiment are consistent with those in the KnightKing
paper. In contrast, GraphWalker mainly targets for the I/O
efficiency problem, and also adapts the walk updating process
accordingly based on its I/O model, so it can realize very
fast random walks over disk-resident graphs. Here the walk
updating time also incudes the time for walk index persistency. We also see that GraphWalker achieves comparable
performance even compared with KnightKing running on
eight machines. Even more, for the largest graph CrawlWeb,
KnightKing may need a larger cluster to run according to
the estimation of its used resources when processing other
smaller graphs. Thus, we can conclude that GraphWalker is
also a more resource-friendly alternative.

4.4

Impact of System Configurations

Performance on HDDs. We also study the impact of storage
devices by running experiments on hard disk drives (HDDs).
Figure 16 shows the time cost of running the four algorithms
we considered in this paper, and we only show the results
for Friendster and YahooWeb here. Since HDDs have much
lower random I/O performance than SSDs, the time cost of
both DrunkardMob and GraphWalker is increased. When
comparing GraphWalker with DrunkardMob, we observe
similar results as in the case of SSDs studied before. Precisely, GraphWalker achieves 3⇥ to 135⇥ speedup under
different settings.
Impact of block size. In GraphWalker, block size has
an impact on both I/O utilization and walk updating rate.
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Specifically, smaller block size improves the I/O utilization,
while larger blocks can make walks move more steps for each
single I/O and thus improves the walk updating rate. To study
the impact of block size, we keep only one block in memory
and run the PPR algorithm on CrawlWeb as a study case.
Here, we consider two PPR algorithms which start random
walks from 1000 and 100000 sources, respectively. Note
that the two cases are representative to denote two typical
scenarios of accessing only a part of the graph or accessing
most of the entire graph.
Figure 17 shows the results. We find that it necessitates an
appropriate block size setting to achieve the best performance
due to the above analyzed tradeoff. The insight is that small
blocks may be beneficial to lightweight tasks which require
only a small number of random walks, as the I/O utilization
can get improved under this setting. In contrast, large blocks
may be beneficial to heavyweight tasks which require a large
number of random walks, as large block setting increases
the walk updating rate. Based on this observation, we also
propose a method to set the block size, which is determined
according to the number of walks (see §3.2).
time cost (sec)
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Figure 17: Impact of block size

5

Related Work

A number of graph systems have been proposed in recent
years, and some of them develop distributed systems based
on a cluster of machines so as to handle very large graphs
which can not reside on a single machine [8, 9, 13, 14, 21,
30, 32, 40, 48]. However, distributed graph systems usually
require efficient graph partition and low-cost communication
between machines. Besides, research efforts are also made to
leverage large memory in analyzing large graphs [16, 33, 39]
or utilizing GPUs to accelerate the computation [22, 28, 45].
Graph processing on single machine for disk-resident
graphs also receives a lot of attentions. GraphChi [24]
is the pioneering work, and X-Stream [37] further
develops a different computation model based on edge
streams. GridGraph [49] optimizes I/Os by selectively
loading needed graph blocks to bypass useless graph data.
DynamicShards [43] and Graphene [29] also aim to reduce
the loading of useless edges by dynamically adjusting the
graph partition layout. CLIP [6] and Lumos [42] improve
the utilization of the loaded graph blocks so as to reduce
the number of I/Os. There are also a body of works to
leverage high-performance emerging devices to improve
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performances [10, 11, 20, 31]. The above systems are not
designed specially for random walks, so most of them still
follow the iteration-based model. Different from them,
GraphWalker targets for supporting massive concurrent
random walks in a fast and scalable way, and its key idea
is to utilize the states of walks to optimize the process of
graph loading and computing so as to improve the I/O and
computing efficiency.
In terms of random walk, besides developing new algorithms, such as random walk with restart [41], FolkRank
[17] and TrustWalker [18], etc., there are also some works
focusing on system design. To support massive random walks
on large graphs, DrunkardMob [23] proposes an encoded
representation and a lightweight efficient index so as to be
able to run billions of random walks on a single machine.
As it follows the iteration-based model, it still suffers from
the I/O deficiency problem. Different from DrunkardMob,
GraphWalker focuses on optimizing the I/O management,
and it develops a new state-aware model with asynchronous
walk updating to improve I/O performance. In addition,
GraphWalker also allows walk states to be stored on disk,
instead of putting only in memory as in DrunkardMob, so it
is more scalable to run more walks on larger graphs.
Besides single-machine random walk systems, there is also
a distributed system KnightKing [46], which is recently proposed and also optimized for random walks. It provides a
unified framework to support various random walks and focuses on optimizing the walking process without addressing
disk I/Os. Different from KnightKing, GraphWalker mainly
targets for addressing the I/O problem, and it is also more
resource friendly as it can process massive random walks on
large graphs on just a single machine.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed GraphWalker which is an I/Oefficient system for supporting fast and scalable random
walks over large graphs on a single machine. GraphWalker
carefully manages graph data and walk indexes, and optimizes I/O efficiency by using state-aware graph loading
and asynchronous walk updating. Experiment results on our
prototype show that GraphWalker outperforms state-of-theart single-machine systems, and it also achieves comparable
performance with distributed graph system running on a cluster machine. In the future work, we will consider to extend
the state-aware design idea in GraphWalker to distributed
clusters so as to process massive analytic tasks in parallel.
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1

Introduction

Graph processing is used in a variety of real-world applications, including path navigation [23], social network analysis [9], and financial fraud detection [27]. Graph processing,
typically memory-bound, often benefits substantially from
memory optimizations [50]. Compared to CPU-based graph
systems [15, 16, 30, 36, 40, 46, 51, 68], GPU-accelerated graph
systems can have high internal bandwidth and massive parallelism, therefore offering superior speedup [19, 25, 39, 66],
even for graph algorithms that involve substantial light-weight
integer and comparison-based operations [28].
Unfortunately, many real-world graphs still cannot fit into
GPU memory to enjoy high-performance in-memory graph
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Abstract
We introduce Scaph, a GPU-accelerated graph system that
achieves scale-up graph processing on large-scale graphs that
are initially partitioned into subgraphs at the host to enable iterative graph computations on the subgraphs on the GPU. For
active subgraphs to be processed on GPU at an iteration, the
prior work always streams each in its entirety to GPU, even
though only the neighboring information for its active vertices will ever be used. In contrast, Scaph boosts performance
significantly by reducing the amount of such redundant data
transferred, thereby improving the effective utilization of the
host-GPU bandwidth drastically. The key novelty of Scaph is
to classify adaptively at each iteration whether a subgraph is a
high-value subgraph (if it is likely to be traversed extensively
in the current and future iterations) or a low-value subgraph
(otherwise). Scaph then schedules a sub-graph for graph processing on GPU using two graph processing engines, one for
high-value subgraphs, which will be streamed to GPU entirely
and iterated over repeatedly, one for low-value subgraphs, for
which only the neighboring information needed for its active
vertices is transferred. Evaluation on real-world and synthesized large-scale graphs shows that Scaph outperforms the
state-of-the-art, Totem (4.12×), Graphie (8.93×), and Garaph
(3.71×), on average.

K 4 0

P 1 0 0

0 .5
0 .0

C C
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Figure 1: Performance of Graphie [17] for three representative
graph algorithms on fb-2009 (a graph with 139.1M vertices
and 12.3B edges, taking 137.8GB (unweighted) and 275.6GB
(weighted)) on three different generations of GPUs plugged
(separately) in a 28-core host machine with 512GB memory
processing. For example, NVIDIA’s high-end Tesla V100
has 32GB global memory [42], while real-world graphs such
as Facebook’s can easily reach the terabyte-scale [9]. This
gap has spurred the development of many distributed graph
systems, which partition a graph into sub-graphs and then
assign these sub-graphs to different machines for distributed
computing [13, 15, 16, 33, 36, 67]. However, these distributed
graph systems suffer from prohibitive communication overheads [8,15,58] and also require an extensive range of domain
knowledge to maintain [11, 16, 24, 38, 56, 59].
There is nowadays a viable alternative of turning a single
machine plugged in with a GPU to support scale-up largescale graph processing. Such a GPU-accelerated heterogeneous platform is easy to use and maintain [30, 62, 68]. In
addition, we can take advantage of the large host memory
(at the terabyte scale) to store large-scale graphs while still
enjoying high-performance graph processing on GPU.
In this paper, we focus on building graph systems on
GPU-accelerated heterogeneous platforms to achieve scaleup graph processing for large graphs that cannot fit into GPU
memory. This would enable high-performance graph analytics
on large-scale graphs everywhere by simply plugging a GPU
into an off-the-shelf commodity PC. In this case, a large graph
must be partitioned into subgraphs at the host. Any subgraphs
to be processed on GPU must be streamed asynchronously to
GPU when some previously transferred subgraphs are being
concurrently processed on GPU (in an overlapping manner).
We consider vertex-centric graph processing [36], where a
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graph algorithm is performed in a sequence of iterations until
convergence [15, 36]. In each iteration, a graph algorithm processes only the active vertices (vertices with ongoing updates)
in each subgraph, updates their neighbors (along their outgoing edges) and activates the neighbors whose values have
been updated. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to handle
large-scale graphs that can entirely fit into the host memory.
Meanwhile, all the vertex data, including vertex states (active
or not), are assumed to be resident in the GPU memory. In
contrast, the edge data of a graph are stored at the host and
partitioned into subgraphs. During graph processing, active
subgraphs (containing all out-going edges of an active vertex)
must be transferred to GPU for iterative processing.
Achieving scale-up graph processing for large-scale graphs
on GPU-accelerated heterogeneous platforms is challenging.
The power-law graphs [15] can result in substantial load imbalance among threads and warps [39]. Irregular data accesses
made in graph algorithms often lead to non-coalesced memory accesses for GPU graph processing. Fortunately, effective
techniques for addressing these performance-limiting issues
exist [14, 17, 34]. Currently, the performance bottleneck in
a GPU-accelerated graph system has shifted to the limited
host-GPU bandwidth, which was relatively sufficient in the
past (e.g., ∼11.4GB/s for PCI-Express 3.0). However, existing graph processing engines [17, 26, 34, 47] focus still on
overcoming the GPU memory capacity limitation to enable
large-scale graph processing, without paying adequate attention to the effective utilization of the host-GPU bandwidth.
Simple heuristics are used to reduce the number of data
transfers. Totem [14] partitions a graph into two subgraphs,
one for the host and one for GPU, by keeping the amount of
data transfers to a minimum at the expense of severe load
imbalance. Garaph [34] concurrently processes all active subgraphs on both the host and GPU. Graphie [17] processes
all subgraphs on GPU but re-processes only the recently processed subgraphs in the next iteration (before they are removed from GPU memory). However, these graph systems
always transfer an active subgraph in its entirety to GPU
(even though only the neighboring information for its active
vertices will usually be used), resulting in poor utilization of
the host-GPU bandwidth. To see this, Figure 1 compares the
performance results of Graphie [17] for running three graph
algorithms on a large graph on a PC with three generations of
GPUs (one at a time). We see little performance gains when
increasingly more powerful GPUs are used. For example,
P100 has over 3× as many #SMX’s and 4× as much memory
as GTX980, but it offers small performance improvements.
Recently, hardware vendors have launched several advanced interconnect technologies to mitigate the impact of
the “bandwidth wall”. For example, compared to PCI-E 3.0,
NVLINK 2.0 (50GB/s per link) and PCI-E 4.0 (32GB/s) are
several times faster, but still cannot keep up with the growth
in GPU computing capabilities. Specifically, these advanced
technologies cannot yet provide ∼500GB/s required by graph
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analytics under existing computing platforms [1].
In this work, we argue that we can improve the performance of large-scale graph processing on a GPU-accelerated
architecture significantly by improving the effective utilization of the host-GPU bandwidth. Our key observation is that
the majority of the data in an active subgraph (once streamed
to GPU) are never used in current and future iterations (§2.2).
We introduce Scaph that achieves significantly improved performance than state of the art by adopting value-driven differential scheduling for active subgraphs. The key novelty is
to classify an active subgraph adaptively into a high-value
subgraph (if it will be extensively traversed in current and
future iterations) and a low-value subgraph (otherwise). Thus,
a high-value subgraph contains a significant amount of useful
data (UD) to be used by active vertices in the current iteration and of potentially useful data (PUD) to be used by its
future active vertices in future iterations. On the other hand, a
low-value subgraph contains a lot of never-used data (NUD)
in current and future iterations.
Unlike earlier graph systems [17, 26, 34, 47], which transfer
an active subgraph to GPU in its entirety (but with only its
UD used usually), Scaph uses the host to stream an active
sub-graph to GPU by using two graph processing engines for
handling high-value and low-value subgraphs, respectively.
For the high-value subgraph, it will be transferred to GPU
entirely. Inspired by the data movement reduction in out-ofcore settings [2, 53, 69], we propose to compute each highvalue subgraph multiple times to exploit its PUD ahead of
schedule for accelerating convergence. Unlike these earlier
efforts focusing on exploiting only the PUD in a subgraph, we
present a GPU-context-friendly delayed scheduling to enable
exploiting the PUD across subgraphs on GPU such that the
value of the high-value subgraphs can be maximized. For the
low-value subgraph, only the neighboring information for its
active vertices is transferred and scheduled once.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• Subgraph Value Characterization. We quantify the value
of a subgraph adaptively (dynamically) in terms of its UD
and PUD used in current and future iterations.
• Value-Driven Differential Scheduling. We propose a scheduler that adaptively distinguishes high- and low-value subgraphs in each iteration and dispatches a subgraph to an
appropriate graph processing engine for acceleration.
• Value-Driven Graph Processing Engines. We introduce two
graph processing engines to squeeze the most value out of
high- and low-value subgraphs to maximize the effective
utilization of the host-GPU bandwidth in each case.
• Evaluation. We evaluate Scaph on both real-world and synthesized large graphs. Scaph outperforms state-of-the-art
heterogeneous graph systems, Totem (4.12×) [14], Graphie
(8.93×) [17], and Garaph (3.71×) [34], on average.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 describes
the background and motivation. §3 gives an overview of
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Scaph. §4 describes value-driven differential scheduling while
§5 discusses how to accomplish this effectively. §6 presents
results. §7 discusses the related work. Finally, §8 concludes.

2

Background and Motivation

We first review the background. We then present some case
studies to reveal why the poor host-GPU bandwidth utilization
has limited the performance achieved by existing heterogeneous graph systems, finally motivating Scaph.

2.1

Host-GPU Heterogeneous Architectures

Figure 2 shows a representative GPU-accelerated heterogeneous architecture that integrates the hardware advantages
of the host (with a larger host memory) and the GPU (with
a stronger computing ability). A GPU consists of multiple
streaming multiprocessors (SMXs), each of which includes
hundreds of cores. Compared to the high-speed internal bandwidth (e.g., ∼720GB/s for NVIDIA Tesla P100 [41]) of GPU
cores accessing global memory, a GPU is generally connected
to the host with a relatively slow interface. For example, the
host-GPU bandwidth via PCI Express 3.0 can be limited to
be as low as ∼11.4GB/s in practice [5]. This significant performance gap often severely limits the performance potential
achieved on a GPU-accelerated heterogeneous architecture if
the host-GPU data transfers are frequent [17, 26]. This work
makes use of a PCI Express interconnect since it is commonly
used in the current commodity market.

2.2

A Motivating Study

Existing heterogeneous graph systems [17, 26, 47], with Graphie [17] as a representative compared against in our evaluation, generally use host memory to store large-scale graphs
(partitioned into subgraphs) and rely on GPUs exclusively to
accelerate graph analytics on these subgraphs. Figure 3 depicts their generic graph processing engine used, with the function calls in blue executed on GPU. Due to the limited GPU
memory, a graph G is first divided into subgraphs, G̃1 , · · · , G̃n
(line 2). During the entire iterative graph processing, the vertex data of G always reside in GPU memory, but the edge
data of G, which are spread across these subgraphs, will be
streamed to GPU on-demand [17, 26, 34, 47].
At each iteration (lines 5 – 12), G̃active represents the set
of active subgraphs, i.e., the ones containing some out-going
edges of an active vertex. In each iteration, all active vertices
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Procedure SimpleSubgraphEngine(Graph G)
Load G̃’s subgraphs in {G˜1 , · · · , G˜n } into the host
VertexInitialization(G)
G̃active ← FindActiveSubgraph(G)
while G̃active 6= 0/ do
foreach G̃i ∈ G̃active do
stream ← DispatchStream(G̃i )
if G̃i is not resident in GPU memory then
GBuf ← AllocateDeviceMemory( )
TransferData(stream, GBuf, G̃i , CPU2GPU)
Kernel (stream, G̃i )

G̃active ← FindActiveSubgraph(G)
/* Graph Processing Kernel on the GPU */
Procedure Kernel(Subgraph G̃)
foreach v ∈ G̃.SetOfVertices do
if v is active then
foreach e ∈ v.outedges do
if Update(v, e) = SUCCESS then
Activate(e.destination_vertex)

Figure 3: Existing graph processing engine on a GPUaccelerated heterogeneous architecture (with the function
calls in blue executed on GPU and all the rest on the host)
Table 1: The amount of
used/unused data in the subgraphs transferred to GPU
Algo.
Used
Unused
CC
12.15GB
21.44GB
77.42GB
TW SSSP 22.74GB
MST 25.78GB 106.47GB
CC
43.41GB 688.43GB
UK SSSP 81.64GB 1302.85GB
MST 134.97GB 2099.25GB
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Figure 4: Performance of
Graphie for TW with different number of SMXs

are processed. If their out-going edges are not in the GPU,
their containing (active) subgraphs are transferred to GPU
in their entirety. Afterward, these active vertices will be processed on the GPU (lines 13 – 18) to activate more destination
vertices possibly. Note that Graphie [17] may schedule first
the subgraphs processed at the end of the previous iteration
as they are still in GPU memory (line 8).
This simple graph processing engine does not effectively
utilize the limited, scarce host-GPU bandwidth since many
vertices in an active subgraph are not active. Simply transferring an entire subgraph to GPU (line 10) but consuming only
a fraction of its data (lines 14 – 15) will waste a considerable
amount of the host-GPU bandwidth. As a result, all the required data cannot arrive at the GPU promptly, limiting the
performance that can be potentially achieved on GPU.
Let us examine the ratios of the unused over used data in the
subgraphs transferred to GPU for three graph algorithms operating on two graphs, twitter (TW) [29] and uk-2007 (UK) [6],
by Graphie [17] using the graph processing engine given
in Figure 3. Table 1 gives the results obtained through an
offline trace analysis, showing that these ratios range from
6.29 to 36.17. This indicates that the host-GPU bandwidth
under Graphie is utilized rather ineffectively. Consequently,
as shown further in Figure 4, the performance of Graphie for
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Figure 6: The amount of UD, PUD, and NUD across the
iterations for three graph algorithms on twitter (TW) [29]
each graph algorithm (operating on TW) has plateaued as
soon as #SMXs = 4. However, mainstream GPU accelerators
usually have far more than 4 SMXs. For example, NVIDIA’s
Tesla K80 has 26 SMXs, while P100 has been integrated with
56 SMXs. Thus, a significant gap remains between the poor
provision of data and high-speed computation of GPU.

2.3

Value-Driven Subgraph Scheduling

For a subgraph, its active vertices vary across the iterations.
However, from the perspective of an active vertex, it always
contains three types of edge data, as illustrated in Figure 5:
• Useful Data (UD). These are the edge data associated with
2
3
all the active vertices in a subgraph, i.e., V1 →
− V3 , V1 →
− V4 ,
1
and V2 →
− V4 in Figure 5. UD will definitely be used in the
current iteration (lines 15 – 16 in Figure 3) and must be
transferred to GPU [17, 26, 47].
• Potentially Useful Data (PUD). These are the edge data
associated with all the future active vertices in future itera4
tions in a subgraph. In Figure 5, PUD will be just V4 →
− V5 ,
since V4 will be the only one activated by both V1 and V2
in current and future iterations. Unlike UD, PUD is not actually used in the current iteration, but may be transferred
repeatedly to GPU if not handled carefully (as in the case
of Figure 3 where PUD is usually discarded).
• Never Used Data (NUD). These are the edge data that
will never be used again in a subgraph, associated with its
vertices that have converged and will thus never be active.
5
6
In Figure 5, NUD are V3 →
− V6 and V3 →
− V7 .
Note that the same vertex may be activated many times
in different iterations. Given a subgraph, its UD, PUD, and
NUD computed at different iterations can vary dynamically.
Figure 6 shows the amount of UD, PUD, and NUD for the
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Figure 7: The workflow of Scaph
active subgraphs across all the iterations for three graph algorithms operating on twitter (TW) [29], partitioned sequentially
into subgraphs of 32MB each. Graphie [17], a representative
of existing heterogeneous graph systems [17, 26, 47], wastes
the host-GPU bandwidth in two ways (Figure 3). First, PUD,
usually discarded by Graphie but needed in future iterations,
is substantial in earlier iterations. Second, NUD, which is
becoming increasingly more dominant as the iteration progresses, is streamed to GPU redundantly.
For a subgraph, it will be cost-ineffective to stream just
its UD, since its PUD cannot be exploited simultaneously.
Instead, our key insight for improving the effective utilization
of the host-GPU bandwidth is to look beyond the current iteration, by considering not only its UD in the current iteration
but also its PUD in future iterations. Based on a cost-benefit
analysis, we aim to leverage rather than discard its PUD (once
streamed to GPU) in iterative graph processing. Thus, the
value of a subgraph at an iteration should be measured in
terms of not only its UD but also its PUD.
Now, how do we extract the UD and PUD from a subgraph
at a given iteration so that both can be transferred to GPU?
Extracting the UD from a subgraph is easy as its active vertices in the current iteration are known (lines 4 and 12 in
Figure 3). However, extracting precisely the PUD (without
NUD) from a subgraph is difficult, as its future active vertices
are not known yet during the current iteration.
For a given subgraph, we propose to predict its PUD size
at an iteration from the UD sizes in the current and past
iterations. This enables to adopt a value-driven differential
scheduler that computes the value of a subgraph adaptively
and schedules it depending on if it has a high value (when its
UD and PUD are dominant) or a low value (otherwise).

3

Scaph Overview

Figure 7 shows the workflow of Scaph, in which all the subgraphs of a graph are computed on the GPU while the host
is responsible for their preparation. At each iteration, its dispatcher classifies a subgraph into either a high-value or lowvalue subgraph and sends it to its corresponding engine to
facilitate value-driven differential scheduling. Both engines
schedule their subgraphs for acceleration on GPU independently but concurrently.
Value-Driven Subgraph Dispatcher. Conceptually, the
value of a subgraph at a given iteration is proportional to the
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amount of its UD and PUD. The key insight here is that, for
a given subgraph, although accurately computing its PUD is
difficult, its PUD size can be approximated based on the UD
sizes in the current and past iterations. For a subgraph at a
given iteration, Scaph’s subgraph dispatcher (§4), classifies it
adaptively as a high-value subgraph if it contains a sufficient
amount of UD and PUD to justify its transfer in its entirety to
GPU and a low-value subgraph to request only its UD to be
transferred to GPU otherwise. This is done adaptively as the
value of a subgraph changes as the iteration progresses.
Value-Driven Subgraph Scheduler. Scaph has two separate graph processing engines, described in §5, to process
differentially high- and low-value subgraphs. For a high-value
subgraph, we use a queue-assisted multi-round processing engine, which streams it entirely from the host to GPU (if it
is not in GPU memory) and exploits both its UD and PUD
adequately to enable faster convergence. For a low-value subgraph, Scaph relies on the graph processing engine given
in Figure 3 but transfers only its UD to GPU, with the UD
extracted in a NUMA-aware manner on the host.
Scaph is essentially a hybrid graph system that allows outof-order computation of high-value subgraphs in each synchronous iteration. The use of asynchronous execution allows
fast convergence but also changes the vertex scheduling priority of subgraphs. Therefore, a graph algorithm can use Scaph
safely for preserving the convergence and the converged values, if it satisfies the correctness condition that the final vertex
results are insensitive to the value propagation order.

4

Value-Driven Subgraph Dispatching

In Section 4.1, we quantify the value of a subgraph. In Section 4.2, we discuss how to estimate the value of a subgraph
to support value-driven differential scheduling.

4.1

Quantifying the Value of a Subgraph

Graph computations proceed iteratively until convergence.
Conceptually, the value of a subgraph G̃ can be measured
in terms of its UD used in the current iteration and its PUD
used in future iterations. Therefore, the value of G̃, denoted
Val(G̃), from the current iteration Cur to the MAX-th iteration
(beyond which G̃ is no longer active), is defined as:
MAX

Val(G̃) =

∑

∑

D(v) ∗ Ai (v)

(1)

The value of a subgraph depends upon its active vertices
and their degrees. In the case of uniform degree distributions, the activation status of vertices can still differentiate the
amount of UD, PUD, and NUD for a subgraph.

4.2

Value-Driven Differential Scheduling

Scaph emphasizes value-driven data transfers, which should
directly reflect how the bandwidth is effectively utilized in
order to enable faster convergence.
The intuition behind Val(G̃) is clear. If Val(G̃) is high, G̃
should be a high-value subgraph. Then we should transfer
G̃ as a whole to GPU and also exploit its UD and PUD adequately by iterating over G̃ multiple times before it is removed
from GPU memory. Otherwise, G̃ should be treated as a lowvalue subgraph. In this case, we will opt to transfer only its
UD to GPU and just iterate over the resulting G̃ once.
If G̃ is a high-value subgraph, then the throughput of processing G̃ on GPU can be measured as follows:
THV (G̃)

=

|UD| + λ|PUD|
|G̃|/BW + tbarrier

(2)

The denominator |G̃|/BW + tbarrier , which represents the
data transfer time for G̃, is used to approximate the time
elapsed on processing G̃ by assuming a complete overlap
between data transfers and computations on GPU. As G̃ is
transferred in its entirety to GPU, |G̃| denotes the amount of
data thus transferred, BW represents the host-GPU bandwidth,
and Tbarrier is the synchronization overhead for G̃ (amortized
by the number of active subgraphs processed). The numerator
|UD| + λ ∗ |PUD| represents the amount of UD and PUD
accessed when G̃ is iterated over on GPU. We use a balancing
factor λ to decay |PUD|, where 0 6 λ 6 1, to signify the
actual amount of PUD accessed.
If G̃ is a low-value subgraph, then we have:
TLV (G̃)

=

|UD|
|UD|/BW + tbarrier

(3)

This time, only the UD of G̃ is streamed to GPU.
Now, G̃ is a high-value subgraph if THV (G̃) > TLV (G̃) and
a low-value subgraph otherwise. Thus, we need to analyze:
|UD|+λ|PUD|(1 +

tbarrier
) > |G̃|
|UD|/BW

(4)

i=Cur v∈G̃.SetOfVertices

where D(v) represents the number of out-going edges of vertex v restricted to G̃ and Ai (v) ∈ {0, 1} indicates that v is active (inactive) in the i-th iteration when Ai (v) = 1 (Ai (v) = 0).
Val(G̃) represents the amount of computations arising from
G̃ from the current iteration until convergence. According
to Equation (1), the PUD of a subgraph is quantized by the
number of its edges that will be used in future iterations.
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To verify THV (G̃) > TLV (G̃), the key lies in determining
|PUD|, which is difficult to obtain directly. In fact, for a subgraph, its PUD is technically activated from its UD, motivating us to estimate the PUD of a subgraph heuristically based
on the UD of the same subgraph. In this work, we consider a
subgraph to have a high value if either of the following two
conditions (which we found to work well across all of our applications, as confirmed in §6) holds to simplify Equation (4):
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Procedure VDDSEngine(Graph G)
Distribute G’s subgraphs {G˜1 ,· · · ,G˜n } to NUMA
nodes
VertexInitialization(G)
G̃active ← FindActiveSubgraph(G)
Transfer VertexStates from GPU to CPU
while G̃active 6= 0/ do
foreach G̃ ∈ G̃active do
if Predictor( G̃) = “HIGH-VALUE” then
Push(HVworklist, G̃)
else
Push(LVworklist, G̃)

12
13
14
15

HVSPEngine(HVworklist)
LVSPEngine(LVworklist, VertexStates)
G̃active ← FindActiveSubgraph(G)
Transfer VertexStates from GPU to CPU

Figure 8: Value-driven differential scheduling for high- and
low-value subgraphs, with the calls in blue executed on GPU
• |UD|/|G̃)| > α. This indicates that UD is dominant among
G̃. Intuitively, G̃ is a high-value subgraph.
• |UDcurrent | − |UDlast | > 0 and |UD|/|G̃| > β. UD remains
a medium level and is also growing increasingly over iteration, indicating the potentially growing PUD. G̃ can be
thus treated as a high-value subgraph.
When α is relatively large, which implies that the UD in
a subgraph tends to be dominant, we can determine if it is a
high-value subgraph by considering only its UD. β is needed
to identify the high-value subgraphs where the amount of UD
is relatively low and that of PUD is potentially high. Thus,
β is often smaller than α. As shown in Table 1, considering
both together is often more effective than considering either
alone. In this work, α and β are set empirically as 50% and
30% to represent a nice point for yielding good results.
Figure 8 gives our value-driven differential scheduler,
VDDSEngine(), for scheduling a graph G. Initially, G is partitioned into subgraphs, G̃1 , · · · , G̃n , at the host and distributed
across its NUMA nodes (to facilitate their scheduling). Scaph
uses two graph processing engines, as described in §5 below, HVSPEngine() for scheduling high-value subgraphs, and
LVSPEngine() for scheduling low-value subgraphs. In line 8,
Scaph uses the above heuristic predictor to estimate the value
of an active subgraph. Note that both engines work independently but concurrently. LVSPEngine() needs VertexStates
in order to perform UD extraction for the active vertices in
each subgraph. The UD extraction can be overlapped effectively with the data transfers in HVSPEngine(). At the end
of each iteration (line 15), Scaph will transfer back the updated vertices from the GPU to the CPU. Edges, which are
not modified, are thus not transferred.

5

Value-Driven Subgraph Processing

Scaph has two graph processing engines. We describe the one
for handling high-value subgraphs in §5.1 and the one for
handling low-value subgraphs in §5.2.
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Figure 9: An example illustrating value propagation across
the subgraphs, with ¶ activatable by ¹ and ¼. The PUD in
G̃1 can be exploited only if G̃2 and/or G̃3 are processed first.

5.1

High-Value Subgraph Processing

The key to extracting the most value out of high-value subgraphs lies in how to fully exploit their PUD. A useful idea
of running each loaded subgraph multiple times is leveraged
in the out-of-core settings [2, 53, 69] to exploit the intrinsic
value in a subgraph for reducing the number of I/Os between
memory and disk. However, under a GPU-accelerated heterogeneous architecture, subgraphs must often be small enough
(in several tens of millions of bytes [17, 26]) against the ones
in out-of-core settings, to enable fine-grained GPU scheduling.
In this case, simply iterating over such a small-sized subgraph
multiple times is often ineffective, since it can exploit only the
PUD of its active vertices activated by its other active vertices
but not active vertices from other subgraphs.
In Scaph, we improve the PUD exploitation significantly by
enabling exploiting the external value across the subgraphs.
Our key observation is that: given a subgraph already available in GPU memory, scheduling it again after a period of
delay can expose its PUD more fully than processing it repeatedly. Figure 9 illustrates this with three subgraphs, exhibiting
some complex inter-subgraph data dependencies (as is often
the case in practice). We see that ¶ in G̃1 can be activated by
¹ in G̃2 and ¼ in G̃3 . Once ¶ in G̃1 is activated, · in G̃1 may
get activated (as shown). In this case, the edge data for ¶→·,
¶→¸, and ·→¸ are part of the PUD of G̃1 . By processing G̃1 after G̃2 or G̃3 or both (even better), we can exploit
such PUD to enable faster convergence. That is, repeatedly
processing G̃1 would not help.
Queue-Assisted Multi-Round Processing. The scheduling of high-value subgraphs at a given iteration is shown in
Figure 10. We use a k-level priority queue (PQ1 , . . . , PQk )
to enable re-scheduling a GPU-resident subgraph after some
delay, where k indicates the maximum number of times some
subgraphs have been processed in the current iteration. Thus,
k varies from iteration to iteration. Figure 11 shows a case.
In each differential scheduling iteration orchestrated by
VDDSEngine (Figure 8), HVSPEngine(worklist) is invoked,
where worklist contains all the high-value subgraphs in this iteration. During the pre-processing (lines 2–6), each subgraph
G̃i in worklist is examined in turn. G̃i will be enqueued into
PQ1 (if not already there) if G̃i remains to be GPU-resident
(i.e., in one of {PQ1 , . . . , PQk }) from the previous iteration
and inserted into TransSet (waiting to be streamed to GPU)
otherwise. Thus, there are two concurrently executed modules,
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24
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30
31

Procedure HVSPEngine(worklist)
foreach G̃i ∈ worklist do
if G̃i is resident in GPU memory then
Push(PQ1 , i )
else
Push(TransSet, i )
/* Subgraph Transferring Module */
while TransSet 6= 0/ do
if copystream is available then
i ← Pop(TransSet)
if GPU has available memory for one subgraph then
Gbuf ← AllocateDeviceMemory( )
else
j ← Pop(PQk )
Gbuf ← GetGbuf(G̃ j )
TransferData(copystream, Gbuf, G̃i , CPU2GPU)
Push(PQ1 , i )
/* Subgraph Scheduling Module */
while worklist 6= 0/ do
if at least one stream in execstreams is available then
stream ← Available(execstreams)
/* Exploit the UD of a subgraph in PQ1 */
if PQ1 6= 0/ then
i ← Pop(PQ1 )
Kernel(stream,G̃i )
Erase(worklist, G̃i )
/* Exploit the PUD of a subgraph in PQi , where i6=1
*/
else
for p ← 2 to k do
if PQ p 6= 0/ then
i ← Pop(PQ p )
Kernel(stream,G̃i )
break
priority ← GetPriority(G̃i )
Push(PQpriority+1 , G̃i )

Figure 10: High-value subgraph processing in each iteration
(called from Figure 8). The Kernel function is from Figure 3.
The two colored code regions are executed in parallel.
Subgraph Transferring and Subgraph Scheduling.
The Subgraph Transferring module (lines 7 – 16) is responsible for streaming asynchronously the subgraphs in TransSet
to GPU. This is done by using some free GPU memory whenever possible (line 11) or making some free by dequeuing a
subgraph from the multi-level queue (lines 13 – 14). Due to
lines 4 and 16, all subgraphs in worklist are initially enqueued
into PQ1 , and thus assigned with the highest priority.
The Subgraph Scheduling module (lines 17 – 31) is responsible for scheduling the subgraphs in PQ1 , · · · , PQk . The
subgraphs in PQ1 are processed first (for the first time in
the current iteration) to exploit their UD (lines 21 – 23). If
PQ1 = 0/ (implying that some subgraphs are still being transferred to GPU asynchronously), the scheduler will dequeue a
subgraph from a non-empty PQi , where i is the smallest, to
exploit its PUD (lines 25 – 29), as this will be the i-th time
that the subgraph is processed (in the i-th round) of the current
iteration. Simultaneously, the data transfers for PQ1 and the
computations for PQ2 , · · · , PQk are maximally overlapped,
too. In either case, the priority of a subgraph, once processed,
drops by one (lines 30 – 31). This delayed re-scheduling at-
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Figure 11: Subgraph processing with a k-level priority queue.
PQi represents a queue PQ with the i-th priority. The smaller
i is, the higher the priority is. All the subgraphs streamed from
the host to GPU enter into PQ1 initially.
tempts to maximize the PUD exploitation, by, e.g., increasing
the chances for G̃1 to be processed after G̃2 and/or G̃3 in Figure 9 (as motivated earlier). Consider G̃3 , which resides in
PQ1 , in Figure 11. Once we have exploited its UD, we will
move it to PQ2 so that we can exploit its PUD after G̃7 , G̃4 ,
G̃8 , and G̃6 have been processed.
Our scheduler with a multi-level priority queue guarantees
that subgraphs are scheduled fairly, preventing them from
bearing too many useless computations in the sense that the
data of a vertex is computed but not updated.
Time and Space Complexity Analysis. k is expected to
0
0
be bounded by BW
BW where BW is the internal bandwidth of
GPU and BW is the host-GPU bandwidth. In our computing
platform, BW 0 = 224GB/s and BW = 11.4GB/s. Thus, k 6 20
is typically expected.
As for the space complexity, a k-level priority queue is
used to keep track of only the indices of the active subgraphs processed in an iteration. Thus, the worst complexity is
O( MemGPU × sizeof(SubgraphIndex)
), where MemGPU is the global
|G̃|
memory size and |G̃| is the size of a subgraph G̃. In our computing platform, we have used 4GB×4B
32MB = 0.5KB.

5.2

Low-Value Subgraph Processing

The key to exploiting the most value of low-value subgraphs is
to extract their UD efficiently. We use multiple CPU cores at
the host to parallelize the UD extraction. Due to non-uniform
memory access (NUMA), however, scanning naively all the
vertices in a subgraph to extract its UD can still be costly. In
addition, different subgraphs exhibit different amounts of UD.
Such scanning tasks are also prone to load imbalance.
Figure 12 gives our scheduler for low-value subgraphs.
In each value-driven scheduling iteration orchestrated
by VDDSEngine() in Figure 8, LVSPEngine(worklist,
VertexStates) is invoked, where worklist contains all the
low-value subgraphs that are active in this iteration, with their
active vertices indicated in VertexStates. There are three modules, UD Extraction, Subgraph Transferring, and Subgraph
Scheduling, which all execute concurrently. The major contribution here is a NUMA-aware parallel UD extraction.
UD Extraction. Initially, all the subgraphs partitioned
from a graph are evenly distributed to different NUMA nodes,
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1
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Procedure LVSPEngine(worklist, VertexStates)
/* UD Extraction Module */
para_for G̃i ∈ worklist do
G̃0i ← UDExtraction(G̃i , VertexStates)
Push(TransSet, i )
/* Subgraph Transferring Module */
while TransSet 6= 0/ do
if copystream is available then
i ← Pop(TransSet)
Gbuf ← AllocateDeviceMemory()
TransferData(copystream, Gbuf, G̃0i , CPU2GPU)
Push(ExecFIFO, i )

5
6
7
8
9
10

/* Subgraph Scheduling Module */
while worklist 6= 0/ do
if at least one stream in execstreams is available then
stream ← Available(execstreams)
i ← Pop(ExecFIFO)
Kernel(stream, G̃0i )
Erase(worklist, G̃i )

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

/* Extract UD on the host */
Procedure UDExtraction(G̃, VertexStates)
G̃0 ← 0/
Offset ← 0
while offset 6 |G̃.SetOfVertices| do
WORD ← Load(VertexStates(G̃).bitmap, offset, 32)
if WORD 6= 0 then
foreach BYTE ∈ WORD do
if BYTE 6= 0 then
foreach BIT ∈ BYTE do
if BIT = 1 then
v ← GetVert(offset, BYTE,
BIT)
S
G̃0 ← G̃0 v.outedges

29
30

offset ← offset + 32
return G̃0

Figure 12: Low-value subgraph processing in each iteration
(called from Figure 8). The Kernel function is from Figure 3.
The three shaded code regions are executed in parallel.
with a NUMA node consisting of a CPU socket and its own
memory banks (line 2 in Figure 8). The UD extraction module
is given in terms of lines 2 – 4 and lines 17 – 30. To boost
performance and improve intra-node load balancing, the UD
extraction for each subgraph is done in its own thread, which
is bound to the NUMA node storing the subgraph (line 3).
To improve inter-node load balancing (as a minor optimization), we also duplicate in a NUMA node an equal number of
randomly selected subgraphs from the other nodes (if there
is still some memory space available). We adopt a simple
bitmap-based approach to extract the UD from a subgraph G̃
efficiently (lines 17–30). All its vertices are stored in a bitmap,
VertexStates(G̃).bitmap, with 1 (0) indicating that the corresponding vertex in G̃ is active (inactive). To accelerate its
construction, the total of active vertices is computed on GPU.
Unlike high-value subgraphs, which can each be stored
in the same-sized chunk in GPU memory (§5.1), low-value
subgraphs may give rise to UD-induced subgraphs of varying
sizes. To reduce fragmentation, Scaph further divides each
chunk for storing a subgraph into smaller tiles (totaling 32
in our implementation). To store a UD-induced subgraph in
GPU memory, Scaph will try to find consecutive tiles first in
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a partially filled chunk and then in a vacant chunk.
Subgraph Transferring. As in the case of high-value subgraph streaming in Figure 10, this module proceeds similarly
except that a multi-level queue is no longer used.
Subgraph Scheduling. As in the case of scheduling highvalue subgraphs to GPU in Figure 10, this module schedules
UD-induced subgraphs (without using a multi-level queue).

6

Evaluation

We evaluate the efficiency and scalability of Scaph by answering the following four research questions (RQs):
• RQ1: How much more efficient is Scaph over state-of-theart heterogeneous graph systems?
• RQ2: How effective is Scaph’s value-driven differential
scheduling in helping it achieve the overall performance?
• RQ3: How well does Scaph scale?
• RQ4: How much runtime overhead does Scaph introduce?

6.1

Experimental Setup

We compare Scaph with the following three state-of-the-art
CPU-GPU heterogeneous graph systems:
• Totem [14]. A graph is divided into two subgraphs, which
are processed by CPU and GPU, respectively. At the end
of each iteration, the states of the active vertices that are
activated reciprocally by the two subgraphs are exchanged.
• Graphie [17]. Like Scaph, a graph is initially partitioned at
the host CPU and the subgraphs are then streamed to GPU
for graph processing. Unlike Scaph, however, all active
subgraphs are transferred to GPU in their entirety.
• Garaph [34]. At an iteration, all the subgraphs that are
partitioned from a graph are processed concurrently by
both the host and GPU if the number of outgoing edges of
all active vertices in the entire graph exceeds 50% of the
total number of edges and on the host only otherwise.
Subgraph Size. For Totem, Graphie, and Garaph, the sizes
of subgraphs are selected from their papers. In Scaph, a graph
is partitioned into subgraphs of 32MB each for several reasons.
First, the host-GPU bandwidth tends to be under utilized with
smaller sizes. Second, subgraphs will be streamed to GPU
more frequently with larger sizes, as they tend to contain active vertices for more iterations. Finally, the kernel launching
overheads appear to be well hidden with 32MB.
Graph Applications. We consider the first three typical
graph algorithms (from different categories) and the latter
two actual graph workloads (with different complexities): (1)
Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP) [60]–Sequential traversal, (2) Connected Components (CC) [20]–Parallel traversal,
(3) Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) [37]–Graph mutation,
(4) Neural Network Digit Recognition (NNDR) [4], and (5)
Graph-based Circuit Simulation (GCS) [25]. All these algorithms fit the correctness criteria discussed in §3, though
NNDR and GCS are already typically executed in an asyn-
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Table 2: Graph datasets. The graph size is evaluated in the
weighted edgelist representation.
Dataset

#Vertices #Edges Avg. Degree

twitter (TW)
comfriend (FR)
sk-2005 (SK)
uk-2007 (UK)
altavista-2002 (AV)
fb-2009 (FB)
RMAT-k (25<k<31)

41.7M
124.8M
50.6 M
105.9M
1.41G
139.1M
2k

1.47B
1.81B
1.95B
3.74B
6.64B
12.3B
2k+4

39.5
14.5
38.5
35.3
4.695
88.7
16

Size
32.8GB
40.4GB
43.6GB
83.6GB
148.3GB
275.6GB
-

Table 3: Execution times of Scaph, Totem, Graphie, and
Garaph. Here, ‘N/A’ indicates that a graph algorithm has
abnormally terminated due to some runtime error.
Algorithm System

Execution Time (Secs)
SK
UK
AV

TW

FR

CC

Totem
Graphie
Garaph
Scaph

2.41
1.89
1.17
0.28

5.01
4.46
2.53
0.91

2.72
16.53
2.90
1.08

9.32
23.61
7.07
2.47

N/A
57.49
31.46
7.08

SSSP

Totem
Graphie
Garaph
Scaph

5.94
5.32
3.71
0.92

5.78
9.24
4.45
1.67

7.07
52.01
6.83
3.17

19.21
89.44
16.52
6.64

N/A
N/A
218.51 413.07
114.68 204.35
29.06 38.87

MST

Totem
Graphie
Garaph
Scaph

7.93
8.45
4.14
1.39

10.90
16.24
7.38
1.99

21.33
32.19
12.35
2.93

42.84
53.22
25.82
6.36

N/A
N/A
198.85 304.51
101.25 131.45
25.23 35.41

NNDR

Totem
Graphie
Garaph
Scaph

6.47
5.38
3.41
1.77

6.63
7.32
4.76
2.08

12.17
28.19
9.28
2.99

29.43
49.81
28.74
5.13

N/A
N/A
234.04 457.13
116.34 175.34
20.19 33.55

GCS

Totem 19.77 23.04 59.51
Graphie 24.08 38.84 50.34
Garaph 10.53 15.56 20.438
Scaph
3.33 4.08 10.46

FB
N/A
133.21
86.24
15.35

98.11
N/A
N/A
93.29 454.41 834.59
39.45 185.58 299.76
16.13 39.52 54.94

chronous way, while the other algorithms are typically run in
a synchronous, iterative manner.
Graph Datasets. We use (1) 6 real-world graphs [6, 31])
for performance evaluation, and (2) 5 large synthesized graphs
(generated by the RMAT tool [7]) for scalability evaluation.
Table 2 gives all the graphs used. For SSSP and MST that
work on the weighted graphs, we randomly assign each edge
of an unweighted graph with a weight ranging from 1 to 100.
Computing Platform. We evaluate Scaph on a machine
where the host is equipped with two Intel 14-core Xeon CPUs,
E5-2680v4@2.40GHz with 512GB memory (256GB on each
of the two NUMA nodes). The GPU is NVIDIA P100 (with
56 SMXs, 3584 cores, and 16GB memory), connected to the
host via the PCI Express 3.0 at 16x. The host-GPU bandwidth
is around 11.4GB/s. We use NVCC V8.0.61 and g++ V5.4.0
to compile all the applications under “-O3”. The operating
system is Ubuntu 14.04 with Linux kernel 4.13.

6.2

RQ1: Efficiency

To answer RQ1, we compare Scaph against Totem [14], Graphie [17], and Garaph [34]. Table 3 depicts the results.
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Scaph vs. Totem. The speedup of Scaph over Totem ranges
from 2.23× (for SSSP on SK) to 7.64× (for CC on TW) with
an average of 4.12×. Totem’s critical performance bottleneck
lies in its severe load imbalance, as it partitions each graph
into only two subgraphs, one for the host (with 512GB memory) and one for GPU (with only 16GB memory). As a result,
Totem cannot tap GPU’s processing power to exploit adequately the UD and PUD in a graph. Its bottleneck is to ask
the CPU to process most of the graph data, which would have
been processed more efficiently by the GPU otherwise. A typical measurement for FB is for the CPU to handle 358.1GB
and the GPU to handle only 16GB. In contrast, Scaph streams
all subgraphs dynamically to GPU with value-driven differential scheduling, thereby exploiting more adequately GPU’s
processing power, and consequently, the UD and PUD in all
the subgraphs. In the case of CC operating on FR, SK, and
UK, their GPU portions under Totem are 39.6%, 36.7%, and
19.1%, respectively. As a result, Scaph outperforms Totem by
5.51x (FR), 2.52x (SK), and 3.77x (UK).
Scaph vs. Graphie. Scaph is faster than Graphie by 8.93×
on average, with its speedup ranging from 3.03× (for NNDR
on TW) to 16.41× (for SSSP on SK). Both Graphie and
Scaph process all subgraphs on GPU only. So Graphie can
be understood as a version of Scaph, where every subgraph
is treated as a high-value subgraph except that only its UD is
used but its PUD is exploited rather inadequately. Graphie is
inferior to Scaph for several reasons. First, Graphie transfers
an active subgraph entirely to GPU even though it contains
only a few active vertices (i.e., a lot of NUD), wasting the
host-GPU bandwidth. Second, Graphie exploits the UD only
but PUD inadequately in an active subgraph.
Let us examine SSSP on SK, where the speedup of Scaph
over Graphie is the highest (at 16.41×). Graphie converges
in 75 iterations, by transferring 18,019 subgraphs totaling
374.4GB data to GPU. In contrast, Scaph converges in 16 iterations, by transferring 9,897 subgraphs totaling only 19.6GB
data, comprising 13.2GB for 798 high-value subgraphs and
6.4GB for 9,099 low-value subgraphs. For Scaph, its significantly improved utilization for the host-GPU bandwidth has
resulted in its significantly improved overall performance.
Scaph vs. Garaph. Scaph is faster than Garaph by 3.71×,
with an overall rang from 1.93× (for NNDR on TW) to 5.62×
(for CC on FB). Unlike Scaph, Garaph processes all the subgraphs on both the host and GPU if the active vertices in the
entire graph have a lot of outgoing edges and on the host only
otherwise (§6.1). Despite this, Garaph cannot distinguish highvalue from low-value subgraphs as Scaph does. While being
more effective than Graphie in reducing the amount of NUD
transferred, Garaph is inferior to Scaph as it still transfers
more NUD to GPU and exploits PUD less adequately.
Let us examine CC on FB, where the speedup of Scaph
over Garaph is the highest (at 5.62×). Garaph processes all
the subgraphs on the host only (as the outgoing edges of FB’s
active vertices over the total is under 6.9% at any iteration), by
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Figure 13: Speedup of Scaph, Scaph-HVSP, and Scaph-LVSP (normalized to Scaph-LBASE)
using a so-called notify-pull model. In contrast, Scaph uses
a fine-grained value-driven differential scheduler to identify
high-value and low-value subgraphs even though it has active
vertices only in its local regions at any iteration, so that the
GPU’s processing power is adequately exploited.

6.3

RQ2: Effectiveness

To answer RQ2, we consider four variations of Scaph: (1)
Scaph-HVSP, where all the low-value subgraphs can be understood as being misidentified as high-value subgraphs, (2)
Scaph-LVSP, where all the high-value subgraphs can be understood as being misidentified as low-value subgraphs, (3)
Scaph-HBASE, which applies the differential processing, but
every subgraph transferred to the GPU has kept computation
with a specific number of times (without using queue-based
delayed scheduling), as used in CLIP [2], and (4) ScaphLBASE, a variation of Scaph-LVSP except that every subgraph is streamed to GPU entirely (without UD extraction),
as used in Graphie [17].
Figure 13 gives the results. We see that neither of ScaphHVSP and Scaph-LVSP is always better than the other, and
also Scaph is the best performer for all the algorithms on all
the graphs. Thus, Scaph’s value-driven differential scheduling
with heuristic subgraph identification is highly effective.
Scaph-HVSP. Scaph-HVSP achieves better speedups for
the graphs where algorithms take longer iterations to converge, as this allows it to exploit PUD more adequately and
thus stream less redundant data to GPU. For example, each
algorithm on SK has the longest number of iterations against
on other graphs, thereby delivering considerable speedups.
We also see that Scaph-HBASE is significantly inferior to
Scaph-HVSP. This is because small subgraphs often contain
very little PUD from themselves worthy of being exploited.
Our queue-based scheduling allows the availability of PUD
from other subgraphs via delayed scheduling. Thus, multitime processing under Scaph-HVSP can expose significantly
more PUD than that under Scaph-HBASE (i.e., by simply
applying the idea from CLIP) for boosting performance.
Scaph-LVSP. Just like Scaph-HVSP, Scaph-LVSP can be
quite effective in some cases. For example, the top two
speedups achieved by Scaph-LVSP for MST are 5.26x and
3.58x on SK (14.8GB) and UK (27.61GB), respectively. The
corresponding speedups from Scaph are 5.99x and 4.19x.
However, Scaph-LVSP can be rather ineffective for the graphs
that can nearly fit into the 16GB GPU memory, since Scaph-
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LBASE will then make GPU-resident for nearly all the subgraphs. For R28 with 16.78GB (unweighted) and 29.48GB
(weighted), Scaph-LVSP offers little or even negative benefits
for CC, NNDR, and GCS (on unweighted graphs) but positive
ones for SSSP and MST (on weighted graphs).
Scaph. Scaph obtains the best of both worlds, Scaph-HVSP
and Scaph-LVSP. For CC, SSSP, MST, NNDR, and GCS, the
average speedups achieved by Scaph-HVSP (Scaph-LVSP)
are 1.63x, 1.87x, 1.66x, 1.84, and 2.18x (1.33x, 2.12x, 2.41x,
2.15x, and 1.90x), respectively. As for Scaph, these average
speedups are 2.38x, 3.79x, 3.01x, 3.12x, and 3.44x. Note that
Scaph has the highest gain on SK, where Scaph-HVLP and
Scaph-LVSP are also most effective.

6.4

RQ3: Sensitivity Study

To answer RQ3, we investigate Scaph’s scalability in terms
of #SMXs, graph sizes, memory sizes, and GPU generations.
We select Graphie as a reference on CC, MST, and NNDR.
#SMXs. Figure 14(a) compares Scaph and Graphie in
terms of CC, MST, and NNDR on UK [6] for varying #SMXs
by using all the 8GB GPU memory available. Scaph is significantly more scalable than Graphie for all the three graph algorithms, since Scaph can utilize the host-GPU bandwidth more
effectively as already motivated earlier (Figures 1 and 4). For
example, Graphie-MST reaches its plateau when #SMXs = 2,
but Scaph-MST continues to offer a scalable performance
improvement. CC and NNDR exhibit a similar trend.
However, Scaph’s scalability degrades gradually as #SMXs
increases, due to the integrated impacts of the intrinsic random
accesses of graph processing on GPU [5, 25, 57] and the increasingly more SMXs competing for the memory bandwidth.
As also shown in Figure 14(a), Groute [5], an in-memory
graph system that can not handle over-subscription, on UK2007@1M [6] (a sample graph with 1M vertices and 41M
edges generated from UK), suffers from exactly the same
scalability problem, which is beyond the scope of this work.
We leave addressing this problem in future work.
Graph Sizes. Figure 14(b) compares Scaph and Graphie
as the graph size increases. For CC and NNDR working on
unweighted graphs, Scaph (Graphie) can store up to 4 billion
(2 billion) edges in GPU memory. For MST working on the
weighted graph, these edge counts drop to roughly 2 billion
and 1 billion. Both Scaph and Graphie maintain their throughput well as the graph size increases but degrade visibly for
the graphs that can no longer fit into GPU memory. However,
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6.5

RQ4: Runtime Overhead

We discuss Scaph’s overheads incurred in its value-driven
differential scheduling (VDDS) given in Figure 8, high-value
subgraph processing (HVSP) given in Figure 10, and lowvalue subgraph processing (LVSP) given in Figure 12.
VDDS. The cost of computing the subgraph value comes
from computing the UD size for each iteration, on GPU, in
line 8 of Figure 8. This is negligible, as shown in Figure 15(a).
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Scaph has a slower performance reduction rate than Graphie,
for two reasons. First, Scaph can better tap GPU’s processing
power due to its use of a multi-level priority queue for exploiting PUD more adequately and overlapping data transfers and
GPU computation more effectively. Second, Scaph avoids
transferring a large amount of NUD for low-value subgraphs.
GPU Memory Capacities. Figure 14(c) compares Scaph
and Graphie for varying GPU memory sizes. Graphie is highly
sensitive to the GPU memory capacity used, which determines
directly how many subgraphs can be resident on GPU at an
iteration and how many of these get re-processed in the ensuing iteration (before they are removed from GPU memory). In
contrast, Scaph is nearly insensitive, since it exploits UD and
PUD for high-value subgraphs and UD only for low-value
subgraphs always. Note that Scaph is significantly faster than
Graphie (Table 3). In Figure 14(c), Graphie improves over itself (normalized to 10GB) as the GPU memory size increases.
GPU Generations. Figure 14(d) characterizes the performance of Scaph on different GPU generations. Compared to
Graphie that shows few speedups as shown in Figure 1, Scaph
enables the significant speedups for K40 (1.99×∼3.12×) and
P100 (4.26×∼5.02×) against that of GTX980.
Varying α and β. Figure 14(e) shows the sensitivity of the
performance results of Scaph with respect to α and β. Here,
A1 can be understood as Scaph-HVSP and A5 as Scaph-LVSP.
Looking at A3, we see that increasing α and β causes more
subgraphs to be mis-identified as low-value subgraphs (A4
and A5) and decreasing α and β causes more subgraphs to be
mis-identified as high-value subgraphs (A1 and A2). Thus,
A3 seems to represent a nice sweet spot for yielding good
performance results. As for the problem of finding an optimal
setting, we leave it as future work.

Time (secs)

Figure 14: Performance of Scaph and Graphie (including Groute for (a) only) in terms of varying (a) #SMXs: UK [6] and 8GB
GPU memory, (b) graph sizes: R26–R30 [7] and 16GB GPU memory and #SMX=56, (c) GPU memory capacities: FB [31] and
#SMX=56, (d) GPU genreations: FB [31], and (e) configurations of (α, β): FB [31], respectively. All results are normalized to
the one obtained by itself with the smallest configuration.
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Figure 15: Scaph’s runtime overhead for running CC on UK
[6] across the iterations
HVSP. The main overhead of HVSP lies in its queue management. In Figure 15(b), the cost incurred per iteration is
small, representing an average of 0.79% of the total processing time. This small overhead is more than offset by the
benefit reaped. In particular, the iteration count is reduced
since most of the PUD can be computed ahead of schedule.
The per-iteration time can be improved mainly because most
of the NUD is discarded (rather than transferred expensively).
LVSP. The main overhead of LVSP lies in transferring a
bitmap representation for all the active vertices in a subgraph
from GPU to the host. As shown in Figure 15(c), the average cost incurred per iteration represents 4.3% of the total
graph processing time. However, this cost increases relatively
towards the last few iterations, reaching 57.4% at the end,
where each subgraph has little UD to be acted upon.

6.6

Limitations

Graph Partition. Various partitions may show different value
variations of subgraph at runtime. Scaph adopts a greedy
vertex-cut partition [15] with the time taken depending on
the number of partitions. It would be interesting future work
to find a more reasonable partition method that can make
most of UD and PUD exploited in the early stage of graph
processing for faster convergence.
Disk-based Heterogeneous Graph Systems. The performance of Scaph is insensitive to the difference between CPU
and GPU memory, given that the whole graph is assumed
to fit into the CPU memory. To support even larger graphs
on a single machine, using the disk (e.g., SSD) as secondary
storage is promising. In this case, a new dimension of performance bottleneck will be the I/O inefficiency, which has been
studied in prior work [2, 32, 35, 55]. We can combine Scaph
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with these past disk-based solutions to cooperatively handle
graphs that cannot fit into the host memory.
Performance Profitability. Scaph delivers performance
benefits by processing all the subgraphs differentially. Scaph
is currently not expected to be applied to graph algorithms
where the set of active vertices does not shrink as computation
goes on. For example, all vertices in PageRank are active in
every iteration. Thus, all the data of a subgraph can be regarded as UD without any PUD. In fact, we can extend Scaph
to distinguish these all-active subgraphs further for PageRank
by considering not only the degrees and the activation but also
the state variation rate for each vertex, which is a potential
direction of future work.

7

Related Work

Heterogeneous Graph Systems. Such systems have been
studied on a range of heterogeneous architectures equipped
with varying hardware resources [21, 35, 44]. Compared to
GPU-accelerated solutions [43, 47], FPGA-accelerated alternatives are advantageous in energy-efficiency [10, 61]. In
developing Scaph, we focus on improving host-accelerator
bandwidth utilization. The basic idea behind can also be applied to improve the scalability of FPGA-accelerated heterogeneous graph systems with a few hardware specializations.
Distributed Graph Systems. The rationale is to aggregate multiple machines to enable processing large-scale
graphs. The main challenge lies in obtaining good graph
partitions [3, 8, 16, 48, 52] so as to minimize the communication overheads across the machines. Some recent studies take
advantage of emerging high-speed networks (e.g., RDMA)
to reduce communication overheads [49, 58]. Aspire [54] designs a relaxed consistency model to exploit asynchronous
parallelism for iterative algorithms. Gemini [67] includes a
series of adaptive runtime optimizations to enable obtaining
an attractive scale-out efficiency.
Disk-based Graph Systems. Many disk-based graph systems [12,45,64,65] exist for supporting large-scale graph processing. GraphChi [30] relies on parallel sliding windows to
optimize disk accesses. GridGraph [68] uses 2-level hierarchical partitioning to reduce the I/O overhead. TurboGraph [18]
applies a pin-and-slide model to exploit the multicore and
I/O parallelism. Due to the low disk-to-memory bandwidth,
disk-based graph systems are often at least two orders-ofmagnitude slower than heterogeneous solutions.
Data Movement Reduction. Several previous studies
leverage an analogous idea of running graph partitions multiple times for different purposes. CLIP [2] iterates over each
loaded subgraph multiple times to squeeze out the value of
each subgraph so that less amount of disk I/O is required.
GraphQ [69] enables computing the local subgraphs multiple
times in order to tolerate long latency across the compute
nodes. Unlike these efforts, Scaph emphasizes on a GPU
context that often requires small-size subgraphs to enable
fine-grained scheduling. Thus, simply computing a subgraph
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multiple times is not sufficient to exploit its PUD fully. Scaph
enables value exploitation not only within a subgraph but also
across the subgraphs via a delayed scheduling mechanism.
In LUMOS [53], a subgraph in an iteration can be exploited asynchronously iff its updated values are independent
of the subsequent iteration. This dependency-aware technique
allows enjoying the efficiency of asynchronous execution
while ensuring synchronous processing semantics. Applying
this technique into Scaph can help identify the high-value
subgraphs that contain across-iteration dependencies, so that
Scaph can be extended to handle synchronous algorithms [22]
safely by scheduling these high-value subgraphs once. However, the downside is that many dependency-free low-value
subgraphs may also be allowed to be computed multiple times,
wasting the GPU computational and storage resources.
Wonderland [63] uses graph abstraction as a bridge over
on-disk subgraphs to speed up convergence. However, under
the context of small-sized subgraphs, such a graph abstraction
is often hard to keep concise, and extracting it from the whole
graph is also non-trivial. PowerLayer [8] presents differentiated processing on high-degree and low-degree vertices to
improve the trade-off between load balance and communication overheads in a distributed setting. However, applying
the idea of PowerLayer cannot often identify the value of a
subgraph accurately while Scaph does with a fine-grained solution. Mosaic [35] adopts a subgraph compression technique,
which can be used to work together with Scaph to improve the
bandwidth-efficiency of heterogeneous graph system further.

8

Conclusion

This paper tackles the challenge faced in achieving scale-up
large-scale graph processing on a GPU-accelerated heterogeneous architecture. We introduce Scaph, a value-driven
heterogeneous graph system that differentially schedules the
subgraphs partitioned from a graph according to their values
in order to improve the effective utilization of the host-GPU
bandwidth. Scaph outperforms state of the art, as evaluated
with representative graph algorithms operating on a range of
graph datasets. In addition, these performance benefits scale
up as more computing resources are available.
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Abstract
The rapid development of scientific and industrial areas, which
rely on time series data processing, raises the demand for
storage that would be able to process tens and hundreds of
terabytes of data efficiently. And by efficiency, one should
understand not only the speed of data processing operations
execution but also the volume of the data stored and operational costs when deploying the storage in a production
environment such as cloud.
In this paper, we propose a concept for storing and indexing
numeric time series that allows creating compact data representations optimized for cloud storages and perform typical
operations – uploading, extracting, sampling, statistical aggregations, and transformations – at high speed. Our modular
database that implements the proposed approach – Peregreen
– can achieve a throughput of 3 million entries per second for
uploading and 48 million entries per second for extraction
in Amazon EC2 while having only Amazon S3 as storage
backend for all the data.

1

Introduction

Time series data plays a very important role in the modern
world. Many fields of science and industry rely on storing and
processing large amounts of time series – economics and finances [6], medicine [7], Internet of Things [10], environmental protection [11], hardware monitoring [9] and many others.
Growing industry demand for functional capabilities and processing speed led to the sharp rise of specialized time series
databases TSDB [16] and development of custom TSDB solutions by large companies, e.g. Gorilla [18] by Facebook and
Atlas by Netflix.
One of the most challenging applications of TSDBs, which
becomes especially demanded by industrial companies like
Siemens, is processing of long periods of historical time series
data. Historical data can contain tens and hundreds terabytes
of data thus making usage of in-memory databases too expensive. Standard solutions like relational databases or key-value
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storages struggle to efficiently process such large amounts
of time series data [8, 23]. Thus it is very important for a
TSDB to achieve the best balance between execution speed
and operational cost.
A platform for historical time series analysis groups the
data by sensors – modules responsible for capturing one specific phenomenon, e.g. tickers in stock market, temperature
sensor for industrial machines or pulse sensor in a hospital
equipment. There can be distinguished several typical scenarios of users interaction with the platform for historical data
analysis. In the first case, user browses the whole dataset containing millions of sensors and years of data. User can select
any sensor to investigate its behavior at any period of time.
The platform must visualize the data for the user and allow to
quickly zoom in and out, e.g. from years interval into months
into days and hours and backwards. To successfully perform
in this scenario, the underlying time series storage must provide fast access to any part of the data and be able to extract
aggregated values when visualizing long time intervals.
In the second case, user analyzes a specific sensor and
wants to look into time intervals, in which the value satisfies some condition, for example amplitude search or outliers
search. For this user first searches for all time intervals meeting the condition and after that he or she selects the interval
of interest and the platform visualizes the data for this interval. For this scenario the underlying time series storage
must be able to perform fast search for time intervals in the
whole volume of data and perform fast extraction – loading
time series for a specified period – along with aggregation
(e.g. average and standard deviation) and transformation (e.g.
moving average).
Another important feature for any data processing system
is an ability to use it in cloud platforms, like Amazon Web
Services, Google Cloud or Microsoft Azure, since they allow
the system to be globally available and increase the number
of potential users and customers. Considering this the target
TSDB must provide a good compression of the raw data
along with the small internal footprint to minimize the cost of
storing the data in cloud platform. Additional advantage for
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the target TSDB would be an integration with cheaper data
storage cloud services, e.g. Amazon S3 or Google Storage.
Summarizing the above, we faced following challenging
requirements for the target time series storage in the beginning
of the joint project between Siemens and ITMO University:
1. Store terabytes of time series data for tens of years.
2. 1 second for conditional search in whole database.
3. Execution speed of 450,000 entries per second per node.
4. All data must be stored in Amazon S3.
To address described above requirements we propose an approach for storing numeric time series that is based on twofold
split of the data into segments and blocks. Statistical information about segments and blocks is incorporated into three-tier
indices, which are independent for every stored sensor. For
building an internal data representation we use read-optimized
series encoding that is based on delta encoding and Zstandard
algorithm and achieves up to 6.5x compression ratio.
We also present design and implementation of the modular distributed database based on the proposed concept. The
database is called Peregreen in honor of the fastest bird on
Earth. In the experimental studies we demonstrate that Peregreen outperforms leading solutions – InfluxDB and ClickHouse – in the described above use cases. We also show that
our solution is able to operate fast in the Amazon EC2 environment while storing all indices and data in Amazon S3
object storage.
Currently Peregreen is being integrated into internal
projects of Siemens related to real-time analysis of historical
data and development of complex workflows for processing
long time series.

2

Proposed approach

The main challenge of development a database that would
operate in a cloud environment and store its data solely in a
remote object storage is minimizing network overheads. The
first aspect of this problem is that there is no reasonable way
to perform scans on database files to find appropriate data for
the request. Because of that the index of the database has to
contain metadata that would allow to navigate to exact parts of
database files where the data is located. The second aspect is
that we need to minimize the amount of network connections
required for data uploading and extraction. For achieving this
goal there is a need to develop a format for database files
that would allow writing and reading all required data within
one request. And the third aspect is minimizing sizes of both
database and index files. The smaller files are the cheaper their
storage is. And additional advantage of small index files is that
more indices can be loaded into the RAM of the processing
node.
In this section we give a detailed description of our approach for indexing and storing time series data for fast operation in cloud environments. Target use cases of the initial
project included processing of numeric time series that means
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sequences of pairs (timestamp,value) without any tags. To
achieve high speed of parallel uploads and ease of operation,
every sensor has its own index and processed independently
from others. Input time series data is indexed via three-tier
data indexing mechanism and converted into the internal representation using read-optimized series encoding. Details on
how this approach helps to optimize data processing and fit
to the project requirements are given in Section 3.1.

2.1

Three-tier data indexing

The first part of the approach is a three-tier data indexing.
Schema of the indexing is presented in Figure 1. At the first
step the input data is divided into data chunks – subsets containing (timestamp,value) pairs. Time interval for data chunks
split is a parameter called block interval. After that for every
data chunk we create an index block that contains meta information required for data extraction and a set of metrics –
aggregated statistics for the data chunk, e.g. minimum, maximum or average. Metrics are used for conditional search for
time intervals in the index, details on it are given in Section
3.1. Block meta includes following fields: number of elements in the data chunk, length of the encoded representation
(more details on it in Section 2.2), and a flag whether encoded
representation is compressed.
Index blocks are incorporated into an index segment.
Blocks in the segment are located in the chronological order,
which allows fast calculation of required parts of the segment
file as will be described further. During segment creation we
initialize all the blocks in it empty, and all changes modify
the existing blocks.
The time interval that every segment covers is set by a
parameter called segment interval. Every segment has its meta
information and a set of metrics. Segment meta contains a
unique identifier (ID), start time, which is calculated during
segment creation, and a version of the segment. Segment ID
sets the name of the segment binary file in the storage backend.
The presence of the segment start time makes possible fast
and compact encoding of timestamps in blocks as described
in Section 2.2.
The start time for a new segment is calculated according
to the first timestamp of the indexed data chunk and existing
segments in the index. If there are no segments in the index,
the start time of the segment is set to the first timestamp of
the data chunk. Otherwise, the start time of the segment is
calculated so that it is separated by a multiple of the segment
intervals from other segments and is as close as possible
from the bottom to the first timestamp in the data chunk. The
version of the segment is an integer number that increments
every time the segment is changed.
Segment metrics are calculated by combining metrics of
its blocks. There are two types of metrics – cumulative and
non-cumulative. The difference between them is that for combining cumulative metrics there is no need to have all values
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2.2

Figure 1: Schema of three-tier data indexing

Figure 2: Schema of read-optimized series encoding

based on which these metrics were calculated. For example,
minimum and maximum are cumulative metrics, and standard
deviation and median are non-cumulative. For cumulative
metrics combining function uses only their values while for
non-cumulative metrics it uses all input values used to calculate these metrics. Metric instances of blocks and segments
store input values during data uploading and delete them afterwards.
Segments are then incorporated into an index. Segments in
the index are located in the chronological order. Index meta
information includes unique identifier (name of the corresponding sensor), data type, segment interval, block interval
and version. Data type determines the way how values are
processed during data encoding. Supported data types are 8bit integer, 16-bit integer, 32-bit integer, 64-bit integer, 32-bit
float and 64-bit float. Block and segment intervals define time
intervals for blocks and segments generation as it was discussed above. The version of the index is an integer number
that increments every time the index is changed.
Indices are stored in the storage backend as individual files.
File names for each individual index consist of index ID and
index version.
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Read-optimized series encoding

Since one of the most challenging requirements for our
database was storing all data in Amazon S3, we needed an internal representation format that would allow performing data
uploading and extraction in the best possible way. It is well
known that one of the main factors that affect the speed of
interaction with remote services is the network (connections
instantiating, latency, etc.). That is why we aimed to create
a format that would minimize the number of requests to the
storage backend during extraction as much as possible.
The schema of the developed read-optimized encoding is
presented in Figure 2. As the input we have a sequence of
(timestamp,value) pairs from the data chunk. Timestamps are
64-bit integers and thus have the size of 8 bytes. The binary
size of values N depends on the underlying data type and thus
can be from 1 to 8.
The first part of the series processing is the delta encoding –
instead of timestamps and values we store differences between
current and previous items. It allows to reduce the amount
of data required for storing timestamps from 8 to 4 bytes by
assuming that difference between two consecutive timestamps
would not be greater than ≈ 49 days ((232 − 1) ms, maximum
value of unsigned 32-bit integer). Delta for the first timestamp
is calculated as a difference between the timestamp and block
start (BS in the schema) that is calculated from the segment
start time and the order of the block corresponding to the
data chunk. The way how the algorithm generates stored
differences for values depends on the processed data type:
for integers diff is calculated as a subtraction of the next
value from the previous one, and for floating point values
a difference is generated as a difference between IEEE 754
binary representations of consecutive values, because such
approach produces longer zero-filled bit sequences and can
be compressed better.
At the second step calculated deltas are written in the same
order as input values into the binary array (see Figure 2). At
this point we already get some level of compression. And
to get even more we use a high-performance algorithm Zstandard for compression of the obtained binary array. Our
experiments shown that usage of the compression adds 1015% overhead for data reading.
As a result we get a highly compressed representation of the
input data chunk – data blocks. During uploading data blocks
are written successively into a single array – data segment –
that is written as a file into storage backend.

2.3

Discussion

It can be noted that the way of data organization in the presented approach resonates with columnar data formats, like
Parquet and Apache ORC, or storage schema of other time
series databases [12]. The most distinct and significant difference is that timestamps and values in our case are stored
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Figure 3: Overview schema of Peregreen. Every node in the
Raft cluster includes Peregreen core and five modules.
not separately in different columns/series but together, one
(timestamp,value) pair after another. This approach along with
utilizing binary offsets allows the required parts of segment
files to be extracted in a single I/O operation instead of many
for other formats (timestamps reading and values reading).
When using remote storage backends (Amazon S3 or HDFS)
these additional I/O operations significantly decrease performance of data extraction. A possible logical drawback of our
approach is a lower level of compression because of mixed
sequences; however, experiments described in Section 4.1
show that read-optimized data encoding is more compact than
in other solutions.
Another possibly questionable aspect of the proposed approach is the index organization when blocks in a segment
and segments in an index are stored in the array rather than
access-optimized data structures like trees. During development we experimented with different ways of organizing tiers
in the index. We discovered that when having a reasonable
number of blocks per segment and segment per index (up to
10,000) array-based index provides almost the same performance as B-tree-based index in terms of elements filtering.
This is due to the simplistic logic of the array-based index
and absence of recursion calls during the search.

3

Peregreen overview

Peregreen is a distributed modular database that was built to
satisfy requirements described in Section 1. Peregreen was
developed using Go programming language. Peregreen architecturally consists of three parts – core, modules, and cluster.
This section describes these parts and gives information about
limitations of the current implementation of the database.
Overview schema of Peregreen is presented in Figure 3.

3.1

Peregreen core

Peregreen core is a backbone of the whole system. It implements concepts described in the previous section in a module
responsible for the following CRUD operations.
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Uploading. Data uploading procedure combines the threetier indexing mechanism and read-optimized series encoding.
At the first step input data is split into data chunks. If there
is an existing data for the time interval covered by the new
data, Peregreen core extracts it from the storage backend and
combines new and existing data. After that the core goes
through data chunks and simultaneously converts them into
data blocks as described in Section 2.2 and creates index
blocks as described in Section 2.1. The core then combines
data blocks into segment files and index blocks into index
segments. New version of the segment is embedded into the
name of the segment file. After combining index segments
into the index, segment files and the index are written to the
storage backend.
Deletion. On deletion user specifies a time interval, in
which the data must be deleted. Indexing engine extracts
the data covering target interval from the storage backend,
removes all entries that lie in between the start and finish
timestamps, updates index and internal representation and
loads them into the storage backend.
Search by value. This operation is designed to extract time
intervals, values in which satisfy some conditions. Distinctive
feature of search operation is that it does not access the data
stored in the storage backend, but instead it works only with
segments and blocks of the index. It allows to perform very
fast search with complex queries over large amounts of loaded
data. Time resolution of returned intervals equals to the block
interval of the index.
During the search Peregreen core scans through segments
of the index and checks whether they fall into the search
interval. If a segment belongs to the search interval, indexer
iterates over blocks of the segment and checks them for both
matching to the search interval and to search query. Metrics
available for search queries are all metrics that were computed
during the uploading. If new metrics are added after the data
was loaded, it is possible to recalculate new metrics for the
existing data.
Peregreen provides an easy syntax for describing search
queries. Queries consist of conditions combined by logical
operators. Conditions have the following form:
metric operator value
where metric is a name of the metric in index blocks,
operator is a conditional operator, and value is a value against
which a value of the metric will be compared. Conditional
operators used are very close to select operators in MongoDB
– lt (lower than), lte (lower than or equal), gt (greater than),
gte (greater than or equal) and eq (equal). Logical operators
used for conditions combining include & (conjunction) and |
(disjunction). For example, the following command: "min lte
200 & max gte 50 | avg eq 75" describes a query for searching time intervals where one of the following conditions is
satisfied: (1) minimum metric is lower or equal to 200 and
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maximum metric is greater or equal to 50, (2) average metric
is equal to 75.
Extraction. Peregreen provides a powerful extraction
mechanism that allows performing a fast retrieval of large
amounts of data along with data sampling, aggregations and
transformations. For extraction, the user specifies sensor identifier, start and finish timestamps, partitioning time interval,
and aggregation metrics or transformation functions. Four
types of extraction are activated depending on these parameters:
1. Full extraction. This extraction is performed when the
user does not specify partitioning time interval and aggregation metrics or transformation functions. In this case, the
Peregreen core obtains all points from the storage backend.
2. Sampling. This extraction is performed when the user
specifies a partitioning time interval and no aggregation metrics. Data sampling is the extraction of points, timestamps of
which differ by user-specified interval, from the storage backend. This operation is useful in cases when the user wants
to get a general picture of the data for some time interval.
For sampling, the Peregreen core calculates time intervals
according to start and finish timestamps, and extracts the first
point for every time interval.
3. Aggregation. This extraction is performed when the user
specifies a partitioning time interval and some aggregation
metrics. This extraction provides the user with a deeper understanding of what is happening in the target time interval.
For aggregation, the Peregreen core calculates time intervals
according to start and finish timestamps, and generates a set
of metrics for every time interval. Metrics available for aggregation include all metrics supported by Peregreen.
4. Transformation. This extraction is performed when the
user specifies a partitioning time interval and some transformation functions. This extraction is useful when there is a
need for modifying the initial form of the data, e.g. rolling
average. For transformation, the Peregreen core applies specified transformation functions to values as they are retrieved.
For extracting values from the storage backend, Peregreen
core utilizes meta information stored in all three tiers of the
index. Based on start and finish timestamps the core calculates
which segments have to be used. For this it uses segments’
start times and segment interval from the index. For every
segment the core then determines which blocks to extract
using segment start time, block interval and blocks ordering.
After that the core uses length of the encoded representation
of blocks in the segment to calculate the range of bytes need
to be extracted from the segment file. The core then extracts
only the required part of the segment file, and for every data
block of that part performs the actions of the encoding in the
reverse order – decompress data with Zstandard, convert raw
bytes to deltas and apply delta decoding for them. During
decoding stage, Peregreen core applies required aggregations
and transformations to the data if specified by user.
It can be seen that the way how internal representation in
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the Peregreen core is organized allows to achieve the optimal interaction with the storage backend by having only one
read operation per segment file. This is the reason why the
encoding is called read-optimized.

3.2

Peregreen modules

One of the most powerful features of Peregreen is its extensibility. This section describes five types of modules that
allow to integrate various types of storage backends, aggregated statistics, transformations, input and output data types.
In terms of implementation, modules are programming interfaces that provide a required set of methods.
Storage. Storage is a module, which is responsible for a
proper integration of Peregreen with the storage backend.
These methods include reading and writing indices, writing segment files and reading binary data for specified index
blocks. Currently Peregreen contains three storage implementations out of the box – local file system, HDFS and Amazon
S3. Local and HDFS storages allow to work with a data placed
within a file system or HDFS respectively. They make use
of file offsets for navigating in segment files and extracting
only required data parts from them during data reading. S3
storage allows working with a data placed in the Amazon
S3 object storage. It stores all data in one bucket specified
in configuration file. S3 storage extracts only required data
parts from segment files stored in S3 using HTTP bytes range
headers.
Reader. Reader module is responsible for reading data
elements from the input stream. It has only one method for
reading a single data element. This is related to the internal
mechanics of data reading in Peregreen – it creates data parts,
which will be then converted into data blocks, on the fly to
minimize memory consumption and total number of operations. That is why there is no need for a method to read all
input data at once. The way how Reader will extract the data
is defined by its implementation and two parameters – data
type and format. Data type is a name of one of six supported
data types – byte, short, integer, long, float and double. Depending on the data type the way of how Reader extracts
element might slightly change. Format describes the rules of
searching timestamps and values in the input stream. Lets
examine how it works on the example of Reader implementation for CSV format, which is available in Peregreen by
default. Its format definition looks as follows:
tsPos-valPos-sep
where tsPos is position of the timestamp in the string, valPos
is position of the value in the string, and sep is a separator
symbol. This simple notation allows to cover a wide range of
CSV files layouts. Peregreen also supports JSON and MessagePack as input data formats.
Writer. There are four types of data that Peregreen can
return on requests – search results, timestamp-value pairs,
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aggregations and transformations. Writer module describes
methods for converting these types into desirable output format. At the moment Peregreen supports three types of output
formats – CSV, MessagePack and JSON.
Metric. In order to provide a flexible search on the loaded
data, Peregreen allows configuring and extending aggregated
statistical characteristics calculated for the data with the help
of Metric module. It describes three methods, by implementing which one can create new custom metric for the storage, –
inserting a value to the metric, getting a value from the metric
and combining two metrics into one. The latter method is
used for creating metrics for long time intervals from metrics
for short intervals. Currently Peregreen has implementations
for count, minimum, maximum, average, standard deviation,
median, percentile and mode metrics.
Transformation. Transformations allow to change the data
as it is extracted. To do that the module provides a single
method that converts input value in its new form. Specific implementations, like moving average, might have internal structures for storing intermediate values. Currently Peregreen has
implementations for absolute value, difference, summation,
subtraction, multiplication and moving average transformations.

3.3

Peregreen cluster

Peregreen cluster provides users horizontal scalability and
fault tolerance. Our cluster operates over HashiCorp implementation1 of the Raft consensus algorithm [17]. This algorithm provides consistency of a cluster. It is especially important for Peregreen because to eliminate the need to handle
collisions only one sensor update at a time is allowed. That is
why on every update we need to know where required indices
are located in order to properly update them.
In Raft cluster write requests go through the leader node
so Peregreen also has leader node in the cluster. All upload
queries go through the leader node to get redirected to the
node that will process uploading. Read requests are redirected
directly to the responsible node by any of the cluster nodes.
During the first start of the cluster, one node starts as a leader
and all other nodes join to that node as followers.
Peregreen cluster state consists of three components:
1. List of nodes. It stores information required for nodes to
connect with each other and with clients – node name, internal
and external addresses and ports.
2. List of nodes per index. It stores information about mapping of indices onto cluster nodes. Every index is replicated
to several nodes in runtime to achieve high availability. If the
first node in the list is down, the second one will process the
request, etc.
3. Number of indices per node. It stores information about
how many indices are stored on every node of the cluster. This
is required for the load balancing of the cluster.
1 https://github.com/hashicorp/raft
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Raft log in Peregreen stores information necessary for recreation of the cluster state when the node starts, i.e. information
about the events that change the cluster state – addition of a
new node, failure of a node, uploading of a new sensor and
changing the replication factor.

3.4

Peregreen limitations

Since Peregreen and its underlying concepts are purposefully
designed for storing large amounts of historical time series, it
has a number of limitations when considering a general task
of time series processing.
1. Preferably batch uploads. Although it is possible to load
points one by one, it would be highly inefficient because
on every such operation the whole data segment file will
be downloaded from the storage backend and rebuilt. Even
considering that every Peregreen node has a in-memory cache,
loading single points brings too much overheads. But the main
use case for Peregreen is loading large amounts of time series
data at once and the longer input sequence, the better overall
performance of Peregreen becomes.
2. One sensor update at a time. When leader receives an
update request for a sensor, it locks index for that sensor until
the request finishes. This approach was introduced into Peregreen architecture to eliminate the need for collision detection
and resolution when more than one node modifies the data
for some sensor. We will investigate the best practices for
collisions resolution and address this limitation in the future.
3. No multi-sensor operations. All operations in Peregreen
require the client to specify the target sensor in the request,
and there are no options to specify several sensors. This comes
from the fact that the project requirements specifically covered single-sensor operations. At the moment clients make
several single-sensor requests for Peregreen and due to the
high execution speed they still achieve good performance.
4. No SQL-like syntax. Peregreen has quite minimalistic
REST API designed to execute CRUD operations as described
in Section 3.1. We understand that supporting SQL would
extend the number of use cases but integration of SQL into
Peregreen would require significant changes to the architecture of the database.

4

Experimental evaluation

This section describes two series of experiments that were conducted to check different aspects of Peregreen performance
in a range of conditions. The first experiment was performed
in an on-premise environment on a rack of blade servers,
whereas the second experiment was set in the Amazon AWS
cloud. Data used in experiments was generated based on a
sample of real data with a frequency about 1 Hz. We generated 1 year of data for 1000 sensors that resulted in 31.5
billion records and the total volume of 750 GB.
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4.1

On-premise experiment

In order to check the performance of Peregreen compared
to existing databases, we performed a detailed experimental
evaluation of various data processing operations for Peregreen
and two other solutions widely used for time series storage
– InfluxDB and ClickHouse. InfluxDB [13] is an open-core
time series data store that provides high throughput of ingest,
compression and real-time querying. As of November 2018 it
is the most popular time series storage [15]. ClickHouse [25]
is an open source distributed column-oriented DBMS that
provides a rich set of features to its users. Due to the MergeTree table engine and time oriented functions, ClickHouse has
proven to be efficient for working with time series data [5,20].
Hardware setup for the first experiment consists of IBM
blade servers, each of which has the following characteristics:
2x Intel Xeon 8C E7-2830 (32 vCPUs), 128 GB RAM, 100GB
SSD local storage and 2000 GB attached storage from IBM
Storwise V3700 storage system connected via fiber channel.
All databases were deployed at the local storage whereas the
data was stored in the attached storage. In our experiments
we used 1, 4 and 7 instances of blade servers.
InfluxDB configuration. In our experiment we used default configuration of InfluxDB provided by its developers
with two minor changes. The first is that limit on maximum
size of the client request was disabled to upload historical data
split by months. And the second, to perform search by values
in more equal conditions we created additional aggregation
table, which contained 1 hour time intervals and minimum
and maximum values for these intervals. Schema of both main
and aggregation tables can be found in the listing2 .
When performing several SELECT requests for different
time intervals there are two options for InfluxDB – several
individual requests or one request with subrequests. Our empirical study3 shown that making several simultaneous requests is faster than one request with the same number of
subrequests. That is why in our experiments we abandoned
usage of subrequests.
It must also be mentioned that the trial enterprise version
of InfluxDB cluster we used in experiments could not be
deployed on 7 instances and because of that experiments for
InfluxDB were conducted only for 1 and 4 instances.
ClickHouse configuration. ClickHouse was configured
to use the following table schema: date Date, timestamp
UInt64, sensorId UInt16, value Float64. Partitioning for the
table was set by year and month using toYYYYMM function by date column. The primary key and thus physical order of the records was formed by sensorId and timestamp
fields. Table for time series indexing was created as a materialized view of the previous table using ’group by’ aggregation by date, sensorId, floor(divide(timestamp, <tdisr>)),
where ’tdisr’ is a block interval equal to 3600000 ms (1 hour).
2 https://bit.ly/2P8d4B7
3 https://bit.ly/2KIKTrG
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Table 1: Data upload time for on-premise experiment, minutes
1 instance 4 instances 7 instances
Peregreen
891
243
150
ClickHouse
530
193
83
InfluxDB
1847
583
n/a
Table 2: Total stored data volume, GB
Peregreen
ClickHouse
InfluxDB
172
301
272

The materialized view had the following schema: date, sensorId, min(timestamp) AS mnts, max(timestamp) as mxts,
min(value) AS mnval, max(value) AS mxval. The primary
key of the materialized view was formed by sensorId, mnval
and mxval fields. For both tables we used MergeTree engine,
which provides the best combination of scan performance,
data insertion speed and storing reliability.
These two tables were created on each node due to mastermaster architecture of ClickHouse. Materialized view tables
are updated automatically upon insertion into the main tables.
Compression method was changed to Zstandard for all nodes.
Index granularity of raw tables was left 8192 as it does not
contribute significantly to the increase of data size stored on
the disk but allows to position more precisely for 1 hour interval queries. Max thread setting was set to 16 for queries
with a single client using SET instruction supported by SQL
dialect of the ClickHouse. Other settings were left at their default values. To perform queries to ClickHouse, its native tool
called clickhouse-client was used. In experiments with multiple clients, multiple processes were spawned each sending its
own SQL query. Native format was used by clickhouse-client
to retrieve data.
Peregreen configuration. For all experiments Peregreen
was configured as follows: block interval was set to 3,600,000
ms (1 hour), segment interval was set to 31,622,400,000 ms
(366 days), compression was enabled. With these settings
an average block size was 15 KB, and the segment size was
about 130 MB.
Data uploading. In this experiment data uploading requests were sent to storages from all instances of the cluster.
It means that for setup with 1 instance it sent all 1000 sensors, with 4 instances each instance sent 250 sensors, and
with 7 instances each sent 142-143 sensors. It allows to check
scalability of the databases in terms of data uploading.
Results of data uploading time for different sets of nodes
are presented in Table 1. It can be seen that ClickHouse provides the highest speed of uploading with the rate of 8 GB per
minute on 7 instances. InfluxDB uploading speed was slightly
less than two other solutions, but on 4 nodes it demonstrated
the uploading rate of ~900,000 records per second, which is
quite close to the InfluxData official benchmarks [8].
Table 2 shows the total volume of internal data representa-
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Figure 5: Data extraction time for small requests on 1 instance

Figure 4: Values search execution time for 4 instances

tion stored by three solutions. With the help of delta encoding
and Zstandard compression Peregreen is able to compress the
raw data 4 times to 172 GB from 750 GB. Other storages also
provide quite high compression rates – 2.5x for ClickHouse
and 2.7x for InfluxDB. Despite using Zstandard algorithm,
compression rate for ClickHouse is lower than demonstrated
in other benchmarks [1]. But compressibility heavily depends
on the data characteristics (schema, frequency, etc.) and thus
direct comparison of two benchmarks for different datasets
would be far from the mark.
It also should be mentioned that indices for all 1000 sensors
in Peregreen have the total size of 110 MB, 110 KB per sensor.
Such small size ensures minimal footprint of the system and
allows to store all indices in the memory in the runtime.
Values range search. In this series of experiments we simulated behavior of clients who try to perform various search by
values requests. Number of clients varied in range [1, 10, 100],
number of sensors for which search requests were made by
each client varied in range [1, 10, 100]. Every request was amplitude search, where minimum and maximum values cover
all values in the dataset, so all solutions had to perform full
scan of their storages. In Figure 4 results of this experiment
for 4 instances are presented. Columns captions encode experiment types – c stands for the number of clients, s stands
for the number of sensors per client. From the figure we can
clearly see that Peregreen significantly outperforms two other
solutions in all scenarios. This is related to the fact that search
operations in Peregreen are performed using only indices,
which are stored in the memory, whereas ClickHouse and
InfluxDB select results from the tables that are stored on the
disk.
Data extraction. These experiments were designed to investigate how well target storages can handle data extraction workloads of various sizes. Number of clients for this
series varied in range [1, 10, 100], number of sensors for
which extraction requests were made by each client varied in
range [1, 10, 100], time interval for extraction varied in range
[1, 24, 240] hours. The largest case – 100 clients, 100 sensors
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Figure 6: Data extraction time for large requests on 1 instance,
logarithmic time scale
per client, 240 hours – is a very extreme scenario that involves
extraction of 8.6 billion records.
Sample results for small requests (1 hour, 100 clients, 1, 10,
100 sensors per client) execution on 1 instance are presented
in Figure 5. Columns captions encode experiment types – h
stands for the extracted time interval, c stands for the number of clients, s stands for the number of sensors per client.
Execution time for Peregreen is much lower than for other
systems, because it quickly navigates in segment files using
the index and extract only required data blocks (no more than
two for these experiments). InfluxDB in these experiments
significantly outperformed ClickHouse, which is expected
because InfluxDB is designed for working with short time
series.
But the situation dramatically changes if we try to extract a
lot of long time intervals. In Figure 6 results for large requests (1 hour, 100 clients, 1, 10, 100 sensors per client)
are presented. Plots were generated using logarithmic time
scale because results differ by orders of magnitude. InfluxDB
demonstrates very low extraction speed, since extraction of
this many long time intervals is far from its standard use
case. ClickHouse, on the other hand, is very good at reading
long sequences of data and because of that it demonstrates
impressive results of 43,000,000 records per second for the
scenario 240h-100c-1s. Although Peregreen performs almost
twice slower in this scenario, with increase of parallel requests
it starts to outperform ClickHouse and for the hardest case
it demonstrates execution speed of 24,000,000 records per
second against 18,000,000 for ClickHouse.
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Figure 7: Data extraction time for 7 instances
In Figure 7 experimental results for all types of requests are
presented. These experiments were conducted on 7 instances
and because of that there are no results for InfluxDB. For relatively small requests, which are shown on the left plot, Peregreen and ClickHouse demonstrate comparable performance.
But as the workload grows transcendence of Peregreen also
grows. In the hardest scenario 240h-100c-100s Peregreen
achieves the speed of 49,500,000 records per second. The
speed of ClickHouse is slightly lower, but also very high –
37,000,000 records per second. Difference in the processing
speed can be explained by following factors: (1) ClickHouse
has lower compression rate (difference in blocks organization and no delta encoding) and because of that has to read
more data from the disk during extraction; (2) data parts in
ClickHouse are organized by size, not by time, that is why
ClickHouse has to read some unnecessary data during extraction by time intervals; (3) ClickHouse creates large number
of files with data parts and during extraction it has to read
from a lot of files, which increases a number of random reads
from disk, whereas Peregreen reads from very small number
of segment files.

4.2

EC2 experiment

The second series of experiments was aimed to evaluate performance of Peregreen in a cloud environment for two types
of storage backend – local file system and Amazon S3.
Hardware setup for this experiment consists of Amazon
EC2 instances of c5.4xlarge type with 16 vCPUs, 32 GB
RAM, 8 GB internal SSD storage and 500 GB attached EBS
storage. All instances were localed in us-east-1 region. Peregreen was deployed on the local storage whereas the data was
stored in the attached storage. Testbed contained 1, 4 and 7
instances.
Benchmarking utility was deployed on a dedicated instance
to avoid its influence at performance of Peregreen nodes.
Data uploading. This experiment was designed the same
way as in Section 4.1 – data is loaded from all instances of
the cluster. Experimental results are presented in Table 3. We
can see that in all cases uploading to the cluster with EBS
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Table 3: Data uploading time for EC2 experiment, minutes
1 instance 4 instances 7 instances
EBS backend
573
122
75
S3 backend
702
175
97
storage backend is faster than to the one with S3 storage
backend. It is expected because in the second case segment
files are uploaded into remote web service. Nevertheless, both
storages provide high uploading rates, 21-23 MB/s per node
for EBS storage and 17-18 MB/s per node for S3 storage.
Also, both storages demonstrate close to linear change in
uploading time with increasing in number of instances, which
is very important for the solution deployment on a large scale.
Search by values. In this series of experiments we
performed various amount of parallel search by values
requests. Number of parallel requests varied in range
[1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000]. Since search by values request does
not depend on storage backend, we did not compare setups
with different backends, and only checked how well Peregreen
handles increasing load. In order to make Peregreen process
all segments and blocks, we used the following condition in
search requests:
min lte 500 & max gte -200
Due to the fact that searching through indices located in RAM
is a very lightweight operation, results for setups with 1, 4
and 7 did not differ significantly. In Figure 8 experimental
results for 4 instances are presented. It is clear that search
request scales very well and provides a sub-second execution
time even for 10000 simultaneous requests.
Data extraction. In this series of experiments we investigated, how well can Peregreen with different storage backends perform under wide range of data extraction requests,
and whether usage S3 as a persistent storage of large amounts
of time series data can bring performance comparable to the
EBS storage. For this we varied number of concurrent requests
made to the manager node in range [1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000]
and extracted time interval in range [1, 6, 24, 240] hours. Due
to the extremely large memory requirements and limited
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Figure 10: Data extraction results for 4 instances in EC2
Figure 8: Data search execution time for 4 instances in EC2

Figure 11: Data extraction results for 7 instances in EC2
Figure 9: Efficiency of S3 storage backend with regard to
EBS storage backend for 4 nodes in EC2
amount of RAM on EC2 instances (320 GB in total) maximal request (10000 requests for 240 hours each) could not
be executed, but all other requests completed successfully.
All requests were performed 10 times to downplay possible
network and hardware effects.
To compare performance of Peregreen with S3 storage
backend and with EBSstorage backend we performed all described above experiments in both settings and calculated
relative efficiency of S3 as a ratio of execution time with S3
backend to execution time with EBS backend. In Figure 9
S3 relative efficiency plot is presented. Experiment with 100
parallel extraction requests for 1 hour shows the worst S3
efficiency – 49 ms for EBS backend and 351 ms for S3 backend. But as the load (number of parallel requests and interval
length) grows, S3 relative efficiency increases, and starting
from 1000 requests for 6 hours S3 becomes more efficient
than EBS (1320 ms for S3 and 1605 ms for EBS). Maximal
loads (100 and 1000 requests for 240 hours) demonstrate two
times lower execution time for S3 storage backend – 35096
ms for EBS backend and 18156 ms for S3 backend for 1000
requests. Such difference can be explained by the fact that
EBS volumes have limits on a throughput and number of I/O
operations per second [2]. S3, on the other hand, does not
have such limitations [3], which allows it to scale better under
the high workload.
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In order to further investigate scaling of two storage backends, we analyzed performance of the same set of requests
for different sets of nodes. In Figures 10 and 11 we present
experimental results for 1000 parallel requests for extraction
of 1, 6, 24 and 240 hours on 4 and 7 instances respectively.
It is interesting to mention that for 6h-1000 scenario on 4
instances S3 storage backend is slightly more efficient than
EBS (1320 ms and 1605 ms), whereas in case of 7 instances
EBS backend provides smaller execution time (1233 ms and
1782 ms). But the most important observation is in the 240h1000 scenario. When Peregreen deployed on 4 instances S3
provides twice faster execution, but for 7 nodes EBS storage
demonstrates the same result as S3 storage, and execution
time for S3 storage does not change. The reason why this scenario cannot be finished in less than 18 seconds is a network
bandwidth limitations – this request generates 864 million
data records with the volume of almost 18 GB. Even with
a very high EC2 inter-instance throughput [4] it takes a fair
amount of time to transfer such data volume to the testing
instance.

5

Alternatives comparison

Today there are plenty of time series oriented databases and
storages. In this section, we give a brief description of the
most popular and mature solutions, which are used for storing
time series data, and investigate how they compare against
Peregreen. Comparison criteria are based on requirements
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Table 4: Comparison of databases for storing time series
InfluxDB
ClickHouse
Kudu
Cassandra

Gorilla

Gnocchi

precise

sparse

external

Index type

sparse

controlled
sparse

Internal data structures

LSM+
MVCC

LSM

LSM+
MVCC

LSM+
MVCC

PSP

n/a

Data layout
TS-specific compression

column
yes

column
no

column
no

row-wise
no

ts-specific
yes

n/a
n/a

Values-based index

mat. view

mat. view

no

special
index

no

no

Aggregations
SQL-like query syntax
In-memory
Low-cost object storage

yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
yes
no

no
no
no
no

no
yes
no
no

no
no
yes
no

yes
no
no
yes

Snowflake

Prometheus

Peregreen

TimescaleDB OpenTSDB

precise

Index type

various

sparse

no

sparse

controlled
sparse

Internal data structures

B-tree+
MVCC

n/a

tables

custom

custom

Data layout
TS-specific compression

row-wise
yes

column
yes

column
no

ts-specific
yes

ts-specific
yes

Values-based index

special
index

no

no

special
index

special
index

Aggregations
SQL-like query syntax
In-memory
Low-cost object storage

yes
yes
no
no

yes
no
no
no

yes
yes
no
partly

yes
no
yes
no

yes
no
no
yes

from Section 1 and common use cases of working with time
series. Results of the comparison are presented in Table 4.
InfluxDB is an open-core time series data store that provides high throughput of ingest, compression and real-time
querying. As of November 2018 it is the most popular time
series storage [15]. ClickHouse is an open source distributed
column-oriented DBMS that provides a rich set of features to
its users. Due to the MergeTree table engine and time oriented
functions, ClickHouse has proven to be efficient for working
with time series data [5, 20]. TimescaleDB is an open-source
extension of PostgreSQL designed to overcome limitations
of PostgreSQL when it comes to working with time series.
TimescaleDB introduces hypertable – an entity, which has the
same interface for the user as a simple table, but internally
is an abstraction consisting of many tables called chunks.
This mechanism allows avoiding slow disk operations by storing in memory only the chunk of the latest period. Apache
Kudu [14] is a column-oriented data store that enables fast
analytics in the Hadoop ecosystem. Apache Cassandra is a
general-purpose distributed NoSQL storage, the main aims of
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which are to provide linear scalability and fault tolerance. Gorilla [18] is a fast in-memory time series database developed
by Facebook. Gnocchi is an open-source TSDB that aims to
handle large amounts of aggregated data. OpenTSDBis an
open-source scalable, distributed time series database written
in Java and built on top of HBase. Snowflake is an analytic
data warehouse provided as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). It
uses custom SQL database engine with a unique architecture
designed for the cloud. Prometheus is an open-source systems
monitoring and alerting toolkit that has a powerful time series
storage engine.
The first criterion for the comparison is an index type. Precise indices in Kudu and Cassandra make possible fast search
of exact data entries, but they generally do not increase the
speed of long continuous time series extraction compared to
sparse indices in other solutions, and moreover, index sizes
in Kudu and Cassandra are very large. A sparse index is
much more suitable for the extraction of long time series, and
control over the sparsity of the index is an additional advantage. Gnocchi relies on external indexing by PostgreSQL or
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MySQL. The interesting fact about Snowflake is that it does
not have indices and instead relies on data micro-partitioning
and clustering [22] that have proven to be very effective on a
large scale.
In terms of internal data structures, log-structured mergetree (LSM) is the most widespread way to store the data.
But InfluxDB, Kudu and Cassandra also use multiversion
concurrency control (MVCC) to handle concurrent data modifications. And when using MVCC there can exist several
versions of the data, and if these versions were not merged
into one during the reading operation, the storage will have
to merge versions upon reading, which decreases the overall performance. On the other hand, plain sorted partitions
(PSP) used in Gorilla, make possible fast navigation and extraction of large amounts of data. OpenTSDB relies on the
backend storage, usually HBase, for storing the actual data.
Snowflake tables are the part of the proprietary platform thus
no detailed information on them is available. The schema of
storing the data in Prometheus includes custom data format
for chunks and write ahead logs that are optimized for reading.
Peregreen also has a custom format based on read-optimized
series encoding.
The next criterion is an internal data layout. Row-wise store
data layout of Cassandra and TimescaleDB can be efficient
for sequential reads only when there are no other columns
except timestamp and value. InfluxDB stores timestamps and
values as two separate sequences in its blocks and in that
sense its layout is also columnar. OpenTSDB stores the data
in columnar storages, like HBase or Bigtable, and because of
that provides good speed of data extraction. Prometheus [19]
as well as Peregreen has time series specific data layout format. Regarding the time series specific compression, general
purpose databases do not have special methods for efficient
time series compression, like delta or delta-of-deltas compression. It is worth mentioning that TimescaleDB allows to
compress the data by chunks but compressed chunks cannot
be updated [24].
The next criteria are related to search by values and data
aggregations. The best way to perform a fast search based on
values conditions is to have some sort of values-based index.
ClickHouse and InfuxDB provide such functionality through
materialized views and continuous queries. Cassandra and
TimescaleDB can easily create a secondary index over the
values column and thus provide very fast search. Snowflake
relies on clustering and intelligent query optimization for
providing high speed of searching across values conditions.
Prometheus allows querying the data based on values of the
tags. Index of Peregreen stores aggregated metrics for blocks
and segments that makes possible fast search in the large
data volumes. All solutions except for Kudu, Cassandra and
Gorilla, support data aggregation during extraction.
SQL-like query syntax is a great feature for any database
since SQL is familiar to many developers and analysts.
Prometheus provides a query language called PromQL that
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lets users select and aggregate time series data. It should also
be noted that Peregreen has no support for SQL syntax and
has a set of purposefully built operations available through
API.
The last set of features is related to the support of various
storage backends. Only ClickHouse, Gorilla and Prometheus
can store the data in memory to provide the maximal speed
of data access. The most interesting criterion is the ability of
the storage to use low-cost object storages, like Amazon S3
or Google Cloud, because it is a very important advantage in
terms of cost of usage. Apart from Peregreen only Gnocchi
support such functionality. Snowflake supports integration
with Amazon S3 but in order to efficiently perform operations
over the data it have to be loaded into Snowflake tables [21].
As can be seen from the presented comparison, modern
databases provide users with great functionality when speaking about working with time series. Nevertheless, Peregreen
provides a unique set of features – high performance along
with cloud object storage integration – for working with large
volumes of historical time series.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we presented Peregreen – high performance
storage for numeric time series. Peregreen is based on a threetier indexing mechanism and read-optimized series encoding,
which allows it to achieve high compression rate, small index
size and high execution speed of data processing operations.
Experimental results show that Peregreen performs better than
InfluxDB and ClickHouse in operations of data search and
extraction over large amounts of historical time series data.
Peregreen also provides integration with Amazon S3 as a
backend data storage out of the box, which means that it can
greatly reduce the cost of data storing while increasing the
overall efficiency compared to storing the data in EBS, as our
experiments demonstrate.
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Abstract
Read performance of LSM-tree-based Key-Value Stores suffers from serious read amplification caused by the leveled
structure used to improve write performance. Caching is one
of the main techniques to improve the performance of read
operations. Designing an efficient caching algorithm is challenging because the leveled structure obscures the cost and
benefit of caching a particular key, and the trade-off between
point lookup and range query operations further complicates
the cache replacement decisions.
We propose AC-Key, an Adaptive Caching enabled KeyValue Store to address these challenges. AC-Key manages
three different caching components, namely key-value cache,
key-pointer cache, and block cache, and adjust their sizes
according to the workload. AC-Key leverages a novel caching
efficiency factor to capture the heterogeneity of the caching
costs and benefits of cached entries. We implement AC-Key
by modifying RocksDB. The evaluation results show that
the performance of AC-Key is higher than that of RocksDB
in various workloads and is even better than the best offline
fix-sized caching scheme in phase-change workloads.

1

Introduction

The persistent Key-Value Store (KVS) has become an indispensable storage engine in many applications [1–4] for its
flexibility and scalability. Existing KVSs, e.g., LevelDB [5],
RocksDB [6], Cassandra [7], etc., use a Log-Structured Merge
(LSM) tree [8] to improve the performance of write operations. However, their read performance is sacrificed because
of the log-structured nature of LSM trees, where finding a key
by searching several levels could incur multiple storage I/Os
[9–11].
Caching is one of the main techniques to improve read
performance since workloads usually demonstrate certain
amounts of access locality. Studies show that read operations exhibit “hot spots” in enterprise workloads on LSMtree-based KVSs (LSM-KVS) for both point lookups [12–14]
and range queries [15, 16]. In Facebook, some large-scale
production use cases of RocksDB exhibit good locality [17]:
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fewer than 3% of the keys were accessed during a 24-hour
UDB workload; in the ZippyDB workload about 1% of the
KV-pairs are accountable for 50% of the total Gets.
There are two major unique challenges in designing an
efficient caching scheme for LSM-KVS. First, LSM has a
multi-level design where the storage I/O saved by each cached
key-value pair (caching benefit) could be different. The deeper
the level where the KV pair resides, the more storage I/Os can
be saved if it is cached. Additionally, the DRAM caching size
taken by one key-value pair (caching cost) is also different
with different key and value sizes. It is challenging for the
caching scheme to estimate the cost and benefit and make
replacement decisions accordingly. Second, the two types
of read operations, namely point lookup and range query,
exhibit quite different caching requirements. Point lookup
prefers caching an individual key-value pair (KV) for space
efficiency [6, 7]. If the value is large, another alternative is to
cache a key-pointer pair (KP, where the pointer refers to the
location of the value in storage) [7]. In contrast, a range query
cannot be served by caching sporadic individual keys, so people resort to caching blocks to support range queries [5, 6]. It
is difficult to disentangle the trade-offs among caching KV,
KP, and blocks, as each of them has certain types of favorable workloads. Additionally, designing an adaptive caching
scheme that can deal with dynamic workloads is more challenging.
Existing caching schemes [5–7, 18, 19] only consider one
or two types of entries to cache among KV, KP, and block,
and they have a fixed allocated cache budget for one type of
entry. Therefore, they cannot leverage all of their merits to
cope with various workload scenarios, and cannot adjust the
caching space when the workload changes. Besides, to the
best of our knowledge, there is no existing work addressing
the heterogeneous caching costs and benefits in the unique
LSM-KVS scenario.
We comprehensively study the trade-offs among caching
KV, KP, and blocks, and propose AC-Key, Adaptive Caching
for LSM-based Key-Value Stores, to combine their advantages in handling different workloads. AC-Key uses one des-
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ignated caching component for each type of the entries (KV,
KP, and block). The size of each caching component is dynamically adjusted by the proposed hierarchical adaptive caching
algorithm that uses ghost caches to guide the size adjustment. AC-Key leverages a novel caching efficiency factor that
quantifies the different caching costs and benefits to aid the
boundary adjustment among the caching components as well
as the replacement decision within each caching component.
We implement AC-Key based on RocksDB [6]. Our benchmark evaluations show that the read performance of AC-Key
is higher than that of the default RocksDB by up to 57.1%. In
the phase-change workloads, AC-Key can achieve even better
performance than the best offline fix-sized caching scheme.
We also evaluate AC-Key using YCSB [15] where AC-Key
outperforms the default RocksDB by up to 59.9%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first provide the background and motivation in §2 and §3, respectively.
Then we present the design of AC-Key in §4 and analyze the
performance of AC-Key in §5. §6 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
LSM-Tree-Based Key-Value Store

Popular implementations of LSM-tree-based Key-value
stores (LSM-KVSs), such as LevelDB [5] and RocksDB [6],
consist of two parts, a memory component and a storage component. The memory component, or MemTable, is typically
implemented using in-place sorted data structures such as
skip-list or B+ tree. The storage component is implemented as
levels of files storing sorted runs of key-value pairs compactly.
As shown in Fig. 1, one level is partitioned into multiple
sorted string table files, or SSTs. Each SST has a configurable
size limit, typically 2MB~64MB.
When the MemTable is full, it will be formatted into an
SST and written to the storage component. This procedure is
called the flush operation. Each level in the storage component
has an exponentially increasing size limit (by default 10 times
larger than the previous level). Therefore, larger levels will
have more SSTs. L0 SSTs will be merged with the L1 SSTs
when the specified size limit is reached. After that, L1 SSTs
will then be merged with L2 SSTs, so on and so forth. This is
called the compaction operation.
Every level is a single sorted run (except L0 ) where the
SSTs have disjoint key ranges. The sorted run of key-value
pairs of an SST are divided into multiple data blocks, and the
boundary keys between every two adjacent data blocks are
stored in an index block with the corresponding data block
offset within the SST. Besides, SST also contains a bloom
filter block (BF block) to determine the existence of a key in
this SST hence to save unnecessary storage I/Os. Block is the
basic storage I/O unit in LSM-KVS.
There are two types of read operations in LSM-based keyvalue stores, namely point-lookup (or Get) and range query
(or Scan). Get is to retrieve the value of a specific key in the
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Figure 1: LSM-based Key-value Store (LSM-KVS).

following sequence: MemTable, every SST in L0 from the
youngest to the oldest, then L1 to LN . If the key is found in the
MemTable, it will return with the value without any storage
access. Otherwise, the key-value store will search the SSTs in
the storage component. It will first check the bloom filter of
one SST and skip the SST if the bloom filter indicates that the
key does not exist. Otherwise, the index block will be read to
locate the corresponding data block. Finally, the data block
is retrieved and searched for the key. Therefore, a key-value
store needs at most three storage I/Os when searching an SST
for a specific key.
LSM-KVS performs a range query using a starting key
and an ending key or a number specifying how many keyvalue pairs to return. To execute a range query, the KVS uses
a Seek() function to construct a merging iterator that can
iterate through the MemTable, all SSTs in L0 , and one SST in
each of the larger levels at the same time. Then, the KVS will
call a Next() function to return the next larger key. When the
key returned by the Next() function is larger than the ending
key, or the number of the returned key-value pairs has reached
the specified number, the range query will be terminated.

2.2

Related Work

2.2.1 Caching Schemes in LSM-KVS
There are three type of entries that can be cached in LSMKVS: block, KV, and KP (Fig. 2).
LevelDB [5] only adopts the Block Cache (Fig. 2a), where
the blocks could be data block, index block, or Bloom Filter
(BF) block. The blocks in the Block Cache are indexed using
the SST file ID and the block offset (<SstID|BlockOffset>).
Block Cache can be beneficial for both point lookup and range
query operations. Storage I/Os can be saved as long as the
target block is cached. However, Block Cache is not spaceefficient to serve point lookup, as the whole block has to be
cached even though only a small portion of the keys in the
block are accessed frequently.
RocksDB [6] has both Block Cache (Fig. 2a) and KV Cache
(Fig. 2b). The KV Cache stores KV pairs that can serve point
lookup. However, the sizes of the Block and KV Caches in
RocksDB are predefined and fixed. When the KV cache is
enabled, point lookup will first consult the KV cache if the
write buffer does not contain the key. If the key was not
cached in the KV Cache, RocksDB will follow the normal
read process using Block Cache as LevelDB does, and insert
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2.2.2 General Caching Algorithms
The page cache replacement problem has been studied for
decades [20]. Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) [21] is a
dynamic page replacement algorithm designed for managing
the page cache in DRAM. As shown in Fig. 3, ARC divides
the caching space into two parts, the recency cache and the
frequency cache, each of which is an LRU cache. A page
is brought into the recency cache when first encountered.
If the page gets a second access before being evicted, it is
considered a frequently accessed page and will be migrated
to the frequency cache.
The space distribution between the recency cache and the
frequency cache is dynamic. ARC uses two ghost caches
to store metadata of evicted pages (page number) from the
recency and frequency cache respectively. The pages stored
in the ghost cache will be a future reference for adjusting the
allocated space for each part. Compared with the real cache,
i.e., the cache stores the actual page contents, the size of the
ghost cache is negligible since they only store page numbers.
A hit on the recency ghost cache indicates the recency
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Figure 3: ARC Algorithm.

Figure 2: Three Types of Entries to Cache in LSM-KVS.

the KV pair into the KV cache afterwards. Range queries are
supported by the Block Cache.
Cassandra [7] does not have a Block Cache but has both KV
Cache (Fig. 2b) and KP Cache (Fig. 2c. In the KP Cache, the
locations of the values in the storage are cached in memory as
pointers). On a hit in the KP Cache, one point lookup can be
served with only one storage I/O, skipping all the shallower
levels in the storage component. Compared with KV Cache,
KP Cache is more space-efficient for large value sizes at a
price of one extra storage I/O. Similar to KV Cache, KP Cache
cannot handle range queries. When promoting a key from KP
Cache to KV Cache, Cassandra does not remove the KP entry.
zExpander [18] is a KVS caching scheme which caches
key-value pairs only. It partitions caching space into a compressed zone (Z-zone) and an uncompressed zone (N-zone)
and can adapt the boundary between them. LSbM [19] has a
small on-disk compaction buffer that keeps old, but hot data
from being deleted during compaction to reduce the block
cache invalidation due to compaction. It needs extra storage
space for compaction buffer, and does not take advantage of
the more efficient KV or KP Cache to support point lookup.

Ghost Cache

Target Boundary Recency Ghost
Cache Hit
LRU
LRU
LRU
Real Cache
Ghost Cache

cache should have been larger, so the target boundary will be
moved leftwards (top figure in Fig. 3) and vice versa (bottom
figure in Fig. 3). As a result, the size of the corresponding
real cache will be increased or decreased according to the
workload.
CAR [22] also maintains a dynamic partition between the
recency and frequency cache using ghost caches, but it uses
CLOCK instead of LRU to manage each caching component
to reduce overhead. H-ARC [23] uses Non-Volatile Memory
(NVM) to cache both clean and dirty pages and propose a
hierarchical algorithm to adaptively handle the page replacement.
Such page-based caching algorithms (e.g. ARC [21],
CAR [22], H-ARC [23]) do not fit LSM-KVS well because
they are based on identical page sizes and caching benefits (i.e.
storage I/Os saved by caching an entry), whereas the entry
sizes and caching benefits in LSM-KVS are no longer uniform.
Similarly, pure frequency-based cache eviction algorithms
(e.g. WLFU [24]) and admission policies (e.g. TinyLFU [25])
assume homogeneous entry size and caching benefit too and
make replacement decisions solely based on the access frequency. However, in LSM-KVS, the difference in entry size
and caching benefit should also be considered along with
frequency. Web caching algorithms often take into account
the entry size information [26]. In LSM-KVS, however, besides entry size, the caching benefit for different entries is
also diverse. For example, caching a KV from a deeper level
will save more storage I/Os than caching one from a shallower level. Such special knowledge of the leveled structure
of LSM-tree should be exploited to aid caching decisions in
LSM-KVS.

3
3.1

Motivation
Unique Challenges in Caching for LSM

Comparing with the page cache replacement problem [20–
23], where the pages have identical sizes, keys and values
in the LSM tree do not necessarily have the same size. The
caching algorithm in LSM should also take the size difference
into consideration when designing the replacement algorithm.
Hash-based KVS [27, 28] does not support range queries.
In contrast, LSM-KVS has two distinct read operations, point
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Table 1: LSM-KVS Caching Scheme Comparison
Cached Entry

Space Efficiency

Extra I/O

Get Existing

Get Missing

Scan

Compaction

Flush

Favorite Workload

Block
KV
KP

Low
High
High

No
No
Yes

Helpful
Helpful
Helpful

Helpful (BF block)
Not Helpful
Not Helpful

Helpful
Not Helpful
Not Helpful

Affected
Not Affected
Affected

Not Affected
Affected
Affected

Scan / Get (missing)
Get (hot/small value)
Get (warm/large value)

lookup and range query, that exhibit quite different caching
requirements, and brings additional challenges in the design
of LSM caching algorithms.
B+ tree-based KVS [29] supports both point lookup and
range query. LSM-KVS is different as it has a leveled structure
that diversifies the caching benefit of KV pairs on different
levels. The deeper level the KV resides, the more storage
I/O can be saved by caching this KV pair. Besides, native
operations in LSM-KVS such as compaction and flush do not
exist in B+ tree-based KVS, but they will invalidate cached
entries and need special treatment in the design.
To motivate our design, we discuss two key question about
the LSM-KVS caching: what to cache, and how to perform
replacement, while summarizing the lesson learned.

3.2

What to Cache in LSM-KVS

For point lookup which retrieves the value for a given key,
it’s natural to directly cache the hot KV pairs in the DRAM
cache. However, when the value size is large, and/or the access is less frequent, another alternative is to cache a pointer
referring to the location of the value on the storage component.
When looking for this key, the value can be fetched using one
storage I/O instead of performing multiple I/Os along every
SST from L0 down to the level where the KV resides. By
storing a smaller pointer instead of the original larger value,
KP Cache can hold more entries. The hit ratio of KP Cache
will be higher than that of a KV Cache and can potentially
save more I/Os. Comparing KV with KP entry, a hit on a KV
entry can save more storage I/Os since a KP hit still needs one
storage I/O to get the value. On the other hand, caching KP
entries is more space-efficient in the case of relatively large
value sizes.
Lesson 1: The merits of caching KV and KP entries should
be combined to efficiently serve point lookups.
Unfortunately, cached KV and KP entries cannot help with
range queries. Given the staring key of a range query, the
next larger key cannot be determined by only examining the
sporadic cached KV or KP entries. Therefore, some LSMKVS implementations such as LevelDB [5] and RocksDB [6]
cache data blocks for range queries.
Cached data blocks can serve point lookup too. However,
retaining a whole block for point lookup is not space-efficient
as it keeps a whole block in the DRAM even only a few
keys are frequently looked up. Beside data blocks, frequently
accessed index blocks and bloom filter blocks (BF blocks) are
also cached in Block Cache.
Lesson 2: Cached blocks and KV/KP entries each have
their advantage to support range query and point lookup.
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3.3

How to Perform Replacement

From the discussion above, we reach to the conclusion
that caching KV, KP, and block each has its own favorable
workload scenario. We have a comprehensive comparison
summarized in Table 1. However, designing the replacement
algorithm for a cache that consists of all these three different
entries is challenging.
A straightforward approach is to treat all the cached entries
(KP entries, KP entries, or blocks) equally and borrow existing replacing schemes, such as LRU (Least Recently Used) or
LFU (Least Frequently Used), to manage the cache. Each entry is inserted or evicted according to the corresponding eviction policy. Therefore, the number of cached entries among
the cached KV entries, KP entries, and blocks are solely determined by the access pattern. However, this “unified” caching
approach is too simplified and cannot distinguish the differences between these cached entries. First, different cached
entries have different sizes. For example, one cached block
may take up the DRAM space which can hold tens or hundreds of KV/KP entries. Second, different cached entries have
different numbers of saved storage I/Os. For example, one
cached block saves one I/O if hit, but one cached KV entry could save multiple storage I/Os for all the SSTs to be
accessed for a point lookup. Besides, KV/KP entries on different levels will have different numbers of storage I/O saved
too. General cost-aware caching schemes [30, 31] does not
have special analysis on the caching cost and benefit in this
LSM-KVS scenario either. Third, if there is a single-pass
large range query, the fetched blocks will evict useful entries
out of cache without bringing any benefit.
Lesson 3: The caching algorithm should consider the difference of DRAM size taken and number of storage I/O saved
among different cached entries, respecting the unique leveled
structure of LSM-KVS.
Another approach is to have designated fix-sized KV Cache,
KP Cache, and Block Cache for the corresponding entries,
and perform independent eviction decisions based on popular caching algorithms, such as LRU or LFU. In this case,
the cache is resilient to the large single-pass range query (as
mentioned before) because the each caching component has
a bounded capacity and will not influence the other caching
components. However, this fix-sized approach has some problems. First, it is difficult to get the size distribution right in the
first place. Second, even if we could have a favorable fix-size
configuration at the beginning, it might not be suitable later
on as the access pattern of workloads could change over time.
For example, a workload has a phase change from range query
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Figure 4: AC-Key Caching Components

dominant into point lookup dominant. If the fixed configuration is good for the range query at first, i.e., majority of the
cache space is used as Block Cache, in the point lookup phase,
it is clearly not efficient.
Lesson 4: The caching algorithm should be adaptive to the
workload changes.

4

AC-Key Design

AC-Key (Fig. 4) caches all three types of entries – KV, KP,
and block – with designated caching components for each of
the three. Different from the fix-sized scheme described in the
previous section, AC-Key has dynamic sizes for each of the
caching components. The sizes are adjusted by the proposed
hierarchical adaptive caching algorithm. Considering the
heterogeneous costs and benefits of different cached entries
and the unique leveled structure of LSM-KVS, AC-Key uses
the proposed caching efficiency factor to quantitatively guide
the size adjustment among the caching components as well
as the replacement policy within each caching component.

4.1

AC-Key Caching Components

The AC-Key system architecture is depicted in Fig. 4. The
storage component is identical to popular LSM implementations (§2). The DRAM caching space has three components:
the KV Cache, the KP Cache, and the Block Cache. The Block,
KP, and KV Caches are managed by E-LRU, an improved
LRU with cache efficiency factor based eviction (see §4.2).
KV cache stores the key-value pairs directly. KP Cache
holds keys with pointers, where the pointers are in a format
of <SstID|BlockOffset>. When a KP Cache entry is hit, it
takes only one storage I/O for the KVS to fetch the data block
which contains the target key-value pair. Block Cache stores
frequently accessed blocks, which can be either a data block,
an index block, or a Bloom Filter (BF) block.
Remarks on the KV and KP Cache. In a point lookup
operation, if a lookup-key is accessed for the first time, it will
be brought to the KP Cache. A key cached in KP cache is
called a warm key. If a warm key in KP cache is hit again, we
consider the key as a hot key. We anticipate that it has a higher
probability to be accessed again in the future. Therefore, we
“promote” the key to KV Cache to potentially save more I/Os
from the future accesses. Different from the existing solution
in [7] that still keeps key in the KP Cache, AC-Key removes
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the key from KP Cache to avoid the duplicity and achieve
better space-efficiency.
In our current design, we will not “demote” a hot key from
KV Cache to KP Cache since we no longer have the pointer
information. Another design alternative is to have both the
pointer and value stored in KV Cache. However, the accompanying pointer will occupy extra cache space of the KV
Cache hence we do not take this approach. As an optimization, if the value size of a KV pair is smaller than the pointer
size (implementation-dependent, 24 B in our case), we will
cache the value with the key into the KP Cache instead of
the pointer to save the extra I/O without paying more DRAM
caching space. This entry still needs another hit to be promoted to the KV Cache. AC-Key does not directly insert this
KV entry to the KV cache. The reason is that if this key is not
“hot” enough, i.e., having less chance to be hit again, it will
evict other “hot” entries from the KV Cache. For example,
the workload at a certain time starts to access through a substantial number of keys with small values without a second
hit, those keys will occupy the whole KV cache, kicking out
useful KV pairs without bringing any benefit.
4.1.1 Get Handling
Get Existing Key. Denote K as the key to search. First,
the MemTable is searched for K as it potentially has the latest version of the value. If not found, then the KV and KP
Cache is searched for the key. One of the following cases will
happen.
• Case I: Hit in KV Cache. The value is returned without
any I/O incurred.
• Case II: Miss in KV Cache but hit in KP Cache.
Using the cached pointer (<SstID|BlockOffset>) as
block handle, AC-Key will check whether the data block
is already cached in the Block Cache. If not, AC-Key
will load the data block into the Block Cache. Using
binary search, AC-Key locates the KV pair in the data
block and then serves the Get request. Besides, the key
will be migrated to the KV Cache, promoting the cached
entry from key-pointer format to key-value format.
• Case III: Miss both in KV Cache and KP Cache. ACKey will examine every sorted run level by level, identifying each SST that has a key range overlaps K, from
the youngest to the oldest. Once the key is found in a
certain SST, AC-Key will stop searching and return the
result directly. Besides, the location of the KV pair, i.e.,
the pointer, will be recorded and cached in the KP Cache
indexed by the key.
In case III, when searching one SST, AC-Key first consults
the BF block of this SST. If the BF block is not in the Block
Cache, it will be fetched from the storage and inserted into
the Block Cache. If the BF block indicates the key is not
in the SST, AC-Key will skip this SST and proceed to the
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next SST. Otherwise, AC-Key will access the index block
to narrow down the scope and pinpoint which data block to
search. The index block and data block will be fetched from
storage and inserted to the Block Cache if not already cached.
The BF block, index block, and data block share the Block
Cache similar to RocksDB [6].
Get Missing Key. When looking up a missing key K in
AC-Key, Case I and II of §4.1.1 will not happen as there will
be cache miss in both KV and KP Caches.
Similarly, in Case III, the Block Cache will be searched
for the corresponding BF block and one storage I/O will be
saved if hit. Getting missing keys is the “worst” case where
all the overlapping SSTs will be checked. However, by using
the cached BF blocks in the Block Cache, multiple storage
I/Os can be saved.
4.1.2 Flush Handling
Flush will dump the MemTable that contains the latest
version of the values into the storage component as an L0
SST. It is possible that a key inserted to the MemTable is
already cached in either KV or KP cache. Insertions (also
called Put operations) to the MemTable will obsolete the
corresponding cached entries. As long as the new version of
value is still in MemTable, obsolete entries in the caches do
not matter because point lookup operation will always consult
the MemTable first. However, the cached KV and KP entries
must be synced before the keys is flushed to the storage to
avoid returning stale results.
We have two alternatives of the timing of the sync: during
Put or during Flush. If during Put, the KV and KP Caches
will be checked for potential obsolete entries in each Put and
update the KV entry or delete the KP entry accordingly. Note
that during Put, AC-Key cannot update the KP entry since
the latest value of such key has not been written into an SST
yet, hence there is no way to know where the pointer should
point to. This approach introduces significant performance
overhead because of the extra checking during every Put operation. Besides, if a key gets multiple updates before flushed
from MemTable, we have to repeatedly check both KV and
KP Cache for it, which further increases the sync overhead.
Therefore, AC-Key takes another alternative to sync the
caches only during Flush time. It can accumulate multiple
updates to the same key and only sync the KV or KP cache
once for each key. Besides, during Flush time, AC-Key can
figure out the new pointers of keys in the KP Cache and
update them accordingly.
4.1.3 Compaction Handling
Compaction will affect KP and Block Caches since it creates new SSTs and delete old ones. The old SSTs deleted during compaction may contain blocks that are already cached
in the Block Cache. Such deleted SSTs may also contain data
blocks being referenced by the pointers cached in the KP
Cache. However, it will not affect the entries in KV Cache
because compaction reorders and consolidates old KV pairs
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instead of inserting new ones. AC-Key updates KP and block
Caches when compaction affects any of cached KP entries or
blocks.
For the KP Cache, during the compaction, AC-Key identifies affected KP entries in the KP-Cache and update the
pointers to point to the new data blocks that contain the keys.
For the Block Cache, if one cached data block is to be invalidated during compaction, AC-Key will replace the invalidated
data block with one new data block generated by compaction
to avoid the invalidated block wasting the Block Cache’s capacity. The key range of the newly generated data block may
not be exactly the same as the old one. AC-Key chooses the
block that has the largest overlap with the old cached block
and repopulates it back to the Block Cache. Similarly, invalidated cached BF blocks and index blocks are also replaced
by the new ones with the most overlapping key ranges. Such
block replacement does not incur extra I/O, as the new blocks
are generated in memory during compaction.

4.2

Caching Efficiency Factor

To quantitatively analyze the trade-off between the costs
and benefits of the cache entries, we propose the novel caching
efficiency factor that takes into account the unique level structure of LSM-KVS. Using this caching efficiency factor, ACKey improves LRU into E-LRU to manage cache evictions
within each caching component, and modifies ARC into EARC to adjust the size of each caching component. We introduce the caching efficiency factor and E-LRU in this section,
and discuss E-ARC in the next section.
We define the caching efficiency factor E (E standing for
Efficiency) for one cached entry as the following equation.
The meaning of this caching efficiency factor is “the number
of saved I/O per byte of DRAM caching space”.
b
(1)
E= ,
s
where: E = caching efficiency factor of one cached entry,
b = number of saved storage I/O if cached,
s = caching space taken by this entry.
For example, one typical cached KV entry will take one or
several hundreds of bytes, one KP entry will normally take
less than one hundred bytes, and one cached block will take
4~16KB. b denotes the number of I/O being saved if this entry
is cached. It is given by:


if block,
1
b = f (m)
(2)
if KV entry,


f (m) − 1 if KP entry.
where: m
= number of SSTs to search for the key,
f (m) = number I/Os to get a key. It is a function
of m.
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The function f (m) depends on the LSM-KVS implementation. Typically, f (m) = m + 2, where we have to read m
bloom filters each from one SST along the searching path, as
well as one index block and one data block in the SST that
contains the lookup-key. The number of SSTs to search, m, is
estimated by the level l where the key resides:
(
n0 /2 if l = 0,
m=
(3)
l + n0 if l >= 1.
where: n0 = max number of SSTs L0 can hold,
l = the level where the key resides.
If l = 0, the key is in L0 . AC-Key assumes m = n0 /2 as
an estimate of the average number of SST to search for a
key in L0 . If the lookup key resides in levels greater than L0 ,
potentially every SST in level L0 will be checked. So, AC-Key
uses n0 , the max number of files in L0 , to estimate m.
E-LRU. Traditional LRU only considers the access pattern
without taking care of the different benefits and costs of the
cached entry. We develop E-LRU, the efficiency-based LRU,
to address this issue. E-LRU checks the least used a cached
entries and evict one with the least caching efficiency E. The
value of a depends on the variance of the caching efficiency
factor E of the cached entries. It is given by a = ev , where v
is the standard deviation of the caching efficiency factor E
of sampled entries in the caching component. When v = 0,
meaning cached entries has identical efficiency, then a = 1,
and E-LRU degenerates to the original LRU algorithm that
evicts the last one entry from the list. The larger v, the more
variance of the efficiency E, the greater a should be used to
select a better candidate to evict. In the current implementation, we have a cap on a to avoid AC-Key checking too many
entries when making eviction decision. We use E-LRU for
simplicity, yet other cost-aware caching schemes [30, 31] can
be adapted here using our proposed caching efficiency factor.

4.3

HAC: Hierarchical Adaptive Caching

Hierarchical Adaptive Caching (HAC) has a two-level hierarchy to manage different caching components (Fig. 5). On
the upper level, the cache is divided into two components: the
Point Cache and the Block Cache. The boundary between the
Point Cache and the Block Cache is dynamically adjusted.
On the lower level, the Point Cache is further divided into KV
Cache and KP Cache with an adjustable boundary too. HAC
maintains ghost caches to keep a record of the evicted entries
from the KV, KP, and Block Cache. On the upper level, there
are two ghost caches for the Point Cache and the Block Cache
respectively, while in the lower level, there are two ghost
caches each for the KV and KP Cache. Opposed to ghost
caches, the original KV, KP, and Block Caches are called real
caches. Here the KV and KP Real Caches collectively make
up the Point Real Cache. The ghost caches do not hold the
real entry, but only metadata of the evicted entries. A hit in
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Figure 5: Hierarchical Adaptive Caching (HAC) Algorithm.

the ghost cache means it could have been a real cache hit
if the corresponding real cache was larger. By using ghost
cache with the caching efficiency factor, we design E-ARC
(caching Efficiency enabled ARC) to adjust the size of the
corresponding real cache.
4.3.1 Lower-Level HAC
AC-Key uses E-ARC, or efficiency based ARC, to manage the lower-level HAC. On the lower-level HAC, the Point
Cache is divided into the KV Real Cache (Rkv ) and KP Real
Cache (Rkp ). That is: |Rkv | + |Rkp | = S point , where | · | means
size, and S point denotes the Point Cache size. AC-Key maintains the KV Ghost Cache as if the KV Real Cache Rkv plus
the KV Ghost Cache Gkv equals to the total size of the Point
Cache. Note that the KV Ghost Cache only holds the metadata of the keys evicted from the KV Cache. Denote |Gkv |
as the size if they were storing the whole KV pair, then
|Rkv | + |Gkv | = S point . Similarly, with Gkp denoting the KP
Ghost Cache, we have |Rkp | + |Gkp | = S point .
Therefore, the following equation is always maintained:
S point = |Rkv | + |Rkp | = |Rkv | + |Gkv | = |Rkp | + |Gkp |. (4)
We show how E-ARC handles cache hits and misses in the
following cases:
• Case I: Real Cache Hit. Cache hits on Rkv or Rkp . Move
the hit entry to the MRU end of Rkv . Especially, if the
hit happens on Rkp , AC-Key needs one storage I/O to
get the value. Then the key and value is inserted into Rkv
(promotion).
• Case II: KV Ghost Cache Hit. Cache hits on Gkv means
the size of Rkv should have been larger. Shift the target
boundary towards the KP Cache end by δ = kE, where
E is the caching efficiency factor of the hit entry on Gkv .
Here k is a configurable learning rate. After fetching
from storage, insert the fetched KV to the MRU end of
Rkv . To make room for this KV entry, evict from Rkv
(resp. Rkp ) if the target boundary is within Rkv (resp.
Rkp ), meaning that the target size of Rkv (resp. Rkp ) is
smaller than its actual size.
• Case III: KP Ghost Cache Hit. Cache hits on Gkp
means the size of Rkp should have been larger. Shift the
target boundary towards the KV Cache end by δ = kE.
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E is the caching efficiency factor of the hit entry on Gkp .
After fetching from storage, insert the fetched KV to the
MRU end of Rkv . To make room for this KV entry, evict
from Rkv (resp. Rkp ) if the target boundary is within Rkv
(resp. Rkp ), similar to Case II.
• Case IV: Cache Miss. Retrieve the entry from storage
and cache to Rkp in KP format. To make room for this
KP entry, if the target boundary is within KV cache, evict
from Rkv . Otherwise evict from Rkp .
The target boundary between the KV Real Cache Rkv and
KP Real Cache Rkp indicates the direction the actual boundary
should move. The actual boundary will normally lag behind
the target boundary. The high level sequence of operations is
as follows: 1) ghost hit adjusts the target boundary; 2) entry
insertion or promotion shifts the actual boundary towards the
target boundary, and as a result, real cache sizes |Rkv | and
|Rkp | are updated; 3) ghost cache sizes are adjusted based on
the new real cache sizes using the Eqn. 4; and 4) real and
ghost caches perform eviction if necessary to fit the updated
sizes using E-LRU (§4.2).
Remarks on E-ARC. Although we follow a similar logic
of the canonical ARC algorithm, the original ARC does not
have the size and cost differences. In the original ARC, the
saved block access b and space cost s for each entry are always
the same. E-ARC’s definition of δ = kE = k bs is a generalization of that of the canonical ARC, and the ARC’s definition
of the adjustment is a special case of E-ARC’s formula where
b
s = 1.
4.3.2 Upper-Level HAC
On the upper level of HAC, we re-apply the E-ARC scheme
to adjust the boundary between Point Cache and Block Cache.
Block Cache and Point Cache each has a real cache (Rblock
and R point ) and a ghost cache (Gblock and G point ). Rkv and Rkp
collectively forms R point . Blocks evicted from Rblock enter
Gblock . On the other hand, entries evicted from R point (Rkv or
Rkp ) will be inserted to G point . Note that the evicted entry will
also be inserted to the corresponding KV or KP Ghost Caches
(Gkv or Gkp ) in the lower level (§4.3.1). Similarly to the low
level of HAC, the sum of the virtual “size” of the real cache
and ghost cache of the Block Cache (resp. Point Cache) will
be the total available cache size:
Stotal =

|Rblock | + |R point |

= |Rblock | + |Gblock | = |R point | + |G point |.

(5)

Target Boundary Adjustment. A ghost hit on Gblock will
move the target boundary between R point and Rblock toward
R point by ∆ = kE, where E is the caching efficiency factor
of the entry on Gblock being hit, and k is the learning rate as
defined earlier. As a result, the target size of R point will be
reduced by ∆. Then, in the lower level, the amount of the
adjustment will be distributed between the target size of Rkv
and Rkp proportionally to their current target size ratio. In
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this example, target size of R point is shrinking by ∆. Denoting
the current target size of Rkv as |R∗kv | and the target size Rkp
as |R∗kp |, they will be updated as follows: |R∗kv | ← |R∗kv | −
|R∗ |

|R∗ |

kp
∗
∗
kv
∆ |R∗ |+|R
∗ | , and |Rkp | ← |Rkp | − ∆ |R∗ |+|R∗ | .
kv

kp

kv

kp

On the other hand, a ghost hit on G point will move the
target boundary toward Rblock , i.e., making the target size
of Rblock smaller and that of R point larger. The adjustment
amount is also ∆ = kE. The caching efficiency factor E of
an entry in G point will normally be larger that that in Gblock ,
as a Point Cache entry (either KV or KP entry) takes less
DRAM caching space and save a greater number of storage
I/Os than one Block entry. While there is a ghost hit on G point
on the upper level, normally there will be a ghost hit in the
lower level too, either in Gkv or Gkp . In this case, the lower
level target boundary will be adjusted first, then that of the
upper level. For example, if the ghost hit happens both in the
KV Ghost Cache Gkv and the Point Ghost Cache G point , the
target size of Rkv and Rkp will first be updated as described in
§4.3.1), then increment of ∆ is distributed proportionally to
the new target size of Rkv and Rkp accordingly.
Actual Boundary Adjustment. On a block miss when
this block needs to be inserted to the Block Cache, if the
current Block Cache size plus the new block is greater than
the target block size, the Block Cache will not grow. It will
evict one block from itself to make space for the new-coming
block. Otherwise, if the current Block Cache size plus the new
block is within the target Block Cache size, the Block Cache
will expand by inserting the new block, and the Point Cache
will shrink to make room for the growth of the Block Cache.
Typically, more than one KV and KP entries will be evicted
because a block is normally larger than cached KV and KP
entries. The number of KV or KP entries to be evicted will be
based on current target size of the KV and KP Real Caches.
On the other hand, when the Point Cache demands more
capacity, (i.e., when new KP entry is inserted to the KP Cache,
or when a KP entry is promoted to KV Cache and takes more
space), HAC estimates the new Point Cache size after the
growth and compares it with the target Point Cache. If the
estimated new Point Cache size is within the target Point
Cache, one block from the Block Cache will be evicted to
make the room for the Point Cache to grow. On the other hand,
if the estimated new Point Cache size is above the target Point
Cache size, Point Cache will not expand, and the eviction will
happen within the Point Cache, following the current target
KV and KP Real Cache sizes. One problem is that increasing
the size of Point Cache by small amount may result in a whole
block evicted from the Block Cache. To address this, not until
the target boundary is within the Block Cache for at least one
block’s size (typically 4KB or 16KB) does HAC evict blocks
from the Block Cache. In other words, the size of the Point
Cache will grow at the expense of evicting from the Block
Cache only when the target Point Cache size is greater by the
current actual Point Cache by a whole block size.
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5
5.1

Evaluation
Implementation and Setup

We implement AC-Key based on RocksDB version 6.2
with roughly 5.6K lines of change in C++ code. We carry out
our experiment on a Dell PowerEdge R430 1U Server. It has
two six-core Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 @ 2.40 GHz processors
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4.3.3 Reduce Ghost Cache Size
In the ARC design [21], when a page is evicted from the
real cache, the page content is dropped, and only the page number is retained in the ghost cache. The size of the page number
is negligible compared to the page content. Similarly, in ACKey, the ghost cache for the Block Cache Gblock only stores
the block handle in the format of <SstID|BlockOffset> (24
B in our implementation) which is also negligible compared
to the cache block contents (typically 4~16 KB). However, the
ghost caches of G point , Gkv , and Gkp have significant overhead
that can no longer be ignored. For example, assuming a key
size of 16 B and the value size of 100 B, one real KV entry
takes 116 B. When this entry is evicted from the real cache,
the value is dropped, and the key is inserted into the KV ghost
cache which still takes 16 B. As the key size is no longer
negligible when comparing to the value size and pointer size,
a ghost cache potentially occupies a substantial portion of the
limited caching space, impair the caching efficiency.
We propose two ways to reduce the space overhead of the
ghost caches. First, instead of using the original key of the
evicted KV or KP entries, AC-Key only stores a hash value of
the evicted key as a “fingerprint”. In this way, AC-Key reduces
the ghost cache size overhead while sacrificing the ghost
cache hit accuracy. Hash collision will cause false-positive
ghost hits, resulting in imprecise adjustment decisions. In our
implementation, we found a hash value of 4 B shows a good
trade-off between the ghost cache overhead and accuracy.
Although using a hash-based fingerprint to replace the key
in ghost cache reduces the overhead, a hash value (for example, 4 B) is still taking significant space compared with the real
KV and KP Caches. We further propose another optimization
to eliminate such ghost cache overhead by disabling ghost
cache when the adaptive scheme settles to a favorable capacity distribution among the KV, KP, and Block Cache. If the
changes of hit ratios of all the caching components remains
within a threshold θ (called ghost cache turnoff threshold, 5%
by default), the ghost cache mechanism will be turned off,
and the space taken by the ghost caches will be reclaimed for
real caches. The size of the real caches will be proportionally
scaled up to use all the available cache capacity when the
ghost cache’s space is released. Later, when the access pattern
switches and the current size distribution is not favorable, the
change in the hit ratio will flag the phase transition. When the
hit ratio fluctuates beyond the threshold of θ, the AC-Key will
turn the ghost cache mechanism back on until the hit ratio
converges again (fluctuating within the threshold θ).

00
0.4
0.8
0

0.2 0.4 0.6
KP Cache
Ratio

0.8

1

Block Cache
Ratio

Figure 6: The offline scheme tries out on different configurations
(at a smallest granularity of 1/10 of the cache size) and select the
fix-sized configuration with the best result.

and 64 GB of DDR3 memory. The operating system is Ubuntu
LTS 18.04 with Linux kernel version 4.15.0. The storage
device is a 372 GB Intel DC P3700 PCIe SSD formatted as
xfs.
We load a 100GB database with randomly generated
keys [9, 11]. The default key size is 16 B and value size
is 100 B, which is the default value of RocksDB [32]. The
length of range scans is set as 100, which is close to the
length used in literature [15, 33–35]. The default point lookup
to range query ratio is set to 1:1. We use the existing exponential function based workload generator in RocksDB [32]
to generate workloads with different skewness of hot keys
(point lookup key and scan starting key). In our experiments,
we take the default skewness as the hottest 1% keys taking
up the 99% of the accesses (including both the key for point
lookup and the starting key for range query). The default
learning rate k is 100K (see §4.3) and default ghost cache
turnoff threshold θ is 5%. Data compression is disabled to
rule out unrelated performance interference and simplify the
analysis as in literature [9, 36]. We specify identical cache
sizes in the configuration files of RocksDB and YCSB to ensure the same amount of caching budget is used in competing
schemes. Page-based direct I/O [37] is enabled to rule out the
interference of the OS buffer cache, similar to [38, 39].
The following schemes are compared.
• pure-kv: The whole caching space is used as KV Cache.
• pure-kp: The whole caching space is used as KP Cache.
• rocksdb: Off-the-shelf RocksDB with default setting.
Note that RocksDB disables KV cache by default and
the whole caching space is used as Block Cache.
• offline: We try combinations of different component
size with the granularity of 1/10 of the cache size and
select the best fix-sized configuration. Note that such best
configuration is determined offline, and is not applicable
in a real-time caching system (Fig. 6).
• ac-key: Our AC-Key scheme.
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Figure 10: Varying Value Size.
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Figure 11: CPU Utilization Comparison.

Micro-benchmark

Varying cache size. We vary the cache size from 1 MB to
10 GB, collect the Query Per Second (QPS) and plot them in
Fig. 7. As the cache size increases, the QPS also increases for
ac-key, rocksdb, and offline, as larger cache can potentially cache more entries, hence results in less cache misses.
In contrast, pure-kv and pure-kp do not improve much because they do not support range queries, and therefore the
range queries will cause many storage I/Os. ac-key outperforms other caching schemes that have only a single type
of caching component (better than rocksdb by 5.0%~9.1%,
pure-kv by 47.1%~97.7%, and pure-kp by 52.8%~104.5%)
since they cannot serve both point lookups and range queries
efficiently. Comparing with offline, ac-key performs close
to or even better than offline because of the ability to adaptively configure the size of each caching component. The
reason for the better performance of ac-key in some cases
is because offline cannot exhaust all the possibilities of
configurations as offline only tries out the cache size at a
granularity of one-tenth of the total cache size (Fig. 6).
Varying skewness. We vary the access skewness of the
point lookup and the range query using RocksDB’s native
benchmark tool [32]. In Fig. 8, x-axis shows the access ratio of
the hottest 1% ranges from 1% (no skew, uniform distribution)
to 99.9% (very skewed). Note that the y-axis is set to log-scale
to enhance readability. We can see that when the access is uniformly distributed (left-most cluster of bars) over all the keys,
the QPS is similarly low for all the caching schemes. This
is because in a uniform-distributed workload, every caching
scheme has hardly any hit. In contrast, as the access becomes
increasingly skewed, the performance of all the schemes rises,
and ac-key outperforms rocksdb by 3.6%~57.1%, pure-kv
by 5%~17.6×, and pure-kp by 7%~16.5×.
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Figure 12: Adaptive Adjustment in AC-Key.

Varying range query ratio. We change the ratio of
the point lookup and range query in the workload, ranging the range query ratio from 0% (pure point lookup) to
100% (pure range query) to create Fig. 9. In this figure,
we see that as the range query ratio increases, the QPS decreases. This is because a range query has more potential
storage I/Os and occupies more caching space. ac-key has
similar result as offline and is better than rocksdb (by
1.1%~42.6%), pure-kv (by 30.4%~54.7%), and pure-kp (by
43.0%~52.8%).
When increasing the range query ratio from 0% to 20%,
the performance of rocksdb becomes better and exceeds
pure-kv. This is because KV Cache cannot serve range
queries. In contrast, Block Cache supports both point lookups
and range queries. However, the space efficiency of Block
Cache is low which misses the opportunity to cache more
useful entries. ac-key adaptively combines Block Cache, KV
Cache, and KP Cache and delivers the best performance.
Varying value size. We try different value sizes ranging
from 50B to 200B (Fig. 10). As the value size increases,
the performance of all caching schemes decreases. This is
because larger value size incurs more storage I/O overhead per
each key being read. pure-kv performs better than pure-kp
at small value but is exceeded by pure-kp as the value size
increases. This is because the total number of keys can be
cached for pure-kv decreases as the value size increases,
hence the performance of pure-kv becomes not as good as
that of pure-kp. rocksdb still performs better than pure-kv
and pure-kp, as half of the requests are range queries that
cannot be served by the KV or KP Caches. ac-key performs
close to offline, and constantly better than rocksdb (by
5.9%~22.4%), pure-kv (by 41.4%~83.6%), and pure-kp (by
44.5%~96.0%) because of the use of the hierarchical adaptive
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caching in adjusting the size of each component.

ac-key

CPU Utilization Comparison. With the default settings
(§5.1), we record the CPU utilization by the Linux native time
command and plot them in Fig. 11. The QPS is also plotted
to better illustrate the trade-off. We can see that rocksdb
consumes less CPU resource than the other schemes (ac-key,
pure-kv, pure-kp, and offline) because they all use Point
Cache and thus need to calculate the hash value of every key
inserted to check if they were cached. We can also observe
that although ac-key has extra operations to adapt the size of
caching components, the CPU utilization is not increased significantly comparing with pure-kv, pure-kp, and offline.
Besides, ac-key performs close to offline and is better than
rocksdb, pure-kv, and pure-kp.

8000

5.3

Adaptive Adjustment in AC-Key

To verify the adaptive adjustment process of AC-Key, we
construct a workload with two phases: 1 million range queries
with random starting key, then 2 million random point lookups.
We plot the size of the caching components – Block, KV, and
KP Caches – to show the direct evidence of the adaptation
process (Fig. 12 top figure). Besides, we also compare the realtime QPS of ac-key and offline (Fig. 12 bottom figure).
We can see from the top figure of Fig. 12 that during the
first 1 million queries, the sizes of the KV and KP Cache
are reduced to zero to maximize the Block Cache since they
cannot serve range queries. When the workload changes from
pure range query to pure point lookup after the first 1 million
queries, the Block Cache shrinks sharply, and the KV and KP
Cache start to grow. This is because Point Cache (KV and
KP Cache) are more space-efficient in caching point lookups,
so the HAC algorithm adjusts in favor of the Point Cache
(including both the KV and KP Caches). The KP Cache grows
faster than the KV Cache at the beginning because every entry
is first cached in the KP Cache, and only a small amount of
“hot” KVs with a second access will be migrated to the KV
Cache. At the beginning of the second phase, both KV and
KP Cache grow as they are “stealing” space from the Block
Cache. After the size of the Block Cache declines to almost
zero, the KV and KP Cache start to compete with each other
for space, and it is when KP Cache starts to shrink. The size
of the KP and KV Cache finally converges to 19% and 80% of
the total cache size. In different workload settings, the Block,
KP, and KV Cache will stabilize into different ratio.
ac-key is adaptive and can adjust the size of the caching
components based on the workload. We also run the offline
scheme, which tries to find the best fix-sized configuration.
However, such one-size-fit-all configuration is not tailored for
the special workload of each phase, thus has inferior performance than ac-key in each phase: ac-key is 32%~66% better in the range query phase, and 2%~20% better in the point
lookup phase after convergence (bottom figure in Fig. 12).
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Figure 13: Macro-benchmark YCSB Evaluation.
Table 2: Average Write Latency (µs) and Regression.

5.4

Workload

A

B

C

D

E

F

RocksDB
AC-Key

242.8
241.1

238.0
241.4

N/A
N/A

21.7
22.7

32.8
33.5

28.6
26.7

Regression

-0.7%

1.4%

N/A

2.0%

-6.8%

4.9%

Macro-benchmark YCSB Evaluation

We also use six workloads in YCSB [15] to further verify
the performance of our design in near-production workloads.
As can be seen in Fig. 13, the overall QPS of ac-key is higher
than rocksdb (by 3.6%~59.9%), pure-kv (by 0.1%~20.7%),
and pure-kp (by 1.2%~25.2%).
We also measure the regression of write performance of
AC-Key from RocksDB (Table 2) and find the regression is
below 5%. This shows that ac-key does not incur significant
overhead on the write operations while improving the overall
performance.

5.5

Sensitivity on Parameters

Using the default setting in §5.1, we range the learning rate
k in the adaptive algorithm (see §4.3) from 1K to 10M, i.e.
(1K, 10K, 100K, 1M, 10M). The fluctuation of the QPS is
within 3.9%, ranging from 1461 to 1520 operation/s. We also
test the ghost cache turnoff threshold θ (§4.3.3) from 0%, 5%
, · · · , 30%, and the QPS stays nearly constant (1418~1459,
varying within 2.8%). As the two parameters do not have a
significant impact on the result, we set their default values as
k = 100K and θ = 5%.

6

Conclusion

Caching is one of the essential techniques to improve the
read performance of LSM-tree-based key-value stores. We investigate three different types of entries being cached, namely
block, KV, and KP, and incorporate them into one integrated
cache. We propose a Hierarchical Adaptive Caching (HAC)
scheme to dynamically adjust the size of the block, KV, and
KP caching components. To deal with the heterogeneous costs
and benefits of the cached entries, we leverage a novel caching
efficiency factor to aid the size adjustment among caching
components and the eviction decisions within each caching
component. We implement the proposed AC-Key by modifying RocksDB. Evaluations show that AC-Key improves the
read performance of default RocksDB by up to 57.1% without
significant impact on write performance.
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Abstract
We present P OSH, a framework that accelerates shell applications with I/O-heavy components, such as data analytics with
command-line utilities. Remote storage such as networked
filesystems can severely limit the performance of these applications: data makes a round trip over the network for relatively
little computation at the client. Reducing the data movement
by moving the code to the data can improve performance.
P OSH automatically optimizes unmodified I/O-intensive
shell applications running over remote storage by offloading
the I/O-intensive portions to proxy servers closer to the data.
A proxy can run directly on a storage server, or on a machine
closer to the storage layer than the client. P OSH intercepts
shell pipelines and uses metadata called annotations to decide
where to run each command within the pipeline. We address
three principal challenges that arise: an annotation language
that allows P OSH to understand which files a command will
access, a scheduling algorithm that places commands to
minimize data movement, and a system runtime to execute
a distributed schedule but retain local semantics.
We benchmark P OSH on real shell pipelines such as image
processing, network security analysis, log analysis, distributed
system debugging, and git. We find that P OSH provides
speedups ranging from 1.6× to 15× compared to NFS, without
requiring any modifications to the applications.

1

I NTRODUCTION

The UNIX shell is a linchpin in computing systems and
workflows. Developers use many tools at the command-line
level for data processing [33], from core bash utilities,
including sort, head, cat and grep to more complicated
programs such as git [22], ImageMagick [30] and FFmpeg [4].
Network security engineers use shell pipelines to find potential
patterns in gigabytes of logs. The shell’s continued importance
over many decades and generations of computing systems
shows just how flexible and powerful a tool it is.
The UNIX shell, however, was designed in a time dominated
by local and then LAN storage, when file access was limited
by disk access times, such that the overhead of network storage
was an acceptable trade-off. Today, however, solid-state disks
have reduced access times by orders of magnitude. At the same
time, networked attached storage, especially for the enterprise,
remains extremely popular [9, 57, 60]. Mounting filesystems
across the wide area could incur tens of milliseconds of
latency. Furthermore, many applications use wide area storage
systems, via cloud blob storage [25, 54] or cloud-backed
filesystems [7, 48, 50, 51, 58].
Running I/O-intensive shell pipelines over the network
requires transferring huge amounts of data for little compu-
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tation. For example, consider generating a tar archive on
NFS. The tar utility effectively copies the source files and
adds a small amount of metadata: the server reads blocks and
sends them over a network to a client, who shifts their offsets
slightly and sends them back. NFS mitigates this problem by
offering compound operations [29] and server-side support
for primitive commands such as cp [41]. However, something
as simple as tar requires large network transfers.
The result of these changing performance trends is that
network transfer is an increasingly large overhead on shell
scripts. For example, unzipping a dataset of size 0.5 GB with
tar -x over NFS within a cloud datacenter takes 7× longer
than on a local disk. While intra-datacenter networking is
fast, it is not as fast as a local flash drive. Some workflows are
so slow over the network that they are effectively unusable:
running git status on the Chromium repository [24] takes
2 seconds locally, but if the repository is stored in a nearby
datacenter, it takes over 20 minutes.
The underlying performance problem of using the shell
with remote data is locality: because the shell executes locally,
it must move large amounts of data to and from remote servers.
Data movement is usually the most expensive (time and energy)
part of a computation and shell workloads are no exception.
Near-data processing [1, 5, 14, 47, 52, 59] can reduce data
movement overheads. Data-parallel processing systems such
as Spark [61], stored procedures in SQL databases [43,44], and
native data structures in key-value stores such as Redis [40]
all bring computation closer to the data. However, many of
these systems require applications to use their APIs: they can
supplement, but not replace shell pipelines.
To address the shell performance problem of data locality,
this paper proposes P OSH, the “Process Offload Shell”, a
system that offloads portions of unmodified shell commands to
proxy servers closer to the data. A proxy server can run on the
actual remote fileserver storing the data, or on a different node
that is much closer to the data (e.g., within the same datacenter)
than the client. P OSH improves shell-based I/O workloads
through three techniques. First, it identifies parts of complex
pipelines that can be safely offloaded to a proxy server. Second,
it selects which candidates run on a proxy, in order to minimize
network data movement. Finally, it executes the pipeline
across an underlying runtime, stitching together the distributed
computations while maintaining the exact output semantics
expected by a local program. Correctly and efficiently implementing these three techniques has three principal challenges:
1. Correctly understanding the semantics of shell commandline invocations in order to deduce which files each
command in the pipeline accesses and determine which
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commands can be offloaded.
2. Distributing the entire pipeline across different machines
to minimize overall data movement, based on the
“closest” execution environment (client or proxy) for
each command and its file dependencies.
3. Automatically parallelizing pipelines that access many
files while ensuring the output maintains a sequential
execution order.
In order to address the challenge of understanding the
semantics of shell command-line invocations, P OSH uses
annotations. P OSH’s key insight is that many shell applications
only read and write to files specified in their command-line
invocation, so P OSH can deduce which files a command
accesses from a model of the application’s argument structure.
Annotations store a model of each command’s (e.g., cat’s or
grep’s) semantics and arguments, stored locally at the client’s
shell. These annotations, inspired by recent proposals to
annotate library function calls for automatic pipelining and
parallelization [46], assign types to the possible arguments
of command-line applications. At runtime, P OSH can parse
which arguments are files and use the underlying storage
configuration to determine where those files are located.
Next, P OSH must schedule the entire pipeline across the
execution engine in a way that reduces data movement as much
as possible. However, P OSH does not know explicitly how
much data is transferred across each pipe in the entire pipeline.
If the output of grep or awk is piped to another command, P OSH
cannot know how much data will travel over the pipe without
running the command. P OSH constructs a DAG representation
of the entire command and associated metadata and applies a
greedy algorithm, that estimates how much data travels across
each pipe, to determine the best way to schedule the DAG.
Finally, P OSH further improves performance when it knows
it can split commands into multiple data-parallel processes.
P OSH ensures that each split parallel invocation retains the
same argument structure as the original command and that the
output is stitched together in the correct order. It does so by using information about each argument stored in the annotation
to safely split the command. P OSH’s execution engine serializes output from any parallel processes in the correct order,
before writing to the final destination (e.g., client stdout).
This paper makes the following contributions:
1. An expressive annotation language for shell commands: Annotations capture the dominant grammar of
most shell commands and summarize which inputs to
command invocations are files as well as semantics to
safely split command invocations across inputs.
2. A greedy scheduling algorithm that reduces data
movement for unmodified shell pipelines: P OSH’s
scheduling mechanism decides which parts of pipelines
can be offloaded to proxy servers closer to the data
and which parts of pipelines can be parallelized, while
preserving the correctness of the output.
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We evaluate P OSH on a variety of workloads, including
an image processing pipeline that creates thumbnails, a git
command workflow on the Chromium repository, and log processing pipelines from research project analysis. On one hand,
for a more compute-heavy log analysis application that includes a data transfer of one large file, P OSH provides a 1.6×
speedup over running bash over NFS. In the best case, for a git
command workflow, P OSH provides a 10-15× speedup over
running bash over NFS, even when the client and the server are
in the same datacenter. Section 8 contains the set of full results.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Near-data computing (NDP). P OSH draws upon previous
work that “ships computation closer to the data.” Previous
approaches to NDP, surveyed in [5], focus on two paradigms:
PIM (processing in-memory), where compute is co-located
with memory [28, 45, 47], or ISC (in-storage computing),
where processors or accelerators are co-located with persistent
memory or storage [1, 14, 52, 55, 59]. P OSH follows the second
approach and pushes portions of arbitrary shell applications
to proxy servers, compute units running on general-purpose
servers, either co-located with storage devices or closer to
storage devices than the client.
Barbalace et al. [5] propose an entire operating system
architecture for NDP with features such as locality-driven
scheduling. Various systems focus on offloading database
query computation into smart SSDs [14] or FPGA accelerators [32, 52, 59]. The Metal FS framework [52] allows users
to run reusable compute kernels, that perform operations
such as encryption or filtering, on FPGA accelerators near the
storage. They can be programmed with standard shell syntax
such as pipes to chain many near-data operations together.
Seshadri et al. [55] propose an extensible programmable SSD
interface where users can push specific pieces of functionality,
e.g., to run filesystem appends, to the SSD. Finally, many
databases allow users to write SQL queries to run as stored
procedures [43, 44]. Similarly, many key-value stores, such as
Redis [40], Splinter [39] and Comet [21] support extensibility
with user-defined functions. P OSH, in contrast, focuses just
on a locality-aware shell, to enable the extensibility of remote
filesystems. P OSH pushes computation to proxy servers (that
do not require custom hardware), without forcing the user to
explicitly decide which operations should be offloaded.
NFS Optimizations and filesystems. NFS, starting in
version 4.2 [29], offers support for some server-side operations,
such as server-side copy [41]; however, NFS does not have
support for offloading arbitrary programs. NFS allows batching operations via compound operations [29]; Juszczak [37]
describes techniques to batch writes. vNFS [10] offers a new
API for NFS that supports batching and vectorizing filesystem
operations. This technique reduces the latency of running
commands such as tar over NFS, but still requires moving the
data across the network, instead of pushing the computation
to the data. CA-NFS [6] attempts to improve application per-
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formance in a multi-tenant scenario by adaptively scheduling
certain client operations to run asynchronously during periods
of high system load. P OSH currently does not handle multitenancy, but could use similar methods to factor system load
to adapt scheduling decisions. BlueSky [58] proposes running
proxy servers in the cloud that serve data from slower blob
storage; these proxy servers can expose NFS access to the data.
P OSH, in contrast, uses proxy servers to push application code.
Distributed execution engines. Distributed cluster computation systems such as Spark [61], MapReduce [13],
Dryad [31], Hadoop [19] also automatically parallelize computation on large datasets, but require that users follow a specific
API. Systems such as gg [17] and UCop [15] take “everyday
applications,” such as software compilation, unit testing and
video encoding, and automatically parallelize them in the
cloud. These systems focus on compute-intensive workloads,
not I/O-intensive, and do not necessarily make decisions about
scheduling computation to preserve data locality, unlike P OSH.
Code offloading and type systems. Many systems enable
code offloading, to implement distributed applications on
many mobile devices that can benefit from computation on
nearby servers [8, 26, 35]. Some of these systems require
specific programming language constructs to offload processes
and partition programs [8, 27, 34–36]. Recently, Pyxis [11]
optimizes database applications by automatically offloading
procedures to run at the database server. It uses program
analysis to determine what to offload, while P OSH uses
per-command annotations. Split Annotations [46] proposes
using per-function annotations to determine how to split and
pipeline function calls in data analytics workloads, to enable
cross-function cache pipelining and parallelization. These
annotations are fundamentally different from P OSH’s shell
annotations: P OSH’s annotations attempt to understand the
command-line semantics of shell commands, which tend to
have a much more varied structure than function calls.
Command-line tools. Many command-line tools allow
users to automatically parallelize and execute shell commands
remotely. rsh [3] enables remote execution of shell commands.
pssh [12] allows users to execute commands over SSH in
parallel on other machines. GNU Parallel [56] splits input
arguments and executes jobs over these inputs in parallel across
one or more machines. P OSH also parallelizes commands on
remote machines, but automatically decides how to offload
and schedule commands so users do not need to explicitly
program when to offload code. P OSH does not rely on SSH
access to the storage servers and can be used on top of a service
such as NFS, where remote shell access may be prohibited.

3

S YSTEM OVERVIEW

P OSH consists of three main components: a shell annotation
interface (§4), a parser and scheduler (§5), and an execution
engine (§6). This section briefly describes each component
and how they link together, pictured in Figure 1.
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❯ foo x | bar y
Parser

Annotations
awk
bar

STDOUT

foo
cut

foo

x

foo x

bar

y

bar y

STDERR

STDOUT

DAG Representation

cat
...

STDERR

Execution Engine

Scheduler
Configuration
/mnt/a →
/mnt/b →

Figure 1: In P OSH’s main workflow, a shell command is passed to the
parser, which uses the annotations to generate and schedule a DAG
representation of the command. The DAG includes which machine to
run each command on, A, B, or C (client) here. The execution engine
finally runs the resulting DAG.

Annotation interface. P OSH, on bootup, requires users to
provide a file containing a list of annotations for any commands
they want P OSH to consider offloading. Annotations are
written once per command, e.g., once for grep or once for awk,
so P OSH can then accelerate shell pipelines that combine these
commands with standard constructs, such as anonymous pipes.
We envision that developers can share annotations for popular
programs, so users do not necessarily need to write their own
annotations; crowdsourcing annotations has seen success with
TypeScript [2, 42, 49].
Parser and scheduler. Given a shell program, the P OSH
parser turns each pipeline (each line of the program, potentially
consisting of several commands combined by pipes and
redirects) into a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This graph
represents the input-output relationship between commands,
the standard I/O streams (stdin, stdout and stderr) and
redirection targets, as shown in Figure 1. P OSH then parses
each individual command and its arguments using the corresponding annotation and completes the DAG by including
additional input and output dependencies of the pipeline.
The parser finally runs a scheduling algorithm on the
DAG and assigns an execution location to each command
in the pipeline. In order to do this, the parser requires extra
configuration information that specifies a mapping between
each mounted client directory and the address for a machine
running a proxy server for the corresponding directory (if any).
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Execution engine. After P OSH has parsed and scheduled a
shell pipeline, it executes the command across the underlying
execution engine. The execution engine consists of one or
more proxy servers, each associated with a specific remote
client mount, either at the storage server, or in a nearby node
with access to the same data. Additionally, one “proxy server”
runs at the client to execute any local computation. P OSH
ensures that the entire command looks like it has been running
locally, even if processes had been offloaded to proxy servers.

4

S HELL A NNOTATIONS

P OSH must correctly understand the semantics of shell commands, which can be challenging because of the wide range of
syntax allowed by command lines. In this section, we discuss
the motivation and design of P OSH’s shell annotation layer.

4.1

Motivation for Shell Annotations

In order to schedule and execute shell pipelines in a way that
minimizes data movement, P OSH must understand the semantics of command-line pipelines. Concretely, annotations must
reveal enough information that allows P OSH to determine:
1. Which commands can be safely offloaded to proxy
servers.
2. If any commands in the pipeline filter their input.
3. If any commands can be split in a data-parallel way into
multiple processes.
Consider a simple pipeline: cat A B C D | grep "foo" | tee
local_file.txt. P OSH could try to offload any of the three
commands: cat, grep, or tee. To determine which commands
are safe to offload, P OSH must understand which files (if
any) cat, grep and tee access, and where these files live.
Therefore, P OSH must determine which arguments to the
three commands represent file paths. However, outside of the
program, all of these arguments are seen as generic strings.
For example, consider the following four commands:
cat
tar
tar
git

A B C D | grep "foo"
-cvf output.tar.gz input/
-xvf input.tar.gz
status

The cat command takes in four input files, while the
argument to grep is a string. The second command, tar -cvf,
takes an output file argument followed by -f, followed by an
input file argument (not preceded by a short option). The third
command, also tar, takes an input file argument followed
by -f and implicitly takes its output argument as the current
directory. Finally, git also implicitly relies on the current
directory as a dependency. Without a formal way to model
the argument structure for each command, P OSH could not
determine the file dependencies for each command.
Secondly, in order to produce an execution schedule that
reduces data movement, P OSH needs to know the relationship
between the inputs and outputs of a command. In the cat | grep
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example, if the file argument to cat is remote, to minimize data
movement, P OSH cannot just offload the cat command. Since
cat usually produces the same amount of output as input, but
grep usually filters its input, P OSH must also offload grep.
Finally, suppose cat had multiple file arguments, but these
files lived on different mounts (e.g., a pipeline that processes
logs from different servers). P OSH could not safely offload this
command to a single proxy server, as the proxy server may not
have access to all the mounts. However, many command-line
programs perform map functions over each line in the file in
sequence. For example, cat prints all lines to the output, and
grep filters the input line by line. Therefore, these commands
can be split into processes across their input files and then
offloaded to different proxy servers. However, parallelization
is not safe for all commands: wc, for example, “reduces” the
input. Without a formal model for the command’s semantics,
P OSH could not make optimal scheduling decisions.

4.2

Annotation Interface

Annotations need enough information to allow P OSH to
deconstruct, parse and schedule each command. Annotations
contain two types of information: argument-specific and
command-specific information. First, they contain a list of
arguments along with a type assignment for each argument.
Second, they contain information relevant to parsing the
entire command line, either semantic information relevant to
scheduling, or custom parsing options. The annotation interface is inspired by the POSIX conventions for command-line
arguments and their GNU extensions [23], which are followed
by a multitude of UNIX utilities. If a program does not follow
these conventions, P OSH may not be able to determine how to
accelerate it. We describe both parts of the annotation in turn.
4.2.1

Argument-Specific Information

P OSH supports the following classes of command-line
arguments:
1. A single option with no arguments (e.g., -d or --debug).
2. An option, followed by one or more parameters (e.g. -f
<file>).
3. A parameter without a preceding option (e.g. the
arguments in cat A B C D).
The annotations must specify the following information for
each argument that has associated parameters:
1. The short or long option name: This is only relevant for
arguments preceded by options.
2. The type: input_file, output_file, or string.
3. The size: 1, specific_size(x), or list (for variable
size).
4. If the argument is splittable: If an argument has multiple parameters, the splittable keyword specifies that the
command can be split in a data-parallel way across this argument (this is only allowed for up to a single argument).
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The above format applies to many popular UNIX commands
and core utilities. For example, the annotation for cat may
look like:
cat:
- PARAMS:
- type:input_file,splittable,size:list
This specifies that cat takes in one or more input files, and it
can be split across its inputs.
4.2.2

Command-Specific Information

Annotations contain information relevant to the semantics of
the entire command, specified by the following keywords:
• needs_current_dir: Whether the command implicitly
relies on the current directory.
• splittable_across_input: Whether the command can be
split across its standard input. In the example pipeline, if
the cat is split into separate cats, P OSH would also need
to split the grep command into separate commands to
truly take advantage of parallelism.
• filters_input: Whether the command is likely to have
a smaller output than input.
• long_arg_single_dash: Most programs use double
dashes before long arguments (e.g. --debug), but some
programs require long arguments be preceded by a single
dash. (e.g. -debug).
4.2.3

Annotation Conflicts

Some commands can be invoked with flags whose behavior
changes depending on which other flags are present. For
example, the annotation for a tar invocation used to create
an archive could be:
tar: [filters_input]
- FLAGS:
- short:c
- short:z
- OPTPARAMS:
- short:f,type:output_file,size:1
- PARAMS:
- type:input_file,size:list
However, developers commonly invoke both tar -x and tar
-c, to extract and create a tarball, respectively. The assignment
for the -f flag conflicts; it would be an input_file in the -x
case, but an output_file in the -c case. P OSH supports this
by allowing multiple annotations per command. In particular,
a client can include one annotation per type of invocation for
every binary, and P OSH will try all annotations until it finds
one that fits the current invocation.

4.3

Correctness and Coverage

Potential mistakes. P OSH depends on correct annotations
for optimal execution: if the annotations are incorrect in some
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way, P OSH does not make guarantees about the correctness
or the performance of the resulting execution. Annotations
with incorrect type semantics (assigning an argument with str
instead of input_file) or parallelization semantics (specifying
a command is splittable when the command needs all input
files concurrently) could cause execution errors. P OSH might
schedule the command on a machine without access to a necessary file, or incorrectly try to split the command into parallel
workers. Annotations might not include potential optimization
information, by omitting that a command filters its input or
it can be parallelized. In this case P OSH might not make the
optimal scheduling decision, but execution will still be correct.
Finally, a command, such as awk, could either filter or
increase its input depending on its invocation. awk could
include multiple annotations for each separate program string,
which separately specify or omit the filters_input keyword.
Mitigations. In practice, we expect that a community of
developers would maintain and crowdsource a set of “verified”
annotations; other annotation-based systems such as Typescript [42] make this assumption. To prevent incorrect type
semantics, P OSH could use a sandbox on top of the filesystem
interface that checks if the program only reads and writes to
files specified by the annotation, and crash the execution if the
program accesses a file outside of its dependency list [17, 20].
Finally, future work could explore profiling commands to
automatically deduce whether command invocations produce
less, more or the same amount of input data as output data.
Coverage. The P OSH interface covers the command-line
syntax for a wide range of command line programs, as specified by the GNU command-line standard syntax and extensions [23]. Along with the source code of P OSH, we provide annotations for 21 different commands, which cover a wide range
of unmodified shell applications used in our evaluation (§7).
However, P OSH will not cover all parsing options for all programs. While P OSH can interpret wildcards (“*”) when listing
file paths, it will not do any custom parsing to list paths. For example, ffmpeg allows users to provide input files (input frames)
based on a pattern, such as “%04d.jpg”, which corresponds
to all files between 0000-9999.jpg. P OSH will not parse commands whose file dependencies are specified dynamically, via
a pipe: e.g., “find . -type -iname "*.jpg" | xargs -i mogrify
-resize 100x100” could be used to dynamically list all jpg files
and resize them with ImageMagick. Since P OSH does not know
what the file inputs to the mogrify command are upfront, it
cannot decide whether to offload the mogrify command or not.

5

P OSH’s PARSER AND S CHEDULER

This section discusses how P OSH solves two challenges in
executing shell commands efficiently across a set of proxy
servers: (1) scheduling pipelines to minimize data movement
(§5.2) and (2) correctly parallelizing pipelines (§5.3). We
begin by discussing how P OSH constructs an intermediate
program representation of the command that allows it to
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$ cat mount0/*.log mount1/*.log
| grep 128.151.150.12
| tee output.txt
Server 0

Server 1

cat 01.log 02.log
03.log 04.log

cat 05.log 06.log
07.log 08.log

grep 128.151.150.12

grep 128.151.150.12

STDERR
STDERR

tee output.txt

output.txt

STDOUT
Client

Figure 2: DAG representation of a simple shell program that uses
cat and grep to analyze logs across different mounts. P OSH uses
its scheduling and parallelization mechanisms to offload the cat and
grep to each server.

Algorithm 1 P OSH Scheduling Algorithm
1: function S CHEDULE(dag)
2:
for node ∈ dag.G ET N ODES do
3:
if C ONSTRAINT(node) ! = NULL then
4:
node.location ← C ONSTRAINT(node)
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

effectively solve these two problems.

19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

5.1

25:
26:

P OSH’s Program Representation

P OSH needs a program representation that allows the runtime
to see every data source (file that is read), data sink (output file
that is written to), and flow (pipe) that connects two commands
within the pipeline. Understanding which files commands read
and write allows P OSH to determine the execution location
closest to the data for each command. Understanding the
connections in the pipeline allows P OSH to see how data
flows between commands and allows P OSH to preserve
dependencies when parallelizing nodes.
P OSH represents parsed shell pipelines as directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs), which contain nodes and streams. Nodes
represent single commands (command nodes) along with each
of their arguments, and parsed annotation metadata (argument
types, if it is splittable, and if it filters its input). Nodes also
represent sources and sinks in the entire pipeline: reading from
stdin (read nodes) or writing to stdout or a file (write nodes).
Streams represent the data flows in and out of these nodes.
Given a shell pipeline, P OSH constructs a DAG that models
the dependencies between commands (UNIX pipes) and standard I/O streams (stdin, stdout and stderr). P OSH then builds
a custom argument parser for each command from the annotations, to determine which arguments actually appear in each
command’s invocation and what their corresponding types are.
For example, if a tar -c invocation contained the -f argument,
P OSH knows the string following -f is an output_file.
Figure 2 shows an example DAG generated for the simple
program discussed in §4.1, that runs cat and grep on files
stored in different mounts and pipes the final output to tee.
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for source_node ∈ dag.G ET S OURCES do
path ← G ET PATH T O S INK(dag,source_node)
sink_node ← path[path.length() - 1]
if source_node.location == sink_node.location then
for node ∈ path do
if node.location == NULL then
node.location ← source_node.location
else
𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ← 1
edges ← {}
for (node,next) ∈ path do
if I S F ILTER N ODE(node) then
𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ← 𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡∕2
edges[(node.id,next.id)] = 𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
for (node,next) ∈ path do
if node.location == NULL then
if edges[(node.id,next.id)] ≥ 𝑚𝑖𝑛_𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 then
node.location ← source_node.location
else
node.location ← sink_node.location
else if node.location ! = C ONSTRAINT(node) then
node.location ← CLIENT

P OSH schedules and parallelizes the workload by first splitting
the command into separate cat and grep commands that run
at each proxy server and then merging the outputs at the client.
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 discuss these steps in turn.

5.2

Scheduling

P OSH’s scheduling algorithm seeks to minimize data movement, as it assumes that in scenarios where the computation is
I/O bound rather than CPU bound, minimizing data movement
will reduce end-to-end latency. However, P OSH does not know
how much data a command will produce prior to execution.
We describe the exact setup of the problem and P OSH’s greedy
algorithm that uses information from P OSH’s annotations to
estimate how to minimize data movement.
Problem setup. The P OSH scheduling algorithm, summarized in Algorithm 1, takes the DAG representation of the
command discussed in §5.1 and assigns an execution location
to each node. P OSH must pay attention to two concerns:
constraints on where certain nodes can execute and the number
of bytes transferred across edges in the DAG. The first concern
arises because certain proxy servers might not be able to execute certain nodes as they do not have access to all the necessary
files. The second concern arises because P OSH seeks to minimize the number of bytes transferred between two locations
across the network. Concretely, consider a cat node (operating
on a remote file) that pipes its output to a grep node, that filters
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Algorithm 2 P OSH Scheduling Algorithm Helper Functions
1: /* Returns constrained location assignment for node, if any. */
2: function C ONSTRAINT(node)
3:
loc ← NULL
4:
if I S R EAD N ODE(node) then
5:
loc ← G ET R EAD L OC(node)
6:
else if I S W RITE N ODE(node) then
7:
loc ← G ET W RITE L OC(node)
8:
else if I S C MD N ODE(node) then
9:
deps ← Set()
10:
for file ∈ G ET F ILE D EPENDENCIES(node) do
11:
deps.append(G ET L OCATION(file))
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

if deps.length() > 1 then
loc ← CLIENT
else if deps.length() == 1 then
loc ← deps[0]
return cost
/* Given a source node, trace a path to the sink via stdout paths. */
function G ET PATH T O S INK(dag,node)
path ← [node]
while node.children.length() > 0 do
path.append(G ET S TDOUT(node))
return path

its input, which in turn writes its output to stdout on the client.
To schedule the least data movement across the network,
P OSH should offload both the cat and grep commands: in the
path through the cat, grep and the stdout nodes, the minimum
cut (edge with least data transferred) occurs after grep.
Step 1: Resolving constraints on each node. Algorithm 2
summarizes the helper functions for the scheduling algorithm,
including a function, Constraint, that determines whether a
node in the DAG has any constraints on execution location
(lines 1-16). Read and write nodes are assigned to the location
of their input or output data streams (lines 4-7). Command
nodes that access files on a single mount are greedily assigned
to execute on the proxy server corresponding to that mount
(lines 14-15). Finally, command nodes that access files from
multiple different mounts are always assigned to execute
on the client (lines 12-13). Only the client has access to all
mounts; by default, proxy servers only serve requests for a
single mount. We discuss an optimization to this decision in
§5.3, for special cases where the command can be parallelized.
Step 2: Minimizing data transfer. In Algorithm 1, after
assigning locations to nodes with constraints (lines 1-4), P OSH
assigns locations for the remaining command nodes. P OSH
first iterates through all the source nodes of the graph, traces the
path from each source to a sink node with the GetPathToSink
helper function defined in lines 18-19 of Algorithm 2, and
considers each path individually. Each path is guaranteed to
be linear because each node in the graph effectively has one
child. P OSH assumes most data transfer occurs along stdout
streams: even though command nodes have two children (one
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edge to stdout and one to stderr), P OSH only pays attention
to stdout connections. Read nodes can have one child by
definition, and write nodes are sinks, so have no children.
Within a path, when the source and sink nodes have the same
location, scheduling is simple: all nodes along the path from
the source to the sink are assigned that location (lines 8-11).
However, when the source and sink have different locations, the
scheduler must find the edge along which cross-location data
transfer should occur: to minimize data transfer, this should be
the edge where the least data flows. P OSH first iterates along
each edge in a path and assigns relative weights according
to heuristics (lines 13-18). P OSH assumes nodes produce the
same amount of output as input, or filters input by half (lines 1618). The helper function IsFilterNode called on line 16 returns
true for commands whose annotations indicate that they filter
their input from the filters_input keyword. This heuristic,
that filter commands halve their input, obviously does not fit all
cases. Some filters, such as wc, usually produce much less than
half the input. To find the minimum cut, only the relative ordering of edges matters, rather than the absolute weight values.
P OSH then iterates along each path and schedules each
unassigned node’s location to be either the source location
or the sink location, depending on if the node is before or
after the minimum cut edge. For example, if a path contains
cat, grep, and cut, and writes to stdout on the client, P OSH
determines the minimum weight edge is in between cut and
the stdout write node. When there are conflicting assignments
from nodes appearing in two different paths, P OSH schedules
the node on the client (lines 25-26).

5.3

Parallelization

The second challenge P OSH resolves is determining when
commands are safe to parallelize and then guaranteeing
correct execution while parallelizing nodes. After determining
a command is safe to split, correctly executing the command
in a data-parallel way requires: (1) splitting the command
only across the argument that can be split while preserving the
other arguments and (2) stitching the outputs of the command
back together in the correct order.
Determining which nodes to parallelize. P OSH can automatically parallelize nodes that are safe to parallelize across
the files they access, or across their input edges. In the first
case, to parallelize the command cat -n A.txt B.txt C.txt,
P OSH needs to know that the file arguments are A.txt, B.txt
and C.txt, and that the “-n” flag must be preserved. P OSH uses
the per-argument splittable keyword in an annotation, which
indicates that the command can be split across a particular
argument (here, the file argument). In the above example,
P OSH would replace the single node for cat with three nodes,
each with the -n flag and one of A.txt, B.txt or C.txt.
In the second case, P OSH allows nodes to also be parallelized across their input streams. Concretely, if the cat
above piped its output to grep, there would not be much
performance benefit to parallelizing cat, unless P OSH also
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split grep across the three input cat nodes. P OSH determines
which commands this parallelization is safe for via the
splittable_across_input keyword. The annotation for grep
would include this keyword, so P OSH would replace the grep
node with three grep nodes for each cat node. This is not safe
for commands that reduce or merge the input such as word
count (wc): since the annotation for wc would not include this
keyword, P OSH would ensure that the output of the prior
commands are merged before executing wc.
Splitting across mounts. When P OSH splits nodes that can
be parallelized, it will inherently split commands that read and
write to different mounts. This allows the scheduler to bypass
the restriction in Algorithm 2, lines 12-13. If a single command accesses files in different mounts, but the command can
be split, instead of assigning this node to run at the client, P OSH
will split it into multiple workers that run in parallel on different proxies. P OSH by default parallelizes commands across
machines, but within a single machine, the maximum splitting
factor parameter determines the degree to which to split further.
The default value is 1, but increasing the splitting factor to a
value 𝑠 > 1 causes P OSH to split a command into 𝑠 commands
that each operate on 𝑛𝑠 sized chunks of the input files, where 𝑛 is
the number of files that the node accesses on a single machine.
Correctly preserving output order. In order to ensure that
the output of the entire pipeline is correct, when P OSH splits
a command in parallel, it must ensure that any node that reads
the output of this node now reads the output of the replacement
nodes in sequence. When nodes execute, they process their
inputs in sequential order, guaranteeing correct output order.

6

P OSH C ONFIGURATION AND E XECUTION

In this section, we discuss how to configure P OSH and how
P OSH executes programs.

6.1

P OSH Configuration

To understand how to setup and configure P OSH, consider a
client that has access to folders on two NFS servers, within
a nearby datacenter. Each NFS administrator has agreed to
allow a separate proxy server, that resides within the same
datacenter, to access the same mounts on behalf of the client
(via NFS).1 To use P OSH, each of the two proxy servers must
run the P OSH server program, which is configured with a list
of client credentials mapped to the folder paths each client has
access to (which the proxy servers themselves access via NFS).
The client must run the P OSH client program, which takes in
a file containing the shell annotations, and a configuration file
that specifies a mapping from locally mounted folders, to the
addresses for proxy servers for those mounts. In the previous
example, the client’s configuration file would map each of
the two mounted folders to the corresponding proxy server.
Together, the client and the two proxy servers make up P OSH’s
1 The

remote fileserver itself can also run the P OSH server program and
act as a proxy server.
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execution engine, which can be used to execute any schedules
P OSH’s parser creates.

6.2

Execution Engine

After the client schedules a shell pipeline, the execution engine
can execute the DAG.
Setup Phase. First, the client divides the DAG into subgraphs that need to execute on different machines (including
a subgraph that will execute on the client itself). The client
handles setting up persistent connections with proxy servers
for any pipes between DAG nodes assigned to two different
machines. Finally, when all pipes are setup, the client sends
a request to each proxy server to start executing their portion
of the DAG.
Execution Phase. Once each proxy server receives a
request to execute a subprogram DAG, it will first spawn all
the nodes in the DAG corresponding to processes that need
to be executed (e.g., cat or grep). To redirect I/O between
processes, P OSH spawns a thread for each redirection that
needs to occur and copies the output from each node to the
correct pipe, TCP stream or file. For nodes that have multiple
inputs, nodes process these inputs sequentially. Nodes that
send output to nodes with multiple inputs buffer the content
until the receiver starts processing that node’s output.

6.3

Implementation

P OSH is implemented in about 12,400 lines of Rust code.
P OSH uses Rust’s CLAP library [38] to build custom parsers
for each command, based on the command’s annotation, to find
out which arguments are actually present in an invocation.2

7

M ETHODOLOGY

We evaluate P OSH by measuring its performance impact over
five unmodified I/O-intensive shell applications. This section
describes our evaluation methodology: the applications, why
they cover a broad range of I/O-intensive shell applications,
and our experimental setups.

7.1

Applications

For each application, in our evaluation setting, we assume that
all input data files and intermediate files live on a remote NFS
mount, so P OSH accelerates these applications by preventing
unnecessary data movement. Some applications require
writing the final output to stdout or a file on the client; we
specify this on a per-application basis.
Ray-tracing log analysis. The first application represents a
best-case workload for P OSH: it is computationally light, can
be parallelized, and its output is a tiny fraction of the data it
reads. The application analyzes logs of a massively distributed
research ray-tracing (computer graphics) system [18], to track a
2 The implementation of P OSH is available at https://github.com/deeptir18/

posh.
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task (a simulated ray of light) through the path of workers it traversed. The analysis first cleans and aggregates each worker’s
log into one file with cat, grep, head and cut. It then runs sed
to search for the path of a single ray (e.g., a straggler) across
all the workers and stores the final output on a file at the client.
Thumbnail generation. The next application is CPUintensive, but still produces output that is a tiny fraction of its
input, and is highly parallelizable. The application uses ImageMagick [30] to generate thumbnails of size 10 KB for each
image in a folder of about 1090 images, each about 4 MB large;
the output thumbnails are also written to the remote mount.
Port scan analysis. The third application is computationally
heavy, but not parallelizable, and involves data transfers of
large files. ZMap [16] is a network scanning tool that performs
Internet-wide scans of the public IPv4 address space. Network
security researchers run the following shell application to
analyze 40 GB subset of a full Internet scan of port 80; the
final output file is stored in the remote mount.
1. Clean the raw data with a program called zannotate.
2. Use a JSON processing tool, jq, to isolate the IP and
AS ID# (Autonomous System ID) columns.
3. Use pr to merge the columns together.
4. Use awk to count the number of IPs per AS.
Distributed log analysis. The next application is a synthetic benchmark that models system administrators running
analysis on logs across different storage servers, to search for
an IP address within the access logs stored across different
machines. It is computationally light, highly parallelizable,
and the output is a tiny fraction of the input. This workload
runs cat over all of the files and then filters for a particular IP
with grep and writes the results back to the file stored locally at
the client. Each of five storage servers contains approximately
15 GB of logs from the SEC’s EDGAR Log File Data Set [53].
Git workflow. The final application, a git pipeline on the
Chromium [24] repository, attempts to imitate a developer’s
git workflow and is extremely metadata-heavy. After rolling
back the repository by 20 commits and saving each commit’s
patch, the workload successively applies each patch and runs
three git commands: git status, git add ., and git commit -m.

7.2

Setup and Baselines

Baselines. For all workloads, we compare P OSH to two
NFS configurations, one with with synchronous operations
(rw,sync,no_subtree_check) and the other with asynchronous
operations (rw,async,no_subtree_check).
P OSH configuration. For all experiments, unless otherwise
specified, the P OSH proxy runs on the same machine as the
NFS server. The P OSH client also mounts the NFS folder
locally in case some computations must run on the client.
Section 8.2.1 evaluates the impact of placing the proxy directly
at the storage server versus on another machine.
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Network settings. We focus on two network scenarios:
1. Client and server in the same Google Compute Platform
(GCP) region (us-west2). The RTT and throughput
between the two machines are 0.5 ms and 5-10 Gbps, as
measured by ping and iperf.
2. Client in a university network (at Stanford) and server in a
nearby GCP region (us-west2). The RTT and throughput
between the client and server are approximately 20 ms
and 600 Mbps.
Setup. GCP client, proxy, and storage machines are
configured with 4 vCPUs, 15 GB of memory, and 10 Gbps
egress network bandwidth (n1-standard-4); they run Ubuntu
19.04. The client at Stanford runs Ubuntu 18.04. All storage
servers store data on regional persistent SSDs.

8

E VALUATION

Our evaluation seeks to answer several questions: (1) Can
P OSH accelerate end-to-end pipelines that use many different
command-line tools to access remote data over NFS (§8.1)?
(2) What is the best way to configure P OSH (§8.2)? (3) Where
do performance benefits come from (§8.3)?

8.1

End-to-End Application Performance

For each workload described in §7.1, Figures 3 and 4 show the
performance of P OSH compared to bash over NFS for two network settings: one where the client is in the same GCP region as
the storage server (“cloud”) and one where the client is in a university network outside the datacenter (“university”). For git,
Figure 4 only shows results for a client in the same datacenter.
Summary of all results. On the university-to-cloud
network, P OSH performs 8× better than bash over NFS on the
ray-tracing workload, 1-2× better on the thumbnail generation
and port scan analysis workloads, and 12.7× better on the
distributed log analysis workload. On the cloud-to-cloud network, P OSH outperforms bash over NFS for the git workload
and distributed log analysis workload; however, P OSH does
not outperform bash over NFS on the other three applications,
partially because these applications are more bandwidth than
latency sensitive. We discuss each set of applications below.
Ray-tracing log analysis. This workload sees an 8×
improvement on the university-to-cloud network and no
improvement on the cloud-to-cloud network. The workload
reads 6 GB of input from about 2000 files over NFS, and
aggregates them into one 4 GB file, which is written back
to NFS. The final output of sed on the aggregated file is
much smaller (20 lines). P OSH prevents 10 GB of data
from being copied across the network unnecessarily. On
the cloud-to-cloud network, both the overheads of separate
filesystem requests (to open and read 2000 files) and the
overheads of transferring data to the client are not as large.
Thumbnail generation. This workload sees a 1.7× improvement in the university-to-cloud setting and no improve-
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Figure 4: Average latency of 20 git status, git add, and git
commit commands run on Chromium repo, of P OSH compared to
NFS and local execution, for a client in the same cloud datacenter
as the storage server. P OSH provides up to 10-15× speedups by
preventing round trips for filesystem metadata calls.

ment in the cloud-to-cloud setting. Generating thumbnails with
ImageMagick is computationally heavy: it takes 12 minutes to
finish when running locally. While generating thumbnails produces a smaller input (12 MB of thumbnails vs. 15 GB of input
images), in the cloud network, transferring 15 GB of data to
the client will take about 12 seconds on a 10 Gbps connection.
However, in the university-to-cloud setting, P OSH attenuates
the added delay from transferring data over a slower network.
Port scan analysis. The scanning analysis workload sees a
1.6× benefit with P OSH in the university-to-cloud setting, but
no benefit in the cloud-to-cloud setting. The scanning workload
starts by processing one large 40 GB file with zannotate and
writing the result back to NFS. This is more bandwidth than
latency sensitive, as the application makes fewer filesystem
requests across the network than the ray-tracing or thumbnail
generation workloads. In addition, zannotate is CPU-intensive
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Distributed log analysis. This workload sees a 12.7×
improvement in the university-to-cloud setting, because P OSH
is able to parallelize the computation across the five different
mounts and only aggregate the result locally. Both offloading
the computation in order to prevent data movement as well
as running the work on each machine in parallel, instead
of sequentially, reduces latency. Even in the cloud-to-cloud
setting, this results in a 2× speedup.
Git workflow. P OSH sees the greatest performance benefit,
a 10-15× latency improvement, when running git commands
over NFS. Figure 4 shows the time for each git status,
git add, and git commit commands for 20 commits, in the
cloud-to-cloud network. We did not perform this full analysis
for the university-to-cloud network, because the time to run
a single add was up to two hours. git repositories typically
contain many small files; commands like status and add
check the status of every file in the folders to see if it has been
modified. This results in NFS making filesystem requests such
as stat for every file. As a comparison, the ray-tracing log
analysis workload makes around 2,500 open() calls and 2,500
stat() class. For a git add in this workload, these numbers
are 34,000 and 340,000, respectively, measured by strace. By
offloading these commands to the server, P OSH avoids many
unnecessary roundtrips.

8.2

P OSH Configuration

We evaluate two aspects of P OSH’s configuration: placement
of proxy servers and maximum parallelization factor within
a single machine.
8.2.1

Proxy Placement

Figures 5 and 6 shows the cost of placing the proxy server on
a different machine from the storage server, within the same
datacenter, for the client at Stanford, for three applications:
ray-tracing, thumbnail generation, and git. The proxy server is
closer to the data than the client; it has both a higher bandwidth
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and the baseline NFS sync execution time. P OSH-proxy has a low
overhead over P OSH because there is not much overhead to running
NFS between two machines in the datacenter.
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Application

NFS

P OSH

Ray-Tracing Log Analysis
Thumbnail Generation
Port Scan Analysis
Distributed Log Analysis

10 GB
15 GB
175 GB
80 GB

3 KB
0
0
76.3 KB

Table 1: Bytes transferred over the network. Data movements are
significantly reduced by P OSH.
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Figure 6: Cost of running the P OSH proxy on a separate server
from the storage server for a client outside the datacenter for the git
workload. There is a 10-15x slowdown over P OSH running directly at
the storage server because running bash over NFS for this workload
results in a 10-15x slowdown, due to filesystem metadata calls.

(10 Gbps vs. 600 Mbps) as well as lower latency (0.5 ms vs.
20 ms) connection to the storage server. However, in this
setting, the proxy server will have at least the same latency
as bash over NFS for the cloud-to-cloud setting. The proxy
still must perform remote filesystem requests and transfer all
the necessary data within the datacenter, because it mounts
the data over NFS as well. bash over NFS does not have
much overhead for the ray-tracing and thumbnail generation
workloads, but has a 10-15× overhead for the git workload,
due to many filesystem metadata calls. However, running git
at the client outside the datacenter over NFS would have taken
on the order of hours; P OSH merely takes seconds.
8.2.2

200

Figure 7: Latency improvements from using P OSH to parallelize
pipelines within a single machine, for the ray tracing and thumbnail
generation workloads.
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Parallelization on a Single Machine

For a 16-core machine, Figure 7 shows the effects of varying
the maximum splitting factor for the ray-tracing and thumbnail
generation workload. The latency of the ray-tracing workload
decreases until 𝑠 = 4 processes and the latency of the thumbnail
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Application

Setup Time

Ray-Tracing Log Analysis
Thumbnail Generation
Port Scan Analysis
Distributed Log Analysis
git status

50 ms
30 ms
10 ms
10 ms
0 ms

Table 2: Median setup time.

generation workload decreases until 𝑠 = 16 processes. The limit
at 16 is expected for a machine that only has 16 cores. In addition, with higher splitting factors, there is a higher overhead to
spawning more threads and context switching. The ray-tracing
workload does not benefit from parallelism past 4 threads because it already consists of multiple processes running in parallel, as the workload has many commands (cat, grep, cut, head):
splitting this further does not provide further benefit.

8.3

Performance Improvements Analysis

Data movement reductions. For each of the log analysis
applications and the thumbnail generation application, Table 1
reports the number of bytes of data transferred over the
network that this application would generate, as well as the
number transferred with P OSH and its scheduling mechanism.
P OSH overheads. Table 2 reports the latency of P OSH’s
parsing and scheduling steps before execution for a single
pipeline (single line of the script) from each application. The
overheads are on the order of 10s of milliseconds and barely
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Scenario

Latency

Data Movement

NFS Sync
P OSH
P OSH-OPT

225.8s ± 36.1s
221.6s ± 22.1s
33.27s

6.38 GB
6.38 GB
3.11 GB

Table 3: Expected latency of running P OSH with a scheduler that
can handle commands that need files from different mounts, for the
command comm A B, for the university to cloud network.

affect total end-to-end latency. This includes time to parse the
configuration file, parse all annotations (which is done once
on shell startup), and parse and schedule each command in the
pipeline. The ray-tracing and thumbnail generation workloads
require resolving more filepaths, causing a larger overhead
than the other applications.

9

L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

Algorithm limitations. P OSH’s scheduling algorithm
handles pipelines that access data on different mounts in a mapreduce style pattern [13], but cannot handle commands which
access data on different mounts that cannot be split. Consider
a command such as comm, that finds the common lines between
two files on different mounts: P OSH would schedule this command to run at the client, causing no performance benefits over
bash over NFS. However, if P OSH scheduled this command on
one of the proxy servers, rather than the client, and transferred
the necessary files beforehand, P OSH could provide a benefit
over NFS. To produce such a schedule, P OSH could consider
the input files for each command, the data transfer speeds
between the proxy machines and the dependencies of the DAG
to construct an optimization problem and use standard graph
partitioning techniques to solve for the optimal execution
location of all nodes. Table 3 shows the expected benefits of
a such a scheduler (“P OSH-OPT”), for a comm command that
correlates two 3 GB files stored at two different proxies. It
estimates execution time by summing the local execution time
of comm with the time to transfer one of the files (measured by
the time to scp the file between the two machines).
Security. P OSH allows users to offload parts of shell
commands to proxy servers, which could be running directly at
the storage layer. P OSH currently does not address the security
implications of this system design. P OSH might allow users
to access files such as /proc/sys on the storage server which
should be restricted. To mitigate this, P OSH could ensure that
offloaded programs run with limited file access permissions,
so they do not access restricted files, and only access files that
are specified by the input and output arguments parsed from
the annotations. P OSH could use sandboxing [20] mechanisms,
for example, to restrict users from running offloaded programs
that access the network.
Resource management. Since P OSH proxy servers could
run directly at the storage server, a shared storage server
could result in an overloaded CPU and longer latencies for
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users who expected their commands to take less time since
they were offloaded, as well as slowdowns to regular remote
filesystem requests. P OSH does not currently have policies for
load balancing and multitenancy, but could explore policies
suggested by prior work [6]. However, initial experiments
show that P OSH could use a simple policy on the storage server
such as monitoring how many cores are in use, and refusing
to run programs at the storage server when it is overloaded.
Failure recovery. Currently, P OSH does not recover from
server-side failures; it does not have mechanisms to migrate
or restart jobs if single commands within pipelines fail.
Since P OSH aims to provide shell semantics, which involves
streaming data without providing fault tolerance for failed
commands, P OSH currently does not provide the fault
tolerance mechanisms present in standard cluster computing
frameworks [17, 31, 61]. However, this is an interesting area
of future work: P OSH knows exactly what files are being modified or created from the annotations, so P OSH could modify
programs to write to temporary locations, and only write to
the final location when the entire operation is successful.

10

C ONCLUSION

I/O-intensive shell pipelines that run over networked storage
incur a significant cost from moving data over the network. We
present P OSH, a framework that accelerates unmodified shell
pipelines with I/O heavy components that access networked
storage such as NFS. P OSH intercepts shell pipelines and
moves individual commands closer to the data by offloading
them to run on proxy servers closer to the data than the client.
P OSH uses metadata about shell commands, written once per
command, called annotations, that specify information relevant
to safely offloading these commands to proxy servers as well as
scheduling them to minimize data movement. P OSH uses annotations to schedule and automatically parallelize shell pipelines
across the client and proxy servers, while maintaining local
execution semantics. We showed that P OSH can accelerate a
wide range of unmodified shell applications running over NFS
and allow them to achieve local execution times.
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Abstract
Accelerating SQL queries on stream processing by utilizing
heterogeneous coprocessors, such as GPUs, has shown to be
an effective approach. Most works show that heterogeneous
coprocessors bring significant performance improvement because of their high parallelism and computation capacity.
However, the discrete memory architectures with relatively
low PCI-e bandwidth and high latency have dragged down
the benefits of heterogeneous coprocessors. Recently, hardware vendors propose CPU-GPU integrated architectures that
integrate CPU and GPU on the same chip. This integration
provides new opportunities for fine-grained cooperation between CPU and GPU for optimizing SQL queries on stream
processing. In this paper, we propose a data stream system,
called FineStream, for efficient window-based stream processing on integrated architectures. Particularly, FineStream
performs fine-grained workload scheduling between CPU
and GPU to take advantage of both architectures, and it also
provides efficient mechanism for handling dynamic stream
queries. Our experimental results show that 1) on integrated architectures, FineStream achieves an average 52% throughput
improvement and 36% lower latency over the state-of-the-art
stream processing engine; 2) compared to the stream processing engine on the discrete architecture, FineStream on the
integrated architecture achieves 10.4x price-throughput ratio,
1.8x energy efficiency, and can enjoy lower latency benefits.

1

Introduction

Optimizing the performance of stream processing systems
has been a hot research topic due to the rigid requirement
on the event processing latency and throughput. Stream processing on GPUs has been shown to be an effective method
to improve its performance [23, 33, 34, 41, 54, 62, 67]. GPUs
consist of a large amount of lightweight computing cores,
which are naturally suitable for data-parallel stream processing. GPUs are often used as coprocessors that are connected
to CPUs through PCI-e [42]. Under such discrete architectures, stream data need to be copied from the main memory to
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GPU memory via PCI-e before GPU processing, but the low
bandwidth of PCI-e limits the performance of stream processing on GPUs. Hence, stream processing on GPUs needs to be
carefully designed to hide the PCI-e overhead. For example,
prior works have explored pipelining the computation and
communication to hide the PCI-e transmission cost [34, 54].
Despite of various studies in previous stream processing
engines on general-purpose applications [5, 23, 25, 33, 54, 62],
relatively few studies focus on SQL-based relational stream
processing. Supporting relational stream processing involves
additional complexities, such as how to support windowbased query semantics and how to utilize the parallelism
with a small window or slide size efficiently. Existing engines,
such as Spark Streaming [57], struggle to support small window and slide sizes, while the state-of-the-art window-based
query engine, Saber [34], adopts a bulk-synchronous parallel
model [66] for hiding PCI-e transmission overhead.
In recent years, hardware vendors have released integrated
architectures, which completely remove PCI-e overhead. We
have seen CPU-GPU integrated architectures such as NVIDIA
Denver [13], AMD Kaveri [15], and Intel Skylake [27]. They
fuse CPUs and GPUs on the same chip, and let both CPUs
and GPUs share the same memory, thus avoiding the PCI-e
data transmission. Such integration poses new opportunities
for window-based streaming SQL queries from both hardware
and software perspectives.
First, different from the separate memory hierarchy of discrete CPU-GPU architectures, the integrated architectures
provide unified physical memory. The input stream data can
be processed in the same memory for both CPUs and GPUs,
which eliminates the data transmission between two memory
hierarchies, thus eliminating the data copy via PCI-e.
Second, the integrated architecture makes it possible for
processing dynamic relational workloads via fine-grained cooperations between CPUs and GPUs. A streaming query can
consist of multiple operators with varying performance features on different processors. Furthermore, stream processing
often involves dynamic input workload, which affects operator performance behaviors as well. We can place operators on
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different devices with proper workloads in a fine-grained manner, without worrying about transmission overhead between
CPUs and GPUs.
Based on the above analysis, we argue that stream processing on integrated architectures can have much more desirable properties than that on discrete CPU-GPU architectures.
To fully exploit the benefits of integrated architectures for
stream processing, we propose a fine-grained stream processing framework, called FineStream. Specifically, we propose
the following key techniques. First, a performance model is
proposed considering both operator topologies and different
architecture characteristics of integrated architectures. Second, a light-weight scheduler is developed to efficiently assign
the operators of a query plan to different processors. Third,
online profiling with computing resource and topology adjustment are involved for dynamic workloads.
We evaluate FineStream on two platforms, AMD A107850K, and Ryzen 5 2400G. Experiments show that
FineStream achieves 52% throughput improvement and 36%
lower latency over the state-of-the-art CPU-GPU stream processing engine on the integrated architecture. Compared to
the best single processor throughput, it achieves 88% performance improvement.
We also compare stream processing on integrated architectures with that on discrete CPU-GPU architectures. Our
evaluation shows that FineStream on integrated architectures
achieves 10.4x price-throughput ratio, and 1.8x energy efficiency. Under certain circumstances, it is able to achieve
lower processing latency, compared to the state-of-the-art execution on discrete architectures. This further validates the
large potential of exploring the integrated architectures for
data stream processing.
Overall, we make the following contributions:
• We propose the first fine-grained window-based relational stream processing framework that takes the advantages of the special features of integrated architectures.
• We develop lightweight query plan adaptations for handling dynamic workloads with the performance model
that considers both the operator and architecture characteristics.
• We evaluate FineStream on a set of stream queries to
demonstrate the performance benefits over current approaches.

2
2.1

Background

GPU

CPU

CPU
core

CPU
core

…

CPU
core

GPU
core

CPU Cache

GPU
core

… GPU

core

GPU Cache

Shared Memory Management Unit

System DRAM

Figure 1: A general overview of the integrated architecture.
We show a comparison between the integrated and discrete
architectures (discrete GPUs) in Table 1. These architectures
are used in our evaluation (Section 7). Although the integrated
architectures have lower computation capacity than the discrete architectures currently, the integrated architecture is a
potential trend for a future generation of processors. Hardware
vendors, including AMD [15], Intel [27] and NVIDIA [13],
all release their integrated architectures. Moreover, future integrated architectures can be much more powerful, even can be a
competitive building block for exascale HPC systems [47,55],
and the insights and methods in this paper still can be applied.
Besides, the integrated architectures are attractive due to their
efficient power consumption [15, 60] and low price [31].
Table 1: Integrated architectures vs. discrete architectures.
Architecture
# cores
TFLOPS
bandwidth (GB/s)
price ($)
TDP (W)

Integrated Architectures
A10-7850K Ryzen5 2400G
512+4
704+4
0.9
1.7
25.6
38.4
209
169
95
65

Discrete Architectures
GTX 1080Ti V100
3584
5120
11.3
14.1
484.4
900
1100
8999
250
300

The number of cores for each integrated architecture includes four CPU cores. For
discrete architectures, we only show the GPU device.

Integrated Architecture

We show an architectural overview of the CPU-GPU integrated architecture in Figure 1. The integrated architecture
consists of a CPU, a GPU, a shared memory management
unit, and system DRAM. CPUs and GPUs have their own
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caches. Some models of integrated architectures, such as Intel
Haswell i7-4770R processor [3], integrate a shared last level
cache for both CPUs and GPUs. The shared memory management unit is responsible for scheduling accesses to system
DRAM by different devices. Compared to the discrete CPUGPU architecture, both CPUs and GPUs are integrated on the
same chip. The most attractive feature of such integration is
the shared main memory which is available to both devices.
With the shared main memory, CPUs and GPUs can have
more opportunities for fine-grained cooperation. The most
commonly used programming model for integrated architectures is OpenCL [49], which regards the CPU and the GPU as
devices. Each device consists of several compute units (CUs),
which are the CPU and GPU cores in Figure 1.
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2.2

Stream Processing with SQL

Although various heterogeneous stream processing systems
have appeared [23, 33, 34, 41, 54, 62, 67], we find that most
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of these systems are used to process unstructured data, and
only one work, Saber [34], is developed for structured stream
processing on GPUs. Saber supports structured query language (SQL) on stream data [6]. The benefits of supporting
SQL come from two aspects. First, with SQL, users can use
familiar SQL commands to access the required records, which
makes the system easy to use. Second, supporting SQL eliminates the tedious programming operations about how to reach
a required record, which greatly expands the flexibility of
its usage. Based on the analysis, this work explores stream
processing with SQL on integrated architectures.
We consider supporting the basic SQL functions with
stream processing, as shown in Figure 2. According to [6],
SQL on stream processing consists of the following four major concepts: 1) Data stream S, which is a sequence of tuples,
< t1 ,t2 ,...>, where ti is a tuple. A tuple is a finite ordered list
of elements, and each tuple has a timestamp. 2) Window w,
which refers to a finite sequence of tuples, which is the data
unit to be processed in a query. The window in stream has
two features: window size and window slide. Window size represents the size of the data unit to be processed, and window
slide denotes the sliding distance between two adjacent windows. 3) Operators, which are the minimum processing units
for the data in a window. In this work, we support common
relational operators including projection, selection, aggregation, group-by, and join. 4) Queries, which are a form of data
processing, each of which consists of at least one operator and
is based on windows. Additionally, note that in real stream
processing systems such as Saber [34], data are processed in
batch granularity, instead of window granularity. A batch can
be a group of windows when the window size is small, or a
part of a window when the window size is extremely large.
window size

window w1

data stream

… tuple

…
window w2
window slide

query
…

results

operators

Figure 2: Stream processing with SQL.

3

Revisiting Stream Processing

We discuss the new opportunities (Section 3.1) and challenges
(Section 3.2) for stream processing on integrated architectures
in this section, which motivate this work.
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3.1

Varying Operator-Device Preference

Opportunities: Due to the elimination of transmission cost
between CPU and GPU devices on integrated architectures,
we can assign operators to CPU and GPU devices in a finegrained manner according to their device-preference.
We analyze the operators in a query, and find that different
operators show various device preferences on integrated architectures. Some operators achieve higher performance on
the CPU device, and others have higher performance on the
GPU device. We use a simple query of group-by and aggregation on the integrated architecture for illustration, as shown in
Figure 3. The GPU queue is used to sequentially execute the
queries on the GPU, while the CPU queue is used to execute
the related queries on the CPU. The window size is 256 tuples
and the window slide is 64. Each batch contains 64,000 tuples,
and each tuple is 32 bytes. The input data are synthetically
generated, which is described in Section 7.1. When the query
runs on the CPU, group-by takes about 18.2 ms and aggregation takes about 5.2 ms. However, when the query runs on
the GPU, group-by takes about 6.7 ms and aggregation takes
about 5.8 ms.
query on CPU
GPU queue:

CPU queue:

query on GPU

18.2 ms

5.2 ms

operator 1
group-by

operator 1
group-by

operator 2
aggregation

6.7 ms

operator 2
aggregation

5.8 ms
time

Figure 3: An example of operator-device preference.
We further evaluate the performance of operators on a
single device in Table 2. Table 2 shows that using a single
type of device cannot achieve the optimal performance for
all operators. The aggregation includes the operators of sum,
count, and average, and they have similar performance. We
use sum as a representative for aggregation. From Table 2, we
can see that projection, selection, and group-by achieve better
performance on the GPU than on the CPU, while aggregation
and join achieve better performance on the CPU than on the
GPU. Additionally, projection shows similar performance
on CPU and GPU devices. Specifically, for join, the CPU
performance is about 6x the GPU performance. Such different
device preferences inspire us to perform fine-grained stream
processing on integrated architectures.
Integrated architectures eliminate data transmission cost
between CPU and GPU devices. This provides opportunities
for stream processing with operator-level fine-grained placement. The operators that can fully utilize the GPU capacity
exhibit higher performance on GPUs than on CPUs, so these
operators shall be executed on GPUs. In contrast, the operators with low parallelism shall be executed on CPUs. Please
note that such fine-grained cooperations is inefficient on dis-
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Table 2: Performance (tuples/s) of operators on the CPU and
the GPU of the integrated architecture.
Operator
projection
selection
aggregation
group-by
join

CPU only (106 )
14.2
13.1
14.7
8.1
0.7

GPU only (106 )
14.3
14.1
13.5
12.4
0.1

Device choice
GPU
GPU
CPU
GPU
CPU

crete CPU-GPU architectures due to transmission overhead.
For example, Saber [34], one of the state-of-the-art stream
processing engines utilizing the discrete CPU-GPU architectures, is designed aiming to hide PCI-e overhead. It adopts
a bulk-synchronous parallel model, where all operators of a
query are scheduled to one processor to process a micro-batch
of data [53].

3.2

Fine-Grained Stream Processing

Challenges: A fine-grained stream processing that considers both architecture characteristics and operator preference
shall have better performance, but this involves several challenges, from both application and architecture perspectives.
Based on the analysis, we argue that stream processing on
integrated architectures can have much desirable properties
than that on discrete CPU-GPU architectures. Particularly,
this work introduces a concept of fine-grained stream processing: co-running the operators to utilize the shared memory
on integrated architectures, and dispatching the operators on
devices with both architecture characteristics and operator
features considered.
However, enabling fine-grained stream processing on integrated architectures is complicated by the features of SQL
stream processing and integrated architectures. We summarize three major challenges as follows.
Challenge 1: Application topology combined with architectural characteristics. Application topology in stream
processing refers to the organization and execution order of
the operators in a SQL query. First, the relation among operators could be more complicated in practice. The operators
may be represented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), instead of a chain, which contains more parallel acceleration
opportunities. Second, with architectural characteristics considered, such as the CPU and GPU architectural differences,
the topology with computing resource distribution becomes
very complex. In such situations, how to perform fine-grained
operator placement for application topology on different devices of integrated architectures becomes a challenge. Third,
to assist effective scheduling decisions, a performance model
is needed to predict the benefits from various perspectives.
Challenge 2: SQL query plan optimization with shared
main memory. First, a SQL query in stream processing can
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consist of many operators, and the execution plan of these
operators may cause different bandwidth pressures and device
preferences. Second, in many cases, independent operators
may not consume all the memory bandwidth, but co-running
them together could exceed the bandwidth limit. We need to
analyze the memory bandwidth requirement of co-running.
Third, CPUs and GPUs have different preferred memory access patterns. Current methods [5, 23, 25, 33, 34, 54, 62] do not
consider these complex situations of shared main memory in
integrated architectures.
Challenge 3: Adjustment for dynamic workload. During stream processing, stream data are changing dynamically
in distributions and arrival speeds, which is challenging to
adapt. First, workload change detection and computing resource adjustment need to be done in a lightweight manner,
and they are critical to performance. Second, the query plan
may also need to be updated adaptively, because the operator
placement strategy based on the initial state may not be suitable when the workload changes. Third, during adaptation,
online stream processing needs to be served efficiently. Resource adjustment and query plan adaptation on the fly may
incur runtime overhead, because we need to adjust not only
the operators in the DAG but also the hardware computing resources to each operator. Additionally, the adjustment among
different streams also needs to be considered.

4

FineStream Overview

We propose a framework, called FineStream, for fine-grained
stream processing on integrated architectures. The overview
of FineStream is shown in Figure 4. FineStream consists of
three major components, including performance model, online profiling, and dispatcher. The online profiling module
is used to analyze input batches and queries for useful information, which is then fed into the performance model. The
performance model module uses the collected data to build
models for queries with both CPUs and GPUs to assist operator dispatching. The dispatcher module assigns stream data
to operators with proper processors according to the performance model on the fly.
Next, we discuss the ideas in FineStream, including its
workflow, query plan generation, processing granularity, operator mapping, and solutions to the challenges mentioned in
Section 3.2.
Workflow. The workflow of FineStream is as follows.
When the engine starts, it first processes several batches using
only the CPUs or the GPUs to gather useful data. Second,
based on these data, it builds a performance model for operators of a query on different devices. Third, after the performance model is built, the dispatcher starts to work, and the
fine-grained stream processing begins. Each operator shall
be assigned to the cores of the CPU or the GPU for parallel execution. Additionally, the workload could be dynamic.
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For dynamic workload, query plan adjustment and resource
reallocation need to be conducted.
stream

batch

batch

…

…

SQL

online
profiling

dispatcher
operators

performance
model

op1

op2

op1

dev

dev

dev

results
device mapping

FineStream

Figure 4: FineStream overview.
Topology. The query plan can be represented as a DAG. In
this paper, we concentrate on relational queries. We show an
example in Figure 5, where OPi represents an operator. OP7
and OP11 can represent joins. We follow the terminology in
compiler domain [52], and call the operators from the beginning or the operator after join to the operator that merges with
another operator as a branch. Hence, the query plan is also a
branch DAG. For example, the operators of OP1, OP2, and
OP3 form a branch in Figure 5. The main reason we use the
branch concept is for parallelism: operators within a branch
can be evaluated in a pipeline, and different branches can
be executed in parallel, which shall be detailed in Section 5.
The execution time in processing one batch is equal to the
traversal time from the beginning to the end of the DAG. Because branches can be processed in parallel, the branch with
the longest execution time dominates the execution time. We
call the operator path that determines the total execution time
as pathcritical , so the branch with the longest execution time
belongs to pathcritical . For example, we assume that branch2
has the longest execution time among the branches, its time
is tbranch2 , and the execution time for OPi is tOP_i . OP7 and
OP11 can also be regarded as branches. Only when the outcomes of OP3 and OP6 are available, then OP7 can proceed.
So do to the operators of OP7 and OP10 to OP11. Assuming
OP7 and OP11 are blocking join operators, the total execution
time for this query is the sum of tbranch2 , tOP7 , and tOP11 .
branch1

branch2

branch3

OP1

OP2

OP3

OP4

OP5

OP6

OP8

OP9

OP10

pathcritical
OP7
OP11

Figure 5: An example of query operators in DAG representation, where OPi represents an operator.
OP1

OP2

…

OP i

OP3

OP4

…

OP j

OP5

OP6

…

OP k

Operator Mapping. The fine-grained scheduling lies in
how to map the operators to the limited resources on integrated architectures. In FineStream, we allow an operator to
use one or several cores of the CPU or the GPU device. When
the platform cannot provide enough resources for all the operators, some operators may share the same compute units. For
example, in Figure 5, OP1 and OP2 can share the same CPU
cores. If so, the input batches sequentially goes through OP1
and OP2 and no pipeline exists between two batches for OP1
and OP2.
Solutions to Challenges. FineStream addresses all the
challenges mentioned in Section 3.2. For the first challenge,
the performance model module estimates the overall performance with the help of the online profiling module by sampling on a small number of batches, and the dispatcher dynamically puts the operators on the preferred devices. For the
second challenge, we have considered the bandwidth factor
when building the performance model, which can be used to
guide the parallelism for operators with limited bandwidth
considered. For the third challenge, the online profiling checks
both the stream and the operators to measure the data ingestion rate, and FineStream responses to these situations with
different strategies based on the analysis for dynamic workloads. Next, we show the details of our system design.

5

Model for Parallelism Utilization

Guideline: A performance model is necessary for operator
placement in FineStream, especially for the complicated
operator relations in the DAG structure. The overhead of
building fine-grained performance model for a query is limited because the placement strategy from the model can be
reused for the continuous stream data.
We model the performance of executing a query in this section. The operators of the input query are organized as a DAG.
In the performance model, we consider two kinds of parallelism. First, for intra-batch parallelism, we consider branch
co-running, which means co-running operators in processing
one batch. Second, for inter-batch parallelism, we consider
batch pipeline, which means processing different batches in
pipelines.

5.1

Branch Co-Running

Independent branches can be executed in parallel. With limited computation resources and bandwidth, we build a model
for branch co-running behaviors in this part. We use Bmax
to denote the maximum bandwidth the platform can provide.
If the sum of bandwidth utilization from different parallel
branches, Bsum, exceeds Bmax, we assume that the throughput degrades proportionally to the Bmax/Bsum of the throughput with enough bandwidth [60]. To measure the bandwidth
utilization, generally, for n co-running tasks, we have n co-

OP x
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running stages, because tasks complete one by one. When
multiple tasks finish at the same time, the number of stages
decreases accordingly.
We use the example in Figure 5 for illustration. Assume that
the time for different branches is shown in Figure 6 (a). If we
co-run the three branches simultaneously, then the execution
can be partitioned into three stages with different overlapping
situations. We use tstage1 , tstage2 , and tstage3 to represent the
related stage time when the system has enough bandwidth.
Then, if the required bandwidth for stagei exceeds Bmax, the
related real execution time tstage_i ’ also extends accordingly.
We define tstage_i ’ in Equation 1. When the platform can provide the required bandwidth, ri is equal to one. Otherwise, ri
is the ratio of the required bandwidth divided by Bmax.
tstage1

tstage2

tstage3

tstage2

tstage1

branch 1

branch 1

branch 2

tstage3

branch 3

branch 2

branch 3

time

(a) Branch parallelism.

branch 3

time
(b) Branch scheduling optimization.

Figure
branch1 6: An example of branch parallelism and optimization.
OP1

branch2

OP4

OP2

OP5

OP3

pathcritical
OP7

OP6
0
tstage_i
= ri · tstage_i OP11

(1)

platform cannot provide enough computing resources for all
the three branches, we can perform the scheduling in Figure 6
(b). Additionally, We can perform batch pipeline between
operators in each branch, which shall be discussed next.

5.2

Batch Pipeline

We can also partition the DAG into phases, and perform corunning in pipeline between phases for processing different
batches. For simplicity, in this part, we assume that the number of phases in the DAG is two. Please note that when the
platform has enough resources, the pipeline for operators can
be deeper. We show a simple example in Figure 7 (a). The
operators in phase1 and the operators in phase2 need to be
mapped into different compute units, so that these two phases
can co-run in the pipeline. Figure 7 (b) shows the execution
flow in pipeline. When FineStream completes the processing
for batch1 in phase1 and starts to process batch1 in phase2,
FineStream can start to process batch2 in phase1 simultaneously. Phase1 and phase2 can co-run because they rely on
different compute units.
OP2

OP3

OP4

OP5

OP6

OP8

branch3
To estimate
OP8

theOP9
time for
processing a batch in the critical
OP10
path, generally for the branch DAG, we perform topology sort
to organize the branches into different layers, and then we corun branches on layer granularity. In each layer, we perform
the above branch co-running. Then, the total execution time
is the sum of time of all layers, as shown in Equation 2.
nlayer nstage

ttotal =

∑ ∑ tstage_i,layer_ j 0

(2)

j=0 i=0

The throughput is the number of tuples divided by the
execution time. Assume the number of tuples in a batch is m,
then, the throughput is shown in Equation 3.
throughputbranchCoRun =

m
ttotal

(3)

Optimization. We can perform branch scheduling for optimization, which has two major benefits. First, by moving
branches from the stage with fully occupied bandwidth utilization to the stage with surplus bandwidth, the bandwidth can
be better utilized. For example, in Figure 6 (b), assume that in
stage1 , the required bandwidth exceeds Bmax, but the sum of
the required bandwidth of branch2 and branch3 is lower than
Bmax, then we can move the execution of branch3 after the
execution of branch1 for better bandwidth utilization. Second,
the system may not have enough computation resources for all
branches so that we can reschedule branches for better computation resource utilization. In stage1 of Figure 6 (a), when the
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phase 2

phase 1
OP1

OP9

PH i: phase i

OP7
OP11

PH1 B1

B i: batch i

PH2 B1

PH2 B2

PH1 B2

…

OP10

(a) Phase partitioning.

time
(b) Batch pipeline.

Figure 7: An example of partitioning phases for batch
STG2
STG2
… STG2
pipeline.
stage 2:
B1
B2
Bn
… bandwidth
STG1 B1
STG1 B2 the
STG1 Bn
need
to estimate
of two overlapping
time
phases, so that we can further estimate the batch pipeline
throughput. The time for a phase, t phase_i , is the sum of the
execution time of the operators in the phase for processing
a batch. We use t phase1 to denote the time for phase1 while
t phase2 for phase2. When two batches are being processed in
different phases in the engine, FineStream tries to maximize
the overlapping of t phase1 and t phase2 of the two batches. However, the overlapping can be affected by memory bandwidth
utilization. The online profiling in Section 6.3 collects the
size of memory accesses si,dev (including read and write) and
the execution time ti,dev for each operator. The bandwidth of
the two overlapping phases is described as Equation 4.

We1:
stage

bandwidthoverlap = MIN(Bmax,

∑m
i=0 si,dev
t phase1

+

∑ni=m+1 si,dev
)
t phase2

(4)
When bandwidthoverlap does not reach Bmax, the execution
time for processing n batches, tnBatches , is shown in Equation 5.
tnBatches = n · MAX(t phase1 ,t phase2 ) + MIN(t phase1 ,t phase2 )

(5)
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When bandwidthoverlap reaches Bmax, the execution time
of co-running two phases in the pipeline on different batches
is longer than any of their independent execution time. We
assume that the independent execution time of the longer
phase is tl and the independent time for the shorter phase is
ts . Then, the overlapping ratio for the two phases rol p is ts
divided by tl . Assuming the total size of the memory accesses
for the longer phase is sl , and the total size for the shorter
phase is ss , then the execution time of the overlapping interval,
tol p , is shown in Equation 6.
ss + rol p · sl
(6)
bandwidthoverlap
To estimate the time of the rest part in the longer phase, we
assume that the bandwidth of the independent execution of
the longer phase is bandwidthl . Then, the execution time trest
is shown in Equation 7.
tol p =

trest =

(1 − rol p ) · sl
bandwidthl

reoptimized for system performance. Second, resource redistribution incurs overhead. Therefore, efficient resource
reallocation and query plan adjustment are necessary for
FineStream handling dynamic workload.
Light-Weight Resource Reallocation. In FineStream, we
use a light-weight dynamic resource reallocation strategy.
When the workload ingestion rate of a branch decreases, we
can calculate the reduced ratio, and assume that such proportion of computing resources in that branch can be transferred
to the other branches. We use an example in Figure 8 for
illustration. In Figure 8 (a), 90% workload after operator OP1
flow to OP2. When the workload state changes to the state in
Figure 8 (b), part of the computing resource associated with
OP2 shall be assigned to OP3 accordingly.
Integrated
architectures
90% OP2
GPU
CUs
OP1
CPU
10% OP3
CUs
(a) 90% workload goes to OP2.

Shared memory

(7)

Integrated
architectures
10% OP2
CPU
CUs
OP1
GPU
90% OP3
CUs
(b) 90% workload goes to OP3.

Shared memory

Then, when bandwidth Bmax is reached, the execution time
tnBatches to process n batches is shown in Equation 8.
Figure 8: An example of adjustment for dynamic workload.
tnBatches = n · (tol p + trest )

(8)

We assume that a batch contains m tuples, and then, the
throughput can be expressed by Equation 9. When bandwidth
is sufficient, tnBatches is described as Equation 5; otherwise,
Equation 8.
throughputbatchPipeline =

m·n
tnBatches

(9)

Optimization. Branch co-running can also be conducted
in batch pipeline. For example, in Figure 7, the branches in
phase1 can be corun when the system can provide sufficient
computing resources and bandwidth. The only thing we need
to do is to integrate the branch co-running technique in the
potential phases.

5.3

Handling Dynamic Workload

In branch co-running, the hardware resource binded to each
branch is based on the characteristics of both the operator
and the workload. During workload migration, the workload
pressure for each branch may be different from the original
state. Hence, the static computing resource allocation may
not be suitable for dynamic workload.
A possible solution is to redistribute computing resources
to operators in each branch according to the performance
model. However, this solution has the following two drawbacks. First, only adjusting the hardware resources on different branches may not be able to maintain the performance,
because query plan topology may not fit the current streaming application. In such cases, the query plan needs to be
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In detail, for the ingestion-rate-falling branch (data arrival
OP2
rate of this branch is decreasing) [30],10%
we assume that the
initial ingestion rate is rinit , while theOP1
current ingestion rate is
OP3
rcur . Then, the computing resource that90%shall
be reallocated
to the other branches is shown in Equation 10. This adaptive strategy is very light-weight, because we can monitor
the ingestion rate during batch loading and redistribute the
proportion of reduced computing resources to the branch that
has a higher ingestion rate. In the case of Figure 8 (b), we can
keep limited hardware resource in OP2 and redistribute the
rest to OP3 after processing the current batch.
rinit − rcurr
· resourceOPi
(10)
rinit
Query Plan Adjustment. With reference to [30],
FineStream generates not only the query plan that soon will
be used in the stream processing, but also several possible
alternatives. During stream processing, FineStream monitors
the size of intermediate results. If the performance degrades
and the size of intermediate results varies greatly, FineStream
shall switch to another alternative query plan topology. In the
implementation, FineStream generates three additional plans
by default, and picks them based on the performance model.
resourceredistribute_i =

6
6.1

Implementation Details
How FineStream Works

We present the system workflow in Figure 9. In Figure 9,
thread1 is used to cache input data, while thread2 is used to
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process the cached data. The detailed workflow is as follows.
First, when FineStream starts a new query, the dispatcher
executes the query on the CPU for batch1 and then on the
GPU for batch2. Second, during these single-device executions, FineStream conducts online profiling, during which
the operator-related data that are used to build the performance model are obtained, including the CPU and GPU
performance, and bandwidth utilization. Third, with these
data, FineStream builds the performance model considering
branch co-running and batch pipeline. Fourth, after building
the model, FineStream generates several query plans with
detailed resource distribution. With the generated query plan,
the dispatcher performs fine-grained scheduling for processing the following batches. When dynamic workload is detected, FineStream performs related adjustment mentioned
in Section 5.3. For the operators in FineStream, we reuse the
operator code from OmniDB [64]. Please note that the goal
of this work is to provide a fine-grained stream processing
method on integrated architectures. The same methodology
can also be applied for using other OpenCL processing engine
such as Voodoo [45].

performance model mentioned in Section 5 (Lines 2 to 5).
FineStream also detects dynamic workload (Lines 6 to 15).
If dynamic workload is detected, FineStream conducts the
related resource reallocation. If such reallocation does not
help, it further conducts query plan adjustment.
Algorithm 1: Scheduling Algorithm in FineStream
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

Function dispatch(batch, resource, model):
if taskFirstRun then
branchCoRun(resource, model)
batchPipeline(resource, model)
taskFirstRun = f alse
// Handling dynamic workload and query plan optimization
if detectDynamicWorkload() then
resourceReallocate()
if resourceChanged == true then
if performanceDegrade() then
ad justQueryPlan()
queryChanged = true

12
13
14
15

resourceChanged = true
if queryChanged == true then
resourceChanged = f alse
queryChanged = f alse

stream 1
thread 1 thread 2
batch1

CPU

batch2

GPU
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…
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Figure 9: FineStream workflow.
Additionally, when users change the window size of a query
on the fly, FineStream updates the window size parameter
after the related batch processing is completed, and then continues to run with performance detection. If the performance
decreases below a given value (70% of the original performance by default), FineStream re-determines the query plan
with computing resource based on the parameters and the
performance model.

6.2

Dispatcher

The dispatcher of FineStream is a module for assigning stream
data to the related operators with hardware resources. The dispatcher has two functions. First, it splits the stream data into
batches with a fixed size. Second, it sends the batches to the
corresponding operators with proper hardware resources for
execution. The goal of the dispatcher is to schedule operator
tasks to the appropriate devices to fully utilize the capacity of
the integrated architecture.
Algorithm 1 is the pseudocode of the dispatcher. When
a stream is firstly presented in the engine, FineStream conducts branch co-running and batch pipeline according to the
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6.3

Online Profiling

The purpose of online profiling is to collect useful performance data to support building the performance model.
In online profiling, we have two concerns. The first is what
data to generate in this module. This is decided by the performance model. These data include the data size, execution time,
bandwidth utilization, and throughput for each operator on
devices. The second is, to generate the data, what information
we shall collect from stream processing.
FineStream performs online profiling for operators from
memory bandwidth and computation perspectives.
Memory Bandwidth Perspective. Based on the above
analysis, we use bandwidth, defined as the transmitted data
size divided by the execution time, to depict the characteristics from data perspective of an operator. The transmitted data
for an operator consists of input and output. The input relates
to the batch while the output relates to both the operator and
the batch. We define the bandwidth of the operator i on device dev in Equation 11. The parameters sinput_i and sout put_i
denote the estimated input and the output sizes of the operator
i, and ti,dev represents the execution time of the operator i on
device dev.
bandwidthi,dev =

sinput_i + sout put_i
ti,dev

(11)

Computation Perspective. To depict the characteristics
from the computation perspective, we use throughputi,dev ,
which is defined as the total number of processed tuples ntuples
divided by the time ti,dev for operator i on device dev. All these
values can be obtained from online profiling.
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Table 3: The queries used in evaluation.
Detail

Query

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5

select
select
select
select
select

Q6

household, house
(select L.timestamp, L.plug, L.household, L.house from LocalLoadStr [range 1 slide 1] as L, GlobalLoadStr [range 1 slide 1] as

Q7

G where L.house == G.house and L.localAvgLoad >G.globalAvgLoad) as R - select timestamp, house, count(*) from R group by house
( select timestamp, vehicle, speed, highway, lane, direction, (position/5280) as segment from PosSpeedStr [range unbounded] )

timestamp,
timestamp,
timestamp,
timestamp,
timestamp,

category, sum(cpu) as totalCPU from TaskEvents [range 256 slide 1] group by category
jobID, avg(cpu) as avgCPU from TaskEvents [range 256 slide 1] where eventType == 1 group by jobId
eventType, userId, max(disk) as maxDisk from TaskEvents [range 256 slide 1] group by eventType, userId
avg (value) as globalAvgLoad from SmartGridStr [range 512 slide 1]
plug, household, house, avg(value) as localAvgLoad from SmartGridStr [range 512 slide 1] group by plug,

as SegSpeedStr - select distinct L.timestamp, L.vehicle, L.speed, L.highway, L.lane, L.direction, L.segment from SegSpeedStr
Q8
Q9

7
7.1

[range 30 slide 1] as A, SegSpeedStr [partition by vehicle rows 1] as L where A.vehicle == L.vehicle
select timestamp, vehicle, count(direction) from PosSpeedStr [range 256 slide 1] group by vehicle
select timestamp, max(speed), highway, lane, direction from PosSpeedStr [range 256 slide 1] group by highway,lane,direction

Evaluation
Methodology

The baseline method used in our comparison is Saber [34],
while our method is denoted as “FineStream”. Saber is the
state-of-the-art window-based stream processing engine for
discrete architectures. It adopts a bulk-synchronous parallel
model [66]. The whole query execution on a batch is distributed to a device, the GPU or the CPU, without further
distributing operators of a query to different devices. The
original CPU operators in Saber are written in Java, and we
further rewrite the CPU operators in Saber in OpenCL for
higher efficiency. Our comparisons to Saber examine whether
our fine-grained method delivers better performance. To validate the co-running benefits of the two devices, we also
measure the performance using only the CPU and the performance using only the GPU, denoted as “CPU-only” and
“GPU-only”. Further, to understand the advantage of using
the integrated architecture to accelerate stream processing, we
compare FineStream on integrated architectures with Saber
on discrete CPU-GPU architectures.
Platforms. We perform experiments on four platforms, two
integrated platforms and two discrete platforms. The first integrated platform uses the integrated architecture AMD A107850K [15], and it has 32 GB memory. The second integrated
platform uses the integrated architecture Ryzen 5 2400G,
which is the latest integrated architecture, and this platform
has 32 GB memory. The first discrete platform is equipped
with an Intel i7-8700K CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080Ti GPU, and along with 32 GB memory. The second discrete platform is equipped with two Intel E5-2640 v4 CPUs
and an NVIDIA V100-32GB GPU, and has 264 GB memory.
Datasets. We use four datasets in the evaluation. The first
dataset is Google compute cluster monitoring [2], which emulates a cluster management scenario. The second dataset is
anomaly detection in smart grids [68], which is about detection in energy consumption from different devices of a smart
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electricity grid. The third dataset is linear road benchmark [7],
which models a network of toll roads. These traces come from
real-world applications, and are widely used in previous studies such as [19, 34, 39]. The fourth dataset is a synthetically
generated dataset [34] for evaluating independent operators,
where each tuple consists of a 64-bit timestamp and six 32-bit
attributes drawn from a uniform distribution. To overfeed the
system and test its performance capacity, we load the data
from memory. This method avoids network being bottleneck.
In practice, the system obtains stream data via network.
Benchmarks. We use nine queries to evaluate the overall
performance of the fine-grained stream processing engine on
the integrated architectures. Similar benchmarks have been
used in [34]. The details of the nine queries are shown in
Table 3. Q1, Q2, and Q3 are conducted on the Google compute
cluster monitoring dataset. Q4, Q5, and Q6 are for the dataset
of anomaly detection in smart grids. Q7, Q8, and Q9 are for
the dataset from the linear road benchmark.
Dynamic Workload Generation. We use the datasets and
benchmarks to generate dynamic workload. For the first
dataset of cluster monitoring, the seventh attribute of category gradually changes from type 1 to type 2 within 10,000
batches. We use the query Q1 for illustration, and we denote
it as T1. Similar evaluations are also conducted on the second
dataset of smart grid with the query Q5, which is denoted as
T2, and the third dataset of linear road benchmark with the
query Q8, which is denoted as T3.

7.2

Performance Comparison

Throughput. We explore the throughput of FineStream for
the nine queries. Figure 10 shows the processing throughput
of the best single device, Saber, and FineStream for these
queries on both the A10-7850K and Ryzen 5 2400G platforms. Please note that the y-axis of the figure is in log scale.
We have the following observations. First, on the A10-7850K
platform, FineStream achieves 88% throughput improvement
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GPU-only
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FineStream
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FineStream
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Ryzen 5 2400G

Figure 11: Latency of different queries.
We further study the CPU and GPU utilization of Saber
and FineStream, and use the A10-7850K platform for illustration, as shown in Figure 13. In most cases, FineStream
utilizes the GPU device better on the integrated architecture.
As for Q4, the CPU processes most of the workload. On average, FineStream improves 23% GPU utilization compared to
Saber, and have roughly the same CPU utilization as Saber.
Since FineStream achieves better throughput and latency than
Saber, such utilization results indicate that FineStream generates effective strategies in determining device preferences for
individual operators.

1
Saber

FineStream

100
0.1

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9
A10-7850K

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9
Ryzen 5 2400G

Figure 10: Throughput of different queries.

throughput
(105 tuples/s)

Latency. Figure 11 reports the latency of different queries
on the integrated architectures. In this work, latency is defined
as the end-to-end time from the time a query starts to the time
it ends. FineStream has the lowest latency among these methods. First, on the A10-7850K platform, FineStream’s latency
is 10% lower than that of the best single device, and 36%
lower than the latency of Saber. Second, on Ryzen 5 2400G
platform, it is 2% lower than that of the best single device, and
9% lower than that of Saber. The reason is that FineStream
considers device preference for operators and assigns the operators to their suitable devices. In this way, each batch can be
processed in a more efficient manner, leading to lower latency.
Profiling. We
20
show the relaFineStream(A10-7850K)
15
tionship between
Saber(A10-7850K)
FineStream(Ryzen5)
10
throughput and
Saber(Ryzen5)
5
latency of both
0
FineStream and
0
0.3
0.6
0.9
1.2
Saber in Figure 12.
latency (s)
Figure 12 shows
that queries with
Figure 12: Throughput vs. latency.
high throughput
usually have low latency, and vice versa.
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utilization (%)

throughput (105 tuples/s)

100

1e+01
latency (s)

over the best single device performance on average; compared to Saber, FineStream achieves 52% throughput improvement. Because of the efficient CPU and GPU co-running,
FineStream nearly doubles the performance compared to the
method of using only a single device. Because FineStream
adopts the continuous operator model where each operator
could be scheduled on its preferred device, FineStream utilizes the integrated architecture better than Saber that uses the
bulk-synchronous parallel model. Such result clearly shows
the advantage of fine-grained stream processing on the integrated architecture. Second, on the Ryzen 5 2400G platform,
all hardware configurations have been upgraded in comparison with A10-7850K, especially the CPUs; the CPU-only
throughput on Ryzen 5 2400G is much higher than that on
A10-7850K. Moreover, Saber achieves a 56% throughput
improvement compared to the throughput of the best single
device, and FineStream is still 14% higher than Saber on
this platform. Similar phenomena have also been observed
in [58–60].

80
60
40
20
0

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9
CPU

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9
GPU

Figure 13: Utilization of the integrated architecture.

7.3

Comparison with Discrete Architectures

In this part, we compare FineStream on the integrated architectures and Saber on the discrete architectures from three
perspectives: performance, price, and energy-efficiency.
Performance
Comparison. The
integrated
latency
current GPU on the
architecture
integrated architecdiscrete
caused by
architecture
ture is less powerful
data transfer
than the discrete
from host
memory to
ratio
GPU, as mentioned
GPU memory
GRPBY
SELT
JOIN
PROJ
AGG
in Section 2.1. The
discrete GPUs exFigure 14: Latency comparison of
hibit 1.8x to 5.7x
different operators.
higher throughput
than the integrated
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price-throughput ratio
(throughput/USD)

100000
10000

Saber(discrete-1080Ti)
Saber(discrete-V100)

250W, respectively. For the V100 platform, the TDP of the
Intel E5-2640 v4 CPU and NVIDIA V100 GPU are 90W and
300W, respectively. Similar to [61], we use performance per
Watt to define energy efficiency. On average, FineStream on
the integrated architectures is 1.8x energy-efficient than Saber
on the discrete architectures.

7.4

Handling Dynamic Workload

In this section, we discuss how to handle dynamic workloads. To demonstrate the capability of FineStream to handle dynamic workload, we evaluate FineStream on the dynamic workloads mentioned in Section 7.1. On average,
FineStream achieves a performance of 323,727 tuples per second, which outperforms the static method (we denote “static”
for FineStream without adapting to dynamic workload) by
28.6%, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Throughput of the queries on dynamic workloads.
Dynamic
Workload
T1
T2
T3

A10-7850K (105 tuples/s)
Static
FineStream
4.2
5.1
0.8
1.2
1.9
2.8

Ryzen 5 2400G (105 tuples/s)
Static
FineStream
4.4
5.1
1.1
1.5
2.7
3.7

10

Static
FineStream

8
6
4
2
0
1000

4000

7000 10000

process

FineStream(A10-7850K)
FineStream(Ryzen5)

(a) A10-7850K.

throughput
(105 tuples/s)

We use T1 as an example, and show the detailed throughput
along with the number of batches in Figure 16. In the timeline
process, the static method decreases due to the improper hardware resource distribution. As for FineStream, the hardware
computing resources can be dynamically adjusted according
to the data distribution, so the performance does not decline
with the changes.
throughput
(105 tuples/s)

architectures, due to the more computational power of
discrete GPUs. However, the integrated architecture demonstrates lower processing latency compared to the discrete
architecture when the data transmission cost between the host
memory and GPU memory in the workload is significant. For
example, the latencies for pro jection, selection, aggregation,
group-by, and join are 0.6, 1.5, 1.0, 10.6, and 1924.5 ms on
Ryzen 5 2400G platform, while 1.1, 1.2, 1.2, 1.6, and 7600.1
ms on GTX 1080Ti platform; these operators are distributed
in Figure 14, where join (JOIN), pro jection (PROJ), and
aggregation (AGG) achieve lower latency on the integrated
architecture, while selection (SELT), and group-by (GRPBY)
prefer the discrete architecture. The x-axis represents the
ratio of mcompute /(swrite +sread ) where mcompute denotes the
kernel computation workload size, and twrite and sread denote
the data transmission sizes from the host memory to the GPU
memory and from the GPU memory to the host memory
via PCI-e. For further explanation, to execute a kernel on
discrete GPUs, the execution time ttotal includes 1) the time
twrite of data transmission from the host memory to the GPU
memory via PCI-e, 2) the time tcompute for data processing
kernel execution, and 3) the time tread of data transmission
from the GPU memory to the host memory. As for executing
a kernel on the integrated architecture, although its tcompute
is longer than that on discrete GPUs, its twrite and tread can
be avoided. For the queries in Table 3, the data movement
overhead on discrete architectures ranges from 31 to 62%.
Price-Throughput Ratio Comparison. FineStream on integrated architectures shows a high price-throughput ratio,
compared to Saber on the discrete architectures. The price of
the 1080Ti discrete architecture is about 7x higher than that
of the A10-7850K integrated architecture, and the price of the
V100 discrete architecture is about 64x higher than that of
the Ryzen 5 2400G integrated architecture. Figure 15 shows
the comparison of their price-throughput ratio. On average,
FineStream on the integrated architectures outperforms Saber
on the discrete architectures by 10.4x.

12
Static
10
FineStream
8
6
4
2
0
1000 4000 7000 10000
process

(b) Ryzen 5 2400G.

Figure 16: Throughput of T1 on dynamic workloads.
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Figure 15: Comparison of price-throughput ratio.
Energy Efficiency Comparison. We also analyze the energy efficiency of FineStream and Saber. The Thermal Design
Power (TDP) is 95W on A10-7850K, and 65W on Ryzen
5 2400G. For the 1080Ti platform, the TDP of the Intel i78700K CPU and NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU are 95W and
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7.5

Detailed Analysis

Performance Model Accuracy. In stream processing, after
each batch is processed, we use the measured batch processing speed to correct our model. We use the example of Q1 for
illustration, as shown in Figure 17. We use the percent deviation to measure the accuracy of our performance model. The
percent deviation is defined as the absolute value of the real
throughput minus the estimated throughput, divided by the
real throughput. The smaller the percent deviation is, the more
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deviation (%)

accurate the predicted result is. The deviation decreases as
the number of processed batches increases. After 20 batches
are processed, we can reduce the deviation to less than 10%.
Please note that in stream processing scenarios, input tuples
are continuously coming, so the time for correcting performance prediction can be ignored in stream processing. For
dynamic workload, the accuracy also depends on the intensity
of workload changes.
Runtime Overhead
100
A10-7850K
Analysis. FineStream in80
Ryzen 5 2400G
60
curs runtime overhead
40
in the batch processing
20
phase from two aspects.
0
2
5 10 15 20 50
First, it detects whether
number of processed batches
the input stream belongs to dynamic workFigure 17: Deviation of Q1.
load, which causes time
overhead. Second, the
scheduling also takes time. In our evaluation, we observe that
the time overhead accounts for less than 2% of the processing
time, which can be ignored in stream processing.
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Related Work

Parallel stream processing [4, 10, 12, 21, 28, 29, 34, 43, 46, 63],
query processing [9, 14, 16, 20, 22, 56], and heterogeneous
systems [11, 17, 24, 26, 32, 35–38, 45, 48, 50] are hot research
topics in recent years. Different from these works, FineStream
targets sliding window-based stream processing, which focuses on window handling with SQL and dynamic adjustment.
GPUs have massive threads and high bandwidth, and have
emerged to be one of the most promising heterogeneous accelerators to speedup stream processing. Verner et al. [54]
presented a stream processing algorithm considering various
latency and throughput requirements on GPUs. Alghabi et
al. [5] developed a framework for stateful stream data processing on multiple GPUs. De Matteis et al. [25] developed
Gasser system for offloading operators on GPUs. Pinnecke
et al. [44] studied how to efficiently process large windows
on GPUs. Chen et al. [23] extended the popular stream processing system, Storm [1], to GPU platforms. Augonnet et
al. [8] explored data-aware task scheduling for multi-devices,
which can be integrated into this work. FineStream differs
from those previous works in two aspects: firstly on integrated
architectures, and secondly for SQL streaming processing.
The closest work to FineStream is Saber [34], which aims
to utilize discrete CPU-GPU architectures. Saber [34] adopts
a bulk-synchronous parallel model [53, 66], where the whole
query (with multiple operators) on each batch of input data
is dispatched on one device. Such a mechanism naturally
minimizes the communication overhead among operators inside the same query. It is hence suitable in discrete CPUGPU architectures, where PCI-e overhead is significant and
shall be avoided as much as possible. However, it may re-
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sult in suboptimality in integrated architectures for mainly
two reasons. First, it overlooks the performance difference
between different devices for each operator. Second, the
communication overhead between the CPU and the GPU
in integrated architectures is negligible. Targeting at integrated architectures, FineStream adopts continuous operator
model [53, 66], where each operator of a query can be independently placed at a device. We further build a performance
model to guide operator-device placement optimization. It is
noteworthy that our fine-grained operator placement is different from classical placement strategies for general stream
processing [18, 19, 40, 51, 65] for their different design goals.
In particular, most prior works aim at reducing communication overhead among operators, which is not an issue in
FineStream. Instead, FineStream needs to take device preference into consideration during placement optimization, which
has not been considered before.

9

Conclusion

Stream processing has shown significant performance benefits on GPUs. However, the data transmission via PCI-e hinders its further performance improvement. This paper revisits
window-based stream processing on the promising CPU-GPU
integrated architectures, and with CPUs and GPUs integrated
on the same chip, the data transmission overhead is eliminated.
Furthermore, such integration opens up new opportunities for
fine-grained cooperation between different devices, and we develop a framework called FineStream for fine-grained stream
processing on the integrated architecture. This study shows
that integrated CPU-GPU architectures can be more desirable
alternative architectures for low-latency and high-throughput
data strream processing, in comparison with discrete architectures. Experiments show that FineStream can improve the
performance by 52% over the state-of-the-art method on the
integrated architecture. Compared to the stream processing
engine on the discrete architecture, FineStream on the integrated architecture achieves 10.4x price-throughput ratio, 1.8x
energy efficiency, and can enjoy lower latency benefits.
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Abstract
NVMe is widely used by diverse types of storage and nonvolatile memories subsystems as a de-facto fast I/O communication interface. Industries secure their own intellectual
property (IP) for high-speed NVMe controllers and explore
challenges of software stack with future fast NVMe storage
cards. Unfortunately, such NVMe controller IPs are often inaccessible to academia. The research community, however,
requires an open-source hardware framework to build new
storage stack and controllers for the fast NVMe devices.
In this work, we present OpenExpress, a fully hardware
automated framework that has no software intervention to
process concurrent NVMe requests while supporting scalable
data submission, rich outstanding I/O command queues, and
submission/completion queue management. OpenExpress is
available to download and offers a maximum bandwidth of
around 7GB/s without a silicon fabrication.

1

Introduction

NVM Express (NVMe) is successful in bringing diverse
solid state drive (SSD) and non-volatile memory (NVM)
technologies closer to CPUs. NVMe supports many current
I/O submissions and completions for higher throughput compared to traditional block storage interfaces. The storage-level
firmware and host-side software can synchronize their communication over a flexible queueing method [26]. NVMe also
provides a data transfer mechanism that allows the underlying NVMe devices to leverage abundant system memory
resources of the host via physical region page (PRP) lists.
As NVMe devices have been widely used in a broad spectrum of computing domains [10, 17, 21], storage vendors secure their own intellectual property (IP) cores to build highspeed NVMe controllers. The NVMe specification stipulates
these NVMe controller IP cores to be implemented in either
firmware or hardware [26]. Considering the design flexibility
of the underlying SSD architecture, many storage vendors and
communities typically implement the controller IP cores as
firmware [20,31,39]. Even though firmware-based controllers
are sufficient to manage flash, their firmware execution can
be a critical performance bottleneck when used in conjunction with faster NVM media, such as phase change memory (PRAM) and magnetoresistive memory (MRAM) [8, 23].
Since the latency of the emerging fast NVMs is shorter than
that of flash by an order of magnitude, CPU cycles to execute
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Figure 1: Decomposition comparison for execution cycles
with different non-volatile memories.
the firmware cannot be hidden behind or overlapped with I/O
burst times of the underlying NVM backend.
To illustrate this overhead, we perform an emulation study
to decompose the latency of an NVMe SSD into two parts:
i) NVMe firmware execution time (Frontend) and ii) NVM
backend access latency (Backend). In this study, we intermix
read and write requests (1:1) and issue them to our PCIe hardware platform; this platform executes the NVMe firmware
on a 1 GHz processor and emulates three different types of
NVM backends, each employing 16 flash chips [14], and 16
PRAM [23] chips, and 16 MRAM chips [8], respectively. As
shown in Figure 1, the access latency of flash-based backend contributes 91% of the total NVMe service time, which
makes it possible to hide the front-end firmware latency by
interleaving with flash I/O bursts. In contrast, the firmware
execution cannot be overlapped with the I/O burst times of
PRAMs and MRAMs as its execution time accounts for 86%
and 99% of the total I/O latency. To address this challenge,
industries have begun to employ hardware automated NVMe
controller IP cores [9,24]. For example, recent state-of-the-art
prototypes [9] automate NVMe control logic in an SSD to
achieve 1 million I/O per second (IOPS).
Unfortunately, such NVMe hardware IP cores are prohibited to access and redesign from academia. There exist a few
third-party vendors that do hardware IP business [7, 15, 16].
However, their IP cores require expensive “per-month” unitary prices, ranging from $30K ∼ $45K; the price of singleuse source code is around $100K. There are even restrictions on modifying the hardware IP and architecture, which
is inadmissible in research communities. Because of such
unapproachability and high costs of NVMe IP cores, many
recent studies that redesign the existing storage stack, such
as bypass kernel designs or NVM file systems implemented
atop a fast NVMe device, are mostly performed by a simulation [11, 12, 19, 34] or an emulation [22, 37, 40]. In addition,
most academic studies related to SSDs such as firmware algorithm developments [4, 6, 25, 29] and cross-layer optimizations [5,18,38], are all performed by the simulation/emulation.
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Figure 2: Overview and hardware details of the proposed OpenExpress.
While there are benefits for the simulation/emulationbased studies (e.g., fast prototyping and validation), many
researchers still require real NVMe devices that they can
modify to develop full-system prototypes and perform end-toend performance evaluation with no strings attached. In this
work, we propose OpenExpress, a framework that fully automates NVMe control logic in hardware to make it possible to
build customizable NVMe devices. To the best of our knowledge, OpenExpress is only the open research framework that
realizes NVMe hardware accelerator IPs 1 , which does not require any software intervention to process concurrent read and
write NVMe requests. Considering diverse demands of the
academic research, OpenExpress leverages multiple DRAM
channels and modules as storage backend and supports scalable data submission, rich outstanding NVMe commands and
submission/completion queue management.
We prototype OpenExpress with a commercially available
Xilinx FPGA board [3] and optimize all its logic components
to operate at a high frequency. Even though it is a well-known
fact that FPGAs are slower than CPUs, we demonstrate that
OpenExpress can expose the true performance of backend
memory modules to users over PCIe. At its peak, OpenExpress provides an access bandwidth of 7GB/s. Our evaluation
also shows that OpenExpress can, on average, exhibit 76.3%
better performance than an Optane SSD [13], which is one of
the fast NVMe devices in the market.

2

Module Design of OpenExpress

Overview. Figure 2a illustrates a high-level view of OpenExpress, which is composed of three groups of hardware
modules: i) queue dispatching, ii) data transferring, and iii)
completion handling. At the beginning of OpenExpress’s datapath, queue dispatching hardware modules fetch and decode
all incoming I/O requests by monitoring multiple NVMe submission queues (SQs). Data transferring hardware modules
then check the host system memory over physical region page
(PRP) lists, and perform DMA for both host and backend
1 The intellectual property (IP) cores and/or register transfer level (RTL)
code our OpenExpress is available to download for non-commercial and
academic uses from http://openexpress.camelab.org.
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memories. Once the data is successfully served by the backend, OpenExpress’s completion handling modules manage
interrupts and NVMe completion queues (CQs) over a set of
registers (doorbells) mapped to a system-on-chip (SoC) internal memory bus. The details of the three different hardware
module groups are explained in Figure 2b.
Queue dispatching modules. [ 1 ∼ 5 ] of Figure 2b describe the queue dispatching functions that OpenExpress implements over hardware, including a set of procedures for
automatic NVMe doorbell monitoring, command fetches,
and command decodes. Specifically, when the host issues
an NVMe command by pushing an SQ entry into the per-core
queue [ 1 ], it should also write (i.e., ring) the corresponding
entry of the doorbell (DB). Thus, OpenExpress creates a DB
entry per queue by grouping two sets of DBs, each keeping
track of a tail pointer per SQ and a head pointer per CQ.
We map these sets of DBs, called DB region, to the internal
SoC memory bus address space, and in parallel, we expose
it to a PCIe’s base address register (BAR) [ 2 ]. Since our
fetch and decode modules can detect any DB updates (made
by the host) through the memory-mapped DB region, OpenExpress is able to synchronize the host NVMe queue states
with its internal NVMe queue states. Note that ringing a DB
at the host side is the same as writing a PCIe packet (i.e.,
PCIe inbound) in NVMe. Therefore, OpenExpress can simply catch each ringing event by monitoring the memory bus
address space mapped to the DB region for changes. Whenever OpenExpress observes an update of a DB that exists in
the SQ-tail DB region and CQ-head DB region, it generates
an event signal [ 3 ]. This event signal includes information
relevant to the target SQ, and is passed to the underlying
SQ entry fetch manager. Since multiple event signals can
arise simultaneously, our fetch manager arbitrates between
different NVMe queues in a round robin manner as specified by NVMe 1.4 [26]. The fetch manager then checks the
delivered information and copies the 16-double-word (DW)
NVMe command, associated with the target SQ entry, from
the host-side system memory. After fetching the command,
OpenExpress can see all relevant request information, such
as the operation code (opcode), logical block address (LBA),
block size, and PRPs [ 4 ]. Our fetch manager finally parses
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Figure 3: Implementation View of OpenExpress.
the request information and forwards it to the underlying PRP
engine. To enhance responsiveness of the storage frontend
(i.e., queue dispatching), the fetch manager pipelines its processing of other remaining requests with other operations of
data transferring and completion handling modules [ 5 ].
Data transferring modules. To handle page-aligned data,
our PRP engine accesses the location of the host-side system
memory via a PRP, which in turn generates an out-bound
PCIe packet. The PRP engine then initiates data transfer by
setting the source address (i.e., host-side system memory)
and the destination address (i.e., OpenExpress’s memory) of
our backend DMA engine [ 6 ]. The PRP engine copies the
data from the host DRAM to our DMA engine for each 512B
chunk to make device memory compatible with sector-based
block I/O services. On the other hand, the DMA engine employs multiple DMA IP cores (as many as FPGA’s backend
memory channels) to fully parallelize data transfers. Specifically, the DMA engine splits the data of a single request into
multiple small-sized data chunks and spreads them across the
multiple DMA engine IP cores of the target backend. Doing
so will help shorten the I/O latency of underlying NVM emulation memories. Note that the payload size of a PCIe packet
is 4KB. Thus, if the request offset is not aligned to a 4KB
boundary, the target data can exist in two different system
memory pages of the host-side DRAM. To manage this case,
as shown in Figure 3a, the PRP engine fetches the target data
from two different host locations, referred by PRP1 and PRP2,
respectively. Specifically, if the request size is greater than a
page, the PRP engine brings a page and the PRP list, indicated
by PRP1 and PRP2, respectively, from the host DRAM and
parses each entry of the list. The PRP engine then traverses
all entries of the PRP list and transfers the data of each entry from the host system memory pages to the underlying
memories. Once the data transfers are completed by the DMA
engine, the PRP engine signals the completion handler, which
in turn creates a completion request (CQ entry), and manages
an message-signaled interrupt (MSI) packet corresponding
to the submission request.
Completion handling modules. The functions of completion handling that we implement include I/O completion (CQ
management) and interrupt processing. Based on the NVMe
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specification states, an NVMe queue is logically composed by
a pair of an SQ and a CQ. Thus, to make the NVMe queues
easy to manage, one may locate the SQ-tail DB region with
the CQ-head DB region, side-by-side. However, as in-flow
velocities of NVMe submissions and NVMe completions are
asymmetric, a physical integration of the SQ-tail DB region
and CQ-head DB region close together is not ideal from both
performance and implementation angles. Thus, OpenExpress
completely separates the SQ-tail DB region and CQ-head
DB region. To pair OpenExpress’s CQ and SQ status in an
appropriate manner, we introduce a completion handler that
automatically detects which CQ is engaged with the I/O request finished to process by the data transferring modules.
Specifically, the detection is performed by checking the corresponding request information, which is forwarded from the
SQ entry fetch manager of the queue dispatching modules.
Once the completion handler finds out the appropriate CQ,
the handler posts the target CQ entry by directly writing it
to the corresponding host-side system memory (BAR) [ 7 ].
The completion handler then interrupts the host by pushing
(writing) a PCIe packet to an MSI region that the host driver
manages to inform the host of the I/O service completion [ 8 ].
The host driver later invokes its own interrupt service routine,
which will notify the completion to the user who requested
such I/O service. The host finally terminates the I/O service
and synchronizes its CQ state with OpenExpress by updating
the CQ-head DB region [ 9 ]. Note that queue synchronization
means that the completion handler releases the target SQ and
CQ entry pair from the corresponding NVMe queue. In this
way, the internal CQ and SQ states of our OpenExpress can
be consistent with the host-side SQ and CQ states of NVMe
driver(s).

3

Hardware Prototyping

We implement OpenExpress on an Xilinx FPGA board [3]
that employs an UltraScale [36] chip and PCIe Gen3 interface, which are shown in Figure 3b. We use four 288-pin
DDR4 dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs) for storagebackend emulation. In our implementation, the FPGA logic
modules are classified into two: frontend and backend automa-
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Figure 4: Bandwidth and latency performance for multi-block I/Os.
tions. The frontend automation contains most logic modules
per logic region (SLR) that contains multiple fabric modules
for queue dispatching and completion handling. It also exand IP cores. The result of our design is a physical layout
poses PCIe BAR registers and maps them into the internal
that is able to successfully operate at the highest frequency of
advanced extensible interface (AXI) memory crossbar [1, 35].
the target FPGA platform as shown in Figure 3c. While all
The queue dispatching IP cores fetch and decode NVMe comthe logic modules of OpenExpress are located around PCIe
mands issued by the host while completion handling logic
and AXI crossbar, the modules associated with data transfermanages all aspects of I/O request completion, including interring and DMA engine, including the memory controller IP
rupt handling. The completion handling logic also maintains
cores, occupy only two SLRs. Lastly, the memory backend
all the contexts to automatically pair different SQs and CQs
is emulated as NVMe’s low-level storage complex over four
by collaborating with queue dispatching cores. On the other
channel FPGA memory IP cores. Note that, while the current
hand, the backend automation consists of data transferring IP
prototype uses DRAM memory channels and components for
cores, DDR4 memory controllers, and a DMA engine. The
the storage backend, OpenExpress IP cores can be integrated
data transferring IP cores traverse all PRP entries and migrate
with other persistent memories.
the corresponding data between the host’s system memory
and FPGA memory modules through the DDR4 memory con4 Evaluation
trollers and DMA engine.
Frequency tuning. To satisfy diverse demands of NVMeThe host system that we tested employs 8-core, 3.3GHz Inrelated academic research, employing reconfigurable hardtel Skylake-X processor (i9-9820X) with 32GB DDR4. Our
ware such as FPGA is essential. However, its slow clock
OpenExpress prototype is attached to the host over PCIe
speed is one of challenges for our prototyping to overcome.
Gen3 [30]. In this evaluation, we mainly focus on demonWe therefore minimize the number of connections among
strating that OpenExpress can be adopted in a real system
all logic modules to make OpenExpress operate with the
as an open-source hardware research platform.We characterhighest frequency of our FPGA platform. Specifically, in our
ize the performance behaviors of OpenExpress (Section 4.1)
implementation, the logic modules are directly engaged oneand then show the performance enhancement by tuning the
to-one, and their input and output ports are connected in a
FPGA clock frequency (Section 4.2). We also compare the
undirectional manner. The target logic can directly retrieve
performance of OpenExpress with that of an Optane SSD [13]
any necessary information that is not forwarded from a source
under diverse real workloads [32]. Note that we do not claim
module by accessing the memory address space of the AXI
that OpenExpress can be faster than other fast NVMe devices.
crossbar. Note that all these hardware IP cores process differInstead, the evaluation results show that, despite the slow
ent parts of I/O request(s) in a pipelined manner to improve
clock-frequency, an FPGA-based design and implementation
I/O bandwidth.
for NVMe IP cores can offer good performance to make it a
viable
candidate for use in storage systems research. We use
Our frequency tuning process involves gradual trial-andFIO
[2]
and execute diverse types of real workloads [32] for
error attempts to reduce the amount of route delay in a critthe
user-level.
We observe that the computation of a single
ical path. Since the delay is not straightly related to logic
I/O
thread
is
insufficient
to extract the maximum performance
design, it cannot be reduced by revamping only the design
of
OpenExpress.
Thus,
we
execute FIO with a ten I/O threads,
itself. Instead, we perform multiple iterations of the FPGA
each
having
its
own
NVMe
queue and I/O workload execuimplementation process (i.e., physical design layout decision),
tion.
including a translate, map, and place-and-route (PAR) for different high-clock frequencies, ranging from 50MHz to 250
MHz. Typically, applying a higher clock frequency introduces
4.1 OpenExpress Characterization
different timing constraint violations. Unfortunately, fixing
the timing violation of one core has an impact on other cores’
Bandwidth. Figures 4a and 4b show the bandwidth trends of
timing characteristics. Thus, we separate the memory consequential and random I/O requests whose size varies ranging
troller IPs from OpenExpress logic modules to the extent
from 4 KB to 32KB, respectively. We observe that all device
permitted by each each module’s timing constraint, and then,
tests exhibit the best performance at the queue depth 8, and
we group the logic together by considering a boundary of suthus, we present only the results at such queue depth. There
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Figure 5: Performance improvement analysis and in-depth performance comparison analysis with real workloads
is no much bandwidth difference between reads and writes at
the page-size (4KB) I/O service; 3.0 GB/s and 2.8 GB/s for sequential reads and writes, respectively. As the I/O request size
increases, the read and write performance improve. Note that
OpenExpress reaches the maximum bandwidth with 16KBsized I/O services; the write and read maximum bandwidth for
both random and sequential are 4.6∼4.7GB/s and 7.0 GB/s,
respectively. Interestingly, as the request size increases, the
read bandwidth gets better than the write bandwidth. This
is because of PCIe packet management issues, impacted by
what we tuned for a high FPGA clock frequency, which will
be analyzed in details in Section 4.2. Generally speaking,
the data and command movement of reads are not congested
as much as that of writes; all doorbell register updates, and
command/write data payloads come together through PCIe
inbound links.
Latency. Figures 4c and 4d present the latency of sequential and random I/O requests, respectively. Like the bandwidth
behaviors of OpenExpress, the trend of latency curve with
varying request sizes for sequential and random is similar to
each other; for both reads and writes, their latency increases
as the request size grows; the average latency of page-sized
reads and writes is 72.7 us and 77.5 us, respectively. This is
because OpenExpress exhibits the same execution latency for
data transferring at a same queue depth condition. In addition,
the latency of backend memory accesses with a bulk of pages
does not depend on their access patterns. Even though write
latency characteristics are similar to those of reads for 4∼8
KB sized requests, as increasing the I/O sizes, the latency
disparity becomes more distinguishable. Specifically, the read
and write latency of 32KB-sized requests is 358 us and 551.5
us, on average, respectively; for both sequential and random
patterns, the writes are 54% slower than reads, on average.
Note that the latency of page-sized requests is observed
with high queue depths to achieve the best bandwidth. While
bandwidth is the matter on block storage, OpenExpress can
reduce the latency by 62% with single queue depth operations
(by sacrificing the bandwidth). Specifically, the latency of
4KB-sized requests (72.7us ∼ 77.5us) are evaluated with 8
queue depths to achieve the max bandwidth that OpenExpress
can offer. Optane SSD’s latency for 4KB-sized requests is
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120 ∼ 150us with those queue depths. The user-level latency
of 4KB-sized requests for OpenExpress is 27us ∼ 30us with a
single queue-depth, which is similar to the latency that Optane
SSD provides.

4.2

Frequency Tuning and Real Workload

FPGA clock frequency optimization. Figure 5a and 5b
show the percentage of bandwidth improvement (as representative) by tuning the FPGA clock frequency, ranging from
150 MHz to 250 MHz. We normalize all the results to the
bandwidth that we can achieve by executing OpenExpress at
150 MHz. As shown in Figure 5b, the write bandwidth improvement is 8.6%, on average. Our frequency tuning exhibits
higher bandwidth improvements in cases of larger size requests. This is related to the amount of data (per request) that
OpenExpress should move between the host and underlying
memory backend. The small requests (4 KB∼16 KB) have a
few system addresses that OpenExpress needs to be involved
in parsing the PPR entries and perform DMA, which implies
that there are more operations related to NVMe protocol management of SQ, CQ, doorbell, etc. To handle the large requests
(32 KB), data transferring modules successfully remove the
software intervention related to all PRP traversing, address
parsing and DMA control. They are also well operated with
other hardware automation modules in a pipeline manner,
which can improve the overall performance by 17.1%. We
observe that the performance improvement of reads are more
significant (Figure 5a). The read bandwidth improvement for
4 KB, 8 KB, 16 KB and 32 KB-sized requests is 5%, 6.1%,
16.4% and 59.4%, on average, respectively. All NVMe-related
traffic for the reads are not congested as much as that of the
writes thanks to the dual-simplex design of PCIe. Specifically,
as the operations of queue dispatching modules are mostly
engaged with PCIe inbound links, data transferring modules
can write up data to the host system memory in serving the
read requests via PCIe outbound links, in parallel. Because
of this, our hardware automation becomes more promising to
serve the large block-sized read requests than the writes.
Real workload. We compare the bandwidth and latency of
OpenExpress with those of Optane SSD by executing diverse
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workloads, and the results are shown in Figures 5c and 5d,
respectively. For better understanding, we decompose the
bandwidth and latency for each workload, which are shown in
Figures 5e and 5f, respectively. The bandwidth and latency of
OpenExpress are better than that of Optane SSD by 76.3% and
68.6%, on average, respectively. Since our frequency turning
gives better performance on reads, the performance on readintensive workloads (DevDiv and Server) is better than writeintensive workloads (24HR, FIU and TPCE). In particular,
OpenExpress achieves more than 4 GB/s on DevDiv workload
execution, which is 111.5% higher than the performance that
Optane SSD provides (2.1 GB/s).
To see each of device bandwidth behaviors, Figure 5g
shows the time series analysis of read-only and write-only
bandwidth for DevDiv and 24HR workloads in a certain
amount of I/O processing periods. As reads are dominant on
DevDiv, the read-only bandwidth of OpenExpress is 27.1%
better than Optane SSD. In contrast, the write-only bandwidth
of OpenExpress for 24HR shows a similar or a little bit worse
characteristic, compared to Optane SSD. We conjecture that
Optane SSD buffers write requests into its internal DRAM,
and thus, FPGA-based automation makes the performance
difference between OpenExpress and Optane SSD (all logic
is built on an ASIC). For both read and write bandwidth, the
trends of dynamic performance curve for OpenExpress and
Optane SSD are similar to each other.

5

Discussion, Related Work and Future Work

Related work. There are only a handful of frameworks that
enable NVM-related storage systems research. OpenSSD
[27, 28] provides flash software, which can be modified
by users based on their research demands. We believe that
OpenSSD offers yet an excellent opportunity to examine the
diversity in flash management, but it only supports low speed
SATA and non-standard interfaces. Unfortunately, their low
performance (<350MB/s [33]) is not suitable for conducting
research related with high-speed NVM technologies. In addition, OpenSSD does not allow users to modify hardware
design and architecture. Note that OpenSSD is also not a
cost-free open-source platform; Jasmine and Cosmos require
around $2K and $3.5K per-device license fees, respectively.
Dragon fire card (DFC) implements a customized FPGA
design, but it is only used for back-end flash controllers. All
other functionalities are managed by software and a heavy
operating system, which executes on multiple CPU cores.
DFC is not in a public domain yet and unfortunately available
for only a small, closed research community. Note that, in
addition to the lack of open licensing and limitations with
respect to support for fast, NVM devices, all the above frameworks require software to manage the host communication
and NVMe protocol in contrast to OpenExpress.
Limits. Our hardware automated logic can remove software involvement for NVMe management, thus, providing
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performance inline with the expected user case – a fast PCIe
storage card for NVM research. However, the automated hardware modules may require more technical efforts than what
software-based NVMe utilities need to pay for a change, in
cases where one needs to either apply the hardware logic to
different types of FPGA technologies, or employ additional
hardware/software logic. While OpenExpress implements
most critical modules on both read and write paths, it requires
users to modify the hardware logic to add new NVMe features and other commands for good measure. Even with these
limits, we believe that OpenExpress is worthwhile to explore,
as third-part NVMe IP cores are hard nut to crack to access
for research purposes because of their expensive per-month
unitary prices and restrictions to modify.
Future work and use cases. As an on-going research, we
are updating the existing Linux storage stack and memory
subsystem modules to exploit the true performance, exposed
by different types of emerging NVMs. We are also fully updating OpenExpress to have a real NVM storage backend rather
than DRAM emulation for a device-level study. This project
requires a set of extra RTL designs and modifications to remove all firmware executions from the internal I/O path of
an existing SSD. It also needs new types of NVM controllers
the corresponding and physical layers to correctly handle the
NVM backend complex with a low power. Lastly, we leverage
a part of OpenExpress to i) build disaggregated pooled memory over a cache coherent interconnect for accelerators and
ii) process data near storage class memory, which requires
different computational IP cores for such new interface and
in-storage processing acceleration.
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7

Conclusion

We propose an open-source hardware research platform,
called OpenExpress. OpenExpress is an NVMe host accelerator IP for the integration with an easy-to-access FPGA design.
We prototype OpenExpress on a commercially available Xilinx FPGA board and optimize all the logic modules to operate
a high frequency. Using a thorough evaluation, we demonstrate that OpenExpress, with a maximum bandwidth of 7
GB/s, is an open research platform that can further storage
system research related to fast NVM devices.
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Abstract
The high packet rates handled by network appliances and
similar software-based packet processing applications place
a challenging load on caches such as flow caches. In these
environments, both hit rate and cache hit latency are critical
to throughput. Much recent work, however, has focused exclusively on one of these two desiderata, missing opportunities
to further improve overall system throughput. This paper introduces Bounded Linear Probing (BLP), a new cache design
optimized for network appliances. BLP works well across
different workloads and cache sizes by balancing between hit
rate and lookup latency. To accompany BLP, we also present
a new, lightweight cache eviction policy called Probabilistic
Bubble LRU that achieves near-optimal cache hit rate (assuming the algorithm is offline) without using any extra space. We
make three main contributions: a theoretical analysis of BLP,
a comparison between existing and proposed cache designs
using microbenchmarks, and an end-to-end evaluation of BLP
in the popular Open vSwitch (OvS) system. Our end-to-end
experiments show that BLP is effective in practice: replacing
the microflow cache in OvS with BLP improves throughput
by up to 15%.

1 Introduction
Network virtualization is a core infrastructure component for
cloud computing. In virtualized networks, virtual switches
route packets between virtual machines (VMs) and between
VMs and the outside world. Like the VMs themselves, the
virtual switch resides in the hypervisor. The high speed of modern NICs—40Gb/s, 100Gb/s, and even 200Gb/s [2]—makes
virtual switches a critical network performance bottleneck.
Many software-based network systems, such as appliances,
middleboxes, packet analytic frameworks, and virtual switches,
rely on fast flow caches to achieve good average-case performance [10, 38]. These environments impose challenging—
and, indeed, somewhat contradictory—requirements upon the
caches they use. First, of course, they benefit from high hit
rates. But, either to avoid wasting memory or to fit in faster
levels of the CPU cache, they also strive to be compact. In
addition, because of the high rates at which packet-centric
systems operate, the flow cache lookups must have extremely
low latency.
∗ work
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These competing requirements place such systems in an
interesting middle ground compared to much of the prior work,
which usually fall into one of the two extremes. Higher-level
caching systems such as web caches and memcached often
adopt comparatively expensive cache designs and replacement
algorithms to maximize hit rate [9, 26]. On the other hand,
CPU caches have such tight timing requirements that they use
very simple set associative designs that sacrifice hit rate for
extremely low access time measured in clock cycles.
In this paper, we present the design, theoretical analysis, and
empirical evaluation of a new cache design called Bounded
Linear Probing, or BLP, that provides higher cache hit rates
than simple set-associative designs, while remaining fast and
hardware-friendly. BLP achieves low latency by ensuring
purely local access to the cache data structure: Look-ups
require a single read that spans at most two consecutive
CPU cache lines. At the same time, BLP allows non-local
propagation of full buckets. A basic set-associative cache
provides only one location for a given set of objects. BLP
allows those objects to creep into later bins, and over repeated
inserts and evictions, this property allows high-occupancy
bins to shift some of their load to nearby, less-occupied bins.
To better serve skewed workloads, we accompany it with a
cache eviction algorithm called Probabilistic Bubble LRU, or
PBLRU, that fulfills the same design goals as BLP: It requires
no extra space, adds little latency overhead and achieves
near-optimal cache hit rate.
BLP is a simple and effective design for performancecritical software caches; despite its simplicity, we believe it to
be a novel design point in the space of “cache table” designs,
and provide a theoretical analysis of why it provides an improved hit rate over basic set-associative designs that access
the same number of elements. The result is a design that performs nearly as well as the fastest set-associative designs, with
hit rates that are closer to that of more advanced, yet expensive, designs such as cuckoo or hopscotch-based caches. We
validate these results empirically using both microbenchmarks
and by incorporating BLP into Open vSwitch [30], the most
popular virtual switch, which is widely used in production.
Replacing the microflow cache in OvS with BLP improves
throughput by up to 15%: Its lookup latency is about 10 clock
cycles longer than that of the basic set-associative design, but
BLP’s increased cache hit rate more than compensates for
the higher latency. In contrast, many of the more expensive
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determines not only the throughput, but also end-to-end
request latency [14, 27].
The rest of this paper uses the OvS microflow cache as a
case study to analyze and evaluate various design options and
demonstrate the effectiveness of our new caching algorithm,
Bounded Linear Probing (BLP). We show how BLP can
balance cache hit rate (and thus miss penalty) and lookup
latency to improve the throughput of Open vSwitch compared
to alternate designs.

3 Background and Related Work
Figure 1: Flow Caching Hierarchy in Open vSwitch

cache designs that can achieve high cache hit rates do not
justify their huge latency penalties. Our new cache eviction
algorithm PBLRU further improves the throughput by up to
10% even if the workload is only modestly skewed.

2 Flow Caching in Open vSwitch
Open vSwitch achieves high performance through extensive
flow caching. Open vSwitch’s caching hierarchy consists of
three layers: a microflow cache, a megaflow cache, and a
caching-aware packet classifier, as illustrated in Figure 1.
The first cache that a packet encounters in OvS is the
microflow cache, which caches forwarding decisions for each
transport connection (or microflow). The microflow cache is a
hash table that maps microflows to OpenFlow flows if there is
an exact match using all the packet header fields. If the packet
misses in the microflow cache, then OvS does a lookup in
its megaflow cache. This cache supports wildcard matching
but does not use flow priorities. The megaflow cache is a
set of n hash tables, each with a unique wildcard mask. For
each hash table, the lookup key is the packet header after
applying the mask associated with the table. These hash tables
are reactively created and populated by the packet classifier.
Because looking up a packet in the megaflow cache searches
all n hash tables, it is more expensive than a microflow cache
lookup. Therefore, the cache hit rate of the microflow cache
(the first cache) is critical to the performance of OvS.
The key observation that inspired our work is that although
a microflow cache miss is expensive, it is not immensely
more expensive than a microflow hit. In typical deployments,
where the average number of hash table searches per megaflow
lookup is small (as noted in Section 7.2 of Pfaff et al. [30]),
the microflow miss penalty is only hundreds to thousands of
cycles on modern server CPUs. Hence, making the correct
tradeoff between cache hit rate and lookup latency is crucial to
the system throughput. In contrast, much of the previous work
on software cache designs focuses primarily on improving
cache hit rate [9, 14, 18, 13]. In the situations studied by
previous work, optimizing for hit rate makes sense: the cache
misses in these systems were much more expensive than a
hit because they often involved querying very slow backend
services such as a database. The cache hit rate, therefore,
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3.1

Network Packet and Flow Caching

Caching is a common and effective technique for speeding
up network packet processing; existing solutions include
hardware-based [12, 38, 29] and software-based [10] approaches. Many early hardware routers used flow caching
to achieve fast average-case performance. In the modern
era, most hardware routers and switches have moved to more
costly, but guaranteed-performance designs, such as TCAMs,
to be able to provide their maximum forwarding rate under
arbitrary (and possibly malicious) traffic. Software switches,
however, broadly retain a cache-based design [3, 36].

3.2

Hash Table Options For Caching

Caching is typically managed using a hash table as its basic
data structure, but unlike the “full” problem of a general hash
table, caches gain an extra degree of freedom: By definition,
they do not need to store all possible keys and may choose to
evict an existing item.
One of the contributions of this paper is to explore the
tradeoff between the cache’s hit rate and the lookup/insertion
cost imposed by its hash table structure. To illustrate this
tradeoff, we begin in Section 4 by describing points that
operate at two extremes of the spectrum: First, a basic setassociative cache, in which an item can be stored only in
one of m different slots shared by all other items that hash
to the same bucket (row) of the hash table. This design is
fast but achieves a relatively low hit rate. Next, we introduce
two more advanced cache designs that incorporate ideas from
cuckoo and hopscotch hashing, which can achieve much
higher table occupancy (and thus hit rates), but at the cost
of more expensive inserts and lookups. In the rest of this
section, we present prior work on fast caches, including a
brief introduction to cuckoo and hopscotch hashing.
Cuckoo and hopscotch hashing Cuckoo [28] and hopscotch [21] hashing both aim to achieve high table occupancy
(upwards of 90%) in an “open-addressed” hash table design,
i.e., one that does not need to use linked lists to store data
items. The pointer chasing of a linked-list design adds substantial lookup latency, and the pointers themselves can add
substantial memory overhead, especially when the entries in
the table are small, which is the case for flow caches.
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that it allows a key to be placed in one of the H buckets starting
from the one it is hashed to.

3.3

Hardware Cache Designs

Although the focus of this work is on software caches, there
are many parallels to related work on hardware caches.
Cache hit rate versus lookup latency Balancing the cache
hit rate and lookup latency has been studied in the context
of DRAM hardware caches. Alloy Cache [31], for example,
improved performance over prior work by reducing the hit
latency, even though doing so slightly reduced the hit rate.
Set-associative caches Hardware caches are often organized
into rows (i.e., buckets) and ways (i.e., slots). An m-way
set-associative cache uses a subset of the address bits to index
into a row; the cache block (cache line) can be stored in
one of the row’s m ways. To balance the load across rows,
researchers have proposed using a hash of the block address
as the index [23] as is commonly done in software-based hash
tables and caches.
Skewed-associative caches and cuckoo-like cache designs
Skewed-associative caches [35] extend this idea and allow
each way to be indexed with a different hash function. In an
m-way skewed-associative cache, a cache block B could be
stored in row hi (B) for way i, for 0 ≤ i < m.
Inspired by cuckoo hashing, zcache [34] is an extension of
skewed-associative caching. Instead of replacing one of the
m existing blocks on a cache miss, it performs a breadth-first
search to find additional eviction candidates. After picking
a victim entry, it relocates blocks on the cuckoo path to
accommodate the new block. These designs are not wellsuited for high speed, low latency software caches for packet
processing, as they require several cache line reads per lookup.

3.4

Cache Design and Eviction Policy

A large amount of prior work on caching [7, 20, 32, 9, 8, 14, 13]
focuses on cache eviction policies. Improved policies, ranging
from LRU and LFU to modern alternatives such as LHD [9],
increase cache hit rate under skewed workload distributions
by biasing eviction towards likely less-useful candidates.
The majority of prior cache eviction algorithms require
additional tracking metadata to implement their eviction policies. In contrast, our new algorithm, PBLRU, adds no space
overhead. The most related work to our algorithm is an earlier
paper by Zhang and Xue [39] that explores the same bubbling
idea. We discuss the differences between PBLRU and their
algorithm, DC-Bubble, in Section 5.3.

4 Design and Analysis
We begin by presenting two baseline cache designs, a setassociative option and a “cuckoo-like” option, and analyze
their expected hit rates. We then introduce bounded linear
probing and its analysis using the same framework.
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To understand the expected hit rate, we assume that the
working set is fixed, and that each lookup key is drawn
uniformly at random from that working set. We only analyze
uniform distributions in this section, for the following two
reasons: a) prior works studied caching performance on
uniformly-distributed workloads [25] and b) the expected hit
rate under the uniform distribution is easier to analyze, yet
it provides a lower bound on the hit rate under any other
distribution (see Appendix C for a formal argument). We use
α to denote the ratio of the working set size to the number of
entries in the cache table, which we call the oversubscription
factor. When α < 1, the cache has more capacity than there
are items in the working set. We determine hit rate in terms of
α, and then provide numerical interpretations for some values
observed in the OvS workloads, such as α = 0.95. In Section 7,
we show empirical hit rate curves for real implementations
across a range of α values.
All of the designs we evaluate use some amount of setassociativity. The caches are partitioned into n buckets, each
containing m entries. To determine if an item is in a bucket,
the implementation examines whether it is stored in any of
the entries in the bucket. The table contains a total of n × m
entries, and the working set has size α × n × m. To store
a key-value pair (k, v), one hashes the key and determines
in a table-specific way a set of (one or more) buckets that
could hold the key, and stores both fingerprint(k) and v in an
appropriate entry. In OvS, v is a pointer to a megaflow cache
entry. Each design uses a different algorithm to decide which
entry of the table will store a given pair.

4.1

Analytical Framework for Hit Rate

To analyze the expected hit rate of a cache design, it suffices
to estimate the expected number of keys the cache could hold
after a sufficiently long warm-up period. This is because, in
our formulation, each cache access is uniformly random, so
the cache hit rate is equal to the total number of cached keys
divided by the size of the working set. Moreover, the number
of keys stored in all the cache designs we evaluate never
decreases with an increasing number of cache accesses, and it
has a maximum value of n × m. Therefore, it will eventually
stop increasing. Denote the final number of occupied entries
in bucket i by ci . The probability of a cache hit is equal to
c0 + · · · + cn−1
.
(1)
αnm
By symmetry, all ci have the same expected value. Hence,
by linearity of expectation, the expected cache hit rate is
E[ci ]/(αm). For each cache design, we describe how its hit
rate is estimated from a high level, and leave all the details to
appendices.

4.2

Set-associative Cache

We start with a simple design—a set-associative cache. In an
m-way set-associative cache, each item is mapped to a bucket
by a hash function h, and each bucket has m slots. Figure 3a
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SIMD-optimized Lookup To accelerate lookups, we use
SIMD instructions to compare multiple fingerprints at the
same time (similar to techniques used by Google’s Swiss
Tables [6]). Figure 5 shows how the lookup works in a 4-way
set-associative cache. The stock OvS design does not use
SIMD-accelerated reads for its microflow cache, so to ensure
a fair basis for comparison, we implemented this optimization
and use it as the baseline for comparison.
To search for fingerprint f in a bucket, we first duplicate
it four times and store it in a 64-bit integer match. Then, we
load the first 64 bits of the bucket into another 64-bit integer
sig. We compare the packed 16-bit integers in sig and match
for equality, storing the results in cmp. cmp consists of 4 16-bit
integers r0 ,r1 ,r2 and r3 , where ri is 0xFFFF if fi = f and 0
otherwise. We can then count the number of trailing zeros in
cmp to figure out which slot f matches in the bucket.
Lookup in an 8-way set-associative cache works similarly
to the 4-way set-associative cache, but uses 128-bit integers
instead of 64-bit integers. For 2-4 cuckoo-lite, because the
eight candidate fingerprints are not consecutive, we have to
first copy the fingerprints from two buckets into one 128-bit
integer, then perform packed integer comparison.
SIMD-accelerated lookup in 2-4 BLP works as follows:
The eight candidate fingerprints are not contiguous in memory
(unlike cuckoo-lite), but are separated by the 64 packed value
bits. Therefore, instead of copying fingerprints, we load both
buckets into a wider 256-bit integer and mask off all the value
bits. Eliminating the extra load instruction reduces the lookup
latency by ∼ 10% and makes BLP more SIMD-friendly than
cuckoo-lite.
Buffer Bucket In 2-4 BLP, if the lookup key hashes to the
last bucket of the table, both the first and the last bucket are
searched. This corner case requires both a second cache
line read and, more importantly, an extra branch. To avoid
incurring branch prediction misses, we added a buffer bucket
following the original cache table. This buffer bucket has
minimal impact on the cache miss rate but improves lookup
speed: When the lookup key hashes to the last bucket, and that
bucket is full, the new key spills to the buffer bucket instead
of wrapping around the table. At lookup time, we search
both the last bucket and this buffer bucket, which avoids the
branch misprediction and allows for processor prefetching4.
One thing which worth mentioning is that this optimization
is specific to BLP and does not work well with other cache
designs — it breaks the alignment of the number of buckets
(typically a power of 2). Moreover, the extra space given by
this buffer bucket is negligible compared to the size of the
cache. We therefore only apply the optimization to BLP.
Batched Lookup with Prefetching We use batched lookup
with prefetching to overlap bucket computation with memory
reads, which minimizes the impact of DRAM access latency.
4Note that this optimization means that no keys will ever spill into the
first bucket.
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This technique is common in many existing packet processing
applications and frameworks [40, 22, 11].

7 Evaluation
We present our evaluation top-down: We begin with a description of the experimental setup followed by a set of end-to-end
benchmarks that compare the different cache table designs
(described above) in the context of Open vSwitch. These
results demonstrate the benefits and generality of BLP in a
realistic packet processing application. Next, we use a set of
microbenchmarks to understand more deeply the fundamental
tradeoffs that each of the cache design brings to the table.

7.1

Experiment Setup

Our experiments are conducted on c220g2 instances from
CloudLab [33]. Each of the instances is equipped with the
following hardware:
Hardware

Description

CPU
DRAM
L3 Cache
NIC

2× Intel Xeon E5-2660v3 CPUs (2.60GHz)
160 GiB DDR4 Memory
2× 24 MiB
Intel X520 dual-port 10GbE

We also controlled for the following factors, which otherwise had noticeable effects on our results:
Random Number Generator Throughout the experiments,
we use PCG-32 [5], a fast and statistically robust algorithm
for our random number generation.5
Cache Warming As discussed in Section 4, 2-4 cuckoo-lite
and 2-4-BLP do not displace keys. Instead, they depend purely
on cache warming to reach the maximum hit rate. Therefore,
in each experiment, we first warm the testing cache until it
reaches a stable state, i.e., the cache hit rate stops increasing.
All experimental results reported below are the average
of five runs. The variance was low, so we omit error bars
from our graphs. Because the differences between many of
the designs are small—in the range of 10% or so—while the
absolute performance differences between a high cache hit
rate (low alpha) and a low cache hit rate (high alpha) are
relatively large, we deliberately choose not to start axes at 0;
the graphs are “zoomed-in” to the regions of interest.

7.2

End-to-end Benchmarks

As a concrete end-to-end benchmark using an important
application, we modified the microflow cache in Open vSwitch
(v2.10.1) to use the various cache designs described above.
Open vSwitch was running on the a c220g2 instance with
two 10Gb Ethernet ports, port 0 and port 1. To accurately
5The quality of the random number generator directly affects the cache
hit rates. Unintended workload locality (i.e., back-to-back keys that hash
to nearby buckets) produces higher than expected hit rates; poor random
number generators exacerbate this effect. Earlier in the research process for
this work, a bad, hand-crafted random number generator caused this issue.
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A

Expected Cache Hit Rate of Setassociative Caches

In a m-way set-associative cache with n buckets, for each bucket, the
probability that there are exactly t keys mapped to it is


αnm
· n−t · (1 − 1/n)αnm−t
t
αnm(αnm − 1) · · · (αnm − t + 1)
=
· (1 − 1/n)αnm−t
t! · nt
which when t ≪ αnm, is approximately
(αm)t
(αnm)t
· (1 − 1/n)αnm =
· (1 − 1/n)αnm
t
t! · n
t!
which by the fact that 1 − ǫ ≈ e−ǫ for small ǫ, is approximately
(αm)t −αnm/n (αm)t
·e
= αm
t!
e t!
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If t ≤ m, then all t keys will be cached; otherwise, only m will be
cached. Therefore, the expected number of keys that are cached in a
bucket is approximately
m
Õ
t=0

which by the fact that
=m −

∞
Õ
(αm)t
(αm)t
t · αm +
m · αm ,
e t!
e t!
t=m+1

Í

(αm)t
t ≥0 e αm t!

= 1, is equal to

m
Õ
(αm)t
(m − t) · αm ,
e t!
t=0

Hence, the expected cache hit rate is (m −
(αm)t

e αm t! )/(αm).

B

Ím

t=0 (m

− t) ·

Expected Cache Hit Rate of 2-4 BLP

Recall that ai is the number of keys from the working set that map
to cache bucket i and bi is the number of keys spill from bucket i to
i + 1 after a sufficiently long warm-up period. For j ≥ 0, we have:


αnm
Pr[ai = j] =
· n−j · (1 − 1/n)αnm−j .
j
By the law of total expectation and Equation (2) in Section 4.5, for
0 < l < m, we have
Í

Í

m−j ′


 m
Pr[ai = j] · p j ′ if l = 0,
j ′ =0
j=0
pl ≈ Íl+m

Pr[ai = j] · pl+m−j
if 0 < l < m,

 j=l
and by the definition of probability distribution,
p0 + · · · + pm = 1.
Solving the above system of linear equations for (p0, . . . , pm ) with
m = 4, α = 0.95 gives us p0 = 0.37889778, p1 = 0.15160669,
p2 = 0.14369602, p3 = 0.12041777 and p4 = 0.20538175. By
Equation (3), we get E[ci ] = 3.59.

C

Expected Hit Rate of BLP under
Non-Uniform Distributions

In the following, we prove that the expected hit rate obtained in
Section 4.5 for the uniform distribution is always a lower bound for
any other distribution. Fix any distribution over the working set S,
let p x be the probability of key x. Without loss of generality, we
may assume p x > 0 for all x ∈ S, since otherwise, we could simply
remove all x with zero probability from the working set. Recall that
ci denotes the final number of occupied entries in bucket i. Observe
that c0, . . . , cn−1 are determined only by the hash function, i.e., how
many keys are mapped to each bucket. They do not depend on the
probability distribution of the keys (as long as all keys have non-zero
probability), the distribution only affects how fast the final numbers
are achieved.
After a sufficiently long warm-up period, all buckets achieved
their final numbers of occupied entries. Now, consider all possible
memory configurations after the warm-up. Further key lookups
define a Markov chain over them, where the transition probability
from memory configuration A to configuration B is the probability
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that A becomes B after one lookup. Observe that this Markov chain
is aperiodic (i.e., there does not exist a t > 1 and a state A such
that A can only go back to itself after steps of multiples of t). It is
well-known that for any aperiodic Markov chain and any initial state,
as the number of steps (key lookups) increases, the distribution of the
state will approach some final stationary distribution (note that the
stationary distribution may not be unique, hence the final stationary
distribution may depend on the initial state). The final hit rate is
computed from this stationary distribution and the distribution of
the keys. More specifically, let qx be the expectation, over a random
hash function and random lookups in the warm-up period (which
determine the Markov chain and the distribution of initial state), of
the probability that key x is cached according to the final stationary
Í
distribution. Thus, the expected hit rate is equal to x ∈S p x qx .
Í
Next, by linearity of expectation, x ∈S qx is equal to the expected
total number of occupied entries in the data structure, E[ci ] · n. The
key observation is that if p x ≥ py then qx ≥ qy , i.e., if a key is more
likely to occur, then it has a higher probability to appear in the final
stationary distribution, over a random hash function and warm-up
period.7 Let Shigh := {x : p x ≥ 1/|S|} be the set of keys that occur
with at least the average probability and Slow := {x : p x < 1/|S|}
be the set of keys that occur with probability lower than the average,
and let q := min x ∈Shigh qx . Hence, q ≥ qx for all x ∈ Slow . We have
Õ

x ∈S

the current hit rate is r, we are going to approximate the probability
of case c) by rmax − r. That is, we assume there is a fixed set of
(rmax − r) · (αmn) keys in the working set such that they are the
missing keys from the BLP in order to achieve the maximum hit rate
of rmax .
Therefore, let L be the length of the warm-up, we have
dr
rmax − r
=
,
dL
αmn
and when L = 0, r = 0. By solving this ordinary differential equation,
we obtain
L
r = rmax (1 − e− αmn ).
That is, when the length of the warm-up is a large constant times
the working set size, the estimated hit rate becomes very close to
rmax . For α = 0.95, we have verified by experiments that a warm-up
period of length 20 times the working set size is sufficient to obtain
a hit rate that is less than 1% lower than rmax .

Õ qx Õ
+
(p x − 1/|S|)qx
|S|
x ∈S
x ∈S
Õ
Õ
1 Õ
(p x − 1/|S|)qx
(p x − 1/|S|)qx +
qx +
=
|S|

p x qx =

x ∈S

x ∈Slow

x ∈Shigh

which by the fact that p x ≥ 1/|S| and qx ≥ q for x ∈ Shigh , and the
fact that p x < 1/|S| and qx ≤ q for x ∈ Slow , is at least
≥

Õ
Õ
1 Õ
(p x − 1/|S|)q
(p x − 1/|S|)q +
qx +
|S|
x ∈S

x ∈Slow

x ∈Shigh

Õ 1
E[ci ] · n Õ
=
px · q −
+
·q
|S|
|S|
x ∈S

x ∈S

E[ci ] · n
+q−q
=
|S|
E[ci ] · n
=
.
|S|
]·n

The last quantity E[c|Si | is precisely the expected hit rate under
the uniform distribution, as we argued in Section 4. Therefore, the
expected hit rate under any non-uniform distribution is always lower
bounded by the hit rate under the uniform distribution.

D

Analysis on Warm-up Time

In the following, we present an informal estimation on the relationship
between the hit rate of BLP and its warm-up time. As we argued in
Section 4.5, the hit rate is equal to the number of occupied entries in
the BLP divided by the size of the working set. In each lookup in
the warm-up period, the key may be either a) in the BLP already, or
b) not in the BLP and the buckets are full, or c) not in the BLP and
the bucket is not full. Only in case c), do we increase the number
of occupied entries by one. Denote the final hit rate by rmax . When
7Note that this is not true if the hash function is fixed.
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Abstract
Memory access is the major bottleneck in realizing multihundred-gigabit networks with commodity hardware, hence it
is essential to make good use of cache memory that is a faster,
but smaller memory closer to the processor. Our goal is to
study the impact of cache management on the performance
of I/O intensive applications. Specifically, this paper looks
at one of the bottlenecks in packet processing, i.e., direct
cache access (DCA). We systematically studied the current
implementation of DCA in Intel® processors, particularly
Data Direct I/O technology (DDIO), which directly transfers
data between I/O devices and the processor’s cache. Our
empirical study enables system designers/developers
to optimize DDIO-enabled systems for I/O intensive
applications. We demonstrate that optimizing DDIO could
reduce the latency of I/O intensive network functions running
at 100 Gbps by up to ~30%. Moreover, we show that DDIO
causes a 30% increase in tail latencies when processing
packets at 200 Gbps, hence it is crucial to selectively inject
data into the cache or to explicitly bypass it.

1

Introduction

While the computer architecture community continues to
focus on hardware specialization, the networking community
tries to achieve greater flexibility with Software-defined
Networking (SDN) together with Network Function Virtualization (NFV) by moving from specialized hardware toward
commodity hardware. However, greater flexibility comes
at the price of lower performance compared to specialized
hardware. This approach has become more complex due to the
end of Moore’s law and Dennard scaling [14]. Furthermore,
commercially available 100-Gbps networking interfaces
have revealed many challenges for commodity hardware
to support packet processing at multi-hundred-gigabit rates.
More specifically, the interarrival time of small packets is
∗ Both
† This

authors contributed equally to the paper.
author has made all open-source contributions.
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shrinking to a few nanoseconds (i.e., less than Last Level
Cache (LLC) latency). Consequently, any costly computation
prevents commodity hardware from processing packets at
these rates, thereby causing a tremendous amount of buffering
and/or packet loss. As accessing main memory is impossible
at these line rates, it is essential to take greater advantage
of the processor’s cache [81]. Processor vendors (e.g.,
Intel®) introduced new monitoring/controlling capabilities
in the processor’s cache, e.g., Cache Allocation Technology
(CAT) [59]. In alignment with the desire for better cache
management, this paper studies the current implementation
of Direct Cache Access (DCA) in Intel processors, i.e., Data
Direct I/O technology (DDIO), which facilitates the direct
communication between the network interface card (NIC) and
the processor’s cache while avoiding transferring packets to
main memory. Our goal is to complete the recent set of studies
focusing on understanding the leading technologies for fast
networking, i.e., Peripheral Component Interconnect express
(PCIe) [58] and Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) [37].
We believe that understanding & optimizing DDIO is the
missing piece of the puzzle to realize high-performance
I/O intensive applications. In this regard, we empirically
reverse-engineer DDIO’s implementation details, evaluate
its effectiveness at 100/200 Gbps, discuss its shortcomings,
and propose a set of optimization guidelines to realize
performance isolation & achieve better performance for multihundred-gigabit rates. Moreover, we exploit a little-discussed
feature of Xeon® processors to demonstrate that fine-tuning
DDIO could improve the performance of I/O intensive
applications by up to ~30%. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to: (i) systematically study and reveal details
of DDIO and (ii) take advantage of this knowledge to process
packets more efficiently at 200 Gbps.
Why DCA matters? Meeting strict Service Level Objectives
(SLO) and offering bounded latency for Internet services is
becoming one of the critical challenges of data centers while
operating on commodity hardware [54]. Consequently, it is
essential to identify the sources of performance variability
in commodity hardware and tame them [51]. In computer
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2

Direct Cache Access (DCA)

A standard method to transfer data from an I/O device
to a processor is Direct Memory Access (DMA). In this
mechanism, a processor, typically instructed by software,
provides a set of memory addresses, aka receive (RX)
descriptors, to the I/O device. Later, the I/O device directly
reads/writes data from/to main memory without involving the
processor. For inbound traffic, the processor can be informed
about newly DMA-ed data either by receiving an interrupt
or polling the I/O device. Next, the processor fetches the
I/O data from main memory to its cache in order to process
the data. For outbound traffic, the processor informs the I/O
device (via transmit (TX) descriptors) of data that is ready
to be DMA-ed from main memory to the device. The main
source or destination of traditional DMA transfers is main
memory, see Fig. 1a. However, the data actually needs to be
loaded into the processor’s cache for processing. Therefore,
this method is inefficient and costly in terms of (i) number
of accesses to main memory [43] (i.e., 2n + 5 for n cache
lines [43]), (ii) access latency to the I/O data, and (iii) memory
bandwidth usage. Moreover, the negative impact of these
inefficiencies becomes increasingly severe with higher link
* The source code is available at: https://github.com/aliireza/
ddio-bench
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systems, one of these sources of variability is the cache
hierarchy, which can introduce uncertainty in service times,
especially in tail latencies. Additionally, the advent of
modern network equipment [82] enables applications to push
costly calculations closer to the network while keeping &
performing only stateful functions at the processors [36, 38],
thereby making modern network applications ever more I/O
intensive. Hence, taming the performance variability imposed
by the cache, especially for I/O, is now more crucial than
before. Moreover, as CPU core count goes up, it is important
to be able to deliver appropriate I/O bandwidth to them.
Therefore, we go one level deeper [61] to investigate the
impact of I/O cache management, done by DCA, on the
performance of multi-hundred-gigabit networks.
Contributions. In this paper, we:
1 Design a set of micro-benchmarks to reveal little-known
details of DDIO’s implementation* (§4),
2 Extensively study the characteristics of DDIO in different
scenarios and identify its shortcomings* (§5),
3 Show the importance of balancing load among cores and
tuning DDIO capacity when scaling up (§6),
4 Measure the sensitivity of multiple applications (i.e.,
Memcached, NVMe benchmarks, NFV service chains)
to DDIO (§7),
5 Demonstrate the necessity and benefits of bypassing
cache while receiving packets at 200 Gbps (§8),
6 Discuss the lessons learned from our study that are
essential for optimizing DDIO-enabled systems receiving
traffic at multi-hundred-gigabit rates (§9).
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Figure 1: Different approaches of DMA for transferring data
from an I/O device (e.g., NIC). Red arrows show the path that
a packet traverses before reaching the processing core.
speeds. For instance, a server has 6.72 ns to process small
packets at 100 Gbps, whereas every access to main memory
takes ~100 ns, 15× more expensive. Therefore, placing the
I/O data directly in the processor’s cache rather than in main
memory is desirable. The advent of faster I/O technologies
motivated researchers to introduce Direct Cache Access
(DCA) [25, 42, 43]. DCA exploits PCIe Transaction Layer
Packet Processing Hint [30], making it possible to prefetch
portions of I/O data to the processor’s cache, see Fig. 1b.
Potentially, this overcomes the drawbacks of traditional DMA,
thereby achieving maximal I/O bandwidth and reducing
processor stall time. Although this way of realizing DCA
can effectively prefetch the desired portions of I/O data (e.g.,
descriptors and packet header), it is still inefficient in terms
of memory bandwidth usage since the whole packet is DMAed into main memory. Additionally, this requires operating
system (OS) intervention and support from the I/O device,
system chipset, and processor [1]. To address these limitations
and avoid ping-ponging data between main memory & the
processor’s cache, Intel rearchitected the prefetch hint-based
DCA, introducing Data Direct I/O technology (DDIO) [28].

3

Data Direct I/O Technology (DDIO)

Intel introduced DDIO technology with the Xeon E5 family.
With DDIO, I/O devices perform DMA directly to/from
Last Level Cache (LLC) rather than system memory, see
Fig. 1c. DDIO is also known as write-allocate-write-updatecapable DCA (wauDCA) [45], as it uses this policy to update
cache lines in an n-way set associative LLC, where n cache
lines form one set. For packet processing applications, NICs
can send/receive both RX/TX descriptors and the packets
themselves via the LLC, thereby improving applications’
response time & throughput† . DDIO works as follows [41]:
Writing packets. When a NIC writes a cache line to LLC
via PCIe, DDIO overwrites the cache line if it is already
present in any LLC way (aka a PCIe write hit or write update).
Otherwise, the cache line is allocated in the LLC and DDIO
writes the data into the newly allocated cache line (aka a
PCIe write miss or write allocate). In the latter case, DDIO is
restricted to use only a limited portion of LLC when allocating
† We

will use the terms I/O device and NIC interchangeably.
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cache lines. It is possible to artificially increase this portion
by warming up the cache with processor writes to the address
of these buffers, then DDIO performs write-updates [16].
Reading packets. A NIC can read a cache line from LLC if
the cache line is present in any LLC way (aka a PCIe read
hit). Otherwise, the NIC reads a cache-line-sized chunk from
system memory (aka a PCIe read miss).
To monitor DDIO and its interaction with I/O devices, Intel
added uncore performance counters to its processors [29].
The Intel Performance Counter Monitor (PCM) tool (e.g.,
pcm-pcie.x* ) [86] can count the number of PCIe write
hits/misses (represented as an ItoM event) and PCIe read
hits/misses (represented as a PCIeRdCur event). Next, we
discuss the inherent problem of DDIO, which makes it hard
to achieve low-latency for multi-hundred-gigabit NICs.

3.1

How can DDIO become a Bottleneck?

Researchers have shown some scenarios in which DDIO
cannot provide the expected benefits [11, 41, 50, 83]. Two
typical cases occur when new incoming packets repeatedly
evict the previously DMA-ed packets (i.e., not-yet-processed
and already-processed packets) in the LLC. Consequently, the
processor has to load not-yet-processed packets from main
memory rather than LLC and the NIC needs to DMA the
already-processed packets from the main memory, thereby
missing the benefits of DDIO. Tootoonchian et al. referred
to this problem as the leaky DMA problem [83]. To mitigate
this problem, they proposed reducing the number of “in-flight”
buffers (i.e., descriptors) such that all incoming packets fit in
the limited portion of LLC used for I/O. Thus, performance
isolation can be done using only CAT (i.e., cache partitioning).
Unfortunately, reducing the number of RX descriptors is only
a temporary solution due to increasing link speeds. Multihundred-gigabit NICs introduce new challenges, specifically:
1 Packet loss. At sub-hundred-gigabit link speeds reducing
the number of RX descriptors may not result in a high packet
loss rate, but at ≥100 Gbps packet loss increases due to
the tight processing time budget before buffering/queuing
happens. For instance, every extra ~7 ns spent stalling or
processing/accessing a packet causes another packet to be
buffered when receiving 64-B packets at 100 Gbps. When
there are insufficient resources for immediate processing,
increasing the number of RX descriptors permits packets to
be buffered rather than dropped. Delays in processing might
occur because of interrupt handling, prolonged processing, or
a sudden increase in the packet arrival rate [17]; therefore,
multi-hundred-gigabit networks cannot avoid packet loss
without having a sufficiently large number of descriptors.
Increasing the number of processing cores can reduce the
packet loss rate, but applications that are compute- or memoryintensive require many cores to operate at the speed of the
underlying hardware, e.g., Thomas et al. [81] mention that

a server performing one DRAM access per packet needs 79
cores to process packets at 400 Gbps.
2 TX buffering. One of the scenarios that makes DDIO
inefficient is the eviction of already-processed packets. Reducing the number of RX descriptors may solve this problem
for systems that require a small number of TX descriptors,
but this is not the case for 100-Gbps NICs. Unfortunately,
the de facto medium for DMA-ing packets (i.e., PCIe 3.0)
induces some transmission limitations [58]. Consequently,
packets often need to be buffered in the computer system for
some time before being DMA-ed to the NIC. This buffering
can be realized by either a software queue or increasing
the number of TX descriptors [35]. Unfortunately, either
of these alternatives increases the probability of eviction of
already-processed packets. Therefore, completely solving the
leaky DMA problem requires fine-tuning both the size of the
software queue and the number of RX & TX descriptors.
3 PAUSE frames. To alleviate packet loss, one can use
Ethernet flow control mechanisms (e.g., PAUSE frames)
that cause packets to be buffered earlier in the network,
i.e., PAUSE frames stop the previous network node from
transmitting packets for a short period. However, these
mechanisms are costly in terms of latency, making them
less desirable than packet loss for time-critical applications.
The minimum and maximum pause duration of a 100-Gbps
interface are 5.12 ns and 335.5 µs [56]. Our measurements
show that a core that is simply forwarding packets at 100 Gbps
with 1024 RX & TX descriptors causes the NIC to send
~179 k PAUSE frames while receiving ~80 M packets.
Dynamic reduction. As reducing the number of RX buffers
cannot fully solve the problem and it shifts the problem to
another part of the network, most probably the previous node;
therefore, an alternative is to dynamically reduce the pressure
on the LLC when the number of I/O caused cache evictions
starts to increase† . These cache evictions can be tracked by
monitoring either PCIe events or the length of the software
queue. After detecting a problem, the processor should fetch
a smaller number of packets from the NIC (i.e., reducing
the RX burst size). Thus, the processor passes fewer free
buffers to the NIC, reducing the number of DMA transactions.
Unfortunately, this approach does not perform well, hence we
need a proactive solution, not a reactive one.
Is it sufficient to scale up? Due to the demise of the Dennard
scaling [14], processors are now shipped with more cores
rather than higher clock frequencies. Moreover, the per-core
cache quota (i.e., LLC slices) has decreased in recent Xeon
processors, i.e., the size of LLC slices reduced from 2.5 MiB
to 1.375 MiB in the Xeon scalable family (i.e., Skylake) [55].
This reduction in per-core cache size directly affects the
optimal number of descriptors as these are proportional to the
limited space for DDIO. For instance, using 18 cores, each
having 256 RX descriptors, requires ~6.5 MiB, which is equal
† Our

* The

description of events can be found in [27] and pp. 63-66 of [41].
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99th Percentile Latency (µs)

to ~26.6% of the LLC in this processor and greater than the
available DDIO capacity (see §4.1).
Our approach. To overcome these challenges, it is necessary
to study and analyze DDIO empirically in order to make the
best use of it. A better understanding of DDIO and its implementation can help us optimize current computer systems and
enables us to propose a better DCA design for future computer
systems that could accommodate the ever-increasing NIC link
speeds. For instance, Fig. 2 demonstrates that tuning DDIO’s
capacity makes it possible to achieve a suitable performance
while using a large number of descriptors (our approach), as
opposed to using a limited number of descriptors (ResQ’s
approach proposed by Tootoonchian et al. [83]).
1800
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Figure 2: Using more DDIO ways (“W”) enables 2 cores to
forward 1500-B packets at 100 Gbps with a larger number of
descriptors while achieving better or similar tail latency.

4

Understanding Details of DDIO

This section discusses four questions: 1 What part of
LLC is used for I/O? 2 How does I/O interact with other
applications? 3 Does DMA via remote sockets pollute LLC?
and 4 Is it possible to disable/tune DDIO?
Testbed. We use a testbed with the configuration shown in
Table 1 running Ubuntu 18.04.2 (Linux kernel-4.15.0-54). We
use the Skylake server unless stated otherwise. FastClick [9]
is used to generate & process packets. Additionally, we use a
campus trace as a real workload (with mixed-size packets) and
generate synthetic traces (with fixed-size packets). For our
multicore experiment, we use RSS [24] to distribute packets
among different queues (one queue per core), unless stated
otherwise. Furthermore, we isolate the one CPU socket on
which we run the experiment to increase the accuracy of the
measurements. PAUSE frames are disabled to avoid taking
into account pause duration in the end-to-end latency. In all
experiments, the NIC driver sets the appropriate number of TX

descriptors based on the number of TX queues, and to avoid
extra looping at the transmitting side FastClick buffers up to
1024 packets. We use the Network Performance Framework
(NPF) tool [57] to run the experiments.

4.1

Occupancy

Initially, Intel announced that DDIO only uses 10% of
LLC [28] and did not mention what part of the LLC is used
(i.e., ways, sets, or slices [15]). Recent Intel technical reports
mention that DDIO only uses a subset of LLC ways, by default
two ways [41, 72]. However, it is still unclear whether this
“subset” is fixed or whether it can be dynamically selected
using a variant of Least Recently Used (LRU) policies [33,
34, 65, 87]. Knowledge of these details could avoid I/O
contention and optimize performance isolation [83] by
performing precise cache management/partitioning [13, 62]
(e.g., way partitioning with CAT [59]). This issue becomes
increasingly critical for newer generations of Xeon processors
that have lower LLC set-associativity (e.g., 11 ways in some
Skylake processors, as opposed to 20 ways in Haswell
2
processors), thereby using a larger portion ( 11
≈ 18%) of
the LLC for I/O. Lower set-associativity makes the cache less
flexible when the LLC is divided into multiple partitions, each
of which could be used to accommodate different applications’
code & data. To clarify this, we assumed that the ways that
are used for DDIO are fixed and then try to confirm this
with an experiment in which we co-run an I/O and a cachesensitive application. To increase the pressure on the LLC
by DMA-ing more cache lines, we used an L2 forwarding
DPDK-based application as the I/O intensive application.
Specifically, it receives large packets (1024-B) at a high
rate (~82 Gbps) using a large number of RX descriptors
(4096 RX descriptors). For the cache-sensitive application,
we chose water_nsquared from the Splash-3 benchmark
suite [62, 66, 69] since it performs a large number of LLC
accesses; hence, it interferes with the I/O application.
Each application is run on a different core and CAT is used
to allocate different cache ways to each core. We allocate two
fixed ways to the I/O application and two variable ways to
the cache-sensitive application. To avoid memory bandwidth
contention, we also used Memory Bandwidth Allocation
(MBA) technology [21] to limit the memory bandwidth of
each core to 40%. Fig. 3a shows the CAT configuration
used in the experiment. We start by allocating the two
leftmost ways (i.e., bitmask of 0x600) to the cache-sensitive
application and then we keep shifting the allocated ways one

Table 1: Details of our testbed. In each case, the NIC is a Mellanox ConnectX-5 VPI.
Configuration
Machine
Packet generator (Skylake)
Server (Skylake)
Server (Haswell)
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Intel Xeon Processor
Model
Frequency #Cores
Gold 6134
3.2 GHz
8
Gold 6140
2.3 GHz
18
E5-2667 v3
3.2 GHz
8
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Memory
512 GiB
256 GiB
128 GiB

Last Level Cache (LLC)
Size
Associativity
18×1.375 MiB
11
18×1.375 MiB
11
8×2.5 MiB
20
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to the right until we cover all the LLC ways while measuring
the LLC misses of the I/O application. Fig. 3b shows the
results of this experiment. These results demonstrate that the
cache-sensitive application interferes with the I/O application
in two regions. The first (see 0x0C0 in Fig. 3b) occurs
when the cache-sensitive application uses the same ways
as the I/O application, due to the code/data interference
of the two applications. However, the second (see 0x003
in Fig. 3b) cannot be explained with this same argument
since the I/O application is limited to using other ways (i.e.,
0x0C0). Furthermore, since the CPU socket is isolated, no
other application can cause cache misses. CAT only mitigates
the contention induced by code/data not DDIO. Therefore, we
conclude that the second interference is most probably due
to I/O, which means DDIO uses the two rightmost ways in
LLC (i.e., bitmask of 0x003). The interference is proportional
to the number of received packets per second × average
packet size. We expected to see roughly the same amount
of cache misses for bitmasks of 0x180 and 0x060, as they are
completely symmetrical in terms of way occupancy. However,
the undocumented LRU policy of the CPU may affect how
the application uses the cache ways.
Ways used for cache-sensitive application

Ways used for both applications

Ways used for I/O application

Unoccupied ways

0x600

0x030

0x300

0x018

0x180

0x00C

0x0C0

0x006

0x060

0x003

The bitmask used by CAT
to allocate LLC ways to the
cache-sensitive application

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

(a) CAT configuration.
Sum of Cache Misses (Million)

10
8

Contention with DDIO
Contention with I/O App. (Code/Data)
No Contention

6
4
2

4.2

I/O Contention

One of the established mechanisms to ensure performance
isolation and mitigate cache contention is CAT, which limits
different applications to a subset of LLC ways. However,
§4.1 showed that DDIO uses two fixed LLC ways. Therefore,
isolating applications using CAT may not fully ensure
performance isolation, due to cache contention caused by
I/O. Such contention may occur in two common scenarios:
1 I/O vs. Code/Data. When an application is limited
to using those ways which are also used by DDIO, then
cache lines allocated in LLC for DDIO may evict the
code/data of any application (i.e., either I/O or non-I/O
application). This issue was discussed by Tootoonchian et
al. [83]. Their proposed framework, ResQ, uses only 90% of
LLC to avoid interfering with DDIO’s reserved space, but
does not mention which part of LLC is isolated. §4.1 showed
the destructive (i.e., ~2.5×) impact on the cache misses
of the I/O application due to a cache-hungry application
overlapping with DDIO, see the rise in cache misses at the
right side of Fig. 3b. However, it did not show the impact
of contention on the cache-hungry application; therefore, we
repeated the experiment and measured the cache misses of the
cache-sensitive application while using a lighter configuration.
Fig. 4 illustrates that the cache misses of the cache-sensitive
application were similarly adversely affected. Therefore,
overlapping any application with DDIO ways in LLC can
reduce the performance of both applications. To tackle this,
one can isolate the I/O portion of LLC (e.g., the two ways
used for DDIO) by using CAT so that applications share
the LLC without overlapping with I/O. Comparing Fig. 3b
and 4, we see that an unexpected rise (almost 3×) in cache
misses occurs in a different region (i.e., bitmask of 0x600 in
Fig. 4 as opposed to bitmask of 0x003 in Fig. 3b) when I/O
is evicting code/data. Hence, we speculate that CAT does not
use a bijective function to map I/O & code/data to ways, thus
f : code/data → Ways is not equivalent to g : I/O → Ways .
Specifically, I/O evicts code/data when the latter is located
in the two leftmost ways whereas code/data evicts I/O when
the latter is using the two rightmost ways. Such information
is useful to know, as it will give us an understanding of the
eviction policy and the default priority of code/data and I/O.

(b) Sum of cache misses for the I/O application.

2 I/O vs. I/O. When multiple I/O applications are isolated
from each other with CAT, they could still unintentionally
compete for the fixed ways allocated to DDIO. §8.1 elaborates
the negative impact of this type of contention.

Figure 3: Interference of an I/O and a cache-sensitive
application using the parsec_native configuration (to cause
a high rate of cache misses) when the cache-sensitive
application uses different LLC ways. The rise in the rightmost
side shows the contention with DDIO ways.

Security implication. Since DDIO uses two fixed ways in
LLC, it is possible to extend microarchitectural attacks to
extract useful information from I/O data (e.g., NetCAT [44]
and Packet Chasing [76, 77]). Furthermore, I/O applications
can be vulnerable to performance attacks.

0

0x600 0x300 0x180 0x0C0 0x060 0x030 0x018 0x00C 0x006 0x003

Ways Allocated by CAT to the Cache-sensitive Application
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Contention
No Contention

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

0x600 0x300 0x180 0x0C0 0x060 0x030 0x018 0x00C 0x006 0x003

Ways Allocated by CAT to the LLC-sensitive Application

Figure 4: Interference of the cache-sensitive and the I/O
applications. Y axis shows the sum of cache misses of the
cache-sensitive application. The cache-sensitive application
uses a lighter configuration (i.e., ddio_sim), which causes
fewer cache misses than the I/O application.

4.3

DMA via Remote Socket

According to Intel [16, 32], the current implementation of
DDIO only affects the local socket. Consequently, if a core
accesses I/O data from an I/O device connected to a remote
socket, the data has to traverse the inter-core interconnect,
i.e., Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) or Intel Ultra path
Interconnect (UPI). It was uncertain whether data traversing
the inter-core interconnect is loaded into the LLC of the
remote socket or not. We clarified this by running the same
experiment discussed in §4.2 while the NIC is connected to a
remote socket. The result (removed for brevity) showed that
cache misses of neither application were affected by the I/O
cache lines, hence packets coming through the UPI links do
not end up in the local LLC. Additionally, the cache misses
of the I/O application dramatically increased to 20× greater
than when receiving packets via the local socket without any
contention. Thus, DDIO is ineffective for the remote socket
and it pollutes the LLC on the socket connected to the NIC.

4.4

Tuning Occupancy and Disabling DDIO

Although [20, 72] mention that DDIO uses two ways by
default, there is no mention of whether it is possible to
increase or decrease the number of ways used by DDIO. A
little-discussed Model Specific Register (MSR) called “IIO
LLC WAYS” with the address of 0xC8B* is discussed in a
few online resources [64, 79] and server manuals [73, 74].
For Skylake, the default value of this register is equal to
0x600 (i.e., two bits set). While these bits cannot be unset,
it is possible to set additional bits and the maximum value
for this register on our CPU is 0x7FF (i.e., 11 bits set:
the same as the number of LLC ways). New values for
this register follow the same format as CAT bitmasks. On
* One can read/write this register via msr-tools (e.g., rdmsr and wrmsr).
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a processor with the Skylake microarchitecture, these new
values should contain consecutive ones, while the Haswell
microarchitecture does not require this (i.e., allowing any
value in [0x60000, 0xFFFFF]).
To see whether this MSR register has an effect on
performance, we measured the PCIe read/write hit rates (i.e.,
ItoM and PCIeRdCur events) while using different values
for IIO LLC WAYS. We calculate the hit rate based on the
number of hits and misses during an experiment where an I/O
application processes packets of 1024 B at 100 Gbps while
using 4096 RX descriptors. Fig. 5 shows that increasing the
value of this MSR register leads to a higher PCIe read/write
hit rate. This suggests that increasing the value of this register
could improve the ability of the system to handle packets
at high rates. We believe that the value of this register is
positively correlated with the fraction of LLC used by DDIO.
Using the technique in §4.1, we could not detect the newly
added I/O ways, thus we speculate that the newly added ways
follow a different policy (e.g., LRU) than the first two ways
used for I/O. Therefore, we assume that the number of bits
set specifies the number of ways used by DDIO.
100
PCIe Metric - Hit Rate (%)

Sum of Cache Misses (k)

400

80
60
40
20
0

Read

Write

0x600 0x700 0x780 0x7C0 0x7E0 0x7F0 0x7F8 0x7FC 0x7FE 0x7FF

Value of IIO LLC WAYS register

Figure 5: Tuning IIO LLC WAYS register increases PCIe
read/write hit rates. The achieved throughput is 82-86 Gbps
in this experiment.
Disabling DDIO. DDIO is bundled as a part of Intel
Virtualization Technology (Intel VT), hence it is possible
to enable/disable it in BIOS for some vendors [16, 23, 88].
According to [44, 72], DDIO can be disabled globally
(i.e., by setting the Disable_All_Allocating_Flows
bit in “iiomiscctrl” register) or per-root PCIe port
(i.e., setting bit NoSnoopOpWrEn and unsetting bit
Use_Allocating_Flow_Wr in “perfctrlsts_0” register).
Some brief discussions of the benefits of disabling DDIO
exist [11, 78], but we elaborate this more thoroughly in §7.
We implemented an element for FastClick, called DDIOTune,
which can enable/disable/tune DDIO† .
† The

element is available at: https://github.com/tbarbette/
fastclick/wiki/DDIOTune
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5

Characterization of DDIO

64-B Packets
128-B Packets

PCIe Write - Hit Rate (%)

100
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2048

4096

2048

4096

Arrival Rate (Million PPS)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

128

256

1024

Number of RX Descriptors

(a) Arrival rate.

Throughput (Gbps)

100

Packet Size and RX Descriptors

§3.1 discussed the negative consequence of a large number of
RX descriptors on DDIO performance. This section continues
this discussion by looking at the PCIe read/write hit rate
metrics for different numbers of RX descriptors and different
packet sizes. Fig. 6 shows the results of our experiments
for PCIe write hit rate. PCIe read hit rates (not included
for brevity) demonstrate similar behavior. When packets
are >512 B, the PCIe read/write hit rates monotonically
decrease with an increasing number of RX descriptors. More
specifically, sending 1500-B packets, even with a relatively
small number of RX descriptors (i.e., 128), causes 10% misses
for both PCIe read and PCIe write hit rates. Furthermore,
increasing the number of RX descriptors to 4096 makes DDIO
operate at ~40% hit rate, hence 60% of packets require cache
allocation and they had to be DMA-ed back to the NIC from
main memory rather than LLC. Note that the packet generator
is generating packets as fast as possible. Therefore, small
packets show the case when the arrival rate is maximal, while
large packets demonstrate maximal throughput, see Fig. 7.

1024-B Packets
1500-B Packets

16

This section scrutinizes the performance of DDIO in different
scenarios while exploiting the tuning capability of DDIO.
The goal is to show where DDIO becomes a bottleneck
and when tuning DDIO matters. Therefore, we examined
the impact of both system parameters (i.e., #RX descriptors,
#cores, and processing time) and workload characteristics
(i.e., packet size and rate) on DDIO performance. All of
these measurements were done 20 times for both Skylake and
Haswell microarchitectures. We observed the same behavior
in both cases, but only discuss the Skylake results for the
sake of brevity. We initially focus on the performance of
an L2 forwarding network function, as an example of an
I/O intensive application. Later, we discuss the impact of
applications requiring more processing time per packet.

5.1

256-B Packets
512-B Packets

80
60
40
20
0

128

256

512

1024

Number of RX Descriptors

(b) Throughput.

Figure 7: Increasing the packet size reduces the arrival rate,
i.e., the number of received/processed packets per second,
due to NIC and PCIe limitations. Note that our testbed cannot
exceed 90 Gbps when only one core is forwarding packets.
Unexpected I/O evictions. In some cases (e.g., 1500-B
packets with 128 RX descriptors in Fig. 6), the size of
the injected data is smaller than the DDIO capacity (i.e.,
187.5 KiB  4.5 MiB). Even taking into account the TX
descriptors and the FastClick’s software queue, the maximum
cache footprint of this workload is ~2 MiB. However, DDIO
still experiences ~10% misses. We believe that this behavior
may occur when an application cannot use the whole DDIO
capacity due to (i) the undocumented cache replacement
policy and/or (ii) the cache’s complex addressing [15], thus
multiple buffers may be loaded into the same cache set.

80
60
40

5.2

256-B Packets
512-B Packets
1024-B Packets
1500-B Packets

20
0

128

256

512

1024

2048

4096

Number of RX Descriptors

Figure 6: Increasing the number of descriptors and/or packet
size adversely affects the performance of 2-way DDIO, while
one core is forwarding packets at the maximum possible rate.
We removed the results for 64-B and 128-B packets, as they
show a behavior similar to 256-B packets.
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Packet Rate and Processing Time

§5.1 demonstrated that DDIO performs extremely poorly
when a core does minimal processing at 100 Gbps. Next, we
focus on the worst-case scenario of the previous experiment
(i.e., sending 1500-B packets with 4096 RX descriptors) while
changing the packet rate. To achieve 100 Gbps, we use two
cores. Fig. 8 shows the PCIe read and PCIe write hit rates. The
PCIe read metric results reveal that DDIO performs relatively
well until reaching 98 Gbps. However, the PCIe write results
indicate that DDIO has to continually allocate cache lines in
LLC for 25% of packets at most of these throughputs, due to
insufficient space for all of the buffers. Moreover, throughputs
above 75 Gbps exacerbate this problem.
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So far, we analyzed DDIO performance when cores
performed minimal processing (i.e., swapping MAC
addresses). Now, we analyze DDIO performance for more
compute/memory-intensive I/O applications. Memoryintensive applications access memory frequently and execute
few instructions per memory access. The time to accessing
memory differs depending upon the availability of a cache
line in a given part of the memory hierarchy. Therefore, we
focus on the number of CPU cycles of the computation;
noting that a memory access can be accounted for as given
number of cycles. Note that increasing the processing time
can change the memory access pattern, as packets continue
to be injected by the NIC while some packets are enqueued
in the LLC. To see the impact of different packet processing
times on the performance of DDIO, we vary the amount of
computation per packet by calling the std::mt1993 random
number generator multiple times. Ten such calls take ~70
cycles. Fig. 9 illustrates the effect of increasing per-packet
processing time on the PCIe metrics & achieved throughput.
These results demonstrate that increasing processing time
slightly improves PCIe read hits rates up to ~60 calls, i.e.,
400 cycles. This is expected, as increasing processing makes
the application less I/O intensive as the application provides
buffers to the NIC at a slower pace. However, increasing
processing causes the available processing power (i.e., #cores)
to become a bottleneck, substantially decreasing throughput.
Similarly, PCIe write hit rates increases after exceeding 60
calls, due to a decrease in throughput & amount of cache
injection. Therefore, DDIO performance matters most when
an application is I/O bound, rather than CPU/memory bound.

5.3

Numbers of Cores and DDIO Capacity

When processing power limits an application’s performance,
the system should scale up/out. However, this scaling can
affect DDIO’s performance. To see the effect of scaling up,
we measured the PCIe metrics while different numbers of
cores were forwarding large packets. Fig. 10 shows that
when an application is I/O intensive, increasing the number
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Figure 8: Increasing packet rates negatively impact the PCIe
metrics, when 2 cores forward 1500-B packets with 4096 RX
descriptors. The PCIe write metric is more degradation-prone.
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Figure 9: Making an application more compute-intensive
results in better PCIe metrics, but lower throughput. In
addition to forwarding packets, two cores call a dummy
computation, while receiving 1500-B packets with a total
of 4096 RX descriptors at 100 Gbps.
of cores improves the PCIe read/write hit rate, as it enhances
the packet transmission rate because of more TX queues
and faster consumption of packets enqueued in the LLC.
To avoid synchronization problems, every queue is bound
to one core. However, beyond a certain point (i.e., four
cores in our testbed), increasing the number of cores causes
more contention in the cache, as every core loads packets
independently into the limited DDIO capacity. Furthermore,
since newer processors are shipped with more cores, scaling
up, even with a small number of RX descriptors, eventually
causes the leaky DMA problem–the same problem as having
a large number of descriptors (see §3.1).
Fig. 11 shows PCIe metrics for 1, 2, and 4 cores while
changing the number of DDIO ways. Comparing the DDIO
performance of different numbers of cores/DDIO ways, we
conclude that increasing DDIO capacity leads to similar
improvements for PCIe metrics. Therefore, increasing the
DDIO capacity rather than the number of cores is beneficial
when an application’s bottleneck is not processing power or
number of TX queues. Unless scaling up happens efficiently,
some cores may receive more packets than others, causing
100
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Figure 10: Increasing the number of cores does not always
improve PCIe metrics for an I/O intensive application.
Different numbers of cores are forwarding 1500-B packets at
100 Gbps with 256 RX descriptors per core.
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Figure 11: Increasing the number of DDIO ways can have a
similar positive effect as increasing the number of processing
cores, while forwarding 1500-B packets at 100 Gbps with a
total of 4096 RX descriptors. PCIe read hit rate shows the
same behavior as PCIe writes.

6

Application-level Performance Metrics

The previous section focused on the PCIe read/write hit rates
and showed that increasing link speed & packet size and the
number of descriptors & cores could degrade these metrics.
PCIe read/write hit rates represent the percentage of I/O
evictions (i.e., the performance of DDIO), but also indirectly
affect application performance. The correlation between PCIe
metrics and meaningful performance metrics (e.g., latency
and throughput) depends on an application’s characteristics.
For instance, a low PCIe write hit rate can severely affect an
application that requires the whole DMA-ed data. Conversely,
the impact is much less for an application that needs only a
subset of the DMA-ed packet. Fig. 2 showed one example
of this correlation for the latter case, where the application
only accessed the packet header. These results showed that
even when an application does not require the whole DMAed data, increasing the number of descriptors (i.e., causing
a reduction in PCIe hit rate metrics) could negatively affect
the 99th percentile latency. Note that we observed the same
effect at median latency. This section further elaborates this
impact in two scenarios where a stateful network function is
processing a realistic workload* via 18 cores with a run-tocompletion model [38, 93]. The benefits of increasing cache
performance are not limited to this model and could be even
greater for a pipeline model where fewer cores handle the I/O.
Stateful service chain. To evaluate the effect of increasing
DDIO capacity, we chose a stateful service chain composed
of a router, a network address port translator (NAPT), and a
round-robin load balancer (LB) as a suitable chain to exploit
hardware offloading capabilities of modern NICs while still
keeping state at the processor. In this case, we offload the
* We replay the first 400 k packets of a 28-minute campus trace fifty
times. The full trace has ~800 M packets with an average size of 981 B.
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routing table of the router to the NIC and only handle the
stateful tasks (i.e., NAPT + LB) and the basic functionality of
the router in software. We generated 2423 IP filter rules for
the campus trace using the GenerateIPFlowDirector element
in Metron [38] and use DPDK’s Flow API technology [31]
to offload them into a Mellanox NIC. To examine the impact
of load imbalance, we generate two different sets of rules
with different load imbalance factors. One distributes the
rules among 18 cores in a round-robin manner while the
other is load-aware and tries to reduce the flow imbalance
in terms of bytes received by every core. We calculated
the number of packets received by each core for both cases
and the maximum imbalance ratio of a core is 2.78× for
the load-aware technique, while the round-robin technique
causes 1.69× maximum load imbalance. The load-aware
method has a higher load imbalance because we generate
rules for the whole trace, but only replay a subset of it. Fig. 12
shows the 99th percentile latency of this chain for different
load balancing methods (with different load imbalance ratio),
specifically increasing DDIO capacity reduces the 99th
percentile latency by ~21% when the load imbalance is
higher. However, when the load imbalance is lower, these
improvements reduce to ~2%. A higher load imbalance factor
means that a core receives more packets than others, some of
which could be evicted while enqueued in the LLC. Hence,
it is crucial to realize a good balance to get the most out of
DDIO. Furthermore, load imbalance is the root cause of many
other performance degradations and is hard to prevent [8, 10].
99th Percentile Latency (µs)

performance degradation. We discuss the impact of load
imbalance on DDIO performance in the next section.
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Figure 12: DDIO should be carefully tuned when the load
imbalance factor is higher. The results shows 99th percentile
latency of a stateful network function while 18 cores are
processing mixed-size packets at 100 Gbps. The throughputs
were 94 & 97 Gbps for load-ware (higher imbalance) & roundrobin (lower imbalance) experiments, respectively.

7

Is DDIO Always Beneficial?

The previous section showed that performance could be
improved by tuning DDIO for I/O intensive network functions
operating at ~100 Gbps. However, these results cannot be
generalized, as the improvements are highly dependent on
the application’s characteristics. Moreover, there may be
some applications that do not benefit from DDIO tuning.
To investigate this, we measure the sensitivity of different
applications to DDIO by enabling/disabling it (see §4.4).
Table 2 shows the results for four applications/benchmarks:
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Table 2: DDIO sensitivity changes for different applications.
DDIO
Application
Memcached (TCP)
Memcached (UDP)
NVMe (Full Write)
NVMe (Random Read)
NVMe (Random Write)
L2 Forwarding
Stateful Service Chain
(without offloading)
Stateful Service Chain
(with round-robin offloading)

Throughput
1003058 TPS
638763 TPS
4427.2 MiB/s
3372.4 MiB/s
1498.3 MiB/s
98.01 Gbps

Enabled
Median (µs) Avg (µs)
N/A
477.62
N/A
750.12
44879.4
44437.6
582
589.67
1307.8
1324.73
500.82
662

Disabled
Median (µs) Avg (µs)
N/A
481.62
N/A
758.75
44827
44374.68
601.8
614.46
1309.5
1323.38
1058.15
862

99th (µs)
N/A
N/A
46452.4
805.7
1971.4
1229.62

Sensitivity
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
High

665

657

923

63.25 Gbps

672

666

931

Low

97.35 Gbps

499

505

595

87.46 Gbps

531

924

1981

High

Future Directions for DCA

Tuning DDIO occupancy was shown to substantially
improve the performance of some applications. However,
increasing the portion of the cache used for I/O is only a
temporary solution for two reasons: (i) I/O is only a part of
packet processing and (ii) to achieve suitable performance
many networking applications require a large amount of
cache memory for code/data. Moreover, many network
functions would benefit from performing in-cache flow
classification [92]; hence, there is a trade-off between
allocating cache to I/O vs. code/data and this trade-off
depends on the application’s characteristics & cache size.
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Throughput
994387 TPS
631354 TPS
4434.2 MiB/s
3233.7 MiB/s
1499.9 MiB/s
87.02 Gbps

63.92 Gbps

(i) DPDK-based implementation of Memcached developed
by Seastar [5], (ii) an NVMe benchmarking tool (i.e., fio [4]),
(iii) L2 forwarding application, (iv) a stateful service chain,
used in §6, which performs IP filtering in software rather than
offloading it to the NIC, and (v) the stateful service chain
with round-robin offloading used in §6. We define sensitivity
as “Low” if the maximum impact on the performance of an
application is ≤ 5%. For Memcached, we use the method
recommended by Seastar [2] with 8 instances of memaslap
clients running for 120 s and a Memcached instance with 4
cores. For NVMe benchmarks, we tested a Toshiba NVMe
(KXG50PNV1T02) with 4 × 1024-GB SSDs according to [3],
where we report the average of 10 runs. The L2 forwarding
application forwards mixed-size packets, while using 4
cores with a total of 4096 RX descriptors. The stateful
service chain without offloading uses RSS to distribute
packets among 18 cores (to increase the throughput) with
18 × 256 RX descriptors. The results demonstrate that
different applications have different levels of sensitivity
to DDIO, which can be exploited by system developers
to optimize their system in a multi-tenant environment,
where multiple I/O applications co-exist, see §8.1. The most
sensitive application is L2 forwarding, which is the most I/O
intensive application among these applications and can run
at line rate. Some applications (e.g., Memcached) experience
less benefit from DDIO, as their performance may be bounded
by other bottlenecks. A more detailed sensitivity analysis of
different applications remains as our future work.
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Additionally, since DDIO is way-based, the granularity of
partitions is quite coarse in recent Intel processors, due to low
set-associativity. Therefore, it is harder to partition the cache
fairly between code/data & I/O. These reasons, together with
the recent trend in Intel processors of decreasing per-core
LLC, eventually make the current implementation of DCA
a major bottleneck to achieving low-latency service times.
Hence, DCA needs to deliver better performance even with
a small fraction of the cache. This makes it necessary to
rethink the current DCA designs with an eye toward realizing
network services running at multi-hundred gigabits per
second. Some possible directions/proposals for future DCA
are: 1 Fine-grained placement: adopting CacheDirector [15]
methodology (i.e., sending packets to the appropriate LLC
slices) and only sending the relevant parts of these packets to
the L2 cache, L1 cache, or potentially CPU registers [26];
2 Selective DMA/DCA: only DMA relevant parts of the
packet (as required by an application) to the cache and buffer
the rest in either main memory, the NIC, or Top-of-Rack
switch; and 3 I/O isolation: extend CAT to include I/O
prioritization in addition to Code and Data Prioritization
(CDP) technology [60] to alleviate I/O contention. These
ideas could be simulated in a cycle accurate simulator (e.g.,
gem5 [6, 12]), which remains as our future work. Next, we
examine one potential solution in the current systems to
better take advantage of DDIO.

8.1

Bypassing Cache

§3.1 explained that one way to prevent unnecessary memory
accesses and the leaky DMA problem is to reduce the number
of descriptors. However, this could increase packet loss and
generate more PAUSE frames at high link rates. Unfortunately,
both can have a severe impact on the service time as they
postpone the service time by at least a couple of microseconds.
Taking these consequences into account, we believe future
DCA technologies should perform cache injection more
effectively: DMA should not be directed to the cache if this
would cause I/O evictions; thus, buffering packets in local
memory (at a cost of only several hundreds of nanoseconds) is
preferable to dropping or enqueuing packets in previous nodes.
Additionally, bypassing cache would be beneficial in a multi-
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9

Lessons Learned: Optimization Guidelines

This section summarizes our key findings, which could
help system designers/developers to optimize DDIO for
their applications. Furthermore, our study should inspire
computer architects to improve DCA’s performance by
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Figure 13: Receiver setup to achieve 200 Gbps. On the right
setup, the second NIC is connected to the remote socket. It
sends packets through UPI link directly to the main memory.
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tenant scenario where performance isolation is desired. For
instance, low-priority and/or low-DDIO-sensitive applications
could bypass cache to make room for high-priority and/or
high-DDIO-sensitive applications. In addition, one could
prioritize [7] different traffic flows, thus only a subset of
received traffic (and hence cores) would use cache for I/O.
Implementing a system to prioritize DDIO for different
flows either in a programmable switch or modern NICs (e.g.,
Mellanox Socket Direct Adapters) remains as our future work.
Evaluation. To evaluate the benefits of bypassing the
cache, we use two methods: (i) disabling DDIO and (ii)
exploiting DMA via a remote socket (see §4.3). We set
up a 200-Gbps testbed, see Fig. 13. We first connect two
100-Gbps NICs to the same socket. Next, we connect one
of these NICs to a remote socket. We run two instances
of L2 forwarding application located on the first socket,
each of which uses 4 cores and one NIC to forward mixedsize packets. We chose four cores per NIC because our
earlier experiments (see Fig. 10) showed that DDIO can
achieve an acceptable performance while receiving 1500-B
packets with four cores. To reduce the contention for cache
and memory bandwidth, we apply CAT & MBA to each
application (similar to ResQ [83]). We assume that one of the
applications has a higher priority, and we measure its latency
in five different scenarios: (i) without the presence of the lowpriority application, (ii) when the low-priority application
pollutes the cache via 2-way DDIO (see Fig. 13a), (iii) when
the low-priority application pollutes the cache via 4-way
DDIO, (iv) when the low-priority application bypasses the
cache by DMA-ing packets via a remote socket (see Fig. 13b),
(v) when the low-priority application bypasses the cache via
disabled DDIO. Fig. 14 shows the 99th percentile latency of
the high-priority application–other percentiles show a similar
trend with a smaller difference. These results demonstrate that
bypassing cache via a remote socket (i.e., case iv) achieves
the same latency as when there is no low-priority application
(i.e., case i). However, when both applications are receiving
traffic via DDIO (i.e., case ii), the 99th percentile latency
degrades ~30%. We observe that bypassing cache has the
same benefits as increasing DDIO capacity (i.e., case iii vs.
case iv). Furthermore, comparing cases (iv) and (v) indicates
that disabling DDIO slightly pollutes the cache (as opposed to
bypassing via a remote socket). We speculate that disabling
DDIO only affects the packets, not the descriptors. Therefore,
we conclude that bypassing cache can result in less variability
in performance and potentially better performance isolation.
Additionally, it is clearly necessary to tune DDIO capacity
when moving toward 200 Gbps.
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Figure 14: Bypassing cache and tuning DDIO at 200 Gbps
mitigate I/O contention and improve the tail latency of the
high-priority application up to 30%. Scenarios: (i) 100 Gbps
with no contention; (ii) contention at 200 Gbps; (iii) tuning
DDIO at 200 Gbps; (iv) bypassing cache via a remote socket;
and (v) bypassing cache via disabled DDIO. The total
achieved throughput of the receiver is written on the bars.
offering increasing control. Although we focused on packet
processing, our work is not limited to network functions.
Our investigations could be equally useful in other contexts
(e.g., HPC) that require high-bandwidth I/O when transferring
data via RDMA and processing with GPUs. We showed that
current approaches to avoid DDIO becoming a bottleneck
are only temporary solutions and they are inapplicable to
multi-hundred-gigabit network applications. We proposed
a benchmarking method to understand the unknown &
little-discussed details of DDIO. Later, we characterized the
performance of DDIO in different scenarios and showed the
benefits of bypassing the cache. We concluded that there is no
one-size-fits-all approach to utilize DDIO. Our study reveals:
• The locations of LLC to which DDIO injects data (§4.1).
• Co-locating an application’s code/data with I/O in the cache
could adversely impact its performance (§4.2).
• The way that DDIO behavior changes for different system
parameters and workload characteristics (§5).
• If an application is I/O bound, adding excessive cores could
degrade its performance (Fig. 10).
• If an application is I/O bound, carefully sizing the DDIO
capacity can improve its performance and could lead to the
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same improvements as adding more cores (Fig. 11).
• If an application starts to become CPU bound, adding more
cores can increase its throughput, but then it has to balance
load among cores to maximize DDIO benefits (Fig. 12).
• If an application is truly CPU/memory bound, DDIO tuning
is less efficient (Fig. 9). However, it can be beneficial to
buffer in DRAM incoming requests/packets which cannot
be processed in time, rather than having the NIC issue
PAUSE frames or drop packets.
• Going beyond ~75 Gbps can cause DDIO to become a
bottleneck (Fig. 8). Therefore, it is essential to bypass cache
to realize performance isolation. Bypassing cache could
be done for low-priority traffic or applications that do not
benefit from DDIO (§8.1).
• Different applications have different levels of sensitivity
to DDIO (§7). Identifying this level is essential to utilize
system resources more efficiently, provide performance
isolation, and improve performance.

10

Related Work

The most relevant work to our study is ResQ [83], which we
discussed thoroughly in §3.1 and §8.1. This section discusses
other efforts relevant to our work.
Injecting I/O into the cache. The idea of loading I/O data
directly to the processor’s cache was initially proposed using
cache injection techniques [52, 63]. Later, it was used to
enhance network performance on commodity servers and was
referred to as DCA [25]. Amit Kumar et al. [42] investigated
the role of coherency protocol in DCA. Their results indicated
that the benefit of DCA would be limited when the network
processing rate cannot match the I/O rate. In addition, [75]
showed that DCA could cause cache pollution; hence they
proposed an alternative cache injection mechanism to mitigate
the problem. A. Kumar et al. [43] characterized DCA for
10-Gbps Ethernet links. Other works have discussed that DCA
is insufficient due to architectural limitations [40, 46, 71]. For
example, the work in [46] proposed a new I/O architecture
that decouples and offloads I/O descriptor management from
the NIC to an on-chip network engine. Similarly, the work
in [40] proposed a flexible network DMA interface which can
support DCA. Last but not least, Wen Su et al. [71] proposed
an improvement to combine DCA with an integrated NIC to
reduce latency.
Efforts toward realizing 100 Gbps. Many have tried to
tackle challenges to achieve suitable performance for fast
networks, mostly in the context of NFV [49] and key-value
stores [19, 45]. Some research has exploited new features
in modern/smart/programmable NICs (e.g., [38, 47, 84, 94])
& switches (e.g., [36]) or proposed new features (e.g., [70])
to offload costly software processing. A number of works
investigate packet processing models (e.g., [9, 39, 93]).
CacheBuilder [80] and CacheDirector [15] have discussed
the importance of cache management in realizing 100-Gbps
networks. HALO [92] exploited the non-uniform cache
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architecture (NUCA) characteristics of LLC to perform incache flow classification. Last but not least, IOctopus [68]
proposed a new NIC design and wiring for servers to avoid
non-uniform DMA penalties. Our work is complementary to
these works.
Cache partitioning. Many have tried to overcome cache
contention by performing cache partitioning [53]. These
efforts can be split into two main categories: (i) software
techniques and (ii) hardware techniques. The former group
principally relies on physical addresses to partition cache
based on sets [22, 48, 67] or slices [15]. This way of cache
partitioning does not require any hardware support, but it is
not very commonly used, due to its drawbacks (e.g., OS/App
modification and costly re-partitioning). The latter group
mostly exploits way-partitioning (e.g., CAT) to partition the
cache among different applications [13, 18, 62, 89, 90, 91].
In addition to these techniques, Wang et al. [85] proposed
a hybrid approach that combines both techniques to achieve
finer granularity for partitioning. To the best of our knowledge,
there are only two works (ResQ [83] and CacheDirector [15])
that have specifically tried to exploit cache partitioning
techniques to improve packet processing. ResQ proposes
to isolate a percentage of LLC that is used for I/O and
CacheDirector exploits the NUCA used in Intel processors
to distribute I/O more efficiently among different LLC slices.
Our work is complementary to these works, as most of them
do not consider I/O when partitioning the cache.

11

Conclusion

DCA technologies were introduced to improve the performance of networking applications. However, we systematically showed that the latest implementation of DCA in
Intel processors (i.e., DDIO) cannot perform as needed with
increasing link speeds. We demonstrated that better I/O management is required to meet the critical latency requirements
of future networks. Our main goal is to emphasize that
networking is, now more than before, tightly coupled with the
capability of the current hardware. Consequently, realizing
time-critical multi-hundred-gigabit networks is only possible
by (i) increasingly well-documented control over the hardware
and (ii) improved holistic system design optimizations.
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Abstract
State-of-the-art remote direct memory access (RDMA) technologies have shown to be vulnerable against attacks by innetwork adversaries, as they provide only a weak form of
protection by including access tokens in each message. A
network eavesdropper can easily obtain sensitive information
and modify bypassing packets, affecting not only secrecy but
also integrity. Tampering with packets can have drastic consequences. For example, when memory pages with code are
changed remotely, altering packet contents enables remote
code injection. We propose sRDMA, a protocol that provides
efficient authentication and encryption for RDMA to prevent
information leakage and message tampering. sRDMA uses
symmetric cryptography and employs network interface cards
to perform cryptographic operations. Additionally, we provide an implementation for sRDMA using programmable
network adapters.

1

Introduction

Despite numerous state-of-the-art systems [8, 11, 30] leveraging remote direct memory access (RDMA) primitives to
achieve high performance guarantees and resource utilization,
current RDMA technologies lack any form of cryptographic
authentication or encryption. Instead RDMA mechanisms
provide a weak form of protection by including access tokens
in each message. Given that RDMA networks are mainly used
in data-center environments and at large-scale deployments,
detecting bugged wires is seemingly impossible. But not only
in-network adversaries are an issue, also malicious end hosts
can affect the security of an RDMA network. If an adversary is able to obtain control over a machine in an RDMA
network (e.g., by escaping its virtual machine or hypervisor
confinement in a cloud service [42]), it can fabricate and inject arbitrary packets. If the adversary can guess or obtain the
protection domain and memory protection tokens (which are
transmitted in plaintext), it can read and write memory locations that have been exposed using RDMA on any machine
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in the network, leading to a powerful attack vector for lateral
movement in a data center network.
Given these threats, the security of current RDMA data
center networks highly depends on isolation. However, even
isolation cannot defend against in-network attackers. Thus,
RDMA networks require cryptographic authentication and
encryption. Unfortunately, application-level encryption (e.g.,
TLS [34]) is not possible, since RDMA read and write can
operate as purely one-sided communication routines. Furthermore, such an approach requires employing a temporal buffer
for incoming encrypted messages. The message would then
be decrypted by the CPU and copied to the desired location,
which would cause high overhead—negating RDMA’s advantages. Additionally, cryptographic protection using IPSec [10]
does not support RDMA traffic as the protocol is unaware
of the underlying RDMA headers and achieves no source
authentication (see Section 7).
In our work, we introduce a secure RDMA (sRDMA) design using a secure reliable connection (SRC) queue pair
(QP) that uses symmetric cryptography for source and data authentication and employs Network Interface Cards (NICs) to
perform cryptographic operations. Symmetric cryptography
reduces the computational overhead compared to asymmetric
cryptography by 3–5 orders of magnitude. Thus, it is suitable
for high-performance and low-latency applications based on
RDMA, e.g., [8, 17, 39]. Since symmetric cryptography introduces per-connection memory overhead and memory on
NICs is constrained, we augment our proposed mechanisms
using protection domain level keys and efficient dynamic
key derivation, which eliminates the need for storing QP-level
keys and drastically reduces the memory overhead on RDMAcapable NICs (RNICs). Additionally, we propose extended
memory protection mechanisms that enable delegation of
memory access to other trusted peers without requiring additional communication with the accessed host (e.g., an access
control proxy for databases [29]).
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• we design a SRC QP that effectively prevents attacks in
an RDMA network, with minimal changes to the current
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InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) standard (Section 4.2);
• we improve our design by introducing PD-level keys to
reduce the memory overhead on the RNIC (Section 4.5),
and augment IBA with extended memory protection that
enables delegation of memory accesses to third parties
without the need of direct communication to the target
entity (Section 4.6);
• we provide an implementation of our design using
modern programmable network adapters equipped with
ARM multi-core processors [7, 40] (Section 5);
• we extensively evaluate our design using artificial and
real-world traces. Additionally, we modified the RDMAbased key value store, HERD [17], to make use of
sRDMA (Section 6).

2

Remote Direct Memory Access

RDMA is a mechanism allowing one machine to directly
access data in remote machines across the network.
Memory accesses are performed using dedicated hardware
without any CPU intervention or context switches, which decreases CPU usage on both the initiator and the target. When
an application performs an RDMA read or write request, the
application data is delivered directly to the network, reducing
latency and enabling fast message transfer. RDMA also exhibits the concept of one-sided operations when the CPU at a
target node is not notified of incoming RDMA requests.
Several network architectures support RDMA: InfiniBand
(IB) [4] , RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) [5], and internet Wide Area RDMA Protocol (iWARP) [33]. InfiniBand
is a network architecture fully designed to enable reliable
RDMA with its own hardware and protocol specification.
RoCE is an extension to Ethernet to enable RDMA over an
Ethernet network. Finally, iWARP is a protocol that allows
using RDMA over TCP/IP. In this work, we focus on the
InfiniBand architecture (IBA) and RoCE as they are the most
widely used interconnect for RDMA, but the proposed ideas
can be easily extended to other RDMA architectures.

2.1

InfiniBand Transport

Several transport types are supported by the IBA to communicate between endpoints: reliable connection (RC), unreliable
connection, unreliable datagram, extended reliable connection, and raw packet. In this paper, we only consider the RC
transport type, since it is the only type that supports both
RDMA read and write requests.
The RC transport type establishes a queue pair (QP) between the two communicating parties. QPs are bi-directional
message transport engines used to send and receive data in
InfiniBand. Endpoints of a single RC QP can only communicate with each other but not with any other QP in the same
or any other target adapter. Each QP endpoint has a queue
pair number (QPN) assigned by the RNIC which uniquely
identifies the QP within the RNIC.
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The RC transport uses several techniques to ensure reliability. The target must respond to each request packet with a positive acknowledge packet or a negative acknowledge packet.
The acknowledgement-based protocol permits the requester
to verify that all packets are delivered to the target. To ensure
the integrity of a packet, each packet contains two checksums
that are verified by the target node. Finally, the RNIC counts
received and sent packets using a packet sequence number
(PSN), which is included in each packet. Thus, endpoints of
a QP must know the PSN of each other to enforce in-order
delivery and detect duplicate and lost packets.

2.2

IBA Memory Protection

The IBA protection mechanisms provide protection from
unauthorized access to the local memory by network controllers. The local memory can also be protected against prohibited memory accesses. Three mechanisms exist to enforce
memory access restrictions: Memory Regions, Protection Domains (PD), and Memory Windows.
Memory Regions. To get access to host memory, the RNIC
must first allocate a corresponding memory region. This process involves copying page table entries of the corresponding
memory to the memory management unit of the RNIC. When
a memory region is created, the RNIC generates keys for local
and remote accesses, namely l_key and r_key. The memory
region can be accessed by any local QP which has the l_key
as long as they are in the same PD, and by their remote QP
endpoints which have the r_key. The endpoints must prove
the possession of this key by including it in every RDMA
request, such as RDMA Write and Read. r_key is not used in
any form of cryptographic computation, but rather is used as
access tokens that are transmitted in plaintext.
Protection Domain. PDs provide protection from unauthorized or inadvertent use of memory regions. PDs group IB
resources such as QP connections and memory regions that
can work together: QP connections created in one PD cannot access memory regions allocated in another PD. In other
words, a memory region can be accessed by any QP from its
PD. All QPs and memory regions must have a PD and can be
a member of one PD only.
Memory Windows. Memory windows extend protection of
memory regions by allowing remote QPs to have different
access rights within a memory region and grant access to only
a slice of the memory region.

3

Problem Definition

This section describes the adversary model we consider, outlines different types of attacks, and the security properties we
strive to achieve.

3.1

Desired Security Properties

The current IBA protection mechanisms do not suffice to
ensure secure communication between endpoints, allowing
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adversaries numerous attacks. Thus, the primary goal of our
work is to secure RDMA protocols against attacks by providing source and data authentication along with data secrecy
and data freshness. Source authentication denotes the verification of the source address of a host that sends a packet and
is designed to determine whether a packet originated from the
claimed source. Data authentication ensures that the packet
content has not been modified. Data secrecy ensures that the
data remains hidden from a network eavesdropper. Data freshness ensures that data has not been recorded and replayed by
a network attacker. Additionally, our proposal should require
minimal changes to the protocol, and introduce only a minor
performance overhead. This does not only include latency
and processing overhead for RDMA requests but also memory
state overhead on the RNIC.

3.2

Adversary Model

In our adversary model we consider end hosts that are
equipped with RNICs and interact with each other through
RDMA, and an adversary with the following parameters.
Location. We assume that the adversary can reside at arbitrary locations within the network. Thus, we consider both
network-based adversaries (e.g., rogue cloud provider, rogue
administrator, malicious bump-in-the-wire device) and adversaries located at end hosts (e.g., compromise of an end host).
This includes compromise of the machines of communicating parties. However, we assume that RNICs are trusted by
their host. This could be achieved using remote attestation,
whereby a trusted party checks the internal state of a potentially compromised network device. We further assume that
the internal bus is trusted, such that the CPU can securely
communicate with the RNIC.
Capabilities. A network-based adversary can passively
eavesdrop on messages, but also actively tamper with the
communication. Since RDMA communication is performed
in plaintext, an adversary that is located on the path between
communicating parties can obtain any information in all IB
and Ethernet headers. Furthermore, he can also alter any of
these values, as this only requires recalculation of packet
checksums, whose algorithms and seeds are known and specified by the IBA.
Given these capabilities, the adversary can also fabricate
packets and send them towards a destination of its choice
using spoofed QP numbers, r_keys, and PSNs (e.g., to modify a memory region without authorization to influence the
behavior of applications running on the remote host).
Cryptography. The adversary has no efficient way of breaking cryptographic primitives. For pseudorandom function
families, this means that no efficient algorithm can distinguish between an output of a function chosen randomly from
the pseudorandom function family (PRF) and a random value.
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Table 1: Notation used in this paper.
k
PRFK (·)
MACK (·)
A, B

KA,B
nonceA→B
KPD , KMR ,
KSR

4

Bitstring concatenation
Pseudorandom function using key K
Message authentication code using key K
Endpoints uniquely identified by the combination of
the adapter port address (APA) and Queue Pair Numbers (QPN)
Symmetric key shared between node A and B
cryptographic nonce used for communication in the
direction from node A to node B
Symmetric key used for protection domain, memory
region, or sub memory region

Secure RDMA System Design

We propose a new transport type for reliable communication
based on the IBA. We introduce a secure reliable connection (SRC) QP that uses symmetric cryptography for source
and data authentication, and thus provides guarantees for the
origin of a packet, data authenticity and payload secrecy.
To require minimal changes to the current IBA specification, our proposed design of the SRC QP consists of two main
changes: 1) we add symmetric key initialization for QPs, and
2) we propose a new packet header called secure transport
header (STH) which contains a message authentication code
(MAC) providing integrity of the packet content. The STH
must be included in all requests and response packets corresponding to RDMA reads and writes.
Besides basic QP-channel protection, we also propose PD
level protection eliminating the need for storing cryptographic
keys for each QP, which drastically reduces the memory overhead on RNICs. Additionally, it enables extended memory
protection that provides memory access control based on encryption and the ability of delegating memory access to other
trusted entities without additional communication to the accessed host. All QPs and memory regions created in a secure
PD will be inherently secured by it.
Table 1 lists the security-related notation used in this paper.

4.1

Assumptions

Trust in RNIC. We assume that the RNIC is trusted by its host.
It can not only perform authentication of outgoing packets,
but is also trusted to perform en-/decryption of the packet
payload. We further assume that the internal bus is trusted,
such that the CPU can securely communicate with the RNIC.
QP-level Key Establishment. Our system enables the establishment of a QP-level symmetric key. To guarantee interoperability, our design is agnostic of this underlying mechanism.
IBA could use for instance a (D)TLS [34] or QUIC [15] handshake as a mechanism to obtain a QP-level symmetric key.
Key Validity. As the validity period of a QP-level symmetric key is bound to the lifetime of a QP, key rollover can be
performed by closing and reopening a QP between the communicating entities. Thus, key lifetime can be managed on
the application level.
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Size (bits)

0

96

128

160

224

256

384

512

Value

0x0

0x1

0x2

0x3

0x4

0x5

0x6

0x7

Table 2: Possible sizes of STH, depending on the 3 bit value
indicated in the Base Transport Header of an IB packet.

4.2

Secure Reliable Connection Queue Pair

We propose new transport type—Secure Reliable Connection (SRC) QP—that uses symmetric cryptography for source
and data authentication. The introduction of SRC requires
minimal changes to the current specification. Specifically, the
QP initialization requires specifying a protection algorithm
and a symmetric key. This allows us to bootstrap secrecy and
authentication for QP-based communication.
Secure Transport Header. Secure Transport Header (STH)
consists of MAC to provide header and packet authentication.
The STH must be included in all request and response packets
of sRDMA. Depending on the authentication mode installed
to the secure QP, the MAC either authenticates only the packet
header or the entire packet. To specify the length of the STH,
we use 3 (out of 7) reserved invariant bits in the Base Transport Header. Based on the 3 bit value (see Table 2), the size of
the MAC changes: minimum 96 bits, and maximum 512 bits.
If the reserved 3 bits are all zero, then the STH is not present
in the packet, thereby enabling support of both classical and
secure QP connections.
Reusing PSN as a Per-Packet Nonce. sRDMA prevents
replay attacks by including a unique nonce in the MAC computation of each packet (Section 4.3). Nonces are used as
initialization vectors for ciphers to ensure that every packet is
unique. They must only be used once, but their choice can be
predictable and they can be transmitted in clear [19, 37]. In
case a nonce is reused, the cryptographic properties of a cipher
are affected (e.g., “sudden death” property of Poly1305 [6]).
A naive solution is to transmit a nonce as cleartext with
each packet (e.g., as in TLS up to version 1.2 [36]). However,
this would incur an additional transmission overhead of at
least 64 bits, and additional 64 bits memory overhead on
RNICs memory to store the nonce.
To avoid the overhead of transmitting the nonce, our protocol takes advantage of the sequential nature of IB packets. It
uses the sequence number as nonces as they are tracked by end
points and can never be reused. The approach resembles how
TLS 1.3 [35] exploits the packet number as a nonce; however,
the size of the PSN in the IB packet is only 24 bits, which
would cause a reuse of a nonce after 80 ms assuming that an
RNIC is able to send 200 million packets per second [28].
sRDMA extends the local PSN counters for inbound and
outbound packets on the RNIC to 64 bits each, and reuse them
as a per-packet nonce, thereby introducing only 40 bits overhead for each nonce. However, the size of the PSN transmitted
on the wire remains unchanged (24 bits) and contains the least
significant bits of the 64 bit counter. sRDMA is able to infer
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Table 3: Overheads of sRDMA for N RC QP connections with
AES-128 cipher in 4 different protection modes. Here, pdprot and ext-mem stand for PD-level protection and extended
memory protection, and are described in Section 4.5 and 4.6.
AES-128 protection

Key overhead

Nonce

basic
pd-prot
ext-mem
pd-prot + ext-mem

16B * N
16B
16B * N + 16B
16B + 16B

10B * N
10B * N
10B * N
10B * N

Header
16B
16B
16B
16B

the 64 bit nonce used to secure the packet using only the 24
bit PSN specified in the header. Under the same assumption
on the packet rate, the reuse of nonce occurs after 3,000 years.
To ensure that the nonce never gets reused by both endpoints, we use the most significant bit to identify the direction
of communication between the entities A and B using their
endpoint identifiers: the combination of adapter port address
and Queue Pair Number (QPN).

4.3

Header Authentication

To perform header authentication, sRDMA uses the established symmetric keys and calculates a MAC for each packet:

machdr = MACKA,B (nonceA→B k RH k BTH)
Here, RH denotes the routing header, which defines the
adapter port address, and BT H the base transport header,
which includes destination QPN. Note that these headers
uniquely identify the sender and receiver RNIC, and limit the
input size of the MAC computation (only the packet header instead of the entire packet with arbitrary payload length). Thus,
assuming an block-cipher-based MAC is used, a fixed number
invocations of the block-cipher are required to calculate a
MAC.
The RNIC of the receiving node will recompute the MAC
for each packet and compare it to the MAC appended in the
STH. Fields that are modified during the packet’s transmission
are replaced with ones during the MAC computation (same
as for invariant checksum).
Header authentication prevents not only source-addressspoofing attacks, but also unauthorized access to memory
regions by augmenting the existing IBA memory-protection
mechanisms (i.e., r_key and memory windows).

4.4

Packet Authentication and Encryption

For packet authentication and payload encryption, we assume
that the RNIC is trusted. Thus, the host is allowed to offload
all cryptographic operations to the RNIC. We use authenticated encryption with associated data (AEAD), to simultaneously obtain secrecy and authenticity for the payload. The
authentication tag is transmitted using the MAC field in the
STH.
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4.5

PD-level Protection

Introducing QP-level keys requires storing a 16 byte key per
QP (see Table 3). As an RNIC might have a large number
of QPs simultaneously, this can lead to a significant memory
overhead on the RNIC. Memory on RNICs is a constrained
resource, and a large part is consumed by IB connection contexts and page-table entries for registered memory. Multiple
works report significant performance degradation of RDMA
operations when the amount of memory registered or the
number of QPs is increased [11, 18]. This is due to the RNIC
running out of memory for storing page-table entries and starting to fetch them from system memory across the PCI bus.
For instance, Dragojevic et al. [11] observe ~4x throughput
drop in their evaluation when 4,096 memory pages are registered within the RNIC compared to a single-page experiment.
Thus, we aim to mitigate the memory overheads introduced
by QP-level keys.
To reduce the memory overhead and eliminate the need
of storing a symmetric key per QP, we introduce PD-level
protection. In this mechanism, we assign a symmetric key KPD
to each protection domain PD and use this key to derive QPlevel keys using efficient key derivation [14]. PD-level keys
are exchanged using the same mechanism as QP-level keys
(see Section 4.1). The derivation process works as follows:
KA,B = PRFKPD (APAA k QPNA k APAA k QPNB )
PRF denotes a pseudorandom function with a PD-level key
KPD and a pair of unique end point identifiers (i.e., adapter
port address (APA) and queue pair number (QPN)) as input.
When an RDMA request targets a QP that is located within
a protection domain PD, the RNIC uses the corresponding
symmetric key KPD to derive the QP-level key on-the-fly.
The QP-level key is then used to perform authentication and
encryption. Thus, instead of storing a symmetric key per QP,
the RNIC is only required to store a key per PD. To minimize
the processing overhead, the RNIC can cache the derived
QP-level keys (e.g., after the first packet of a message arrives).
KPD is initialized upon creation of the PD and thus the lifetime
of KPD is bound to the lifetime of the PD. In order to perform
a key rollover, a new protection domain must be created.

4.6

Extended Memory Protection

Using encryption of memory regions enables an even stronger
mechanism for access control, as only entities in possession
of the required key are able to read the content of a memory
region. For this purpose, we use PD-level memory protection
and derive memory level keys from KPD for memory regions
that are created within the protection domain. The derivation
process works as follows:
KMR = PRFKPD (STARTMR k ENDMR k r_keyMR )
Alternatively, the KMR can be provided by the application
to protect memory from unauthorized accesses.
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Figure 1: Access Sub-Delegation with one-way tree.
When remote parties want to access a subregion (SR) of
the region MR, they need to prove the possession of the KMR
by computing a key to the SR:
KSR = PRFKMR (STARTSR k ENDSR )

(1)

Nonce for Key Derivation. To avoid replay attacks, our
system must use a separate nonce for each memory region.
However, it is not possible to use a memory access counter as
nonce, as multiple QPs can access the same memory region.
Therefore, this would require the RNIC to include a random
nonce in each packet, which must be unique among all nonces
used to access the memory region. Given that multiple parties
have access to the region, this property is hard to achieve.
Additionally, we want to avoid transferring a separate MAC
for memory access in the packet header. Thus, we suggest to
reuse the MAC of the header by overwriting it as follows:
machdr = MACKA,B (KSR ||machdr )
Such design allows sRDMA to reuse the per-packet nonce
used in computation of machdr and ensure the possession of
KMR to access memory. This construction is secure since the
key is unknown to an adversary.

4.7

Sub-Delegation of Access to Memory

To allow sub-delegation of access to memory regions, we
further extend the proposed extended memory protection with
a binary one-way function tree [26]. The one-way function
tree is built top-down where the memory region key KMR is
represented by the root of the binary tree and all child nodes
are generated by applying the PRF:
KMRchild = PRFKMR parent (STARTMRchild k ENDMRchild )
Each memory block represents a leaf of the binary one-way
tree (see Figure 1). Thus, the height of the tree depends on
the size of the region and on the memory block size. Delegating access to a subregion works by sending the key of an
intermediate node to a remote party. Given the key for a memory region, the subregion offset and subregion size uniquely
identify which inner node is required for delegation.
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Figure 2: Performance of KMR derivation for different tree
depths. The derivation is performed sequentially, thus latency
grows linearly and the throughput decreases exponentially.
An example of the delegation process is illustrated in Figure 1. To obtain a key for subregion 3, the entity must derive
an intermediate key first, which can then be used to derive
KSR3 . To delegate access for subregion 2 to another host, a
host in possession of KSR1 derives KSR2 and then shares this
key with the delegated host. This allows access to subregion
2, but not to any other part of the memory region.
Only logarithmically many derivations are needed to obtain
a key for memory access. For example, a key for accessing a 1
MiB subregion of a 16 MiB memory region can be obtained in
at most 4 steps, which takes 2 µs on our RNIC (see Figure 2).
Additionally, to prevent long key derivation chains, sRDMA
allows users to limit the number of steps in the key derivation
process. The sub-delegation is optional and can be disabled
by restricting the tree depth to zero. In this case, the key
derivation works as in Equation 1.
Advantages. This approach offers multiple advantages: 1)
It trivially enables sub-delegation, as the delegated party can
also calculate inner nodes of the subtree that is rooted at the
subregion key. 2) The block size and thus the tree size is
variable and can be adjusted for each memory region, e.g.,
depending on window size, depth of sub-delegation, or computational power of the corresponding nodes. This also allows
limiting the depth of the tree to restrict the computational
overhead. 3) The RNIC is required to compute only a single
branch of the tree to verify. 4) The larger the delegate memory
space, the smaller is the computational overhead on the RNIC.
5) The packet size remains constant as accessing a memory
subregion requires only the start and size of the region, the
offset and the size of subregion, and a MAC computed using
the appropriate key.
Restrictions. We restrict delegation to powers of two to
ensure that a single key is sufficient to delegate access to any
sub-region. Alternatively, a solution based on segment trees
would overcome this limitation, but require the exchange of
multiple keys.

5

Implementation

Towards our goal of supporting secure QP connections, this
section describes how we implement the sRDMA protocol
using modern programmable network adapters equipped with
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ARM multi-core processors [7, 40]. sRDMA core primitives
are implemented in 3,500 lines of C++ code and rely on various libraries: libibverbs, an implementation of the RDMA
verbs; librdmacm, an implementation of the RDMA connection manager; Openssl 1.1.1a, a general-purpose cryptography
library; and libev, a high-performance event loop. Our implementation supports more than 20 different cryptographic
algorithms, such as the AES cipher and SHA hash families,
to enable authentication and data secrecy for secure QPs. The
implementation, all tests, and benchmark scripts are available
in the open-source release.*

5.1

Notation and Experimental Setup

In the rest of the paper, we refer to a programmable network
adapter as a SmartNIC. Our SmartNIC is capable of running
a full Linux stack, supports RDMA over RoCEv2 and has
crypto acceleration enabled. When RDMA requests are initiated on the SmartNIC and target the local host we refer to
them as DMA requests as they only pass across the PCIe bus.
Our implementation is bi-directional, i.e., sRDMA writes
and reads can be sent in both directions passing through both
SmartNICs of the initiator and the target. Therefore, we distinguish between three roles as depicted in Figure 4: Initiator,
SmartNIC, and Target, and the initiator always communicates
with the target via two SmartNICs. Such a design allows full
offloading of cryptographic computations from the initiator
and the target to their respective SmartNICs.

5.2

Implementation of the Secure QP

We provide a library that models a secure QP connection
between an initiator and a target as three standard RC QPs:
one DMA connection between the SmartNIC and the host on
each endpoint, and one connection between the SmartNICs.
Connection Establishment. Our secure QP library encapsulates connection establishment, which is performed in three
stages as for a classical RC QP. When an application wants to
establish a secure QP, it first creates a local QP in the INIT
state. In this state, the connection between the host and the
SmartNIC is created, and all necessary symmetric keys are
copied to the SmartNIC. Then the QP must be transitioned to
the RTR state by passing information about the target such as
the QPN, the LID, and the PSN. To perform this transition we
establish an RC QP connection between the two SmartNICs
and create a special connection context on each SmartNIC.
Finally, to send messages we transit the secure QP to the RTS
state by passing the local send PSN. The application workers
on the SmartNIC are responsible for packet counting, key
derivation, and cryptographic algorithms.
Memory Registration. When a memory region should be
secured with extended memory protection, the library intercepts a memory registration request and sends memory region
information to a thread on the local SmartNIC.
* https://spcl.inf.ethz.ch/Research/Security/sRDMA/
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Figure 3: RNIC packet processing on receive.
Secure QP communication. The initiator uses IB Send to
deliver packets for both sRDMA reads and writes to its SmartNIC. The SmartNIC uses IB Receive to receive incoming
packets from DMA connections and from remote SmartNICs.
The SmartNIC secures all incoming packets from a DMA
connection according to the cryptographic mechanism agreed
on with the target. To secure a packet, the SmartNIC appends
the IB transport and RDMA headers along with the generated
MAC to the packet header. In our implementation, we use IB
scatter/gather entries to attach an additional header before the
main payload provided by the initiator. Scatter/gather entries
allow building up an outgoing message from multiple buffers.
After that, the packets are forwarded to the SmartNIC of the
target QP. The target’s SmartNIC verifies the security header
as depicted in Figure 3, and decides on initiating an RDMA
Read or RDMA write depending on the type of the request towards the target’s host. The replies from the target are secured
by its SmartNIC and forwarded back to the initiator.
sRDMA request completion. If the initiator expects an acknowledgment for a signaled request, the SmartNIC is responsible for acknowledging the initiator about the completion
of the request. We use IB requests with immediate data to
generate completion events on the host. The secure QP library
is able to intercept completion events to distinguish between
classical IB completions and sRDMA completions. The intercepted sRDMA completions are modified to inform the
initiator about the sRDMA completion instead of the classical
IB completion.
Packet security. The whole process of packet verification
and key generation is shown in Figure 3. The SmartNIC performs header authentication, packet authentication, or payload
encryption depending on which security protocol has been set
up for the QP and which packet is processed. The SmartNIC
will derive the QP’s key if the QP is initialized in a secure PD,
and also verify extended memory protection if the registered
memory region has extended memory protection set up. On
receiving, the SmartNIC also checks whether the QP is indeed
a secure QP, as our implementation also supports classical
insecure RC QPs. For insecure RC QPs, packets do not carry
a MAC and are always trusted by SmartNICs.

5.3

sRDMA requests

Figure 4(a) depicts the implementation of an sRDMA write.
The initiator ¶ sends a packet to the local SmartNIC containing the payload and the remote memory address. The
local SmartNIC · appends the IB header and the STH and
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Figure 4: Implementation of RDMA operations.
¸ sends the secured packet to the remote SmartNIC. The
remote SmartNIC ¹ processes the header and º initiates
a signaled DMA write to the host memory specified in the
header. Upon » the completion of the DMA write, the SmartNIC, depending on whether the sRDMA write is signaled,
¼½ sends an authenticated Ack packet to the initiator’s SmartNIC. The SmartNIC of the initiator then ¾ verifies the packet
and ¿ performs an empty RDMA write with immediate data
to its host, which consumes one posted receive at the host
application. Finally, the secure QP interface intercepts such
completions and modifies them to notify the application about
the secure request completion.
sRDMA also implements secure Send operations which are
similar to sRDMA writes, but they always generate the completion on the target and do not require knowing destination
buffers. Since a Send request does not contain the header with
destination buffer, it does not support memory protection.
sRDMA read has a similar structure as an sRDMA write as
depicted in Figure 4(b) but there are some subtle differences.
The initiator ¶ sends the message containing remote and local
memory addresses and their r_keys to the local SmartNIC.
The initiator’s SmartNIC creates a special local read completion context with the initiator’s memory address where the
remote data must be copied to. Then the local SmartNIC ·¸
sends the authenticated read request to the remote SmartNIC,
which ¹ verifies the request and º initiates a signaled DMA
read from the target host memory to one of the SmartNIC’s
buffers. When » the completion of a DMA read is generated,
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the SmartNIC ¼½ sends an authenticated read response with
read data to the initiator’s SmartNIC. The initiator’s SmartNIC ¾ verifies the MAC of response packets and decides
whether to ¿ write their content to the memory address specified in the matched local read completion context using a
DMA write request. The DMA write will be with immediate
data if the sRDMA read is signaled.

6

Evaluation

We conduct a series of benchmarks to thoroughly profile our
system. To evaluate the overall sRDMA performance and
the impact of cryptographic operations, we first evaluate the
performance of each cryptographic algorithm. Secondly, we
evaluate the latency and bandwidth of sRDMA writes and
reads to assess the overheads of secure QPs over insecure
QPs. Subsequently, we study the impact of bulk sRDMA operations by measuring the achievable bandwidth for different
read/write ratios. Later, we evaluate the performance of the
HERD key-value store [17] to examine the impact of sRDMA.
Test settings. The experiments are conducted on two servers
directly connected to each other using the RoCEv2 protocol. These servers run Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS with a 4.15.0-43generic Linux kernel. Each server is equipped with a Broadcom PS225 25 Gbit/s programmable network controller. Both
network adapters have eight-core 64-bit ARM Cortex-A72 3.0
GHz processors and 8 GiB of dual-channel DDR4 DRAM.

6.1

Authentication performance

We first study the performance of the cryptographic engine
installed in the SmartNICs. We evaluate 7 different cryptographic algorithms of the openssl 1.1.1a library for message authentication: aes-128, aes-192, aes-256, chacha20poly1305, sha1-160, sha2-256, sha2-512.
Figure 5 depicts the achievable throughput in Gbit/s of
those algorithms for different numbers of threads and block
sizes. The line rate of the tested RNIC over the RoCEv2
protocol is 20.6 Gbit/s, which is goodput of 25 Gbit/s link.
AES algorithms are the fastest for small blocks and achieve
8 Gbit/s for 64 byte blocks using single thread. Thus, our
sRDMA library uses the AES128 algorithm as the PRF function needed for key derivation. For larger blocks hash-based
methods perform almost as fast as cipher-based algorithms.
We observe that chacha20-poly1305 is ~4x slower on average
than the AES algorithms. The data also reveals that we cannot
achieve the line rate for packet authentication with SHA512.
For varying key sizes of AES algorithms, we have not
noticed significant differences in performance and hereafter
report results exclusively for the AES128 algorithm. As
SHA1-based authentication provides similar performance as
SHA256 in all tests, we omit its data in all plots. Additionally,
we label chacha20-poly1305 in Figures as poly1305.
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Figure 5: Authentication performance using openssl.

6.2

Evaluation modes

All evaluations have been performed with no security enabled
(NO security) and in four protection modes:
No security. In No security mode RDMA reads and writes
are performed as described in Section 5.3 but with skipping
packet protection and validation (·¹¼¾ in Figure 4).
Basic mode. In basic mode the key is attached to the secure
QP connection directly, so the key is in the RNIC’s cache
when an incoming packet must be processed.
Pd-prot mode. The secure QP is created without an individual key, but in the secure PD (pd-prot) with a key derivation
algorithm. We consider the case when the RNIC does not
cache derived keys, and therefore, every time a packet arrives,
the RNIC must derive the QP key from the PD key. In these
experiments we want to show the performance of the system
with constant cache misses. Using the cache we expect the
same performance as in basic mode without key derivation.
Ext-mem mode. In this mode, the QP is created with an individual key and with extended memory protection (ext-mem)
enabled. Extended memory protection requires derivation of
memory level keys from a PD-level key. In this case, when a
packet arrives, the RNIC must generate a key to access memory specified in the RDMA header from the PD-level key and
include the generated key in MAC calculation. For this test
we also consider that the initiator has the primary memory key
which grants access to whole memory region, so the memory
key can be derived in one step (depth 0 in Figure 1).
Pd-prot + ext-mem mode. The last mode combines our two
protection methods: secure PD and extended memory protection (pd-prot + ext-mem). Therefore, the RNIC is responsible
for generating both keys when a packet should be processed.

6.3

Latency

To evaluate the overall sRDMA performance and the impact
of cryptographic operations, we split latency tests in two cate-
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Figure 7: Latency of packet authentication (PCK) and encryption (AEAD)
as a function of payload sizes.

gories: header authentication only and full packet security.
Header authentication. Figure 6 presents the median latency of sRDMA reads and writes in all four protection modes
for header authentication. The figure reports the median only
as for all measurements deviation from the median is less than
0.4 µs. All measurements are done for packets carrying the
payload of 32 bytes. sRDMA write latency is measured for
a half round trip, whereas sRDMA reads are for a full round
trip. The latency of sRDMA writes without security is 9.55
µs and of sRDMA reads is 18.2 µs which build the baseline
for our experiments.
Figure 6 shows that all tested security algorithms in the
first mode add about 0.9 µs for sRDMA writes which is approximately 9% more than the insecure version. Another
interesting observation is that the QP key derivation is more
expensive than memory key derivation. The difference stems
from the fact that a key-derivation process involves reinitialization of cryptographic contexts and different algorithms
have different reinitialization performance (e.g., AES generates round keys [9]). The same phenomenon occurs for
sRDMA reads. As expected, the highest latency is achieved
for sRDMA operations with both key derivation and extended
memory protection.
Packet security. We evaluate the latency of packet authentication (PCK) and packet encryption (AEAD) for different payload sizes and in four protection modes. Figure 7 illustrates
the median latency of sRDMA reads and writes for SHA256,
SHA512, AES128, and POLY1305. In each subplot, the top
four lines illustrate sRDMA read round-trip latency, and the
bottom four lines half-round-trip latency of sRDMA writes.
Figure 7 highlights that payload authentication is more
expensive than header authentication. It takes 15 µs to write
and secure 2 KiB payload in the first mode in comparison
to header authentication of the same packet with the median
of 12 µs. The graph also illustrates that latency increases for
both reads and writes with payload size as more data must
be authenticated. For AEAD, latency goes up even faster
with respect to payload size since more data is en-/decrypted.
As anticipated, SHA512 has the highest latency as the most
expensive algorithm. We observe that for smaller payload
sizes payload authentication and payload encryption achieves
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approximately the same performance in terms of latency.

6.4

Bandwidth

We measure performance separately for sRDMA reads and
writes. As for latency benchmarks, all evaluations are performed in four protection modes. Our implementation is multithreaded where each thread can process requests from a single
secure QP. The number of threads represents the number of
connections between endpoints. For n threads, each host establishes n secure connections with its SmartNIC, and SmartNICs establish n connections between each other. Thread
workers on a SmartNIC do not share any resources and are
pinned to distinct cores. In all evaluations the initiator issues
requests continuously to the target, but with a limited number
of outstanding requests (96 per connection). Once the initiator
receives the signal for an sRDMA request completion it posts
new requests to maintain 96 outstanding requests. The payload size is 2,048 bytes and bandwidth is measured in Gbit/s
of goodput. We also assume the worst case scenario for the
secure PD mode (pd-prot): the RNIC derives the QP key from
the PD key for each packet. In other words, we consider the
case when the RNIC does not cache derived keys. The main
reason for that is that pd-prot mode with caching has the same
performance as basic mode.
Figure 8 depicts communication bandwidth for sRDMA
writes with different cryptographic algorithms. The black line
(NO) in the header column stands for sRDMA writes with no
security enabled. We observe that the single-threaded test with
no security achieves only 8 Gbit/s while the highest RDMA
goodput bandwidth achievable on our interconnect is 20.6
Gbit/s. The slowdown is caused by processing and parsing
headers of messages by the general purpose ARM CPUs of
the SmartNICs. Even if no security is enabled, a thread worker
reads and parses headers of incoming packets and, depending
on the operation code, initiates RDMA requests according to
our implementation described in Section 5.3. In our tests we
treat performance of secure operations with no security as the
baseline. The highest achievable goodput bandwidth with no
security is 20.5 Gbit/s which is line rate.
Figure 8 illustrates that sRDMA writes with header authentication can achieve line rate in all four protection modes
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Figure 8: Bandwidth of sRDMA Writes in four different protection modes, and with NO security enabled.

if we use all 8 threads. The slowest header authentication
is observed for SHA512 due to hashing performance. For
full packet authentication SHA512 reaches only a goodput
of 13 Gbit/s which is even slower than AEAD algorithms. In
the payload encryption mode, our implementation can also
achieve line rate for the SHA256 and POLY1305 algorithms.
AES128 based authentication achieves 19.6 Gbit/s which is
95% of the line rate. The data also demonstrates that key
derivation algorithms slow down sRDMA writes by 2 Gbit/s
on average. However, in header authentication mode all algorithms can achieve 20 Gbit/s without performance loss when
all 8 threads are used. Another interesting observation is that
POLY1305 is faster than AES128 in packet-authentication
mode, but slower in packet-encryption one. In AEAD mode,
the highest write bandwidth of 19 Gbit/s is observed for the
AES128 algorithm.
We have performed a similar benchmark for sRDMA reads
in various protection modes. Results of our evaluations are
depicted in Figure 9. Again, the black line (NO) stands for
no security installed and represents the baseline for sRDMA
reads. sRDMA reads are more expensive than writes despite
the fact that they transfer the same amount of protected bytes
as signaled sRDMA writes. Both sRDMA operations require
six hops for a full round trip, and they both transfer the same
payload size but in different directions. For writes, data is sent
from the initiator to the target, and for reads from the target
to the initiator. The differences in performance stem from the
fact that an sRDMA read is a more complex operation than
an sRDMA write and requires to create a special read context
and matching it at initiator’s SmartNIC (see Section 5.3). In
addition, receive buffers on SmartNICs for reads and writes
have different lifetimes. For example, a receive buffer can
be released on the target SmartNIC once the completion of
the RDMA write is received (» in Figure 4(a)), however, for
reads the buffer on the target SmartNIC can be released once
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Figure 9: Bandwidth of sRDMA Reads in four different protection modes, and with NO security enabled.

the completion of ½ is received from Figure 4(b). According
to the data, the highest achievable sRDMA read bandwidth
is 16.71 GBit/s for 8 threads and about 4.7 Gbit/s for singlethreaded test. Overall, our measurements indicate that reads
are 16% slower than writes for all tests due to the complexity
of sRDMA reads.
CPU Usage in Bandwidth Experiments. In our experiments,
sRDMA introduces no overhead on the host CPU usage as
packet processing is fully offloaded to the SmartNIC. The
host application only needs to submit an RDMA request to the
SmartNIC, which performs all cryptographic computations
as described in Section 5.3. The SmartNIC, on the other hand,
has full CPU usage in almost all experiments, which can be
observed in the inability of the majority of security schemes
to achieve line rate. The main reason for that is the SmartNIC
needs to load the incoming packets from its DRAM to the L1
cache of its CPU cores in order to process the packets depending on the installed security level. Thus, all protection levels
which require the CPU to read the whole packet have 800%
CPU usage for 8 worker threads, even though in authentication performance experiment (see Figure 5) all authentication
algorithms achieves the line rate for 2 KiB blocks. It comes
from the fact that the packet authentication and AEAD are
memory-bound problems, and, therefore, CPU works at full
capacity to copy the data to its caches.
Header authentication requires reading only the header
to authenticate the packet. Thus, header authentication algorithms could achieve 100% of line-rate, although, the performance still suffers from cache misses. The lowest CPU usage
is observed for AES128 authentication scheme, which is 440%
CPU usage for the bandwidth experiment with sRDMA Write
requests. The sRDMA reads, on other hand, consume almost
750% on the target SmartNIC.
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Figure 11: Throughput of the HERD kvs over sRDMA.
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Figure 10: Throughput of mixed read/write benchmark.

Mixed write/read workload

The results of Figure 8 and Figure 9 are valid for either
read-only or write-only workloads, which are uncommon for
read-world applications. Therefore, we measure the throughput of sRDMA in a more realistic scenario as used in keyvalue stores that exploit one-sided RDMA operations. Figure 10 shows the throughput for workloads with different
(read/write) ratios, including write only (0%/100%), write
mostly (5%/95%), equal-shares (50%/50%), read-mostly
(95%/5%) and read-only (100%/0%). The read-heavy workload is representative for applications such as photo tagging.
The update-heavy workload is typical for applications such as
an advertisement log that records recent user activities. In this
benchmark the payload size is 2,048 bytes, and sRDMA is
deployed with all 8 workers. We also consider the worst case
scenario for the secure PD mode (pd-prot), when the RNIC
derives the QP key for each packet. The pd-prot mode with
QP key caching has the same performance as basic mode.
Figure 10 illustrates that (5%/95%) workload performs
better than (0%/100%) one. The reason for that is better utilization of the bi-directional connection between endpoints
since sRDMA writes send data from the initiator to the target,
whereas sRDMA reads from the target to the initiator. Therefore, in that case we achieve a better utilization of the connection in the direction of the initiator. In theory, a (50%/50%)
ratio would lead to the highest throughput as both links would
be loaded evenly; however the lower performance of sRDMA
reads overwhelms benefits of the network utilization. For the
same reason, the throughput decreases for higher read ratios.
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Key-value store workload

HERD [17] is an RDMA-accelerated key-value store which
uses a mix of RDMA write and IB send verbs. HERD uses
MICA’s [25] algorithm for both GETs and PUTs: each GET
requires up to two random memory lookups, and each PUT
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requires one. In HERD, clients transmit their request to the
server’s memory using RDMA writes, and get responses via
unreliable datagram QPs. To comply with our sRDMA design,
we made some changes to the original HERD implementation. First of all, we replace all unreliable datagram QPs with
RC QPs as they are not reliable and not point-to-point and
thus incompatible with sRDMA. That is, the server replies to
clients via RC QPs, but still uses IB Send verbs. For that, we
also implement secure SEND operations which are similar
to sRDMA writes, but they always generate the completion
on the target and do not require knowing destination buffers.
Since an IB Send request does not contain the header with
destination buffer, it does not support extended memory protection. The second change is that clients send requests via
reliable sRDMA writes instead of unreliable writes.
Key-value-store (KVS) experiments use one server machine and one client machine. The server machine has only
one worker process when the client machine has 8 processes.
Each client process establishes an sRDMA connection to
the server. The key size is 16 bytes and the value size is 32
bytes. Therefore, clients send and receive small messages of
less than 40 bytes. The KVS contains 8,388,608 keys and
occupies 1 GiB of memory. Figure 11 depicts the throughput for puts and gets in different protections modes based on
the AES128 cipher. We also measure HERD’s throughput
with NO protection which is 475K req/sec for gets and 492K
req/sec for puts. Puts are faster than gets because they cause
fewer lookups in internal memory structures.
According to the data in Figure 11, basic packet authentication without key-derivation algorithms achieves almost
the same throughput as the unprotected version. Interestingly,
even the AEAD mode decreases the throughput by 7.3%. In
the setting with a secure PD when the key must be generated
for each request, we observe a 21% slow down in both puts
and gets. It is worth mentioning that we intentionally derive
the QP keys for each request in the secure PD mode (pd-prot)
to see the effect of constant misses in QP keys. In real settings,
an RNIC would have a cache with generated keys to reduce
computation. In such case, the pd-prot mode has the same
performance as basic mode.
A drastic decrease in performance can be observed for
evaluations with enabled extended memory protection. The
reason for this is that HERD’s clients WRITE their GET
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Table 4: Comp. of sRDMA to IPSec and TLS over RoCE.
Protocol

Sec.
comm.

IBA
supp.

One-sided
comm.

RDMA
IPSec
(d)TLS
[23, 24]
sRDMA

7
3
3
7
3

3
7
7
7
3

3
7
7
3
3

Hdr
overhead.
50-80 B
25-40 B
12-16 B
12-64 B

requests of 17 bytes and PUT requests of 40 bytes to the
contiguous memory region of 16 MiB on the server machine.
Therefore, it takes on average 20 steps for PUTs and 21 steps
for GETs to derive the memory MAC using our binary tree
approach, which causes such significant drop in performance.
To alleviate the problem, the depth of the tree can be limited to
0, and then the ext-mem would achieve the same performance
as the pd-prot case.

7

Related Work on Securing IBA

RFC 5042 [32] analyzes the security issues around uses of
RDMA protocols. It reviews various attacks against resources
including spoofing, tampering, information disclosure, and
DoS. As a countermeasure the authors suggest to employ
IPsec authentication and encryption [10]. However, IPSec currently does not support RDMA traffic, because it is unaware
of the encapsulated RDMA headers and thus cannot distinguish QP endpoints. A naive application of IPSec to RoCE
packets would not achieve source authentication as all RoCE
traffic is destined to the same UDP port (and not the QPN).
Thus, the use of IPsec would incur changes in the packet format, whereas sRDMA is supported by native IBA and RoCE.
Additionally, the complexity of IPsec and its high processing
overheads [31] make it ill-suited for high-performance and
low-latency applications and would introduce a header overhead of 50-80 bytes [21]. While the IPsec-enabled Cavium
LiquidIO II [2] and Mellanox Innova [3] NICs support RoCE,
they do not support IPsec-based protection of RoCE packets.
Lee et al. [23,24] discuss security vulnerabilities in IBA and
show that they could be exploited by an adversary with moderate overhead. The authors suggest to replace the Invariant
CRC field with a MAC to achieve packet authentication. Unfortunately, this might lead to routers dropping packets with
invalid ICRC, making the proposed solution incompatible
with legacy routers. Additionally, they discuss how IBA could
reduce its key exposure risk by introducing partition- and
queue-level key distributions. However, modifying partitionlevel keys can lead to packets being dropped as they might be
used by routers and switches to enforce partitioning. Furthermore, their design uses the 24 bit PSN as a nonce which cause
a reuse of a PSN after 80 ms on modern RNICs [28]. Finally,
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the authors provide no implementation of their system, but
rather simulate the performance of symmetric ciphers to show
that they are suitable for high performance networking.
RDMA Side-Channel Attack. Kurth et al. [22] have shown
that the Intel DDIO [1] and RDMA features facilitate a sidechannel attack named NetCAT. Intel DDIO technology allows
RDMA reads and writes access not only the pinned memory
region but also parts of the last level cache of the CPU. NetCAT remotely measures cache activity caused by a victim
SSH connection to perform a keystroke timing analysis. An
attacker can make use of the attack to recover words typed by
a victim client in the SSH session from another computer.
Tsai et al. [41] implemented a set of RDMA-based remote
sidechannel attacks that allow an attacker on one client machine to learn how victims on other client machines access
data. They further extend their work by building side-channel
attacks on Crail [38].
Using sRDMA a large attack surface could be removed by
permitting only trusted entities to initiate RDMA requests.

8

Conclusion

Using NIC-based authentication and encryption enables secure communication for systems that require high performance guarantees such as RDMA mechanisms. sRDMA provides strong authenticity and secrecy, and prevents several
forms of DoS attacks. Thus, safety- and security-critical applications that rely on RDMA must use sRDMA to prevent
attacks by malicious entities within the same network.
Our software implementation on the SmartNIC causes a
high load due to data movement overheads. The datapath
could be optimized with a different architecture using specialized programmable packet processing units [13, 20]. Furthermore, sRDMA could also be hardened into fixed logic as the
area and power consumption overhead are marginal compared
to regular input/output processing [12, 16, 27]. Additionally,
sRDMA minimizes memory consumption on the RNIC using
PD-level protection.
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Abstract
Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers
are enabling development and evaluation of real quantum algorithms, but due to their highly erroneous nature,
careful selection of qubits to map the algorithm on to real
hardware is required to minimize the error rate of the algorithm output. In this paper, we propose U REQA, a new
approach that introduces quantum-operation-aware error
rate prediction to minimize of output errors of quantum
algorithms running on NISQ devices.

1

Introduction

Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) computers
are enabling development and evaluation of quantum algorithms in various domains including chemistry and
physics simulations, combinatorial and black-box optimization, and quantum cryptography [16, 20]. A major
challenge toward increasing the practicality and wideadoption of quantum computing is the high error rate observed on current NISQ devices, often orders of magnitude higher than the classical computing systems [16,20].
This challenge is likely to remain prevalent in the nearterm, and requires innovative techniques to mitigate the
side-effects of quantum errors [6, 12, 16, 20]. Next, we
provide a brief background of quantum computers, errors, and algorithm execution.
Background and Problem Statement. In quantum
computers, a qubit is the fundamental unit, analogous
to a classical bit. A qubit state (|Ψi) can be expressed
as a superposition of the two basis states: |0i and |1i.
More formally, |Ψi = a |0i + b |1i, where a and b are
complex numbers such that kak2 + kbk2 = 1. Due to the
quantum physical behavior of qubits, upon measurement,
this superposition collapses, and the qubit is found either
in state |0i (with probability kak2 ) or in state |1i (with
probability kbk2 ). Multiple operations can be sequentially performed on a set of qubits on a computer to run a
quantum algorithm. Upon the completion of the execution of a quantum algorithm, the qubit state is measured
for all qubits and the output is analyzed.
The qubit operations, referred to as quantum operations, are of three types: 1-qubit gates, 2-qubit gates and
readout. 1-qubit gates operates on a single qubit and
change the superposition state of the qubit. 2-qubit gates
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Figure 1: Execution flow of Quantum Phase Estimation (QPE)
algorithm mapped to a quantum circuit. Each horizontal line
represents a qubit, and each box represents a quantum operation. The time order of operations flows from left to right.

entangle two qubits and can change the state of the “target” qubit depending on the state of the “control” qubit
(Sec. 2 provides more details on these operations). The
readout operation simply refers to measuring a qubit’s
state. The readout operation is applied only at the end of
the execution as it destroys the qubit’s state. A quantum
algorithm is expressed as a sequence of gate operations
operating on multiple qubits. The mapping of a logical quantum algorithm on the physical qubits of a quantum computer is referred to as a quantum circuit — a set
of quantum operations and the corresponding qubits on
which the operation is being performed. An example of
the execution of a quantum circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
This example circuit has three qubits all initialized to
the ground state |0i. A few quantum gates are applied
to them (details provided in Sec. 2) and their states are
measured at the end and transferred over to a classical
computer. It is important to note that a single quantum
algorithm can map to multiple circuits in different ways
on the same computer, much like how a classical algorithm can be executed on any permutation of transistors.
Unfortunately, qubits and operations on NISQ machines are highly error-prone and hence, quantum circuits have erroneous output. State-of-the-art approaches
carefully choose the qubits and operations with the lowest overall error rate for determining the best circuit
map [3, 15, 18, 25–28, 31, 33]. Error rate of each operation is estimated based on the historical information (e.g.,
IBM calibrates and publishes error rate for all qubits of
a machine on a twice-a-day basis). Based on these error rates, a “good” circuit map is chosen to obtain an
outcome that has a high probability of being close to
the correct output. Estimating error rate correctly is
the key to choosing the optimal circuit map for a given
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quantum algorithm. For example, if the estimated error rate of each qubit is significantly different than the
actual error rate when the circuit map is executed, then
these differences add up over the circuit map execution
and result in a significantly inaccurate outcome. Therefore, previous works have focused on estimating the error
rates accurately and using that to find the optimal circuit
map [3, 15, 18, 25, 26, 28].
What is Missing from Existing Solutions? Current approaches use a single number to characterize the error
rate of a given qubit irrespective of the different quantum
operations being performed on the qubit [25, 26, 28, 31].
For the first time, we show that error rate is not only
qubit-specific, but also operation-specific (as explained
in Sec. 2, a 1-qubit gate can perform different types of
quantum operations on a single qubit). We show that
quantum error rates can vary significantly depending on
the specific quantum operation that is being performed,
even if other conditions are kept constant (i.e., the physical qubit and the machine). Some qubits with low aggregate average error rate might experience high error
rate for specific quantum operations. Hence, these qubits
should be avoided for a circuit-map selection if a particular circuit consists of many such specific quantum operations. The reason for this phenomena is the unstable
nature of current NISQ technology where qubits are erroneous and do not have consistent properties as different
qubits interact differently with external control and the
environmental features. This is the first work to discover
and leverage the above insight to choose better circuit
maps that lower the impact of quantum errors, and push
the state-of-the-art in improving the efficiency of quantum algorithm execution on NISQ computers.
U REQA Solution. U REQA1 builds a data driven model
for correctly estimating the error rates of operations on
different qubits of a quantum computer, and then, leverages this information to find the most optimized circuit
for a quantum algorithm. U REQA builds its error rate
prediction model by performing a large number of experiments on real IBM NISQ computers. Our evaluation
shows that these error rate prediction methods are more
accurate than current state-of-the-art approaches of simply using a general error rate number periodically published by the quantum computing platform provider.
To demonstrate U REQA’s effectiveness, we evaluate
U REQA for a diverse set of quantum benchmarks, conducting experiments over more than 50 days on four different quantum computers in the IBM QX cloud. Our
results show that our operation-aware solution achieves
a small median prediction error rate of 1%. Using these
operation error-rate prediction models, U REQA’s opti1 U REQA

(Eureka) stands for utilizing operation-aware error rate
predictions (for better circuit mapping) on quantum computers.
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Table 1: IBM QX quantum computers.
Online Date
Nov 06, 2018
Jul 03, 2019

Computers (Num. Qubits)
Melbourne (14), Yorktown (5)
Ourense (5), Vigo (5)

Melbourne

Yorktown

Ourense & Vigo

Figure 2: Layout of IBM quantum computers. The circles represent qubits. The arrows show possible 2-qubit gates: the direction points from control to target qubit.

mized circuit map selection achieves up to 15% reduction in error rate for a quantum algorithm, compared to
the current approaches which rely on a single aggregated
number for error rate estimation based on historical data.
U REQA’s quantum error prediction model and
circuit mapping framework is open-sourced at
https://github.com/GoodwillComputingLab/UREQA.

2

U REQA: The Solution

Background. This study is performed on the IBM Quantum Experience (QX) - a public cloud service. We use
the IBM QX machines listed in Table 1. They cover a
diverse range of quantum architectures in terms of errorrates, topology, and time of introduction (Fig. 2).
Quantum operations on these computers include both
the gate and readout operations. Primary 1-qubit gates
include the Hadamard (H) gate which puts the two basis states into equal superposition and the x-, y-, and zrotation gates (Rx , Ry , and Rz , respectively) which rotate
the qubit about the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis on the Bloch
Sphere, respectively. The Bloch Sphere is a unit sphere
with the |0i state represented as a vector pointing toward
the positive z-axis and the |1i state is represented on the
negative z-axis. The other two axis represent the qubit
phase. The qubit state vector can point anywhere on the
Bloch Sphere, but upon readout, it collapses to the positive (|0i) or negative (|1i) z-axis. As an example, Fig. 3
uses the Bloch Sphere to show the state changes after applying a H gate followed by a Rz gate with π rotation to a
single qubit. When the H gate is applied, the qubit state
vector points toward the positive x-axis and the qubit is
equally probable to be measured as |0i or |1i. This probability of measurement remains the same even after a Rz
rotation is applied, except the qubit has a negative phase.
All 1-qubit gates have 2-qubit variants (CH, CRx , CRy
and CRz ) where one qubit is the control and the other is
the target. The respective 1-qubit gate is applied to the
target qubit depending on the superposition of the control
qubit. In Fig. 1, the connection between qubit 0 and Rz
gate of qubit 1 means it is a CRz gate with qubit 0 as
control and qubit 1 as target.
These qubit operations can be erroneous. IBM’s qubits
are fixed-frequency superconducting Transmon qubits
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Figure 3: A qubit (green arrow tip) on a Bloch sphere. The
qubit in (a) first gets manipulated by an H gate to state in (b),
then by a Rz gate to state in (c).
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Figure 4: Design of IBM’s superconducting qubits technology.

based on Josephson Junctions, and the Transmon frequency is referred to as the qubit frequency. On IBM’s
quantum computers, the qubits are implemented using
Josephson Junctions created by separated superconducting electrodes and capacitors as shown in Fig. 4. 1qubit gates are performed by applying external controls
in the form of microwave pulses. Errors in applying these
pulses cause 1-qubit gate errors. Entanglement between two qubits is performed using coupling resonators.
These coupling resonators can be highly erroneous causing 2-qubit gate errors. Lastly, readout operation (or
qubit state measurement) is performed using readout resonators as shown in Fig. 4. The readout resonators are
also highly error-prone and cause readout errors when
qubit states are measured. In fact, other factors can also
affect error rates. Once initialized, a qubit can only retain its state for a limited time (coherence time). There
are two types of coherence times: (1) The T1 coherence time is associated with amplitude damping due to
the qubit’s natural energy decay to the ground state. (2)
The T2 coherence time is associated with phase damping due to environmental factors.
IBM’s computers are calibrated twice a day, and the
qubit coherence times change after each calibration. We
note that the error rates are determined when calibration
tasks are performed for all the operations of a quantum
computer. Calibration is the task of determining qubit
frequency and accordingly, setting the properties of the
microwave tone which changes the state of a qubit. During calibration, operation characteristics such as the frequency of a qubit and the optimal microwave tone amplitude are determined based on new properties of the
qubit. These characteristics are then used to perform all
the operations. These new characteristics determine the
error rate of the operation. The effect of environmental
factors (such as the electromagnetic interference, fluctu-
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Figure 5: Choice of circuit map can greatly impact overall output error: different circuit maps for the QPE algorithm.

ating temperature, or mechanical vibrations) is already
captured in the operation error rates. Coherence times
are also measured immediately after calibration is performed. Note that regular circuits (jobs) cannot run on
machines when calibration is being performed. Thus,
it is impractical to constantly keep calibrating the machines, and hence, this practical constraint forces the calibration to be performed typically twice daily.
Current Efforts in Circuit Mapping. IBM posts a single error number for all 1-qubit and 2-qubit gates for each
qubit twice a day. One solution to the aforementioned
circuit mapping problem can be to map quantum operations on qubits which have the minimum operation error
rates according to these posted numbers [10, 25, 26, 28].
The idea is to maximize the Estimated Success Probability (ESP) of a quantum circuit [25]. The ESP is calNgates
Nreadout
culated as ∏i=1
gi ∗ ∏ j=1
m j , where g is the success
rate of gates and m is the success rate of readout (success rate = 1 - error rate). The circuit map with highest
ESP is the optimal circuit map. Fig. 5 shows the impact of choosing a low quality circuit map vs. an optimal
circuit map for executing the quantum phase estimation
(QPE) algorithm. The correct output of QPE has states
|100i, |101i, and |111i with probability 0.125, and state
|110i with probability 0.625. On real-systems, executing
a circuit map results in state probabilities that are different than the correct probabilities. Using the correct
probabilities as reference, the optimal circuit map has an
overall error of 6% (sum of errors of all states divided
by 2), while the low quality circuit has an overall error
of 28%. Thus, estimating the ESP of a circuit map accurately (and hence, in turn estimating the error rate of
quantum operations) is critical for mitigating the sideeffects of erroneous quantum operations. However, current approach of using the published numbers to estimate
the error rates implicitly assumes that all 1-qubit operations have uniform errors and that all 2-qubit operations
also have uniform errors. This is far from the actual behavior of errors as we show next.
Different quantum operations exhibit significant
variation in observed error rates. Fig.6 shows that
quantum errors are correlated with the specific type of
operation being performed (on the same qubit; results
are averaged over all available qubits and platforms for
simplicity). For example, on IBM computers Rz is imple-
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Figure 7: Error rate of a quantum operation varies across machines and among qubits within the same machine.

mented as a simple frame change with no physical computation; hence, it has close to 0 error rate. The H gate
also has a low error rate; however, the error rates of the
other two 1-qubit gates Rx and Ry are much higher. 2qubit gates like CH and CRz also have high error rates. It
is a conventional belief that 2-qubit gates have a higher
error rate than 1-qubit gates [10, 23, 27]. However, our
analysis reveals that while on average 2-qubit gates have
higher error rates than 1-qubit gates, certain types of 1qubit gates such as Rx and Ry have error rates comparable
to 2-qubit error rates and readout (M) error rate.
A potential reason for varying error rates among different quantum operations can be the difference in microwave tones that are applied to implement the operation on a gate. For example, an Rx gate with a π rotation
(on a single qubit) is applied using a Gaussian microwave
pulse of a certain calibrated amplitude A. On the other
hand, the H gate (also, on a single qubit) is implemented
using a Gaussian microwave pulse of half the amplitude
(A/2) and pre- and post- pulse frame changes. It can lead
to a lower error rate because its pulse has half the amplitude of the Rx gate and the frame changes have zero error. Overall, this finding of operation-specific error rates
motivates the need for accounting for the operation type
when estimating the error rates.
Errors rates also vary temporally and spatially across
computers and qubits. In Fig. 6, the error bars show
the high standard deviation (variation) of operation error
rates across time. This situation is further exacerbated
by the fact that error rates for the same operation also
vary across different computers and qubits, as shown in
Fig. 7 for the Rx gate. The variation in the error rates
for Rx across different qubits is considerable and has not
decreased even in the newest IBM quantum computer,
Vigo. The error rates vary across qubits and across operations performed on the same qubit.
U REQA Overview. While using published errors does
offer simplicity, accurate estimation of ESP needs bet-
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ter prediction of operation error rates. The high degree
of instability and uncertainty makes it difficult to model
the behavior of these errors using analytical or rule-based
models. Therefore, U REQA takes a data-driven machinelearning-based approach, as shown in Fig. 8. We develop
a data-driven model which helps perform accurate predictions of error rates of individual operations. Then,
when executing quantum algorithms, these pre-trained
models can be used to estimate circuit map error rates
and the best circuit map can thus be selected to execute
the algorithm with minimal errors.
U REQA Model Development. To collect the error rate
data for different types of operations, we developed micro benchmarks that perform a specific operation on every qubit of all available quantum computers. For example, to get the readout error, every qubit was measured
in its initialization state of |0i without running any gate
operation. To get the error of H, Rx , Ry , Rz , CH, CRx ,
CRy , and CRz , the corresponding gate-operation was performed, and result was measured and compared against
the ground truth. Our automated workflow collected over
20,000 samples. Each run consisted of 1024 trials —
multiple trials need to be conducted because the output
of a quantum circuit is probabilistic. Other data such
as coherence times and frequencies of individual qubits
were obtained from IBM’s daily calibration results.
The goal of model development is to predict the error
rate of a given operation given a set of predictive features. A complete list of these features is provided in
Table 2 for the three types of quantum operations. For
example, given qubit 0 on Melbourne computer’s T1 coherence time, T2 coherence time, and frequency after today’s calibration, predict its readout error rate. The predictive features are chosen based on their availability on
the IBM QX machines and based on their relevance to
the qubit operation (e.g., T1 coherence time of qubit 1 is
relevant to the 1-qubit error rate of the same qubit but not
to other qubits on the machine). Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) was performed to determine the features
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Table 3: Optimal parameters tuned for KNN learners.
Number of
Neighbors

Distance
Metric

Distance
Weight

1-Qubit Gate
2-Qubit Gate
Readout

13
31
68

Euclidean
Correlation
Jaccard

Squared Inverse
Inverse
Inverse

which contribute the most to the variance of the dataset
and the features shown in Table 2 were found to account
for more than 95% of all variance in the dataset.
After thorough experimentation and hyper-parameter
tuning, we assessed that k Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)
classification learner [1] was the best learning model for
error rate prediction – it has the lowest mis-classification
error. The output of a k-NN learner is a membership to a
class (class here refers to a particular error rate). A sample is classified by a plurality vote of its neighbors given
a set of predictors. The sample gets assigned the class
most common among its k nearest neighbors.
The hyper-parameter optimization of the k-NN learners was performed using Bayesian Optimization [21]
which builds a stochastic model of the parameter space
by progressively sampling parameters which have the
highest expected improvement based on the constructed
model. The parameters optimized include number of
nearest neighbors involved in the voting process, distance metric (e.g., Euclidean, Manhattan, etc.), and
distance weight (e.g., Equal, Inverse, etc.). Table 3
shows the optimal parameters obtained after performing Bayesian-Optimization-based hyper-parameter tuning for the three error rate learners. 90% of the dataset
was used for training and 10% was used for testing. Data
was randomized so as to ensure that all quantum computers, qubits, and operation characteristics were included in
the training dataset. The training was performed using
5-fold cross validation [32] to avoid machine-learning
methodology pitfalls such as over-fitting the model.
Finally, we note that U REQA is practically feasible.
The model building and training can be completed within
a few days. This process needs to be invoked or refreshed
when significant architectural/operational changes are
introduced to a particular machine. U REQA’s result quality is not highly sensitive to the number of samples (e.g.,
an incremental improvement in result quality over 10,000
samples is limited). Note that the investment of onetime 20,000 sample based training can potentially be
amortized over multiple months in choosing better circuit mappings which reduce the error rate.

3

U REQA: Evaluation and Analysis

Quantum Algorithms and Circuits. Real quantum
benchmark algorithms were programmed using Qiskit,
IBM’s python-based language for quantum circuits [2],
and executed on different IBM computers (benchmarks
are listed in Table 4). The results from these circuits are
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Table 4: Quantum benchmarks used for evaluation.
Benchmark ID
BV 2
BV 3
QPE
SIA
HR8x H
Rx HR8x H
Empirical CDF

Operation

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

1.0

Benchmark description
2-Qubit Bernstein-Vazirani [5]
3-Qubit Bernstein-Vazirani [5]
Quantum Phase Estimation [8]
Simon’s algorithm [13]
Circuit to stress X gate errors (expected output |0i)
Circuit to stress X gate errors (expected output |1i)
2.9

1.0

1.4

Ureqa
Ureqa++

1
2
3
4
5 0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
Deviation from Observed
Deviation from Observed
1-Qubit Gate Error Rate (%) 2-Qubit Gate Error Rate (%)

0

Figure 9: The prediction quality is much better when operationaware predictor is used in U REQA++.

used to assess the improvement in circuit mapping due to
improved prediction power. Note that the training data of
individual operation execution and the assessment data
of execution of real quantum circuits were generated at
disjoint sets of time periods to avoid biasing the results.
The benchmarks are chosen to cover a diverse set
of quantum algorithm characteristics. For example, the
Bernstein-Vazirani (BV ) benchmarks heavily use H and
Rz gates and the QPE benchmark has high number of 2qubit gates such as the CRz gates. Finally, two homegrown benchmarks HR8x H (H gate followed by 8 Rx
gates followed by H gate) and Rx HR8x H are used. These
benchmarks are designed to generate and test large 1qubit gate errors with a long sequence of Rx gates.
Evaluation Metrics. The prediction quality of a model
is assessed using deviation of the predicted value from
the observed value of the operation error rate. The effectiveness of a method’s prediction on real quantum algorithms is assessed using the overall output error rate
when a circuit map is selected for an algorithm using the
prediction provided by a model/method.
Evaluated Techniques. (1) The base method: Best circuit map is selected by maximizing the ESP using the
operation errors posted by IBM as used in current approaches [10,25,26,28]. (2) U REQA: Best circuit map is
selected by predicting operation errors using k-NN models trained without using operation-specific information.
(3) U REQA++: Best circuit map is selected by predicting operation errors using k-NN models trained with all
features including operation-specific information.
Including operation-specific information in the prediction improves the prediction quality significantly.
Fig. 9 shows that when operation-specific information
(type of 1-qubit or 2-qubit gate) is included as the predictor, the prediction error is much lower on average. For
1-qubit gates, the median deviation from observed error
rate is only 1% with U REQA++ compared to 2.9% with
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Figure 10: The prediction quality is good across different computers with U REQA++.
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Figure 11: Circuit maps selected using U REQA++ perform
much better as compared to other methods.

U REQA. We note that the CDF of U REQA++ has a much
steeper rise, indicating that the prediction error is smaller
for a large majority of test samples. Similarly, for 2-qubit
gates, the median deviation from observed error rate is
only 1% with U REQA++ and it is 1.4% with U REQA. As
our results show later, even this seemingly small difference has a compounded impact when these predictions
are used to estimate the error rate of an entire circuit because multiple operations are used in real quantum algorithms. Note that both U REQA and U REQA++ are hyperparameter optimized using the Bayesian-Optimizationbased procedure described earlier. Thus, both models
are optimal for their given set of predictor features. Yet,
U REQA++ performs better as it is trained in an operationaware manner.
The deviation from observed value is small across different quantum computers when using U REQA and
U REQA++. Fig. 10 shows that U REQA and U REQA++
have another desirable result: the deviation from the observed value is low across the four computers for all the
three types of operation errors. Melbourne has slightly
higher deviation from the observed error rates than other
computers because it has older and more unstable technology which makes error rates vary considerably. This
makes prediction difficult. For the other three computers,
the average deviation is less than 2% with U REQA++.
Quantum circuit error rate drops significantly when
the circuit map is chosen using predictions provided
by U REQA++. Fig. 11 shows error rates when the best
circuit maps to execute a quantum algorithm are selected
using different methods. U REQA achieves similar or significantly better results in some cases (e.g., more than
10% in QPE) compared to the base method. The similar results are mostly due to the fact that both methods
do not consider operation-specific information. On the
other hand, U REQA++ performs much better across dif-
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Figure 12: Overall output is much less erroneous with
U REQA++ and U REQA than with the base method.

ferent quantum algorithms, generally resulting in over 515% improvement in the error rate compared to the base
method (e.g., BV 2, QPE, HR8x H). U REQA++ is able to
achieve this low circuit error by producing output state
probabilities close to the correct output. Fig. 12 provides
an example of this for QPE, where evidently, the circuits
produced by the base method and U REQA have more
error from the correct output (Table 5) than U REQA++.
This demonstrates that the improved prediction quality
with U REQA++ when using operation-specific information results in the selection of better circuit maps, which
ultimately reduces the side-effect of erroneous quantum
operations on current real quantum hardware.
Table 5: State error results for the QPE output in Fig. 12.
Method

Error of Each State from the Correct Output (%)
|000i |001i |010i |011i |100i |101i |110i |111i

Base
5.3
U REQA
2.1
U REQA++ 1.3

4

1.6
1.2
0.5

2.9
4.2
1.8

2.0
1.0
0.7

1.7
3.2
3.0

0.9
1.1
1.3

24.7
13.1
10.7

10.3
0.3
2.0

Overall
Error (%)
∑ /2 =24.7
∑ /2 =13.1
∑ /2 =10.7

Related Work and Conclusion

Quantum Error Correction. Previous works have proposed algorithms for error correction in qubits which rely
on heavy computational requirements which are unavailable in the current NISQ computers [4, 7, 11, 14, 24, 29,
30]. Thus, these methods are not applicable to NISQ
technology, while U REQA++ helps reduce the error rate
of quantum algorithms executed on NISQ hardware.
Minimization of Error Rates. Many recent works
have employed approaches to mitigate the effects of error rates in quantum circuits via both online and offline methods [3, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17–19, 22, 23, 23, 26, 27,
31, 33, 34]. These include optimizing circuit maps to
minimize error rates [23], migrating circuits to lesserroneous qubits [34], and minimizing error-prone operations [31]. U REQA’s operation-aware circuit mapping
technique achieves up to 15% reduction in error rate for
quantum programs, compared to the current approaches.
U REQA’s open-source contribution pushes the state-ofthe-art in quantum error rate prediction to minimize erroneous output, which can be leveraged by the quantum
computing systems community.
Acknowledgment We are thankful to anonymous reviewers
and our shepherd, Srinivasan Narayanamurthy, for improving
the quality of this paper.
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Abstract
Modern storage systems leverage flash caching to boost I/O
performance, and enhancing the space efficiency and endurance of flash caching remains a critical yet challenging
issue in the face of ever-growing data-intensive workloads.
Deduplication and compression are promising data reduction techniques for storage and I/O savings via the removal
of duplicate content, yet they also incur substantial memory
overhead for index management. We propose AustereCache,
a new flash caching design that aims for memory-efficient
indexing, while preserving the data reduction benefits of deduplication and compression. AustereCache emphasizes austere
cache management and proposes different core techniques for
efficient data organization and cache replacement, so as to
eliminate as much indexing metadata as possible and make
lightweight in-memory index structures viable. Trace-driven
experiments show that our AustereCache prototype saves
69.9-97.0% of memory usage compared to the state-of-the-art
flash caching design that supports deduplication and compression, while maintaining comparable read hit ratios and write
reduction ratios and achieving high I/O throughput.

1

Introduction

High I/O performance is a critical requirement for modern
data-intensive computing. Many studies (e.g., [1, 6, 9, 11, 20,
21, 24, 26, 31, 34, 35, 37]) propose solid-state drives (SSDs) as
a flash caching layer atop hard-disk drives (HDDs) to boost
performance in a variety of storage architectures, such as
local file systems [1], web caches [20], data centers [9], and
virtualized storage [6]. SSDs offer several attractive features
over HDDs, including high I/O throughput (in both sequential
and random workloads), low power consumption, and high
reliability. In addition, SSDs have been known to incur much
less cost-per-GiB than main memory (DRAM) [27], and such
a significant cost difference still holds today (see Table 1).
On the other hand, SSDs pose unique challenges over HDDs,
as they not only have smaller available capacity, but also
have poor endurance due to wear-out issues. Thus, in order
to support high-performance workloads, caching as many
objects as possible, while mitigating writes to SSDs to avoid
wear-outs, is a paramount concern.
We explore both deduplication and compression as data
reduction techniques for removing duplicate content on the
I/O path, so as to mitigate both storage and I/O costs. Deduplication and compression target different granularities of
data reduction and are complementary to each other: while
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Type
DRAM
SSD
HDD

Brand
Crucial DDR4-2400 (16 GiB)
Intel SSD 545s (512 GiB)
Seagate BarraCuda (2 TiB)

Cost-Per-GiB ($)
3.75
0.24
0.025

Table 1: Cost-per-GiB of DRAM, SSD, and HDD based on
the price quotes in January 2020.
deduplication removes chunk-level duplicates in a coarsegrained but lightweight manner, compression removes bytelevel duplicates within chunks for further storage savings.
With the ever-increasing growth of data in the wild, deduplication and/or compression have been widely adopted in
primary [18, 23, 36] and backup [40, 42] storage systems. In
particular, recent studies [24, 26, 37] augment flash caching
with deduplication and compression, with emphasis on managing variable-size cached data in large replacement units [24]
or designing new cache replacement algorithms [26, 37].
Despite the data reduction benefits, existing approaches
[24,26,37] of applying deduplication and compression to flash
caching inevitably incur substantial memory overhead due to
expensive index management. Specifically, in conventional
flash caching, we mainly track the logical-to-physical address
mappings for the flash cache. With both deduplication and
compression enabled, we need dedicated index structures to
track: (i) the mappings of each logical address to the physical
address of the non-duplicate chunk in the flash cache after
deduplication and compression, (ii) the cryptographic hashes
(a.k.a. fingerprints (§2.1)) of all stored chunks in the flash
cache for duplicate checking in deduplication, and (iii) the
lengths of all compressed chunks that are of variable size. It
is desirable to keep all such indexing metadata in memory
for high performance, yet doing so aggravates the memory
overhead compared to conventional flash caching. The additional memory overhead, which we refer to as memory
amplification, can reach at least 16× (§2.3) and unfortunately
compromise the data reduction effectiveness of deduplication
and compression in flash caching.
In this paper, we propose AustereCache, a memoryefficient flash caching design that employs deduplication and
compression for storage and I/O savings, while substantially
mitigating the memory overhead of index structures in similar
designs. AustereCache advocates austere cache management
on the data layout and cache replacement policies to limit
the memory amplification due to deduplication and compression. It builds on three core techniques: (i) bucketization,
which achieves lightweight address mappings by determinis-
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tically mapping chunks into fixed-size buckets; (ii) fixed-size
compressed data management, which avoids tracking chunk
lengths in memory by organizing variable-size compressed
chunks as fixed-size subchunks; and (iii) bucket-based cache
replacement, which performs memory-efficient cache replacement on a per-bucket basis and leverages a compact sketch
data structure [13] to track deduplication and recency patterns
in limited memory space for cache replacement decisions.
We implement an AustereCache prototype and evaluate
it through testbed experiments using both real-world and
synthetic traces. Compared to CacheDedup [26], a state-ofthe-art flash caching system that also supports deduplication
and compression, AustereCache uses 69.9-97.0% less memory than CacheDedup, while maintaining comparable read
hit ratios and write reduction ratios (i.e., it maintains the I/O
performance gains through flash caching backed by deduplication and compression). In addition, AustereCache incurs
limited CPU overhead on the I/O path, and can further boost
I/O throughput via multi-threading.
The source code of our AustereCache prototype is available
at: http://adslab.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/software/austerecache.

2

Background

We first provide deduplication and compression background
(§2.1). We then present a general flash caching architecture
that supports deduplication and compression (§2.2), and show
how such an architecture incurs huge memory amplification
(§2.3). We finally argue that state-of-the-art designs are limited in mitigating the memory amplification issue (§2.4).

2.1

Deduplication and Compression

Deduplication and compression are data reduction techniques
that remove duplicate content at different granularities.
Deduplication. We focus on chunk-based deduplication,
which divides data into non-overlapping data units called
chunks (of size KiB). Each chunk is uniquely identified by a
fingerprint (FP) computed by some cryptographic hash (e.g.,
SHA-1) of the chunk content. If the FPs of two chunks are
identical (or distinct), we treat both chunks as duplicate (or
unique) chunks, since the probability that two distinct chunks
have the same FP is practically negligible. Deduplication
stores only one copy of duplicate chunks (in physical space),
while referring all duplicate chunks (in logical space) to the
copy via small-size pointers. Also, it keeps all mappings of
FPs to physical chunk locations in an index structure used for
duplicate checking and chunk lookups.
Chunk sizes may be fixed or variable. While content-based
variable-size chunking generally achieves high deduplication
savings due to its robustness against content shifts [42], it also
incurs high computational overhead. On the other hand, fixedsize chunks fit better into flash units and fixed-size chunking
often achieves satisfactory deduplication savings [26]. Thus,
this work focuses on fixed-size chunking.
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Compression. Unlike deduplication, which provides coarsegrained data reduction at the chunk level, compression aims
for fine-grained data reduction at the byte level by transforming data into more compact form. Compression is often
applied to the unique chunks after deduplication, and the output compressed chunks are of variable-size in general. For
high performance, we apply sequential compression (e.g.,
Ziv-Lempel algorithm [43]) that operates on the bytes of each
chunk in a single pass.

2.2

Flash Caching

We focus on building an SSD-based flash cache to boost the
I/O performance of HDD-based primary storage, by storing
the frequently accessed data in the flash cache. Flash caching
has been extensively studied and adopted in different storage
architectures (§7). Existing flash caching designs, which we
collectively refer to as conventional flash caching, mostly
support both write-through and write-back policies for readintensive and write-intensive workloads, respectively [22];
the write-back policy is viable for flash caching due to the
persistent nature of SSDs. For write-through, each write is
persisted to both the SSD and the HDD before completion; for
write-back, each write is completed right after it is persisted to
the SSD. To support either policy, conventional flash caching
needs an SSD-HDD translation layer that maps each logical
block address (LBA) in an HDD to a chunk address (CA) in
the flash cache.
In this work, we explore how to augment conventional
flash caching with deduplication and compression to achieve
storage and I/O savings, so as to address the limited capacity
and wear-out issues in SSDs. Figure 1 shows the architecture
of a general flash caching system that deploys deduplication
and compression. We introduce two index structures: (i)
LBA-index, which tracks how each LBA is mapped to the
FP of a chunk (the mappings are many-to-one as multiple
LBAs may refer to the same FP), and (ii) FP-index, which
tracks how each FP is mapped to the CA and the length of a
compressed chunk (the mappings are one-to-one). Thus, each
cache lookup triggers two index lookups: it finds the FP of an
LBA via the LBA-index, and then uses the FP to find the CA
and the length of a compressed chunk via the FP-index. We
also maintain a dirty list to track the list of LBAs of recent
writes in write-back mode.
We now elaborate the I/O workflows of the flash caching
system in Figure 1. For each write, the system partitions the
written data into fixed-size chunks, followed by deduplication
and compression: it first checks if each chunk is a duplicate;
if not, it further compresses the chunk and writes the compressed chunk to the SSD (the compressed chunks can be
packed into large-size units for better flash performance and
endurance [24]). It updates the entries in both the LBA-index
and the FP-index accordingly based on the FP of the chunk;
in write-through mode, it also stores the fixed-size chunk
in the HDD in uncompressed form. For each read, the sys-
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Figure 1: Architecture of a general flash caching system with
deduplication and compression.
tem checks if the LBA is mapped to any existing CA via the
lookups to both the LBA-index and the FP-index. If so (i.e.,
cache hit), the system decompresses and returns the chunk
data; otherwise (i.e., cache miss), it fetches the chunk data
from the HDD into the SSD, while it applies deduplication
and compression to the chunk data as in a write.

2.3

Memory Amplification

While deduplication and compression intuitively reduce storage and I/O costs in flash caching by eliminating redundant
content on the I/O path, both techniques inevitably incur
significant memory costs for their index management. Specifically, if both index structures are entirely stored in memory
for high performance, the memory usage is significant and
much higher than that in conventional flash caching; we refer
to such an issue as memory amplification (over conventional
flash caching), which can negate the data reduction benefits
of deduplication and compression.
We argue this issue through a simple analysis on the following configuration. Suppose that we deploy a 512 GiB
SSD as a flash cache atop an HDD that has a working set of
4 TiB. Both the SSD and the HDD have 64-bit address space.
For deduplication, we fix the chunk size as 32 KiB and use
SHA-1 (20 bytes) for FPs. We also use 4 bytes to record the
compressed chunk length. In the worst case, the LBA-index
keeps 4 TiB / 32 KiB = 128 × 220 (LBA, FP) pairs, accounting for a total of 3.5 GiB (each pair comprises an 8-byte LBA
and a 20-byte FP). The FP-index keeps 512 GiB / 32 KiB =
16 × 220 (FP, CA) pairs, accounting for a total of 512 MiB
(each pair comprises a 20-byte FP, an 8-byte CA, and a 4-byte
length). The total memory usage of both the LBA-index and
the FP-index is 4 GiB. In contrast, conventional flash caching
only needs to index 16 × 220 (LBA, CA) pairs and the memory usage is 256 MiB. This implies that flash caching with
deduplication and compression amplifies the memory usage
by 16×. If we use a more collision-resistant hash function,
the memory amplification is even higher; for example, it becomes 22.75× if each FP is formed by SHA-256 (32 bytes).
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Note that our analysis does not consider other metadata for
deduplication and compression (e.g., reference counts for
deduplication), which further aggravates memory amplification over conventional flash caching.
In addition to memory amplification, deduplication and
compression also add CPU overhead to the I/O path. Such
overhead comes from: (i) the FP computation of each chunk,
(ii) the compression of each chunk, and (iii) the lookups to
both the LBA-index and the FP-index.

2.4

State-of-the-Art Flash Caches

We review two state-of-the-art flash caching designs, Nitro [24] and CacheDedup [26], both of which support deduplication and compression. We argue that both designs are
still susceptible to memory amplification.
Nitro [24]. Nitro is the first flash cache that deploys deduplication and compression. To manage variable-size compressed
chunks (a.k.a. extents [24]), Nitro packs them in large data
units called Write-Evict Units (WEUs), which serve as the basic units for cache replacement. The WEU size is set to align
with the flash erasure block size for efficient garbage collection. When the cache is full, Nitro evicts a WEU based on the
least-recently-used (LRU) policy. It manages index structures
in DRAM (or NVRAM for persistence) to track all chunks
in WEUs. If the memory capacity is limited, Nitro stores a
partial FP-index in memory, at the expense that deduplication
may miss detecting and removing some duplicates.
In addition to the memory amplification issue, organizing
the chunks by WEUs may cause a WEU to include stale
chunks, which are not referenced by any LBA in the LBAindex as their original LBAs may have been updated. Such
stale chunks cannot be recycled immediately if their hosted
WEUs also contain other valid chunks that are recently accessed due to the LRU policy, but instead occupy the cache
space and degrade the cache hit ratio.
CacheDedup [26]. CacheDedup focuses on cache replacement algorithms that reduce the number of orphaned entries,
which refer to either the LBAs that are in the LBA-index but
have no corresponding FPs in the FP-index, or the FPs that
are in the FP-index but are not referenced by any LBA. It proposes two deduplication-aware cache replacement policies,
namely D-LRU and D-ARC, which augment the LRU and
adaptive cache replacement (ARC) [29] policies, respectively.
It also proposes a compression-enabled variant of D-ARC,
called CD-ARC, which manages variable-size compressed
chunks in WEUs as in Nitro [24]; note that CD-ARC suffers
from the same stale-chunk issue as described above. CacheDedup maintains the same index structures as shown in Figure 1
(§2.2), in which the LBA-index stores LBAs to FPs, and the
FP-index stores FPs to CAs and compressed chunk lengths. If
it keeps both the LBA-index and the FP-index in memory for
performance concerns, it still suffers from the same memory
amplification issue. A follow-up work CDAC [37] improves
the cache replacement of CacheDedup by incorporating ref-
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Figure 2: Bucketized data layouts of AustereCache in the
LBA-index, the FP-index, as well as the metadata and data
regions in flash.
erence counts and access patterns, but incurs even higher
memory overhead for maintaining additional information.

3

AustereCache Design

AustereCache is a new flash caching design that leverages
deduplication and compression to achieve storage and I/O
savings as in prior work [24,26,37], but puts specific emphasis
on reducing the memory usage for indexing. It aims for
austere cache management via three key techniques.
• Bucketization (§3.1). To eliminate the overhead of maintaining address mappings in both the LBA-index and the
FP-index, we leverage deterministic hashing to associate
chunks with storage locations. Specifically, we hash index
entries into equal-size partitions (called buckets), each of
which keeps the partial LBAs and FPs for memory savings.
Based on the bucket locations, we further map chunks into
the cache space.
• Fixed-size compressed data management (§3.2). To
avoid tracking chunk lengths in the FP-index, we treat
variable-size compressed chunks as fixed-size units. Specifically, we divide variable-size compressed chunks into
smaller fixed-size subchunks and manage the subchunks
without recording the compressed chunk lengths.
• Bucket-based cache replacement (§3.3). To increase the
likelihood of cache hits, we propose cache replacement on
a per-bucket basis. In particular, we incorporate recency
and deduplication awareness based on reference counts
(i.e., the counts of duplicate copies referencing each unique
chunk) for effective cache replacement. However, tracking
reference counts incurs non-negligible memory overhead.
Thus, we leverage a fixed-size compact sketch data structure [13] for reference count estimation in limited memory
space with bounded errors.

3.1

Bucketization

Figure 2 shows the bucketized data layouts of AustereCache
in both index structures and the flash cache space. We now
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do not consider compression, which we address in §3.2.
AustereCache partitions both the LBA-index and the FPindex into equal-size buckets composed of a fixed number of
equal-size slots. Each slot corresponds to an LBA and an FP
in the LBA-index and the FP-index, respectively. In addition,
AustereCache divides the flash cache space into a metadata
region and a data region that store metadata information and
cached chunks, respectively; each region is again partitioned
into buckets with multiple slots. Note that both regions are
allocated the same numbers of buckets and slots as in the
FP-index, such that each slot in the FP-index is a one-to-one
mapping to the same slots in the metadata and data regions.
To reduce memory usage, each slot stores only the prefix
of a key, rather than the full key. AustereCache first computes
the hashes of both the LBA and the FP, namely LBA-hash and
FP-hash, respectively. It stores the prefix bits of the LBAhash and the FP-hash as the primary keys in one of the slots
of a bucket in the LBA-index and the FP-index, respectively.
Keeping only partial keys leads to hash collisions for different
LBAs and FPs. To resolve hash collisions, AustereCache
maintains the full LBA and FP information in the metadata
region in flash, and any hash collision only leads to a cache
miss without data loss. Also, by choosing proper prefix sizes,
the collision rate should be low. AustereCache currently fixes
128 slots per bucket, mainly for efficient cache replacement
(§3.3). For 16-bit prefixes as primary keys, the hash collision
rate is only 1 − (1 − 2116 )128 ≈ 0.2%, which is sufficiently low.
Write path. To write a unique chunk identified by an
(LBA, FP) pair to the flash cache, AustereCache updates both
the LBA-index and the FP-index as follows. For the LBAindex, it uses the suffix bits of the LBA-hash to identify the
bucket (e.g., for 2k buckets, we check the k-bit suffix). It scans
all slots in the corresponding bucket to see if the LBA-hash
prefix has already been stored; otherwise, it stores the entry
in an empty slot or evicts the least-recently-accessed slot if
the bucket is full (see cache replacement in §3.3). It writes
the following to the slot: the LBA-hash prefix (primary key),
the FP-hash, and a valid flag that indicates if the slot stores
valid data. Similarly, for the FP-index, it identifies the bucket
and the slot using the FP-hash, and writes the FP-hash prefix
(primary key) and the valid flag to the corresponding slot.
Based on the bucket and slot locations in the FP-index,
AustereCache identifies the corresponding buckets and slots
in the metadata and data regions of the flash cache. For
the metadata region, it stores the complete FP and the list of
LBAs; note that the same FP may be shared by multiple LBAs
due to deduplication. We now fix the slot size as 512 bytes. If
the slot is full and cannot store more LBAs, we evict the oldest
LBA using FIFO to accommodate the new one. For the data
region, AustereCache stores the chunk in the corresponding
slot, which is also the CA.
Deduplication path. To perform deduplication on a written
chunk identified by an (LBA, FP) pair, AustereCache first
identifies the bucket of the FP-index using the suffix bits of
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the FP-hash, and then searches for any slot that matches the
same FP-hash prefix. If a slot is found, AustereCache checks
the corresponding slot in the metadata region in flash and
verifies if the input FP matches the one in the slot. If so,
it means that a duplicate chunk is found, so AustereCache
appends the LBA to the LBA list if the LBA does not exist before; otherwise, it implies an FP-hash prefix collision. When
such a collision occurs, AustereCache invalidates the collided
FP in the metadata region in flash and writes the chunk as
described above (recall that the collision is unlikely from our
calculation).
Read path. To read a chunk identified by an LBA, AustereCache first queries the LBA-index for the FP-hash using the
LBA-hash prefix, followed by querying the FP-index for the
slot that contains the FP-hash prefix. It then checks the corresponding slot of the metadata region in flash if an LBA is
found in the LBA list. If so, the read is a cache hit and AustereCache returns the chunk from the data region; otherwise,
the read is a cache miss and AustereCache accesses the chunk
in the HDD via the LBA.
Analysis. We show via a simple analysis that the bucketization design of AustereCache has low memory usage. Suppose
that we use a 512 GiB SSD as the flash cache with a 4 TiB
working set of an HDD. We fix the chunk size as 32 KiB.
Since each bucket has 128 slots, the LBA-index needs at most
220 buckets to reference all chunks in the HDD, while the
FP-index needs at most 217 buckets to reference all chunks in
the SSD. In addition, we store the first 16 prefix bits of both
the LBA-hash and the FP-hash as the partial keys in the LBAindex and the FP-index, respectively. Since we use suffix bits
to identify a bucket, we need 20 and 17 suffix bits to identify
a bucket in the LBA-index and the FP-index, respectively.
Thus, we configure an LBA-hash with 16 + 20 = 36 bits and
an FP-hash with 16 + 17 = 33 bits.
We now compute the memory usage of each index structure,
to which we apply bit packing for memory efficiency. For the
LBA-index, each slot consumes 50 bits (i.e., a 16-bit LBAhash prefix, a 33-bit FP-hash, and a 1-bit valid flag), so the
memory usage of the LBA-index is 220 × 128 × 50 (bits) =
800 MiB. For the FP-index, each slot consumes 17 bits (i.e.,
a 16-bit FP-hash prefix and a 1-bit valid flag), so the memory
usage of the FP-index is 217 × 128 × 17 (bits) = 34 MiB.
The total memory usage of both index structures is 834 MiB,
which is only around 20% of the 4 GiB memory space in
the baseline (§2.3). While we do not consider compression,
we emphasize that even with compression enabled, the index
structures incur no extra overhead (§3.2).
Comparisons with other data structures. We may construct the LBA-index and the FP-index using other data structures for further memory savings. As an example, we consider
the B+-tree [12], which is a balanced tree structure that organizes all leaf nodes at the same level. Suppose that we store
index mappings in the leaf nodes that reside in flash, while
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the non-leaf nodes are kept in memory for referencing the
leaf nodes. We evaluate the memory usage of the LBA-index
and the FP-index as follows.
Suppose that each leaf node is mapped to a 4 KiB SSD
page. For the LBA-index, each leaf node stores at most
4096
c = 146 (LBA, FP) pairs (for an 8-byte LBA and a 20b 8+20
byte FP). Referencing each leaf node takes 16 bytes (including
an 8-byte LBA key and an 8-byte pointer). As there are 128 ×
220 (LBA, FP) pairs, the memory usage of the LBA-index is
128×220
146 × 16 ≈ 14.0 MiB (note that we exclude the memory
usage for referencing non-leaf nodes). For the FP-index, each
4096
leaf node stores at most 20+8+4
= 128 (FP, CA) pairs (for a
20-byte FP, an 8-byte CA, and a 4-byte length). Referencing
each leaf node takes 28 bytes (including a 20-byte FP key
and an 8-byte pointer). As there are 16 × 220 (FP, CA) pairs,
the memory usage of the FP-index is 3.5 MiB. Both the LBAindex and the FP-index incur much less memory usage than
our current bucketization design (see above).
We can further use an in-memory Bloom Filter [8] to query
for the existence of index mappings. For an error rate of
0.1%, each mapping uses 14.4 bits in a Bloom Filter. To
track both 128 × 220 (LBA, FP) pairs in the LBA-index and
16 × 220 (FP, CA) pairs in the FP-index, we need an additional
memory usage of 259.2 MiB.
We can conduct similar analyses for other data structures.
For example, for the LSM-tree [32], we can maintain an inmemory structure to reference the on-disk LSM-tree nodes
(a.k.a. SSTables [33]) that store the index mappings for the
LBA-index and the FP-index. Then we can accordingly compute the memory usage for the LBA-index and the FP-index.
Even though these data structures support memory-efficient
indexing, they incur additional flash access overhead. First,
using B+-trees or LSM-trees for both the LBA-index and the
FP-index incurs two flash accesses (one for each index structure) for indexing each chunk, while AustereCache issues
only one flash access in the metadata region. Also, both the
B+-tree and the LSM-tree have high write amplification [33]
that degrades I/O performance. For these reasons, and perhaps more importantly, the synergies with compressed data
management and cache replacement (see the following subsections), we settle on our proposed bucketized index design.

3.2

Fixed-Size Compressed Data Management

AustereCache can compress each unique chunk after deduplication for further space savings. To avoid tracking the length
of the compressed chunk (which is of variable-size) in the
index structures, AustereCache slices a compressed chunk
into fixed-size subchunks, while the last subchunk is padded
to fill a subchunk size. For example, for a subchunk size of
8 KiB, we store a compressed chunk of size 15 KiB as two
subchunks, with the last subchunk being padded.
AustereCache allocates the same number of consecutive
slots as that of subchunks in the FP-index (and hence the
metadata and data regions in flash) to organize all subchunks
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of a compressed chunk; note that the LBA-index remains
unchanged, and each of its slots still references a chunk. Figure 3 shows an example in which a chunk is stored as two
subchunks. For the FP-index, each of the two slots stores the
corresponding FP-hash prefix, with an additional 1-bit valid
flag indicating that the slot stores valid data. For the metadata
region, it also allocates two slots, in which the first slot stores
not only the full FP and the list of LBAs (§3.1), but also the
length of the compressed chunk, while the second slot can
be left empty to avoid redundant flash writes. For the data
region, it allocates two slots for storing the two subchunks.
Note that our design incurs no memory overhead for tracking
the length of the compressed chunk in any index structure.
The read/write workflows with compression are similar to
those without compression (§3.1), except that AustereCache
now finds consecutive slots in the FP-index for the multiple
subchunks of a compressed chunk. Note that we still keep
128 slots per bucket. However, since each slot now corresponds to a smaller-size subchunk, we need to allocate more
buckets in the FP-index as well as the metadata and data
regions in flash (the number of buckets in the LBA-index
remains unchanged since each slot in the LBA-index still
references a chunk). As we allocate more buckets for the
FP-index, the memory usage also increases. Nevertheless,
AustereCache still achieves memory savings for varying subchunk sizes (§5.4).

Bucket-Based Cache Replacement

Implementing cache replacement often requires prioritybased data structures that decide which cached items should
be kept or evicted, yet such data structures incur additional
memory overhead. AustereCache opts to implement perbucket cache replacement, i.e., the cache replacement decisions are based on only the entries within each bucket. It then
implements specific cache replacement policies that incur no
or limited additional memory overhead. Since each bucket is
now configured with 128 slots, making the cache replacement
decisions also incurs limited performance overhead.
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Figure 4: Cache replacement in the FP-index. When a bucket
in the FP-index is full, the slot with the least reference counts
(e.g. the slot with reference count 2) will be evicted.
For the LBA-index, AustereCache implements a bucketbased least-recently-used (LRU) policy. Specifically, each
bucket sorts all slots by the recency of their LBAs, such that
the slots at the lower offsets correspond to the more recently
accessed LBAs (and vice versa). When the slot of an existing
LBA is accessed, AustereCache shifts all slots at lower offsets
than the accessed slot by one, and moves the accessed slot to
the lowest offset. When a new LBA is inserted, AustereCache
stores the new LBA in the slot at the lowest offset and shifts
all other slots by one; if the bucket is full, the slot at the
highest offset (i.e., the least-recently-accessed slot) is evicted.
Such a design does not incur any extra memory overhead for
maintaining the recency information of all slots.
For the FP-index, as well as the metadata and data regions
in flash, we incorporate both deduplication and recency awareness into cache replacement. First, to incorporate deduplication awareness, AustereCache tracks the reference count for
each FP-hash (i.e., the number of LBAs that share the same
FP-hash). For each LBA being added to (resp. deleted from)
the LBA-index, AustereCache increments (resp. decrements)
the reference count of the corresponding FP-hash. When inserting a new FP to a full bucket, it evicts the slot that has
the lowest reference count among all the slots in the same
bucket. It also invalidates the corresponding slots in both the
metadata and data regions in flash.
Simple reference counting does not address recency. To
also incorporate recency awareness, AustereCache divides
each LBA bucket into recent slots at lower offsets and old
slots at higher offsets (now being divided evenly by half), as
shown in Figure 4. Each LBA in the recent (resp. old) slots
contributes to a count of two (resp. one) to the reference counting. Specifically, each newly inserted LBA is stored in the
recent slot at the lowest offset in the LBA-index (see above),
so AustereCache increments the reference count of the corresponding FP-hash by two. If an LBA is demoted from a
recent slot to an old slot or is evicted from the LBA-index,
AustereCache decrements the reference count of the corresponding FP-hash by one; similarly, if an LBA is promoted
from an old slot to a recent slot, AustereCache increments the
reference count of the corresponding FP-hash by one.
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Maintaining reference counts for all FP-hashes, however,
incurs non-negligible memory overhead. AustereCache addresses this issue by maintaining a Count-Min Sketch [13]
to track the reference counts in a fixed-size compact data
structure with bounded errors. A Count-Min Sketch is a twodimensional counter array with r rows of w counters each
(where r and w are configurable parameters). It maps each
FP-hash (via an independent hash function) to one of the w
counters in each of the r rows, and increments or decrements
the mapped counters based on our reference counting mechanism. AustereCache can estimate the reference count of an
FP-hash using the minimum value of all mapped counters of
the FP-hash. Depending on the values of r and w, the error
bounds can be theoretically proven [13].
Currently, our implementation fixes r = 4 and w equal to
the total number of slots in the LBA-index. We justify via a
simple analysis that sketch-based reference counting achieves
significant memory savings. Referring to the analysis in §3.1,
each FP-hash has 33 bits. If we track the reference counts of
all FP-hashes, we need 233 counters. On the other hand, if we
use a Count-Min sketch, we set r = 4 and w = 227 (the total
number of slots in the LBA-index), so there are r × w = 229
counters, which consume only 1/16 of the memory usage of
tracking all FP-hashes.
Our bucket-based cache replacement design works at the
slot level. By using reference counting to make cache replacement decisions, AustereCache can promptly evict any stale
chunk that is not referenced by an LBA, as opposed to the
WEU design in Nitro and CD-ARC of CacheDedup (§2.4).

4

Implementation

We implement an AustereCache prototype as a user-space
block device in C++ on Linux; the user-space implementation (as in Nitro [24]) allows us to readily deploy fast algorithms and multi-threading for performance speedups. Specifically, our AustereCache prototype issues reads and writes
to the underlying storage devices via pread and pwrite
system calls, respectively. It uses SHA-1 from the Intel ISAL Crypto library [3] for chunk fingerprinting, LZ4 [4] for
lossless stream-based compression, and XXHash [5] for fast
hash computations in the index structures. We also integrate
the cache replacement algorithms in CacheDedup [26] into
our prototype for fair comparisons (§5). Our prototype now
contains around 4.5 K LoC.
We leverage multi-threading to issue multiple read/write
requests in parallel for high performance. Specifically, we implement bucket-level concurrency, such that each read/write
request needs to acquire an exclusive lock to access a bucket
in both the LBA-index and the FP-index, while multiple requests can access different buckets simultaneously.

5

Evaluation

We experiment AustereCache using both real-world and synthetic traces. We consider two variants of AustereCache: (i)
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Traces

Working
Set (GiB)

Unique
Data (GiB)

Write-to-Read
Ratio

WebVM
Homes
Mail

2.71
19.19
59.01

69.37
240.00
983.78

3.24
10.81
5.09

Table 2: Basic statistics of FIU traces in 32 KiB chunks.
AC-D, which performs deduplication only without compression, and (ii) AC-DC, which performs both deduplication
and compression. We compare AustereCache with the three
cache replacement algorithms of CacheDedup [26]: D-LRU,
D-ARC, and CD-ARC (§2.4) (recall that CD-ARC combines
D-ARC with the WEU-based compressed chunk management
in Nitro [24]). For consistent naming, we refer to them as
CD-LRU-D, CD-ARC-D, and CD-ARC-DC, respectively (i.e.,
the abbreviation of CacheDedup, the cache replacement algorithm, and the deduplication/compression feature). We
summarize our evaluation findings as follows.
• Overall, AustereCache reduces memory usage by 69.997.0% compared to CacheDedup (Exp#1). It achieves the
memory savings via different design techniques (Exp#2).
• AC-D achieves higher read hit ratios than CD-LRU-D and
comparable read hit ratios as CD-ARC-D, while AC-DC
achieves higher read hit ratios than CD-ARC-DC (Exp#3).
• AC-DC writes much less data to flash than CD-LRU-D
and CD-ARC-D, while writing slightly more data than
CD-ARC-DC due to padding (§3.2) (Exp#4).
• AustereCache maintains its substantial memory savings for
different chunk sizes and subchunk sizes (Exp#5). We also
study how it is affected by the sizes of both the LBA-index
and the FP-index (Exp#6).
• AustereCache achieves high I/O throughput for different
access patterns (Exp#7), while incurring small CPU overhead (Exp#8). Its throughput further improves via multithreading (Exp#9).

5.1

Traces

Our evaluation is driven by two traces.
FIU [23]. The FIU traces are collected from three different
services with diverse properties, namely WebVM, Homes, and
Mail, for the web, NFS, and mail services, respectively. Each
trace describes the read/write requests on different chunks (of
size 4 KiB or 512 bytes each), each of which is represented
as an MD5 fingerprint of the chunk content.
To accommodate different chunk sizes, we take each trace
of 4 KiB chunks and perform two-phase trace conversion as
in [24]. In the first phase, we identify the initial state of the
disk by traversing the whole trace and recording the LBAs
of all chunk reads; any LBA that does not appear is assumed
to have a dummy chunk fingerprint (e.g., all zeroes). In the
second phase, we regenerate the trace of the corresponding
chunk size based on the LBAs and compute the new chunk
fingerprints. For example, we form a 32 KiB chunk by concatenating eight contiguous 4 KiB chunks and calculating a
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Figure 5: Exp#1 (Overall memory usage). Note that the y-axes are in log scale.
new SHA-1 fingerprint for the 32 KiB chunk. Table 2 shows
the basic statistics of each regenerated FIU trace on 32 KiB
chunks.
The original FIU traces have no compression details. Thus,
for each chunk fingerprint, we set its compressibility ratio
(i.e., the ratio of raw bytes to the compressed bytes) following
a normal distribution with mean 2 and variance 0.25 as in [24].
Synthetic. For throughput measurement (§5.5), we build a
synthetic trace generator to account for different access patterns. Each synthetic trace is configured by two parameters:
(i) I/O deduplication ratio, which specifies the fraction of
writes that can be removed on the write path due to deduplication; and (ii) write-to-read ratio, which specifies the ratios
of writes to reads.
We generate a synthetic trace as follows. First, we randomly generate a working set by choosing arbitrary LBAs
within the primary storage. Then we generate an access pattern based on the given write-to-read ratio, such that the write
and read requests each follow a Zipf distribution. We derive
the chunk content of each write request based on the given
I/O deduplication ratio as well as the compressibility ratio as
in the FIU trace generation (see above). Currently, our evaluation fixes the working set size as 128 MiB, the primary storage
size as 5 GiB, and the Zipf constant as 1.0; such parameters
are all configurable.

5.2

Setup

Testbed. We conduct our experiments on a machine running
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with Linux kernel 4.15. The machine
is equipped with a 10-core 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2630v4
CPU, 32 GiB DDR4 RAM, a 1 TiB Seagate ST1000DM0102EP1 SATA HDD as the primary storage, and a 128 GiB Intel
SSDSC2BW12 SATA SSD as the flash cache.
Default setup. For both AustereCache and CacheDedup, we
configure the size of the FP-index based on a fraction of the
working set size (WSS) of each trace, and fix the size of
the LBA-index four times that of the FP-index. We store
both the LBA-index and the FP-index in memory for high
performance. For AustereCache, we set the default chunk
size and subchunk size as 32 KiB and 8 KiB, respectively. For
CD-ARC-DC in CacheDedup, we set the WEU size as 2 MiB
(the default in [26]).
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5.3

Comparative Analysis

We compare AustereCache and CacheDedup in terms of memory usage, read hit ratios, and write reduction ratios using the
FIU traces.
Exp#1 (Overall memory usage). We compare the memory
usage of different schemes. We vary the flash cache size
from 12.5% to 100% of WSS of each FIU trace, and configure the LBA-index and the FP-index based on our default
setup (§5.2). To obtain the actual memory usage (rather than
the allocated memory space for the index structures), we
call malloc trim at the end of each trace replay to return
all unallocated memory from the process heap to the operating system, and check the residual set size (RSS) from
/proc/self/stat as the memory usage.
Figure 5 shows that AustereCache significantly saves the
memory usage compared to CacheDedup. For the noncompression schemes (i.e., AC-D, CD-LRU-D, and CD-ARCD), AC-D incurs 69.9-94.9% and 70.4-94.7% less memory
across all traces than CD-LRU-D and CD-ARC-D, respectively. For the compression schemes (i.e., AC-DC and CDARC-DC), AC-DC incurs 87.0-97.0% less memory than CDARC-DC.
AustereCache achieves higher memory savings than
CacheDedup in compression mode, since CD-ARC-DC needs
to additionally maintain the lengths of all compressed chunks,
while AC-DC eliminates such information. If we compare the
memory overhead with and without compression, CD-ARCDC incurs 78-194% more memory usage than CD-ARC-D
across all traces, implying that compression comes with high
memory usage penalty in CacheDedup. On the other hand,
AC-DC only incurs 2-58% more memory than AC-D.
Exp#2 (Impact of design techniques on memory savings).
We study how different design techniques of AustereCache
help memory savings. We mainly focus on bucketization
(§3.1) and bucket-based cache replacement (§3.3); for fixedsize compressed data management (§3.2), we refer readers to
Exp#1 for our analysis.
We choose CD-LRU-D of CacheDedup as our baseline and
compare it with AC-D (both are non-compressed versions),
and add individual techniques to see how they contribute to
the memory savings of AC-D. We consider four variants:
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Figure 6: Exp#2 (Impact of design techniques on memory savings).
• Vanilla. It refers to CD-LRU-D. It maintains the LRU lists
that track the LBAs and FPs being accessed in the LBA
index and the FP index, respectively.
• B+FK+L. It deploys bucketization (B), but keeps the full
keys (FK) (i.e., LBAs and FPs) in each slot. Each bucket
implements the LRU policy (L) independently and keeps
an LRU list of the slot IDs being accessed.
• B+PK+L. It deploys bucketization (B) and now keeps the
prefix keys (PK) in both the LBA-index and the FP-index.
It still implements the LRU policy as in B+FK+L.
• B+PK+S. It deploys bucketization (B) and keeps the prefix
keys (PK). It maintains reference counts in a sketch (S).
Note that it is equivalent to AC-D.
Figure 6 presents the memory usage versus the cache capacity, where the memory usage is measured as in Exp#1.
Compared to Vanilla, B+FK+L saves the memory usage by
30.6-50.6%, while B+PK+L further increases the savings to
43.9-68.0% due to keeping prefix keys in the index structures.
B+FK+S (i.e., AC-D) increases the overall memory savings
to 69.9-94.9% by keeping reference counts in a sketch as
opposed to maintaining LRU lists with full LBAs and FPs.
Exp#3 (Read hit ratio). We evaluate different schemes with
the read hit ratio, defined as the fraction of read requests that
receive cache hits over the total number of read requests.
Figure 7 shows the results. AustereCache generally
achieves higher read hit ratios than different CacheDedup
algorithms. For the non-compression schemes, AC-D increases the read hit ratio of CD-LRU-D by up to 39.2%. The
reason is that CD-LRU-D is only aware of the request recency and fails to clean stale chunks in time (§2.4), while
AustereCache favors to evict chunks with small reference
counts. On the other hand, AC-D achieves similar read hit
ratios to CD-ARC-D, and in particular has a higher read hit
ratio (up to 13.4%) when the cache size is small in WebVM
(12.5% WSS) by keeping highly referenced chunks in cache.
For the compression schemes, AC-DC has higher read hit
ratios than CD-ARC-DC, by 0.5-30.7% in WebVM, 0.7-9.9%
in Homes, and 0.3-6.2% in Mail. Note that CD-ARC-DC
shows a lower read hit ratio than CD-ARC-D although it intuitively stores more chunks with compression, mainly because
it cannot quickly evict stale chunks due to the WEU-based
organization (§2.4).
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Exp#4 (Write reduction ratio). We further evaluate different schemes in terms of the write reduction ratio, defined as
the fraction of reduction of bytes written to the cache due to
both deduplication and compression. A high write reduction
ratio implies less written data to the flash cache and hence
improved performance and endurance.
Figure 8 shows the results. For the non-compression
schemes, AC-D, CD-LRU-D, and CD-ARC-D show marginal
differences in WebVM and Homes, while in Mail, AC-D has
lower write reduction ratios than CD-LRU-D by up to 17.5%.
We find that CD-LRU-D tends to keep more stale chunks
in cache, thereby saving the writes that hit the stale chunks.
For example, when the cache size is 12.5% of WSS in Mail,
17.1% of the write reduction in CD-LRU-D comes from the
writes to the stale chunks, while in WebVM and Homes, the
corresponding numbers are only 3.6% and 1.1%, respectively.
AC-D achieves lower write reduction ratios than CD-LRUD, but achieves much higher read hit ratios by up to 39.2%
by favoring to evict the chunks with small reference counts
(Exp#3).
For the compression schemes, both CD-ARC-DC and ACDC have much higher write reduction ratios than the noncompression schemes due to compression. However, AC-DC
shows a slightly lower write reduction ratio than CD-ARCDC by 7.7-14.5%. The reason is that AC-DC pads the last
subchunk of each variable-size compressed chunk, thereby
incurring extra writes. As we show later in Exp#5 (§5.4),
a smaller subchunk size can reduce the padding overhead,
although the memory usage also increases.

5.4

Sensitivity to Parameters

We evaluate AustereCache for different parameter settings
using the FIU traces.
Exp#5 (Impact of chunk sizes and subchunk sizes). We
evaluate AustereCache on different chunk sizes and subchunk
sizes. We focus on the Homes trace and vary the chunk sizes
and subchunk sizes as described in §5.1. For varying chunk
sizes, we fix the subchunk size as one-fourth of the chunk size;
for varying subchunk sizes, we fix the chunk size as 32 KiB.
We focus on comparing AC-DC and CD-ARC-DC by fixing
the cache size as 25% of WSS. Note that CD-ARC-DC is
unaffected by the subchunk size.
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Figure 7: Exp#3 (Read hit ratio).
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Figure 8: Exp#4 (Write reduction ratio).
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Exp#6 (Impact of LBA-index sizes). We study the impact
of LBA-index sizes. We vary the LBA-index size from 1× to
8× of the FP-index size (recall that the default is 4×), and fix
the cache size as 12.5% of WSS.
Figure 10 depicts the memory usage and read hit ratios;
we omit the write reduction ratio as there is nearly no change
for varying LBA-index sizes. When the LBA-index size
increases, the memory usage increases by 17.6%, 111.5%,
and 160.9% in WebVM, Homes and Mail, respectively (Figure 10(a)), as we allocate more buckets in the LBA-index.
Note that the increase in memory usage in WebVM is less
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AC-DC maintains the significant memory savings compared to CD-ARC-DC, by 92.8-95.3% for varying chunk
sizes (Figure 9(a)) and 93.1-95.1% for varying subchunk
sizes (Figure 9(b)). It also maintains higher read hit ratios
than CD-ARC-DC, by 5.0-12.3% for varying chunk sizes
(Figure 9(c)) and 7.9-10.4% for varying subchunk sizes (Figure 9(d)). AC-DC incurs a (slightly) less write reduction ratio
than CD-ARC-DC due to padding, by 10.0-14.8% for varying
chunk sizes (Figure 9(e)); the results are consistent with those
in Exp#4. Nevertheless, using a smaller subchunk size can
mitigate the padding overhead. As shown in Figure 9(f), the
write reduction ratio of AC-DC approaches that of CD-ARCDC when the subchunk size decreases. When the subchunk
size is 4 KiB, AC-DC only has a 6.2% less write reduction
ratio than CD-ARC-DC. Note that if we change the subchunk
size from 8 KiB to 4 KiB, the memory usage increases from
14.5 MiB to 17.3 MiB (by 18.8%), since the number of buckets is doubled in the FP-index (while the LBA-index remains
the same).
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Figure 9: Exp#5 (Impact of chunk sizes and subchunk sizes).
We focus on the Homes trace and fix the cache size as 25%
of WSS in Homes.
than those in Homes and Mail, mainly because the WSS of
WebVM is small and incurs a small actual increase of the
total memory usage. Also, the read hit ratio increases with
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Figure 10: Exp#6 (Impact of LBA-index sizes).
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Figure 11: Exp#7 (Throughput).
the LBA-index size, until the LBA-index reaches 4× of the
FP-index size (Figure 10(b)). In particular, for WebVM, the
read hit ratio grows from 36.7% (1×) to 70.4% (8×), while
for Homes and Mail, the read hit ratios increase by only 4.3%
and 5.3%, respectively. The reason is that when the LBAindex size increases, WebVM shows a higher increase in the
total reference counts of the cached chunks than Homes and
Mail, implying that more reads can be served by the cached
chunks (i.e., higher read hit ratios).

5.5

Throughput and CPU Overhead

We measure the throughput and CPU overhead of AustereCache. We conduct the evaluation on synthetic traces for
varying I/O deduplication ratios and write-to-read ratios. We
focus on the write-back policy (§2.2), in which AustereCache
first persists the written chunks to the flash cache and flushes
the chunks to the HDD when they are evicted from the cache.
We use direct I/O to remove the impact of page cache. We
report the averaged results over five runs, while the standard
deviations are small (less than 2.7%) and hence omitted.
Exp#7 (Throughput). We compare AustereCache and
CacheDedup in throughput using synthetic traces. We fix
the cache size as 50% of the 128 MiB WSS. Both systems
work in single-threaded mode.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the results for varying I/O
deduplication ratios (with a fixed write-to-read ratio 7:3,
which represents a write-intensive workload as in FIU traces)
and varying write-to-read ratios (with a fixed I/O deduplication ratio 50%), respectively. For the non-compression
schemes, AC-D achieves 18.5-86.6% higher throughput than
CD-LRU-D for all cases except when the write-to-read ratio
is 1:9 (slightly slower by 2.3%). Compared to CD-ARC-D,
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AC-D is slower by 1.1-24.5%, since both AC-D and CDARC-D have similar read hit ratios and write reduction ratios
(§5.3), while AC-D issues additional reads and writes to the
metadata region (CD-ARC-D keeps all indexing information
in memory). AC-D achieves similar throughput to CD-ARCD when there are more duplicate chunks (i.e., under high
I/O deduplication ratios). For compression schemes, AC-DC
achieves 6.8-99.6% higher throughput than CD-ARC-DC.
Overall, AC-DC achieves the highest throughput among
all schemes for two reasons. First, AustereCache generally
achieves higher or similar read hit ratios compared to CacheDedup algorithms (§5.3). Second, AustereCache incorporates
deduplication awareness into cache replacement by caching
chunks with high reference counts, thereby absorbing more
writes in the SSD and reducing writes to the slow HDD.
Exp#8 (CPU overhead). We study the CPU overhead of
deduplication and compression of AustereCache along the
I/O path. We measure the latencies of four computation
steps, including fingerprint computation, compression, index
lookup, and index update. Specifically, we run the WebVM
trace with a cache size of 12.5% of WSS, and collect the
statistics of 100 non-duplicate write requests. We also compare their latencies with those of 32 KiB chunk write requests
to the SSD and the HDD using the fio benchmark tool [2].
Figure 12 depicts the results. Fingerprint computation has
the highest latency (15.5 µs) among all four steps. In total,
AustereCache adds around 31.2 µs of CPU overhead. On the
other hand, the latencies of 32 KiB writes to the SSD and the
HDD are 85 µs and 5,997 µs, respectively. Note that the CPU
overhead can be suppressed via multi-threaded processing, as
shown in Exp#9.
Exp#9 (Throughput of multi-threading). We evaluate the
throughput gain of AustereCache when it enables multithreading and issues concurrent requests to multiple buckets
(§4). We use synthetic traces with a write-to-read ratio of 7:3,
and consider the I/O deduplication ratio of 50% and 80%.
Figure 13 shows the throughput versus the number of
threads being configured in AustereCache. When the number
of threads increases, AustereCache shows a higher throughput
gain under 80% I/O deduplication ratio (from 93.8 MiB/s to
235.5 MiB/s, or 2.51×) than under 50% I/O deduplication
ratio (from 60.0 MiB/s to 124.9 MiB/s, or 2.08×). A higher
I/O deduplication ratio implies less I/O to flash, and AustereCache benefits more from multi-threading on parallelizing
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the computation steps in the I/O path and hence sees a higher
throughput gain.

6

Discussion

We discuss the following open issues of AustereCache.
Choices of chunk/subchunk sizes. AustereCache by default
uses 32 KiB chunks and 8 KiB subchunks to align with common flash page sizes (e.g., 4 KiB or 8 KiB) in commodity
SSDs, while preserving memory savings even for various
chunk/subchunk sizes (Exp#5 in §5.4). Larger chunk/subchunk sizes reduce the chunk management overhead, at the
expense of issuing more read-modify-write operations for
small requests from upper-layer applications. Efficiently managing small chunks/subchunks in large-size I/O units in flash
caching [24, 25], while maintaining memory efficiency in
indexing, is future work.
Impact of indexing on flash endurance. AustereCache currently reduces its memory usage by keeping only limited
indexing information in memory and full indexing details in
flash (i.e., the metadata region). Since the indexing information generally has a smaller size than the cached chunks,
we expect that the updates of the metadata region bring limited degradations to flash endurance, compared to the writes
of chunks to the data region. An in-depth analysis of how
AustereCache affects flash endurance is future work.
AustereCache assumes that the flash translation layer supports efficient flash erasure management (e.g., applying write
combining before writing chunks to flash). To further mitigate the flash erasure overhead, one possible design extension
is to adopt a log-structured data organization in flash in order
to limit random writes, which are known to degrade flash
endurance [30].

7

Related Work

Flash caching. Flash caching has been extensively studied
to improve I/O performance. For example, Bcache [1] is a
block-level cache for Linux file systems; FlashCache [20] is a
file cache for web servers; Mercury [9] is a hypervisor cache
for shared storage in data centers; CloudCache [6] estimates
the demands of virtual machines (VMs) and manages cache
space for VMs in virtualized storage.
Several studies focus on better flash caching management.
For example, FlashTier [34] exploits caching workloads in
cache block management; Kim et al. [21] exploit application hints to cache write requests; DIDACache [35] takes
a software-hardware co-design approach to eliminate duplicate garbage collection. To improve the endurance of flash
caching, Cheng et al. [11] propose erasure-aware heuristics to
admit cache insertions; S-RAC [31] selectively evicts cache
items based on temporal locality; Pannier [25] manages the
flash cache in large-size units (called containers) with erasure
awareness; Wang et al. [38] use machine learning to remove
unnecessary writes to flash.
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Deduplication and compression. AustereCache exploits
deduplication and compression in flash caching. Extensive
work has shown the effectiveness of deduplication and/or compression in storage and I/O savings in primary [18, 23, 36],
backup [16, 40, 42], and memory storage [19, 39]. For flash
storage, CAFTL [10] implements deduplication in the flash
translation layer to reduce flash writes; SmartDedup [41]
organizes in-memory and on-disk fingerprints for resourceconstrained devices; FlaZ [28] applies transparent and online I/O compression for efficient flash caching. Prior studies [24, 26, 37] also exploit deduplication and compression in
flash caching, but incur high memory overhead in metadata
management (§2.4). On the other hand, AustereCache aims
for memory efficiency without compromising the storage and
I/O savings achieved by deduplication and compression.
Memory-efficient designs. Prior studies propose memoryefficient data structures for flash storage. ChunkStash [15]
uses fingerprint prefixes to index fingerprints on SSDs in
backup deduplication. SkimpyStash [14] designs a hashtable-based index that stores chained linked lists on SSDs for
deduplication systems. SILT [27] uses partial-key hashing
for efficient indexing in key-value stores. TinyLFU [17] uses
Counting Bloom Filters to estimate item frequencies in cache
admission. Our bucketization design (§3.1) is similar to the
Quotient Filter (also used in flash caching [7]) in prefix-key
matching. AustereCache specifically targets flash caching
with deduplication and compression, and incorporates several
techniques for high memory efficiency.

8

Conclusion

AustereCache makes a case of integrating deduplication and
compression into flash caching while significantly mitigating
the memory overhead due to indexing. It builds on three techniques to aim for austere cache management: (i) bucketization removes address mappings from indexing; (ii) fixed-size
compressed data management removes compressed chunk
lengths from indexing; and (iii) bucket-based cache replacement tracks reference counts in a compact sketch structure to
achieve high read hit ratios. Evaluation on both real-world
and synthetic traces shows that AustereCache achieves significant memory savings, with high read hit ratios, high write
reduction ratios, and high throughput.
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Abstract
Businesses increasingly need agile and elastic computing
infrastructure to respond quickly to real world situations.
By offering efficient process-based virtualization and a layered image system, containers are designed to enable agile
and elastic application deployment. However, creating or
updating large container clusters is still slow due to the image downloading and unpacking process. In this paper, we
present DADI Image Service, a block-level image service
for increased agility and elasticity in deploying applications.
DADI replaces the waterfall model of starting containers
(downloading image, unpacking image, starting container)
with fine-grained on-demand transfer of remote images, realizing instant start of containers. DADI optionally relies
on a peer-to-peer architecture in large clusters to balance
network traffic among all the participating hosts. DADI efficiently supports various kinds of runtimes including cgroups,
QEMU, etc., further realizing “build once, run anywhere”.
DADI has been deployed at scale in the production environment of Alibaba, serving one of the world’s largest ecommerce
platforms. Performance results show that DADI can cold start
10,000 containers on 1,000 hosts within 4 seconds.

1

Introduction

As business velocity continues to rise, businesses increasingly
need to quickly deploy applications, handle unexpected surge,
fix security flaws, and respond to various real world situations.
By offering efficient process-based virtualization and a layered image system, containers are designed to enable agile
and elastic application deployment. However, creating or updating large container clusters is still slow due to the image
downloading and unpacking process. For example, Verma et
al. in [37] report that the startup latency of containers is highly
variable with a typical median of about 25s, and pulling layers
(packages) accounts for about 80% of the total time.
Highly elastic container deployment has also become expected of modern cloud computing platforms. In serverless
computing [23], high cold-start latency could violate responsiveness SLAs. Workarounds for the slow start are cumbersome and expensive, and include storing all images on all
possible hosts. Therefore, minimizing cold-start latency is
considered a critical system-level challenge for serverless
computing [14, 23].
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There has been recent work on reducing container startup
time by accelerating the image downloading process with a
peer-to-peer (P2P) approach [20, 22, 24, 30, 37]. We relied
on a P2P download tool for several years to cope with the
scalability problem of the Container Registry. However, the
startup latency was still unsatisfactory. Another general approach to the problem is to read data on-demand from remote
images [9,16,18,19,21,33,41]. Because container images are
organized as overlaid layers of files and are presented to the
container runtime as a file system directory, all of the previous
work adhered to the file system interface, even though some
of them actually used block stores as their backends.
Implementing a POSIX-complaint file system interface and
exposing it via the OS kernel is relatively complex. Moreover,
using file-based layers has several disadvantages. First, updating big files (or their attributes) is slow because the system
has to copy whole files to the writable layer before performing
the update operations. Second, creating hard links is similarly
slow, because it also triggers the copy action as cross layer references are not supported by the image. Third, files may have
a rich set of types, attributes, and extended attributes that are
not consistently supported on all platforms. Moreover, even
on one platform, support for capabilities such as hard links,
sparse files, etc. tends to be inconsistent across file systems.
With the rapid growth of users running containers on public cloud and hybrid cloud, virtualized secure containers are
becoming mainstream. Although it is possible to pass a filebased image from host to guest via 9p [1] or virtio-fs [10],
there is usually a performance cost. There are also complications in handling heterogeneous containers such as Windows
guest on Linux host, or vice versa. This means that some
users may not be able to burst efficiently to public clouds, i.e.
run their applications primarily on premise with an efficient
container runtime, and scale them out under load to public
clouds with a virtualized secure container runtime.
In this paper, we observe that the benefits of a layered image are not contingent on representing the layers as sets of file
changes. More specifically, we can achieve the same effect
with block-based layers where each layer still corresponds
to a set of file changes but is physically the set of changes at
the block level underneath a given file system. Such a design
allows the image service to be file system and platform agnostic. The image service is solely responsible for managing
and distributing physical images to the appropriate hosts. It is
up to the individual host or container on the host to interpret
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Figure 1: Layered Container Image. The image layers (L1, L2)
are read-only shared by multiple containers (C1, C2) while
the container layers (LC) are privately writable.
the image with an appropriate file system. This approach also
allows dependency on the file system to be explicitly captured
at image creation time, further enhancing consistency in the
runtime environment of applications.
We have designed and implemented a complete system
called DADI Image Service (DADI in short) based on this approach. The name DADI is an acronym for Data Acceleration
for Disaggregated Infrastructure and describes several of our
initiatives in enabling a disaggregated infrastructure. At the
heart of the DADI Image Service is a new construct called
Overlay Block Device (OverlayBD) which provides a merged
view of a sequence of block-based layers. Conceptually, it
can be seen as the counterpart of union file systems that are
usually used to merge container images today. It is simpler
than union file systems and this simplicity enables optimizations including flattening of the layers to avoid performance
degradation for containers with many layers. More generally,
the simplicity of block-based layers facilitates (1) fine-grained
on-demand data transfer of remote images; (2) online decompression with efficient codecs; (3) trace-based prefetching;
(4) peer-to-peer transfer to handle burst workload; (5) flexible
choice of guest file systems and host systems; (6) efficient
modification of large files (cross layer block references); (7)
easy integration with the container ecosystem.
We have applied DADI to both cgroups [3] runtime and
QEMU runtime. Support for other runtimes such as Firecracker [13], gVisor [5], OSv [25], etc. should be technically
straightforward. DADI has been deployed at scale in the production environment of Alibaba to serve one of the world’s
largest ecommerce platforms. Performance results show that
DADI can cold start 10,000 containers on 1,000 hosts within
4 seconds. We are currently working on an edition of DADI
for our public cloud service.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
Container Image

Container images are composed of multiple incremental layers so as to enable incremental image distribution. Each layer
is essentially a tarball of differences (addition, deletion or
update of files) from a previous layer. The container system
may apply the diffs in a way defined by its storage driver.
The layers are usually much lighter than VM images that
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contain full data. Common layers are downloaded only once
on a host, and are shared by multiple containers as needed.
Each container has a dedicated writable layer (also known
as container layer) that stores a private diff to the image, as
shown in Figure 1. Writing to a file in the image may trigger
a copy-on-write (CoW) operation to copy the entire file to the
writable layer.
To provide a root file system to containers, the container engine usually depends on a union file system such as overlayfs,
aufs, etc. These union file systems provide a merged view of
the layers which are stored physically in different directories.
The container system can also make use of Logical Volume
Manager (LVM) thin-provisioned volumes, with each layer
mapped to a snapshot.
The container system has a standard web service for image
uploading and downloading called the Container Registry.
The Container Registry serves images with an HTTP(S)-based
protocol which, together with the incremental nature of layers,
makes it a lot easier to distribute container images widely as
compared to VM images.

2.2

Remote Image

The image distribution operation, however, consumes a lot of
network and file system resources, and may easily saturate
the service capacity allocated to the user/tenant, especially
when creating or updating large container clusters. The result
is long startup latencies for containers. After an image layer
is received, it has to be unpacked. This unpacking operation is
CPU, memory (for page cache) and I/O intensive at the same
time so that it often affects other containers on the host and
sometimes even stalls them.
To some extent, the current container image service is a
regression to a decade ago when VM images were also downloaded to hosts. A similar problem has been solved once
with distributed block stores [26, 28, 29, 38] where images
are stored on remote servers, and image data is fetched over
the network on-demand in a fine-grained manner rather than
downloaded as a whole. This model is referred to as “remote
image”. There are several calls for this model in the container
world (e.g. [18, 21]).
The rationale for remote image is that only part of the
image is actually needed during the typical life-cycle of a
container, and the part needed during the startup stage is even
smaller. According to [19], as little as 6.4% of the image is
used during the startup stage. Thus remote image saves a
lot of time and resources by not staging the entire image in
advance. And with the help of data prefetching (by OS) or
asynchronous data loading (by applications themselves), the
perceived time to start from a remote image can be effectively
reduced further.
Remote image, however, requires random read access to
the contents of the layers. But the standard layer tarball was
designed for sequential reading and unpacking, and does not
support random reading. Thus the format has to be changed.
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2.3

File-System-Based Remote Image

CRFS [21] is a read-only file system that can mount a container image directly from a Container Registry. CRFS introduces an improved format called Stargz that supports random
reads. Stargz is a valid tar.gz format but existing images need
to be converted to realize remote image service. Instead of
having the read-only file system read files directly from the
layer, one could also extract the files in each layer and store
them in a repository such as CernVM-FS [18] where they
can be accessed on demand. CFS [27] is a distributed file
system to serve unpacked layer files for hosts. Wharf [41],
Slacker [19], Teleport [9] serve unpacked layer files through
NFS or CIFS/SMB.
Due to the complexity of file system semantics, there are
several challenges with file-system based image service. For
example, passing a file system from host to guest across the
virtualization boundary tends to limit performance. The I/O
stack involves several complex pieces (including virtio-fs [10],
FUSE [36], overlayfs [8], remote image itself) that need to
be made robust and optimized. When compared to a block
device, the file system also presents a larger attack surface
that potentially reduces security in public clouds.
POSIX-compliant features are also a burden for nonPOSIX workloads such as serverless applications, and an
obstacle to Windows workloads running on Linux hosts (with
virtualization). In addition, unikernel [5, 25, 39] based applications are usually highly specialized, and tend to prefer a
minimalistic file system such as FAT [4] for efficiency. Some
of them may even require a read-only file system. These different requirements are difficult to be satisfied by a file system
that is predefined by the image service.
Furthermore, some desirable features of popular file systems such as XFS [11], Btrfs [2], ZFS [12], etc., are missing
in current file-system-based image services, and are not likely
to be supported soon. These include file-level or directorylevel snapshot, deduplication, online defragmentation, etc. It
is even difficult to efficiently (without copy) support standard
features such as hard links and modification of files or file
attributes.

2.4

Block-Snapshot-Based Remote Image

Modern block stores [26, 28, 29, 38] usually have a concept
of copy-on-write snapshot which is similar to layer in the
container world. Cider [16] and Slacker [19] are attempts to
make use of such similarity by mapping image layers to the
snapshots of Ceph and VMstore [17], respectively.
Container image layer and block store snapshot, however,
are not identical concepts. Snapshot is a point-in-time view
of a disk. Its implementation tends to be specific to the block
store. In many systems, snapshots belong to disks. When a
disk is deleted, its snapshots are deleted as well. Although
this is not absolutely necessary, many block stores behave
this way by design. Layer, on the other hand, refers to the
incremental change relative to a state which can be that of
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a different image. Layer emphasizes sharing among images,
even those belonging to different users, and has a standard
format to facilitate wide distribution.

2.5

Others

File System Changesets. Exo-clones [33] implement volume
clones efficiently with file system changesets that can be
exported. DADI images are conceptually exo-clones with
block level deltas that are not tied to any specific file system.
P2P downloading. Several systems allow container hosts
to download image layers in a P2P manner, significantly reducing the download time in large environments [20, 22, 24,
30,37]. VMThunder [40] adopts a tree-structured P2P overlay
network to deliver fine-grained data blocks on-demand for
large VM clusters. We reuse this general idea in DADI’s optional P2P subsystem with a refined design and a productionlevel implementation.
Trimmed images. In order to pull less data and start a container in less time, DockerSlim [6] uses a combination of static
and dynamic analyses to generate smaller-sized container images in which only files needed by the core application are
included. Cntr [35] improves this by allowing dynamic accesses to trimmed files in uncommon cases via a FUSE-based
virtual files system.
Storage Configuration for Containers. The layering feature of container image introduces new complexities in configuring storage. [34] demonstrates the impact of Docker storage
configuration on performance.
VM images. Standard VM image formats such as qcow2,
vmdk, vhd, etc. are block-level image formats and are technically reusable for containers. The major drawback of these
image formats is that they are not layered. It is possible to emulate layering by repeatedly applying QEMU’s backing-file
feature, but doing this incurs significant performance overhead for reads. As we shall see in Section 3.1, the translation
tables for standard VM image formats are also much bigger
than those needed for DADI.

3

DADI Image Service

DADI is designed to be a general solution that can become
part of the container ecosystem. The core of DADI (Sections 3.1-3.4) is a remote image design that inherits the layering model of container image, and remains compatible with
the Registry by conforming to the OCI-Artifacts [31] standard.
DADI is independent of transfer protocols so it is possible
to insert an optional P2P transfer module to cope with largescale applications (Section 3.5). DADI is also independent
of the underlying storage system so users can choose an appropriate storage system such as HDFS, NFS, CIFS, etc., to
form a fully networked solution (Section 4.4). DADI uses a
block-level interface which minimizes attack surface, a design
point especially relevant for virtualized secure containers.
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As shown in Figure 2, DADI models an image as a virtual
block device on which is laid a regular file system such as
ext4. Note that there is no concept of file at the block level.
The file system is a higher level of abstraction atop the DADI
image. When a guest application reads a file, the request is
first handled by the regular file system which translates the
request into one or more reads of the virtual block device. The
block read request is forwarded to a DADI module in user
space, and then translated into one or more random reads of
the layers.
DADI models an image as a virtual block device while retaining the layered feature. Each DADI layer is a collection of
modified data blocks under the filesystem and corresponding
to the files added, modified or deleted by the layer. DADI
provides the container engine with merged views of the layers
by an overlay block device (OverlayBD) module. We will use
layer and changeset interchangeably in the rest of the paper
for clearer statements. The block size (granularity) for reading and writing is 512 bytes in DADI, similar to real block
devices. The rule for overlaying changesets is simple: for any
block, the latest change takes effect. The blocks that are not
changed (written) in any layer are treated as all-zero blocks.
The raw data written by the user, together with an index
to the raw data, constitutes the layer blob. The DADI layer
blob format further includes a header and a trailer. To reduce
memory footprint and increase deployment density, we design
an index based on variable-length segments, as illustrated in

s t r u c t Segment {
uint64_t offset :48; / /
uint16_t length ;
//
uint64_t moffset :48; / /
u i n t 1 6 _ t pos : 1 2 ;
//
uint8_t flags :4;
//
u i n t 6 4 _ t end ( ) { r e t u r n
};

o f f s e t i n image ’ s LBA
l e n g t h o f t h e change
mapped o f f s e t i n l a y e r b l o b
position in the layer stack
zeroed ? etc .
offset + length ;}

Figure 3: Definition of Segment. LBA is short for logical
block address, offsets and lengths are in unit of blocks (512
bytes), size of the struct is 16 bytes.
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Figure 2: DADI Image. DADI image layer (L1, L2) consists
of modified data blocks. DADI uses an overlay block device
to provide each container (C1, C2) with a merged view of its
layers.
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Figure 4: Index Lookup for Reading DADI Image. The lookup
operation is a range query on a set of ordered non-overlapping
variable-length segments, each of which points to the location
of its raw data in the layer blob(s).
Figure 3. A segment tells where a change begins and ends
in the image’s logical block address (LBA) space, and also
where the latest data is stored in the layer blob file’s offset
space. In this design, adjacent segments that are contiguous
can be merged into a single larger segment to reduce the index
size. The segment struct can record a change as small as 1
block which is the minimal write size for a block device. This
avoids Copy-on-Write operations and helps to yield consistent
write performance.
The index is an array of non-overlapping segments sorted
by their offset. According to statistics from our production
environment, the indices have fewer than 4.5K segments (see
Section 5 for details) which corresponds to only 72KB of
memory. In contrast, the qcow2 image format of QEMU has
a fixed block size of 64KB by default, and an index based on
radix-tree. QEMU allocates MBs of memory by default to
cache the hottest part of its index.
To realize reading, DADI performs a range lookup in the
index to find out where in the blob to read. The problem
can be formally stated as given a set of disjoint segments in
the LBA space, find all the segments (and “holes”) within
the range to read. This problem is depicted in Figure 4. For
efficiency, the algorithm deals with variable-length segments
directly without expanding them to fixed-sized blocks. As the
index is ordered and read-only, we simply use binary search
for efficient lookup, as shown in Algorithm 1. A B-tree could
achieve higher efficiency but as the index contains only a few
thousand entries in practice, we leave this optimization as a
possible future work.

3.2

Merged View of Layers

When there are multiple layers, if the lookup procedure
goes through the layers one by one, the time complexity is
O(n · log m) where n is the number of layers and m is the
average number of segments in a layer. In other words, the
cost increases linearly with n. We optimize this problem with
a merged index that is pre-calculated when the indices are
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Input: the range (offset, length) to look up
end ← offset + length;
i ← index.binary_search_first_not_less(offset);
if i < index.size() then
delta ← offset - index[i].offset;
if delta > 0 then // trim & yield 1st segment
s ← index[i]; s.offset ← offset;
s.moffset += delta; s.length -= delta;
yield s; offset ← s.end(); i++;
end
end
while i < index.size() and index[i].offset < end do
len ← index[i].offset - offset;
if len > 0 then
// yield a hole
yield Hole(offset, len);
offset ← index[i].offset;
end
s ← index[i];
// yield next segment
s.length ← min(s.length, end - offset);
yield s; offset ← s.end(); i++;
end
if offset < end then
// yield final hole
yield Hole(offset, end - begin);
end
Algorithm 1: Index Lookup. Yields a collection of segments
within the specified range (offset, length) with i initialized
to the first element in the index that is not less than offset,
and Hole being a special type of segment representing a
range that has never been written.
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Input: an array of file objects blobs[0..n];
a rage (offset, length) to pread
for s in merged_index.lookup(offset, length) do
// s.pos == 0 for Hole segments
// blobs[0] is a special virtual file object
// that yields zeroed content when pread
blobs[s.pos].pread(s.offset, s.length);
end
Algorithm 3: Read Based on Merged Index.

that at an index size of 4.5K segments, a single CPU core
can perform more than 6 million index queries per second. In
Section 5.4, we find that IOPS tops out at just under 120K for
both LVM and DADI, suggesting that DADI spends no more
than 1/50 of a CPU core performing index lookups.

3.3

Compression and Online Decompression

Standard compression file formats such as gz, bz2, xz, etc.,
do not support efficient random read operation. Files in these
formats usually need to be decompressed from the very beginning until the specified part is reached. To support compression of the layers’ blobs and enable remote image at the
same time, DADI introduces a new compression file format
called ZFile.
ZFile includes the source file compressed in a fixed-sized
chunk-by-chunk manner and a compressed index. To read
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loaded, thus reducing the complexity to O(log M) where M
is the number of segments in the merged index. The merging
problem is illustrated in Figure 5.
To merge the indices, we put them in an array indexed from
1 to n where n is the number of layers, and in an order such
that base layers come earlier. Algorithm 2 shows the recursive
procedure to merge indices for a specified range. To merge
them as whole, the algorithm is invoked for the entire range
of the image. We make use of the pos field in the final merged
index to indicate which layer a segment comes from. With the
merged index, random read operation (pread) can be easily
implemented as Algorithm 3, supposing that we have an array
of file objects representing the ordered layers’ blobs.
We analyzed 1,664 DADI image layers from 205 core applications in our production environment to extract the size of
the merged indices. The statistics are summarized in Figure 6.
They show that the indices have no more than 4.5K segments
so the algorithm for merging indices is efficient enough to be
run when an image is launched. Observe also that the number
of segments is not correlated with the number of layers. This
suggests that the performance of DADI OverlayBD does not
degrade as the number of layers increases. Figure 7 plots the
throughput of index queries on a single CPU core. Observe

Input: an array of indices[1..n];
subscript i of the indices array for this recursion;
the range to merge (offset, length)
for s in indices[i].lookup(offset, length) do
if s is NOT a Hole then
s.pos ← i;
yield s;
else if i > 0 then // ignore a real hole
indices_merge(indices, i-1, s.offset, s.length);
end
end
Algorithm 2: Index Merge by Recursion.
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an offset into a ZFile, one looks up the index to find the
offset and length of the corresponding compressed chunk(s),
and decompresses only these chunks. ZFile supports various
efficient compression algorithms including lz4, zstd, gzip,
etc., and can additionally store a dictionary to assist some
compression algorithms to achieve higher compression ratio
and efficiency. Figure 8 illustrates the format of ZFile.
The index stored in ZFile is an array of 32-bit integers, each
of which denotes the size of the corresponding compressed
chunk. The index is compressed with the same compression
algorithm as the data chunks. When loaded into memory, the
index is decompressed and accumulated into an array of 64bit integers denoting the offsets of the compressed chunks in
the ZFile blob. After the conversion, index lookup becomes a
simple array addressing at o f f set/chunk_size.
Due to the fixed-size nature of chunks and the aligned nature of the underlying storage device, ZFile may read and
decompress more data than requested by a user read. The
decompression itself is an extra cost compared to the conventional I/O stack. In practice, however, ZFile improves userperceived I/O performance even on servers with high-speed
NVMe SSD. The advantage is even larger for slower storage

(e.g. HDD or Registry). This is because, with the compression agorithm in use (lz4), the time saved reading the smaller
amount of compressed data more than offsets the time spent
decompressing the data. See Section 5.4 for detailed results.
In order to support online decompression, a fast compression algorithm can be used at some expense to the compression ratio. We typically use lz4 in our deployment. Individually compressing chunks of the original files also impacts
the compression ratio. As a result, DADI images are usually
larger than the corresponding .tgz images but not by much.
We analyzed the blob sizes of 205 core applications in our
production environment. Figure 9 shows the blob sizes in
various formats relative to their .tar format sizes. In general,
DADI uncompressed format (.dadi) produces larger blobs
than .tar, due to the overhead of the image file system (ext4 in
this case) but the overhead is usually less than 5% for layers
that are larger than 10MB. Note that the compression ratio
varies greatly among these images and some of them are not
compressible. As discussed, ZFile blobs tend to be larger than
their .tgz counterparts.
By adhering to the layered model of container image, DADI
images are able to share layers. To further save space and
network traffic, deduplication can be performed at the chunk
level of DADI images, followed by compression of the unique
chunks.

3.4

DADI Container Layer

Unlike other remote image systems (e.g. [18, 21]), DADI
realizes a writable container layer. The writable layer is not
only a convenient way to build new image layers, but also
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provides an option to eliminate the dependency on a union file
system. We base the writable layer on a log-structured [32]
design because this makes DADI viable on top of virtually all
kinds of storage systems, including those that do not support
random writes (e.g. HDFS). The log-structured writable layer
is also technically a natural extension of the read-only layers.
As shown in Figure 10, the writable layer consists of one
file for raw data and one for index. Both of these files are
open-ended, and are ready to accept appends. As overwrites
occur in the writable layer, these files will contain garbage
data and index records. When there is too much garbage,
DADI will spawn a background thread to collect the garbage
by copying the live data to a new file, and then deleting the
old file. When the writable layer is committed, DADI will
copy the live data blocks and index records to a new file in
layer format, sorting and possibly combining them according
to their LBAs.
The index for the writable layer is maintained in memory
as a red-black tree to efficiently support lookup, insertion
and deletion. On a write, DADI adds a new record to the
index of the writable layer. On a read, DADI first looks up the
index of the writable layer. For each hole (a segment with no
data written) within the range to read, DADI further looks up
the merged index of the underlying read-only layers. DADI
supports TRIM by adding to the writable layer an index record
that is flagged to indicate that the range contains all-zero
content.

3.5

P2P Data Transfer

Although remote image can greatly reduce the amount of image data that has to be transferred, there are situations where
more improvement is necessary. In particular, there are several
critical applications in our production environment that are
deployed on thousands of servers, and that comprise layers as
large as several GBs. The deployment of these applications
places huge pressure on the the Registry and the network
infrastructure.
To better handle such large applications, DADI caches recently used data blocks on the local disk(s) of each host. DADI
also has the option to transfer data directly among the hosts in
a peer-to-peer manner. Given that all the peers need roughly
the same set of data and in roughly the same order during
the startup time period, DADI adopts a tree-structured overlay topology to realize application-level multicast similar to
VMThunder [40] instead of the rarest-first policy commonly
used in P2P downloading tools [15, 20, 22].
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Figure 11: DADI’s Tree-Structured P2P Data Transfer.

As shown in Figure 11, each container host runs a P2P module called DADI-Agent. In addition, there is a P2P module
called DADI-Root in every data center that plays the role of
root for topology trees. DADI-Root is responsible for fetching
data blocks from the Registry to a local persistent cache, and
also for managing the topology trees within its own datacenter.
A separate tree is created and maintained for each layer blob.
Whenever an agent wants to read some data from a blob
for the first time or when its parent node does not respond,
it sends a request RPC to the root. The root may service the
request by itself, or it may choose to rearrange the topology
and redirect the requesting agent to a selected parent. The
requesting agent is considered to join the tree as a child of
the selected parent. Every node in a tree, including the root,
serves at most a few direct children. If the requested data is
not present in the parent’s cache, the request flows upward
until a parent has the data in its cache. The data received from
the parent is added to the child’s cache as it will probably be
needed soon by other children or the node itself.
DADI-Root manages the topology. It knows how many
children every node has. When a node needs to be inserted
into the tree, the root simply walks down the tree in memory,
always choosing a child with the fewest children. The walk
stops at the first node with fewer direct children than a threshold. This node becomes the selected parent for the requesting
agent. When a node finds that its parent has failed, it reverts
to the root to arrange another parent for it. As the P2P transfer is designed to support the startup of containers and this
startup process usually does not last long, DADI-Root expires
topology information relatively quickly, by default after 20
minutes.
DADI-Root is actually a replicated service running on several servers for availability, and deployed separately for different clusters. An agent randomly chooses a root server in the
same cluster when joining a transfer topology. It switches to
another root server when it encounters a failure. The Registry
tends to be shared by many clusters and possibly across a
long distance so its performance may not always be high. In
order to ensure that data blocks are likely to exist on the root
when they are needed, we warm up the root servers’ cache in
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Figure 12: I/O Path for cgroups Runtime.
Figure 13: I/O Path for Virtualized Runtime (QEMU, etc).
our production environment whenever a new layer is built or
converted.
To protect against potential data corruption, we create a
separate checksum file for each and every layer blob as part
of the image building or conversion process. The checksum
file contains the CRC32 value for each fixed-sized block of
the layer. As the checksum files are small, they are distributed
whole to every involved node as part of the image pulling
process. The data blocks are verified on arrival at each node.

4

Implementation and Deployment

This section discusses how DADI interfaces with applications
and container engines, as well as how DADI can be deployed
in different user scenarios.

We have also realized a QEMU driver for its block device backend to export an image to virtualized containers. As
shown in Figure 13, the data path in this case is conceptually similar to that for the cgroups runtime except that the
image file system and virtual block device are running in the
guest context, and the block driver takes the place of lsmd.
Integration with other hypervisors should be straightforward.
It is also possible to pass the virtual block device from the
host into the guest context. This approach works with virtually all hypervisors but incurs a slightly higher overhead.
As the block device interface is narrower and simpler than a
file system interface, it exposes a small attack surface to the
untrusted guest container.

4.2
4.1

Data Path

DADI connects with applications through a file system
mounted on a virtual block device. DADI is agnostic to the
choice of file system so users can select one that best fits their
needs. By allowing the dependency on the file system to be
explicitly captured at image creation time, DADI can help
applications exploit the advanced features of file systems such
as XFS [11], Btrfs [2], ZFS [12].
In the case of the cgroups runtime, we use an internal
module called vrbd to provide the virtual block device. vrbd
is similar to nbd but contains improvements that enable it to
perform better and handle crashes of the user-space daemon.
As shown in Figure 12, I/O requests go from applications
to a regular file system such as ext4. From there they go to
the virtual block device and then to a user-space daemon
called lsmd. Reads of data blocks belonging to layers that
have already been downloaded are directed to the local file
system where the layers are stored. Other read operations are
directed to DADI’s P2P agent which maintains a persistent
cache of recently used data blocks. Write and trim operations
are handled by lsmd which writes the data and index files of
the writable layer to the local file system.
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Container Engine Integration

DADI is integrated with Docker through a graph driver which
is a Docker plugin to compose the root file system from layers.
The layers form a graph (actually tree) topology hence the
name graph driver. DADI is also integrated with containerd
through a snapshotter which provides functions similar to
those of the graph driver. We will use the term “driver” to
refer to either of them in the rest of the paper.
We implemented the drivers to recognize existing and
DADI image formats. When they encounter .tgz image, they
invoke existing drivers. When they come across DADI image,
they perform DADI-specific actions. In this way, the container engine can support both types of images at the same
time so that the deployment of DADI to a host does not require the eviction of existing .tgz based containers or images
from that host. This enables us to use a canary approach to
systematically roll out DADI across our complex production
environment.
DADI currently fakes the image pulling process with a
small tarball file consisting of DADI-specific metadata. The
tarball is very small so that the image pull completes quickly.
We are preparing a proposal to the container community for
extensions to the image format representation to enable lazy
image pulling and make the engine aware of remote images.
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4.3

Image Building

DADI supports image building by providing a log-structured
writable layer. The log-structured design converts all writes
into sequential writes so that the build process with DADI is
usually faster than that for regular .tgz images (see Section 5
for details). As DADI uses faster compression algorithms, the
commit operation is faster with DADI than it is for regular .tgz
images. DADI also avoids pulling entire base images and this
saves time when building images on dedicated image building
servers where the base images are usually not already local.
In order to build a new layer, DADI first prepares the base
image file system by bringing up a virtual block device and
mounting the file system on it. When the layer is committed,
DADI unmounts the file system and brings down the device.
These actions are repeated for each layer produced in a new
image, adding up to a lot of time. According to the specification of the image building script (dockerfile), each line of
action will produce a new layer. It is not uncommon to see
tens of lines of actions in a dockerfile in our environment so
a single build job may result in an image with many new layers. This design was supposed to improve the speed of layer
downloading by increasing parallelism, but it may become
unnecessary with remote image.
We optimized the DADI image build process by bringing
the device up and down only once. The intermediate downand-ups are replaced with a customized operation called stackand-commit. As its name suggests, stack-and-commit first
stacks a new writable layer on top of existing layers, and then
commits the original writable layer in the background. This
optimization significantly increases image building speed,
especially on high-end servers with plenty of resources.
To convert an existing .tgz image into the DADI format,
DADI proceeds from the lowest layer of the image to its highest layer. For each layer, DADI creates a new writable layer
and unpacks the corresponding .tgz blob into the layer while
handling whiteouts, a special file name pattern that indicates
deletion of an existing file. If users want to build a DADI
image from a .tgz base image, the base image layers must first
be converted into the DADI format using this process.
Some container engines implicitly create a special init layer
named as xxxxx-init between the container layer and its images layers. This init layer contains some directories and files
that must always exist in containers (e.g. /proc, /dev, /sys).
During commit, DADI merges this init layer with the container layer so as to keep the integrity of the image file system.

4.4

Deployment Options

The P2P data transfer capability of DADI is optional and
targeted at users with large applications. Other users may
prefer to use DADI with the layer blobs stored in a highperformance shared storage system as a compromise between
fetching the layer blobs from the Registry and storing the layer
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blobs on every host. Similar solutions have been proposed in
the community (e.g. Teleport [9], Wharf [41]). DADI further
enhances these solutions by not requiring the layers to be
unpacked and supporting alternative storage systems such as
HDFS.
For users who do not wish to set up shared storage, DADI
provides them with the option to fetch layer blobs on-demand
from the Registry and cache the data blocks on local disk(s).
This approach greatly reduces cold startup latencies by avoiding the transfer of data blocks that are not needed. If there
is a startup I/O trace available when launching a new container instance, DADI can make use of the trace to prefetch
the data blocks needed by the starting container, yielding a
near-warm startup latency. The trace can be simply collected
with blktrace, and replayed with fio. See Section 5.2 for
details.
Users may also choose to use DADI by downloading the
layer blobs to local disk(s). DADI layers do not need to be unpacked, saving a time-consuming sequential process needed
for .tgz layers. Thus pulling DADI images is much faster. The
downloading can be optionally offloaded to P2P tools such
as [20,22,24,30,37]. We use this approach as a backup path in
case our on-demand P2P transfer encounters any unexpected
error.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance and scalability
of DADI Image Service.

5.1

Methodology

We compare the container startup latency with DADI to that
with the standard tarball image, Slacker, CRFS, LVM (dm or
device mapper), and P2P image download. We also analyze
the I/O performance as observed by an application inside the
container.
Slacker uses Tintri VMstore as its underlying storage system. We do not have access to such a system so we use LVM
together with NFS as an approximation of Slacker (denoted
as pseudo-Slacker). At the time of this writing, CRFS has
not yet achieved its goal of realizing an internal overlayfs
so we rely on the kernel implementation of overlayfs for the
comparisons.
We generally use NVMe SSDs as local storage. We also emulate a low-speed disk by limiting IOPS to 2,000 and throughput to 100 MB/s. These are the performance characteristics of
the most popular type of virtual disks on public clouds so we
refer to such a disk as “cloud disk” in the rest of the paper. We
use ZFile by default for DADI unless explicitly noted. Before
starting a test, we drop the kernel page cache in the host and
guest (if applicable) as well as the persistent cache of DADI.
The physical servers we use are all equipped with dual-way
multi-core Xeon CPUs and 10GbE or higher-speed NICs. The
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tion Environment.
VMs are hosted on our public cloud. Each VM is equipped
with 4 CPU cores and 8 GBs of memory. The vNICs are capable of a burst bandwidth of 5 Gbps and sustained bandwidth
of 1.5 Gbps.

Startup Latency

To evaluate container startup latency, we use the application
image WordPress from DockerHub.com. WordPress is the
most popular content management system powering about one
third of the Web in 2019 [7]. The image consists of 21 layers
in .tgz format with a total size of 165MB. When unpacked,
the image size is 501MB. In DADI compressed format with
lz4 compression, the image occupies 274MB. The tarball of
DADI-specific metadata that is downloaded on image pull is
only 9KB in size.
Cold start of a single instance. We test startup latencies
of a single container instance running WordPress when the
layer blobs are stored in the Registry (.tgz, DADI, CRFS) and
on remote storage servers (DADI, pseudo-Slacker). All the
servers are located in the same datacenter as the container host.
The results, as summarized in Figure 14, show that container
cold startup time is markedly reduced with DADI.
Warm start of a single instance. Once the layer blobs are
stored or cached on local disk, the containers can be started
and run without a remote data source. In this case, any difference in startup time can be attributed to the relative efficiency
of the I/O paths. As indicated in Figure 15, DADI performs
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15%~25% better than overlayfs and LVM on NVMe SSD,
and more than 2 times better on cloud disk.
Cold startup with trace-based prefetching. We first
make use of blktrace to record an I/O trace when starting a container. On another host, we use fio to replay only
the read operations in the trace while starting a new container
instance of the same image. We set fio to replay with a relatively large I/O depth of 32 so as to fetch data blocks before
they are actually read by the application. Figure 16 shows the
results. Observe that trace-based prefetching can reduce 95%
of the difference between cold and warm startup times.
Batch cold startup. In practice, many applications are
large and require multiple instances to be started at the same
time. For this batch startup scenario, we compare only pseudoSlacker and DADI because the .tgz image and CRFS are
bottlenecked by the Registry. The results are presented in
Figure 17. Note that the startup time with pseudo-Slacker
begins at 1.5s for one instance and increases to 2.3s for 32
instances. On the other hand, the startup time with DADI
remains largely constant at 0.7s as the number of instances
increases.
Startup in our Production Environment. We selected
typical deployment tasks for an application in our production
environment and analyzed its timing data. As shown in Figure 18, pulling the DADI metadata tarball takes no more than
0.2s for nearly half of the hosts and around 1s for the rest
of the hosts. This compares very favorably with pulling the
equivalent .tgz image which takes more than 20s for most
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of the hosts. Note that in this case, the .tgz image pull only
needs to download the application layers as the much larger
dependencies and OS layers already exist on the hosts. If all
the layers have to be downloaded, the time needed will be
even higher.
As shown in Figure 19, applications start faster using DADI
remote image and P2P data transfer than with the .tgz image
stored on local SSD. This result surprised us initially but
it turned out to be a common occurrence for a couple of
reasons. First, overlayBD performs better than OverlayFS
(See Section 5.4). Second, with the tree-structured P2P data
transfer, hosts effectively read from their parents’ page cache,
and this is faster than reading from their local disks.

Scalability

For the scalability analysis, we use a lightweight application called Agility. Agility is a Python application based
on CentOS 7.6. Its image consists of 16 layers with a total
size of 575MB in ZFile format and 894MB uncompressed.
When Agility starts, it accesses a specified HTTP server which
records the time stamps of all the accesses. We use Agility instead of WordPress for our scalability test because it provides
a means to collect timings of a large number of container
instances. Agility also consumes fewer resources, allowing
us to create many more containers in our testbed.
Large-scale startup with DADI. We create 1,000 VMs on
our public cloud platform and use them as hosts for containers.
A large and increasing portion of our production environment
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is VM-based so this test reflects our real world situation. We
start 10 containers running Agility on each host for a total
of 10,000 containers. As shown in Figure 20, the cold start
latency with DADI is within a second or two of that for warm
start. The experimental environment is not dedicated and some
noise is apparent in one of the runs (Cold Startup 1). Note that
other than for ramp-up and long-tail effects, the time taken to
start additional containers is relatively constant.
Hyper-scale startup with DADI. We deliberately construct a special P2P topology with tens of hosts and use it to
project the behavior for a full tree with tens of thousands of
hosts. The special topology models a single root-to-leaf path
where each interior node has the maximum number of children. Each host again runs 10 instances of Agility. As shown
in Figure 21, the startup time is largely flat as the number of
containers increases to 100,000. Notice also that a binary tree
for P2P is best when there are fewer than 20,000 participating
hosts. A 3-ary or 4-ary tree works better beyond that scale.

5.4

I/O Performance

We perform micro benchmarks with fio to compare uncached
random read performance. The results are summarized in Figure 22. At an I/O queue depth of 1, DADI offers comparable
performance to LVM despite its user-space implementation.
DADI’s performance ramps up slower as the queue depth
is increased but it catches up and tops LVM to achieve the
highest IOPS at an I/O queue depth of 128 and without compression. This behavior suggests that DADI’s index is more
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efficient than that of LVM, but there is room to optimize our
queueing and batching implementation. Observe that DADI
with compression performs 10%~20% better than without
compression when the I/O queue depth is less than 32. This is
because compression, by reducing the amount of data transferred, increases effective I/O throughput provided that the
CPU is not bottlenecked. In our experimental setup, the CPU
becomes bottlenecked for ZFile beyond a queue depth of 32.
We also test I/O performance with du and tar to scan the
entire image from inside the container. These tests respectively emphasize small random read and large sequential read.
The output of these commands are ignored by redirecting
to /dev/null. As shown in Figure 23 and 24, DADI outperforms both overlayfs and LVM in all cases especially on
the cloud disk. This is again primarily due to the effect of
compression in reducing the amount of data transferred.

5.5

Image Building Speed

Image building speed is driven primarily by write performance and the time needed to setup an image. We evaluate
image building performance with a typical dockerfile from
our production environment. The dockerfile creates 15 new
layers comprising 7,944 files with a total size of 545MB,
and includes a few chmod operations that trigger copy-ups in
overlayfs-backed images. As shown in Figure 25, the image
is built 20%~40% faster on DADI than on overlayfs. Note
that the time to commit or compress the image is not included
in this measurement.

6

7

Conclusions

We have designed and implemented DADI, a block-level remote image service for containers. DADI is based on the observation that incremental image can be realized with blockbased layers where each layer corresponds to a set of file
changes but is physically the set of changes at the block level
underneath a given file system. Such a design allows the image service to be file system and platform agnostic, enabling
applications to be elastically deployed in different environments. The relative simplicity of block-based layers further
facilitates optimizations to increase agility. These include finegrained on-demand data transfer of remote images, online
decompression with efficient codecs, trace-based prefetching,
peer-to-peer transfer to handle burst workload, easy integration with the container ecosystem. Our experience with DADI
in the production environment of one of the world’s largest
ecommerce platforms show that DADI is very effective at
increasing agility and elasticity in deploying applications.

Discussion and Future Work

With overlayfs, containers that share layers are able to share
the host page cache when they access the same files in those
shared layers. Because DADI realizes each layered image
as a separate virtual block device, when multiple containers
access the same file in a shared layer, the accesses appear to
the host to be for distinct pages. In other words, the host page
cache is not shared, potentially reducing its efficiency.
One way to address this issue is to introduce a shared block
pool for all the virtual block devices corresponding to the
different containers on a host. The basic idea is to use the
device mapper to map segments from the pool to the virtual
block devices such that accesses by different containers to the
same file in a shared layer appear to be for the same segment
in the pool. The pool is backed by the page cache while
the virtual block device and file system on top will need to
support Direct Access (DAX) to avoid double caching. This
solution can be further improved by performing block-level
deduplication in the pool.
With the emergence of virtualized runtimes, container is
becoming a new type of virtual machine and vice versa. The
runtimes of container and VM may also begin to converge.
By being based on the widely supported block device, DADI
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image is compatible with both containers and VMs, and is
naturally a converged image service. Such a converged infrastructure will bring the convenience and efficiency of layered
image to VM users on the cloud today. It will also provide
users with increased flexibility and enable applications to
evolve gradually from cloud-based to cloud-native.
A key part of realizing the potential of DADI is to standardize its image format and facilitate its adoption. We are
working to contribute core parts of DADI to the container
community.
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Efficient Miss Ratio Curve Computation for Heterogeneous Content Popularity
Damiano Carra
University of Verona, Italy

Abstract
The Miss Ratio Curve (MRC) represents a fundamental
tool for cache performance profiling. Approximate methods
based on sampling provide a low-complexity solution for
MRC construction. Nevertheless, in this paper we show that,
in case of content with a large variance in popularity, the approximate MRC may be highly sensitive to the set of sampled
content. We study in detail the impact of content popularity
heterogeneity on the accuracy of the approximate MRC. We
observe that few, highly popular, items may cause large error
at the head of the reconstructed MRC.
From these observations, we design a new approach for
building an approximate MRC, where we combine an exact portion of the MRC with an approximate one built from
samples. Results for different real-world traces show that our
algorithm computes MRC with an error up to 10 times smaller
than state-of-the-art methods based on sampling, with similar
computational and space overhead.

1

Introduction

Caches have been widely used in different contexts to improve
system performance, from CPU, to disk, to web. As the architectures become more complex, with multi-core CPUs, or
clusters of machines, caches maintain a key role in providing
fast access to the most used content. Being a shared resource,
a cache may be misused by some aggressive processes or
application, hurting the performance of other processes.
To provide a fair sharing, one may virtually divide the cache
and assign dynamically different portions to specific applications or types of applications. For instance, Sundarrajan et
al. [33] show that, in case of Web caches, video streaming,
web browsing, and software updates have extremely different content access patterns and cache resource requirements.
Similarly, when multiple VMs run on the same physical host,
efficient sharing of storage resources, like a SSD used as
cache, needs detailed VM profiling [21, 24, 28, 32]. Analogous observations have been made in different contexts, such
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as multiprocessor systems [10, 19] and distributed processing
in datacenters [27, 35].
The most important performance metric for a cache is usually the hit ratio. For cache partitioning, it is necessary to
quantify the hit ratio a given application would experience
given the amount of available cache space. This relation is
captured by the Miss Ratio Curve (MRC), which gives the
miss ratio as a function of the cache size. The use of MRCs
can be helpful also in contexts where caches can be provisioned on demand [7, 29] with a pay-as-you-go model, as it is
in the case for cloud caches [1–3].
MRC can be computed analytically for many caching
policies—sometimes exactly [14, 20], more often approximately [15, 16]—but only under idealized models for the
request process. Real traffic usually exhibits complex patterns
that diverge from these models.
A more common approach, dating back to Mattson’s seminal work [25], is to compute the MRC directly from the
trace of the specific workload. The MRC can be built with
O(log M) computational complexity per request, and O(M)
memory [9, 13], where M is the number of distinct items that
are requested. Since content popularity (and consequently the
MRC) may vary over time, the usual approach is to select an
interval of time over which the traffic request process may
be considered stationary. Then, the requests observed during
this interval are used to build a MRC, which drives the resource assignment for the next interval. In case of high traffic
rate, if we need to continuously build many MRCs for different application types, computational complexity and memory
requirements may represent a heavy burden [7, 33].
For this reason, by trading accuracy with computational
complexity and memory, recent works propose to compute
approximate MRCs with O(1) operations per request, and
O(1) memory [17, 29, 36, 37]. Such low-complexity solutions
are based on the common idea of sampling the trace.
Limitation of the prior work. Sampling has been applied
widely in different domains. A potential pitfall of sampling is
the introduction of biases. In building the approximate MRC,
there could be two approaches: sampling the requests [4, 34],
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or sampling the items and observing the requests for those
items [36, 37]. Request sampling introduces a bias [30, 39],
which motivated the introduction of item sampling, also called
spatial sampling. Nevertheless, if request rates vary greatly
across items, spatial sampling can be biased too, a fact that
was implicitly acknowledged by Waldspurger et al. [37]. To
the best of our knowledge, we are the first to thoroughly
address and explain such a bias in detail.

Contributions. In this work we study the impact of heterogeneity on the accuracy of the approximate MRC. With the
help of different sets of experiments, and a model of a representative scenario, we observe that highly popular item play
a fundamental role, and we shed lights on the fact that the
MRC is highly sensitive to the specific content sampled. Consequently, we design a new approach, where we combine
exact MRC computation for small values of the cache capacity (which is mainly influenced by popular items) with
approximate computation for larger values. We evaluate our
scheme with both synthetic and real-world traces. Our results
show that our method is able to reconstruct the MRC with
an average error up to 10 times smaller than state of the art
approaches, with the same complexity. We also consider a
scenario where items have heterogeneous sizes, and show
how our solution correctly addresses it.
Roadmap. The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide the background information
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As an example, the left column of Figure 1 shows the exact and approximate MRCs using the LRU eviction policy,
built from various samples, considering traces with different
traffic characteristics. In particular, item request frequencies,
usually referred to as popularities, are Zipf-distributed with
two different values of the Zipf exponent (α)—experiments’
details are provided in Section 3, but they are not essential
to understand what follows. With higher values of α, the distribution becomes more skewed, and therefore popularities
become highly heterogeneous. The approximate MRCs in the
left column are obtained using SHARDS [37] with a constant
sampling rate R = 0.01. The experiments show that SHARDS
is able to obtain an accurate MRC when item popularity is
not highly skewed. But, as heterogeneity increases, the error drastically increases. Waldspurger et al. [37] recognized
this possible bias, and proposed the variant SHARDSadj that
partially solves the problem. The curves in Figure 1, right
column, show that SHARDSadj correctly estimates the tail
of the MRC, but not its head, with large errors for high miss
ratio values (above 30% in the bottom subfigure) that may
even exceed 100% (top subfigure). Miss ratios above 70%
are the norm for many caches, including HDD [37] and SSD
ones [21, 24], and hierarchical web caches, where the higher
level resides in RAM [5,26]. Caches consist of fast, expensive
storage, and they are inherently a scarce, shared resource. An
accurate assignment requires the knowledge of the MRC for
any size, even when the miss ratio is large.
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Figure 1: Approximate MRCs built from samples compared
to the exact MRC for different values of the parameter α
of the Zipf distribution used for item popularity (R = 0.01):
SHARDS (left column) and SHARDSadj (right column).
and discuss the related work. In Section 3 we study the impact
of popular items on the accuracy of the spatial sampling approaches. Section 4 presents our solution, which is evaluated
in Section 5. Section 6 provides additional considerations on
the scheme we propose, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

Background and Related Work

The MRC can be computed with a single pass on the request
trace if the eviction policy satisfies the inclusion property, i.e.,
the set of items stored in the cache at a given time is a subset
of the set of items that would be stored if the cache had a
larger size [25]. Widely adopted policies such as LRU, LFU,
and MRU satisfy such property, therefore MRCs are useful in
many practical systems.
Methods with different computational and memory requirements have been proposed to build the MRC [6, 37]. We describe here a specific algorithm suitable when all items have
the same size. The caching policies listed above all maintain
an ordered list of the items in the cache, where, at any instant,
the last item in the list is the current candidate to be evicted.
The MRC algorithm goes through the trace, maintaining an
ordered list T of references to the items mimicking how the
corresponding caching policy would work if the cache size
were infinite. Given a request for item j, if the item is not in
the cache, we have a cold miss. If the item is in the cache,
then the algorithm determines its current position (called the
reuse distance) and updates an empirical histogram of reuse
distances. Once the trace is analyzed, the histogram is normalized dividing each value by the total number of requests. By
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How to measure the Accuracy. In evaluating the approximate MRCs, accuracy is usually measured using the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE): this is the average of the absolute
differences between the exact and the approximate MRC for
all cache sizes considered. Such a metric is easy to interpret,
but it gives the same importance to all different values of
cache size. The following simple example illustrates a potential problem. Figure 2 shows the exact and approximate MRC
obtained with SHARDS for a publicly available trace which
we name ms-ex—trace details in Section 5.3. In the figure
on the left, the two curves look similar and indeed the MAE
is only 0.025, i.e., if we pick an arbitrary value of the cache
size, on average the approximate MRC allow us to estimate
the miss rate with an error of ±2.5%. The figure on the right
contains the same information but using a log scale for the
X-axis. It appears that the average error is not representative.
In fact, the error for small cache sizes can be 5-6 times bigger.
In this paper we introduce a new metric—MAEQ, Mean
Absolute Error per Quantile—that maintains the simplicity
of MAE, but it takes into account how much the MRC varies
in the different intervals. While the MAE provides the average error for a cache size sampled uniformly at random, the
MAEQ provides the average error when a miss ratio is sampled uniformly at random. In particular, the metric is based
on the concept of quantiles. We consider different uniformly
spaced quantiles for the miss ratio and identify the corresponding cache size intervals. For instance, if we consider
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summing the histogram values up to a given capacity C, one
obtains the corresponding hit ratio, whose one’s complement
is the miss ratio.
Exact MRC computation requires O(M) memory, where M
is the number of distinct items in the trace, and has a computational complexity of O(log M) per request due to the access to
T , which can be implemented with a tree data structure [40].
The approximate solutions based on sampling may adopt two
approaches: request sampling and item sampling. The solutions based on request sampling—such as sampling every n
requests [4], or sampling for small intervals of time [34]—
are known to be biased [30, 39]. To overcome these issues,
item sampling has been recently proposed for computing the
reuse distance to characterize the use of storage memory [38]
or program locality in single core [12] and multi-core architectures [30], and for building approximate MRC with low
computational complexity [17, 36, 37].
In this work we consider the solution adopted by
SHARDS [37]. SHARDS selects randomly a fraction R of
the items, computes the MRC considering only the requests
from these items, and then scales the cache capacity on the
X-axis by a factor 1/R. The item selection is done using a
hash of the item identifier, id j . Since sampling may exclude or
include very popular items, the authors of SHARDS proposed
an adjustment, called SHARDSadj , in which the estimated
miss ratios are scaled up by the ratio between the actual and
the expected number of sampled references.
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Figure 2: Error between approximate and exact MRCs (without and with log scale in the X-axis). The shaded area highlights the portion where the approximate and exact MRCs
differ the most.

the quantiles at 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 in Figure 2, right, we
identify the following intervals for cache sizes: The first interval goes from 0 to 50, the second one from 50 to 105 , the
third from 105 to 8 · 105 , and the fourth one from 8 · 105 till
the end. Note that no portion of the MRC falls below 0.2, so
the last quantile is not considered. Once we have identified
the ranges that correspond to the quantiles, we compute the
MAE in each range, and then we average the MAE. More
∗
∗
formally, MAEQ = ∑Q
i=1 MAEi /Q , where the interval i is
defined by the quantile, and Q∗ is the number of quantile intervals considered. In practice, we consider quantiles with a
step increment of 0.01: for each variation of 0.01 in the miss
ratio, we compute the MAE, and then we take the average of
the MAEs. If we compute the MAEQ for the above trace, we
obtain 0.090, which provides a better idea of the accuracy of
the approximate MRC, when we look at different miss ratio
ranges.

3
3.1

Evaluation of Spatial Sampling Approaches
Evaluation Methodology and Settings

In this section we evaluate the impact of content popularity
heterogeneity on the accuracy of the approximate MRC. We
consider the SHARDS and SHARDSadj approaches [37] with
a fixed sampling rate, denoted by R, which varies from 0.1
to 0.001. In order to have highly controllable experiments,
we first consider a set of traces generated according to the Independent Reference Model (IRM), in which the probability
that the next request for item i is constant over time and independent from the previous requests. We call this probability
the popularity of content i and denote it as pi . In particular, we
use the Zipf popularity distribution (pi ∝ i−α ) with different
values of the parameter α. We have tested different combinations of catalogue size and trace length; in what follows
we report the representative results for the case with 50M
requests for a set of 10M items and different values of the
parameter α.
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Figure 3: Accuracy for different values of the parameter α of
the Zipf distribution used for item popularity, and for different
sampling rates R: MAE (left) and MAEQ (right).
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Figure 4: Distributions used for the experiments (left) and
MRCs built from samples for the “0.6p” case (R = 0.01)
through SHARDS (center) and SHARDSadj (right).

Results with the IRM Traces

Figure 1 shows the exact and approximate MRCs for different values of α (sampling rate R = 0.01). The results in left
columns have been obtained using SHARDS, while the ones
in the right column using SHARDSadj . Note that, with spatial
sampling, we are able to build the MRC at points that are
multiples of 1/R—this is why the approximated MRCs start
at 1/R = 100.
In case of SHARDS, as α increases, the error increases
significantly. The problem is partially solved by SHARDSadj ,
whose effect is to decrease the error in the tail of the MRC.
This is obtained by rescaling the approximated MRC, but such
a rescaling has an impact on the whole MRC, and it leads to
significant errors for small cache values yielding miss ratios
larger than 1. This detail was not discussed in the SHARDS
work [37]. Our model in Section 3.3 explains these findings.
In Figure 3 we show SHARDSadj MAE and MAEQ values for different values of the sampling rate R and the Zipf
parameter α—the case labeled as “0.6p” will be discussed
later. Each value has been computed averaging five different
samples. The MAE indicates an error smaller than 0.006, but,
as we discussed above, such metric considers all cache sizes
equally important. The MAEQ, instead, indicates an average error over the quantiles that, for α = 1.2 and R = 0.001
may be as high as 0.35, which better describes the difference
between the exact and the approximate MRC.
On the head of the MRC. The presence of a relatively small
number of highly popular items determines the accuracy of
MRCs. If we observe the empirical item popularity distribution in real-world traces—we will show some examples in
Figure 9—we notice that there are often two groups of items:
a small group with very popular items, and a large one with
much less popular items.
Inspired by these real-world traces, we modify a Zipf distribution with α = 0.6 by adding 20 popular items, whose
popularity is randomly selected between 0.005 and 0.01. Popularities have been normalized to guarantee that their sum
equals one. Figure 4, left, compares this new popularity distribution, labeled as “0.6p”, with the Zipf distribution used in
the previous section. Figure 4, center and right, shows approx-
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imate MRCs for a sampling rate R = 0.01 with SHARDS and
SHARDSadj , respectively. With the addition of a few popular
items (20 out of 10M) the accuracy of the approximate MRC
is significantly affected. The MAE and the MAEQ are shown
in Figure 3, with the label “0.6p.” This experiment confirms
that, when sampling fails to capture the contribution of the
popular items, the result may be heavily biased. On the other
hand, less popular items have limited impact on the MRC and
they may be sampled randomly.

3.3

Understanding the role of popular items

We analyze a simple scenario for which we can derive an
approximate model. Consider a finite set of items where there
is a single very popular item (content c1 ), with popularity p,
and M items with approximately homogeneous popularity,
i.e., each item has a popularity of approximately (1 − p)/M,
and p  (1 − p)/M. The request sequence is generated following the IRM model. Let rn denote the n-th request. We
consider the reuse distance, i.e., the number of unique references between two references to the same item [40], and the
reuse time, i.e., the total number of references between two
references to the same item [17].
For small cache sizes, the reuse distance can be approximated by the reuse time, i.e., misses for content c1 occur
(almost) every time the reuse time for the content exceeds the
cache size C.1 The reuse distance is geometrically distributed
with expected value 1/p. Then, the miss probability for content c1 starts decreasing significantly as the cache reaches size
1/p, and decreases exponentially fast for bigger and bigger
cache sizes. Once the cache size is 3 to 4 times larger than
1/p, content c1 is highly likely to be in the cache and the miss
ratio is at most 1 − p. For larger cache sizes, the miss rate still
decreases because of the contribution of the unpopular items.
The decrease is now linear in the cache size. This reasoning
can be made formal, e.g., using a simple model based on the
Che’s approximation [11], and we obtain that the miss ratio
1 This is an approximation because requests for other items contribute to
move content c1 closer to the tail only if they are misses. But, for small cache
sizes, almost all requests for the M unpopular items generate misses.
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Figure 5 shows a sketch of what the miss ratio looks like
using a logarithmic scale for the capacity axis—curve labeled
“exact.”
Now, assume we sample the items with sampling rate R.
Either the set of sampled items contains the very popular
content (with probability R), or it does not contain it (with
probability 1 − R). In the following, we consider these two
cases and show that the resulting MRCs differ significantly
from the exact MRC.
Case 1: content c1 is sampled. The sample contains requests
for content c1 and, on average, M 0 = RM unpopular items. The
fraction of requests for content c1 is p0 = p/(p + (1 − p)R) >
p. The exact MRC of the sampled trace is determined by
(1) with M 0 and p0 replacing respectively M and p. For the
approximate MRC, we replace C with RC and we obtain:


C
0 −p0 RC
0
m(C) ≈ p e
+ (1 − p ) 1 −
.
(2)
M
The curve labeled “case 1” in Figure 5, left, corresponds to (2).
We observe a fast decrease of the miss ratio for cache sizes
around 1/(p0 R) from 1 to 1 − p0 < 1 − p. Then, the approximate MRC underestimates the miss ratio at least for large
values of the cache size.
Case 2: content c1 is not sampled. In this case there are on
average M 0 = RM equally popular items in the cache, then
the miss ratio is
C
m(C) ≈ 1 − ,
(3)
M
and is represented by the curve labeled “case 2” in Figure 5,
left.
Adjustment proposed in SHARDSadj . SHARDSadj
rescales the estimated MRC by a factor NS /(RN), where NS
is the number of requests observed in the sample. For Case 1,
we have NS = pN + RN(1 − p), and we obtain


p −p0 RC
C
e
+ (1 − p) 1 −
.
R
M

size

Approximate MRC

when the cache has capacity C ∈ [0, M] is:


C
−pC
m(C) ≈ pe
+ (1 − p) 1 −
.
M

1
R

size

B
1
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Figure 5: Simple scenario: exact MRC, along with two cases
of approximate MRCs.
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Figure 6: Approximate MRC building process.

We observe then how SHARDSadj removes the bias for large
capacity values but amplifies it for small ones, leading to
a miss ration greater than 1 in this example (madj (0+ ) ≈
p/R + (1 − p) > 1). Similarly, for Case 2, we obtain


C
madj (C) ≈ (1 − p) 1 −
.
(5)
M
SHARDSadj correctly predicts the tail of the MRC, as for
Case 1, but it now underestimates the head. Figure 5, right,
shows the curves that corresponds to Case 1 and Case 2 when
using SHARDSadj .

4

Proposed solution

In the previous section we observed that popular and less
popular items have different impacts on the MRC building
process. These observations motivate our solution. We design
a scheme, where we combine an exact MRC for small cache
sizes (where the miss ratio depends mostly on the highly popular items), with an approximate MRC built from sampled
items for large cache sizes. In particular, for the approximate MRC we use SHARDSadj , because it predicts the MRC
tail better. The approach is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 6. For the portion of the MRC built from samples, the
general scheme can adopt either a constant sampling rate or
an adaptive sampling rate to achieve constant computational
complexity. We discuss these two schemes below.
Constant Sampling Rate Scheme. Algorithm 1 describes
the solution we propose. We assume the use of the LRU
eviction policy, but the scheme may be adapted easily to any
policy that satisfies the inclusion property. The algorithm
requires two parameters: B, which is the number of items for
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Algorithm 1: Approximate MRC building process
input : B, number of positions for the exact MRC
input : Rs , sampling rate for the approximate MRC
input : request sequence
1
2
3
4
5
6

Te ← countingBTree(); Ve ← reuseVector();
Ts ← countingBTree(); Vs ← reuseVector();
foreach request r for item with id j do
if ( j ∈ Te ) then
pos j ← remove( j, Te );
update Ve at pos j ;
add j to Te ;
if (size(Te ) > B) then
remove last item from Te ;

7
8
9

if (hash( j) mod P < Rs P) then
// sampled item
if j ∈ Ts then
pos j ← remove( j, Ts );
update Vs at pos j ;

10

11
12
13

add j to Ts ;

14
15
16

MRC[0..B] ← buildExactMRC(Ve );
MRC[B..∞] ← buildApproxMRC(Vs );

to hold the references to the sampled items is of the order of
104 item references, and B = 103 adds only a small fraction
to that memory consumption.
The proposed scheme has a complexity O(log Rs M), where
M is the number of distinct items in the trace, which is due
to accesses to Ts . As for Te , since its size is constant (B item
references), the cost for the data structure operations is O(1).
Constant Complexity Scheme. A fixed sampling rate has
computational complexity and memory requirements that depend on the number of sampled items, which may grow as
we consider longer and longer traces. Waldspurger et al. [37]
propose an adaptive sampling method to maintain a O(1)
complexity per requests. This can be achieved by fixing a priori the number smax of items to sample, and then tracking the
smax items with smallest values of the hash function. As more
requests are processed, the sampling rate implicitly converges
to the minimum value required to maintain smax references.
Our mixed approach can be easily adapted in this direction,
by fixing the size of Ts .

5
5.1

the exact MRC, and Rs , which is the sampling rate. Given a set
of requests for an unknown catalogue of items, we maintain
two tree data structures respectively to build the exact MRC
(Te ), and the approximate one (Ts ). Te size equals B item
references, while Ts depends on the number of items in the
trace and the sampling rate. Splay Trees or Counting BTrees
are possible candidates for such data structures, since they
have logarithmic complexity for the insert/delete operations.
Instead, for the lookup we maintain a hash table.
Once the trace is processed, we build the exact MRC
(me (C)) and the approximate one (ms (C)). We then connect
by continuity the approximate MRC starting from B, and modulating exponentially any potential step discontinuity (equal
to me (B) − ms (B)), i.e.
(
me (C)
if C ≤ B,
m(C) =
− C−B
ms (C) + (me (B) − ms (B))e 4B if C > B.
Notice that, if we set B = 0, we obtain SHARDSadj scheme
with constant sampling rate.
As for the parameters B and Rs , we provide a sensitivity
analysis in Section 5, while we discuss the general guidelines
for setting them in Section 6. Here we anticipate that in our
experiments no particular tuning was required.
As for Rs , the considerations made by Waldspurger et al.
[37] are valid also in our case. As for B, in our experiments
we notice that, even for traces with millions of items, only
few hundreds have very high popularity, and a value of B as
low as 103 item references provides very accurate results. For
the same trace, if we use Rs = 0.01, the memory necessary
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Evaluation
Experimental Methodology

We compare our solution with the state-of-the-art approaches
based on spatial sampling [37] [36], both when the sampling
rate is fixed, and when the complexity is constant. If not
otherwise stated, we consider the SHARDSadj variant
In case of fixed sampling rate, SHARDSadj adopts a sampling rate R. Given a trace with M distinct items, the scheme
keeps track of RM items. For a fair comparison with our
scheme, we adopt a sampling rate Rs that leads to keep track
of the same number of item references, i.e., B + Rs M = RM.
If not otherwise stated, we set B = 1000 and Rs = R − B/M.
In most of our experiments, M is of the order of few millions,
so with R = 0.01, Rs is slightly smaller than R. In Section 5.2
we will show the impact of B on the accuracy.
In case of constant complexity, SHARDSadj fixes the
number of operations by maintaining a constant number of
item references smax . This means that the scheme requires
2 log(smax ) operations per request (where the factor 2 is due
to the additional data structure to track the smax items with
smallest hash). In our case, there is an additional cost of log B
due to the exact portion of the MRC, so, to make a fair comparison, we set the size of Ts to a value of s0max √
such that
log B + 2 log(s0max ) = 2 log(smax ), i.e., s0max = smax / B.
In the following sections, we will report simply R or smax
used for SHARDSadj [37]. The corresponding parameters of
our scheme are computed as explained above.

5.2

IRM traces

We start testing our solution with the IRM traces described in
Section 3. We focus on the two more problematic popularity
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Figure 7: MRCs built from samples with our approach (top)
and accuracy (MAE bottom left, MAEQ bottom right).
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Figure 8: Accuracy for different values of B (R = 0.01), and
the corresponding MRC (α = 0.6p, zoom on the head of the
MRC).

distributions: the Zipf one with α = 1.2, and the Zipf one
with α = 0.6 modified by introducing 20 very popular items,
labeled as “0.6p.” Figure 7 shows the approximate MRC,
along with the MAE and MAEQ. Our solution is able to
build approximate MRCs using the same amount of memory as SHARDSadj . The average error per quantile reaches
at most 0.008 in case of an equivalent sampling rate as low
as R = 0.001—the corresponding value of Rs is 0.0004 for
α = 1.2 and 0.0008 for the “0.6p” case. With SHARDSadj ,
instead, the error with R = 0.001 was more than 40 times
larger (0.35) for α = 1.2 (Figure 3, right). For most of the
settings, our solution also slightly improves the MAE, being
equal only for α = 1.2 and R = 0.001.
Impact of B. The proposed scheme has a parameter B, which
is the maximum cache size considered for the exact MRC.
Recall that, if B = 0, we obtain SHARDSadj ’s results. Figure 8,
left, shows the impact of the accuracy for different values of
B. We consider the default case with R = 0.01. Since the ratio
B/M is less than 10−3 , then the equivalent Rs is approximately
0.01 too.
As we increase B, there is a significant error reduction. The
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reason can be seen looking at the approximate MRC, which is
shown in Figure 8, right. Since we have a sampling rate Rs ≈
R = 0.01, only one of the 100 most popular items, on average,
is sampled, so the approximate MRC is very inaccurate in the
range [1, 100]. As our algorithm uses the approximate samplebased MRC starting from B + 1, as long as B is smaller than
100 (i.e., 1/Rs ), the error of the approximate MRC also affects
the final MRC.

5.3

Real-world traces

0.95
Miss ratio

Average error (MAEQ)

100

name
fiu
ms-ex
ms-dev
systor
CDN

0.6

0.2

100

Table 1: Trace characteristics

0.8
Miss ratio

α = 1.2
MRC
sample1
sample2
sample3
sample4

1

We consider a set of publicly-available block I/O traces from
SNIA IOTTA repository [31], along with traces from Akamai,
a major CDN provider. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics
of the traces. From the SNIA IOTTA repository, we have
considered the most recent trace—labeled as systor [23]—
along with older traces collected at FIU [22] and at Microsoft
[18].
For experimental reproducibility, we report here the details
of the traces. For the fiu traces [22], we consider the subtrace
IODedup/Web. The ms-ex is the trace named “Microsoft Enterprise Traces, Exchange Server Traces” [18], which have
been collected for Exchange server for a duration of 24hours—we consider the first 3.5 hours. The ms-dev is the
trace named “Microsoft Production Server Traces - Development Tools Release” [18]. The systor traces [23] collect
requests for different block storage devices over 28 days: we
consider one day (March, 9th) of the device called “LUN2.”
Finally, the CDN trace [8] contains multiple days of traffic, of
which we consider portions of 6 hours—we tested different
intervals finding similar qualitative results.
Request distribution. Figure 9 shows the empirical popularity distribution for two representative traces (systor and
CDN), since the others are similar. The distributions show the
presence of two distinct groups of items: a head with highly
popular items, and a power-law tail—the figure shows the
exponent α of the fitting power law distribution.
Approximate MRC with Constant Sampling Rate. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the exact MRC and the
ones obtained with SHARDSadj (left column) and with our
approach (right column) for some representative traces. In
all cases we consider R = 0.01 and B = 1000. We have also
computed the MAEQ (bottom subfigure).
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and our approach (right). Bottom: MAEQ.

Except for the ms-dev trace, SHARDSadj fails to build an
accurate MRC, with MAEQ in the range 0.05–0.10. With our
approach, instead, the MAEQ is always below 0.01, and the
accuracy can be appreciated visually comparing the approximate and exact MRCs. The ms-dev trace is representative of
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the case in which SHARDSadj provides good accuracy: our
approach is able to provide equally accurate results.
Approximate MRC with Constant Complexity. We recall
(Section 4) that a constant complexity per request is achieved
by putting a cap on the number of sampled items s0max , and
then to the total memory used (B + s0max ). Figure 11 (top)
shows the MAEQ with SHARDSadj and with our approach
for different memory sizes—if not otherwise stated B = 1000.
Figure 11 (bottom) shows the MRC. As the number of items
increases, the head of the approximate MRC with SHARDSadj
converges to the exact shape. With our approach, the MAEQ
is smaller, because the first B positions are always correct.
Overheads. The experimental campaign has been specifically
designed to compare our scheme and SHARDSadj , and the
memory used in both scenarios—constant sampling rate and
constant complexity—as described in Section 5.1. We have
evaluated the CPU usage using user and system time components as reported by /usr/bin/time. Our experiments
confirm that SHARDSadj has a 75x speed up compared to the
exact MRC computation [37]. Our scheme performs slightly
worse with CPU usage on average 10%, and at most 20%,
higher than SHARDSadj . While the asymptotic computational
complexity of the two schemes is the same, ours requires indeed a few more operations per request. Under SHARDSadj ,
at each request, we need to compute the hash of the item identifier. With our scheme, in addition to this, we need to insert
the item at the head of the tree data structure that keeps track
of the first B positions (in case of a hit we first need to remove the item, but this does not happen at every request). The
fact that CPU load only increases by 10% suggests that the
overhead due to the additional insertion/deletion operations
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appears negligible in comparison to the hash computation
cost. On a consumer laptop, our solution processed the traces
in Table 1 (which span multiple hours) in less than 30s. It
can the be used, not only offline on collected traces, but also
online, as requests arrive. In the latter case, one may select
a duration for the observation interval, e.g., one hour or less,
and the MRC is computed at the end of the interval.

6

Discussion

Parameter configuration. In Section 5 we have presented
a sensitivity analysis with respect to the parameter B, the
sampling rate Rs (in case of constant sampling rate), and the
maximum number of item references B + s0max (in case of constant complexity). The choice of these parameters determines
the amount of memory that will be used for the approximate
MRC computation. Given the memory budget and using some
simple characteristics of the trace, such as the number of items
or the number of requests (which can also be estimated in an
online setting), it is possible to estimate the maximum values
for B and Rs .
We have already shown that, due to the specific way in
which the final MRC is built, one should adopt a value B ≥
1/Rs to avoid connecting the two MRCs at a point where the
sampled one is very imprecise. Additional constraints, due to
the specific context in which the MRCs are used, can drive
the exact setting. For instance, if the cache needs to be split
across different application types, their number and the total
amount of storage available further limits B.
Extension to “non-stack” algorithms. The MRC construction technique in case of eviction policies that do not satisfy
the inclusion property is different, i.e., one needs to compute
the miss ratios for different cache sizes in parallel, and then
join the results. Waldspurger et al. [36] propose a general
method where the miss ratio for cache size C is obtained simulating a cache with size RC with a request trace sampled with
rate R. In their experiments they use the same scaling factor R
for all the sizes, but our findings suggest that one wants to differentiate the sampling rate used, adopting a high (resp. low)
sampling rate for small (resp. large) caches. The higher sampling rate for the small caches would be compensated by the
smaller sampling rate used at large ones, so overall the memory requirement and the computational complexity could be
maintained similar to the case with constant sampling rate.
Heterogeneous item size. Most of the work about MRC consider items with uniform sizes. In contrast, there are different
scenarios, such as Web caches, where items have heterogeneous sizes. In this case, the MRC should inform the miss
rate obtained for a given size of the cache in bytes, rather than
in number of items. In order to build such a MRC, we need to
modify the data structure used to keep track of the items in
the cache as explained in Carra et al. [8].
Figure 12 (left) shows the exact and approximate MRC
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Figure 12: MRCs built from samples with SHARDSadj (left)
and our approach (right—the shaded area corresponds to the
portion of the exact MRC).

with SHARDSadj for the CDN trace. Notice that the X-axis
now reports the cache size in MB. Figure 12 (right) shows the
results with our approach. By combining the exact MRC with
the one built from the samples, we are able to build a more
accurate MRC using the same amount of memory as used by
SHARDSadj . The results are confirmed by the MAEQ, for
which we obtain an average value of 0.007—almost one order
of magnitude smaller than SHARDSadj ’s value (0.052).

7

Conclusions

Sampling has been applied to calculate approximate MRCs
with limited computational complexity. The use of such a
technique requires a careful design in order to avoid the introduction of biases in the MRC construction. In this work, using
a set of experiments and a model of a representative scenario,
we studied the impact of popular items on the accuracy of the
MRC, and we proposed a new approach that uses exact MRC
calculation for small cache sizes while relying on sampling
for large ones. The results using different real-world traces
show that our solution is able to build approximate MRC with
an error per quantile one order of magnitude smaller than
state-of-the-art approaches, such as SHARDSadj . As a future
work, we plan to study how the parameters of our scheme
should be set online depending on the characteristics of the
request stream.
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Abstract
We analyze how file systems and modern data-intensive applications react to fsync failures. First, we characterize how
three Linux file systems (ext4, XFS, Btrfs) behave in the presence of failures. We find commonalities across file systems
(pages are always marked clean, certain block writes always
lead to unavailability), as well as differences (page content and
failure reporting is varied). Next, we study how five widely
used applications (PostgreSQL, LMDB, LevelDB, SQLite,
Redis) handle fsync failures. Our findings show that although
applications use many failure-handling strategies, none are
sufficient: fsync failures can cause catastrophic outcomes
such as data loss and corruption. Our findings have strong
implications for the design of file systems and applications
that intend to provide strong durability guarantees.

1

Introduction

Applications that care about data must care about how data
is written to stable storage. Issuing a series of write system
calls is insufficient. A write call only transfers data from
application memory into the operating system; the OS usually
writes this data to disk lazily, improving performance via
batching, scheduling, and other techniques [25, 44, 52, 53].
To update persistent data correctly in the presence of failures, the order and timing of flushes to stable storage must be
controlled by the application. Such control is usually made
available to applications in the form of calls to fsync [9, 47],
which forces unwritten (“dirty”) data to disk before returning
control to the application. Most update protocols, such as
write-ahead logging or copy-on-write, rely on forcing data to
disk in particular orders for correctness [30, 31, 35, 38, 46, 56].
Unfortunately, recent work has shown that the behavior of
fsync during failure events is ill-defined [55] and error prone.
Some systems, for example, mark the relevant pages clean
upon fsync failure, even though the dirty pages have not yet
been written properly to disk. Simple application responses,
such as retrying the failed fsync, will not work as expected,
leading to potential data corruption or loss.
In this paper, we ask and answer two questions related to
this critical problem. The first question (§3) relates to the file
system itself: why does fsync sometimes fail, and what is
the effect on file-system state after the failure event?
To answer this first question, we run carefully-crafted
micro-workloads on important and popular Linux file systems (ext4 [43], XFS [54], Btrfs [50]) and inject targeted
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block failures in the I/O stream. We then use a combination
of tools to examine the results. Our findings show commonalities across file systems as well as differences. For example,
all three file systems mark pages clean after fsync fails, rendering techniques such as application-level retry ineffective.
However, the content in said clean pages varies depending
on the file system; ext4 and XFS contain the latest copy in
memory while Btrfs reverts to the previous consistent state.
Failure reporting is varied across file systems; for example,
ext4 data mode does not report an fsync failure immediately
in some cases, instead (oddly) failing the subsequent call.
Failed updates to some structures (e.g., journal blocks) during
fsync reliably lead to file-system unavailability. And finally,
other potentially useful behaviors are missing; for example,
none of the file systems alert the user to run a file-system
checker after the failure.
The second question we ask is (§4): how do important
data-intensive applications react to fsync failures? To answer
this question, we build CuttleFS, a FUSE file system that
can emulate different file system fsync failures. CuttleFS
maintains its own page cache in user-space memory, separate
from the kernel page cache, allowing application developers
to perform durability tests against characteristics of different
file systems, without interference from the underlying file
system and kernel.
With this test infrastructure, we examine the behavior of
five widely-used data-management applications: Redis [18],
LMDB [15], LevelDB [12], SQLite [20] (in both RollBack [1]
and WAL modes [21]), and PostgreSQL [15] (in default and
DirectIO modes). Our findings, once again, contain both
specifics per system, as well as general results true across
some or all. Some applications (Redis) are surprisingly careless with fsync, not even checking its return code before
returning success to the application-level update; the result
is a database with old, corrupt, or missing keys. Other applications (LMDB) exhibit false-failure reporting, returning
an error to users even though on-disk state is correct. Many
applications (Redis, LMDB, LevelDB, SQLite) exhibit data
corruptions; for example, SQLite fails to write data to its rollback journal and corrupts in-memory state by reading from
said journal when a transaction needs to be rolled back. While
corruptions can cause some applications to reject newly inserted records (Redis, LevelDB, SQLite), both new and old
data can be lost on updates (PostgreSQL). Finally, applications (LevelDB, SQLite, PostgreSQL) sometimes seemingly
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work correctly as long as the relevant data remains in the
file-system cache; when said data is purged from the cache
(due to cache pressure or OS restart), however, the application
then returns stale data (as retrieved from disk).
We also draw high-level conclusions that take both filesystem and application behavior into account. We find that applications expect file systems on an OS platform (e.g., Linux)
to behave similarly, and yet file systems exhibit nuanced and
important differences. We also find that applications employ
numerous different techniques for handling fsync failures,
and yet none are (as of today) sufficient; even after the PostgreSQL fsync problem was reported [55], no application yet
handles its failure perfectly. We also determine that application recovery techniques often rely upon the file-system page
cache, which does not reflect the persistent state of the system
and can lead to data loss or corruption; applications should ensure recovery protocols only use existing persistent (on-disk)
state to recover. Finally, in comparing ext4 and XFS (journaling file systems) with Btrfs (copy-on-write file system), we
find that the copy-on-write strategy seems to be more robust
against corruptions, reverting to older states when needed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, we
motivate why this study is necessary (§2), followed by a filesystem study (§3). Next, we study how applications react to
fsync failures (§4). We then discuss the implications of our
findings (§5), discuss related work (§6), and conclude (§7).

2

Motivation

Applications that manage data must ensure that they can
handle and recover from any fault that occurs in the storage
stack. Recently, a PostgreSQL user encountered data corruption after a storage error and PostgreSQL played a part in that
corruption [17]. Because of the importance and complexity
of this error, we describe the situation in detail.
PostgreSQL is an RDBMS that stores tables in separate
files and uses a write-ahead log (wal) to ensure data integrity [16]. On a transaction commit, the entry is written
to the log and the user is notified of the success. To ensure
that the log does not grow too large (as it increases startup
time to replay all entries in the log), PostgreSQL periodically
runs a checkpoint operation to flush all changes from the log
to the different files on disk. After an fsync is called on each
of the files, and PostgreSQL is notified that everything was
persisted successfully, the log is truncated.
Of course, operations on persistent storage do not always
complete successfully. Storage devices can exhibit many different types of partial and transient failures, such as latent
sector errors [27, 41, 51], corruptions [26], and misdirected
writes [42]. These device faults are propagated through the
file system to applications in a variety of ways [40, 49], often
causing system calls such as read, write, and fsync to fail
with a simple return code.
When PostgreSQL was notified that fsync failed, it retried
the failed fsync. Unfortunately, the semantics for what should
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happen when a failed fsync is retried are not well defined.
While POSIX aims to standardize behavior, it only states that
outstanding IO operations are not guaranteed to have been
completed in the event of failures during fsync [14]. As we
shall see, on many Linux file systems, data pages that fail to
be written, are simply marked clean in the page cache when
fsync is called and fails. As a result, when PostgreSQL retried the fsync a second time, there were no dirty pages for
the file system to write, resulting in the second fsync succeeding without actually writing data to disk. PostgreSQL assumed that the second fsync persisted data and continued to
truncate the write-ahead log, thereby losing data. PostgreSQL
had been using fsync incorrectly for 20 years [55].
After identifying this intricate problem, developers changed
PostgreSQL to respond to the fsync error by crashing and
restarting without retrying the fsync. Thus, on restart, PostgreSQL rebuilds state by reading from the wal and retrying
the entire checkpoint process. The hope and intention is that
this crash and restart approach will not lose data. Many other
applications like WiredTiger/MongoDB [24] and MySQL [3]
followed suit in fixing their fsync retry logic.
This experience leads us to ask a number of questions. As
application developers are not certain about the underlying
file-system state on fsync failure, the first part of our study
answers what happens when fsync fails. How do file systems
behave after they report that an fsync has failed? Do different Linux file systems behave in the same way? What can
application developers assume about the state of their data
after an fsync fails? Thus, we perform an in-depth study into
the fsync operation for multiple file systems.
The second part of our study looks at how data-intensive
applications react to fsync failures. Does the PostgreSQL
solution indeed work under all circumstances and on all file
systems? How do other data-intensive applications react to
fsync failures? For example, do they retry a failed fsync,
avoid relying on the page cache, crash and restart, or employ a
different failure-handling technique? Overall, how well do applications handle fsync failures across diverse file systems?

3

File System Study

Our first study explores how file systems behave after reporting that an fsync call has failed. After giving a brief background of caching in file systems, we describe our methodology and our findings for the three Linux file systems.

3.1

Background

File systems provide applications with open, read, and
write system calls to interact with the underlying storage
media. Since block devices such as hard disks and solid state
drives are much slower than main memory [57], the operating
system maintains a page cache of frequently used pages of
files in kernel space in main memory.
When an application calls read, the kernel first checks if
the data is in the page cache. If not, the file system retrieves
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the data from the underlying storage device and stores it in the
page cache. When an application calls write, the kernel only
dirties the page in memory while notifying the application that
the write succeeded; there is now a mismatch between the
data in memory and on the device and data can potentially be
lost. For durability, the file system periodically synchronizes
content between memory and disk by flushing dirty pages
and marking them clean. Applications that require stronger
durability guarantees can force the dirty pages to disk using
the fsync system call.
Applications can choose to bypass the page cache altogether by opening files with O_DIRECT (DirectIO). For
caching, applications must perform their own in user space.
Calls to fsync are still required since data may be cached
within the underlying storage media; an fsync issues a
FLUSH command to the underlying device so it pushes data
all the way to stable storage.

3.2

Methodology

To understand how file systems should behave after reporting an fsync failure, we begin with the available documentation. The fsync man pages [9] report that fsync may fail for
many reasons: the underlying storage medium has insufficient
space (ENOSPC or EDQUOT), the file descriptor is not valid
(EBADF), or the file descriptor is bound to a file that does not
support synchronization (EINVAL). Since these errors can be
discovered by validating input and metadata before initiating
write operations, we do not investigate them further.
We focus on errors that are encountered only after the file
system starts synchronizing dirty pages to disk; in this case,
fsync signals an EIO error. EIO errors are difficult to handle
because the file system may have already begun an operation
(or changed state) that it may or may not be able to revert.
To trigger EIO errors, we consider single, transient, write
faults in line with the fail-partial failure model [48, 49]. When
the file system sends a write request to the storage device, we
inject a fault for a single sector or block within the request.
Specifically, we build a kernel module device-mapper target
that intercepts block-device requests from the file system
and fails a particular write request to a particular sector or
block while letting all other requests succeed; this allows us
to observe the impact on an unmodified file system.
3.2.1 Workloads
To exercise the fsync path, we create two simple workloads that are representative of common write patterns seen
in data-intensive applications.
Single Block Update (wsu ): open an existing file containing three pages (12KB) and modify the middle page. This
workload resembles many applications that modify the contents of existing files: LMDB always modifies the first two
metadata pages of its database file; PostgreSQL stores tables as files on disk and modifies them in-place. Specifically, wsu issues system calls in the following sequence:
open, lseek(4K), write(4K), fsync, fsync, sleep(40),
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close. The first fsync forces the dirty page to disk. While
one fsync is sufficient in the absence of failures, we are interested in the impact of fsync retries after a failure; therefore,
wsu includes a second fsync. Finally, since ext4, XFS, and
Btrfs write out metadata and checkpoint the journal periodically, wsu includes a sleep for 40 seconds.
Multi Block Append (wma ): open a file in append mode
and write a page followed by an fsync; writing and fsyncing
is repeated after sleeping. This workload resembles many applications that periodically write to a log file: Redis writes
every operation that modifies its in-memory data structures to
an append only file; LevelDB, PostgreSQL, and SQLite write
to a write-ahead-log and fsync the file after the write. wma
repeats these operations after a delay to allow checkpointing
to occur; this is realistic as clients do not always write continuously and checkpointing may occur in those gaps. Specifically,
wma issues system calls in the following sequence: open (in
append mode), write(4K), fsync, sleep(40), write(4K),
fsync, sleep(40), close.
3.2.2 Experiment Overview
We run the workloads on three different file systems:
ext4, XFS, and Btrfs, with default mkfs and mount options.
We evaluate both ext4 with metadata ordered journaling
(data=ordered) and full data journaling (data=journal). We
use an Ubuntu OS with Linux kernel version 5.2.11.
For each file system and workload, we first trace the block
write access pattern. We then repeat the workload multiple
times, each time configuring the fault injector to fail the ith
write access to a given sector or block. We only fail a single
block or sector within the block in each iteration. We use a
combination of offline tools (debugfs and xfs_db) and documentation to map each block to its respective file system
data structure. We use SystemTap [22] to examine the state
of relevant buffer heads and pages associated with data or
metadata in the file system.
3.2.3 Behavior Inference
We answer the following questions for each file system:
Basics of fsync Failures:
Q1 Which block (data, metadata, journal) failures lead to
fsync failures?
Q2 Is metadata persisted if a data block fails?
Q3 Does the file system retry failed block writes?
Q4 Are failed data blocks marked clean or dirty in memory?
Q5 Does in-memory page content match what is on disk?
Failure Reporting:
Q6 Which future fsync will report a write failure?
Q7 Is a write failure logged in the syslog?
After Effects of fsync Failure:
Q8 Which block failures lead to file-system unavailability?
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Q9 How does unavailability manifest? Does the file system
shutdown, crash, or remount in read-only mode?
Q10 Does the file suffer from holes or block overwrite failures? If so, in which parts of a file can they occur?1
Recovery:
Q11 If there is any inconsistency introduced due to fsync
failure, can fsck detect and fix it?

3.3

Findings

We now describe our findings for the three file systems we
have characterized: ext4, XFS, and Btrfs. Our answers to our
posed questions are summarized in Table 1.
3.3.1 Ext4
The ext4 file system is a commonly-used journaling file system on Linux. The two most common options when mounting
this file system are data=ordered and data=journal which
enable ext4 ordered mode and ext4 data mode, respectively.
Ext4 ordered mode writes metadata to the journal whereas
ext4 data mode writes both data and metadata to the journal.
Ext4 ordered mode: We give an overview of ext4 ordered
mode by describing how it behaves for our two representative
workloads when no failures occur.
Single Block Update (wsu ). When no fault is injected and
fsync is successful, ext4 ordered mode behaves as follows.
During the write (Step 1), ext4 updates the page in the page
cache with the new contents and marks the page dirty. On
fsync, the page is written to a data block; after the data-block
write completes successfully, the metadata (i.e., the inode with
a new modification time) is written to the journal, and fsync
returns 0 indicating success (Step 2). After the fsync, the
dirty page is marked clean and contains the newly written data.
On the second fsync, as there are no dirty pages, no block
writes occur, and as there are no errors, fsync returns 0 (Step
3). During sleep, the metadata in the journal is checkpointed
to its final in-place block location (Step 4). No writes or
changes in page state occur during the close (Step 5).
If fsync fails (i.e., returns -1 with errno set to EIO), a variety of write problems could have occurred. For example, the
data-block write could have failed; if this happens, ext4 does
not write the metadata to the journal. However, the updated
page is still marked clean and contains the newly written data
from Step 1, causing a discrepancy with the contents on disk.
Furthermore, even though the inode table was not written to
the journal at the time of the data fault, the inode table containing the updated modification time is written to the journal
on the second fsync in Step 3. Steps 4 and 5 are the same as
above, and thus the inode table is checkpointed.
Thus, applications that read this data block while the page
remains in the page cache (i.e., the page has not been evicted
1 In file-system terminology, a hole is a region in a file for which there is
no block allocated. If a block is allocated but not overwritten with the new
data, we consider the file to have a non-overwritten block and suffer from
block overwrite failure.
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and the OS has not been rebooted) will see the new contents of
the data; however, when the page is no longer in memory and
must be read from disk, applications will see the old contents.
Alternatively, if fsync failed, it could be because a write to
one of the journal blocks failed. In this case, ext4 aborts the
journal transaction and remounts the file system in read-only
mode, causing all future writes to fail.
Multi Block Append (wma ). This next workload exercises
additional cases in the fsync error path. If there are no errors and all fsyncs are successful, the multi-block append
workload on ext4 behaves as follows. First, during write,
ext4 creates a new page with the new contents and marks it
dirty (Step 1). On fsync, the page is written to a newly allocated on-disk data block; after the data-block write completes
successfully, the relevant metadata (i.e., both the inode table
and the block bitmap) are written to the journal, and fsync
returns success (Step 2). As in wsu , the page is marked clean
and contains the newly written data. During sleep, the metadata is checkpointed to disk (Step 3); specifically, the inode
contains the new modification time and a link to the newly
allocated block, and the block bitmap now indicates that the
newly allocated block is in use. The pattern is repeated for
the second write (Step 4), fsync (Step 5), and sleep (Step
6). As in wsu , there are no write requests or changes in page
state during close (Step 7).
An fsync failure could again indicate numerous problems.
First, a write to a data block could have failed in Step 2. If this
is the case, the fsync fails and the page is marked clean; as in
wsu , the page contains the newly written data, differing from
the on-disk block that contains the original block contents.
The inode table and block bitmap are written to disk in Step 3;
thus, even though the data itself has not been written, the inode
is modified to reference this block and the corresponding bit
is set in the block bitmap. When the workload writes another
4KB of data in Step 4, this write continues oblivious of the
previous fault and Steps 5, 6, and 7 proceed as usual.
Thus, with a data-block failure, the on-disk file contains
a non-overwritten block where it was supposed to contain
the data from Step 1. A similar possibility is that the write
to a data block in Step 5 fails; in this case, the file has a
non-overwritten block at the end instead of somewhere in the
middle. Again, an application that reads any of these failed
data blocks while they remain in the page cache will see
the newly appended contents; however, when any of those
pages are no longer in memory and must be read from disk,
applications will read the original block contents.
An fsync failure could also indicate that a write to a
journal-block failed. In this case, as in wsu , the fsync returns an error and the following write fails since ext4 has
been remounted in read-only mode.
Because this workload contains an fsync after the metadata has been checkpointed in Step 3, it also illustrates the
impact of faults when checkpointing the inode table and block
bitmap. We find that despite the fact that a write has failed and
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Which block failures
are retried?

ext4

ordered
data

Error Reporting

Is metadata persisted
on data block failure?

Which block failure
causes fsync failure?

fsync Failure Basics

Marking a dirty page clean (Q4) even though the content does not match the disk (Q5) is problematic.

D

Continuing to write to a file after an fsync failure is similar to writing to an offset greater than file
size, causing a hole in the skipped portion (Q10).

Table 1: Behavior of Various File Systems when fsync Fails. The table summarizes the behavior of the three file systems: ext4, XFS, and Btrfs
according to the questions posed in Section 3.2.3. The questions are divided into four categories mentioned at the top. For questions that
require identifying a block type, we use the following abbreviations: Data Block (data), Journal Block (jrnl), Metadata Block (meta). In Q9,
Remount-ro denotes remounting in read-only mode. In Q10, “anywhere” and “within” describe the locations of the holes or non-overwritten
blocks (NOB); “within” does not include the end of the file. Entries with a superscript denote a problem.

the file system will now be in an inconsistent state, the following fsync does not return an error. However, the metadata
error is logged to syslog.
We note that for none of these fsync failures does ext4
ordered mode recommend running the file system checker;
furthermore, running the checker does not identify or repair
any of the preceding problems. Finally, future calls to fsync
never retry previous data writes that may have failed. These
results for ext4 ordered mode are all summarized in Table 1.
The ext4 file system also offers functionality to abort the
journal if an error occurs in a file data buffer (mount option
data_err=abort) and remount the file system in read-only
mode on an error (mount option errors=remount-ro). However, we observe that the results are identical with and without
the mount options. 2
Ext4 Data Mode: Ext4 data mode differs from ordered mode
in that data blocks are first written to the journal and then later
checkpointed to their final in-place block locations.
As shown in Table 1, the behavior of fsync in ext4 data
mode is similar to that in ext4 ordered mode for most cases:
for example, on a write error, pages may be marked clean
even if they were not written out to disk, the file system is
remounted in read-only mode on journal failures, meta-data
failures are not reported by fsync, and files can end up with
non-overwritten blocks in the middle or end.
However, the behavior of ext4 data mode differs in one important scenario. Because data blocks are first written to the
journal and later to their actual block locations during checkpointing, the first fsync after a write may succeed even if a
data block will not be successfully written to its permanent
in-place location. As a result, a data-block fault causes the sec2 We

verified our observations by reproducing them using standard Linux
tools and have filed a bug report for the same [2].
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ond fsync to fail instead of the first; in other words, the error
reporting by fsync is delayed due to a failed intention [36].
3.3.2 XFS
XFS is a journaling file system that uses B-trees. Instead
of performing physical journaling like ext4, XFS journals
logical entries for changes in metadata.
As shown in Table 1, from the perspective of error reporting
and fsync behavior, XFS is similar to that of ext4 ordered
mode. Specifically, failing to write data blocks leads to fsync
failure and the faulty data pages are marked clean even though
they contain new data that has not been propagated to disk; as
a result, applications that read this faulty data will see the new
data only until the page has been evicted from the page cache.
Similarly, failing to write a journal block will cause fsync
failure, while failing to write a metadata block will not. XFS
remains available for reads and writes after data-block faults.
XFS handles fsync failures in a few ways that are different than ext4 ordered mode. First, on a journal-block
fault, XFS shuts down the file system entirely instead
of merely remounting in read-only mode; thus, all subsequent read and write operations fail. Second, XFS retries metadata writes when it encounters a fault during
checkpointing; the retry limit is determined by a value in
/sys/fs/xfs/*/error/metadata/*/max_retries, but is
infinite by default. If the retry limit is exceeded, XFS again
shuts down the file system.
The multi-block append workload illustrates how XFS handles metadata when writes to related data blocks fail. If the
write to the first data block fails, XFS writes no metadata
to the journal and fails the fsync immediately. When later
data blocks are successfully appended to this file, the metadata is updated which creates a non-overwritten block in the
file corresponding to the first write. If instead, a write to a
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data block contained in the last journal transaction fails, the
on-disk metadata is not updated to reflect any of these last
writes (i.e., the size of the file is not increased if any related
blocks fail in the last transaction). 3 Thus, while in ext4 a
failed write always causes a non-overwritten block, in XFS,
non-overwritten blocks cannot exist at the end of a file. However, for either file system, if the failed blocks remain in the
page cache, applications can read those blocks regardless of
whether they are in the middle or the end of a file.
3.3.3

Btrfs

Btrfs is a copy-on-write file system that avoids writing to
the same block twice except for the superblock which contains
root-node information. At a high level, some of the actions in
Btrfs are similar to those in a journaling file system: instead
of writing to a journal, Btrfs writes to a log tree to record
changes when an fsync is performed; instead of checkpointing to fixed in-place locations, Btrfs writes to new locations
and updates the roots in its superblock. However, since Btrfs
is based on copy-on-write, it has a number of interesting differences in how it handles fsync failures compared to ext4
and XFS, as shown in Table 1.
Like ext4 ordered mode and XFS, Btrfs fails fsync when it
encounters data-block faults. However, unlike ext4 and XFS,
Btrfs effectively reverts the contents of the data block (and
any related metadata) back to its old state (and marks the page
clean). Thus, if an application reads the data after this failure,
it will never see the failed operation as a temporary state. As
in the other file systems, Btrfs remains available after this
data-block fault.
Similar to faults to the journal in the other file systems,
in Btrfs, faults to the log-tree result in a failed fsync and a
remount in read-only mode. Unlike ext4 and XFS, faults in
the metadata blocks during checkpointing result in a remount
in read-only mode (but fsync still does not return an error).
The multi-block append workload illustrates interesting
behavior in Btrfs block allocation. If the first append fails, the
state of the file system, including the B-tree that tracks all free
blocks, is reverted. However, the next append will continue
to write at the (incorrectly) updated offset stored in the file
descriptor, creating a hole in the file. Since the state of the Btree was reverted, the deterministic block allocator will choose
to allocate the same block again for the next append operation.
Thus, if the fault to that particular block was transient, the
next write and fsync will succeed and there will simply be
a one block hole in the file. If the fault to that particular block
occurs multiple times, future writes will continue to fail; as a
result, Btrfs may cause more holes within a file than ext4 and
XFS. However, unlike ext4 and XFS, the file does not have
block overwrite failures.
3 To be precise, the mtime and ctime of the file are updated, but not the size

of the file. Additional experiments removed for space confirm this behavior.
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3.3.4 File System Summary
We now present a set of observations for the file systems
based on the questions from Section §3.2.3.
File System Behavior to fsync Failures. On all the
three file systems, only data and journal-block failures lead to
fsync failures (Q1). Metadata-block failures do not result in
fsync failures as metadata blocks are written to the journal
during an fsync. However, during a checkpoint, any metadata
failure on XFS and Btrfs lead to unavailability (Q8) while
ext4 logs the error and continues.4
On both modes of ext4 and XFS, metadata is persisted
even after the file system encounters a data-block failure
(Q2); timestamps are always updated in both the file systems.
Additionally, ext4 appends a new block to the file and updates
the file size while XFS does so only when followed by a
future successful fsync. As a result, we find non-overwritten
blocks in both the middle and end of files for ext4, but in only
the middle for XFS (Q10). Btrfs does not persist metadata
after a data-block failure. However, because the process filedescriptor offset is incremented, future writes and fsyncs
cause a hole in the middle of the file (Q10).
Among the three, XFS is the only file system that retries
metadata-block writes. However, none of them retry data or
journal-block writes (Q3).
All the file systems mark the page clean even after fsync
fails (Q4). In both modes of ext4 and XFS, the page contains
the latest write while Btrfs reverts the in-memory state to be
consistent with what is on disk (Q5).
We note that even though all the file systems mark the
page clean, this is not due to any behavior inherited from the
VFS layer. Each file system registers its own handlers to write
pages to disk (ext4_writepages, xfs_vm_writepages, and
btrfs_writepages). However, each of these handlers call
clear_page_dirty_for_io before submitting the bio request and do not set the dirty bit in case of failure in order to
avoid memory leaks5 , replicating the problem independently.
Failure Reporting. While all file systems report datablock failures by failing fsync, ext4 ordered mode, XFS, and
Btrfs fail the immediate fsync. As ext4 data mode puts data
in the journal, the first fsync succeeds and the next fsync
fails. (Q6). All block write failures, irrespective of block type
are logged in the syslog (Q7).
After Effects. Journal block failures always lead to filesystem unavailability. On XFS and Btrfs, metadata-block failures do so as well (Q8). While ext4 and Btrfs remount in
read-only mode, XFS shuts down the file system (Q9). Holes
and non-overwritten blocks (Q10) have been covered previously as part of Q2.
Recovery. None of the file systems alert the user to run a
4 Ext4’s error handling behavior for metadata has unintended side-effects
but we omit the results as the rest of the paper focuses on data-block failures.
5 Ext4 focuses on the common case of users removing USB sticks while
still in use. Dirty pages that can never be written to the removed USB stick
have to be marked clean to unmount the file system and reclaim memory [23].
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file-system checker. However, the Btrfs checker is capable of
detecting holes in files (Q11).

4

Application Study

We now focus on how applications are affected by fsync
failures. In this section, we first describe our fault model
with CuttleFS, followed by a description of the workloads,
execution environment, and the errors we look for. Then,
we present our findings for five widely used applications:
Redis (v5.0.7), LMDB (v0.9.24), LevelDB (v1.22), SQLite
(v3.30.1), and PostgreSQL (v12.0).

4.1

CuttleFS

We limit our study to how applications are affected by
data-block failures as journal-block failures lead to unavailability and metadata-block failures do not result in fsync
failures (§3.3). Our fault model is simple: when an application writes data, we inject a single fault to a data block or a
sector within it.
We build CuttleFS6 - a FUSE [39] file system to emulate
the different file-system reactions to failures defined by our
fault model. Instead of using the kernel’s page cache, CuttleFS
maintains its own page cache in user-space memory. Write operations modify user-space pages and mark them dirty while
read operations serve data from these pages. When an application issues an fsync system call, CuttleFS synchronizes
data with the underlying file system.
CuttleFS has two modes of operation: trace mode and fault
mode. In trace mode, CuttleFS tracks writes and identifies
which blocks are eventually written to disk. This is different
from just tracing a write system call as an application may
write to a specific portion of a file multiple times before it is
actually flushed to disk.
In fail mode, CuttleFS can be configured to fail the ith write
to a sector or block associated with a particular file. On fsync
failure, as CuttleFS uses in-memory buffers, it can be directed
to mark a page clean or dirty, keep the latest content, or revert
the file to the previous state. Error reporting behavior can be
configured to report failures immediately or on the next fsync
call. In short, CuttleFS can react to fsync failures in any of the
ways mentioned in Table 1 (Q4,5,6). Additionally, CuttleFS
accepts commands to evict all or specific clean pages.
We configure CuttleFS to emulate the failure reactions of
the file systems studied in Section 3.3. For example, in order to
emulate ext4 ordered mode and XFS (as they both have similar
failure reactions), we configure CuttleFS to mark the page
clean, keep the latest content, and report the error immediately.
Henceforth, when presenting our findings and referring to
characteristics emulated by CuttleFS, we use CuttleFSext4o,xfs
for the above configuration. When the page is marked clean,
has the latest content, but the error is reported on the next
6 Cuttlefish are sometimes referred to as the “chameleons of the sea”
because of their ability to rapidly alter their skin color within a second.
CuttleFS can change characteristics much faster.
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fsync, we use CuttleFSext4d . When the page is marked clean,
the content matches what is on disk, and the error is reported
immediately, we refer to it as CuttleFSbtrfs .

4.2

Workloads and Execution Environment

We run CuttleFS in trace mode and identify which blocks
are written to by an application. For each application, we
choose a simple workload that inserts a single key-value pair,
a commonly used operation in many applications. We perform
experiments both with an existing key (update) as well as a
new key (insert). The keys can be of size 2B or 1KB.7 The
values can be of size 2B or 12KB. We run experiments for all
four combinations. The large keys allow for the possibility of
failing a single sector within the key and large values for pages
within a value. Since SQLite and PostgreSQL are relational
database management systems, we create a single table with
two columns: keys and values.
Using the trace, we generate multiple failure sequences for
each of the identified blocks and sectors within them. We then
repeat the experiment multiple times with CuttleFS in fault
mode, each time with a different failure sequence and filesystem reaction. In order to observe the effects after a fault,
we dump all key-value pairs before and after the workload.
We look for the following types of errors when performing
the experiments:
• OldValue (OV): The system returns the new value for a
while but then reverts to an old value, or the system conveys
a successful response but returns the old value later on.
• FalseFailure (FF): The system informs the user that the
operation failed but returns the new value in the future.
• KeyCorruptions (KC) and ValueCorruptions (VC):
Corrupted keys or values are obliviously returned.
• KeyNotFound (KNF): The system informs the user that it
has successfully inserted a key but it cannot be found later
on, or the system fails to update a key to a new value but
the old key-value pair disappears as well.
We also identify the factors within the execution environment that cause all these errors to be manifested. If an application maintains its own in-memory data structures, some
errors may occur only when an application restarts and rebuilds in-memory state from the file system. Alternatively,
the manifestation of these errors may depend on state changes
external to the application, such as a single page eviction or a
full page cache flush. We encode these different scenarios as:
• App=KeepGoing: The application continues without
restarting.
• App=Restart: The application restarts either after a crash
or a graceful shutdown. This forces the application to rebuild in-memory state from disk.
7 As

LMDB limits key sizes to 511B, we use key sizes of 2B and 511B
for LMDB experiments.
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A=KeepGoing

A=Restart

BC=Keep
BC=Evict
Applications
Redis
LMDB
LevelDB
Rollback
SQLite
WAL
Default
PostgreSQL
Direct I/O

clean
differs
ext4o,xfs =
immediate
OV FF KC VC KNF
(

clean
differs
ext4d =
next fsync
OV FF KC VC KNF
(

clean
matches
immediate
KC VC KNF

(
btrfs =
OV

FF

Table 2: Findings for Applications on fsync Failure. The table lists the different types of errors that manifest for applications when fsync
fails due to a data-block write fault. The errors (OV, FF, KC, VC, KNF) are described in §4.2. We group columns depending on how a
file system reacts to an fsync failure according to our findings in §3.3 for Q4, Q5, and Q6. For example, both ext4 ordered and XFS
(ext4o,xfs) mark a page clean, the page differs in in-memory and on-disk content, and the fsync failure is reported immediately. For
each application, we describe when the error manifests, in terms of combinations of the four different execution environment factors (§4.2)
whose symbols are provided at the top left corner. For example, OldValue manifests in Redis in the first group (ext4-ordered, XFS) only on
(A)App=Restart,(BC)BufferCache=Evict. However, in the last group (Btrfs), the error manifests both on App=Restart,BufferCache=Evict as
well as App=Restart,BufferCache=Keep, depicted as a combination of the two symbols.

• BufferCache=Keep: No evictions take place.
• BufferCache=Evict: One or more clean pages are evicted.
Note that BufferCache=Evict can manifest by clearing the
entire page cache, restarting the file system, or just evicting clean pages due to memory pressure. A full system
restart would be the combination of App=Restart and BufferCache=Evict, which causes a loss of both clean and dirty
pages in memory while also forcing the application to restart
and rebuild state from disk.
Configuring CuttleFS to fail a certain block and react according to one of the file-system reactions while the application runs only addresses App=KeepGoing and BufferCache=Keep. The remaining three scenarios are addressed as
follows. To simulate App=Restart and BufferCache=Keep, we
restart the application and dump all key-value pairs, ensuring
that no page in CuttleFS is evicted. To address the remaining
two scenarios, we instruct CuttleFS to evict clean pages for
both App=KeepGoing and App=Restart.

4.3

Findings

We configured all five applications to run in the form that
offers most durability and discuss what they are in their respective sections. Table 2 summarizes the per-application
results across different failure characteristics.
Note that these results are only for the simple workload
that inserts a single key-value pair. A complex workload may
exhibit more errors or mask the ones we observe.
Redis: Redis is an in-memory data-structure store, used
as a database, cache, and message broker. By default, it periodically snapshots in-memory state to disk. However, for
better durability guarantees, it provides options for writing
every operation that modifies the store to an append-only file
(aof) [19] and how often to fsync the aof. In the event of a
crash or restart, Redis rebuilds in-memory state by reading
the contents of the aof.
We configure Redis to fsync the file for every operation,
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providing strong durability. Thus, whenever Redis receives a
request like an insert operation that modifies state, it writes
the request to the aof and calls fsync. However, Redis trusts
the file system to successfully persist the data and does not
check the fsync return code. Regardless of whether fsync
fails or not, Redis returns a successful response to the client.
As Redis returns a successful response to the client irrespective of fsync failure, FalseFailures do not occur. Since
Redis reads from disk only when rebuilding in-memory state,
errors may occur only during App=Restart.
On CuttleFSext4o,xfs and CuttleFSext4d , Redis exhibits OldValue, KeyCorruption, ValueCorruption, and KeyNotFound
errors. However, as seen in Table 2, these errors occur only on
BufferCache=Evict and App=Restart. On BufferCache=Keep,
the page contains the latest write which allows Redis to rebuild the latest state. However, when the page is evicted,
future reads will force a read from disk, causing Redis to read
whatever is on that block. OldValue and KeyNotFound errors
manifest when a fault corrupts the aof format. When Redis
restarts, it either ignores these entries when scanning the aof,
or recommends running the aof checker which truncates the
file to the last non-corrupted entry. A KeyCorruption and ValueCorruption manifest when the fault is within the key or
value portion of the entry.
On CuttleFSbtrfs , Redis exhibits OldValue and KeyNotFound errors. These errors occur on App=Restart, regardless
of buffer-cache state. When Redis restarts, the entries are
missing from the aof as the file was reverted, and thus, the
insert or update operation is not applied.
LMDB: Lightning Memory-Mapped Database (LMDB) is
an embedded key-value store which uses B+Tree data structures whose nodes reside in a single file. The first two pages
of the file are metadata pages, each of which contain a transaction ID and the location of the root node. Readers always
use the metadata page with the latest transaction ID while
writers make changes and update the older metadata page.
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LMDB uses a copy-on-write bottom-up strategy [13] for
committing write transactions. All new nodes from leaf to
root are written to unused or new pages in the file, followed by
an fsync. An fsync failure terminates the operation without
updating the metadata page and notifies the user. If fsync
succeeds, LMDB proceeds to update the old metadata page
with the new root location and transaction ID, followed by another fsync.8 If fsync fails, LMDB writes an old transaction
ID to the metadata page in memory, preventing future readers
from reading it.
On CuttleFSext4o,xfs , LMDB exhibits FalseFailures. When
LMDB writes the metadata page, it only cares about the transaction ID and new root location, both of which are contained
in a single sector. Thus, even though the sector is persisted to
disk, failures in the seven other sectors of the metadata page
can cause an fsync failure. As mentioned earlier, LMDB
writes an old transaction ID (say ID1) to the metadata page in
memory and reports a failure to the user. However, on BufferCache=Evict and App=Restart (such as a machine crash and
restart), ID1 is lost as it was only written to memory and not
persisted. Thus, readers read from the latest transaction ID
which is the previously failed transaction.
LMDB does not exhibit FalseFailures in CuttleFSext4d as
the immediate successful fsync results in a success to the
client. Instead, ValueCorruptions and OldValue errors occur
on BufferCache=Evict, regardless of whether the application
restarts or not. ValueCorruptions occur when a block containing a part of the value experiences a fault. As LMDB
mmaps() the file and reads directly from the page cache,
BufferCache=Evict such as a page eviction leads to reading
the value of the faulted block from disk. OldVersion errors
occur when the metadata page experiences a fault. The file
system responds with a successful fsync initially (as data is
successfully stored in the ext4 journal). For a short time, the
metadata page has the latest transaction ID. However, when
the page is evicted, the metadata page reverts to the old transaction ID on disk, resulting in readers reading the old value.
KeyCorruptions do not occur as the maximum allowed key
size is 511B.
As CuttleFSbtrfs reports errors immediately, it does not
face the problems seen in CuttleFSext4d . FalseFailures do not
occur as the file is reverted to its previous consistent state.
We observe this same pattern in many of the applications and
omit them from the rest of the discussion unless relevant.
LevelDB: LevelDB is a widely used key-value store based
on LSM trees. It stores data internally using MemTables and
SSTables [33]. Additionally, LevelDB writes operations to a
log file before updating the MemTable. When a MemTable
reaches a certain size, it becomes immutable and is written
to a new file as an SSTable. SSTables are always created
8 To be precise, LMDB does not do a write followed by an fsync for
metadata page updates. Instead, it uses a file descriptor that is opened in
O_SYNC mode. On a write, only the metadata page is flushed to disk. On
failure, it uses a normal file descriptor.
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and never modified in place. On a restart, if a log file exists,
LevelDB creates an SSTable from its contents.
We configure LevelDB to fsync the log after every
write, for stronger durability guarantees. If fsync fails, the
MemTable is not updated and the user is notified about the
failure. If fsync fails during SSTable creation, the operation
is cancelled and the SSTable is left unused.
On CuttleFSext4o,xfs , as seen in Table 2, LevelDB exhibits
FalseFailures only on App=Restart with BufferCache=Keep.
When LevelDB is notified of fsync failure to the log file, the
user is notified of the failure. However, on restart, since the
log entry is in the page cache, LevelDB includes it while creating an SSTable from the log file. Read operations from this
point forward return the new value, reflecting FalseFailures.
FalseFailures do not occur on BufferCache=Evict as LevelDB
is able to detect invalid entries through CRC checksums [33].
Faults in the SSTable are detected immediately and do not
cause any errors as the newly generated SSTable is not used
by LevelDB in case of a failure.
On CuttleFSext4d , LevelDB exhibits KeyNotFound and OldVersion errors when faults occur in the log file. When inserting a key-value pair, fsync returns successfully, allowing
future read operations to return the new value. However, on
BufferCache=Evict and App=Restart, LevelDB rejects the
corrupted log entry and returns the old value for future read
operations. Depending on whether we insert a new or existing
key, we observe KeyNotFound or OldVersion errors when
the log entry is rejected. Additionally, LevelDB exhibits KeyCorruption, ValueCorruption, and KeyNotFound errors for
faults that occur in the SSTables. Ext4 data mode may only
place the data in the journal and return a successful fsync.
Later, during checkpointing, the SSTable is corrupted due to
the fault. These errors manifest only on BufferCache=Evict,
either while the application is running or on restart, depending
on when the SSTable is read from disk.
SQLite: SQLite is an embedded RDBMS that uses BTree
data structures. A separate BTree is used for each table and index but all BTrees are stored in a single file on disk, called the
“main database file” (maindb). During a transaction, SQLite
stores additional information in a second file called the “rollback journal” (rj) or the “write-ahead log” (wal) depending
on which mode it is operating in. In the event of a crash or
restart, SQLite uses these files to ensure that committed or
rolled-back transactions are reflected in the maindb. Once
a transaction completes, these files are deleted. We perform
experiments for both modes.
SQLite RollBack: In rollback journal mode, before
SQLite modifies its user-space buffers, it writes the original
contents to the rj. On commit, the rj is fsyncd. If it succeeds,
SQLite writes a header to the rj and fsyncs again (2 fsyncs
on the rj). If a fault occurs at this point, only the state in the
user-space buffers need to be reverted. If not, SQLite proceeds to write to the maindb so that it reflects the state of
the user-space buffers. maindb is then fsyncd. If the fsync
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fails, SQLite needs to rewrite the old contents to the maindb
from the rj and revert the state in its user-space buffers. After
reverting the contents, the rj is deleted.
On CuttleFSext4o,xfs , SQLite Rollback exhibits FalseFailures and ValueCorruptions on BufferCache=Evict, regardless
of whether the application restarts or not. When faults occur
in the rj, SQLite chooses to revert in-memory state using
the rj itself as it contains just enough information for a rollback of the user-space buffers. This approach works well as
long as the latest contents are in the page cache. However,
on BufferCache=Evict, when SQLite reads the rj to rollback
in-memory state, the rj does not contain the latest write. As
a result, SQLite’s user-space buffers can still have the new
contents (FalseFailure) or a corrupted value, depending on
where the fault occurs.
SQLite Rollback exhibits FalseFailures in CuttleFSext4d for
the same reasons mentioned above as the fsync failure is
caught on the second fsync to the rj. Additionally, due to the
late error reporting in CuttleFSext4d , SQLite Rollback exhibits
ValueCorruption and KeyNotFound errors when faults occur
in the maindb. SQLite sees a successful fsync after writing
data to the maindb and proceeds to delete the rj. However, on
App=Restart and BufferCache=Evict, the above mentioned
errors manifest depending on where the fault occurs.
On CuttleFSbtrfs , SQLite Rollback exhibits FalseFailures
for the same reasons mentioned above. However, they occur
irrespective of whether buffer-cache state changes due to the
fact that the contents in the rj are reverted. As there is no data
in the rj to recover from, SQLite leaves the user-space buffers
untouched. ValueCorruptions cannot occur as no attempt is
made to revert the in-memory content.
SQLite WAL: Unlike SQLite Rollback, changes are written to a write-ahead log (wal) on a transaction commit. SQLite
calls fsync on the wal and proceeds to change in-memory
state. If fsync fails, SQLite immediately returns a failure to
the user. If SQLite has to restart, it rebuilds state from the
maindb first and then changes state according to the entries
in the wal. To ensure that the wal does not grow too large,
SQLite periodically runs a Checkpoint Operation to modify
maindb with the contents from the wal.
On CuttleFSext4o,xfs , as seen in Table 2, SQLite WAL
exhibits FalseFailures only on App=Restart with BufferCache=Keep, for reasons similar to LevelDB. It reads valid
log entries from the page cache even though they might be
invalid due to faults on disk.
On CuttleFSext4d , SQLite WAL exhibits ValueCorruption
and KeyNotFound Errors when there are faults in the maindb
during a Checkpoint Operation for the same reasons mentioned in SQLite Rollback.
PostgreSQL: PostgreSQL is an object-relational database
system that maintains one file per database table. On startup,
it reads the on-disk tables and populates user-space buffers.
Similar to SQLite WAL, PostgreSQL reads entries from the
write-ahead log (wal) and modifies user-space buffers accord-
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ingly. Similar to SQLite WAL, PostgreSQL runs a checkpoint
operation, ensuring that the wal does not grow too large. We
evaluate two configurations of PostgreSQL: the default configuration and a DirectIO configuration.
PostgreSQL Default: In the default mode, PostgreSQL
treats the wal like any other file, using the page cache for
reads and writes. PostgreSQL notifies the user of a successful
commit operation only after an fsync on the wal succeeds.
During a checkpoint, PostgreSQL writes data from its userspace buffers into the table and calls fsync. If the fsync fails,
PostgreSQL, aware of the problems with fsync [8], chooses
to crash. Doing so avoids truncating the wal and ensures that
checkpointing can be retried later.
On CuttleFSext4o,xfs , PostgreSQL exhibits FalseFailures for
reasons similar to LevelDB. While App=Restart is necessary to read the entry from the log, BufferCache=Evict is
not. Further, the application restart cannot be avoided as PostgreSQL intentionally crashes on an fsync failure. On BufferCache=Keep, PostgreSQL reads a valid log entry in the page
cache. On BufferCache=Evict, depending on which block
experiences the fault, PostgreSQL either accepts or rejects the
log entry. FalseFailures manifest when PostgreSQL accepts
the log entry. However, if the file system were to also crash
and restart, the page cache would match the on-disk state,
causing PostgreSQL to reject the log entry. Unfortunately,
ext4 currently does not behave as expected with mount options data_err=abort and errors=remount-ro (§3.3.1).
Due to the late error reporting in CuttleFSext4d , as seen
in Table 2, PostgreSQL exhibits OldVersion and KeyNotFound Errors when faults occur in the database table files. As
PostgreSQL maintains user-space buffers, these errors manifest only on BufferCache=Evict with App=Restart. During
a checkpoint operation, PostgreSQL writes the user-space
buffers to the table. As the fault is not yet reported, the operation succeeds and the wal is truncated. If the page corresponding to the fault is evicted and PostgreSQL restarts, it
will rebuild its user-space buffers using an incorrect on-disk
table file. The errors are exhibited depending on where the
fault occurs. While KeyNotFound errors occur in other applications when a new key is inserted, PostgreSQL loses existing
keys on updates as it modifies the table file in-place.
PostgreSQL DIO: In the DirectIO mode, PostgreSQL bypasses the page cache and writes to the wal using DirectIO.
The sequence of operations during a transaction commit and
a checkpoint are exactly the same as the default mode.
FalseFailures do not occur as the page cache is bypassed.
However, OldVersion and KeyNotFound errors still occur in
CuttleFSext4d for the same reasons mentioned above as writes
to the database table files do not use DirectIO.

5

Discussion

We now present a set of observations and lessons for handling fsync failures across file systems and applications.
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#1: Existing file systems do not handle fsync failures uniformly. In an effort to hide cross-platform differences, POSIX
is intentionally vague on how failures are handled. Thus, different file systems behave differently after an fsync failure
(as seen in Table 1), leading to non-deterministic outcomes
for applications that treat all file systems equally. We believe
that the POSIX specification for fsync needs to be clarified
and the expected failure behavior described in more detail.
#2: Copy-on-Write file systems such as Btrfs handle fsync
failures better than existing journaling file systems like
ext4 and XFS. Btrfs uses new or unused blocks when writing
data to disk; the entire file system moves from one state to
another on success and no in-between states are permitted.
Such a strategy defends against corruptions when only some
blocks contain newly written data. File systems that use copyon-write may be more generally robust to fsync failures
than journaling file systems.
#3: Ext4 data mode provides a false sense of durability. Application developers sometimes choose to use a data journaling file system despite its lower performance because they
believe data mode is more durable [11]. Ext4 data mode
does ensure data and metadata are in a “consistent state”,
but only from the perspective of the file system. As seen in
Table 2, application-level inconsistencies are still possible.
Furthermore, applications cannot determine whether an error
received from fsync pertains to the most recent operation or
an operation sometime in the past. When failed intentions are
a possibility, applications need a stronger contract with the
file system, notifying them of relevant context such as data in
the journal and which blocks were not successfully written.
#4: Existing file-system fault-injection tests are devoid of
workloads that continue to run post failure. While all file
systems perform fault-injection tests, they are mainly to ensure that the file system is consistent after encountering a
failure. Such tests involve shutting down the file system soon
after a fault and checking if the file system recovers correctly
when restarted. We believe that file-system developers should
also test workloads that continue to run post failure, and see
if the effects are as intended. Such effects should then be
documented. File-system developers can also quickly test the
effect on certain characteristics by running those workloads
on CuttleFS before changing the actual file system.
#5: Application developers write OS-specific code, but are
not aware of all OS-differences. The FreeBSD VFS layer
chooses to re-dirty pages when there is a failure (except when
the device is removed) [6] while Linux hands over the failure
handling responsibility to the individual file systems below
the VFS layer (§3.3.4). We hope that the Linux file-system
maintainers will adopt a similar approach in an effort to handle fsync failures uniformly across file systems. Note that
it is also important to think about when to classify whether a
device has been removed. For example, while storage devices
connected over a network aren’t really as permanent as local
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hard disks, they are more permanent than removable USB
sticks. Temporary disconnects over a network need not be perceived as device removal and re-attachment; pages associated
with such a device can be re-dirtied on write failure.
#6: Application developers do not target specific file systems. We observe that data-intensive applications configure
their durability and error-handling strategies according to the
OS they are running on, but treat all file systems on a specific
operating system equally. Thus, as seen in Table 2, a single
application can manifest different errors depending on the
file system. If the POSIX standard is not refined, applications
may wish to handle fsync failures on different file systems
differently. Alternatively, applications may choose to code
against failure handling characteristics as opposed to specific
file systems, but this requires file systems to expose some
interface to query characteristics such as “Post Failure Page
State/Content” and “Immediate/Delayed Error Reporting”.
#7: Applications employ a variety of strategies when fsync
fails, but none are sufficient. As seen in Section 4.3, Redis
chooses to trust the file system and does not even check fsync
return codes, LMDB, LevelDB, and SQLite revert in-memory
state and report the error to the application while PostgreSQL
chooses to crash. We have seen that none of the applications
retry fsync on failure; application developers appear to be
aware that pages are marked clean on fsync failure and another fsync will not flush additional data to disk. Despite the
fact that applications take great care to handle a range of errors
from the storage stack (e.g., LevelDB writes CRC Checksums
to detect invalid log entries and SQLite updates the header
of the rollback journal only after the data is persisted to it),
data durability cannot be guaranteed as long as fsync errors
are not handled correctly. While no one strategy is always
effective, the approach currently taken by PostgreSQL to use
direct IO may best handle fsync failures. If file systems do
choose to report failure handling characteristics in a standard
format, applications may be able to employ better strategies.
For example, applications can choose to keep track of dirtied
pages and re-dirty them by reading and writing back a single
byte if they know that the page content is not reverted on
failure (ext4, XFS). On Btrfs, one would have to keep track
of the page as well as its content. For applications that access
multiple files, it is important to note that the files can exist on
different file systems.
#8: Applications run recovery logic that accesses incorrect
data in the page cache. Applications that depend on the page
cache for faster recovery are susceptible to FalseFailures. As
seen in LevelDB, SQLite, and PostgreSQL, when the wal
incurs an fsync failure, the applications fail the operation
and notify the user; In these cases, while the on-disk state
may be corrupt, the entry in the page cache is valid; thus,
an application that recovers state from the wal might read
partially valid entries from the page cache and incorrectly
update on-disk state. Applications should read the on-disk
content of files when performing recovery.
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#9: Application recovery logic is not tested with low level
block faults. Applications test recovery logic and possibilities of data loss by either mocking system call return codes
or emulating crash-restart scenarios, limiting interaction with
the underlying file system. As a result, failure handling logic
by the file system is not exercised. Applications should test
recovery logic using low-level block injectors that force underlying file-system error handling. Alternatively, they could use
a fault injector like CuttleFS that mimics different file-system
error-handling characteristics.

6

Related Work

In this section, we discuss how our work builds upon and
differs from past studies in key ways. We include works that
study file systems through fault injection, error handling in file
systems, and the impact of file-system faults on applications.
Our study on how file systems react to failures is related to
work done by Prabhakaran et al. with IRON file systems [49]
and a more recent study conducted by Jaffer et al. [40]. Other
works study specific file systems such as NTFS [28] and
ZFS [58]. All these studies inject failures beneath the file
system and analyze if and how file systems detect and recover
from them. These studies use system-call workloads (e.g.,
writes and reads) that make the file system interact with the
underlying device.
While prior studies do exercise some portions of the fsync
path through single system-call operations, they do not exercise the checkpoint path. More importantly, in contrast to
these past efforts, our work focuses specifically on the inmemory state of a file system and the effects of future operations on a file system that has encountered a write fault.
Specifically, in our work, we choose workloads that continue
after a fault has been introduced. Such workloads help in
understanding the after-effects of failures during fsync such
as masking of errors by future operations, fixing the fault, or
exacerbating it.
Mohan et al. [45] use bounded black-box crash testing to
exhaustively generate workloads and discover many crashconsistency bugs by simulating power failures at different
persistence points. Our work focuses on transient failures that
may not necessarily cause a file system to crash and the effect
on applications even though a file system may be consistent.
Additionally, we inject faults in the middle of an fsync as
opposed to after a successful fsync (persistence point).
Gunawi et al. describe the problem of failed intentions [36]
in journaling file systems and suggest chained transactions to
handle such faults during checkpointing. Another work develops a static-analysis technique named Error Detection and
Propagation [37] and conclude that file systems neglect many
write errors. Even though the Linux kernel has improved its
block-layer error handling [10], file systems may still neglect
write errors. Our results are purely based on injecting errors
in bio requests that the file system can detect.
Vondra describes how certain assumptions about fsync
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behavior led to data loss in PostgreSQL [55]. The data loss
behavior was reproduced using a device mapper with the dmerror target which inspired us to build our own fault injector
(dm-loki [4]) atop the device mapper, similar to dm-inject [40].
Additionally, the FSQA suite (xfstests) [7] emulates write errors using the dm-flakey target [5]. While dm-flakey is useful
for fault-injection testing, faults are injected based on current
time; the device is available for x seconds and then exhibits
unreliable behavior for y seconds (x and y being configurable).
Furthermore, any change in configuration requires suspending the device. To increase determinism and avoid relying on
time, dm-loki injects faults based on access patterns (e.g., fail
the 2nd and 4th write to block 20) and is capable of accepting
configuration changes without device suspension.
Recent work has shifted the focus to study the effects of
file-system faults in distributed storage systems [34] and highperformance parallel systems [29]. Similarly, our work focuses on understanding how file systems and applications
running on top of them behave in the presence of failures.

7

Conclusions

We show that file systems behave differently on fsync
failure. Application developers can only assume that the underlying file system experienced a fault and that data may
have either been persisted partially, completely, or not at all.
We show that applications assuming more than the above
are susceptible to data loss and corruptions. The widely perceived crash-restart fix in the face of fsync failures does not
always work; applications recover incorrectly due to on-disk
and in-memory mismatches.
However, we believe that applications can provide stronger
guarantees if file systems are more uniform in their failure
handling and error reporting strategies. Applications that care
about durability should include sector- or block-level faultinjection tests to effectively test recovery code paths. Alternatively, such applications can choose to use CuttleFS to inject
faults and mimic file system failure reactions.
We have open sourced CuttleFS at https://github.com/
WiscADSL/cuttlefs along with the device-mapper kernel
module and experiments to reproduce the results in this paper.
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Abstract
The rise of containers has led to a broad proliferation of container images. The associated storage performance and capacity requirements place high pressure
on the infrastructure of container registries that store
and serve images. Exploiting the high file redundancy in
real-world container images is a promising approach to
drastically reduce the demanding storage requirements
of the growing registries. However, existing deduplication techniques significantly degrade the performance of
registries because of the high layer restore overhead.
We propose DupHunter, a new Docker registry architecture, which not only natively deduplicates layers for
space savings but also reduces layer restore overhead.
DupHunter supports several configurable deduplication
modes, which provide different levels of storage efficiency, durability, and performance, to support a range
of uses. To mitigate the negative impact of deduplication
on the image download times, DupHunter introduces a
two-tier storage hierarchy with a novel layer prefetch/preconstruct cache algorithm based on user access patterns.
Under real workloads, in the highest data reduction mode,
DupHunter reduces storage space by up to 6.9× compared to the current implementations. In the highest performance mode, DupHunter can reduce the GET layer
latency up to 2.8× compared to the state of the art.

1

Introduction

Containerization frameworks such as Docker [2] have
seen a remarkable adoption in modern cloud environments. This is due to their lower overhead compared to
virtual machines [7,38], a rich ecosystem that eases application development, deployment, and management [17],
and the growing popularity of microservices [69]. By
now, all major cloud platforms endorse containers as a
core deployment technology [10,28,31,47]. For example,
Datadog reports that in 2018, about 21% of its customers’
monitored hosts ran Docker and that this trend continues
to grow by about 5% annually [19].
Container images are at the core of containerized applications. An application’s container image includes the ex-
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ecutable of the application along with a complete set of its
dependencies—other executables, libraries, and configuration and data files required by the application. Images
are structured in layers. When building an image with
Docker, each executed command, such as apt install,
creates a new layer on top of the previous one [4], which
contains the files that the command has modified or
added. Docker leverages union file systems [64] to efficiently merge layers into a single file system tree when
starting a container. Containers can share identical layers
across different images.
To store and distribute container images, Docker relies on image registries (e.g., Docker Hub [3]). Docker
clients can push images to or pull them from the registries
as needed. On the registry side, each layer is stored as
a compressed tarball and identified by a content-based
address. The Docker registry supports various storage
backends for saving and retrieving layers. For example,
a typical large-scale setup stores each layer as an object
in an object store [32, 51].
As the container market continues to expand, Docker
registries have to manage a growing number of images
and layers. Some conservative estimates show that in
spring 2019, Docker Hub alone stored at least 2 million
public images totaling roughly 1 PB in size [59, 72]. We
believe that this is just the tip of the iceberg and the
number of private images is significantly higher. Other
popular public registries [9, 27, 35, 46], as well as onpremises registry deployments in large organizations,
experience a similar surge in the number of images. As a
result, organizations spend an increasing amount of their
storage and networking infrastructure on operating image
registries.
The storage demand for container images is worsened by the large amount of duplicate data in images.
As Docker images must be self-contained by definition,
different images frequently include the same, common
dependencies (e.g., libraries). As a result, different images are prone to contain a high number of duplicate files
as shared components exist in more than one image.
To reduce this redundancy, Docker employs layer shar-
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ing. However, this is insufficient as layers are coarse and
rarely identical because they are built by developers independently and without coordination. Indeed, a recent
analysis of the Docker Hub image dataset showed that
about 97% of files across layers are duplicates [72]. Registry storage backends exacerbate the redundancy further
due to the replication they perform to improve image
durability and availability [12].
Deduplication is an effective method to reduce capacity demands of intrinsically redundant datasets [52].
However, applying deduplication to a Docker registry
is challenging due to two main reasons: 1) layers are
stored in the registry as compressed tarballs that do not
deduplicate well [44]; and 2) decompressing layers first
and storing individual files incurs high reconstruction
overhead and slows down image pulls. The slowdowns
during image pulls are especially harmful because they
contribute directly to the startup times of containers. Our
experiments show that, on average, naive deduplication
increases layer pull latencies by up to 98× compared to
a registry without deduplication.
In this paper, we propose DupHunter, the first Docker
registry that natively supports deduplication. DupHunter
is designed to increase storage efficiency via layer deduplication while reducing the corresponding layer restoring overhead. It utilizes domain-specific knowledge
about the stored data and the storage system to reduce
the impact of layer deduplication on performance. For
this purpose, DupHunter offers five key contributions:
1. DupHunter exploits existing replication to improve
performance. It keeps a specified number of layer replicas as-is, without decompressing and deduplicating
them. Accesses to these replicas do not experience
layer restoring overhead. Any additional layer replicas needed to guarantee the desired availability are
decompressed and deduplicated.
2. DupHunter deduplicates rarely accessed layers more
aggressively than popular ones to speed up accesses
to popular layers and achieve higher storage savings.
3. DupHunter monitors user access patterns and proactively restores layers before layer download requests
arrive. This allows it to avoid reconstruction latency
during pulls.
4. DupHunter groups files from a single layer in slices
and evenly distributes the slices across the cluster, to
parallelize and speed up layer reconstruction.
5. We use DupHunter to provide the first comprehensive
analysis of the impact of different deduplication levels
(file and block) and redundancy policies (replication
and erasure coding) on registry performance and space
savings.
We evaluate DupHunter on a 6-node cluster using
real-world workloads and layers. In the highest performance mode, DupHunter outperforms the state-of-the-art
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Docker registry, Bolt [41], by reducing layer pull latencies by up to 2.8×. In the highest deduplication mode,
DupHunter reduces storage consumption by up to 6.9×.
DupHunter also supports other deduplication modes that
support various trade-offs in performance and space savings.

2

Background and Related Work

We first provide the background on the Docker registry
and then discuss existing deduplication works.

2.1

Docker Registry

The main purpose of a Docker registry is to store and
distribute container images to Docker clients. A registry provides a REST API for Docker clients to push
images to and pull images from the registry [20, 21].
Docker registries group images into repositories, each
containing versions (tags) of the same image, identified
as <repo-name:tag>. For each tagged image in a repository, the Docker registry stores a manifest, i.e., a JSON
file that contains the runtime configuration for a container image (e.g., environment variables) and the list
of layers that make up the image. A layer is stored as
a compressed archival file and identified using a digest
(SHA-256) computed over the uncompressed contents of
the layer. When pulling an image, a Docker client first
downloads the manifest and then the referenced layers
(that are not already present on the client). When pushing
an image, a Docker client first uploads the layers (if not
already present in the registry) and then the manifest.
The current Docker registry software is a single-node
application with a RESTful API. The registry delegates
storage to a backend storage system through corresponding storage drivers. The backend storage can range from
local file systems to distributed object storage systems
such as Swift [51] or others [1, 5, 32, 51]. To scale
the registry, organizations typically deploy a load balancer or proxy in front of several independent registry
instances [11]. In this case, client requests are forwarded
to the destination registries through a proxy, then served
by the registries’ backend storage system. To reduce the
communication overhead between the proxy, registry,
and backend storage system, Bolt [41] proposes to use a
consistent hashing function instead of a proxy, distribute
requests to registries, and utilize the local file system
on each registry node to store data instead of using a
remote distributed object storage system. Multiple layer
replicas are stored on Bolt registries for high availability
and reliability. DupHunter is implemented based on the
architecture of Bolt registry for high scalability.
Registry performance is critical to Docker clients. In
particular, the layer pulling performance (i.e., GET layer
performance) impacts container startup times significantly [30]. A number of works have studied various
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dimensions of registry performance for a Docker image
dataset [11, 14, 30, 60, 64, 71, 72]. However, such works
do not provide deduplication for the registry. A community proposal exists to add file-level deduplication
to container images [8], but as of now lacks even a detailed design, let alone performance analysis. Skourtis
et al. [59] propose restructuring layers to optimize for
various dimensions, including registry storage utilization.
Their approach does not remove all duplicates, whereas
DupHunter leaves images unchanged and can eliminate
all duplicates in the registry. Finally, a lot of works aim to
reduce the size of a single container image [22,29,54,65],
and are complementary to DupHunter.

2.2

Deduplication

Data deduplication has received considerable attention,
particularly for virtual machine images [33, 36, 61, 73].
Many deduplication studies focus on primary and backup
data deduplication [23–25,39,40,42,48,58,63,68,74] and
show the effectiveness of file- and block-level deduplication [45, 62]. To further reduce storage space, integrating
block-level deduplication with compression has been proposed [66]. In addition to local deduplication schemes,
a global deduplication method [49] has also been proposed to improve the deduplication ratio and provide
high scalability for distributed storage systems.
Data restoring latency is an important factor for storage systems with deduplication support. Efficient chunk
caching algorithms and forward assembly are proposed to
accelerate data restore performance [15]. At first glance,
one could apply existing deduplication techniques to
solve the issue of high data redundancy among container
images. However, as we demonstrate in detail in §3.2,
such a naive approach leads to slow reconstruction of
layers on image pulls, which severely degrades container
startup times. DupHunter is specifically designed for
Docker registries, which allows it to leverage image and
workload information to reduce deduplication and layer
restore overhead.

3

Motivating Observations

The need and feasibility of DupHunter is based on three
key observations: 1) container images have a lot of redundancy; 2) existing scalable deduplication technologies
significantly increase image pull latencies; and 3) image
access patterns can be predicted reliably.

3.1

Redundancy in Container Images

Container image layers exhibit a large degree of redundancy in terms of duplicate files. Although Docker supports the sharing of layers among different images to
remove some redundant data in the Docker registry, this
is not sufficient to effectively eliminate duplicates. According to the deduplication analysis of the Docker Hub
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Table 1: Dedup. ratio vs. increase in GET layer latency.
Technology
Jdupes
VDO
Btrfs
ZFS
Ceph

Dedup ratio,
compressed
layers

Dedup ratio,
uncompressed
layers

1
1
1
1
1

2.1
4
2.3
2.3
3.1

GET latency increase
wrt. uncompressed
layers
36 ×
60 ×
51 ×
50 ×
98 ×

dataset [72], 97% of files have more than one file duplicate, resulting in a deduplication ratio of 2× in terms of
capacity. We believe that the deduplication ratio is much
higher when private repositories are taken into account.
The duplicate files are executables, object code, libraries, and source code, and are likely imported by different image developers using package installers or version
control systems such as apt, pip, or git to install similar dependencies. However, as layers often share many
but not all files, this redundancy cannot be eliminated by
Docker’s current layer sharing approach.
R-way replication for reliability further fuels the high
storage demands of Docker registries. Hence, satisfying
demand by adding more disks and scaling out storage
systems quickly becomes expensive.

3.2

Drawbacks of Existing Technologies

A naive approach to eliminating duplicates in container
images could be to apply an existing deduplication technique. To experimentally demonstrate that such a strategy has significant shortcomings, we try four popular
local deduplication technologies, VDO [67], Btrfs [13],
ZFS [70], Jdupes [34], in a single-node setup and on one
distributed solution, Ceph [16], on a 3-node cluster. The
deduplication block sizes are set to 4KB for both VDO
and Ceph, and 128KB for both Btrfs [13] and ZFS [70]
by default. Table 1 presents the deduplication ratio and
pull latency overhead for each technology in two cases:
1) when layers are stored compressed (as-is); and 2) when
layers are uncompressed and unpacked into their individual files. Note that the deduplication ratios are calculated
against the case when all layers are compressed (the details of the dataset and testbed are presented in §6).
Deduplication ratios. Putting the original compressed
layer tarballs in any of the deduplication systems results, unsuprisingly, in a deduplication ratio of 1. This
is because even a single byte change in any file in a
tarball scrambles the content of the compressed tarball
entirely [18, 44]. Hence, to expose the redundancy to the
deduplication systems, we decompress every layer before
storing it.
After decompression, all deduplication schemes yield
significant deduplication ratios. Jdupes, Btrfs, and ZFS
reduce the dataset to about half and achieve deduplication
ratios of 2.1, 2.3, and 2.3, respectively. Ceph has a higher
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deduplication ratio since it uses a smaller deduplication
block size, while VDO shows the highest deduplication
ratio as it also compresses deduplicated data.
It is important to note that for an enterprise-scale registry, a large number of storage servers need to be deployed and single-node deduplication systems (Jdupes,
Btrfs, ZFS, and VDO) can only deduplicate data within
a single node. Therefore, in a multi-node setup, such solutions can never achieve optimal global deduplication,
i.e., duplication across nodes.
Pull latencies. To analyze layer pull latencies, we implement a layer restoring process for each technology.
Restoring includes fetching files, creating a layer tarball,
and compressing it. We measure the average GET layer
latency and calculate the restore overhead compared to
GET requests without layer deduplication.
As shown in Table 1, the restoration overhead is high.
The file-level deduplication scheme Jdupes increases the
GET layer latency by 36×. This is caused by the expensive
restoring process. Btrfs, ZFS, and VDO show an increase
of more than 50×, as they are block-level deduplication
systems, and hence they also add file restoring overhead.
The overhead for Ceph is the highest because restoration
is distributed and incurs network communication.
In summary, our analysis shows that while existing
technologies can provide storage space savings for container images (after decompression), they incur high cost
during image pulls due to slow layer reconstruction. At
the same time, pull latency constitutes the major portion
of container startup times even without deduplication.
According to [30], pulling images accounts for 76% of
container startup times. This means that, for example, for
Btrfs the increase of layer GET latency by 51× would
prolong container startup times by 38×. Hence, deduplication has a major negative impact on the startup times
of containerized applications.

3.3

Predictable User Access Patterns

A promising approach to mitigate layer restoring overhead is predicting which layers will be accessed and
preconstruct them. In DupHunter, we can exploit the fact
that when a Docker client pulls an image from the reg-
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Figure 3: CDF of GET manifest/layer inter-arrival time.

istry, it first retrieves the image manifest, which includes
references to the image layers.
User pulling patterns. Typically, if a layer is already
stored locally, then the client will not fetch this layer
again. However, higher-level container orchestrators allow users to configure different policies for starting new
containers. For example, Kubernetes allows policies such
as IfNotPresent, i.e., only get the layer if it has not
been pulled already, or AlwaysGet, i.e., always retrieve
the layer, even if it is already present locally. These different behaviors need to be considered when predicting
whether a layer will be pulled by a user or not.
We use the IBM Cloud registry workload [11] to analyze the likelihood for a user to repull an already present
layer. The traces span ∼80 days for 7 registry clusters: Dallas, Frankfurt, London, Sydney, Development,
Prestaging, and Staging. Figure 1 shows the CDF of layer
GET counts by the same clients. The analysis shows that
the majority of layers are only fetched once by the same
clients. For example, 97% of layers from Syd are only
fetched once by the same clients. However, there are
clients that pull the same layers repeatedly. E.g., a client
from London fetched the same layer 19,300 times.
Figure 2 shows the corresponding client repull probability, calculated as the number of repulled layers divided
by the number of total GET layer requests issued by the
same client. We see that 50% of the clients have a repull
probability of less than 0.2 across all registries. We also
observe that the slope of the CDFs is steep at both lower
and higher probabilities, but becomes flat in the middle.
This suggests that, by observing access patterns, we are
able to classify clients into two categories, always-pull
clients and pull-once clients, and predict, whether they
will pull a layer or not by keeping track of user access
history.
Layer preconstruction. We analyze the inter-arrival
time between a GET manifest request and the subsequent
GET layer request. As shown in Figure 3, the majority of
intervals are greater than 1 second. For example, 80% of
intervals from London are greater than 1 second, and 60%
of the intervals from Sydney are greater than 5 seconds.
There are several reasons for this long gap. First, when
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Figure 4: DupHunter architecture.
fetching an image from a registry, the Docker client
fetches a fixed number of layers in parallel (three by
default) starting from the lowest layer. In the case where
an image contains more than three layers, the upper layers have to wait until the lower layers are downloaded,
which delays the GET layer request for these layers. Second, network delay between clients and registry often
accounts for a large portion of the GET latency in cloud
environments.
As we show in §6, layer preconstruction can significantly reduce layer restoring overhead. In the case of a
shorter duration between a GET manifest request and its
subsequent GET layer requests, layer preconstruction can
still be beneficial because the layer construction starts
prior to the arrival of the GET request.

4

DupHunter Design

In this section, we first provide an overview of DupHunter (§4.1). We then describe in detail how it deduplicates (§4.2) and restores (§4.3) layers, and how it further improves performance via predictive cache management (§4.4). Finally, we discuss the integration of sub-file
deduplication and erasure coding with DupHunter (§4.5).

4.1

Overview

Figure 4 shows the architecture of DupHunter. DupHunter consists of two main components: 1) a cluster
of storage servers, each exposing the registry REST API;
and 2) a distributed metadata database. When uploading
or downloading layers, Docker clients communicate with
any DupHunter server using the registry API. Each server
in the cluster contains an API service and a backend storage system. The backend storage systems store layers and
perform deduplication, keeping the deduplication metadata in the database. DupHunter uses three techniques to
reduce deduplication and restoring overhead: 1) replica
deduplication modes; 2) parallel layer reconstruction;
and 3) proactive layer prefetching/preconstruction.
Replica deduplication modes. For higher fault tolerance and availability, existing registry setups replicate
layers. DupHunter also performs layer replication, but
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additionally deduplicates files inside the replicas.
A basic deduplication mode n (B-mode n) defines that
DupHunter should only keep n layer replicas intact and
deduplicate the remaining R − n layer replicas, where R
is the layer replication level. At one extreme, B-mode R
means that no replicas should be deduplicated, and hence
provides the best performance but no data reduction. At
the other end, B-mode 0 deduplicates all layer replicas,
i.e., it provides the highest deduplication ratio but adds
restoration overhead for GET requests. The remaining inbetween B-modes allow to trade off performance for data
reduction.
For heavily skewed workloads, DupHunter also provides a selective deduplication mode (S-mode). The Smode utilizes the skewness in layer popularity, observed
in [11], to decide how many replicas should be deduplicated for each layer. As there are hot layers that are pulled
frequently, S-mode sets the number of intact replicas proportional to their popularity. This means that hot layers
have more intact replicas, and hence can be served faster,
while cold layers are deduplicated more aggressively.
Deduplication in DupHunter, for the example of Bmode 1, works as follows: DupHunter first creates 3 layer
replicas across 3 servers. It keeps a single layer replica
as the primary layer replica on one server. Deduplication
is then carried out in one of the other servers storing a
replica, i.e., the layer replica is decompressed and any duplicate files are discarded while unique files are kept. The
unique files are replicated and saved on different servers
for fault tolerance. Once deduplication is complete, the
remaining two layer replicas are removed. Any subsequent GET layer requests are sent to the primary replica
server first since it stores the complete layer replica. If
that server crashes, one of the other servers is used to
rebuild the layer and serve the GET request.
To support different deduplication modes, DupHunter
stores a mix of both layer tarballs and individual files.
This makes data placement decision more complex with
respect to fault tolerance because individual files and
their corresponding layer tarballs need to be placed on
different servers. As more tarballs and files are stored in
the cluster, the placement problem gets more challenging.
To avoid accidentally co-locating layer tarballs and
unique files, which are present in the tarball, and simplify the placement problem, DupHunter divides storage
servers into two groups (Figure 4): a primary cluster consisting of P-servers and a deduplication cluster consisting of D-servers. P-servers are responsible for storing full
layer tarball replicas and replicas of the manifest, while
D-servers deduplicate, store, and replicate the unique
files from the layer tarballs. The split allows DupHunter
to treat layers and individual files separately and prevent
co-location during placement.
P- and D-servers form a 2-tier storage hierarchy. In
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the default case, the primary cluster serves all incoming
GET requests. If a request cannot be served from the primary cluster (e.g., due to a node failure, or DupHunter
operating in B-mode 0 or S-mode), it will be forwarded
to the deduplication cluster and the requested layer will
be reconstructed.
Parallel layer reconstruction. DupHunter speeds up
layer reconstruction through parallelism. As shown in
Figure 4, each D-server’s local storage is divided into
three parts: the layer stage area, preconstruction cache,
and file store. The layer stage area temporarily stores
newly added layer replicas. After deduplicating a replica,
the resulting unique files are stored in a content addressable file store and replicated to the peer servers to provide
redundancy. Once all file replicas have been stored, the
layer replica is deleted from the layer stage area.
DupHunter distributes the layer’s unique files onto
several servers (see §4.2). All files on a single server
belonging to the same layer are called a slice. A slice has
a corresponding slice recipe, which defines the files that
are part of this slice, and a layer recipe defines the slices
needed to reconstruct the layer. This information is stored
in DupHunter’s metadata database. This allows D-servers
to rebuild layer slices in parallel and thereby improve
reconstruction performance. DupHunter maintains layer
and file fingerprint indices in the metadata database.
Predictive cache prefetch and preconstruction. To improve the layer access latency, DupHunter employs a
cache layer in both the primary and the deduplication
clusters, respectively. Each P-server has an in-memory
user-behavior based prefetch cache to reduce disk I/Os.
When a GET manifest request is received from a user,
DupHunter predicts which layers in the image will actually need to be pulled and prefetches them in the
cache. Additionally, to reduce layer restoring overhead,
each D-server maintains an on-disk user-behavior based
preconstruct cache. As with the prefetch cache, when
a GET manifest request is received, DupHunter predicts
which layers in the image will be pulled, preconstructs
the layers, and loads them in the preconstruct cache. To
accurately predict which layers to prefetch, DupHunter
maintains two maps: ILmap and ULmap. ILmap stores
the mapping between images and layers while ULmap
keeps track of a user’s access history, i.e., which layers
the user has pulled and how many times (see §4.4).

4.2

Deduplicating Layers

As in the traditional Docker registry, DupHunter maintains a layer index. After receiving a PUT layer request,
DupHunter first checks the layer fingerprint in the layer
index to ensure an identical layer is not already stored.
If not, DupHunter, replicates the layer r times across the
P-servers and submits the remaining R − r layer replicas
to the D-servers. Those replicas are temporarily stored in
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the layer stage areas of the D-servers. Once the replicas
have been stored successfully, DupHunter notifies the
client of the request completion.
File-level deduplication. Once in the staging area, one
of the D-servers decompresses the layer and starts the
deduplication process. First, it extracts file entries from
the tar archive. Each file entry is represented as a file
header and the associated file content [26]. The file
header contains metadata such as file name, path, size,
mode, and owner information. DupHunter records every
file header in slice recipes (described below) to be able
to correctly restore the complete layer archive later.
To deduplicate a file, DupHunter computes a file Id by
hashing the file content and checks if the Id is already
present in the file index. If present, the file content is
discarded. Otherwise, the file content is assigned to a Dserver and stored in its file store, and the file Id is recorded
in the file index. The file index maps different file Ids to
their physical replicas stored on different D-servers.
Layer partitioning. DupHunter picks D-servers for files
to improve reconstruction times. For that, it is important
that different layer slices are similarly sized and evenly
distributed across D-servers. To achieve this, DupHunter
employs a greedy packing algorithm. Consider first the
simpler case in which each file only has a single replica.
DupHunter first computes the total size of the layer’s
existing shared files on each D-server (this might be 0 if
a D-server does not store any shared files for the layer).
Next, it assigns the largest new unique file to the smallest
partition until all the unique files are assigned. Note that
during layer partitioning, DupHunter does not migrate
existing shared files to reduce I/O overhead.
In the case where a file has more than one replica,
DupHunter performs the above-described partitioning
per replica. That means that it first assigns the primary
replicas of the new unique files to D-servers according to
the location of the primary replicas of the existing shared
files. It then does the same for the secondary replicas and
so on. DupHunter also ensures that two replicas of the
same file are never placed on the same node.
Unique file replication. Next, DupHunter replicates and
distributes the unique file replicas across D-servers based
on the layer partitioning. The headers and content pointers of all files in the deduplicated layer that are assigned
to a specific D-server are included in that D-server’s slice
recipe for that layer. After file replication, DupHunter
adds the new slice recipes to the metadata database.
DupHunter also creates a layer recipe for the uploaded
layer and stores it in the metadata database. The layer
recipe records all the D-servers that store slices for that
layer and which can act as restoring workers. When a
layer needs to be reconstructed, one worker is selected as
the restoring master, responsible for gathering all slices
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and rebuilding the layer (see §4.3).
Figure 5 shows an example deduplication process. The
example assumes B-mode 1 with 3-way replication, i.e.,
each unique file has two replicas distributed on two different D-servers. The files f 1, f 2, and f 3 are already stored
in DupHunter, and f 10 , f 20 , and f 30 are their corresponding replicas. Layer L1 is being pushed and contains files
f 1– f 6. f 1, f 2, and f 3 are shared files between L1 and
other layers, and hence are discarded during file-level
deduplication. The unique files f 4, f 5 and f 6 are added
to the system and replicated to D-servers A, B, and C.
After replication, server B contains f 2, f 5, f 10 , and
f 40 . Together f 2 and f 5 form the primary slice of L1,
denoted as L1 :: B :: P. This slice Id contains the layer Id
the slices belongs to (L1), the node, which stores the slice
(B) and the backup level (P for primary). The two backup
file replicas f 10 and f 40 on B form the backup slice L1 ::
B :: B. During layer restoring, L1 can be restored by using
any combination of primary and backup slices to achieve
maximum parallelism.

4.3

Restoring Layers

The restoring process works in two phases: slice reconstruction and layer reconstruction. Considering the example in Figure 5, restoring works as follows:
According to L1’s layer recipe, the restoring workers
are D-servers A, B, and C. The node with the largest
slice is picked as the restoring master, also called layer
constructor (A in the example). Since A is the restoring
master it sends GET slice requests for the primary slices
to B and C. If a primary slice is missing, the master
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locates its corresponding backup slice and sends a GET
slice request to the corresponding D-server.
After a GET slice request has been received, B’s and
C’s slice constructors start rebuilding their primary slices
and send them to A as shown in Figure 6. Meanwhile, A
instructs its local slice constructor to restore its primary
slice for L1. To construct a layer slice, a slice constructor
first gets the associated slice recipe from the metadata
database. The recipe is keyed by a combination of layer
Id, host address and requested backup level, e.g., L1 ::
A :: P. Based on the recipe, the slice constructor creates
a slice tar file by concatenating each file header and the
corresponding file contents; it then compresses the slice
and passes it to the master. The master concatenates all
the compressed slices into a single compressed layer
tarball and sends it back to the client.
The layer restoration performance is critical to keep
pull latencies low. Hence, DupHunter parallelizes slice
reconstruction on a single node and avoids generating
intermediate files on disk to reduce disk I/O.

4.4

Caching and Preconstructing Layers

DupHunter maintains a cache layer in both the primary
and deduplication clusters to speedup pull requests. The
primary cluster cache (in-memory prefetch cache) is to
avoid disk I/O during layer retrievals while the deduplication cluster on-disk cache stores preconstructed layers,
which are likely to be accessed in the future. Both caches
are filled based on the user access patterns seen in §3.
Request prediction. To accurately predict layers that
will be accessed in the future, DupHunter keeps track
of image metadata and user access patterns in two data
structures: ILmap and ULmap. ILmap maps an image
to its containing layer set. ULmap stores for each user
the layers the user has accessed and the corresponding
pull count. A user is uniquely identified by extracting
the sender IP address from the request. If DupHunter has
not seen an IP address before, it assumes that the request
comes from a new host, which does not store any layers
yet.
When a GET manifest request r is received, DupHunter first calculates a set of image layers that have
not been pulled by the user r.addr by calculating the difference S∆ between the image’s layer set and the user’s
accessed layer set:
S∆ = ILmap[r.img] −ULmap[r.addr].
The layers in S∆ are expected to be accessed soon.
Recall from §3.3 that some users always pull layers, no
matter if the layers have been previously pulled. To detect
such users, DupHunter maintains a repull probability γ
for each user. For a GET manifest request r by a user
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Figure 7: Tiered storage architecture.
r.addr, γ is computed as
γ[r.addr] =

∑ l.pullCount/ ∑ l.pullCount
l∈RL

l∈L

where RL is the set of layers that the user has repulled
before (i.e., with a pull count > 1) and L is the set of all
layers the user has ever pulled. DupHunter updates the
pull counts every time it receives a GET layer request.
DupHunter compares the clients’ repull probability
to a predefined threshold ε. If γ[r.addr] > ε, then DupHunter classifies the user as a repull user and computes
the subset, S∩ , of layers from the requested image that
have already been pulled by the user:
S∩ = ILmap[r.img] ∩ULmap[r.addr].
It then fetches the layers in S∩ into the cache.
Cache handling in tiered storage. The introduction of
the two caches results in a 5-level 2-tier storage architecture of DupHunter as shown in Figure 7. Requests are
passed through the tiers from top to bottom. Upon a GET
layer request, DupHunter first determines the P-server(s)
which is (are) responsible for the layer and searches the
prefetch cache(s). If the layer is present, the request will
be served from the cache. Otherwise, the request will be
served from the layer store.
If a GET layer request cannot be served from the
primary cluster due to a failure of the corresponding Pserver(s), the request will be forwarded to the deduplication cluster. In that case, DupHunter will first lookup the
layer recipe. If the recipe is not found, it means that the
layer has not been fully deduplicated yet and DupHunter
will serve the layer from one of the layer stage areas of
the responsible D-servers. If the layer recipe is present,
DupHunter will contact the restoring master to check,
whether the layer is in its preconstruct cache. Otherwise,
it will instruct the restoring master to rebuild the layer.
Both the prefetch and the preconstruct caches are writethrough caches. When a layer is evicted, it is simply
discarded since the layers are read-only. We use an Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) replacement policy [43],
which keeps track of both the frequently and recently
used layers and adapts to changing access patterns.
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4.5

Discussion

The goal of DupHunter is to provide flexible deduplication modes to meet different space-saving and performance requirements and mitigate layer restore overhead.
The above design of DupHunter mainly focuses on filelevel deduplication and assumes layer replication.
To achieve a higher deduplication ratio, DupHunter
can integrate with block-level deduplication. After removing redundant files, D-servers can further perform
block-level deduplication only on unique files by using
systems such as VDO [67] and Ceph [49]. However, higher
deduplication ratios come with higher layer restoring
overhead as the restoring latency for block-level deduplication is higher than that of file level as we show in §6.
This is because to restore a layer, its associated files
need to be first restored, which incurs extra overhead.
Furthermore, when integrating with a global block-level
deduplication scheme, the layer restoring overhead will
be higher due to network communication. In this case,
it is beneficial to maintain a number of layer replicas on
P-servers to maintain a good performance.
While DupHunter exploits existing replication
schemes, it is not limited to those. If the registry is
using erasure coding for reliability, DupHunter can
integrate with the erasure coding algorithm to improve
space efficiency. Specifically, after removing redundant
files from layers, DupHunter can store unique files as
erasure-coded chunks. While DupHunter can not make
use of existing replicas to improve pull performance in
this case, its preconstruct cache remains beneficial to
mitigate high restoring overheads as shown in §6.
A known side effect when performing deduplication
is that the loss of a chunk has a bigger impact on fault
tolerance as the chunk is referenced by several objects
[57]. To provide adequate fault tolerance, DupHunter
maintains at least three copies of a layer (either as full
layer replicas or unique files that can rebuild the layer)
in the cluster.

5

Implementation

We implemented DupHunter1 in Go by adding ∼2, 000
lines of code to Bolt [41]. Note that Bolt is based on the
reference Docker registry [20] for high availability and
scalability (see Bolt details in §2.1.)
DupHunter can use any POSIX file system to store its
data and uses Redis [6] for metadata, i.e., slice and layer
recipes, file and layer indices, and ULmap and ILmap. We
chose Redis because it provides high lookup and update
performance and it is widely used in production systems.
Another benefit of Redis is that it comes with a Go client
library, which makes it easy to integrate with the Docker
1 DupHunter’s

code is available at https://github.com/
nnzhaocs/DupHunter.
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Table 2: Workload parameters.
Trace

#GET
Layer

#GET
Manifest

#PUT
Layer

#PUT
Manifest

#Uniq. #Accessed
Layer Uniq. Dataset
Size (GB)

Dal
Fra
Lon
Syd

6963
4117
2570
3382

7561
10350
11808
11150

453
508
582
453

23
25
40
15

1870
1012
1979
558

18
9
13
5

Registry. We enable append-only file in Redis to log all
changes for durability purposes. Moreover, we configure
Redis to save snapshots every few minutes for additional
reliability. To improve availability and scalability, we
use 3-way replication. In our setup, Redis is deployed
on all nodes of the cluster (P-servers and D-servers) so
that a dedicated metadata database cluster is not needed.
However, it is also possible to setup DupHunter with a
dedicated metadata database cluster.
To ensure that the metadata is in a consistent state, DupHunter uses Redis’ atomicity so that no file duplicates
are stored in the cluster. For the file and layer indices and
the slice and layer recipes, each key can be set to hold its
value only if the key does not yet exist in Redis (i.e, using SETNX [55]). When a key already holds a value, a file
duplicate or layer duplicate is identified and is removed
from the registry cluster.
Additionally, DupHunter maintains a synchronization
map to ensure that multiple layer restoring processes do
not attempt to restore the same layer simultaneously. If
a layer is currently being restored, subsequent GET layer
requests to this layer wait until the layer is restored. Other
layers, however, can be constructed in parallel.
Both the metadata database and layer store used by
DupHunter are scalable and can handle large image
datasets. DupHunter’s metadata overhead is about 0.6%
in practice, e.g., for a real-world layer dataset of 18 GB,
DupHunter stores less than 100 MB of metadata in Redis.

6

Evaluation

We answer two questions in the evaluation: how do deduplication modes impact the performance–redundancy
trade-off, and how effective are DupHunter’s caches.

6.1

Evaluation Setup

Testbed. Our testbed consists of a 16-node cluster, where
each node is equipped with 8 cores, 16 GB RAM, a
500 GB SSD, and a 10 Gbps NIC.
Dataset. We downloaded 0.93 TB of popular Docker images (i.e., images with a pull count greater than 100) with
36,000 compressed layers, totalling 2 TB after decompression. Such dataset size allowed us to quickly evaluate
DupHunter’s different modes without losing the generality of results. The file-level deduplication ratio of the
decompressed dataset is 2.1.
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Workload generation. To evaluate how DupHunter performs with production registry workloads, we use the
IBM Cloud Registry traces [11] that come from four production registry clusters (Dal, Fra, Lon, and Syd) and
span approximately 80 days. We use Docker registry
trace player [11] to replay the first 15,000 requests from
each workload as shown in Table 2. We modify the player
to match requested layers in the IBM trace with real layers downloaded from Docker Hub based on the layer
size2 . Consequently, each layer request pulls or pushes
a real layer. For manifest requests, we generate random
well-formed, manifest files.
In addition, our workload generator uses a proxy emulator to decide the server for each request. The proxy
emulator uses consistent hashing [37] to distribute layers and manifests. It maintains a ring of registry servers
and calculates a destination registry server for each push
layer or manifest request by hashing its digest. For pull
manifest requests, the proxy emulator maintains two consistent hashing rings, one for the P-servers, and another
for the D-servers. By default, the proxy first queries the
P-servers but if the requested P-server is not available, it
pulls from the D-servers.
Schemes. We evaluate DupHunter’s deduplication ratio
and performance using different deduplication and redundancy schemes. The base case considers 3-way layer
replication and file-level deduplication. In that case, DupHunter provides five deduplication modes: B-mode 0,
1, 2, 3, and S-mode. Note that B-mode 0 deduplicates
all layer replicas (denoted as global file-level deduplication with replication or GF-R) while B-mode 3 does not
deduplicate any layer replicas.
To evaluate how DupHunter works with block-level
deduplication, we integrate B-mode 0 with VDO. For each
D-server, all unique files are stored on a local VDO device. Hence, in that mode DupHunter provides global
file-level deduplication and local block-level deduplication (GF+LB-R).
We also evaluate DupHunter with an erasure coding
policy instead of replication. We combine B-mode 0
with Ceph such that each D-server stores unique files
on a Ceph erasure coding pool with global block-level
deduplication enabled. We denote this scheme as GBEC. We compare each scheme to Bolt [41] with 3-way
replication as our baseline (No-dedup).

6.2

Deduplication Ratio vs. Performance

We first evaluate DupHunter’s performance/deduplication ratio trade-off for all of the above described deduplication schemes. For the replication scenarios, we use
3-way replication and for GB-EC, we use a (6,2) Reed
Solomon code [53, 56]. Both replication and erasure cod2 The

original player generates random or zeroed data for layers.
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Table 3: Dedup. ratio vs. GET layer latency.
Mode
B-mode 1
S-mode
B-mode 2
B-mode 3

B-mode 0

Dedup. ratio
Performance improvement (P-servers)
1.5
1.6×
1.3
2×
1.2
2.6×
1
2.8×
Dedup ratio
Performance degradation (D-servers)
GF-R (Global file-level [3 replicas])
2.1
-1.03 ×
GF+LB-R (Global file- and local block-level [3 replicas])
3.0
-2.87×
GB-EC (Global block-level [Erasure coding])
6.9
-6.37×

ing policies can sustain the loss of two nodes. We use 300
clients spread across 10 nodes and measure the average
GET layer latency across the four production workloads.
Table 3 shows the results normalized to the baseline.
We see that all four performance modes of DupHunter
(B-mode 1, 2, and 3, and S-mode) have better GET layer
performance compared to No-dedup. B-mode 1 and 3
reduce the GET layer latency by 1.6× and 2.8×, respectively. This is because the prefetch cache hit ratio on
P-servers is 0.98 and a high cache hit ratio significantly
reduces disk accesses. B-mode 3 has the highest GET
layer performance but does not provide any space savings since each layer in B-mode 3 has three full replicas.
B-mode 1 and 2 maintain only one and two layer replicas
for each layer, respectively. Hence, B-mode 1 has a lower
performance improvement (i.e., 1.6×) than B-mode 2
(i.e., 2.6×), but has a higher deduplication ratio of 1.5×.
S-mode lies between B-mode 1 and 2 in terms of the
deduplication ratio and performance. This is because, in
S-mode, popular layers have three layer replicas while
cold layers only have a single replica.
Compared to the above four modes, B-mode 0 has the
highest deduplication ratio because all layer replicas are
deduplicated. Consequently, B-mode 0 adds overhead to
GET layer requests compared to the baseline performance.
As shown in Table 3, if file-level deduplication and 3-way
replication are used, the deduplication ratio of B-mode 0
is 2.1 while the GET layer performance is 1.03× slower.
If block-level deduplication and block-level compression are used (GF+LB-R), the deduplication ratio increases to 3.0 while the GET layer performance decreases
to 2.87×. This is because of the additional overhead
added by restoring the layer’s files prior to restoring the
actual layer. Compared to replication, erasure coding
naturally reduces storage space. The deduplication ratio
with erasure coding and block-level deduplication is the
highest (i.e., 6.9). However, the GET layer performance
decreases by 6.37× because to restore a layer, its containing files, which are split into data chunks and spread
across different nodes, must first be restored.
Overall, DupHunter, even in B-mode 0, significantly
decreases the layer restoring overhead compared to the
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naive approaches shown in Table 1 in §3.2. For example,
DupHunter B-mode 0 with VDO (the GF+LB-R scheme)
has a GET layer latency only 2.87× slower than the baseline compared to a the VDO-only scheme which is 60×
slower compared to the baseline.

6.3

Cache Effectiveness

Next, we analyze DupHunter’s caching behavior. We first
study the prefetch cache and then the preconstruct cache.
6.3.1

Prefetch cache

To understand how the prefetch cache improves the Pservers’ performance, we first show its hit ratio compared to two popular cache algorithms: LRU [50] and
ARC [43]. Moreover, we compare DupHunter’s prefetch
cache with another prefetch algorithm, which makes predictions based on PUT requests [11] (denotes as ARC+PPUT). Both of these algorithms are implemented on ARC
since ARC outperforms LRU. DupHunter’s prefetch algorithm, based on user behavior (UB), is denoted as
ARC+P-UB. We vary the cache sizes from 5% to 15%
of each workload’s unique dataset size. Figure 8 shows
the results for the four production workloads (Dal, Syd,
Lon, and Fra).
For a cache size of 5%, the hit ratios of LRU are only
0.59, 0.58, 0.27, and 0.10, respectively. ARC hit ratios are
higher compared to LRU (e.g., 1.6× Lon) because after a
user pulls a layer, the user is not likely to repull this layer
in the future as it is locally available. Compared to LRU,
ARC maintains two lists, an LRU list and an LFU list, and
adaptively balances them to increase the hit ratio.
ARC+P-PUT improves the ARC hit ratio by 1.9× for
Lon. However, ARC+P-PUT only slightly improves the
hit ratio for the other workloads. This is because ARC+PPUT acts like a write cache which temporally holds recently uploaded layers and waits for the clients that have
not yet pulled these layers to issue GET requests. This is
not practical because the layer reuse time (i.e., interval
between a PUT layer request and its subsequent GET layer
request) is long. For example, the reuse time is 0.5 hr
for Dal on average based on our observation. Moreover,
ARC+P-PUT ignores the fact that some clients always repull layers. DupHunter’s ARC+P-UB achieves the highest hit ratio. For example, ARC+P-UB’s hit ratio for Dal
is 0.89, resulting in a 4.2× improvement compared to
ARC+P-PUT.
As shown in Figure 8, the hit ratio increases as the
cache size increases. For example, when cache size increases from 5% to 15%, the hit ratio for ARC under
workload Lon increases from 0.44 to 0.6. ARC+P-UB
achieves the highest hit ratio of 0.96 for a cache size of
15% under workload Lon. Overall, this shows that by
exploiting user behavior ARC+P-UB can achieve high
hit ratios, even for smaller cache sizes.
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GF-R
0.0001

0.001

0.01
0.1
Latency (s)

1

10

Hit

Preconstruct cache

For the preconstruct cache to be effective, layer restoring
must be fast enough to complete within the time window
between the GET manifest and GET layer request.
Layer restoring performance. To understand the layer
restoring overhead, we disable the preconstruct cache
and measure the average GET layer latency when a layer
needs to be restored on D-servers. We evaluate GB-EC,
GB+LB-R, and GF-R and compare it to No-dedup.
We break down the average reconstruction latency
into its individual steps. The steps in layer reconstruction
include looking up the layer recipe, fetching and concatenating slices, and transferring the layer. Fetching and
concatenating slices in itself involves slice recipe lookup,
slice packing, slice compression, and slice transfer. Nodedup contains three steps: layer metadata lookup, layer
loading from disk to memory, and layer transfer.
As shown in Figure 10, GF-R has the lowest layer
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Figure 11: Preconstruct cache hit ratio.

Figure 9 shows the 99th percentile of GET request latencies for P-servers with different cache algorithms. The
GET layer latency decreases with higher hit ratios. For
example, when the cache size increases from 5% to 15%,
the 99th percentile latencies decrease from 0.19 s to 0.15 s
for DupHunter’s ARC+P-UB under workload Dal and
the cache hit ratio increases from 0.8 to 0.92. Moreover,
when the cache size is only 5%, ARC+P-UB significantly
outperforms the other 3 caching algorithms. For example,
ARC+P-UB reduces latency by 1.4 × compared to LRU
for workload Fra. Overall, ARC+P-UB can largely improve GET layer performance for P-servers with a small
cache size.
6.3.2

Lon

5%

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Dal

Figure 10: Layer restoring latency breakdown (X-axis is log-scale).

Fra

Latency (s)
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Figure 9: 99th percentile GET layer latency of P-servers.
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Figure 8: Cache hit ratio on P-servers with different cache
algorithms.
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Figure 12: Performance of
D-servers.

restoring overhead compared to GF+LB-R and GB-EC.
It takes 0.44 s to rebuild a layer tarball for GF-R. Compared to the No-Dedup scheme, the GET layer latency of
GF-R increases by 3.1×. Half of the GET layer latency is
spent on slice concatenation. This is because slice concatenation involves writing each slice into a compressed
tar archive, which is done sequentially. Slice packing
and compression are faster, 0.07 s and 0.05 s, respectively, because slices are smaller and evenly distributed
on different D-servers.
For the GF+LB-R scheme, it takes 0.55 s to rebuild
a layer. Compared to GF-R, adding local block-level
deduplication increases the overall overhead by up to
1.4× due to more expensive slice packing. It takes 0.18 s
to pack a slice into an archive, 2.7× higher than GF-R’s
slice packing latency as reading files from the local VDO
device requires an additional file restoring process.
The GB-EC scheme has the highest layer restoring
overhead. The bottleneck is again slice packing which
takes 5 s. This is because each file is split into four data
chunks, distributed on different D-servers, and deduplicated. To pack a slice, each involved file needs to be
reconstructed from different D-servers and then written
to a slice archive, which incurs considerable overhead.
Preconstruct cache impact. To understand how the preconstruct cache improves D-servers’ GET layer performance, we first show its hit ratio on D-servers with three
deduplication schemes (GF-R, GF+LB-R, and GF-EC).
The cache size is set to 10% of the unique dataset.
Figure 11 shows the preconstruct cache hit ratio breakdown. Hit means the requested layer is present in the
cache while Wait means the requested layer is in the
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Figure 13: Request wait ratio with different number of Figure 14: Average wait time with different number of
clients (Y-axis is log-scale).
clients.
process of preconstruction and the request needs to wait
until the construction process finishes. Miss means the
requested layer is neither present in the cache nor in the
process of preconstruction. As shown in the figure, GF-R
has the highest hit ratio, e.g., 0.98 for the Dal workload.
Correspondingly, GF-R also has the lowest wait and miss
ratios because it has the lowest restoring latency and a
majority of the layers can be preconstructed on time.
Note that the miss ratio of the preconstruct cache is
slightly lower than that of the perfetch cache across all
traces. This is because we use an in-memory buffer to
hold the layer archives that are in the process of construction to avoid disk I/O. After preconstruction is done, the
layers are flushed to the on-disk preconstruct cache. In
this case, many requests can be served directly from the
buffer and consequently, layer preconstruction does not
immediately trigger cache eviction like layer prefetching.
The preconstruct cache eviction is delayed til the layer
preconstruction finishes.
GF+LB-R shows a slightly higher wait ratio than GF-R.
Eg., the wait ratios for GF-R and GF+LB-R are 0.04 and
0.06, respectively under workload Syd. This is because
the layer restoring latency of GF+LB-R is slightly higher
than GF-R. GB-EC’s wait ratio is the highest. Under
workload Syd, 39% of GET layer requests are waiting for
GB-EC as layers cannot be preconstructed on time.
Figure 12 shows the corresponding average GET layer
latencies of D-servers compared to No-dedup. GF-R and
GF+LB-R increase the latency by 1.04× and 3.1×, respectively, while GB-EC adds a 5× increase. This is due
to GB-EC’s high wait ratios.
Scalability. To analyze the scalability of the preconstruct
cache under higher load, we increase the number of concurrent clients sending GET layer requests, and measure
the request wait ratio (Figure 13) and the average wait
time (Figure 14).
Under workload Fra and Syd, the wait ratio for GBEC increases dramatically with the number of concurrent
clients. For example, the wait ratio increases from 15%
to 28% as the number of concurrent clients increases
from 50 to 300. This is because the layer restore latency
for GB-EC is higher and with more concurrent client
requests, more requested layers cannot be preconstructed
on time. Under workload Lon and Dal, the wait ratio for
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GB-EC remains stable. This is because the client requests
are highly skewed. A small number of clients issue the
majority of GET layer requests. Correspondingly, GB-EC
also has the highest wait time. Under workload Fra and
Syd, the average wait time increases from 0.6 s to 1.1 s
and 0.4 s to 1.4 s respectively as the number of clients
increases from 50 to 300 for GB-EC.
Although some layers cannot be preconstructed before
the GET layer requests arrive, the preconstruct cache can
still reduce the overhead because layer construction starts
prior to the arrival of the GET requests. This is shown
by the fact that the wait times are significantly lower
than the layer construction times. For GF-R and GF+LBR, the average wait times are only 0.001 s and 0.003
s, respectively under workload Dal. When the number
of concurrent clients increases, the average wait time
of GF-R and GF+LB-R remains low. This means that
the majority of layers can be preconstructed on time for
both GF-R and GF+LB-R, and the layers that cannot be
preconstructed on time do not incur high overhead.

7

Conclusion

We presented DupHunter, a new Docker registry architecture that provides flexible and high performance deduplication for container images and reduces storage utilization. DupHunter supports multiple configurable deduplication modes to meet different space saving and performance requirements. Additionally, it parallelizes layer
reconstruction locally and across the cluster to further
mitigate overheads. Moreover, by exploiting knowledge
of the application domain, DupHunter introduces a twotier storage hierarchy with a novel layer prefetch/preconstruct cache algorithm based on user access patterns.
DupHunter’s prefetch cache can improve GET latencies
by up to 2.8× while the preconstruct cache can reduce
the restore overhead by up to 20.9× compared to the
state of the art.
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Abstract
We propose an Online-Model based Scheme for Cache
Allocation for shared cache servers among cloud block storage devices. OSCA can find a near-optimal configuration
scheme at very low complexity improving the overall efficiency of the cache server. OSCA employs three techniques.
First, it deploys a novel cache model to obtain a miss ratio
curve (MRC) for each storage node in the cloud infrastructure
block storage system. Our model uses a low overhead method
to obtain data reuse distances from the ratio of re-access traffic to the total traffic within a time window. It then translates
the obtained reuse distance distribution into miss ratio curves.
Second, knowing the cache requirements of storage nodes,
it defines the total hit traffic metric as the optimization target. Third, it searches for a near optimal configuration using
a dynamic programming method and performs cache reassignment based on the solution. Experimental results with
real-world workloads show that our model achieves a Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) comparable to existing state-of-the-art
techniques, but we can do without the overheads of trace collection and processing. Due to the improvement of hit ratio,
OSCA reduces IO traffic to the back-end storage server by
13.2% relative to an equal-allocation-to-all-instances policy
with the same amount of cache memory.

1

Introduction

With widespread deployment of the cloud computing
paradigm, the number of cloud tenants have significantly increased during the past years. To satisfy the rigorous performance and availability requirements of different tenants, cloud
block storage (CBS) systems have been widely deployed by
cloud providers (e.g., AWS, Google Cloud, Dropbox, Tencent, etc.). As revealed in previous studies [4, 13, 18, 40],
cloud infrastructures typically employ cache servers, consisting of multiple cache instances competing for the same pool
of resources. Judiciously designed cache policies play an important role in ensuring the stated service level objectives
(SLO).
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The currently used even-allocation policy called EAP or
equal cache partitioning [41] determines the cache requirements in advance according to the respective subscribed
SLOs and then provisions cache resources for each cache
instance. However, this static configuration method is often
suboptimal for the cloud environment and induces resource
wastage, because the cloud I/O workloads are commonly
highly-skewed [3, 16, 20].
In this paper, we aim to address the management of cache
resources shared by multiple instances of a cloud block storage system. We propose an Online-Model Scheme for dynamic Cache Allocation (OSCA) with miss ration curves
(MRC). OSCA does not require to separately obtain traces to
construct MRCs. OSCA searches for a near-optimal configuration scheme at a very low complexity and thus improves the
overall effectiveness of cache service. Specifically, the core
idea of OSCA is three-fold. First, OSCA develops an online
cache model based on re-access ratio (Section 3.2) to obtain
the cache requirements of different storage nodes with low
complexity. Second, OSCA uses the total hit traffic as the metric to gauge cache efficiency as the optimization target. Third,
OSCA searches for an optimal configuration using dynamic
programming method. Our approach is complementary to the
most recent on-line scheme SHARDS [34]. It can achieve a
suitable trade-off between computation complexity and space
overhead (Section 2.3).
As the key contribution, we propose a Re-Access Ratio
based Cache Model (RAR-CM) to construct the MRC and
calculate the space requirements of each cache instance. Compared with previous models, RAR-CM does not need to collect
and process traces, which can be expensive in many scenarios.
Instead, we shift the cost of processing I/O traces to that of
tracking the unique data blocks in a workload (i.e., the working set), and this proves advantageous when the number of
unique blocks can be efficiently processed in memory. We
experimentally demonstrate the efficacy of OSCA using an
in-house CBS simulator with I/O traces collected from a CBS
production system. We are in the process of releasing those
traces to the SNIA IOTTA repository [27].
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Figure 1: The architectural view of a cloud block storage system (CBS), which includes a client cloud disk layer, Data Forwarding
layer, and Storage Cluster containing multiple storage servers each of which is paired with a cache server. The cache server is
divided into multiple cache instances respectively responsible for the nodes (i.e., disks) in the corresponding storage server.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce the background and motivation of this study
and take a detailed look at existing cache modeling methods.
In Section 3, we elaborate on the details of our OSCA cache
management policy. In Section 4, we present our experimental
method and the results. In Section 5, we discuss the related
work and conclude in Section 6.

2
2.1

Background and Motivation
Cloud Block Storage

To provide tenants with a general, reliable, elastic and scalable
block-level storage service, cloud block storage (CBS) has
been developed and deployed extensively by the majority of
cloud providers. CBS is made up of client layer, data forwarding layer, and storage server layer. The client layer presents
tenants with the view of elastic and isolated logic cloud disks
allocated according to the tenants’ configuration and mounted
to the client virtual machines. The data forwarding layer maps
and forwards I/O requests from the client-end to the storage
server-end. The storage server layer is responsible for providing physical data storage space and it typically employs
replication to ensure data reliability and availability. More
specifically, a CBS contains multiple components, the client,
the storage master, the proxy and access server, and the storage
server (as shown in Fig. 1). These components are interconnected through fast fiber-optic networks. The client provides
the function of cloud disk virtualization and presents the view
of cloud disks to tenants. The storage master (also called the
metadata server) assumes the management of node information, replication information, and data routing information.
The proxy server is responsible for external and internal stor-
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age protocol conversion. In our work, the I/O trace collection
tasks are conducted on the proxy server. The access server
is responsible for I/O routing that determines which storage
node should an access be assigned to based on the MD5 digest
calculated from the information of the record. It uses consistent hashing to map each MD5 digest to a positive integer
denoting storage node. The storage server consists of multiple failure domains to reduce the probability of correlated
failures. Storage servers allocate physical space from conventional hard disk drives, whose performance alone often cannot
meet the requirements of cloud applications dominated by
random accesses. Therefore, a CBS system typically employs
a cache server (comprised of SSDs [18], NVMs [11], or other
emerging storage technologies [20]) to improve performance.
As indicated in Fig. 1, the cache server includes a cache
controller and a cache pool. To ensure scalability, there are often multiple cache instances, each associated with one storage
node, at the cache server. The user-perceived cloud disk is a
collection of logical blocks commonly spread across several
physical node disks. A single physical disk is thus shared by
multiple virtual disks. As a result, the accesses to a physical
disk are mixed patterns. A cache instance is deployed to perform caching for each physical disk and our task is to partition
the cache resource among all the cache instances.

2.2

Cache Allocation Scheme

The cache allocation scheme, which is responsible for cache
resource assignment, largely influences the efficiency of the
cache server. Even-allocation policy (EAP), where each block
storage instance receives the same pre-determined amount
of cache, is typically used in real production systems for its
simplicity. The EAP first analyzes the total cache space re-
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quirements in advance according to the defined service-level
objectives, and then uniformly allocates cache resources for
each cache instance. In essence, it is a static allocation policy
and suffers from cache underutilization if over-provisioned
and performance degradation if under-provisioned, especially
in the cloud environment featuring highly-skewed workloads
with unpredictable and irregular dynamics [3, 16, 20]. As
shown in Fig. 2 (a), we randomly selected 20 storage nodes
and present their IO traffic lasting a period of 24 hours. The
figure confirms that the traffic is unevenly distributed to the
storage nodes in the realistic CBS production system. Presented from a different perspective, Fig. 2 (b) shows the distribution of cache requirements of those 20 storage nodes
during the first 12 hours in order to reach for a level of 95%
hit ratio. Again, it shows each storage node has different cache
requirements at different times.
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Figure 2: Fig. (a) presents the frequency of accesses over
storage nodes in a typical 24 hour period observed in our
traces. The color indicates the intensity of accesses, measured
by requests per seconds arriving at each storage node in onehour time window. The darker the red color in the figure, the
more intensive the I/O traffic is. Fig. (b) shows the distribution
of cache requirements of those 20 storage nodes during the
first 12 hours in order to reach for a level of 95% hit ratio.
The orange horizontal line in each box denotes the median
cache requirement of the 20 storage nodes, while the bottom
and top side of the box represent the quartiles and the lines
that extend out of the box (whiskers) represent data outside
the upper and lower quartiles.
To improve this policy via ensuring more appropriate cache
allocations, there have been proposed two broad categories of
solutions. The first category is intuition-based policies such as
TCM [19], REF [42], which are qualitative methods based
on intuition or experience. These policies often provide a
feasible solution to the combined optimization problem at
an acceptable computation and space cost. For example, according to memory access characteristics, TCM categorizes
threads as either latency-sensitive or bandwidth-sensitive and
correspondingly prioritizes the latency-sensitive threads over
the bandwidth-sensitive threads as far as cache allocation concerns. Such coarse grained qualitative methods are heavily
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dependent on prior reliable experiences or workload regularities. Therefore, their efficacy is not guaranteed for cloud
workloads which are diverse and constantly changing.
The other category is model-based policies, which are
quantitative methods enabled by cache models typically
described by Miss Rate Curves (MRCs), which plot the ratio
of cache misses to total references, as a function of cache
size [14, 29, 33, 34]. Compared with intuition-based policies,
model-based policies are based on cache models containing information about dynamic space requirements of each
cache instance and thus are to result in a near-optimal solution. The biggest challenge with quantitative methods lies
in constructing accurate miss rate curves at practically acceptable computational and space complexity in an online
manner. Most cache models rely on offline analysis due to
the enormous computation complexity and space overhead,
limiting their practical applicability. A host of research efforts have been conducted to cost-effectively construct miss
rate curves with the goal to enable realistic online MRC
profiling [4, 29, 31, 33, 34]. Especially, the most recent proposed Spatially Hashed Approximate Reuse Distance Sampling (SHARDS) [34] is an on-line cache model which takes
constant space overhead and significantly reduced computational complexity, yet still generating highly accurate MRCs.
(Section 2.3 presents more details about SHARDS).

2.3

Existing Cache Modeling Methods

The biggest obstacle to apply an optimal policy to a real
system is the huge computational complexity and storage
overhead involved to construct accurate cache models which
are used to obtain the space requirement of each cache instance. Existing commonly-used cache modeling methods
can be divided into two categories, the cache modeling based
on locality quantization method and simulation method.
Locality quantization method analyzes the locality characteristics (e.g., Footprint [39], Reuse Distance [34], Average
Eviction Time [14], etc.) of workloads and then translates
these characteristics into miss ratio curves [7]. The miss ratio curve indicates the miss ratio corresponding to different
cache sizes, which can be leveraged to quantitatively determine the cache requirements of different storage nodes. The
most commonly used locality characteristic is the Reuse Distance Distribution (as shown in Fig. 3). The reuse distance
is the amount of unique data blocks between two consecutive accesses to the same data block. For example, suppose
a reference sequence is A-B-C-D-B-D-A, the reuse distance
of data block A is 3 because the unique data set between two
successive accesses to A is {B, C, D}. The reuse distance is
workload-specific and its distribution might change over time.
The distribution of reuse distance has a great influence
on the cache hit ratio. More specifically, a data block hits
the cache only when its reuse distance is smaller than its
eviction distance which is defined as the amount of unique
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Figure 3: Reuse distance distribution of a one-day long trace
from a CBS storage node.
blocks accessed from the time it enters the cache to the time
it is evicted from the cache. For a given sequence of block
reference, the eviction distance of each block is dependent
on the adopted cache algorithm. Different cache algorithms
could lead to different eviction distances even for the same
block in the reference sequence. The LRU algorithm uses
one list and always puts the most recently used data block
at the head of the list and only evicts the least recently used
block at the tail of the list. As a result, the eviction distance
of the most recently used block is equal to the cache size.
2Q [26], ARC [23], and LIRS [17] use two-level LRU lists
and a data block can enter the second level lists only when
it has been hit in the first level list before. Therefore, these
algorithms can result in larger eviction distance for the blocks
which have been accessed twice. Similarly, MQ [45] uses
multiple-level LRU lists and it causes data blocks with more
access frequencies to have larger eviction distances.
In this paper, we focus on modeling LRU algorithm for two
reasons. First, LRU is widely deployed in many real cloud
caching systems [15, 21]. Second, based on our analysis results of realistic cloud cache, when the cache size becomes
larger than a certain size, the advanced algorithms would
degenerate to LRU. Fig. 4 presents the reuse distance distribution of blocks with different access frequencies using
a one-day long trace from a CBS storage node. The trace
is collected from Tencent CBS [30] and we are in the process of making it publicly available via the SNIA IOTTA
repository [27]. The bottom and top of each box represent
the minimum and maximum reuse distance. The reuse distances of blocks whose access frequencies are larger than 2
are smaller than 0.75 × 107 . Therefore, when the cache size
becomes larger than 229 GB (0.75 × 107 blocks, each size being 32 KB), the data blocks whose frequencies are larger than
2 can all be hit in the LRU cache because their reuse distances
are smaller than the cache size. Other advanced algorithms
(e.g., 2Q , ARC, and LIRS) which cause blocks whose occurrences are larger than 2 to have larger eviction distance would
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Figure 4: The reuse distance distribution of blocks of a oneday long trace from a CBS storage node, grouped by the
access frequencies.
degenerate to LRU [44]. Therefore, in our caching system
where cache size for each storage node is close to 229 GB
(assuming EAP is deployed), the performance differences
between LRU and other algorithms are negligible.
Existing cache modeling methods (ours included) calculate
the hit ratio of the LRU algorithm as the discrete integral sum
of the reuse distance distribution (from zero to the cache size)
curve (as shown in Eq. 1).
C

hr(C) =

∑ rdd(x)

(1)

x=0

In the above equation, hr(C) is the hit ratio at cache size
C and rdd(x) denotes the distribution function of reuse distance. However, obtaining the reuse distance distribution has
an O(N ∗ M) complexity, where N is the total number of
references in the access sequence and M is number of the
unique data blocks of references [22]. Recent studies have
proposed various ways to decrease the computation complexity to O(N ∗ log(n)) using Search Tree [24], Scale Tree [43],
Interval Tree [1]. These methods use a balanced tree structure to get a logarithmic search time upon each reference to
calculate block reuse distances.
SHARDS [34], further decreases the computation complexity with fixed amount of space. To build MRCs, SHARDS first
selects a representative subset of the traces through hashing
block addresses. It then inputs the selected traces to a conventional cache model to produce MRCs. Since SHARDS only
needs to process a subset of the traces, it significantly reduces
the computation overheads and memory space to host the
traces. Therefore, SHARDS has the potential to be applied in
an on-line manner. All sampled traces can be stored in a given
amount of memory by dynamically adjusting the sample ratio.
It should be noted that it requires to rescale up the results to
obtain the eventual reuse distance for the original traces.
In this paper, we propose an on-line cache model called
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RAR-CM to build MRC which is based on a metric called
re-access ratio. Our approach does not rely on collecting
traces beforehand. Both our approach and SHARDS can be
practically applied on-line. Our approach is different from
SHARDS in the following aspects. First, SHARDS uses a
sampled subset of traces to construct MRCs, while our approach processes I/O requests inline and does not store or
process a separate I/O trace. Second, on average it takes
O(lg(M ∗ R)) asymptotic complexity for SHARDS to update
the information in the balanced tree for every sampled block
access, where M is the total number of unique blocks in the
trace. Our approach only requires to update two counters and
thus is O(1).
Table 1 summarizes the comparison between SHARDS
and RAR-CM in four primary aspects. M, n, and R denotes
the total number of unique blocks, the maximum number of
records that can be contained in the fixed memory(SHARDS),
and the sampling ratio (SHARDS). From the table, we can
see that both SHARDS and RAR-CM can potentially be applied to construct MRCs in an on-line manner. We can choose
to use either of them based on specific scenarios. A general
guidance is if we are more concerned about saving computational resources and the available memory can hold support
all unique blocks, then our RAR-CM is the choice. If we are
more constrained by memory and computing resources is
not an issue (e.g., we have GPU available), then SHARDS is
the choice. In fact, SHARDS and RAR-CM are two similar
and complementary approaches that can achieve an optimal
trade-off point between computation complexity and space
overhead. As can be seen from Table 1, one major disadvantage with our approach is that it requires O(M) space to store
the information about each unique block. Therefore, in cases
where memory is constrained and the working set is relatively
large, SHARDS is a better choice.

tion constructs the miss ratio curves based on collected trace
beforehand, which could incur no-trivial overhead. We have
conducted an experiment with the miniature simulation [33].
Specifically, we run 20 simulation routines (each routine starts
20 threads) simultaneously on a 12-core CPU (i.e., Intel Xeon
CPU E5-2670 v3), and this method takes around 69 minutes
to analyze a one-day-long IO trace file and most of the time is
consumed in trace reading (1.067 µs / record) and IO mapping
(2.406 µs / record).

3

Design and Implementation

3.1

Design Overview

OSCA performs three steps, online cache modeling, optimization target defining, and the optimal configuration searching.
Fig. 5 illustrates the overall architecture of OSCA. Upon receiving a read request from the client, CBS first partitions and
routes the request to the storage node and finds the data in
the index map of the corresponding cache instance. If it is
found in the map on the cache server, the data will be returned
to the client directly, and the request will not need to go to
the storage server node. Otherwise, the data located in the
corresponding physical disk is fetched and returned. A write
request is always first written to the cache, and then flushed to
the back-end HDD storage asynchronously. All I/O requests
are monitored and analyzed by the cache controller for cache
modeling. Then the cache controller will find the optimal
configuration scheme according to the cache model and the
optimization target and finally reassign the cache resource for
each cache instance periodically.
Client Read

Table 1: The comparison of RAR-CM and SHARDS. M is
the number of unique data blocks in the access stream. R
denotes the sampling ratio in SHARDS, and n is the number
of the sampled unique blocks in the fixed memory. Reuse
distribution generation complexity is O(1) for both methods.
SHARDS
RAR-CM
Use full trace
No
Yes
Space
O(M ∗ R) fixed sample
O(M)
Complexity
O(1) fixed memory
Block Access O(log(M ∗ R)) fixed sample
O(1)
Overhead
O(log(n)) fixed memory
Simulation-based cache modeling and recently proposed
miniature simulation based on the idea of SHARDS [33]
need to concurrently run multiple simulation instances to determine the cache hit ratio in different cache sizes. While
SHARDS can be applied on-line to process currently sampled
traces to obtain the miss ratio curve, the miniature simula-
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Figure 5: The overall architecture of OSCA. Each cache instance is paired with a physical disk which provides storage
space for cloud disks. The cache controller monitors the access traffic to physical disks and construct cache models to
guide the reassignment of cache resources among cache instances.
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3.2

Re-access Ratio Based Cache Model

The main purpose of cache modeling is to obtain the miss ratio
curve, which describes the relationship between miss ratio
and cache size. The resultant curve can be used in practical
applications to instruct cache configurations. We propose a
novel online re-access ratio cache model (RAR-CM), which
can be constructed without the computational overhead of
trace collection and processing, when compared with existing
cache models. Fig. 6 shows the main components of RAR-CM.
For a request to block B, we first check its history information
in a hash map and obtain its last access timestamp (lt) and last
access counter (lc, a 64-bit number denoting the total number
of requests which have been seen so far at the time of last
access timestamp, or equivalently the block sequence number
of the last reference to block B). We then use lt, lc and RAR
curve to calculate the reuse distance of block B. Then the
resultant reuse distance is used to calculate the miss ratio
curve.
lt(B)

CT

Stream of request

B

B
Hash map for block
history information
HistoryInformation{
uint64_t lt;
uint64_t lc;
}

1. Time interval = CT – lt(B) = τ
2. Traffic = CC - lc(B) = T(τ)
3. rd(B) = (1 - RAR(lt(B),τ)) × T(t ,τ) = x

Reuse distance
distribution
c

hr(c)=∑rdd(x)
x=0

mr

Miss ratio curve
c

lt(B) : last access timestamp of block B CT: current timestamp
B : the block-level request
CC : current request count
lc(B) : last access counter at block B
rd(B) : reuse distance of block B
hr(c) : the hit ratio of cache size c
mr: miss ratio
rdd(x) : the ratio of data with the reuse distance x

Figure 6: The overview of re-access ratio based cache modeling. It calculates the reuse distance using re-access ratio and
then constructs the miss rate curve based on reuse distance.
RAR, which is defined as the ratio of the re-access traffic
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to the total traffic during a time interval τ after time t, is expressed as RAR(t, τ). It essentially represents a metric reflecting how blocks in the following time interval are re-accessed.
Fig. 7 shows the re-access ratio during a time interval τ with
block access sequence {A, B, C, D, B, D, E, F, B, A}. The
number of reaccessed blocks (which includes reaccess to the
same block, e.g., B) is 4 (the blue letters marked in Fig. 7),
and the total traffic is 10. Therefore, we obtain RAR(t, τ) = 4
/ 10 = 40%.

τ
···XABCDBDEFBA X···
t tB1

Timeline

tB2

RAR is defined as a ratio of the reaccess traffic to the total traffic, so
RAR(t,τ) = 4/10 = 40%.

Figure 7: The definition of re-access ratio of an access sequence during a time period [t,t + τ].
We use the obtained RAR for cache modeling because it
has a number of favorable properties:
• It can be easily translated to the locality characteristics.
• It can be obtained with low overhead given it’s complexity of O(1).
• It can be stored with low overhead of memory footprint.
Locality characteristics. RAR can be translated to the
commonly used footprint and reuse distance characteristics.
As mentioned, the reuse distance is the unique accesses between two consecutive references to the same data block.
Assuming that the time interval between two consecutive
references of block B is τ, then the reuse distance of block
B, rd(B), can be represented by Eq. 2, where RAR(t, τ) and
T (t, τ) means the re-access ratio and total block accesses between the two consecutive references to block B, respectively.
t indicates the last access timestamp of block B. For instance,
to calculate the reuse distance of the second B at time tB2 ,
we use tB2 − tB1 as the τ value for RAR function and 3 as the
value of T (t, τ) in Eq. 2.
rd(B) = (1 − RAR(t, τ)) × T (t, τ)

(2)

Complexity of O(1). Fig. 8 describes the process of obtaining the re-access ratio curve. RAR(t0 ,t1 -t0 ) is calculated
by dividing the re-access-request count (RC) by the total request count (TC) during [t0 ,t1 ]. To update RC and TC, we first
lookup the block request in a hash map to determine whether
it is a re-access-request. If found, it is a re-access-request and
both TC and RC should be increased by 1. Otherwise, only
TC is increased by 1.
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Figure 9: The RAR curves of the six days are similar and can
be fitting-curved using as logarithmic functions. These RAR
curves are calculated based on the traces collected from one
storage node of Tencent CBS.

RAR(t0 , t1-t0) = RC / TC
t0 : the start timestamp
t1 : current timestamp
B : the block-level request
TC : total request count
RC : the re-access-request count

Figure 8: The process of obtaining re-access ratio curve. For
each incoming block access, it only needs to update two counters, i.e., RC and TC.
Memory footprint. Fig. 9 shows the RAR curves calculated at the end of each of the six trace days. As can
be seen, those curves have similar shapes and can be approximated by logarithmic curves which have the form of
RAR(τ) = a ∗ log(τ) + b, where τ is the time variable. Therefore, we only store the two parameters to represent the curve,
which has negligible overhead. Note that the presented logarithmic curves are obtained from our traces. Others ways of
compactly representing the distribution are possible (e.g., a
Weibull distribution [36]). Moreover, for different workloads
the shapes of the RAR curves may vary and correspondingly
we could approach that with other distributions.
In summary, we calculate the RAR curve using a hash map
to decide whether a block reference is a re-access or not and
then based on the RAR curve we obtain the reuse distance
distribution according to Eq. 2. Finally, the reuse distance
distribution is translated to the miss ratio curve leveraging
Eq. 1. With the miss ratio curve in place, we then perform
cache reconfiguration. Ideally, we want to obtain all the RAR
curve at each timestamp which is cost-ineffective. Fortunately,
we observe that RAR(t, τ) is relatively insensitive to time t by
analyzing a week-long cloud block storage trace (a mixedtrace consisting of tens of thousands of cloud disks’ requests).
Specifically, although cloud workloads are highly dynamic,
we observe that the RAR curves are stable over a couple of
days, which means changes of RAR curve are negligible over
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days. Therefore, in our experiment we only calculate the RAR
curve once a day to represent the RAR curve for the next
coming day. Specifically, assume the starting time of next day
is t0 and a block is accessed at time t1 . Then we use t1 − t0 as
input to the RAR curve function to calculate it’s reuse distance
using Eq. 2. Note that if the block is accessed the first time,
then it’s reuse distance is to set to infinitely large, meaning it
is a miss.

3.3

Optimization Target

After obtaining cache modeling, we should define a cache efficiency function as the optimization target. Previous studies
have suggested a number of different optimization target (e.g.
RECU [41], REF [42], et al.). For instance, RECU considers
the elastic miss ratio baseline (EMB) and the elastic space
baseline (ECB) to balance tenant-level fairness and the overall
performance. Considering our case being cloud server-end
caches, in this work we use the function E in Eq. 3 as our
optimization target. HitRationode represents the hit rate of the
node and Trafficnode denotes the I/O traffic to this node. Therefore, this expression represents the overall hit traffic among
all nodes. The bigger the value of E is, the less traffic is sent
to the backend HDD storage. Admittedly, other optimization
targets are also possible and can be decided taking into service level objective account. Based on this target function,
our aim is to find a cache assignment method which leads to
the largest hit traffic and the smallest traffic to the back-end
storage server.
N

E=

∑

HitRationode × Tra f f icnode

(3)

node=1
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3.4

Searching for Optimal Configuration

Based on the cache modeling and defined target mentioned
above, our OSCA searches for the optimal configuration
scheme. More specifically, the configuration searching process tries to find the optimal combination of cache sizes of
each cache instance to get the highest efficiency E.
To speed up the search process, we use dynamic programming (DP), since a large part of calculations are repetitive.
A DP method can avoid repeated calculations using a table
to store intermediate results and thus reduce the exponential
computational complexity to a linear level.

3.5

Implementation Details

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode of the process of our
RAR-CM. The content of block history information is shown
in Fig. 6. The re-access ratio curve and the reuse distance distribution are arrays. The subroutine update_reuse_distance
(Algorithm 2) is used to update the reuse distance distribution
RD according to the re-access ratio curve RAR. And the subroutine get_miss_ratio_curve (Algorithm 3) is used to obtain
the miss ratio curve according to the reuse distance distribution RD. Specifically, RD is formed by an array containing
1024 elements, each denoting 1 GB wide (32768 cache blocks
of size 32 KB), representing the reuse distances up to 1 TB.
The get_miss_ratio_curve calculates the cumulative distribution function for RD.
From the pseudocode, we can know that the reuse distance calculation of each block is very lightweight which
only involves several simple operations and takes hundreds of
nanoseconds. This means RAR-CM has a negligible influence
on the storage server. And the history information of each referenced block contains two 64-bit numbers, occupying very
little memory space. More details for the discussion of CPU,
memory, network usage can be referenced to Section 4.5.

4
4.1

Evaluation
Experimental Setup

Trace Collection. To evaluate OSCA, we have collected sixday long I/O traces from a production cloud block storage
system using a proxy server which is responsible for I/O forwarding between client and storage server. The cloud block
storage system has served tens of thousands of cloud disks.
The trace files record every I/O request issued by the tenants
and each item of the trace file contains the request timestamp, cloud disk id, request offset, I/O size, and so on. To not
influence tenants’ I/O performance, we have optimized the
collection tasks by merging and reporting I/O traces to the
trace storage server periodically. We trigger the collection
tasks to scan the local I/O logs on the proxy server and report
the merged I/O traces every hour, which is an appropriate
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Algorithm 1: The pseudocode of the RAR-CM process
Data: Initialize the global variable: hash map for block
history information H, current timestamp CT ,
current block sequence number CC, and the
re-reference count RC. The re-access ratio curve
RAR. The reuse distance distribution RD
Input: a sequence of block accesses
Output: output the miss ratio curve
1 while has unprocessed block access do
2
B ← next block
3
CC ← CC + 1
4
CT ← current timestamp
5
if B in H then
6
RC ← RC + 1
7
RAR(H(B).lt,CT − H(B).lt) = RC/CC
8
H(B).lc ← CC
9
H(B).lt ← CT
10
end
11
else
12
Initialize H(B)
13
H(B).lc ← CC
14
H(B).lt ← CT
15
Insert H(B) into H
16
end
17
update_reuse_distance(B)
18 end
19 return get_miss_ratio_curve(RD)

Algorithm 2: Subroutine update_reuse_distance
Input: currently accessed block B
1 if B in H then
2
time_interval = CT − H(B).lt
3
tra f f ic = CC − H(B).lc
4
rd(B) = (1 − RAR(H(B).lt,time_interval))∗traffic
5
RD(rd(B)) ← RD(rd(B)) + 1
6 end

Algorithm 3: Subroutine get_miss_ratio_curve
Input: the reuse distance distribution RD
1 total = sum(RD)
2 tmp = 0
3 for element in RD do
4
tmp ← tmp + element
5
MRC.append(1 − tmp/total)
6 end
7 return MRC

time interval that can balance the number of tasks with the
size of the merged trace files.
Simulator Design. We have implemented a trace-driven
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simulator in C++ language for the rapid verification of the
optimization strategy. The architecture of the simulator consists of an I/O generator, an I/O router, cache instances and
storage nodes, etc. The I/O generator is for trace reading and
transforming the trace records to the specific I/O structure of
the simulator. The I/O router is responsible for request routing and forwarding, which is used to simulate the forwarding
layer (shown in Fig. 1) to map each request to a specific storage node. The storage nodes simulate the nodes at the storage
server layer (shown in Fig. 1). Each node is responsible for
one magnetic storage drives and maintains the data mapping
relationships inside that node. The cache instances is between
the I/O router and the storage nodes and is part of the cache
layer of the storage system. Each instance belongs to only one
storage node and consists of the index map, metadata list, configuration structure, statistic housekeeping data structure, etc.
The index map is implemented by using the unordered_map
in C++ STL and the metadata list is organized according to
the cache algorithm. Considering our cloud simulator is designed to be cloud storage system oriented, we choose only to
use our own CBS trace in our evaluations. In our future work,
we plan to evaluate our approach using other available traces,
especially for comparing the efficacy of constructing MRCs.

method would require 50% additional cache space on each
storage node (i.e., increase from 200 GB / Node to 300 GB /
Node) based on the traces we collected from the production
CBS system.

4.2

We next take a closer look at the miss ratio curves of the three
cache models. Fig. 10 shows the miss ratio curves of RAR-CM
(the blue solid line with the cross), Mini-Simulation based on
SHARDS (the green dotted line), and the exact simulation
(the orange solid line). This figure shows the results of 20
randomly selected, but representative storage nodes. Other
storage nodes have similar results. The cache space requirements vary among storage nodes and the curves of RAR-CM
are closer to the curves of the exact simulation than that of
Mini-Simulation in most cases. The advantage might be attributed to RAR-CM constructing the cache model based on
the full set of trace and Mini-Simulation using spatial sampling causing some fidelity loss.
To evaluate the deviations of curves against the exact miss
ratio curves, we report the metric of Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) commonly used in evaluating cache models [33, 34].
In our experiments, we compute miss ratio curves at cache
sizes 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130,
140, 150, 200, 300, 400 and 500 GB. Fig. 11 presents the
MAE error distributions of RAR-CM and Mini-Simulation
for the selected 20 storage nodes. The MAE averaged across
all 20 storage nodes (labeled "Total") for RAR-CM is smaller
than for Mini-Simulation: 0.005 vs 0.017, in addition to being
smaller for each of the 17 out of the 20 nodes.

Basic Comparisons

In this section we compare the cache model based on re-access
ratio (hereafter called RAR-CM) with other three methods, including existing even-allocation method (Original), miniature
simulation with the sampling idea from SHARDS [33] (MiniSimulation), and an ideal case (Ideal) where exact miss ratio
curves are used in placement of constructed cache models. We
uses the jhash [35] function in implementing Mini-Simulation
for the uniform randomized spatial sampling. This method
leverages jhash to map each I/O record (using attributes like
volume ID and data offset) to a location address. The accesses
to the same physical block will be hashed to the same value.
The I/O record will be selected only when (V mod P) < T ,
where P and T means the modulus and threshold, respectively.
As in SHARDS, SR = T /P represents the sampling ratio. In
our experiments, we adopt a fixed sampling ratio of 0.01. We
use the RAR curves in the prior 12 hours when calculating
reuse distance. As illustrated in Fig. 9, the RAR curves exhibit good stability, i.e., they show minimum variations in the
following days.
Table 2 shows the overall experimental results. In our configuration, we set the average cache size for each storage node
as 200 GB (currently-practical configuration). All cache models perform comparably in terms of hit ratio. However, we
have observed important back-end traffic savings despite of
the seemingly negligible hit ratio improvements. RAR-CM
compared to Original assignment policy with same amount
of cache space reduces I/O traffic to back-end storage server
by 13.2%. To achieve the same improvement, the Original
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Table 2: The overall experimental results
Hit
Back-end Average Extra
Ratio
Traffic
Error
Traffic
Original
94.45%
1
No
Mini94.85%
0.929
0.017
Yes
Simulation
RAR-CM
95.14%
0.868
0.005
No
Ideal
95.49%
0.806
0
No
Note: The back-end traffic are normalized to that of Original method.
The hit ratio of Mini-Simulation is also quite high: 0.29%
and 0.64% less than our cache model and the ideal model,
respectively. This is consistent with the results in the earlier
studies [33].

4.3

4.4

Miss Ratio Curves

Overall Efficacy of OSCA

In this section, we compare the overall efficacy of OSCA in
terms of hit ratio and backend traffic using the above mentioned three cache models, respectively. We present the results
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Figure 10: The miss ratio curve of 20 storage nodes. The cache space requirements vary among storage nodes and the curves of
RAR-CM are closer to the curves of the exact simulation than that of Mini-Simulation in most cases.

Figure 11: The MAE error distribution of our method RAR-CM and Mini-Simulation among storage nodes. The last two boxes
are total MAE results. The middle lines in boxes indicate the middle values. The bottom and top side of the box represent the
quartiles and the lines that extend out of the box (whiskers) represent data outside the upper and lower quartiles.
from the last three days of the trace, using the first 3 days
as warm up periods. As shown in Fig. 12-a, OSCA based on
RAR-CM can outperform the original assignment policy in
the cache hit ratio without requiring additional cache space.
Fig. 12-b shows the back-end traffic with different cache management policies. The back-end traffic is normalized to that
of Original method. From the figure, we can know that on
average, OSCA based on RAR-CM can reduce I/O traffic to
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back-end storage server by 13.2%. As shown in Fig. 12, RARCM results in slightly better hit ratios that Mini-Simulation
except for hours 48 − 60.
Fig. 12-c show the cache size configuration for each node
at different times determined by our OSCA algorithm with
RAR-CM. It can be seen that the demand for cache space
varies considerably between nodes and our approach did respond correspondingly to meet the needs at different times.
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Figure 12: Fig. (a) and Fig. (b) represents the hit ratio results for the last three days and the normalized back-end traffic using the
three cache models, respectively. Fig.(c) shows OCSA adjusts the cache space for 20 storage nodes dynamically in response to
their respective cache requirements decided by our cache modeling. The middle line in Fig. (c) represents the average cache size
for each node. The results are obtained from traces mentioned in Section 4.1.
Based on the optimal cache size configuration scheme, OSCA
periodically reassigns the corresponding cache size to each
cache node every 12 hours.

4.5

Discussion

When trace collection and processing present a significant
cost, RAR-CM offers an attractive alternative to other stateot-the-art techniques. In this section, we make a comparison
between RAR-CM and Mini-Simulation in terms of CPU,
memory, network usage.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, upon each block request,
RAR-CM first checks its history information in a hash map
and calculates the block reuse distance. The history information of each referenced block contains two 64-bit numbers
denoting the last access timestamp and the block sequence
number of the last reference to each block, respectively. In
our experiment, there are approximately 55.8 million unique
blocks referenced each day in a storage node, occupying only
0.87 GB memory space via using RAR-CM. Besides the low
memory resource usage, RAR-CM does not induce extra network traffic as all the computation is completed on the storage
server nodes, enabling the miss ratio curves to be constructed
and readily available in an online fashion. As for the CPU
resource usage, as shown in Section 3.2, the reuse distance calculation of each block is very lightweight which only involves
several simple operations and takes hundreds of nanoseconds.
Mini-Simulation needs to concurrently run multiple simulation instances to construct the cache miss ratio in different
cache sizes. However, for very long traces, this method can
consume a large number of computation resources (in our
implementation, we start a thread in the main routine for each
cache algorithm in a specific cache size). More importantly,
I/O traces (there are about 4.46 billion I/O records per day in
a typical CBS system) ought to be transmitted to and analyzed
by a dedicated analysis system to avoid influencing service
times. According to our experimental results, the transmission
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of the I/O records from these 20 nodes consumes approximately 72 GB of network bandwidth each day.
To quantify the runtime overhead, we have experimented
with the Mini-Simulation algorithm. Specifically, we run 20
simulation routines (each routine starts 20 threads) simultaneously on a 12-core CPU (i.e., Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670
v3). The traces are stored in a storage server and each thread
accesses the traces via the network file system. This method
takes around 69 minutes to analyze a one-day-long I/O trace
file and most of the time is consumed in trace reading (1.067
µs / record) and I/O mapping (2.406 µs / record). The I/O
mapping determines which storage node should a record be
assigned to based on the MD5 digest from the information
of the record. We maintain the total time for the trace reading and I/O mapping and divide them by the total number of
records processed to obtain the overhead per record.

5

Related Work

Our work is mostly related to the management of shared cache
resource, which widely exists in various contexts, including
multi-core processors, web applications, cloud computing and
storage. A variety of methods have been proposed and they
can be generally classified into heuristic methods, modelbased quantitative methods.
Heuristic Methods: To achieve fairness in cache partitioning, the max-min fairness (MMF) and weighted max-min
fairness methods are popularly used [12]. These two methods fairly satisfy the minimum requirements of each user and
then evenly allocate unused resources to users having additional requirements. Different from MMF, Parihar et al. [25]
propose the method of cache rationing, which ensures that
the program cache space is not less than a set value and free
cache space is allocated to a specific program. Kim, et al. [19]
propose TCM which divides threads into delay-sensitive and
bandwidth-sensitive groups and apply different cache policies
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to them. Similar to the TCM method, Zhuravlev et al. [46]
proposed a scheduling algorithm called Distributed Intensity
(DI), which adjusts the scheduling algorithm by analyzing the
classification schemes of each thread through a novel methodology. Other methods, like [32], [12], and [42], have been
proposed based on the game theory principles.

Model-based Quantitative Methods: Besides heuristic
methods mentioned above, there have also been proposed
many quantitative methods. These methods use locality metrics (e.g., Working Set Size, Average Footprint, Reuse Distance, and so on) to quantify the locality of the access patterns
so as to predict the hit (or miss) ratio [7]. Reasonably, a sharedcache partition can be efficient using quantitative methods.
Working Set Size. Inspired by the principle of locality, there
are many studies [2, 9, 10] modeling the locality characteristics using working set size (WSS). For instance, based on the
WSS theory, Arteaga et al. [2] propose an on-demand cloud
cache management method. Specifically, they used Reused
Working Set Size (RWSS) model, which only captures data
with strong temporal locality, to denote the actual demand
of each virtual machine (VM). Using the RWSS model, they
can satisfy VM cache demand and slow down the wear-out
of flash cache as well. Footprint. Footprint, which is defined
as the number of unique data blocks referenced in a time interval, has been widely applied to cache resources allocation.
Various methods have been proposed to estimate the footprint
of workloads [6, 8, 28, 37] and they make trade-off between
the complexity and accuracy of the measurement. Xiang et
al. [38] propose the HOTL theory, which calculates the average footprint in a linear time complexity and apply the HOTL
theory to transfer the average data footprint to reuse distance
and predict the miss ratio in their following work [39]. By
using this method, they can predict the interference of cache
sharing without the need of parallel testing with multiple of
cache sizes, and thus the miss ratio can be evaluated with low
overhead. Reuse Distance. Reuse distance, defined as the
unique accesses between two consecutive references to the
same data, can be translated to hit ratio and a host of research
efforts have been put to efficiently obtain reuse distance. Mattson et al. [22] give the definition of reuse distance and propose
a specific method to measure reuse distance. Later researches
use tree-based structure to optimize the computation complexity of reuse distance calculation [1, 5, 24, 43]. Waldspurger et
al. [34] propose a spatially hashed approximate reuse distance
sampling (SHARDS) algorithm to efficiently obtain reuse distance distribution and construct approximate miss rate curve.
Hu et al. [14] propose the concept of average eviction time
(AET) and relate the miss ratio at cache size c with AET using
the formula mr(c) = P(AET(c)), which indicates that the miss
ratio is the proportion of data whose reuse distance is greater
than AET. In this study, AET is obtained through the Reuse
Time Histogram (RTH) with a certain sampling method.
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Conclusion

Cloud block storage (CBS) systems employ cache servers to
improve the performance for cloud applications. Most existing
cache management policies fall short of being applied to CBSs
due to their high complexity and overhead, especially in the
cloud context with large amount of I/O activity. In this paper,
we propose a cache allocation scheme named OSCA based
on a novel cache model leveraging re-access ratio. OSCA can
search for a near optimal configuration scheme at a very low
complexity. We have experimentally verify the efficacy of
OSCA using trace-driven simulation with I/O traces collected
from a production CBS system. Evaluation results show that
OSCA offers lower MAE and computational and representational complexity compared with miniature simulation based
on the main idea of SHARDS. The improvement in hit ratio leads to a reduction of I/O traffic to the back-end storage
server by up to 13.2%. We are working on releasing our traces
via the SNIA IOTTA repository [27] and integrating our proposed technique into the real CBS product system.
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Abstract
With high memory density, non-volatility, and DRAMscale latency, persistent memory (PM) is promising to improve the storage system performance. Hashing-based index
structures have been widely used in storage systems to provide
fast query services. Recent research proposes crash-consistent
and write-efficient hashing indexes for PM. However, existing
PM hashing schemes suffer from limited scalability due
to expensive lock-based concurrency control, thus making
multi-core parallel programing inefficient in PM. The coarsegrained locks used in hash table resizing and queries (i.e.,
search/insertion/update/deletion) exacerbate the contention.
Moreover, the cache line flushes and memory fences for crash
consistency in the critical path increase the latency. In order to
address the lock contention for concurrent hashing indexes in
PM, we propose clevel hashing, a lock-free concurrent level
hashing, to deliver high performance with crash consistency.
In the clevel hashing, we design a multi-level structure for
concurrent resizing and queries. Resizing operations are
performed by background threads without blocking concurrent queries. For concurrency control, atomic primitives are
leveraged to enable lock-free search/insertion/update/deletion.
We further propose context-aware schemes to guarantee the
correctness of interleaved queries. Using real Intel Optane DC
PMM, experimental results with real-world YCSB workloads
show that clevel hashing obtains up to 4.2× speedup than the
state-of-the-art PM hashing index.

1

Introduction

Non-volatile memory (NVM) deployed as persistent memory
(PM) offers the salient features of large capacity, low latency,
and real time crash recovery for storage systems [12, 30,
38]. Recently, Intel Optane DC persistent memory module
(PMM) [2], the first commercial product of PM, is available on
the market. Compared with DRAM, PM has 3× read latency
and similar write latency [23,24,36]. In the meantime, the read
and write bandwidths of PM achieve 1/3 and 1/6 of those
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of DRAM [23, 24, 27, 36]. PM delivers higher performance
than SSD and the maximal 512 GB capacity for a single PM
module is attractive for in-memory applications [23].
Building high-performance index structures for PM is
important for large-scale storage systems to provide fast query
services. Recent schemes propose some crash-consistent treebased indexes, including NV-Tree [37], wB+ -Tree [14], FPTree [32], WORT [26], FAST&FAIR [22] and BzTree [9].
However, traversing through pointers in hierarchical trees
hinders fast queries. Unlike tree-based schemes, hashingbased index structures leverage hash functions to locate
data in flat space, thus enabling constant-scale point query
performance. As a result, hash tables are widely used in many
in-memory applications, e.g., redis [7] and memcached [4].
Existing hashing-based indexes for PM put many efforts
in crash consistency and write optimizations but with little
consideration for non-blocking resizing (also called rehashing) [27, 30, 40]. A hash function maps different keys into
the same location, called hash collisions. In general, when
the hash collisions can’t be addressed or the load factor (the
number of inserted items divided by the capacity) of a hash
table approaches the predefined thresholds, the table needs
to be expanded to increase the capacity. Traditional resizing
operations acquire global locks and move all items from the
old hash table to the new one. Level hashing [40] is a twolevel write-optimized PM hashing index with cost-efficient
resizing. The expansion of level hashing only rehashes items
in the smaller level to a new level, which only migrates items
in 1/3 buckets. However, the resizing operation in the level
hashing is single-threaded and still requires a global lock to
ensure correct concurrent executions. P-CLHT [27] is a crash
consistent variant of Cache-Line Hash Table (CLHT) [17]
converted by RECIPE [27]. The search operation in PCLHT is lock-free, while the writes into stale buckets (all
stored items have been rehashed) would be blocked until
the full-table resizing completes. Hence, both schemes suffer
from limited resizing performance, since the global lock for
resizing blocks queries in other threads. Cacheline-Conscious
Extendible Hashing (CCEH) [30], a persistent extendible
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hashing scheme, supports concurrent lock-based dynamic
resizing, however coarse-grained locks for shared resources
significantly increase the latency. Specifically, CCEH splits
a segment, an array of 1024 slots by default, to increase
the capacity, which requires the writer lock for the whole
segment. Moreover, when the directory needs to be doubled,
the global writer lock for directory is needed before doubling
the directory. The Copy-on-Write (CoW) version of CCEH
avoids the segment locks with the cost of extra writes due
to the migration of inserted items. Hence, the insertion
performance of CCEH with CoW is poorer than the default
version with lazy deletion [30]. The concurrent_hash_map
(cmap) in pmemkv [6] leverages lazy rehashing by amortizing
data migration over future queries. However, the deferred
rehashing may aggregate to a recursive execution in the
critical path of queries, thus leading to non-deterministic
query performance. Hence, current PM hashing indexes suffer
from poor concurrency and scalability during resizing.
A scalable PM hashing index with concurrent queries is
important to exploit the hardware resources and provide high
throughput with low latency. Nowadays, a server node is
able to provide tens of or even hundreds of threads, which
enables the wide use of concurrent index structures. Existing
hashing-based schemes for PM [27, 30, 40] leverage locks
for inter-thread synchronization. However, coarse-grained
exclusive locks in a critical path increase the query latency
and decrease the concurrent throughput. Moreover, in terms
of PM, the persist operations (e.g., logging, cache line flushes,
and memory fences), when holding locks, further increase the
waiting time of other threads. Fine-grained locks decrease the
critical path but may generate frequent locking and unlocking
for multiple shared resources. Moreover, the correctness
guarantee is harder than coarse-grained locks.
In summary, in addition to crash consistency, we need to
address the following challenges to build a high performance
concurrent hashing index for PM.
1) Performance Degradation during Resizing. For concurrent hash tables, resizing operations need to be concurrently executed without blocking other threads. However,
the resizing operation accesses and modifies the shared
hash tables and metadata. Coarse-grained locks for global
data ensure thread safety, but lead to high contention and
significant performance degradation when the hash table starts
resizing.
2) Poor Scalability for Lock-based Concurrency Control.
Locking techniques have been widely used to control concurrent accesses to shared resources. The coarse-grained
locks protect the hash table, but they also prevent concurrent
accesses and limit the scalability. Moreover, the updates of
shared data are often followed by flushing data into PM,
which exacerbates lock contention. An efficient concurrent
hashing scheme for PM needs to have low contention for high
scalability while guarantee the concurrency correctness.
In order to address the above challenges, we propose
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clevel hashing, a crash-consistent and lock-free concurrent
hash table for PM. Motivated by our level hashing [40], we
further explore write-efficient open-addressing techniques
to enable write-friendly and memory-efficient properties for
PM in the context of concurrency. Different from the level
hashing, our proposed clevel hashing aims to provide scalable
performance and guarantee the correctness for concurrent
executions. Unlike existing schemes [27, 30] that convert
concurrent DRAM indexes to persistent ones, we propose
a new and efficient way to enable persistent indexes to
be concurrent with small overheads and high performance.
Hence, the clevel hashing bridges the gap between scalability
and PM efficiency.
To alleviate the performance degradation for resizing,
we propose a dynamic multi-level index structure with
asynchronous rehashing. Levels are dynamically added for
resizing and removed when all stored items are migrated
to a new level. The rehashing of items is offloaded into
background threads, thus never blocking foreground queries.
Background threads migrate the items from the last level to the
first level via rehashing until there are two remaining levels.
The two levels ensure a maximal load factor over 80% and
the limited accesses to buckets for queries. Therefore, when
rehashing is not running (the usual case for most workloads),
the time complexity for search/insertion/update/deletion is
constant-scale.
To provide high scalability with low latency, we design
write-optimal insertion and lock-free concurrency control for
search/insertion/update/deletion. The new items are inserted
into empty slots without any data movements, hence ensuring
write efficiency. For concurrent modifications to the hash
table, clevel hashing exploits the atomicity of pointers and
uses Compare-And-Swap (CAS) primitives for lock-free insertion, update, and deletion. Guaranteeing the correctness for
lock-free queries with simultaneous resizing is challenging,
since interleaved operations can be executed in any order and
lead to failures and duplicate items. In the clevel hashing, we
propose context-aware algorithms by detecting the metadata
information changes to avoid inconsistencies for insertion,
update, and deletion. The duplicate items are detected and
properly fixed before modifying the hash table. In summary,
we have made the following contributions in the clevel
hashing.
• Concurrent Resizing. In order to address the bottleneck
of resizing, we propose a dynamic multi-level structure
and concurrent resizing without blocking other threads.
• Lock-free Concurrency Control. We design lockfree algorithms for all queries in the clevel hashing.
The correctness for lock-free concurrency control is
guaranteed with low overheads.
• System Implementation. We have implemented the
clevel hashing using PMDK [5] and compared our
proposed clevel hashing with state-of-the-art schemes on
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real Intel Optane PM hardware. The evaluation results
using YCSB workloads show the efficacy and efficiency
of the clevel hashing. We have released the open-source
code for public use.1

2

Background

2.1

Crash Consistency in Persistent Memory

Persistent memory (PM) provides the non-volatility for data
stored in main memory, thus requiring crash consistency
for data in PM. For store instructions, the typical maximal
atomic CPU write size is 8 bytes. Therefore, when data size
is larger than 8 bytes, system failures during sequential writes
of data may lead to partial updates and inconsistency. In
the meantime, the persist order of data in write-back caches
is different from the issue order of store instructions, thus
demanding memory barriers to enforce the consistency. To
guarantee consistency, recent CPUs provide instructions for
cache line flushes (e.g., clflush, clflushopt, and clwb) and
memory barriers (e.g., sfence, lfence, and mfence) [1]. With
these instructions, users can use logging or CoW to guarantee
crash consistency for data larger than 8 bytes [27, 38].
However, logging and CoW generate extra writes causing the
overheads for PM applications [30,40]. In our implementation,
we use the interface provided by PMDK [5], which issues
clwb and sfence instructions in our machine, to persist the
data into PM.

2.2

Lock-free Concurrency Control

Compare-And-Swap (CAS) primitives and CoW have been
widely used in existing lock-free algorithms for atomicity. The
CAS primitive compares the stored contents with the expected
contents. If the contents match, the stored contents are
swapped with new values. Otherwise, the expected contents
are updated with the stored contents (or just do nothing).
The execution of CAS primitives is guaranteed to be atomic,
thus avoiding the use of locks. CAS primitives are used in
concurrent index structures to provide high scalability [21,34].
However, CAS primitives don’t support data sizes larger
than the CPU write unit size (e.g., 8 bytes). CoW is used
to atomically update data larger than 8 bytes [30]. CoW first
copies the data to be modified and performs in-place update in
the copied data. Then the pointer is atomically updated with
the pointer to new data using a CAS primitive. The drawback
of CoW is the extra writes for the copy of unchanged contents.
In PM, frequent use of CoW causes severe performance
degradation [30, 40]. In our clevel hashing, we design the
lock-free algorithms using CAS primitives for most writes
and lightweight CoW for infrequent metadata updates, thus
achieving high scalability with limited extra PM writes.
1 https://github.com/chenzhangyu/Clevel-Hashing
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2.3

Basic Hash Tables

Unlike tree-based index structures, hashing-based indexes
store the inserted items in flat structures, e.g., an array, thus
obtaining O(1) point query performance. Some hashing
schemes, e.g., CLHT [17], store key-value items in the hash
table, which mitigates the cache line accesses. However, such
design doesn’t support the storage of variable-length keyvalue items. Reserving large space in hash tables causes heavy
space overheads, since most key-value pairs in real-world
scenarios are smaller than a few hundreds of bytes [10, 18].
In order to efficiently support variable-length key-value
items, many open-source key-value stores (e.g., redis [7],
memcached [4], libcuckoo [28], and the cmap engine in
pmemkv [6]) store pointers in hash tables and actual keyvalue items out of the table. In our clevel hashing, we store
pointers in hash tables to support variable-length key-value
items.
A typical hash table leverages hash functions to calculate
the index of a key-value item. Different key-value items can
be indexed to the same storage position, called hash collisions.
Existing hashing schemes leverage some techniques to
address hash collisions, e.g., linear probing [30], multi-slot
buckets [18, 28, 30, 40], linked list [6, 16, 27, 29], and data
relocation [18, 28, 34, 40]. If hash collisions cannot be
addressed, the hash table needs to be resized to increase the
capacity. Typical resizing operations consist of three steps:
(1) Allocate a new hash table with 2× as many buckets as
the old table. (2) Rehash items from the old table to the new
table. (3) When all items in the old table have been rehashed,
switch to the new table. The resizing in conventional hashing
schemes involves intensive data movements [40] and blocks
concurrent queries [30].

2.4

Hashing-based Index Structures for PM

Recently, researchers have proposed several hashing-based
indexes for PM [6, 16, 30, 40]. Different from DRAM indexes,
PM indexes need to remain consistent after system failures.
However, the write bandwidth of PM is one sixth as much as
DRAM [23, 24, 36], which indicates the significance of write
efficiency for concurrent PM hashing indexes.
2.4.1

The Level Hashing Scheme

Our clevel hashing is based on the level hashing index
structure [40]. Level hashing has three goals: low-overhead
crash consistency, write efficiency, and resizing efficiency.
Below, we briefly introduce the relevant components in level
hashing.
Level hashing has two levels and the top level has twice
the buckets of the bottom level. Each level is an array of
4-slot buckets. Besides the 4 slots, a bucket has 4 tokens
and each token is one bit corresponding to one slot for crash
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Table 1: The Comparisons of Our Clevel Hashing with State-of-the-art Concurrent Resizable Hashing Indexes for PM. (For
abbreviation, “LEVEL” is the level hashing, “CCEH” is the default CCEH version using the MSB segment index and lazy
deletion. “CMAP” is the concurrent_hash_map in pmemkv, and “CLEVEL” is our clevel hashing. For the memory efficiency
and crash consistency, “3” and “-” indicate good and moderate performance, respectively.)
Concurrency Control

Correctness Guarantee

Search

Insertion/Update/Deletion

Resizing

Duplication

Missing

LEVEL

Slot lock

Slot lock

Global metadata lock

No

No

Memory
Efficiency

Crash
Consistency

3

3

CCEH

Segment reader lock

Segment writer lock

Global directory lock

No

Yes

-

3

CMAP

Bucket reader lock

Bucket writer lock

Bucket writer lock + lazy rehashing

Yes

Yes

3

3

P-CLHT

Lock-free

Bucket lock

Global metadata lock

Yes

Yes

3

3

CLEVEL

Lock-free

Lock-free

Asynchronous

Yes

Yes

3

3

key
H1(key)

H2(key)

...

Top level

0

1

2N-2 2N-1
One-step movement

...

Bottom level
0

N-1

A bucket
KV1
Tokens

KV2

KV3

KV4

Slots

Figure 1: The level hashing index structure
consistency. The overview of level hashing index structure is
shown in Figure 1.
By using two independent hash functions, each item has
two candidate buckets in one level for storage (16 slots in
total for two levels). When the two buckets are full, level
hashing tries to perform one-step movement to obtain an
empty slot for the item to be inserted. For example, the key in
Figure 1 has two candidate buckets in the top level: the first
bucket and the second to last bucket. If the two buckets are
full and one stored item in the first bucket has empty slots in
its alternative candidate bucket (e.g., the second bucket), the
stored item is moved to the second bucket so that the key can
be inserted to the first bucket. The one-step movement in level
hashing improves the maximal load factor before resizing by
10% [40].
For resizing, level hashing creates a new level with 2× (e.g.,
4N in Figure 1) as many buckets as the top level and migrates
stored items in the bottom level to the new level. The items in
the top level are reused without rehashing.
Level hashing uses slot-grained locks for concurrent
queries. A fine-grained slot lock is acquired before accessing
the corresponding slot and released after completing the
access. For resizing, level hashing rehashes items using one
thread and blocks concurrent queries of other threads. The
concurrency control in level hashing has two correctness
problems:
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1) Duplicate items. An insertion thread with a single slot
lock for an item cannot prevent other threads from inserting
items with the same key into other candidate positions, since
one item has 16 slots (2 candidate buckets for each level)
for storage. Duplicate items in the hash table violate the
correctness for updates and deletions: one thread updates
or deletes one item while future queries may access the
duplicate items that are unmodified.
2) Missing items. Items in level hashing are movable due to
one-step movement and rehashing, while a slot lock cannot
stop the movements. As a result, one query with a slot lock
may miss inserted items due to concurrent moving of other
threads.
2.4.2

Concurrent Hashing Indexes for PM

Recent schemes design some crash-consistent PM hashing
indexes with lock-based concurrency control. CCEH [30]
organizes 1024 slots as a segment for dynamic hashing. For
concurrent execution, the segment splitting during insertion
requires an exclusive writer lock for the segment. Moreover,
when the number of segments reaches a predefined threshold,
a global directory of segments needs to be doubled with a global directory lock. In pmemkv [6], there is a concurrent linkedlist based hashing engine for PM, called cmap, which uses
bucket-grained reader-writer locks for concurrency control.
The cmap leverages lazy rehashing to amortize data migration
in future queries. However, the aggregation of rehashing in
the critical path of queries leads to uncertainty and increases
the tail latency. P-CLHT [27] is a crash-consistent version
of CLHT [17], a cache-efficient hash table with lock-free
search. However, when P-CLHT starts resizing, concurrent
insertions to the stale buckets (i.e., buckets whose items have
been rehashed) have to wait until the resizing completes.
As shown in Table 1, we summarize state-of-the-art concurrent hashing-based index structures with resizing support
for PM and compare our clevel hashing with them. All
comparable schemes are the open-source versions with default
parameter settings. For concurrent queries, CCEH uses coarse
segment reader-writer locks, while level hashing and cmap
adopt fine-grained locks. P-CLHT leverages bucket-grained
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Figure 2: The clevel hashing index overview.
locks for insertion/update/deletion and provides lock-free
search. In terms of resizing, level hashing, CCEH, and PCLHT suffer from the global locks. Though cmap avoids
expensive global locks for resizing, the lazy rehashing is in
the critical path of queries and affects the scalability. For
concurrency correctness, as discussed in §2.4.1, level hashing
suffers from duplicate items and missing inserted items. Since
CCEH doesn’t check if a key to be inserted is present in the
hash table, CCEH also has the problem of duplicate items. For
memory efficiency, CCEH sets a short linear probing distance
(16 slots) by default to trade storage utilization for query
performance. Unlike existing schemes, our clevel hashing
achieves lock-free queries with asynchronous background
resizing while guarantees the concurrency correctness and
memory efficiency.

3

The Clevel Hashing Design

Our proposed clevel hashing leverages flexible data structures
and lock-free concurrency control mechanism to mitigate
the competition for the shared resources and improve the
scalability. The design of clevel hashing aims to address
the three problems in hashing index structures for PM:
(1) How to support concurrent resizing operations without
blocking the queries in other threads? (2) How to avoid lock
contention in concurrent execution? (3) How to guarantee
crash consistency with low overheads? In this Section,
we first illustrate the dynamic multi-level structure (§3.1),
which provides high memory efficiency and supports the
low-cost resizing operation. We further present the lock-free
concurrency control and correctness guarantee in the clevel
hashing (§3.2), i.e., lock-free search/insertion/update/deletion.
We finally discuss crash recovery (§3.3).
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Figure 3: The load factors of level hashing and clevel hashing
with different slots per bucket when the resizing occurs.

3.1

The Clevel Hashing Index Structure

3.1.1

Dynamic Multi-level Structure

The global index structure of clevel hashing shared by all
threads is shown in Figure 2(a). The hash table in the clevel
hashing consists of several levels and each level is an array of
buckets. All these levels are organized by a linked list, called
level list. For two adjacent levels, the upper level has 2× as
many buckets as the lower one. The first level is interpreted
as the level with the most buckets while the last level is
interpreted as the level with the least buckets. Each key-value
item is mapped to two candidate buckets in each level via two
hash functions. To guarantee high storage utilization, clevel
hashing maintains at least two levels [40]. Unlike the 4-slot
bucket in the level hashing [40], each bucket in clevel hashing
has 8 slots. Each slot consists of 8 bytes and stores a pointer to
a key-value item. The actual key-value item is stored outside
of the table via dynamic memory allocation. Hence, the 8slot bucket is 64 bytes and fits the cache line size. By only
storing the pointers to key-value items in slots, clevel hashing
supports variable-length key-value items. Hence, the content
in each slot can be modified using atomic primitives. The
atomic visibility of pointers is one of the building blocks for
lock-free concurrency control (§3.2) in our clevel hashing.
Different from the level hashing, our clevel hashing index
structure is write-optimal for insertion while maintaining
high storage utilization. The level hashing tries to perform
one movement (one-step movement) for inserted items by
copying them into their second candidate bucket in the
same level, which causes one extra write for PM. For clevel
hashing, the one-step movement is skipped, which decreases
the storage utilization. Figure 3 shows the load factors of level
hashing and clevel hashing with different slot numbers when
successive resizings occur during insertion. Compared with
level hashing having the same number of slots per bucket,
the load factor of clevel hashing becomes lower due to the
lack of one-step movement. However, 8-slot buckets in clevel
hashing increase the number of candidate slots for a key in
one level, thus achieving a comparable load factor (80%) than
the level hashing with 4-slot buckets (default configuration).
The number of slots per bucket also affects the throughput,
which is discussed in §4.2.
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3.1.2

The Support for Concurrent Resizing

Clevel hashing leverages the dynamic multi-level design and
context to support concurrent resizing operations. The number
of levels in clevel hashing is dynamic: levels are added for
resizing and removed when rehashing completes. The context
in clevel hashing is interpreted as an object containing two
level list nodes and the is_resizing flag. The two nodes
point to the first and last levels while the flag denotes if the
table is being resized. There is a global pointer to the context
(Figure 2(a)) and each thread maintains a thread-local copy of
the context pointer (Figure 2(b)). Hence, the context can be
atomically updated using CoW + CAS. Since the context size
is 17 bytes (i.e., two pointers and one Boolean flag) and the
context changes only when we add/remove a level, the CoW
overheads of context are negligible for PM.
The resizing operation in clevel hashing updates the level
list and the context. Specifically, when hash collisions can’t
be addressed, the resizing is performed in the following steps:
(Step 1 ) Make a local copy of the global pointer to context.
(Step 2 ) Dereference the local copy of context pointer, and
append a new level with twice the buckets of the original
first level to the level list using CAS. If the CAS fails, update
the local copy of the context pointer and continue with the
next step, since other threads have successfully added a new
level. (Step 3 ) Use CoW + CAS to update the global context
by changing the first level to the new level (e.g., Lnew ) and
setting is_resizing to true. When the CAS fails, check if
the new first level’s capacity is no smaller than Lnew and the
is_resizing is true: if so, update the local context pointer
and continue; otherwise, retry the CoW + CAS with the
is_resizing (true) and optional new level Lnew (if the first
level’s capacity is smaller than Lnew ). (Step 4 ) Rehash each
item in the last level. The rehashing includes two steps: copy
the item’s pointer to a candidate bucket in the first level via
CAS, and delete the pointer in the last level (without CAS,
and the correctness for possible duplicate items is guaranteed
in insertion §3.2.2 and update §3.2.3). If the CAS fails, find
another empty slot. If no empty slot is found, go to step 2
to expand the table. (Step 5 ) When rehashing completes,
update the last level and optional is_resizing (if only two
levels remain after resizing) in the global context atomically
using CoW + CAS. If the CAS fails, try again if the last level
in current context is unmodified. The resizing workflow is
shown in Figure 2. Note that the reasons for three possible
CAS failures in resizing are different: the CAS failures in
step 2 come from the concurrent expansion of other threads,
i.e., the step 2 in other threads; the failures in steps 3 and 5
are due to the concurrent execution of these two steps (steps
3 and 5 ) in different threads. As a result, the strategies for
corresponding CAS failures are different as presented above.
To mitigate the insertion performance degradation due to resizing, clevel hashing leverages background threads to enable
asynchronous rehashing. Specifically, we divide the resizing
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into two stages, including expansion (steps 1 , 2 , and 3 )
and rehashing (steps 4 and 5 ) stages. The time-consuming
rehashing stage is offloaded into background threads, called
rehashing threads. Rehashing threads continuously rehash
items until there are two levels left. Therefore, when the table
is not being resized, the queries in clevel hashing guarantee
constant-scale time complexity. The threads serving query
requests are called worker threads. When the hash collisions
can not be addressed by worker threads, they perform the
three steps in the expansion stage and then continue the
queries. Since the main operations for table expansion are
simple memory allocation and lightweight CoW for context
(17 bytes), the expansion overheads are low. Moreover, there
is no contention for locks during expansion. As a result, the
resizing operation no longer blocks queries.
Rehashing performance can be improved by using multiple
rehashing threads. To avoid contention for rehashing, a simple
modular function is used to partition buckets into independent
batches for rehashing threads. For example, if there are two
rehashing threads, one thread rehashes odd-number buckets
while the other rehashes even-number buckets. After both
rehashing threads finish, they update the global context
following step 5 .

3.2

Lock-free Concurrency Control

In order to mitigate the contention for shared resources,
we propose lock-free algorithms for all queries, i.e., search,
insertion, update, and deletion.
3.2.1

Search

The search operation needs to iteratively check possible
buckets to find the first key-value item that matches the key.
There are two main problems for lock-free search in the clevel
hashing: (1) High read latency for the pointer dereference
costs. Since clevel hashing only stores the pointers in hash
tables to support variable-length items, dereferencing is
needed to fetch the corresponding key, which results in high
cache miss ratios and extra PM reads. (2) Missing inserted
items due to the data movement. The concurrent resizing
moves the items in the last level, and therefore, searching
without any locks may miss inserted items.
For the pointer dereference overheads, our proposed clevel
hashing leverages a summary tag to avoid the unnecessary
reads for full keys. A tag is the summary for a full key, e.g.,
the leading two bytes of the key’s hash value. The hash
value is obtained when calculating the candidate buckets via
hash functions (e.g., the std::hash from C++ [8]). The tag
technique is inspired from MemC3 [18] and we add atomicity
for the pair of tag and pointer. For each inserted item, its tag
is stored in the table. For a search request, only when the tag
of a request matches the stored tag of an item, we fetch the
stored full key by pointer dereferencing and compare the two
keys. A false positive case for tags appears when different
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keys have the same tag. For 16-bit tags, the false positive rate
is 1/216 . Since we check full-size keys when two tags match,
the false positives can be identified and will not cause any
problem of correctness. Instead of allocating additional space
for tags in MemC3, clevel hashing leverages the unused 16
highest bits in pointers to store the tags. Current pointers only
consume 48 bits on x86_64, thus leaving 16 bits unused in
64-bit pointers [31, 35]. The reuse of reserved bits enables the
atomic updates of pointers and tags.
To address the problem of missing inserted items, we
propose to search from the last level to the first level, called
bottom-to-top (b2t) search strategy. The intuition behind b2t
searching is to follow the direction of bottom-to-top data
movement in hash table expansion, which moves items from
the last level to the first level. However, a rare case for missing
is: after a search operation starts, other threads add a new level
through expansion and rehashing threads move the item that
matches the key of the search to the new level. To fix this
missing, clevel hashing leverages the atomicity of context.
Specifically, when no matched item is found after b2t search,
clevel hashing checks the global context pointer with the
previous local copy. If the two pointers are different, redo
the search. The overheads for the re-execution of search are
low, since changes of the context pointer are rare, occurring
only when a level is added to or removed from the level
list. Therefore, the correctness for the lock-free search is
guaranteed with low costs.
3.2.2

Insertion

For insertion, a key-value item is inserted if the key does not
exist in the table. The insertion first executes lock-free b2t
search (§3.2.1) to determine if an item with the same key
exists. If none exists, the pointer (with its summary tag) to
the key-value item is atomically inserted into a less-loaded
candidate bucket. When there is no empty slot, we resize
the table by adding a new level with background rehashing
( §3.1.2) and redo the insertion. However, lock-free insertion
leads to two correctness problems: (1) Duplicate items from
concurrent insertions. Without locks, concurrent threads may
insert items with the same key into different slots, which
results in failures for update and deletion. (2) Loss of new
items inserted to the last level. When new items are inserted
into the buckets in the last level that have been processed
by rehashing threads, these inserted items are lost after we
reclaim the last level.
For concurrent insertions to different slots, it is challenging
to avoid the duplication in a lock-free manner, since atomic
primitives only guarantee the atomicity of 8 bytes. However,
each one of the duplicate items is correct. Hence, we fix the
duplication in future updates(§3.2.3) and deletions(§3.2.4).
In order to fix the loss of new items, we design a contextaware insertion scheme to guarantee the correctness of
insertion. The context-aware scheme includes two strategies:
(1) Before the insertion, we check the global context and
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old item, “p0”: pointer to the updated item.)
do not insert items into the last level when the hash table is
resizing, i.e., when the is_resizing is true. (2) After the
insertion, if the table starts resizing and the item has been
already inserted into the last level, we redo the insertion using
the same pointer without checking duplicate items. The reexecution of insertion leads to possible duplicate pointers
in the hash table. However, duplicate pointers don’t affect
the correctness of search, because they refer to the same keyvalue items. Future updates and deletions are able to detect
and address the duplication.
3.2.3

Update

The update operation in the clevel hashing atomically updates
the pointers to the matched key-value items. Different from
the insertion, the update needs to fix duplicate items. Otherwise, duplicate items may lead to inconsistency after being
updated. Moreover, the concurrent executions of resizing and
update may cause update failures due to the data movement
for rehashing. This section focuses on our solutions for the
two correctness problems.
1) Content-conscious Find to Fix Duplicate Items. There
are three cases for duplicate items in our clevel hashing:
concurrent insertion with the same key, the retry of the contextaware insertion, and data movement for rehashing. Note that
re-insertion after system crash would not generate duplication
due to checking of the key before insertion. We observe
that duplication from two concurrent insertions leads to two
pointers to different items and keeping any one of the two is
acceptable. Re-insertion or rehashing generates two pointers
to the same item. In this case, we keep the pointer which is
closer to the first level, since rehashing threads may delete the
pointer in the last level. If two pointers are in the same level,
keeping either pointer is identical. With this knowledge, we
design a content-conscious Find process to handle duplication
in two steps. First, we apply b2t search to find two slots storing
the pointer to the matched key. Second, if two pointers refer
to different locations, we delete the item and the pointer that
first occurs in the b2t search. If two pointers point to the same
location, we simply delete the pointer that first occurs. By
removing duplicate items, the Find process returns at most
one item for the atomic update.
2) Rehashing-aware Scheme to Avoid Update Failures.
As the example shown in Figure 4, even with the Find process,
the interleaved execution of update and rehashing is possible
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to lose the updated values. The updated item referred by p0 is
deleted by the rehashing thread. A straightforward solution
is to issue another Find process after the update. However,
frequent two-round Find increases the update latency. To
decrease the frequency, we design a rehashing-aware scheme
by checking the rehashing progress. Specifically, before the
first Find process, we record the bucket index (e.g., RBidx )
being rehashed by one rehashing thread. After the atomic
update, we read the rehashing progress again (e.g., RB0idx ).
If the global context doesn’t change, an additional Find is
triggered only when meeting the following constraints: (1)
the table is during resizing; (2) the updated bucket is in the
last level; (3) the updated bucket index Bidx satisfies RBidx ≤
Bidx ≤ RB0idx for all rehashing threads. Since it’s a rare
case that three constraints are simultaneously satisfied, our
rehashing-aware update scheme guarantees the correctness
with low overheads.
3.2.4

Deletion

For deletion, clevel hashing atomically deletes the pointers
and matched items. Like the update, the deletion also needs
to remove duplicate items. Compared with the update, we
optimize the scheme to handle duplication in deletion. Briefly
speaking, clevel hashing deletes all the matched items through
the b2t search. The lock-free deletion also has failures like
the lock-free update. Hence, we use the rehashing-aware
scheme presented in lock-free update(§3.2.3) to guarantee
the correctness.

3.3

Recovery

The fast recovery requires the guarantee for crash consistency,
which is nontrivial for PM. Recent studies [16, 35] show
that a crash-consistent lock-free PM index needs to persist
after stores and not modify PM until all dependent contents
are persisted. The crash consistency guarantee in clevel
hashing follows this methodology. Specifically, clevel hashing
adds cache line flushes and memory fences after each store
and persists dependent metadata, e.g., the global context
pointer, after the load in insertion/update/deletion. The persist
overheads for crash consistency can be further optimized by
persisting in batches [16].
For the crash consistency in rehashing, clevel hashing
records the index of bucket (e.g., RBidx ) in PM after successfully rehashing the items in the bucket. To recover
from failures, rehashing threads read the context and bucket
index and continue the rehashing with the next bucket (e.g.,
RBidx + n, n is the number of rehashing threads). A crash
during the data movement of rehashing may lead to duplicate
items, which are fixed in future update (§3.2.3) and deletion
(§3.2.4).
To avoid permanent memory leakage [16], we leverage
existing PM atomic allocators from PMDK [5] and design
lock-free persistent buffers for secure and efficient memory
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management. The PM atomic allocators atomically allocate
and reclaim memory to avoid expensive transactional memory
management [5]. A persistent buffer is a global array of
persistent pointers (used by the PM allocators for atomic and
durable memory management) attached to the root object (an
anchor) of the persistent memory pool. The array size is equal
to the thread number. Each thread uses the persistent pointer
corresponding to its thread ID. Hence, there is no contention
for the persistent buffers. When recovering from failures, we
scan the persistent buffers and release the unused memory.

4
4.1

Performance Evaluation
Experimental Setup

Our experiments run on a server equipped with six Intel
Optane DC PMM (1.5 TB in total), 128 GB DRAM, and
24.75 MB L3 cache. The Optane DC PMMs are configured
in the App Direct mode and mounted with ext4-DAX file
system. There are 2 CPU sockets (i.e., NUMA nodes) in the
server and each socket has 36 threads. For a processor in one
NUMA node, the latency of accessing local memory (attached
to the NUMA node) is lower than non-local memory [13,
25, 33]. Conducting experiments across multiple NUMA
nodes introduces the disturbance of non-uniform memory
latencies. To avoid the impact of NUMA architectures, we
perform all the experiments on one CPU socket by pinning
threads to an NUMA node for all schemes, like RECIPE [27].
Existing NUMA optimizations, e.g., Node-Replication [13]
to maintain per-node replicas of hash tables and synchronize
these replicas through a shared log, are possible to improve
the scalability with more NUMA nodes.
In our evaluation, we compare the following concurrent
hashing-based index structures for PM:
• LEVEL: This is the original concurrent level hashing [40]
with consistency support. The level hashing uses slotgrained reader-writer lock for queries and a global resizing
lock for resizing.
• CCEH: CCEH [30] organizes an array of slots as a segment
(e.g., 1024 slots) and uses a directory as an address table.
Linear probing (e.g., 16 slots) is used to improve the load
factor. CCEH supports dynamic resizing through segment
splitting and possible directory doubling. We adopt the
default lazy deletion version since it has higher insertion
throughput than the CoW version. CCEH uses reader-writer
locks for segments and the directory.
• CMAP: The concurrent_hash_map storage engine in
pmemkv [6] is a linked list based concurrent hashing
scheme for PM. It uses reader-writer locks for concurrent
accesses to buckets and supports lazy rehashing (rehash the
buckets in a linked list when accessing).
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• P-CLHT: P-CLHT [27] is a linked list based cacheefficient hash table. Each bucket has 3 slots. P-CLHT
supports lock-free search while the bucket-grained lock is
needed for insertion and deletion. The resizing in P-CLHT
requires a global lock. When one thread starts rehashing,
another helper thread (one helper at most) is allowed to
perform concurrent rehashing, which is called helping
resizing. The helping resizing mechanism is enabled by
default.
• CLEVEL: This is our proposed scheme, clevel hashing,
which provides asynchronous resizing and lock-free concurrency control for all queries with high memory efficiency.
Since open-source cmap is implemented using PMDK with
C++ bindings [5], we implement our clevel hashing with
PMDK (version 1.6) and port level hashing, CCEH, and PCLHT to the same platform for fair comparisons. Like cmap
and clevel hashing, we optimize level hashing, CCEH, and
P-CLHT to support variable-length items by storing pointers
in the hash table. For level hashing and CCEH, we use the
same type of reader/writer locks from cmap to avoid the
disturbance of lock implementations. During the porting,
in addition to the reported bugs of the inconsistencies in
directory metadata [27], we observe a concurrent bug for
the directory in original CCEH: a thread performing search
can access a directory deleted by other threads that are
doubling the directory. As a result, failures may occur in
search when accessing the reclaimed directory via pointer
dereferencing. To ensure the correctness and avoid such
failures in experiments, we add the missing reader lock for
the directory. The hash functions for all schemes are the same:
the std::hash from the C++ Standard Template Library
(STL) [8]. In addition to conventional locks, we also evaluate
the performance of level hashing, CCEH, and cmap with
the spinlocks from Intel TBB library [3]. For abbreviation,
LEVEL-TBB, CCEH-TBB, and CMAP-TBB are TBB-enabled.
We use YCSB [15] to generate micro-benchmarks in zipfian distribution with default 0.99 skewness [40] to evaluate the
throughput of different slot numbers and latencies of different
queries. The results using uniformly distributed workloads
are similar due to the randomness of hash functions [30].
Different queries are executed in the micro-benchmarks:
insertion (unique keys), positive search (queried keys exist),
negative search (queried keys not exist), update, and deletion.
The items to be updated or deleted are present in the table.
To evaluate the concurrent throughput, we leverage the
real-world workloads from YCSB as macro-benchmarks,
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Figure 5: The normalized concurrent throughput of clevel
hashing with different slots per bucket. (“Search (P)” is
positive search and “Search (N)” is negative search.)
following RECIPE [27]. The workload patterns are described
in Table 2. We initialize all indexes with similar capacity
(64 thousand for micro-benchmarks and 256 thousand for
macro-benchmarks) and use 15-byte keys and 15-byte values
for all experiments. The experiment with YCSB workloads
consists of two phases: load and run phases. In the load phase,
indexes are populated with 16 million and 64 million items
for micro- and macro-benchmarks, respectively. In the run
phase, there are 16 million queries for micro-benchmarks and
64 million for macro-benchmarks. For concurrent execution,
each scheme has the same number of threads in total.
During our evaluation of clevel hashing, we observe that one
rehashing thread for 35 insertion threads can guarantee the
number of levels is under 4. Hence, we set one thread as
the rehashing thread by default. The reported latency and
throughput are the average values of 5 runs.

4.2

Different Slot Numbers and Load Factor

In clevel hashing, the slots per bucket affects not only memory
efficiency but also concurrent performance. We run the microbenchmarks with different slot numbers in clevel hashing
and measure the concurrent throughput with 36 threads. The
throughput is normalized to that of an 8-slot bucket, as shown
in Figure 5. With the increase of slots, the insertion throughput
increases. The reason is that more slots per bucket indicate
more candidate positions for a key so that it’s easier to find
an empty slot without resizing. Decreasing the slots per
bucket reduces the number of slots to be checked and cache
line accesses (a 16-slot bucket requires two cache lines),
thus improving the search, update, and deletion throughputs.
According to the results shown in Figure 5, 8-slot bucket is a
trade-off between 4-slot and 16-slot buckets. Therefore, we
set the slot number to 8.
In order to evaluate the memory efficiency of different
schemes, we use an insert-only workload to record the load
factor (the number of inserted items divided by the number
of slots in the table) after every 10K insertions. Since the
slot in cmap is allocated on demand for insertions, the load
factor is always 100%. The load factors of the other schemes
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Figure 7: The average latency for concurrent search.
are shown in Figure 6. The maximal load factor of CCEH is
no more than 45%, because CCEH probes only 16 slots to
address the hash collisions. Though CCEH is able to increase
the linear probing distance for higher memory efficiency,
long probing distance leads to more memory accesses and
pointer dereferencing, thus decreasing the throughputs for
all queries. P-CLHT resizes when the number of inserted
items approaches the initial capacity of current hash table. By
using the three-slot bucket with linked list, the load factor of
P-CLHT is up to 84%. Compared with level hashing, clevel
hashing doesn’t move items in the same level. However, clevel
hashing increases the number of slots per bucket to 8. As a
result, the maximal load factor of clevel hashing is comparable
with original level hashing, i.e., 86%.

Micro-benchmarks

We use the micro-benchmarks to evaluate the average query
latencies in different PM hashing indexes. The latency of a
query is interpreted as the time for executing the query, not
including the time waiting for execution. All experiments run
with 36 threads. Note that the latencies of micro-benchmarks
for search, update, and deletion demonstrate the performance
of corresponding queries without the impact on resizing, since
there is no insertion in these workloads. For the insert-only
workload, the expansion of hash table occurs in the run phase.
For the concurrent search, we measure the average latencies
when all keys exist (positive search) or not (negative search) in
the table. As shown in Figure 7, the level hashing suffers from
frequent locking and unlocking of candidate slots, especially
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Figure 9: The median and 90th percentile latencies for
concurrent insertion.
for the negative search, i.e., 16 slot locks in total for 4
candidate 4-slot buckets. The coarse-grained segment lock
(1024 slots) in CCEH leads to high search latency. The search
in cmap only requires one bucket lock and ensures low latency.
Due to the lock-free search, P-CLHT achieves lower latency
than lock-based indexes. For clevel hashing, there are only two
levels when the table is not resizing, thus ensuring the number
of candidate buckets to be checked is at most 4. Moreover, the
lock-free search avoids the contention for buckets. Tags filter
unnecessary retrievals for keys. As a result, clevel hashing
achieves 1.2×−5.0× speedup for positive search latency and
1.4×−9.0× speedup for negative search latency, compared
with other PM hashing indexes.
The average latencies for insertion/update/deletion are
shown in Figure 8. Some bars are missing because the
corresponding schemes haven’t implemented update (i.e., PCLHT, cmap, and CCEH) or deletion (i.e., CCEH) in their
open-source code.
Insertion: During insertion, all schemes have to expand to
accommodate 16 million items. The resizing may block
several requests (the number depends on the resizing times
and thread numbers) and significantly increase their execution
time, thus increasing the average latencies. P-CLHT, level
hashing, and CCEH suffer from the global lock for resizing.
By amortizing the rehashing over future queries, cmap
achieves low average latency for insertions. The average
latency of clevel hashing is slightly higher than the cmap
with TBB because the expansion needs to durably allocate
a large new level via the persistent allocator from PMDK,
which is achieved by expensive undo logging [38].
Figure 9 shows the median and 90th percentile insertion
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Figure 10: The concurrent throughput of YCSB normalized
to P-CLHT.

Figure 11: The insertion scalability.

latencies. Unlike the average latency, median and 90th
percentile latencies demonstrate the insertion performance
without the impact of resizing. The reason is that the ratio of
insertions which encounter resizing during their executions
is less than 10%. In the meantime, the queuing time for
execution is not included in the latency. CCEH suffers from
high percentile latencies due to the coarse-grained segment
lock. Though cmap leverages fine-grained bucket locks, the
amortized rehashing in queries increases the insertion time.
Due to the context-aware insertion for correctness guarantee,
the median and 90th percentile latencies of clevel hashing are
slightly higher than level hashing and P-CLHT but lower than
CCEH and cmap.
Update: Compared with original level hashing, clevel hashing
obtains slightly lower update latency. The reason is that the
benefits of lock-free update compensate for the overheads of
correctness guarantee in the clevel hashing, e.g., additional
Find operation for duplicate items and checking for update
failures.
Deletion: The deletion latency in cmap is higher than other
schemes due to rehashing the bucket if necessary before
accessing. Level hashing has higher deletion latency than
P-CLHT and clevel hashing due to the frequent locking and
unlocking when accessing candidate slots. To fix duplication
during deletion, clevel hashing checks all candidate slots, thus
resulting in a slightly higher latency than P-CLHT.

for directory doubling. Therefore, the insertion throughput
is much higher than level hashing. Due to the helping
mechanism in P-CLHT, there are two threads concurrently
rehashing items, which mitigates the overheads of the global
resizing lock in the load phase of YCSB (Load A). However,
when the table size increases, the two threads are not enough
to rehash all items in a short time, which accounts for
the low throughput for P-CLHT in workload A. Due to
the multiple resizing, the aggregated rehashing hinders the
throughput of cmap. Unlike these lock-based indexes, the
lock-free concurrency control in clevel hashing avoids the
lock contention during insertions. Hence, clevel hashing
obtains 1.4× speedup than cmap for insertion throughput.
In summary, our clevel hashing achieves up to 4.2× speedup
than the state-of-the-art PM hashing index (i.e., P-CLHT).
To evaluate the scalability of clevel hashing, we measure
the insertion throughput with different number of threads
using the Load A. As shown in Figure 11, with the increase
of threads, the throughput of clevel hashing increases and is
consistently higher than other schemes. This trend in search
throughput is similar.

4.4

Macro-benchmarks

Figure 10 shows the concurrent throughput normalized to
P-CLHT of different PM hashing schemes with real-world
workloads from YCSB. We run the experiment with 36
threads for all schemes. Since workload Load A is used to
populate indexes with 64 million items in the load phase, all
indexes resize multiple times (e.g., more than 10 times in
clevel hashing) from small sizes. Resizing also occurs in the
workload A.
The locks used for concurrency control hinder the index
performance. Specifically, the global resizing lock in the level
hashing blocks all queries until the single-threaded rehashing
completes, which leads to low throughput in workload Load
A and A. The global directory lock in CCEH is only used
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4.5

Discussion

The reduction of hash table size. The current design of
clevel hashing doesn’t support the reduction of the hash table
size. When most stored items in the hash table are deleted, the
table may reduce the table size to improve space utilization.
Clevel hashing needs to be adapted to support the reduction.
Specifically, to reduce the table size in clevel hashing, we
need to create a new level with half of the buckets in the
last level and rehash the items from the first level to the
last level. When all the items of the first level are rehashed,
the first level is reclaimed. The migration of items for the
reduction generates data movement from the top level to the
bottom one (i.e., top-to-bottom movement), which is opposite
to expansion (i.e., bottom-to-top movement). Therefore, to
support concurrent reduction, we carry out top-down search
strategy instead of down-top search (§3.2.1) to avoid missing
inserted items. Note that all threads need to leverage the same
search strategy: either top-down searching for reduction or
down-top searching for expansion. The clevel hashing with
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non-blocking concurrent reduction is our future work.
The isolation level. For the isolation in transactions, clevel
hashing has dirty reads, since there is no lock to isolate
data. Hence, the isolation level is read uncommitted [11].
To support higher isolation levels in a transaction, additional
locks or version control schemes are required [11, 22].
Space overhead. The metadata overhead in clevel hashing
mainly comes from the persistent buffers (§3.3), which are
the arrays of persistent pointers to the allocated memory, for
efficient management without contention. Persistent buffers
have separate entries for each thread. Therefore, the metadata
overhead is proportional to the number of threads. Clevel
hashing achieves a maximal load factor over 80% before
resizing. During resizing, hashing collisions that cannot be
addressed increase the number of levels to more than 3.
Due to the randomness of hash functions, the possibility
of continuous hash collisions for one position is very low.
Moreover, rehashing threads migrate items in the last level
until only two levels remain. Hence, the number of total levels
is usually small, which enables high storage utilization.

5
5.1

Related Work

Lock-free Concurrent Hashing Indexes

Lock-free algorithms mitigate the lock contention for shared
resources and are hard to design because of the challenging
concurrency control. The lock-free linked list proposed by
Harris [21] is widely used in lock-free concurrent hashing
indexes [16, 29]. This class of schemes add a lock-free
linked list to each bucket. Though the lock-free linked list
enables lock-free insertion in these hash tables, it causes
high search overheads due to the sequential iteration over
linked lists. The lock-free cuckoo hashing [31] uses marking
techniques with helping mechanism to support lock-free
cuckoo displacements. However, the recursive data movements bring lots of extra PM writes [40]. Recent work [20]
uses PSim [19] to build a wait-free resizable hash table.
The wait-free technique relies on copying the shared object
and helping mechanism, which still leads to extra writes on
PM and introduces overheads due to helping. Moreover, the
extendible hashing structures are memory inefficient as shown
in our evaluation. Different from existing lock-free hashing
schemes built on DRAM, clevel hashing designs PM friendly
and memory efficient multi-level structures with simple but
effective context-aware mechanism to guarantee correctness
and crash consistency.

Hashing-based Index Structures for PM

In order to optimize the hashing performance on PM, recent
work have designed some hashing-based index structures for
PM. Path hashing [39] and level hashing [40] leverage sharingbased index structures and write-efficient open-addressing
techniques for high memory efficiency with limited extra
writes. Level hashing introduces a cost-efficient resizing
scheme by only rehashing the items in the old bottom level
to the new top level, which only account for 1/3 of total
inserted items. LF-HT [16] uses lock-free linked list for
each bucket to address hash collisions. However, these three
schemes all suffer from poor resizing performance, since
the resizing operations require exclusive global lock for
metadata. CCEH [30] is based on extendible hashing, which
dynamically expands the hash table by segment splitting
and optional directory doubling. Although the resizing in
CCEH is concurrent with other queries, the use of coarsegrained locks for segments or even directory during resizing
causes performance degradation. The cmap storage engine
in pmemkv [6] supports concurrent lazy rehashing. The
rehashing of items in a bucket is trigger when accessing
the bucket. As a result, cmap distributes the rehashing of
items to future search/insertion/update/deletion. However,
cmap is possible to encounter recursive rehashing due to the
lazy rehashing. The rehashing in the critical path of queries
decreases the throughputs, especially for search operations.
Unlike existing schemes, clevel hashing has dynamical multilevel structure for concurrent asynchronous resizing and
designs lock-free algorithms to improve the scalability with
low latency.
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Conclusion

Persistent memory offers opportunities to improve the performance of storage systems, but suffers from the lack
of efficient and concurrent index structures. Existing PMfriendly hashing indexes only focus on the consistency and
write reduction, which overlook the concurrency and resizing
of hash tables. In this paper, we propose clevel hashing, a
lock-free concurrent hashing scheme for PM. Clevel hashing
leverages the dynamic memory-efficient multi-level design
and asynchronous resizing to address the blocking issue due
to resizing. The lock-free concurrency control avoids the lock
contention for all queries while guarantees the correctness.
Our results using Intel Optane DC PMM demonstrate that
clevel hashing achieves higher concurrent throughput with
lower latency than state-of-the-art hashing indexes for PM.
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Abstract
Memory-mapped I/O provides several potential advantages
over explicit read/write I/O, especially for low latency devices: (1) It does not require a system call, (2) it incurs almost
zero overhead for data in memory (I/O cache hits), and (3)
it removes copies between kernel and user space. However,
the Linux memory-mapped I/O path suffers from several scalability limitations. We show that the performance of Linux
memory-mapped I/O does not scale beyond 8 threads on a
32-core server. To overcome these limitations, we propose
FastMap, an alternative design for the memory-mapped I/O
path in Linux that provides scalable access to fast storage
devices in multi-core servers, by reducing synchronization
overhead in the common path. FastMap also increases device queue depth, an important factor to achieve peak device
throughput. Our experimental analysis shows that FastMap
scales up to 80 cores and provides up to 11.8× more IOPS
compared to mmap using null_blk. Additionally, it provides
up to 5.27× higher throughput using an Optane SSD. We
also show that FastMap is able to saturate state-of-the-art fast
storage devices when used by a large number of cores, where
Linux mmap fails to scale.

1

Introduction

The emergence of fast storage devices, with latencies in the
order of a few µs and IOPS rates in the order of millions per
device is changing the I/O landscape. The ability of devices
to cope well with random accesses leads to new designs for
data storage and management that favor generating small and
random I/Os to improve other system aspects [2, 35, 42, 43].
Although small and random I/Os create little additional pressure to the storage devices, they result in significantly higher
CPU overhead in the kernel I/O path. As a result, the overhead
of performing I/O operations to move data between memory
and devices is becoming more pronounced, to the point where
1 Also

with the Department of Computer Science, University of Crete,

Greece.
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a large fraction of server CPU cycles are consumed only to
serve storage devices [11, 46].
In this landscape, memory-mapped I/O, i.e. Linux mmap,
is gaining more attention [8, 13, 24, 42, 43] for data intensive applications because of its potentially lower overhead
compared to read/write system calls. An off-the-shelf NVMe
block device [28] has access latency close to 10 µs and is
capable of more than 500 KIOPS for reads and writes. Byteaddressable, persistent memory devices exhibit even better
performance [29]. The traditional read/write system calls in
the I/O path incur overheads of several µs [11, 46] in the best
case and typically even higher, when asynchronous operations
are involved.
In contrast, when using memory-mapped I/O a file is
mapped to the process virtual address space where the user
can access data with processor load/store instructions. The
kernel is still responsible for moving data between devices
and memory; mmap removes the need for an explicit system
call per I/O request and incurs the overhead of an implicit
page fault only when data does not reside in memory. In the
case when data reside in memory, there is no additional overhead due to I/O cache lookups and system calls. Therefore,
the overhead for hits is reduced dramatically as compared to
both the kernel buffer cache but also to user-space I/O caches
used in many applications. In several cases memory-mapped
I/O removes the need to serialize and deserialize user data,
by allowing applications to have the same format for both
in-memory and persistent data, and also the need for memory
copies between kernel and user space.
A major reason for the limited use of memory-mapped
I/O, despite its advantages, has been that mmap may generate
small and random I/Os. With modern storage devices, such
as NVMe and persistent memory, this is becoming less of a
concern. However, Figure 1 shows that the default memorymapped I/O path (mmap backed by a device) for random
page faults does not scale well with the number of cores.
In this experiment (details in Section 4), we use null_blk, a
Linux driver that emulates a block device but does not issue
I/Os to a real device (we use 4TB dataset and 192GB of
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Figure 1: Scalability of random page faults using two versions of Linux memory-mapped I/O path (v4.14 & v5.4) and
FastMap, over the null_blk device.

DRAM cache). Using null_blk allows us to stress the Linux
kernel software stack while emulating a low-latency, nextgeneration storage device. Linux mmap scales up to only 8
cores, achieving 7.6 GB/s (2M random IOPS), which is about
5× less compared to a state-of-the-art device [29]; servers
with multiple storage devices need to cope with significantly
higher rates. We observe that from Linux kernel 4.14 to 5.4
the performance and the scalability of the memory-mapped
I/O path has not improved significantly. Limited scalability
also results in low device queue depth. Using the same microbenchmark for random read page faults with 32 threads on an
Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X, we see that the average device
queue depth is 27.6. A large queue depth is essential for fast
storage devices to provide their peak device throughput.
In this paper, we propose FastMap, a novel design for the
memory-mapped I/O path that overcomes these two limitations of mmap for data intensive applications on multi-core
servers with fast storage devices. FastMap (a) separates clean
and dirty-trees to avoid all centralized contention points, (b)
uses full reverse mappings instead of Linux object-based reverse mappings to reduce CPU processing, and (c) introduces
a scalable DRAM cache with per-core data structures to reduce latency variability. FastMap achieves both higher scalability and higher I/O concurrency by (1) avoiding all centralized contention points that limit scalability, (2) reducing the
amount of CPU processing in the common path, and (3) using dedicated data-structures to minimize interference among
processes, thus improving tail latency. As a further extension
to mmap, we introduce a user-defined read-ahead parameter
to proactively map pages in application address space and
reduce the overhead of page faults for large sequential I/Os.
We evaluate FastMap using both micro-benchmarks and
real workloads. We show that FastMap scales up to 80
cores and provides up to 11.8× more random IOPS compared to Linux mmap using null_blk. FastMap achieves
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2× higher throughput on average for all YCSB workloads
over Kreon [43], a persistent key-value store designed to use
memory-mapped I/O. Moreover, we use FastMap to extend
the virtual address space of memory intensive applications beyond the physical memory size over a fast storage device.
We achieve up to 75× lower average latency for TPC-C
over Silo [54] and 5.27× better performance with the Ligra
graph processing framework [50]. Finally, we achieve 6.06%
higher throughput on average for all TPC-H queries over
MonetDB [8] that mostly issue sequential I/Os.
In summary, our work optimizes the memory-mapped I/O
path in the Linux kernel with three main contributions:
1. We identify severe performance bottlenecks of Linux
memory-mapped I/O in multi-core servers with fast storage devices.
2. We propose FastMap, a new design for the memorymapped I/O path.
3. We provide an experimental evaluation and analysis of
FastMap compared to Linux memory-mapped I/O using
both micro-benchmarks and real workloads.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 provides
the motivation behind FastMap. §3 presents the design of
FastMap along with our design decisions. §4 and §5 present
our experimental methodology and results, respectively. Finally, §6 reviews related work and §7 concludes the paper.

2

Motivation

With storage devices that exhibit low performance for random
I/Os, such as hard disk drives (HDDs), mmap results in small
(4KB) random I/Os because of the small page size used in
most systems today. In addition, mmap does not provide a way
for users to manage page writebacks in the case of high memory pressure, which leads to unpredictable tail latencies [43].
Therefore, historically the main use of mmap has been to load
binaries and shared libraries into the process address space;
this use-case does not require frequent I/O, uses read-mostly
mappings, and exhibits a large number of shared mappings
across processes, e.g. libc is shared by almost all processes
of the system. Reverse mappings provide all page table translations for a specific page and they are required in order to
unmap a page during evictions. Therefore, Linux mmap uses
object-based reverse mappings [37] to reduce memory consumption and enable fast fork system calls, as they do not
require copying full reverse mappings.
With the introduction of fast storage devices, where the
throughput gap between random and sequential I/O is small,
memory-mapped I/O has the potential to reduce I/O path overhead in the kernel, which is becoming the main bottleneck
for data-intensive applications. However, data intensive applications, such as databases or key-value stores, have different
requirements compared to loading binaries: they can be writeintensive, do not require large amount of sharing, and do not
use fork system calls frequently. These properties make the
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Figure 2: Linux (left) and FastMap (right) high-level architecture for memory-mapped files (acronyms: PFD=Per-File-Data,
PVE=Per-Vma-Entry, PPR=Per-Pve-Rmap).

use of full reverse mappings a preferred approach. In addition,
data intensive applications use datasets that do not fit in main
memory and thus, the path of reading and writing a page from
the device becomes the common case. Most of these applications are also heavily multithreaded and modern servers have
a large number of cores.

3

Design of FastMap

The Linux kernel provides the mmap and munmap system
calls to create and destroy memory mappings. Linux distinguishes memory mappings in shared vs. private. Mappings
can also be anonymous, i.e. not backed by a file or device.
Anonymous mappings are used for memory allocation. In this
paper we examine I/O over persistent storage, an inherently
shared resource. Therefore, we consider only shared memory
mappings backed by a file or block device, as also required
by Linux memory-mapped I/O.
Figure 2(a) shows the high-level architecture of shared
memory mappings in the Linux kernel. Each virtual memory
region is represented by a struct vm_area_struct (VMA). Each
VMA points to a struct file (file) that represents the backing
file or device and the starting offset of the memory mapping
to it. Each file points to (a shared between processes) struct
address_space (address_space) which contains information
about mapped pages and the backing file or device.
Figure 2(b) illustrates the high-level design of FastMap.
The most important components in our design are
per_file_data (PFD) and per_vma_entry (PVE). Combined,
these two components provide equivalent functionality as the
Linux kernel address_space structure. Each file points to a
PFD and each VMA points to a PVE. The role of a PFD is to
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keep metadata about device blocks that are in the FastMap
cache and metadata about dirty pages. PVE provides full
reverse mappings.

3.1

Separate Clean and Dirty Trees in PFD

In Linux, one of the most important parts of address_space
is page_tree, a radix tree that keeps track of all pages of a
cacheable and mappable file or device, both clean and dirty.
This data structure provides an effective way to check if a
device block is already in memory when a page fault occurs.
Lookups are lock-free (RCU) but inserts and deletes require
a spinlock (named tree_lock). Linux kernel radix trees also
provide user-defined tags per entry. A tag is an integer, where
multiple values can be stored using bitwise operations. In
this case tags are used to mark pages as dirty. Marking a
previously read-only page as writable requires holding the
tree_lock to update the tag.
Using the experiments of Figure 1 and lockstat we see
that tree_lock is by far the most contended lock: Using the
same multithreaded benchmark as in Figure 1, over a single
memory mapped region, tree_lock has 126× more contended
lock acquisitions, which involve cross-cpu data, and 155×
more time waiting to acquire the lock, compared to the second
most contended lock. The second more contended lock is a
spinlock that protects concurrent modifications in PTEs (4th
level entries in the page table). This design has remained
essentially unchanged from Linux kernel 2.6 up to 5.4 (latest
stable version at the time of this writing).
To remove the bottleneck in tree_lock, FastMap uses a
new structure for per-file data, PFD. The most important
aspects of PFD are: (i) a per-core radix tree (page_tree) that
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keeps all (clean and dirty) pages and (ii) a per-core red-black
tree (dirty_tree) that keeps only dirty pages. Each of these
data structures is protected by a separate (per core) spinlock,
different for the radix and red-black trees. We assign pages to
cores in a round-robin manner and we use the page offset to
identify the per-core structure that holds each page.
We use page_tree to provide lock-free lookups (RCU),
similar to the Linux kernel. We use per-core data structures
to reduce contention in case we need to add or remove a
page. On the other hand, we do not use tags to mark pages
as dirty but we use the dirty_tree for this purpose. In the
case where we have to mark a previously read-only page as
read-write, we only acquire the appropriate lock of dirty_tree
without performing any additional operations to the page_tree.
Furthermore, having all dirty pages in a sorted data structure
(red-black tree) enables efficient I/O merging for the cases of
writebacks and the msync system call.

3.2

Full Reverse Mappings in PVE

Reverse (inverted) mappings are also an important part of
mmap. They are used in the case of evictions and writebacks
and they provide a mechanism to find all existing virtual
memory mappings of a physical page. File-backed memory
mappings in Linux use object-based reverse mappings [37].
The main data structure for this purpose is a red-black tree,
i_mmap. It contains all VMAs that map at least one page of
this address_space. A read-write semaphore, i_mmap_rwsem,
protects concurrent accesses to the i_mmap red-black tree.
The main function that removes memory mappings for a specific page is try_to_unmap. Each page has two fields for this
purpose: (i) a pointer to the address_space that it belongs to
and (ii) an atomic counter (_mapcount) that keeps the number
of active page mappings. Using the pointer to address_space,
try_to_unmap gets access to i_mmap and then iterates over
all VMAs that belong to this mapping. Through each VMA, it
has access to mm_struct which contains the root of the process page table (pgd). It calculates the virtual address of the
mapping based on the VMA and the page, which is required
for traversing the page table. Then it has to check all active
VMAs of i_mmap if the specific page is mapped, which results
in many useless page table traversals. This is the purpose of
_mapcount, which limits the number of traversals. This strategy is insufficient in some cases but it requires a very small
amount of memory for the reverse mappings. More specifically, in the case where _mapcount is greater than zero, we
may traverse the page table for a VMA where the requested
page is not mapped. This can happen in the case where a page
is mapped in several different VMAs in the same process, i.e.
with multiple mmap calls, or mapped in the address space
of multiple different processes. In such a case, we have unnecessary page table traversals that introduce overheads and
consume CPU cycles. Furthermore, during this procedure,
i_mmap_rwsem is held as a read lock and as a write lock only
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during mmap and munmap system calls. Previous research
shows that even a read lock can limit scalability in multicore
servers [15].
The current object-based reverse mappings in Linux have
two disadvantages: (1) with high likelihood they result in
unnecessary page table traversals, originating from i_mmap,
and (2) they require a coarse grain read lock to iterate i_mmap.
Other works have shown that in multi-core servers locks can
be expensive, even for read-write locks when acquired as read
locks [15]. These overheads are more pronounced in servers
with a NUMA memory organization [10].
To overcome these issues FastMap provides finer grained
locking, as follows: FastMap uses a structure with an entry
for each VMA, PVE. Each PVE keeps a per-core list of all
pages that belong to this VMA. A separate (per core) spinlock protects each of these lists. The lists are append-only
as unmapping a page from a different page table does not
require any ordering. We choose the appropriate list based on
the core that runs the append operation (smp_processor_id()).
These lists contain per_pve_rmap (PPR) entries. Each PPR
contains a tuple (V MA, virtual_address). These metadata are
sufficient to allow iterating over all mapped pages of a specific memory mapping in the case of an munmap operation.
Furthermore, each page contains an append-only list of active
PPRs, which are shared both for PVEs and pages. This list is
used when we need to evict a page that is already mapped in
one or more address spaces, in the event of memory pressure.

3.3

Dedicated DRAM Cache

An mmap address_space contains information about the backing file or device and the required functions to interact with
the device in case of page reads and writes. To write back a
set of pages of a memory mapping, Linux iterates page_tree
in a lock-free manner with RCU and writes only the pages
that have the dirty tag enabled. Linux also keeps a per-core
LRU to find out which pages to evict. In the case of evictions,
Linux tries to remove clean pages in order not to wait for dirty
pages to do the writeback [37].
The Linux page-cache is tightly coupled with the swapper. For the memory-mapped I/O path, this dependency results in unpredictable evictions and bursty I/O to the storage devices [43]. Therefore, FastMap implements its own
DRAM cache, managing evictions via an approximation
of LRU. FastMap has two types of LRU lists: one containing only clean pages (clean_queue) and one containing
only dirty pages (dirty_queue). FastMap maintains per-core
clean_queues to reduce lock contention. We identify the appropriate clean_queue as clean_queue_id = page_offset %
num_cores.
When there are no free pages during a page fault, FastMap
evicts only clean pages, similar to the Linux kernel [37], from
the corresponding clean_queue. We evict a batch (with a
configurable size, currently set to 512) of clean pages to amor-
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tize the cost of page table manipulation and TLB invalidations. Each page eviction requires a TLB invalidation with the
flush_tlb function, if the page mapping is cached. flush_tlb
sends an IPI (Inter-Processor-Interrupt) to all cores, incurring
significant overheads and limiting scalability [3, 4]. We implement a mechanism to reduce the number of calls to flush_tlb
function, using batching, as follows.
A TLB invalidation requires a pointer to the page table and
the page_offset. FastMap keeps a pointer to the page table
and a range of page_offsets. Then, we invoke flush_tlb for the
whole range. This approach may invalidate more pages, but
reduces the number of flush_tlb calls by a factor of the batchsize of page evictions (currently 512). As the file mappings
are usually contiguous in the address space in data intensive
applications, in the common case false TLB invalidations
are infrequent. Thus, FastMap manages to maintain a high
number of concurrent I/Os to devices and increase device
throughput. LATR [33] proposes the use of an asynchronous
TLB invalidation mechanism based on message passing. In
our case, we cannot delay TLB invalidations as the pages
should be used immediately for page fault handling.
FastMap uses multiple threads to write dirty pages to the
underlying storage device (writeback). Each of these manages
its own dirty_queue. This design removes the need of synchronization when we remove dirty pages from a dirty_queue.
During writebacks, FastMap merges consecutive I/O requests
to generate large I/O operations to the underlying device. To
achieve this, we use dirty_trees that keep dirty pages sorted
based on the device offset. As we have multiple dirty_trees,
we initialize an iterator for each tree and we combine the
iterator results using a min-max heap. When a writeback occurs, we also move the page to the appropriate clean_queue
to make it available for eviction. As page writeback also requires a TLB invalidation, we use the same mechanism as in
the eviction path to reduce the number of calls to the kernel
flush_tlb function. Each writeback thread checks the ratio of
dirty to clean pages and starts the writeback when the percentage is higher than 75% of the total cache pages. The cache
in FastMap currently uses a static memory buffer, allocated
upon module initialization and does not create any further
memory pressure to the Linux page cache. We also provide
a way to grow and shrink this cache at runtime, but we have
not yet evaluated alternative sizing policies.
To keep track of free pages FastMap uses a per-core free
list with a dedicated spinlock. During a major page fault i.e.,
when the page does not reside in the cache, the faulting thread
first tries to get a page from its local free list. If this fails, it
tries to steal a page from another core’s free list (randomly
selected). After num_cores unsuccessful tries, FastMap forces
page evictions to cleanup some pages. To maintain all free
lists balanced, each evicted page is added to the free list from
which we originally obtained the page.
Overall, FastMap with per-core data structures requires
more memory compared to the native Linux mmap. FastMap

Block Devices

Figure 3: FastMap I/O path.
requires a single PFD, which is 1120 bytes, per file for all
memory mappings. A single PVE is about 512 bytes and a
single PPR is 24 bytes. We require a single PVE for each
mmap call, i.e. 1 : 1 with the Linux VMA struct. FastMap
requires a single PPR entry per PVE for each mapped page,
independently of how many threads access the same page.
In the setups we target, there is little sharing of files across
processes and we can therefore, assume that we only need one
PPR entry for each page in our DRAM cache. For instance,
assume that a single application maps 1000 files and uses
8GB of DRAM cache. This results in 1.64MB of additional
memory, independently of the size of files and the number of
threads. FastMap targets storage servers with large memory
spaces and can be applied selectively for the specific mount
points that hold the files of data-intensive applications. While
it is, in principle, possible to allow more fine-grain uses of
FastMap in Linux, we leave this possibility for future work.
Finally, the Linux kernel also provides private, file-backed
memory mappings. These are Copy-On-Write mappings and
writes to them do not reach the underlying file/device. Such
mappings are outside the scope of this paper, but they share
the same path in the Linux kernel to a large extent. Our proposed techniques also apply to private file-backed mappings.
However, these mappings are commonly used in Linux kernel
to load binaries and shared libraries, resulting in a large degree
of sharing. We believe that it is not beneficial to use the increased amount of memory required by FastMap to optimize
this relatively uncommon path.

3.4

Implementation

Figure 3 shows the I/O path in the Linux kernel and indicates
where FastMap is placed. FastMap is above VFS and thus is
independent of the underlying file system. This means that
common file systems such as XFS, EXT4, and BTRFS 1 can
benefit from our work.
FastMap provides a user interface for accessing both a
block device but also a file system through a user-defined
mount point. For the block device case, we implement a virtual block device that uses our custom mmap function. All
other block device requests (e.g. read/write) are forwarded to
1 FastMap

has been successfully tested with all of these file systems.
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the underlying device. Requests for fetching or evicting pages
from FastMap are issued directly to the underlying device.
For the file system implementation we use WrapFS [59], a
stackable file system that intercepts all mmap calls to a specific mount point so that FastMap is used instead of the native
Linux mmap implementation. For fetching or evicting pages
from within FastMap we use direct I/O to the underlying file
system, bypassing the Linux page cache. All other file system
calls are forwarded to the underlying file system.

4

Experimental Methodology

In this section, we present the experimental methodology we
use to answer the following questions:
1. How does FastMap perform compared to Linux mmap?
2. How much does FastMap improve storage I/O?
3. How sensitive is FastMap to (a) file system choice and
(b) false TLB invalidations?
Our main testbed consists of a dual-socket server that is
equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 CPUs
running at 2.4 GHz, each with 8 physical cores and 16 hyperthreads for a total of 32 hyper-threads. The primary storage
device is a PCIe-attached Intel Optane SSD DC P4800X series [28] with 375 GB capacity. For the purposes of evaluating
scalability, we use an additional four-socket server. This foursocket server is equipped with four Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU
E5-4610 v3 CPUs running at 1.7 GHz, each with 10 physical
cores and 20 hyper-threads for a total of 80 hyper-threads.
Both servers are equipped with 256 GB of DDR4 DRAM at
2400 MHz and run CentOS v7.3, with kernel 4.14.72.
During our evaluation we limit the available capacity of
DRAM (using a kernel boot parameter) as required by different experiments. In our evaluation we use datasets that both
fit and do not fit in main memory. This allows us to provide a
more targeted evaluation and separate the costs of the pagefault path and the eviction path. To reduce variability in our
experiments, we disable swap and Transparent Huge Pages
(THP), and we set the CPU scaling governor to "performance".
In experiments where we want to stress the software path of
the Linux kernel we also use the null_blk [40] and pmem [47]
block devices. null_blk emulates a block device but ignores
the I/O requests issued to it. For null_blk we use the biobased configuration. pmem emulates a fast block device that
is backed by DRAM.
In our evaluation we first use a custom multithreaded microbenchmark. It uses a configurable number of threads that
issue load/store instructions at randomly generated offsets
within the memory mapped region. We ensure that each
load/store results in a page fault.
Second, we use a persistent key-value store. We choose
Kreon [43], a state-of-the-art persistent key-value store that
is designed to work with memory-mapped I/O. The design of
Kreon is similar to the LSM-tree, but it maintains a separate
B-Tree index per-level to reduce I/O amplification. Kreon
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A
B
C
D
E
F

Workload
50% reads, 50% updates
95% reads, 5% updates
100% reads
95% reads, 5% inserts
95% scans, 5% inserts
50% reads, 50% read-modify-write

Table 1: Standard YCSB Workloads.
uses a log to keep user data. It uses memory-mapped I/O
to perform all I/O between memory and (raw) devices. Furthermore, it uses Copy-On-Write (COW) for persistence, instead of Write-Ahead-Logging. Kreon follows a single-writer,
multiple-reader concurrency model. Readers operate concurrently with writers using Lamport counters [34] per node for
synchronization to ensure correctness. For inserts and updates,
it uses a single lock per database; however, by using multiple
databases Kreon can support concurrent updates.
To improve single-database scalability in Kreon and make
it more suitable for evaluating FastMap, we implement the
second protocol that Bayer et al. propose [7]. This protocol
requires a read-write lock per node. It acquires the lock as
a read lock in every traversal from the root node to a leaf.
In the case of inserts or rebalance operations it acquires the
corresponding lock as a write lock. As every operation has to
acquire the root node read lock, this limits scalability [15]. To
overcome this limitation, we replace the read/write lock of the
root node with a Lamport counter and a lock. Every operation
that modifies the root node acquires the lock, changes the
Lamport counter, performs a COW operation, and then writes
the update in the COW node.
For Kreon we use the YCSB [18] workloads and more
specifically a C++ implementation [48] to remove overheads
caused by the JNI framework, as Kreon is highly efficient
and is designed to take advantage of fast storage devices. Table 1 summarizes the YCSB workloads we use. These are the
proposed workloads, and we execute them in the author’s proposed sequence [18], as follows: LoadA, RunA, RunB, RunC,
RunF, RunD, clear the database, and then LoadE, RunE.
Furthermore, we use Silo [54], an in-memory database
that also provides scalable transactions for modern multicore
machines. In this case, we use TPC-C [52], a transactional
benchmark, which models a retail operation and is a common benchmark for OLTP workloads. We also use Ligra [50],
a lightweight graph processing framework for shared memory with OpenMP-based parallelization. Specifically, we use
the Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm. We use Silo and
Ligra to evaluate FastMap’s effectiveness in extending the
virtual address space of an application beyond physical memory over fast storage devices. For this reason we convert all
malloc/free calls of Ligra and Silo to allocate space over a
memory-mapped file on a fast storage device. We use the libvmmalloc library from the Persistent Memory Development
Kit (PMDK) [45]. libvmmalloc transparently converts all dy-
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Figure 4: Scalability of random page faults for Linux and
FastMap, with up to 80 threads, using the null_blk device.

Figure 5: FastMap and Linux mmap breakdown for read and
write page faults, with null_blk and 32 cores.

namic memory allocations to persistent memory allocations.
This allows the use of persistent memory as volatile memory without modifying the target application. The memory
allocator of libvmmalloc is based on jemalloc [30].
Finally, we evaluate FastMap using MonetDB-11.31.7 [8,
39], a column-oriented DBMS that is designed to use mmap
to access files instead of using the read/write API. We use the
TPC-H [53] benchmark, a warehouse read-mostly workload.
We run all experiments three times and we report the averages. In all cases the variation observed across runs is small.

time, with 20 cores it becomes 25.4%, with 40 cores 32%,
and with 80 cores 37.4%. To confirm this intuition, we apply
Speculative Page Faults (SPF) [20], and attempt to use SRCU
(Sleepable RCU) instead of the read-write lock to protect the
red-black tree of active VMAs, an approach similar to Bonsai.
We use the Linux kernel patches from [19] as, at the time
of writing, they have not been merged in the Linux mainline.
As SPF works only for anonymous mappings, we modify it
to use FastMap for block-device backed memory-mappings.
Figure 4 shows that FastMap with SPF provides even better
scalability: 2.51× and 11.89× higher read IOPS compared to
FastMap without SPF and to Linux kernel, respectively. We
do not provide an evaluation of SPF without FastMap as it
(1) works only for anonymous mappings and (2) it could use
the same Linux kernel path that has scalability bottlenecks,
as we show in Section 3.1.
Figure 5 shows the breakdown of the execution time for
both random reads and writes. We profile these runs using perf
at 999Hz and plot the number of samples (y axis) that perf reports. First, we see that for random reads Linux mmap spends
almost 80% of the time in manipulating the address_space
structure, specifically in the contented tree_lock that protects
the radix_tree which keeps all the pages of the mapping (see
Section 3). In FastMap we do not observe a single high source
of overhead. In the case of writes the overhead of this lock
is even more pronounced in Linux mmap. For each page that
is converted from read-only to read-write, Linux has to acquire this lock again to set the tag. FastMap removes this
contention point as we keep metadata about dirty pages only
in the per-core red-black trees (Section 3.3). Therefore, we do
not modify the radix_tree upon the conversion of a read-only
page to a read-write page.
Figure 6 shows how each optimization in FastMap affects
I/O performance. Vanilla is the Linux mmap and basic is
FastMap with all the optimizations disabled, except the percore red-black tree. The per-core radix-tree optimization is
important, because with increasing core counts on modern

5
5.1

Experimental Results
How does FastMap perform compared to
Linux mmap?

Microbenchmarks: Figure 1 shows that Linux mmap fails
to scale beyond eight threads on our 32-core server. FastMap
provides 3.7× and 6.6× more random read and write IOPS,
respectively, with 32 threads compared to Linux mmap. Furthermore, both versions 4.14 and 5.4 of the Linux kernel
achieve similar performance. To further stress FastMap, we
use our 80-core server and the null_blk device. Figure 4 shows
that with 80 threads, FastMap provides 4.7× and 7× higher
random read and write IOPS respectively, compared to Linux
mmap. Furthermore, in both cases FastMap performs up to
38% better even in the case where there is little or no concurrency, when using a single thread.
Figure 4 shows that not only FastMap scales better compared to Linux mmap, but also that FastMap sustains more
page faults per second. On the other hand FastMap does not
achieve perfect scalability. For this reason, we profile FastMap
using the random read page faults microbenchmark. We find
that the bottleneck is the read-write lock (mmap_sem) that
protects the red-black tree of active VMAs. This is the problem
that Bonsai [15] tackles. Specifically, with 10 cores the cost
of read_lock and read_unlock is 7.6% of the total execution
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Figure 6: Performance gains from different optimizations in
FastMap, as compared to "vanilla" Linux using null_blk and
32 cores.

servers (Section 3.1) the single radix tree lock is by far the
most contended lock. per-core cleanQ enables the per-core
LRU list for clean pages. The per-core freelists optimization
allows for scalable page allocation, resulting in significant
performance gains. Finally, the main purpose of per-core
dirtyQ is to enable higher concurrency when we convert a
page from read-only to read-write and allow for multiple eviction threads with minimal synchronization. This optimization
mainly improves the write path, as is shown in Figure 6.
In-memory Graph Processing: We evaluate FastMap as
a mechanism to extend the virtual address space of an application beyond the physical memory and over fast storage
devices. Using mmap (and FastMap) a user can easily map a
file over fast storage and provide an extended address space,
limited only by device capacity. We use Ligra [50], a graph
processing framework, a demanding workload in terms of
memory accesses and commonly operating on large datasets.
Ligra assumes that the dataset (and metadata) fit in main
memory. For our evaluation we generate a R-Mat [12] graph
of 100M vertices, with the number of directed edges is set
to 10× the number of vertices. We run BFS on the resulting 18GB graph, thus generating a read-mostly random I/O
pattern. Ligra requires about 64GB of DRAM throughout
execution. To evaluate FastMap and Linux mmap, we limit
the main memory of our 32-core server to 8 GB and we use
the Optane SSD device.
Figure 7 shows that BFS completes in 6.42s with FastMap
compared to 21.3s with default mmap and achieves a 3.31×
improvement. FastMap requires less than half the system time
(10.3% for FastMap vs. 27.38% for Linux) and stresses more
the underlying storage device as seen in iowait time (19.31%
for FastMap vs. 9.5% for Linux). This leaves 2.11× more
user-time available for the Ligra workload execution. Using a
pmem device the benefits of FastMap are even higher. Linux
mmap requires 21.9s for BFS, while FastMap requires only
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Figure 7: Execution time for Ligra running BFS with 32
threads and using an Optane SSD and a pmem device.

4.15s, i.e. a 5.27× improvement. Overall, Ligra induces a
highly concurrent I/O pattern that stresses the default mmap,
resulting in lock contention as described in Section 3.1 and as
evidenced by the increased system time. The default mmap
results in a substantial slowdown, even with a pmem device
that has throughput comparable to DRAM.

5.2

How much does FastMap improve storage
I/O?

Kreon Persistent Key-value Store: In this section we evaluate FastMap using Kreon, a persistent key-value store that
uses memory-mapped I/O and a dataset of 80M records. The
keys are 30 bytes long, with 1000 byte values. This results
in a total footprint of about 76GB. We issue 80M operations
for each of the YCSB workloads. For the in-memory experiment, we use the entire DRAM space (256GB) of the testbed,
whereas for the out-of-memory experiment we limit available
memory to 16GB. In all cases we use the Optane SSD device.
Figure 8(a) illustrates the scalability of Kreon, using
FastMap, Linux mmap, and mmap-filter, with a dataset that fits
in main memory. The mmap-filter configuration is the default
Linux mmap implementation augmented with a custom kernel
module we have created to remove the unnecessary read I/O
from the block device for newly allocated pages. Using 32
threads (on the 32-core server), FastMap achieves 1.55× and
2.77× higher throughput compared to mmap-filter and mmap
respectively, using the LoadA (insert only) workload. Using
the RunC (read only) workload, FastMap achieves 9% and
28% higher throughput compared to mmap-filter and mmap
respectively. As we see mmap-filter performs always better,
therefore, for the rest of the Kreon evaluation we use this
configuration as our baseline.
Figure 8(b) shows the scalability of Kreon with FastMap
and mmap-filter (denoted as mmap) using a dataset that does
not fit in main memory. Using 32 threads (on the 32-core
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Figure 8: Kreon scalability with increasing the number of threads ((a) and (b)). Average queue size and average request size for
an out-of-memory experiment (c). In all cases we use the Optane SSD.
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Figure 9: Kreon breakdown using FastMap and Linux mmap
for an out-of-memory experiment for LoadA YCSB workload,
with an increasing number of cores, an equal number of YCSB
threads, and the Optane SSD.

Figure 10: Kreon breakdown using FastMap and Linux mmap
for an out-of-memory experiment with the RunC YCSB workload, with increasing number of cores (and equal number of
YCSB threads) and the Optane SSD.

server) FastMap achieves 3.08× higher throughput compared
to mmap using LoadA (insert only) workload. Using the
RunC (read only) workload, FastMap achieves 1.65× higher
throughput compared to mmap. We see that even for the lower
core counts, FastMap outperforms mmap significantly. Next,
we provide an analysis on what affects scalability in mmap
and how FastMap behaves with an increasing number of cores.

mutexes in the Linux kernel. We also observe that the pgfault
time is lower in FastMap and this is more pronounced with
32 threads. In summary, the optimized page-fault path results
in 2.64× lower pgfault time and 12.3× lower iowait time
due to higher concurrency and larger average request size. In
addition, the optimized page-fault path results in 3.39× lower
idle time due to spinning instead of sleeping in the common
path. This is made possible as we apply per-core locks to
protect our data structures, which are less contended in the
common case. Similar to the previous figure, Figure 10 shows
the same metrics for RunC. In this case the breakdown is
similar both for FastMap and Linux mmap. With 32 threads
the notable differences are in pgfault and iowait. Linux mmap
spends 2.88× and 1.41× more time for pgfault and iowait, respectively. The difference in pgfault comes from our scalable
design for the memory-mapped I/O path. As in this case both
systems always issue 4KB requests (page size), the difference
in iowait comes from the higher queue depth achieved on

Figure 9 shows the execution time breakdown for the outof-memory experiment with an increasing number of threads
for LoadA. kworker denotes the time spent in the eviction
threads both for Linux mmap and FastMap. pthread refers
to pthread locks, both mutexes and read-write locks as described in Section 4. First, we observe here that in the case of
Linux mmap both iowait and idle time increases. For iowait
time, the small queue depth that mmap generates (discussed
in detail later) leads to sub-optimal utilization of the storage
device. Furthermore, the idle time comes from sleeping in
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Table 2: Throughput and average latency for TPC-C.
mmap-EXT4-Optane SSD
mmap-EXT4-pmem
FastMap-EXT4-Optane SSD
FastMap-EXT4-pmem
FastMap-NOVA-pmem

5.3

How sensitive is FastMap to (a) file system
choice and (b) false TLB invalidations?

In this section we show how underlying file system affects
FastMap performance. Furthermore, we also evaluate the impact of batched TLB invalidations. For these purposes we
use Silo [54], an in-memory key-value store that provides
scalable transactions for multicores. We modify Silo to use a
memory-mapped heap over both mmap and FastMap.
File system choice: Table 2 shows the throughput and average latency of TPC-C over Silo. We use both EXT4 and
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MonetDB: In this section we use TPC-H over MonetDB,
a column oriented DBMS that uses memory-mapped I/O instead of read/write system calls. We focus on out-of-memory
workloads, using a TPC-H dataset with a scale factor SF = 50
(around 50GB in size). We limit available server memory to
16GB and we use the Optane SSD device. In all 22 queries
of TPC-H, system-time is below 10%. The use of FastMap
further decreases the system time (between 5.4% and 48.6%)
leaving more CPU cycles for user-space processing. In all
queries, the improvement on average is 6.06% (between
−7.2% and 45.7%). There are 4 queries where we have a
small decrease in performance. Using profiling we see that
this comes from the map_pages function that is responsible for the fault-around page mappings, and which is not as
optimized in the current prototype. In some cases we see
greater performance improvements compared to the reduction in system time. This comes from higher concurrency
to the devices (I/O depth) which also results in higher read
throughput. Overall, our experiments with MonetDB show
that a complex real-life memory-based DBMS can benefit
from FastMap. The queries produce a sequential access pattern to the underlying files which shows the effectiveness of
FastMap also for this case.

xput (kops/sec)
4.3
4.2
226
319
344

100

percentage (%)

average by FastMap.
Figure 8(c) shows the average queue depth and average
request size for both FastMap and Linux mmap. Using 32
threads, FastMap produces higher queue depths for both
LoadA and RunC, which is an essential aspect for high
throughput with fast storage devices. With 32 threads in
LoadA FastMap results in an average queue size of 39.2,
while Linux mmap results in an average queue size of 17.5.
Furthermore, FastMap also achieves a larger request size of
100.2 sectors (51.2KB) compared to 51.8 sectors (26.5KB)
for Linux mmap. For RunC, the average request size is 8
sectors (4KB) for both FastMap and Linux mmap. However,
FastMap achieves (with 32 threads) an average queue size of
13 compared to 3 for Linux mmap.
For all YCSB workloads, Kreon with FastMap outperforms
Linux mmap by 2.48× on average (between 1.25 − 3.65×).
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Figure 11: Execution time breakdown for Silo running TPC-C
using different file systems and the pmem device.

NOVA. We also use XFS and BTRFS but we do not include
these as they exhibit lower performance. We see that FastMap
with EXT4 provides 52.5× and 75.9× higher throughput using an NVMe and a pmem device respectively, compared
to mmap. We also see similar improvement in the average
latency of TPC-C queries. With NOVA and a pmem device, FastMap achieves 1.07× higher throughput compared to
EXT4. In all cases we do not use DAX mmap, as we have to
provide DRAM caching over the persistent device. Therefore,
FastMap improves performance of memory-mapped files over
all file systems, although the choice of a specific file system
does affect performance. In this case we see even larger performance improvements compared to Ligra and Kreon. Silo
requires more page faults and it accesses a smaller portion of
each page. Therefore, Silo is closer to a scenario with a single
large file/device and a large number of threads generating
page faults at random offsets. Consequently, it exhibits more
of the issues we identify with Linux mmap compared to the
other benchmarks: Kreon performs mostly sequential I/O for
writes and a large part of a page is indeed needed when we
do reads. From our evaluation we see that Ligra has better
spatial locality compared to Silo and this explains the larger
improvements we observe in Silo.
Figure 11 shows the breakdown of execution time for the
previous experiments. In the case of Linux mmap with EXT4,
most of the system time goes to buffer management: allocation of pages, LRUs, evictions, etc. In FastMap, this percentage is reduced from 74.2% to 10.3%, for both NOVA and
EXT4. This results in more user-time available to TPC-C and
increased performance. Finally, NOVA reduces system time
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compared to EXT4 and results in the best performance for
TPC-C over Silo.
False TLB invalidations: FastMap uses batched TLB invalidations to provide better scalability and thus increased
performance. Our approach reduces the number of calls to
flush_tlb_mm_range(). This function uses Interprocessor Interrupts (IPI) to invalidate TLB entries in all cores and can
result in scalability bottlenecks [3, 4, 16]. Batching of TLB
invalidations can potentially result in increased TLB misses.
In TPC-C over Silo, batching for TLB invalidations results in
25.5% more TLB misses (22.6% more load and 50.5% more
store TLB misses). On the other hand, we have 24% higher
throughput (ops/s) and 23.8% lower latency (ms). Using profiling, we see that without batching of TLB invalidations the
system time spent in flush_tlb_mm_range() increases from
0.1% to 20.3%. We choose to increase the number of TLB
misses in order to provide better scalability and performance.
Other works [3,4,16] present alternative techniques to provide
scalable TLB shootdown without increasing the number of
TLB invalidations and can be potentially applied in FastMap
for further performance improvements.

6

Related Work

We categorize related work in three areas: (a) replacing
read/write system calls with mmap for persistence, (b) providing scalable address spaces, and (c) extending virtual address
spaces beyond physical memory limits.
Using memory-mapped I/O in data-intensive applications:
Both MonetDB [8] and MongoDB [13] (with MMAP_v1 storage engine) are popular databases that use mmap to access
data. When data fits in memory, mmap performs very well.
It allows the application to access data at memory speed and
removes the need for user-space cache lookups. Facebook’s
RocksDB [24], a persistent key-value store, provides both
read/write and mmap APIs to access files. The developers
of RocksDB state [26] that using mmap for an in-memory
database with a read-intensive workload increases performance. However, they also state [25] that mmap sometimes
causes problems when data does not fit in memory and is
managed by a file system over a block device.
Tucana [42] and Kreon [43] are write-optimized persistent
key-value stores that are designed to use memory-mapped
I/O for persistence. The authors in [42] show that for a writeintensive workload the memory-mapped I/O results in excessive and unpredictable traffic to the devices, which results
in freezes and increases tail-latency. Kreon [43] provides a
custom memory-mapped I/O path inside the Linux kernel that
improves write-intensive workloads and reduces the latency
variability of Linux mmap. In this work, we address scalability issues and also present results for memory-mapped I/O
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with workloads beyond key-value stores.
DI-MMAP [22, 23], removes the swapper from the critical path and implements a custom (FIFO based) eviction
policy using a fixed-size memory buffer for all mmap calls.
This approach provides significant improvement compared to
the default Linux mmap for HPC applications. We evaluate
FastMap using more data-intensive applications, representative of data analytics and data serving workloads. In particular,
our work assumes higher levels of I/O concurrency, and addresses scalability concerns with higher core counts.
FlashMap [27] combines memory (page tables), storage
(file system), and device-level (FTL) indirections and checks
in a single layer. FastMap provides specific optimizations only
for the memory level and results in significant improvements
in a file system and device agnostic manner.
2B-SSD [6] leverages SSD internal DRAM and the byte
addressability of the PCIe interconnect to provide a dual,
byte and block-addressable SSD device. It provides optimized write-ahead logging (WAL) over 2B-SSD for popular databases and results in significant improvements. FlatFlash [1] moves this approach further and provides a unified
memory-storage hierarchy that results in even larger performance improvements. Both of these works move a large part
of their design inside the device. FastMap works in a deviceagnostic manner and provides specific optimizations in the
operating system layer.
UMap [44] is a user-space memory-mapped I/O framework
which adapts different policies to application characteristics
and storage features. Handling page faults in user-space (using userfaultfd [31]) introduces additional overheads that are
not acceptable in the case of fast storage devices. On the
other hand, techniques proposed by FastMap can also be used
in user-space memory-mapped I/O frameworks and provide
better scalability in the page-fault path.
Similar to [14], FastMap introduces a read-ahead mechanism to amortize the cost of pre-faulting and improve sequential I/O accesses. However, our main focus is to reduce
synchronization overheads in the common memory-mapped
I/O path and enhance scalability on multicore servers. A scalable I/O path enables us to maintain high device queue depth,
an essential property for efficient use of fast storage devices.
Byte-addressable persistent memory DIMMs, attached in
memory slots, can be accessed similarly to DRAM with the
processor load/store instructions. Linux provides Direct Access (DAX), a mechanism that supports direct mapping of
persistent memory to user address space. File systems that
provide a DAX mmap [17, 21, 56–58] bypass I/O caching in
DRAM. On the other hand, other works [29] have shown that
DRAM caching benefits applications when the working set
fits in DRAM and can hide higher persistent memory latency
compared to DRAM (by up to ∼ 3×). Accordingly, FastMap
uses DRAM caching and supports both block-based flash
storage and byte-addressable persistent memory. FastMap
will benefit all DAX mmap file systems that need to provide
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DRAM caching for memory-mapped I/O, as FastMap is file
system agnostic.
Providing a scalable virtual address space: Bonsai [15]
shows that anonymous memory mappings, i.e. not backed by
a file or device, suffer from scalability issues. This type of
memory mapping is mainly used for user memory allocations,
e.g. malloc. The scalability bottleneck in this case is due to a
contended read-write lock, named mmap_sem, that protects
access to a red-black tree that keeps VMAs (valid virtual
address spaces ranges). In the case of page faults, this lock is
acquired as read lock. In the case of mmap/munmap this lock
is acquired as write lock. Even in the read lock case, NUMA
traffic in multicores limits scalability. Bonsai proposes the use
of RCU-based binary tree for lock-free lookups, resulting in a
system scaling up to 80 cores. Bonsai removes the bottleneck
from concurrent page faults, but still serializes mmap/munmap
operations even in non-overlapping address ranges.
In Linux, shared mappings backed by a file or device have
a different path in the kernel, thus requiring a different design
to achieve scalability. There are other locks (see Section 3.1)
that cause scalability issues and mmap_sem does not result in
any performance degradation. As we see from our evaluation
of FastMap, using 80 cores the time spent in mmap_sem is
37.4% of the total execution time; therefore, Bonsai is complementary to our work and will also benefit our approach.
Furthermore, authors in [32] propose an alternative approach
to provide scalable address space operations, by introducing scalable range locks to accelerate non-conflicting virtual
address space operations in Linux.
RadixVM [16] addresses the problem of serialization of
mmap/munmap in non-overlapping address space ranges. This
work is done in the SV6 kernel and can also benefit from
FastMap in a similar way to Bonsai.
The authors in [9] propose techniques to scale Linux for
a set of kernel-intensive applications, but do not tackle the
scalability limitations of memory-mapped I/O. In pedsort
authors modify the application to use one process per core for
concurrency and avoid the contention over the shared address
space. In this paper we solve this issue at the kernel level, thus
providing benefits to all user applications.
Extending the virtual address space over storage: The
authors in [51] claim that by using mmap a user can effectively
extend the main memory with fast storage devices. They propose a page reclamation procedure with a new page recycling
method to reduce context switches. This makes it possible
to use extended vector I/O – a parallel page I/O method. In
our work, we implement a custom per-core mechanism for
managing free pages. We also preallocate a memory pool to
remove the performance bottlenecks identified in [51]. Additionally, we address scalability issues with memory-mapped
I/O, whereas the work in [51] examines setups with up to 8
cores, where Linux kernel scales well.
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FlashVM [49] uses a dedicated flash device for swapping
virtual memory pages and provides flash-specific optimizations for this purpose. SSDAlloc [5] implements a hybrid
DRAM/flash memory manager and a runtime library that allows applications to use flash for memory allocations in a
transparent manner. SSDAlloc proposes the use of 16 − 32×
more flash than DRAM compared to FlashVM and to handle
this increase they introduce a log-structured object store. Instead, FastMap targets the storage I/O path and reduces the
overhead of memory-mapped I/O. FastMap is not a replacement for swap nor does it provide specific optimizations to
extend the process address space over SSDs.
NVMalloc [55] enables client applications in supercomputers to allocate and manipulate memory regions from a
distributed block-addressable SSD store (over FUSE [36]).
It exploits the memory-mapped I/O interface to access local
or remote NVM resources in a seamless fashion for volatile
memory allocations. NVMalloc uses Linux mmap. Consequently, it can also benefit from FastMap at large thread
counts combined with fast storage devices.
SSD-Assisted Hybrid Memory [41] augments DRAM with
SSD storage as an efficient cache in object granularity for
Memcached [38]. Authors claim that managing a cache at a
page granularity incurs significant overhead. In our work, we
provide an application agnostic approach at page granularity
and we optimize scalability in the common path.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we propose FastMap, an optimized memorymapped I/O path in the Linux kernel that provides a lowoverhead and scalable way to access fast storage devices in
multi-core servers. Our design enables high device concurrency, which is essential for achieving high throughput in
modern servers. We show that FastMap scales up to 80 cores
and provides up to 11.8× more random IOPS compared to
mmap. Overall, FastMap addresses important limitations of
Linux mmap and makes it appropriate for data-intensive applications in multi-core servers over fast storage devices.
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Abstract
Superpages (2MB pages) can reduce the address translation
overhead for large-memory workloads in modern computer
systems. This paper clearly outlines the sequence of events
in the life of a superpage and explores the design space of
when and how to trigger and respond to those events. This
provides a framework that enables better understanding of superpage management and the trade-offs involved in different
design decisions. Under this framework, this paper discusses
why state-of-the-art designs exhibit different performance
characteristics in terms of runtime, latency and memory consumption. This paper illuminates the root causes of latency
spikes and memory bloat and introduces Quicksilver, a novel
superpage management design that addresses these issues
while maintaining address translation performance.

1

Introduction

The physical memory size of modern computers continues to
grow at a rapid pace. Furthermore, there is an ever expanding
class of “large-memory” data-oriented applications — including databases, data analysis tools, and scientific computations
— that can productively utilize all of this memory. While some
of these applications expect the entirety of their data to reside
within physical memory, others process data at a scale that
far exceeds its size. These others either use out-of-core computation frameworks or implement schemes for caching data
from secondary storage that avoid swapping by the virtual
memory system. In either case, these applications have large
memory footprints, so the cost of virtual-to-physical address
translation significantly impacts their performance.
The use of superpages, or “huge pages”, can reduce the cost
of virtual-to-physical address translation. For example, the
x86-64 architecture supports 2MB superpages. Using these
superpages (1) eliminates one level from the hierarchical page
table, thereby reducing the expected number of memory accesses to resolve a TLB miss, and (2) enables more efficient
use of the TLB’s limited number of entries. Intel’s recent
processors can store up to 1536 4KB or 2MB page mappings
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in their TLBs. Superpages can therefore increase these TLBs’
coverage from around 6MB (0.009% of the physical memory
in a computer with 64GB of DRAM) to 3GB. While this is
still a small fraction of the computer’s physical memory, it is
far more likely to capture an application’s short-term working set. The benefits of this increased coverage are obvious.
The challenge, however, is for the operating system (OS) to
transparently manage superpages in an effective manner.
This paper first defines the five distinct events in the life
cycle of a transparently managed superpage, and then it analyzes the various state-of-the-art approaches to handling
each event. Briefly, the events are as follows. First, a physical
superpage must be allocated. Throughout this paper, unless
stated otherwise, “superpage” refers to a 2MB page, so this
is the act of acquiring a contiguous, aligned 2MB region
from the physical memory allocator. Second, the physical
superpage must be prepared. For anonymous memory, the
entire 2MB region must be zeroed. For file-backed memory,
the entire 2MB region must be read from secondary storage. Third, a superpage mapping from a 2MB aligned virtual
memory region to the physical superpage must be created.
Fourth, the mapping must be destroyed. Finally, the physical
memory must be deallocated. FreeBSD, Linux’s Transparent Huge Pages (THP), and two recently proposed systems
(Ingens [20] and HawkEye [24]) differ in when these events
are triggered (for instance, these events can be independent,
grouped, synchronous, asynchronous, etc.) and the granularity
of the operations (for instance, some operations can be performed incrementally or all at once). This classification of the
events enables a more principled comparison of the policies,
behaviors, and performance of these different systems.
This paper also presents several new observations about
transparent superpage management. First, coupling physical
allocation, preparation, and mapping of superpages, as is done
in Linux’s THP, leads to memory bloat and fewer superpage
mappings. Second, while alleviating tail latency problems
in server workloads, state-of-the-art asynchronous, “out-ofplace” promotion delays physical superpage allocation and
reduces address translation benefits. Third, speculatively al-
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locating physical superpages enables “in-place” promotion
and obviates the need for asynchronous, out-of-place promotion. Fourth, in combination, reserving physical superpages
and delaying partial deallocation of those superpages as long
as possible fights fragmentation, leading to more superpage
usage and address translation benefits. Finally, bulk zeroing is
more efficient on modern processors than repeated 4KB zeroing. These observations are supported by evidence presented
throughout the paper.
Finally, this paper introduces Quicksilver1 , an innovative
transparent superpage management system that is based
on FreeBSD’s reservation-based physical memory allocator.
Quicksilver achieves the benefits of aggressive superpage allocation, but mitigates the memory bloat and fragmentation
issues that arise from underutilized superpages. Quicksilver is
able to match or beat the performance of existing systems in
scenarios with either lightly or heavily fragmented memory.
For example, when using synchronous preparation, on a heavily fragmented system it achieves a 2x speedup over Linux for
GraphChi performing PageRank on a dataset that exceeds the
physical memory size. Furthermore, on Redis, Quicksilver
is able to maintain the same throughput and tail latency as
fragmentation increases, whereas the throughput of other systems degrades and tail latency increases. Finally, Quicksilver
is able to limit memory bloat as well as Ingens [20], which is
a recent research prototype specifically designed to combat
memory bloat.

2

Transparent Superpage Management

Managing superpages transparently to the application involves five distinct events: physical superpage allocation,
physical superpage preparation, superpage mapping creation,
superpage mapping destruction, and physical superpage deallocation. Figure 1 illustrates the life cycle of a superpage in
terms of these events. This section discusses the trade-offs
between the possible choices, including those made by production and prototype systems [5, 16, 20, 23, 24], for when to
trigger and how to handle these events.

2.1

Physical Superpage Allocation

The OS can choose to allocate a physical superpage to back
any 2MB-aligned virtual memory region. A physical superpage could be allocated synchronously upon a page fault,
or asynchronously via a background task. If there are free
physical superpages, synchronous allocation is a relatively
inexpensive operation given the widespread use of buddy
allocators for physical memory management.
However, in order to allocate a physical superpage, the
physical memory allocator must have an available, aligned,
2MB region. Under severe memory fragmentation, such regions may not be available. A memory manager could attempt
1 https://github.com/rice-systems/quicksilver
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to keep as many such regions available as possible (or create
them when needed) using smart allocation policies or memory
migration. If no such region is available or can be created,
then the system must fall back to allocating 4KB pages.
Even after 4KB pages have been allocated for a virtual
memory region, it is still possible to allocate a physical superpage for that region asynchronously. In the background, the
OS can use migration to create free physical superpages or
wait for them to be freed by applications. Once a free physical
superpage exists, it could be allocated to a previously accessed
virtual memory region. At that point, all previously allocated
4KB pages would need to be migrated into the newly acquired
physical superpage.

2.2

Physical Superpage Preparation

Once a physical superpage has been allocated, it must be prepared with its initial data before it can be mapped. A physical
superpage can be prepared in one of three ways. First, if the
virtual memory region is anonymous, i.e., not backed by a file,
then the page simply needs to be zeroed. Second, if the virtual
memory region is a memory-mapped file, then the data must
be read from the file. Finally, if the virtual memory region is
currently mapped to 4KB pages, then the contents of those
existing pages must be copied into the physical superpage.
Note that any constituent pages that were not already mapped
would need to be prepared appropriately, either via zeroing or
reading from the backing file.
Physical superpages can be prepared all at once or incrementally. Furthermore, as they are prepared, they can have
some, or all, of their constituent pages mapped as 4KB pages
(each constituent page that is mapped must have already been
prepared). At a minimum, on a page fault, the 4KB page that
triggered the fault must be prepared immediately in order to
allow the application to resume. However, upon a page fault,
the OS can choose to prepare the entire physical superpage,
only prepare the required 4KB page, or prepare the required
4KB page, allow the application to resume, and prepare the
remaining 4KB pages later (either asynchronously or when
they are accessed).
The three types of preparation — zeroing, copying, and
file reading — have different costs, and so may impact the
choice of when and how much of a physical superpage to
prepare. Incremental preparation decreases page fault latency
and minimizes unnecessary preparation for 4KB pages that
may ultimately never get accessed. However, as the page is
incrementally prepared, the constituent pages will be using
4KB mappings. In contrast, all at once preparation eliminates
future page faults to the virtual memory region and allows for
the immediate creation of a superpage mapping.

2.3

Superpage Mapping Creation

Once a physical superpage has been fully prepared, it must
then be mapped as such in order to achieve address transla-
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Figure 1: The five events in the life cycle of a superpage (SP).
tion benefits. Before the superpage is mapped, the physical
memory can still be accessed via 4KB mappings; afterwards,
the OS loses the ability to track accesses and modifications at
a 4KB granularity. Therefore, an OS may delay the creation
of a superpage mapping if only some of the constituent pages
are dirty in order to avoid unnecessary future I/O.
A superpage mapping is typically created upon a page fault,
on either the initial fault to the memory region or a subsequent
fault after the entire superpage has been prepared. However, if
the physical superpage preparation is asynchronous, then its
superpage mapping may also be created asynchronously. Note
that on some architectures, e.g., ARM, any 4KB mappings
that were previously created must first be destroyed.

2.4

Superpage Mapping Destruction

Superpage mappings can be destroyed at any time, but must
be destroyed whenever any part of the virtual superpage is
freed or has its protection changed. After the superpage mapping is destroyed, 4KB mappings must be recreated for any
constituent pages that have not been freed.
With superpage mappings, the OS cannot track whether
constituent pages are accessed or modified. Therefore, in
some scenarios, the OS may choose to preemptively destroy
a superpage mapping and substitute 512 4KB mappings for it
to enable finer-grained memory management. For example,
when a clean superpage is first modified, the OS could choose
to destroy the superpage mapping in order to only mark the
single modified 4KB page as dirty, potentially reducing future I/O operations. This would require the OS to make a
read-only superpage mapping and use the page fault caused
by the write access to destroy the mapping and replace it with
4KB mappings. Similarly, the OS could choose to destroy a
superpage mapping when under memory pressure to enable
swapping pages at a finer granularity.

2.5

Physical Superpage Deallocation

Generally, a physical superpage is deallocated when an application frees some or all of the virtual superpage, when an
application terminates, or when the OS needs to reclaim memory. If a superpage mapping exists, it must be destroyed before
the physical superpage can be deallocated. Then, either the
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entire 2MB can be returned to the physical memory allocator
or the physical superpage can be “broken” into 4KB pages.
If the physical superpage is broken into its constituent 4KB
pages, the OS can return a subset of those pages to the physical memory allocator. However, returning only a subset of the
constituent pages increases memory fragmentation, decreasing the likelihood of future physical superpage allocations.
Before part or all of a physical superpage is returned to the
physical memory allocator, any constituent pages that have
been prepared but not freed must be preserved. Preservation
typically happens in one of three ways. In-use pages can be
kept rather than returned to the allocator, and 4KB mappings
can be created to those pages. Alternatively, the in-use pages
can be copied to other physical pages, allowing the entire
physical superpage to be returned. The last option is to write
the in-use pages to secondary storage before returning them.

3

State-of-the-art Designs

This section compares the state-of-the-art designs for transparent superpage management in FreeBSD, Linux, and recent
research prototypes (Ingens [20] and HawkEye [24]), with a
particular focus on how they manage the events described in
the previous section.

3.1

FreeBSD

FreeBSD supports transparent superpages for all kinds of
memory, including memory-mapped files and executables. It
decouples physical superpage allocation from preparation by
using a reservation-based memory allocator [23,29]. FreeBSD
tries to allocate (“reserves”) a physical superpage upon the
first page fault to any aligned 2MB region. If physical superpages are available, they are allocated for any memorymapped file exceeding 2MB in size. Anonymous memory
always uses superpages if available, regardless of size, as
anonymous memory is expected to grow.
Once a physical superpage is allocated for anonymous
memory, only the 4KB page that caused the page fault is
prepared, and a reservation entry is created to track all of the
constituent pages. Any subsequent page fault to that 2MB region skips page allocation and simply prepares one additional
4KB page of the physical superpage. The physical superpage
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preparation finishes once all of its constituents have been
prepared. For file-backed memory, the process is the same,
except memory is prepared in 64KB batches to minimize I/O
overhead.
FreeBSD creates superpage mappings synchronously during page faults. FreeBSD only creates a superpage mapping if
the characteristics (e.g., protection and modified state) of all
the constituent 4KB mappings are the same. Identical protections are required for correctness; identical dirty states ensure
that FreeBSD will not do unnecessary I/O to preserve the
contents of the page when it is later deallocated.
Superpage mappings are destroyed on partial memory protection changes and partial unmappings. FreeBSD also preemptively destroys clean superpage mappings before modification. As a result, only one 4KB mapping is marked as dirty,
instead of the entire superpage. Once the last clean 4KB page
is modified, a dirty superpage mapping gets created.
FreeBSD defers physical superpage deallocation as long
as possible in order to minimize memory fragmentation and
preserve the availability of free physical superpages. However, under memory pressure, FreeBSD looks for a partially
prepared physical superpage and breaks the corresponding
reservation to allow the unused memory within that 2MB
physical memory region to be reclaimed for other uses.

3.2

Linux

Linux’s THP only uses superpages for anonymous memory
and tries to allocate a physical superpage on the first page
fault to a 2MB-aligned virtual memory region. If allocation
fails and defragmentation is enabled (the default), it immediately does memory compaction via page migration to create
a free physical superpage. This blocks the faulting process,
increasing page fault latency. Under severe fragmentation,
migration may still fail to create a free physical superpage.
Linux does all-at-once physical superpage preparation: the
entire physical superpage is always zeroed right after being
allocated. This increases the initial page fault latency, but
may reduce the average latency [24]. After this preparation,
a superpage mapping is immediately created. The superpage
mapping will be destroyed if some or all of the superpage is
unmapped or has its protection settings changed. Once some
or all of the superpage has been freed, the physical superpage
is deallocated and free memory is immediately reclaimed.
This “first-touch” superpage policy only allocates physical
superpages at the time of the first page fault. However, Linux
also includes a kernel daemon called “khugepaged”, which
asynchronously scans the system page tables. When it finds an
aligned 2MB anonymous virtual memory region that contains
at least one dirty 4KB mapping, khugepaged tries to allocate
a physical superpage. If a free physical superpage exists, it
acquires it; otherwise, it calls Linux’s memory compaction to
reclaim one by migrating pages.
Before preparing this physical superpage, khugepaged
blocks accesses to the virtual 2MB region by blocking page
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faults within the region and destroying the existing 4KB mappings. It then prepares all of the physical superpage’s constituent 4KB pages, one at a time. For a previously mapped
page, the contents are copied. Previously unmapped pages are
zeroed. Finally, it installs a superpage mapping.
Khugepaged’s preparation is more costly than the firsttouch preparation that occurs in a page fault. It blocks accesses to the 2MB region, causes TLB shootdowns, and pollutes CPU caches. As a result, it is allowed by default to
allocate at most 8 superpages every 10 seconds (1.6 MB/s).
When an application partially frees memory within a
superpage without unmapping the virtual memory (e.g.,
MADV_DONTNEED), it triggers the destruction of the superpage
mapping and the deallocation of the physical superpage. The
remaining in-use memory then gets mapped as 4KB pages.
However, when khugepaged scans this 2MB region, it will
unnecessarily migrate the mapped memory into another allocated superpage and effectively reallocate the freed memory.
It is precisely this behavior of khugepaged which has led to
the severe memory bloating reported in recent work [20, 24].

3.3

Ingens and HawkEye

Recent state-of-the-art prototypes (Ingens [20] and HawkEye [24]) attempt to mitigate the page fault latency spikes
incurred by Linux’s first-touch superpage policy as well as the
memory bloat incurred by khugepaged — behaviors which
have led many to suggest that Linux’s transparent superpage
support be disabled for best performance.
Both systems disable Linux’s first-touch policy, instead
allocating, preparing, and mapping only a single 4KB page
on a page fault. They then effectively modify khugepaged to
more aggressively manage superpages.
Khugepaged’s behavior differs in default Linux, Ingens,
and HawkEye in terms of order, threshold, and rate for superpage creation. To prevent excessive memory bloat, Ingens
increases the threshold to trigger creation of a superpage from
one in-use 4KB page to 90% in-use, meaning there must be
at least 460 4KB mappings in a 2MB region in order to create
a superpage for that region.
Ingens maintains a list of candidate 2MB-aligned regions
on page faults. As long as the list is not empty, Ingens keeps
creating superpage mappings. However, asynchronous superpage creation introduces a fairness problem that the scanning
order of page tables can lead to long delays for some processes. To alleviate this, Ingens prioritizes processes with
fewer superpages. In addition, Ingens actively compacts nonreferenced memory at an aggressive rate.
HawkEye uses the same threshold as default khugepaged:
one 4KB page. Under memory pressure, it scans mapped
superpages and makes their zero-filled 4KB pages copy-onwrite to a single zero-filled page to reclaim memory.
HawkEye also maintains a list of candidate 2MB-aligned
regions, but further weights them by their memory utilization,
the process’s resident size, sampled access frequency and
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TLB overheads. HawkEye then creates a superpage mapping
for the one with the most weight that is believed to bring the
highest TLB overhead, called fine-grained superpage management in the paper [24]. It attempts to obtain considerable
address translation benefits with fewer superpages.
HawkEye’s fine-grained superpage management further
consumes CPU resources besides the migration-based superpage mapping creations. To avoid interference with running processes, it uses the same promotion rate (1.6MB/s) as
Linux’s default khugepaged.

4

Workload Linux-4KB Linux-noKhugepaged Linux
Del-70
11.6 GB
11.7 GB
19.8 GB
Range-XL 14.4 GB
25.7 GB
30.7 GB

Table 1: Redis memory consumption. Linux-noKhugepaged
disables khugepaged.

Analysis of Existing Designs

This section analyzes the designs for transparent superpage
management described in the previous section and presents
several novel observations about them. These observations
motivate the design of Quicksilver.
Platforms. All designs were evaluated on an Intel E3-1245
v6-based server with maximum turbo performance and hyperthreading enabled. This server has 4 physical cores, 32GB
DDR4 2400 ECC RAM, and a 256GB NVMe SSD. Linux
version 4.3 was used, as both Ingens and HawkEye are based
on that version. FreeBSD version 11.2 was used, upon which
Quicksilver is built. Swapping is disabled under every OS.
Benchmarks. A large variety of benchmarks are evaluated.
GUPS performs 232 serial random memory accesses to 230 64bit integers (8GB) [13]. Graphchi-PR, BlockSVM and ANN
use out-of-core implementations to solve big-data tasks [21,
32]. Graphchi-PR computes 3 iterations of PageRank on the
preprocessed Twitter-2010 dataset [19]. BlockSVM trains a
classification model on the kdd2010-bridge dataset [28]. ANN
randomly queries nearest neighbors on 2GB preprocessed
hash tables. XSBench is a parallel computation kernel of
the Monte Carlo neutron transport algorithm [30]. Canneal
and freqmine are PARSEC benchmarks with large memory
footprints [10]. Gcc, mcf, DSjeng and XZ are SPEC CPU2017
benchmarks with large memory footprints [11]. Buildkernel
compiles the FreeBSD 11.2 kernel.
Graphchi-PR, XSBench, canneal and Buildkernel are multithreaded to fully utilize CPU resources. Cold and Warm are
Redis workloads benchmarking throughput and tail latency
from a separate client machine with 8 threads and 16 request pipelines. The Cold workload populates an empty Redis
instance with 16GB of 4KB objects. The Warm workload
queries the fully populated 16GB Redis instance with a set/get
ratio of 5:5 using 4KB objects. Del-70, Del-50, Range-S and
Range-XL are Redis workloads benchmarking memory consumption. Del-70 and Del-50 insert 2 million 8KB objects and
randomly delete 70% and 50% of them, respectively. Range-S
and Range-XL insert randomly sized objects from small and
large size ranges, respectively. Detailed benchmark settings
and scripts can be found in the Quicksilver repository.
Observation 1: Coupling physical allocation, prepara-
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Figure 2: Linux’s first touch policy fails to create superpages.
tion, and mapping of superpages leads to memory bloat
and fewer superpage mappings. It also is not compatible
with transparent use of multiple superpage sizes.
Linux’s first-touch policy couples physical superpage allocation, preparation and superpage mapping creation together.
As a result, it enjoys two obvious benefits. First, it provides
immediate address translation benefits, including shorter page
walk time and increased TLB efficiency. Second, it eliminates
a large number of page faults for a heavily utilized superpage.
Therefore, it is usually the best mapping policy when there is
abundant contiguous free memory.
However, this coupled policy has several drawbacks. First,
it can easily bloat memory and waste time preparing underutilized superpages. In a microbenchmark that sparsely touches
30GB of anonymous memory, Linux’s first-touch policy takes
1.4s to run and consumes 30GB compared to 0.06s and 0.2GB
when disabling transparent huge pages. While such a corner
case is rare when applications use malloc to dynamically
allocate memory, it may still happen in a long-running server,
e.g., Redis. Table 1 shows that Linux’s first touch policy bloats
memory by 78% compared to Linux-4KB on the workload
Range-XL, which inserts objects of random sizes ranging
from 256B to 1MB.
Second, it misses chances to create superpage mappings
when virtual memory grows. During a page fault, Linux cannot create a superpage mapping beyond the heap’s end, so it installs a 4KB page which later prevents creation of a superpage
mapping when the heap grows. Figure 2 shows such behavior
for gcc [11], which includes three compilations. Linux’s firsttouch policy creates a few superpage mappings early in each
compilation, but fails to create more as the heap grows. Instead, promotion-based policies can create more superpages,
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Page Size Anonymous NVMe Disk Spinning Disk
2MB
91 us
1.7 ms
11 ms
1GB
46 ms
0.9 s
7.7 s

Table 2: Page fault latency. Bold numbers are estimations.
e.g., FreeBSD and Linux’s khugepaged.
Third, it cannot be extended to larger anonymous or filebacked superpages. Table 2 estimates the page fault latency on
both 1GB anonymous superpages and 2MB/1GB file-backed
superpages. Faulting a 2MB file-backed superpage on the
NVMe disk costs 1.7ms and faulting a 1GB anonymous superpage takes 46ms. These numbers may cause latency spikes
in server applications. Furthermore, it cannot easily determine
which page size to use on first touch. This is arguably more
of an immediate problem on ARM processors, which support
both 64KB and 2MB superpages.
Observation 2: Asynchronous, out-of-place promotion
alleviates latency spikes but delays physical superpage allocations.
Promotion-based policies can use 4KB mappings and later
replace them with a superpage mapping. This allows for potentially better informed decisions about superpage mapping
creation and can easily be extended to support multiple sizes
of superpages. Specifically, there are two kinds of promotion
policies, named out-of-place promotion and in-place promotion. They differ in whether previously prepared 4KB pages
require migration when preparing a physical superpage.
Under out-of-place promotion a physical superpage is not
allocated in advance, on a page fault a 4KB physical page is
allocated that may neither be contiguous nor aligned with its
neighbors. When the OS decides to create a superpage mapping, it must allocate a physical superpage, migrate mapped
4KB physical pages and zero the remaining ones. At this time,
previously created 4KB mappings are no longer valid.
Linux and recent prototypes [20,24] perform asynchronous,
out-of-place promotion to hide the cost of page migration. As
discussed in Section 3.2, Linux includes khugepaged as a
supplement to create superpage mappings for growing heaps.
The steady, slow increase of Linux’s superpages in Figure 2
is from khugepaged’s out-of-place promotions. However,
khugepaged can easily bloat memory. Table 1 shows a memory bloat from 11.6GB to 19.8GB on workload Del-70, which
randomly deletes 70% of the objects. On workload Range-XL,
it bloats memory from 25.7GB to 30.7GB.
Ingens and HawkEye [20, 24] disable Linux’s first-touch
policy and instead improve the behavior and functionality of
khugepaged, motivated by avoiding latency spikes in server
workloads. Under memory fragmentation, Linux tries to compact memory when it fails to allocate superpages, which
blocks the ongoing page fault and leads to latency spikes.
Ingens and HawkEye enhanced khugepaged and offloaded
superpage allocations from the critical path, alleviating such
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Workloads
Ingens Ingens* HawkEye HawkEye* FreeBSD
GUPS
0.87
0.84
0.28
0.88
0.96
Graphchi-PR 0.58
0.58
0.53
0.60
0.77
BlockSVM
0.81
0.79
0.73
0.81
0.96

Table 3: Speedup over Linux with unfragmented memory. All
systems have worse performance than Linux.
latency spikes. So khugepaged works as their primary superpage management mechanism.
However, out-of-place promotion delays physical superpage allocations and ultimately superpage mapping creation,
because the OS must scan page tables to find candidate
2MB regions and schedule the background tasks to promote them. Table 3 compares in-place promotion (FreeBSD)
with out-of-place promotion (Ingens and HawkEye) on applications where superpage creation speed is critical. While
GUPS only involves random accesses, both Graphchi-PR
and BlockSVM [21, 32] represent important real-life applications – using fast algorithms to process big data that cannot fit in memory. To better illustrate the problem, Ingens*
and HawkEye* were tuned to be more aggressive, so that all
2MB regions containing at least one dirty 4KB mapping are
candidates for promotion. Specifically, Ingens* uses a 0%
utilization threshold instead of 90%; HawkEye* uses a 100%
maximum CPU budget to promote superpages. However, Table 3 shows that FreeBSD consistently and significantly outperforms both of them. In other words, the most conservative
in-place promotion policy creates superpage mappings faster
than the most aggressive out-of-place promotion policy.
Observation 3: Reservation-based policies enable speculative physical page allocation, which enables the use of
multiple page sizes, in-place promotion, and obviates the
need for asynchronous, out-of-place promotion.
In-place promotion does not require page migration. It creates
a physical superpage on the first touch, then incrementally
prepares and maps its constituent 4KB pages without page
allocation. Therefore, the allocation of a physical superpage
is immediate, but its superpage mapping creation is delayed.
To bypass 4KB page allocations, it requires a bookkeeping
system to track allocated physical superpages, e.g., FreeBSD’s
reservation system. On x86-64, after it substitutes a superpage
mapping for the 4KB mappings, it need not flush the previous
4KB mappings from the TLB.
FreeBSD implements an in-place promotion policy based
on its reservation system as described in Section 3.1. It conservatively creates superpage mappings to avoid making performance worse. Navarro, et al. reported negligible overheads
from the reservation system [23].
FreeBSD immediately allocates physical superpages but
delays superpage mapping creation, sacrificing some address
translation benefits. Table 3 shows that Linux consistently outperforms FreeBSD when memory is unfragmented, though
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Linux-4KB
Linux
Frag-0 1.04 GB/s (5.6 ms) 1.34 GB/s (4.1 ms)
Frag-50 1.04 GB/s (5.7 ms) 0.92 GB/s (10.2 ms)

Table 4: Mean throughput and 95th latency of Redis Cold
workload.
they created similar numbers of anonymous superpage mappings.
However, FreeBSD aggressively allocates physical superpages for anonymous memory. Upon a page fault of anonymous memory, it always speculatively allocates a physical
superpage, expecting the heap to grow. This eliminates one
of the primary needs for khugepaged in Linux. In Figure 2,
FreeBSD has most of the memory quickly mapped as superpages, because most speculatively allocated physical superpages end up as fully-prepared pages.
Observation 4: Reservations and delaying partial deallocation of physical superpages fight fragmentation.
Superpages are easily fragmented on a long-running server.
A few 4KB pages can consume a physical superpage, which
benefits little if mapped as a superpage. Existing systems deal
with memory fragmentation in three ways.
Linux compacts memory immediately when it fails to allocate a superpage. It tries to greedily use superpages, but
risks blocking a page fault. Table 4 evaluated the performance
of Redis. Under fragmentation, Linux obtains slightly higher
throughput but much higher tail latency than Linux-4KB.
FreeBSD delays the partial deallocation of a physical superpage to increase the likelihood of reclaiming a free physical
superpage. When individual 4KB pages get freed sooner, they
land in a lower-ordered buddy queue and are more likely to
be quickly reallocated for other purposes. Therefore, performing partial deallocations only when necessary due to memory
pressure decreases fragmentation.
Ingens actively defragments memory in the background
to avoid blocking page faults. It preferably migrates nonreferenced memory, so that it minimizes the interference with
running applications. As a result, Ingens generates fewer latency spikes compared with Linux [20]. These migrations,
however, do consume processor and memory resources.
Observation 5: Bulk zeroing is more efficient on modern
processors than repeated 4KB zeroing.
Modern OSes have abandoned asynchronous page zeroing
because it usually degrades performance in a multiprocess
situation. Furthermore, the introduction of ERMS (Enhanced
REP MOVSB/STOSB) has accelerated page zeroing. However, existing OSes fail to fully exploit the benefits of ERMS
support, because they still zero pages 4KB at a time. Modern
CPUs can zero a 2MB page much faster with bulk zeroing,
which calls the assembly language page zeroing code at a size
larger than 4KB. Table 5 compares 2MB zeroing speed on
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CPU (GHz)
Bulk Size:
E3-1231v3 (3.40)
E3-1245v6 (3.70)
E5-2640v3 (2.60)
E5-2640v4 (2.40)
R7-2700X (4.30)

DRAM
(MHz)
1600
2400
1866
2133
2666

temporal
4KB 32KB 2MB
92
88
87
84
67
65
355 287 280
409 334 325
185 183 159

non-temporal
4KB 32KB 2MB
114 99
97
92
74
71
154 112 106
163 113 106
99
60
53

Table 5: 2MB page zeroing time (us) drops consistently using
a larger bulk size.
five modern machines. Existing OSes take 84–409us to zero
a 2MB superpage. After using a larger bulk size, the range
is improved to 67–334us. Furthermore, these machines have
a consistently short non-temporal (moventi or clzero) bulk
zeroing latency (53–106us). The AMD Ryzen 7 2700X CPU
achieves 53us with the highest CPU and DRAM frequency
and its specific clzero implementation.

5

Design and Implementation

This section describes Quicksilver, an improved transparent
superpage management system based upon the observations
from the previous section. To benefit from in-place promotions, Quicksilver is built upon FreeBSD’s reservation-based
superpage management strategy.

5.1

Design

Aggressive Physical Superpage Allocation. Section 4
shows that aggressive allocation on first touch (as done by
Linux and FreeBSD) is effective. Moreover, Observation 3
shows that FreeBSD’s reservation system allows speculative
physical allocation for anonymous memory and creates even
more superpages than Linux, as shown in Figure 2. Since it
also supports multiple superpage sizes and avoids memory
bloating, Quicksilver retains FreeBSD’s reservation system:
allocating physical superpages when virtual memory regions
that may use superpages are first accessed. Allocation is performed synchronously to avoid page migrations.
The drawbacks of FreeBSD’s use of reservations are
twofold. First, FreeBSD delays preparation and mapping of
superpages, resulting in lower performance than Linux in
some scenarios, as shown in Table 3. However, this is not
inherent in the use of reservations for allocation, but rather
should be addressed via preparation and mapping policies.
Second, holding underutilized physical superpages in reservations can prevent future superpage allocations. However, this
is better resolved via deallocation policies that recognize and
recover from such situations.
Hybrid Physical Superpage Preparation. Quicksilver
strikes a balance between incremental and all-at-once preparation. Reservations are initially prepared incrementally. This
minimizes the initial page fault latency, but loses prompt address translation benefits. Therefore, Quicksilver has an addi-
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tional threshold, t. Once t 4KB pages get prepared, it prepares
the remainder of the superpage all-at-once.
This reduces bloat, as discussed in Observation 1, because
it does not immediately prepare and map the superpage. However, it enables address translation benefits sooner than waiting for the entire superpage to be accessed. The use of a
threshold is further based on previous work showing that the
utilization of physical superpages is largely bimodal [34].
Once more than about 64 4KB pages have been accessed, it
is very likely that the physical superpage will eventually be
fully populated (or very nearly so). Therefore, at that point,
it is very likely to be beneficial to prepare the remainder of
the page and create a superpage mapping for it. Motivated by
Observation 5, bulk zeroing is used to accelerate page zeroing
when zero-filling the remainder of the superpage.
Relaxed Superpage Mapping Creation. Once an entire
physical superpage has been prepared, there is little downside
to immediately creating a superpage mapping for anonymous
memory, which is rarely, if ever, swapped in modern systems.
Therefore, Quicksilver relaxes FreeBSD’s current design —
which does not create a superpage mapping if the accessed or
modified states of the constituent pages differ — to always
create a mapping once the physical superpage has been fully
prepared, as do Linux, Ingens, and HawkEye.
For file-backed superpages, Quicksilver retains FreeBSD’s
write-protection mechanism to avoid extra disk I/O, but no
longer examines if all constituent pages are accessed. Because
memory-mapped files are usually prefetched 64KB at a time,
file-backed superpages may not be fully accessed when they
get fully prepared. By allowing different access bits, more
file-backed superpage mappings can be created. Note that
Linux and its variants do not use superpages at all for files.
On-demand Superpage Mapping Destruction. There is
no reason to destroy a superpage mapping unless some or
all of the memory within the superpage is freed, its protection
is changed, or the physical superpage must be deallocated to
reclaim memory. Therefore, Quicksilver maintains FreeBSD’s
policy of only destroying mappings in the aforementioned
situations.
Preemptive Physical Superpage Deallocation. As discussed in Observation 4, delaying partial deallocation of physical superpages effectively limits fragmentation. However, to
maximize the effectiveness of synchronous physical superpage allocation, there must be available superpages to allocate.
Superpage availability can have a considerable impact on performance as was shown in Table 4. Therefore, Quicksilver
maintains a target number of free physical superpages.
Underutilized reservations that are inactive for a long period are preemptively deallocated. These partially prepared
physical superpages are not yet mapped as superpages, so
the deallocation reduces memory bloat and recovers memory
contiguity. Such preemptive deallocation copes well with hybrid preparation under a population threshold t. As a result,
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preemptive deallocation usually evacuates underutilized and
less frequently accessed superpages.
This approach has three advantages. First, fewer pages are
migrated. Second, the preemptive migration happens in the
background, so it does not happen on the critical path of any
OS function executed by the application. Finally, it is likely to
have minimal impact on running processes, as it is operating
on pages that come from less frequently accessed superpages.

5.2

Implementation

Quicksilver was implemented within FreeBSD 11.2. Quicksilver focuses on anonymous memory, with FreeBSD’s superpage support for file-backed memory slightly improved
(access bit equivalence is no longer required for promotion).
This section further describes the page zeroing mechanism
and the migration/deallocation daemon.
Hybrid Preparation. A physical superpage is incrementally
prepared until it reaches a population threshold, t. Then the
remainder of the physical superpage is prepared by zerofilling it. The system can do this either synchronously or asynchronously, named Sync-t and Async-t. Specifically, Async-t
periodically scans the linked list of partially populated physical reservations and starts zero-filling from the most active
ones reaching the population threshold t. Therefore, it incurs
no fairness issue because the order is determined by physical
allocation activity, not process IDs.
In both cases, zero-filling uses non-temporal stores. When
using Sync-t, pages are zeroed using the largest bulk size
possible, as motivated by Observation 5. Since zeroing is
done by the page fault handler, the page fault handler can
create a superpage mapping immediately after zeroing is complete. When using Async-t, 4KB pages are zeroed individually. While this yields lower zeroing performance, it reduces
lock contention when operating on pages. Since zeroing is
done asynchronously and independently of any process’s virtual address space, a superpage mapping is not created until
the first soft page fault after all pages have been zeroed.
Relaxed Mapping Creation. For anonymous memory, the
superpage mapping creation condition is relaxed to ignore
checking for dirty and access bits. This allows a superpage
mapping to be created immediately after Sync-t completes the
zero-filling (these pages are clean). For file-backed memory,
superpage mappings are created on a soft page fault of a filebacked physical superpage. Default FreeBSD skips mapping
creation because the access bits are inferred not to all be set
when prefaulting the prefetched disk data. After relaxing the
access bit checking, Quicksilver tries to create a superpage
mapping at that point.
Preemptive Deallocation. Physical superpages are often underutilized [20, 34]. Given Observation 4, the system delays
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Threads
1
8

Linux
FreeBSD
default aggressive default emulate Linux ELF
1.05
1.19
1.15
1.16
1.07
0.91
1.11
1.18

Table 6: Canneal performance speedup. Only bold numbers
are comparable.
Linux
FreeBSD
default aggressive default patched [1] match Linux
1.01
1.24
1.02
1.07
1.19
0.4 K
8.2 K
0.0 K
1.2 K
8.2 K

Table 7: Throughput speedup and number of created superpage mappings of a Redis server populated by Del-70. Only
bold numbers are comparable.
partial deallocation of physical superpages. However, to ensure that there are sufficient free physical superpages for future allocations, Quicksilver uses an evacuation daemon to
reclaim free physical superpages by preemptively deallocating underutilized physical superpages.
The daemon maintains a target number of free physical
superpages. It periodically scans the list of partially populated
reservations and examines their inactive time, during which
they are neither populated nor deallocated. If they are inactive
for a long time, e.g., 5 seconds, the daemon then reclaims a
free physical superpage by migrating out its constituent 4KB
pages. To avoid contention with running applications, the
daemon is restricted to use a maximum memory bandwidth
of 1GB/s. This is less than 5% of the evaluated machine.

6

Methodology

Fragmentation. Three fragmentation levels are modeled
to mimic long-running servers, named Frag-0, Frag-50 and
Frag-100. They represent situations from non-fragmented to
severely-fragmented. Specifically, Frag-50 leaves 50% of the
application’s maximum resident memory as free superpages.
The three fragmentation levels are crafted by a user-space
tool which works under a first-touch physical superpage allocation policy (available in both Linux and FreeBSD). It
first fragments superpages until there is memory pressure,
then starts over and fragments a target number of superpages.
Unlike a previous memory fragmentation method [24] that
only performs the latter step, Linux’s memory compaction
usually fails either in page faults or khugepaged. To fragment
a superpage, the tool touches part of a 2MB-aligned virtual
region and unmaps the untouched part. This will trigger a
physical superpage allocation and force a partial deallocation,
fragmenting that physical superpage.
Library Differences. FreeBSD dynamically links executable files with its natively shipped libc, while Linux uses
GNU libc. This makes any performance comparison between
FreeBSD and Linux unfair, because a different implemen-
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tation of a standard function may change performance significantly. For example, the libc string library in FreeBSD
11.2 does not use ERMS optimizations, so memory copyintense applications have worse performance. To remove this
difference, applications were compiled and statically linked
on Linux and then run on FreeBSD using FreeBSD’s Linux
system call emulation. Table 6 shows that natively compiled
canneal on FreeBSD runs slower than emulated canneal, because of slower memory copying in dynamic array resizing.
Although a libc library with ERMS optimizations could be
ported from FreeBSD 12.0, this methodology ensures that the
exact same binaries are run on all systems, eliminating any
possible library differences.
There are three exceptions. GraphChi-PR uses dlopen to
dynamically link the openmp library, so it cannot be statically
compiled. Redis calls gettimeofday() very frequently, causing
huge emulation overhead. Therefore, they are compiled natively on FreeBSD-based systems after porting the libc library
from FreeBSD 12.0. They therefore may have minor libraryinduced performance differences between the Linux-based
and FreeBSD-based systems. Lastly, FreeBSD’s Linux emulation caused significant performance degradation on GUPS,
because of cache misses resulting from an unaligned dynamically allocated data structure. To fix this, GUPS was modified
to use malloc_aligned.
System Tuning. When there are idle CPUs, tuning Linux’s
khugepaged to be more aggressive can obtain better performance. Table 6 shows this in a single-threaded case. This tuning also yields higher throughput for single-threaded Redis, as
shown in Table 7. However, performance degrades when the
application uses all CPUs and competes with khugepaged, so
Linux remains unchanged for the remainder of the evaluation.
FreeBSD 11.2 has suboptimal Redis performance due to
three reasons. First, it uses a network socket buffer size suitable for 1Gbps NICs. Second, its libc has no ERMS optimizations, while memory copying dominates Redis’s performance. Third, it is unlikely to repromote superpages after MADV_FREE (Redis uses MADV_FREE on FreeBSD to save
page faults). Therefore, FreeBSD was tuned to use the correct buffer size for a 40Gbps NIC, and the libc library was
ported from FreeBSD 12.0. Additionally, a recent patch [1]
to FreeBSD was applied to increase the likelihood of superpage repromotion, creating 1.2K more superpage mappings
in Table 7. The dirty bit requirement for anonymous memory was relaxed to match Linux’s performance, creating 8.2K
superpage mappings.
Ingens and HawkEye are evaluated with their default settings. Ingens promotes superpages with a 90%-utilization
threshold. HawkEye promotes superpages at the speed of
1.6MB/s guided by performance counters. Ingens* and HawkEye* are aggressively tuned variants. Specifically, Ingens*
uses a utilization threshold of 0% instead of 90% and enables 1GB/s proactive memory compaction. HawkEye* uses
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a 100% CPU maximum with a promotion threshold of 1.

7

Evaluation

Four variants of Quicksilver are considered, named Sync1, Sync-64, Async-64 and Async-256. They all handle the
five superpage events similarly except for superpage preparation. Therefore, for clarity they are named after their preparation policies. These four variants represent reasonable design
points in the Sync-t and Async-t space, and use the same
1GB/s active defragmentation daemon. They share the same
library and system tunings with FreeBSD. All performance
numbers are the mean of three runs.

7.1

Non-fragmented (Frag-0) Performance

Sync-1 vs. Linux. Sync-1 uses the same superpage preparation and mapping policy for anonymous memory as Linux.
With no fragmentation, Tables 8 and 9 show that they perform
similarly. However, there are two notable differences. First,
Sync-1 speculatively allocates superpages for growing heaps,
which allows it to outperform Linux on canneal and gcc. Their
similar speedups on reservation-based systems validate Observation 3. Second, Sync-1 creates file-backed superpages
and outperforms Linux on ANN and Graphchi-PR.
Promotion Speed. Under Frag-0, FreeBSD often outperforms Ingens, HawkEye and their aggressively tuned variants,
as shown in Table 8. This validates Observation 2, as the
issue is that out-of-place promotion has a slower promotion
speed. Furthermore, as shown in Table 9, on the Redis Cold
workload, Ingens, HawkEye and their aggressively tuned variants even show a slight degradation compared to Linux-4KB.
These systems introduce some noticeable interference with
running applications when they manage superpages in the
background.
Sync-64 mostly outperforms Async-64, because Async-64
zeros pages in the background which can cause interference.
The comparable performance of Sync-64 and Sync-1 shows
that less aggressive preparation and mapping policies can
achieve comparable results to immediately mapping superpages on first touch.

7.2

Performance Under Fragmentation

Table 9 shows that Linux obtains a much higher tail latency
on the Redis Cold workload under Frag-50/100 than Linux4KB, because its on-allocation defragmentation significantly
increases page fault latency. In contrast, FreeBSD does not
actively defragment memory, so it generates no latency spikes.
Ingens and HawkEye offload superpage allocation from
page faults and compact memory in the background, so they
reduce interference and generate few latency spikes on the
Redis Cold workload. Furthermore, as shown in Table 8,
their speedup over Linux increases as fragmentation increases.
However, HawkEye does not achieve the same speedups on
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XSBench that were reported in the original paper [24], because in these application runs, most of its memory compaction fails and its important data was not allocated at the
high end of the address space.
The four variants of Quicksilver all consistently perform
well on both non-server and server workloads, because their
background defragmentation not only avoids increasing page
fault latency, but also succeeds in recovering unfragmented
performance. Specifically, on the Redis Cold workload, Sync1 maintained the highest throughput (1.31 GB/s) while providing low (4.5 ms) tail latency under Frag-100. However, the
per-second background scanning of the evacuation daemon
may fail to improve performance when applications quickly
touch all of their memory in the beginning (e.g. GUPS and
ANN). As a result, there is high performance variation on
GUPS and ANN performance is not improved over other
systems, as shown in Table 8.
Graphchi-PR. On all applications in Table 8, the Sync-t
and Async-t systems all match or outperform Linux. Since
Graphchi-PR is an important and real-world task, it is selected
to elaborate how the design choices described in Section 5
contribute to the 2.18 speedup of Sync-1 under Frag-100.
Under Frag-100, Async-64 obtains a speedup of 1.68,
which is higher than the 1.15 speedup obtained by Ingens* on
Graphchi-PR. When Graphchi-PR terminated, Ingens* has
a total of 1,926 (mean of 3 runs) free physical superpages,
but Async-64 has 11,955 free physical superpages. Although
they have the same memory bandwidth budget (1GB/s) for
active defragmentation, Quicksilver’s evacuation daemon defragments memory more efficiently by identifying inactive
fragmented superpages. The in-place promotions further contribute to the higher speedup of Async-64. When memory is
not fragmented, Async-64 obtains a speedup of 0.83, higher
than all other non-Quicksilver systems.
Sync-64 obtains an even higher speedup of 2.11. The shared
evacuation daemon allows both Async-64 and Sync-64 to allocate a similar number of superpages, but the synchronous
all-at-once preparation implemented by bulk zeroing in Sync64 efficiently removes the delay of creating superpages. With
the same number of superpages, Sync-64 is able to reduce
page walk pending cycles by 76%. The highest speedup is
obtained by Sync-1 with a more aggressive promotion threshold.

7.3

Memory Bloat

All systems suffer less than 1% memory bloat compared to
Linux-4KB on the applications shown in Table 8. However,
long-running servers may still suffer from memory bloat.
When applications frequently allocate and deallocate memory,
an aggressive superpage preparation policy may preemptively
prepare a superpage and sacrifice free memory for minor address translation benefits, ultimately creating false memory
pressure.
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Frag-0
Ingens
Ingens*
HawkEye
HawkEye*
FreeBSD
Sync-1
Sync-64
Async-64
Async-256

GUPS
0.87
0.84
0.28
0.88
0.96
0.99
0.98
0.96
0.96

Graphchi-PR
0.58
0.58
0.53
0.60
0.77
1.07
1.05
0.83
0.82

BlockSVM
0.81
0.79
0.73
0.81
0.96
1.00
1.00
0.97
0.97

XSBench
0.98
0.97
0.88
0.98
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99

ANN
1.00
0.97
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.07
1.08
1.08
1.08

canneal
0.95
0.92
0.95
0.97
1.14
1.14
1.14
1.14
1.14

freqmine
0.99
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.99

gcc
1.00
1.01
0.99
0.99
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05

mcf
0.99
0.96
0.94
0.97
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99

DSjeng
0.99
0.99
0.86
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

XZ
0.96
0.92
0.90
0.94
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99

Frag-50
Ingens
Ingens*
HawkEye
HawkEye*
FreeBSD
Sync-1
Sync-64
Async-64
Async-256

GUPS
0.98
1.24
0.62
0.89
0.98
2.04(0.08)
2.01
2.11
2.11

Graphchi-PR
0.71
0.73
0.68
0.68
0.94
1.37
1.32
1.06
1.05

BlockSVM
0.82
0.86
0.77
0.80
0.89
1.04
1.06
1.02
1.02

XSBench
1.01
1.00
0.91
1.00
1.02
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03

ANN
1.00
0.98
1.00
0.99
0.97
1.04
1.04
1.03
1.03

canneal
0.99
1.00
0.96
0.99
1.01
1.17
1.18
1.17
1.17

freqmine
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

gcc
1.00
1.02
0.99
0.99
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.05

mcf
1.00
0.99
0.97
0.99
1.01
1.03
1.03
1.03
1.03

DSjeng
1.00
1.04
0.92
0.98
1.02
1.05
1.06
1.06
1.06

XZ
0.99
0.97
0.94
0.99
1.01
1.05
1.05
1.04
1.04

Frag-100
Ingens
Ingens*
HawkEye
HawkEye*
FreeBSD
Sync-1
Sync-64
Async-64
Async-256

GUPS
1.02
1.30
0.97
0.96
0.96
2.35(0.30)
2.29(0.14)
1.91(0.21)
2.10(0.22)

Graphchi-PR
1.13
1.15
1.11
1.11
1.10
2.18
2.11
1.68
1.65

BlockSVM
0.86
0.88
0.85
0.84
0.85
1.12
1.13
1.11
1.10

XSBench
1.04
1.13
1.03
1.03
1.04
1.07
1.07
1.06
1.08

ANN
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.04
1.01
0.98
0.98

canneal
1.00
1.06
1.01
1.01
1.05
1.12
1.12
1.12
1.16

freqmine
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

gcc
1.00
1.02
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.05
1.05
1.05
1.06

mcf
1.01
1.03
0.99
0.99
1.00
1.02
1.05
1.05
1.05

DSjeng
1.01
1.08
0.97
0.97
1.04
1.10
1.11
1.11
1.08

XZ
1.02
1.06
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.14
1.14
1.13
1.13

Table 8: Performance speedup over Linux under three fragmentation levels. Red boxes indicate that the system performs worse
than Linux on that application. The normalized standard deviation of runtime is no greater than 5% unless specified in parentheses.
Table 10 compares the memory consumption of four Redis
workloads. Among these workloads, Linux bloats memory the
most, consistent with previous findings [20]. However, Sync1 exhibits lower memory consumption than Linux despite
similar policies. In fact, it is khugepaged that bloats memory.
When a partially deallocated superpage is scanned, it allocates
the memory back to recreate a superpage, undermining the
application’s efforts to free and defragment memory.
All systems other than Linux limit memory consumption
for the first three workloads; they only really differ on RangeXL. HawkEye, FreeBSD, and Async-256 exhibit the lowest
memory consumption on Range-XL, whereas the other systems bloat memory by 40–60%. HawkEye stops allocating
superpages when the TLB overhead is minor, FreeBSD only
promotes fully utilized superpages, and Async-256 has a conservative promotion threshold.
Sync-1 vs. Sync-64 Besides bloating memory, aggressive
preparation policies may cause excessive creation of superpages. This is common when many small processes get forked.
For example, Table 11 shows what happens in a 9-threaded
compilation of the FreeBSD kernel. Sync-1 creates more than
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200k superpages, while the less aggressive Sync-64 only creates around 100k. Over half of the superpages created by
Sync-1 had less than 13% utilization. Consequently, Sync1 spends 13.9% more system time preparing them, which
outweighs their benefits. In a long running server, using an
aggressive policy like Sync-1 could waste both power and
memory contiguity by creating underutilized superpages. In
contrast, Sync-64 avoids such cases and suffers from less performance degradation than Sync-1 in both Table 8 and Table 9.
Therefore, it is more preferable for long-running servers.

8

Related Work

Direct segments have been proposed as a supplement to existing page-based address translation for large-memory applications [9, 14, 18]. While they are effective at reducing the cost
of address translation, they are limited to systems that allocate
nearly all of the system memory to a single application with
the same access rights. While these ideas can be generalized
to some degree, they ultimately limit the flexibility of the OS
to allocate and use physical memory.
Automatic TLB entry coalescing to increase the effective
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Cold
Linux-4KB Linux
Ingens Ingens*
Frag-0
1.04(5.6) 1.34(4.1) 1.00(5.9) 0.98(6.3)
Frag-50
1.04(5.7) 0.92(10.2) 0.95(5.9) 0.97(5.9)
Frag-100 1.07(5.6) 0.81(9.9) 0.94(6.1) 0.97(6.1)

HawkEye
1.00(5.9)
1.02(5.9)
1.00(5.8)

HawkEye*
1.00(5.8)
1.03(5.8)
1.02(5.8)

FreeBSD Sync-1 Sync-64 Async-64
1.11(6.1) 1.26(4.5) 1.20(4.8) 1.10(6.0)
1.04(6.2) 1.25(4.5) 1.27(4.7) 1.09(6.0)
0.98(6.5) 1.31(4.5) 1.26(4.6) 1.14(5.9)

Async-256
1.11(6.0)
1.09(6.0)
1.08(5.9)

Warm
Linux-4KB Linux
Ingens Ingens*
Frag-0
1.06(6.5) 1.32(5.2) 1.23(5.7) 1.21(5.8)
Frag-50
1.07(6.5) 1.17(5.9) 1.09(6.4) 1.19(5.8)
Frag-100 1.07(6.5) 1.16(5.9) 1.01(6.9) 1.09(6.4)

HawkEye
1.03(6.7)
1.03(6.7)
1.05(6.6)

HawkEye*
1.06(6.5)
1.05(6.7)
1.07(6.5)

FreeBSD Sync-1 Sync-64 Async-64
1.30(5.6) 1.32(5.5) 1.31(5.5) 1.31(5.5)
1.18(6.1) 1.32(5.5) 1.32(5.5) 1.31(5.5)
1.10(6.6) 1.33(5.4) 1.34(5.5) 1.33(5.4)

Async-256
1.30(5.6)
1.31(5.5)
1.31(5.5)

Table 9: Redis throughput (GB/s) and 95th latency (ms) of workloads Cold and Warm. Numbers in parentheses are 95th latencies.
The maximum standard deviation is 0.04GB/s for throughput and 0.57ms for 95th latency.
Workload Linux-4KB Linux Ingens Ingens* HawkEye HawkEye* FreeBSD Sync-1 Sync-64 Async-64 Async-256
Del-70
11.6
19.8 11.6
11.7
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6
11.6
Del-50
16.7
19.8 16.8
16.8
16.7
16.9
16.7
16.8
16.8
16.8
16.8
Range-S
14.3
15.6 16.0
15.6
14.9
14.5
14.3
15.6
15.6
15.3
15.1
Range-XL
14.4
30.7 22.7
23.3
15.7
20.6
14.9
23.1
20.9
19.5
15.9

Table 10: Redis memory consumption (GB) of four workloads. Khugepaged further bloats memory in Linux.
Buildkernel
Sync-1
Sync-64
FreeBSD

real
user sys
# SP
# PF
197.7 1409.4 89.4 200.5 K 5.3 M
196.9 1408.8 78.5 99.6 K 10.3 M
203.7 1436.7 98.0 36.9 K 30.2 M

Table 11: Runtime (seconds) and numbers of superpages and
page faults of compiling the FreeBSD 11.2 kernel.
reach of the TLB has been proposed and implemented [26,27].
Essentially, a page walk will load multiple 4KB mappings
found in the same cache line. If these mappings refer to contiguous pages and have identical access privileges, then they
are merged into a single TLB entry. Although TLB entry
coalescing occurs automatically in hardware, it nonetheless
requires the OS to allocate physically contiguous memory.
AMD Ryzen processors do such coalescing [12].
A large body of work has shown that using superpages can
reduce the cost of address translation. Originally, OS support
for superpages required the administrator to manually control
the use of superpages. For example, Linux has long supported
persistent huge pages [4]. A huge page pool with a static
number of huge pages must be allocated by the administrator
before running applications. The persistent huge pages are
pinned in memory and can only be used via specific flags to
mmap system calls. Superpage support in Windows and OS X
are similar to Linux persistent huge pages [3, 6].
To eliminate the need for manual control, FreeBSD, Linux,
and many research prototypes have explored transparent superpage support, as described in Section 3. This support has
been extensively described and studied [16, 17, 20, 23, 24, 29].
As this transparent support for superpages has become widely
available in production OSes, many people have argued that
effectively handling all of the issues that can arise still requires further improvements to OS memory management support [15–17,20,22,24,25]. For example, some of these people
have worked to improve Linux’s superpage management by
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decreasing memory fragmentation and more carefully allocating physical superpages using Linux’s idle page tracking
mechanisms [20, 22, 24, 25, 31]. Others have shown that it is
beneficial to decrease memory fragmentation and increase
the contiguity of physical memory. To achieve this, several efforts have focused on minimizing migration and reducing its
performance impact, while still attempting to reduce fragmentation and increase contiguity [7,8,22,25,31]. The deprecated
lumpy reclaim from Linux was also developed to increase
contiguity [2]. It reclaims a 2MB superpage by finding an
inactive 4KB page and swaps out all dirty 4KB pages inside
the 2MB block. Because these dirty 4KB pages may also contain active ones, swapping them out may hurt performance
instead. Besides efforts on anonymous superpages, Zhou, et
al. augmented FreeBSD to synchronously page-in code and
pad code sections to create more code superpages [33].

9

Conclusions

This paper has performed a comprehensive analysis of superpage management mechanisms and policies. The explicit
enumeration of the five events involved in the life of a superpage provides a framework around which to compare and
contrast superpage management policies. This framework
and analysis yielded five key observations about superpage
management that motivated Quicksilver’s innovative design.
Quicksilver achieves the benefits of aggressive superpage
allocation, while mitigating the memory bloat and fragmentation issues that arise from underutilized superpages. Both
the Sync-1 and Sync-64 variants of Quicksilver are able to
match or beat the performance of existing systems in both
lightly and heavily fragmented scenarios, in terms of application performance, tail latency, and memory bloat. However,
Sync-64 is preferable for long-running servers, as it does not
aggressively create underutilized superpages.
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Effectively Prefetching Remote Memory with Leap
Hasan Al Maruf
University of Michigan

Abstract
Memory disaggregation over RDMA can improve the performance of memory-constrained applications by replacing disk
swapping with remote memory accesses. However, state-ofthe-art memory disaggregation solutions still use data path
components designed for slow disks. As a result, applications
experience remote memory access latency significantly higher
than that of the underlying low-latency network, which itself
can be too high for many applications.
In this paper, we propose Leap, a prefetching solution for
remote memory accesses due to memory disaggregation. At
its core, Leap employs an online, majority-based prefetching
algorithm, which increases the page cache hit rate. We complement it with a lightweight and efficient data path in the
kernel that isolates each application’s data path to the disaggregated memory and mitigates latency bottlenecks arising
from legacy throughput-optimizing operations. Integration of
Leap in the Linux kernel improves the median and tail remote
page access latencies of memory-bound applications by up to
104.04× and 22.62×, respectively, over the default data path.
This leads to up to 10.16× performance improvements for
applications using disaggregated memory in comparison to
the state-of-the-art solutions.

1

Introduction

Modern data-intensive applications [5, 29, 30, 70] experience
significant performance loss when their complete working
sets do not fit into the main memory. At the same time, despite
significant and disproportionate memory underutilization in
large clusters [62, 78], memory cannot be accessed beyond
machine boundaries. Such unused, stranded memory can be
leveraged by forming a cluster-wide logical memory pool via
memory disaggregation, improving application-level performance and overall cluster resource utilization [11, 45, 48].
Two broad avenues have emerged in recent years to expose
remote memory to memory-intensive applications. The first
requires redesigning applications from the ground up using
RDMA primitives [15, 22, 36, 49, 59, 63, 77]. Despite its efficiency, rewriting applications can be cumbersome and may
not even be possible for many applications [10]. Alternatives
rely on well-known abstractions to expose remote memory;
e.g., distributed virtual file system (VFS) for remote file access [10] and distributed virtual memory management (VMM)
for remote memory paging [28, 32, 45, 46, 65].
Because disaggregated remote memory is slower, keeping
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hot pages in the faster local memory ensures better performance. Colder pages are moved to the far/remote memory as
needed [9, 32, 45]. Subsequent accesses to those cold pages
go through a slow data path inside the kernel – for instance,
our measurements show that an average 4KB remote page
access takes close to 40 µs in state-of-the-art memory disaggregation systems like Infiniswap. Such high access latency
significantly affects performance because memory-intensive
applications can tolerate at most single µs latency [28, 45].
Note that the latency of existing systems is many times more
than the 4.3 µs average latency of a 4KB RDMA operation,
which itself can be too high for some applications.
In this paper, we take the following position: an ideal solution should minimize remote memory accesses in its critical
path as much as possible. In this case, a local page cache can
reduce the total number of remote memory accesses – a cache
hit results in a sub-µs latency, comparable to that of a local
page access. An effective prefetcher can proactively bring in
correct pages into the cache and increase the cache hit rate.
Unfortunately, existing prefetching algorithms fall short
for several reasons. First, they are designed to reduce disk
access latency by prefetching sequential disk pages in large
batches. Second, they cannot distinguish accesses from different applications. Finally, they cannot quickly adapt to temporal changes in page access patterns within the same process.
As a result, being optimistic, they pollute the cache with unnecessary pages. At the same time, due to their rigid pattern
detection technique, they often fail to prefetch the required
pages into the cache before they are accessed.
In this paper, we propose Leap, an online prefetching solution that minimizes the total number of remote memory
accesses in the critical path. Unlike existing prefetching algorithms that rely on strict pattern detection, Leap relies on
approximation. Specifically, it builds on the Boyer-Moore
majority vote algorithm [17] to efficiently identify remote
memory access patterns for each individual process. Relying on an approximate mechanism instead of looking for
trends in strictly consecutive accesses makes Leap resilient to
short-term irregularities in access patterns (e.g., due to multithreading). It also allows Leap to perform well by detecting
trends only from remote page accesses instead of tracing
the full virtual memory footprint of an application, which
demands continuous scanning and logging of the hardware
access bits of the whole virtual address space and results in
high CPU and memory overhead. In addition to identifying
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real-world memory-intensive applications with production workloads (§5.3).
• We evaluate Leap’s prefetcher against practical real-time
prefetching techniques (Next-K Line, Stride, Linux Readahead) and show that simply replacing the default Linux
prefetcher with Leap’s prefetcher can provide applicationlevel performance benefit (1.1–3.36× better) even when
they are paging to slower storage (e.g., HDD, SSD) (§5.2).

2
Block Device Driver
HDD: 91.48 us
SSD: 20 us
RDMA: 4.3 us

2.1

Remote Memory

Storage
Block Devices
(HDD, SSD, etc.)

Remote Memory

Figure 1: High-level life cycle of page requests in Linux data path
along with the average time spent in each stage.

the majority access pattern, Leap determines how many pages
to prefetch following that pattern to minimize cache pollution.
While reducing cache pollution and increasing the cache
hit rate, Leap also ensures that the host machine faces minimal memory pressure due to the prefetched pages. To move
pages from local to remote memory, the kernel needs to scan
through the entire memory address-space to find eviction candidates – the more pages it has, the more time it takes to scan.
This increases the memory allocation time for new pages.
Therefore, alongside a background LRU-based asynchronous
page eviction policy, Leap eagerly frees up a prefetched cache
just after it gets hit and reduces page allocation wait time.
We complement our algorithm with an efficient data path
design for remote memory accesses that is used in case of a
cache miss. It isolates per-application remote traffic and cuts
inessentials in the end-host software stack (e.g., the block
layer) to reduce host-side latency and handle a cache miss
with latency close to that of the underlying RDMA operations.
Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper:
• We analyze the data path latency overheads for disaggregated memory systems and find that existing data path
components can not consistently support single µs 4KB
page access latency (§2).
• We propose Leap, a novel online prefetching algorithm
(§3) and an eager prefetch cache eviction policy along
with a leaner data path, to improve remote I/O latency.
• We implement Leap on Linux Kernel 4.4.125 as a separate
data path for remote memory access (§4). Applications
can choose either Linux’s default data path for traditional
usage or Leap for going beyond the machine’s boundary
using unmodified Linux ABIs.
• We evaluate Leap’s effectiveness for different memory
disaggregation frameworks. Leap’s faster data path and
effective cache management improve the median and tail
4KB page access latency by up to 104.04× and 22.62×
for micro-benchmarks (§5.1) and by 1.27–10.16× for
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Memory disaggregation systems logically expose unused cluster memory as a global memory pool that is used as the slower
memory for machines with extreme memory demand. This
improves the performance of memory-intensive applications
that have to frequently access slower memory in memoryconstrained settings. At the same time, the overall cluster
memory usage gets balanced across the machines, decreasing
the need for memory over-provisioning per machine.
Access to remote memory over RDMA without significant
application rewrites typically relies on two primary mechanisms: disaggregated VFS [10], that exposes remote memory
as files and disaggregated VMM for remote memory paging [32, 45, 65]. In both cases, data is communicated in small
chunks or pages. In case of remote memory as files, pages
go through the file system before they are written to/read
from the remote memory. For remote memory paging and
distributed OS, page faults cause the virtual memory manager
to write pages to and read them from the remote memory.

2.2

Remote Memory Data Path

State-of-the-art memory disaggregation frameworks depend
on the existing kernel data path that is optimized for slow
disks. Figure 1 depicts the major stages in the life cycle of
a page request. Due to slow disk access times – average
latencies for HDDs and SSDs range between 4–5 ms and 80–
160 µs, respectively – frequent disk accesses have a severe
impact on application throughput and latency. Although the
recent rise of memory disaggregation is fueled by the hope
that RDMA can consistently provide single µs 4KB page
access latency [11, 28, 32], this is often a wishful thinking in
practice [79]. Blocking on a page access – be it from HDD,
SSD, or remote memory – is often unacceptable.
To avoid blocking on I/O, race conditions, and synchronization issues (e.g., accessing a page while the page out process
is still in progress), the kernel uses a page cache. To access a
page from slower memory, it is first looked up in the appropriate cache location; a hit results in almost memory-speed
page access latency. However, when the page is not found in
the cache (i.e., a miss), it is accessed through a costly block
device I/O operation that includes several queuing and batching stages to optimize disk throughput by merging multiple
contiguous smaller disk I/O requests into a single large re-
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(b) Stride-10

Figure 2: Data path latencies for two access patterns. Memory disaggregation systems have some constant implementation overheads
that cap their minimum latency to around 1 µs.

quest. On average, these batching and queuing operations
cost around 34 µs and over a few milliseconds at the tail. As
a result, a cache miss leads to more than 100× slower latency than a hit; it also introduces high latency variations. For
microsecond-latency RDMA environments, this unnecessary
wait-time has a severe impact on application performance.

2.3

Prefetching in Linux

Linux tries to store files on the disk in adjacent sectors to increase sequential disk accesses. The same happens for paging.
Naturally, existing prefetching mechanisms are designed assuming a sequential data layout. The default Linux prefetcher
relies on the last two page faults: if they are for consecutive pages, it brings in several sequential pages into the page
cache; otherwise, it assumes that there are no patterns and reduces or stops prefetching. This has several drawbacks. First,
whenever it observes two consecutive paging requests for consecutive pages, it over-optimistically brings in pages that may
not even be useful. As a result, it wastes I/O bandwidth and
causes cache pollution by occupying valuable cache space.
Second, simply assuming the absence of any pattern based
on the last two requests is over-pessimistic. Furthermore, all
the applications share the same swap space in Linux; hence,
pages from two different processes can share consecutive
places in the swap area. An application can also have multiple, inter-leaved stride patterns – for example, due to multiple
concurrent threads. Overall, considering only the last two
requests to prefetch a batch of pages falter on both respects.
To illustrate this, we measure the page access latency for
two memory access patterns: (a) Sequential accesses memory
pages sequentially, and (b) Stride-10 accesses memory in
strides of 10 pages. In both cases, we use a simple application
with its working set size set to 2GB. For disaggregated VMM,
it is provided 1GB memory to ensure that 50% of its access
cause paging. For disaggregated VFS, it performs 1GB remote
write and then another 1GB remote read operations.
Figure 2 shows the latency distributions for 4KB page accesses from disk and disaggregated remote memory for both
of the access patterns. For a prefetch size of 8 pages, both
perform well for the Sequential pattern; this is because 80%
of the requests hit the cache. In contrast, we observe signif-
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Figure 3: Fractions of sequential, stride, and other access patterns
in page fault sequences of length X (Window-X).

icantly higher latency in the Stride-10 case because all the
requests miss the page cache due to the lack of consecutiveness in successive page accesses. By analyzing the latency
breakdown inside the data path for Stride-10 (as shown in Figure 1), we make two key observations. First, although RDMA
can provide significantly lower latency than disk (4.3µs vs.
91.5µs), RDMA-based solutions do not benefit as much from
that (38.3µs vs. 125.5µs). This is because of the significant
data path overhead (on average 34µs) to prepare and batch
a request before dispatching it. Significant variations in the
preparation and batching stages of the data path cause the
average to stray far from the median. Second, the existing
sequential data layout-based prefetching mechanism fails to
serve the purpose in the presence of diverse remote page access patterns. Solutions based on fixed stride sizes also fall
short because stride sizes can vary over time within the same
application. Besides, there can be more complicated patterns
beyond stride or no repetitions at all.
Shortcoming of Strict Pattern Finding for Prefetching
Figure 3 presents the remote page access patterns of four
memory-intensive applications during page faults when they
are run with 50% of their working sets in memory (more
details in Section 5.3). Here, we consider all page fault sequences within a window of size X ∈ {2, 4, 8} in these applications. Therefore, we divide the page fault scenarios into
three categories: sequential when all pages within the window
of X are sequential pages, stride when the pages within the
window of X have the same stride from the first page, and
other when it is neither sequential nor stride.
The default prefetcher in Linux finds strict sequential patterns in window size X = 2 and tunes up its aggressiveness
accordingly. For example, page faults in PowerGraph and
VoltDB follow 67% and 27% sequential pattern within window size X = 2, respectively. Consequently, for these two
applications, Linux optimistically prefetches many pages into
the cache. However, if we look at the X = 8 case, the percentage of sequential pages within consecutive page faults goes
down to 53% and 7% for PowerGraph and VoltDB, respectively. Meaning, for these two applications, 14–20% of the
prefetched pages are not consumed immediately. This creates
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Figure 4: Due to Linux’s lazy cache eviction policy, page caches
waste the cache area for significant amount of time.

unnecessary memory pressure and might even lead to cache
pollution. At the same time, all non-sequential patterns in
the X = 2 case fall under the stride category. Considering
the low cache hit rate, Linux pessimistically decreases/stops
prefetching in those cases, which leads to a stale page cache.
Note that strictly expecting all X accesses to follow the
same pattern results in not having any patterns at all (e.g.,
when X = 8), because this cannot capture the transient interruptions in sequence. In that case, following the major sequential and/or stride trend within a limited page access history
window is more resilient to short-term irregularities. Consecutively, when X = 8, a majority-based pattern detection can
detect 11.3%–29.7% more sequential accesses. Therefore, it
can successfully prefetch more accurate pages into the page
cache. Besides sequential and stride access patterns, it is also
transparent to irregular access patterns; e.g., for Memcached,
it can detect 96.4% of the irregularity.
Prefetch Cache Eviction Linux kernel maintains an asynchronous background thread (kswapd) to monitor the machine’s memory consumption. If the overall memory consumption goes beyond a critical memory pressure or a process’s memory usage hits its limit, it determines the eviction
candidates by scanning over the in-memory pages to find out
the least-recently-used (LRU) ones. Then, it frees up the selected pages from the main memory to allocate new pages.
A prefetched cache waits into the LRU list for its turn to get
selected for eviction even though it has already been used by
a process (Figure 4). Unnecessary pages waiting for eviction
in-memory leads to extra scanning time. This extra wait-time
due to lazy cache eviction policy adds to the overall latency,
especially in a high memory pressure scenario.

3

Remote Memory Prefetching

In this section, we first highlight the characteristics of an ideal
prefetcher. Next, we present our proposed online prefetcher
along with its different components and the design principles behind them. Finally, we discuss the complexity and
correctness of our algorithm.

3.1

Properties of an Ideal Prefetcher

A prefetcher’s effectiveness is measured along three axes:
• Accuracy refers to the ratio of total cache hits and the total
pages added to the cache via prefetching.
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Trade-off An aggressive prefetcher can hide the slower
memory access latency by bringing pages well ahead of the
access requests. This might increase the accuracy, but as
prefetched pages wait longer to get consumed, this wastes
the effective cache and I/O bandwidth. On the other hand, a
conservative prefetcher has lower prefetch consumption time
and reduces cache and bandwidth contention. However, it
has lower coverage and cannot hide memory access latency
completely. An effective prefetcher must balance all three.
An effective prefetcher must be adaptive to temporal
changes in memory access patterns as well. When there is a
predictable access pattern, it should bring pages aggressively.
In contrast, during irregular accesses, the prefetch rate should
be throttled down to avoid cache pollution.
Prefetching algorithms use prior page access information
to predict future access patterns. As such, their effectiveness
largely depends on how well they can detect patterns and
predict. A real-time prefetcher has to face a trade-off between
pattern identification accuracy vs. computational complexity and resource overhead. High CPU usage and memory
consumption will negatively impact application performance
even though they may help in increasing accuracy.
Common Prefetching Techniques The most common and
simple form of prefetching is spatial pattern detection [51].
Some specific access patterns (i.e., stride, stream, etc.) can
be detected with the help of special hardware (HW) features [33, 35, 66, 80]. However, they are typically applied
to identify patterns in instruction access that are more regular;
in contrast, data access patterns are more irregular. Special
prefetch instructions can also be injected into an application’s
source code, based on compiler or post-execution based analysis [27,40,41,60,61]. However, compiler-injected prefetching
needs a static analysis of the cache miss behavior before the
application runs. Hence, they are not adaptive to dynamic
cache behavior. Finally, HW- or software (SW)-dependent
prefetching techniques are limited to the availability of the
special HW/SW features and/or application modification.
Summary An ideal prefetcher should have low computational and memory overhead. It should have high accuracy,
coverage, and timeliness to reduce cache pollution; an adaptive prefetch window is imperative to fulfill this requirement.
It should also be flexible to both spatial and temporal locality in memory accesses. Finally, HW/SW independence and
application transparency make it more generic and robust.
Table 1 compares different prefetching methods.

3.2

Majority Trend-Based Prefetching

Leap has two main components: detecting trends and deter-
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Next-N-Line [52]
Stride [14]
GHB PC [54]
Instruction Prefetch [27, 41]
Linux Read-Ahead [72]
Leap Prefetcher

Low Computational
Complexity
X
X
X
X
X
X

Low Memory
Overhead
X
X
X
X
X
X

Unmodified
Application
X
X
X
X
X
X

HW/SW
Independent
X
X
X
X
X
X

Temporal
Locality
X
X
X
X
X
X

Spatial
Locality
X
X
X
X
X
X

High Prefetch
Utilization
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 1: Comparison of prefetching techniques based on different objectives.

Algorithm 1 Trend Detection
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

procedure F IND T REND(Nsplit )
Hsize ← SIZE(AccessHistory)
w ← Hsize /Nsplit . Start with small detection window
∆ma j ← 0/
while true do
∆ma j ← Boyer-Moore on {Hhead , . . . , Hhead−w−1 }
w ← w∗2
if ∆ma j 6= major trend then
∆ma j ← 0/

10:
11:
12:

if ∆ma j 6= 0/ or w >Hsize then
return ∆ma j

0x45
-3
t1

Trend Detection

Existing prefetch solutions rely on strict pattern identification mechanisms (e.g., sequential or stride of fixed size) and
fail to ignore temporary irregularities. Instead, we consider
a relaxed approach that is robust to short-term irregularities.
Specifically, we identify the majority ∆ values in a fixed-size
(Hsize ) window of remote page accesses (ACCESS H ISTORY)
and ignore the rest. For a window of size w, a ∆ value is said to
be the major only if it appears at least bw/2c + 1 times within
that window. To find the majority ∆, we use the Boyer-Moore
majority vote algorithm [17] (Algorithm 1), a linear-time and
constant-memory algorithm, over ACCESS H ISTORY elements.
Given a majority ∆, due to the temporal nature of remote page
access events, it can be hypothesized that subsequent ∆ values
are more likely to be the same as the majority ∆.
Note that if two pages are accessed together, they will be
aged and evicted together in the slower memory space at
contiguous or nearby addresses. Consequently, the temporal
locality in virtual memory accesses will also be observed in
the slower page accesses and an approximate stride should be
enough to detect that.
Window Management If a memory access sequence
follows a regular trend, then the majority ∆ is likely to be
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return ∆ma j

mining what to prefetch. The first component looks for any
approximate trend in earlier accesses. Based on the trend
availability and prefetch utilization information, the latter
component decides how many and which pages to prefetch.
3.2.1

0x48
+72
t0

0x08
+2
t8

0x0A
+2
t9

0x0C 0x10
+2
+4
t10
t11

0x39
-41
t12
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t13

0x14 0x16
+2
+2
t14
t15

(d) at time t15

Figure 5: Content of ACCESS H ISTORY at different time. Solid colored boxes indicate the head position at time ti . Dashed boxes indicate detection windows. Here, time rolls over at t8 .

found in almost any part of that sequence. In that case, a
smaller window can be more effective as it reduces the total
number of operations. So instead of considering the entire
ACCESS H ISTORY, we start with a smaller window that starts
from the head position (Hhead ) of ACCESS H ISTORY. For
a window of size w, we find the major ∆ appearing in the
Hhead , Hhead−1 , ..., Hhead−w−1 elements.
However, in the presence of short-term irregularities, small
windows may not detect a majority. To address this, the
prefetcher starts with a small detection window and doubles
the window size up to ACCESS H ISTORY size until it finds a
majority; otherwise, it determines the absence of a majority.
The smallest window size can be controlled by Nsplit .
Example Let us consider a ACCESS H ISTORY with Hsize =
8 and Nsplit = 2. Say pages with the following addresses:
0x48, 0x45, 0x42, 0x3F, 0x3C, 0x02, 0x04, 0x06, 0x08,
0x0A, 0x0C, 0x10, 0x39, 0x12, 0x14, 0x16, were requested in
that order. Figure 5 shows the corresponding ∆ values stored
in ACCESS H ISTORY, with t0 being the earliest and t15 being
the latest request. At ti , Hhead stays at the ti -th slot.
F IND T REND in Algorithm 1 will initially try to detect a
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Algorithm 2 Prefetch Candidate Generation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

procedure G ET P REFETCH W INDOW S IZE(page Pt )
PWsizet
. Current prefetch window size
PWsizet−1
. Last prefetch window size
Chit
. Prefetched cache hits after last prefetch
if Chit = 0 then
if Pt follows the current trend then
PWsizet ← 1
. Prefetch a page along trend
else
PWsizet ← 0
. Suspend prefetching
else
. Earlier prefetches had hits
PWsizet ← Round up Chit + 1 to closest power of 2
PWsizet ← min(PWsizet , PWsizemax )
if PWsizet <PWsizet−1 /2 then
. Low cache hit
PWsizet ← PWsizet−1 /2
. Shrink window smoothly

15:
16:
17:

Chits ← 0
PWsizet−1 ← PWsizet
return PWsizet

procedure D O P REFETCH(page Pt )
PWsizet ← G ET P REFETCH W INDOW S IZE(Pt )
if PWsizet 6= 0 then
∆ma j ← F IND T REND(N_split)
if ∆ma j 6= 0/ then
Read PWsizet pages with ∆ma j stride from Pt
24:
else
25:
Read PWsizet pages around Pt with latest ∆ma j

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

26:
27:

else
Read only page Pt

trend using a window size of 4. Upon failure, it will look for
a trend first within a window size of 8.
At time t3 , F IND T REND successfully finds a trend of -3
within the t0 –t3 window (Figure 5a).
At time t7 , the trend starts to shift from -3 to +2. At that
time, t4 –t7 window does not have a majority ∆, which doubles
the window to consider t0 –t7 . This window does not have any
majority ∆ either (Figure 5b). However, at t8 , a majority ∆ of
+2 within t5 –t8 will be adopted as the new trend (Figure 5c).
Similarly, at t15 , we have a majority of +2 in the t8 –t15 ,
which will continue to the +2 trend found at t8 while ignoring
the short-term variations at t12 and t13 (Figure 5d).
3.2.2

Prefetch Candidate Generation

So far we have focused on identifying the presence of a trend.
Algorithm 2 determines whether and how to use that trend for
prefetching for a request for page Pt .
We determine the prefetch window size (PWsizet ) based on
the accuracy of prefetches between two consecutive prefetch
requests (see G ET P REFETCH W INDOW S IZE). Any cache hit
of the prefetched data between two consecutive prefetch requests indicates the overall effectiveness of the prefetch. In
case of high effectiveness (i.e., a high cache hit), PWsizet is
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expanded until it reaches maximum size (PWsizemax ). On the
other hand, low cache hit indicates low effectiveness; in that
case, the prefetch window size gets reduced. However, in
the presence of drastic drops, prefetching is not suspended
immediately. The prefetch window is shrunk smoothly to
make the algorithm flexible to short-term irregularities. When
prefetching is suspended, no extra pages are prefetched until a
new trend is detected. This is to avoid cache pollution during
irregular/unpredictable accesses.
Given a non-zero PWsize , the prefetcher brings in PWsize
pages following the current trend, if any (D O P REFETCH). If
no majority trend exists, instead of giving up right away, it
speculatively brings PWsize pages around Pt ’s offset following
the previous trend. This is to ensure that short-term irregularities cannot completely suspend prefetching.
Prefetching in the Presence of Irregularity F IND T REND
can detect a trend within a window of size w in the presence of
at most bw/2c − 1 irregularities within it. If the window size
is too small or the window has multiple perfectly interleaved
threads with different strides, F IND T REND will consider it
a random pattern. In that case, if the PWsize has a non-zero
value then it performs a speculative prefetch (line 25) with
the previous ∆ma j . If that ∆ma j is one of the interleaved strides,
then this speculation will cause cache hit and continue. Otherwise, PWsize will eventually be zero and the prefetcher will
stop bringing unnecessary pages. In that case, the prefetcher
cannot be worse than the existing prefetch algorithms.
Prefetching During Constrained Bandwidth In Leap,
faulted page read and prefetch are done asynchronously. Here,
prefetching has a lower priority. In extreme bandwidth constraints, prefetched pages will take a long time to arrive and
result in fewer cache hits. This will eventually shrink down
PWsize . Thus, dynamic prefetch window sizing will help in
bandwidth-constrained scenarios.
Effect of Huge Page Linux kernel splits a huge page into
4KB pages before swapping. When transparent huge page is
enabled, Leap will be applied on these splitted 4KB pages.
Note that, using huge pages will result in high amplification
for dirty data [18]. Besides, average RDMA latencies for 4KB
vs 2MB page are 3µs vs 330µs. If huge pages were never split,
to maintain single µs latency for 2MB pages, we will need
a significantly larger prefetch window size (PWsize ≥ 128),
demanding more bandwidth and cache space, and making
mispredictions more expensive.

3.3

Analysis

Time Complexity The F IND T REND function in Algorithm 1 initially tries to detect trend aggressively within a
smaller window using the Boyer-Moor Majority Voting algorithm. If it fails, then it expands the window size. The
Boyer-Moor Majority Voting algorithm (line 6) detects a majority element (if any) in O(w) time, where w is the size of
the window. In the worst case, it will invoke the Boyer-Moor
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Figure 6: Leap has a faster data path for a cache miss.

Majority Voting algorithm for O(logHsize ) times. However, as
the windows are continuous, searching in a new window does
not need to start from the beginning and the algorithm never
access the same item twice. Hence, the worst-case time complexity of the F IND T REND function is O(Hsize ), where Hsize
is the size of the ACCESS H ISTORY queue. For smaller Hsize
the computational complexity is constant. Even for Hsize = 32,
the prefetcher provides significant performance gain (§5) that
greatly outweighs the slight extra computational cost.
Memory Complexity The Boyer-Moor Majority Voting algorithm operates on constant memory space. F IND T REND
just invokes the Boyer-Moor Majority Voting algorithm and
does not require any additional memory to execute. So, the
Trend Detection algorithm needs O(1) space to operate.
Correctness of Trend Detection The correctness of F IND T REND depends on that of the Boyer-Moor Majority Voting
algorithm, which always provides the majority element, if one
exists, in linear time (see [17] for the formal proof).

4

System Design

We have implemented our prefetching algorithm as a data
path replacement for memory disaggregation frameworks (we
refer to this design as Leap data path) alongside the traditional
data path in Linux kernel v4.4.125. Leap has three primary
components: a page access tracker to isolate processes, a
majority-based prefetching algorithm, and an eager cache
eviction mechanism. All of them work together in the kernel
space to provide a faster data path. Figure 6 shows the basic
architecture of Leap’s remote memory access mechanism. It
takes only around 400 lines of code to implement the page
access tracker, prefetcher, and the eager eviction mechanism.

4.1

Page Access Tracker

Leap isolates each process’s page access data paths. The page
access tracker monitors page accesses inside the kernel that
enables the prefetcher to detect application-specific page access trends. Leap does not monitor in-memory pages (hot
pages) because continuously scanning and recording the hardware access bits of a large number of pages causes significant
computational overhead and memory consumption. Instead,
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it monitors only the cache look-ups and records the access
sequence of the pages after I/O requests or page faults, trading
off a small loss in access pattern detection accuracy for low
resource overhead. As temporal locality in the virtual memory
space results in a spatial locality in the remote address space,
just monitoring the remote page accesses is often enough.
The page access tracker is added as a separate control
unit inside the kernel. Upon a page fault, during the page-in
operation (do_swap_page() under mm/memory.c), we notify (log_access_history()) Leap’s page access tracker
about the page fault and the process involved. Leap maintains
process-specific fixed-size (Hsize ) FIFO ACCESS H ISTORY
circular queues to record the page access history. Instead of
recording exact page addresses, however, we only store the
difference between two consecutive requests (∆). For example, if page faults happen for addresses 0x2, 0x5, 0x4, 0x6,
0x1, 0x9, then ACCESS H ISTORY will store the corresponding
∆ values: 0, +3, -1, +2, -5, +8. This reduces the storage space
and computation overhead during trend detection (§3.2.1).

4.2

The Prefetcher

To increase the probability of cache hit, Leap incorporates the
majority trend-based prefetching algorithm (§3.2). Here, the
prefetcher considers each process’s earlier remote page access histories available in the respective ACCESS H ISTORY to
efficiently identify the access behavior of different processes.
Because threads of the same process share memory with each
other, we choose process-level detection over thread-based.
Thread-based pattern detection may result in requesting the
same page for prefetch multiple times for different threads.
Two consecutive page access requests are temporally correlated in the sense that they may happen together in the
future. The ∆ values stored in the ACCESS H ISTORY records
the spatial locality in the temporally correlated page accesses.
Therefore, the prefetcher utilizes both temporal and spatial
localities of page accesses to predict future page demand.
The prefetcher is added as a separate control unit
inside the kernel. While paging-in, instead of going
through the default swapin_readahead(), we reroute it through the prefetcher’s do_prefetch() function. Whenever the prefetcher generates the prefetch
candidates, Leap bypasses the expensive request
scheduling and batching operations of the block layer
(swap_readpage()/swap_writepage() for paging and
generic_file_read()/generic_file_write() for the
file systems) and invokes leap_remote_io_request() to
re-direct the request through Leap’s asynchronous remote I/O
interface over RDMA (§4.4).

4.3

Eager Cache Eviction

Leap maintains a circular linked list of prefetched caches
(P REFETCH F IFO L RU L IST). Whenever a page is fetched from
remote memory, besides the kernel’s global LRU lists, Leap
adds it at the tail of the linked list. After the prefetch cache
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gets hit and the page table is updated, Leap marks the page
as an eviction candidate. A separate background process continuously removes eviction candidates from P REFETCH F I FO L RU L IST and frees up those pages to the buddy list. As
an accurate prefetcher is timely in using the prefetched data,
in Leap, prefetched caches do not wait long to be freed up.
For workloads where repeated access to paged-in data is not
so common, this eager eviction of prefetched pages reduces
the wait time to find and allocate new pages - on average,
page allocation time is reduced by 750ns (36% less than the
usual). Thus, new pages can be brought to the memory more
quickly leading to a reduction in the overall data path latency.
For workloads where paged-in data is repeatedly used, Leap
considers the frequency of access for prefetched pages and
exempt them from eager eviction.
However, if the prefetched pages need to be evicted even
before they get consumed (e.g., at severe global memory
pressure or extreme constrained prefetch cache size scenario),
due to the lack of any access history, prefetched pages will
follow a FIFO eviction order among themselves from the
P REFETCH F IFO L RU L IST. Reclamation of other memory
(file-backed or anonymous page) follows the existing LRUbased eviction technique by kswapd in the kernel. We modify
the kernel’s Memory Management Unit (mm/swap_state.c)
to add the prefetch eviction related functions.

4.4

Remote I/O Interface

Similar to existing works [10, 32], Leap uses an agent in
each host machine to expose a remote I/O interface to the
VFS/VMM over RDMA. The host machine’s agent communicates to another remote agent with its resource demand
and performs remote memory mapping. The whole remote
memory space is logically divided into fixed-size memory
slabs. A host agent can map slabs across one or more remote
machine(s) according to its resource demand, load balancing,
and fault tolerance policies.
The host agent maintains a per CPU core RDMA connection to the remote agent. We use the multi-queue IO queuing
mechanism where each CPU core is configured with an individual RDMA dispatch queue for staging remote read/write
requests. Upon receiving a remote I/O request, the host generates/retrieves a slot identifier, extracts the remote memory
address for the page within that slab, and forwards the request
to the RDMA dispatch queue to perform read/write over the
RDMA NIC. During the whole process, Leap completely
bypasses the expensive block layer operations.
Resilience, Scalability, & Load Balancing One can use
existing memory disaggregation frameworks [10, 32, 65] with
respective scalability and fault tolerance characteristics and
still have the performance benefits of Leap. We do not claim
any innovation here. In our implementation, the host agent
leverages the power of two choices [53] to minimize memory imbalance across remote machines. Remote in-memory
replication is the default fault tolerance mechanism in Leap.
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5

Evaluation

We evaluate Leap on a 56 Gbps InfiniBand cluster on CloudLab [3]. Our key results are as follows:
• Leap provides a faster data path to remote memory. Latency for 4KB remote page accesses improves by up to
104.04× (24.96×) at the median and 22.06× (17.32×)
at the tail in case of Disaggregated VMM (VFS) (§5.1).
• While paging to disk, our prefetcher outperforms its counterparts (Next-K, Stride, and Read-Ahead) by up to 1.62×
for cache pollution and up to 10.47× for cache miss. It
improves prefetch coverage by up to 37.51% (§5.2).
• Leap improves the end-to-end application completion
times of PowerGraph, NumPy, VoltDB, and Memcached
by up to 9.84× and their throughput by up to 10.16× over
existing memory disaggregation solutions (§5.3).
Methodology We integrate Leap inside the Linux kernel,
both in its VMM and VFS data paths. As a result, we evaluate
its impact on three primary mediums.
• Local disks: Here, Linux swaps to a local HDD and SSD.
• Disaggregated VMM (D-VMM): To evaluate Leap’s benefit for disaggregated VMM system, we integrate Leap
with the latest commit of Infiniswap on GitHub [4].
• Disaggregated VFS (D-VFS): To evaluate Leap’s benefit for a disaggregated VFS system, we add Leap to our
implementation of Remote Regions [10], which is not
open-source.
For both of the memory disaggregation systems, we use respective load balancing and fault tolerance mechanisms. Unless otherwise specified, we use ACCESS H ISTORY buffer size
Hsize = 32, and maximum prefetch window size PWsizemax = 8.
Each machine in our evaluation has 64 GB of DRAM and
2× Intel Xeon E5-2650v2 with 16 cores (32 hyperthreads).

5.1

Microbenchmark

We start by analyzing Leap’s latency characteristics with the
two simple access patterns described in Section 2.
During sequential access, due to prefetching, 80% of the
total page requests hit the cache in the default mechanism.
On the other hand, during stride access, all prefetched pages
brought in by the Linux prefetcher are unused and every page
access request experiences a cache miss.
Due to Leap’s faster data path, for Sequential, it improves
the median by 4.07× and 99th percentile by 5.48× for disaggregated VMM (Figure 7a). For Stride-10, as the prefetcher
can detect strides efficiently, Leap performs almost as good as
it does during the sequential accesses. As a result, in terms of
4KB page access latency, Leap improves disaggregated VMM
by 104.04× at the median and 22.06× at the tail (Figure 7b).
Leap provides similar performance benefits during memory
disaggregation through the file abstraction as well. During
sequential access, Leap improves 4KB page access latency by
1.99× at the median and 3.42× at the 99th percentile. During
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Figure 7: Leap provides lower 4KB page access latency for both
sequential and stride access patterns.

stride access, the median and 99th percentile latency improves
by 24.96× and 17.32×, respectively.
Performance Benefit Breakdown For disaggregated
VMM (VFS), the prefetcher improves the 99th percentile
latency by 25.4% (23.1%) over the optimized data path where
Leap’s eager cache eviction contributes another 9.7% (8.5%)
improvement.
As the idea of using far/remote memory for storing cold
data is getting more popular these days [9, 32, 45], throughout
the rest of the evaluation, we focus only on remote paging
through a disaggregated VMM system.

5.2

Performance Benefit of the Prefetcher

Here, we focus on the effectiveness of the prefetcher itself.
We use four real-world memory-intensive applications and
workload combinations (Figure 3) used in prior works [10,32].
• TunkRank [8] on PowerGraph [29] to measure the influence of a Twitter user from the follower graph [44]. This
workload has a significant amount of stride, sequential,
and random access patterns.
• Matrix multiplication on NumPy [57] over matrices of
floating points. This has mostly sequential patterns.
• TPC-C benchmark [7] on VoltDB [70] to simulate an
order-entry environment. We set 256 warehouses and 8
sites and run 2 million transactions. This has mostly random with a few amount of sequential patterns.
• Facebook’s ETC workload [13] on Memcached [5]. We
use 10 million SET operations to populate the Memcached
server. Then we perform another 10 million queries
(5%SETs, 95%GETs). This has mostly random patterns.
The peak memory usage of these applications varies from 9–
38.2 GB. To prompt remote paging, we limit an application’s
memory usage through cgroups [2]. To separate the benefit
of the prefetcher, we run all of the applications on disk (with
existing block layer-based data path) with 50% memory limit.
5.2.1

Prefetch Utilization

We observe the benefit of Leap’s prefetcher over following
practical and realtime prefetching techniques:
• Next-N-Line Prefetcher [52] aggressively brings N pages
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Figure 8: The prefetcher is effective for different storage systems.

sequentially mapped to the page with the cache miss if
they are not in the cache.
• Stride Prefetcher [14] brings pages following a stride
pattern relative to the current page upon a cache miss. The
aggressiveness of this prefetcher depends on the accuracy
of the past prefetch.
• Linux Read-Ahead prefetches an aligned block of pages
containing the faulted page [72]. Linux uses prefetch hit
count and an access history of size 2 to control the aggressiveness of the prefetcher.
Impact on the Cache As the volume of data fetched into
the cache increases, the prefetch hit rate increases as well.
However, thrashing begins as soon as the working set exceeds
the cache capacity. As a result, useful demand-fetched pages
are evicted. Table 2 shows that Leap’s prefetcher uses fewer
page caches (4.37–62.13%) than the other prefetchers for
every workload.
A successful prefetcher reduces the number of cache misses
by bringing the most accurate pages into the cache. Leap’s
prefetcher experiences fewer cache miss events (1.1–10.47×)
and enhances the effective usage of the cache space.
Application Performance Due to the improvement in
cache pollution and reduction of cache miss, using Leap’s
prefetcher, all of the applications experience the lowest completion time. Based on the access pattern, Leap’s prefetcher
improves the application completion time by 7.4–75.3% over
Linux’s default Read-Ahead prefetching technique (Table 2).
Effectiveness If a prefetcher brings every possible page in
the page cache, then it will be 100% accurate. However, in reality, one cannot have an infinite cache space due to large data
volumes and/or multiple applications running on the same
machine. Besides, optimistically bringing pages may create
cache contention, which reduces the overall performance.
Leap’s prefetcher trades off cache pollution with comparatively lower accuracy. In comparison to other prefetchers,
it shows 0.3–10.8% lower accuracy (Table 2). This accuracy loss is linear to the number of cache adds done by the
prefetchers. Because the rest of the prefetchers bring in too
many pages, their chances of getting lucky hits increase too.
Although Leap has the lowest accuracy, its high coverage
(0.7–37.5%) allows it to serve with accurate prefetches with
a lower cache pollution cost. At the same time, it has an im-
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Cache Add (millions)
Cache Miss (millions)
Completion Time (s)
Accuracy (%)
Coverage (%)
Timeliness (ms) - 95th Percentile

Next-N-Line
4.88
1.11
683.92
55.30
70.90
19.10

PowerGraph
Stride Read-Ahead
3.88
3.85
1.61
0.26
885.86
462.54
45.60
45.10
52.30
86.80
0.03
0.39

Leap
3.01
0.15
263.90
44.60
89.80
0.07

NumPy
Stride Read-Ahead
10.52
10.61
0.16
0.14
1380.10
1332.40
89.40
89.20
96.30
96.80
0.02
0.24

Next-N-Line
10.75
0.13
1410.30
89.60
95.80
10.34

Leap
10.08
0.12
1240.60
88.90
98.60
0.06

Next-N-Line
6.50
1.53
2017.47
40.20
61.20
22125.14

VoltDB
Stride Read-Ahead
6.23
5.91
2.24
0.96
2454.72
2064.60
39.50
39.90
47.40
68.50
34.32
64314.96

Leap
5.20
0.90
1799.84
37.60
71.00
776.68

Next-N-Line
4.65
1.44
382.54
41.80
51.70
32417.89

Memcached
Stride Read-Ahead
4.14
4.06
1.39
1.36
374.60
366.91
42.10
41.90
52.40
56.90
466.64
46679.77

Leap
3.25
0.96
302.43
39.40
57.60
886.67

50%

25%

(a) PowerGraph Completion Time
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25%

(b) NumPy Completion Time
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Table 2: Leap’s prefetcher reduces cache pollution and cache miss events. With higher coverage, better timeliness and almost similar accuracy,
the prefetcher outperforms its counterparts in terms of application level performance. Here, shaded numbers indicate the best performances.

25%

(d) Memcached Throughput

Figure 9: Leap provides lower completion times and higher throughput over Infiniswap’s default data path for different memory limits. Note
that lower is better for completion time, while higher is better for throughput. Disk refers to HDD in this figure.

proved timeliness over Read-Ahead (4–52.6×) at the 95th
percentile. Due to the higher coverage, better timeliness, and
almost similar accuracy, Leap’s prefetcher thus outperforms
others in terms of application-level performance. Note that despite having the best timeliness, Stride has the worst coverage
and completion time that impedes its overall performance.
5.2.2

Performance Benefit Breakdown

Figure 8a shows the performance benefit breakdown for each
of the components of Leap’s data path. For PowerGraph at
50% memory limit, due to data path optimizations, Leap provides with single µs latency for 4KB page accesses up to
the 95th percentile. Inclusion of the prefetcher ensures subµs 4KB page access latency up to the 85th percentile and
improves the 99th percentile latency by 11.4% over Leap’s
optimized data path. The eager eviction policy reduces the
page cache allocation time and improves the tail latency by
another 22.2%.
5.2.3

Performance Benefit for HDD and SSD

To observe the usefulness of the prefetcher for different slow
storage systems, we incorporate it into Linux’s default data
path while paging to SSD. For PowerGraph, Leap’s prefetcher
improves the overall application run time by 1.45× (1.61×)
for SSD (HDD) over Linux’s default prefetcher (Figure 8b).

5.3

Leap’s Overall Impact on Applications

Finally, we evaluate the overall benefit of Leap (including
all of its components) for the applications mentioned in Section 5.2. We limit an application’s memory usage to fit 100%,
50%, 25% of its peak memory usage. Here, we considered
the extreme memory constrain (e.g., 25%) to validate the
applicability of Leap to recent resource (memory) disaggre-
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gation frameworks that operate on a minimal amount of local
memory [65].
PowerGraph PowerGraph suffers significantly for cache
misses in Infiniswap (Figure 9a). In contrast, Leap increases
the cache hit rate by detecting 19.03% more remote page access patterns over Read-Ahead. The faster the prefetch cache
hit happens, the faster the eager cache eviction mechanism
frees up page caches and eventually helps in faster page allocations for a new prefetch. Besides, due to more accurate
prefetching, Leap reduces the wastage in both cache space
and RDMA bandwidth. This improves 4KB remote page access time by 8.17× and 2.19× at the 99th percentile for 50%
and 25% cases, respectively. Overall, the integration of Leap
to Infiniswap improves the completion time by 1.56× and
2.38× at 50% and 25% cases, respectively.
NumPy Leap can detect most of the remote page access
patterns (10.4% better than Linux’s default prefetcher). As a
result, similar to PowerGraph, for NumPy, Leap improves the
completion time by 1.27× and 1.4× for Infiniswap at 50%
and 25% memory limit, respectively (Figure 9b). The 4KB
page access time improves by 5.28× and 2.88× at the 99th
percentile at 50% and 25% cases, respectively.
VoltDB Latency-sensitive applications like VoltDB suffer
significantly due to paging. During paging, due to Linux’s
slower data path, Infiniswap suffers 65.12% and 95.72%
lower throughput than local memory behavior at 50% and
25% cases, respectively. In contrast, Leap’s better prefetching
(11.6% better than Read-Ahead) and instant cache eviction
improves the 4KB page access time – 2.51× and 2.7× better
99th percentile at 50% and 25% cases, respectively. However,
while executing short random transactions, VoltDB has irregular page access patterns (69% of the total remote page
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Figure 10: Leap has minimal performance drop for Infiniswap even
in the presence of O(1) MB cache size.

accesses). At that time, our prefetcher’s adaptive throttling
helps the most by not congesting the RDMA. Overall, Leap
faces smaller throughput loss (3.78% and 57.97% lower than
local memory behavior at 50% and 25% cases, respectively).
Leap improves Infiniswap’s throughput by 2.76× and 10.16×
at 50% and 25% cases, respectively (Figure 9c).
Memcached This workload has a mostly random remote
page access pattern. Leap’s prefetcher can detect most of
them and avoids prefetching in the presence of randomness.
This results in fewer remote requests and less cache pollution.
As a result, Leap provides Memcached with almost the local
memory level behavior at 50% memory limit while the default
data path of Infiniswap faces 10.1% throughput loss (Figure
9d). At 25% memory limit, Leap deviates from the local
memory throughput behavior by only 1.7%. Here, the default
data path of Infiniswap faces 18.49% throughput loss. In this
phase, Leap improves Infiniswap’s throughput by 1.11× and
1.21× at 50% and 25% memory limits, respectively. Here,
Leap provides with 5.94× and 1.08× better 99th percentile
4KB page access time at 50% and 25% cases, respectively.
Performance Under Constrained Cache Size To observe
Leap’s performance benefit in the presence of limited cache
size, we run the four applications in 50% memory limit configuration at different cache limits (Figure 10).
For Memcached, as most of the accesses are of random patterns, most of the performance benefit comes from Leap’s
faster slow path. For the rest of the applications, as the
prefetcher has better timeliness, most of the prefetched caches
get used and evicted before the cache size hits the limit. Hence,
during O(1) MB cache size, all of these applications face minimal performance drop (11.87–13.05%) compared to the unlimited cache space scenario. Note that, for NumPy, 3.2 MB
cache size is only 0.02% of its total remote memory usage.
Multiple Applications Running Together We run all four
applications on a single host machine simultaneously with
their 50% memory limit and observe the performance benefit
of Leap for Infiniswap when multiple throughput- (PowerGraph, NumPy) and latency-sensitive applications (VoltDB,
Memcached) concurrently request for remote memory access
(Figure 11). As Leap isolates each application’s page access
path, its prefetcher can consider individual access patterns
while making prefetch decisions. Therefore, it brings more
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Figure 11: Leap improves application-level performance when all
four applications access remote memory concurrently.

accurate remote pages for each of the applications and reduces the contention over the network. As a result, overall
application-level performance improves by 1.1–2.4× over Infiniswap. To enable aggregate performance comparison, here,
we present the end-to-end completion time of applicationworkload combinations defined earlier; application-specific
metrics improve as well.

6

Discussion and Future Work

Thread-specific Prefetching Linux kernels today manage
memory address space at the process level. Thread-specific
page access tracking requires a significant change in the whole
virtual memory subsystem. However, this would help efficiently identify multiple concurrent streams from different
threads. Low-overhead, thread-specific page access tracking
and prefetching can be an interesting research direction.
Concurrent Disk and Remote I/O Leap’s prefetcher can
be used for both disaggregated and existing Linux Kernels.
Currently, Leap runs as a single memory management module
on the host server where paging is allowed through either
existing block layers or Leap’s remote memory data path. The
current implementation does not allow the concurrent use of
both block layer and remote memory. Exploring this direction
can lead to further benefits for systems using Leap.
Optimized Remote I/O Interface In this work, we focused
on augmenting existing memory disaggregation frameworks
with a leaner and efficient data path. This allowed us to keep
Leap transparent to the remote I/O interface. We believe that
exploring the effects of load balancing, fault-tolerance, data
locality, and application-specific isolation in remote memory
as well as an optimized remote I/O interface are all potential
future research directions.

7

Related Work

Remote Memory Solutions A large number of software
systems have been proposed over the years to access remote
machine’s memory for paging [1, 21, 23, 26, 32, 45, 46, 50,
55, 64, 65], global virtual machine abstraction [6, 25, 43], and
distributed data stores and file systems [10, 22, 42, 47, 58].
Hardware-based remote access using PCIe interconnects [48]
or extended NUMA memory fabric [56] are also proposed to
disaggregate memory. Leap is complementary to these works.
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Kernel Data Path Optimizations With the emergence of
faster storage devices, several optimization techniques, and
design principles have been proposed to fully utilize faster
hardware. Considering the overhead of the block layer, different service level optimizations and system re-designs have
been proposed – examples include parallelism in batching
and queuing mechanism [16, 75], avoiding interrupts and context switching during I/O scheduling [12, 20, 74, 76], better
buffer cache management [34], etc. During remote memory
access, optimization in data path has been proposed through
request batching [37, 38, 71], eliminating page migration bottleneck [73], reducing remote I/O bandwidth through compression [45], and network-level block devices [46]. Leap’s
data path optimizations are inspired by many of them.
Prefetching Algorithms Many prefetching techniques exist to utilize hardware features [33, 35, 66, 80], compilerinjected instructions [27, 40, 41, 60, 61], and memory-side
access pattern [24,54,67–69] for cache line prefetching. They
are often limited to specific access patterns, application behavior, or require specified hardware design. More importantly,
they are designed for a lower level memory stack.
A large number of entirely kernel-based prefetching techniques have also been proposed to hide the latency overhead
of file accesses and page faults [19, 24, 31, 39, 72]. Among
them, Linux Read-Ahead [72] is the most widely used. However, it does not consider the access history to make prefetch
decisions. It was also designed for hiding disk seek time.
Therefore, its optimistic looking around approach often results in lower cache utilization for remote memory access.
To the best of our knowledge, Leap is the first to consider
a fully software-based, kernel-level prefetching technique for
DRAM with remote memory as a backing storage over fast
RDMA-capable networks.

8

Conclusion

The paper presents Leap, a remote page prefetching algorithm
that relies on majority-based pattern detection instead of strict
detection. As a result, Leap is resilient to short-term irregularities in page access patterns of multi-threaded applications.
We implement Leap in a leaner and faster data path in the
Linux kernel for remote memory access over RDMA without
any application or hardware modifications.
Our integrations of Leap with two major memory disaggregation systems (namely, Infiniswap and Remote Regions)
show that the median and tail remote page access latencies
improves by up to 104.04× and 22.62×, respectively, over
the state-of-the-art. This, in turn, leads to application-level
performance improvements of 1.27–10.16×. Finally, Leap’s
benefits extend beyond disaggregated memory – applying it
to HDD and SSD leads to considerable performance benefits
as well.
Leap is available at https://github.com/SymbioticLab/leap.
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Abstract
Persistent memory offers persistence and byte-level addressability at DRAM-like speed. Operating system support
and some user-level library support for persistent memory programming has emerged. But we think lack of native programming language support is an impediment to a programmer’s
productivity.
This paper contributes go-pmem, an open-source extension to the Go language compiler and runtime that natively
supports programming persistent memory. go-pmem extends
Go to introduce a runtime garbage collected persistent heap.
Often persistent data needs to be updated in a transactional
(i.e., crash consistent) manner. To express transaction boundaries, go-pmem introduces a new txn block which can include
most Go statements and function calls. go-pmem compiler
uses static type analysis to log persistent updates and avoid
logging volatile variable updates whenever possible.
To guide our design and validate our work, we developed
a feature-poor Redis server go-redis-pmem using go-pmem.
We show that go-redis-pmem offers more than 5x throughput than unmodified Redis using a high-end NVMe SSD
on memtier benchmark and can restart up to 20x faster than
unmodified Redis after a crash. In addition, using compiler
microbenchmarks, we show go-pmem’s persistent memory
allocator performs up to 40x better and transactions up to
4x faster than commercial libraries like PMDK and previous
work like Mnemosyne.

1

Introduction

At present, there is a large gap between the access latency for
memory and storage hierarchy. The fastest tier of storage, e.g.,
SSDs, which provide persistence, can be 100x-1000x slower
than DRAM, which are volatile and lose all their data on a
power cycle. Applications carefully place their working set
data in DRAM where the access latency is between 50-100ns,
and every so often, perhaps under the guidance of the user via
policies, save the data from DRAM to the storage tier. Over
∗ Co-first
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the past three decades, applications and operating systems
have evolved to orchestrate this data movement in a highly
efficient way.
Persistent memory (pmem) is a new type of random-access
memory that offers persistence and byte-level addressability at DRAM-like access speed [19]. Intel c OptaneTM DC
Persistent Memory [12] is an example of a readily available
persistent memory product. Persistent memory is now becoming increasingly available in servers [1]. Operating systems
such as Linux have had support to use pmem as faster storage
disks for some time now [6].
The obvious way to consume pmem is as a faster storage
device (block mode access) by running an unchanged application on top of a file system. We demonstrate a significant
improvement in the throughput of Redis when it is run on
top of Linux ext4 filesystem using persistent memory as the
block storage device. But, we were also able to show even further performance improvements with a Redis that was hand
modified to use byte-addressable persistent memory for its
in-memory database. Unsurprisingly, we were also able to
show that a good bit of the application’s I/O processing code
that store the data from volatile DRAM to storage, can now
be retired as data is being immediately persisted all over the
application. So, using the byte-addressable mode of pmem
delivers more performance than using it in block mode, and
also lowers the overall complexity in the application code.
We delve deeper into this in §2.
We argue that databases like Redis are fast and popular because they highly optimize the data structures used in volatile
memory. However, applications must write these data structures into serial buffers for persistence and these optimizations
are lost. With byte-addressable persistent memory, applications can directly persist and retrieve their data structures
without serialization. And so, the main focus of this work
is that we strive to make manipulating persistent memory
similar to manipulating volatile memory.
Towards this, we contribute go-pmem, an open source extension to the popular Go programming language. go-pmem
provides a familiar Go-esque programming model to the appli-
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cation developers to use persistent memory at byte-level granularity. We arrived at our current model by implementing a
feature-poor implementation of Redis (go-redis-pmem) (§5.3)
that directly uses byte-addressable pmem. With go-pmem, we
contribute a programming model with the following design
goals:
1. Single type system. No separate persistent types as in
[18, 32].
2. Pointers remain unchanged, i.e., no fat pointers. A consequence of this is we implement pointer swizzling
(§4.3.2).
3. Support two heaps, volatile and persistent: go-pmem
extends Go runtime to manage pmem and uses pointers
to identify objects in pmem.
4. Allow pointers both across and within the persistent and
volatile heap, but make system safe across crash and
recovery. To do this, go-pmem extends Go’s garbage
collector (GC) to work across both the heaps.
5. After restart, allow applications to retrieve back data
stored in pmem by associating it with a string name.
These are called named-objects (§4.4.1).
6. Allow transactional code blocks by requiring the user to
demarcate these with a new Go txn keyword.
7. Reuse functions to operate on data in volatile or persistent memory.
8. Allow allocation and update of pmem resident data
structures outside a transaction as long as they are not
reachable from a named object. In case of a crash-andrecovery, go-pmem’s GC will garbage collect such objects thus avoiding any persistent memory leaks.
In a set of microbenchmarks, we see that go-pmem performs up to 40x better than other pmem libraries languages.
go-redis-pmem offers 5x more throughput than unmodified
Redis on an SSD against memtier benchmark and restarts up
to 20x faster than unmodified Redis. We explain our evaluation methodologies more in §6. To the best of our knowledge,
ours is the first expansive effort to change Go to support
persistent memory. In §5, we explain how Go’s existing design features helped and challenged us towards our idea of
supporting pmem.
go-pmem is developed from the Go 1.11 code base, and
is fully open-sourced. Links to the respective repositories
can be found at https://vmware.github.io/persistent-memoryprojects/.

2

Background

To give more context into our work, we begin by asking why
should anyone care about persistent memory?

2.1

Experiments with Redis

Over the years, a lot of work has gone into optimizing data
intensive applications. To reduce the latency of data access,
these applications keep frequently used data in DRAM, and
flush the dirty data from DRAM to disks/SSD at certain well-
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defined points. For example, Redis [24] allows users to persist
their data to disks/SSD in an append-only-file (AOF). But if
no persistence mode is used, a crash at any point would cause
all the in-memory data to be lost. If the user cannot afford any
data loss at all, he has to write to the AOF file after each write
request and as such sees significantly reduced throughput.
In all the experiments in this section, we run Redis in the
zero data loss mode, as that is the fair way to compare with
byte addressable persistent memory which provides zero data
loss. To see the benefits of persistent memory, we now conduct
the following experiment:
1. Use the memtier benchmark as the load generating input
workload [25], configured to issue read-write requests
in a 70:30 ratio.
2. Run unmodified Redis-3.2, in the following two modes:
(a) saving the AOF on an SSD and
(b) saving the AOF on a persistent memory device.
3. Run Redis-3.2 hand modified for byte-addressability
taken from [11].
Figure 1 shows that just by running unchanged Redis on
a pmem device as block storage, the throughput increases
by up to 4x. This configuration gives a higher throughput
owing to the inherent faster access time of persistent memory.
Figure 1’s Pmem Block IO curve confirms this. The third curve
(PMDK-Redis) [11] shows the performance of a Redis server
modified to write data to persistent memory used in byteaddressable mode. In fact, PMDK-Redis even outperforms
Redis running on pmem as block-storage.
To understand this, we perform another experiment. We
run unmodified Redis-3.2 once with AOF disabled and once
with always-fsync-AOF option on nullfsvfs virtual file system
[2]. This file system treats all read and write system calls to
the storage media as no-ops. So the difference in performance
is entirely due to serializing data in the application and the
overheads in making system calls. This is the reason why in
Fig. 2 Redis with AOF enabled on nullfsvfs is slower than
Redis with AOF disabled. Because pmem is faster than SSD,
the time spent accessing the device is significantly reduced
and the overhead of the software stack become a significant
portion of the overall application latency.
These two experiments convince us that using persistent
memory can give significant throughput improvements in
data intensive applications and that the most efficient way for
applications to access persistent memory is through direct
CPU load/store instructions bypassing any file-system/PCIe
overheads. A more extensive study on persistent memory can
be found in [37]. Since memory is accessed in 64-byte cache
lines, the CPU reads only what it needs to read, instead of
rounding every access up to a block size, like storage. Linux
also allows persistent memory to be used in a direct-access
(DAX) mode [6, 20, 21]. This mode allows users to mmap
files in persistent memory into their virtual address space and
access it through loads/stores, bypassing the OS page cache
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2.2

Why Change a Programming Language?

Hand porting applications to use byte-addressable pmem can
introduce fragility in the code. Just think of a situation, where
the developer misses to guard a single store to persistent
memory within a transaction - the bug will be very difficult to
discover. So, the next question is: how can the porting process
be made easier? Ideally, any acceptable solution should have
the following features:
1. Be similar to existing programming models.
2. Work transparently for systems not supporting persistent
memory. I.e., we want to be able to write functions that
can operate on data in persistent memory or volatile
memory.
3. Fast execution time.
One approach is via ad hoc libraries. As we will discuss
in §3 and §4, these libraries expose a programming model
different than existing programming models for volatile memory. In particular, memory management becomes tricky and
these solutions either don’t provide a simple and complete
programming model, or go through complicated steps to keep
it simple. We argue that programming languages already manage volatile memory. So, persistent memory which is a special
type of memory and is also byte-addressable, should also be
managed by programming languages.
Such a language should at least provide:
1. Persistent memory allocations on heap
2. Garbage collection of persistent heap objects
3. Support modifying persistent memory in a crashconsistent way
4. Support recovery from crashes, i.e., include support for
reverting inconsistent updates.
5. Not require offline processing of persistent data regions
6. Similar to existing programming models, for easier adoption.
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Figure 1: Redis throughput comparison against memtier
and file systems. In the rest of this work, we use pmem in
byte-addressable mode, unless we specifically mention block
storage mode.
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Figure 2: Redis-server runtime on nullfsvfs

2.3

Why Go?

We chose Go because it is a high-level managed language
with an easily extendable runtime. Moreover, we use some
of Go’s design to our advantage. For example, we reuse Go’s
mark-and-sweep garbage collector to garbage collect pmem.
Go uses static escape analysis to determine the scope of objects at compile time and intelligently places objects on the
stack or the heap. We extend this to track accesses to volatile
and persistent heap and prevent unnecessary pmem accesses.
Additionally, the potential benefits of high-level languages are
well understood. Automatic memory management in HLLs
like Go reduce programmer effort and use-after-free bugs.
These kinds of bugs are more dangerous with the use of
pmem because any memory leak will survive crashes/restarts.
Go’s type-safety helped us to avoid special data types and
invalid memory accesses. Go also has an active developer
community with increasing adoption in systems community
(e.g. popular software such as Kubernetes, Docker etc. are
written in Go) and this fits well with our plan to open-source
our changes.

3

Related Work

Most of the previous efforts to program persistent memory
fall into two categories:
1. Ad hoc library to support pmem. This library usually
allows special objects to be created/updated/destroyed in
a crash-consistent way through special APIs [17, 18, 30].
2. Programming language enhancements to manage pmem
and instrument user code with transactions [26, 27, 32,
45, 46].
In section 6, we compare go-pmem’s performance with
works in both categories, PMDK [18] (a library) and
Mnemosyne [45], Makalu [26] (language changes).
Previous efforts often provide a new allocator for pmem and
require the user to free memory allocated in pmem [7, 18, 26].
Either they don’t handle leaks in persistent memory [45] or
use special objects and data types to maintain reference counts
[26, 30, 32] for garbage collection. Often they provide offline
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Library
(language)

Model

References

go-pmem (Go)

Compiler support,
Library

PMDK [18]
(C,C++)

Transactions

Heap

Semantics

Implementation

Fn calls

Growth Reloc.

Direct pointers

Explicit - user tagged

Undo logs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Library

Fat pointers

Explicit - user tagged

Undo logs

Yes

No

Yes

Mnemosyne
[45] (C)

Compiler support,
Library

Direct pointers

Explicit - user tagged

Redo logs

No

No

No

Makalu
(C)

Library

Direct pointers

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

Atlas [27] (C)

Compiler support,
Library

Direct pointers

Implicit - using locks

Undo logs

No

No

No

Autopersist
[43] (Java)

Compiler,
support

JVM

Direct
ences

refer-

Explicit - user tagged
Implicit - durable
roots

Undo logs

Yes

No

No

Espresso [46]
(Java)

Compiler,
support

JVM

Direct
ences

refer-

Explicit - user tagged

Persistent
objects

Yes

No

No

iDO
[38]
(C,C++)

Compiler support

Direct pointers

Implicit - using locks

Atomicity via
resumption

No

No

No

JUSTDO [36]
(C,C++)

Library

Direct pointers

Implicit - using locks

Atomicity via
resumption

No

No

No

[26]

Table 1: Table comparing features of various pmem libraries
tools to check pmem file for garbage [18, 26]. Some require
that users must do pmem memory allocations within transactions [18]. To access data in pmem they usually provide fat
pointers [18, 30] or allow direct pointers and ignore pointer
swizzling [26, 46]. We did not find any previous work that
handled growing persistent heap at runtime. In section 6.4.2
we discuss why this is important.
[31, 45] also provide concurrency through transactions. Of
course, transactions for programming languages has been a
well-researched topic [34]. However, we don’t pursue transactions as a way of solving concurrency, but more from a point
of view of crash-consistent/atomic updates while minimally
getting in the way of Go’s existing concurrency paradigms.
In this regard, we are similar to [32, 43] but are more flexible
(see section 4.5).
Similar to [27, 32] we use a modular SSA pass to inject
undo transaction logging statements to user code. But unlike
[32] we do not ask the user to provide special pragmas for
faster execution. We believe these optimizations complicate
the programming model. We also allow function calls within
transactions unlike [45] and want the functions to be reused
for persistent and volatile data.
Another design point is how to demarcate the transactional
code block. For example, Atlas [27] uses existing locks and
constructs a happens-before graph to determine order of logs
and updates. Autopersist [43] on the other hand, is quite differ-
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ent. Like go-pmem, they allow users to explicitly demarcate
transactional code blocks. But, they also allow users to write
normal Java code and when they point to a volatile data from
a pmem root, Java runtime moves the transitive closure of
the volatile data to pmem transactionally. go-pmem allows
updates to pmem-resident objects outside transactions as long
as they are not pointed to by a named object.
So far, most of these efforts have been confined to C, C++
with some work in Java [17,43,46] and OpenJDK [15]. There
have been calls for these programming languages to support
persistent memory [4] but we don’t know of any concrete
changes yet. Table 1 presents a concise summary comparing the features of various pmem libraries. Fn calls captures
whether the transaction semantics allows function calls inside
a transaction. Heap Growth indicates whether the library supports a growable heap design and Heap Reloc. states if the
library supports relocating the pmem heap on an application
restart.

4

Design

The design of go-pmem is driven mainly by two considerations:
1. The changes should be accepted to the Go language. This
translated to reusing existing Go compiler techniques
and keeping our changes to a minimum.
2. Provide a familiar programming model to developers
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that has a minimal interface and is congruent with the
existing Go infrastructure. This would help in easier
acceptance and adoption by the Go community.

4.1

Programming Model

Listing 1 shows how to add a new node to a linkedlist resident
in pmem using go-pmem. We have highlighted how this is
different than normal Go code adding a node to a linkedlist in
volatile memory. Memory in pmem is allocated using pnew,
similar to Go’s new and all updates are made transactional using codeblock txn("undo"). We argue that this is very similar
to how Go code is written today. How we managed to get a
programming model like Listing 1 is discussed in the rest of
this section.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

p a c k a g e main
i m p o r t "pmem"
import " t r a n s a c t i o n "

/ / <−
/ / <−

/ / add new node t o t a i l ; r e t u r n new t a i l
f u n c addNode ( t a i l ∗ node ) ∗ node {
n : = pnew ( node )
/ / <−
t x n ( " undo " ) {
/ / <−
mutex . Lock ( )
n . prev = t a i l
updateTail ( tail , n)
mutex . Unlock ( )
}
/ / <−
return n
}
f u n c u p d a t e T a i l ( t a i l , n ∗ node ) {
t x n ( " undo " ) {
/ / <−
t a i l . next = n
}
/ / <−
}

a new span is obtained from the mcentral or mheap. mcentral
is a central store of small spans (object size <= 32K) and
mheap is a central store of freed spans and large spans.
The heap is managed in arenas of size 64MB. Each arena
data-structure stores the following metadata:
1. Span table - Span table is an array that holds a reference
to the mspan object corresponding to that virtual page
index.
2. Heap type bitmap - The heap type bits are used by the
GC to identify what regions in memory have pointers in
them. The GC uses these bits while walking the heap.
The heap type bits corresponding to an object is set by
the allocator when it allocates that object.
Linux exposes pmem to applications as a file. Byte-level
load/store access to pmem is available once a pmem file
has been mmap’d to an application’s address space [33]. We
do all this in Go runtime and abstract these out through a
Go package called pmem. We have incorporated a simple
approach to enabling pmem support in Go - one with minimal
changes to the design of the existing memory allocator and
garbage collector (GC). Rather than make all the runtime
data-structures crash-consistent, we log additional metadata to
keep track of allocated regions. This saves us from extensive
code changes that would have been necessary in the runtime
and aids in the implementation of a robust design. A novelty
of our approach is the minimal amount of additional metadata
that we log.
4.3.1 Growable Heap Design

Listing 1: Add node to a linkedlist in pmem

4.2

Language Constructs

We have added two new APIs to Go semantics to support
persistent memory allocations:
func pnew(Type) *Type
func pmake(t Type, size ...IntType) Type
Just like new [8], pnew creates a zero-value object of the Type
argument in pmem and returns a pointer to this object. The
pmake API is used to create a slice in pmem. The semantics
of pmake is the same as the make API in Go.

4.3

Runtime Design

Go runtime uses datastructures such as mcache, mspan, mcentral, mheap, etc. to store the metadata related to the heap.
A span is a contiguous region in memory (one or more
pages) from which the allocator allocates similar-sized objects. mspan stores metadata about a span. mcache is used to
cache spans at a thread level. If an allocation request can be
satisfied using the cached span, then it can be done so without
acquiring any locks, making such allocations very fast. If not,
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Figure 3: (a) pmem file header (b) arena header layout. Storage space in bytes adjacent to each field.
The runtime maps the pmem file into memory in arenas of
sizes that are a multiple of 64MB. Figure 3(a) shows the layout of the global header stored in the beginning of the pmem
file. magic constant is an 8-byte random number which helps
to distinguish between first and subsequent initialization of
persistent memory. mapped size is the size of the file currently mapped. root pointer is used to store the pointer to the
application named objects (§4.4.1). swizzle state is used for
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4.4

implementing pointer swizzling (§4.3.2). type map is used
to cache a fixed number of data types which are the most
frequently allocated, helping pmem allocations of such types
to be completed significantly faster (§5.1.5).
Each arena is divided into two sections - the arena header
section and the region managed by the allocator. Figure 3(b)
shows the layout of the header section in each arena. arena
size is the size of the arena and mapped address stores the
address at which the arena is currently mapped. swizzle delta
and bytes swizzled help to implement the pointer swizzling
algorithm. The log section helps to implement a minimal
undo log in runtime which is used only during swizzling.
The metadata section stores the runtime metadata for this
arena as mentioned in §5.1.3. Whenever runtime runs out
of persistent memory space, the persistent memory file is
grown to accommodate a new arena. The metadata in the
global header is updated in a consistent manner to reflect the
addition of this new arena.

Restarting After a Crash/Exit

Our design currently handles graceful exits and noncorrupting failures. Listing 2 shows code starting/recovering from a crash. We provide a pmem package that handles
initializing pmem and restarts.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

p a c k a g e main
i m p o r t "pmem"
func i n i t ( ) {
f i r s t I n i t : = pmem . I n i t ( " d a t a b a s e " )
v a r h e a d ∗ node
if firstInit {
/ / C r e a t e a named o b j e c t c a l l e d r o o t
h e a d = ( ∗ node ) ( pmem . New ( " r o o t " , h e a d ) )
} else {
/ / R e t r i e v e t h e named o b j e c t " r o o t " .
/ / One−l i n e r e s t a r t !
h e a d = ( ∗ node ) ( pmem . Get ( " r o o t " ) , h e a d )
}
}

Listing 2: Code for start/restart of application
4.3.2

Pointer Swizzling

Pointer swizzling is a powerful feature that allows direct pointers to be stored in persistent memory and dereferenced, even
after multiple invocations of the application. Since persistent
memory is exposed through files mapped into memory, the
virtual address of the mapping can change during each invocation. In the common scenario, go-pmem is able to map arenas
at the same address, avoiding the need to swizzle pointers. If
the mapping address changes, then all pointers stored in the
pmem heap becomes garbage. Pointer swizzling is the process
of ’fixing’ these pointers by re-writing them with their new
mapped address. Some libraries such as PMDK work around
this problem by using a base, offset pair object as a reference
to an object in persistent memory. Dereferencing such an object involves a hashmap lookup and offset computation which
can get expensive.
Swizzling is done during pmem initialization in a per-arena
manner. The algorithm uses the swizzle delta field in arena
header to store the offset by which pointers that point into
this arena should be changed. bytes swizzled help track how
many pointers have already been swizzled. The log section in
the arena help update pointers transactionally. The swizzling
algorithm is resilient to crashes during swizzling. If a crash
occurs, any partially executed swizzling is completed on the
next run, before swizzling all pointers to the new mapped
address. go-pmem uses a parallelized algorithm to swizzle
pmem arenas. As an added advantage, the swizzle algorithm
also implements pointer safety. On application restart, any
pointer stored in the pmem heap that point outside the pmem
heap are garbage. The swizzle algorithm zeroes out any such
pointers to ensure applications do not access such rogue pointers. This gives users the freedom to store both pmem and
volatile pointers in the pmem heap.
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4.4.1 Roots/Named Objects: pmem Package
Any data in volatile memory is lost on restart, so volatile
pointers pointing to data in pmem will be lost too. This means
only pointers residing in pmem pointing to data in pmem
can be used to access pmem-resident data after a restart. We
allow the applications to retrieve these pointers through string
names. These can then be used to navigate other objects stored
in pmem. We call these objects "named objects” and they can
be pointers to native types, structs, or Go slices. Any updates
to these named objects must be made through pmem package
APIs as shown in Listing 2.

4.5

Transactions as a Part of Go: txn Block

To make sure no data is left in an inconsistent state, we use
transactions. We change Go compiler to natively support
undo transactions. We pursue transactions in Go with the
intention of providing crash consistency and durability for
updates to data in pmem. We introduce a new keyword to
Go called txn that automatically intercepts stores to pmem
and logs them in an undo log. We add a new SSA (Static
Single Assignment) pass to Go compiler’s backend that injects
statements to Go’s intermediate representation of the user
code. Our design is derived from a similar technique used
in Go compiler to add write barriers for garbage collection
to stores in volatile heap [14]. Our new LogStore SSA pass
comes after most of the existing Go SSA passes, so we don’t
lose on the existing optimizations. For example, successive
stores to a pmem resident location can be eliminated by Go’s
deadstore elimination SSA pass even after our changes.
To demarcate transactions, we require users to contain their
code within a txn("undo") code block. The "undo" indicates
we currently support automatic code generation only for undo
logging. We briefly discuss how we provide typical transaction properties below.
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1. Atomicity: The pmem.Init() call (see Listing 2) initializes
pmem and reverts any incomplete updates stored in the
transaction logs of an application in case of a restart.
2. Consistency: We rely on the user to explicitly demarcate
updates to pmem-resident data by using a txn block
around the code.
3. Isolation: Simultaneous transactions accessing common
data must not see any updates till a transaction is committed. We do not support isolation through software
transactional memory but rely on programmers to use
Go’s mutex locks for critical sections. Our concurrency
model is simple:
(a) All the locks acquired within a transaction must be
released within the transaction.
(b) All the locks acquired outside a transaction must
be released outside the transaction.
Our design then makes sure that all the updates to shared
data structures are visible only at the end of a transaction. This is achieved by delaying unlocking any locks
acquired within a transaction until the end of the transaction. This is similar to the 2PL locking strategy used
in database transactions [40].
4. Durability: All the changes made to data in pmem are
made durable at the end of a transaction by flushing
relevant data stored in the processor caches or buffers.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

/ / t x n b l o c k o f addNode ( )
t x . Begin ( )
/ / <−
mutex . Lock ( )
t x . Log(&n . p r e v ) / / <−
n . prev = t a i l
updateTail ( tail , n)
t x . End ( )
/ / <−
mutex . Unlock ( )
/ / <− g e n e r a t e d a f t e r End ( )
/ / txn block of updateTail
t x . Begin ( )
/ / <−
i f inPmem(& t a i l . n e x t ) {
t x . Log(& t a i l . n e x t )
}
t a i l . next = n
t x . End ( )
/ / <−

()
/ / <− e x t r a c h e c k
/ / <−
/ / <−

Listing 3: Compiler generated code for listing 1.
We point out a couple of limitations that our locking model
introduces 1. Multiple lock() and unlock() operations on the same lock
do not work inside a txn block.
2. Holding all locks taken inside a transaction until the end
of the transaction can make lock-based critical sections
in go-pmem slower than other models such as Atlas [27]
that allow dependent transactions to run concurrently (as
soon as required locks get unlocked). In order to provide
isolation, they capture transaction dependency between
multiple threads in their logs.
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Listing 3 shows the compiler generated code of the txn{}
code block in listing 1. Additional code added by the compiler
to ensure transactional semantics is highlighted. Line 8 of
listing 3 shows how a mutex unlock is delayed until the end
of the transaction. go-pmem also allows function calls within
a transaction, as explained further in §5.2.2.

4.6

No Persistent Data Types

go-pmem intentionally does not introduce new data types.
Previous works have often introduced data types like pint,
p<int> or persistent int. They usually do this because they
offer a library implementation and overload the assignment
operator [18] or they want type-safety, reference counting
etc. for pmem resident data [32]. We believe this complicates
the programming model and instead rely on Go’s in-built
typesafety and garbage collection.

5

Implementation

go-pmem adds about 4000 lines of code and removes 300
lines of code from Go runtime, excluding code documentation. This does not include the code in the CPUID package
from Intel [10] that is used by runtime to identify CPU features for flushing CPU caches. The two Go packages (pmem
and transaction) took close to 2300 lines of Go code. These
changes were made on top of Go 1.11 release and don’t include the code for testing these changes. Our implementation
currently works only for 64-bit Linux 4.15 and above.

5.1

Runtime Details

5.1.1

Data Structure Support

To support persistent memory allocations, runtime datastructures such as the mspan, mcache, mheap, mcentral were extended to store persistent memory metadata. The mspan
structure was augmented to identify if this is a pmem span
or volatile memory span. Similarly, mcache, mcentral, and
mheap were doubled in size to store pmem spans separately. It
should be noted that no Go runtime data-structures are stored
in pmem. Instead, minimal additional metadata is logged in
pmem arena header to capture pmem state.
5.1.2

Memory Allocation

A persistent memory allocation request results in the following workflow - if a cached pmem span is available in the
mcache with a free slot, it is used to satisfy the allocation
request. Otherwise, a new pmem span is requested from the
mcentral/mheap. If no pmem span is available, a new pmem
arena is mapped to memory. The required span is then carved
out from the pmem arena to satisfy the allocation request. Any
required metadata is also logged (§5.1.3). An advantage of
the go-pmem allocator is that these steps can be done without
invoking transactions. This is because any pmem leaks are
plugged by the GC during heap recovery (§5.1.4).
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5.1.3

Metadata Logging

The metadata that is logged is the minimum amount of information that the runtime needs to reconstruct the memory
allocator and garbage collector state on the subsequent execution of the application. The benefits of keeping the metadata
to a minimum are twofold: we do not need to introduce complex transactions in the runtime to maintain consistency and
the allocator performance is only slightly affected due to the
additional logging.
Two kinds of runtime metadata are logged. The first is the
GC heap type bits. Whenever the allocator sets heap type
bits for a pmem object, it is also logged in the pmem arena
header section. Like its volatile memory representation, heap
type bits occupy 2 bits for every 8 bytes of heap data. In
§5.1.5 we talk about an optimization that helps avoid heap
type bitmap logging for frequently allocated data-types. The
second is the span table. The span table captures information
such as which spans are in use and the size class of the span.
Span table logging happens when a new span is created by
the allocator or freed up by the GC. Span table reserves 32
bits for every pmem page in the arena (Go uses a page size
of 8KB). For a 64MB pmem arena, the arena header section
occupies 2024KB, and 63512KB is available for the allocator.
The arena section includes 80 bytes for the header, 31756
bytes for the span table and 1984.75KB for the heap bitmap,
making the pmem arena memory overhead as 3.09%.
5.1.4

Using Go’s Typesystem to Optimize Pmem Allocations
An allocation of an object that has pointers in it results in the
allocator setting the heap type bits for it. If this is a pmem
object, these type bits are also logged in the pmem arena
header. If a datatype is heuristically found to be a frequently
allocated type, then that type is promoted to be cached specially in mcache to speed up allocations of such objects. The
heuristic used is the following - the number of allocations of
such an object has exceeded the number of slots available in
a span corresponding to this object sizeclass and its allocation frequency is greater than 100 objects per second. A span
specially so cached is used only to allocate objects of one
type. This makes it possible that the heap type bits be logged
only for the first object allocated, making further allocations
from this span very fast. We employ the typemap (§4.3.1)
in the global header to store what types have been specially
promoted. Our design supports promoting up to 50 types to be
specially cached. In our experience, the maximum number of
types frequently allocated by various pmem applications were
far fewer. Each type is represented in the typemap section in
the pmem header using an 8-byte identifier, making typemap
occupy a total of 400 bytes.
5.1.6 Undo Log Implementation

Reconstruction

All runtime data structures related to memory allocator and
garbage collector are stored in volatile memory. So, if an
application crashes, all state information is lost. Reconstruction is the term used in our project to denote the process of
bringing back the state of the memory allocator and garbage
collector related to persistent memory as it was before the
crash. The additional metadata stored in pmem aids in this
reconstruction process. No persistent memory data is modified during reconstruction. Hence the reconstruction process
is resilient to any crashes that happen while it is ongoing.
Briefly, reconstruction works as following:
1. GC is disabled until reconstruction finishes so that it
does not interfere with the reconstruction process.
2. Spans are recreated using the logged span metadata table.
3. The logged heap type bitmap is copied as-is to the arena
metadata in volatile memory.
4. Pointers are swizzled, if necessary
5. GC is re-enabled
GC walks the reconstructed pmem heap starting from the
named root objects. It marks all reachable objects as being
in-use, and makes any leaked pmem objects available for
reuse. This GC walk runs in the background, making the
reconstruction process execute quickly.
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Figure 4: Undo log design
Undo logs are stored within a linked list of Go’s byte arrays.
Each undo log entry has the layout as shown in figure 4. gen.#
stores current undo log generation number. On a successful
abort/commit, the generation number is bumped up to mark
all entries as no longer valid. size stores the size of the data
logged. pointer is the address at which this data originally
resided. data contains the logged copy of the data. Since we
do not anticipate a transaction abort in the common case, log
entries are populated using movnt instructions so that data is
directly moved to the pmem device bypassing the processor
cache.
We also employ a number of optimizations to make logging
fast in go-pmem:
1. Empty transactions do not incur any runtime overhead
as no cache flushes or memory fences are issued.
2. Logging the same object multiple times incur minimal
overhead. We maintain a map to track what objects have
already been logged.
3. As byte arrays are very common in Go, we specially
optimize logging 1-byte data. We try to pack consecutive
1-byte data objects in a single log entry rather than create
separate entries for each.
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5.1.7

Working Around Go’s GC to Optimize Undo Logging

Go uses a mark-and-sweep GC. It scans the heap in a breadthfirst fashion, traversing the heap through the live pointers it
finds. The scan starts from the pointers found in goroutine
stacks and global variables. We want objects pointed at from
the logged data to be kept alive until the transaction completes. But since data is logged in a byte-array, runtime no
longer has the type information of each data item logged. Our
initial logging library used Go’s reflect package which gave a
poor performance, so we decided to use Go’s byte arrays. To
identify pointers in the byte array, whenever a data is logged,
all pointers within this data item is stored separately in an
array of pointers residing in volatile memory. This ensures
that GC finds these pointers while traversing the heap.
5.1.8

Cache Flushing

Data written to persistent memory can be guaranteed to be
persistent only after they are flushed from the processor cache
to the persistent memory media. The runtime provides the
PersistRange API to flush the processor cache over the address
range passed to it.
func PersistRange(addr unsafe.Pointer, len int)
If the persistent memory device supports direct-access, this
function takes care of executing the most optimized cache
flush instruction supported on the processor (such as clwb,
clflushopt, or clflush) and any necessary memory barriers
[42]. If the device does not support direct-access, then PersistRange invokes the msync system call to flush data at a
page size granularity. Transactions in go-pmem automatically
call into the runtime to flush data from the caches, freeing the
programmer from having to do it manually.

5.2

LogStore SSA Pass

The LogStore SSA pass can automatically interpose stores
to persistent memory and redirect this to an undo transaction.
The user can wrap any codeblock with a txn("undo") keyword
and engage this new SSA pass. In the absence of any txn block,
this SSA pass does not do anything. Because we wanted to
keep the changes to a minimum, this SSA pass can be plugged
into/out of the Go compiler’s usual workflow.
5.2.1

Handling Volatile Memory Access Inside Transactions

Go uses escape analysis [28] to figure out life time of variables, and thereby avoids unnecessary memory allocations
to volatile heap. We extend this to avoid unnecessary allocations to persistent heap and track pointers in volatile heap.
With this static analysis, we know the probable location of
an update within the transaction. If this update can be proven
to be a location in volatile memory, we do not do anything.
Otherwise we store the current value of the data in a persistent
log which will be replayed in case of a crash.
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5.2.2

Handling Function Calls Inside Transactions

Go compiles each function independently and cannot know
if this method will be called from a transaction, or a nontransactional code at compile time. Instead of cloning the function for transactional access, we maintain a per Go-routine
handle and ask the user to wrap any potentially transactional
code within a txn code block. Based on whether a transaction is already ongoing or not, we intelligently start a new
transaction or continue the same transaction at runtime. In
case this function is called from a non-transactional code, the
function simply operates on volatile data without any side
effects. Using the techniques mentioned in §5.2.1 we try to
keep the performance overhead to minimum in this case.

5.3

Implementing Go-redis-pmem

We implement a multithreaded feature-poor redis server called
go-redis-pmem written using go-pmem. go-redis-pmem currently supports storing/retrieving string KV pairs in pmem
and can run traffic generated from memtier benchmark. It currently has 6800 lines of code across 11 files and 360 functions.
As we were implementing go-redis-pmem, we realized that as
the applications become complicated it becomes increasingly
difficult to keep track of exactly which variables and pointers
are in persistent memory. Our desire to support function calls
and ability to reuse functions for data in volatile and persistent
memory was driven by the implementation of go-redis-pmem
and the ease this offered to the programmer.

5.4

Limitations

go-pmem is a work in progress and will continue to evolve as
we gain more experience in programming applications for persistent memory. Below, we enumerate the current limitations
of go-pmem:
1. No support for shrinking persistent heap file after they
have grown. We believe an offline application working
like a compacting garbage collector can fix this.
2. No support for allocating/transactionally using Go’s
maps or channels in pmem. go-pmem currently supports
basic Go types, structs, and Go slices.
3. No support for working with multiple persistent heaps
4. No support for operating systems other than 64-bit
Linux.
5. No support for redo/custom implementation of transactions with the txn code block.
6. We do not handle the case when there are traditional
I/O operations (like network, display, etc.) inside a transaction and then there is a crash. Previous works have
handled this by throwing an exception [34] and by providing safe IO [44]. We can do something similar.

6

Evaluation

We use the benchmarks from Computer Language Benchmarks Game (CLBG) [5] as the microbenchmarks to compare
the performance of our memory allocator and transactions.
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CLBG has gained wide attention for comparing the performance of different programming languages [39]. Go has also
used some of these benchmarks to optimize their implementation in the past [23]. We extend some of these benchmarks to
test how they perform when run on pmem, and don’t focus on
others as they test other language features such as arithmetic
precision, hashtable performance etc. which is not our focus
here. To test multicore scalability of go-pmem, we use the
microbenchmarks from the Phoenix suite [41]. The phoenix
suite was originally written to evaluate the MapReduce model
for multi-core systems. We use the pthread version of these
benchmarks to port to various pmem libraries. We also compare the performance of go-redis-pmem with other Redis implementations. In these evaluations, we ensure there is no
remote persistent memory traffic by keeping only one CPU
socket on. We compare our work against PMDK stable version (1.7 release commit bc5e30948) and we write code in
C++ using C++ bindings from PMDK (stable version 1.8
commit ab4ff69b7) [22]. The Mnemosyne examples build on
implementation code from [7] and Makalu examples run on
implementation code from [16].

6.1

Experimental Setup

Our system is a 24-core Intel Cascade Lake machine with
hyperthreading disabled and only one socket to avoid remote
pmem traffic. It has 4 Intel c OptaneTM DC Persistent Memory Module, each of 128GB, and 64GB of DRAM. In all the
runs, the deviation observed across runs was <2%. We report
the average runtime across 3 runs.

6.2

Change in Compile Time

The compilation time of Go source code increased by 3.4%
(from 42.71s to 44.16s) because of all our changes to Go
compiler. In the compilation of go-redis-pmem (which has
6800 lines of code and 11 files), we did not see any noticeable
difference in the compile time with and without the new ssa
pass. The difference was <1% (0.71s vs 0.713s). These numbers were obtained for a fresh compilation with go’s build
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Figure 7: SPS Benchmark: Overhead
of transactions

cache cleaned. With the build cache enabled, the observed
difference was even smaller (less than 1ms).

6.3

Memory Allocator Performance

The Binary Tree allocator microbenchmark from CLBG
stresses the pmem allocator by creating several perfect binary trees. One of these stresses memory to see maximum
memory available. One is a long-lived binary tree and there
are several short-lived trees which are created and then deallocated. Figure 5 compares the performance of go-pmem’s
pmem allocator to PMDK, Mnemosyne and Makalu. We note
that because go-pmem can garbage collect pmem we did not
have to free any tree nodes. Makalu and go-pmem do not
write to pmem for each new allocation and so are at least
an order of magnitude faster than PMDK and Mnemosyne.
PMDK must do all allocations and deallocations within a
transaction and performs the worst.

6.4

Performance of Transactions

6.4.1

Long Running Transactions

We use fannkuch from CLBG and sps to model programs with
a long-running transaction. Fannkuch takes a byte array of
size n and shuffles around elements for all n! permutations of
this array. We model all this to happen inside a single transaction. This lends it the behavior of a long running transaction.
We also noticed that both PMDK and go-pmem use undo
logs and maintain minimal state in pmem (only the oldest
value of the array) whereas Mnemosyne uses redo log and
quickly starts to use a lot of pmem. The sps microbenchmark
has been used previously [30, 31] to report throughput of
transactions. sps randomly performs swaps between entries
of an integer array. The number of these swaps is equal to the
number of elements. We change the number of elements in
this array from 1k to 10 million and do all the swaps within
one single transaction. So unlike Fannkuch, the size of data
being operated on also increases as the transaction becomes
longer. Figures 6 and 7 compare the running time of Fannkuch
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How Much Data do Applications Store to pmem?

We also want to highlight that the existing programming
models are inept for long-running applications like the ones
we model above. PMDK asks the user to specify the pmem
file size at the beginning. It crashes if this size is exceeded.
Mnemosyne always creates a pmem file of fixed size. We
think it is very difficult to predetermine the pmem capacity
that commercial applications will use. With the ability to
grow pmem heaps (§4.3.1), our programming model is more
flexible.
Several Short Transactions

We use n-body microbenchmark from CLBG to model a program with several short transactions. For short transactions,
the overhead in setting up the transactions is not amortized,
and we try to capture this overhead here. n-body models the
orbits of planets using an algorithm. The input is the number
of steps that the planets move from a starting point and the output is the new coordinates of the planets. We change one step
movement of the planets to be one transaction. Figure 8 shows
the running time as we vary the number of small transactions.
go-pmem consistently performs 2-3x faster than PMDK and
Mnemosyne even as the number of small transactions in the
application increase to 10 million.

6.5

Multicore Scalability

We run all 7 benchmarks from the Phoenix 2.0 suite [41] to
evaluate how go-pmem scales on multithreaded benchmarks.
We modified these benchmarks to keep the data manipulated
by each thread in pmem. Figure 13 captures the relative run-
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and sps for PMDK, Mnemosyne and go-pmem. We note that
Mnemosyne curves stop early as the public implementation
does not support large amounts of data within a transaction.
Similar results for Mnemosyne were reported in [31]. The
PMDK curves stop early as the default PMDK implementation does not allow creating a pmem file of 2GB or larger. For
both these cases, we consistently outperform PMDK by 3-4x
as the transactions become larger.
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Figure 10: Restart time comparison using fill-heap

ning time of PMDK compared to go-pmem. All benchmarks
use 24 threads and run on the largest input configuration provided by Phoenix. Unlike PMDK and go-pmem, Mnemosyne
stores more data in its redo logs and we were not able to
get it running on any of these benchmarks. go-pmem scales
much better than PMDK on all benchmarks other than linear
regression. Linear regression stores very little data on pmem
and incurs minimal transactional overheads. The benchmark
kmeans uses 2D arrays in pmem and is significantly slower
for PMDK. PMDK uses fat pointers and accessing 2D arrays
requires multiple indirections. Although figure 13 shows
results with 24 threads, we ran the benchmarks varying the
number of threads from 2 to 24. The results with different
thread counts are similar to the results shown in figure 13.

6.6

Restart Time Comparison

6.6.1

Undo Transaction Recovery Time After a Crash

We reuse sps benchmark from §6.4.1 to measure time spent
by undo transactions in PMDK and go-pmem to revert back
to consistent application state. We change the number of
integers swapped in sps and crash at the last integer swap. Figure 9 shows go-pmem performs at par with PMDK when the
amount of data to recover is less but gets slower by 20% as the
amount of data to recover increases. We have not optimized
the recovery path too much as this is not the common path.
One obvious optimization is to store application data in cacheline aligned chunks. This will reduce the number of writes to
pmem when we write back the consistent data during restart.
Optimizing this path without affecting the performance of
common cases remains on our future agenda.
6.6.2

Restart Time of Persistent Heaps

We use fill-heap benchmark from Makalu [26] to compare
the restart time as the size of the persistent heap changes. fillheap creates 64-byte objects to fill up a specified heap size.
It makes half of these objects reachable from the pmem root
objects. On restarting the fill-heap application, we measure
the time taken by go-pmem, PMDK, and Makalu to recover
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Figure 12: Redis throughput comparison against memtier
benchmark
Benchmark
Build-24
Garbage-64
JSON-24
HTTP-24

4
3
2

go-1.11
23.9s
23.4ms
84.0ms
73.9µs

go-pmem
23.9s
23.6ms
84.3ms
75.5µs

delta
0%
0.87%
0.44%
2.15%

Table 2: Go benchmark comparison
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Figure 13: Relative comparison on Phoenix benchmarks

the pmem heap. As seen in figure 10, go-pmem recovers
the pmem heap much faster than Makalu as Makalu has to
go through an expensive offline GC phase. PMDK recovers
almost instantaneously, because their allocator is inherently
transactional, and hence incurs minimal startup cost.
Restart Time of Redis Variations

To measure how go-pmem heap’s recovery fares on a pmem
application, we compared the restart time of go-redis-pmem
against various other Redis configurations as shown in figure
11. Go Redis swizzle measures the cost of swizzling pointers
by force mapping all arenas at a different address than where
it was originally mapped. C Redis SSD persists its data as an
AOF file on SSD, whereas C Redis Pmem block persists the
AOF file on pmem used in block IO mode.

Go Benchmarks

We run a set of 4 macro-benchmarks used by Go community to monitor Go performance regressions as new features
are added to the compiler [9]. These benchmarks stress the
memory allocator, GC, compiler, etc. Table 2 compares perfor-
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mance of go-pmem versus Go-1.11 upon which our changes
are based on. Our changes add little to no performance difference in these benchmarks.

6.8

Go-redis-pmem

Figure 12 shows the throughput of go-redis-pmem on the
same memtier benchmark used in figure 1. Even though goredis-pmem is multithreaded this configuration uses one client
thread for a fair comparison. We can see that go-redis-pmem
matches the performance of pmdk-redis reconfirming our
observation that if applications use persistent memory in byte
addressable mode, they will perform the best. In data not
shown here, we did see that go-redis-pmem performed better
than pmdk-redis and redis-3.2 when there are multiple client
threads because it is multithreaded.

7

Conclusion

In this work, we presented go-pmem, an opensource extension to the Go language that allows programmers to develop
pmem applications in Go. go-pmem is a natural extension
of Go for pmem support, following the normal idioms of the
Go language. We present a simple programming model and
demonstrate its effectiveness by developing a feature-poor
Redis equivalent key-value store in Go.
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Abstract
To ensure low-latency memory allocation, mobile operating
systems kill applications instead of swapping memory to disk.
This design choice shifts the burden of managing over-utilized
memory to application programmers, requiring them to constantly checkpoint their application state to disk. This paper
presents Marvin, a new memory manager for mobile platforms that efficiently supports swapping while meeting the
strict performance requirements of mobile apps. Marvin’s
swap-enabled language runtime is co-designed with OS-level
memory management to avoid common pitfalls of traditional
swap mechanisms. Its key features are: (1) a new swap mechanism, called ahead-of-time (AOT) swap, which pre-writes
memory to disk, then harvests it quickly when needed, (2) a
modified bookmarking garbage collector that avoids swapping
in unused memory, and (3) an object-granularity working set
estimator. Our experiments show that Marvin can run more
than 2x as many concurrent apps as Android, and that Marvin can reclaim memory over 60x faster than Android with a
Linux swap file can allocate memory under memory pressure.

1

Introduction

Over the past decade, mobile apps have become bigger and
more complex [28], far outpacing increases in mobile device memory [4]. This trend has increased memory pressure
on mobile operating systems as apps compete for limited
space. Going forward, mobile OSes must more efficiently
share memory across demanding apps, or user experience
will suffer.
Unfortunately, while mobile apps have become more sophisticated, mobile memory management remains in its infancy. Today’s popular mobile OSes set a fixed upper bound
on memory for each running application (e.g., 1.4GB for iOS
running on an iPhone X [36] and 512MB for Android running
on a Google Pixel XL). They never overcommit memory;
instead, they kill running applications and restart them later.
This simplistic approach worked well when mobile apps
were small and largely stateless. However, it is unsustainable
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as mobile OSes replace desktop ones (e.g., Android is now
the most used OS in the world) and mobile apps replace
desktop counterparts (e.g., Google Docs and Word Online
replacing Microsoft Word). Today’s apps already do not fit
into their memory allocation, so they manually swap objects
between memory and local storage or use libraries to meet
their needs [11]. Because apps are increasingly likely to be
killed due to memory pressure, they must also continuously
save execution state to disk and strive to minimize their startup times to cope with frequent restarts. Despite significant
engineering effort [21, 27, 32], it still takes several seconds to
kill and restart popular apps.
Improving mobile memory management is difficult. Mobile apps run in high-level language runtimes (e.g., Swift,
ART), which limit OS insight (e.g., working set estimation is
impossible) and are notoriously difficult for OS-level memory
managers to work with [20]. Further, mobile apps often allocate large amounts of memory quickly (e.g., when starting,
or for cloud downloads); unless the OS keeps a large pool
of free memory, this is easier to accommodate by killing entire applications. Finally, touch-based interfaces impose strict
latency requirements, which swapping to disk cannot meet.
In this paper, we improve mobile memory management
with a key observation: unlike other operating systems, mobile OSes run all of their apps in a common language runtime.
For example, all apps running on Android must run in the
Android Runtime (ART). This difference lets us co-design the
language runtime to assist the mobile OS in optimizing memory management instead of hindering it. Due to its knowledge
of memory usage, the language runtime becomes an ideal
place for mechanisms that can better manage memory.
This paper demonstrates the value of leveraging the runtime
for OS tasks. We present Marvin, a new memory manager
for Android that efficiently supports memory overcommit.
Marvin implements most memory management in the language runtime, which has more insight into an application’s
memory usage. Marvin relies on the operating system only
for cross-application resource allocation.
By integrating with the language runtime, Marvin can offer
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Figure 1: CDF of object size and heap percentage occupied
by objects that size or smaller.
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Figure 2: The cost of fixed allocation. Each bar shows the
total Java heap size of a popular app alongside its minimum
Java working set during active use.

three new features that enhance memory management:
• A new swap mechanism, which performs ahead-of-time
swapping to disk to avoid synchronous disk writes when
reclaiming memory, and which leaves checkpointed objects in memory (unlike Linux’s kswapd [18]).
• A new object-level working set estimator, which separates garbage collector (GC) and app accesses, and
avoids false sharing with object-level access tracking.
• A new bookmarking garbage collector [20], which tracks
exact liveness data without accessing swapped-out objects.
We implement a prototype of Marvin by modifying the interpreter and compiler of the Android Runtime (ART). Experiments show that our Marvin prototype is able to run more than
2x as many concurrent apps as Android, and that Marvin can
reclaim memory over 60x faster than Android with a Linux
swap file can allocate memory under memory pressure.

2

Limitations of Modern Mobile
OS Memory Resource Management

Although mobile OSes may be based on traditional OSes (e.g.,
Android and Linux), they diverge in two important ways:
(1) for each app, they bound memory usage to a fraction
of physical memory (e.g., 512MB on a 4GB device), rather
than letting apps allocate as much memory as they need, and
(2) they kill applications when physical memory runs out
rather than overcommitting memory through paging or other
mechanisms. To motivate our work, we ran experiments with
popular apps that show the reasoning and cost for these design
decisions. We ran all experiments on a Pixel XL phone with
4GB RAM and a quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 821 CPU.

2.1

Fixed Memory Allocation

Mobile OSes have poor insight into app memory usage. The
runtime garbage collector regularly touches all objects and
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moves objects for heap compaction, and the OS cannot distinguish this activity from app accesses. Mobile apps also
access language-level objects, which vary in size, while the
OS can only track memory accesses at page granularity. To
understand the impact of object-level accesses on page-sized
access tracking, we measured the size of objects in popular
apps. Figure 1 shows a CDF of the size distribution. Most objects are not page-sized (e.g., up to 40% of objects are smaller
than 4KB), so the OS cannot accurately track their usage.
Without good insight into app memory usage, today’s mobile OSes allocate all apps a fixed memory budget. On Android, this memory limit is the same whether an app is in the
foreground or background. Android attempts to minimize the
memory footprint of apps using techniques such as forking
all apps from a single “zygote” process with copy-on-write
pages. These techniques reduce duplication of framework
data structures and shared libraries but do not impact application objects in the Java heap. Using Marvin’s object-level
working set estimator, we measured the working set of popular apps. Figure 2 shows that although the heap footprint of
these apps is large, their working sets actually account for a
small fraction of their total heap size. This rarely accessed
memory would be better utilized keeping other apps alive,
rather than wasting space not being used.
Popular apps often have large memory footprints but small
working set sizes because they cache as much as possible
from the cloud. This caching improves performance, but it
leads to poor memory utilization, and choosing the correct
cache parameters is difficult [30]. Worse, modern applications
frequently exceed their memory budgets. Coping with this
problem requires apps to implement manual swap-to-storage,
which adds significant programming complexity [10, 11].
While caching libraries like Glide [5] and Fresco [34] are
helpful, they do not apply to all memory objects. Therefore,
today’s apps use a complex combination of libraries and manually shuffling data between memory and disk.
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No Memory Overcommit

Today’s mobile OSes kill applications rather than swapping
to disk when physical memory runs out. They take this approach because mobile apps must respond to user input within
hundreds of milliseconds, so traditional swap mechanisms,
which place synchronous disk writes on the critical path, impose too much latency. To measure the effect of swapping
on memory allocation, we enabled a Linux swap file on our
Android test device [35], and we measured the amount of time
required to allocate 512MB when the Android OS had free
memory and when it had a swap file and memory pressure.
Figure 3 shows the progress of the memory allocation over
time. With memory available, the OS allocated all 512MB
in 450ms; however, with a swap file and memory pressure, it
took almost 8 seconds for the OS to allocate the same amount.
Such high allocation latency would be unacceptable if an app
were allocating memory in response to user input.
Unfortunately, killing and restarting apps comes at a cost.
As shown in Figure 2, modern apps have large memory footprints, and a restarted app must fetch all of its cached data
from the network or disk. We measured the amount of time
needed to restart popular apps and compared it to that needed
to fetch their entire checkpointed memory image from disk.
As shown in Figure 4, restarting apps takes 4-27x longer than
fetching the all of the app’s memory from disk.
The ability to kill and restart apps at any time also imposes
a programming burden on app developers. Modern OSes give
apps a limited time budget to perform cleanup before being
killed. This limit leads apps to constantly write state to storage; in fact, Android encourages it [9]. Such constant checkpointing in response to app lifecycle events adds programming complexity, a challenge described in prior work [14].
Not only do app developers have to manage the checkpointing
process, they have to correctly use a variety of mechanisms to
do so with good performance [12]. The programming effort
required to prepare for unexpected app deaths is an additional
cost that app developers must pay.
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3

Our Approach

The primary barrier to improving memory resource management in mobile operating systems is the OS’s lack of insight
into the language runtime. To overcome this barrier, we codesigned the language runtime and the mobile OS. Mobile
operating systems are uniquely suited to such co-design because, unlike their desktop counterparts (e.g., Linux), they
force all applications to use the same language runtime.
Marvin’s design focuses on Android (and the Android
Runtime (ART)), which is now the most popular OS in the
world [25]. Using the language runtime, Marvin manages
memory entirely at object granularity, tracking, reclaiming
and faulting in entire objects. This section describes in more
detail the barriers to better memory resource management in
a mobile OS and how Marvin addresses those challenges.

3.1

Object-Level Working Set Estimation

The first step to better memory resource management is a
better understanding of each application’s working set. Thus,
Marvin implements language-aware working set estimation
in the language runtime, which tracks app reads and writes
at object granularity. Marvin uses this mechanism to identify
candidates for ahead-of-time swap (Section 3.2) and separate
garbage collector accesses from app accesses (Section 3.3).
Lacking hardware access bits to help with this tracking, Marvin implements software access tracking in both the ART interpreter and compiler, as modern mobile language runtimes
run both interpreted and compiled code.

3.2

Ahead-of-time Swap

As noted, swapping to disk when the OS needs memory is not
feasible for mobile OSes and their touch-based apps. Marvin
takes a different approach. While traditional swapping mechanisms write to disk when memory is needed, Marvin uses
a new ahead-of-time swap technique. This technique saves
memory to disk before it is needed and then reclaims those
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pages under memory pressure. Ahead-of-time swap separates
swapping to disk from reclaiming memory; thus, we distinguish between saved objects, which have been copied to disk
but still reside in memory, and reclaimed objects, which no
longer reside in memory but are only on disk.
Swapping objects before they are needed leaves a large
pool of clean memory that the OS can quickly reclaim and
reallocate. While this technique lets apps continue using memory until the OS reclaims it, whenever the app dirties a page,
the swap mechanism must update the on-disk copy before the
OS can reclaim it. Due to this trade-off, Marvin prioritizes
swapping objects that are infrequently or never written.

3.3

Bookmarking Garbage Collector

Like traditional swapping, ahead-of-time swapping is affected
by friction with the language-level garbage collector. As noted
by Hertz et al. [20], the garbage collector can inadvertently
page in memory when walking the object heap to look for
unused objects. With ahead-of-time swapping, the garbage
collector can also inadvertently dirty pages when updating
references, causing unnecessary writes to disk. Marvin solves
this problem by integrating a modified bookmarking garbage
collector [20] into the Android Runtime.
Marvin’s swap mechanism leaves stubs – analogous to
bookmarks – for each reclaimed object that detail the objects’
references to other objects. Using these stubs, its garbage
collector can process a reclaimed object during a mark-andsweep run without faulting in the entire swapped object. Marvin’s swap mechanism can further optimize swapping from
disk by dropping dead objects without faulting them in.

4

Marvin Overview

Marvin is a new mobile memory manager that supports flexible memory allocation between apps and memory overcommit through swapping. Marvin includes components in the
language runtime and OS, which are co-designed to provide
better memory management. This section overviews both.

4.1

Design Goals

Marvin’s design meets the following goals:
1. Fast memory allocation. Marvin must allocate memory quickly on-demand, avoiding disk accesses on the
critical path for memory allocation.
2. High memory utilization. Marvin must provide the illusion of unlimited memory, provided working sets do
not exceed the size of physical memory.
3. Minimal overhead. Marvin must impose low runtime
overhead and require no app code changes.
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While the last two goals are common to all memory management systems, existing mobile platforms sacrifice high
memory utilization for fast memory allocation. Marvin aims
to achieve all of these goals.

4.2

Marvin System Model

Marvin assumes a systems environment that meets three requirements: (1) all apps are written in a single managed
language (e.g., Java), (2) all apps run in a single managed
language runtime (e.g., ART), and (3) the runtime performs
garbage collection or some form of automatic memory management. Marvin’s design targets Android, which meets all
of these requirements. Android also runs some libraries using native code; however, Marvin is not needed to manage
their memory because they do not have the same issues with
OS-level memory management as managed languages.
Marvin’s optimizations could apply to other operating systems as well (e.g., iOS). For example, Swift uses automatic
reference counting as an alternative to garbage collection, so
it would require a bookmarking reference counter that can
track references without faulting in the entire object.
Marvin runs unmodified Android apps on ARM64-based
devices. Android distributes apps in a bytecode format called
DEX. ART runs DEX bytecode directly in an interpreter
and also compiles DEX to native ARM64 instructions both
at install time (ahead-of-time, or AOT, compilation) and at
runtime (just-in-time, or JIT, compilation). Marvin modifies
both the interpreter and compiler.

4.3

Marvin Architecture

Marvin has two key components: (1) the Marvin Kernel (MK),
a modified Android/Linux kernel, and (2) the Marvin Runtime
(MRT), a modified ART. Most memory management occurs
in MRT; it performs working set estimation, ahead-of-time
swapping, and bookmarking garbage collection. MK’s sole
responsibility is to balance memory allocation among apps
by deciding when and from which app to reclaim memory.
Marvin performs working set estimation and swapping
at object granularity; however, there is no CPU support for
object-level access bits and memory faults. As a result, Marvin implements software object access tracking and faulting
in the MRT interpreter and compiler. The interpreter marks
access bits and checks for swapped-out objects as it runs DEX
bytecode; the compiler inserts that functionality as additional
ARM64 instructions. Marvin reserves four bytes in each object header and uses them to store swapping metadata and
access bits. Implementing these features in software imposes
overhead, which we quantify in Section 8. Hardware improvements in future mobile devices could reduce this overhead.
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Figure 5: A timeline of actions performed by Marvin’s swap mechanism as compared to traditional (e.g., Linux) swap mechanisms.
Events are listed above the timeline while Marvin’s actions in response are listed below.

4.4

Marvin Memory Management Timeline

Objects managed by Marvin move through several states over
time, driven by app behavior and app lifecycle events. Figure 5
illustrates these events and states and compares Marvin’s
swapping to a traditional swap mechanism. When an app
first starts, MRT begins tracking its working set. It identifies
objects that are suited for swapping by examining whether
they are cold (have not been read or written recently by the
app). MRT begins saving checkpoints of those objects to
disk in the background. We refer to an object with a saved
checkpoint as a saved object.
When the app moves from foreground to background, MRT
pauses app threads and creates stubs, small proxy objects that
add a layer of indirection over swap candidate objects. Stubs
ensure that Marvin can intercept accesses to objects and fault
them back in, if necessary. Once MRT creates a stub for
an object, that object becomes reclaimable; the object is still
memory-resident, but MK can reclaim its memory at any time.
When MK reclaims an object, it enters the reclaimed state;
only the object’s stub remains in memory, and the object’s
checkpoint will need to be faulted back into memory before
the object can be accessed again. The garbage collector uses
only the stub and need not fault the object back into memory.

5

Marvin Core Mechanisms

As noted in Section 3, Marvin’s key features are ahead-of-time
swap, language-aware working set estimation, and bookmarking garbage collection. Designing these features required
addressing three challenges: adding a layer of indirection for
object references, coordinating between the OS and runtime,
and interposing on object accesses. This section describes
Marvin’s mechanisms for addressing these challenges.

5.1

Stubs for Object Reference Indirection

According to the Java language specification, object references are opaque. However, in practice, object references in
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the Android Runtime are direct pointers to the heap memory
holding the referenced object. This design requires Marvin
to inject a layer of indirection to implement features like software object faulting and the bookmarking garbage collector.
Marvin creates this layer of indirection using special objects,
called stubs. Each stub contains a pointer to its underlying
object along with a copy of each reference held by the object.
All references to an object point instead to its stub, and only
the stub holds a pointer to its underlying object. Accessing an
object through a stub adds overhead, so Marvin creates stubs
only for objects that are cold and at least 2KB in size.
When creating a stub for an object, Marvin moves the
object to a separate page-aligned region of memory and then
redirects all references to the object to point to its stub instead.
These tasks require that all app threads be paused. Therefore,
they can be performed more efficiently if Marvin can create
stubs for many objects at once, using a single scan of the
heap to redirect all affected references. As a result, Marvin
periodically executes a heap task that pauses all app threads
and creates stubs, and it executes this heap task only when the
app is in the background and its threads can be safely paused.
Stubs are only created once for each object, so the cost is low,
especially because Marvin does not restart apps frequently.

5.2

Reclamation Table for OS-Runtime Coordination

Modern mobile platforms have multicore processors that let
system services run concurrently with apps. In this environment, the OS should be able to reclaim memory quickly from
a running app without scheduling the app’s threads for execution. However, the OS cannot simply seize memory from an
app whose threads are not scheduled—a pointer to the memory in question may be present in an app thread’s stack or
registers, waiting to be used as soon as the thread is scheduled
once again. As a result, the OS and runtime need a way to
coordinate concurrent accesses to objects so the OS does not
try to reclaim one that the runtime is accessing.
Marvin uses a shared-memory reclamation table to provide
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this coordination. MRT populates the table with reclaimable
objects, and MK uses it to identify memory to reclaim. Each
reclamation table entry is a small, fixed-size data structure that
holds the address of an object, its size, a set of flags indicating
whether the object is memory-resident and the entry is valid,
and a set of bits used for locking by the runtime and OS. To
reclaim an object, MK first acquires an exclusive lock on the
object’s reclamation table entry. Similarly, whenever an app
thread prepares to access an object, MRT acquires a shared
lock on the reclamation table entry.
The reclamation table is necessary because it provides an
agreed-upon location that MK can quickly scan to identify
reclaimable objects. If the metadata in the reclamation table
were instead stored inside the stubs themselves, then MK
would need to scan MRT’s entire Java heap to identify reclaimable objects, and stub headers would need to contain a
magic number or provide some other way for the kernel to
recognize them.

5.3

Object Access Interposition

All of Marvin’s features require the runtime to interpose and
perform specific tasks whenever an app accesses an object.
On every object access, MRT must set read and write bits
for working set estimation; check for the presence of a stub
and redirect the object access through the stub if necessary;
and fault in the object if it has been reclaimed. It must also
set a dirty bit whenever an object is modified so the aheadof-time swap mechanism knows which objects need to be
saved, and it must update stubs whenever reference member
variables in their corresponding objects change to support the
bookmarking garbage collector.
Android apps execute both as DEX bytecode running in an
interpreter and as compiled native code running directly on the
hardware, and Marvin must interpose on all object accesses
in both kinds of code. As a result, Marvin features a set of
paired interpreter and compiler modifications that add the
required object access interposition. For each additional task
performed by the interpreter when it accesses an object, there
is a corresponding change to the compiler, adding assembly
instructions performing the same task to compiled code.

6

Marvin Memory Management

This section describes how we use Marvin’s mechanisms
(stubs, the reclamation table, and object access interposition)
to design the features that make up Marvin’s memory management system.

6.1

Working Set Estimation

MRT performs object-granularity working set estimation by
maintaining two access bits in each object header, a read bit
and a write bit, and scanning those access bits.
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Setting access bits. MRT uses object access interposition
to set an object’s read and write bits whenever that object is
read or written from either interpreted or compiled code. It
avoids including garbage collector reads in its working set
estimation by setting a flag in the object header when the
garbage collector is visiting an object and leaving the read bit
untouched if that flag is set.
Access tracking in MRT is performed on a best-effort basis
to minimize its overhead: MRT uses non-atomic operations
with relaxed memory ordering semantics when setting read
and write bits. As a result, concurrent reads and writes to the
same object could result in a lost update to one of the access
bits. An update to the read bit could also be lost if an app
thread reads an object that the garbage collector is processing.
These optimizations may decrease swapping performance if
the estimated and actual working sets differ significantly, but
they do not affect correctness.
Scanning access bits. MRT periodically walks the heap
and uses the Clock algorithm [8] to track each object’s longterm usage. Each object header holds two four-bit shift registers, one for reads and the other for writes. The time between
heap walks constitutes an access-tracking “round,” and each
shift register tracks whether the object was read or written in
the last four rounds. During a heap walk, MRT updates an
object’s shift registers and then clears the object’s access bits.
MRT piggybacks off of garbage collection to scan access
bits, since GC requires walking the heap anyways. Some of
ART’s GCs only walk subsets of the heap, so MRT limits its
access bit scanning to full-heap collections. It also periodically invokes GC to ensure up-to-date working set estimates
in the absence of app activity.
Producing the working set. As MRT walks the heap and
scans access bits, it tabulates the app’s working set. Our current MRT implementation considers an object part of the
working set if it has been written within the last four accesstracking rounds. The precise policy is an implementation
detail that can be easily changed.

6.2

Ahead-of-Time Swapping

In Marvin’s ahead-of-time swap mechanism, MK reclaims objects and decides which apps to target for reclamation. MRT
performs all other functions, including saving object checkpoints to disk, restoring reclaimed objects, and preventing the
operating system from reclaiming objects in use by app code.
Saving objects to disk. MRT identifies suitable objects for
swapping (i.e., cold objects) using its working set estimation
feature, and it proactively saves checkpoints of them to a swap
file on disk so they can be reclaimed quickly under memory
pressure. MRT saves objects to disk in a periodic heap task
that runs on a background thread concurrently with app code.
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After app code modifies an object, MRT must save an updated copy of that object to disk. It does not need to save the
updated copy immediately as long as it prevents the kernel
from reclaiming the object while it is “dirty.” To do so, MRT
maintains a dirty bit in the object header. It uses object access
interposition to set this dirty bit whenever app code writes to
an object, and its object-saving heap task clears this dirty bit
when saving the object to disk. MK checks dirty bits when
looking for objects to reclaim and avoids reclaiming dirty
objects. MRT and MK use strong memory-ordering semantics when reading and writing the dirty bit to ensure that no
modifications to objects are lost.
MRT begins saving swap candidate objects to disk even before those objects have had stubs created for them. Once MRT
creates a batch of stubs, those objects become immediately
reclaimable without requiring further disk I/O.
Reclaiming objects. MK selects apps to target for reclamation and reclaims objects from the MRT instances corresponding to those apps. It never targets the foreground app, in
order to avoid any swapping delays on the foreground app’s
user interface (UI) thread. After selecting an MRT instance to
target, MK scans the MRT instance’s reclamation table until
it finds an entry for an object that is neither dirty nor locked
by the runtime. MK then locks that entry and reclaims the object’s pages. It continues scanning the reclamation table and
reclaiming objects until it has harvested the desired amount
of memory from the MRT instance.
Each MRT instance ensures that MK does not reclaim
an object currently being accessed by its app code. To do
so, it uses object access interposition to detect whenever a
reclaimable object is being read or written, and it locks the
object’s reclamation table entry before the access and unlocks
its entry after the access.
Restoring objects. MRT restores reclaimed objects either
eagerly or on-demand. Either way, whenever MRT restores an
object, it locks the object’s reclamation table entry, copies the
saved checkpoint data of the object into memory, and copies
any modified references from the object’s stub into the object
itself. This last step is necessary because references in the
stub may have been modified by the garbage collector while
the object was not memory-resident.
Marvin’s eager object restoration uses app lifecycle information to restore objects before app code needs them. We
implemented a simple eager restoration policy, where an MRT
instance restores all reclaimed objects when it transitions to
the foreground. This policy increases the transition delay in
exchange for a guarantee that no swapping delays will block
the foreground app’s UI thread. Our design is flexible and
could support more advanced policies; for instance, the runtime could predict which objects are likely to be touched
immediately after a foreground transition and restore those
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objects first, trading off a shorter pause time in exchange for
the risk of user-perceptible stuttering.
If an object has not been eagerly restored, MRT restores
it on-demand when app code accesses it, a process that we
call software object faulting. Whenever app code accesses a
reclaimable object, MRT uses object access interposition to
check if the object is memory-resident by inspecting a bit in
its reclamation table entry. If not, MRT executes an object
fault handler that calls into its C++ object restoration function.

6.3

Bookmarking Garbage Collector

A tracing garbage collector touches every object in the heap
(or a subset of the heap), causing live objects to be swapped
back into memory even if app code is not using them. Marvin’s garbage collector avoids touching reclaimed objects by
storing an object’s references inside its stub and using the
stub during the mark phase of garbage collection. Stubs play
a similar role as bookmarks in the bookmarking collector [20].
During the mark phase, the garbage collector maintains a
mark stack and repeatedly pops an object from the mark stack,
marks all its references, and pushes those references onto the
mark stack. Marvin’s garbage collector checks whether an
object is a stub when it pops the object from the mark stack;
if so, it reads the references off the stub instead of accessing
the underlying object.
For the garbage collector to use stubs in place of their objects, MRT must ensure that the stub of a memory-resident
object has up-to-date copies of the object’s references. It uses
object access interposition to update the stub of a reclaimable
object whenever Java code modifies one of the object’s reference member variables.
MRT must also properly clean up after any saved objects
that are freed by the garbage collector. MRT records when
saved objects have been freed by the garbage collector, and
when the fraction of the swap file consisting of freed objects
passes a set threshold (25% in our implementation), it compacts the swap file in a heap task. MRT also cleans up after
reclaimable and reclaimed objects by checking whether an object being freed is a stub; if so, it deletes the reclamation table
entry corresponding to the stub. If an object is reclaimable,
MRT deletes the memory-resident copy of the underlying
object; if the object is reclaimed, MRT simply marks its copy
in the swap file for deletion without needing to fault it in.

6.4

Design Tradeoffs and Alternatives

By tracking working sets and faulting in objects in software
at the runtime level, Marvin achieves a clean design, albeit
with some drawbacks. First, Marvin cannot reclaim objects
accessed by native libraries: native libraries have no way to
detect stubs and no recourse for faulting in reclaimed objects.
Second, software working set estimation and object faulting
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add overhead, particularly to compiled code. We evaluate this
overhead in Section 8.
Marvin moves almost all memory management into the
runtime because we believe that the runtime’s better access
to information about app behavior makes it better suited for
managing memory. The functionality remaining in the kernel
is the minimum required by existing Linux kernel design; if
Marvin was built on top of an exokernel [13, 23], it could
move even more functionality into the runtime. A variety of
other designs are possible that split functionality between the
runtime and kernel in different ways.
Kernel-level working set estimation would reduce the overhead of accessing objects, but it would suffer from false sharing if an app’s working set is mixed with unused objects across
4KB pages. Faulting in memory at the kernel level would similarly reduce object access overhead but would require more
extensive re-design of the runtime garbage collector to avoid
unnecessary swapping activity. By tying the granularity of
memory management to the size of pages, kernel-level memory management will also become inflexible as large pages
become more common and the disparity between object sizes
and page sizes widens. In any case, kernel-level memory
management would require some sort of ahead-of-time swap
mechanism to satisfy the latency requirements of modern
mobile platforms (Figure 3), and even adding ahead-of-time
swap to the Linux kernel would require significant effort.
Marvin’s garbage collector is different from the original
bookmarking collector [20] in that it maintains exact reachability information with stubs rather than conservatively storing approximate reachability information. The latter approach
requires the garbage collector to perform less work when
evicting pages and scanning the heap, but it can result in the
heap being needlessly occupied with dead objects.

7

Marvin Prototype

We implemented a prototype of MRT by modifying ART on
Android 7.1.1 (which includes Linux 3.18.31). Our implementation includes a modified version of ART’s ARM64 compiler,
allowing our prototype to support Android devices with 64-bit
ARM processors. Our changes to the ART codebase resulted
in 3475 additional lines of code [38].
In addition to modifying ART, we made a small modification to the version of OpenJDK included with Android 7.1.1,
namely, we added fields to the Object class definition to mirror
the bytes added to the object header in ART. We also changed
a source file in the Android framework (ProcessList.java)
to increase a hard-coded limit on the number of concurrently
running apps since Marvin is able to run more.
Our experiments require us to manually trigger reclamation,
so we did not implement automated reclamation in the MK.
However, our MRT implementation includes the reclamation
table and performs all operations required to support kernel
memory reclamation.
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7.1

Object Access Interposition

We implemented MRT’s object access interposition by adding
specialized functionality to the ART interpreter and compiler.
This lets MRT interpose on object accesses from both DEX
bytecode running in the interpreter and compiled OAT code
running natively. The following section describes in detail
how we modified each component.
MRT interpreter. The ART interpreter internally represents each Java object as a C++ mirror object, which it manipulates when executing DEX bytecode instructions that read or
write an object. The mirror object’s type definition includes
methods to read or write the data at a given offset within the
object’s memory footprint, and the interpreter code calls these
methods when executing DEX instructions. To add object
access interposition to the interpreter, we modified the mirror
object methods to implement Marvin’s features.
For example, to redirect object accesses through stubs and
perform on-demand object faulting, we added a preamble
macro to each mirror object method. The preamble first
checks if the object is actually a stub. If so, it casts the this
pointer to a stub, calls a method that locks the stub’s reclamation table entry (RTE), checks the RTE’s resident bit, and if
the resident bit is cleared, calls a method to fault in the object
from disk. The preamble then gets the address of the underlying object from the RTE and invokes the mirror object method
on the underlying object. Finally, the preamble unlocks the
RTE and returns the result of the mirror object method, if any.
ART contains multiple interpreter implementations, and
the default is the “mterp interpreter,” an interpreter written
in assembly. When the mterp interpreter executes DEX instructions that read or write an array, it directly accesses the
array’s memory, bypassing the mirror object methods. To allow Marvin to interpose on array accesses, we instead use the
“switch interpreter,” an interpreter written in C++ that calls
the mirror object methods when executing array accesses.
MRT compiler. Java code in Android framework libraries
and portions of app Java code execute as native code, which
is compiled by the ART compiler either statically after installation or dynamically with just-in-time (JIT) compilation. We
added object access interposition to this compiled code by
modifying the compiler’s assembler to generate additional
assembly instructions that implement Marvin’s features when
it performs code generation for object accesses. We used
ARM64 devices for testing and evaluation, so we added support for object access interposition to the ARM64 assembler.
Each operation described above for the interpreter’s implementation of stub redirection and object faulting has a corresponding block of ARM64 instructions in compiled code. The
main difference is that when a stub is detected, the compiled
code must explicitly overwrite the register holding the stub’s
address with the address of the underlying “real object;” it
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7.2

500
400

Evaluation

Our evaluation demonstrated that Marvin successfully met
its design goals. It could: (1) quickly reclaim memory ondemand; (2) maintain high memory utilization by sharing
memory among apps rather than killing them; and (3) achieve
the previous two goals with low overhead and no app changes.
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Limitations and Potential Optimizations

Our MRT implementation is a research prototype and has
some limitations as a result. One is instability when reclaiming objects from black-box commercial apps. When running
apps that we create in Android Studio, MRT reliably and
consistently reclaims and restores objects, but when running
commercial apps with stub creation and reclamation enabled,
it tends to crash. MRT’s object access interposition works
correctly with commercial apps, so by disabling stub creation
and reclamation, we can test its overhead and collect working
set data. Our MRT prototype also does not support reclaiming
objects with live JNI global references or directly accessing a
reclaimable array’s memory through JNI.
Our implementation of object access interposition in the
MRT compiler is unoptimized, and the per-object-access overhead of compiled code could be reduced with deeper compiler
integration. We modified the ARM64 assembler, which translates intermediate representation (IR) instructions to ARM64
binary code. Our implementation generates ARM64 instructions performing object access interposition for every IR instruction that reads or writes an object, even though many
of those instructions only need to execute when the object’s
register allocation begins or ends. An optimized version of the
compiler, with modifications at the IR level, could decrease
both the execution and size overhead of compiled code.
The MRT compiler has other areas for optimization. For
instance, we noticed situations where ARM64 parameter registers (x0–x7 and d0–d7) appear to be live but are not reported as such by the ART compiler’s LocationSummary
class; therefore, we conservatively save all parameter registers to the stack when performing a procedure call. Saving
only live parameter registers would further reduce code size
overhead. In addition, the ARM64 assembler makes a maximum of two scratch registers available at any time, which
required us to save backpointers and add more instructions to
juggle required state among the limited available registers.

8
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then loads the stub’s address back into that register when it
is done with the object. In the common case, when an object
is not a stub (or when it is, but its underlying “real object” is
memory-resident), execution branches past many of the added
object-faulting instructions.
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Figure 6: Memory usage as Marvin reclaims memory from a
benchmark app with different working set sizes.

8.1

Evaluation Setup

We ran our experiments on a Google Pixel XL smartphone
with 4GB RAM and a quad-core Qualcomm Snapdragon 821
CPU. The smartphone ran either the open-source release of
Android 7.1.1 (AOSP tag android-7.1.1_r57) or our Marvin
implementation based on that release. Both our Marvin implementation and our baseline Android build included a change
to the Android framework to increase a hard-coded cap on
the number of concurrently running apps.
Our experiments used a mix of synthetic apps for benchmarking and real-world apps. We built several synthetic workloads that simulate various memory footprints and working set
sizes to measure their effect on Marvin compared to Android.
We also used PCMark for Android, a commercial benchmark
app based on real-world apps, to measure Marvin’s overhead
on real apps [3]. We chose two benchmarks from the test suite
(Writing 2.0 and Data Manipulation) since the remaining
three test the performance of native libraries.

8.2

Memory Reclamation

Marvin must be able to quickly reclaim memory from running apps when a new or existing app needs to allocate large
amounts of memory. Its ahead-of-time swap mechanism ensures that each MRT instance has a pool of clean memory that
can be quickly reclaimed without swapping to disk. In this
section, we measure the latency of reclaiming memory for
apps with different working set sizes. Reclamation latency depends on the app’s working set size since Marvin can reclaim
more memory from apps with smaller working set sizes.
For our prototype, we use madvise to return memory from
MRT to the kernel. This design lets us trigger reclamation
rather than waiting for memory pressure. Our MRT prototype
reclaims memory when an app transitions to the background
and then periodically while it is in the background.
Figure 6 shows memory usage over time for apps with a
500MB heap and differing working set sizes. RSS values
shown are relative to the RSS reported for a minimal Android
app with a single empty Activity (approx. 80MB). At time
0ms, MRT begins to return memory from the app to the OS.
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Marvin returned 250MB of memory in 52ms and 500MB
of memory in 108ms. In comparison, as shown in Figure 3,
Android with a Linux swap file took nearly 8 seconds to
free and allocate 500MB of memory under memory pressure.
Using ahead-of-time swap let Marvin reclaim memory over
60x faster than Android with Linux swap could allocate the
same amount of memory, allowing Marvin to meet the strict
latency requirements of mobile apps.

Memory Utilization

To demonstrate Marvin’s more efficient memory manager, we
ran multiple instances of an app with a large memory footprint
and a limited working set, and we counted the number of
active apps that were alive and making progress on their
workloads. Each app had a 220MB heap filled with arrays,
and it deleted and reallocated 20MB of those arrays every
5 seconds. We used two different heap compositions: one
where the apps had heaps filled with 4KB arrays, and one
where they had an even mix of 4KB and 1MB arrays (similar
to the bimodal distribution of real apps in Figure 1). We
consider an app “inactive” if it fails to perform a round of its
workload for 20 seconds after the previous round; we consider
it “active” once again if it succeeds in performing a round
of its workload within 7 seconds of the previous round. We
started a new app instance every 10 minutes to give Marvin
time to perform background work. For unmodified Android,
only the data for the apps with 4KB arrays is shown, because
its behavior was nearly identical for the 4KB/1MB mix.
As shown in Figure 7, Marvin ran over 2x as many active
apps concurrently as unmodified Android and over 1.5x-2x as
Android with a Linux swap file enabled, where swapping left
almost all apps unusable as the experiment went on. While
baseline Android begins killing apps when physical memory
runs out, Android with swap keeps more apps alive. However,
without a bookmarking garbage collector, the system experienced constant swapping activity, which prevented most apps
from making progress on their workloads. Our experimental
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Figure 7: Count of active benchmark app instances over time.
Marvin runs more than twice as many apps as regular Android
before needing to kill any apps; on Android with a swap file,
most apps are alive but inactive due to constant swapping
activity.
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Figure 8: PCMark for Android benchmark results.
runs of Android with a swap file consistently ended early due
to the device crashing.
Marvin made better use of device memory because it reclaimed unused memory from apps and used its bookmarking garbage collector to avoid touching that unused memory
when running garbage collection. While Android only ran 10
apps concurrently, and Android with a swap file only briefly
reached a maximum of 13 concurrent apps (4KB arrays) or
20 apps (4KB/1MB mix), Marvin ran 27 apps (4KB arrays)
or 30 apps (4KB/1MB mix) concurrently. Marvin’s memory
reclamation and bookmarking garbage collector let it execute
1.5-2x as many apps concurrently while neither killing apps
nor suffering performance degradation.

8.4

Runtime Overhead

While Marvin provides better memory management, it comes
with a set of trade-offs. This section quantifies Marvin’s four
sources of overhead: (1) execution time overhead caused by
Marvin’s object access interposition in compiled OAT code;
(2) increased compiled code size due to object access interposition; (3) CPU utilization overhead caused by Marvin’s heap
walks for working set estimation; and (4) faulting overhead
when an app accesses a reclaimed object.
Execution time overhead of object access interposition.
Native code produced by the MRT compiler has additional
ARM64 instructions to support object access interposition.
Some instructions (stub checks, dirty bit updates, and accesstracking bit updates) execute on every object access. Other
instructions (indirecting object accesses through stubs and
locking RTEs) execute only on accesses to reclaimable objects. We measured the overhead of the added instructions that
apply to all object accesses using PCMark for Android, and
we used a synthetic benchmark to illustrate the dependence
of that overhead on the makeup of application code.
Figure 8 compares the performance of Marvin and unmodified Android on the PCMark benchmarks in our test set. Each
bar shows the mean and standard deviation of five runs. We
turned off stub creation and swapping when running PCMark,
using the benchmarks to measure the overhead of the instructions added to every object access for stub checks and working
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Figure 9: Overhead of Marvin for a synthetic workload with
different proportions of object access interposition (OAI). The
point (0,0) represents the theoretical scenario of running without any OAI, while other points show experimental results.
set estimation. Marvin’s score on the Writing 2.0 benchmark
was nearly identical to Android’s, and its score on the Data
Manipulation benchmark was only 15% lower. These scores
show that Marvin’s overhead for accessing regular (i.e., nonreclaimable) objects is low for real-world apps.
Figure 9 explores the dependence of Marvin’s overhead
on the DEX instruction mix of application code. The graph
shows Marvin’s overhead executing a synthetic workload that
performed a tunable proportion of object accesses (array reads
and writes) and integer operations (addition and multiplication). Each point represents the mean and standard deviation
of Marvin’s execution time overhead relative to Android for
40 iterations of the workload. For large proportions of object
accesses, Marvin had relatively high overhead (e.g., 350%
overhead for 40% object accesses), while for low proportions
of object accesses, Marvin’s overhead was minimal (e.g., 10%
overhead for 1% object accesses). PCMark’s 15% overhead
indicates that the real app workloads represented by PCMark
have low proportions of object accesses.
Although these overheads are already reasonable, they
could be improved with optimizations. As noted in Section 7,
deeper compiler integration would let Marvin reduce overhead
by performing object access interposition less frequently.
Code size overhead of object access interposition. The
ARM64 instructions added by Marvin’s object access interposition also increase the size of compiled native code.
To measure the increase in code size, we compared the
compiled Android framework libraries generated by Marvin to the framework libraries on unmodified Android.
Marvin increased the total size of the ARM64 framework libraries (in the /system/framework/arm64 and
/system/framework/oat/arm64 directories on the Android
filesystem) from 117 MB to 292 MB. This code size overhead, while relatively high, could be reduced significantly
with deeper compiler integration (Section 7).
CPU utilization overhead of heap walks. Our Marvin prototype performs the heap walks required for working set es-
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Figure 10: Speed of a benchmark app as it touches objects in
its heap with different fractions of reclaimed objects.
timation by invoking the concurrent garbage collector and
piggybacking off its heap walk. Our prototype performs a
heap walk every 5 seconds when an app is in the foreground
and every 30 seconds for an app in the background. In theory,
this periodic invocation of the garbage collector across multiple MRT instances could add CPU utilization overhead. In
practice, when running multiple apps in the background, we
found that the difference between Marvin’s and unmodified
Android’s CPU utilization was negligible, likely because GC
invocations were so infrequent for background apps.
Overhead of faulting in objects. When an app first accesses a reclaimed object, Marvin must fault it in from disk,
adding significant latency to that initial access. Marvin’s default policy eagerly restores all objects when an app moves to
the foreground, trading off a longer transition delay for a guarantee that object-faulting latencies will never block the app’s
UI thread once it is in the foreground. The added transition
delay is proportional to the amount of reclaimed memory and
the restoration rate. Anecdotally, our prototype restored memory at about 100 MB/s, but we believe that rate could improve
to around 260 MB/s with optimization. (The slower rate is the
disk read speed of the C++ standard library implementation
used by ART, while the faster rate is the speed of the standard library implementation linked by the Android standalone
toolchain.) Object faults may occur for background apps, but
the Java working sets of apps in the background are generally
quite small (less than 4MB for all commercial apps in our test
set), so we expect object faulting to happen infrequently in
practice.
We nonetheless studied the effect of object faulting on
performance, to understand how Marvin would perform in
situations where different policies or workloads result in more
object faulting. Figure 10 shows the effect of object faulting
on a heap-walking benchmark app as it touches different
fractions of reclaimed objects. The app looped over a set of
4KB arrays, reading five member variables of each array, and
measured the speed of traversing the objects. Each bar shows
the mean and standard deviation of five measurements, and the
device’s disk cache was cleared before each run. As expected,
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there was an inverse relationship between heap-walking speed
and fraction of faults; for instance, speed dropped by 49% as
the fraction of faults increased from 10% to 20%.

9

Related Work

Several recent systems provide swapping for mobile platforms
but focus on page-granularity rather than object-granularity
swapping. SmartSwap [43] predicts which apps are unlikely
to be used and swaps out pages from those apps ahead-of-time.
A2S [22] takes the opposite approach; it avoids swapping
out pages from unused apps, since their pages will be freed
anyways when they are terminated. MARS [19] optimizes
Linux swapping to improve performance on flash storage
devices. It disables garbage collection in background apps
and reclaims memory from those apps. DR. Swap [42] uses
NVRAM rather than flash storage to store swapped-out pages
and satisfies reads by reading directly from NVRAM. Choi et
al. [6] improve the performance of an in-memory file system
by co-designing the swap mechanism to minimize I/O.
The Linux kernel includes a daemon, kswapd, which frees
unused pages in the background to maintain a reserve pool of
unallocated memory [18]. Like Marvin, kswapd proactively
checkpoints unused memory, but unlike Marvin, kswapd reclaims pages when it checkpoints them. As a result, kswapd
is limited in how much memory it can checkpoint ahead-oftime—keeping a large proportion of memory checkpointed
and reclaimed would make that memory unusable and shrink
the device’s effective memory footprint.
Liang et al. [24] present FAST, an Android memory management system that modifies kswapd to improve its suitability for Android. FAST changes kswapd to prioritize reclaiming pages from apps in the background. It also identifies a
mismatch between the large reclamation sizes of kswapd and
the small sizes of typical Android allocations, and it includes a
predictor to determine the reclamation size based on workload
patterns. Like FAST, Marvin avoids reclaiming memory from
the foreground app, but Marvin differs in its runtime-level
memory management and its decoupling of checkpointing
and reclamation.
A significant body of work examines the issue of providing
persistent memory for object-oriented languages [1, 7, 26, 31,
33, 40]. These systems checkpoint objects to disk or nonvolatile memory, but they do so to ensure safety in the face of
failures rather than swapping out unused memory. As a result,
they focus on supporting transactional programming models
that provide strong guarantees under failure [7, 31] and on
implementing crash-safe garbage collection [7,40] rather than
on maximizing the number of apps that can run concurrently.
SSDAlloc [2] is a persistent memory system that, like
Marvin, is motivated by the goal of helping apps with large
memory footprints avoid memory pressure. Unlike Marvin’s
runtime-level object faulting and working set estimation, SSDAlloc allocates objects in separate virtual pages and uses
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the existing virtual memory system to estimate the working
set and trigger its object fault handler.
Like Marvin, the bookmarking collector [20] aims to improve the performance of Java apps in memory-constrained
environments. It assumes that the OS uses a traditional pagelevel swapping mechanism and focuses on letting the garbage
collector run without unnecessary swapping. It conservatively
stores approximate reachability information (bookmarks) that
is used during garbage collection, whereas Marvin stores
exact reachability information (stubs). The BMX garbage collector [15] also uses stubs to avoid expensive object accesses,
but in the context of a distributed persistent object store.
Other recent work on garbage collection focuses on codesigning the GC and runtime to manage software caches
more efficiently [30], co-designing the GC and virtual memory manager to improve performance [41], measuring the
effect of GC on scalability [16], and designing GCs or memory managers for domains such as big data systems [17, 29].
With multiple runtimes managing their own memory on
top of a single operating system, Android’s architecture resembles that of a virtual machine manager, where multiple
guest operating systems run on top of a hypervisor. Marvin’s
runtime–OS cooperation is analogous to that between guest
OS and hypervisor in the VMware ESX server [37], which
uses a balloon driver to induce guest OSes to reclaim memory.
Wright et al. [39] present a system in which the architecture and Java runtime are co-designed for improved memory
access performance. It features hardware modifications that
allow an object-addressed CPU cache and an in-cache GC.

10

Conclusion

Users of mobile devices expect to use apps and switch between apps with low latency. As mobile apps have become
more memory-hungry, device RAM capacities have not kept
pace, and traditional swapping mechanisms cannot meet user
latency expectations. Marvin overcomes this challenge with a
novel runtime-level swapping mechanism that accurately estimates working sets, moves disk I/O off the allocation critical
path, and avoids unnecessary swapping during garbage collection. As our experiments demonstrate, Marvin lets more apps
run simultaneously and reclaims memory faster than unmodified Android while adding reasonable overhead. The source
code for our Marvin prototype and experiments is available
at https://github.com/UWSysLab.
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Abstract
Radio frequency identification has been gaining popularity
in a variety of applications from shipping and transportation
to retail industry and logistics management. With a limited
reader-tag communication range, multiple readers (or reader
antennas) must be used to provide full coverage to any deployment area beyond a few meters across. However, reader
contention can seriously degrade the performance of the system or even block out some tags from being read. Most prior
work on this problem requires hardware and protocol support that is incompatible with the EPC Gen2 standard. Moreover, they assume the knowledge of a reader network that precisely describes the contention relationship among all readers, but the efficient acquisition of the reader network in a
practical system with commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) tags
is an open problem. This study fills the gap by proposing a
novel protocol Retwork, which works under the limitations
imposed by commercial Gen2-compatible tags and identifies
all possible reader contentions efficiently through careful protocol design that exploits the flag-setting capability of these
tags. We have implemented a prototype with 8,000 commercial tags. Extensive experiments demonstrate that Retwork
can reduce communication overhead by an order of magnitude, in comparison to an alternative solution.

1

Introduction

Radio frequency identification (RFID) has been gaining popularity in a variety of pervasive applications, including library inventory [7,13,16,25,26], warehouse control [6,17,21,
22, 24, 38–41], supply chain management [12, 15, 19, 20, 23],
and object tracking [9, 18, 29, 31–34, 36]. Given that tags use
backscattering to communicate with readers, the communication distance between a reader and a tag is limited to a few
meters. In a deployment (e.g., a retail store or a warehouse)
that goes beyond the communication range of a single reader
antenna, multiple reader antennas (referred to simply as readers for convenience) must be used to cover the whole area. If
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the readers take turn to communicate with the tags in their
respective interrogation zones, then this condition will not
be time efficient for inventory operations. On the contrary,
if they operate simultaneously, a complex situation of collisions, where tags in overlapped areas will be left unread, may
be created. To solve this dilemma, research has been trying to
find solutions to properly schedule readers so that only those
that do not collide will be active at any time.
This reader scheduling is built upon the knowledge of
reader network, which is a graph that depicts the contention
relationship among the readers and underlies many multireader protocols [5, 8, 10, 14, 27, 28, 30, 35, 37, 42]. However,
in practice, a reader can hardly know the size of its own interrogation zone, which takes an irregular shape that is difficult
to determine due to directivity of reader antenna and environment reflection. More difficulty is to determine whether any
two readers contend, which happens when their interrogation
zones overlap and at least one tag in the overlapped area exists. To make reader scheduling practical, in this paper, we
work under the limitations of commercial Gen2-compatible
RFID systems and propose a solution to determine their
reader network, without any modification to tags or readertag communication protocols, and without any assumption of
pre-knowledge about the shape and size of any reader’s interrogation zone. One naive solution is to activate the readers in
sequence, one at a time, to collect tag IDs in its zone, and then
compare the tag sets of any two readers to see if the intersection is empty. If it is, then no contention exists between the
two readers; if not, there is a contention link between them in
the network. However, this serialized approach is inefficient
and already collects all tag IDs, which makes deriving the
reader network unnecessary.
This paper proposes a new protocol called Retwork that
efficiently determines the reader network of a large RFID
system, with two key advantages. First, it avoids the need to
perform inventory over the entire tag set by the native solution that activates one reader at a time (which reads its tags,
one at a time). Second, it is completely compatible with the
worldwide standard of EPC Gen2 [4], allowing the new pro-
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tocol to be deployed in commercial systems. The idea behind
Retwork is not to read all tags and compare the readers’ tag
sets, but to make each reader broadcast certain information
to tags in its zone. The Gen2 standard does not allow us to
write a reader’s ID to all tags in its zone at once. Had this
been supported, after all readers did that, tags would know
whether they are in the overlapped areas of multiple readers
and would then report that to their readers. Fortunately, according to the Gen2 standard, a reader’s transmission can flip
certain flags in the memory of all tags that receive the transmission. With a careful design, we show that these flags can
be exploited to fully support identification of all contention
relationship among the readers. Our protocol only requires
each reader to transmit a few Gen2 commands that trick its
tags to flip their flags in a certain way. Thus, after all readers transmit, tags in overlapped areas will have their flags set
differently from other tags. Tags will signal the readers for
contention relationship without having to deliver their IDs to
the readers. The execution time of Retwork is a function of
the number of readers, instead of the number of tags, which
is much larger in practical systems. The major contributions
of this study are listed below.
• We propose an efficient solution Retwork to the practically important problem of identifying the contention relationship among multiple readers in a large RFID system,
which underlies a majority of multi-reader protocols.
• Our protocol exploits the flag-setting capability in Gen2.
With a carefully-designed series of flag-flipping operations,
our protocol can classify tags into groups: those under reader
contention and those free of contention.
• We implement a prototype of Retwork with 8,000 commodity RFID tags. Extensive experiments show that it boosts
the read throughput of the system and thus cuts the inventory
time by an order of magnitude.

2

Problem Formulation

An RFID system generally consists of a large number of tags
and multiple readers. Each tag is attached to an object to
exclusively indicate the associated object. The tag set is denoted by Γ = {t1 ,t2 , ...,tn }. A reader is surrounded by a finite space within which it can communicate with tags. This
space is referred to as the interrogation zone (or read zone)
of that reader. In a multi-reader RFID system, the layout of
readers constitutes a reader network, which is represented
by a graph G = (V, E), where V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vm } is the set
of vertices (readers) and E is the set of edges (contention
links). An edge (vi , v j ) ∈ E exists between the reader vi and
the reader v j if and only if at least one tag tk ∈ Γ is located
at the overlapped interrogation zone covered by both readers. At this point, these two readers are called neighbors or
adjacent nodes, which may incur collision if they communicate concurrently. The tags within the overlapped zone are
referred to as contentious tags. Notably, forming an edge re-
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quires two necessary conditions: overlapped read zone and
contentious tags. Two readers with the same read zone are
still treated as collision-free if no tags reside in such a zone.
This is reasonable because no contention will happen even
if the two readers run in parallel. Note that, various factors,
such as the reader planning, multi-path effects, and material
of tagged objects, greatly affect a reader’s signals and thus
make the shape of its interrogation zone irregular. Our protocol design is robust to any kinds of RFID systems, regardless
of the shape of the interrogation zone.

3

Tag Inventory

Exploring the reader network is essentially to check whether
a contention link exists between any pair of readers. An intuitive solution is to conduct tag inventory reader by reader
over the whole tag set. In particular, each reader individually
queries the tag subpopulation in the field of view. Upon receiving a query request, all tags report their tag IDs to the
reader by running the Gen2 protocol. To avoid reader collision, all readers need to execute the tag inventory sequentially rather than concurrently. That is because these readers
do not have any prior knowledge on the reader network; a collision is very likely to take place when concurrent inventory
is conducted. This blocks out some tags in the overlapped
zone from being read. After one-round inventory by all readers, each reader can learn its neighbors by comparing its own
tag list with others’. If two readers share a common tag subset, an edge must exist between them; otherwise, they are
conflict-free. By checking all pairs of readers, the reader network G = (V, E) is formed finally. This solution is foolproof
but suffers from high latency. The reason is that all tags have
to transmit their long tag IDs to readers, resulting in at least
n × tid time overhead, where n is the number of tags and tid
is the time delay for transmitting a tag ID. This process is extremely time consuming, especially in a large RFID system.

4

Retwork

4.1 Basic Idea
The basic idea of Retwork is piggybacking some payload
in a reader’s instruction via one-to-many broadcasting over
the air and taking a few tag replies instead of all as the indicator to obtain the link information between readers. By
this means, most tag inventories are avoided and the identification time of reader network is determined by only the
small number m of readers rather than the number n of tags
(m ≪ n), greatly improving the protocol efficiency. Following this idea, we propose Retwork in embryo, which gives
us a clue to the protocol design and reveals the key hurdle
that limits the implementation of Retwork on Gen2. It consists of two phases: over-the-air writing and selective reading. The former is to tell each tag in which readers’ interro-
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gation zones the tag resides via one-to-many broadcast. The
latter chooses a specific tag subset to reply. By checking the
tag responses, the reader is able to learn whether two readers
conflict.

which is however out of the scope of Gen2 that specifies the
reader has to perform memory access on one tag at a time.
This condition makes building indicator vectors roll back to
one-to-one transmission again.

Over-the-air Writing. This phase is composed of m time
slots, where m is the number of readers. Each reader is assigned an exclusive slot and scheduled to transmit its reader
index in that slot. Without loss of generality, we suppose
that the reader vi is assigned to the i-th slot. The reader vi
broadcasts its index i to all tags in its vicinity during the i-th
slot. Clearly, only the tags within the reader’s interrogation
zone can hear this broadcast. By recording reader indices, a
tag knows at which readers’ interrogation zones it is located.
More specifically, each tag holds an m-bit indicator vector in
its memory, which is denoted by I and initializes to zeros at
first. Once a tag receives an index of value i, it sets the i-th
bit of the vector to ‘1’, that is, I[i] = 1, which indicates that
this tag is under vi ’s coverage. A contention link between vi
and v j is formed if two bits I[i] and I[ j] meet I[i] = 1 and
I[ j] = 1, where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m. By checking all indicator vectors and converging these pieces of information together, we
can obtain the reader network G(V, E). However, although
tags know all of this, the readers do not. We next introduce
the second phase that aims to extract the contention information from tags and shed light on the reader network.

4.3 EPCglobal Gen2 Protocol

Selective Reading. Directly collecting each tag’s indicator
vector can obtain the reader network but suffers from long
time delay as tag inventory. To improve time efficiency, the
reader chooses only a few tags to reply each time and removes most of dispensable memory accesses. In particular,
each reader in turn checks whether it conflicts with others.
Consider any one reader vi , 1 ≤ i ≤ m. To obtain the link status between vi and v j ( j > i), the reader vi first selects a specific subset of tags with indicator vectors that satisfy I[ j] = 1.
If the reader vi detects any tags in the field of view, then vi
and v j are neighbors for sure. Otherwise, no response from
tags means no tags hold I[ j] = 1, which further indicates that
vi and v j are conflict-free.
Given the use of over-the-air writing and selective reading,
the execution time relates to only the number m of readers, regardless of the number n of tags. Since m is much smaller
than n in practice, the proposed solution greatly improves
the time efficiency compared with tag inventory (in §3) that
needs more than n tag collections.

4.2

Challenge in Implementation

Consider the above two phases. The selective reading can
be well supported by the Select command specified in Gen2
(see §4.3). Over-the-air writing, however, needs the reader
to write a group of tags in its vicinity via one instruction.
We refer to this one-to-many write operation as BlastWrite,
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The EPCglobal Gen2 protocol [4] defines the physical interactions and logical operating procedures between readers
and tags. We highlight two functions that we will use on Retwork shortly later.
Select Command. Select is a mandatory command that
can assert or deassert a tag’s selected (SL) flag, or set a tag’s
inventoried flag to either A or B. These flags are used to determine whether a tag may respond to a reader, which is the
key to identify the reader network (details are given in §4.4).
Select comprises six mandatory fields.
• Target. It indicates the object that Select will operate,
which is either a tag’s SL flag or an inventoried flag in any
one of four sessions. Sessions are specified by Gen2 to fit the
case of exclusive reading amongst multiple readers.
• Action. This field elicits the action to be taken by a
tag. Eight actions are available, where matching and notmatching tags assert or dessert their SL flags, or set their inventoried flags to A or B. By combining Target and Action,
the reader is able to modify a specific flag. For example, a
matching tag’s inventoried flag in session 2 will be set to A
when Target = 0102 and Action = 0002 .
• MemBank, Pointer, Length, Mask. The four fields jointly
determine which tags are matched for Action. MemBank
specifies the memory bank. Pointer indicates the starting position. Length determines the length of Mask, which is a
customized bit string according to upper application requirements. If Mask is the same as the string that begins at Pointer
and ends length bits later in the memory of MemBank, then
the corresponding tag is matched.
Query Command. After Select, Query initiates and specifies a new inventory round over the tag subpopulation chosen
by Select. In the inventory round, the reader will play out a
frame that consists of a group of time slots. Each selected
tag randomly picks one of these time slots and transmits its
tag ID to the reader in that slot. A tag inventory may need to
execute several inventory rounds and is finished after all selected tags successfully reply to the reader. Query command
includes three fields that we concern.
• Sel. This field consists of two bits that determine which
tags respond to Query : 002 and 012 indicate all matching
tags in the previous Select command; 102 indicates tags with
deasserted SL flag; 112 indicates tags with asserted SL flag.
• Session. It selects a session for the subsequent inventory
round. Gen2 requires readers and tags to provide four sessions (denoted as S0, S1, S2, and S3). Tags in one of these
sessions shall neither use nor modify an inventoried flag for
a different session. This way allows two or more readers to
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use different sessions to independently inventory a common
tag population (in different time slots).
• Target. This field chooses whether tags with inventoried
flag of A or B participate in the upcoming inventory round,
where 0 indicates A and 1 indicates B. Tags may invert their
inventoried flags from A to B (or vice versa) after being successfully queried.

4.4

Detection of Contention Link

Consider any two readers vi and v j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m. The contention link between vi and v j can be determined by the following three steps: (i) the reader vi broadcasts a Select command to set all inventoried flags of the tag set in its vicinity to
A; (ii) the reader v j performs the similar operation that sets
the inventoried flags to B; (iii) the reader vi issues a Query
command and executes the tag inventory on the subset of
tags with inventoried flags of B. If vi and v j are neighbors,
the tags in the overlapped zone must be set to B and vi can
get replies from these tags. Otherwise, none of tags in the
field of view of vi is set to B and nothing will be received.
Accordingly, by checking tag replies, vi can learn whether it
conflicts with v j . Next, we elaborate the way to achieve the
above function with Gen2-compatible Select and Query. A
Select command is denoted by:
Mask

z}|{
z}|{
z}|{
S( |{z}
t , a , |{z}
b , p , |{z}
l , k ),
Action

Target

Pointer

MemBank

(1)

Length

with the fields of Target (t), Action (a), MemBank (b),
Pointer (p), Length (l), and Mask (k). To set all tags’ inventoried flags (in S2) to A, the reader needs to broadcast:

Flag = A : S(2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0),
where t = 2 (0102 ) means the operating object is set to the
inventoried flag in session 2 (S2), a = 0 indicates that the inventoried flags of matching tags will be set to A while those
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Flag = B : S(2, 4, 1, 0, 0, 0).
After Select, a Query is needed for inventory:

Design of Retwork

Although BlastWrite is not supported by Gen2, a reader’s
command (e.g., Select and Query ) can be transmitted to all
tags simultaneously through one-to-many broadcast. If we
can piggyback some useful information in a reader’s command such that all tags’ memories are updated in the meanwhile, then an equivalent mimic of BlastWrite might be implemented on Gen2. An indicator flag (inventoried flag or
SL flag) can make this condition possible because all tags’
indicator flags can be set by a single reader command. Below, we detail the use of reader commands together with the
Gen2-compatible indicator flag to obtain the reader network.
For ease of presentation, we choose the inventoried flag in
session 2 (S2) as the vehicle to show how Retwork works;
other indicator flags can also be adopted similarly.
4.4.1

of not-matching will be set to B, and (b, p, l, k) = (1, 0, 0, 0)
means all tags within the coverage are selected (matching).
Similarly, to set the inventoried flag to B, the reader only
needs to carry out the same Select except that the value of
Action field is altered to 1002 (a = 4). Thus, we have:
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Session

Q(|{z}
e ,
Sel

z}|{
s , g ).
|{z}

(2)

Target

To inventory all tags with inventoried flags in S2 of B, the
query command shall be Q(0, 2, 1), where Sel (e), Session
(s), and Target (g) are 002 , 102 , and 1, respectively. By combining the Select and Query together, we obtain the instructions for detecting the contention link between vi and v j .
1 vi : S(2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0)
⃝
2 v j : S(2, 4, 1, 0, 0, 0)
⃝
3 vi : Q(0, 2, 1).
⃝

(3)

With these commands, the contentious tags (if appropriate)
in the overlapped zone between vi and v j are isolated from
others; the reader vi can check the existence or absence of
these tags by executing a short inventory round. Compared
with the basic tag inventory over the entire tag set, this way
avoids a great number of tag memory accesses, regardless of
the number of tags.
4.4.2

Identification of Reader Network

The findings above indicate that an intuitive solution to identifying the reader network is to detect each pair of readers
with the instructions of (3) and later draw the reader graph
with the identified contention relationships. This method is
far superior to the inventory-based solution as most tag inventories can be avoided. However, this one-pair-at-a-time
scheme suffers from repetitive transmissions for setting
inventoried flags, increasing the communication overhead.
Take the reader v1 for example. To get the contention relationships between v1 and other readers, the reader v1 needs
1 in (3)) m − 1 times.
to execute the operation of setting A (⃝
If this repetition can be avoided, then a great deal of communication overhead will be saved, which improves the protocol performance. To this end, we propose a scheduling policy that tries to reduce the number of broadcasts of instructions and improve the global time efficiency for obtaining
the reader network.
The basic idea is that, instead of solely checking each pair
of readers, we identify a group of contention relationships
by simultaneously taking multiple readers into account. To
identify the entire reader network, m−1 identification rounds
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are needed (m is the number of readers). In each round, we
select a reader and identify the contention relationships between this reader and others. More specifically, all readers except for v1 initially set the inventoried flags to A. Thereafter,
the identification starts, round by round. In the i-th round
(1 ≤ i < m), we select the reader vi and check whether it conflicts with other readers v j ( j > i) via three steps. (i) The
reader vi solely updates the flag to B. (ii) Each reader v j in
turn queries the tags with the flag equal to B. If any v j conflicts with vi , then the tags in the overlapped zone must be set
to B in the first step and v j can obtain the reply from these
tags. Otherwise, no tags in the field of view of v j reply. By
this means, all the contention relationships between vi and v j
are identified. Compared with the one-pair-at-a-time scheme,
the reader vi executes the flag setting only once rather than
m−1 times, greatly saving the communication overhead. (iii)
In the last step, we reset all flags under v j ’s coverage to A
again, which would be the input of the next round. For this
purpose, one broadcast of Flag = A by vi is sufficient; no
need for all readers v j to do so. That is because the flags that
transform from A to B are due to the flag setting by vi , that
is, the tags with flag B must be under vi ’s coverage. After
the three steps, the current round terminates and we move to
the next one. This process repeats round by round until the
global reader network is identified.

4.5

Time Efficiency & Improvement

Now, we discuss the execution time of Retwork. As aforementioned, m − 1 identification rounds need to be run to obtain the reader network. Consider the i-th round, 1 ≤ i < m.
It consists of two Select commands (sent by vi ) and m − i
Query commands (issued by each reader v j , j > i). Therefore,
the execution time of the i-th round is 2ts + (m − i)(tq + tv ),
where ts , tq , and tv are the time intervals of a Select command, a Query command, and an inventory round that checks
whether requested tags exist, respectively. By considering
m−1 rounds together with initial m−1 flag settings, we have
the execution time T of Retwork :
m(m − 1)
T=
(tq + tv ) + 3(m − 1)ts .
(4)
2
This execution time is determined by only the number of
readers once the transmission rate of reader-tag communication is fixed, regardless of the large number n of tags. This
way is a great performance boost compared with tag inventory given that m is much smaller than n. For example, in a
practical scenario (e.g., warehouse or library), a reader usually covers more than 1000 passive tags, i.e., m ≤ 0.001n. Below, we propose two schemes that further improve the time
efficiency of Retwork. First, Gen2 allows a tag to send a truncated reply (i.e., a portion of EPC) by enabling Truncate field
of the Select command. This way will help a tag reduce the
transmission of the 96-bit EPC to only a single bit, which reduces the communication delay of tag replies. Second, if the
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Figure 1: Experimental setup.
range limit of RFID readers is considered, we do not need to
check two readers beyond the communication range, which
sharply reduces the number of contention detection.

5

Evaluation

We evaluate Retwork using COTS RFID readers and tags.
Six models of UHF RFID readers from three experienced
suppliers of RFID products are used in our experiments:
ALR-F800 and 9900+ from Alien Inc. [1], R220 and R420
from Impinj [2], Mercury6 and M6e from ThingMagic [3].
Each reader is connected to a directional antenna Larid
S9028PCR [11] that is with 8.5 dBic gain and operates at
around 900 MHz. To better mimic a real RFID system and extensively study the performance of Retwork in practice, we
use a total of 8,000 commodity tags in our experiments. As
shown in Fig. 1, these tags are densely attached to 40 cartons,
each of which contains approximately 200 tags. The readers are deployed with three kinds of densities, namely, sparse
(four readers), moderate (six readers), dense (eight readers),
to cover a desired area of 12m×8m. The sparse fits for the
scenarios of dock door or conveyor belt; the moderate is used
for the case of laboratories or office; the dense is suitable for
the case of libraries or shopping malls.

5.1 Identification Accuracy
Retwork examines each contention link between two readers by broadcasting Select and Query commands. Due to the
manner of one-to-many transmission, Retwork might incur
some false positives or false negatives. A false positive is a
result that indicates a contention link exists, when it does not
indeed. On the contrary, a false negative indicates that two
readers do not conflict, while in fact they do. We next study
the identification accuracy of Retwork, which is measured by
false positive ratio (FPR) and false negative ratio (FNR). The
ground truth is obtained by executing the inventory-based solution: each reader conducts the tag inventory in sequence
and later compares its own tag list with others’; if two readers
share a common tag subset, then they conflict. Fig. 2 shows
FPR and FNR in three scenarios of different reader densities.
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Related Work

In a multi-reader RFID system, reader collisions occur frequently and inevitably, which impairs the read throughout
and leads to misreads. Research has been trying to find solutions to properly schedule readers to ensure that only those
that do not collide will be active at any time. Colorwave [30]
is one of the first work to address reader collision. It randomly colors readers such that each pair of interfering read-
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Figure 3: Time comparison between Retwork and tag inventory.

The usage of inventoried flags and reader commands avoids
most tag inventories and thus lowers the identification latency of the reader network. This is where Retwork shines.
Now, we study the time efficiency of Retwork over the three
reader scenarios, where tag inventory in §3 is taken as the
baseline for comparison. Fig. 3 plots the execution time of
Retwork and tag inventory with respect to the number of
unique tags that have been read. As observed, Retwork is far
superior to tag inventory under difference cases. For example,
in the moderate case (six readers) with 5, 000 tags (Fig. 3(b)),
Retwork reduces the execution time from 55.9s to only 3.9s,
producing a 14.7× performance gain. Given a reader deployment, the execution time nearly remains stable, regardless of
the number of tags. This result is consistent with our previous belief in the protocol design. With the increase in the
number of readers, the number of detection units required by
Retwork increases, as well as the execution time. Notably,
the execution time here is the worst case of Retwork. If the
truncated reply and range limit are taken into account (see
§4.5), then the performance of Retwork will be further improved. The execution time of tag inventory does not see a
linear rise over the number of tags because the number of
tags in the overlapped read zones increases correspondingly.
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As observed, FPR and FNR are bounded within a low level of
errors. Although FPR is relatively larger than FNR, false positives slightly negatively affect the functions of multi-reader
protocols. Instead, false negatives might incur some errors:
two neighbor readers work concurrently. However, the FNR
is 0.3%, which is very small for most applications. We can
further decrease FNR by running Retwork multiple times if
desired.
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ers have different colors. In AcoRAS [8], readers are assigned colors by a central server following the build of a
minimum independent set. Season [37] proposes a scheme of
reader collaboration to improve the time efficiency of tag inventory by using two steps: shelving the collisions and identifying the tags that do not involve reader collisions; performing a joint identification, in which adjacent readers collaboratively identify the contentious tags. Liu et. al [14] propose a maximum-weight-independent-set-based approximation algorithm to address the problem of reader-coverage collision avoidance: activating readers and adjusting their interrogation ranges to cover maximum tags without collisions
subject to the limited number of tags read by a reader. In
spite of the advancement, the reader scheduling largely depends on the knowledge of reader network, which is a graph
that depicts the contention relationship among the readers
and underlies many prior multi-reader protocols. Obtaining
the reader network, however, is no picnic in practice.

7

Conclusion

In this work, we investigate the fundamental problem of exploring reader network, which is vital to reader scheduling
and underlies many anti-collision protocols in a multi-reader
RFID system. A Gen2-compatible protocol Retwork is proposed to identify reader network on COTS devices. By exploiting flag-setting capability of commercial tags, Retwork
avoids most tag inventories and improves time efficiency. Extensive experiments show that Retwork can reduce the execution time by an order of magnitude.
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Abstract
While the Linux memory reclaim scheme is designed to
deliver high throughput in server workloads, the scheme becomes inefficient on mobile device workloads. Through carefully designed experiments, this paper shows that the current
memory reclaim scheme cannot deliver its desired performance due to two key reasons: page re-fault, which occurs
when an evicted page is demanded again soon after, and direct reclaim, which occurs when the system needs to free up
pages upon request time. Unlike the server workload where
the direct reclaim happens infrequently, multiple direct reclaims can happen in many common Android use cases. We
provide further analysis that identifies the major sources of
the high number of page re-faults and direct reclaims and propose Acclaim, a foreground aware and size-sensitive reclaim
scheme. Acclaim consists of two parts: foreground aware eviction (FAE) and lightweight prediction-based reclaim scheme
(LWP). FAE is used to relocate free pages from background
applications to foreground applications. While LWP dynamically tunes the size and the amount of background reclaims
according to the predicted allocation workloads. Experimental results show Acclaim can significantly reduce the number
of page re-faults and direct reclaims with low overheads and
delivers better user experiences for mobile devices.

1

Introduction

With many optimizations to Linux’s memory reclaim scheme,
the existing Linux memory reclaim scheme can efficiently
manage pages inside the main memory in desktops and
servers [6, 11, 14, 17]. Android mobile devices, which have
seen remarkable growth, inherit the same Linux kernel designed for desktops and servers. As a result, these mobile
devices utilize the same memory reclaim scheme inherited
from Linux desktop and server distributions.
In this work, we show that the nature of mobile devices
workloads is fundamentally different from those of desktop
and server workloads. Hence, policies designed to improve
the efficiency of the memory reclaim scheme in desktops and
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servers fail to deliver similar efficiency on mobile devices.
Specifically, we observe that a slow page reclaim procedure
and severe page thrashing can severely degrade the performance of Android applications. One of the key reason behind
this performance degradation is page re-fault, which is a page
fault that happens on a previously evicted page. This page
re-fault can become a bottleneck and lower workloads’ read
performance because the system now needs to read the page
from the storage instead of the much faster main memory,
leading to 100x or more increase in page read latency. Another key reason behind performance degradation is direct
reclaim. Direct reclaim can negatively impact performance
because any page allocations must wait for the direct reclaim
process to finish. During a direct reclaim operation, many
dirty pages may need to be flushed and thus greatly prolong
the allocation procedure. To avoid costly direct reclaim operation, an alternative reclaim scheme using the lightweight
background reclaim (kswapd), is used by the Linux system.
Kswapd is a kernel thread that is wakened up periodically
or by page allocation to reclaim free pages. However, in the
current Android kernel, we observe that kswapd takes too
long to free up the necessary number of pages and thus direct
reclaim has to be triggered.
Through experiments using popular mobile applications,
we show that the current Android memory reclaim scheme
does not adapt to the characteristics of Android applications.
Experiments show that even when launching one small-size
application, page re-faults could happen regularly. Under a
set of common use cases, 31% of all the evicted pages are
page re-faults. This high ratio of page re-faults to normal page
evictions means that page thrashing is very severe in modern
Android mobile devices. Aside from the high rate of page refaults, our experiments also show that the percentage of direct
reclaims in all reclaims is 0.8% on average under common use
cases. Once direct reclaim happens, up to 1024 dirty pages
will be flushed to flash storage, which dramatically extends
the latency of the page allocation. Thus, direct reclaim should
be avoided.
Prior researches focused on reducing the number of page
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• We conduct a survey to collect the usage information
of applications through deploying our monitoring application on fifty-two real mobile devices. We evaluate
Acclaim according to our survey. The experimental results on a real mobile device show that the performance
improves in most use cases.

2

Background

To analyze the latency bottleneck of Android mobile devices,
we first look at how Android read a page of data.

2.1

Android I/O Latency

Android is a Linux-based lightweight operating system designed for mobile devices. Figure 1 shows the architecture
of Android I/O stack that including the userspace, the Linux
kernel, and the I/O devices.
Applications
VFS Layer

Page Cache
File Systems
Generic Block Layer

I/O Scheduler Layer
Flash Storage

Device
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• We analyze the root causes of the inefficient memory
reclaim scheme on mobile devices and propose Acclaim,
a foreground aware and size-sensitive reclaim scheme,
to improve the performance.

Kernel

• This work reveals that the current memory reclaim
scheme fails to deliver a good page re-fault ratio (of

up to 31%) and frequency of direct reclaims (of up to 96
times when using only one foreground application for
five minutes) on Android mobile devices.

User

faults by optimizing page eviction algorithms on mobile devices [32, 40]. These previously-proposed eviction algorithms
treat the pages of background and foreground applications
with the same priority and choose victim pages according to
their access time and the frequency of accesses. The optimized
LRU is known as a good eviction algorithm and is applied in
Android [2]. To avoid direct reclaim, the Android operating
system reserves some free pages by setting watermarks for
free memory. This additional free pages can prevent direct
reclaim from being triggered if there is a sudden and urgent
heavy allocation. However, our experimental results show that
the number of direct reclaims is still surprisingly high (could
be triggered 96 times in five minutes in one common use
case) on Android mobile devices. To reduce the long latency
of memory allocation caused by poor insight of mobile OSes,
Marvin [28] implements most memory managements in the
language runtime, which has more insight into an app’s memory usage. However, Marvin misses the opportunities at the
OS level, e.g. taking into account the foreground/background
states of applications to predict applications’ allocation.
In this paper, we observe that under certain user behaviors,
page re-fault depends on the amount of available memory,
while the direct reclaim depends on both the amount of available memory and the latency of background reclaims. Based
on these observations, we uncover two main causes that lead
to a high rate of page re-faults and direct reclaims on mobile
devices. First, background applications are not truly inactive
but their reduced activities and unevicted pages still create
high memory pressure, penalizing the foreground application
in an unfair way. Furthermore, low memory killer (LMK) [1]
does not help much. Second, we found that the large-size
reclaim, which is suitable for desktop and servers as the largesize reclaim amortizes the long latency of each direct reclaim
process, is overly aggressive and coarse-grained for Android
because 1) it prolongs the latency of the background reclaim
and negatively impacts the user experience and 2) Android
workloads typically issue page allocation requests that are
much smaller compared to desktop and server requests.
Based on these two main causes, we propose Acclaim, a
foreground aware and size-sensitive reclaim scheme. Acclaim
consists of two major runtime components: foreground aware
eviction (FAE) and a lightweight, prediction-based reclaim
scheme (LWP). FAE relocates free pages from background
applications to foreground applications; it does so by lowering
the priorities of the pages belonging to background applications during page eviction. LWP tunes the sizes and amounts
of background reclaims based on its prediction of allocation
workloads. Evaluation results show that Acclaim benefits I/Ointensive phases in application execution, notably application
launch and application installation, which are known crucial
to mobile user experience [8].
The contribution of this paper is listed as follows.

Figure 1: An overview of the Android I/O stack.
We use a read operation as an example to show the latency bottleneck. When an application reads a page in the
I/O stack, the application sends a read request to the kernel.
The kernel then searches the page cache to see whether the
requested page is in the page cache or not. If the requested
page is in the page cache, the page cache returns the page
to the application. Because the page cache resides in the
main memory, the access latency of accessing the page cache
takes about one hundred nanoseconds to complete [39]. If
the requested page is not in the page cache, a page fault is
generated. In this case, the page allocation operation will be
triggered to allocate a new page. When the memory is full,
the Linux’s reclaim scheme is triggered to free pages within
the main memory. There are mainly two reclaim schemes:
asynchronous background reclaim and synchronous direct
reclaim. Background reclaim frees unmapped pages while
direct reclaim frees mapped pages or dirty pages, and thus
direct reclaim has a heavy cost, especially when writing back
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Apps Launching latency (ms)

dirty pages. After page allocation, the request is delivered to
the file system layer, which finds the logical address of the
requested page. Then, a read request goes through generic
block and I/O scheduler to access the requested page from
flash storage through I/O operations. Going through each of
these layers contributes to additional microsecond scale latencies to this read request, which can include addressing latency
of the file system, queuing latency of the I/O operation, and
reading latency of the flash storage. After these operations,
the fetched page is finally stored in the main memory and
future accesses can be fetched directly from the page cache.
Due to these reasons, a page fault can take microseconds to
finish, leading to much longer read latency especially when a
direct reclaim is triggered.
To quantitatively show the influence of page fault on Android mobile devices, Yu et al. [21] measure the latency of
launching Twitter and Facebook applications in three different situations. Figure 2 shows the three scenarios across two
setups based on F2FS [19] and EXT4 [23] file systems, which
are commonly used in Android. “Cached” refers to the case
where most requested pages can be found in the page cache.
This case is implemented by re-launching the application
right after it is closed, and thus its data is still in memory.
“Read” is a case when there are some page faults but there
are enough free pages, 1 and thus the reclaim procedure will
not be triggered. This case is implemented by launching the
application after cleaning the page cache. “Reclaim-first” is
the case where there are some page faults and there are not
enough free pages, triggering the reclaim procedure. This case
is implemented by launching the applications after sequentially launching twenty other applications (to ensure that the
page cache is full prior to the launch of Twitter or Facebook.)
Cached (no page fault)
Read (page fault)
Reclaim_first (page fault)

3000
2500

2000
1500

Key Factors that Affect Performance

Page Re-fault. Page fault can happen in three scenarios. First,
a page fault occurs because physical memory has not yet been
allocated for the requested page. This occurs, for example,
when the page is read for the first time. Second, a page fault occurs because the application wants to read an already evicted
page. We define this case as a page re-fault. Third, a page
fault occurs because a process wants to illegally access invalid
memory. In this case, the operating system will kill the process. Out of these three cases, the system can be designed to
minimize page re-fault because the requested page had been
in memory but was evicted by system’s page reclaim scheme.
Page re-fault can be used to measure the page thrashing and
thus evaluate the efficiency of the memory reclaim scheme.
Direct Reclaim. Direct reclaim is a heavy-weight synchronous reclaim scheme that is triggered during the page
allocation procedure when there is not enough free space for
the system’s demands. Once direct reclaim is triggered, Android system needs to pause the allocation process, resulting
in additional performance degradation. An alternative solution
is to use background reclaim. When the number of free pages
is lower than a threshold (watermarklow ), background reclaim
threads are woken up to reclaim and free unmapped pages
asynchronously. During the background reclaim, the Android
system does not pause the allocation process. Hence, background reclaim is lightweight. However, if the background
reclaim is unable to reclaim enough free pages in time and
there are not enough free pages for the current page allocation,
direct reclaim is triggered to reclaim the mapped pages or
dirty pages. When the memory is extremely scarce, direct
reclaim cannot help and some background applications will
be killed by the Android low memory killer (LMK) [1] to
reclaim memory. Because the overhead of LMK is larger
than direct reclaim [28], LMK cannot be used to replace direct reclaim. Thus, LMK complements direct claim and only
handles extreme cases.

1000

3

500

Analysis of Android Memory Reclaim

0

Twitter

Facebook
F2FS

Twitter

Facebook
Ext4

Figure 2: Influence of page fault and reclaim on application
launch latency on Android mobile devices.
The results in Figure 2 show that the latency of launching an
application is the shortest in the “Cached” case. Compared to
the “Cached” case, the “Read” and the “Reclaim_first” cases
take longer to launch for both applications. The extended
latency is caused by page faults. The launch latency is the
longest in “Reclaim_first” case because the reclaim procedure
is triggered. Especially, when direct reclaim is triggered, the
latency increases significantly.
1 Cache

2.2

status is checked by the command dumpsys meminfo.
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In this section, we measure the Android memory reclaim
scheme by counting page re-faults and direct reclaims while
running popular applications.

3.1

Survey of Application Usage Patterns

We survey the distribution of the numbers of background
applications from real phones, then using that numbers to
conduct controlled experiments and study launch latencies.
We develop a monitoring application 2 and deploy it on the
phones of sixty Android users. Out of the 60 users, we verified the data invalidation and selected 52 users (90% 18-35
years old and 10% 35-50 years old) for our analysis. Our
2 https://github.com/MIoTLab/Accliam.
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Based on the survey, we reproduce different realistic usage scenarios by running several popular Android applications. These applications include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, WhatsApp, Pinterest, Wish, Chrome, Firefox, Google
Earth, Google Map, Uber, Angrybird, CnadyCrush, NewsBreak Youtube, and Spotity. We evaluate both launching and
execution of applications with a different number of background applications as shown in Table 2.

3.2

The ratio and the number of page re-faults when launching
and running popular applications are shown in Figure 3. We
define the page re-fault ratio as the proportion of re-faulted
pages on all evicted pages. It can be used to evaluate page
thrashing. The results show that the page re-fault ratio could
be up to 31% when running popular applications. This means
the Android memory reclaim scheme often reclaims pages
that will be used soon. Although the ratio of page re-fault
depends on users’ behaviors, when using only one application
in a system with 3GB of memory, page re-faults should not
occur because the working set of one application does not
exceed 3GB 3 . The existence of page re-faults in Figure 3
indicates that the pre-loaded data and processes’ data occupy
the memory space causing many page re-faults.

Table 2: Application combinations used in experiments. A
represents a foreground application and B represents a background application. 3B+A means launching a foreground
application when there are three background applications.
Applications

Operations

A

Launch and use
an application for 5 minutes
3 background applications
8 background applications
15 background applications

3B+A
8B+A
15B+A

Memory Workloads
Avail.

Light

80000

Avail.
Full
Full

Moderate
Moderate
Heavy
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50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

others
foreground
refault ratio

70000
60000
50000
40000

30000
20000
10000
0
A

3B+A 8B+A 15B+A
3G memory

All our following experiments are performed on a Huawei
P9 smartphone with an ARM’s Cortex-A72 CPU, 32GB internal memory and 3GB RAM, running Android 7.0 on Linux
kernel version 4.1.18. We also conduct experiments on 2.5GB
RAM by using memtester [34] to occupy memory. There is
no external SD card in order to force all the I/O requests to
the internal eMMC flash storage (/data partition) of Android.
We instrument the Android kernel source code and use the
adb (Android Debug Bridge) tool [37] to obtain information
on memory allocations and the reclaim process of our evaluated smartphone. Our instrumentation framework includes
information on the number of re-fault pages, the number of
evicted pages, the size of each allocation, the size of each
reclaim, the number of direct reclaims, and the number of
all reclaim operations. To reproduce the real usage scenarios,
after system start, background applications will be launched
and wait for a while. And then we start to collect the information while we launch and use the foreground application
for five minutes. To avoid bias, each experiment is conducted

900

Page Re-fault on Mobile Devices

A

Refault ratio (%)

Table 1: Collected data from 52 real phones.
# of phones # of background applications Workloads

ten times with the same subset of background applications
and the average is shown. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we show
that page re-fault and direct reclaim happen on Android mobile devices unexpectedly frequently even when a small-size
foreground application running.

Page refault number (pages)

monitoring application collected data on more than twenty
mobile device models over a two-month period. During this
time, the monitoring application generates an hourly report on
other applications’ activity, RAM usage, and device information. Our monitoring application runs without root permission.
Hence, the application only checks the applications’ activity
conducted by users but not by systems. With this data, we can
estimate the distribution of background applications’ usage
information as shown in Table 1.

3B+A 8B+A 15B+A
2.5G memory

Figure 3: Ratio and number of page re-faults when using one
foreground application for five minutes. For each case, there
are different number of background applications. “Others”
includes background applications and system services.
Moreover, we find that the increase in the number of background applications has a great impact on the number of page
re-faults. The ratio of page re-faults is up to 31% when there
are eight background applications with 3GB memory. This
means almost one-third of the evicted pages will be reused.
We further find that a major fraction (37% on average) of page
re-faults happens on the foreground app. Because foreground
applications directly interact with users, it is important to minimize the number of page re-faults of foreground applications.

3.3

Direct Reclaim on Mobile Devices

Compared to page re-fault, direct reclaim can cause more
severe performance degradation and fluctuations because it
could flush many dirty pages during a page allocation routine.
We show the ratio and number of direct reclaims when running
3 It

is checked by the command dumpsys meminfo.
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3B+A 8B+A 15B+A
3G memory

A

A

3B+A 8B+A 15B+A
2.5G memory

Figure 4: Ratio and number of direct reclaims when using one
foreground application for five minutes. For each case, there
is different number of background applications.
We find that the increase in the number of background applications and the reduction of physical memory have major
effect on the number of direct reclaims. However, the direct reclaim ratio trend is different between on 3GB (default) and on
2.5GB (using memtester to occupy memory). When memory
is relatively large (3GB), direct reclaim triggers only when
there are some background applications and increases as the
number of background applications increases. However, when
memory is extremely scarce and direct reclaim become ineffective, OS will kill some applications to reclaim memory
space. Thus, direct reclaim ratio is decreasing with a larger
number of background applications on 2.5 GB of memory.
The number of direct reclaims could be up to 96 in five minutes when there are fifteen background applications with the
default 3 GB memory. An efficient memory reclaim scheme
should minimize the number of direct reclaims.
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we used different usage scenarios from that in Figure 3. “A”
means to launch one foreground app. “A4A” means to launch
one foreground application and then launch four background
applications, and finally re-launch the foreground application.
Relaunching a foreground application is a typical scenario to
produce page re-faults.
number (pages)

popular applications in Figure 4. We define the direct reclaim
ratio as the proportion of the number of direct reclaims on
total of reclaims. Even if the direct reclaim ratio is small (up to
2%), it could induce a large latency because page allocations
need to wait for the direct reclaim to finish. The latency taken
by the direct reclaim can be thousands of times the latency of
the background reclaim. Thus, the direct reclaim is supposed
to be triggered in memory of emergency cases.

A8A

Figure 5: Number of page re-faults and evicted pages under
different available memory.
The results show that the number of background applications has a major impact on the number of re-fault and evict
pages. Moreover, reducing physical memory can increase
number of both re-fault and evict pages. In a word, the number of page re-faults depends on the available memory.
Observation 2: Direct reclaim depends on both available memory and the latency of the background reclaim.
The factors which affect the frequency of the direct reclaim
can be found in its flow chart which is shown in Figure 6.
Page allocation

Lower than
threshold?

Get free
pages

N

Y
Weakup background reclaim

Reclaim free pages in background

Get free
pages

Y

Enough free
pages?
N

4

The Cause of Page Re-fault and Direct Reclaim on Mobile Devices

Substantial re-fault rates were also seen on servers, e.g. as
high as 14% reported by Google engineers [9]. Compared to
servers, mobile devices have vastly different characteristics:
much smaller page allocation request size, limited memory,
and highly-interactive foreground applications [10, 13]. According to these characteristics, we conduct another set of
experiments to analyze the Android memory reclaim scheme
to find the main causes of a high number of page re-faults and
direct reclaims.
Observation 1: Page re-fault depends on the available
memory. Figure 5 shows that the number of page re-fault
and evict pages under different available memory. To further
eliminate the impact of user behavior, in this experiment,
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Direct reclaim

Figure 6: The flow chart of reclaim scheme.
During page allocation, if the number of free pages is
lower than a threshold, the background reclaim starts asynchronously. If there are not enough free pages for this allocation or the launched background reclaim does not reclaim enough pages in time, direct reclaim will kick in synchronously. The flow chart shows that direct reclaim depends
not only on available memory but also on the latency of the
background reclaim. Notably, a larger reclaim size also significantly increases the latency of the background reclaim.
Based on the above two observations and the specific characteristics of mobile devices, we found that there are two
additional factors that can increase the number of page refaults and direct reclaims.
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ATC
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MAC

YAT

ETC

YMT

EAT

EYC

EMT
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EYA

FAT

FYC

FMT

FEC

FYA

FEY

FEA

order>10

80%

order<=10
order<=9

60%

order<=8

40%

order<=7
order<=6

20%

order<=5

ATC

YTC

MAC

YAT

YMT

ETC

EAT

EYC

0%
EMT

“Evict apps” represents the number of applications that
have pages being evicted while “Refault apps” represents
the number of applications that have page re-faults. “System”
includes system services and private applications that are installed on the mobile device at the factory. The percentages
in the Table 3 means the percentage of re-faults. The results
show that background applications still request free pages and
thus induce page re-faults. Moreover, background applications still consume free space and thus affect direct reclaim
frequency.
In summary, the reclaim scheme keeps the pages of background applications in memory and could induce a high number of page re-faults and direct reclaims. For servers, the foreground and background applications usually have the same
priority. However, for mobile devices, only the foreground
application has a major impact on the user experience.
Observation 4: Large-size reclaim prolongs the latency
of the background reclaim. In the buddy system, every

100%

EYA

59.4%
48.4%

FTC

34.4%
33.3%

The distribution of reclaim sizes is shown in Figure 8. The
results show 80% of reclaim sizes are larger than 32 pages (order=5). Android inherits much of the reclaim scheme from its
server counterpart. The latter often reclaims memory as much
as possible to fulfill large allocations and avoid expensive direct reclaim or killing processes under memory pressure. As
Android applications tend to allocate multiple small blocks of
data (shown in Figure 7), the reclaim process becomes overly
aggressive and ends up reclaiming excessive pages for each
of these small allocations.

FAT

6.2%
18.3%

order=11
order=10
order=9
order=8
order=7
order=6
order=5
order=4
order=3
order=2
order=1
order=0

Figure 7: The distribution of allocation orders. The corresponding allocation size equals to 2order [21].

FYC

31
19

97%

FMT

53
52

98%

FEC

Evict apps Refault apps Foreground Background System

99%

FYA

Time
5 mins
30 mins

100%

FEY

Table 3: Applications are still active in the background.

memory block has an order, where the order is an integer
ranging from 0 to 11. The size of a block of order n is 2n .
The distribution of allocation order when running popular
applications is shown in Figure 7. These results are collected
from the allocation function _alloc_pages_nodemask(). The
results show that on the Android mobile device, 99% of allocation orders are 0 (1 page), and more than 99.9% of orders
are smaller than 4 (16 pages). This is because the requests on
Android mobile devices are mostly in small size. One of the
main reasons is that most Android applications use SQLite
as the database. SQLite and its temporary files are mostly
accessed in 4KB (1 page) units [20, 29].

FEA

Observation 3: Background applications keep consuming free pages even though they do not have the same
impact on user experience compared to the foreground
applications. For mobile devices or other highly-interactive
systems, foreground applications have significant impact on
user experience. However, we found that background applications keep consuming free space under the current memory
reclaim scheme due to two main reasons.
First, we find that anonymous pages from background applications thrash pages from the foreground application. In
the android system, all the pages are in one of five LRU
lists: Active_anonymous, inactive_anonymous, active_file, inactive_file, and unevictable. The pages in the unevictable
list will not be evicted. Since anonymous pages contain the
heap information associated with a process, these anonymous
pages are considered to be more important than file pages to
the process. In most cases, the pages in active_anonymous
list will not be evicted, even if they belong to a background
app. Thus, many anonymous pages of background applications stay in memory, while the file pages from the foreground
application are evicted. These evicted file pages from foreground applications may be accessed again soon, leading to
a high number of page re-faults. Moreover, the anonymous
pages of background applications occupy free space and thus
affect the frequency of the direct reclaim.
Second, we found that background applications are still
active even after they are in the background for thirty minutes.
The details are shown in Table 3. The results are collected
when there are seven user background applications and one
foreground application. Notice that system services are treated
as applications here.

Figure 8: The distribution of reclaim sizes. These results
show the reclaims from LRU lists, and they are collected in
the functions shrik_lruvec() [21].
Large reclaim size prolongs the latency of the background
reclaim. According to observation 2, the latency of the background reclaim will affect the frequency of the direct reclaim.
Moreover, a large-size reclaim scheme could induce more
page re-faults than necessary [21].
Based on our data in Section 3, Android does not efficiently
manage its memory. This observation is in-line with multiple
technical news: Google Pixel 3 has memory management
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issues, such as killing background applications [35] and is unable to shuffle between a few applications at a time [33]. Moreover, its memory management issue seemingly gets worse
when users use the camera [16]. Hardware vendors tend to
address the issue by putting a large-capacity DRAM on devices, which alleviates the problem in a short term but leaves
the issue in the future. Moreover, the brute-force solution has
many problems, such as cost efficiency, power consumption,
the growing trend of application size, etc. and these problems
cannot be addressed solely by dropping in more DRAM. Instead, our work aims to improve the efficiency of Android’s
memory management.

5

is installed, its UID is fixed. The UIDs of user applications
are added to Page Table Entry (PTE). PTE is only accessible
during the page walk process through the page walker. User
applications will not be able to access these UID bits as this
is handled by OS or hardware. The page’s UID is used by
FAE during the eviction procedure. Currently, only 8 unused
bits of each PTE (the 56th to the 63rd) can be used to store
UIDs. Thus, Acclaim only supports 256 unique UIDs at a
time, which is an implementation limitation.
Applications
①

Our Solution: Acclaim

With the understanding of the four observations leading to
a high number of page re-faults and direct reclaims, we proposed Acclaim, foreground aware and size-sensitive reclaim
scheme, which includes two parts. The first part, foreground
aware eviction (FAE), is used to solve the problem that
background applications keep consuming free pages. FAE
takes space from background applications and allocates it to
the foreground application. The second part, a lightweight
prediction-based reclaim scheme (LWP), is used to reduce
the reclaim size of the background reclaim and thus minimize
its latency. LWP tunes the size and amount of the background
reclaims according to the predicted allocation workloads. In
summary, FAE decides from where to reclaim, while LWP
decides how much to reclaim.

5.1

Foreground Aware Eviction (FAE)

The memory is always not large enough to eliminate all page
re-faults and direct reclaims. Both the number and size of
applications increase with memory capacity [38]. Moreover,
when the memory capacity increases, mobile device manufacturers often make optimizations, such as locking commonlyused files [3] and pre-loading predicted applications [31] in
the memory. All these optimizations consume free memory.
Since the memory size is limited, the total page re-faults
can be hardly reduced. The reduction of page re-faults of
the foreground application can have a major impact on the
user experience of mobile devices or other highly-interactive
systems. Thus, we propose to reduce the page re-faults of
foreground applications by sacrificing space from background
applications. Foreground aware eviction (FAE) is proposed to
lower the priority of background pages in LRU lists, causing
them to be evicted faster and thus freeing more memory space.
5.1.1

Framework of FAE

The framework of FAE is shown in Figure 9. FAE needs to
know whether a page belongs to background applications.
Each application has a unique ID (UID). Once an application
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③
Android Framework

④

②

Memory
management

Fore
ground

⑥

Config
files

⑤

① install or update apps
② update the config file
③ switch apps
④ deliver the foreground uid
⑤ kernel gets the uids of all apps
⑥ kernel gets the uid of foreground app

Foreground
aware
eviction

Kernel

Figure 9: Framework of foreground aware evict scheme.
There is only one foreground application at a moment but
there could be several background applications. This list of
all background applications can be obtained by subtracting
the foreground application from an application list. The main
task of FAE is to create a list of background applications and
lower their priority compare to the foreground task. To do this,
FAE stores the UIDs of applications in the application list in
a configuration file. This file will be updated when installing
or deleting applications. To identify the current foreground
application. FAE notifies the UID of the foreground application to the kernel when users switch applications. Based on
the UIDs of applications in the application list and the UID
of the foreground application, the system can then lower the
priorities of all other applications’ pages in LRU lists.
By default, Acclaim deprioritizes all background user applications by assigning them lower priorities in page eviction.
To accommodate a small number of applications that keep
serving the users in the background, e.g. music or video players, Acclaim can treat them as exceptions without degrading
their priorities by excluding them in the application list.
5.1.2

Lower Priority of Background Applications

Initially, we tried to raise the priorities of foreground applications’ pages or system’s pages. However, this method maintains too many useless pages of foreground applications and
the system in memory because of their higher priorities. These
useless pages may lead to OS crashes when free memory is
used up. Thus, FAE chooses to lower the priority of pages of
background applications. Under this scheme, the priority of
foreground applications’ pages and the system’s pages will
not be changed. Their useless pages will be evicted from
memory and thus free memory will not be used up to crush
OS. The details are shown in Figure 10.
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unreferenced

If (uid==background)
Go into inactive list

Tail

as foreground applications and optimizes them accordingly.
referenced

Active List

5.2

Head
If (uid==background)
stay in inactive list

clean

Inactive List

Tail

dirty

Head

write back

Figure 10: Foreground aware evict scheme of LRU lists.
Page movement between the “active” and the “inactive”
LRU lists is driven by memory pressure. Unused pages in the
active list go to the inactive list. Pages are taken from the tail
of the inactive list to be freed. If the page has the reference bit
set, it is moved to the head of the active list and the reference
bit is cleared. If the page is dirty, writeback is commenced and
the page is moved to the head of the inactive list. FAE lowers
the priorities of background pages (See Figure 10) and moves
them out of LRU lists quickly. Thus FAE can extract space
from background applications for foreground applications and
thus to reduce the foreground page re-faults.
Sharing pages have the same priority as their creators. To
reduce dynamic-conversion overhead, a sharing page maintains the UID of the application that created it. Thus, the
sharing page gets the priority according to the status of its
creator. For example, let us assume page A is shared by application D and E. D creates page A first and D is in background
while E is in foreground. If page A is not used for a long
time, it will be likely to be evicted because its owner is in the
background list and thus has low priority. However, if page
A is used frequently, A will remains in the memory. Acclaim
does not move the application’s pages when it is changed
from background to foreground and vice versa. Acclaim only
checks page’s UID and moves a page when it needs to be
moved under the default eviction scheme (See Figure 10).
With FAE, the re-launch time of background applications
can increase because their pages are out of LRU lists. However, this penalty is much smaller compared to the baseline
scenario where these background applications are killed by
the Android low memory killer (LMK) [1, 28]. Moreover,
the penalty of FAE can be minimized by combining it with
application prediction [8, 27, 31]. If the system predicts a
background application will be used soon, FAE removes these
applications from the background list, and thus does not decrease the priorities of its pages in the LRU lists.
Additionally, FAE is compatible with LMK. For example,
FAE can further categorize background applications. Background applications that may be used in the near future can
donate some of their memory space with Acclaim while background applications may not be used again can be killed by
LMK when memory is getting full.
We expect FAE to benefit impromptu, short interactions
(checking and replying instant messages, or switching among
applications within a short time span). FAE recognizes them
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Lightweight Prediction-Based Reclaim
Scheme (LWP)

The original reclaim size of each background reclaim is the
maximum number of requested pages until the time of the reclaim. From Section 4, we find that the current reclaim size is
too large for the allocation requests of mobile devices. Largesize reclaim induces a high number of page re-faults and direct
reclaims. However, there is a trade-off between the reclaim
size and performance. If the reclaim size of the background reclaim is too small while the application workloads are heavy,
the free pages will be consumed quickly and the heavy-weight
direct reclaim will be triggered, lowering performance. On
the other hand, if the reclaim size of the background reclaim
commands is too large, page re-faults and direct reclaim will
happen frequently and, again, degrades overall performance.
Thus, we incorporate a workload-prediction based reclaim
scheme into our design by incorporating the historical information obtained through a lightweight predictor (See Section 5.2.1). Based on the predicted results, the system can
tune the reclaim size of the background reclaim. Another
challenge can occur if we reduce the reclaim size according
to each workload. In this case, the number of reclaim operations can increase while the amount of reclaimed pages
remain unchanged, and thus reducing reclaim size will waste
CPU time. To solve this problem, we incorporate the amount
of reclaiming pages to dynamically tune the size according to
the predicted workloads.
5.2.1

Framework of LWP

LWP consists of two parts, a lightweight predictor and a moderator. Its framework is shown in Figure 11. The lightweight
predictor is run during the page allocation procedure. To reduce memory overhead, the sampled allocation requests as
inputs are stored in the lightweight predictor. The outputs of
the lightweight predictor are the predicted reclaim size and the
trend of reclaim amount. The moderator modifies the reclaim
size and the amount of the background reclaim according to
the predicted reclaim size and the amount trend.

Figure 11: The framework of LWP reclaim scheme.
5.2.2

Lightweight Predictors (LWP)

Using recent information processed by a sliding window to
predict the future workloads is commonly applied for prediction [24] [8] [25]. The challenge is how to implement a
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lightweight predictor. Recent information-based prediction
should make sure the correctness of stored information. Page
allocation procedure supports concurrency, thus the sliding
window needs to guarantee correctness by using locks which
will greatly degrade the performance. To predict allocation
workloads including size and frequency, the system needs to
store the size and time of historical allocation requests. However, storing all historical information precisely will occupy
significant space and CPU time and thus degrade the overall
performance. To reduce the overhead, the proposed predictor
is designed as a lock-free sliding window, and it only stores
limited historical information.
Limited historical information. To reduce the stored information, the sliding window is carefully designed in two aspects. First, the sliding window is designed based on time
slots to avoid storing the time information. Second, the sliding window stores sampled historical information to reduce
the amount of stored information. Each element of the sliding
window is the allocation size of a sampling allocation request.
For example, when the sampling period equals 10 ms, the
predictor will pick one of allocation requests that happened in
this 10 ms and add its allocation size to the sliding window.
Lock-free sliding window. We first analyze the impact of
being lock-free on the sliding window. When the window is
lock-free, the following three things could happen. (1) Data
disorder and data missing could occur; (2) When the predictor
samples the historical information, the penalty of being lockfree reduces as there are fewer access to locks; (3) Being
lock-free does not affect the system consistency as we only
use it to store the memory historical information. We further
evaluate the accuracy of the lock-free and sampling predictor.
Let sampling = 10 ms, sliding = 10 ms, and window = 1000 ms,
to get the sum of the reclaim sizes in a window. To compare
three cases, the log of sum value is shown in Figure 12 as
the sum in the sampling and lock-free cases are much smaller
than that in the lock-free only case and original cases. Three
usage behaviors, launching Chrome, launching YouTube, and
launching and using five applications, are evaluated. The xaxis is the index of the sliding window. The y-axis is the log
of the sum of the reclaim sizes in a window. We use vertical
red lines to show the trend changes in the first figure. The
results show that the lock-free and sampling case captures
the same trend as the original case. (For using the ACFYT
case, too much data makes the trend of the sampling case
not obvious. It’s trend also same as the original case.) Thus,
the lightweight predictor can predict the trend of the amount
of allocation requests in the next window correctly. In this
way, prediction can be achieved with a low overhead in both
storage and latency.
5.2.3

LWP-Based Moderator

The moderator is used to tune the reclaim size and amount
of the background reclaim according to the predicted results.
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Figure 12: Predicted sum trend of reclaim sizes in the lockfree and sampling sliding window.
The reclaim amount of the background reclaim could be tuned
by modifying its stop setting (watermarkhigh ). The original
background reclaim will stop when the number of free pages
is above the watermarkhigh , which is a fixed value (a proportion of the total number of pages). The original reclaim
size of each background reclaim is the maximum number
of requested pages until the time of the reclaim. To exploit
the trade-off between reclaim size and performance, the LWP
base moderator tries to make the background reclaim reclaims
just enough free pages just in time. The main idea is to tune
the reclaim size of each background reclaim according to
the predicted allocation size and tune the watermarkhigh according to the predicted sum trend. “sum trend” is defined as
sum/lastsum, where “sum” is the sum of the reclaim sizes in
the current window and “lastsum” is the sum of the reclaim
sizes in the last window. For the reclaim size, if the trend is
larger than a threshold T1 , that means the amount of allocation
in the future will be much increased. Thus, the reclaim size
should be increased.
• Reclaim size = P1 ∗ predicted size when trend ≥ T1
• Reclaim size = P2 ∗ predicted size in other cases, (P2 <
P1 )
For the reclaim amount, the moderator tunes the amount of
reclaim based on the default value that is set by the mobile
device manufacture.
• Reclaim amount = min(watermarkhigh ∗ (1 +
trend), watermarkhigh + T2 ) when trend > 1
• Reclaim amount = max(watermarkhigh ∗ (1 −
trend), watermarklow ) in other cases
Reclaim amount is limited. If it is smaller than the default
watermarklow , the performance will be degraded because direct reclaim will be triggered often.
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Table 4: Summary of parameters used in LWP.
Symbols

7000
6000

5000

FAE
LPW

4000
3000

2000
1000

0

FAE+LPW

80

FAE

60

LPW

512MB write

40
20

0
A

3B+A

8B+A

(a) Page re-fault.

15B+A

A

3B+A

8B+A

15B+A

(b) Direct reclaim.

Figure 13: The page re-faults in a foreground application
(AngryBird) and direct reclaims in the whole OS, showing
the benefit of each solution is different in various scenarios.
The results demonstrate the efficacy of Acclaim. For the
benchmark (AngryBird), Acclaim reduces page re-faults by
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512MB read
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baseline
100

B3+write

FAE+LPW
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8000
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Baseline

B15+read

120
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Direct reclaim count

Foreground page refault
(pages)
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20000
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16000
14000
12000
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0

B3+read

Reduction in page re-fault for foreground applications
and direct reclaim of OS. Page re-fault and direct reclaim
are closely related to user behaviors. To compare the solution
and baseline, we need to choose an application with little
change in user behaviors. Thus, a single game, AngryBird,
is used as a foreground application for five minutes in this
evaluation. The page re-fault and direct reclaim results under
the kernel with the original reclaim scheme and the kernel
with our solution are shown in Figure 13.

B8+write

Impact on Foreground Applications

B15+write

To evaluate Acclaim, we set sampling duration to 10 ms, window duration to 100 ms, sliding duration to 100 ms for sliding
window of LWP. Both memory overhead and the predict accuracy of LWP are sensitive to these three parameters.
Moreover, we set the parameters for LWP-based moderator
in Table 4. Reclaim size should be larger than the predicted
allocation size to avoid memory once heavy workloads are
arriving. However, according to the analysis in Section 4,
reclaim scheme should not be over aggressive on mobile devices. Thus, we choose small values (4 and 2) as amplification
factors (P1 and P2 ) under different workloads.
Furthermore, T1 determines the sensitivity to the increment in workloads. We configure Acclaim to be sensitive to
changes in workloads and responds in time, thus we choose
a relatively small value (2). T2 is the threshold that ensures
that the reclaim amount is not too large. Like the default
watermarkhigh , it is an empirical value. We evaluate Acclaim
on three aspects: impact on foreground applications, impact
on background applications, and overhead.

16.3% – 60.2%; it reduces direct reclaims of the whole OS by
from 23.9% – 70%. In the experiments, the proposed two techniques play vital, complementary roles. FAE shows higher
benefits as the number of background applications increases,
as it seizes free pages from background applications to relieve
memory pressure. LPW’s benefit depends on the accuracy
of its prediction, based on which it dynamically tunes the
background reclaims. Notably, in case of sudden changes in
application workloads, LPW may suffer from accuracy loss
and thus underperforms.
Benefit to read/write performance. Reduction in page refaults and direct reclaims could improve read and write performance. To quantify the impact on read and write operations,
we show the read and write performance by using read and
write micro benchmarks, 4 and the results are shown in Figure 14. Since most page allocation request sizes on mobile
devices are in the size of 4KB [10], we write or read 512MB
or 1GB of data in size of 4KB.
This may not be a typical write access pattern, it could
happen in some cases. For example, when installing games
and applications, more than 1GB of an apk file could be downloaded and written back to flash storage. Moreover, this is
a stress test to show Acclaim’s benefit under intensive I/O
requests. Thus, these evaluation results show the performance
impact under intensive I/O requests.

write

Evaluation

6.1

Default values

B3+write

6

Semantics

Amplification factor of reclaim size when I/O is intensive.
4
Amplification factor of reclaim size when I/O is sparse.
2
Defines “sudden change” and thus decides the reclaim size.
2
A threshold to stop background reclaim.
watermarkhigh − watermarklow

Latency (ms)

P1
P2
T1
T2

1GB read

Figure 14: Read and write performance.
The results show that Acclaim improves write performance
by up to 49.3% (when writing 1GB of data). This is because
page allocation, which Acclaim optimizes, constitutes a significant portion of the delay in writes because of the write-back
operations of dirty pages. The read performance is only improved slightly as the latency of page allocation is only a
small part of read latency in this set of test cases as no dirty
pages are generated and written back during reads.
4 https://github.com/MIoTLab/Accliam
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Figure 15: The launch latency of foreground applications.
Benefit to user experience in application launch. To quantify the impact on user experience, the launch time of various
foreground applications are evaluated. The evaluation results
are shown in Figure 15. The results show that the launch
latency improvement varies for different applications. The
benefit of Acclaim is more pronounced when an application is
launched with multiple memory-hungry applications in background. For example, the launch latencies of CandyCrush
and Facebook are reduced by up to 58.8% and 28.8%, respectively. Acclaim can have negative impact when foreground
and background applications share common files. For example, the launch latency of Chrome could be prolonged up
to 12.3% by Acclaim when there are many background applications. This may because Acclaim evicts common files
between background applications and Chrome [3]. However,
this penalty can be eliminated by combining with mlocking common files [3]. In summary, Acclaim outperforms the
baseline in most test cases. Of all the 24 test cases, it reduces
latencies in most of them (20, with median reduction of 19.1%
and max reduction of 58.8%) while incurring additional latencies in 4 (with median increase of 3.1% and max increase
of 12.3%).

Figure 16: Average FPS and the standard deviation of FPS of
foreground applications.
Impact on FPS during active user interactions. Acclaim
reduces the launch latency by employing policies on how
application uses the memory to cache files. This policy might
impact user experience negatively after application launch, as
launched applications will have a different amount of data in
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page cache. Thus, we measure the possible loss in user experience as FPS in KFMARK, a popular gaming benchmark. [12].
The average FPS and the standard deviation of FPS of foreground applications are shown in Figure 16. For the average
FPS, the larger the value, the better. While the smaller the
value, the better for the standard deviation of FPS. The results
in Figure 16 suggest no noticeable impact: the difference
between the mean values of the baselines and Acclaim are
smaller than their standard deviations.

6.2

Impact on Background Applications

Because Acclaim evicts more pages from background applications, it can negative these applications’ re-launch time. We
evaluate the re-launch time for the first-launched background
application to show the upper bound of the penalty. In this
evaluation, we use Facebook as the first launched background
application is evaluated when it is launched for one or ten
minutes, and the results are shown in Figure 17.
Baseline

Acclaim

Figure 17: Re-launch time of the first-launched background
application (Facebook).
Based on Figure 17, we observe that re-launch penalty only
occurs when there are a few background applications after ten
minutes. In most cases, the benefit is larger than the penalty.
When there are many background applications, Acclaim effectively seizes free pages from background applications, which
can be used to aid background applications’ re-launch process. Moreover, Acclaim also reduces the number of direct
reclaims, benefiting all applications. When the time during
which the application is used after it is launched is too short
(one minute), Acclaim may not have enough time to move out
of the evaluated background application’s pages. After system
starts, many applications are partially run in the background
even if the user does not use them. To this end, their pages
will be firstly evicted from LRU lists by Acclaim.
Additionally, notice that the penalty of Acclaim can be
eliminated by using it in combination with application prediction [8, 27, 31]. If a background application is predicted
as the next used application, Acclaim removes it from the
background application list in FAE, and thus the priority of
its pages will not be degraded in LRU lists when it is in
background. Thus, the penalty will be eliminated.
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6.3

Overhead Analysis

Additional memory overhead. FAE adds a uid to PTE, incurring a space overhead of an integer space (4 Bytes). For a
device with 3GB of memory, the maximum memory overhead
is 3MB. Moreover, FAE needs to store the uids of applications
in the application list. If a user installs 100 applications, the
total memory cost is only 0.4 KB.
LWP needs to store the sampling historical allocation size
(4 Bytes per entry). When the sampling duration is 10 ms and
the window is 100 ms, only 10 values need to be stored. Even
if there are 100 values in the window, the LWP only takes
up 400B storage overhead. In summary, the total memory
overhead is about 3MB (0.1% of memory capacity).
Performance overhead. FAE’s performance overhead can
be broken down into three parts. First, after system starts, it
needs to check the configure file to get the UIDs of the applications. It only happens when the system starts. Second, when
the user switches applications, the new foreground UID needs
to be delivered to FAE from the framework layer. Third, FAE
needs to check if the UID equals to one of the background applications during each page eviction. Only a few comparisons
are conducted, thus the performance overhead is negligible.
The performance overhead of LWP includes two parts.
First, prediction has a small cost because of the lock-free
sliding window. Second, reducing the reclaim size could prolong the wake up time of the background reclaim . However,
LWP dynamically tunes the amount of background reclaim
according to the allocation workloads to reduce the CPU
time consumption. In summary, the performance overhead of
Acclaim is trivial.

7

Related Work

Application launch. Existing studies on context-awareness
led to the development of application pre-loading algorithms [8, 27, 31]. These algorithms greatly reduce the application launch latency by preparing required resources before
they are requested.
Application foreground/background behaviors. Many mobile applications are designed to run in background to enable
a model of always-on connectivity and to provide fast response time. This means that once installed and initiated by
the user, applications can register themselves with the services
provided by the OS framework for background activities, regardless of the user’s actual usage of the app. This is true of
both iOS and Android OS [4, 7, 26].
Memory management. Many previous works were focusing
on the design of the buddy system for managing memory.
Burton [6] proposed a generalized buddy system. By using
the Fibonacci numbers as block size, Knuth [17] proposed
the Fibonacci buddy system. Moreover, this idea was complemented by Hirschberg [15], and was optimized by Hinds [14],
Cranston and Thomas [11] to locate buddies in time simi-
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lar to the binary buddy system. Shen and Peterson [36] proposed the weighted buddy system. Page and Hagins [30] proposed the dual buddy system, an improvement to the weighted
buddy system, to reduce the amount of fragmentation to that
of the binary buddy system. A buddy system designed for
disk-file layout with high storage utilization was proposed by
Koch [18]. Brodal et al. [5] improved the memory management for accelerating allocation and deallocation. Marotta et
al. [22] proposed a non-blocking buddy system for scalable
memory allocation on multi-core machines. Yu et al. [21]
show that the existing reclaim scheme is not working well for
Android mobile devices. Consequently, this paper proposes a
new smart reclaim scheme for Android mobile devices.
Mobile device-specific memory management. Due to mobile OSes have poor insight into application memory usage,
the memory allocation may take a long latency, especially under memory pressure. Marvin [28] implements most memory
managements in the language runtime, which has more insight
into an app’s memory usage. They target the same problem at
a different layer. By predicting allocation workloads and with
foreground and background information, Acclaim improves
memory management efficiency at the system level.

8

Conclusion

Existing Linux memory reclaim scheme is designed for
servers and PCs. Android inherits Linux kernel and thus the
memory reclaim scheme is transplanted to mobile devices.
The experimental results show that these algorithms become
less effective for the characteristics of applications running on
Android mobile devices due to two main reasons. First, background applications has less impact on the user experience
than foreground applications. However, they continually consume free pages that increase the frequency of page re-fault
and direct reclaim. Second, the large-size reclaim aggravates
this problem on mobile devices which involve with almost
exclusively small allocation requests. In this work, we propose Acclaim. Acclaim consists of the Foreground aware
eviction (FAE), which is designed to relocate free pages from
background applications for foreground applications, and the
lightweight prediction-based reclaim scheme (LWP), which
is used to dynamically tune the size and amount of the background reclaim according to the predicted allocation workloads. Evaluation results show that Acclaim improves the
performance in general with a trivial overhead.
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Abstract
The Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a promising short-range
communication technology for Internet-of-Things (IoT) with
reduced energy consumption. Vendors implement BLE protocols in their manufactured devices compliant to Bluetooth
Core Specification. Recently, several vulnerabilities were discovered in the BLE protocol implementations of a few specific
products via a manual approach. Considering the diversity and
usage of BLE devices as well as the complexity of BLE protocols, we have developed a systematic and comprehensive testing framework, which, as an automated and general-purpose
approach, can effectively fuzz any BLE protocol implementation. Our framework runs in a central device and tests a
BLE device when the latter gets connected to the central as
a peripheral. Our framework incorporates a state machine
model of the suite of BLE protocols and monitors the peripheral’s state through its responses. With the state machine and
current state of the central, our framework either sends malformed packets or normal packets at a wrong time, or both, to
the peripheral and awaits an expected response. Anomalous
behaviours of the peripheral, e.g., a non-compliant response
or unresponsiveness, indicate potential vulnerabilities in its
BLE protocol implementation. To maximally expose such
anomalies for a BLE device, our framework employs an optimization function to direct the fuzzing process. As of today,
we have tested 12 devices from eight vendors and four IoT
products, with a total of 11 new vulnerabilities discovered and
13 new Common Vulnerability Exposure (CVE) IDs assigned.
We call such a bunch of vulnerabilities as S WEYN T OOTH,
which highlights the efficacy of our framework.

1

Introduction

The Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is one of the key wireless
communication technologies behind the massive progress of
internet-of-things (IoT). Hence, vulnerabilities in the BLE
∗ This
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protocol implementation may lead to concrete and serious aftermath. For instance, through reverse engineering on Broadcom’s BLE System-on-Chip (SoC) devices, Mantz et al. [24]
performed remote code execution in the device’s functions
with a malformed over-the-air packet. Similarly, BleedingBit [15], discovered in Texas Instruments BLE SoCs, allows
adversaries to install a shellcode, which thereafter permits
remote execution and authentication bypass upon receiving
specific sequences of manipulated advertisement packets.
The preceding examples indicate that faulty BLE protocol implementations may exist in various IoT devices and
potentially bring about chaotic consequences. In this paper,
we propose a systematic and automated fuzzing framework
that is able to discover vulnerabilities in the BLE protocol implementation of any device. Our framework neither requires
access to the source code of an implementation nor changes
a single line of code in a device’s OS or firmware. In a nutshell, it runs in the user space of a customized BLE dongle
(i.e., central) to test a BLE device (i.e., peripheral) during the
process of establishing a connection between the two.
The essence of our framework is a fuzzer that systematically subjects the BLE implementation to adversarial conditions. However, it is non-trivial to develop a fuzzer to
generate such adversarial conditions. Firstly, we construct
a BLE state machine model from the Bluetooth Core Specification [36–38] to make valid BLE packets. This is essential,
as a randomly generated, meaningless packet is likely to be
rejected by any BLE implementation. Secondly, testing a
BLE implementation with valid BLE packets is improbable
to reveal flaws, because such compliant cases should have
been covered in manufacturing tests [22, 41] as well as in
Bluetooth stack certification [39]. Thus, our framework either sends malformed packets based on mutation, or normal
packets at a wrong time or inappropriate state, or both, to a
BLE peripheral. Through manipulating packets, our framework intends to bring on adverse corner cases. Thirdly, the
complex structure of BLE packets (cf. Figure 1) and the versatile communication regulations necessitate a comprehensive
and directed strategy for generating test cases of packets and
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their timings. This aims to drive and stress non-compliant
behaviours at the peripheral. To this end, our fuzzer mutates
fields of a layer in the BLE stack and employs a particle
swarm optimization (PSO) to heuristically refine the mutation
probability distribution at both dimensions of each protocol’s
layers and each layer’s fields. Finally, our framework validates
any response from a peripheral on-the-fly according to a set
of expected packets in each protocol state. This enables it to
detect security issues beyond crashes, e.g., security bypass.
Our framework distinguishes itself from existing works [6,
15, 24] in view of being automated and comprehensive. Existing works require manual and tedious efforts, such as reverse
engineering and attentive inspection of source code, to discover potential security flaws in the BLE implementation of
specific devices [34]. By contrast, our framework is fully automated and embraces the capability to uncover more security
issues than a manual approach. Concurrently, although a few
scattered approaches have been presented in fuzzing Bluetooth devices [3, 9, 11, 18], they only cover a fraction of the
Bluetooth stack. To the best of our knowledge, we compose
the first comprehensive approach for BLE fuzzing that is not
limited to one or several particular layers, e.g., L2CAP or
ATT [3, 11], but fully controls the communication at the Link
Layer (LL) as well as the interaction with the Secure Manager
Protocol (SMP) for encrypted message exchanging. This, in
turn, establishes the efficacy and viability of our framework
in fuzzing arbitrary BLE protocol implementations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
particular, we present the following contributions.
• We present our fuzzing framework to discover implementation flaws for BLE protocols (Section 2).
• We present the optimization process embodied in our
fuzzing framework to discover critical security vulnerabilities. We also discuss the systematic process of validating
responses from BLE peripheral (Section 3).
• We discuss the implementation specific challenges in our
approach and evaluate our fuzzing framework on several
commodity BLE SoCs, including SoCs from NXP, Dialog, Texas Instruments, Microchip, ST Microelectronics
and Cypress, among others. Our evaluation has revealed
11 unknown security vulnerabilities (nicknamed S WEYN T OOTH) and seven non-compliant behaviours. 13 new
common vulnerability exposure (CVE) IDs are assigned
and they potentially affect a few hundred types of IoT
products. As all the vulnerable SoCs have passed the
Bluetooth stack certification, our evaluation also clearly
highlights the incompleteness of the certification process
(Section 4).
• We evaluate the impact of new vulnerabilities, as discovered by our framework, on four IoT products (Section 4).
• We compare our framework with three other fuzzers and
show that our framework is significantly more effective,
in terms of finding security vulnerabilities in BLE implementations (Section 4).
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Figure 1: The Stacks of Bluetooth Classic and BLE
After discussing related work (Section 5), we conclude the
paper and provide future directions (Section 6).

2

Overview of Our Framework

BLE is the successor of Bluetooth Classic to build a shortrange wireless network with reduced energy consumption and
improved usage capability. In this section, we first describe
the BLE model used in our fuzzing and illustrate the challenges in developing a systematic fuzzing framework for BLE
protocols with an example. Then we present an overview of
our framework with its main components and workflow.

2.1

The Model of BLE Protocols

We aim to detect implementation flaws in BLE protocols
defined in the Bluetooth Core Specification [36–38]. Particularly, we study the interactions on Attribute Protocol (ATT),
Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP), Secure Manager Protocol (SMP), and Link Layer (LL), as shown
in Figure 1. L2CAP and ATT are common to both Bluetooth
Classic and BLE, while LL and SMP are exclusive to BLE.
Figure 2 illustrates the process of establishing the BLE
connection between a central and a peripheral. Our fuzzer
works during this process and it is guided by a BLE protocol model we have developed. A simplified representation of
the model is presented in Figure 3. Initially, the peripheral
periodically broadcasts advertisements to nearby devices
and the central starts in the scanning state. The central scans
for such advertisements and gets further information from
the peripheral such as its name by sending a scan request
( 1 in Figure 2). After receiving a scan response ( 2 in Figure 2) from the peripheral, the central can choose to start a
connection by sending a connection request ( 3 in Figure 2) and proceeds to the connection state. On receiving
an acknowledgment from the peripheral ( 4 in Figure 2),
the central proceeds to the initial_setup state (see Figure 3). As the connection request contains connection
parameters relevant to the synchronization and communication timing between central and peripheral, after transiting to initial_setup state, the central requests information
from the peripheral by sending version request, feature
request, length request and MTU length request ( 5
to 8 in Figure 2) with the intention to know the peripheral’s
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Figure 2: Message exchanges during BLE connection process
supported LL features and capabilities such as the maximum
length of the packet it can send or receive. Likewise, the peripheral also gets the central’s LL information during the
same exchanges. Note that the preceding messages are not
necessarily sequentially exchanged, because vendors are free
to implement how the peripheral handles such messages. For
instance, a peripheral may reply to version before feature.
Similarly, the peripheral may choose to directly read some
ATT atributes from the central and go to the gatt_server
state or skip the state length before proceeding. To ensure
compatibility with different implementations, we employ several transitions in the state initial_setup for the flexible
message ordering, as shown at the upper-left of Figure 3.
After the initial setup is done, the central proceeds to the
list_pri_services state. Here it scans for peripheral’s
main services via the Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) Service Discovery procedure and stores their attributes in a local
array. The central then proceeds to the state pairing_req
and starts to establish an encrypted communication with the
peripheral. The central sends a pairing request packet
to the peripheral ( 9 in Figure 2), indicating the preferred
pairing mode to be used in the next state. If the peripheral
accepts the pairing mode proposed by the central, it replies
to the central and both proceed to the smp_pairing state.
As there are two pairing modes for them to choose, i.e., the
Legacy pairing or Secure Connection (SC) pairing via SMP
exchanges, they go through the pairing procedure from either the legacy_pairing or sc_pairing state, as shown at
the middle-right of Figure 3. Once the pairing procedure is
successful, the central derives a sessionKey from a Short
Term Key (STK) received from smp_pairing, transits to the
ll_encryption state and starts the challenge with the peripheral by sending an encryption_req ( 10 in Figure 2).
With the peripheral’s response, the central sends an encrypted
encryption_res packet by using the obtained sessionKey.
If the peripheral is able to correctly authenticate and decrypt
the encryption_res from the central, it sends another encrypted encryption_res to the central, indicating that the
connection is successfully encrypted.

list_pri_services
pairing_req

10

Link Layer encrypted

USENIX Association

initial_setup

mtu_length

pairing (request / response)

LL Encryption procedure

connection

feature

list_sec_services

gatt_read/write

Figure 3: Simplified BLE Protocol Model
If legacy_pairing is used, the central and peripheral may optionally go through the keys distribution
procedure ( 12 in Figure 2) to exchange a long term key
(LTK).Otherwise, in sc_pairing, the LTK is the STK instead.
The LTK can then be used by the central to avoid repeating
the pairing process in subsequent connections and directly go
to the step 11 in Figure 2. In the following stages, the central
and peripheral exchange an LTK based on what has been negotiated in pairing_req and the central reads more services
from the peripheral at the state list_sec_services.
After LL connection and pairing, the central discovers all
the peripheral’s available attributes (i.e., information) by performing the GATT Primary Service Discovery. This consists
of sending and receiving a number of ATT requests and
ATT responses ( 13 in Figure 2). so as to fetch predefined
ATT attributes. In the next state gatt_read/write, we capture the read and write of locally stored ATT attributes at the
list_pri_services and list_sec_services states. This
step is to emulate writing malformed ATT attributes via our
fuzzing methodology. Thus, the state gatt_read/write at
the bottom of Figure 3 is not part of the BLE protocol specification. However, it is required to check the behaviour of a
peripheral in the presence of malformed ATT attributes.

2.2

Problem Formulation with An Example

In this paper, we consider developing a systematic fuzzing
framework that is 1) comprehensive with respect to all BLE
stack layers, 2) directed as being with an optimization mechanism to maximally expose anomalies in BLE protocol implementations, and 3) applicable to fuzzing any product embracing BLE SoCs for wireless connectivity. Anomalous behaviours capture non-compliance against the Bluetooth Core
Specification. To guarantee the comprehensiveness of cov-
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ering all protocol layers, we attentively study the Bluetooth
Core Specification and incorporate an all-inclusive state machine model as presented in Section 2.1 at the central side.
Thus, at the current state of the central, we monitor responses
from the peripheral to check whether they are aligned with
the Bluetooth Core Specification or not.
Technical Challenges: Section 2.1 indicates that devising a
comprehensive state machine model itself is the first challenge due to the complexity of BLE connections. As shown
in Figure 1, each of the BLE layers contains multiple fields
that might be an exploitable factor. Furthermore, compared to
Wi-Fi, BLE allows move-back and move-forward state transitions if a timeout event occurs and an expected response arrives, respectively. This also introduces the second challenge,
i.e., the timing-critical constraints that must be accounted for
fuzzing BLE SoCs. Thirdly, an online validation of peripheral responses is non-trivial at the central side. According to
the Bluetooth Core Specification, at a given state, the central
waits for two types of responses, i.e., normal responses and
failure responses. The latter is a valid response, as a wellformed peripheral has the right-of-way to deny any illegal
or unaligned request. Such a feature, again, does not exist in
Wi-Fi protocols. Consequently, special care is demanded to
distinguish expected and anomalous packets in the context
of BLE communications. Last but not the least, uncovering
vulnerabilities in BLE implementations requires systematically directing the fuzzing framework. In the following, we
take an example vulnerability, i.e., Key Size Overflow (CVE2019-19196) discovered by our framework, to illustrate how
we resolve the aforementioned challenges.
Discovering Key Size Overflow Vulnerability: The Key Size
Overflow vulnerability is caused only if the three following
conditions are jointly satisfied: 1) key_size field of SMP
pairing request is fuzzed, 2) the peripheral receives a certain packet in an inappropriate state, and 3) the peripheral may
send a connection failure packet depending on the received
fuzzed packet. The vulnerability is illustrated in Figure 4.
In brief, as a fuzzer, our framework mutates protocol layers
and each layer’s fields in a packet sent from the central to the
peripheral under test. The mutation is based on probabilities
assigned at both dimensions of layers and fields. It refines such

5. Validation

Packet (i)
Manipulation

Figure 5: An Illustration of Fuzzing Architecture.
probabilities via a cost function with a return value, say, the
count of discovered anomalies, to direct the fuzzing process.
Our framework identifies an anomaly by validating received
responses. It discovers Key Size Overflow as follows. Initially,
there is no information about the vulnerabilities. Therefore,
the mutation probabilities are randomly assigned. Eventually,
at the paring_req state, the fuzzer sends a paring_request,
yet with fields other than key_size mutated. The peripheral
sends a response SM failure, which is still deemed to be
normal by the online validation of our fuzzer. Next, the fuzzer
sends a malformed packet with mutated key_size. Caveat
Lector: the peripheral of Telink Semiconductor unexpectedly
replies with a valid paring_response for such a fuzzed, invalid request. Our framework legitimately catches this response as an anomaly. As a result, the mutation probability to
fuzz the field key_size is increased. Thus, more malformed
pairing_request packets with mutated key_size are sent
to the peripheral. We note that our fuzzer also sends valid
packets, but at an inappropriate state of the client. Eventually,
the fuzzer sends an encryption_request to the peripheral
immediately after the malformed pairing_request packets with mutated key_size. This crashes the peripheral, as
detected due to the lack of any response from it.
To sum up, the Key Size Overflow presents an anomaly
and a crash for BLE SoCs manufactured by Telink. During the fuzzing process, the scenario to send a malformed
paring_request (with mutated key_size) followed by an
encryption_request increases. This is because the response to these malformed packets are anomalous and such
anomalous responses increase the value of the cost function
(i.e., anomaly count). This, in turn, further increases the probability to fuzz key_size and indirectly, the likelihood of discovering the scenario causing the vulnerability.

2.3

High Level Workflow

System Architecture: Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of
our fuzzer, which is composed of four main modules organized around the BLE model MBLE : (i) the module of packet
manipulation that mutates a packet, (ii) the module of packet
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Algorithm 1 Main Steps of our fuzzer
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:

i←0
. i captures fuzzing iteration
. generate BLE protocol model (cf. Figure 3)
MBLE ← Generate_Protocol_Model()
. wait to receive mutation probabilities from PSO
Xi L99 Particle_Swarm_Opt()
. initialize history of sent packets and redundant packets
h ← 0,
/ P0 ← 0,
/ Pdup ← 0,
/ Pdup
/ S0 ← 0/
Phist ← 0,
repeat
Set central to be in scanning state
. assign expected layers
For each S ∈ MBLE , assign {expected(S), rejection(S)}
repeat
Wait for peripheral’s packet
Let the central receives packet Pr from the peripheral
. monitor states and checks anomalies


h ,P
(θanom , Pr ) ← Run_Validation S, P0 , Pdup
r
S0 ← S; S ← Get_Current_State(MBLE , Pr )
. exit the iteration on anomalies and no transition
if θanom is false or S0 = S then
goto line 37
end if
. generate a valid packet from the model
P ← Get_Packet_from_Model(MBLE , S)
. generate fuzzed packets from P via mutation
P0 ← Mutate_Packet(P, Xi )
Send fuzzed packets P0 to the peripheral
h ←P
Pdup
dup
/ s.t. Pdup 6= P
Choose a packet Pdup ∈ Phist ∪ {0}
Send redundant packet Pdup to the peripheral
. switch expected layers after fuzzing
if P0 6= P then
expected(S) ← rejection(S)
end if
Phist ← Phist ∪ {P}
until central does not reach the scanning state
. measure cost function value for Xi
CF i ← Measure_Cost_Function(Xi )
. send cost function value to PSO
Particle_Swarm_Opt() L99 CF i
. wait to receive new mutation probabilities from PSO
Xi+1 L99 Particle_Swarm_Opt()
i ← i+1
until timeout

redundancy that sends arbitrary packets of MBLE to the peripheral at unaligned states (i.e., out of order) with the intention
to trigger anomalies on the peripheral’s protocol state machine, (iii) the module of packet validation that is responsible
for checking the responses from the peripheral and detecting
anomalies based on the current state of MBLE , and (iv) the
module of fuzzing & optimization that can direct the mutation
of packets based on a cost function.
As shown by the arrows in Figure 5, the four modules of
our fuzzer interact and collaborate with each other to attain
the aim of discovering potential vulnerabilities in a peripheral
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device. Algorithm 1 illustrates the workflow of it.
Initialization: The fuzzer relies on the protocol model MBLE
to generate valid packets and a set of mutation probabilities
Xi to probabilistically mutate such valid packets. At the initialization stage (Lines 3 to 5 in Algorithm 1), the fuzzer first
loads the model MBLE and receives initial mutation probabilities Xi from the optimization module (iv in Figure 5) by
calling the Particle_Swarm_Opt function (Line 5). Next,
the central is set to the scanning state and proceeds to wait
for the peripheral’s advertisement (Lines 9, 13 to 14). Once
the central receives a packet Pr from the peripheral, the validation module (iii in Figure 5) checks whether Pr is expected
or not via the Run_Validation function (Line 16). In short,
the validation module decides the correctness of Pr based
on a set of expected layers expected(S) or rejection layers
rejection(S), which are generated for every state S ∈ MBLE
(Line 11) at startup. The validation is detailed in Section 3.2.
Fuzzing Iteration: If the validation does not detect any
anomaly, Pr is fed to trigger the state transition in the model
MBLE by calling the Get_Current_State function (Line 17).
Get_Current_State strictly follows the protocol model described in Section 2.1 and returns the new state S of MBLE .
Then at the state S, our framework generates a valid packet
P (Line 23), which serves as an input to the manipulation
and redundancy modules (i and ii in Figure 5). Starting with
the packet manipulation via the Mutate_Packet function
(Line 25), the contents of P are mutated according to the mutation probabilities Xi associated with the state S, resulting in
a mutated packet P0 (see Section 3 for details of mutation).
Due to the probabilistic nature of Xi , the mutation yields either
an incorrect packet such that P0 6= P (i.e., malformed) or a
mutated packet which doesn’t differ from the original packet
(i.e., P0 = P). If a malformed packet P0 is sent to the peripheral, the Bluetooth Core Specification allows the peripheral
to respond with a packet that rejects P0 , i.e., one with a layer
in the rejection(S). Thus, the fuzzer perceives an anomaly
if the response for a malformed P0 is other than a legitimate
packet with one of its layers in rejection(S). To this end,
the expected set of layers (expected(S)) for state S is set to
the rejection layers for state S (rejection(S)) (Line 32).
The redundancy module (iii in Figure 5) keeps a history
Phist (initialized as 0/ at Line 7) of all the packets P generated
by the model MBLE (Line 34) and sends a redundant packet
Pdup ∈ Phist to the peripheral at random chance (Lines 28
to 29). The intention of this logic is to send out-of-order
packets that may cause crash or anomalous behaviour onto
the peripheral. However, using redundancy may trigger some
ambiguous behaviour which is not necessarily an anomaly.
For example, some BLE packets are not only tied to one
single state and responses to them at a different state should
not be flagged anomalous by the fuzzer. In Section 3.2, we
present how the validation module resolves such challenges
and avoids reporting false positives.
The fuzzing iteration finishes in one of three circum-
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Figure 7: Packet dissection and validation during fuzzing
stances: 1) when the model MBLE reaches the end state
gatt_read/write (cf. Figure 3) and goes back to scanning
state, 2) an anomaly is detected (Line 20), or 3) the fuzzer
times out due to a crash in the peripheral (Line 13).
Optimization: Once a fuzzing iteration finishes, the mutation probabilities Xi are refined by the optimization module
(iv in Figure 5) via particle swarm optimization (Lines 37
to 41). The optimization uses the value of cost function CFi obtained at the end of every fuzzing iteration
(Measure_Cost_Function). The rationale of optimization
is to guide the mutation probabilities Xi in such a fashion
that the value of cost function CFi is maximized. Specifically,
the value of CFi represents a metric that can direct Xi to fuzz
packets that are more likely to optimize CFi (e.g., the number
of anomalies). Moreover, the refined mutation probabilities
Xi+1 are computed iteratively via Particle_Swarm_Opt and
carried over to the next iteration (Line 41). This approach
allows our fuzzer to be directed and facilitates the search for
anomalies in the peripheral’s protocol implementation.

3
3.1

Design of Fuzzer
Fuzzing and Optimization

The fuzzing effectiveness critically depends on the generation
of malformed packets based on mutation. In the following,
we discuss how such mutations are performed in detail.
Mutation: On receiving a generated packet from the protocol
model, the fuzzing module evaluates it according to the set
of mutation probabilities Xi . Xi represents the probabilities
to mutate a packet along two dimensions: 1) the layers,
which correspond to different protocols or packet types of a
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packet, and 2) the fields, each belonging to a layer in the
packet. Figure 6 exemplifies the assignment of Xi over the
layers and fields of a BLE packet. For instance, consider the
Public Key layer to illustrate the use of Xi in generating a
packet. The fields of Key_X and Key_Y can be mutated in an
iteration only if the manipulation module randomly hits the
layer probability chance (70%). Once a hit happens, the fuzzer
needs to decide the set of fields in the layer to be mutated. To
this end, the fuzzer iterates over each field within the layer
and uses the individual mutation probability (50%) to mutate
such fields. We note that all the fields of one layer shares the
same mutation probability. This is to reduce the number of
parameters during the iterative optimization (cf. Line 39 in
Algorithm 1) without losing the efficacy significantly. When
the mutation indeed occurs onto a field, the field value is
changed via a randomly-chosen Mutation Operator.
Mutation Operators: The fuzzing module offers three
Mutation Operators: 1) Random bytes that mutates the
value of a packet’s fields with random bytes, 2) Zero filling
that clears the field value to zero, and 3) Bit setting that sets
the most significant bit of a single-byte field value. The rationale of choosing such operators is to accelerate the search
process for an anomaly. In practicality, Zero filling and
Bit setting correlate to setting lower or higher values of a
field value to manifest corner cases. These, in turn, are probable to trigger a buffer overflow or underflow in a peripheral’s
implementation that lacks comprehensive bound checks.
Optimizing Mutation Probabilities: In order to effectively
discover anomalies (e.g., crashes or non-compliant behaviours
against the Bluetooth Core Specification), our fuzzer employs
a cost function to systematically guide the optimization process. The rationale behind such an approach is to measure a
cost function value CFi that informs how well a certain set of
mutation probabilities Xi perform with respect to finding new
anomalies. Therefore, the goal of the fuzzer is to maximize
the discovery of potential anomalies by also maximizing the
value of such a cost function. We use the number of unique
anomalies discovered throughout the fuzzing session as the
cost function. This is measured for each individual set of
mutation probabilities Xi (cf. Line 37 in Algorithm 1).
The set of mutation probabilities Xi are refined while maximizing the cost function value on each fuzzing iteration by an
optimization algorithm (cf. Line 41 in Algorithm 1). For the
optimization, we apply the particle swarm optimization (PSO)
due to its superior performance in the light of non-linear and
stochastic behaviour shown in the protocol model [32]. Moreover, PSO has been successfully applied in a state-of-the-art
software fuzzer [23]. The goal of PSO is to optimize the value
of a chosen cost function via regulating the position of the
swarm of particles (i.e., the population). In the context of
our framework, the position is a probability value and each
particle within the swarm of particles represents a different
set of mutation probabilities Xi .
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3.2

Packet Validation

The validation module detects responses that deviate from the
Bluetooth Core Specification. It emphasizes on the correctness of a response in its internal packet structure, i.e., layers
of the response, and the correct reception order, i.e., the response’s arriving state. In particular, given a response packet
received at state S, the validation module checks it among
Expected layers or Rejection layers that are dedicated
to state S in accordance with the protocol model MBLE .
Validation Exemplified: Figure 7 shows three different cases
where a packet from the peripheral arrives in response to a
packet sent to the peripheral at state S = pairing_request.
The packet sent to the peripheral can either be a valid packet
P or a mutated packet P0 . In case (A), on receiving the ATT
Response due to a valid P, the validation module flags it as
anomaly as none of the layers in the response is found in
the Expected layers of state S. In case (B), the response
packet is deemed to be valid (i.e., pairing_response) since
its layer is found in the Expected layers. On the other hand,
after sending a malformed packet to the peripheral, our fuzzer
only expects Rejection layers (Line 32 in Algorithm 1).
In this sense, in case (C), our fuzzer sends a mutated packet
P0 to the peripheral, and the response with SMP Failure is
valid as a rejection of P0 , as SMP Failure ∈ rejection(S).
Validation Procedure: More involved cases beyond Figure 7
exist. The validation module must correctly handle responses
received due to legitimate, mutated, and/or redundant requests
sent at both proper and improper states.
Algorithm 2 illustrates the function Run_Validation
called in Algorithm 1. It validates if a response Pr is anomalous or not. The response Pr , received at state S, might be due
to possible P0 and Pdup sent in an arbitrary fuzzing iteration
(Lines 1 to 5). At start, the validation module prepares the
Expected layers in ε to be searched for Pr , as Pr might
be a response to a non-empty Pdup (Line 6 to 10). We first
compute the flag Ψ for state S. Ψ holds if the expected layers
at S overlap with the expected layers of some other state S0
in the protocol model MBLE (Line 7). The flag Ψ does not
hold for security-related states such as states involved in SMP
pairing and Link Layer encryption, e.g., smp_pairing and
ll_encryption. Specifically, these states (with Ψ false) do
not accept any response except those aligned to their respective Expected layers. We then check whether a non-empty
p
p
Pdup has been sent at any state MBLE (Line 8). The set MBLE
is a subset of all BLE states (MBLE ). Specifically, response to
p
a packet sent at a state S0 ∈ MBLE is allowed to be received
at any state where Ψ holds (i.e., states other than securityrelated ones). Thus, given a non-empty Pdup sent at a state
p
of MBLE , the validation module needs to extend ε if Ψ holds.
This is accomplished by joining ε with Expected layers of
the state Pdup belongs to (Lines 8 to 10). With the updated ε,
the validation module sets a validity flag based on whether
the layers of Pr are expected or not (Lines 11 to 12).
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Algorithm 2 Run_Validation Procedure
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Input: Current state S of BLE protocol model (cf. Figure 3)
Input: Packet P0 sent from the current state S
Input: Packet Pdup sent at the immediately preceding state of S
Input: Packet Pr sent from BLE peripheral
Output: Absence of anomaly (true or false)
ε ← expected(S)
0 6= 0
/
Ψ ← ∃S0 ∈ M
 BLE \ {S}. (ε ∩ expected(S ))
p 
if Pdup 6= 0/ ∧ Ψ ∧ state_of (Pdup ) ∈ MBLE then
ε ← ε ∪ expected(state_of (Pdup ))
end if
. Check if the received packet Pr is valid
is_valid ← ∃l ∈ layers_of (Pr ) s.t. l ∈ ε 
o
if Pdup 6= 0/ ∧ state_of (Pdup ) ∈ MBLE
then
p
p
MBLE ← MBLE \ {state_of (Pdup )}
end if


p
p
p
o
MBLE ← S ∈ MBLE
? MBLE \ {S} : MBLE
. Prevent redundant
Pr from transiting the state machine

if Pdup 6= 0/ and (P0 and Pdup have the same response) then
Wait for peripheral’s response packet Pr
/ Pr )
Run_Validation(S, P0 , 0,
end if
return (is_valid, Pr )

The validation performs further acts before returning to
p
o .
Algorithm 1. Firstly, in MBLE there is a subset, i.e., MBLE
o
The response to the request sent at a state of MBLE is allowed to be received in other states, but only once. One such
state is the Version state. A normal peripheral responds to
the version request only once irrespective of how many
version requests it receives. Hence, if Pdup or P0 belongs
o , then S0 is removed from M p . This
to some state S0 ∈ MBLE
BLE
ensures that future responses to Pdup , which belongs to state
S0 , are classified as anomalies (Lines 13 to 16). Secondly, Pdup
and P0 may have the same response. In this case, we do not
trigger a state transition until a response to P0 is received (if
any before the fuzzer times out). Specifically, after handling
the response for Pdup , the validation module is recursively
called with an empty Pdup (Lines 17 to 21). In the end, the
anomaly flag and Pr are returned (Line 22).
Crash detection: There are two options to detect a crash or
unresponsiveness of the peripheral. The intrusive option is
applicable to BLE development boards that expose serial
debug ports of their respective SoCs. We can use the debug
information to detect a crash. For BLE products without such
debug ports, we use a global timer and clear it on every packet
response. If no response is received from the peripheral, the
timer eventually overflows and a crash is signalized.

3.3

Non-compliant BLE Controller

Manipulation of the Link Layer is essential for fuzzing. However, the Core Specifications [37] undermines Link Layer
(LL) manipulation from the host. Firstly, LL packets are heavily timing critical due to BLE frequency-hopping. The host
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cannot send a packet in a precise time due to the high time
variability of the OS scheduler. Secondly, the LL stack runs
on a separate and closed source Bluetooth chipset, i.e. the
controller. The chipset normally communicates with the host
via the Host Controller Interface (HCI) protocol, which does
not expose manual control over the LL stack.
To overcome the aforementioned challenges with a practical and low cost solution, we design a non-compliant BLE
controller firmware that ignores standardised conventions
such as HCI and abstracts away the timing and retransmission requirement between the central and the peripheral. This
abstraction simplifies the BLE state machine and allows the
host to manipulate all fields of the Link Layer packets.
BLE Controller for LL Injection (nRF 52840 Dongle)

Encoding
(GFSK)

Whitening

CRC

Data Channel Packet

Packet
Packet
Data
Packet
Buffer
Buffer
Buffer
Adv. Channel Packet

Transmission Path (TX)

Physical Channels (2.4 Ghz)
Advertisement: 37-39 / Data: 0-36

Dewhitening

CRC

Live Capture
(.pcapng)

Adv. Address
Matching
Address
Match Signal

Reception Path (RX)

Decoding
(GFSK)

Host (Ubuntu 18.04)

Packet
Filter

Logs &
Reports
Sweyntooth
Receive and
Generate Packets

Figure 8: An Illustration of the transmission and reception
path of a BLE Packet via the non-compliant BLE controller
Figure 8 details the internals of the non-compliant BLE
controller depicted in the fuzzer architecture (cf. Figure 5).
The controller reads packets from the host and transmits according to their radio channel type, which is inferred from the
access address of the packet header. Data channel packets are
buffered in the Data Packet Buffer and released for transmission after a time period defined by the connection interval.
Concurrently, an advertisement packet is only transmitted
to the peripheral after the controller receives an advertisement packet from the peripheral first. Upon reception, the
Packet Filter checks the packet for the peripheral address
and upon a match, the advertisement packet stored in the Adv.
Address Matching is released and transmitted to the peripheral after the inter-frame spacing ∆IF = 150us. Other procedures such as CRC calculation, whitening/dewhitening and
encoding/decoding are only necessary to ensure the correct
encoding of the packet during over-the-air transmission and
as such, do not expose fields for host side fuzzing.

4

Evaluation

Implementation: Our implementation efforts have been
mainly spent on two parts: 1) the fuzzer, including the modules of fuzzing, validation and optimization, and 2) the noncompliant BLE controller that enables the over-the-air fuzzing.
The fuzzer is written in Python 2.7 and C++ with a total number of 2,836 lines of code (LOC). In brief, our fuzzer extends
the Scapy v2.4.3 [33] to recognize packet types, parse and validate a response from the peripheral. It also uses the BLESuite
library [31] to handle the GATT Service Discovery. As to the
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Table 1: Development Platforms used for evaluation
Silicon Vendor
Cypress (PSoC 6)
Cypress (PSoC 4)
Texas Instruments
Texas Instruments
Telink
STMicroelectronics
STMicroelectroncis
NXP
Dialog
Dialog
Microchip
Nordic Semi.
Nordic Semi.

Development Platform
CY8CPROTO-63
CY5677
LaunchXL-CC2640R2
CC2540EMK-USB
TLSR8258 USB
NUCLEO-WB55
STEVAL-IDB008V2
USB-KW41Z
DA14681DEVKIT
DA14580DEVKIT
SAMB11 Xplained
nRF51 Dongle
nRF52840 Dongle

BLE Ver.
5.0
4.2
5.0
4.1
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.2
4.2
4.1
4.1
5.0
5.0

Sample Code Name
Device_Information_Service
Device_Information_Service
project_zero
simple_peripheral
8258_ble_sample
BLE_BloodPressure
SlaveSec_A0
heart_heart_rate_sensor_bm
ble_adv
ble_app_peripheral
blood_pressure_samb11
ble_app_hrs
ble_app_gatts_c

fuzzing and optimization, our fuzzer leverages the PyGMO
library and its Generational PSO implementation [10] with
the optimizer following the common PyGMO structure and
the default pygmo.pso_gen optimization parameters.
The non-compliant BLE controller is written in C++ (1,096
LOC) within the nRF52840 dongle as the central device. It
overcomes the isolation enforced by HCI (cf. Section 3.3).
Evaluation Setup: Table 1 shows the peripheral devices that
we have tested. In each of these devices, the CPU is a microcontroller (SoC) that runs an undisclosed BLE stack implementation. IoT products using these devices only have access
to interfaces for BLE communications provided by respective
manufacturer-provided libraries. As a result, the device’s BLE
implementation runs alongside the product’s main code, and
a BLE implementation vulnerability may lead to catastrophic
failure and insecurities into the product’s functionalities. In
other words, once BLE devices are found vulnerable, so are
the IoT products relying on them.
We need to install a firmware in each brand new device to
enable BLE connectivity. This is accomplished by compiling
and programming a sample code provided by the device’s
corresponding SDK. Once a programmed device advertises
itself as BLE peripheral, we can start our fuzzer to test it.
We answer the following research questions (RQs) through
the evaluation of our fuzzer.
RQ1: How effective is our fuzzer in terms of generating
error-prone inputs?
A summary of testing results is depicted by Table 2. The
prefix V means a vulnerability while the prefix A means some
anomalous behaviour that deviates from the legitimate behaviour defined by the Bluetooth Core Specification but is
not a vulnerability. Overall, our fuzzer has discovered 11 new
vulnerabilities and seven anomalous behaviours over all tested
devices. The SoCs of particular vendors, e.g., Texas Instruments, NXP, Cypress and Dialog, have been used in many
IoT products for Smart Home, wearables and gadget tracking.
These vulnerabilities expose their respective SoCs to crashes,
deadlocks or even a complete or partial bypass of pairing
procedure. Hence the impact is significant. It’s important to
emphasize that all vulnerabilities have been automatically
discovered by our fuzzer during the packet exchange, except
for vulnerabilities classified as Security Bypass. After a
Security Bypass is detected and classified as an anomaly
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Table 2: Summary of new vulnerabilities and other anomalies found on the tested platforms. * indicates the case, which is not
clear by the Bluetooth Core Specification [36–38]
Vulnerabilities / Inconsistencies
V1 - Link Layer Length Overflow (CVE-2019-16336, CVE-2019-17519)
V2 - Link Layer LLID Deadlock (CVE-2019-17061, CVE-2019-17060)
V3 - Silent Buffer Overflow
V4 - Truncated L2CAP Packet
V5 - Unexpected Public Key
V6 - DHCheck Skipping
V7 - Invalid connection request

(CVE-2019-17518)
(CVE-2019-17517)
(CVE-2019-17520)
(CVE-2020-13593)
(CVE-2019-19193)

V8 - Sequential ATT message

(CVE-2019-19192)

Platform(s)
CY8CPROTO-063
CY5677
USB-KW41Z
DA14681 DEVKIT-B
DA14580 DEVKIT-B

gatt_read/write

Crash

[Vol 1] Part E, Section 2.7

Crash

[Vol 1] Part E, Section 2.7

Crash
Security Bypass

[Vol 3] Part H, Section 3.5.1
[Vol 3] Part H, Section 2.4.4

pairing_request
smp_pairing

Non-specified

N.A

sc_pairing
ll_encryption

Non-Compliance

[Vol 3] Part H, Section 2.4.4.1

many
ll_encryption
smp_pairing
connection
connection

Non-Compliance
Non-Compliance
Non-Compliance
Non-Compliance
Non-Compliance

[Vol 6] Part B, Section 5.1.5
[Vol 6] Part B, Section 5.1.3.1
[Vol 6] Part B, Section 2.4.2
[Vol 6] Part B, Section 2.3.3.1
[Vol 6] Part B, Section 2.3.3.1

TLSR8258 USB
SAMB11 Xplained
TLSR8258 USB
USB-KW41Z
LaunchXL-CC2640R2
NUCLEO-WB55
STEVAL-IDB008V2
CY5677
TLSR8258 USB
CC2540EMK-USB
All tested devices

Table 3: Vulnerabilities and SDK versions of the affected
SoCs. * indicates vendors that reported other affected SoCs.
BLE SoC

SDK Ver.

Vuln. / Anomalies

CYBLE-416045
CC2640R2
TLSR8258
WB55
BlueNRG-2
nRF51422
nRF52840

2.10
2.2.3
3.4.0
1.3.0
3.1.0
11.0.0
15.3.0

V1,V2 / A7
V5,V6 / A1,A7
V10,V11 / A3-A5,A7
V8 / A2,A7
V8 / A2,A7
A7
A7

3.60
2.2.1
1.0.14.X

CC2540
DA14580
ATSAMB11

1.5.0
5.0.4
6.2

V1,V2 / A7
V1,V2 / A1,A7
V3 / A7
V7 / A6,A7
V4 / A7
V8 / A2,A7

by our fuzzer, a manual check is required to classify it as
a security issue. We note that twelve CVEs have been assigned, but at the time of writing this paper, the details of
vulnerabilities V1-V11 were publicly undisclosed for confidentiality. Moreover, we followed responsible disclosures and
notified all vendors 90 days in advance for them to provide
corresponding patches. At the time of writing, all vendors
except STMicroelectronics and Microchip have released their
patches. Table 3 highlights the SoCs and the SDK versions
where these vulnerabilities were first discovered.
For each anomaly, Table 2 also outlines the specific section
of the Bluetooth Core Specification being violated. To summarize, the results signalize that the current status of BLE
security demands more attention not only onto the design of
protocols, but also onto the implementation phases. Specifically, the two critical security bypass vulnerabilities (V6 and
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[Vol 1] Part E, Section 2.7
[Vol 1] Part E, Section 2.7
[Vol 1] Part E, Section 2.7
[Vol 3] Part H, Section 2.3.5.6.5
N.A

smp_pairing

(CVE-2019-19196)
(CVE-2019-19194)

CYBL11573
KW41Z
DA14680

[Vol 1] Part E, Section 2.7

connection

V10 - Key size overflow
V11 - Zero LTK installation

Silicon Vendor
BLE Version 5.0
Cypress (PSoC 6)
Texas Instruments
Telink*
STMicroelectronics
STMicroelectroncis
Nordic Semi.
Nordic Semi.
BLE Version 4.2
Cypress (PSoC 4)
NXP
Dialog*
BLE Version 4.1
Texas Instruments
Dialog*
Microchip

initial_setup

LaunchXL-CC2640R2

SAMB11 Xplained

A3 - Responds to VERSION_IND more than once
A4 - Responds to data channel PDUs during encryption procedure
A5 - Sends unknown LL control PDU opcode
A6 - Accepts malformed CONNECT_IND
A7 - Accepts CONNECT_IND with hopIncrement less than 5

Compliance Violated

Crash
Crash, Deadlock

CC2540EMK-USB
NUCLEO-WB55
STEVAL-IDB008V2

(CVE-2019-19195)

A2 - Accept non-zero EDIV and Rand during Secure Connection pairing

Impact Type

Crash
Crash
Crash
Security Bypass
Deadlock

V9 - Invalid L2CAP fragment

A1 - Unexpected encryption start response*

Model state(s)

smp_pairing
list_pri_services

list_pri_services
gatt_read_write
pairing_req
sc_pairing

V11) are caused due to the lack of handling corner cases
in the Bluetooth Core Specification, causing misinterpretations and implementation flaws. A detailed description of the
vulnerabilities is shown in the supplemental material.
Table 4: A Summary of Evaluation Time for Each Device.
The connection interval is fixed to 20ms for all devices.
Platform
CY8CPROTO-63
CY5677
USB-KW41Z
DA14681DEVKIT
DA14580DEVKIT
CC2640R2 Devkit
CC2540 Devkit
Nucleo-WB55
BlueNRG-2
ATSAMB11
TLSR8258

Iterations
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Total Time
1 h. 06 min.
2 h. 27 min.
1 h. 30 min.
1 h. 16 min.
2 h. 7 min.
1 h. 57 min.
1 h. 37 min.
1 h. 45 min.
1 h. 14 min.
2 h. 39 min.
1 h. 56 min.

1st Crash
1 min.
<1 min.
<1 min.
10 min.
5 min.
4 min.
2 min.
<1 min.
<1 min.
2 min
5 min.

1st Anomaly
<1 min.
8 min.
2 min.
6 min.
1 min.
1 min.
19 min.
2 min.
9 min.
10 min.
<1 min.

Model Coverage
27 (50.0%)
29 (53.7%)
24 (44.4%)
30 (55.5%)
32 (59.3%)
31 (57.40%)
34 (62.96%)
26 (48.15%)
30 (55.55%)
33 (61.1%)
36 (66.67%)

RQ2: How efficient is our fuzzer?
When our fuzzer exchanges packets with the peripheral, the
efficiency in finding anomalies mainly depends on two factors,
i.e., the connection interval and the peripheral’s capabilities.
While the first factor can be initiated by the central, the peripheral decides whether to accept the value of the connection
interval proposed by the central. The connection interval is
the time between consecutive messages and thus controls
the frequency of messages exchanged between central and
peripheral. It is negotiated at the connection state. A short
connection interval naturally leads to an efficient fuzzing process. During the fuzzing process, the connection interval is
fixed to a value that is acceptable to all tested devices. Table 4
shows the overall time taken by our fuzzer to complete 1,000
iterations with a connection interval of 20ms. Due to the diverse capabilities of devices, the message-processing time
varies significantly even with the same connection interval.
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For instance, the CY5677 device is much slower in the pairing
procedure, resulting in the longest evaluation time.
The time required to find the first vulnerability in a peripheral’s implementation depends on its features. As shown by
the rightmost two columns of Table 4, most of the first crash
or other anomaly have been discovered within 10 minutes.
As a result, our fuzzer is opportune to ascertain a vulnerable
implementation of BLE device.
Finally, the last column of Table 4 holds the number of different valid transitions traversed in our BLE state machine (cf.
Figure 3) after 1000 iterations. Specifically, the BLE model
employs a total of 54 valid transitions. Overall, each peripheral traverses the model differently and does not trigger all
possible valid transitions in our BLE model. This is because
states initial_setup, list_pri_services and list_sec_services allow multiple transitions and peripheral implementations differ
in terms of the exact packet sequence accepted in such states.
This results in peripherals missing some transitions employed
in the BLE model. As per coverage efficiency, the fuzzer takes
more time to fully explore unstable peripherals. This is the
case for peripherals impacted by vulnerabilities triggered in
states with multiple transitions (V1, V2 and V8). For example, peripherals from Cypress, NXP and STMicroelectronics
exhibit a slightly lower coverage value for 1000 iterations.
RQ3: How do the different design choices contribute to
the effectiveness of our fuzzer?
To answer this question, we disable two components of
our fuzzer to make two variants, respectively. Firstly, we only
keep the redundancy module active without packet mutation
or optimization. This means packets are sent at a wrong state
to the peripheral. Secondly, our fuzzer solely relies on the
mutation module without optimization. In this sense, we mutate valid packets from the protocol model MBLE according
to a random set of mutation probabilities Xi that is not refined after each iteration. The two variants are referred to as
“Redundancy” and “Mutation”, respectively.
Figure 9 illustrates the number of anomalies with respect
to fuzzing iteration for each relevant BLE SoC. The “Evolution” represents the results achieved by our fuzzer with the
optimization, which serves as a reference to compare against
the two variants. In all cases, “Evolution” results in finding
all anomalies due to the collaborative contributions among
all fuzzing components, while the two variants miss some
anomalies (cf. Figure 9). This is expected and shows that
certain vulnerabilities can only be triggered by either redundancy, mutation or a combination thereof. For example, the
vulnerability Key Size Overflow (V10, cf. Section 2) associated with Telink TLSR8258, requires that the mutation and
redundancy complement during the fuzzing process to trigger it. That explains the superior effectiveness of “Evolution”
in Figure 9(b). Also in Figure 9, “Mutation” cannot achieve
as many anomalies as “Redundancy”. This is because many
anomalies indicated for “Redundancy” are due to the fact that
A3 to A5 are triggered upon the peripheral receiving redun-
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Table 5: A Comparison among Testing Tools: Handcrafted
means tests can be manually configured, whereas a Test
Database contains a corpus of tests for validation
Tools
Stack Smasher
BLEFuzz
bfuzz (IotCube)
Our Fuzzer

Comparison
Supported Layer(s)
L2CAP
ATT
L2CAP
LL / L2CAP / SMP / ATT

Fuzzing Strategy
Random
Random / Handcrafted
Random / Test database
Evolutionary

Crashes / Anomalies
WB55, BlueNRG-2 Others
0/0
0/0
1/0
0/0
1/0
0/0
1/2
10 / 7

dant packets in the BLE connection, but not by “Mutation”
through sending malformed packets.
RQ4: How effective is our fuzzer compared to existing
BLE fuzzing tools?
We compare the competitiveness of our fuzzer by evaluating it against publicly available tools, including Stack
Smasher, BLEFuzz, and bfuzz that most closely match the
objective of our fuzzer. We note that handcrafted efforts
were required to apply these tools. Firstly, bfuzz and Stack
Smasher demand modifications so that they can send malformed packets through our BLE controller. Secondly, both
bfuzz and Stack Smasher were primarily developed for
Bluetooth Classic implementations supporting only a few
protocols like L2CAP and ATT. Therefore, they also require
adjustments for fuzzing L2CAP and ATT layers in BLE implementations. Finally, BLEFuzz is the only tool that supports
fuzzing BLE implementations. Table 5 summarizes the comparison between our fuzzer and the three chosen competitors.
For a fair comparison, we run our fuzzer and all the competitors for the same duration (≈ three hours). As shown
in Table 5, WB55 and BlueNRG-2 are the only two SoCs for
which the competitors discover crashes (third column in Table 5). Specifically, BLEFuzz and bfuzz discovered only V8.
For all other SoCs (cf. the “Others" column in Table 5), none
of the competitors found either vulnerabilities or other anomalies. In a nutshell, our fuzzer significantly outperforms all
competitors, as exemplified in Table 5. The reason is twofold.
Firstly, our fuzzer comprehensively models the BLE stack,
e.g., it includes modeling and fuzzing SMP and LL protocols,
which are not handled by other fuzzers. Secondly, none of the
competitors employ an optimization to refine mutation probabilities or send redundant packets. As shown by Figure 9,
these features are critical for fuzzing effectiveness.
It is worthwhile to mention that a comparison with the
aforementioned tools requires the usage of our non-compliant
BLE controller (cf. Section 3.3). This approach is justifiable,
as currently there is no accessible BLE fuzzing alternative
with the same level of control and flexibility as provided by
our non-compliant BLE controller. Finally, our comparison
did not include traditional fuzzers such as AFL [44] due to
their reliance in code coverage. Such a metric is often difficult to obtain in the context of over-the-air-fuzzing, as commercial BLE stacks are undisclosed. Furthermore, traditional
fuzzers (e.g. AFL) lack the capability to generate a specific
sequence of messages with strict timing constraints. To extend
traditional fuzzers with such capabilities requires significant
changes to the underlying fuzzing engine. Nevertheless, we
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Anomaly count

Mutation

Redundancy

Product
Eve Energy
August Smart Lock
Fitbit Inspire
CubiTag
eGeeTouch TSA Lock

4
3
2
1
0
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Table 6: Products verified to be vulnerable

Evolution

5

2

Category
Smart Home
Smart Home
Wearables
Gadget Tracking
Security

BLE SoC
DA14680
CY8C68237
CC2640R2
CC2540

Vulnerability
V3
V1,V2
V5
V7

Impact
Crash
Crash
Deadlock
Deadlock

envision that even a loose adaptation of traditional fuzzers
would yield results similar to Table 5, as anomalies other than
crashes cannot be detected out of the box.
Case Studies on IoT Products: The exploitation of S WEYN T OOTH vulnerabilities, as summarized in Table 2, offers dangerous attack vectors against many IoT products. An investigation of certified products on the Bluetooth Listing site [40]
reveals that S WEYN T OOTH is likely to affect ≈480 IoT products using the vulnerable SoCs from Table 3. These products
are mainly applied in Smart Home, Fitness, Entertainment
and Consumer Electronics. To raise awareness of the threats
and risks of potentially vulnerable products available on the
market, we performed attacks on some representative IoT
products that use the affected SoCs and recorded our observations. Some salient features of these products are outlined
in Table 6. In Table 6, we also indicate the BLE SoC used by
each product and the vulnerabilities discovered in these SoCs
by our fuzzer. We choose these products for their prevalence
in the relevant application domains, e.g., Smart Home.
To exploit S WEYN T OOTH on an IoT product, we launch
an attack code that captures the exact sequence of packet
exchanges in the respective S WEYN T OOTH vulnerability. One
such example is an attack code for vulnerability V5 (found in
CC2640R2) on CubiTag. Next, we describe, for each chosen
IoT product, the impact of the launched attack code.
When attacking Fitbit Inspire, the smartwatch freezes
its screen and immediately restarts when the Link Layer Overflow (V1) is attempted. By contrast, LLID Deadlock stops Fitbit advertisements for several seconds before the smartwatch
abruptly restarts. Similarly, when Silent Buffer Overflow is exploited on both Eve Energy and August Smart Lock, users
can immediately experience their smart things being restarted
(e.g., via a beep sound in the smart lock and switching off
the light attached to the Eve Energy plug). This is especially
crucial for Eve System products, as the company relies almost
entirely on the vulnerable DA14680. As for CubiTag, the
attack exploiting Public Key Crash (V5) immediately stops
the tracker to advertise and puts it in deadlock. Only a manual restart by opening CubiTag (e.g., via a screwdriver) and
re-attaching its battery brings CubiTag back to a working
state. Finally, when the Invalid connection request (V7) is exploited on eGeeTouch TSA Lock, it hangs and the user needs
to manually press the power on button for further interaction.

1

5

0
0

Related Work

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
g) Fuzzing Iterations in DA14680

Figure 9: Fuzzing effectiveness w.r.t. design components
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Security is critical for IoT devices [7]. Existing Bluetooth
vulnerabilities, such as Blueborne [34], BleedingBit [15] and
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KNOB [1], allow unauthorized remote access or remote code
execution. They mostly require tedious manual effort (e.g., reverse engineering and inspecting code) and careful inspection
of the protocol standard. By contrast, we provide a systematic and automated approach to discover BLE implementation
flaws in any BLE device.
Existing works based on static analysis or verification technologies [14, 25, 27, 42] either suffer from false positives or
are incapable to generate concrete packet sequences to trigger
communication in real devices. An existing test generation
approach targeting network protocol implementations [30]
require access to the implementation code. Although a recent work packetdrill [5] provides a testing framework of
the entire TCP/UDP/IP network stack, it lacks support for
automated test packet generation. Similarly, Jero et al. [16]
devised a technique to search a reduced state-space for suitable attack injection in stateful protocol implementations, but
does not employ a comprehensive and directed approach for
fuzzing packets. Furthermore, our validation strategy, being
employed directly at the central, differs from passive wireless
validation [35] that requires a sniffer. Finally, none of the
aforementioned works set foot in Bluetooth.
Directed fuzzing is a prevalent software testing strategy [4, 17, 19, 21, 29, 43], yet faces significant challenges
in the context of over-the-air fuzzing. Firstly, vulnerabilities
in wireless protocol implementation often appear with a sequence of packets being injected even with strict time constraints. Traditional stateless fuzzers such as AFL [44] are
mostly suitable for single input leading to vulnerabilities. Secondly, most of the commercial wireless protocol stacks are
undisclosed. Thus, it is often not possible to have a greybox (e.g. based on code coverage) or whitebox approach (e.g.
based on symbolic execution) for wireless security testing.
Thirdly, wireless protocols often exhibit stochastic behaviour,
packet drops and packet retransmissions due to the inherent
nature of the wireless medium. This introduces additional
complexity in security testing, especially in terms of distinguishing normal and abnormal behaviour. Fourthly, wireless
protocol stacks often impose isolation between link layer and
host layer protocols. A comprehensive security testing should
break such isolation to find zero day vulnerabilities. Finally,
detecting critical security issues in a wireless implementation,
such as security bypass, requires significant changes to the
underlying vulnerability detection logic of traditional fuzzers.
Emulation-based fuzzing [13] can obtain coverage information directly from the firmware and is faster than over-the-air
fuzzing [26]. Nonetheless, such approaches require extensive
reverse engineering of the firmware (if accessible at all) for a
substantial number of wireless devices. For example, Frankenstein [20] is an emulation-based fuzzing approach that works
with only specific Cypress/Broadcom firmware and demands
significant engineering effort to handle other devices.
Previous works in Bluetooth fuzzing [3, 9, 18] support only
L2CAP and ATT layers and do not employ test optimiza-
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tion for fuzzing effectiveness. InternalBlue [24] investigates
the lower level of Bluetooth implementation and allows BLE
packet sniffing and injection. However, InternalBlue can work
only after the peripheral is connected and the number of accessible fields in a packet is limited. Our fuzzing framework, by
contrast, allows packets injection, fuzzing and sniffing directly
from the host and during the BLE connection process.
Our work is orthogonal to several works on network protocol testing [2, 12, 28] that target text structured protocols e.g.
ftp and http, yet they ignore wireless protocols including
BLE. A recent work [8] targets the discovery of memory corruptions in IoT devices by fuzzing the mobile app through
which the device is accessible. Our work neither intends to
fuzz the application layer nor relies on the availability of a
mobile app. Moreover, by design of our validation component, our fuzzer can discover security vulnerabilities beyond
memory corruptions e.g. security bypass.
In summary, our work is the first comprehensive approach
to systematically and automatically fuzz arbitrary BLE protocol implementations. Also, this is accomplished without
changing anything in the OS/firmware of tested device.

6

Conclusion

This paper presents a systematic and automated framework for
fuzzing arbitrary BLE implementations. This is engineered
with the aim to discover implementation behaviours that deviate from Bluetooth Core Specification. The efficacy of this
framework is exemplified via the discovery of 11 new security vulnerabilities, named S WEYN T OOTH, across seven
BLE SoCs. Moreover, we exploit several S WEYN T OOTH vulnerabilities on popular IoT products used as wearable, smart
home products and logistic tracking, among others. This further shows the danger and criticality of S WEYN T OOTH vulnerabilities, potentially affecting a few hundred types of IoT
products. Our fuzzer shares the limitation of any framework
based on testing. This means, our fuzzer does not guarantee
the security of a BLE device even if it fails to discover any
anomalous behaviour.
S WEYN T OOTH highlights concrete flaws in the BLE stack
certification process. We hope that our work provides an opportunity for further research in the area and initiates technologies to harden and secure current and next-generation
wireless protocol implementations. For reproducibility and
research, the fuzzer source code is available upon request to
sweyntooth@gmail.com. All exploits are publicly available
in the following URL:
https://github.com/Matheus-Garbelini/sweyntooth_
bluetooth_low_energy_attacks
Acknowledgement: We thank the anonymous reviewers and
our shepherd Kevin Butler for their insightful comments. This
work is partially supported by Keysight Technologies grant
no. RTKS171003.
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Abstract
5G edge clouds promise a pervasive computational infrastructure a short network hop away, enabling a new breed
of smart devices that respond in real-time to their physical
surroundings. Unfortunately, today’s operating system designs fail to meet the goals of scalable isolation, dense multitenancy, and high performance needed for such applications.
In this paper we introduce EdgeOS that emphasizes systemwide isolation as fine-grained as per-client. We propose a
novel memory movement accelerator architecture that employs data copying to enforce strong isolation without performance penalties. To support scalable isolation, we introduce a
new protection domain implementation that offers lightweight
isolation, fast startup and low latency even under high churn.
We implement EdgeOS in a microkernel based OS and demonstrate running high scale network middleboxes using the Click
software router and endpoint applications such as memcached,
a TLS proxy, and neural network inference. We reduce startup
latency by 170X compared to Linux processes, and improve
latency by three orders of magnitude when running 300 to
1000 edge-cloud memcached instances on one server.

1

Introduction

The Internet of Things foretells the deployment of billions
of devices requiring processing close to the data source to
avoid excess bandwidth consumption in the network core.
Similarly, latency sensitive cyber physical systems desire communication and processing at millisecond scale, preventing
the use of standard cloud platforms. Use cases such as these
motivate the demand for “edge clouds”, tiny data centers
that can be deployed as close to users as possible (e.g. at
an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a nearby telco central
office [55]).
An edge cloud site is expected to serve a large number
of clients with high performance. Many edge services such
as Network Function Virtualization (NFV) middleboxes that
must act as a “bump in the wire” are latency-sensitive and
throughput-intensive. However, given the large number of
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edge cloud sites, each is expected to only have a small number
of powerful servers due to space, power, and cost constraints
(e.g. the HPE EL4000 has 64 cores and AWS Snowball Edge
has up to 52 cores). To utilize resources in an efficient, elastic
and scalable way, an edge cloud must support dense multitenancy—each edge cloud will be highly resource constrained
compared to a centralized cloud, yet it may need to host many
securely isolated services for the clients connected to it, and
often these clients have a short lifespan (e.g. a mobile user),
leading to high churn.
Unfortunately, the combination of limited resources, large
number of clients, and diverse services of edge clouds pose
major challenges for traditional system software designs. To
protect clients and services, an edge system needs to provide
two types of isolation:
• Client Isolation: Multiplexing an edge service among multiple clients exposes them to malicious exploitation that
could impact every client (e.g. a compromise in the TLS
implementation as in Heartbleed). Thus ideally, untrusted
clients should not share a protection domain (e.g. a process,
a container, or a virtual machine).
• Service Isolation: An edge server needs to serve multiple
services from different tenants. Some services may be vulnerable and tenants may even be malicious. Thus, a service
should not share any resources, such as memory, with other
untrusted services.
Current systems fail to provide both high performance
and strong isolation–particuarly between clients. Recent Network Function Virtualization platforms achieve high throughput with the use of kernel-bypass networking and zerocopy techniques, but they often trade isolation for performance [23, 27, 72]. This works for a single service, but the
edge cloud needs to serve multiple services from different tenants. Lightweight virtualization techniques based on unikernels [32] and hypervisor optimizations [47] have been proposed to reduce boot times and density, but don’t address
providing many isolated clients high throughput. Recent support for HW virtualization, such as SR-IOV capable NICs,
reduces virtualization layer costs, but comes at the expense of
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scalability. It works for a few dozen clients, but can’t be used
for an edge server that needs to support thousands of clients.
We address these challenges by designing EdgeOS, a new
system that achieves the difficult combination of strong isolation, efficient communication, and fast boot times. Our key
idea is to dynamically start a new isolated domain for each
client, and to use data-copying to move messages. This idea is
based on two intuitions. First, for a large number of short-lived
clients, starting a new protection domain can be more efficient
and secure than maintaining many long running yet infrequently accessed ones. Second, in contrast to long-standing
networking subsystem guidance that dictates that zero-copy
is necessary [24, 66] – often at the price of isolation, we observe memory can push data at sufficiently high rates for edge
environments such as 5G base stations that have bandwidths
in the low 10s of Gb/s [21, 39]. Thus memory copying can
provide stronger isolation, without becoming a performance
bottleneck as long as it is faster than line-rate.
Based on these insights, EdgeOS contributes:
• A carefully optimized “Memory Movement Accelerator”
(MMA) communication and buffer management architecture
that enforces isolation with data copying, while retaining
high throughput and low latency.
• A “Feather Weight Process” (FWP) that redefines the process abstraction to a minimal memory footprint and set of
capabilities needed to support dense deployments of edge
computation, and provides strong isolation between each
client in multi-tenant environments.
• A control plane with flexible routing and FWP chain
caching to support microsecond speed initialization of complex services in high churn environments.
Combined, these features produce a novel architecture that
eschews the current trend towards zero-copy I/O in order
to provide stronger per-client isolation, yet still offers better
performance scalability, reduced tail latency, and dramatically
better support for high churn edge environments than any
system we are aware of.
We extend the Composite µ-kernel [67] to implement the
EdgeOS prototype. We target two key categories of edge
applications: network functions (e.g., middleboxes from the
Click software router [28]) and latency sensitive endpoint
services (e.g., HTTPS servers, neural network inference, and
the memcached key-value store). These services can be combined to build flexible service chains, while providing stronger
isolation and latency guarantees than existing approaches.
Our evaluation illustrates how our isolation and communication abstractions offer dramatically better scale, density,
and performance predictability than traditional approaches.
We execute 1000s of FWPs per host, instantiate them 170X
faster than a Linux process, maintain a memcached latency
under 1 ms even when running 600 isolated instances on a
single host, improve the throughput of HTTPS processing by
almost a factor of 2.3, and even CPU-bound neural network
inference tail latency improves by almost 50%.
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2

Motivation

We first introduce our threat model and isolation properties.
Then we discuss performance challenges that edge clouds
pose to existing isolation platforms, motivating the need for a
redesign of the underlying communication mechanisms and
OS primitives.

2.1

Threat Model

There are three types of parties in our model: (1) A system
run by the trusted edge cloud operator that provides isolation
mechanism and hosts edge services. (2) Edge services deployed by different cloud tenants who supply untrusted code
or binaries. (3) Untrusted clients who send requests to the
edge services of one or more tenants. The goal of attackers is
to compromise security systems, exfiltrate user data, or disrupt edge services. We assume an attacker has capabilities to
evade system security mechanisms by exploiting vulnerabilities in the edge service binaries. We consider two general
attacker cases: malicious tenants and malicious clients.
Malicious tenant. A tenant could provide malicious or vulnerable services in order to affect the operation of services
run by other tenants. After initialization, a tenant’s services
are trusted only with the permissions given to them by the
system for specific resources, such as memory, communication endpoints or system calls. However, a service can make
arbitrary use of the permitted resources regardless of whether
they are shared by other services.
Malicious client. A client could try to tamper with other
clients’ traffic by exploiting a vulnerable service. Clients can
request any service or send arbitrary packets. After a client
successfully attacks a service, we assume it can access any
data or resources that are permitted to the controlled service.
EdgeOS seeks to grant resource access permissions to services and enforce isolation among them in order to limit
the effects of malicious tenants and clients. In particular, the
system wants to maintain tenant-isolation (i.e., a malicious
service should not be able to disrupt services from other tenants) and client-isolation (i.e., a malicious client that exploits
an instance of a service should not be able to affect other
clients). We do not attempt to prevent a malicious tenant’s
services from affecting its own clients, just as a normal cloud
provider does not try to validate client services.
Isolation model. EdgeOS provides a strong form of isolation based on constraining both inter-tenant and inter-client
(running code for a specific tenant) interference. Tenants provide chains of FWPs, each of which executes as a separate,
preemptive thread, and protection domain (including pagetable-constrained memory). As such, FWPs access disjoint
sets of read/write memory, interact only with adjacent FWPs
in their chain using message passing, and receive proportional execution time. The lack of shared resources (e.g., no
shared memory) and ambient authority (e.g., no shared filesystem namespace) provide strong logical isolation. Preemptive
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2.2

Existing Isolation Options

In order to support extreme dense per-client isolation, we
propose that a protection domain should have the following
properties. 1) it is sealed [26] so both the binary and configuration cannot be modified after initialization; 2) it has
minimal access to system APIs and resources; 3) it cannot
share any resource, such as memory, with other untrusted protection domains; 4) once a client’s computation is finished,
instead of reusing its protection domain – which would allow
compromises to impact future executions – it is re-initialized
to a safe state.
In contrast, current systems that use process pools or virtualization do not provide this inter-instantiation isolation.
Existing solutions provide weaker isolation:
• UNIX processes are exposed to large system call interface
and TCB in the kernel. Even containers using more security
features, such as cgroups, namespaces, seccomp-bpf
and chroot, still maintain significant state (including signals, file descriptors, memory mappings) that increases attack surfaces.
• Virtualization encapsulates a hardware abstraction along
with multiple enclosed processes and system state. Thus it
introduces an extra hardware-enforced isolation boundary.
Though research has optimized implementations [2,32], the
memory overhead, and startup latencies are not sufficient
for per-client isolation.
• Language techniques use software-based isolation, but either don’t provide temporal isolation, instead executing
tenant computation non-preemptively [52] or using heavyweight language runtimes [22].
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scheduling policies prevent CPU-based resource consumption attacks. EdgeOS ensures that FWPs in a chain cannot
be bypassed, and that the output packets cannot be modified
by upstream FWPs. As such, FWP chains constitute a highperformance implementation of assured pipelines [7].
We enable a chain of FWPs to processes client requests
– as opposed to requiring a tenant to provide a single FWP–
for multiple reasons: (1) FWPs at the start and end of the
chain can be required by the system and provide the likes of
firewalls and rate-limiting, (2) some applications are naturally
implemented in a separate address space, thus using multiple
FWPs to provide legacy support, and (3) it allows tenants to
more strongly isolate at-risk computations from those that are
more important (e.g. TLS termination).
EdgeOS’s strong isolation between FWPs ensures isolation
between tenants. When paired with fast FWP instantiation,
it provides per-client isolation. New connections addressed
to a tenant’s service can (optionally) be served by a separate
FWP chain, thus lifting the inter-FWP isolation to provide
both inter-tenant, and inter-client isolation.

Figure 1: Round-trip latency of N netperf or memcached instances. Compared with the 1ms round-trip of 5G networks,
netperf latencies represent a 2x/8x latency increase using one/sixteen cores, while memcached exhibits a 1000x latency increase.

2.3

Multi-tenancy and Churn

Given the increasing number of stakeholders that can benefit from edge cloud execution, supporting multi-tenant execution is critical. Network slicing [1, 45, 49] is essential
to best utilize edge resources for 5G networking. The challenge [58] is to efficiently share the relatively constrained
resources at the edge (often between less than one and low
tens of racks [13,14]), while efficiently isolating tenants. Complicating this is the dynamic behavior [43, 44] of these systems which requires adaptation to the environment’s inherent
churn.
Churn and isolation overheads. Unfortunately, even relatively efficient mechanisms such as containers impose significant overhead when new clients require isolated computation.
This is because those mechanisms rely on layers of abstraction
and management of a large number of namespaces.
Percentile
50th
90th

Docker
521
574

Firecracker
126
129

fork()
0.26
5.8

EdgeOS

0.048
0.054

The table above depicts the cost in milliseconds of leveraging various isolation facilities; we measure the time to start a
minimal service and then fault in 8 pages of memory to show
the unpredictability of Linux’s Copy on Write (full details in
Section 5.2). Using docker start can take hundreds of milliseconds due to the cost of initializing namespaces and setting
up Docker [10] metadata. Amazon’s Firecracker [2, 19] still
takes over one hundred milliseconds. Even Linux fork(),
which has a much lower cost than Docker, exhibits high variance, with the 90th percentile being over 20 times slower
than the median. In contrast, our EdgeOS platform improves
median start time by 5X compared to Linux, and has minimal variability. Later we show we can improve EdgeOS by
another order of magnitude by maintaining a cache of fresh
services that can be started near instantaneously.

2.4

Latency and Throughput at Scale

Lightweight isolation mechanisms such as containers facilitate running large numbers of applications (e.g., hundreds
of Docker containers per server), but they cannot provide
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Figure 2: EdgeOS Control and Data Plane Architecture
performance predictability as the scale rises. This leads to
the second key challenge in edge infrastructures: predictable
performance, particularly latency, at large scale.
Scaling isolation facilities. Unfortunately, current infrastructures suffer poor performance not only under churn, but also
at high scale. Both VMs and containers see overheads due
to the expense of traversing the host’s software switch to
determine the appropriate destination to deliver incoming
data. Even prevalent and widespread OSes such as Linux
suffer from this issue. To evaluate the latency behavior of
Linux, we adjust the number of netperf servers sharing a
single core (netperf-SC) or spread across multiple cores
(netperf-MC), and the number of memcached instances
spread across multiple cores. A second, well provisioned
host transmits traffic to the test server over a 10 Gbps link.
Using multiple cores still cannot achieve ideal latency due to
poor scalability as shown in Figure 1. Real applications such
as memcached are quickly overwhelmed and can only support a hundred or fewer instances (full details in Section 5.6).
This illustrates the inability of existing OS isolation mechanisms to provide fine grained performance isolation at high
scale. EdgeOS is designed to support isolation with both high
scalability and predictability.

3

Design

Figure 2 shows the overall EdgeOS architecture, with
trusted components having white lettering. The EdgeOS data
plane is composed of Memory Movement Accelerators (MMA)
that efficiently and securely copy data between services deployed by tenants as Feather-Weight Processes (FWP), which
can be composed into chains to build complex services. The
EdgeOS control plane instantiates and schedules these components and routes messages to them.

3.1

Design Principles

Our EdgeOS is designed under the guidance of widely
accepted secure system design principles [8, 35, 64].
Avoid shared resources (P1). Every shared resource may
open an attack channel [35]. EdgeOS avoids sharing of all
types of resources, such as memory, communication endpoints and system services to prevent malicious activities.
Mediated communication (P2). This principle states that
communication should be passed via a trusted component,
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and rules out shared memory based communication. Within
EdgeOS, the kernel and MMA mediate all communication
initiated from untrusted services.
Least privilege (P3). This well-known principle requires every component to have minimal privileges to limit damage
from a system compromise. However, current isolation mechanisms, such as containers or VMs, are usually running on top
of monolithic systems, whose kernel or hypervisor has full
privilege. EdgeOS applies this principle not only to untrusted
components, but also low-level system services, such as MMA
and scheduler.

3.2

Memory Movement Accelerators (MMA)

Copy-based communication. Existing high throughput systems [51, 52, 72] often eschew isolation and use shared memory to pass data among isolated services. In contrast, EdgeOS
eliminates shared memory between services (P1). A key EdgeOS design is that all communication between untrusted
services use data copying and are mediated by MMA (P2).
As long as memory copying is higher bandwidth than the
network line-rate, it is a viable form of data movement that
provides strong isolation. On our processor, memory throughput is 472 Gb/s, and though networking throughput is everincreasing in the data-center, it is more limited on the edge.
Practically, in §5.1 (Figure 5(c)) we show that the MMA can
sustain throughput competitive with a middlebox framework
– that avoids copying by sharing packet memory – up to 54
Gb/s. For perspective, 5G cells provide on the order of between 2Gb/s [21] and 20Gb/s [39]. This design is counter to
long-standing networking subsystem guidance that dictates
that zero-copy is necessary [24, 66] – often at the price of
isolation, EdgeOS optimizes the MMA implementation and
treats it as a specialized processor (§4.2) to achieve the linerate. As a result, EdgeOS maintains strong isolation without
practically sacrificing performance.
Efficient data copying with the MMA. The MMA acts as a
software DMA engine to move message data between services, and runs on one or more dedicated cores in order to
perform out-of-band data movement. The MMA retrieves messages from an upstream service’s message rings, copies them
and adds them into a downstream service’s message rings,
and alerts the scheduler that the destination service needs to
be activated to receive it. EdgeOS further separates memory
into a message pool that is used for communication, and local
memory for each service’s local state. This separation enables
memory allocations to be optimized for the purpose and use
of the memory (§4.1). MMA only has the access rights to copy
into, or from message pools (P3).
Network Gateways. In and Out gateways leverage
DPDK [11], run on dedicated cores1 and pull packets into
message pools with no kernel interactions. MMA then copies
1 Note that current edge offerings include between 20-64 cores, and we
show (§5) that, in aggregate, EdgeOS is efficient despite specializing cores.
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packets into the destination service, thus enabling strong protection among both (untrusted) edge services and (trusted)
system services.

3.3

Feather-Weight Processes (FWP)

A Feather-Weight Process (FWP) is a minimal abstraction wrapping only memory and a small set of simple kernel
resources. FWP achieves strong isolation by (1) capabilitybased access control which minimizes access to the rest of the
system; (2) library-based services to avoid sharing of sensitive information; (3) FWP caching that re-initializes a FWP’s
context before serving a new client.
Capability-based resource isolation. In EdgeOS design, access to all resources relies on capability-based access control [9] using kernel-mediated references, removing any ambient authority [37] (P2, P3). These resources include local
memory, the message pool that is used to receive and send
data, and synchronous communication end-points to request
operations from system-level services. Capabilities to memory are enforced by hardware page-tables, while other capabilities are protected by the kernel. Each FWP is encapsulated
within its own capability space, which restricts the granted
resource to only the allowed tenant. No memory is shared
between FWPs, instead MMA copies data between FWPs.
Library-based services. Notably absent in EdgeOS are default access to conventional shared OS services. Similar to
Unikernels [30, 31, 69], FWPs make use of library-based
implementations [18], thus enabling the inclusion of only
the application-required services without sharing with other
FWPs (P1). We have ported a TCP/IP networking stack and a
simple in-memory file-system to FWPs. The memory-based
file system is used to store transient and configuration data.
If global persistent state is required, then network-accessible
storage services can be used (similar to a serverless computing model). This decoupling enables a simplified and efficient
FWP execution environment to enable high density and linerate computation.
FWP Caching. A new client should not be allowed to see
old context accumulated from previous clients. Current practices either ignore this, such as process pools, or manually
terminate and restart the service [3, 5], which repeatedly incurs unnecessary initialization overhead. EdgeOS employs an
FWP checkpoint cache, that both avoids reusing possibly compromised state of previous executions and avoids redundant
initialization computations. In doing so, EdgeOS guarantee
that (1) an FWP is sealed so it cannot be modified after
checkpointing; (2) an FWP is restored to the cached postinitialization state. Thus its memory is placed into a known
and safe state, ensuring the integrity of future FWP instances.
Checkpointing details are described in §4.3.
FWP Chains. To provide more complex functionality, FWPs
can be arranged into chains, thus the entire chain can be efficiently managed as a whole. A FWP chain composes multiple
checkpointed FWPs and are maintained in a FWP-chain cache
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FWP-chain, or to reclaim the FWP’s resources when memory pressure exists. Dashed lines indicate operations to re-initialize terminated FWP-chains for future use. Solid lines are data-path operations
performed by on the critical path.

that caches entire chains of FWPs, their interconnections, and
their message pool. MMA copies data between adjacent FWPs
within the same chain, avoiding shared memory.

3.4 EdgeOS Control Plane
The EdgeOS Control Plane is composed of: (1) the EdgeOS Controller that maps incoming flows to FWP chains,
(2) the FWP Manager that controls the lifecycle of FWPs and
optimizes their startup, and (3) the Scheduler that determines
which FWP to run on each core and activates them in response
to incoming messages.
Flow matching with the EdgeOS Controller. When new
requests arrive from connected client devices, they need to be
routed to the appropriate FWP chain. The EdgeOS Controller
allows tenants to define FWP chains and the packet filtering
rules that specify what traffic should be routed to them. These
rules are pushed to the Net-In data plane component. Net-In
applies rules similar to SDN match-action rules: packets are
split into flows based on the header n-tuple (e.g. src/dest IP
and port) and a rule is found that matches the flow. The rules
indicate the FWP chain that will process that flow.2 Since
our focus is on fine-grained isolation and high scale, a rule
can indicate whether all flows that match the rule should be
handled by a single chain, or if each client flow should be
given a dynamically started instance of the chain.
FWP Manager. Figure 3 illustrates the lifecycle controlled
by the FWP Manager. Similar to a Linux process, an FWP
starts as an object file, which must be loaded into memory.
Once execution begins, FWPs perform some initialization
routines, and are checkpointed to a Template. Then multiple
identical copies are forked off the Template and put into FWP
cache. As new clients arrive, they are paired with corresponding FWP-chains from the cache. The selected FWPs will be
Activated, allowing them to process messages or transition
to the Blocked state, before eventually Terminating when no
longer needed. When a FWP chain terminates, the Manager
reuses the chain by Restoring it to the post-initialization state
and puts it back into the FWP-chain cache. If there is memory
pressure, cached FWP templates and chains are Reclaimed.
2 Our implementation currently assumes flow rules are statically preconfigured, but this could be extended to support on-demand flow lookups similar
to SDN controllers, with a northbound interface to application logic that
would assign a rule dynamically to each flow.
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Scheduling and inter-FWP coordination. Once a set of
FWPs are activated, they are distributed across cores, and
partitioned scheduling (i.e. without task migrations) multiplexes the core’s processing time.
Traditional systems often use shared data-structures and
Inter-Processor Interrupts (IPIs) for scheduling notification.
For example, Linux activates threads by accessing that
thread’s data-structure directly to see if it is already awake,
and if not, an IPI is sent. The resulting cache-coherency traffic
and IPI overheads, can be significant, especially if used for
message notifications arriving over a network at line rate. Motivated by these overheads, NFV platforms based on DPDK
such as OpenNetVM [72] use active polling for communication between threads on different cores, thus avoiding blocking. However, as the number of processes (“network functions” in OpenNetVM) grows beyond the number of cores,
spin-based event notification is inefficient.
All inter-scheduler coordination in EdgeOS is via message
passing, avoiding shared memory synchronization. When a
FWP-chain is activated, or when a message is sent to an FWP,
the MMA notifies the scheduler of the activation. On the other
hand, a FWP will be blocked after processing all of its messages. FWPs avoid spinning to ensure efficient multi-tenant
computation. We currently use a simple and efficient preemptive, fixed-priority, round-robin scheduling policy. This aims
to provide temporal isolation between untrusting FWP chains
which prevents them from monopolizing the CPU, and from
interfering with the progress of other tenants’ FWPs.
Timeline Summary. Figure 4 shows the complete timeline
for processing a packet. (1) A packet reception at the Net-In
gateway causes a flow lookup to decide which FWP chain
should process the packet. (2) If there is a miss, the FWP
Manager spawns a FWP chain from its cache. (3) MMA copies
the packet and (4) adds it to the first FWP’s ring of the destination FWP chain. (5) MMA messages the scheduler on the
FWP chain’s core to activate it. (6) The FWP chain processes
the packet and (7) the last FWP in the chain asks the output
gateway to DMA the packet out the NIC.

3.5

Isolation Analysis

We summarize how EdgeOS achieves the isolation requirements listed in §1 based on our design principles. EdgeOS executes on top of a micro-kernel, with a smaller TCB
than monolithic systems (on the order of 10K lines of code).
FWPs access system resources through a capability-based
access-control system provided by the kernel [67]. Capabil-
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ities protect and control access to kernel resources including synchronous and asynchronous IPC end-points, threads,
time [20], and memory. The capability model is similar to
that in seL4 [17], and relies on user-level retyping of untyped memory into both kernel resources and virtual memory.
The most notable difference between EdgeOS’s capability
model and seL4’s is that EdgeOS doesn’t allow IPC-based
delegation, instead relying on a user-level component with
capability-based access to a FWP’s capability-table to copy
capabilities (thus access to kernel resources) into that FWP.
EdgeOS leverages the kernel’s capability system to tightly
constrain FWP’s access to system resources. Each FWP has
access to only its own memory and to IPC endpoints to the
scheduler, and to the FWP manager to block awaiting further
execution, and expand their heap, respectively.
Trust model: §2.1 discusses the threats from untrusted tenant
code, and from clients that can compromise that tenant code.
As such, we assume that any resources available to an FWP
will be used, where possible, to escalate privilege, and that all
FWP system interfaces will be comparably stressed.
EdgeOS is implemented as a set of trusted, user-level components that have access to various FWP resources. The MMA
has shared memory access to each FWP’s message pool, and
is trusted to properly move messages between adjacent FWPs,
to and from the network gateways, and to notify schedulers
of FWP activation. Similarly, the network gateways (using
DPDK) are trusted to properly interface with the NIC and
the MMA and to properly implement a tenant’s flow matching
rules. Per-core schedulers [54] have the ability to dispatch
FWP threads, and are trusted to properly preemptively schedule FWPs and coordinate with the MMA to properly activate
them. The FWP manager is relied on to quickly and correctly
create new FWP instances, perform capability delegations
into the FWP, maintain the FWP cache, and dynamically expand FWP heaps. The FWP manager delegates resources
to FWP chains such that all readable/writable resources are
partitioned per-FWP. Thus, each chain is mutually isolated,
and when a chain is assigned to a client, clients are mutually isolated. Finally, the kernel is depended on to maintain
the capability-based access model that constrains the set of
resources available to each FWP.
FWP isolation: FWP memory is initially allocated by the
FWP manager, and is of three types: (1) shared executable
and read-only data derived from a tenant’s FWP’s image,
(2) read-write memory in the global data segment and heap
that is not shared among FWPs, and (3) message pools that
are shared only with the MMA. Finally, each FWP has access
to IPC end-points to request heap expansion, and to await the
next message’s arrival. Messages are sent downstream, and
received from upstream FWPs using message pool, thus interfacing with the MMA using only simple wait-free ring buffers.
The MMA maintains associations between an upstream FWP’s
message pool and the downstream FWP, thus only allowing
data-flow within a chain. EdgeOS’s design ensures that a
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malicious FWP – or a compromised FWP – will not be able
to intercept data outside of the FWP’s chain, nor impact the
integrity of correct services.
Inter-FWP temporal isolation is enforced by preemptive
scheduling. Each FWP executes in a separate thread controlled by per-core, round-robin scheduling logic. In contrast,
many of the most efficient language-based techniques (e.g.,
NetBricks [52]) cannot prevent a buggy or malicious tenant’s
infinite loop from preventing progress for all tenants.
Inter-client isolation: Each client is served by a separate
FWP (chain), the FWP (chain) is re-initialized before serving each new client, and when created, each FWP (chain) is
delegated disjoint read/write resources by the FWP manager.
Thus, a malicious client cannot impact the execution of future
clients. In contrast, VM techniques often create a VM pertenant [2], which executes multiple clients, thus potentially
exposing clients to past compromises. Even webservers are
typically architected to service multiple clients within a single
protection domain.
When inter-client sharing is required by a tenant (e.g., to
implement a shared cache), FWP chains can either access
network-accessible storage, or use Net-In gateway rules that
send new clients to an existing FWP chain storing common
state (§3.4). The former is similar to the stateless design
of many serverless and microservice applications; in fact,
FWPs provide more flexibility since per-user state can be
maintained across multiple requests if desired. In the latter
case, isolation is traded for sharing, which is evaluated in §5.6.
More complex routing rules that cluster specific sets of clients
into different, potentially existing, FWP chains are beyond
the scope of this paper.
Per-client isolation in EdgeOS is, in many ways, most similar to systems to provide Distributed Information Flow Control (DIFC) [40]. Such systems track information as it flows
(via IPC and other interactions) between processes, and define policies to determine when that flow is allowed. When
a single process is needed in two conflicting information
flows, a common strategy [15, 41, 62, 71] is to create a new
instance per flow. This is similar in mechanism and motivation to the per-client FWP chain instantiation in EdgeOS.
Importantly, EdgeOS focuses on providing instantiation of
full FWP chains, low overhead (an order of magnitude less
than Linux fork), and line-rate performance. Despite strong
FWP isolation, EdgeOS achieves per-packet overheads on
the order of dedicated middlebox infrastructures that do not
provide comparable isolation.

4

Implementation

We implemented EdgeOS in Composite (composite.
seas.gwu.edu), an open source µ-kernel that externalizes
traditionally core kernel features into user-level components that define the resource management and isolation
policies [67]. In Composite, components interact through
highly-optimized Inter-Process Communication (IPC) to
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leverage system logic and resources. Composite is based on
a capability-based protection model [17, 61] that controls
component access to kernel resources. The kernel includes
no scheduling policies, instead implementing schedulers at
user-level [54]. The Composite kernel scales well to multiple cores as it has no locks and is designed entirely around
store-free common-paths, wait-free data-structures, and quiescence [67]. MMA can be implemented in other OSes such
as Linux. In EdgeOS we pair it with the FWP abstraction to
provide fine-grained isolation and adaptability to churn.
EdgeOS prototype consists of the MMA, FWP management,
DPDK-based network access and schedulers. In total, EdgeOS adds fewer than 6000 lines of code. We plan to release
our code and experiment templates for repeatable research.

4.1

Message Pool Management

Memory management integration into ring-buffers.
Each FWP’s message pool is associated with two ring buffers
that track both how to transmit and receive messages, and
the allocation and deallocation of messages. EdgeOS observes that general purpose memory allocation facilities
(malloc/free) can have significant overhead. Thus, we integrate memory with message management by tracking free
memory in rings.
A reception ring buffer contains a set of references to message slots into which incoming data can be copied, and the
transmission ring buffer contains references to messages to
move downstream in the FWP chain. The MMA orchestrates
data movement between different FWP’s packet memory regions, thus acting as a software DMA accelerator.
Message pools are managed by FWPs as a span of MTUsized message slots, and unlike traditional NIC DMA ring
buffers, the ring buffers include an entry for each message
slot. Ring entries that have been transmitted by an FWP, and
have been copied by the MMA are marked as free, and are
used for packet allocations. FWPs must maintain a sufficient
number of messages in reception rings to buffer messages that
queue up due to the system’s scheduling latencies. Thus, after
FWPs finish processing pending messages, they move batches
of freed messages from the transmit ring into the reception
ring. This avoids malloc on the fast path, as message liveness
is managed indirectly through the ring buffers.
Message pools and isolation. The ring buffer design decouples the message pool from the meta-data to coordinate the
data movement and liveness between FWPs and the MMA.
This avoids lock-based protection of the rings, instead relying
on wait-free mechanisms. This is necessary to avoid the high
costs of synchronization, and ensure progress of the MMA in
spite of possibly malicious FWPs.

4.2

Memory Movement Accelerator

Our initial experiments showed that naively copying packets in a DPDK-based NFV pipeline decreased throughput
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by more than 50%. However, a MMA core has a throughput of around 54 Gb/s on our hardware, which is sufficient
for line-rate. For networks that require a higher throughput,
more cores can be specialized as MMAs. In the limit, MMA’s
throughput is bounded by the chip’s memory bandwidth,
which for our processor is 472 Gb/s. By using the parallelism
of the underlying processor and specializing cores to run the
MMA, we achieve both isolation and high throughput by taking
message movement out of the critical path.
The MMA has read-write access to all message pools. It
maintains a mapping between both pairs of transmit and receive ring buffers for subsequent FWPs in a chain, and continuously iterates through all such pairs, transferring messages
when it finds a transmitted message. The MMA provides two
essential services: data-movement by copying transmitted
messages, and event notification of the receiving FWPs. The
MMA’s FWP event notification is efficient as it simply sends
a message to the scheduler controlling the target FWP’s, and
relies on the scheduler to asynchronously process events.
MMA optimizations. As the MMA is on the data-path of all
FWP interactions, including message reception, it must be
able to move messages at faster than line rate. The datastructures linking transmit and reception rings are laid out in
an array to leverage the processor’s prefetcher as the MMA iterates over them. The initial implementation of the operations
on the ring buffers were straight-forward, but cache-coherency
traffic, possibly a cache-line transferred for each ring entry,
hurt throughput. To address this, we optimize the MMA:
• Double-cache-line (128B) caches are added to both the
enqueue and dequeue operations. These caches are in local
memory outside of the ring, thus their modifications avoid
coherency traffic. When retrieving to the ring, a batch is
copied into the cache, and when transmitting messages are
queued in the cache, and batch copied into the ring. To
ensure message delivery, the cache is flushed by an FWP
before it blocks.
• These caches enable messages to be transferred in batches.
We use explicit software prefetch instructions to load all referenced messages in the cache to avoid CPU cache misses
on message processing.
• Messages are efficiently addressed and copied as the MMA
has shared memory access to all message pools. To maintain protection, the MMA validates that FWP messages are
within a valid message pool.

4.3

Optimized FWP checkpointing

EdgeOS caches the images of chains of FWP binaries so
they are ready for prompt activation. These ready-to-execute
images are asynchronously prepared, thus moving the overhead for FWP preparation off the fast-path. The cached FWP’s
state is identical to the initialized state of a ready-to-execute
FWP.
We utilize a few optimizations to efficiently generate postinitialization FWP snapshots: (1) the post-initialization check-
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point of the FWP-chain is laid out contiguously in memory
so that chain re-initialization is as close to memcpy / memset
overheads (for which we use the musl libc, unoptimized versions), (2) we do not eagerly reclaim – and thus later reallocate – heap memory from terminated FWPs, instead only
zeroing it out to maintain confidentiality, and using it to satisfy future heap allocations, (3) we reuse the threads active in
each FWP by only resetting their registers to the appropriate
post-initialization state, which avoids the overhead of thread
destruction and allocation, and (4) only if there is memory
pressure do we reclaim first spare FWP heap memory, then
cached FWPs. Re-initialized FWPs maintain zero state from
their previous execution: the stack, heap, and writable data
sections are reset to the initial state. These optimizations culminate in a system that can handle exceedingly high churn
and scalability: FWP chain initialization is dominated by
memcpy/memset overheads, and new client chain activation
takes in the low 10s of µ-seconds.

5

Evaluation

All experiments are run on CloudLab Wisconsin c220g1
series nodes [57]. These are 2 socket, 8 core, Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz processors with 128GB ECC
Memory. Note that these systems have fewer cores than current edge offerings, thus pressuring EdgeOS’s design that
dedicates cores to different functions. Systems are connected
via Dual-port Intel X520-DA2 10Gb NIC (PCIe v3.0, 8 lanes).

5.1

Latency and Throughput

We first evaluate the latency and performance predictability
of EdgeOS compared to other high performance networking
platforms. Figure 5(a) shows the response time distribution (in
microseconds) for an ICMP ping response Click [28] element
implemented as either: a DPDK process, an OpenNetVM
NF (ONVM), a standard linux process with kernel-based IO,
a ClickOS NF in a Xen VM, or an FWP in EdgeOS. The
results show that EdgeOS significantly outperforms all of
these techniques (by up to 3.8X in average latency), except
for DPDK. DPDK is slightly better because it can run only
a single service at a time and thus does not need to copy
packets from the initial receive DMA ring to a separate pool.
In contrast, EdgeOS provides a platform to potentially run
thousands of distinct services, and thus needs to offer stronger
isolation via copying.
Figure 5(b) shows the maximum throughput of different approaches when forwarding traffic from pktgen, a high speed
packet generator. EdgeOS again provides better performance
than ClickOS, while offering stronger isolation than DPDK
and ONVM, which rely on globally shared memory pools for
zero-copy IO.
Next we compare the performance of EdgeOS communication with ONVM. We run a chain of NFs on the same core that
each forward small (64B) or big (1024B) packets, thus both
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Figure 6: EdgeOS provides orders of magnitude better startup time than other approaches and does not suffer from scalability problems when
starting larger numbers of FWPs.

systems have context switch overhead by passing a packet
to the next NF. In addition, EdgeOS has copying overhead
from the MMA to enforce isolation. The results in Figure 5(c),
show that as the chain length increases, the throughput of 64B
packet drops for both EdgeOS and ONVM. The main overhead of EdgeOS is data copying, while the overhead of Linux
context switches and scheduling dominates ONVM. When
the chain length is smaller than 3, the overhead of copying
is less than 8%, and EdgeOS outperforms ONVM when the
chain is longer as the Linux system overheads increase. The
throughput with 1024B packets maintains line rate for both
systems when the chain length is smaller than 6, at which
point EdgeOS sees a throughput decrease. Even at length 6,
the MMA is able to maintain an aggregate of 54 Gb/s.

5.2

Startup Time

FWP Initialization and Activation. In Linux, initializing a
process involves calling fork (and possibly execve). For
Docker containers, a docker run command is similar, but
includes additional system calls to configure namespaces and
maintain container metadata. For Firecracker, we use the recommended “hello” image and use 1 vCPU and 128 MiB
RAM. In order to optimize the fast path of readying a cached
FWP, EdgeOS separates out creation from activation. For
EdgeOS, creation involves transitioning from the Object File
to Cached state in Figure 3, including setting up page tables,
capability tables, and thread creation. We record the start time
for 10,000 iterations of starting a container, VM, process, or
FWP and report the median in Figure 6 (a). Note the log
scale. We use median time values as Container creation cost
increases slowly over time so the mean is skewed by these
outliers. We compare against two variants of Linux processes:
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"fork + exec" loads a different binary whereas "fork + faults"
mimics loading the service’s working set by issuing writes
to eight different pages to trigger page faults (the size of the
minimal FWP). These approaches are 5-20X slower than the
comparable "EOS create" approach (dashed lines in Figure 3).
Once an FWP has been created, EdgeOS keeps copies
of it in a cache which can be quickly activated on demand
(solid lines in Figure 3). Cached activation improves EdgeOS
performance by another order of magnitude, allowing new
processing entities to be instantiated in 6.2 microseconds.
Figure 6(b) presents a CDF of these approaches, including
the activation cost for a full chain of 10 isolated FWPs, which
remains an order of magnitude faster than fork+exec.
FWP Scalability and Middlebox Computation. Containers and VMs suffer from poor scalability: as the number of
instances rise, the start time increases [32]. In Figure 6(c) we
show the time to start a new container, create a Firecracker
VM, exec a process, and activate an FWP, when up to 2200
are started incrementally. The Container case gradually drifts
upward before hitting a step after 2000 containers (note logscale) – the last container takes 1.368 seconds versus 0.467
seconds for the first. FWPs provides nearly constant start time
regardless of scale. EdgeOS has a few outlier points (11 out
of 15K measurements are at 2ms), which we believe to be
Non-Maskable Interrupts, or a bug in our scheduling logic.

5.3

Isolation

Just in Time Service Instantiation. To evaluate the impact
of client churn in edge environments, we measure client response time for a ping that creates a new FWP. Clients send
requests at a configurable interval, and we assume that each
new client requires a new, isolated FWP. The new FWP re-
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and processing latency for middlebox routing netperf traffic for an increasing number of clients; (c) TLS termination performance for up to
1000 end points (solid lines: throughput, dashed lines: tail latency).

ceives the incoming packet, produces a reply, and then terminates, representing a worst case churn scenario. Figure 7(a)
shows a response time CDF for EdgeOS under different
client arrival patterns. The results show that even when a
new client arrives every millisecond, 90% of requests are serviced within 50 microseconds This experiment mimics that
in LightVM [32], and although we have not been able to successfully run the LightVM software on our testbed, we note
that their paper produced a 90th percentile response time of
20 milliseconds (more than 400X worse) with 10ms client
arrivals. The EdgeOS performance advantage comes from
our extremely lightweight FWP abstraction and our template
cache that allows nearly instant instantiation.
Multi-Tenancy and Customer Isolation. An important job
of edge-cloud systems is to act as a middlebox to monitor
traffic close to the source. Figure 7(b) depicts the processing
latency of a middlebox deployed between netperf client
and server machines for an increasing number of concurrent
clients. We use three nodes, two running netperf clients
and servers, and the third running EdgeOS or ONVM in the
middle. The systems run either a single firewall to filter flows
or a 2 FWP chain of firewall plus monitor, all implemented
in Click, to further maintain statistics about flows. Each customer is serviced by its own “personal firewall” or chain,
thus preventing malicious clients interfering with others. We
measure the middlebox latency overhead (i.e., the added cost
versus direct client/server connections from Figure 1) as we
increase the number of clients, and thus number of FWPs
(EdgeOS) and Network Functions (NFs in ONVM).
Though ONVM is a highly optimized middlebox infrastructure, it relies on containers and expensive coordination
mechanisms between NFs and the management layer. Because of this, ONVM cannot scale past around 820 containers
or 410 chains, and the added latency rises quickly with each
new client. FWPs enable the system to scale past 2000 clients
with an average increase in the latency of only around 0.3µs
per additional client. Chaining in EdgeOS adds negligible
latency overhead thanks to efficient FWP scheduling and activations, while ONVM sees an increasing gap since it relies
on Linux’s more heavyweight futexes.
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5.4

TLS Termination

For our first edge cloud use case, we consider the deployment of edge-based TLS termination proxies, such as for a
CDN serving https traffic or for IoT devices sending encrypted data streams. This requires an edge end-point for
TCP connections, a TLS handshake to share public keys, and
continued encryption/decryption of transferred contents. As
the majority of web traffic is over https [59], TLS implementations are a high-priority target for compromises, and have a
history of high-impact vulnerabilities, e.g., Heartbleed [12].
Therefore, instead of sharing one https end-point among
many clients, we instantiate an isolated TLS FWP for each
client. Toward this, we ported axtls (axtls.sourceforge.
net/) (version 2.1.4), which includes a lightweight httpsbased web proxy optimized for embedded systems, and the
lwip (savannah.nongnu.org/projects/lwip/) TCP/IP
networking stack (version 2.1.2) to EdgeOS.
In our experiment we use a single cloudlab node as the
edge server, and use five additional nodes to drive the client
workload. We style this experiment after the setup in [32],
and request zero-length files hosted at the proxy (headers
are still encrypted). Each client uses ab (version 2.4.39) and
keep-alive sessions to make a series of requests over a TLSencrypted session. We modified ab by adding a nanosleep
to rate limit each client to 1000 requests per second. We
disable Nagle’s Algorithm for these experiments since it leads
to very low throughput and low network utilization due to
an adversarial interaction with delayed ACK support. For
fairness, axtls on Linux stores files in a ramdisk.
Figure 7(c) depicts the results of running an increasing
number of clients making https requests. Both Linux and
EdgeOS saturate the CPU at around 350 and 700 clients
and reach 297K and 668K requests per second, respectively.
Similarly, EdgeOS achieves around three times lower 99th
percentile latency than axtls, and has lower variability across
clients compared to Linux as shown by the error bars.
In addition to fast FWP instantiation, and efficient communication, the following FWP optimizations are significant:
(1) the FWP abstraction focuses on communication with a single client, it avoids event multiplexing through select and
the associated overhead, and (2) similarly, the share-nothing
nature of the FWP abstraction enables synchronization-free
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Figure 9: Multiple memcached instances (one per tenant) on 16 cores.
networking using the simple lwip stack (in contrast to some
unikernels that cannot push lwip to Linux-level throughput [32]). Though EdgeOS provides significantly stronger
isolation (a TLS instance per client), the FWP model still
enables efficient, predictable scalability.

5.5

Edge Inference

Edge based neural network inference enables resource constrained embedded systems to offload computationally-heavy
work such as live image recognition. For our second use case
we port the CMSIS NN Library (version 1.0.0) neural network
inference library to EdgeOS. We use the example CIFAR-10
configuration which takes as input a 32x32 pixel color image
which classifies to number 0-9. We focus on providing each
tenant with isolated inference services. Thus, we compare an
EdgeOS CMSIS NN FWP-per-client against a simple Linux
server that forks a process for each client.

Mean latency (ms)
99th percentile (ms)

Linux Clients
100 500
13.8 69.2
25.4 135

EdgeOS Clients
100 500
14.6 70.1
14.8 71.3

We utilize a PowerEdge R740 server with two 24-core Intel
Xeon 8160 sockets that represents the Amazon and HPE edge
offerings. We use either 100 or 500 clients (separate columns),
each requesting 500 inferences. This application is particularly CPU-heavy (each inference taking around 6ms), thus
penalizing EdgeOS’ design that specializes cores, i.e., Linux
can use all cores on the system for inference, whereas EdgeOS sets aside 4 cores for MMA and control services.Despite
this, EdgeOS has only slightly lower throughput than Linux,
losing 2.5% to 4.6%. However, the simpler FWP runtime in
EdgeOS minimizes scheduling interference, reducing latency
jitter. Together with EdgeOS’s more efficient activation, this
yields significant decreases in tail latency – 42% and 47% at
100 and 500 clients, respectively.
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5.6

Memcached

Finally, we evaluate how EdgeOS can provide a platform
for low latency endpoint applications that don’t require rapid
instantiation. We implement memcached as an FWP that uses
UDP for requests. We mimic a scenario where one or more
edge tenants store data, each with many clients making requests. Isolating these tenants from each other is necessary as
they should not be able to access (maliciously or not), other
tenant’s cached data. The EdgeOS controller is used to map
incoming requests either to a single memcached FWP (e.g.,
representing a typical edge cloud data cache) or one FWP
per tenant (e.g., representing data stores for different sets of
edge-connected IoT devices). We compare EdgeOS against
Linux, with a single, or multiple memcached instances. Our
workload uses 135 byte value sizes and a 95% get, 5% set
request mix generated by the mcblaster client as in [46]. We
use multiple 16-core client machines, each running mcblaster
processes to ensure the client will not be a bottleneck.
Figure 8 shows a single memcached instance while Figure 9
shows a variant number of instances, representing different
edge-cloud tenants. We report the aggregate throughput across
all requests, the average latency, and a CDF of the latency
(with 16K or 128K clients) to understand the tail. The single
instance focuses on the data-path efficiency of the system,
while the multi-instance evaluates each system’s scalability to
an increasing number of tenants on the limited edge hardware.
The efficiency of both systems is seen in their aggregate
throughput. EdgeOS processes over 5x the throughput for a
single instance, and can scale more gracefully up to 800 instances whereas Linux handles up to 400. EdgeOS’ response
time for a single memcached instance is substantially lower
than Linux: it handles 8X the client request rate before seeing
an increase in latency. Since Linux is not able to keep up, it
drops a large number of requests, e.g., 5.2% at a 320K req/sec
client rate. In contrast, EdgeOS does not see any requests
drops at a 1.2M req/sec client rate. For multiple instances,
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Linux has a response time of nearly 1 second, whereas EdgeOS has an average latency below 1 millisecond for up to
600 memcached instances. From the latency CDF, we observe that even with only 100 memcached instances, Linux
has much higher tail latency than EdgeOS, and that with 800
instances Linux has more than three orders of magnitude
worse tail latency. These latency metrics ignore dropped requests – with 800 instances, EdgeOS drops 13% of requests,
whereas Linux drops 66%.

6

Related Work

Multi-tenant isolation. Significant research addresses isolation in a multi-tenancy environment. Bolted [38] presented an
architecture for a bare metal cloud supporting security sensitive tenants. PSI [70] enables fine-grained and dynamic security postures for different network devices by assigning each
device an NF. Denali [68] separates the protection provided
by a Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) from the abstractions
within a VM, and enables lightweight VM contexts. Multitenancy virtual switch designs are proposed in [60, 64]. In
contrast, EdgeOS is motivated by the potentially enormous
churn and large-scale isolation requirements of the edge cloud,
providing service to transient mobile and IoT devices. For
isolated edge computation instantiation, FWP compares favorably to forking of minimal Linux processes (two orders
of magnitude faster start-time) which is the lower-bound for
many such techniques. Re-initializing FWPs to safe states is
partially motivated by ChaosMonkey [3, 5].
Lightweight isolation. Wedges [6], LWC [29], and SpaceJMP [16] expand the UNIX interface to include lightweight facilities for controlling and changing protection domains. Similarly, Dune [4] uses hardware virtualization support to provide
user-level control over page-tables, and both dIPC [65] and
Skybridge [36] use hardware support to bypass the kernel during inter-protection domain communication. Several projects
have increased the efficiency of containers. Cntr [63] includes
only the application-specific context in a container, while
SOCK [48] specializes the container to use efficient kernel
operations, and uses a Zygote mechanism paired with a cache
to accelerate container creation for stateless computations. EdgeOS targets at abstractions to support immense churn rates,
efficient communication with strong isolation via the MMA
and a narrow system attack surface. To efficiently use the
limited resources in the edge cloud, EdgeOS leverages this
support to scale to more than two thousand FWPs in less than
1GB of RAM while maintaining line-rate communication.
Other isolation mechanisms. DMA shadowing [33] utilizes
extra memory copies for DMA buffer to provide full IOMMU
protection. DAMN [34] introduces DMA-aware packet memory allocator to achieve efficient IOMMU protection. MMA
also uses data-copying to avoid shared memory communication between untrusted FWPs. LXDs [42] runs isolated kernel
subsystems on dedicated cores. EdgeOS achieves similar isolation with the micro-kernel approach. EdgeOS implements
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its system-level services in user-level, and further spreads
them to different cores.
New hardware features are used to enhance memory isolation, such as Intel MPK [25, 53] and SGX [50, 56]. They
are complementary to EdgeOS. Language techniques such as
NetBricks [52] implement network processing functions in
a memory-safe language. These techniques rely on software
isolation within a single thread. Without multiplexing the
CPU among untrusted FWP chains via preemptive scheduling, temporal isolation is challenging. EdgeOS effectively
uses the MMA to maintain memory safety, but also provides
temporal isolation by executing all FWPs in separate threads
that are preemptively scheduled. We also support the direct
execution of legacy code modulo the confines of FWP APIs.

7

Conclusions

The increasing prevalence of mobile computations and the
Internet of Things requires both scalable isolation facilities for
multi-tenancy in the edge, and the agility to handle high churn.
This paper has described an optimized copy-based MMA architecture that provides strong mutual isolation without performance penalties. We introduced FWP for scalable isolation
that is paired with a cache of post-initialization checkpointed
FWP-chains to provide microsecond scale activation times
for high churn.
Our evaluation shows EdgeOS substantially improves performance for a wide range of applications from network middleboxes to endpoint services. We show that EdgeOS provides
more than a 3.8X reduction in ping latency and more than 2X
throughput increase compared to ClickOS – a system that also
provides isolated computation – for middlebox computations.
More importantly, EdgeOS can create FWPs for client computation in 25-50 microseconds, even when they are created
every millisecond, and can scale to over 2000 FWPs while
maintaining low latency, even with a very limited amount
of memory. For edge applications like memcached, EdgeOS
has more than three orders of magnitude decreases in latency
when running over 300 server instances simultaneously, and
even CPU-intensive TLS termination shows a factor of three
tail latency decrease, all while maintaining strong isolation.
We believe that EdgeOS paves the way for closely integrating
the edge cloud into – and augmenting the capabilities of – the
increasing prevalence of mobile and embedded devices.
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Abstract

Fireﬂy is an untethered multi-user virtual reality (VR) system for commodity mobile devices. It supports more than 10
users to simultaneously enjoy high-quality VR content using a
single commodity server, a single WiFi access point, and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) mobile devices. Fireﬂy employs
a series of techniques including ofﬂine content preparation,
viewport-adaptive streaming with motion prediction, adaptive
content quality control among users, to name a few, to ensure
good image quality, low motion-to-photon delay, a high frame
rate at 60 FPS, scalability with respect to the number of users,
and fairness among users. We have implemented Fireﬂy in
17,400 lines of code. We use our prototype to demonstrate, for
the ﬁrst time, the feasibility of supporting 15 mobile VR users
at 60 FPS using COTS smartphones and a single AP/server.

1

Introduction

Virtual Reality (VR) has registered numerous applications. In
this paper, we focus on multi-user VR where multiple users
jointly participate in exploring a VR scene. This enables
many applications that single-user VR cannot support such as
team training, social VR, group therapy, collaborative product
design, and multi-user gaming.
We envision the following use case with more than 10
collocated users in a VR room. To start multi-user VR, each
user simply launches the app on her smartphone and plugs the
phone into a VR headset (e.g., a $50 Samsung Gear VR [18] or
even a $10 Google Cardboard [9] with a $6 VR controller [5]).
These mobile devices fetch the VR content from an off-theshelf server based on the users’ real-time motion. The devices
and the server communicate wirelessly over a single WiFi
access point (AP). The users can enjoy the high-quality VR
content as if it is rendered by a desktop PC with a powerful
GPU. Meanwhile, each user can see and possibly interact with
other users in the virtual world.
This paper aims at realizing the above ambitious use case.
We design and implement Fireﬂy, a novel multi-user VR system for mobile devices. The goals of Fireﬂy are the following.
First, Fireﬂy works with affordable, commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) mobile devices, server, and AP. This helps reduce the
deployment cost and facilitate the “bring-your-own-device”
(BYOD) policies that many enterprises adopt today [6]. Second, Fireﬂy employs untethered, wireless VR to overcome the
inconvenience and trip hazards incurred by wired cables [19].
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This is important for multi-user VR where multiple users’
cables may easily get intertwined. Third, Fireﬂy offers high
content quality, low “motion-to-photon” (M2P) latency, and a
high frame rate. An M2P higher than 16ms can cause nausea
to VR users [11]. We target Quad HD (1440p) resolution, 60
frames per second (FPS) that can provide a good experience
even for fast-paced VR gaming – the most demanding VR
task [10]. Fourth, Fireﬂy aims at supporting ∼15 users who
can form a sizeable group of, for example, co-workers, students, or patients. To our knowledge, no existing system can
achieve this using a single commodity server and WiFi AP.
Recent work on multi-user VR only demonstrated 4 concurrent emulated users [47]. Fifth, Fireﬂy allows complex VR
scenes with both background and dynamic foreground objects,
such as other users’ avatars that users can interact with.
The above goals pose multiple challenges. The CPU/GPU
power of a smartphone is at least one order of magnitude
lower than its desktop counterpart [57], not to mention the energy/heat constraints; the heterogeneity of their computational
capabilities should also to be taken into consideration; the
bandwidth offered by a single AP is limited for multiple users;
another key challenge is multi-user scalability, which calls
for strategic decisions of splitting the client-server workload,
as well as scalable approaches for rendering and distributing
the content. To address the above challenges, Fireﬂy makes a
series of judicious design decisions as follows.
• Fireﬂy performs one-time, ofﬂine content preparation by
enumerating, pre-rendering, encoding, and storing the views
at all positions reachable in a virtual scene [27]. At runtime,
given a user’s position and viewing direction, the server directly retrieves the stored high-quality content and delivers
it to the user. This completely eliminates the online rendering overhead. Prior work [27] applies ofﬂine rendering to a
single mobile device for local VR scenes, while Fireﬂy further extends this concept to networked multi-user VR where
ofﬂine rendering is found to be an indispensable mechanism
ensuring scalability (§3.1).
• To reduce the network bandwidth consumption, Fireﬂy takes
a viewport-adaptive approach: each user only requests for the
content that the user is about to perceive based on motion prediction. We conduct a thorough analysis of 25 human users’
motion traces collected from an IRB-approved user trial. The
results shed light on developing a lightweight yet effective
motion prediction approach for Fireﬂy. In the literature, several studies [24, 33, 39] have examined 360° video viewers’
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viewing patterns that only involve rotational movement (yaw
and pitch). Our study instead investigates generic VR users’
motion that consists of both the rotational and translational
viewport movement as well as their interplay (§3.2).
• Fireﬂy supports Adaptive Quality Control (AQC), which
determines the content quality of each user based on the total
network bandwidth, the bandwidth available to each user,
and the amount of to-be-delivered content. AQC essentially
extends traditional video bitrate adaptation [40, 41, 51, 66]:
from handling a single client to multiple clients, from dealing
with regular videos to immersive VR content, and from being
invoked at the second level to the millisecond level to adapt to
users’ motion. These differences require AQC to be effective,
lightweight, fair, and scalable as reﬂected in our design (§3.4).
• Fireﬂy handles dynamic foreground objects in a scalable
and adaptive manner. Speciﬁcally, objects’ 3D models are distributed to the clients ofﬂine. They are then rendered locally
by the client. This eliminates the uncertainty caused by the
network as well as the potential resource competition from
other users compared to a server-side approach. To prevent too
many objects appearing in the viewport from slowing down
client-side rendering, Fireﬂy supports adaptively reducing the
objects’ ﬁdelity to maintain a high FPS (§3.6).
Additionally, Fireﬂy has integrated several system-level optimizations, such as motion prediction error toleration (§3.3),
client-side hierarchical cache (§3.5), and AP-assisted bandwidth estimation (§4). Our implementation on commodity Android/Linux platforms involves 17,400 lines of code. We conduct extensive evaluations using commercial VR scenes, real
users’ motion traces, and off-the-shelf smartphones/AP/server.
We highlight the evaluation results as follows (§5).
• Fireﬂy achieves very low motion-to-photon delay (≤15ms
for 99% of the frames), low stall duration (around 1 second per
minute), a frame rate at 60 FPS, and fairness among the users
when supporting 15 concurrent users with a single server and
a single 802.11ac AP (§5.2).
• Fireﬂy is adaptive to users dynamically joining and leaving
the system as well as network bandwidth changes (§5.4,§5.5).
• Fireﬂy signiﬁcantly outperforms existing systems. We extend Furion [44], a state-of-the-art single-user VR system
over WiFi, to support multi-user VR. Due to its more efﬁcient
content fetching strategy, Fireﬂy exhibits 18% higher median
FPS, 6.9× lower stall duration, and much higher content quality, compared to multi-user Furion (§5.2). We also use our
15-user dataset to evaluate MUVR [47], a very recently proposed multi-user mobile VR framework. Through simulation,
we ﬁnd that for 27% of the time, the MUVR server still needs
to perform online rendering for more than 5 devices. This
makes MUVR not scalable to many users (§5.6).
• Fireﬂy incurs acceptable CPU, GPU, and memory usage.
When tested on 5 modern smartphones, after 25-minute VR
sessions, the battery life percentage drops by 4% to 8%, and
the devices’ temperature reaches no higher than 50°C (§5.7).
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Fireﬂy is to our knowledge the ﬁrst system that can scale
untethered multi-user mobile VR. We make multi-fold contributions in this work: (1) the design of Fireﬂy, (2) the study of
real VR users’ motion, and (3) our prototype implementation
that demonstrates the support of 15 VR users at 60 FPS using
COTS smartphones and a single AP/server. With emerging
wireless technologies (e.g., 802.11ax and 5G), we believe that
Fireﬂy has the potential to scale up to even more users.

2

Motivation and Overview

Fireﬂy enables multiple users (10+) to simultaneously enjoy
high-quality VR at 60 FPS using commodity smartphones, a
single off-the-shelf server, and a single WiFi access point. We
consider three high-level architectural design options.
A Serverless Design does not involve a server, so all the VR
content is stored on users’ mobile devices, which also perform full-ﬂedged rendering. Most of today’s commercial 3D
games and VR mobile apps use this approach. However, previous studies [27, 44] indicate that today’s commodity mobile
devices are far from being powerful enough to perform heavyduty real-time rendering for high-quality VR. Other concerns
include excessive energy consumption and heat dissipation.
Server Performing Online Rendering. This design option
ofﬂoads the rendering task to an (edge) server, which performs real-time rendering of the VR scene for all users based
on their positions and viewports. The rendered scenes are then
distributed to the users wirelessly as encoded video frames.
This approach has been adopted by a prior single-user, cloudassisted VR system [44]. It drastically reduces the client-side
overhead, but in the multi-user scenario, the rendering and
video encoding workload becomes too high for a single server
to handle. To illustrate this, we perform an H.264 encoding experiment on a high-end workstation equipped with an Nvidia
GTX 1080 GPU. The achievable encoding performance is
92 FPS, 199 FPS, and 342 FPS for 4K, 2K, and 1080p resolutions, respectively. This clearly cannot support 10+ users,
each requiring a frame rate of higher than 60 FPS.
Server Performing One-time, Exhaustive Ofﬂine Rendering. The server exhaustively enumerates all possible views
at all positions, renders them at a high quality, encodes them
into video frames, and saves the frames in the storage [27].
At runtime, the server simply retrieves and transmits the preencoded frames based on each user’s position and viewport.
In this way, the rendering/encoding overhead at runtime is
completely eliminated, so the server can easily scale to tens
or even hundreds of simultaneous users. These beneﬁts come
at the cost of high storage usage, which is largely not an issue
given the cheap storage today.
System Architecture. Fireﬂy employs the third approach
given its good runtime performance and superior scalability. Figure 1 plots the overall architecture. As shown, Fireﬂy
consists of a content server and multiple commodity mobile
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Figure 1: The Fireﬂy system architecture.
devices. They are wirelessly connected through a WiFi access
point (AP). This setup can be easily realized in enterprise
or home environments at a very low cost. Note that prior
work [27] applies ofﬂine rendering to a single mobile device
for local VR scenes, while Fireﬂy further extends this concept
to networked multi-user VR where ofﬂine rendering is found
to be an indispensable mechanism ensuring the scalability.
The server consists of a content database that stores rendered/encoded content indexed by a user’s position and viewing direction. The database is built by the Ofﬂine Rendering
Engine that performs the aforementioned exhaustive content
generation (§3.1). Another critical component is the AQC
module that is introduced to scale the system and to handle
the wireless bandwidth ﬂuctuation. It determines in real-time
the content quality for each user. Designing AQC is challenging due to multiple requirements including boosting users’
QoE, maintaining good performance, ensuring scalability, and
achieving fairness. We detail its design in §3.4.
On the client side, there are two high-level design choices
on the content fetching strategy for background frames. First,
the client can prefetch all surrounding frames at every new virtual position [44]. However, this technique may consume high
bandwidth with a considerable amount of wasted trafﬁc (i.e.,
the fetched content is not viewed by the user, see our evaluation in §5.2), making it infeasible for multi-user VR. Second,
to reduce the bandwidth footprint, the client can use its historical motion trajectory to predict the future viewport and
to prefetch only the portions that will likely be consumed in
the near future. Fireﬂy is the ﬁrst to incorporate this viewportadaptative approach into generic VR using robust motion
prediction (§3.2,§3.3). The client also efﬁciently manages its
local cache (§3.5) and handles foreground dynamic objects in
an adaptive and scalable manner (§3.6).

3 System Design
3.1 Ofﬂine Rendering Engine
The ofﬂine rendering engine produces the content database.
The whole VR world is discretized into grids. At each grid
position that the user can reach, the rendering engine renders
a mega frame that captures the 360° panoramic view [28]
that the user can possibly perceive at a high quality. Fireﬂy
uses Equirectangular projection [7] to generate the panoramic
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representation, but other projection algorithms [8, 14, 67] can
also be applied. As shown in Figure 2, besides the color
frame (top), a mega frame also includes a panoramic depth
map (bottom) where the brightness of each pixel indicates its
distance from the user. The depth map will be used to ensure
the correct occlusion when overlaying foreground objects
such as avatars of other users onto the scene (§3.6).
We next apply the tiling technique [38, 53] by dividing
each mega frame into mega tiles. Each tile is independently
encoded and can be separately transmitted and decoded. The
rationale is that, since the user only sees a portion of the
whole panoramic scene at a given time, there is oftentimes
no need to fetch the entire mega frame. The mega tiles thus
allow users to (pre)fetch the content more adaptively at a ﬁner
granularity, to reduce the network bandwidth consumption.
Note that although viewport-adaptive tiling has been used in
360° video streaming, applying this concept to generic VR
(in particular, multi-user VR) is new. Tiling requires the user
to predict its viewport, i.e., to determine which tiles to fetch
based on the observed viewport trajectory (both translational
and rotational), as to be detailed in §3.2 and §3.3.
A decision we need to make is to determine the number
of tiles and their layout. While having more tiles provides
more bandwidth saving opportunities, in the meantime it increases the decoding overhead and makes compression less
efﬁcient. After carefully studying the above tradeoffs using
real users’ viewport trajectory data (§3.2), we decide to vertically segment each mega frame into four mega tiles as shown
in Figure 2. We choose vertical segmentation because according to our data collected from 25 users, users tend to keep their
sight vertically centered (i.e., looking at the equator) while
moving the viewport horizontally. This makes horizontal segmentation at the equator (0° latitude) inefﬁcient because the
vertically centered viewport will always overlap with at least
two tiles, i.e., one above and the other below the equator.
As described above, at each position, the ofﬂine rendering
engine generates four tiles capturing the panoramic view and
depth. Each tile is then independently encoded into video
frames with multiple quality levels. The rendered and encoded
tiles are stored in the content database, indexed by the user’s
grid (translational) position, the tile ID (rotational position, 1
to 4), and the quality level.

3.2

VR Viewport Movement:
Characterization and Prediction

Users’ motion makes VR immersive and interactive. In the literature, many studies have investigated users’ head rotational
movement when watching 360° videos [24, 33, 39]. Generic
VR differs from 360° videos in that it further involves translational movement. To our knowledge, no prior study has
comprehensively investigated VR users’ motion patterns and
their predictability, which are our focus here.
Collecting Viewport Movement Data from Real Users.
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We conduct an IRB-approved user study involving 25 voluntary participants recruited from a large university. Among
the 25 users, 9 are female. The users are from 8 departments
as undergraduate (16), master (4), and Ph.D. students (5). During the study, each subject wears an Oculus Rift headset [15]
connected to a high-end PC. The subject can freely make
rotational movement by moving her head as well as perform
translational movement using the handheld controller.
We obtain two large VR scenes from the Unity store:
Ofﬁce [16] (30m×26m) and Museum [13] (35m×30m, Lshape). We then develop a custom VR system that loads each
scene for the users to explore. Our system logs from each user
the precise viewport trajectory. We let each subject explore
each scene in a random order for 5 minutes, with an arbitrarily
long break allowed between the two sessions.
Motion Trace Characterization. We now characterize the
unique dataset above to reveal VR users’ motion dynamics
and to provide insights for Fireﬂy’s design. To begin with,
Figures 3 and 4 plot the translational movement trajectories
of all users, represented by different colors, for the two VR
scenes. As shown, in most locations, the users’ trajectories are
highly heterogeneous. This ﬁnding suggests that the server
should not use broadcast or multicast, simply because users
typically see different content at a given time.
Fast motion may cause difﬁculties for viewport prediction.
We thus quantify the users’ motion speed. The translational
movement speed is ﬁxed at 1m/s (set based on reported experiences from another user study) when the user presses the
controller button. Figure 5 plots the distributions of rotational
movement speed, calculated by sliding a 500ms window over
the trajectory, across all window positions for ﬁve randomly
selected users. As shown, the users exhibit different speeds,
whose medians range from 1.3°/s to 18.6°/s for yaw and from
0.5°/s to 7.0°/s for pitch. The median speed across all 25 users
is 10.2°/s and 2.4°/s for yaw and pitch, respectively. Interest-
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ingly, such speeds match those for typical 360° users [53],
implying that translational movement does not necessarily
slow down the rotational movement.
Another challenging scenario is users’ sudden movement
after a stationary period. How often do stationary periods
(SPs) occur? Figure 6 plots the distributions of SP duration
per pause, which by our deﬁnition has to last at least 500ms.
Figure 7 plots the total SP duration per user. As shown, an SP
is typically short: 69% of translational SPs and 89% of rotational SPs are shorter than 2 seconds. However, Figure 7 indicates that they occur frequently: within a 5-min VR session,
a typical user spends 43 seconds (median) being stationary.
Such frequent SPs lead to bursty, non-continuous movement
patterns that pose difﬁculties for viewport prediction. To deal
with SPs, we design mechanisms such as conservative tile
scheduling (§3.3) and bandwidth reservation (§3.4). We also
ﬁnd that translational and rotational SPs are not correlated,
i.e., a user is typically looking at a ﬁxed direction while moving, or looking around while standing still. This motivates us
to separate the translational and rotational dimensions when
performing viewport prediction (see below).
Viewport (Motion) Prediction is required by the tiling
scheme (§3.1). We make two decisions regarding Fireﬂy’s
viewport prediction scheme. First, we decide to run it distributively on client devices to make the server scalable. Second,
given the above measurement results, we predict each dimension separately (yaw/pitch for rotational movement and X/Y/Z
for translational movement), and then combine them into the
ﬁnal predicted view. We ﬁnd that this strategy greatly reduces
the computational complexity while achieving a decent accuracy – a desirable tradeoff we want to strike. Regarding the
actual algorithm, we continuously train a linear regression
(LR) model using the motion trajectory observed within a
history window of H milliseconds; we then use this model
to predict the future trajectory within a prediction window
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of P milliseconds before discarding the model. The simple
LR model is found to be very lightweight yet effective for
360° videos [53]; here we investigate its effectiveness for
generic VR motion prediction. Further improvement using
more powerful machine learning tools is our on-going work.
Ideally, P should be set to the duration of the entire tile processing pipeline (form request being sent to tiles being decoded) plus some safety margin. Guided by this, we set P to
150ms based on empirical proﬁling. We set H to 50ms based
on cross-validating different values of H, which is found to
not qualitatively impact the prediction accuracy. Note that
when integrated with Fireﬂy, the prediction is performed in
an online manner: at runtime, Fireﬂy continuously (1) trains
a linear regression model based on the motion trajectory observed within a window (H), (2) uses this model to predict
the viewport, and (3) discards this model immediately.
Figure 8 and 9 plot the prediction results for translational and rotational movement, respectively, across all users
(H=50ms, P=150ms, the Ofﬁce scene), with the SPs excluded.
The accuracy metric is the mean absolute error (MAE, in
distance or degree). The overall accuracy is high: the median MAE is around 1.4 cm for translational movement,
and 1.6°/7.4° for vertical (pitch) / horizontal (yaw) rotational
movement. The results for the Museum scene are similar. We
discuss how Fireﬂy further tolerates prediction errors in §3.3.

3.3

Client-side Tile Fetching Scheduling

The client needs to judiciously decide which (mega) tiles
to fetch and in which order. Recall that the client continuously predicts the viewport trajectory within a prediction
window (§3.2). The trajectory is a time series of 6-tuples
{t, x, y, z, pitch, yaw} where t is the (future) timestamp; x, y,
and z are the grid position (translational movement); pitch,
and yaw are the viewing direction (rotational movement). The
timestamp difference between two consecutive tuples is 1/F,
where F is the frame rate. In other words, each tuple corresponds to the predicted viewport of a future frame. The client
then translates yaw and pitch of each tuple into a list of tiles
according to the projection algorithm (e.g., Equirectangular).
The client now has a preliminary list of tiles to be fetched.
It next prunes the list using two rules. First, if a tile is already
in a client-side cache (§3.5), it will be removed from the list.
Second, if a tile appears multiple times in the list, only the
earliest appearance (with the smallest t) will be kept. This
pruned list where the tiles are ordered by their t values will
then be sent to the server. To adapt to users’ motion, the above
scheduling process is performed continuously on a per-frame
basis. The server therefore sees a stream of mega tile lists for
each user. We describe how the server processes it in §3.4.
Tolerating Viewport Prediction Errors. Due to users’ randomness, viewport prediction errors are inevitable. Fireﬂy
employs three mechanisms to tolerate them. First, it uses large
tiles (90°×180°) that can absorb rotational prediction errors,
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as a tile needs to be fetched as long as the predicted viewport
has any overlap with it. Second, to further tolerate rotational
prediction errors, we virtually enlarge the ﬁeld-of-view by
p% in each direction when calculating the to-be-fetched tiles.
p is conﬁgured to 10% given the rotational prediction MAE
shown in Figure 9. Third, recall from §3.2 that sudden translational movement after a stationary period (SP) is difﬁcult to
predict. To address this issue, when the user is stationary, we
add the tiles (corresponding to the current viewing direction)
of all four neighboring grids to the predicted tile list. In this
way, no matter which direction the user moves towards, the
corresponding tiles are always in the to-be-fetched list.

3.4

Adaptive Quality Control (AQC)

AQC takes as input the lists of tiles requested by the users,
and outputs each user’s appropriate quality level. It runs on
the server that has the global knowledge of all users. An ideal
AQC algorithm has the following features. (1) For each user,
AQC will maximize the quality level while minimizing the
stall (rebuffering); meanwhile, the number of quality switches
should be minimized to provide a smooth user experience.
(2) The selected quality levels should be fair across all the
users; in other words, the quality levels should be largely
proportional to the users’ wireless channel capacities. (3)
AQC needs to execute in a fast-paced manner (ideally at the
per-frame granularity for each user) to adapt to users’ motion.
(4) AQC should scale well for multiple users.
At a ﬁrst glance, AQC is similar to a video bitrate adaptation algorithm where a plethora of studies have been conducted [40,41,51,66]. However, AQC in Fireﬂy is much more
challenging. In particular, requirements (2), (3), and (4) do
not appear in typical bitrate adaptation algorithms running on
a single client for regular video-on-demand services.
In our initial design, we attempt to establish a principled
optimization framework that maximizes a QoE (Quality of
Experience) utility function. However, we ﬁnd that this approach is computationally infeasible on a per-tile basis, as the
solution space expands exponentially as the number of users
increases. To this end, we develop a lightweight, heuristicbased algorithm that produces empirically good quality selection decisions. Our design considers all four requirements
mentioned above. It runs efﬁciently on commodity servers,
achieving frame-level scheduling for 10+ users.
AQC Algorithm. We now walk through the detailed logic
of the algorithm listed in Figure 10. It uses the available
bandwidth obtained from the wireless AP and the recently
received to-be-fetched tiles (§3.3) to adjust the quality level
(Q[i]) for each user i. In each invocation, AQC gets the total
available downlink bandwidth across all users (Line 01), as
well as each individual user’s available downlink bandwidth
from the AP (Line 03). They represent the global and local
network bandwidth constraints respectively (see §4 for their
details). λ (empirically set to 90%) adds a safety margin for
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n: total number of users
T: total available bandwidth across all users
Q: users’ current quality levels (input & output)
Tiles: users’ to-be-fetched tile lists (input)
Q’: local copy of Q
B: individual user’s available bandwidth
λ: bandwidth usage safety margin
RESERVE: reserved bandwidth for each user
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12

T = get_total_bw_from_AP() * λ
Q’[1..n] = Q[1..n]
B[1..n] = get_individual_bw_from_AP([1..n]) * λ
foreach user i:
while (bw_util(Tiles[i],Q’[i])≥B[i] and Q’[i] is not lowest):
Q’[i] = Q’[i] - 1
T = T – min(B[i], max(RESERVE, bw_util(Tiles[i], Q’[i])))
if (T < 0):
lru_decrease(Q’[1..n]) until (T≥0 or Q’[1..n] are lowest)
else:
lru_increase(Q’[1..n]) until (T≈0 or Q’[1..n] are highest)
Q[1..n] = Q’[1..n]

Figure 10: The multi-user AQC algorithm.
tolerating the bandwidth ﬂuctuation. Lines 05–06 deal with
the local bandwidth constraint. For a given user i’s tiles to be
fetched (Tiles[i]), as long as their bandwidth utilization
(calculated by bw_util()) exceeds the available bandwidth
B[i], the quality is lowered to avoid stalls. Line 07 then
subtracts the user’s used/reserved bandwidth from the global
bandwidth budget T. An important design decision we make
is to reserve a certain amount of bandwidth (RESERVE) for
each user to handle the user’s sudden movement (§3.2) that
may incur unexpected bandwidth utilization. The reserved
bandwidth for each user is set to ηT /n where T is the AP’s
total bandwidth, n is the number of users, and η is a tunable
parameter. A large η reserves more bandwidth, which can
help increase the resilience to users’ bursty movement at the
cost of a lower ﬂexible (i.e., non-reserved) bandwidth of other
users. We empirically choose η=0.75 that yields a satisfactory
tradeoff between the two above factors.
We next consider how to estimate the tiles’ bandwidth
requirement, i.e., realizing bw_util() in Line 05. Recall
from §3.3 that each tile has its display deadline. Let the total
size (in bytes) of the tiles at quality level q with a deadline at or
before ti be Si,q . Let t0 be the current time, tc be the estimated
decoding time, and ts be the server-side queuing delay. t0 and
tc are reported by the user and ts is estimated by the server.
In order to not miss the deadline ti , the required bandwidth
should be at least b(ti ) = Si,q / max{0, (ti − t0 − tc − ts )} (it
can be ∞ when a stall occurs). Then the overall required
bandwidth is conservatively estimated as maxti {b(ti )}.
Lines 08 to 11 deal with the global bandwidth constraint. If
the global bandwidth budget T is depleted (Line 08), then we
reduce the users’ quality levels (Line 09); otherwise we try to
increase them (Line 11). To facilitate fairness and make the
quality switch smooth, the decrease/increase of the quality
levels is performed in a “least recently used (LRU)” manner,
one user at a time, i.e., the user whose quality level was least
recently changed is selected. The quality level increase is
subject to the local bandwidth constraint.
Since users’ requests arrive asynchronously, AQC needs
to be invoked to update Q[1..n] whenever a new request
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arrives. Then the tile transmission thread will retrieve the tiles
from the content database and put them into the tile transmission queues. If the requested tiles for a user change, or if
AQC produces a different schedule in a future invocation for
this user, the not-yet-transmitted tiles in the user’s queue will
be updated. Thanks to AQC’s lightweight nature, users’ motion and network bandwidth ﬂuctuation will be immediately
reﬂected in the tiles’ quality levels, making Fireﬂy robust.

3.5

Client-Side Hierarchical Cache

When a user receives mega tiles from the server, the tiles
will be cached, decoded, and rendered. Since tile decoding
takes non-negligible time, it needs to be performed in advance.
Fireﬂy, a decoding scheduler determines which tiles to decode. Its logic is similar to the tile fetching scheduler (§3.3),
by using the viewport prediction results. Predicted tiles with
a closer display deadline take a higher decoding priority.
To handle large VR scenes, Fireﬂy needs to fetch and decode a large number of tiles. Fireﬂy thus employs a 3-layer
hierarchical tile cache. Borrowing the CPU cache terminologies, we name the three layers L1, L2, and L3. Residing in
the GPU memory, The L1 cache stores decoded mega tiles
that can be immediately rendered by the GPU. It is the fastest
cache, but its capacity is the smallest (hundreds of tiles) due
to the large size of decoded tiles and limited GPU memory.
The L2 cache stores encoded tiles in the main memory with a
capacity of thousands of tiles. The L3 cache dumps encoded
tiles in the persistent storage; it has the largest size but is the
slowest. When a tile arrives, it is ﬁrst stored in L2 cache; if
L2 is full, some old tiles in L2 may be swapped to L3 in an
LRU manner. The L2-to-L3 swap involving writing to ﬂash
drive, and is thus performed in a batched manner for good
write performance. Swapping back from L3 to L2 is triggered
by the decoding schedulers’ decisions. This typically occurs
when a user visits a previously explored grid position.

3.6

Handling Dynamic Foreground Objects

A VR scene may consist of a background view as well as
one or more foreground objects. The background view at
a speciﬁc virtual location is static. Due to its large area and
complexity, its rendering typically dominates the workload for
preparing the scene. In contrast, foreground objects are more
dynamic and less complex than a background scene. Their
examples include moving objects (e.g., other users’ avatars)
and interactive objects (e.g., a virtual control panel). Despite
being less complex than the background view, due to their
dynamic and interactive nature, failure to render foreground
objects in time may also cause considerable QoE degradation.
Fireﬂy employs two mechanisms to handle foreground objects. First, objects’ 3D models (polygons, textures, etc.) are
distributed to the clients ofﬂine. This reduces the network
bandwidth consumption and eliminates the server’s rendering
workload at runtime. In a typical VR scene, the objects’ 3D
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Quality
# Polygons, Size (MB)

High
30016, 3.30

Medium
14566, 1.30

Low
7283, 0.68

Table 1: Three quality levels of the avatar object.
Client Device
Samsung Galaxy S8 (SGS8)
Samsung Galaxy S10 (SGS10)
Samsung Galaxy Note 8 (SGN8)
Motorola Moto Z3 (Z3)

High
,,
,,
,,
,,

Medium
,,
,,
,,
,,

Low
,,
,,
,,
,,

Table 2: Rendering proﬁles for different phones: whether 60+ FPS
can be achieved with 3,6,9 concurrent objects in different qualities.

models are not large (e.g., tens of MBs in total) so they can
be bundled with the app installation package or be fetched
when the app launches for the ﬁrst time.
Second, foreground objects are rendered locally by the
client. This eliminates the uncertainty caused by the network
as well as the potential resource competition from other users
compared to a server-side approach. A challenge here is that
the number of objects appearing in the viewport may change
dynamically. If there are too many objects, the local rendering
may still become the bottleneck. For example, in multi-user
social VR, a user “sees” other users as 3D avatars; depending on the users’ position, more than 10 avatars may appear
in the viewport, incurring high rendering overhead. To address this challenge, Fireﬂy supports trading off the rendering
quality for a high frame rate. Speciﬁcally, the client creates
low-quality versions for each object type by downsampling
its polygon meshes. Table 1 shows an example of an avatar
object originally with 30K polygons. Fireﬂy downsamples
them (using Blender [4]) to the medium and low quality with
14.6K and 7.3K polygons respectively. This downsampling
process is an ofﬂine, one-time effort. Then at runtime, depending on the number of objects to be rendered, their qualities
are dynamically determined to facilitate 60 FPS. Downsampling may also use more sophisticated polygon simpliﬁcation
techniques such as bounded-error polygon simpliﬁcation [42],
progressive encoding [45], or adaptive display elision based
on the size of the object and its position in the scene [34].
To properly determine the objects’ qualities, each client
creates a rendering proﬁle ofﬂine. Let us ﬁrst assume that
there is only one object type (e.g., the avatar). As exempliﬁed
in Table 2, for each quality level, the proﬁle maps the number
of concurrent objects (3, 6, 9 are shown) to whether 60+ FPS
can be achieved. Note that we assign the same quality to all
objects to simplify the quality selection. The proﬁle is created
by the client through automated tests. During a test, the client
is also performing tile decoding/rendering to mimic the workload of generating the background view. Then at runtime, the
client can directly consult its proﬁle to determine the objects’
quality level. For example, when there are 6 objects, SGS8
should use the medium quality (Table 1) to achieve 60 FPS.
When there are multiple types of objects, it may be infeasible
to exhaustively enumerate their combinations. In this case, we
can apply simple machine learning to predict the rendering
performance, using features such as the number of objects, the
total number of polygons, etc. We leave this as future work.
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4

System Implementation

Client and Server. We have integrated the components in §3
into the holistic Fireﬂy system that works on commodity Android/Linux OSes. The client is implemented using Android
SDK with a total line of code (LoC) of 14,900. Tile decoding
is realized using the low-level Android MediaCodec API [3].
We leverage multiple concurrent hardware decoders, whose
optimal number depends on the device, to boost the decoding performance. We use OpenGL ES to perform tile projection/rendering, and use the OpenGL FBO (Framebuffer
Object) to realize the L1 decoded cache (§3.5). We have successfully tested Fireﬂy on four mobile devices: SGS8, SGS10,
Moto Z3, and SGN 8 (full names in Table 2). These devices
can be readily plugged into affordable VR headsets. The rotational and translational motion is provided by the on-device
motion sensors and the VR headset controller, respectively.
The server is implemented on Ubuntu 16.04 with about 1,000
LoC. The clients and the server communicate over TCP.
WiFi AP. The clients and server are wirelessly connected by
a commodity WiFi AP. Since the server is only one wireless
hop away from the users, AQC can directly obtain accurate
global and per-user available bandwidth from the AP (Line 01
and 03 in Figure 10). This avoids the error-prone bandwidth
estimation process widely used in Internet video streaming.
To obtain the AP-wide overall bandwidth, we modify the
AP’s ﬁrmware to collect statistics on the maximum PHY rates
of the clients, the wireless bandwidth used (20–160MHz in
5GHz Wi-Fi bands), and the busy channel time from hardware
registers. To estimate each user’s available bandwidth, we
also collect statistics on the PHY rate and the frame error
rate. The available bandwidth for a client i is estimated as
Φi (1 − εi )(1 −U)OTCP /N, where Φi is its PHY rate, εi is the
error rate, U is the channel busy airtime, N is the number of
clients taking into account that the airtime will be shared fairly
among clients, OTCP is the TCP overhead estimated ofﬂine
through bandwidth saturation experiments. Similar statistics
are available on other APs via interfaces such as WebUI.
The Ofﬂine Rendering Engine (§3.1) consists of a rendering
engine (developed in C# using Unity) and a mega tile encoder
(developed in Python) with a total LoC of 1,500. We use
H.264 encoding supported by all mainstream mobile devices.

5
5.1

Evaluation
Evaluation Setup

Content Preparation. We use two commercial VR scenes
purchased from the Unity store: Ofﬁce [16] (30m×26m) and
Museum [13] (35m×30m, L-shape). The ofﬂine rendering
engine (§3.1) discretizes both scenes into 5cm×5cm grids,
which are ﬁne-grained enough to provide a smooth translational movement experience. The ofﬂine engine renders each
panoramic frame in 1440p (Quad HD, 2560×1440) resolu-
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each experiment consists of 5 back-to-back runs with different
user-to-device assignments. We set the users’ ﬁeld-of-view
(FoV) to a typical value of 100°×90° [53]. Unless otherwise
mentioned, the presented results are based on the Ofﬁce scene
as the results for the Museum scene are qualitatively similar.
Figure 11: Our equipment: phones, Raspberry Pis, and WiFi AP.
tion, and encodes each mega tile into four quality levels, using
the following CRF (Constant Rate Factor) values: 19, 23, 27,
31. A higher CRF corresponds to a lower quality and a lower
encoded bitrate. The CRF values are selected by following
prior recommendations [17, 20] where the encoded bitrate
ratio between two neighboring quality levels is approximately
1:1.5. The content database size is 137 GB and 99 GB for
Ofﬁce and Museum, respectively. When exploring each scene,
a user can see other users as avatars, which are rendered by
the client as foreground objects. The statistics of the avatar’s
three quality levels are listed in Table 1.
Hardware and Software. As shown in Figure 11, we use 15
client devices. 5 of them are COTS smartphones with different computational capabilities: SGS8×2 (released in 2017),
SGN8 (2017), Z3 (2018), and SGS10 (2019). They all run
unmodiﬁed Android 9.0. For the remaining clients, we use
10 Raspberry Pi 4 (model B) to emulate them, each having a
quad-core ARM Cortex-A72 CPU @ 1.5GHz and 2GB memory. The Pis run Raspbian OS (Debian v10 with Linux kernel
4.19). We run full-ﬂedged Fireﬂy on the 5 smartphones. For
the Pis, we create an emulated version of Fireﬂy by replacing
the decoding and rendering components with their emulated
counterparts. The decoding/rendering latency is properly emulated using the numbers proﬁled from the 5 smartphones.
All other components such as AQC, viewport prediction, tile
fetching scheduler, decoding scheduler, L2/L3 caching are
identical to those running on a real Fireﬂy client. The server
is a desktop PC with an octa-core CPU @ 3.6GHz, 16 GB
memory, 1TB disk, and Ubuntu 16.04. The server does not
have a dedicated GPU. Clients and server are connected by
an Aruba AP running 802.11ac on 80MHz bandwidth.
Physical Environment. The experiments are conducted in a
typical ofﬁce room (7.9m×7.3m) where all the devices, the
server, and the AP are located. We distribute the devices at
random locations. We ﬁnd that their locations have a small
impact on network performance. For a single device, placing
it at the spot nearest to the AP and the spot furthest from the
AP yields a throughput difference no more than 11%.
Experimental Approach. To ensure reproducibility, our
high-level experimental approach is to replay real users’ motion traces collected in §3.2. Recall that we have 25 user traces
and 15 devices. In each run, we randomly pick 15 users and
assign them in a random order to the devices. Each device
then replays the corresponding user’s motion trace by feeding
the sensor stream to Fireﬂy with precise timing. By default,
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5.2

Overall Performance Comparison

We ﬁrst evaluate the overall performance of Fireﬂy, with the
following metrics. (1) Missed Frame Count (MFC). In our
client implementation, a high-precision rendering timer is triggered every 15ms (or 66.67 Hz). If a frame is not ready at the
current timer event, it needs to wait for the next timer event,
i.e., after 15ms. In this case the client reports one MFC. MFC
is highly correlated with the motion-to-photon delay [69], the
time needed for a user’s motion to be reﬂected on the display.
When MFC=0 (the ideal case), the motion-to-photon delay is
minimized to no longer than 15ms, i.e., the motion is reﬂected
in the immediate next frame. When MFC>0, a stall occurs.
(2) Average frame rate is measured by sliding a 1-second
window over a VR session and calculating the average FPS
within each window. Our target FPS is 60. (3) Stall duration
is the rebuffering time experienced by a user. We normalize it
to seconds per minute for a VR session. This metric is correlated with the MFC. (4) Content Quality. Recall that a tile’s
quality is deﬁned by the CRF value ∈{19,23,27,31} (§5.1).
We then deﬁne the quality of a frame as the average quality
of all tiles visible in the viewport. (5) Inter-frame Quality
Variation is measured by sliding a 1-second window over
a VR session and calculating the standard deviation of all
frames’ quality values (deﬁned above) within each window.
Since frequent quality switches degrade the QoE [66], a lower
value of this metric is preferred. (6) Intra-frame Quality
Variation of a frame is deﬁned as the standard deviation of
the quality values of all tiles appearing in a frame’s viewport. Similar to the inter-frame quality variation, we prefer a
lower intra-frame quality variation. Metrics (4), (5), and (6)
are deﬁned for the background view only. We evaluate the
adaptation mechanism for foreground objects in §5.3.
Approaches to Compare. We compare three approaches: (1)
full-ﬂedged Fireﬂy, (2) full Fireﬂy with perfect prediction,
and (3) the multi-user version of Furion [44]. Approach (2)
represents an ideal scenario where users’ viewport trajectories
are known a priori. It helps us understand how much performance improvement we can further gain by having the perfect
knowledge of users’ motion. Regarding Approach (3), Furion
is the state-of-the-art solution for single-user untethered VR.
We create a multi-user version of Furion as follows. We use
the full Fireﬂy as the base (to handle multi-user), and then
make (and only make) the following modiﬁcations according to Furion’s design. First, we remove viewport prediction
that Furion does not perform. Second, Furion does not use
viewport-adaptation; the client instead always requests for all
tiles belonging to all four neighboring grids; we thus modify
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Figure 12: Missed frame count.
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Figure 16: MFC (Museum).
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the tile scheduling module (§3.3) accordingly.
We next present the results for the Ofﬁce scene. Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15 plot the distributions of the aforementioned four metrics: MFC (across all timer events), average
FPS (across all 1-sec windows’ measurements), stall (across
all users’ sessions), and average content quality (across all
users’ sessions). Thanks to its adaptiveness to available network/computation resources and its resilience to motion prediction inaccuracy, Fireﬂy achieves overall good performance
across all these metrics, which are the same or only slightly
worse compared to Fireﬂy with perfect prediction. Speciﬁcally, (1) 99% of the timer events (99% for perfect prediction)
have MFC=0, i.e., a motion-to-photon delay ≤15ms; (2) for
90%/99% of the 1-sec windows (95%/99% for perfect prediction), the average FPS is at least 60/50 FPS; (3) the median
stall duration is only 1.2 sec/min (1.0 sec/min for perfect prediction); (4) the median content quality is around CRF 24.2
(CRF 22.2 for perfect prediction). In Figure 15, the slightly
lower quality compared to that of perfect prediction is due to
the additionally fetched tiles. The bandwidth consumed by
these tiles is wasted because they are not viewed by the users
due to viewport prediction errors.
The multi-user Furion exhibits much worse performance.
This is because without prediction, it can only blindly fetch
an excessive number of tiles without any prioritization. As a
result, the bandwidth consumed of many tiles is wasted, leading to a much lower content quality; wasted tiles may also
cause head-of-line blocking for useful tiles, causing stalls and
a lower FPS. The results for the Museum scene are qualitatively similar, as exempliﬁed in Figures 16 and 17, which plot
the MFC and content quality results, respectively.
We also measure the inter/intra-frame quality variations,
and ﬁnd them to be low. For Fireﬂy, the 25th, 50th, and 75th
percentiles of the inter-frame quality variation (across all 1sec windows’ measurements) are 0, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively;
the 90th percentile of the intra-frame quality variation is 0.
Both metrics are very close to Fireﬂy with perfect prediction.
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The low quality variations are attributed to AQC’s quality
selection mechanism. It (1) assigns the same quality to all the
tiles in a viewport and (2) performs LRU-style quality changes
that not only ensure fairness (to be shown next) across users
but also facilitate smooth quality switches for a given user.
Fairness. Figures 18 and 19 plot the distributions of FPS and
content quality respectively, for ﬁve smartphones. Note that
although the instantaneous available bandwidth may differ
across the devices, in the long run, each device largely gets an
equal share of the bandwidth (as veriﬁed by us). Also, since
each device replays multiple human users’ motion traces,
this should largely smooth out the impact of motion diversity
among the human users. In addition, the devices’ computational power heterogeneity is considered by the adaptive
object quality selection mechanism (§3.6). Therefore, we expect the distributions to be similar among the devices. This is
indeed shown in Figures 18 and 19, conﬁrming that AQC can
achieve a decent level of fairness among the devices.
Real Phones vs. Emulated Devices. We observe small performance differences between the two device groups: the 5
real smartphones and the 10 Raspberry Pis. Their average stall
duration (across all users’ sessions belonging to each group)
differs by less than 2%; for both groups, 99% of the timer
events have MFC=0; both groups also exhibit very similar
FPS distributions; the median content quality is CRF 24.2
and 26.1 for the phone and the Pi group, respectively. This
difference is likely attributed to the conservative emulation
settings (e.g., decoding latency) used in emulation. Overall,
We believe that Fireﬂy is accurately emulated on the Pis.

5.3

Micro Benchmarks

We now present several micro benchmarks to showcase the
impact of key design decisions of Fireﬂy.
Impact of AQC. Figure 20 plots the stall duration across all
VR sessions with AQC enabled vs. disabled. When AQC is
disabled, we consider two extreme cases: always fetching
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the highest quality (CRF=19) and always fetching the lowest
quality (CRF=31). As shown, the former suffers from very
long stalls (median: 9.6 sec/min); the issue with the latter is
the low content quality (CRF 31). AQC instead strikes a much
better tradeoff: the achieved average quality is CRF 23.8,
while the stall duration is only slightly increased compared to
statically using CRF=31 without AQC.
Impact of Bandwidth Reservation in AQC. Recall
from §3.4 that we make an important design decision in AQC
by reserving for each user a ﬁxed amount of bandwidth to
handle the user’s sudden motion that may incur unexpected
bandwidth utilization. Figure 21 indicates that this mechanism is highly beneﬁcial. If bandwidth reservation (BWR) is
disabled, the median stall duration increases drastically from
1.2 sec/min to 8.8 sec/min.
Impact of Viewport Prediction. To justify our viewport prediction design, we consider four variations shown in Figure 22. “LT+LR” is Fireﬂy’s approach where we use Linear
regression (LR) for both the Translational movement and
Rotational movement prediction; “ST+SR” represents a naïve
Static strategy: directly using the current viewport as the predicted viewport by assuming the user is stationary in both the
translational and the rotational dimensions; “LT+SR” corresponds to using LR for translational prediction and Static for
rotational prediction; “ST+LR” represents using Static and
LR for translational and rotational prediction, respectively.
Here, we consider all 25 users’ motion traces by replaying
them sequentially using one Samsung Galaxy Note 8 phone.
Figure 22 shows that Fireﬂy’s approach, LT+LR, achieves
the overall highest FPS. Also, LT+SR signiﬁcantly outperforms ST+LR and ST+SR. This suggests that translational
prediction accuracy plays a more important role in determining the system performance compared to rotational prediction
accuracy. The reason is that large tiles (90°×180°) can shield
many rotational prediction errors (§3.3) but not any transla-
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tional prediction error.
Impact of Adaptive Object Quality Selection. By analyzing the logs produced by the experiments in §5.2, we ﬁnd that
oftentimes many avatars indeed appear in the viewport: in
more than 40% (10%) of the viewports, 4 (8) or more avatars
need to be rendered, and this number can reach 10. Too many
foreground objects incur high local rendering workload in particular for computationally weak devices. This overhead can
be effectively mitigated by the object quality selection scheme
(§3.6), which adaptively reduces the ﬁdelity of foreground
objects (in our experiments, the users’ avatars) to maintain
a high FPS. Figure 23 suggests that by disabling this feature
(the “Static” curve, which always renders the objects at the
highest quality), the FPS drops signiﬁcantly: the fraction of
1-sec windows with <60 FPS increases from 8% to 37%.

5.4

Adaptiveness to Number of Users

We conduct an experiment to demonstrate that Fireﬂy can
properly handle users dynamically joining and leaving the
system. We begin with 5 randomly chosen devices at t=0; at
t=60s, 5 randomly chosen devices join the system; at t=120s,
5 more devices start their VR sessions; at t=180s, 5 devices
leave the system; ﬁnally at t=240s, 5 more devices leave.
Figures 24 and 25 plot the average FPS and average CRF
across all users, respectively, over time. As shown, regardless
of the user dynamics, the frame rate almost always stays above
60 FPS. Meanwhile, the content quality well adapts to the
bandwidth available to each individual device. When there are
no more than 10 devices, each device can enjoy the highest
content quality at CRF 19. With 15 devices, AQC reduces the
average quality level to ∼24 due to bandwidth scarcity while
maintaining fairness across users (Figures 18 and 19). The
ﬂuctuations in Figures 24 and 25 (also in Figures 26 and 27 to
be described in §5.5) are attributed to our averaging method
(ﬁrst over a 1-second window and then over all users) for
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calculating each FPS and content quality sample.

5.5

Adaptiveness to Available Bandwidth

We conduct two experiments to investigate how Fireﬂy adapts
to changing network bandwidth. In the ﬁrst one, we begin
with unthrottled bandwidth (around 200 Mbps as reported by
the AP) at t=0; we then use the Linux tc tool [12] to throttle
the AP-wide bandwidth to 140 Mbps at t=60s; the bandwidth
throttling is removed at t=180s. The second experiment is the
same except that the bandwidth throttling is set to 100 Mbps.
For both experiments, we ﬁx the number of devices to 15.
Figures 26 and 27 plot the average FPS and average content
quality across all users, respectively, over time. When the total
bandwidth reduces, the content quality immediately drops to
the lowest in order to maintain a high frame rate. For 140Mbps
bandwidth throttling, AQC manages to stabilize the frame rate
at 60+ FPS. For 100Mbps throttling, each device gets only
∼6.7Mbps bandwidth on average that can barely support even
the lowest quality level at CRF=31. As a result, the frame rate
occasionally drops below 60 FPS.

5.6

Comparison with MUVR

MUVR [47] is a recently proposed, state-of-the-art multiuser mobile VR framework. It is also (to our knowledge) the
most relevant work to Fireﬂy. In MUVR, a server maintains
a centralized cache that stores the rendered and encoded VR
content. Given a user’s translational position, the server can
directly transmit the view if it is cached; otherwise the server
needs to render the view and properly cache it. In their evaluation, the authors emulated 4 concurrent users of MUVR.
We quantify the effectiveness of MUVR on our Ofﬁce
dataset using simulation. The setup is similar to §5.2 where
we replay 15 randomly selected users’ motion traces 5 times.
Meanwhile, we simulate the centralized cache: for every
frame, all devices simultaneously “send” their translational
positions to the server; upon cache misses, the server will “render” the corresponding positions and add them to the cache.
We assume the cache is initially empty and has unlimited capacity. We ﬁnd that for 27% of the time, there are more than
5 concurrent cache misses, i.e., the server needs to render for
more than 5 devices. According to our pilot experiment in §2,
this cannot be supported by even a high-end GPU, leading to
poor scalability. Fireﬂy eliminates this issue by performing
exhaustive ofﬂine rendering (§3.1). It also introduces other
important components that MUVR does not have such as
AQC, viewport adaptation, and handling foreground objects.

5.7

Resource Usage and Thermal Overhead

CPU, GPU, and Memory. Fireﬂy incurs acceptable runtime
overhead and resource footprint on mobile devices. During a
VR session, the CPU usage (reported by the Android Studio
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Proﬁler) is no higher than 30% across the ﬁve smartphones.1
The overall memory usage (CPU+GPU) is no higher than 1.6
GB, which is mostly spent on L1 and L2 cache. Note that the
cache capacities (L1, L2, and L3) are adjustable in Fireﬂy.
Energy Usage and Thermal Characteristics. To proﬁle the
energy usage, we fully charge the ﬁve phones, and then repeat
the experiment in §5.2 by running on each phone ﬁve backto-back VR sessions. After that (25 minutes later), we record
the remaining battery percentage, which ranges from 92% to
96% (average 93.8%) depending on the device’s power consumption and battery capacity. We also monitor the CPU/GPU
temperature. After continuously playing the VR content for 25
minutes, the highest temperature (either GPU or CPU) among
the devices is 50°C, which only feels moderately warm. Overall we think the above energy and thermal characteristics are
completely acceptable for mobile VR.

6

Related Work

360° Video Streaming. There exist a plethora of work on
streaming 360° videos. Prior systems such as Flare [53], Rubiks [38], Freedom [60], and POI360 [62] also take a viewportadaptive streaming approach. Some other studies focus on
viewport prediction for 360° videos [24, 33, 39]. Compared to
the work above, Fireﬂy extends the viewport-adaptation idea
to generic VR that involves both the rotational and translational viewport movement. In particular, we demonstrate how
viewport adaptation can beneﬁt multi-user VR systems.
Single-user Mobile VR has also been well investigated.
Flashback [27] and Furion [44] demonstrate high-quality
single-user VR on COTS smartphones. Flashback is a completely local system (on a single device, content stored in
SD card). We leverage its core concept of ofﬂine rendering to
support high-quality, networked multi-user VR. We extend Furion to a multi-user version and quantitatively compare it with
Fireﬂy in §5.2. MoVR [22, 23] employs 60 GHz mmWave
wireless for mobile VR. Liu et al. [48] proposed system-level
optimizations for the mobile VR rendering pipeline. Tan et al.
explored supporting mobile VR over LTE [61]. None of the
above work explicitly focuses on the multi-user scenario.
Multi-user VR/AR. Despite a plethora of work on singleuser VR, much fewer studies have been conducted on its
multi-user counterpart. The most relevant work to Fireﬂy is
MUVR [47] that is described in detail in §5.6. Bo et al. developed a multi-user 360° video streaming system based on multicast [25]. A recent positioning paper [49] discusses several
practical issues of designing a multi-user VR system (without implementation). Some studies investigated multi-user or
collaborative augmented reality (AR) [54, 55, 68]. Compared
to the above work, Fireﬂy is a generic multi-user VR system.
It achieves much better scalability compared to MUVR.
1 Android

Studio Proﬁler does not report the GPU utilization.
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7

Discussion

Efﬁcient Ofﬂine Rendering. Future VR applications can
involve large and complex scenes, drastically increasing the
overheads of ofﬂine rendering. Fireﬂy plans to explore wellknown rendering optimization techniques [29, 50] which use
different hierarchical structures for adapting to the surface
tessellation and level of detail.
Handling Dynamic Background. While signiﬁcantly boosting scalability, Fireﬂy’s ofﬂine rendering assumes the background content is static (but can be arbitrarily complex). Simple dynamic content involving short animation sequences can
still be rendered ofﬂine. Complex dynamic content (involving
lighting, reﬂection, etc.) has to be rendered at runtime.
Enhancing Fireﬂy using Computer Graphics and Multimedia Techniques. While the contributions of Fireﬂy are
mostly on the system side, we are aware that Fireﬂy can be
enhanced by various techniques developed from the computer graphics and multimedia community. For example, the
3D models of foreground objects can be simpliﬁed using
techniques proposed by [31, 32, 35, 56]; visibility or distance
culling [34, 36, 52] can be applied to reduce the runtime rendering overhead while maintaining objects’ visual qualities;
more sophisticated partitioning [58, 59] can be employed
to make caching more efﬁcient for both static background
and dynamic foreground; more efﬁcient video codec such as
H.265 [37] and the next-generation H.266 standard [1] can
be leveraged to further reduce the bandwidth footprint for
background content delivery; powered by recent advances in
deep learning, deep neural networks (super-resolution) can
be applied to enhance the image quality [30, 65]. The above
approaches are orthogonal to Fireﬂy’s exhaustive rendering
paradigm and are compatible with the AQC scheme.
Improving Motion Prediction. Fireﬂy employs online linear regression for motion prediction. Despite being simple,
it is experimentally demonstrated to be efﬁcient and effective. The prediction accuracy could be further improved using
more sophisticated prediction methods. For instance, over 3DoF (degree-of-freedom) head movement data, deep learning
approaches such as LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) was
found to outperform classic machine learning in particular
when the prediction window is long [64]. Another promising direction is to enrich the feature set using, for example,
velocity, acceleration, and even VR content features such as
saliency [33]. We plan to explore the above directions in our
future work.

7.1

8

Concluding Remarks

We have demonstrated with Fireﬂy that it is feasible to support 15 VR users at 60 FPS using COTS smartphones and a
single AP/server. Our design makes judicious decisions on
(1) partitioning the workload (ofﬂine vs. runtime, client vs.
server), (2) making the system adaptive to the available network/computation resources, both collectively and locally to
each user, and (3) handling users’ fast-paced, bursty motion.
We believe that the core concepts of Fireﬂy are applicable to
other multi-user scenarios such as those of augmented reality
and mixed reality.

Lessons Learned

We learned several important lessons from Fireﬂy, which may
guide the design of future multimedia systems.
First, Wirth’s law [21] also applies to multimedia: the content resolution/quality increase may outpace the graphics
technology evolution. While 3D computer games already
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use some pre-computation techniques such as projecting prerendered 2D panoramic background [2] and rendering faraway
3D objects as 2D sprites, we believe that more extensive ofﬂine computation and caching will remain a core technique
that can scale up high-quality content rendering on commodity hardware, in particular in emerging multimedia services
such as mixed reality and cloud gaming.
Second, scheduling content delivery in a multi-user system
requires considering a wide range of factors: network bandwidth, device rendering capability, users’ QoE, users’ interaction, and cross-user fairness. Our experience of developing
AQC indicates that while establishing a full-ﬂedged optimization framework may be difﬁcult, a robust heuristic-driven
algorithm can work well in practice. In addition, to adapt
to users’ fast-paced, bursty interactions, the scheduling algorithm needs to run at a frequency that is much higher than traditional videos’ bitrate adaptation algorithms [40, 41, 51, 66].
Third, from traditional videos (0 DoF) to 360° videos (3DoF) and then to VR/volumetric (6-DoF), multimedia content
tend to become more immersive and interactive. To embrace
such trends, future multimedia systems need more intelligence, which is not limited to motion prediction as showcased
in Fireﬂy. Elements such as users’ eye movement [43, 46],
users’ voice, salient visual content [33], and sound source,
to name a few, can all be leveraged to infer viewers’ intention and henceforth to facilitate system-level decision making
such as content prefetching and scheduling.
Fourth, in addition to content, client devices, and server,
the network (in particular, the wireless one) is also a key
component whose interplay with the multimedia system needs
to be carefully optimized. The lower-layer wireless channel
information could be leveraged to guide network resource
allocation. In Fireﬂy, we demonstrate this over 802.11ac WiFi
(§4). Similar cross-layer design could be conducted for other
WiFi standards (802.11ax [26]) and cellular networks [62,63].
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